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AUDIO-VIDEO DEPOSITION OF LAURA KNOTHE
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
LAURA KNOTHE was taken by the Defendant!
Counterelaimant at the offices ofCosho Humphrey, LLP,
Counterclaimant
located at 800 Pad< Boulevard, Suite 790, Boise,
Idaho, before Associated Reporting, Inc., by Janet
French, a Court Reporter and Notary Public in and for
ofidaho, on Wednesday, the
the County of Ada, Slate
State ofIdaho,
11th day of August, 2010, commencing at the hour of
9:01 a.m. in the ahove-entitled matter.
APPEARANCES:

09:01:03

1

09:01:03

2

09:01:07
09:01:10

3
4

09:01:15

5

Procedure 30(b)(4), and so I'll just recite this

09:01:16

little script.

09:01:18

6
7

09:01:21

8

is being taken on behalf of the defendant, Petra

09:01:26

9
10

City of Meridian in the District Court of the Fourth

09:01:30

For the Plaintiff! TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A.
Counterdefendant: By: Kim J. Trout, Esq.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
Post Office Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
ktrout@idalaw.com
ktrout@idaiaw.com

Also present:

This is the deposition of Laura Knothe which
Incorporated, in Case No. CV OC 09-7257 filed by the

09:01:32

11

Judicial District for the State of Idaho in and for

12

Ada County.

09:01:35

13
14

2010, commencing at 9:00 a.m. Mountain Time before

09:01:41
09:01:43
09:01:49
09:01:59
09:02:03
09:02:06
09:02:10
09:02:12
09:02:15

Tom Coughlin

MR. WALKER: On the record. I need to do a few
things here to comply with the Idaho Rule of Civil

09:01:33

09:01:54
For the Defendant! COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
Counterclaimant: By: Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Post Office Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Telephone: (208)344-7811
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
twalker@cosholaw.com

PROCEEDINGS

This deposition is being taken on August 11,
II,

15
16
17

Janet French a court reporter with Associated

18
19

at the offices ofCosho Humphrey, LLP, at 800 Park

Reporting, Inc., whose address is 1618 West Jefferson,
Boise, Idaho 83702. The deposition is being conducted
Boulevard, Suite 790, Boise, Idaho 83712.

20
21

firm, and I'm here representing Petra Incorporated,

22
23

operator of the audio-visual equipment.

09:02:17

24

09:02:20

25

I'm Thomas G. Walker of the Cosho Humphrey
the defendant, in this lawsuit, and I'm also the
This deposition is being taken in accordance
with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and there are

Page 2
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August 11, 2010

La-ura-Knothe
La-ura·Knothe

I of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

The

09:06:25

1

09:09:39

1

09:06:29

2

Q. Okay. Your deposition is dated July 6th,

09:09:44

2

09:06:33

3

I 0 -- or excuse me. Your affidavit is dated July
20 I0

09:09:47

3

Mister - with Dick Kluckhohn for purposes of the

09:06:38

4

6th, 2010. Can you tell me how long before or how

09:09:49

4

document review; is that your testimony?

09:06:42

5

many days before July 6th, 2010, you had the first

09:09:52

5

09:06:44

6

telephone conference with Mr. Trout?

09:09:53

6

09:06:45

7

A. Regarding the affidavit?

09:09:55

7

09:06:49

8

Q. Regarding any matter.

09:09:57

8

09:06:57

9

A. I was working with -- with both the City and

09:09:59

9

09:07:02

10

Trout Jones for a number of months -- you know, a span

09:10:02

10

09:07:08

11

of time in coordination of work at City Hall, so the

09:10:05

11
12

meet with Dick Kluckhohn with regard to any matter

13

involving this case?

to him.

09:07:16

12

first phone call with .-- with Trout Jones would have

09:10:09

09:07:24

13

been March of '09.

09:10:13

Q. This lawsuit was filed on April 16th of

through the course of this.
Q. But at no time did you personally meet with

A. No, it's not. When you asked the question
earlier -Q. Okay.

A. - I was talking about the affidavit,
because you had specifically referred to the
affidavit, so I was not talking about the work.
Q. Okay. That's fair. So when did you first

09:07:28

14

09:10:20

14

09:07:32

15

2009, so you had met with -- or you had talked with-

09:10:23

15

09:07:37

16

let me ask it this way: Who did you talk to at Trout

09:10:27

16

09:07:40

17

Jones in March of 2009?

09:10:32

17

A. He was in attendance at several meetings.

09:07:40

18

09:10:37

18

Meetings with just Dick and I, probably less than
five.

09:07:44

19

09:07:45

20

09:07:45

21

A. Kim Trout.

Q. And did you talk to anyone else at his
office?

A. I don't believe so.

09:10:37

19

09:10:40

20

09:10:44

21

A. Late April of'09.
Q. And how many meetings did you have with
Mr. Dick Kluckhohn?

Q. Okay. And who else did you meet personally
with, with regard to any matter involving this case,

09:07:47

22

Q. Okay. And--

09:10:48

22

and I'm speaking now of Trout Jones -- either who

09:07:50

23

A. On that date, or at any time?

09:10:52

23

worked for or with Trout Jones?

09:07:51

24

Q. At any time.

09:10:54

24

A. Kim Trout and Kevin K1uckhohn.

09:07:52

25

A. Oh, sure.

09:10:57

25

Q. How many meetings did you have with

Page 11

Page 9
09:07:53

1

of the
Q. Okay. Can you give me the names ofthe

09:10:58

1

09:11:07

2

09:11:09

3

Mr. Trout?

09:07:58

2

09:08:07

3

09:08:13

4

I had stated that Dick Kluckhohn, but I'm not sure he

09:11:09

4

09:08:15

5

works directly for -

09:11:11

5

MR. TROUT: You don't need to speculate.

09:08:17

6

09:11:12

6

MR. WALKER: Yeah, you don't have to speculate.

09:08:19

7

09:11:12

7

MR. TROUT: You either know or don't know.

09:08:19

8

A. Yes.

09: 11: 14

8

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Was it more than ten?

09:08:20

9

Q. How many?

09:11:15

9

A. Yes.

09:08:24

10

A. Over the course of the last year-and-a-half?

09:11:18

10

Q. More than 20?

09:08:25

11

Q. Yes.

09:11:21

11

A. I'm speculating. Possibly not.

09:08:25

12

A. Two dozen.

09:11:27

12

09:08:29

13

Q. And what about Kevin Kluckhohn? How many

09:11:31

13

conversations on the telephone did you have with him?

people that you talked to at Trout Jones?
A. Kevin Kluckhohn and Kim Trout. And earlier,

Q. Did you have telephone conversations with
Dick Kluckhohn?

A. I haven't cataloged those meetings - I

would ••
-- do you want me to guess?
Q. Well--

Q. Okay. How about Kevin Kluckhohn? How many
meetings did you have with him?

09:08:32

14

09:11:32

14

09:08:33

15

A. Fifteen.

09:11:34

15

Q. Okay.

09:08:35

16

Q. And what was the purpose of the telephone

09: 11: 37

16

A. That's a guess. That's an estimate. I did

09:08:37

17

09:11:40

17

not catalog any of my meetings as far as numbers of

09:08:41

18

09:11:40

18

meetings.

09:08:41

19

09:11:43

19

Q. Did you take notes at those meetings?

09:08:45

20

09:11:44

20

A. I did.

Q. Did you date those notes?

conversations with Dick Kluckhohn?
A. Mostly to schedule meetings and to go over

documents.
Q. And what documents did you go over?

A. Five.

09:09:02

21

09:11:47

21

09:09:10

22

basic construction correspondence, prime contracts,

09:11:50

22

09:09:31

23

schedules, reports, test reports -- correspondence,

09:11:54

23

09:09:34

24

and I'm sure there are more. There is thousands and

09:11:59

24

particular role in the meeting. I -- at the meetings

09:09:37

25

thousands of pages of documents that I have looked at

09:12:05

25

that I took notes at, I would have transferred those

ASI's, submittals,
A. Drawings, specifications, ASl's,

Page 10

of the
A. I wouldn't say I took notes at all ofthe
meetings, because in some instances that wasn't my
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Laura "Kriothe

August 11, 2010
1
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3
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6
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9
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11
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13
14
15
16

The _..
_ ._y
y of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

VERIFICAnON
VERIFICAnON
STATEOF_ _ _ _ _ _ _-----'
------'
) ss.
COUNTYOF_ _ _ _ _ _ _---'

I, LAURA KNOTHE, being first duly sworn on
my oath, depose and say:
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition taken on the 11th day ofAugust,
of August, 2010,
consisting of pages numbered 1I to 170, inclusive;
that I have read the said deposition and know the
contents thereof; that the questions contained
therein were propounded to me; that the answers to
said questions were given by me; and that the answers
as contained therein (or as corrected by me therein)
are true and correct.
Corrections Made: Yes
Yes_
_ _No_
_No_ _

17
18

19
20

LAURA KNOTHE
Subscribed and sworn to before me this._ _ __

21

day of,_ _ _ _--',
---', 2010, at_ _ _--',
---', Idaho.
22
23

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at
, Idaho.
My Commission Expires: _ _ __

24
25

Page 169
1
2

STATE OF IDAHO)

3

) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the State ofIdaho, do hereby
certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
of this action.
event ofthis
day of
WITNESS my hand and seal this
..,.-_
_ _- ' 2010.
2010.
...__----'

\~~
0 TFRENCH,
'r~
CSR, RPR and Notary

Public in and for the

24
25

State ofidaho.
ofIdaho.
My Commission Expires: 10-28-2010

Page 170
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ORIGINAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY,

LLP

800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
NOTICE OF HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DefendantiCounterclaimant.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant
DefendantiCounterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Monday, the 27th day of

NOTICE OF HEARING
612712

Page 1

005004

September, 2010, at the hour of 1:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and
Defendant/Counterclaimant,
Documents Regarding Meridian's Claimed Damages.
DATED: August 25, 2010.

BY:~f-.4,L.'-JLILJ~~~!ro."C~~---
A KER
Attorneys for e ndantiCounterclaimant,
ndant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporate

NOTICE OF HEARING
612712

Page 2

005005

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 25 th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy ofthe
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

NOTICE OF HEARING
612712

o

o
o
~
o
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rrrJr,:=

NO·----7::FIL~I:iC;::-)
Fll~D q:~,:=

NO.
A.M_

('

AUG 2 5 2010

OR\G\\~/~L
OR\G\\~/~L
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PETRA'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO
EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND
DOCUMENTS REGARDING
MERIDIAN'S CLAIMED DAMAGES

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
Defendant/Counterclaimant,
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rules
7(b), 26(e)(l) and (2) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order in limine to exclude the
admission of testimony and documents regarding Meridian's claimed damages.

-

PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
AND DOCUMENTS REGARDING MERIDIAN'S CLAIMED DAMAGES
612674.doc

Page 1

005007

..·

'
'

This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and Documents
Regarding Meridian's Claimed Damages and the First and Second Affidavits of Thomas G.
Walker dated August 25,2010.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled September 27,2010
at 1:30 p.m.
DATED: August 25,2010.

PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
AND DOCUMENTS REGARDING MERIDIAN'S CLAIMED DAMAGES
612674.doc

Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 25th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
P .A.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

D
D
D

~

D

u.S. Mail
U.S.
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-1529

·1:

PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
AND DOCUMENTS REGARDING MERIDIAN'S CLAIMED DAMAGES
612674.doc
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AUG 25 2D1D

Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (lSB
(ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB NO. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;

Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******

THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, AN IDAHO
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION,

Case No. 09-07257
Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, AN IDAHO
CORPORATION. ,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO
EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND
DOCUMENTS REGARDING
MERIDIAN'S CLAIMED DAMAGES

Defendant.
The above-named DefendantiCounterclaimant,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra, Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP
submits this memorandum in support of its motion in limine to exclude testimony and documents
regarding the Plaintiff City of Meridian's ("Meridian" or "City") claimed damages.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
AND DOCUMENTS REGARDING MERIDIAN'S CLAIMED DAMAGES
611867_3
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Meridian has failed to respond to and supplement its discovery responses and has failed
to disclose the elements and amounts of its damages. Meridian's conduct in this litigation,
specifically with regard to its alleged damage claims, violates Rule 26 of the Idaho Rules of
Procedure and has prejudiced Petra. Therefore, Petra requests the Court to exclude evidence of
Meridian's damages.

2.

FACTS AND BACKGROUND

Meridian filed this lawsuit on April 16, 2009.

In its Complaint, Meridian seeks a

declaratory judgment with respect to Petra's submission of Change Order No.2, pursuant to
paragraph seven of the Construction Management Agreement.

The City also requests a

declaratory judgment that Petra breached the Construction Management Agreement "by failing
to provide the services required pursuant to the [Construction Management Agreement] to
[Meridian]." Meridian seeks "damages as proven for Petra's breach of contract." Now, 90 days
before trial and more than 16 months after Meridian filed suit, Meridian has not disclosed the
elements of its damage claim or its amount.
Petra has repeatedly attempted to ascertain this information. Petra initiated formal
discovery on May 6, 2009 by propounding its First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for
Production of Documents and Requests for Admissions upon Meridian. 1

The following

Petra's May 6, 2009 discovery requests include the following definition" "Claims made by
Meridian" or "Your Claims" mean the claims and causes of action set forth in the Complaint
dated April 16, 2009.
1

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
AND DOCUMENTS REGARDING MERIDIAN'S CLAIMED DAMAGES
611867_3

Page 2
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discovery requests submitted by Petra and the responses provided by Meridian demonstrate
Meridian has failed to either respond to or seasonably supplement its discovery responses with
regard to the elements and amounts of its alleged damages. Petra's requests and Meridian's
response are reproduced below for the Court's convenience. 2

3. Identify each and every investigation and/or interview and/or accounting with
respect to (a) the Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c)
the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian undertaken by
You; identify the reasons why each such investigation and/or interview and/or
accounting was undertaken; identify the dates of each such investigation and/or
interview and/or accounting; identify the person who was responsible for each
investigation and/or interview and/or accounting; identify the manner in which each
investigation and/or interview and/or accounting was pursued; identify the findings
of each investigation and/or interview and/or accounting; and identify each and
every document, tape, transcript, memorandum, or correspondence relating to each
such investigation and/or interview and/or accounting, as well as the location of each
document.
Answer to Interrogatory No.3:
Plaintiff specifically objects to this
interrogatory on the basis that it is vague, overbroad, and unduly burdensome.
Plaintiff further objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks information
protected by either the attorney-client privilege or the work product doctrine.
Any and all investigation, interview and/or accounting with respect to these
matters if any, have been conducted by consultant's [sic] engaged by the
Plaintiffs
Plaintiff s law firm and the results thereof are protected by the work product
doctrine.
The reasons for the work performed to date arise from Petra's underlying conduct
which gave rise to the lawsuit and the claims made by the City of Meridian.
At present, the findings to date indicate that Petra's conduct, both its actions, and
its failures to act, are the cause of substantial, but yet to be quantified damages to
the City of Meridian under the legal theories expressed in the Complaint. Without
waiving such objections, please see the following:

A copy of Meridian's responses to Petra's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production and Requests for
Admission is attached as Exhibit A to the Second Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated August 25,2010.

2

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
AND DOCUMENTS REGARDING MERIDIAN'S CLAIMED DAMAGES
611867_3
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Generally, City staffhas reviewed the invoicing prepared by Petra, the Agreement
under which Petra provided certain services, and the documentation relating to the
project to date.

6.

Identify each and every fact that supports the Claims made by Meridian in
this action.
Answer to Interrogatory No.6: The facts, which support the Meridian claims,
are stated in the Complaint, in the Project Records, in the written and oral
correspondence of the parties over the course of the duration of the project, and
are held by the witnesses who may be called at the trial of this matter.

8.

Identify each and every application of law to fact that supports the Claims
made by Meridian in this action.
Answer to Interrogatory No.8: The body of law comprising contract law as
applicable to the facts, and the law of torts as applicable to the facts supports the
claims and defenses made by Meridian in this matter. The body of law
comprising equitable principles supports the claims and defenses of Meridian in
this matter.

14.

Identify each and every document, not identified in your responses above, of
any kind or nature whatsoever regarding (a) the Claims made by Meridian,
(b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the
Defenses asserted by Meridian in this action and please provide the name
and address of each person who has custody of each such document.
Answer to Interrogatory No. 14: Meridian objects to this request on the
grounds that it is vague, overly broad, and unduly burdensome and not reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The City further
objects on the grounds that said information may be subject to the attorney-client
privilege and/or the attorney work product doctrine. Without waiving said
objection the volume of written communication between the parties is the subject
of thousands of pages of document communication exchanges. As a result, the
request is to [sic] broad to allow a reasonable and specific response. Petra's
Project Records constitute some of the items sought to be identified, as well as the
records held by Lombard Conrad Architects ("hereinafter LCA")., [sic] every
document produced by or created [by] Petra and LCA during the course of their
work may be subject to this interrogatory. Petra and LCA are the custodians of
said documents. In addition, every document held by any General Contractor,
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Subcontractor, Materialman, supplier, equipment renter, and laborer may be
subject to this request and individually, each of them and or their respective
employers may be the custodian of said documents.
Bate [sic] numbers CM002683 through CM 002812
Additionally, Petra served the following requests for admission on May 6, 2010:

With regard to each of the following facts, please:
45.

Admit that you have not produced any testimony to support a claim
that you suffered any damages because of anything that Petra did.

46.

Admit that you have not produced any testimony to support a claim
that you suffered any damages because of anything that Petra failed
to do.

47.

Admit that you have not produced any testimony to quantify the
amount of any damages you claim you suffered because of anything
that Petra did.

48.

Admit that you have not produced any testimony to quantify the
amount of any damages you claim you suffered because of anything
that Petra failed to do.

49.

Admit that you have not produced any documents to support a claim
that you suffered any damages because of anything that Petra did.

50.

Admit that you have not produced any documents to support a claim
that you suffered any damages because of anything that Petra failed
to do.

51.

Admit that you have not produced any documents to quantify the
amount of any damages you claim you suffered because of anything
that Petra did.

52.

Admit that you have not produced any documents to quantify the
amount of any damages you claim you suffered because of anything
that Petra failed to do.
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In response to the foregoing requests for admission, Meridian objected to and denied the
requests. 3
Petra also presented the following interrogatories:

4.

If your response to any of the foregoing Requests for Admission is a

denial, please identify all testimony that supports your denial.
The City responded as follows:
Plaintiff incorporates all prior objections to Defendants propounded
discovery. This Interrogatory, and all contained in this Third Set, exceed
the number allowed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and is thus, not
subject to answer.

5.

If your response to any of the foregoing Requests for Admission is a

denial, please identify all documents that support your denial.
The City responded as follows:
Plaintiff incorporates all prior objections to Defendants propounded
discovery. This Interrogatory, and all contained in this Third Set, exceed
the number allowed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and is thus, not
subject to answer.
Further, not only has Meridian failed to initially respond to and supplement its answers to
Petra's discovery requests, but Meridian's own witnesses have not provided any useful
c1aims. 4 Two examples:
information regarding Meridian's damage daims.

A copy of Meridian's responses to Petra's Third Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Admission and Requests for
Production is attached as Exhibit B to the Second Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated August 25, 2010.
4 The closest Meridian has come to hinting at the elements and amounts of its damages claim was in the deposition
of Ted Baird, taken on August 12, 2010. After counsel for Petra inquired into the basis for Meridian's damage
claim, Baird discussed Petra's alleged waiver of Meridian's "entitlement to liquidated damages" under each of the
prime contracts. Baird also alluded to a lack of timely value engineering. Because Meridian has failed to
supplement discovery, Petra is unaware if Baird's two allegations are part of Meridian's damage claim.

3
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First, this exchange took place during the deposition of one of Meridian's expert
witnesses, Steven J. Amento, on August 17,2010:
Page 155
15 Q. (BY MR. WALKER) What damages, if any, have

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

you determined the City suffered because of Petra's
alleged failure to perform its services in accordance
with the standards of care set forth in the
Construction Management Agreement?
Q. Well, other than the infonnation provided in
my affidavit, you know, I haven't been asked to put
together a damage summary at this point in time yet.
Q. Have you seen any -A. monetary damage.
Q. Correct.

Page 156
1
A. Yes. I think that's what you're talking
2 about.
3
Q. Have you seen any calculations of the

4 monetary damage that the City reports it suffered as a
5 consequence of anything the Petra did or failed to do?
6
A. I don't believe I have.
Second, this exchange took place during the deposition of Meridian's purchasing agent,
Keith E. Watts, on July 28, 2010:
Page 226
24 Q. [By counsel for Petra] Mr. Watts, what evidence did you rely upon
25 in testifying that at present the City has over paid
Page 227
1 Petra and owes it no money?
2 A. I would have to review my spreadsheet to see
3 where the overpayment took place.
4 Q. Would you produce that spreadsheet to your
5 counsel for us, please?
6 A. Sure.
7 Q. And when did you prepare the spreadsheet?
8 A. It -- I don't know when I initially started
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15

it, but I tried to back fill it and keep it through
the end of the project. It is current still.
Q. Is it possible to tell from looking at your
spreadsheet when the entries were made, the individual
entries?
A. I'm not sure if we can do that or not. It
is just a standard Excel spreadsheet.

After this deposition, Petra served its Seventh Request for Production of Documents to
request this accounting and spreadsheet. To date, Meridian has not provided the accounting or
spreadsheet.
3.

LEGAL ANALYSIS AND ARGUMENT

Meridian's failure to disclose the elements and amount of its damage claims merits
sanctions and Petra requests that the Court exclude evidence relating to Meridian's damages at
trial.
Rule 26 provides:
(1)
A party is under a duty seasonably to supplement the response with respect to any
question directly addressed to (A) the identity and location of persons having knowledge
of discoverable matters, and (B) the identity of each person expected to be called as an
expert witness at trial, the subject matter on which the person is expected to testify, and
the substance of the person's testimony.

(2)
A party is under a duty seasonably to amend a prior response if the party obtains
information upon the basis of which (A) the party knows that the response was incorrect
when made, or (B) the party knows that the response though correct when made is no
longer true and the circumstances are such that a failure to amend the response is in
substance a knowing concealment.
I.R.C.P. 26(e)(I) and (2). Rule 26 also outlines a permissible sanction for the trial court to
impose on a party for non-compliance with the Rule:
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If a party fails to seasonably supplement the responses as required in this Rille
Rule 26(e),
26(e), the
trial court may exclude the testimony of witnesses or the admission of evidence not
disclosed by a required supplementation of the responses of the party.
I.R.C.P.26(e)(4). The Court is authorized to exclude evidence "as a sanction for a party's failure
to seasonably supplement responses to discovery requests." Clark v. Raty, 137 Idaho 343, 347,
48 P.3d 672, 676 (Ct. App. 2002). A decision to exclude evidence for non-compliance with Rule
Rille
26 is within the discretion of the Court. Id.; see Radmer v. Ford Motor Co., 120 Idaho 86, 813
P.2d 897(1991). In upholding sanctions, reviewing courts have typically assessed the prejudice
caused by the discovery abuses. See, e.g., Clark, 137 Idaho at 347, 48 P.3d at 676; Clark v.
Klein, 137 Idaho 154, 157,45 P.3d 810, 813 (2002); Radmer, 120 Idaho 86, 813 P.2d 897.

The Court would be well within its discretion to exclude evidence of Meridian's alleged
damages at trial. First, the foregoing discovery exchanges demonstrate Meridian's continuing
failure to disclose the elements and amounts of its alleged damages. To date, Meridian has not
supplemented its evasive responses to Petra's discovery requests.

Nor have Meridian's

witnesses provided any useful testimony regarding the elements and amounts of Meridian's
damage claims.
As shown above, during the deposition of Keith Watts taken on July 28, 2010, counsel
for Petra inquired about Meridian's damages claims. Although Watts indicated the alleged
failure of Petra to pursue liquidated damages may be a part of Meridian's damage claim, Watts
also indicated he prepared an accounting and spreadsheet regarding the Project. Neither was
produced at the deposition. Neither has been produced despite Petra's subsequent Supplemental
Request for Production specifically requesting these documents. If in fact the documents are
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relevant to Meridian's damage claim, Petra has not been able to analyze them and prepare a
response.
Additionally, during the deposition of Steven J. Amento, Meridian's own expert witness,
counsel for Petra specifically inquired about Meridian's damages claims. Amento indicated he
had not been asked to prepare a damage summary.

More importantly, at this late date,

Meridian's own expert testified that he has not seen "any calculations of the monetary damage
that the City reports it suffered as a consequence of anything the Petra did or failed to do."
In sum, Meridian has not disclosed the elements its damage claims or the amounts, either
in depositions or in written discovery. It would be remarkable if, well over 16 months after
initiating this lawsuit and this close to trial, Meridian is unaware of the elements and amounts of
its damages. "The purpose of our discovery rules is to facilitate fair and expedient pretrial fact
gathering." Edmunds v. Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873, 136 P.3d 338, 344 (2006).

These "hide

the ball" tactics run contrary to the purpose of the discovery rules and violate Rule 26.
Second, Petra has been prejudiced by Meridian's failure to supplement its discovery
responses. Petra has been unable to adequately prepare for a trial that is just 90 days away.
Meridian's failure to disclose any evidence regarding damages has prejudiced Petra's ability to
analyze and meet Meridian's damages claims.
Notably in this regard, Petra is required by the Court's Order Setting Proceedings and
Trial entered on July 28, 2009, to disclose its expert witnesses no later than 77 days before trial,
or September 15, 2010. Petra's disclosure must be in compliance with Rule 26(c)(4), which
provides in relevant part:
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•

Discovery of facts known and opinions held by experts expected to testify, otherwise
discoverable under the provisions of subdivision (b)(1) of this rule and acquired or
developed in anticipation of litigation or for trial, may be obtained by interrogatory
and/or deposition, including:
(A)(i)
(A) (i) A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis and reasons
therefore; the data or other information considered by the witness in forming the
opinions; any exhibits to be used as a summary of or support for the opinions; any
qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications authored by the
witness within the preceding ten years; the compensation to be paid for the testimony;
and a listing of any other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial
or by deposition within the preceding four years.
Meridian has deprived Petra of the information it needs to provide to its experts so they
can analyze and evaluate the City'S
City's damages claims.

Obviously, Petra's experts cannot

accomplish such a task within the time remaining before September 15, 2010. In addition, not
having this critical information regarding Meridian's claimed damages adversely impacts Petra's
trial preparation.
Not only has Petra been prejudiced in its trial preparation, Meridian's conduct in this case
has needlessly prolonged the case. The parties, including the taxpayers of the City of Meridian,
have incurred significant litigation expenses. 5 Not knowing this far into the litigation what
Meridian seeks has hampered attempts at settlement or mediation. Keeping this information
hidden, on the eve of trial, is mere gamesmanship and should not be tolerated by the Court.

As of June 30, 2010, Meridian reported in its public disclosures that it has paid Trout Jones $541,496.83. Petra has
paid Cosho Humphrey $456,475.28.

5
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4.

CONCLUSION

Considering the foregoing, Petra requests the Court to exclude all testimony and
documents regarding Meridian's claimed damages. 6
DATED: August 25,2010.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 25th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy ofthe
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
P.A.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P
.A.
th
225 North 9 Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

D
D
D

[gJ

D

u.S. Mail
U.S.
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsi ile: 331-1529
E-

See portions of Judge McLaughlin's decision attached as Exhibit A to the First Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker
dated August 25,2010.
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G.
WALKER DATED AUGUST 25, 2010 IN
SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION IN
LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
AND DOCUMENTS REGARDING
MERIDIAN'S CLAIMED DAMAGES

DefendantiCounterc1aimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

STATE OF IDAHO )
) SS.

County of Ada

)

I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
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1.

I am one of the attorneys of record for the DefendantiCounterclaimant,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra

Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2.

I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Motion in Limine to Exclude

Testimony and Documents Regarding Meridian's Claimed Damages.
3.

I am one of the custodians of records of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, which include

memoranda, legal documents, reports, correspondence, emails, records, research and data
compilations, in various forms that are kept in the course of Cosho Humphrey, LLP's regularly
conducted business activity, and which are made and maintained as the regular practice of
Cosho Humphrey, LLP.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs Responses

to Defendant's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests
for Admissions dated May 6, 2009.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs Responses

to Petra Incorporated's Third Set of Interrogatories, Second Requests for Admissions and Fourth
Set of Requests for Production of Documents dated May 6, 2 10.
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 25th day of August, 2010.

~7~
~7.~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 25 th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

o
o
o[:g]
o

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile - 331-1529.
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EXHIBIT

,
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RECEIVED

5 - 2009
JUN 5-

KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIll.
GLEDHllL • FUHRMAN, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529

THOMAS G. WALKER
LAWVER

for Plaintiff
Attorneys for

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,

an

Idaho

PLAINTIFFS RESPONSES TO
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS

Defendant.
CITY OF MERIDIAN, by and through its counsel of record, Kim J. Trout of Trout Jones
Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., hereby submits their responses and objections to Defendant's First Set of
Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for Admissions

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

These responses are made solely for purpose of this action.

Any document

produced or any 'information furnished by Plaintiff in its response to the Interrogatories and
Requests for Production of Documents is subject to all objections as to competence, relevance,
materiality, propriety and admissibility, as well as to any and all other objections on any grounds that
would require the exclusion of the information or document or any portion thereof if such
document was offered in evidence, all of which objections and grounds are hereby expressly
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reserved and may be interposed at the time of any deposition or at or before any hearing or trial in
this matter.
2.

No incidental or implied admissions are intended by these responses. The fact that

Plaintiff agrees to produce documents in response to particular requests is not intended and should
not be construed as an admission that Plaintiff accepts or admits the existence of any facts set forth
or assumed by such documents, or that any of such documents or information constitute admissible
evidence. The fact that Plaintiff agrees to produce a document in response to a particular request or
furnish information in response to a particular request or interrogatory is not intended and should
not be construed as a waiver by Plaintiff of any part of any objection to such request or any part of
any general objection made herein.
3.

Plaintiff may discover additional documents or information responsive to the

requests or interrogatories

in

the future.

These responses are based on Plaintiff's knowledge,

information, and belief at this time, and are based on Plaintiff's diligent search of those records that
it has located and reasonably believe might contain the documents demanded. Therefore, these
responses and the documents and other information that may be produced in connection with the
requests are without prejudice to the rights of Plaintiffs to supplement these responses or to use any
later discovered documents or information for nay purpose in connection with this suit.
4.

The production of documents that will or may be produced hereunder will be made

at a time ana
and place mutually agreed upon by the parties.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

Plaintiff objects to each Interrogatory and Request for Production of Document

insofar as they purport to seek documents or information covered by the Attorney-Client Privilege
or the Work Product Doctrine. Accordingly, Plaintiff will not produce any such documents subject
to these privileges. To the extent required by Idaho law and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
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Plaintiff will produce a privilege log once they have had a reasonable opportunity to make a diligent
search and inquiry to locate and identify responsive documents covered by the Attorney-Client
Privilege and the Work Product Doctrine.
2.

Plaintiff objects to Defendant's "definitions" to the extent that they are inconsistent

with and purport to impose obligations on Plaintiff that exceeds those required under state law.
Plaintiff specifically disclaims any obligation to comply with any instructions or assume any
obligations inconsistent with or in excess of those imposed by law.
3.

Plaintiff objects to each Interrogatory and Request for Production of Document as

being unduly broad, vague and overly burdensome.
4.

Plaintiff objects to each Interrogatory and Request for Production of Document to

the extent that the Defendant seeks information and/or documents which are a matter of public
knowledge or are otherwise equally available to the Defendant.
5.

Each response is given subject to all appropriate objections (including but not

limited to, objections of relevancy, materiality, authenticity and admissibility) which will require the
exclusion or limitation of any statement contained or document referred to herein if the statement
were made or the document were offered at any hearing or at the trial of this matter. All such
objections and grounds therefore are reserved and may be interposed at the time of trial. Except for
the facts explicidy admitted herein, no admission of any nature whatsoever is to be implied or"
inferred.
6.

The foregoing general objections are incorporated into each of the following

responses to Defendant's Second Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents.
Each response is made subject to, and without waiver of, the general objections.
7.

As information becomes available these responses will be supplemented.
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INTERROGATORIES
1.

Identify each and every person known to You who has information regarding

anything having to do with (a) the Claims made Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the
Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian, whether oral, written or recorded;
stating in complete detail as to each such person: (i) full name, home address, business address and
telephone number; and (ii) substance of the information of which they may have knowledge.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 1:

Plaintiff specifically objects to this

interrogatory to the extent it seeks information protected by either the attorney-client privilege or
the work product doctrine. The request is also vague, overly brad, unduly burdensome and not
reasonably expected to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

Without waiving such

objection, please see the following:

City of Meridian:
Mayor Tammy de Weerd

Council Members:
David Zaremba
Charlie Rountree
Keith Bird
Brad Hoaglun
Former Council Members:
Shaun Wardle
Joe Borton
Employees:
Stacy Kilchenman, Finance Director
Keith Watts, Purchasing Manager
Brad Watson, former Public Works Director
Will Berg, former City Clerk
Bill Nary, City Attorney
Ted Baird, Deputy City Attorney
Daunt Whitman, Building Official
Ed Ankenman,
Tom Johnson
Terry Paternoster, IT Manager
LCA Architects
Steve Simmons
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Steve Christiansen
Petra, Inc.
All current and former employees who worked on the Project.
2.

Identify each and every person known to you who has given a statement, affidavit or

declaration regarding anything having to do with (a) the Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses
asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian, whether
oral, written or recorded; stating in complete detail as to each such person: (i) full name, home
address, business address and telephone number; and (ii) substance of the information of which they
may have knowledge.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 2:

Plaintiff specifically objects to this

interrogatory to the extent it seeks information protected by either the attorney-client privilege or
the work product doctrine. Without waiving such objection, please see the following:
None at present
3.

Identify each and every investigation and/or interview and/or accounting with

respect to (a) the Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made
by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian undertaken by You; identify the reasons why
each such investigation and/or interview and/or accounting was undertaken; identify the dates of
each such investigation and/or interview and/or accounting; identify the person who was
responsible for each investigation and/or interview and/or accounting; identify the manner in which
each investigation and/or interview and/or accounting was pursued; identify the findings of each
investigation and/or interview and/or accounting; and identify each and every document, tape,
transcript, memorandum, or correspondence relating to each such investigation and/or interview
and/ or accounting, as well as the location of each document.
and/or

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 3: Plaintiff specifically objects to this interrogatory on
the basis that it is vague, overbroad, and unduly burdensome. Plaintiff further objects to this
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interrogatory to the extent it seeks information protected by either the attorney-client privilege or
the work product doctrine. Any and all investigation, interview and/or accounting with respect to
these matters if any, have been conducted by consultant's engaged by the Plaintiffs law ftrm
fIrm and the
results thereof are protected by the work product doctrine.
The reasons for the work performed to date arise from Petra's underlying conduct which
gave rise to the lawsuit and the claims made by the City of Meridian.
At present, the ftndings to date indicate that Petra's conduct, both its actions, and its failures
quantifIed damages to the City of Meridian under
to act, are the cause of substantial, but yet to be quantifted
the legal theories expressed in the Complaint. Without waiving such objections, please see the
following
Generally, City staff has reviewed the invoicing prepared by Petra, the Agreement under
which Petra provided certain services, and the documentation relating to the project to date.
4.

Identify each and every written and oral agreement by and between You and Petra

entered into during the relevant period of time with respect to (a) the Claims made by Meridian, (b)
the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by
Meridian.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 4:

The parties entered into a written

construction management agreement.
Bates numbers CM002683 through CM002723
5.

Identify each and every written communication and each and every oral

communication for which there is a record (i.e. either a written record or a voice recording) by and
between You and Petra exchanged during the relevant period of time with respect to (a) the Claims
made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, (d) the
Defenses asserted by Meridian in this action.
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 5: Meridian objects to this request on the
grounds that it is vague, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence. The City further objects on the grounds that said information
may be subject to the attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work product doctrine. Without
waiving said objection the volume of written communication between the parties is the subject of
thousands of pages of document communication exchanges. As a result, the request is too broad to
allow a reasonable and specific response. Petra's Project Records constitute some of the items
sought to be identified, as well as the records held by Lombard Conrad Architects ("hereinafter
LCA"), every document produced by or created by Petra and LCA during the course of their work
Petra and LCA are the custodians of said documents. In
may he subject to this interrogatory. Petra
addition, every document held by any General Contractor, Subcontractor, Materialman, supplier,
equipment renter, and laborer may be subject to this request and individually, each of them and or
their respective employers may be the custodian of said documents.
Voice recordings exist only for the city council meetings
Bates numbers CM002683 through CM002812
6.

Identify each and every fact that supports the Claims made by Meridian in this

action.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 6: The facts, which support the Meridian
claims, are stated in the Complaint, in the Project Records, in the written and oral correspondence
of the parties over the course of the duration of the project, and are held by the witnesses who may
be called at the trial of this matter
7.

Identify each and every fact that supports the Defenses asserted by Meridian in this

action.
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 7:

The facts, which support the Meridian

claims, are stated in the Complaint, in the Project Records, in the written and oral correspondence
of the parties over the course of the duration of the project, and are held by the witnesses who may
be called at the trial of this matter
8.

Identify each and every application of law to fact that supports the Claims made by

Meridian in this action.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 8: The body of law comprising contract law as
applicable to the facts, and the law of torts as applicable to the facts supports the claims and
defenses made by Meridian in this matter. The body of law comprising equitable principles supports
the claims and defenses of Meridian in this matter.
9.

Identify each and every application of law to

fa~t that

supports the Defenses asserted

by Meridian in this action.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 9: The body of law comprising contract law as
applicable to the facts, and the law of torts as applicable to the facts supports the claims and
defenses made by Meridian in this matter. The body of law comprising equitable principles supports
the claims and defenses of Meridian in this matter.
10.

Identify each and every investigation by any federal or state governmental agency of

which You have been the subject of since January I, 1999.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 10: The City objects to this request on the
ground it seeks information not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence
at the trial of this matter and therefore the information sought is irrelevant. In addition, the request
is overly broad and unduly burdensome.
11.

Identify each and every lawsuit in which You have been a party since January 1,

1999.
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 11: The City objects to this request on the
ground it seeks information not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence
at the trial of this matter and therefore the information sought is irrelevant. In addition, the request
is overly broad and unduly burdensome. Without waving said objection the City states: The city has
been involved in over thirty (30) lawsuits. Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 33(c),
the information can be as easily attained by the Defendants by way of the Idaho Repository. No
information at this time is deemed to be relevant.
12.

Identify each and every person responsible for providing legal services to or for You

during the relevant period of time.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 12: The City objects to this request on the
ground it seeks information not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence
at the trial of this matter and therefore the information sought is irrelevant. In addition, the request
is overly broad and unduly burdensome. Defendant also objects on the basis the "legal services" is
vague and ambiguous. Without waiving said objection, Meridian identifies:
TroutJones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., 225 North 9th Street - Suite 820, Boise, ID 83701
Givens Pursley at 601 W. Bannock St. Boise, ID 83702
City Attorney, City of Meridian 33 E. Broadway Ave., Meridian, ID 83642
13.

Identify each and every person responsible for providing accounting services to or

for You during the relevant period of time.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 13: The City objects to this request on the
ground it seeks information not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence
at the trial of this matter and therefore the information sought is irrelevant. In addition, the request
is overly broad and unduly burdensome and "accounting services" is vague and ambiguous.
Without waving said objection the City states City Department of Finance, City of Meridian
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providing accounting services to the City, Bailey Accounting firm. and Eide Bailey providing annual
audit services.
14.

Identify each and every document, not identified in your responses above, of any

kind or nature whatsoever regarding (a) the Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by
Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian in this action and
please provide the name and address of each person who has custody of each such document.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 14: Meridian objects to this request on the
grounds that it is vague, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence. The City further objects on the grounds that said information
and/or the attorney work product doctrine. Without
may be subject to the attorney-client privilege and!or
waiving said objection the volume of written communication between the parties is the subject of
thousands of pages of document communication exchanges. As a result, the request is to broad to
allow a reasonable and specific response. Petra's Project Records constitute some of the items
sought to be identified, as well as the records held by Lombard Conrad Architects ("hereinafter
LCA")., every document produced by or created Petra and LCA during the course of their work
may be subject to this interrogatory. Petra and LCA are the custodians of said documents. In
addition, every document held by any General Contractor, Subcontractor, Materialman, supplier,
equipment renter, and laborer may be subject to this request and individually, each of them and or
their respective employers may be the custodian of said documents.
Bate numbers CM002683 through CM002812
15.

Identify each and every person You expect to call as a fact witness at any hearing or

at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name, home address, business address and
telephone number and (b) substance of the expected testimony.
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 15: Plaintiff has yet to determine the witnesses
the City intends to call at the trial of this matter. However, Plaintiff may call any of the individuals
identified in its answer to Interrogatory No.1 as well as any witnesses or persons with knowledge
regarding this matter identified by Defendant. Plaintiff expressly reserves the right to supplement
this answer pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and any scheduling order entered in this
matter.
16.

Identify each and every person You expect to call as an expert witness at any hearing

or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name, home address, business address and
telephone number; (b) educational background; (c) experience in the matter to which he is expected
to testify; (d) subject matter on which he is expected to testify; ( e) substance of the facts and
opinions to which he is expected to testify and a summary of the grounds for each opinion; and (f)
manner in which such expert became familiar with the facts of this case.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 16: Plaintiff has yet to determine the expert
witnesses, the City intends to call at the trial of this matter. Plaintiff expressly reserves the right to
supplement this answer pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and any scheduling order
entered in this matter.
17.

Identify each and every exhibit You intend to introduce at the trial of this case or at

any hearing or during the course of any deposition to be conducted in this action identifying each
such exhibit by author, date, and subject matter.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 17: Meridian objects to this request on the
grounds that it is vague, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence. The City further objects on the grounds that said information
and! or the attorney work product doctrine. Without
may be subject to the attorney-client privilege and!or
waiving said objection the volume of written communication between the parties is the subject of
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thousands of pages of document communication exchanges. As a result, the request is to broad to
allow a reasonable and specific response. Petra's Project Records constitute some of the items
sought to be identified, as well as the records held by Lombard Conrad Architects ("hereinafter
LCA")., every document produced by or created Petra and LCA during the course of their work
may be subject to this interrogatory. Petra and LCA are the custodians of said documents. In
addition, every document held by any General Contractor, Subcontractor, Materialman, supplier,
equipment renter, and laborer may be subject to this request and individually, each of them and or
their respective employers may be the custodian of said documents. Plaintiff will offer into evidence
a true and correct copy of the Construction Management Agreement attached hereto as Bates Nos.
CM002683 through CM002711 entered into by Plaintiff and Defendant on August 1, 2006, and such
copies are in the possession of both Plaintiff and Defendant. As discovery in this matter is ongoing,
Plaintiff has not determined or identified each of the documents or items that she will offer into
evidence at the trial of this matter. Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement this answer pursuant to
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and any scheduling order entered in this matter.
CM002683 through CM002812

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
Plaintiff is producing a CD of bates numbered documents CM002683 through CM002812.
1.

Please produce the originals or, if the originals are not available, true, correct,

complete and legible Bates numbered copies of each and every document identified by You in, or
related in any way to, Your answers and responses to the foregoing interrogatories and in Your
responses to the following requests for admission. Production of electronic data or electronic media
shall include production of each and every document in its native format, with original Metadata
intact and unaltered, on portable media, such as CD ROM. This request includes residual electronic
data and electronic data on backup tapes or other media.
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RESPONSE FOR PRODUCTION NO 1:

Meridian objects to this request on the

grounds that it is vague, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence. The City further objects on the grounds that said information
may be subject to the attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work product doctrine. Without
waiving said objection the volume of written communication between the parties is the subject of
thousands of pages of document communication exchanges. As a result, the request is too broad to
allow a reasonable and specific response.
2.

Please produce the originals or, if the originals are not available, true, correct,

complete and legible Bates numbered copies of each and every document that refers or relates in
any way to (a) the Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made
by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian in this action. Production of electronic data or
electronic media shall include production of each and every document in its native format, with
original Metadata intact and unaltered, on portable media, such as CD ROM. This request includes
residual electronic data and electronic data on backup tapes or other media.
RESPONSE FOR PRODUCTION NO 2:

Meridian objects to this request on the

grounds that it is vague, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence. The City further objects on the grounds that said information
may be subject to the attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work product doctrine. Without
waiving said objection the volume of written communication between the parties is the subject of
thousands of pages of document communication exchanges. As a result, the request is to broad to
allow a reasonable and specific response.
3.

If your response to any of the following Requests for Admissions is a denial, please

produce all documents that support your denial. Production of electronic data or electronic media
shall include production of each and every document in its native format, with original Metadata
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intact and unaltered, on portable media, such as CD ROM. This request includes residual electronic
data and electronic data on backup tapes or other media.

RESPONSE FOR PRODUCTION NO 3:

Meridian objects to this request on the

grounds that it is vague, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence. The City further objects on the grounds that said information
may be subject to the attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work product doctrine. Without
waiving said objection the volume of written communication between the parties is the subject of
thousands of pages of document communication exchanges. As a result, the request is to broad to
allow a reasonable and specific response.

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
DOCUMENTS
1.

Please admit that each of the following documents attached hereto is a true, correct,

complete and genuine copy of the document it purports to be and that each such document may be
admitted into evidence without objection as to foundation.

1.1

The Construction Management Agreement, effective August 1, 2006,

between City of Meridian, an Idaho municipal corporation ("Owner"), and Petra
Incorporated, an Idaho corporation ("Construction Manager"). (Bates Nos. Petra 50001
through Petra 50028) attached hereto as Exhibit "A".

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 1.1: City of Meridian admits that
the document attached is a genuine copy of the document it purports to be.

FACTS
1.

You and Petra entered into a Construction Management Agreement dated August 1,

?006 (IIA
f"A
nt")I •
\ _ greeme__

~

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 1: Deny.
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2.

The Agreement describes the subject project as follows:
Owner desires to abate and demolish the existing structure on the Site and
develop a new city hall facility thereon consisting of a four story structure
with approximately 80,000 square feet of standard Class A office space and
related improvements with surface parking (the "Project").

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 2:

Meridian admits that the

Agreement speaks for itself, and denies all additional allegations.
3.

The Agreement was prepared by Your attorney.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 3: Deny.
4.

Petra was retained to provide professional construction management for the Project

on Your behalf.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 4: Deny.
5.

The original project included a standard Class A four story above ground office

building consisting 80,000 square feet and related improvements with surface parking.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 5: Deny.
6.

The original budget for the project was $12,200,000.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 6: Deny.
7.

Petra agreed to a fee equal to 4.7% of the $12,200,000 budget in the amount of

$574,000.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 7: Deny.
8.

The size of the Project was increased by You from 80,000 sq. ft. to 80,000 sq. ft. plus

a 20,000 sq ft. basement for a total of 100,000 sq. ft.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 8: Deny.
9.

The amount of work within the building was originally envisioned by You and

represented to Petra as 'standard" Class A office space with open office areas

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 9: Deny.
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10.

Final design utilized fIxed wall offIce partitions and cabinetry in lieu of demountable

offIce partitions.
office
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 10: Deny.
11.

Original site work was envisioned by You and represented to Petra as "surface

parking" and the required streetscape around the building.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 11: Deny.
12.

Final plaza design included amphitheatre, Heritage building, trellis, canal, stream,

plaza with pavers and fountains, as well as parking and streetscape.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 12: Admit
13.

The complexity of the building changed in fIve principal areas:

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13: Deny.
13.1

Structure: Size of the City Council chambers dictated column to beam

moment welds in four directions throughout the structure.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.1: Deny.
13.1.1 You requested the change to the City Council's chambers.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.1.1: Deny.
13.1.2 You approved the change to the City Council's chambers.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.1.2: Deny
13.2

Building exterior: You required that the exterior would stand the test of time,

which dictated the use of stone and brick.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.2: Deny.
13.2.1 You requested the change to an exterior of stone and brick.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.2.1: Denv.
13.2.2 You approved the change to an exterior of stone and brick.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.2.2: Deny.
13.3

Mechanical: The mechanical system used in the building is state-of-the-art as

required by You, to wit: the system incorporated access floor/under floor duct throughout
the building with a two pipe hydronic system providing under floor control to individual V
A V boxes at individual work stations.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.3: Deny.
13.3.1 You requested the change to the mechanical system.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.3.1: Deny.
13.3.2 You approved the change to the mechanical system.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.3.2: Deny.
13.4

Electrical: The electrical system also is state-of-the-art with daylight

harvesting controls, C02 monitoring, standby generator and UPS systems.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.4: Deny.
13.4.1 You requested the change to the electrical system.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.4.1: Deny.
13.4.2 You approved the change to the electrical system.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.4.2: Deny
13.5

LEED: The certification for LEED with the state-of-the-art MEP systems.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.5: Deny
13.5.1 You requested LEED certification.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.5.1: Admit.
13.5.2 You approved the change to the MEP systems to obtain LEED
certification.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.5.2: Deny.
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14

You received and approved all budgets, bids, and contract awards.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 14: Deny.
15

You approved and entered into each and every contract for work performed and

materials furnished to and for the benefit of the Project.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 15: Deny.
16

The final budget of $20.4 million for the building and plaza was presented to Your

City Council in the monthly report in December 2007

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 16: Deny.
17

The final budget of $20.4 million was approved by Your City Council as the budget

for the completion of the building, plaza, and demolition/abatement.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 17: Deny
18.

You repeatedly changed instructions that necessitated revisions to previously

prepared documents.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 18: Deny
19 .
19.

You repeatedly changed instructions and/or approvals that required Petra to

reperform previously performed services.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 19: Deny
20.

Petra was required to perform additional services because of Your active interference

during the course of the Project.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 20: Deny
21.

Throughout the course of construction Petra's representatives met with Your Mayor

approximately every two weeks

~.e.,

every other Monday morning).

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 21: Deny
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22.

Throughout the course of construction Petra's representatives met with Your City

Council approximately monthly (i.e., the first Tuesday of each month).

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 22: Deny.
23.

Petra provided You with full documentation regarding all phases of the Project.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 23: Deny
24.

The changes made by You materially increased Petra's services.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 24: Deny
25.

From and after November 5, 2007, Petra and You had numerous discussions

regarding the matters covered in Change Order #2.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 25: Deny
26.

You requested and Petra provided substantiation for Change Order #2.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 26: Deny
27 .
27.

You have failed to engage in meaningful discussions regarding the matters covered

by Change Order #2,

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 27: Deny
28.

By letter dated February 24, 2009, Your Mayor, Council President, Purchasing

Manager and the City Attorney notified Petra that You denied Petra's request for additional
compensation as shown by Change Order #2, as supplemented by the additional information and
documentation requested by Meridian.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 28: Deny
29.

By letter dated March 16,2009, Petra's counsel requested mediation under Paragraph

8.2 of the Agreement.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 29: Deny
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30.

Under Paragraph 8.2, a mediation session was to occur within 60 days of Petra's

request for mediation. Thus, the mediation should occur on or before May 15,2009.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 30: Deny
31.

You hired outside counsel, KimJ.
Kim]. Trout ("Mr. Trout"), on March 25, 2009.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 31: Deny
32.

On March 26, 2009, Mr. Trout made a request that "all Project Records be made

available for inspection and copying."

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 32: Admit
33.

On March 26, 2009, Mr. Trout also requested an indeterminate extension of time of

the contractual deadlines within which You would conduct a forensic accounting before You would
participate in mediation.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 33: Deny
34.

You had never before March 26, 2009 requested Petra to produce "ail Project

Records".

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 34: Deny
35.

Petra has never refused to provide any records to You.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 35: Deny
36.

On March 30, 2009, Petra's counsel notified Mr. Trout by email that the records

requested by You were available for inspection commencing on March 31, 2009.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 36: Admit
37.

Petra's counsel also requested that Your complete fues, including emails and

electronic documents, regarding the Project be made available for inspection as soon as possible.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 37: Deny
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38.

By letter dated April 1, 2009, Mr. Trout responded to Petra's request for records as

follows: "[A]s the parties are not in litigation, the City's records will not be made available at this
time."

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 38: Deny
39.

By letter dated April 1, 2009, Mr. Trout informed Petra's counsel that Richard

J<.1uckhohn ("Mr. I<.1uckhohn"),
I<.1uckhohn
Kluckhohn"), a consultant to Mr. Trout's law fIrm, would conduct a document
review at Petra's facilities.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 39: Admit
40.

By email sent on April 2, 2009, Thomas G. Walker ("Mr. Walker"), Petra's counsel,

stated as follows: "I renew my request for access to the City's files regarding the subject project, so
we can prepare properly for the mediation session. Also, Petra is not willing to extend the mediation
date beyond May 15 th because the City has had over a year to conduct whatever forensic accounting
exercise the council thought necessary.
necessary."II

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 40: Deny
41.

On or about April 3, 2009, Mr. I<.1uckhohn
Kluckhohn visited Petra's offices
offIces and conducted a

review of the Project Records.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 41 Deny
42.

notifIed Mr. Trout that Petra was
By email message dated April 20, 2009, Mr. Walker notified

willing to grant an extension of the May 15, 2009 deadline to June 15,2009. Mr. Trout responded
consideration."II
"Thanks for the message. I'll pass it along to the City for their review and consideration.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 42: Deny
43.

Without prior notice of any kind to either Petra or Mr. Walker, You filed this lawsuit

on April 16, 2009.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 43: Admit
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44.

Petra first became aware of the lawsuit wen it was served on April 21, 2009.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 44: Deny Meridian has no
knowledge as to what Petra knew or didn't know, and or that basis denies all allegations contained
therein.
DATED this 5th day ofJune,
of June, 2009.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN, P.A.

By:
KimJ. Trout
.(,to Kim].
Attorneys for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of June, 2009, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email

[gJ
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o
o
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EXHIBIT

I

(B

II
'I

REceIVED
RECEIVED
KIM].
TROUT, ISB #2468
KI~J.TROtrr,ISB#2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL.
GLEDHIIL • FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529

JUN 8 -

' ' 0n

'THOMAs
THOMAs G. WAlKER
LAWYER

Attorneys for Plaintiff
Attomeys

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
PIaintiff/Counterdefendant,

vs.
INCORPORA1ED, an Idaho
PETRA INCORPORA'lED,
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO PETRA
INCORPORATED'S THIRD SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, SECOND
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND
FOURTH SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
DOCU~NTS
DATED MAY 6, 2010

Defendant/Counterclaimant.
CITY OF MERIDIAN, by and through its counsel of record, Kim J. Trout of Trout Jones

Gledhill Fuhrman, P
.A., hereby submits their responses and objections to Defendant's Third Set of
P.A.,
Interrogatories, Fourth Requests for Admissions, and Fourth Set of Requests for Production of
Documents dated May 6, 2010.

City of Meridian hereby incorporates the Preliminary Statement and all Continuing
Objections from the previous discovery responses as though fully set forth herein.
Requests for Admission
45.

Admit that you have not produced any testimony to support a claim that you

suffered any damages because of anything that Petra did

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO PETRA INCORPORATED'S THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES,
SECOND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND FOURTH SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS DATED MAY 6, 2010
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RESPONSE:

Plaintiff objects to the Defendants use of the vague term "testimony".

Without waiving said objection, and all other previous objections, this Request is denied.
46.

Admit that you have not produced any testimony to support a claim that you

suffered any damaged because of anything Petra failed to do.
RESPONSE:

Plaintiff objects to the Defendants use of the vague tenn "testimony".

Without waiving said objection, and all other previous objections, this Request is denied.
47.

Admit that you have not produced any testimony to quantify the amount of any

damages you claim you suffered because of anything that Petra did.
RESPONSE:

Plaintiff objects

to

the Defendants use of the vague term "testimony".

Without waiving said objection, and all other previous objections, this Request is denied.
48.

Admit that you have not produced any testimony to quantify the amount of any

damages you claim you suffered because of anything that Petra failed to do.
RESPONSE:

Plaintiff objects to the Defendants use of the vague term "testimony".

Without waiving said objection, and all other previous objections, this Request is denied.
49.

Admit that you have not produced any documents to support a claim that you

suffered any damages because of anything that Petra did.
RESPONSE: Without waiving any previous objections, this Request is denied.
50.

Admit that you have not produced any documents to support a claim that you

suffered any damages because of anything that Petra failed to do.
RESPONSE: Without waiving previous objections, this Request is denied.
51.

Admit that you have not produced any documents to quantify the amount of any

damages you claim you suffered because of anything that Petta did.
RESPONSE: Without waiving previous objections, this Request is denied.

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO PETRA INCORPORATED'S THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES,
SECOND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND FOURTH SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS DATED MAY 6,2010
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52.

Admit that you have not produced any documents to quantify the amoWlt of any

damages you claim you suffered because of anything that Petra failed to do.
RESPONSE: Without waiving previous objections, this Request is denied.
53.

Admit that Petta had the right to rely on directions and instructions from Keith E.

Watts, the City's
City'S designated representative under the Construction management Agreement.
RESPONSE: Without waiving previous objections, this Request is denied.
54.

Admit that Jack K. Lemley is a qualified expert in the fields of construction,

construction management and engineering.
RESPONSE: Without waiving previous objections, this Request is denied.

55.

Admit that Richard K Bauer is a qualified expert in the fields of construction,

construction management and engineering.
RESPONSE: Without waiving previous objections, this Request is denied.

56.

Admit that Petta performed its work in accordance with the standard of care

described in §1.1 of the Construction Management Agreement.
RESPONSE: Without waiving previous objections this Request is denied.
Interrogatories
4.

If yow: response to any of the foregoing Request for Admission is a

denia~

please

identify all testimony that supports yow: denial
RESPONSE:

Plaintiff incorporates all pnor objections to Defendants propoWlded

discovery. This Interrogatory, and all contained in this Third Set, exceed the number allowed by the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and is thus, not subject to answer.
5.

If yow: response to any of the foregoing Requests for Admission is a denial, please

identify all documents that support your denial.

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO PETRA INCORPORATED'S THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES,
SECOND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND FOURTH SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
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,

,

RESPONSE:

Plaintiff incorporates all prior objections to Defendants propounded

discovery. This Interrogatory, and all contained in this Third Set, exceed the number allowed by the
Idaho Rules of Civil Ptocedure and is thus, not subject to answet.
Req.uests for Production of Documents
4.

Please produce the originals ot, if the originals are not available, true, cottect,
correct,

complete and legible Bates numbered copies of each and every document identified by you in, or
related in any way to, your answers and responses to the foregoing Interrogatories and Requests for
Admissions; provided, however, if you have already produced the requested documents, identify by
Bates number each such document. Production of electronic data or electronic media shall include
production of each and every document in its native fonnat, with original Metadata intact and
unaltered, on portable media, such as CD ROM. This request includes residual electronic data and
electronic data on backup tapes or other media.
RESPONSE:
RESPONSE~

Plaintiff incotporates all prior objections to Defendants propounded

discovery. Without waiving said request, Defendant is directed to see all of the documents produced
right to supplement this response based
by the Plaintiff in this matter to date. Plaintiff reserves the tight
upon additional discovery to be conducted.
DATED this 7UJ day ofJune,
of June, 2010..
2010..
FUHRMAN •
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FuHRMAN
GOURLEY, P.A.

By:

Kim]. Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff

-.c
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 77dido day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the mannet stated below:
Thomas G. Walket
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
Blvd., Suite 790
800 Park Blvd..
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Ditect Facsimile: (208) 639-5609

Hand Delivered

U.S. Mail
Fax

Email

D
~

D
D

Kim]. Trout

PLAINTIFFS
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO PETRA INCORPORATED'S THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES,
SECOND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND FOURTH SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS DATED MAY 6, 2010
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J. DA\fI[J
DAv!r.;) I"'~"''''HKQ!
1"~"'f'\HKQ! CIQrk
I"AM~~
\l;!I"AM~~
~~?,tj3~{
~~?ut{

Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
(208) 869-1508
Cell Phone:
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com

Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant,
DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
PlaintifflCounterdefendant,
NOTICE OF HEARING
VS.

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DefendantiCounterclaimant.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the DefendantiCounterc1aimant
Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Monday, the 27th day of

NOTICE OF HEARING
612715

Page 1
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September, 2010, at the hour of 1:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
Defendant/Counterclaimant,
DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and
Documents by Meridian's Experts.
DATED: August 25, 2010.

Attorneys D r efendantiCounterc1aimant, Petra
Incorpor ed

NOTICE OF HEARING
612715

Page 2
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,

l

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 25 th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

NOTICE OF HEARING
612715

D
D
D

~

D

U.S.
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-152
11:
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
(lSB No. 8276)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB
HUMPHREY,t LLP
COSHO HUMPHREY
800 Park Blvd.
Blvd.,t Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise,
Boiset Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com

DefendantlCounterclaimant,t Petra Incorporated
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PlaintiffiCounterdefendant,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
NOTICE OF HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DefendantiCounterclaimant.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the DefendantiCounterc1aimant
Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Thursday, the 16th day of

NOTICE OF HEARING
613317
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September, 2010, at the hour of 1:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,

DefendantiCounterc1aimant,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's Motions to Strike all or portions of the
following affidavits filed by the City of Meridian:
1.

Affidavit of Steven J. Amento (dated July 2, 2010) in Opposition to Defendant's

Motion for Summary Judgment;
2.

Affidavit of Laura Knothe dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;
3.

Affidavit of Todd Weltner Dated May 24, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;
4.

Second Affidavit of Todd Weltner dated July 6, 2010 Filed

In

Support of

Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment;
5.

Affidavit of Keith Watts dated May 24, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;
6.

Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird Jr., dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of

Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment; and
7.

Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to

File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code §
6-1604 filed on or about April 1,
I, 2010.

NOTICE OF HEARING
613317

Page 2
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Defendant/Counterclaimant
DefendantiCounterclaimant will file its appropriate motion, memorandum and supporting
affidavits as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
DATED: August 26,2010.

LKER
Attorneys for
endantiCounterclaimant
endant/Counterclaimant
Petra Incorporated

NOTICE OF HEARING
613317
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 26th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

NOTICE OF HEARING
613317

o
o
o
~

o

u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
ail:
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By LAMES

OR
\G\ \~!\l
OR\G\\~!\l

DEPUTY

Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant,
DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DefendantlCounterclaimant.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the DefendantlCounterclaimant
Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Thursday, the 16th day of

AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
613317_2
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September, 2010, at the hour of 1:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
DefendantlCounterclaimant,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's Motions to Strike all or portions of the
following affidavits filed by the City of Meridian:
1.

Affidavit of Steven J. Amento (dated July 2, 2010) in Opposition to Defendant's

Motion for Summary Judgment;
2.

Affidavit of Laura Knothe dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;
3.

Affidavit of Todd Weltner Dated May 24,2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;
4.

Second Affidavit of Todd Weltner dated July 6, 2010 Filed

In

Support of

Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment;
5.

Affidavit of Keith Watts dated May 24, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;
6.

Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird Jr., dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of

Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment;
7.

Affidavit of Franklin G. Lee Dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;
8.

Affidavit of Kim J. Trout Dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;

9.

In Camera Affidavit of Kim J. Trout in Support of Plaintiffs Motion and

Memorandum Seeking Reconsideration filed on or about December 8, 2009;

AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
613317_2
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10.

Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to

File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code §
6-1604 filed on or about April 1, 2010.
11.

Affidavit of Keith Watts (dated September 28, 2009) in Support of Plaintiffs

Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss.
DefendantiCounterclaimant
Defendant/Counterclaimant will file its appropriate motion, memorandum and supporting
affidavits as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
DATED: August 26, 2010.

B
Attorneys D efendantiCounterclaimant
Petra Incorporated

AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
613317_2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 26th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
613317_2

D
D
D

~

u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsi ile

D
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein ([SB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
SECOND AMENDED
HEARING

vs.

NOTICE

OF

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
DefendantiCounterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Thursday, the 16th day of

SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
503070_5
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September, 2010, at the hour of 3:00 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
DefendantiCounterc1aimant, Petra Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment Dated May 6,
Defendant/Counterclaimant,
2010.

DATED: August 26,2010.

B

THOMASG.
endantiCounterc1aimant, Petra
Attorneys for
endant/Counterclaimant,
Incorporated

SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
503070_5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 26th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
503070_5

D
D
D

rg]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile

D
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AUG 3 02010
KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY,P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529

J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

NOTICE OF HEARING RE:
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE

v.

PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,

an

Idaho

Defendant.
TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the hearing on Plaintiff's Motion to Strike the Affidavits of
\

\\

Bennett, Coughlin, Frank & Lemley will be heard on the 16th day of September, 2010, at the hour of
3:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as the parties may be heard. The hearing is scheduled at the Ada
County Courthouse located at 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID 83702.

NOTICE OF HEARING RE:
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE - 1

005067

,.
DATED this 30th day of August, 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •

Gourley, P.A.

By:

Kim]. Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email

~

D
D
D

~---

Kim]. Trout

NOTICE OF HEARING RE:
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE - 2
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
AUG :1 020JO
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A. J. DAVID NAVAAAO Clerk
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
By J. RANDAll. I
P.O. Box 1097
DEPUTY
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,

an

Defendant.

Idaho

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
THEODORE W. BAIRD JR. DATED
AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO FILE FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND ADD CLAIM FOR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES PURSUANT TO
IDAHO CODE § 6-1604

State of Idaho)
)ss
County of Ada)
THEODORE W. BAIRD, JR., being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts contained

2.

I was, and remain, an Assistant City Attorney for the City of Meridian at all times

herein.

,

related to the Meridian City Hall Project.

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD JR. DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
ADD CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 6-1604
Page -1
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3.

I was a participant in the Mayor's Building Committee meetings held during the

course of the Meridian City Hall Project.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the Project Cost

Summary - January 15, 2007 thru 7-12-07, bates numbered CM024235.
5.

Exhibit "A" was a document supplied to the City by Petra, representing either a cost

estimate, or an accumulation of actual costs plus estimates for the Meridian City Hall Project. It
reflects Petra's representations to the City as to costs at the various dates indicated on the Exhibit:
January 15,2007, February 15, 2007, April 3, 2007 and July 12,2007.
6.

I was in attendance at the meetings of the Mayor's Committee held on the following

dates when the information on Exhibit "A" was presented by Petra, and attached hereto as Exhibit

"B" are minutes of the foregoing meetings in which Exhibit "A" was discussed.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit

"e"

is a true and correct copy of my letter to Petra

dated March 30, 2007, wherein I advised Petra that it was failing to perform its duties under the
Construction Management Agreement dated August 1, 2006.
8.

On April 3, 2007 Petra responded and met with the City Council in Executive

Session with respect to the issues set forth in Exhibit

"c."

Based upon Petra's representations to

the City Council in that meeting, and Petra's representations contained in Exhibit "A," Petra was not
terminated from the Meridian City Hall Project, but was allowed to continue work.
9.

On November 5, 2007, the City received a written Notice from Petra as to its claim

for additional compensation which was described as Change Order No.2. At no other time, did the
City Attorney's Office for the City of Meridian, receive any other notice of claim from Petra.
10.

At no time, did the City of Meridian provide written notice, or any other notice to

the Architect, to establish an "Authorized Representative" under the Construction Management
Agreement. Only the City Council, under the City Council-Mayor form of government under which
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD JR. DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
ADD CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 6-1604
Page - 2
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the City of Meridian is organized! has the authority fot substantive decision making with respect to
the Meridian City Hall Project.
11.

At no time did

th¢

City of Meridian e~ecm:e
e~ecm:e any written waiver of any pro.
pro';:ision
.;rision of

the Constl-uction Management Agteement dated August 1, 2006.
12.

At 110
110 cim~ did cHt:
tIlt: Office of the Cit)'
ClL)' Attorney for the City of Meridian, receive a

I.e. §50-219

with
"Notice of Claim" from Pt:t'.ta which was in compliance wirh

'fort Claims
or tllC Idaho 'forr

Act, I.e. § 6-901, et :seq.
seq.
FURTHER YOUR /\FFI~NT
/\FFI~NT SAYETH
SA YETH NAUGHT.
:

..----

.""-/
.~
By:

T

Jj~~eof.ldaho
li ~e-~ C>
N otaty
otal'y Public, ~eof.ldaho
Residing at: _~.......::==~?:Z:_~~~
_~......::==~?:Z:_.-.;:::,,~~
ID
My commission expires:
"3
=6 - dd-::::>
=? - I "=:>
"=>

__:,
__:

'

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
t11
tl1

I HRRRBY CERTIFY tnat on this 30 day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
above and fOIl:!going
for~going document: ~as forwarded addressed as follows in the manner srated below:
Thomas G. Walker
Whatc;ott
MacKenzie Whatcott

U.S. Mail.

COSHQ
COSHO HUMPHREY,
HUMPHREY. LLP

Fax

800 Park Blvd., Suite 790

Email

Hand Delivered

P.O. Box 9518
83707~9518
.,
Boise, Idaho 83707~9518
Direct Fac;simile; (208) 639-5609 .'

~
o

o

~=--

Kim

J. Trout

Oli' THEODORE W. BAIRD JR. DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OR
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFP'S MOT~ON
MOT~ON FOR l-EAVB TO PILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
6-1604
ADD CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE D~GES
D~GES PURSUANT TO IPAHO CODE § 6·1604
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Meridian Ctty Hall
MeridIan,Idaho

ProJect Cost Summary - January is. 2007thru 7·12-07

1e-Jul-01
1e-Ju1-01

1
2
3
"
5

Cosls to remove contaminated soils, unforeseen in GeoIeClmical
Geoleclmical Report.
contaminated soils.
CM Fee associated with additional conlamlnatedsoils.
COSIs to add fixed walls where modular walls were previously shown, stand alone HVAC for IT Server
Includes costs
server Rooms,
Rooms. Upgraded finishes.
NTECosls
NTE Costs assoicated
asso~ Wilh
willi obtaining full LEED Certification
certification and applying lor
for "$II\'ef
"SII>-er CerIiflcation.·
Certification.·
InclUdes
Includes $300.000 in additional cabinet
<;abinet & mIlworl<
milWOlf< or 300% more lineal foot that was in the prior design.

EXHIBIT

I-AA

CM024235
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MEETING MINUTES
No. 00004

323-4500
BOISE, IDAHO
RCE-I875

RoCK SOLID
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, 10 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507

PROJECT TITLE:
LOCATION:

Prepared By:

Meridian City Hall

Petra Incorporated

1/19/2007

MErnNG DATE:
MEETING
SUBJECT:
Demo

Dated:

11/4/2009

EXHIBIT

I

B
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MEETING MINUTES

No. 00005

323-4500
BOISE, IDAHO
RCE-1875

ROCK SOLID
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507

PROJECT TITLE:
Meridian City Hall
LOCATION:
Mayor's Conference Rm
AS

I
y
y
Y
yY
yY
yY

Y

y
y
y

ITEM

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

BOW

GB

JF
KTB
KWT

5TS
TDW
TOW
TDB
WB
WBG

Arthur J. Stevens

I Brad Watson

I Gene Bennett

I Jerry
J!:!x Frank
I KeIth Bird
I Keith Watts
I Steve Simmons
ITammy
Tamm~ de Weerd
ITed Baird
I Wes Bettis

I WIl1Bet:9

STAIUS

MEETING DATE:
2/12/2007
SUBJECT:
Mayor's Building Committee
Petra I

ted

oty of Meridian
IOll
IPetra Incorporated
Incoroorated
IPetra Incorporated
Incomorated
ety of Meridian
Iall

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Oty of Meridian
IQ!x

Architects. PA
ILCA Architects,

Iqty
q~ rt
cI Meridian

IC~ of Meridian
IPetra Incoroorated
ICill! of Meridian
STARTED

DUE

BALL IN COURI

00001
NEW
1/12/200:
2/15/200: LOMARC
Shell & Structure Plans -- Bid Phase II complete in this week. CZC application will go in to City in the next day or two.

STS

00002
NEW
2/20/200:
2/15/200: LOMARC
STS
Demountable partitions are expensive for all set office walls. LCA to look at changing these to framed gypsum wall systems to
be more cost effective.
NEW
2/9/2007
2/13/200: CITYMER
KWT
00003
Terracon has submitted their proposal for the additional testing scope of work related to the potential ground water
contamination due to fuel oil saturated soils on the South side of the old boiler building. Keith Watts has already approved the
additional work and it is proceeding. The water test results are due to the City and Petra on Tuesday 02-13-07.
NEW
2/8/2007
2/20/200: PETRA
WB
00004
The fuel oil contaminated soil will need to be removed. Terracon will provide additional information on the extent of the
contamination area, in addition to contaminated ground water noted above. Petra has already solicited a bid from Ideal
Demolition for the unit costs associated with excavating, hauling, handling and getting proper disposal documentation for this
scope of work as a change order to their contract with the City for abatement and demolition. This work, if it does not involve
water containment, could be performed at the same time the live sanitary sewer line is deactivated starting around March 1st
and not impacting the proposed construction schedule.
NEW
2/12/200:
2/12/200: PETRA
WB
00005
The construction schedule is set for 16 months based on the current information and design is a practical schedule, however
any opportunity to accelerate the completion of the project at no additional cost will be reviewed and exploited to the City's
advantage.
NEW
2/1/2007
2/20/200: LOMARC
STS
00006
Steve Simmons noted that the Civil Engineer may have secured permission from the irrigation district to discharge the
construction and post-construction de-watering into the existing irrigation system, although it may require tiling the ditch for u~
conductivity and recharge that will
to 1/4 mile. The de-watering issue is riding on the results of the Terracon tests on soil conductiVity
occur this week after the water quality tests are back and the wells for testing purposes perfected.
BDv\
00007
NEW
2/12/200:
2/20/200: CTIYMER
BDV\
Well abandonment is scheduled to start this week. in fact, excavator for Hydrologic mobilized on site after this meeting. Brad
Watson recommends holding-off on any filing for water rights until after the results of the soil conductivity and well re-charge
tests are known for the de-watering. It could be that no additional water will be needed on site.
00008
NEW
2/12/200:
2/20/200: PETRA
GB
Gene Bennett suggested that a weekly production meeting be set-up with the Architect, a representative of the City (Brad
Watson) and Petra to address some of the design and construction details to keep the project momentum moving forward. He
suggested every Monday at 1:30 PM at Public Works starting on Tuesday the 20th and then every Monday thereafter until all
design is complete.
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MEETING MINUTES
No. 00005

323-4500
BOISE, IDAHO
RCE·1875

RoCK. SOLID
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
83642 •..PHONE:
PHONE: (208) 323-4500
323·4500 •- FAX: (208) 323-4507
1097 N. ROSARIO STREET •- MERIDIAN, 10 83642-

[TEM
nEM·. .

STATUS •...... . .

STARTED··

DUE·

aALLINCOUKT
BALL
IN COURT

00009
NEW
2/12/200:
2/12/200: PETRA
GB
Review of budget. Gene Bennett noted that budget has gone up by $800,000 due primarily to MEP costs vs. the Engineer's
budgets provided for the Jan-15th plans. Positive pricing was gained in the masonry scope of work by adding more brick to the
main bUilding
building section and reducing the amount of cast stone. Substantial discussion followed on the content of the current
budget and the driving forces behind the costs.
00010
NEW
2/12/200:
2/20/200: LOMARC
STS
Steve Simmons noted that in the value engineering, he has directed the Electrical Engineer to remove all of the distribution
systems designed for the future growth areas in the building and to minimize the lighting in these area as well to optimize
construction costs and provide some savings.
NEW
2/12/200:
2/12/200: CIlYMER
TOY'.
00011
Mayor de Weerd noted that all Value
Engineering ideas need to be reviewed for practical application. Concern was expressed over the access floor system at the
water center facility in downtown Boise that "blows cold air" all the time. Steve Simmons notes that the Water Center access
floor is not the same one as the Banner Bank Bldg or the ICCU Building in Pocatello. The Water Center floor is a much cheaper
and stripped down version utilizing
utiliZing the entire floor cavity as the air plenum vs. the controlled and regulated plenum as
designed. The Mayor noted that the goal is to have a cost effective building for the tax payers of Meridian that will not be a
maintenance burden for the residents in years to come.
00012
NEW
2/12/200:
2/12/200: PETRA
AS
In looking at potential cost savings or changes in design the cost and the impact on the construction schedule need to be
evaluated, along with the long term maintenance and operations costs.
NEW
2/12/200:
2/12/200: CIlYMER
KTB
00013
reViewed, but
Keith Bird went on the record of reinforcing that cost and performance of all building components needs to be reviewed,
without "cheapening the building". This is for the future of Meridian and should not be a burden to the taxpayers.
NEW
2/12/200:
2/20/200: LOMARC
STS
00014
LCA will look at the schedule impact to change the design from the access floor distribution system to a traditional overhead
HVAC air system.
NEW
2/12/200:
2/20/200: PETRA
WB
00015
Wes Bettis will contact Gary Christensen and get a list of Similar
similar buildings in other markets that he has researched for
references for the City to talk to about comfort and operations costs.
NEW
2/12/200:
2/12/200: PETRA
JF
00016
Keith Bird asked Jerry Frank about the time commitment for Wes on this project, and what Gene's involvement will be. Jerry
noted and then clarified post meeting, that Wes and Gene will commit every bit of time that is part of the contractual
agreement between the City and Petra.
00017
NEW
2/12/200:
4/1/2007
CIlYMER
TOB
Other issues: UPRR Lease status: Ted Baird noted that the lease is in negotiation, go ahead and show parking on the UPRR
ROW in the CZC submittal.
NEW
2/12/200:
2/28/200: CIlYMER
KTB
00018
Other Issues: Status of Bricks: Keith Bird to direct the test to see if the bricks can be salvaged. Once the plaza design is
complete, a take-off will note how many bricks are going to be required.
NEW
2/12/200:
2/26/200: CIlYMER
KTB
00019
Direction to LCA from Keith Bird, utilize glazing with reflective finish to best use the design. The City will then determine if a
variance for the level of reflectiVity
reflectivity will be required. LCA to provide
prOVide a sample for further review.
00020
NEW
2/12/200:
2/26/200: CIlYMER
TOY'.
Final word from the Mayor; If access flooring is not cost effective, the City can not justify using it.
Prepared By:

Petra Incorporated

Dated:

11/4/2009

Expedition
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MEETING MINUTES
No. 00019

323-4500
BOISE, IDAHO
BOISE.
RCE-1875

ROCK SOLID
GENERAL CONI'RACTORS
PROJECT TITLE:

1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507
Meridian City Hall
MEmNG DATE:
4/2/2007
SUBJECT:
Mayor's Conference Rm
Mayor's Building Committee

INITIALS

ATTENI)EEJIIAME
AmNI)EE"AME •
Petra II

Adam Johnson
N

I
I

I1Arthur J. Stevens
I1Bill Nary
N!!!1
I Brad Watson

N
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yY

BOW

y
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Gene Bennett

y

JF

Jerry
Je!n: Frank

y

]A

Andersoo
Jon Anderson

y
Y

KTB

Keith Bird

y
Y
y

KWT

Keith Watts

STS

Steve Simmons

y

TOW

Tamm~ de Weerd
Tammy

y

TOB

Ted Baird

yY

WB

Wes Bettis

y
Y

WBG

Will
Berg
WiII~

ITEM
ITEM

ted

I1Petra Incoroorated
Incorporated

19ty
1Q!x of Meridian

1Q!x of Meridian

I1Petra Incoroorated
Incorporated
I1Petra Incoroorated
Incoporated
I1Petra Incoroorated
Incorporated
·1 Q!x
I1CIty
C!!J! of Meridian
ILCA
ILCA Architects.
Architects, PA
1O~ of Meridian

., gty of
of Meridian
Meridian

Ia~ of Meridian

I1Petra IncO!l!Q!l!ted
Incorporated
IIC!!J!
City of MerlJian
MeriJian

STATUS

STARTED
STARIED

I
DUE

BALLIN
COURT
BALL IH COURI

00001
OPN
1/12/200:
3/12/200: PETRA
WB
Contaminated soils update. 3,100 cubic yards removed from site to date. The boundaries have still not been fully established tc
determine the final quantities. Keith has issued a P.O. to Ideal Demolition for a N.T.E. amount of 5,000. Upon removal of
contaminated soils, a hand dug, wood lined well was discovered. Ed Squires has been notified and a site visit will follow. Depth
we/I approximately 18 feet off street elevation, and depth of well is currently not known due to water level. Further research
of well
to be done by Ed Squires and MTI.
OPN
3/12/200:
CITYMER
ClTYMER
KWT
00002
Irrigation Update. Blue Rock will begin pipeline installation today 4/2. Keith to issue agreement with Blue Rock Group today,
4/2 for a N.T.E value $24,000. John has contacted Nampa/Meridian Irrigation and confirmed water will not be in irrigation ditch
until April 16th.
00003
OPN
3/15/200:
LOMARC
srs
ACHD concerned about dewatering for the upcoming sewer expansion project. Construction dewatering could potentially draw
contaminates across site, and into layers of ground water. MTI to continue with water testing and monitoring for contaminates.
OPN
3/19/200:
LOMARC
srs
00004
deSigns that utilize the re-used brick. After design,
deSign, calculate how many bricks will be retained
LCA to change or modify plaza designs
for plaza structure. 4/2, 700 sq feet of bricks will be needed for the Plaza structure. LCA to still collect number of brick from
Hatch Mueller needed for landscape seating.
00005
OPN
3/19/200:
LOMARC
srs
Current basement design is 2-3 feet into groundwater table. Per Elk Mountain's report, verbal approval has been granted from
all water authorities, but formal approval will still need to follow after formal application process. Water will not be accepted
required prior to application process. Application processes can range from 30-60 days depending
unless clean. Testing will be reqUired
on the authority. 4-2 Elk Mountian is still on hold for dewatering design and approvals, pending decison from City Councel.
Counce!.
00006
OPN
3/19/200:
CITYMER
TD\I\
Steve, LCA distribute and discusses 4 viable options for handling ground water and basement designs. 1. Leave project as
designed and peruse approvals from the respective agencies for dewatering. 2. Delete the basement, redraw building and
re-evaluate costs and schedule impacts. 3. Raise the building above ground water levels, decreasing the amount of dewatering,
and allowing the project to proceed at the current pace. 4.Delete the basement and plan for a future forth floor and
re-evaluate costs and schedule impacts. Overall opinion would to investigate and recommend option #3, with final decision to
be made by City Council at next session.
City Council meeting will determine the next step.
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MEETING MINUTES
No. 00019

323-4500
BOISE, IDAHO
RCE-1875
RCE·1875

ROexSOLID
RoCK. SOLID
GENERAL CONI'RACTORS
1097 N.
N_ ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, 10 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507
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STARTED
•. ·.DUEBALL IN COURT
S'rAR1:ED>DLJEBALLINCQURT

00008
OPN
PETRA
WB
Bidding update. Bid Date April 3rd, 2:00. Only Addendums for this package will be Addendum A, and Addendum B. Bid
opening will be in aty Councel Chamber at 2:00 p.m.
00009
OPN
LOMARC
STS
LCA. Housekeeping needed to have City departments to review and inventory office layouts to allow final plans to be complete
to meet deadlines of T.!.. plan release for bidding. Color pallet proposal for building scene, LCA to meet with small groups for
approval.
00010
OPN
PETRA
AJ
Next Meeting April 9,2007, 8:15a.m. Production meeting this afternoon, 1:30 @ Meridian Building Department.
Prepared By:

Petra Incorporated

Dated:

11/4/2009

Expedition

®
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MEETING MINUTES

No. 00021

323-4500
BOISE, IDAHO
RCE·1875

ROCK SOlID
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507

4/9/2007
MEmNG DATE:
SUBJECT:
Mayor's Building Committee

PROJECT TITLE:
Meridian City Hall
LOCATION:
Mayor's Conference Rm
AmNI)EEfIIAME
~tr:t4J$
Adam Johnson
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ITEM

I Arthur J. Stevens
I Bil Nary
I Brad Watson
I Gene Bennett
I Jeny Frank
I Jon Anderson
I KeIth Bird
I Keith Watts
I Steve Simmons
I Tammy de Weerd

I Ted Baird

I Wes Bettis

I WillBe'g

STATUS

Petra I

IPetra Ingl!JlO!ated
l/!glIJlO!ated
Iaty of Mer1dlan
Igty of MeI1dlan
IPetra Ingl!JlO!ated
l/!glIJlO!ated
IPetra Inrorporated
IPetra Ingl!JlO!ated
l/!glIJlO!ated
Igty of Meridian
MerId1an
ICIty of Meridian

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ILCA Architects. PA

IOty of Meridian
IQty of Meridian
IPetra Incorporated
IOty of Meridian
STARTED

DUE

BALL IN COURT

00001
OPN
1/12/200'.
3/12/200~
PETRA
WB
Contaminated soils update. 4,800 cubic yards removed from site to date. Additional spots of contamination are still being
explored. Final quantities of contaminated soil have not yet been confirmed.
KWl
00002
OPN
3/12/200:
CIlYMER
Irrigation Update. Blue Rock has completed a majority of the piping through the site. Irrigation boxes will be formed up and
ready for concrete. John has specified 6,000 PSI concrete for maximum accelerated curing, and installed rebar on 16" centers,
and work will be complete prior to water flow from the Irrigation District.
00003
OPN
3/15/200:
LOMARC
STS
MTI has taken water samples from three test points to the north of contaminated soils spot. ACHD will require water testing
approximately 10 days for analysis and results.
which can only be preformed by a testing facility in Denver, CO. and will need apprOXimately
00004
OPN
3/19/200:
LOMARC
STS
LCA to change or modify plaza designs that utilize the re-used brick. After design, calculate how many bricks will be retained
for plaza structure. 4/2, 700 sq feet of bricks will be needed for the Plaza structure. LCA to still collect number of brick from
Hatch Mueller needed for landscape seating. 4-9-07: 2,200 sq feet of stone will be needed for the plaza seating and steps, and
approximately 700 sq. ft. of brick will be needed for the small out building. For a total of 2,900 sq feet, or approximately
apprOXimately
26,000 brick.
OPN
3/19/200:
LOMARC
STS
00005
Current basement deSign
design is 2-3 feet into groundwater table. Per Elk Mountain's report, verbal approval has been granted from
all water authorities, but formal approval will still need to follow after formal application process. Water will not be accepted
unless clean. Testing will be required prior to application process. Application processes can range from 30-60 days depending
on the authority. 4-2-07 Elk Mountain is still on hold for dewatering design and approvals, pending decision from City Council.
4-9-07: GeoTech released to do additional testing and design to handle projected ground, and surface water. Stratta to
research water analysis will change of building elevation, and design pumping and dewatering system.
TDIA
00006
OPN
3/19/200:
CITYMER
TDI/\
Steve, LCA distribute and discusses 4 viable options for handling ground water and basement designs. 1. Leave project as
designed and peruse approvals from the respective agencies for dewatering. 2. Delete the basement, redraw building and
re-evaluate costs and schedule impacts. 3. Raise the building above ground water levels, decreasing the amount of dewatering,
and allowing
allOWing the project to proceed at the current pace. 4. Delete the basement and plan for a future forth floor and
re-evaluate costs and schedule impacts. Overall opinion would to investigate and recommend option #3, with final decision to
be made by City Council at next sessionA-9-07:
session.4-9-07: Still pending Councils decision to raise basement elevation and proceed.
prOVide additional information for Councils review at tomorrows meeting.
Building Committee to provide
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MEETING MINUTES
No. 00021

323-4500
BOISE, IDAHO
RCE-1875

ROCK SOLID
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
N_ ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507
1097 N.
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STARTED·

.......

DUE
DUE

··SALLINCOURT
BALLIN COURT

OPN
PETRA
WB
00007
Bidding update. Bid Date April 3rd, 2:00. Only Addendums for this package will be Addendum A, and Addendum B. Bid opening
will be in City Council Chamber at 2:00 p.m. 4-9-07: Bids have been opened, and quantified, will be reviewed at next City
Council Meeting Tuesday night. Keith and Wes to finalize 'Conditional Notice of Award' that will then be distributed to winning
parties prior to contract release.
OPN
LOMARC
STS
00008
Value Engineering Update: Gene has meet with TMC Masonry and will meet with Rule Steel, and assemble a list of items that
could lower bid costs.
NEW
PETRA
AJ
00009
General Housekeeping: aty has reviewed T.I plans, and LCA is working on drawing revisions. City has approved color scheme
for the building.
-Next bid package will target release the first of May.
-Keith Watts will be the primary point of contact for Petra. Budget overview:
-Project is currently valued at 16 million.
-Keith had questions in regards to Cubical and furniture. Will get modular information from Steve, LCA.
00010
OPN
Next Meeting April 23, 2007, 8:15a.m. Production meeting this afternoon, 1:30 @ Meridian Building Department.
Prepared By:

Petra Incorporated

Dated:

11/4/2009

Expedition
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MEETING MINUTES
No. 00059

323-4500
BOISE, IDAHO
RCE· I875
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RoCK. SOLID
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
GBNERAL
1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507

City Hall
PROJECT llTLE:
Meridian CIty
LOCATION:
Mayor's Conference Rm
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MEETING DATE:
7/16/2007
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Mayor's Building Committee
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DUE ' B ABALL
IIiM
STATUS
STARTED
L L IN COURT
00001
OLD
PETRA
JA
Construction Update.
7/16/07:Forming south wing footings this week for next week placement. Masons on site, stair towers in progress. All trades
currently on schedule, with steel to arrive on site next week.
***(See SChedule)
Schedule)
JA
00002
OLD
PETRA
Construction Items: RFI drafted for use of 10" waterline currently entering site. This use will expedite utility installation.
Pending approval from Public Works.
7-16-07: Elk Mountian to release drawings shoWing
showing the 10" line and its design.
00003
OLD
7/12/200: PETRA
WB
Bid Package Status: Tenant Improvement and MEP's Currently out to bid. Bid date is set for June 21, 2:00.
6/4/07, Bid date will be extended in addendum, two dates possible,
poSSible, June 28th, or July 12th. Date will be determiRecl
determiRed based on
feedback from bidders. (Plan distribution log for hard copies attached.)
6/18/07: Bid date will be postponed to July 12, 2007 @ 2:00.
7/2/07: Addendum B will be released today. Addendum includes all A/V
AN and low voltage wiring.
provide bid result update and summary.
7/12/07: Wes to prOVide
00004
OLD
CITYMER
TDB
Ted Baird to work up owner agreements for use of Union Pacific Right Of Way.
4-23-07, Ted still working on Right of Way Usage Agreement. Agreement needed for parking lot area.
5/14/07: Need update on UPR Usage Agreement. Petra needs agreement in place prior to construction activities.
5/21/07: UPR agreement needed. Jon is working with fiber optic company that will share the ROWand coordinate for parking
lot design and fiber trench depth.
6-4-07: Petra would like to have the agreement in place no later than 6/18/07.
00005
OLD
PETRA
WB
Contractor Parking: Petra to make contact with Andrews Upholstery. aty feels that Petra may have more success at working
up an agreement for parking usage.
7/2/07: No update yet. Hope to have feedback by next meeting.
00006
OLD
PETRA
JA
TImber relocation. Keith Watts to investigate companies that can move timbers to the police station.
7/2/07: Petra will coordinate a moving contractor to relocate timbers and wood materials.
00007
OLD
PETRA
JA
7/2/07: Idaho Power. Jon has spoken with Idaho Power. Transformers and metering devices will be rolled into the City's
monthly power bill, eliminating the up front costs for construction.
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MEETING MINUTES
No. 00059

323-4500
BOISE, IDAHO
RCE.I875

R.OCK. SOLID
R.OCK
GBNBRAL CONTRACTORS
1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 3234507
323-4507
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00008
OLD
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.•Mlilll.JN(;OOKt

p~
PETRA
WB
LEED: Brief review of point tallies, what points are attainable, and how the City would like to proceed. Meeting Scheduled to
review all LEED infonnation on Monday, 7/11/07, 8:15.
00009
OW
OLD
MATTES
JK
MTI Report. Jon Kruck with MTI has report submitted to IDEQ, with anticipation of a 'No Further Action'.Report will be
forwarded to Petra and the City the end of the week.

OW
00010
OLD
LOMARC
STC
Time Capsule: Multiple ideas, but overall consensus to include the time capsule within the plaza building/historical structure
and incorporate the old cast iron door from the Creamery Stack. LCA to proceed with time capsule designs.
P~
00011
OLD
PETRA
AJ
Next Meeting July 2,2007,8:15 a.m. Production meeting this afternoon, 1:30 at Jobsite Office.
Prepared By:

Petra Incorporated

Dated:

11/4/2009

Expedition

®
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March 30, 2007
MAYOR
Tammy de Weerd

CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS
Keith Bird
Joseph W. Borton
Charles M. Rountree
David Zaremba

CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
HUMAN RESOURCES
William L. M. Nary
City Attorney/HR Director
dore W. Baird, Jr.
Deputy City Attorney
Emily Kane
Deputy City Attorney

Gene R. Bennett, Project Manager
Jerry S. Frank, CEO
PETRA INCORPORATED
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive
Boise, Idaho 83709
Re:

Performance Concerns
New City Hall Project

Dear Jerry and Gene:
I write to express some of the City Council's concerns and issues about
how Petra has managed the new City Hall project, and request that you and your
team attend an executive session at 5:30 pm on Tuesday, April 3, 2007 at City Hall
to discuss those matters. The City Council hopes to receive information from your
team on how the issues will be resolved and to receive specific assurances that
your team will provide the construction management services on the remainder of
the project with the attention and skill needed for the project to be successful. Our
hope is that a complete discussion of these issues will lead to understandings and
agreements that will prevent, or at least minimize, future impacts on the project.
It may be helpful to start by reiterating why the City chose to hire a
professional construction manager to represent the City's interests on this project,
and why the City chose Petra to be its construction manager. The need for
professional management services is apparent because the City does not have any
construction professionals on staff and the project is sufficiently large and
complicated that professional expertise is needed. After a lengthy selection
process, the City selected Petra based on your representations about the expertise,
skill and diligence of your team. We placed our faith and confidence in you to
help us bring the project to completion successfully, and we entered into a detailed
contract with you that clearly set forth our expectations of Petra for the project. A
few of the expectations are illustrative and worth repeating here:

EXHIBIT

j

c.
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•

Construction Manager acknowledges and accepts the relationship oftrust
of trust and confidence
established with Owner by this Agreement and that this relationship is a material
consideration for Owner in entering into this Agreement. . . . Construction Manager
further covenants that Construction Manager will perform its services under this
Agreement, in the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care and with the same degree of
professional skill, diligence and judgment as is customary among construction managers of
similar reputation performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to
the Project. (See Section 1.1)

•

Construction Manager has the professional knowledge, skills, experience, education and
staffing to manage and coordinate the design and construction of the Project. The
individual employees of Construction Manager that will render services pursuant to this
Agreement are knowledgeable and experienced in the disciplines required for this Project.
(See Section 2.1.3)

•

Construction Manager shall carefully observe the Work of each Contractor whenever and
wherever necessary . . . to determine the quality and quantity of the Work in comparison
with the requirements of the Construction Contract [and to] protect Owner from continuing
deficient or defective Work. (See Section 4.7.9)

•

Construction Manager shall perform all of Construction Manager's services in compliance
with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations or orders of any public authority
having jurisdiction over the Project, any applicable permits and any recorded covenants,
conditions and restrictions affecting the Site. (See Section 2.7)

To frame the discussion, I would like to raise some very specific concerns and issues. We have
discussed some of these concerns before; however, I wish to raise them again because of the
serious impacts that they have had, and may continue to have, on the project. This letter is not
an exhaustive list of our concerns with Petra's management of the project, but only the most
currently pressing concerns that we hope will be shortly resolved.
1.

Concerns about Project Staffing and Diligence.

We question whether Petra has adequately staffed the project. Our perception is that Petra's
staffing inadequacies appear to have resulted insufficient diligence on critical matters that are
Petra's responsibility. For example, our legal and purchasing staffhave spent an inordinate
amount of time tracking and managing issues that should have been handled by Petra. We are
not questioning the professional qualifications ofWes Bettis or Gene Bennett. Instead, we are
concerned that their obligations on other projects have prevented them from devoting the time
and attention to our project necessary to ensure that tasks are completed timely arid properly.
These problems have persisted despite Petra's past assurances that the Project would be
adequately staffed. Some of the problems experienced have created additional cost and
liability for the City, and may cause us to lose confidence in Petra's team. For illustrative
purposes, a few examples follow.
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a.
Delay in Addressing Irrigation Ditch Issue. In November 2006, Petra
notified LCA of the need to design and bid-out work necessary to repair or replace the
irrigation ditch along the south property line that was destroyed during demolition. A
deadline of April 15, 2007 was noted at that time because the ditch needed to be back in
service before the summer water flows began. Although Petra included this work in the
current bid packages, this is ofno
of no use to the City because of the bidding delays. We
reminded Petra of this matter last week and were forced to scramble an emergency
procurement together to retain a contractor that can start work next week. This problem
was unnecessary and frustrating to our staff. Further, it has resulted in potential
liability to the City ifthe
if the work is not completed on time.
b.
Delay in Securing a Surveyor. With demolition almost complete, Petra
discovered in early January 2007 that they had not yet scheduled a surveyor to perform
the required topographical and boundary surveys. The surveyor contacted by Petra was
booked through February, which would have presented an unacceptable delay in
procuring the surveys necessary to complete the building plans. After significant
scrambling, a different surveyor was located who was able to perform the work in a
timely manner. Although it appears that this matter was caught in time, it very nearly
caused significant and unnecessary delays in the project.
c.
Delay in Shell and Core Bid Document. In early January 2007, the
City's purchasing agent began asking Petra when the City would receive the boilerplate
shell and core bid packages for review. Many subsequent requests were made but no
materials were provided by Petra for review until the same week that the bid documents
were released in early March. We need to receive future bid package boilerplate with
of the release date in order to facilitate their proper review and
ample time in advance ofthe
efficient coordination between all parties.
d.
Improper Staff Substitutions. Our agreement with you specified the staff
to be assigned to the Project. We went through the effort of doing so because we care
very much about knowing with whom we have placed our faith and confidence. Petra's
January staffing plan substituted the project superintendent without the required
approval. Further, the staffmg plan did not specify a foreman. We requested the
qualifications of the substituted staff with specific reference to actual ownerrepresentative construction management experience. Petra promised to deliver this
information on March 19,2007. We received information on project superintendent
Jon Anderson a week later and still have not received any information identifying the
project foreman. The quality of the staff Petra assigns to our project is critical to the
project's success, and we are very concerned about Petra's unauthorized substitutions
and the lack of information regarding the critical staff on the project. Further, we do
not believe that the information received to date is sufficient for use to determine that
the qualifications of the substitute staff proposed by Petra are acceptable..
acceptable.. '
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2.

Poor Management of Demolition Contractor.

The City is very dissatisfied with Petra's management of the demolition contractor. The City
made the effort to walk the project site with Petra personnel to identify the location of four
water well heads that needed to be preserved during demolition so that they could be properly
decommissioned (as required by law) by the well abandonment contractor. This decommission
needs to occur before construction on the site improvements can begin. However, either the
proper information and instructions were not communicated to the demolition contractor or the
demolition contractor failed to follow the instructions. After the demolition work was
complete, the well abandonment contractor discovered that the site had been scraped clean
with no sign of the well heads above ground. The well heads were located using GPS systems
and much frustration and perseverance. The mangled well heads were found between 7 and 12
feet below grade. The additional decommissioning work made necessary by the damage to the
wells included excavation, casing extensions, backfilling, compaction, increased oversight,
inspection, additional camera surveys, additional water tankers to clear the wells, and clearing
of debris shoved into the wells. To date, the City has incurred additional expenses that exceed
$10,000 to bring the wells back to pre-demolition abandonment status.
Whether or not the demolition contractor bears some responsibility for this matter, it appears to
us that Petra may have failed to properly inform the demolition contractor of the water wells
and/or failed to properly manage the contractor. See Section 4.7.9 of our agreement with you,
which states "Construction Manager shall carefully observe the Work of each Contractor
whenever and wherever necessary . . . to determine the quality and quantity of the Work in
comparison with the requirements of the Construction Contract [and to] protect Owner from
continuing deficient or defective Work." We do not yet know the cost and time impacts that
this matter will have on the project, but we expect them to be substantial.
3.

Improper Management of Contaminated Soil Removal.

The City is very dissatisfied with Petra's management of the contaminated soil remediation.
We were notified ofthe soil condition on February 21,2007. Petra then recommended
removing the soil to determine the extent of the contamination as work progressed. The City
granted Petra's request to obtain a soil sample to be analyzed for abatement purposes. As soil
remoyal was about to begin, the City requested documentation of the laboratory results. The
soil sample had not been properly processed for the results to be laboratory certified. Petra
then notified the City of this oversight and recommended an official soil test prior to removal
of soil. However, instead of proposing an official soil test solution that would result in
certified results, Petra then simply presented this issue to the City's purchasing agent for
direction.
After the soil removal activities begun with Petra's authorization, the City asked Petra whether
the contaminated soils were being removed in compliance with the property regulatory
authorities. Four days later, Petra notified the City that the soil removal work had been halted
City" did not secure a required permit from DEQ. The City was,
on the grounds that "the City"
however, relying on Petra to manage the soil removal on the City's behalf. See Section 4.7.5
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of our agreement with you, which states that "Construction Manager shall verify that the
required permits . . . have been obtained." It is no understatement to. note that Petra's failure
to adequately manage the soil removal has created tremendous potential liability to the City
and others, including the very real possibility of large civil fines, criminal penalties and a
complete shutdown of the entire project. Fortunately, a spirit of cooperation from DEQ
management have allowed us to, at this point, avoid any serious consequences.
The City Council looks forward to fully discussing the concerns and issues raised in this letter
with you. We have approximately 40 minutes on the agenda for this discussion, with the first
half reserved for you and your team to respond directly to these issues and concerns. If you
have any questions or matters to discuss before executive session meeting, please call me
directly. Again, the City Council hopes that a complete discussion of these issues will lead to
understandings and agreements that will prevent, or at least minimize, future impacts on the
project.

Very truly yours,

~~~
TedW~rd
Deputy City Attorney

cc:

Mayor Tammy de Weerd
City Council Members
WilUam G. Berg, Jr., City Clerk
William L. M. Nary, City Attorney
Keith Watts, Purchasing Agent
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529

J. DAVID NAVAAAO.
NAVAAFtO. Clerk
By J. RANDAll
OEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,
Defendant.

an

Idaho

AFFIDAVIT OF NEIL O. ANDERSON
DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND ADD
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 6-1604

State of Idaho)
)ss
County of Ada)
NEIL O. ANDERSON, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts contained

2.

I am the president of Neil O. Anderson & Associates, Inc.

3.

My professional training, experience, professional associations and licensing are set

herein.

forth in my Curriculum Vitae, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A."
AFFIDAVIT OF NEIL ANDERSON DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND ADD CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 6-1604
Page -1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email

~

D
D
D

KJc--t w]1- C6cJ~-

Kim]. Trout

AFFIDAVIT OF NEIL ANDERSON DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND ADD CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 6-1604
Page - 3
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CURRICULUM VITAE
NEIL O. ANDERSON, MSc, PE, GE
QUAUFICATIONS
california Registered Professional Engineer (GE), Geotechnical, #G2245
california Registered Professional Engineer (PE), Civil, #C44619
Also licensed in Alabama, Arizona, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Hawaii,
Idaho, Indiana, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Nevada, New Jersey, New
York, North carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee. Te>ccJ.~~i#.ah,
Virginia and Washington
LSIT (Land Surveyor in Training) Certificate
- Certifications
A
Troxler Nuclear Gauge Certificate #13153
•- Written/Oral
several hundred technical reports to clients; autl1OJ;J:ca4i'utfjOri.(bn
Several
aut.I1!·,.~·.t'·'l~tfa1J..tlJQt'!:01 severa.l
Communications
ons papers; speaker at meetings and conferences. •·. . .c.·..•..••>'"''.'.'''
Manages a firm of 60+ employees
.
- Management
Soil mechanics, foundations, slope stab!I!,Wi:
Technical
•- Techmcal
Soli
;j;J~~!frmg:!:~¥!~l1s'~5~-f~P~J~
testing, structural pool design, earth re ,'-',-"_f '_'Ign. -!~Ui%:(tE:N:
,<:uC:J,l<l'J.J\'IX
•-Computer
Computer
Rockpack, Xstabl, Retain Pro, QUa.t.t\x
"', WindQW$r~ri:d
Microsoft Project.
•- Registrations

•

cemncc~ !!a~rc~=~;:~C:~~

·::a;:::1

,ArB.j

~;~~~;~r~t6~:e~;:'~y~Onfere~~~:;,[~<:~~~IJ;~~~~~JliL~)t~~~wIN

EXPERIENCE
President/Civil and Geotechnical Engi
NeilO. AndelSOn & Associates, Inc.
Started and manages geotechnical
of geotechnical investigation and reDortj:*I~ta:tip,'i{jS;:We1lfas
inspections. Also profiCient in

,f:;:::Master
SCience
Mas;ter of Science
/

2001
Provo, Utah

Brigham Young UnivelSity
Major: Geotechnical Engineering

1980 -1985
Provo, Utah

Science
Bachelor of SCience
Brigham Young University
Major: Civil Engineering

EXHIBIT

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

I~
11

of Ovil EngineelS (ASCE)
American Society ofOvil
Technical Advisory Board, UnivelSity ofthe
of the Pacific, Stockton, Califomia
califomia

Curriculum Vitae 2010

~

NEIL O. ANDERSON

~AND
~AND

ASSOCIATES
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EXPERT WITNESS EXPERIENCE
1992

Pleasant Valley Subdivision
Vacaville, C4
Deposition, Trial Testimony

Slope stability, foundation damage.

2001

Valley Springs, CA
Deposition, Trial Testimony

Septic,
septic, soil/permeability.

2002

Kohutec Residence
Kohutee
Abilene, TX
Deposition, Trial Testimony

Expansive soil, pool cracks, ho~!~:!(6U1nda'tion
....,. . . / . . . . . .
. .;:,{:>??\~?;:'~,
damage.

2003

Bobcat Central
central
Stockton, C4
Deposition

2005

Hamill Residence Pool
Alamo, C4
Mediation

2006

california Lakepolnt Townhomes
sanJose,
SanJose, C4
Mediation

2006

Valley Christian High School
SanJose, C4
sanJose,
Deposition

2006

Thirty Residence
Arnold, C4
Deposition

hOy~~~undation

Soil
soil,

2008

2009

Backfill settlement
;"~"""""'Uon

Curriculum Vitae 2010

~

NEILO.ANDERSON

~AND
~AND

ASSOCIATES
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GEOTECHNICAL

NEIL O. ANDERSON
AND

ASSOCIATES

ENVIRONMENTAL
INSPECTIONS

&

TESTING

LABORATORY SERVICES
POOL ENGINEERING
POST TENSION DESIGN

August 13,2010
Kim Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A.
225 N 9th St.
Boise, ID 83642
Subject:

Water Feature Review
Meridian City Hall Building
33 E. Broadway
Meridian, Idaho
Our Job Number: LPE100019

Dear Kim
Per your request we have completed a review of the subject water features. The features were
constructed in 2008 as part of the entrance to the new Meridian city hall building. The features
consist of a natural stream, identical entry pools, and a simulated canal reminiscent of the mining
past of the area. The purpose for the review was to offer our opinions concerning the reported
deficiencies and provide our preliminary recommendations for remediation. This report is not
intended as a detailed construction document but more a catalogue of the identified problems and
corresponding repair recommendations so as to get a "feel" for the scope of work involved. Our
office is capable of providing detailed construction drawings and documents for all of the
recommended repairs if so desired.
Our review involved a site inspection on July 14, 2010 by the undersigned engineer and a
detailed review by staff of the construction drawings and documents provided to us in a binder
on the day of inspection by Dick Kluckhohn.
We understand that many parties involved have a wide range of opinions regarding the repair
actions required. We have attempted to offer an objective and professional analysis of the
current facilities. The findings of this report should be considered preliminary. They are based
on a single visual site inspection and review of documents provided to us. Although we feel that
we have identified a majority of the "issues" associated with the water features, there could be
additional items that come to light during preparation of detailed construction documents.

In summary, it is our opinion that with some minor to moderate changes and repair to various
feature details, and moderate changes to the mechanical system, the city can have both an
aesthetically pleasing and well functioning attraction. We do not feel that a complete tear down
or major reconstruction is necessary or warranted. It should also be understood that any water
feature requires regular monitoring and routine maintenance to keep operational. We do not
think the stream and entry pool features have ever operated at their intended design. We feel that
EXHIBIT
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with the proposed changes presented in this report the appearance and enjoyment of these
features will be greatly increased.
The main body of our report is presented in the attached Appendix A, which provides a detailed
catalogue of the deficiencies we observed or determined from our document review. Where
possible, we highlighted them with photographs. Deficiencies are grouped by feature although
some are the same between features. Some of the recommended changes to the mechanical
system are included in the applicable feature group. The other significant change to the
mechanical system is the surge capacity, which is discussed below.

Mechanical System
When designing/constructing any water feature which utilizes "falling" water, there must
be built into the system a way to hold or store the water needed to operate the feature for
when it is turned off. This is traditionally called the surge capacity. The original design
called for the stream and entry pool features to utilize their respective basins for surge
capacity, with a traditional main drain-to-pump design. An overflow pipe and water level
sensor was to be placed in each basin to maintain the correct water level and compensate
for evaporation and rainfall. With this design, intake skimmers do just what the word
implies, they provide additional intake by skimming water off the surface. This draws
and collects any floating debris and helps keep the water surface clean. Because the
original design called for reasonably matched demand flow and pressure head between
each of the three features, they specified the efficiency of one pump. Flow to individual
features was to be regulated and balanced with valves on both the individual return and
suction lines of the pump. The only feature that required a surge tank was the canal,
because there wasn't a "basin" or sufficient water holding capacity within the feature
itself. Consequently, a 2100 gallon underground holding tank was part of the design of
this feature.
Somewhere between design and construction the entire system hydraulics were changed
to a total gravity drain system which also utilizes a single pump drawing out of a
centralized holding or surge tank. Return from the stream and entry pools is provided
entirely by skimmers. Drains are kept plugged and only used when the respective basins
need to be drained for the winter. Water level is monitored and added exclusively to the
of the system
surge tank. This isn't necessarily a bad design, but it appears the totality ofthe
and balance each feature would require wasn't fully thought out or accounted for with the
change to the all gravity system. It is our opinion that with the proposed changes to the
existing mechanical system presented in this report, all of the features can be made
functional and to operate as they were originally intended.
Calculations were done to estimate the current surge capacity of the installed tank and to
compare it to the estimated surge of the existing system when turned off. A copy of the
calculations is contained in the attached Appendix B. Estimated surge capacity of the
existing tank is 1650 gallons. Estimated surge from the features when the pump is turned
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off is 3,660 gallons. This means that every time the system is turned off approximately
2000 gallons of chemically treated water is "wasted" to the drain. When the system is
turned back on, 2000 gallons of fresh water must be added to the system and chemically
treated. This is estimated to be approximately 22% of the total water in the system. The
surge from the stream and the fountain features were obviously not taken into account
when all the features were converted over to a gravity drain system. Therefore it is
recommended that the existing surge capacity be enlarged to accommodate the computed
surge.
One of the advantages of the all gravity system (and a newly enlarged surge capacity) is
water savings. Any rain that falls on the features when they are running is "stored" in the
surge tank and slowly evaporated off as the features continue to run. Estimated
evaporative loss during the summer is 340 gallons/day.
It is our understanding that leakage from all of the features peaked at 10,000 gallons/day.
However, after repairs to some fixture penetrations it is currently leaking 3,500 gallons/day.
This is approximately 10 times the peak evaporation loss in the summer. After all of the
proposed changes and repairs of this report are completed leakage should be stopped.

The focus of this report was more of what and how to fix rather than who is responsible. We can
offer some opinion on this if desired. We have also worked with several reputable commercial
aquatic contractors in the area and we could solicit their help if it is desired to put costs to the
proposed changes and repairs. As indicated, this preliminary report contains our professional
opinions and recommendations based on our training and experience with aquatic features. We
reserve the right to modify our opinion and recommendation upon obtaining further information.
We appreciate the opportunity of being of service and on the challenge of sorting the job out. If
there are any questions please contact our office.

Rob Holmer, nncipl
ID Civil Engineer 13

NOA:noa

AUG 1 7 2010

AUG 1 7 2lI10

Attachments: Appendix A, Catalogued Deficiencies, 9 pages
Appendix B, Surge Calculations, 4 pages
Appendix C, Manufacture Specifications, 14 pages
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Problem

Photo

STREAM
FEATURE
" ..Ul>o~

1.
I. Water flow
fl ow
aesthe tics
aesthetics

STREAM
FEATURE
2. Wall

waterfall weir
wei r
flow
fl ow aesthetics
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Discussion

Remediation

At the time of our observations it did not appear
su
ffici ent water was cascading down the rock
sufficient
waterfall.
design
waterfa ll . According to plans des
ign flow
fl ow for
fo r this
gpm . This amount of flow has never
feature is 200 gpm.
been achieved because of the type of outlet
constructed. Flow to the surge tank is provided by
fl ow into 3 pre-manufactured skimmers.
gravity flow
Maxi mum rated capacity for
fo r these skimmers is 55
Maximum
gallons each for a combined total
total of 165 gpm. The
utilized skimmers are intended by the manufacturer
to be incased in concrete, which they are not. The
exposed skimmers are poor aesthetics
aesthet ics and readily
susceptible to intent
intentional
ional or unintentional vandalism.
vandal ism.

The intake should be reconstructed as
as.a
concrete structure with sufficient capacity for
fl ow and which can easily and
the design flow
routine ly be cleaned of collected debris.
routinely
Specific design is beyond the scope of this
report but can be provide by our offi
office
ce if
desired.

Plans show the waterfall wall weir to be 4' -0" wide.
The installed weir was measured at 5'-10" wide.
fl ow to obtain
The wider weir requires greater water flow
the desired effect.

The design flow should be increased to 230
gpm or greater, depending on the aesthetics
fl ow will also improve
desired. The increased flow
the aesthetics of the stream, making it appear
like a stream rather than a long pond. Our
preliminary calculations indicate the existing
6" return piping is capable of handling the
fl ows.
proposed increased flows.
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STREAM
FEATURE
_

~~1W31

3. Unregulated
d
an

unbalanced
flow over the
wa ll and rock
wall
waterfalls

STREAM
FEATURE
4. Cracking
and leaking at
top of wall

There is a single 6" return line and single inlet which
supplies both the wall and natural rock waterfalls of
empties
this feature. The supply empt
ies into a shallow pool
at the top,
top, with the flow divided between the wall
and rock waterfalls. There is no way to adjust the
flow between waterfalls to provide optimal balance
and aesthetics. It appears an attempt was made to
channel a certain amount of water over the wall
waterfall by "building up" dikes of concrete on either
side of the water channel. The dikes are unsightly
unsight ly
and take away from the natural
natural rock selling
setting of the
feature.

The top portion of this feature should be
reconstructed to split the supply into two
tum feed each
separate basins, which in turn
shou ld each be valved
feature . The split lines should
feature.
so that flows can be balanced and optimized.
The reconstruction will also eliminate the
unsightly
unsight ly aesthetics of the exposed concrete.

It is possible that some of the backfill for the wall
has settled, allowing a crack to form between the
upper water channel and the masonry wall. It
appears that some attempt was made to fix this with
caulking, but that is only a temporary solution for
ling.
improper construction and detai
detailing.

Prior 10
to reconstruction the backfill should be
checked for compaction. If insufficient
compact
ion exists than backfill should either be
compaction
removed and replaced as engineering fill or
bypassed with the use of piers and a support
slab. During reconstruction, the waterproof
liner should be mechanically ""locked"
locked" to the
top of the wall. The underside of the metal
weir should be properly bonded to the lOp
top of
iscussed under canal weirs.
the wall, as ddiscussed

weir

STREAM
FEATURE
5.
Deterioration
around edges
of wall
wa ll weir
wei r
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See same for canal weirs, Item 16.
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STREAM
FEATURE
6. Excessive
water staining
of wall
wa ll
waterfa ll brick
waterfall
face

STREAM
FEATURE
7. Excessive
wate r loss and
water
leakage

The installed copper weir lacked the 1"
turned up
I" tumed
freeboard edge continuing to the end of the projected
lip. As a result some water is able to spill off
otT the
sides of the weir and drip/splash down the brick
facing resulting is excess wetting, staining, and hard
deposi ts. Water leaking under the weir is also
water deposits.
staining.
contributing to the stain
ing.

Properly
. . bond (see canal weirs, Item 16) a new
we ir cap which has the correct side lip. Detail
weir
7, sheet L 1.64 of the drawings shows water
off and out from the face of the
""projecting"
projecting" otT
weir and falling
fallin g on the stream surface, with
rocks deflecting splash water back into the
Th is type of effect is not attainable with
pool. This
a flat open weir because there is not sufficient
water velocity obtained as it moves across the
we ir. Consequently water will
surface of the weir.
hit close to the base of the wall and splash on
the wall. The only way to avoid this is to slope
the top weir down (to increase water velocity)
fu rther extend the lip from
from the wall face.
face .
and further
This is a design change that would be required
minim ize splash at the wall base.
to minimize

Waterproofmg for the waterfall and streambed
consist ofa
of a PVC liner with a protective covering of
gunite. Due to the presence of the gun
gunite
ite there is
presently no way to inspect the ex
isting liner
existing
membrane for leaks. However, it is unlikely that
leaks have developed in the main body of the liner.
Any leaks likely exist at penetrations or overtopping
along edges.

All loose rocks should be removed from the
steam bed and the top edge of the liner
Perfonn a level survey of the liner's
exposed. Perform
edge to determine
detennine if there is sufficient
freeboard" against projected water levels. In
In
""freeboard"
areas where there is insufficient freeboard the
line should be extended, following
manufacturer's recommendarions
recommendations for splicing.
protecti ve gunite around all liner
Remove protective
penetration (skimmers, light fixtures,
fixture s, and base
of sheer decent wall) so that they may be
inspected for leaks and properly sealed. Apply
additional
additional gunite to the sides where needed to
"roughen" the surface so as to provide retention
of decorative rock.

lso observed several areas where the gu
nite
We aalso
gunite
surface was exposed because it was too smooth,
ve rocks placed on the side of the
allowing decorati
decorative
stream bed to slough to the bottom.
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ENTRANCE
POOLS
8. Unsightly
Uns ightly
staining and
eefflorescence
fn o rescence
oonn face ooff wall
wa ll
wate rfall
waterfall

005099

It is unclear from the drawings what the intent was
fa ll ing water of this feature.
feat ure. The drawings
for the falling
1.8 1
show a custom made enclosed weir box with a 1.81
inch wide throat opening. For this width of opening
ill over the bottom lip in a
the water will only sp
spill
""rippled"
rippled" flow which remains close to the wall,
similar to the effect currently obtained with the open
weirs on the other features. With this effect some
anticipated
staining would be antic
ipated on the face and base of
the wall and the surrounding brick highlights.
However, the architectural
architectural rendering in Section A on
sheet L1.67
L I.67 shows a "projected" flow
fl ow from
fro m the weir,
which we believe was the desired effect. To achieve
th is effect a sheer descent must be used.
used. A sheer
this
descent is also an enclosed weir box with the
difference being a considerably narrower opening.
This causes pressure to build in the box which
making
increases the exit velocity of water, maki
ng it
"project" out from the slot in an even film (thus the
term "sheer" descent). To work properly a sheer
flow. What
decent must have a minimum amount of flow.
was installed
insta lled (and apparently approved) was a sheer
descent. We could not find anywhere in the
drawings or specifications that called out the length
of the sheer descents, but by sca
scaling
ling off of the
drawings we estimate they were to each be 4 feet
long. This roughly corresponds to the listed design
fl ow of 143 gpm. For this design flow
fl ow four - 4 foot
flow
long sheer descents would have a flow rate of
approx.
approx . 9 gpm/foot
gpmlfoot of slot. This is on the low end of
fl ow required for a typical
Iypical sheer descent.
the flow
oflh
thee installed sheer descents is 8
However, each of
feet long. The manufacturer of the descents
fl ow rate of 15 gprnlfoot
gpmlfoot of slot.
recommends a flow
ignificant greater flow
fl ow is requ
required
ired for
Consequently, ssignificant
fu nction properly. We do not
the sheer descents to function
fl ow rate has ever been achieved.
believe this flow

During our inspection the sheer descents were not
working properly due to low flow. The insufficient
exit velocity of water was allowing
allowi ng it to backflow
0©20iO
2010 Neil 0. Anderson &
Associates. inc
Inc
& Associates,

In addition to the unsightly staining we do not
believe the sheer descents have ever been set
up to work properly and thus the full beauty of
enjoyed.
them has not been enjoyed.

'"

\43 to
The flow rate should be increased from 143
between 320 and 480 gpm. Tests and flow
ex isting shear descents
measurements of the existing
shou ld be made to determine the optimum flow
should
rate within this range. Currently the pools have
6 intake skimmers
ski mmers each for return flow.
fl ow. The
highest flow rate may overwhelm the exist
existing
ing
skimmer's capacity. This should be observed
during testing.

of 9
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and drip around the exit slots, thus staining the wall
face. The decorative brick "ledge" immediately
below the slots was retaining some of the dripping
water and allowing it to percolate back through the
mortar joints and concrete wall
wal l and then re-emerge
re·emerge
lower down. When a constant source of water is
allowed to penetrate concrete it will
ssolve some of
wilI di
dissolve
re-crystallize
the matrix salts.
salts. The salts then re-crystall
ize on the
surface face when exposed to oxygen as the water
exits. This is known as efflorescence. By increasing
the water flow and exit velocity it should greatly
mini mi ze back dripping and the resulting
minimize
staining.
efflorescence and hard water stain
ing.

ENTRANCE
POOLS
9. Unbalanced
Un ba lanced
ssheer
heer descent
water
aesthetics

ENTRANCE
POOLS
10.
to. Excessive
he ig ht of sheer
height
descent

ENTRANCE
005100

POOLS
11. Low
filtration
capacity
0©20IO
20/0 Neil 0. Anderson & Associates. Inc

The two shear descents at each pool are at different
elevations. Consequently the water effect varies
between them (one maintains a continuous shect
sheet of
water and the other splits).

A value should be installed 0on" the supply for
the lower sheer descents so that flow
fl ow between
the two can be balanced.

_ of
Two of the sheer descents are mounted at a height
4.0 feet. The manufacturer indicates that after a fall
height of 3.0 feet
fe et the smooth "sheet effect begins to
break apart and may produce an annoying buffeting
noise".

This should be considered when running the
fl ow test to determine the optimum flow rate.
flow

The plans call for a 155 gpm cartridge filter to be
placed on the supply line for the pools to keep debris
from clogging the sheer descents. The hand drawn
lt piping sketch shows a filter vault on the
as-bui
as-built
but we were not shown this during our site
supply bUI
thi s exists it will have to be upgraded
inspection. If this
to allow for the increased flow.

Upgrade in-line cartridge filter to handle a 480
fl ow. This will
wi ll require enlarging the vault
gpm flow.
lcast 3 filter
fi lter units.
and utilizing at least

Page 60f9
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ENTRANCE
POOLS
12. Additional
Additiona l
pump

005101
0©20iO
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& Associates.
file
0. Anderson &
Associates, inc

Because the original design for aallll features had
reasonably balanced flow and head demands, the
entire system was to be supplied by one pump (total
demand 518 gpm). Valves were to be used to obtain
the necessary "balance" between features. However,
we be
believe
lieve that the changing head caused by the inion.
line cartridge filter was not taken into considerat
consideration.
When the filter is clean it may only require 5 feet of
head pressure to push water through it. But as it
becomes dirty (prior to routine cleaning) the required
head pressure could jump as high as 20 feet. This
fluctuating head unbalances the system and flow to
the sheer descents thus requiring constant
"adj
ustment" to all of the valves to maintain the
"adjustment"
proper balance. Although the upgraded installed
pump has the capacity for the recommended
wou ld
increased 110ws,
flows, maintaining proper balance would
is could be accomplished with
be difficult. Th
This
110w meters and
modulating valves with flow
programmable logic contro
ls, but this system is
controls,
expensive and requires training. To achieve the
desired balance the entrance pool sheer descents
shou ld be operated on their own pump.
should

additional variable frequency drive
Install an additional
pump that is capable of automatic adjustments
to account for variations in operating head and
still maintain a uniform
unifonn flow. Once valves are
in itially balanced, this should allow a ""hands
hands
initially
off' operation of the features.
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ENTRANCE
ENTRANC E
POOLS
wa ll
13. Seat wall
cracks and
leakage

ENTRANCE
POOLS
14. Leakage
and corros
corrosion
ion

aaround
ro und lilight
ght

jjunction
unction boxes

The perimeter seat wall has insufficient horizontal
reinforcement for this type of application. This has
ng shrinkage cracks to form
fo rm at regular
allowed dryi
drying
intervals
interva ls (left pool, approx. 10' o.c., right pool,
pool ,
approx. 5' o.c.). Some of the cracks are leaking,
with efflorescence showing on the front face.
Horizontal reinforcement appears to be designed
I) 318,
3 18,
according to American Concrete Institute (AC
(ACI)
which is the basis for most building
build ing codes.
watcr bearing
However, when designing concrete water
structures it is beller
AC I 350. This code
better to use ACI
triples the minimum amount of reinforcement
rcq ui red for temperature and shrinkage control.
required
Shrinkage and cracks still occur, but the extra
reinforcement keeps the cracks on the micro level
level
and minimizes leakage.

New waterproofing should be applied to the
uti lizing the 4 part Multicoat"&'
basins utilizing
Multicoat® system.
shou ld be removed,
In preparation al1
all rocks should
junction box penetration
penetrat ion repaired, and all
surfaces thoroughly high pressure cleaned.
ion of the first Scratch Kote
application
Prior to applicat
layer all concrete joints (ie. floor/wall
fl oor/wall joint)
and cracks shou
should
ld be covered with a 6 inch
of NobleSeal<ll TS membrane set
sel with
strip ofNobJeSeal®
Laticrete®
Laticrete<ll 254 Platinum thinset.
thinset. A copy of all
product data sheets are attached to this report il
Appendix C.

The penetration for all of the underwater light
fixtures was improperly done with multiple condui
conduits.
ts.
It appears cau
caulking
lking was used in an effort to seal
seal any
leakage. The plans call for a single penetration metal
post.

The penetration base of all light fixtures should
metal
be chipped out and replaced with a single metal
pipe with water stop. Patching the concrete
should be done with non-shrink cement based
uld be
grout (not quick-set). This work sho
should
perfonned prior to application of new
performed
waterproofing.
waterproofi ng.

The observed cracks in the benches are
considered structurally minor (::S
(5 0.004") and
typical for ACI
AC I 318.
3 18. The forgoing waterproof
system should provide durable waterproofing
capable of bridging the observed cracks and
joints and prevent any leakage or efflorescence.

isting corroding waterproof cable
Replace ex
existing
fi ttings with stainless
stain less steel
steel or
compression fittings
plastic non-corroding ones.
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ENTRANCE
POOLS
15. Leakage
corrosion
and corros
ion
around
skimmers

CANAL
16.
Deterioration,
corros
io n,
corrosion,
efflorescence,
emorescence.
and staining
around aallll
copper weir
weIr
caps

CANAL
C racks aand
nd
17. Cracks
eefflorescence
m orescence
oonn front face
of basin
bas in and
trough walls
wa ll s

005103
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The installed skimmers do not have a gasket behind
the cover frame which seals between the concrete
and the skimmer box. Screws used to fasten
faste n the
fra me are badly corroded.
cover frame

Install gasket and utilize stainless steel screws.

All of the copper weir caps were not properly set on
the walls. This has allowed water to penetrate under
and around the weirs resulting in early and extensive
deterioration
deterioration of mortar joints, capstones, and facing.
In turn this has caused unsightly staining and
effiorescence on the front face of the weirs.
efflorescence

Weirs should be removed and all deteriorated
material chipped out. Repair and brin"
bring weir
wall
wall to proper eelevation
levation with Laticrete®
Lat icrete 254
Platinum thinset. Copper weirs should then be
bonded to the weir walls with 100%
[00% coverage
of Latapoxy®
Latapoxy· 300 adhesive.
To minimized side splash it is also
recommended that all copper weir caps be
replaced with new caps which have the 1"
I"
turned up side freeboard extending to the end
of the lip.

wails, there is
As discussed for the entry pool seat walls,
insufficient horizontal
hori zontal reinforcement in all of the
trough and basin wails
walls with resulting cracks and
efflorescence.
effiorescence.

The waterproofmg
waterproofing of all basins and troughs
indicaled in Item 15 for
shou ld be redone as indicated
should
pool basins.
entry pool
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CANAL

The front face of all weirs have excessive staining

18. Excessive
sta
staining
in ing on
front face of
all weirs

CANAL

The front face of all weirs should be acid
washed and then waterproofed as indicated in
Item 15. If color of the final
fina l Scratch Kote layer
is not acceptable, it can be altered to the desired
color.

Replace all leaking light fixtures prior to
application of any waterproofing.

19. Leaking
Iil!ht fixtures

CANAL
20.
;,,.-:

"

"

. ~!4;~f~
~~

+

.......

:.,

'., .. .

Deteriorating
cap stones

Capstones throughout are spalling and deteriorating
icularly where splash water hits
prematurely, part
particularly
them. The material
material is too soft for its intended use
and the repeated freeze/thaw climate.

Replace with more su
suitable
itable material with
sufficient compressive strength and entrained
ir content. Include saw cut drip-stop this time
aair
where indicated on the plans.

The canal feature was not running on the day or
of our
uals present
site inspection. However, individ
individuals
complained of excessive over-spillage on the front
fl ow begins to
catch basins. As indicated sheet, flow
break up after 3.0 feet
fee t of fall and there currently
fa ll .
exists a 4.0 foot fall.

Consideration should be given to either
narrowing the weirs or raising the basin walls.
ing feature it can also
By observing the operat
operating
be detennined
determined if any adjustment needs to be
made to the weir heights to achieve a balanced
flow from all the weirs.

'.i:~

CANAL
21. Weir basin

005104

spillage

(;J20JO
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Surge Calculations
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ASEAMLESS WATERPRO~ING
WATERPRO~ING
MEMBRANE FOR FOUNTAINS &PONDS
DESCRIPTION &. USE
Multicoat's waterproofing system for fountains
and ponds utilizes our Mulasticoat® and
Scratch Kote 2000®. Mulasticoat® is a
unique latex water-based coating that forms a
seamless elastomeric waterproofing membrane. Scratch Kote 2000® is a resin modified cementitious coating which is used as a
bonding material under the Mulasticoat® and
also acts as a protective barrier over the Mulasticoat®.

Packaging
l-Gal cans
5-Gal Pails
55-Gal Drums
275-Gal Totes

ADVANTAGES:
-Low Cost-Minimum Down Time
-Ease of Application
-Superior Waterproofing
-Excellent Bond Strength
-High Tensile Strength and Elastomeric Properties
-Freeze-Thaw Resistant
-Water-based-Environmentally Safe to Use
SEE TEST DATA

SURFACE PREPARATION
Substrate must be structurally sound and free
from grease, oil, dirt, dust, sealers, water repellents and other foreign materials which may
interfere with proper bonding. Shot Blasting
or sand blasting may be necessary over some·
surfaces to achieve proper bonding. On concrete block or slump stone walls, all head and
bed jOints
joints must be free of holes and finished
flush with block substrate. For poured in place
walls, a water-based form release must be
used. If an oil base form release is used, it
must be completely removed with tri sodium
phosphate (TSP), power wash and rinse.
Since Mulasticoat® is a vapor barrier, substrate must be thoroughly dry before application to prevent gassing or bubbling.
NOTE:

See: For detailed information, refer to;
System Specifications
SpeCifications for Waterproofing
Water Features / fountains, Mulasticoat@
and Scratch Kote 2000@ data sheets.

Final layer of Scratch Kote
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APPLICATION

COVERAGE

Roll, brush or spray SCRATCH KOTE 2000® to entire
substrate to be waterproofed at a coverage rate not to
exceed 175 sq. ft. per bag. Gently hand stir Mulasticoat® and apply two coats at a coverage rate of 80 to
100 sq. ft. per gallon. Allow to dry between coats.
After Mulasticoat® has dried, apply another coat of
SCratch
Scratch Kote 2000® as referenced above and allow to
dry a minimum of 5 days before filling. Longer dry
time will be required for interior applications.

Mulasticoat®: 80 to 100 sq. ft. per gallon per coat
Scratch Kote 2000®: 175 sq. ft. per bag
Top & Krete Kote®: 250 sq. ft. per bag
Acrathane Colorseal®: 200-300 sq. ft. per gallon

Comers may require use of Multicoat's stitch bond
polyester fabric mesh. Large cracks should be filled
Multicoat's Speed Mix 2000® prior to application of
Scratch Kote 2000. Review and follow specifications.
SCratch

PACKAGING AND STORAGE
Mulasticoat®: Furnished in 1 gallon, 5 gallon containers, 55 gallon drums and 275 gallon totes. Store
at 40-90°. Shelf life approximately 18 months.
Scratch Kote 2000® is furnished in 65-lb bags.
Shelf life is approximately 24 months. Store in a dry
environment.

Optional Interior Finish: SCratch
Scratch Kote 2000® can
be left as the final appearance. For a smoother finish,
use Top Kote® or Krete Kote®. For a more color stable and uniform color appearance, Multicoat's Acrathane Colorseal® can be used. Other finishes such
as tile, plaster finishes, etc., can be used as the final
visual covering.

LIMITATIONS
Do not apply if substrate temperature is below 40°,
above 100° F, ambient temperature below 40° and
falling or above 100° F and rising, or if precipitation is
expected within a twenty-four (24) hour period.
Do not allow Mulasticoat® to become
wet or to be left exposed more than 2 days in
extreme UV Ray areas.
Do not use if substrate is subject
to negative side water or water vapor pressure.

WF0308

MULTICOAT CORPORATION
WEST COAST
EAST COAST
Toll-Free (877) MULTICO (685-8426)
Toll-Free 800-660-6729
(304) 586-0616, FAX (304) 586-0620
(949) 888-7100, FAX (949) 888-2555
Website: www.multicoat.com
E-Mail: info@multicoat.com
The Coating ofthe
ofthe Future . .. Today!
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For Replastering Swimming
Pools, Spas and Ponds.
DESCRIPTION AND USE
MULTICOAT SCRATCH KOTE 2000 is a
super bonding Synthetic Resin modified
cementitious coating which forms a hard,
rough textured base coat, securely bonding
to a properly prepared pool, spa or pond
substrate. MULTICOAT SCRATCH KOTE
2000 provides an ideal surface to which new
pool plaster will firmly bond by both mechanical and chemical means. It is similar to
gunite in both appearance and function.

PROPERLY PREPARE SUBSTRATE.

ADVANTAGES
• Minimum Down Time
• Substantially Reduces Labor and
Equipment Costs

• Eliminates Excessive Substrate Preparation.
No Need for Chip-Outs or Axing.

APPLY SCRATCH KOTE WITH NAP ROLLER

• Even Suction While Plastering - Smoother
Plaster Finish
• Substantial Savings on Plaster (Marcite)
Materials
• Virtually Eliminates "Pop Outs."
• Trim Tile, New or Old, Can be Placed on
Steps and Seats During SCRATCH KOTE
Application

SEE TEST DATA
OR APPLY WITH SPRAYER

SURFACE PREPARATION
1. Check and completely remove all hollows
and loose areas with picks and hammers.
2. Chip out minimum 2 inches below tile line
and around all water inlets, return lines
and light fixtures.
3. Sandblast, acid etch or waterblast with a
turbo nozzle or sand injection attachment
(3,500 psi minimum). If acid etching, must
neutralized and powerwash with spinner
tip. Make sure to remove all rust, algae,
copper sulfate, soft flaky plaster, paint and
other foreign matter.

PLASTER AS NORMAL

4. Recheck for hollows, loose and flaky
areas. Soft flaky areas must be removed

before SCRATCH KOTE 2000 is applied.
5. Wash thoroughly with waterblaster and dry
all areas to touch before proceeding.

005113

AP,PLlCATION
AP.PLlCATION

LIMITATIONS

MULTICOAT SCRATCH KOTE 2000 is furnished in 65 lb. bags and
field mixed with potable (clean) water in the approximate amount
of 1%-2 gallons per bag, preferably with a special MULTICOAT
Mixing Paddle. (More water may be needed depending upon
ambient temperture.
Mix vigorously to disperse all lumps and to thoroughly wet all
particles. Suggest 1-1)f
1-1 if minutes after all dry material added. Use
margin trowel to clear vessel walls. For best results let Scratch Kate
stand in bucket for 3-5 minutes then add a small amount of water
to rebreak material. This will give the material additional pot life.
Check for consistency by applying to a prepared vertical pool wall
with hopper gun, pressure sprayer or 0/."-1
0/,"-1 X" nap roller. Applied
material should peak not slump.
If too thick small clumps will come away with roller. Add small
amount of water, remix and retest. If material slumps add solids,
remix and retest.
W'-1 j{' nap roller or spray to entire prepared surface.
Apply with %"-1
ALLOW TO CURE FOR A MINIMUM OF 24 HOURS BEFORE
APPLYING POOL PLASTER - LONGER IN COOL WEATHER
OR INDOOR APPLICATIONS - 48 to 72 HOURS IS IDEAL,
IDEAL.

Do not apply when substrate temperature is below 50°F, when
ambient temperature is below 50°F and falling, above 100°F and
rising, or if precipitation is expected within a 24 hour period.

PACKAGING AND STORAGE
SCRATCH KOTE 2000 - furnished in 65 lb. bags.
40°-90°F.
Store in dry area at 40°-90°F,
Shelf life is approximately 24 months in unopened bags.

COVERAGE
Each 65 lb. bag as described under 'APPLICATION' will cover
approximately 175-200 sq. ft. (rolled) or 250-350 sq. ft. (sprayed).
Coverage will vary depending on porosity and condition of substrate.

TEST DATA - SCRATCH KOTE 2000

•

MC0406

INC.
MULTICOAT® CORPORATION MULTICOAT® PRODUCTS, INC,
.. West Coast
East Coast
Toll Free: (877) 685-8426
(949) 888-7100 Fax (949) 888-2555
Website: www.multicoat.com
E-mail: info@multicoat.com

Available Through:

Toll Free: (800) 660-6729
(304) 586-0616 Fax (304) 586-0620
Website: www.multicoat.com
E-mail: info@multicoat.com

... Today
The Coating of the Future
Future".
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A Multipurpose Elastomeric

Seamless Waterproofing Membrane.
DESCRIPTION AND USE
MULASTICOAT is a unique latex waterbased
coating which forms an elastomeric waterproofing membrane with excellent bonding
characteristics to most building materials.
MULASTICOAT has a wide variety of waterproofing applications, including roof repairs,
tank lining, water moats, reflection pools,
shower pans, between slab membranes, etc.
MULASTICOAT also functions as the waterproofing membrane of the fire resistant
MULTICOAT SLATEX ABOVE GRADE
WALKING DECK, ROOF SURFACING SySTEM, and the BELOW GRADE WATERPROOFING SYSTEM. (NOTE: Application
and use of MULASTICOAT in the above systems is described in separate instructions.)

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE, WATERBASE
AVAILABLE IN 1 GALLON CANS, 5 GALLON BUCKETS,
55 GALLON DRUMS & 275 GALLON TOTES

ADVANTAGES
• Low Cost - Minimum Down Time
• Ease of Application
• Superior Waterproofing
• Excellent Bond Strength

WATER FEATURE APPLICATION

• High Tensile Strength and Elastomeric
Properties
• Freeze-Thaw Resistant
• Waterbased - Environmentally Safe to Use
and Apply
SEE TEST DATA

SURFACE PREPARATION
Substrate must be structurally sound and
free from grease, oil, dirt, dust, sealers,
water repellents and other foreign materials
which may interfere with proper bonding.
Shot blasting, sand blasting, or water sand
blasting with minimum 3,500 psi may be
necessary over some surfaces to achieve
proper bonding. (Note: In some cases over
existing concrete in submerged conditions a
primer coat of KRETE KOTE or SCRATCH
KOTE may need to be applied to substrate
to create even suction for Better Bonding.)
Please call Multicoat if you have questions
before proceeding.
SINCE MULASTICOAT IS A VAPOR
BARRIER. SUBSTRATE MUST
BE THOROUGHLY DRY BEFORE
APPLICATION TO PREVENT GASSING
OR BUBBLING.

SPRAY APPLIED

ROLLER APPLIED

IDEAL
WATERPROOFING SYSTEM
FOR
PONDS / WATER FEATURES

005115

APpLICATION
MULASTICOAT IS A COMPONENT OF SEVERAL MULTICOAT
SYSTEMS. STEPS 1 & 2 BELOW ARE GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
TO BE FOLLOWED WHENEVER MULASTICOAT IS APPLIED.
STEPS 3 - 5 DESCRIBE THE APPLICATION OF MULASTICOAT
IN ROOFING, POND/WATER FEATURES AND SHOWER PANS.
FOR OTHER SYSTEMS, SEE APPLICABLE SYSTEM
INFORMATION.
1. Stir MULASTICOAT with hand paddle.
2. Roll, brush or spray MULASTICOAT over area to be waterproofed in two (2) coats at a coverage rate of 40-50 sq. ft. per
gallon 2 coats. Allow to dry thoroughly between coats. NOTE:
For potential leak areas such as parapets, drains, coves,
stitch bonded polyester fabric
flashing, posts, etc., apply stitchbonded
immediately after first coat application. Apply additional
MULASTICOAT to saturate. (Note: All 90' Angles, corners or
protrusions in substrate should be caulked with a
polyurethane caulk and stitchbond polyester fabric should be
imbedded into MULASTICOAT in those areas.)
IN ANY AREAS THAT MAY BE EXPOSED TO SUNLIGHT,
MULASTICOAT MUST ALWAYS BE COATED WITH AN
ULTRAVIOLET RESISTANT COATING (KRETE KOTE, TOP
COAT OR SCRATCH KOTE.)
3. For roofs and other traffic bearing surfaces, apply an ultraviolet resistant coating (KRETE KOTE, TOP COAT or
SCRATCH KOTE) after MULASTICOAT had dried to touch.
Allow a minimum of 24 hours after second coat or ultraviolet
treatment before commencing traffic. (Only light foot traffic
permissible.)

needed before the appll
appll__tion
__tion of MULASTICOAT, especially when being rennovated.
5. For shower pans, caulk all 90° corners, allow to cure. Coat
properly prepared surfaces with two coats Mulasticoat. Apply
at a rate of 40-50 sq. ft. per gallon. Imbed Polyester Fabric
Mesh to all 90° corners. Apply one coat KRETE KOTE, TOP
COAT or SCRATCH KOTE Cementitious Coating to dried
MULASTICOAT. Apply thin-set or mud base to Multicoat
cementitious coating for tile or stone application.

LIMITATIONS
Do not apply if substrate temperature is below 50°F, above 100°F,
ambient temperature below 50°F and falling, above 100°F and
rising, or if precipitation is expected within a twenty four (24) hour
period after each coat.
Do not use if substrate is subject to negative side water,
vapor pressure or any type of negative side waterproofing application.

COVERAGE
40-50 sq. ft. per gallon, two coats

PACKAGING AND STORAGE
Mulasticoat Furnished in 1 and 5 gallon containers, 55 gallon
drums and 275 gallon totes.
SCRATCH KOTE, TOP COAT or KRETE KOTE furnished
in 65 lb. bags.
Store at 40-90°F. Shelf life is approximately 24 months in
Innr'An~!rl pails.
unopened bags and approximately 18 months in unopened

4. For ponds/water features, coat properly prepared surface
with 2 coats MULASTICOAT with roller, brush or sprayer. Allow
MULASTICOAT to dry to touch between coats. Apply at rate of
40-50 sq. ft. per gallon, two coats. Allow MULASTICOAT to dry
to touch. Apply 1 coat KRETE KOTE or SCRATCH KOTE
Cementitious Coating to dried MULASTICOAT. Allow 5-7 days
before filling with water. NOTE: in some cases a primer
KOTE, TOP COAT or KRETE KaTE
KOTE is
coat of SCRATCH KaTE,

TEST DATA

•

MC0406

®

MULTICOAT® CORPORATION MULTICOAT® PRODUCTS, INC.
East Coast
West Coast
Toll Free: (877) 685-8426
(949) 888-7100 Fax (949) 888-2555
Website: www.multicoat.com
E-mail: info@multicoat.com

Available Through:

Toll Free: (800) 660-6729
(304) 586-0616 Fax (304) 586-0620
Website: www.multicoat.com
E-mail: info@multicoat.com
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254

Platinum

D5-61'7-0-0809
D5-67'7-0-0809

Suitable Substrates

1.

• Exterior glue plywood*

• Cement terrazzo

• Properly prepared vinyl tile*

• Cement backer boards**

• Concrete/masonry

• Gypsum wallboard*

• Concrete block

• Gypsum plaster*

• Cement mortar beds

• Plastic laminate*

• Non-water soluble cut-back
adhesive*

• Cement terrazzo

PRODUCT NAME

LATICRETE'" 254 Platinum

•*

only.
Interior use only.

•*** Consult cement backer board manufacturer for specific installation recommendations and to

2. MANUFACTURER
LATICRETE International, Inc.
1 LATICRETE Park North
Bethany, CT 06524-3423 USA
Telephone:
Toll Free:
Fax:
Internet:

• Existing ceramic tile and
stone

verify acceptability for exterior use.

Packaging
50 Ib
lb bag (22.7 kg); 54 bags per pallet
Color: Grey and White

+1.203.393.0010, ext. 235
1.800.243-4788, ext. 235
+1.203.393.1684
+1. 20 3.393. 1684

Approximate Coverage

www.latlcrete.com

3. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ultimate one-step, polymer fortified, th in-set mortar for interior
and exterior installation of ceramic tile, stone, quarry tile, pavers
and brick. LATICRETE 254 Platinum, designed to just mix with water,
has a long open time with unsurpassed adhesion and workability.
LATICRETE 254 Platinum is a LATICRETE approved substitute for
LATICRETE 211 Powder mixed with LATICRETE 4237 Latex Additive.

Coverage will vary depending on trowel notch size, type and size of tile and substrate.

Shelf Life
Factory sealed containers of this product are guaranteed to be of
first quality for one (1) year* if stored off the ground in a dry area.
•*

High humidity will reduce the shelf life of bagged product.

Limitations

Uses
Excellent for exterior and underwater applications, superior bond
to exterior glue plywood and concrete. The ultimate thin-set
for porcelain and glass tiles.

Advantages
• Contains Microban'" antimicrobial protection to inhibit the
growth of stain causing mold and mildew in the substrate.
• Exceeds ANSI A118.4 Shear Bond Strength Requirements
& ANSI A118.11.
• Conforms to EN 12004 and ISO 13007 with a classification of
C2TES1
• Ultimate adhesion for porcelain and glass tiles.
• Incredible bond to exterior glue plywood and concrete*.
• Superior for exterior and submerged applications.
• High shear bond strength.

• Not for use directly over particle board, luan, Masonite'"
or hardwood floors.
• Adhesives/mastics, mortars and grouts for ceramic tile,
pavers, brick and stone are not replacements for waterproofing
membranes. When a waterproofing membrane is required, use
a LATICRETE Waterproofing Membrane (see Section 10 flUNG
SYSTEMS).

• Note: Surfaces must be structurally sound, stable and rigid
enough to support ceramic/stone tile, thin brick and similar
finishes. Substrate deflection under all live, dead and impact
loads, including concentrated loads, must not exceed L/360 for
thin bed ceramic tile/brick installations or L/480 for thin bed
stone installations where L=span length.

Cautions
Consult MSDS for more safety information.
• Some marbles and other stone have low flexural strength and
may not be suitable for installation over wood floors.

• Smooth creamy formula.
Warranty**.
• 10 Year Warranty**_
* See limitations.
** When used as part of the LATICRETE' 10 Year System Warranty OS 230.12.

During cold weather, protect finished work from traffic until
fully cured.

Data Sheets are subject to change without notice. For latest revision, check our website at www.laticrete.com.
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, Contains portland cement and silica sand. May irritate eyes and
skin. Avoid contact with eyes or prolonged contact with skin. In
case of contact, flush thoroughly with water.
• Wait 14 days after the final grouting period before filing water
features with water at 70°F (21°C)
(2 1°e)
• DO NOT take internally. Silica sand may cause cancer or
serious lung problems. Avoid breathing dust. Wear a respirator
in dusty areas.
• For white and light-colored marbles use LATICRETE®
LATICRETE@ 254
Platinum WHITE. For green marble, resin backed tile and stone
and other moisture sensitive marbles and agglomerates, use
LATAPOXY® 300 Adhesive (refer to Data Sheet 633.0).
LATAPOXY@
• Keep out of reach of children.

4. TECHNICAL DATA
VOC/LEED Product Information

".
(7REENGUARO"'
Indoor Air Quality CE.rtified

.

GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified· by
This product has been GREENGUARO
the GREENGUARO
GREENGUARD Environmentallnstkute under the GREENGUARO
GREENGUARD

Standard for Low Emitting Products in finished form.

Total VOC Content pounds/gallon (grams/liter) of product in unused
form is 0.00 lblgal
lb/gal (0.00 gff:).
g/fJ.

Applicable Standard
ANSI A118.4, ANSI 118.11, EN 12004, ISO 13007

Physical Properties

5. INSTALLATION
Surface Preparation
All surfaces should be between 40°F (4°C) and 90°F (32°C) and
structurally sound, clean and free of all dirt, oil, grease, paint,
concrete sealers or curing compounds. Rough or uneven concrete
surfaces should be made smooth with LATICRETE Latex Portland
Cement Underlayment to provide a wood float (or better) finish.
Dry, dusty concrete slabs or masonry should be dampened and
excess water swept off. Installation may be made on a damp
surface. Concrete slabs must be plumb and true to within 1/4"
(6 mm) in 10 ft (3 m).
Note: LATICRETE 254 Platinum does not require a minimum cure
time for concrete slabs. Expansion joints shall be provided through
the tile work from all construction or expansion joints in the
substrate. Follow ANSI specification A108.01·3.7
A108.01-3.7 "Requirements
for Movement Joints:
joints: Preparations by Other Trades" or TCNA detail
E)-171 "Movement Joints-Vertical
Ej-171
joints-Vertical & Horizontal". Do not cover
expansion joints with mortar.
1.

Installer must verify that deflection under all live, dead and
impact loads of interior plywood floors does not exceed
industry standards of L/360 for ceramic tile and brick or L/480
for stone installations where L=span length.

2. Minimum construction for interior plywood floors.
SUBFLOOR: 5/8" (15 mm) thick exterior glue plywood,
either plain with all sheet edges blocked or tongue and
o.c.
groove, over bridged joints spaced 16" (400 mm) O.C.
o.c. along sheet ends
maximum; fasten plywood 6" (150 mm) O.C.
and 8" (200 mm) O.C.
o.c. along intermediate supports with 8d
ring·shank, coated or hot dip galvanized nails (or screws); allow
ring-shank,
1/8" (3 mm) between sheet ends and 1/4" (6 mm) between
sheets edges; all sheet ends must be supported by a framing
member; glue sheets to joints with construction adhesive.
UNDERLAYMENT: 5/8" (15 mm) thick exterior glue plywood
o.c. along sheet ends and 8" (200 mm)
fastened 6" (150 mm) O.C.
ring·shank,
O.C. in the panel field (both directions) with 8d ring-shank,
coated or hot dip galvanized nails (or screws); allow 1/8" (3 mm)
to 1/4" (6 mm) between sheets and 1/4" (6 mm) between
sheet edges and any abutting surfaces; offset
underlayment joints from joints in subfloor and stagger joints
between sheet ends; glue underlayment to subfloor with
construction adhesive. Refer to Technical Data Sheet 152
Bonding Ceramic Tile, Stone or Brick Over Wood Floors for
complete details.

Oata from TCA 055-55
Data
055'55 and NAP'26

Mixing

LATI(RETE
LATICRETE 254 Platinum is ISO '3007" (2TES,
C2TES,

Place clean, potable water into a clean pail. Add LATICRETE 254
Platinum. Use approximately 5.5 qts (5.2 t) of water for 50 lbs
(22.7 kg) of powder. Mix by hand or with a slow speed mixer to
a smooth, trowelable consistency. Allow mortar to slake for 5-10
minutes. Remix with out adding any more water or powder. During
use, stir occasionally to keep mix fluffy. DO NOT temper with
water.

Application
Working Properties

Apply mortar to the substrate with the flat side of the trowel,
pressing firmly to work into surface. Comb on additional mortar with
the notched side.

Specifications subject to change without notification. Results shown are typical but reflect
test procedures used. Actual field performance will depend on installation methods and site

conditions.

Note: Use proper sized notched trowel to ensure full bedding of the
tile. Spread as much mortar as can be covered with tile in 15-20
minutes. Back butter large tiles >8" x 8" (>200 mm x 200 mm)
to provide full bedding and firm support. Place tiles into wet,
sticky mortar and beat in using a beating block and rubber mallet to

wwwJaticrete.com.
Data Sheets are subject to change without notice. For latest revision, check our website at www.laticrete.com.
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eri'\bed tile and adjust level. Check mortar for complete coverage by
eri'lbed
periodically removing a tile and inspecting bedding mortar transfer
onto back of tile. If mortar is skinned over (not sticky), remove and
replace with fresh mortar.

DS 663.0:

lATICRETE Hydro Ban™
Ban™

DS 230.1:

lATICRETE 4237 latex Additive

DS 239.0:

lATICRETE 211 Powder

Grouting

DS 633.0:

lATAPOXY 300 Adhesive

Grout installation after a minimum of 24 hours curing time at 70°F
lATICRETE® Spectra
SpectralOCK®
lOCK'" t PRO Grout.
Grout, lATICRETE
(21°C). Grout with lATICRETE'"
PermaColor™
PermaColor™ Grout mixed with water or lATICRETE 1500 Sanded
Grout or lATICRETE 1600 Unsanded Grout gauged with lATICRETE
1776 Grout Enhancer or with water.
t

DS 256.0:

lATICRETE 1500 Sanded Grout

DS 258.0:

lATICRETE 1600 Unsanded Grout

DS 264.0:

lATICRETE 1776 Grout Enhancer

DS 685.0:

Cleaning

TDS 152:

Bonding Ceramic Tile, Stone or Brick Over Wood
Floors

DS 250.0:

lATICRETE PermaColor™
PermaColor™ Grout

Clean tools and tile work with water while mortar is fresh.

6. AVAILABILITY AND COST

SpectraLOCK® PRO Grout
lATICRETE SpectraLOCK'"
United States Invention Patent No.: 6881768 (and other Patents)

United States Invention Patent No.: 6881768 (and other Patents)

Availability
lATAPOXY" materials are available worldwide.
lATICRETE and lATAPOXY'"
For Distributor information:
Toll Free:
Telephone:

1.800.243.4788
+1.203.393.0010

For on-line
on·line Distribution information, visit lATICRETE at

www.laticrete.com
Cost
Contact a lATICRETE/lATAPOXY Distributor in your area.

7. WARRANTY
See 10. FILING SYSTEM
DS 230.13:

lATICRETE Product Warranty

A component of:
DS 230.15:

lATICRETE 10 Year System Warranty
(For Steel of Wood Framed Exterior Facades)

DS 025.0:

lATICRETE 25 Year System Warranty

DS 230.99:

lATICRETE lifetime System Warranty

8. MAINTENANCE
lATICRETE and lATAPOXY grouts require routine cleaning with a
neutral pH soap and water. All other lATICRETE and lATAPOXY
materials require no maintenance but installation performance and
durability may depend on properly maintaining products supplied
by other manufacturers.

9. TECHNICAL SERVICES
Technical assistance
Information is available by calling the lATICRETE Technical Service
Hotline (hours 8:00 AM to 5:30 PM EST):
Toll Free:
Telephone:
Fax:

1.800.243.4788, ext. 235
+1.203.393.0010, ext. 235
+1.203.393.1948

Technical and safety literature
To acquire technical and safety literature, please visit our website
www.laticrete.com.
at www.latlcrete.com.
10.

FILING SYSTEM

Additional product information is available on our website at

www.taticrete.com.
www.laticrete.com. The following is a list of related documents:
DS 230.13:

lATICRETE Product Warranty

DS 230.15:

lATICRETE 10 Year System Warranty
(For Steel of Wood Framed Exterior Facades)

DS 025.0:

lATICRETE 25 Year System Warranty

DS 230.99:

lATICRETE lifetime System Warranty

©1009 IATICRETI '-ofional, 11K.
©1009IATICRETI~onaI.llK.
IATICRETI,IATAPOXY,
SPKlRAlOCK and !he
lATICRETI,IATAPOXY, SPKTRAlOC!
the •

DS 236.0:

lATICRETE 9235 Waterproofing Membrane

lrademcrlc aI MiaoLon
MiaoLan ProducIs Compo.y.
Compony.
Miaoban is 0 registered lrodemcrlc
GREEHGUARD Indoor Air IlooIiIy Cerfilied is a
Trademarl< .f
GRHNGUARD Environmentol
Environmental
GREEHGUARO
0 Regisleretl Trodemtrl<
of lhe GRHNGUARO

LATICRffi ln1eroofionol,
Inreroolionol, Inc.
One LATICRETE Park North, Bethany,
8ethany,

a 06524·3423 USA '1.800.243.4788' +t203.393.0010· www.loricrete.com
www.loficrefe.com
logo II' Regislered Troderraks of IATICRETllnIemoIiII1oI,ln<.
IATICRETE IntemoliII1oI,llK.

Data Sheets are subject to change without notice. For latest revision, check our website at www.laticrete.com.
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LATAPOXY® 300 Adhesive
®

05-633·0-0310

•

Ideal for installing moisture sensitive marble and agglomerate
tiles.

•

tile. mosaics, stone,
Ideal for the installation of resin backed tile,
and agglomerates.

•

Non-staining on white and light-colored marble.

•

High bond strength.

•

Maximum chemical resistance.

Conforms to EN 12004 and ISO 13007 with a R2 Classification

Suitable Substrates

PRODUCT NAME

•

Concrete

•

Ceramic tile and stones

•

Exterior glue plywood*

LATAPOXY" 300 Adhesive

•

Concrete masonry

2. MANUFACTURER

•
•

Brick masonry
Non-water soluble cut-back adhesive*

1.

LATICRETE International, Inc.
1 LATICRETE Park North
Bethany, CT 06524-3423 USA
Telephone:
Toll Free:
Fax:
Internet:

+1.203.393.0010, ext. 235
1.800.243.4788, ext. 235
+1.203.393.1684
+1.2°3.393.1684
www.laticrete.com

3. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive is a chemical resistant, epoxy adhesive
that will bond to most sound, clean surfaces. Adhesive spreads
easily and cleans with water while fresh. LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive is
a factory-proportioned kit consisting of epoxy resin, hardener and
chemical resistant silica filler. LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive can be used
in interior and exterior (see limitations) walls and floors, wet and
dry areas.

Uses
For heavy duty commercial chemical resistant installations in food
processing areas, commercial kitchens, restaurants, etc. Also use
LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive to install all types of ceramic tile, marble
and natural stone over post-tensioned and precast floor systems.
Also recommended for rubber flooring and wood block floors, the
installation of green marble, white marble, and resin backed tiles
and stones agglomerate marbles that have a tendency to stain, darken or warp when installed with water-based installation materials.
Note: The Tile Council of North America recommends the use of
epoxy adhesives and grouts for thin-set installations on suspended
concrete slabs and for floors and walls when chemical resistance is
required.

Advantages

tr

•

Vinyl or other resilient tile*

•

Cement mortar beds

•

Gypsum wallboard*

•

Cement plaster

•

Cement terrazzo

•

Plastic laminate*

•

Cement backer board**

•

Steel

Interior application only.

** Consult cement backer board manufacturer for specific installation recommendations and to
verify acceptability for exterior use.

Packaging
lbs (1.0 kg),
kg).
Unit Consists of 2 pouches of Part A total weight 2.1 Ibs
2 pouches of Part B total weight 4.1 Ibs
lbs (1.9 kg),
kg). and 2 bags of Part C
Powder total weight 18 Ibs (8.2 kg)

Unit Sizes
#2 Unit
25_2 Ib (11.4 kg) volume: 1.8 gals (6.8 r)
Weight: 25.2

Approximate Coverage

Shelf Life
Factory sealed containers of this product are guaranteed to be of
first quality for two (2) years*.

•

Water cleanable.

•

No flammable solvents are required to clean tools or finished
work.

,• High humidity will reduce the shelf life of bagged product.

Data Sheets are subject to change without notice. For latest revision. check our website at www.laticrete.com
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•

Limitations
•

Not for use as a grout. Use LATICRETE®
LATICRETE@ spectraLOCK@t
spectraLOCK®t PRO
Grout; LATAPOXY"
LATAPOXY@ SP-100
sP-100 or LATAPOXY 2000 Industrial Grout.
t United States Invention Patent No.: 6881]68
6881768 (and other Patents)

•

Do not install when surface temperature is below 60°F (16°C) or
above 90°F (32°C).

•

Adhesives for ceramic tile and stone are not replacements for
waterproofing membranes. When a waterproofing membrane
is required, use a LATICRETE Waterproofing Membrane (see
Section 10 FILING SYSTEMS).

•

Consult LATICRETE Technical Services on limitations for
exterior installations.

•

When installing ceramic tile and stone, verify that substrate
indus·
deflection does not exceed the maximum allowable industry standard of L/360 for ceramic tile and L/480 for stone
under combined live and dead loads. Some marbles and other
stone have low flexural strength and may not be
suitable for installation over wood floors.

TeA 095-90, and 50/0776/05,
50/0776/05.
Data from TCA054-05, TCA

Specifications subject to change without notification. Results shown are typical but reflect test profield performance will depend on installation methods and site conditions.
cedures used. Actual fjeld

Classification in Compliance with EN 12004
lATAPOXY' 300 Epoxy Adhesive is an improved reaction resin adhesive classified as R2.
lATAPOXY 300 Epoxy Adhesive is CE marked, as declared in report no. 50/0776/05 issued by
MaterialprLifungs-und Versuchsanstalt Neuwied Forschungsinstitut fUr Vulkanische Baustoffe
Materialprufungs-und
GmbH (Neuwied, Germany)

Working Properties (70°F [21°C])

Cautions
Consult MsDs for more safety information.
•

During cold weather, protect finished work from traffic until
fully cured.

•

LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive Part A is corrosive until fully cured.
Damage to eyes or skin is possible.

•

Wait 14 days after the final grouting period before filing water
features with water at 70°F (21°C).

•

Contains silica sand. Silica sand may cause cancer or serious
lung problems. Avoid breathing dust. Wear a respirator in dusty
areas.

•

Keep out of reach of children.

•

Allow a minimum 14 day cure prior filing water features with
water at 70°F (21°C).

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE CHART
LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive

4. TECHNICAL DATA

·0,'REENGUARD
) "

VOC/lEED Product Information
ChH"e"I
<hH"e"I S,h,""

Qu~lity CCI·tificd
eel,tifled
Indoor Ai,'
Ai," Qu~lity

This product has been GREEN GUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified" by
the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute under the GREENGUARD
Standard for low Emitting Products in finished form.

Total VOC Content pounds/gallon (grams/liter) of product in unused
lb/gal (0.80 g/d.
form is 0.0067 Ib/gal

Applicable Standards
ANSI A118.3, EN 12004 and 150 13007

Performance Pro erties

rw~

~\!J
~\!J

R= Recommended NR= Not Recommended
Chemical Resistance determined in accordance with ASTM C267-1982.
NOTES TO SPECifiER: Use the constant exposure recommendations for intermittent exposure to
reagents at temperatures above 90°F (32°C). .

5. INSTALLATION
Surface Preparation
All surfaces should be between 60°F (16°C) and 90°F (32°C)
and structurally sound, clean and free of all dirt, oil, grease,
paint, concrete sealers or curing compounds. Rough or uneven
concrete surfaces should be made smooth with LATICRETE
Latex Portland Cement Underlayment to provide a wood float
(or better) finish. Installation may be made on a damp surface.
New concrete slabs must be damp cured and 28 days old prior to
application. All slabs must be plumb and true to within 1/4" (6 mm) in
10 ft (3 m). Expansion joints shall be provided through
the tile work fro m all construction or expansion joints in the

Data Sheets are subject to change without notice. For latest revision, check our website at www.laticrete.com
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substrate. Follow ANSI specification A108.01-3-7 "Requirements
for Movement Joints: Preparations by Other Trades" or TCNA detail
EJ.t71 "Movement Joints-Vertical
joints-Vertical & Horizontal". Do not cover
El-t71
expansion joints with mortar.
Note: Temperature will effect working properties of LATAPOXY®
LATAPOXY~
300 Adhesive. Warm temperatures will speed curing and shorten
working time. Cool temperatures will slow curing and require
longer time to traffic. Store LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive at 70°F (21°C)
for 24 hours prior to use.
1. Installer must verify that deflection under all live, dead and
impact loads of interior plywood floors does not exceed
industry standards of L/360 for ceramic tile and brick or L/480
for stone installations where L=span length.
2. Minimum construction for interior plywood floors.
SUBFLOOR: 5/8" (15 mm) thick exterior glue plywood, either
groove,
plain with all sheet edges blocked or tongue and. groove.
jOints spaced 16" (400 mm) O.c. maximum;
over bridged joints
fasten plywood 6" (150 mm) O.c. along sheet ends and
8" (200 mm) o.c. along intermediate supports with 8d
ring-shank, coated or hot dip galvanized nails (or screws); allow
ring-shank.
1/8" (3 mm) between sheet ends and 1/4" (6 mm) between
sheets edges; all sheet ends must be supported by a framing
member; glue sheets to joints with construction adhesive.
UNDERLAYMENT: 5/8" (15 mm) thick exterior glue plywood
fastened 6" (150 mm) o.c. along sheet ends and 8" (200 mm)
o.c. in the panel field (both directions) with 8d ring-shank,
ring-shank.
coated or hot dip galvanized nails (or screws); allow 1/8" (3 mm)
to 1/4" (6 mm) between sheets and 1/4" (6 mm) between
sheet edges and any abutting surfaces; offset underlayment
joints from joints
jOints in subfloor and stagger joints between
sheet ends; glue underlayment to subfloor with construction
adhesive. Refer to Technical Data Sheet 152 "Bonding Ceramic
Tile Stone or Brick Over Wood Floors"·
Floors'"for
for complete details.
3. DO NOT bond to particle board, OSB.
OSB, luan.
luan, Masonite®
Masonite~ or
hardwood surfaces.

Mixing
Pour LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive Part A and Part B into a clean mixing
pail and mix thoroughly. Add LATAPOXY 300 Part C Filler Powder
smooth, trowelable consistency. Mortar is ready for use
and mix to a smooth.
immediately after mixing.

Application

7. WARRANTY
See 10. Filing System
OS 230.13:

LATICRETE Product Warranty

A component of:
OS 230.12HC: LATICRETE Home Center 10 Year System Warranty
OS 025.0:

LATICRETE 25 Year System Warranty

OS 700.0:

LATICRETE Home Center lifetime System Warranty

OS 230.99:

LATICRETE lifetime System Warranty

8. MAINTENANCE
LATICRETE and LATAPOXY grouts require routine cleaning with a
neutral pH soap and water. All other LATICRETE and LATAPOXY
materials require no maintenance but installation performance and
durability may depend on properly maintaining products supplied by
other manufacturers.

9. TECHNICAL SERVICES

Technical assistance
Information is available by calling the LATICRETE Technical Service
Hotline (hours 8:00 AM to 5:30 PM EST):
Toll Free:
Telephone:
Fax:

1.800.243.4788, ext. 235
+1.203.393.0010, ext. 235
+1.203.393.0010.
+1.203.393.1948

Technical and safety literature
acquire technkal and safety literature,
To acquiretechnkal
literature. please visit our
website at www.laticrete.com.
10.

FILING SYSTEM

Additional product information is available on our website at
www.laticrete.com. The following is a list of related documents:
OS 230.13:

LATICRETE Product Warranty

OS
OS
OS
OS

LATICRETE Home Center 10 Year System Warranty
LATICRETE 25 Year System Warranty
LATICRETE Home Center lifetime System Warranty
LATICRETE lifetime System Warranty

230.12HC:
025.0:
700.0:
230.99:

OS 631.0:

LATAPOXY SP-l00

OS 236.0:

LATICRETE 9235 Waterproofing Membrane

OS 685.0:

LATICRETE SpectraLOCK®
SpectraLOCK~ PRO Grout
t United States Invention Patent No.: 6881768 (and other Patents)

OS 634.0:

LATAPOXY 2000 Industrial Grout

OS 663.0:

LATICRETE Hydro Ban™
Ban™

trowel,
Apply mortar to the substrate with the flat side of the trowel.
pressing firmly to work into surface. Comb on additional mortar with
the notched side.
Note: Use the proper sized notched trowel to ensure full bedding of the tile. Back butter large tiles> 8" x 8" (>200 mm x 200
mm) to provide full bedding and firm support. Place tiles into
wet, sticky mortar and beat in using a beating block and rubber
wet.
mallet to embed tile and adjust level. Check mortar for complete
coverage by periodically removing a tile and inspecting bedding
mortar transfer onto back of tile.
6. AVAILABILITY AND COST

Availability
LATICRETE~ and LATAPOXY materials are available worldwide.
LATICRETE'"

For Distributor information, call:
Toll Free:
Telephone:

1.800.243.4788
+1.203.393.0010

For on-line Distributor information.
information, visit LATICRETE at
www.laticrete.com.

Cost
Contact a LATICRETE Distributor in your area.

IATKRETE
lATKRETE Intemotionol, Inc
One IAnCREn
lAnCRETE Pork North, BetfJony,
BetfJany, a 06524·3423 USA· 1.800.243.4788' +1.203.393.0010' www.la~[rete.com
www.lo~[rete.CDm
©2010lATlCRflEIoIelIll1i""',IrK.
©2010IATlCRflEIoIelIll1i""',1rK
1A1ICRETE,
ond Ihe III
• logo lie Regisieled
lnIemoIioool. 1n<.
lAl1CRETE. IATA/OXY.
lATAPOXY. SPEaRAlOCK ond!he
Regisleled Trodemorks
T.odemorks of 1A1ICRETE
lAl1CRETE lnIemoIi""l.
irK.

Masonite is aregistered
a registered trademark
trodemork of MasonITe
Mosonrte International Corporation.
(orparotion.
GREENGUARD Indoo.
0 registered trademark
Indoor Air Qualny
OualITY is aregistered
trodemark of the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute.
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NobleSea/® TS
Thin-Bed Waterproofing
A single sheet membrane that provides thin-bed waterproofing and
crack isolation/iolnt bridging.

1------------------------___
~--------------------------------------------------

•

Suitable for Thin-Bed Shower Waterproofing
- Meets ANSI A118.10
A 118.10 - IAPMO File #4339

•

Best Moisture/Vapor Barrier - 0.050 perms
- ASTM E 96, Procedure E

•

Protects Thin-Set Tile from Cracking
- Rated "Extra Heavy" by Robinson Test {ASTM C 627}
- Exceeds ''HigllPerformante''
·'Highpetform~Q!·,J criteria for
'ANSI A118.12
r1801 2 (jig test)
for'ANSI

•

Single Sheet Membrane
- Made from Chlorinated Polyethylene (CPE)
- Guaranteed not to rot, crack or deteriorate
- Ensures uniform thickness & quality
- Minimizes workmanship variables
- No curing - Install tile immediately

•

Use Over Common Substrates
- Including concrete, many plywood subfloorst radiant heat
and primed gypsum underlayments

[No.,..
[No"'.

N

I.
L Apply 800dlng agent (NobleBond 00 or
modfied Ihil-tef).
latex modlied

NobieSeaI TS with a roller.
2. Embed NobleSeaI

3. Inslalilile.
Inslalllile.

Company)
ComplHlY)
005123

NobleSea/@
NobleSea/® T8
TS P,
PI _Juet
_Juct Description
....

f

"

"
APPLICATIONS
thin-set shower waterproofUse in
In interior applications of ceramic and stone tile, both horizontal and vertical surfaces, over common substrates: Thin-set
ing,
Ing, steam rooms, fountains, pools and planters. Also, wet areas in
In shopping centers, food courts, hotels, condominiums, supennarkets,
supermarkets, prisons,
health dubs, military and university housing and malls.

HOW TO SPECIFY
proVide NobleSeal TS, a composite sheet membrane manufactured from Chlorinated Polyethylene (CPE),
Specify in
In Division 9 • Where required, provide
with polyester fabric laminated to both sides with a nominal thldmess of 0.8mm (.030"). Meets ANSI A 118.10 and listed by IAPMO (File #4339).
Refer to NobleSeal TS Short Form Spec.

MATeRIALS
COMPosmON & MAT£RIALS
NobleSeal TS is a composite sheet membrane manufactured from Chlorinated Polyethyl_ (CPE), a non-plasticized
non-plastidzed elastomer with polyester
ceramic. d1mension stone, agglomerated and terrazzo tile.
fabric laminated to both sides. It can provide both waterproofing and crack isolation of cerarmc.
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

TEST DATA
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• 5' x 100' (105m x 30.5m)
3O.5m) rei 500 sq. ft. (46ASm2)
• Nominal thidmess Is .030·
.030- (O.8mm)
LIMITATIONS: NobleSeal TS Is not deslgned
designed for use
as a wearing surface or exposed roof membrane.
NobieSeaI TS cannot accomodate deflectlon
deflection greater
than Industry guidelines for the flooring surface.
specifically detailed In the
For any application not spedfkally
installation Instructions,
instructions, contact Noble Company.

Installed In
comp~anc:e
NOTE: NobIeSeoI TS must be installed
in comp~ance
with appropriate ANSI and ndusIry
ndustry standards and
Installation hlrudicns
TOIA recommendations See InstaIIalion
blrudlcns for
details.. Ccntod Noble Company for other Infonnatlon.
infonnatlon.
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WARRANTY: NobleSeol TS brand CPE membrane Is guaranteed for the life of the original tile instaUatfon
InstaUatfon by Noble Company against failure
cracking and microorganism deterioration when properly Installed In
caused by rotting, aacldng
in tile systems for which Its use Is recommended by Noble
replacement of defective material and freight charges to destination only. There are no other expressed
Company. This warranty Is limited to the replacemenf
or implied
Implied warranties, and this warranty is In lieu of any other warranty, Including, but nof
not limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and
fitness for purpose. Noble Company is not responsible for consequential damages. The remedy of the purchaser set forth herein is
Is exclusive.

DETAILS (not to _Ie)
SHOWER RECEPTOR WATERPROOFING
WATERPROOFING·- THlNo8ED, SHOWER PAN CROSS SEcrION:

STEAM ROOM & WET AREAS:
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TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
DEPUTY
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CI1Y OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,
v.

PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,
Defendant.

an

Idaho

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID ZAREMBA
DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND ADD
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 6-1604

State of Idaho)
)ss
County of Ada)
DAVID ZAREMBA., being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
DAVID
1.

I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts contained

2.

I am a City Councilman of the City of Meridian, and was a member of the Meridian

herein.

City Council in the year 2007.

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID ZAREMBA DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND ADD CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 6-1604
Page -1
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3.

I attended the April 3, 2007 Executive Session of the Meridian City Council, during

of Jerry
which a meeting was held with Petra, Incorporated, by and through the personal attendance ofJerry
Frank, its President, and Gene Bennett, the Project Manager for Petra on the Meridian City Hall
Project.
4.

During the April 3, 2007 Executive Session, it was reported that the Phase II Bids

for the core and shell were received by the City, and opened by the City and Petra, earlier in the day
on April 3, 2007.
5.

Based upon the costs reflected in the bids, and the estimates of Petra, the City was

accumulation/ cost estimate as
aware that the cost of the project would be as reflected in Petra's cost accumulation!cost
of April 3, 2007.
6.

Petra met with the City on April 3, 2007, also during the Executive Session, to

discuss Petra's failure to perform its duties under the Construction Management Agreement with the
City. At the conclusion of the meeting, and based upon Petra's representations up to, and including
within that meeting, the City Council chose not to terminate Petra from the project. Along with the
promises made by Petra, my own personal factors for not firing Petra were the obvious costs of
delaying the project while going through the process to find and acquire a replacement project
management company, including but not limited to:
HVAC and roof of the old City Hall functional
a. The impending costs to make the HVAC
through an additional winter;
b. The continued costs of renting office space all over the city to house all the scattered
City Departments that could not fit in the old City Hall; and

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID ZAREMBA DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND ADD CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 6-1604
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08/30/2010 10:52 FAX

c.

2088848723

MERIDIAN CITY HR/LEGAL

@ 005/008

Thl;: c<ll'ltl.nued
cm'ltl.nued lllconvcl1icnce
inconvenience to dti7.cns
dti7.ens who atecmpt"d
anempttCd to attend City Cou.ncil
Council
and/ or various City C01n11Jission
C01n1Tl,ission meeti11gs, bur who could not fit lllto
i.nto the inadequ.ate
inadequate
and/or
Hall.
meeting space in the old City HaJI.

7.

1 was personally ptcse11.t at th<.:
the:.: Cit.y COlll'l.cil Mcctln.g held 011. July 24, 2007. At that

fot Petra on the
thr;: Mcri<fu.n
Mcricfu.n City Hall P~'oj(,!ct,
P~'oj(,)ct, made
nlade a
meecing, Wes Bettis, the Project Engineel' for
Pr.:;tJ;:i h~d
pl:csentation to the City Council regarding the cost accumulation/cost estimates which Pr.::tJ;ii

prepared
ptepared for the project, following the receipt of the Phase III (Mechanical- Electrical- Pl\1mbing
"MEP") bids by the City on July 12,2007.
8.

meeting minutes is anached hereto as Exhibit "A" to
A tme
tl"Ue and correct copy of the meetitlg

tbis Affidavit.

9,
9.

At that meeting, Petta, through Mr. Bettis.
Bettis, represented co the City Council that the

al1'l.ount!l c:'itablishcd
c:'itabli~hcd by tl'lC bids received
amount::;

fa

date, plu~
plus

eStl.1Tlate wen::
Petra'~ estim.ate

'hight:st amoClnts}
amo~.mts}
the 'highl:st

that the City could expect to pay on the Meridian
Mr;:ridian City Halll'roject.
Hall Project. These amounts, as l:r;:pres(;)Ii.t(.!d
tha.t
l:eprr;;sl;ll1t(;.!d

by Petra, included the Petra construction management fee, and reimbutsables, as set forth in the July
12, 2007 cost accumulation/estimate.
12)

10.

Coullcil, and the City, tl;llied
tt;:lied upon Petra's rcp1:esemations
rcp1:ese11tations both as of .Tu1y12,
The City Council,
July 12,

2007 and in the City Council lneering of July 24, 2007 as being
bein.g honest and accurate, in moving

forward with the Phase III bids and the project.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH
SAYETH NAUGHT.
By:
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Notal.)'
of Idaho
Notal.)' PUb~e. of Idaho
Residing at:
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My cOlluuission exp.it:es~
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~ERTIFICATE
~ERTIFICATE OF

., ID

Cf-3 -f l.,
~

SERVICE

Augul't, 2010, rI. true and cottec;;t
cottec:t copy
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30 th day of August,
l;opy of the
above and foregoing
foregoi11g docUlnent
dOCUlnent was
wa.s forwarded addressed as follows in the manner srated below:

Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boit'e, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639~5609

Hand Delivered

U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
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July 24.2007

Meridian City Council Meeting

A meeting of the Meridian City Council was called to order at 7:07 P.M., Tuesday, July
24, 2007, by Mayor Tammy de Weerd.
Members Present:
Zaremba.

Mayor Tammy de Weerd, Keith Bird, Joe Borton and David

Members Absent: Charlie Rountree.
Others Present: Bill Nary, Will Berg, Anna Canning, Len Grady, Tracy Basterrechea,
Joe Silva, Stacy Kilchenmann, Keith Watts, Elroy Huff and Dean Willis.
Item 1:

Roll-call Attendance:

Rollcall.
_X_ David Zaremba
X Joe Borton
o Charlie Rountree
X Keith Bird
-1L
-lL Mayor Tammy de Weerd
De Weerd: I will go ahead and open tonight's City Council meeting. Thank you for
joining us here tonight. It is Tuesday, July 24th. It is seven after 7:00. Mr. Berg, will
you, please, start tonight's meeting with roll call attendance.
Item 2:

Pledge of Allegiance:

De Weerd: Item No. 2is the pledge of allegiance. Tonight we will be led in the pledge
by Councilman Borton. If you will all rise and join us in the pledge.
(Pledge of Allegiance recited.)
Item 3:

Community Invocation by Will Berg:

De Weerd: Item No. 3 is our community invocation. We were to be led by Mr. Joe
Anderson, but he wasn't able to join us tonight. So, tonight we will be led by our City
Clerk Will Berg. If you will all join us in the community invocation or take this as an
opportunity for a moment of reflection.
Berg: Thank you. Our most gracious and kind Heavenly Father, we want to take a
moment out of this bUsy
busy schedule and our busy times to acknowledge
acknOWledge you and your
gUidance and your direction in all things that we do. We
presence. We ask for your guidance
want to thank you for all this blessedness that you have given to this community and to
our families as we reach out and spread your word. We want to take a moment at this

EXHIBIT

I
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time to be so grateful for taking care of our loved ones across the oceans and provide
them a safe journey back. We ask this all in your precious name, amen.
Item 4:

Adoption of the Agenda:

De Weerd: Item No.4 is adoption of the agenda.
Bird: Madam Mayor?

De Weerd: Mr. Bird.
Bird: Item K on the Consent Agenda has been asked to be moved to 6-K and we would
like to also -- well, Item S is -- resolution number is 07-569. Item T is 07-570, resolution
number. U is 07-571 resolution number. And we have added to the Consent Agenda
Item X and it's the new beer and wine license for Rick's Press Room and that has been
asked to be moved to 6-X on the regular agenda. Item No. 12 is ordinance number 071328. In the department reports, Item 0, one, two, three and four, has been asked to
be removed. Item 14 is - ordinance is 07-1329. And 15 is ordinance 07-1330. With
that I move we accept the revised agenda.
Borton: Second.
De Weerd: I have a motion and a second to adopt the agenda as stated. Mr. Berg, can
you repeat that?
Bird: Yeah. It might be different, but I can repeat it.
De Weerd: All those in favor say aye. All ayes. Motion carries.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
Item 5:

Consent Agenda:
A.

Approve Minutes of July 11. 2006 City Council Budget Workshop
Meeting:

B.

Approve Minutes of July 3. 2007 City Council Regular Meeting
Minutes:

C.

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law for Approval: PFP
07-001 Request for a Preliminary I Final Plat approval to subdivide
Lot 13, Block 3 of Vallin Courts Subdivision to create two (2) new
lots for Benewah by Walker Homes, Inc. - 2673 North Ridgebury
Avenue:

CM079014
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D.

Approve New Beer and Wine License for Gelato Cafe by Gelato
Cafe LLC at 2053 E. Fairview Avenue, Suite 101:

E.

Lease of Property between the Union Pacific Railroad
Company (Lessor) and the City of Meridian (Lessee):

F.

Approve Additional Plat Signature for Gramercy Park
Subdivision No.1 in regards to City ownership of Kiwanis Park
lot:

G.

Water Main Easement Agreement for Pine Street Warehouse
by Capital Hill Holdings, LLC:

H.

Water Main Easement Agreement for Fairview Lakes Building
by Fairview Lakes, LLC:

I.

Approve New Beer and Liquor License for Baja Taco Beverage
Concession by David Edmark at 1735 W. Franklin Road, Ste
120:

J.

Public Works, Change Order No.1, Water and Sewer
Improvements in Conjunction with ACHD West 1st Street.
Washington to Cherry Road Project for a cost of $88,800.00:

L.

Approve Contract for WWTP Security Fence with Butte Fence.
Inc. for $47,571.35:

M.

Approve Contract for Water System Redundancy and Storage
Murray. Smith & Associates. Inc.
for
Evaluation with Murray,
$10,000.0:

N.

License Agreement with Nampa Meridian Irrigation District for
the North Black Cat Pressure Sewer within the Five Mile Drain:

O.

Approve Public Right of Way Sidewalk Easement Contract for
the Lift Station Site on Black Cat Road between Ustick Road
and McMillan Road for ACHD:

P.

Approve Right of Way Dedication Warranty Deed for the North
Black Cat Lift Station with ACHD:

Q.

Award Bid I Approve Contract for the North Black Cat Pressure
Sewer with H2 Excavation. LLC for $398,376:
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R.

Second Amendment to Lease Agreement for Office Space
between the City of Meridian and the State of Idaho by and
through the Department of Correction:

S.

07-569
07-009 Request for a
Resolution No.
07·569
VAC 07·009
Vacation of the public utilities, drainage, irrigation easements, a
future road easement and a farm access easement for Lots 3, 4, 5
& 6, Block 1 of Kachina Estates Subdivision for Cabella Creek by
ATM Development, LLC - north of Victory Road and west of Locust
Grove Road:

T.

07-570
Resolution No.
07·570
VAC 07-013 Request for
Vacation of the public utility easement platted on Lots 1-3, Block 2
for Doris Subdivision by Teach Investments and Seagle Three,
LLC - 1330 East Fairview Avenue:

U.

Appointments for Board
Resolution No.
07-571
Members and Alternates to the Valley Regional Transportation
Authority:

V.

Addendum to Development Agreement: AZ
AZ. 06-007 Request to
modify Section 4.1 of the original Development Agreement for
Solitude Subdivision with Solitude Development, LLC and
Providence Development Group:

W.

Agreement for Professional Services for Polygraph
Mentorship. Education and Training Services with Idaho
Polygraph Association for $4,000.00:

De Weercl: Item 5 is the Consent Agenda.
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weercl: Mr. Bird.
Bird: On the Consent Agenda Item K needs to be moved to 6-K and Item X needs to be
moved to 6-X. Item S, T, and U are Resolution number 07-569, 07-570, 07-571, and
with that I move we approve the revised Consent Agenda and for the Mayor to sign and
the Clerk to attest on all papers.
Zaremba: Second.
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De Weerd: I have a motion and a second to approve the Consent Agenda. If there is
no discussion, Mr. Berg, will you, please, call roll.
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.

Item 6:

Items Moved from Consent Agenda:
K.

Public Works Budget Amendment for the WWTP Security
Fence in the amount of $65,000 for FY 2007:

De Weerd: Thank you. Well, there were two items moved from the Consent Agenda to
Item 6. So, we will first hear item 6-K. Mr. Grady.
budget
Grady: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, I would just like to amend that bUdget
request to read 50,000. The contract for that was around 47. That allows for small
change orders, rather than the 65.
De Weerd: Thank you. We always like to see them go down, rather than up. Any
questions from Council? Do I have a motion to approve?
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Borton.
Borton, I move we approve the Public Works budget amendment, the security fence, in
an amount not to exceed 50,000 dollars.
Zaremba: Second.
De Weerd: I have a motion and a second to approve Item 6-K.
discussion, Mr. Berg, will you, please, call roll.

If there is no

Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.

X.

Item 6-X is a request for approval of a new beer and
wine license for Rick's Press Room Restaurant.

De Weerd: Council, Item 6-X is a request for approval of a new beer and wine license
for Rick's Press Room Restaurant, located at 130 East Idaho Avenue. Mr. Nary.
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Nary: Yes. Thank you, Madam Mayor, Members of the Council. This is a -- I guess an
unusual request to you to take this off and consider it separately. And my reasoning for
it is is that the state law on licensing of liquor establishments requires that any liquor
establishments that are within 300 feet of a place of worship have to be separately -- or
have to be specifically approved by the governing board. Yourself. This particular -this particular restaurant with accessory bar is within 300 feet of the Christian Science
Reading Room down here on Idaho Street. There is another bar liquor license within
300 feet as well. That particular one did come for a Conditional Use Permit, so you
were able to view that separately. This one you weren't and so that's why I simply ask
that you knew you were approving this license that's within 300 feet. It is only beer and
wine, so there is an argument to be made that it may not be quite as critical, but I still
think it's probably wise at least for the city to separately consider those that are within
that 300 foot radius of these places of worship. In the last one, if you recall, when that
Conditional Use Permit came, we actually got a letter of consent from the Christian
Science Reading Room folks that said they had no objection, but the license was for -actually, the license was essentially parked at the Phoenix Catering business. It's not
actually serving there. The Press Room is a restaurant bar, so they will be serving on
those premises and we didn't have any other new license establishments on that
particular area. So, again, I simply wanted to be sure that you knew what you were
seeing and being asked to approve and, then, that there was a state law provision that
at least addresses that you specifically know that before you approve it. So, that was
why I asked for that.
Weere!: Thank you, Mr. Nary. Any questions from Council?
De Weerd:
Zaremba: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Zaremba.
Zaremba: Has the Christian Science Reading Room had an opportunity to comment on
this one or are they aware of it?
Nary;
Nary: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, Councilmember Zaremba, they probably
have not. I think the Radio Room only required a certificate of zoning compliance,
because it was -- it is a restaurant that is allowed in that zone. So, IJ don't believe they
speCific knowledge that I'm aware of, because they wouldn't have received
had any specific
notice of any of those things. So, I don't know. Mrs. Canning might know, but I'm going
to guess they don't have any specific notice of what's being requested. There is a sign
there, it has been there - not a notice sign, but a sign that there is a business and a
restaurant that's going in there. I saw this about a month ago, so I mean that's there,
but they haven't had any specific notice given to them.
De Weerd: Anna, do you have anything you want to add?
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Canning: No, ma'am, just other than that Mr. Nary is correct, it just required a certificate
of zoning compliance. We did talk to them when the Phoenix Catering went in and they
. had no issues with the beer and wine license associated with that catering
establishment.
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Bird.
Bird: And maybe they won't have this time either, but I believe they should be -- have
the opportunity, as they did on the Phoenix Catering one -- the opportunity to yea or nay
it myself before I approve the license.
Zaremba: And I would support that, actually, as a general request. Anytime there is a
request within 300 feet of a church or a school, we probably should ask that entity for
their input.
Bird: That's right.
Nary: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council -- and I think the only reason it's in front
of you tonight is because I think they want to open, is my understanding, and you don't
have another meeting to consider it until August -- yeah, unless you put it on your
August 7th for Consent and at least seek input, but if they object,
object. then, I guess you'd
have to make a decision on August 7th. That's your next meeting that you -- and that
was not for public hearings.
Canning: Madam Mayor?
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Bird.
Bird: This is -- and I realize -- I don't think the Christian Science Room is recognized as
a chapel or anything, is it, counsel?
Nary: Councilmember Bird, it does qualify under the state code definition of a place of
worship.
Bird: And they are within 300 feet, so they have got to give permission to issue this
license, so -- I don't mind having it on the 7th myself, but I'm not going to act on it until
they get a chance to respond to it.
Nary: And, Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, Councilmember Bird, they don't
have to approve it, but I just wanted them to at least have the opportunity for comment.
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Bird: If they got to -- they should get to comment just like everybody else does.
Canning: Madam Mayor, can I speak to that? This is - I'll have to take some
accountability here. The statute that you have read, it seems pretty clear. And when I
first got here I asked about that with regard to beer and wine licenses and restaurants to
our representation -- legal representation at the time and I thought that what I took away
from that was that it hadn't been the practice of the city to treat the restaurants with the
liquor licenses the same as it would a bar. So, I have only been requiring that notice.
We have only been doing that with true drinking establishments where they don't qualify
as a restaurant under Idaho Code. So, that is why the Christian Science Reading Room
had an opportunity to comment on the Phoenix Catering is because there wasn't a
restaurant at the site, it was a catering business with a liquor license. So, this is a new
departure. I'm happy to go this way if that's -- if this is what we need to do. It does
seem to be more in line with what the state code says, but this isn't as usual. I just want
you to know that. This was -- this is kind of a new way of looking at this.
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Bird.
Bird: Anna, this is a restaurant first and just beer and wine to go with a meal.
Canning: Right.
Bird: Forty percent of their receivables will be restaurant.
Canning: However the state makes that classification. I'm not going to -- prepared to
guess.
Bird: Right. Forty percent.
Canning: But yeah.
Bird: Well, that -- that does show a little different light, but I'd still like to see them get to
comment on it.
De Weerd: Is the applicant here tonight? Council, I know when 43 Degrees North
came in we didn't do that for them, so-Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Borton.
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Borton: From what I know about Rick's Press Room and what they are trying to
accomplish and some of the hurdles they have tried to clear to get this thing up and
pulled off and we
open, I'm mindful of the concerns and the requirements that this is pUlled
address this separately. I'm comfortable approving it now, understanding the specifics
of this application as a restaurant use and in light of its proximity to the religious
organization beside it, I'm comfortable approving it now, rather than waiting until August
7th. I might be in the minority, but-Zaremba: Well -- and I could change my opinion, Madam Mayor. I could change my
opinion based on the director's statement that when it is principally a restaurant we have
not been polling nearby churches and schools, so this does not make this one a unique
exception. I can also understand that, apparently, the applicant hustled around today to
get all the signatures and as crossing hurdles, so the effort is -- is not to be unfair to a
church or a school that may be near a drinking establishment, but this is principally a
restaurant and we haven't been asking nearby facilities about restaurants and I would
be comfortable deciding tonight.
De Weerd: Any further discussion, Council?
Bird: Was that a motion?
De Weerd: If not do I have a motion?
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Borton.
Borton: IJ would move that we approve the new beer and liquor -- or new beer and wine
license for Rick's Press Room.
Zaremba: Second.
Weerd: I have a motion and a second. Mr. Berg, will you, please, call roll.
De Weere:!:
Bird: I'm going to vote aye, too, but I do hope that they don't go through years as a bar
before we discover it like the other establishment did.
Nary: So noted.
De Weerct So noted.
Berg: And Rountree is absent.
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea.
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MOTION CARRIED. THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
Berg: If I may, Madam Mayor, I think we are going to try to put something on our
application that addresses this. Our office was approached to come in with the beer
and wine license and we tried to expedite it because of the time frame we had not to
have a meeting the next two weeks and I don't think he was aware of that, otherwise, he
would have probably gone and got a letter, because he went out and physically got
signatures of department heads to get this accommodation made for you tonight. So, I
don't think the intent is to bypass neighbors or to have his neighbors be surprised that
dOing. But I think we will try to maybe coordinate something on the
that's what's he's doing.
application, so at least maybe as a double-check between the planning department and
ourselves, where they are located, and if they -- in any location next to a church or
school.
schooL
De Weerd: Yeah. And, Council, we will work to make sure that that interpretation is
taken, so we have comment in any regard.
Zaremba: Madam Mayor, I would add that in my decision to vote in favor I was also
comforted by Mr. Nary's statement that there is a sign on the building that this is
coming. So, even if there wasn't formal notice, somebody could have known.
Item 7:

Approve 2008 Fiscal Year Tentative Budget:

De Weerd: Item 7 is the 2008 fiscal year tentative budget. I will turn this over to our
finance director.
Kilchenmann: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, we provided you with -- I believe
-- and Will will correct me if I'm wrong -- that you just need to approve the tentative
budget in its entirety and I think there should be a single page with the big Meridian logo
on it that has the number written that one of you needs to make a motion to tentatively
approve it.
Berg: Madam Mayor, there is a hard copy that was put in their boxes, but it is also
scanned and you can find it in your electronic packet.
Kilchenmann: And I have one, too, if -Bird: Here it is right here.
Zaremba: I did see the hard copy.
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Berg: Yeah. Madam Mayor, if I could, this -- we need to do this, so that we can make
the formal notice in the paper, so that we can have that prior to our Public Hearing on
August 28 at 6:00 o'clock.
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Bird.
Bird: I move that we approve the tentative 2008 fiscal budget for 86,521,920 dollars for
the resolution to be drawn up stating so.
De Weerd: Do I have a second?
Borton: Second.
De Weerd: I have a motion and a second. Any discussion? Mr. Berg?
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
Item 8:

Continued Public Hearing from June 19, 2007: VAC 07·008
07-008 Request
1, 2
for a Vacation of the City of Meridian utility easement common to Lots 1
& 3, Block 1 of the Fallon Greens Subdivision for Hampton Inn and
Suites by Tealey Land Surveying - 815 & 875 South Allen Street and
2870 East Freeway:
J

De Weerd: Thank you. Item 8 is a continued Public Hearing from June 19th on VAC
07-008. I will start with comments from our planning director.

Canning: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, this is the Hampton Inn project. It's
located on the west side of Eagle Road, north of Interstate 84, at 875 South Allen
Street. They have requested vacation of municipal utility and irrigation easements.
Staff is recommending approval. We have received all the necessary relinquishments
and the applicant has met the necessary Public Works conditions. To our knowledge
there are no outstanding issues before Council. I should tell you we do not have an
applicant tonight, they did state -- send a letter stating they are in agreement with
conditions of approval. And with that I will -- I'll answer any questions or more likely Mr.
Grady will answer any questions.
De Weerd: Council, any questions for staff? Is the applicant here?
Canning: No, ma'am. We have no applicant. They have sent a letter stating they are in
agreement with the conditions of approval.
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De Weerd: We have no applicant. I still had to ask. Council, what do you want to do?
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Bird.
Bird: I move we approve VAC 07-008.
Zaremba: Madam Mayor, I believe we should ask if there is any public testimony.
Bird: Oh. Oh, this is a Public Hearing.
De Weerd: Well, I did and there is none, but if -- we would still have to close the Public
Hearing.
Bird: We need to close the Public Hearing. I move we close the Public Hearing on Item

8.
Zaremba: Second.
De Weerd: All those in favor say aye. All ayes. Motion carried.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
De Weerd: Okay.
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Bird.
Bird: I move we approve VAC 07-008.
Zaremba: Second.
De Weerd: I have a motion and a second to approve Item 8. Mr. Berg, will you call roll.
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
Item 9:

Public Hearing: RZ 07-006 Request for a Rezone of 4.38 acres from an
R-8 to an R-15 zone for Bellabrook by J.E. Development, LLC - 300
South Locust Grove Road:
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Item 10:

Public Hearing: CUP 07-005 Request for a Conditional Use Permit
approval for multi-family residential use in a proposed R-15 zone for
Bellabrook by J.E. Development, LLC - 300 South Locust Grove Road:
BeUabrook

De Weerd: I will open the two public hearings on Items 9 and 10, Public Hearing RZ 07006 and CUP 07-005, with staff comments.
Canning: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, this is the Bellabrook project. It's
located at 300 South Locust Grove Road, which is south of the LOS stake center there
on Locust Grove. The applications before you tonight are a rezone and Conditional Use
Permit for a multi-family development. I guess I should state briefly this is a
again. with a
reconsideration hearing, so I will be going through the whole hearing again,
summary of your previous hearing on this item. The project includes -- this will do - 34
individually owned two plus bedroom condominiums or villas and those will be attached
in combination of two and four dwellings each. We may have a colored site plan that's a
little easier. All the villas will have two car garages with two additional parking spaces
available in each driveway. The proposed buildings are depicted with two and three
story elevations for each group of buildings. Usable open space is in the form of
pedestrian walkways through the center of the project and a gathering courtyard, again,
Actually, the pathways go down to the creek and through the center and,
in the center. Actually.
then, the courtyard is at the center of the project. And those will create a centralized
open space and gathering area. Sorry. The gathering area will include seating, shade
trees, and community artwork. Additional common area includes a buffer along Locust
Grove Road and landscaping of the eastern strip leading to Five Mile Creek area. The
gross residential density is 7.76 dwelling units per acre. This project was -- this parcel
of land was previously approved for annexation to R-8 and a preliminary plat for 20
zone,
single family houses on 20 building lots. They are now asking for the R-15 zone.
because it accommodates some multi-family development to that -- that their
condominium project falls under. They still do not exceed the eight dwelling units per
acre that would have normally been allowed in the R-8 zone. The Commission
recommended approval at their April 19th, 2007, Public Hearing. Shawn Nickel, the
applicant's representative, spoke in favor. Jerry Cunningham spoke in opposition.
Christie Jordan commented. And we received written testimony from Ronald Hodge.
Key issues of discussion by the Commission were the private streets versus public
streets within the development and the requirement of the development agreement to
incorporate the proposed site plan and elevations. The key Commission changes to
staffs recommendation were to again require that development agreement to
incorporate the proposed site plan and elevations. The outstanding issues for the City
Council prior to the previous hearing on June 5th were the requirement for the
development agreement and also the applicant had submitted a perspective view of the
proposed structures and I had shown you that previously. I can go back to that. These
are really just additional items to the record more than they were outstanding issues. At
your last hearing on June 16th -- or June 6, 2007, you did deny the project and asked
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for findings for denial. At that hearing Council expressed concerns about future
development of the parcel to the east and in response the applicant offered to provide a
stub street to the east boundary. The applicant has submitted a revised site plan and
landscape plan, dated July 15th, 2007, which depicts an extension of East Kalispell
Drive to the eastern property line, with a cross-access easement through Bellabrook.
Staff reviewed these revisions and does support -- support those as they are consistent
with the provisions of the Unified Development Code and the Comprehensive Plan.
Staff also spoke with Joe Silva, Meridian Fire Department, regarding the new stub street
shown on the site plan and he is supportive of the extension of East Kalispell Drive to
the east as shown. If the Council decides to move forward with a decision of approval
on this application, a condition should be included for the applicant to record a crossaccess easement agreement with the property owner to the east prior to application
submittal for certificate of zoning compliance for any structures within this development.
At that original hearing Council also expressed concerns about increasing traffic in the
area and the impact on the regional roadway system. Staff requested Charles Trainer
of Compass to comment on the applicant's proposal and how that project met the goals
of Communities In Motion. That letter was included in your packet and I wanted to read
just a couple paragraphs from that. In noting the project location it says it lies just one
quarter mile distance to Franklin, a corridor identified by Valley Regional Transit as a
high service level transit corridor in its regional operations capital improvement plan. It
is also less than a half mile from the rail corridor now being evaluated for future
commuter rail service and that -- and the last paragraph states: The Communities In
Motion plan approved by the Compass board on August 2006 emphasized more
compact development, a diversity of housing types, and increase in the amount of
development near services and transit routes. Bellabrook Villas appears to support
these objectives, allowing for growth without consuming farm land. These are also
goals endorsed in the Blueprint For Good Growth. Since the last hearing we have also
following: Eric and Jennifer Barnett. Laura
received letters of support from the follOWing:
Anderson. Ryan Retz and, again, Charles Trainer. So, we believe that the applicant is
prepared to talk about where those folks are located in relationship to this project. With
that I'll answer any questions Council and Mayor may have.
De Weerd: Council, any questions?
Bird: I have none.
De Weerd: Is the applicant here?
Nickel: Good evening, Madame Mayor and Council. Shawn Nickel, 148 North 2nd
Street, Eagle, Idaho, here tonight representing the Bellabrook Villa Subdivision
development. Thank you all so much for allowing us the opportunity for the
reconsideration of this -- this application. The issues came up at the last meeting and
they came up during the -- after the Public Hearing was closed and there was some -some issues that were brought up that weren't addressed when the hearing was open
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that we feel would have probably helped us in demonstrating that this project does meet
all your goals and requirements for the Comprehensive Plan and for proper
development within the City of Meridian. There was three items discussed. Anna has
gone through most of them. I will try not to belabor them too much, but I think they are
important. The first one was with regards to access and as Anna has stated we have
provided -- I think the concern was, as you recall, there is two parcels to the east, one is
this flag lot located right here and there is a landlocked parcel back in this area here.
The concerns from the Council last month were - with us having our private road
system in here and accessing Locust Grove at this location, that the only -- the only
access to these properties back here would be through this 50 foot wide flag through
probably a pUblic
public road network. So, I had gotten up at the last meeting and kind of off
the cuff said that we would provide the access to the back. Well, we went ahead and
committed to that with a revised application and site plan with staff that clearly indicates
this stub street to the east, we will, through our development agreement, provide the
access easement through our project and what this does -- this allows the property back
here -- now, keep in mind that a lot of this property back here is in a flood way, flood
plane, and so it's really limited on the development. But this does allow this portion that
is developable, if they wish to continue on this concept.
concept, which would increase the
density, to come through our development and that one access point would take most of
the traffic. If they do go the route of a single family development and were to do a
public road, just because of the limitations of the property, you know, the four to eight at
the most single family houses they could get in there, could access off of that public
road and the impact with an additional access wouldn't be as extreme as if you had
higher density. So, in other words, we are going to take the burden of the higher
density through our development, if that's the way it redevelops. Unfortunately, we don't
have a crystal ball, so we don't know how it's going to develop. I think we have
provided good opportunities for whichever direction they go. And in either case the
back area would have emergency access either through our development as a
secondary access or that 50 foot strip as their emergency access. So, we wanted to
point that out. I thought that was important. At the last meeting we weren't really able
to discuss that in detail. And, then, Anna has pointed out the Compass letter that is part
of your packet. I also included it in my little packet right there, one of the comments
from -- from Mr. Trainer does indicate that access onto Locust Grove presents an issue,
especially when the pending completion of the overpass will certainly add traffic to the
street. I understand the developer agreed to a joint access that would provide for
adjacent parcels to develop without creating yet another intersection, which is an
excellent strategy to preserve arterial capacity, so they do recognize that if we do -- if
that probably does develop at a higher density we will have that within our access point.
The second issue was regarding the density and the compatibility and if you look at that
-- packet that I handed out, I have got a map -- a colored map -- if Anna could put that
on the overhead. That first map. Thank you. I have pointed out -- this is a unique
mixed use area in and of itself, considering the Locust Grove corridor, which is going to
be a corridor as soon as that overpass comes into play and, then, the Franklin Road
corridor. The existing single family residential, along with the industrial that you find on
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the north side of Franklin Road, the mixed use that is surrounding and including our
property, a mixed use Comp Plan designation. There is a church to the north. Across
the street there was discussion on those parcels being -- or those being kind of pushed
out of development. I want to point
pOint out that those are comp planned as mixed use
development. There is certainly a -- currently for sale right across the street. One has
an existing L-O zone and the other, again, Comp Plan for multi -- multi use. And, then,
there is some industrial behind those. Of course, you have got the police station, on the
Comp Plan is public. You have got the commercial all up and down Water Tower. A
public designation up in this area. The R-40 apartment complex here and also over
here and, then, there is some areas located in here, although it's owned by ACHD, that
is currently zoned R-40. In addition to all the other -- all the other commercial and office
uses in this -- in this immediate area and, of course, the hospital and all the uses
associated with that out onto Eagle Road. So, you have got quite a mixture of uses.
And so what we are - you know, what we are intending to do is to increase those -mixed uses with a well thought out, high quality, multi-family development that you don't
usually see -- or you haven't seen, I don't believe, in this city, that is owner occupied,
that's the intent, and you have seen the elevations that I provided and they are very
unique looking and I think it's going to be a very -- very nice asset to the city if approved
this evening. But compatibility and density did come up that last discussion and I
thought it was important that we -- that we are -- were able to re-address that. In
addition -- Anna, can you show the next slide, which is the next page of your packet.
Again, this is a little closer up, but showing the - again, showing the use. This is our
project site right here. Again, we are asking for 7.76 dwelling units per acre. And just
as a comparison on the compatibility, the Woodbridge development, which was done as
a planned unit development, in the area immediately adjacent to our project, the density
of phase one is 5.9 dwelling units per acre. So, to compare that with our density, we
are actually only six units more with our area than that phase of Woodbridge. So, what
we are saying is compatibility with the surrounding residential,
reSidential, IJ believe we have -- we
definitely meet that. And, then, to reiterate what compass said in their letter and Anna
read, their emphasis -- they recognize the emphasis and the compact development, the
diversity in the housing type, increasing development near services and transit routes.
Growth within -- growth without consumption of the farm land and meeting the goals
endorsed by the Blueprint For Good Growth. Those are all qualities within this
development that I believe were not presented at the last meeting that is really
important when we are trying to -- trying to add to -- add to the city this type of project.
And, finally, the third· issue was the traffic and the transportation and one of the
problems at the last meeting that we discovered was there was an inaccuracy with the
ACHD report -- the written report. Their staff did get up and talked a little bit at the last
meeting, but the staff report, that we didn't figure out until afterwards, was taken from
the old -- from the old original application and so it indicated that Locust Grove was a
three lane road and, in essence, it is a five lane roadway. So, they did provide a letter,
which I believe you have in your packets, updating that information. But it's important to
point out -- important to point out that ACHD is estimating that our generated -- our
generated traffic will be 238 vehicle trips per day. The original application for the R-8
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development was 200 trips per day. So, we are -- that's only increasing that vehicle
pOint out as well. And,
trips per day by 38 trips. So, I thought that was important to point
then, in the Compass letter they speak about being a quarter mile from Franklin Road,
that Valley Regional Transit showed that as a high service transit corridor and within a
half a mile from that rail corridor that they are studying at this point. Again, we believe
that the confusion, lack of better information, and a better understanding of this area
that we are trying to develop in relationship to the access, traffic, compatibility, has led
us to ask you for this reconsideration this evening. Our intent, again, is to provide a
unique project of the type of residential living that is lacking in this area. In order to
accomplish this we do have to ask for a rezone to the R-15 -- R-12 - is it R-12? R-15.
Sorry. R-15 zoning designation. However, to point out again, we are not exceeding R-8
density and we are only asking for that higher density so we can accommodate that -this type of condominium living. So, with that I thank you for your time. Hopefully, I
have addressed some concerns that you had at the last meeting that were not
addressed and I will stand for questions.
De Weerd: Shawn, once that private drive is vacated, what happens to that road?
Once -- once it develops in the back.
Canning: It's going to take a second.
Nickel: Is this what you're referring to, what happens to this strip?
De Weerd: Yeah. U.h-huh.
Nickel: Again, it gives them the opportunity, if they were going to just stick with single
family, to provide a public access back there. More than likely, because they are comp
planned as mixed use, they could follow with what -- the type of development we are
doing, in which case I think -- and I don't -- I hate to put Joe Silva on the spot, but I
believe that it would need secondary access in there for emergencies, so I would
imagine that would be a perfect location for an emergency access. If not there, then, if
that was their public road for their single family, then, their emergency access could
come through our -- our private road or private street.
De Weerd: I guess when we discussed it earlier you talked about vacating it and putting
it into a green open space, but - because we wouldn't want both of those road
accesses onto Locust Grove. That was the concern.
Nickel: Well -- and the problem, Madam Mayor, is that we don't own that property and
so we can't -- I don't think we can dictate what that property owner can do with his
property. What we are trying to provide is as many options as possible for the
redevelopment of that and I think that's why by providing that -- that access easement
and committing to taking that traffic, that we have accomplished that. But it also gives
them the ability, if they do want a public street, again, because of the limited amount of
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honest with you, the price that they are asking for
space that they would have and, to be honest
that property, I don't know if anyone's going to go in there and really do a single family
development and make it pencil out. So, it would make sense to access it through -through our project. And that's what we are -- again, with that crystal ball that's what we
are trying to give them as many options as possible.
De Weerd: Any questions, Council?
Bird: I have none.
De Weerd: Okay.
Nickel: Thank you.
De Weerd: Thank you. This is a Public Hearing. Is there anyone in the audience who
would like to provide testimony on this application?
Zaremba: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Zaremba.
Zaremba: I would ask a clarification of our legal counsel for the record. I'm sorry, I
didn't mean to cut you off.
The applicant a couple times has called this a
reconsideration, which, in fact, has a meaning and I guess my question is is this a
reconsideration or have we already bridged that and this is a noticed Public Hearing?
Nary: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, Councilmember Zaremba, this -- I think
previously.
he's using it more in the lay person's context, since we have had a hearing previously,
but this is a new hearing. It's been noticed. This is a Public Hearing. It's all new
information and additional information. But it's not -- it's not a reconsideration hearing,
it's simply a new hearing.
Zaremba: Thank you.
Nary: I don't know if that answers your question.
Zaremba: Just wanted to clarify that for the record.
Erickson: Hi, there. Ross Erickson. 1854 E. Lanark here in Meridian. Madam Mayor,
CounCil, I just wanted to touch on a few things that Shawn didn't talk
Members of the Council,
about in his presentation just real quickly. I wanted to talk about the previous
application that was submitted back in April '06 and, then, also a little bit about the site
and the buildings and kind of how they fit to the area and what we have incorporated
into the buildings and site to make it a really nice project. Back in April of '06 we
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actually purchased this property and started the application shortly thereafter. We went
through the entitlement process, prepared our construction drawings, and in a period of
time where the market took some pretty significant changes we went through, looked at
numbers, put a lot into it, and found that our project was upside down on paper before
we even got started. So, basically, what we ended up having to do is go back and do
additional market research to try to figure out what was actually occurring with the
market and what we found is that there was a - there was a Significant
significant amount of R-4
and R-8 housing in the Meridian area, but we also found that there was a gap between
that housing and, then, the rental market in Meridian. There wasn't really anything in
between. So, we came up with the concept for condominiums and presented to staff,
we worked through several iterations of the design and different configurations, building
layouts, different architecture, we worked with the neighbors and kind of honed the
design to where it is before you now and to come up with what we feel is a really really
good project in an area that, you know, is -- has a lot of professional services, retail,
pretty much everything around it. It's close to a transportation corridor. Unfortunately,
there is not a mechanism in the city's code to do condominiums. We have to go through
an R-15 zoning deSignation
designation at a minimum and do the Conditional Use Permit for
multi-family in order to do our condo projects, so we can condo plot it. I kind of feel like
it puts a stigma, because there is a lot of multi-family projects that you see that aren't
refined, they are not done quite as neatly and they are not maintained to a level that this
project is intended to be. So, our project is significantly different than the other multifamily projects you have seen in the area and some of the differences are that we are
trying to appeal to a buyer, we are not trying to appeal to a renter. So, there is a lot
more detail put into our building, there is a lot more high quality materials being used
with construction. Some of the -- some of the things that we have incorporated into the
building designs are -- we have got private individual entrances, rather than like a
confluence of entrances where there is like five doors or four doors where people go to
their individual units, they are actually individual, so that people can get that feeling of
an individual residence. The architecture, we have massed the buildings such that they
building elevations that
will blend in well with the area. We have got a lot of relief on the bUilding
will create some interest in the street. We are planning on using various siding types.
We have got lap, some shake, and some board and bat that we are going to mix up on
the elevations to really kind of create some -- some differentiation on the elevations.
We have got architectural gable treatments that you don't see on multi-family houses
and open trusts, some things like that. So, we are not trying to cheapskate these
buildings in any way. Again, we are trying to appeal to a buyer, so we need to create a
sustainable product that will be marketable. We have also got -- we chose to paint the
units different colors to kind of break it up a little bit and kind of differentiate ownership.
Each one of the body colors will have, essentially, different shades of those colors on
each unit to give more depth to it and relief. So, the pictures probably don't do that
much justice, but that's what we are intending to do. We have also got some
architectural stone that will be on every one of the units. Individual driveways and
attached garages, as opposed to covered or like a central parking area, again, to try to
get -- get in touch with that residential feel to where someone could pull in their
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driveway and they don't have to worry about somebody else pulling in their driveway, so
they have reserve space. As far as parking goes, we have got double the required
multi-family project. That's excluding the on-street parking. So, we have
parking for a mUlti-family
got just a ton of parking on this project. So, parking shouldn't be an issue. As well as
the open space. I think we have three times the amount of open space that's required
for a project like this. Our units -- for the most part our units range in size from about
1,500 to 1,800 square feet. We have got two units that are a little bit larger. Each of the
units is three bedrooms, two and a half bath. One of the bedrooms is design to -- the
architecture is designed so that you can actually remove a wall, if that's in the interest of
the buyer, so that you can create a flex space, like a bonus room type concept. We
have got some good letters with input and support from the neighbors and from
Compass, so it seems like We haven't had a lot of opposition with the project. Everyone
thinks -- I would suspect, just by the showing, that we have done a decent job with it. I
think with that I will stand for any questions and ask for your approval tonight.
De Weerd: Thank you. Council? Thank you. Any further testimony by the public?
would, please, state your name and address for the record.
Your time's up. If you WOUld,
Smith: Good evening, Mayor de Weerd, Council Members. My name is Deanna Smith.
I reside at 1208 East Jefferson, Boise, Idaho. And I'm here tonight to encourage you to
consider this application from a Blueprint For Good Growth's perspective. As a member
of the Blueprint For Good Growth steering committee, I believe it is important for all the
communities in this county to really look carefully at applications from this perspective
and to consider strongly those that adhere well to the poliCies
policies of that plan. I believe this
one does a good job of adhering to Blueprint For Good Growth policies. It's my
understanding that one of the greatest concerns in front of you that I have heard is that
the density of this project is fairly -- of fairly significant and greater density than what
currently is zoned or around it, but I wanted to encourage you to think about density
from a perspective of form, function, and location. Location, from a perspective
location, if I have this on the map right - and I believe I do -- this particular location sits
quite close -- not quite within the quarter mile, but certainly within the half mile to future
high density corridor, that being the rail corridor. I know we don't have that developed
today, but one of the things that Blueprint For Good Growth calls for is to strongly
consider transit ready development. I think you're looking at such development in this
application. As far as function goes, it's not the density that creates compatibility, but
whether it really fits and belongs. You have a location where this piece of ground, this
prOVide some ability for its residents and surrounding residents to
application would provide
create a few of their trips as walkable trips. You would have small commercial inside of
it that might provide a few jobs. Also could provide some services and reduce car trips.
That is very much something that Blueprint For Good Growth strives for. And, then, the
final is form and I think this application does an admirable job of fitting in very nicely with
its design to the adjacent single family residents. You have multi-family units that really
from -- for all practical purposes look very much like homes. A few of them less so than
others, but many -- the majority of them look like houses. They are large houses, but
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they look like houses. So, you have got form, function, and location and I think that's
really how we need to look at density, if we are going to be able to adhere to Blueprint
For Good Growth, which calls for us to begin trying to develop our land use patterns in
such a way that we can reduce vehicle miles traveled, improve our air quality, and
support transit. I just wanted to mention I'm
"m speaking tonight as a member of the
Blueprint steering committee and wanted you to think about it from that perspective.
Thank you very much.
De Weerd: Thank you. Any further testimony? Shawn, do you have any concluding
remarks? No? Council, any questions?
Borton: Madam Mayor, I have a question for Mr. Silva that Shawn might want to
comment on. When there is a discussion about emergency access for future
development, is it an option -- I don't know if this landscape plan shows it well enough.
Is there an option to have emergency access through -- and I'm just throwing out an
idea here -- through the parking lot and across this common area? Is that -- is it
feasible? I mean can you utilize that parking area that provides
prOVides some emergency
access? Because I think I share what sounds like the Mayor's concerned with -- what
this might eventually become and since it all sort of ties into some of our discussion, I'm
curious what your thoughts are.
Silva: Mayor, Members of the Council, Councilman Borton, typically it does not go
through a parking lot. Most typically it's a dedicated easement. It's the way we handle
those secondary means of access and it's always for -- there is different requirements
depending on the individual project that's proposed, whether or not it's square footage,
the height of the building, or number of homes served, will influence the need for a
secondary or a third access point to a project. So, most typically it is not -- it does not
go through a parking lot.
Borton: Okay.
De Weerd: Any further questions, Council?
Bird: I have none.
De Weerd: Shawn, did you have any further comments?
Nickel: Thank you, Madam Mayor. I guess to address that, because it sounds like
there is still a concern about this - about this property to the east. And, again, without - without knowing -- without having the ability to predict, you know, how -- how things
are going to develop that are out of your control, the best we can do is give -- give as
many options as possible. This one, unfortunately, because of the separation in grade
from the LOS church to our property wouldn't work, even if -- even if we could get an
access through there. I think this is the most appropriate location. Also I want to point
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out, as stated in ACHD's report. that this -- this offset does meet their policy and I know
that's -- it's not the -- it's not the way we want to see it and I don't - I'm hoping that it
doesn't develop that way, but,
but. again,
again. keep in mind that as testified by my developer,
who, you know, paid for the property and. then,
then. couldn't do a single family development.
the chances of this going single family would be the only reason that you would need
this access here,
here. because it would most likely need a public road system. But once you
build a public road with a 50 foot right of way. take into consideration all the flood way
property, I really don't think it's a practical piece of property for
and the constraints of the property.
single family. that's why we thought it was so important to provide that access here,
because if it did go to a full family development, then. it could access -- their private
then. this would
street system could continue off of our private street system and, then,
provide an emergency only access,
access. which I believe that the fire department would want
to see being this far away from Locust Grove. So. I -- again.
again, I wish I was a - I wish I
was a mind reader and a swami to see how things were going to develop,
develop. but I think we
have done a good job of trying to -- trying to allay those concerns. At least I hope we
have. Any other questions for me?
De Weerd: You do plan on signing that private road that it will go through?
Nickel: Yes,
Yes. we will. Even though it's not a requirement of ACHD, we would agree to a
that, since it's not a public road.
road, there is no condition currently.
condition of approval for that.
but we would agree to that as a condition.
De Weerd: Well.
Well, I think that's mandatory, because I do think that the city needs to be
pretty vocal in its -- if that property does redevelop in the back and if this is approved.
that that access will be discouraged in the form that we can. Thank you.
Nickel: Thank you.
De Weerd: Council,
Council. if there is no further information needed.
needed, I would entertain a motion
to close.
Zaremba: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Unless you want discussion. Mr. Zaremba.
then, proceed. I would like to say that I
Zaremba: I will make a short discussion and, then.
very much appreciate the input from Blueprint For Good Growth and from Compass. As
the valley moves forward in trying to incorporate these principals for all cities,
cities. not just
actually, think it would be helpful to have that be part of the analysis of all future
ours,
ours. I, actually.
projects is some -- some comparison to Blueprint For Good Growth,
Growth. whether or not we
send that out for comment from Compass or develop that analysis in-house is not
me. but it would be a nice paragraph to add to either future staff comments
important to me,
or other agency comments.
comments, because I think we do need to be aware of how projects --
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Meridian has supported the Blueprint For Good Growth and part of our support would
be have their input. So, with that comment I would move that the Public Hearing on
Items 9 and 10 be closed.
De Weerd: I have a motion to close the Public Hearing on Items 9 and 10. Do I have a
second?
Borton: I will second.
De Weerd: I have a second. All those in favor say aye. All ayes. Motion carries.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Borton.
Borton: I almost cut Councilman Zaremba off to get some of my remarks out before the
Public Hearing was closed. I know Shawn and Ross probably are waiting to hear back.
I think we had some confusion and I probably created it in making comments after the
hearing was closed and although the Public Hearing is closed, I will -- my laundry list of
complaints are zero. I applaud you both from my perspective. It's frustrating as ever,
I'm sure, to have something, you know, denied, reconsidered, come back and delayed
and if there is an opportunity to address it on the front end, I know that's desired and I'm
sensitive to the cost and delay. What I see and what you each told me -- in particular,
Ross, I appreciate your remarks about a little more of the history of this project and
some of the dilemmas that you were faced with. I had a concern before when -- and
anytime we approve an annexation and we are approving item A and, then, later on we
are asked to approve B, that might have had an impact on whether or not it made sense
for the City of Meridian to bring that in. That was one of the concerns the led to the
denial, at least in my eyes, and by no means do I think that there was any bait and
switch going on, but your background provided some additional information which
makes me more comfortable with it, coupled with the fact that the detail and the quality
of the product that you're providing, make me feel more comfortable with it and the
access issue to the east makes me feel a lot more comfortable with it. We all wish we
were swamis or however Shawn phrased it on how this property to the east might
develop and the emergency access issues. I hope you're right, it makes sense as you
describe it, what will pencil out there. I trust you would know better than I what would
work. But what you provide it seems to be the best -- the best product for this area. I
understand it's -- it was -- I believe mixed use community on the Comp Plan and kind of
had this idea initially, but a long story short, I'm supportive of the project and
appreciative of the changes and the patience that the applicants have shown in trying to
meet some of our concerns.
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De Weerd: Thank you. Any other comment? Do I have a motion?
Zaremba: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Zaremba.
Zaremba: I move that we approve RZ 07-006 and CUP 07-005, both relating to
speCifically, that the applicant shall record
Bellabrook, to include all staff comments and, specifically,
a cross-access agreement for the property owner to the east prior to application
~ubmittal for a CZC and one additional addition to the staff comments that the applicant
be required to post a sign at the east end of the private drive where it meets the
property line of the property to the east, stating that that road will be extended in the
future. End of motion.
Borton: Second.
De Weerd: I have a motion and a second to approve Items 9 and 10 with the conditions
as stated. Any further comment? Mr. Berg.
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
Item 11:

07-009 Request for a Miscellaneous application to
Public Hearing: MI 07·009
Modify the existing Development Agreement to amend the concept plan
for the site for Dorado Subdivision by Winston Moore - NWC of Eagle
Road and Overland Road:

De Weerd: Thank you. Item 11 is a Public Hearing on MI 07-009. I will open this
Public Hearing with staff comments.
Canning: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, this is the Dorado project. It's
located on the northwest corner of Eagle and Overland. The applications before you
tonight are a development agreement modification and alternative compliance and I'm
going to give a -- kind of quick rundown on the history and a little bit of staff concerns
about this project. In August 2005 City Council approved a request for annexation and
zoning to C-G. The concept plan approved for the site had two small retail buildings,
approximately 2,800 square feet each, to be located on the lots at the southwest corner
of the property. The buildings front Overland Road.
Road, an entryway corridor.
corridor, with parking
provided to the rear of the buildings. The applicant now seeks to combine the two
structure, which is about 11,000 square feet.
feet, and to have that
buildings into one larger structure.
structure back up to the existing residential property to the north. Therefore, the
applicant requests modification of the concept plan to construct one large retail building
with alternative compliance to allow the parking adjacent to Overland Road, not behind
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the buildings, as required by the Unified Development Code. As part of the annexation
approval City Council required detailed conditional use approval for all structures
adjacent to the county residential subdivision to the west. So, this would be one of
those - or two of those properties subject to that condition. The reason for this
requirement was because not only is the property located adjacent to a residential
district, that's also a highly visible intersection and an entryway corridor and the
applicant did gain approval of a reduced land use buffer between two uses, because it
was anticipated that that residential property may go away at some point in the future.
So, they don't have the full land use buffer. Staff believes that the applicant's request
for modification to the development agreement to construct a single structure is
justifiable. However, staff has not supported relocating the parking. This was a subject
of discussion during those original hearings and continued to be a concern. Staff
received testimony from the residential neighbor immediately to the north, which
requests the parking layout as depicted on the approved concept plan, remain
unchanged. The neighbor states that by locating the parking to the rear of the buildings
it softens the impact and appropriately transitions the commercial use to residential.
Further, Council committed through the existing development agreement that the city
should protect the adjacent residential properties via landscape buffers and other
provisions. Staff believes that this is additional support for maintaining the parking as
depicted on the approved concept plan. We do have elevations of the proposed
structure. I thought we did. Apparently they are not in my slides. I apologize. Must
have been looking at the staff report. Staffs
Staff's recommendation is to allow the
combination of the two structures into a single structure, but deny the request to
relocate the parking. Staff finds that the applicant can, in fact, fully comply with the
city's parking standards for structures located on an entryway corridor, as illustrated in
the concept plan, or in these drawings.
draWings. There we go. Staff finds that the applicant has
not proposed an alternative which provides a superior means for meeting the city's
design standards. We have received written testimony in opposition to relocating the
buildings. Those are from the Overland Way Homeowners Association, President Ron
Van Auker, from Brad Miller for Van Auker Properties, and Bill and Liz Teriff. Hoping I
got that somewhere right. The outstanding issues for City Council -- this project -- and
this is just kind of a question of you all, but this project we are also requiring Conditional
Use Permit. In discussing how to appropriately process the project, the question arose
as to whether Mr. Seel should seek Council's approval for the development agreement
modification first or go through and get the conditional use approval for the -- from the
Planning and Zoning Commission and, then, bring the development agreement
modification to Council. So, in the interest of getting Mr. Seel one answer a little more
quickly than it -- we are able to get to you a little faster than we are able to get to the
Planning and Zoning, so we decided to do it this route, but if you have a preference for
other applications in the future if you could let me know I would appreciate it, because I
really didn't know if you would have a preference, so -- with that I will answer any
questions you may have.
Bird: Madam Mayor?
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De Weere:!: Mr. Bird.
Bird: Anna, go back to your first thing and show me where -- what you consider the
entry corridor.
Canning: Overland Road is all an entryway corridor.
Bird: Go back there and show me east and west. Go back one, two, kid.
Canning: Here?
pOinter and show me where an entry is.
Bird: Now, show me where you -- take your pointer
Canning: As shown on the Comprehensive Plan, the second -- the entryway corridor
comes down -- it, actually, follows the interstate, comes down, and, then, goes both
ways on Overland Road.
Bird: It goes both ways.
Canning: Yes.
Bird: And in the entry corridor, UDC does not allow parking in the front?
Canning: It only allows up to 70 percent of the parking in the front.
Bird: Thank you.
De Weerd: Any other questions?
Bird: Not at this time.
De Weerd: I guess, Anna, in EI Dorado across the street isn't there buildings that have
parking in front of them?
Canning: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, most of those buildings along
Overland Road in EI Dorado were approved prior to the Unified Development Code.
De Weerd: Okay.
Bird: But there is some over in Silverstone that was just done within the last year that's
got the parking in front of them.
Canning: You can have up to 70 percent of the parking --
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Bird: I didn't go around back and see if they had a back.
Canning: Yeah.
De Weerd: That explains it.
Canning: Thank you.
De Weerd: Any further questions from Council?
Zaremba: Not at this time.
Seel: Anna, do you have some other slides? I had five slides, so -- I talked to Barbara
about that. She told me she had.
Canning: These are the -- just the three slides I have.
Seel: There was two others that I sent to her and they had -- she had confirmed with
me that she had received them and they were in the presentation. Jonathan Seel, W.H.
Moore Company. 1940 Bonito.
Canning: I may have them in a separate file. Let me check, Jonathan.
Seel: Okay.
De Weerd: Jonathan.
Jonathan, can I ask you to maybe put that up on the easel?
evening. Madam Mayor,
Mayor. Council Members.
Seel: Sure. Sorry for the delay. Good evening,
Jonathan Seel,
Seel. W.H. Moore Company,
Company. 1940 Bonito,
Bonito. Meridian. To give you a little bit of
history.
first, Anna that we originally had.
history, if we can go back to the concept plan first.
Canning: Jonathan.
Jonathan, I can't switch back and forth between that presentation and your
overheads. Do you have an overhead of the concept plan, otherwise, I have to switch
the computer back.
No. I don't have one of those. I didn't think it was necessary. About
Seel: No. No,
everything else,
else. but -- well,
well. let me -- we will just move on,
on. because I don't want to delay
it.
Canning: Here you go.
again. as Anna said.
said, give you a little bit of history. We originally
Seel: Anyway, again,
submitted this concept plan back in 2005. We showed these two buildings here. At the
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time, because of the narrowness of this lot, we realized some of our constraints and we
thought that this would probably be our best design.
deSign. And like any kind of concept plan
you try to anticipate and hope for the best. What we realized over the last year is that
our thinking was, quite frankly, flawed on this design. We found two problems that we
had. Number one, two small buildings like this are so - so prohibitively expensive to
construct today -- and I know from a city standpoint typically you don't talk about
expense, but I think it's critical, because you don't want to build something and have it
sit there vacant. That -- we couldn't do it. In fact, these two buildings right here we did
ground leases on, because we could not justify buildings themselves. How they did it
we don't know. So, we found out that it was so costly that the rent would be so
prohibitive and there is no way you would attract tenants for these buildings. The
second thing, then, we started to look at is, okay, let's go ahead and make this one
single larger building, which, of course, the economics of scale, then, make it more
justifiable. But what we, then, found with it is if we wanted to -- as Councilman Bird
asked -- because of the view corridor here and what we were faced with and because of
the narrowness of this lot, your choices are either basically A or B. You either put the
building up front like this, which you saw the other one, or you put it back here. In
designing it here with comments we got from most of our - most of the tenants out
there was, you know, we like the location, but it's critical that we have our frontage along
Overland Road and we have the parking there. Well, the only way we could do it was to
construct a building back here, with the parking up here. Anna, if you can flip to the
So,
concept -- or ptan with the building in the back. There is the one in the front. Yeah. So.
what we did is we started to look at this design with the parking in the back here -- or
the parking in the front, the bUilding
building in the back. So, what we are asking tonight is to go
ahead and approve this building with it bordering, essentially, the north property and, of
course, I realize there is existing residential and I'll get to that. Now, the other thing we
asked -- we were asked for is alternative compliance. We had a couple different
approaches that we could utilize, because, in fact, we are faced with parking here. We
don't have the option. We can't put this bUilding
building in the middle and put some of the
parking in the back, parking in the front. Again, we either go option A or option B. So,
what we did is -- in talking with Anna is we looked at alternative compliance. Do you
have that map there, Anna that shows all the buildings on Overland?
Canning: Just a second.
Seel: If you look at this again, this is our subject property. This is Tulley's, which is
currently under construction. This is Qudovis, which will be starting here next month.
and this is Sterling Bank, which is, of course, you're probably aware is open. If you had
the parking for this, including what's front here, Eagle Road, this parking, this parking,
add the total parking out front of here, you have approximately
apprOXimately 50 percent of your
parking in front of the building, 50 percent of it either back or behind. As Anna
mentioned, under the design review, we are required to have no more than 70 percent.
So, I felt in my compliance letter, that we have honored the spirit of the design review
and have only -- in an aggregate amount, only 70 percent of the parking -- or 50 percent
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of the parking up here. Because, again, we are faced with the dilemma do we put the
building here, do we put the building there. So, I guess my request tonight is that, one,
is that you do approve this building back here, you allow us to put the parking up here
under alternative compliance, because you recognize the situation we are in and the
fact that we do have -- I think we do, in an aggregate amount, honor the desire of the
city under the UDC to have no more than 70 percent of their parking area. Now, staff
had put in the report in their -- and I think they were trying to help out -- that what they
would approve is one large building up here. I guess respectfully I asked is if you don't
approve the location of the building to the back with the alternative compliance, don't
approve anything. I don't really see where that does us any good and I question -- and I
don't want to get into it tonight, whether or not we have to modify the development
agreement here when we didn't have to modify the development agreement when we
showed two buildings here. But I just simply ask that either you approve it as requested
or you don't approve anything for us. Moving on. I guess the other thing -- and I want
to mainly address -- can we go to the aerial, please, the wider one. Okay. Which way
are we here? There we go. Okay. This is -- this is Grandview Station and this is the
residential Loder. This is, of course, EI Dorado, Silverstone. This is a project that's just
recently under development. Ron Van Auker owns this. And, of course, the Majestic
Theater. As I'm well aware tonight -- and the people from Loder Street are here and I
know them all pretty well at this point. You have got some letters of opposition on
residential and it's always interesting when you have a commercial development
bordering up to residential, because it's one of the -- one of the things that you often get
in is that we ran into when we did EI Dorado down here with Thousand Springs, which is
below, is you get the homeowner that comes in here, he stands up here, he says,
Madam Mayor, Council Members, my name is John Smith, I live at 555 Pleasant Street,
my home is bordering this residential, I bought this home 20 years ago, I though it would
always be open area, I love the tranquility, and now there is a commercial development
coming in and you are going to affect the value of my property. We have heard it. And
it's a tough situation. So, I guess the question, then, becomes is, well, Mr. Seel, why is
this any different? You have got residential right here. Why is this any different?
You're bordering it. Well, I think it is different. I think if you begin to look - there is a
couple -- that aerial backup, please. You don't have to put this up yet. Okay. If you
look at this aerial, I think if - you're familiar, I know, with the Comprehensive Plan. This
whole area, including here, down here, this residential here, is all -- all in the
Comprehensive Plan intended for mixed use regional. Okay. I think that's significant.
Also is I think as you look at your map -- and if you want I'd rather talk about it and
reference this. If you will notice here, Mr. Van Auker owns this property right here, this
property, this property, and this property right here. Mr. Moore owns this. There is eight
homes within this subdivision, of which five are owned by developers. Now, I could be
wrong and I will stand to be corrected, but I don't think Ron Van Auker, when he owns
this land over here, had any need for rental income. I think he clearly saw that with this
gOing to do it, I think that he's going to come in here,
being developed some day he's going
remove these homes and this is going to become part of -- I think these are commercial,
they are industrial development. I think -- I don't think that that's in dispute. Now, again,
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he may have changed his approach, but I think that's it. Mr. Moore didn't buy this home
because he needs rental income, he recognized the same thing. So, I think what you're
seeing here -- I guess my point is what's the difference between this and Thousand
Springs Subdivision? This is clearly a residential subdivision in transition. In fact, if I
can -- and I'll look back to this. Going back in the minutes when we did the hearing
back on August 16th of 2005 -- and I hope I'm not going to embarrass you, Anna, but as
you said in there in your introduction: These are currently residential uses, although this
is very much all a transitional neighborhood in a residential area. If you go back to Mr.
Sasser, who is here tonight, and I know he will be speaking, he said -- and I will quote
again: So that basically what we are asking for, at least at this point in time. Period.
Maybe a year or one day -- dot dot -- or two down the road, the subdivision is going to
go away. Now, obviously, he says: But at least now it's residential and we are going to
live here. The point is Mr. Sasser - and I mean this in a respectful way, but as far as I
know, he no longer lives in that house and hasn't for awhile. In fact, he lives over on
Stardust. I believe his son has been living in that. At one point he, actually, had it
rented out as a business. I guess my point is -- and this is difficult for me, because the
people sitting back here, I have had a good relationship with, so I really don't like having
to butt heads with them. This is not particularly enjoyable. But I think the point is here
that I'm trying to say to the Mayor and to the Council that this is clearly a residential in
transition. If you look at Thousand Springs Subdivision or some of the others, okay,
they are going to be a subdivision today, they are going to be a subdivision tomorrow,
they are going to be subdivision as long as we are on this earth and probably beyond
that. This is different. Okay. This is going to be commercial. I mean that's guaranteed.
It's not if, it's when. And so what we are really asking is we are in a situation where in
order for Winston Moore to build a quality project such as that in there, what he needs is
for the Council to approve moving the building to the back with the parking up front. I
would think, from my own personal perspective -- and, again, I know Mr. Sasser would
disagree with me -- I would much rather have that building in the back and acting as a
having potentially lights shining on my backyard. And we heard that in EI
buffer, versus haVing
Dorado all the time, the glare and what have you. So, again, that's his opinion and I
respect it. That, unfortunately, is not mine. But, you know, that's the way it is. So,
again, I think in summarizing this, what we are simply asking for is that you approve the
building back here, that you approve the alternative compliance, that you recognize that
this is a residential development in transition and when you're weighing the factors, they
are different than it is with your typical subdivision. And with that I will answer any
questions.
De Weerd: Thank you. Council, any questions?
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Borton.
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Borton: Just one question. With regards to your comment about the parking in front
and behind and the development -Seel: Yes.
Borton: -- as a whole, how do you reconcile that argument with
the UDC that talks about -- and I'm quoting -- no more than 70
parking shall be located between the front facade of a structure
It seems to make reference to an individual structure, as
development.

the specific language in
percent of the off-street
and the adjacent street.
opposed to the entire

Seel: Madam Mayor, Council Member, I agree with that language. In fact, Anna and I - and, again, I hope I'm not putting you on the spot, Anna, but we had talked about that.
I think what I'm saying here is that if -- if we can do it this way, if you look at it in the
aggregate - if we can go back to that one with all the buildings. Oh, that one. Okay.
All right. Hold on.
De Weerd: That has a lot of buildings.
Seel: Well, that's okay, I think I can address it. My point is when you look at Sterling
.Bank, when you look at the aggregate along Overland Road, I think, then, we are
honoring it. The thing to keep in mind, too -- and I think as Councilman Bird asked -you know, you have to keep in mind that as a retailer in that corner we have to compete
with the retailers further west. We have to compete with the retailers on front of
Majestic. So, when they come in and we say, you know, what, sorry, either got to -- you
know, you got to have it back here, guess where they go, they go down there. We have
to compete with them. We are in a real disadvantage. So, what I'm trying to do to is
say overall I think we are honoring that. I think we have really tried as much as possible
to put the parking on the sides. If you look at Taco Bell, it's the same way on Eagle
Road, and I think we will do that. So, I hope that answers your question.
De Weerd: Mr. Zaremba.
Zaremba: Madam Mayor. Yes. While you're here I will discuss a little bit of my
recollection of the Planning and Zoning Commission hearings on this, which were
re.collection is that we agreed with the assessment that you
extensive and lengthy. My recollection
reSidential is there is in transition and will be some day put to some
made that -- what residential
other use. Anna, can you do the concept plan. Or something similar to it? That's good
enough. That's fine. And at the time the discussions were that even though the long
future -- and the obvious long future is that this will change to being very similar to the
property that you're developing right next to it, the discussion is how would they have
access -- and what we -- what a lot of the discussion is how cross-access would
happen. One of the reasons that the Planning and Zoning Commission supported
making the buffer between your property and the current residential properties five feet,
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instead of the required 15 or 20, I forget which, was the thought that eventually when
those properties redevelop it would be appropriate to punch through and cross-access
between your properties and those. This little piece we spent a lot of time on. It was
very difficult for you and very difficult for us. Part of your discussion was you really
couldn't put all that much into a landscape buffer there and have any developable
property.
Seel: That's correct.
Zaremba: The solution to that to me was -- and this is even before the UDC said
anything about whether buildings were forward or parking was forward. The solution to
that was specifically having the building be forward and having the parking behind it,
having nothing to do with the UDC, because it hadn't come into effect there, but to get
the building farther away from what is currently residence and for the future thought of
that landscape buffer may even go away at some time or parts of it may be punched
through and that parking being in the back of it is important for the cross-access and I
believe there was another spot up here where we asked for the same thing. So, I -that's the way I remember the discussion going on at the Planning and Zoning
Commission about why the parking ended up in the back, even though the UDC hadn't
even been envisioned at that point. I still support that theory and I -- I will have to say I
want to hear the other testimony, but I'm leaning towards agreeing with the staff, I don't
building or two, if it makes more sense to you to have it
really care whether that's one bUilding
be one building, that's fine. But I hesitate at your strong story that -- your strong
statement that if we can't put the building
bUilding in the back we shouldn't approve anything.
I'm leaning towards what the staff has asked for is allowing it to be your choice of one
building or two, but I'm strongly in favor of keeping the parking in the back for reasons
other than the UDC that were discussed previously. That's not really a question, but-Seel: Well, if I can -Zaremba: Yeah. Please discuss.
Seel: Councilman Zaremba. You are correct, we did talk about access. We did talk
about access I recall and I -- you know, sometimes my memory can be a little bit off, but
I think I recall, particularly along here, we can't - the difficult thing that I think we
struggle with at the time is we don't - we do not own this. You know, at one time I
believe Winston Moore approached Mr. Jim Boyd and Mr. Sasser, and we have also
made -- have approached Mr. Urus about selling their properties and they chose not to
obviously, entitled to that. We could, if we had to -- and depending on
and they are, obViously,
what developed here -- and I think that's a wild card -- you could potentially put an
access point here. It does lend itself to that. Again, the other reality here is you may
very well have a development here that does not want to have access to it and that's
always the unknown. I mean this -- this may turn out to be an office building, for
example, or something there and maybe for whatever reason they don't. We have
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encountered tenants that say, you know what, we don't want access to the lots around
us, we want our own secure parking. So, I think that's a difficult -- you know, that's a
difficult thing to know without having that crystal ball and, unfortunately, I don't have
that. So, could it be done? Yes, it could be done. You know, you could -- well, you
could potentially have access here, but that's not going to do you any good. What I'm
saying is right now is that -- and I don't want to misinterpret -- if Council decides not to
approve this back here, I'm just asking that you don't approve anything. I mean that in a
respectful way. I'm not -- I don't see any advantage to it. I don't see it benefits Mr. Nary
to take the time to modify the development agreement for us to go through it. So, I was
thinking of Mr. Nary's time, so - so, that's what I meant. So, I don't mean it in a mean
way, so -- but that can't be done. Again, it's just the unknown of what's going to happen
here and when and we don't know. But it could be potentially done. But you're
absolutely right, we did talk about it, I did review the minutes beforehand, it was
discussed.
Canning: Thank you.
De Weerd: Any further questions from Council at this point? Thank you.
Seel: Thank you.
De Weerd: I did have one person signed up. Becky McKay signed up against.
McKay: Becky McKay, Engineering Solutions, 1029 North Rosario, Meridian.- I have
been retained by Mr. Sasser, Mr. Gale Sasser and his wife, to represent him this
evening. Mr. Sasser thought that it would be better if I speak on his behalf. What he
wanted me to express to the Council is he is not in objection to the modification of the
development agreement from -- go from two buildings to one larger building. He thinks
that from a marketing perspective that that -- you know, that will help them. He's willing
to meet Mr. Moore in the middle and I think they are looking at this from a spirit of
cooperation. They, you know, didn't retain me to come here and bad mouth this
development, they wanted me to, you know, talk to the Council about the importance of
the fact that even though this is designated mixed use on Comp Plan, the fact is that
there is an existing -- there are existing residential uses in the development. Mr. Sasser
and his wife own this property right here. They have owned it for approximately
apprOXimately five
plus years. His son Aaron and daughter-in-law Liz Sasser reside in the home with their
family. There are other homes on the Loder Street that are utilized for residential
purposes. And I was at the hearing that Councilman Zaremba mentioned and I believe,
if I -- my memory serves me correct, the Council made previous concessions by
reducing the required landscape buffer between differing uses -- I believe it was
supposed to be 25 feet and the Council went down to five, even over the objection of
the neighbors, and the Council said one of the things was that they looked at the
narrowness of this parcel here and they deviated from the UDC to help this
development out and, like I said, over the objections of the neighbors. But the
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neighbors, obviously, accepted that, they continued to utilize these home for residential
purposes. I did have a conversation with Brad Miller. I know Mr. Van Auker has
purchased some homes on Loder Street. Brad Miller said I don't want to object, you
know, obviously, to them going from two buildings to one, we are in support of that, if
that makes this project more marketable. He said but Mr. Van Auker and myself felt
that we had an obligation to the existing residents on Loder Street to go on the record
as they object to the building being set five feet from an existing single family dwelling.
It is the desire of the Sassers that the building be up front along Overland Road. That is
an entryway corridor. The city has been promoting that - I will wrap up here. And I
think, you know, we need to consider, obviously, the integrity of this subdivision, as long
as it's still residential. We need to look at -- Mr. Zaremba brought up interconnectivity.
It would be a travesty if this were to develop and the traffic had to come out on Overland
to get a cup of coffee and go back, if it were to be an office building. We ask the
Council to go ahead and modify from two buildings to one, but, please, do not allow the
building to be set right up against that property line. Five feet is so close and it will just
wall that home in. And I think - and I would hope that the Council would look at that
impact. And, lastly, as a member of the development community, there are times that
we come before you and we test the waters and maybe we go a little further out on the
limb than we normally do and we always go, based on the premise, what is the worst
that could happen is the Council will say no. And if that does happen, we regroup, we
come up with other options, and get those creative juices flowing and we come up with
solutions. And that's why I asked you, please, do not allow them to set that parking lot
on the north edge of the subject property. Thank you.
De Weerd: Thank you. Council, any questions?
Bird: I have none.
De Weerd: This is a Public Hearing.
testimony on this application?

Is there anyone who would like to provide

Thueson: Madam Mayor, my name is Greg Thueson, and Members of the Council. I
am the commercial real estate broker, I represent Mr. Moore in a lot of his marketing.
I'm also the broker of Quest and Company commercial real estate and I reside at 4263
Nystrom Way in Boise. But I am a salaried employee also of Mr. Moore. But I am
probably one of three marketing people that has the greatest involvement in marketing
space within the project for Mr. Moore. One of the difficulties that we continue to face is
-- throughout the city is marketing product for retail use that backs up against the street
without parking in the front and visibility in the front. Almost anyone will tell you from a
marketing perspective that they require the ability to see a retail store front, they like to
see signage, they like to see parking in the front door. And the way this facility is now
set and the way it was approved, makes it very difficult for us to find tenants and we
struggle with that where ever we see that type of a setup and the alternatives to going
the other route leave us a very long difficult strenuous journey trying to find tenants that
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are willing to take the space and the market condit.ions
conditions and rates make it almost
impossible. There are alternatives to this use and the alternative may be coming back
and saying we may need to put fast food restaurants there with late night hours and we
may need to do other things, which may be not allowed. But, nonetheless, there are
other things that we will be faced to look at. There may be a larger sit down restaurant
or something like that. But I just wanted to go on the record myself, that it does really
make it very difficult to lease these buildings where they back up and if you can look
throughout the City of Meridian, and especially Boise, you will see other locations where
they struggle to keep tenants in buildings and keep businesses open where they back
up against the street, their front is away from the street, and with that I will sit down.
Thank you.
De Weerd: You know, I guess I - we do have some up against the street and certainly
the majority in Eagle are up against the street, so -- and I was just at one of those
businesses last week and they seemed to do very well. I guess it's a difference of
why is this location different than a number of others that tend to do
location, what - Why
okay?
Thueson: Those areas that do okay generally have a very large population of retail
stores and they are a destination location where people can park and they can mingle
and walk from store to store to store and have many many choices. A case in point
would be a small building
bUilding like this up on the corner of, for example, Eagle and Ustick
where Costa Vita -- and there are vacant spaces that have been there finished ready for
tenants for quite some time and they can't seem to find tenants who want to take those.
And that relates to this same problem and you can put large signage on the back of the
building, you can do a number of things, but you still struggle finding tenants who want
that. Every retail tenant we have wants two things. They want to be found, they want
signage, they want to be accessible to the customer who can see their space. So, I
think Jonathan -- his remarks relate to the fact that if we .-- if we can't do it this way, we
will have to go back and reconsider other types of businesses, other types of options
perhaps, so -.
-- I'll answer any other questions if you have them. I have been leasing
space for the Boise market since 1983 and that has continually been a difficult struggle
to find tenants who are willing to go into a location where they back up against the
street. And it makes no sense to me, but the majority -- the vast the majority of retail
tenants. Thank you for your time.
De Weerd: Thank you. Sir. If you will, please, state your name and address.
Urus: My name is Bill Urus and I live on Loder Place. I am a neighbor, Madam Mayor
and Council Members, to Gale Sasser. I totally go along with the things there. There is
three points I'd like to bring up. Number one, the five foot barrier, number one, was kind
of a big change and really not debated change. I never got to say a word on it. Maybe I
was asked and I didn't say something. That's my fault. Number two, you have got a
plan up there where right to the east you have two small buildings, but to the left you
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can't put two small bUildings?
buildings? Think about it. Number three. When you buy a short
legged horse, you don't chase thoroughbreds. You have a small property, you make a
small development. And why should it be at the expense of somebody else to go ahead
and put something huge on there. Look to the east of there. There is two small
building go there and the two small ones go over to the
buildings. Why couldn't the big bUilding
left. Think about it. Thank you.
De Weerd: Thank you. Is-Fazenbaker: Gary Fazenbaker. I live on Loder Place. I am directly across the street
from this development going to the left. I'd like to say that I just agree with the Sassers'
representative and Bill just kind of stole my thunder, because I was going to say if you
buy a piece of property and it's not competitive, then, maybe you're in the wrong market
with that property, maybe you should have planned ahead of time before you purchased
it or maybe you need to do something that's different now.
De Weerd: Thank you. Is there any further testimony on this item? Mr.Seel.
Mr. Seel.
See I. W.H. Moore Company. I guess the first thing I'd like to do,
Seel: Jonathan SeeI.
Madam Mayor, we talk about the success of buildings along here -- if I can. What
you're looking there at Boise and University where you see that Chalet Drive going
through, many years ago the city of -- the city of Boise asked -- this is a Ron Yonke
project, with the urbanism. And this is BSU over here -- asked that they put their retail -required they put their retail right along the street and put the parking in the back. To
make a long story short, this piece of retail right now has been given to BSU and the
reason it's been given to BSU is because it can't lease. Bottom line. I mean there is there is a real life thing. You asked - there is probably some retail that puts up front
that could be potentially successful, depending on what's around it, but here is the
situation where they basically walked away from it. I mean I don't think they necessarily
walked away, they donated it. I mean they were -- they are not dumb people. But this
is kind of an example of something that we are dealing with. You know, Becky said
something about - and we do, we test the waters, we all do, she does, I do -- you come
in, sometimes you hear no and it's tough to take and you go back. The dilemma we
have here is that we don't have a lot of flexibility. We don't have a big lot where we can
put the bUilding
building here or possibly put the building here or put the building there. We are
really, basically, back in. Yes, should we have realized maybe up front when we bought
a piece of land and we are stuck with it, we should figure it out -- well, I guess we don't
have a crystal ball and sometimes we do make mistakes, but there is no sense if you
make a mistake of just sitting on it. What you need to do, then, is step back and figure
out what you need to do and that's why we are here tonight. So, that's why we are
presenting it the way it is. And we think it is a fair solution. It gives us an opportunity to
develop something that's going to be successful and I think something that the
community is going to be proud of. So, you know, as far as the five foot buffer, Mr.
Urus, you know, on that, I guess I get a little bothered when people say I didn't have
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time. He's noticed in the Public Hearing just like anybody else. He had the opportunity
to speak. I don't think it's any surprise. So, if it was, yeah, shame on him. I guess
that's really it. Again, we are simply asking you for your support. Yeah, we have got a
difficult lot and we are in a situation where we need to come up with a solution that's
viable and without it there is no sense building. The old saying build it and they shall
come maybe exists in the movies, but it certainly doesn't exist in this case. So, unless
there is any questions, I'll sit down.
De Weerd: Council, any questions?
Bird: I have none.
De Weerd: Thank you.
Seel: Thank you.
De Weerd: Council, we have heard the testimony and if you would have a need for any
further information from staff, have a need for discussion before I ask for a motion to
close -- what's your pleasure?
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Bird.
Bird: I do have one question and what -- what we are suggesting is taking the store
front and turning it facing north and backing the back of the building up to the south of
the buffer? Put all the parking around there, so when you drive in you'll get to look at
the beautiful back of a building, like you do along Eagle Road.
De Weerd: Generally they are two sided.
Bird: Well, I tell you what, I thought I was looking at the front of it. That's coming into
the city. I disagree with you on the Eagle one about -- I hope -- and I know its
businesses will be successful, but it's not a pretty site to run by and see stucco -- with
nothing on it but stucco or something like that, no breakup or -De Weerd: Mr. Bird, I wasn't talking about the one on Eagle Road, I was talking about
most of the shops in the city of Eagle.
Bird: Your shops in Eagle. I could -- but you also -- they have got glass on it. If you go
down the old State Street. Or new State Street. They got glass showing -- their entry
might be on the side. That's my thing.
De Weerd: Council, anything further? Do I have a motion to close?
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Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Borton.
Borton: I move we close the Public Hearing on Item 11, MI 07-009.
Zaremba: Second.
De Weerd: I have a motion to close the Public Hearing on Item 11. All those in favor
say aye. All ayes. Motion carries.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
De Weerd: Is there any discussion? If there is no discussion, do I have a motion?
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Borton.
Borton: In light of the applicant's comments and public comments and it sounds like a -kind of an all or nothing request, which is perfectly fine, while joining of the buildings
seem to be understandably appropriate, I respectfully disagree with at least how the
UDC is -- the specific letter of it and also the intent. I think when it states in between a
particular structure and the adjacent street, it speaks to the structure, not the entire
development, I really wrestle with that. I wouldn't want to create an opportunity in a -with a future development like this to allow the first unit or two to ask for parking up front
and suggest that maybe the next one will put it in the back to balance it out, it invites
trouble that I don't think we can rectify. But I don't read the UDC to allow it. I think the
concerns of the public mirror the concerns that the UDC intended to alleviate and I think
Councilman Zaremba recalled it -- recalled those concerns accurately and I tend to
agree with Councilman Zaremba and in light of the all or nothing approach, my
perspective would be to deny the miscellaneous application.
Zaremba: If that's a motion I'll second it.
De Ween::!: I would suggest-Borton: If there is no further discussion, I would move to deny Item 11, MI 07-009.
Zaremba: Second.
De Weerd: I have a motion and a second on Item 11. Discussion? Mr. Berg.
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Roll-Call: Bird, nay; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea.
MOTION CARRIED: TWO AYES. ONE NAY. ONE ABSENT.
De Weerd: Thank you.
Canning: Madam Mayor, before you leave that one, does Council have any thoughts on
if there is a concurrent requirement for a Conditional Use Permit and the applicant also
requires a development agreement, is there -- do you have a preference as to which
one is conducted first?
Zaremba: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Zaremba.
Zaremba: I would suggest doing it in this order. If the development agreement changes
tonight, there is no point in doing the CUP; is that correct?
Canning: I don't mean specifically for this project, I just mean in general.
Zaremba: No. I'm saying if it's a similar situation where they can't do the CUP without
changing the development agreement, I would do it in this order.
Canning: Okay.
De Weerd: This gives them an answer in a much more timely fashion.
Canning: Good. Thank you.

07-1328
07-009 Request for a Rezone of
Item 12:
Ordinance No.
07·1328
: RZ 07·009
24.69 acres from I-L to C-G zone for Jabil Southeast by Joint School District No.2 1303 East Central Drive (Portion of Lot 1, Block 1, of the Jabil Subdivision):
De Weerd: Ordinance No. 12 is 07-1328. I will ask Mr. Berg to, please, read this by
title only.
Berg: Thank you, Madam Mayor, Members of the Council. Ordinance 07-1328, an
ordinance finding that the Joint School District No.2, the owners of certain real property
have made a written request for rezone of zoning classification for real property being a
portion of Parcel A of Record of Survey No. 6631, situated in the southeast quarter of
Section 18, Township 3 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, City of Meridian, Ada
County, Idaho, as described in Attachment A of this ordinance and rezoning certain
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lands and territories situated in Ada County, Idaho, and within the corporate limits of the
City of Meridian, and rezoning the land use zoning classification of said lands from I-L to
C-G in the Meridian City Code, providing that copies of this ordinance shall be filed with
the Ada County assessor, the Ada County recorder, and the Idaho State Tax
Commission, as required by law, and providing for a summary of the ordinance and
providing for a waiver of the reading of the rules and providing an effective date.
De Weerd: You have heard the reading of this ordinance by title only. Is there anyone
who would like to hear it read in it entirety? No takers? Ralph? Council, do I have a
motion?
Zaremba: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Zaremba.
Zaremba: I move we adopt Ordinance 07-1328.
Bird: Second.
De Weerd: I have a motion and a second to -Bird: Oh. Excuse me. Before I second it, suspension of rules?
Zaremba: Yes. With - we have heard a reading and suspension of rules.
Bird: Thank you.
De Weerd: A motion to approve Item 12. If there is no discussion, Mr. Berg, will you,
please, call roll.
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.

Item 13:

Department Reports:
A.

Finance I Purchasing Department:
1.

Request to Pull Bid for City Hall Building Project Ph. III
by Color Craft:

2.

Update on Overall Effectiveness on Bidding Process:
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De Weent Item 13 under Department Reports, we will start tonight's reports with the
finance department. Mr. Watts.
Watts: Good evening, Madam Mayor, Council Members. Tonight I have Wes Bettis
here from Petra to -De Weerd: Your time is up.
Watts: We have one of the bidders from phase three, the PI bid for the City Hall project,
is requesting relief. I have a letter from the company and I also have a copy of the
applicable statutes that I will hand out to you and, then, I'll let Wes describe the
situation.
De Weerd: Okay.
Watts: I will also let -- Wes will go over the overall project to date as well. He has some
information to hand out. So, Wes, why don't you come on up.
Bettis: Thank you, Keith. Mayor de Weerd, Council President Borton, Councilman Bird,
Councilman Zaremba, distinguished staff. For the record, my name is Wesley Bettis,
construction manager with Petra, Incorporated, 1097 North Rosario Street, Meridian,
Idaho. 83642. This evening we are here to discuss a request for relief on a bid that
was submitted by Color Craft, Inc. Last Tuesday evening as I stood here before you I
was asked if I was concerned about any of the low bids that came in and I replied I was,
but I had spoken with all of the bidders and they were willing to stand by their bids. No
sooner did we get into the office Wednesday morning that it came to our attention a
hand delivered letter that arrived Wednesday morning from Color Craft noting that they
had, in fact, found a material mistake and requesting relief from their bid. They did send
an e-mail to us late Friday or, sorry, Monday afternoon, that did not get into my hands
until, in fact, Thursday morning. By Idaho Statute Title 54, Chapter 1904(c), in asking
for relief from a bid there are three criteria that must be met. A material mistake must
be shown. Full detail of how this occurred must be presented and communication
directly to the public entity be made within five days of bid opening that the material
mistake was in place. There is no argument that conditions A and C of Chapter 1904
have been met. Unfortunately, it's the opinion of Petra, Mr. Bennett and myself, that we
did not receive the proper notice to the public entity within five days of the bid opening.
We have recommended forfeiture of the bond, the bid bond in the amount of five
percent of the total bid. In addition, we have handed out tonight an updated phase
three bid results that I have cleaned up. It's, hopefully, a little easier to understand. It
shows the correction on bid package number one where Suncrest Corporation replaces
Pacific Steel and Fabrication, which did not have a valid license at the time of bid and it
shows the correction for bid package 11, painting and wall coverings, with Commercial
Painting, the second low bidder, replacing Color Craft. I will stand for any questions.
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Bird: What was Color Craft's - without having to look?
Bettis: Without having to look?
Bird: No. For me having to look.
Bettis: Fifty-five thousand, I believe.
Bird: Fifty-five thousand?
Bettis: Difference.
Bird: Difference. Oh. Okay.
De Weerd: Difference.
Bird: That's what I -- I didn't think it was -Bettis: Council President Borton, Councilman Bird, the amount of the bid -- I already
took it off my spreadsheet. 95,600, sir.
Bird: Was the low.
Bettis: They were 95,600. The next low was 151,275, which is Commercial Painting.
Bird: Oh. Okay. I was looking at number eight. Excuse me.
De Weerd: Council,I-Bird: I thought it was less than a hundred and I couldn't -- I'm going, man, that's -De Weerd: Any further questions, Mr. Bird?
Bird: No, I don't have any.
De Weerd: Council?
Zaremba: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Zaremba.
Zaremba: I guess the issue is if they have established that they are not able to perform
as they bid, then, we go to the next lowest bidder and that's not really a question. I
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guess the question is whether the original low bidder is penalized for that error by
forfeiting the bond. Is that really the point that we are discussing?
Bettis: Yeah. Council President Borton, Councilman Zaremba, Idaho Public Works
contracting law requires us to take the low bidder, but offers these grounds for relief in
the event that those three conditions are met. Tonight's readdressing this issue is
specifically to note that we are evaluating all three of the conditions and making a
bid, and
recommendation to Council to pass on the bid, take the second low bid.
recommend from your construction manager to Council of forfeiture of their bid bond. I
do anticipate an appeal from Color Craft if you do decide to forfeit.
Watt: Statute 54-904(c) actually requires them -- it states they shall forfeit their bid bond
if they don't meet all three requirements, which they have not. So, they may protest, but
according to the statute we are required to keep that bid bond for our services.
Bird: It's our discretion.
Watts: It says -- the actual wording it says: Bidders not satisfying the conditions found
in Section 54-1904(c) Idaho Code shall forfeit any bid securities.
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Borton.
Borton: I take it this is merely notifying us. I don't think you need formal action from us,
as I read the 1904 all saying shall and the report requires us to make those specific
findings, I don't think we have -Watts: That was my interpretation, but I wanted to bring it before you and let you
interpret it and give us direction.
De Weerd: And certainly, Council,
CounCil, you do need to approve the -Watts: The new bidder.
De Weerd: -- new bidder.
Watts: The new award.
Borton: Mr. Nary, is there some discretionary function we are missing or -- there is
nothing that indicates they attempted to provide it within five or were prevented in doing
so?
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Nary: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, Councilmember Borton, I think the
recommended action is simply removing -- withdrawing -- allowing them to withdraw
their bid and going forward. I think the purchasing agent can make the decision based
on the statute. If they want to appeal, they certainly appeal that decision of his and,
then, bring it forward to you.
Watts: Thank you.
Bird: Question forWes or Pete.
Watts: Yes.
Bird: On Suncrest Corporation, now, they -- they weren't the low, we had to accept the
second, because the others were out of compliance with their license?
Watts: That is correct. And that was brought to you last week, actually, so -Bird: Yeah. I knew that. I knew that. So, the only one that we got a reapprove is
Commercial Painting.
Watts: That is correct.
Bird: And Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Bird.
Bird: I would move that we approve to enter into a contract with Commercial Painting
for the sum of 151,275 dollars.
Borton: Second.
De Weerd: I have a motion and a second. Any discussion? Mr. Berg, would you,
please, call roll.
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
Watts: Thank you.
De Weerd: Thank you. The next item is an update on -- Wes had a few items to go
over as well with the overall and he has a handout.
De Weerd: Is that the speaker there? The mike? We are going to take a break.
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(Recess.)
De Weerd: I will go ahead and open this meeting back up. Wes.
Bettis: Thank you. Madam Mayor, Council President Borton, Wesley Bettis still on the
record. We have handed out this evening - and excuse my bad manners, I forgot to
Petra, Incorporated, Art Stevens, was
acknowledge that the director of construction for Petra.
here this evening as Mr. Bennett was unavailable and out of town on personal
business. We have handed out to you a recap of the cost on this project, how they
have been developed, how we put them together from the concept in June of '06 when
we first met with the city's selection committee to this point after the phase three bids.
Each of these updates has been provided to the Mayor's building committee, as well
additional copies provided for distribution to Council. So.
So, I hope that what you're seeing
quickly to note
isn't totally new to you. I think it's important as we run through here real qUickly
that the first true budget that we were able to pull together was based on a 20 percent
design with the conceptual plan and some of the working drawings being started in
January of 2006. That was a 16.8 million dollar budget and it was the first time it
included the full basement, which took us from 80,000 square feet of the -- which was
where we were at in June of '06 -- to the 101,000 square feet that we are at today.
2006, with release of the 60 percent design, the budget increased by
February 2006.
approximately 400,000 dollars, which included an additional 1.6 million to reflect the
inclusion of the access floor system and the MEP systems with the engineer's
estimates, which were finally available to us. In April -- and, I'm sorry, these should be
2007, not 2006.
April 2007 the budget rose to 18.2 million, an increase of
approximately one million dollars. This was when we discovered the groundwater
issues on the site. It included all of the increases to the mechanical electrical systems
associated with the handling of that groundwater,
groundwater. as well as it began to include some of
the additional finishes that were being brought into our vision, as well as yours. That
was also the completion of our bids for phase two. So.
So, we were able to gauge the
market pricing at that time. With the bid closing of last week, we have forecast the
budget at 20.5 million. That's an increase of 2.3 million dollars over the April budget,
800,000 dollars in
but I think it's important to note that in the April budget we showed 800.000
value engineering, which I do not show at this time and the reason for that is we are in
the process of identifying all of these items that are available to present to you for
selection, whether you want to include them or not. There is some items that we are
committee, which includes having
moving forward on at the direction of the building committee.
raised the billing four foot in elevation to enable us to get out of the groundwater and
eliminate the dewatering expense. That is also changing the masonry pricing, as well
as it is changing the site work pricing,
pricing. we believe all in a very positive way. Those
designs are complete and the subcontractor is in the process of pricing them at this
time. The new budget also includes all of the contaminated soil removal expenses,
including the additional construction management fee associated with bringing in John
Anderson ahead of schedule as the superintendent to closely manage and monitor that
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work, SO that we can get complete EPA and DEQ approval on that work. It includes a
200,000 dollar allowance for the extra costs associated with Leed certification should
you decide to go forward with that after the August 7th presentation and discussion. It
includes an additional 100,000 dollars for the IT server room HVAC and electrical
upgrades, which were unknown to us at the time we were putting the initial budgets
together. There are now more fixed walls after the department feedback from the
different departments as they laid out their work space from what was originally
anticipated in the design
deSign and what was presented by the design team. There is also
three times - a 300 percent increase in the total lineal footage of cabinets and millwork
in the building after the department reviews from what the design team had showed on
the April drawings. What we have attempted to do with this budget is to give us the
budget that we could think of inclusive of all of the items, including the 1.5
highest bUdget
million dollar budget for the plaza and community area, so that we have a starting place
to address the value engineering issues and work with you to make a good working
budget out of this project. I'll stand for questions.
De Weerd: Thank you. Council, any questions?
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Borton.
Borton: Can you remind me of the concept you had in value engineering and that
reduction?
800.000
Bettis: Eight hundred thousand - excuse me. Council President Borton, the 800,000
dollars was what we had derived at the time in February -- February 22nd that Mr.
consultants, the design team, and looked at
Bennett had sat down with myself, with our consultants.
the different options that were available to us. We looked at potential savings on the
mechanical side, wet side plumbing, and the HVAC.
HVAC, just looking at changing some
possible equipment suppliers, alternative types of fan units to be able to push the air
effectively as its design. As well we only had one access floor supplier at that time and
a quote that scared the bajeebers out of us, quite honestly. Fortunately, that bid did
come in and we realized 300,000 dollars in savings in the phase three bids with the
alternate access floor supplier. We have looked the deleting the finishes in the
unassigned areas. Putting up bulkhead walls and cordoned those off, make them
accessible to staff for storage or other non-occupied uses, but not to finish them at this
time. We looked at changing the electrical distribution in those unfinished areas. We
looked at the deletion of the dewatering cost, which we now realized and will include in
the next update,
update. the changes that that impacted on the excavation and structural
concrete. Any changes to the steel. We also even went so far as to look at deleting an
entire wing and leaving that as a future expansion. We, basically, looked at every
option that we could to give you, as decision makers, more options and more
deciSions.
opportunities to provide the leadership you do in your decisions.
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De Weerd: Any further questions?
Zaremba: No.
De Weerd: Mr. Bird?
Bird: I have nothing -- no questions, so let's do a very good job in providing for it and it's
more than I wish we had to spend, but that's -- we want a quality building and we -- I
feel that we are more paying for that access flooring is well worth the money. I think the
extras we have, I think it's a building that we will be proud of forever. Fifty years from
now this will be functional. I think we could have -- and I'll put myself up front, you as
second, I think we could have put the thumbs on the departments a little more and my
plan was to have about 20,000 square foot to lease out and it seems like we took -- it
seems like we took everything out and that's our fault and I don't blame them, don't get
me wrong.
De Weerd: I heard you. It's on the record.
Bird: I don't blame them at all. I just -- and, you know, the property being cleaned up,
nobody could foresee that. I think we are getting a heck of a building for that money
myself personally. I think it will be a beautiful building. I think it's -- I think will be classy,
that's what we started out to do.
De Weerd: Thank you. So, no other questions?
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Borton.
Borton: Just one other. And I don't see how it's broken down. You got a footnote on it.
What happened with the stand alone HVAC server. Is there -- I don't know what that
change -- how much we are talking about, but is there - was there ever a time when
there wasn't a stand alone for the server room.
Bettis: Council President Borton, the server room was not identified as requiring a
separate stand alone HVAC system in the additional criteria. This came about -- and,
Mr. Watts, you may need to help me out here - timing-wise it was less than 30 days
ago when IT met with Mr. Bird and Mr. Watts,as
Watts, as well as the design team, said we really
do need, because of the number of servers we are going to have, we are anticipating on
having, we need a separately conditioned room. Now, with an access floor system and
building has been designed, mote air could be delivered to this room in
the way that this bUilding
a typical design and perform the same services. However, after reviewing it with the IT
department, they were adamant that they needed to have this additional air-conditioning
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for their systems and so this has been added in. Our estimated cost is that 100 to 150
thousand. I put it in at 100,000, in my estimate. It's included in our phase three bids.
De Weerd: Anything else, Council?
Bird: I have none.
De Weerd: Thank you.
Bettis: One last thing if I could, please. Just a quick update for you. I spent several
hours on site this morning with Superintendent John Anderson and after 30 years of
kicking around in this industry and 19 different states and some 87 different
communities developing projects, it's a real joy to be working with a professional like
John. He is a master at scheduling and by now he has this project moving along right
on task and he's making little subtle changes to keep that project on schedule and the
quality is exceptional, with incredibly good safety and I just want to pass that along from
my perspective, because it's fun to see.
De Weerd: Thank you. That is greatly appreciated.
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Bird.
Bird: I wasn't going to bring this up, but in our last Monday meeting -- I drove all the
way down from McCall this afternoon to see the steel swinging. I don't see any steel
swinging.
Bettis: President Borton, Councilman Bird, thank you for noticing. That's what I was
mentioning with those subtle changes in the schedule.
Bird: I know.
Bettis: Mr. Anderson was able to see that by bringing the steel in this week he was
actually going to impact the masonry, so he spoke with the masons, the masons
stepped up, brought in an additional crew, you're going to have a 70 foot stair tower at
the north end of this project by the end of next week, the steel will come in unimpeded,
which will speed up the steel erection. So, thank you for noticing.
Bird: I don't doubt that. I don't doubt that.
De Weerd: We appreciate that he -Bird: But I drove all the way to see -- I wanted to see that steel swinging, see.
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De Weerd: Yeah. Please make an e-mail announcement of when it starts to swing.
Well, thank you for joining us here tonight.
Bird: Thanks, Wes. Thanks, Art.
De Weerd: Thank you, Art. Oh. Thank you, Keith. I guess was that the update on the
overall effectiveness on the bidding process? Hey, Keith Watts, was that update on the
effectiveness on the bidding process? Just checking.
Watts: Okay.
B.

Parks Department:
1.

Discussion of Parks Commission Recommendation on
Proposed Antique Market Event in Storey Park:

De Weerd: Thank you. Parks Department.
Huff: Must be this time of night. I can't read my own writing. We met with Arlee
Marsters on our last meeting at the parks commission about doing an event in Storey
Park. I think you have the paperwork
papelWork included on that and what it was was an Antique
fair or antique show and sale event and she did a good job producing that and she gave
documentation on -- and letters of recommendation from where she had done it before
in eastern Idaho, as well as Hailey area. So, we looked that over and so did the
commission and forwarded
fOlWarded that to --on to Council for their approval. In that process,
since Doug left, I got involved a little bit and started looking at it and we spoke with
Emily Kane about it at length this morning and what we don't have for a profit event, for
for-profit events, we don't have an ordinance for that, and fee structures and other
things in place. We have an event deal that we use now that's situated for other things
and in speaking with Emily she felt like we would be better off to put an ordinance in
place, which she is working on, to make sure that we have ourselves well covered, that
we have the revenue we should get out of an event like that, and that all our ducks
would be in a row and that's what -- the direction I got from them today. I feel like it's a
worthy event. I feel like we should do it. It's just proper planning ahead of time enough
is okay. I'm within about 40 days of that -- when she wants to hold that event right now.
And so there is some logistical stuff, some stuff to work out with the speedway. The
other thing is to make sure that events don't clash. Those things I think are challenging
for us right now. And we don't have any way to charge for that. So, there is some
things that have to get into place I think before we do that kind of event. However, I
think it's going to be a good one. That's kind of where I am with it. Just one of those
things that's kind of come up kind of quick. She did put in her deal on what our existing
documentation, it's about 60 days ahead of time, and I did talk to her on the phone
today and we have not met to discuss anything yet on the upcoming project or met with
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the speedway or any of those things that we need to get out of the way, we haven't
done that. We don't know, of course, how to figure out what to charge for an event like
that. So, looking for a little bit of direction from Council on that of what you think the
best thing that we should do in this case.
De W~erd:
W~erd: Mr. Nary.
Nary: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, some of the things that -- from the legal
department's perspective that we were concerned with -- and I think the direction, like
Mr. Huff is saying, is we are simply looking for the Council's direction to proceed and
seeing if we can get all of these I guess approvals done. At the discussion point with
the commission the applicant here hadn't had any discussions, to my understanding
from Mrs. Kane, hadn't discussed this event with Western Ada Recreation District and
the use of parking that would impact the parking around the pool. They didn't discuss it
with the Legion as to whether or not it would impact any use of the baseball field. And
she hasn't discussed it yet with the speedway or the dairy board, since this is a Friday,
Saturday, or Sunday event, on the impact to the parking. All she's done is come to the
parks department to basically use the park. She likened it, at the parks commission, to
the Dairy Days event. Significantly different kind of event, different in role for the city in
that type of event. The thing Mrs. Kane and I discussed -- and I think -- I had asked
Mrs. Kane to send Mr. Huff an e-mail today to simply advise the applicant that we were
discussing this with the Council and seeking your direction, to make it clear to her that
there is a lot of steps still to go. Mrs. Kane was concerned that at the Commission level
that the applicant seemed to be under the impression that maybe the parks commission
approval was enough. Even though the parks commission was very clear to her that it
was not the end of the approval process, but merely the beginning. But we wanted to
be sure that you were aware and if that's the direction that you want us to proceed, but
we do want to make sure that she has contact with all of those other affected entities,
because of the impact on the parks, the impact on parking around on a weekend and
this is in the second weekend in September I think.
Huff: It's in September, so there are still speedway events.
Nary: Yeah. So, there is still speedway events going on. We also want to bring a
license agreement with you. One of the concerns that we have is for the public's
perception of people using the city, the public's property, for a -- for a profit event and
we allow non-profits to use some of the -- some of the different grounds and the
concessions and things of the city at no cost to them, but for a for-profit event we were
concerned that -- of setting a precedent of allowing those types of activities by,
essentially, every type of sale, watermelons, fireworks, whatever, that we would have of
wanting to put on similar events in this park or other city property. So, we do want to
make sure we negotiate a license agreement. I'm hopeful that we can get that done in
the next five weeks with her, but we wanted to at least advise Mrs. Marsters that that
was your direction, that that's what we were trying to get accomplished and that she
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would need to make sure -- bring assurances from all those different entities about the
impact to them and what their position was before the city ultimately approved this
event.
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Bird.
Bird: Elroy, where would she set up this number of booths in Storey Park?
Huff: She wants to go kind of like we were on picnic last week. You go from around
that shelter, closer to the pool, and, then, work right up through the -- right up through
the grass. She'll want to be on the -Bird: Yeah. Is there room enough in there?
Huff: That's a lot. Yeah. If you could stretch it out or double ifup you can get it in
there. It gets a little bit tight.
Bird: I mean some of these antique -- you can go to some of those deals -- if I
remember right, she's had some over in Hailey, in that area. You need a big area.
Huff: We discussed that in the meeting about that site -Bird: And if it's cut up, you got to -- you got your parking and everything -Huff: She discussed all those.
Bird: She wouldn't want to go to Settler's, would she?
Huff: Well, we -- and we absolutely discussed that and what we -- what we asked her,
we said, you know, maybe next season. What we are going to do is where the big Oak
is in front of Settler's, I think we are going to grass that all up and bring that up to status,
that you can put anything out there, tents or whatever, around that tree and in that big
open area and there is parking close by. But that might be a better spot for her to be
that would suit her much better. Probably easier to watch and take care of at night.
night,
maybe, than Storey Park. We did talk to her about that.
Bird: And another thing, when you set up tents and stuff like that and have traffic, which
I'm sure she will be getting a lot of traffic, it does damage your grass.
Huff: Yes. We certainly will have an issue with that. I think what I have an issue with is
-- a little bit is still the parking and that is is that you would be surprised how much
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people in a good event like that will generate. I think we will get overrun, about like we
struggle with Dairy Days.
Bird: Well, yeah, parking - you're going to go to the speedway parking is where you're
comer, which that would -going to overflow and at Coriell's corner,
Huff: Well, Saturday, that-'Bird: And it really -- yeah, and it really -- it concerns me on Saturday if we can't work
something out with the speedway of having that traffic and foot traffic going through the
park with automobiles trying to get into the parking.
Huff: You have all those on the speedway parking.
Bird: And it really is a concern. I think Teri Sackman in the letter I read -- read from her
brought up a real concern as to who is going to be down there controlling the parking
and - and all this kind of stuff. So, while I think it's a great event -- and I have -- I have
some real concern about a profit coming in and doing that, but, you know, I think it's -- I
think it would ideal if she got -- to be truthful with you, with Kenny Hamilton and put
inside the speedway where you would have parking and you could control it and have
the area. You could put it on the asphalt and you could put it in the infield.
Huff: Certainly some things to work out there. That's a tight spot.
Elroy, I think it's something that would benefit this
Bird: I think it's -- personally, Elroy.
community to at least try it.
Huff: I believe that's fine. I think it's a worthy event to have. It's just when and where to
have it with all -- everything in perspective and everything right is the key to the whole
thing. Anymore questions?
De Weerd: Mr. Zaremba.
Zaremba: In reading the materials I thought that it would be an excellent event for the
city and, hopefully, may be an annual repeat event. I do have the same concerns about
location, that there might be a better one than -- certainly from visibility Storey Park
would be excellent for them, but I don't think it has the space that we are talking about.
In thinking about the due diligence of the city, we -- for a for-profit event we would need
to think of possibly some extra police overtime for the presence at an event like this
and, then, there are some other expenses. Certainly the parks department would have
some cleanup and repair.
Huff: All those things we have bounced around, but haven't any dollar figure to it.
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Zaremba: So, you know, we do need to think through what the end results are going to
be and, of course, if we do it once, then, we will know what we need to change for next
year as well. But I would like to see it happen. I don't know if we can do it this fast.
Bird: Madam Mayor. I do have another idea I just thought about and so help me I
probably -- I'm thinking I'm going to get kill.ed by about seven people. One of them is
sitting down at the far left. I don't know why we couldn't bring that into -- into the legion
field. You could bring that whole show in there, it's completely controlled that way, you
still have the parking, but I think parking can be solved. That way you have got -- you
have got it contained in there.
Huff: They'd have a little better protection at night to be able to lock it up.
Bird: And better protection for them. I'm not on the board of the legion, so I can't -Huff: We discussed that -- Doug and I discussed the possibility of that. However, you
know, we prize that legion field a little bit and don't like to do some things on it that is
going to tear it up. It's late in the summer -Bird: Nobody wants to hurt it, because I was the one out there helping pick up rocks in
1981 when you put it in.
Huff: So, we need to watch that a little bit.
Bird: But I think use some control like that. I would sooner see it inside there and repair
the grass if we had to, then out -- scattered throughout the park. I think you have
problems.
Zaremba: Where the Van Auker property is west of Jabil that we are using for soccer
fields, is there enough area there, maybe?
Huff: Never thought about that.
Bird: That's -- the problem is there is the location. Storey Park is an ideal location
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Borton.
Borton: In light of all these concerns, which are right on the money, just make sure that
she doesn't get any impression that -- that it's a lock. I'd hate for her to spend money
advertising it when we are not --
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Huff: I think even if we work on it, Councilman Borton, we get down to the end it's going
to get tight and for her to be able to get people signed up and get them here, because
she has to coordinate all that.
Borton: The Scarecrow Festival is six weeks later. I mean -Zaremba: Might want to just encourage here -- encourage to plan on doing this next
year, instead of trying to get it in this year.
Nary: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Nary.
Nary: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, I guess if I'm reading you all correctly, if
we can -- we will make contact with both our office and the parks department with her to
explain to her certainly all the hoops that need to be done and either maybe give you a
progress report or bring back a finished product to you within the next five weeks. And I
guess I would say Councilmember Borton's direction clear -- clear to her that, you know,
before you can get approval we need all of these hoops done and that whether it's
putting it in a different location than Storey Park to get it done a little quicker or
whatever, but if that's okay with you, we will just work together with parks department to
make it clear to her what needs to be done so, again, she doesn't incur some cost
expense that's unnecessary and ultimately we can approve the project going forward
and that she understands what she needs to get done and at least helps facilitate that,
because there is a lot of -- as you all know, there is lots of different entities that have
pieces of that park that she needs to talk to and get some either approval or some
consent or something to get this off the ground.
Zaremba: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes.
Zaremba: I'd also add to that list - I know there was a letter from the city of Hailey
saying that they have enjoyed the event, but we may want to ask the city of Hailey how
they covered themselves. What requirements they put on her and cost they charged
and -Huff: I t:hink Emily's done that already.
Zaremba: I beg your pardon?
Huff: I think Emily's done that already.
Bird: She's already got a million dollar policy as I understand; am I not right?
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Nary: I believe that's correct. And the long term solution we are looking at is to bring
you an ordinance that would hopefully help solve most of these types of problems that
we could point to directly, that someone could be able to work through the parks
department or the clerk's office or whatever is necessary to get this done in a timely
manner.
Bird: I think it's fantastic.
Berg: Madam Mayor?
De Weere!:
Weerd: Yes.
Berg: If I could address the Council. I just want to make it clear -- the struggles we had
in the years past before all of you were around, I guess. I'm the oldest one here -- was
using -- especially Storey Park, because it's a very visible park for profit businesses and
it was very much of a concern of who do you say yes to and who do you say no to and
things change and the box gets wide open and I just want to make sure that we have
some guidance somewhere to just say yes this or no to that. And I don't know what
those are right now.
Huff: Upon whatever criteria has to be met qualifies them to do the event. If they can't
meet that, then, they can't do it. That's what we have to have in place is that criteria.
Berg: Yes. And I guess -.
-- I think we have just got to be very careful about what that
criteria is and make sure we can uphold whatever decisions we need to make. And I
guess the other thing is not to impact those neighbors there. We have several events
that we do there and they are kind of community events and it impacts everybody, but
everybody plays part of the game. Something like this that I can see, because of that
location -- you know, every other weekend you could have something going on at that
site and you got to remember, we have got a nice playground there, we have a nice -during the summer the swimming pool-- there is a lot of activities that can go on at that
park. Maybe another park. Maybe different guidelines for different parks. I don't know.
I just think we have got to be careful about how we can say yes to some and no to
others.
Zaremba: Madam Mayor, do we need a consensus or a motion to request staff to
spend some time on this?
De Weerd: Well, I think you have indicated your interest.
Zaremba: Okay.
De Weerd: Thank you.
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Huff: You're welcome.

c.

Fire Department:
1.

Update on Fireworks Permit Process:

De Weere!: Thanks, Elroy. Fire Department.
Silva: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, what we would like to do is provide you
with some feedback, a snapshot of the effectiveness of the -- when the fireworks
ordinance was passed Councilman Rountree had requested that we provide follow-up
on the effectiveness of the ordinance and, two, we wanted to provide follow-up on the
application and inspection process that the city undertook to put the fireworks vendors
in place. When we brought the fireworks ordinance in front of Council for consideration,
a couple things that were -- that were really -- we were very concerned about. On page
two of the report that I provided you, in the upper section there, illegal fireworks
complaints on July the 4th. What we were seeing was a troubling trend in terms of state
-- or, excuse me, countywide -- we have gone from 165 complaints to 362 complaints
with the abuse of illegal fireworks in our community and that's why the fire department
brought that concern or that ordinance in front of Council for consideration. We were
also concerned of the misuse and careless use of legal fireworks and injuries that may
occur to individuals within our community. We feel that this - passing this ordinance
was, in fact, a success due in part to the media attention that was generated as a result
of our new ordinance being put in -- being put in place, as well, as some cautious use of
legal fireworks within our community by our citizens that didn't cause us to have any
unusual fire events and I will kind of elaborate that here in a couple minutes. Also, the
city of Boise undertook a Public Works display at Ann Morrison Park, which attracted a
large gathering of folks that helped also I think deal with the abuse of illegal fireworks.
They chose -- a lot of people chose to go down there and take -- undertake a public
fireworks display versus buying their own fireworks. With that being said, what I'd like to
do is quickly give you a snapshot on the first page of the fire experience that the
Meridian Fire Department had compared to other agencies and cities throughout the
Treasure Valley. First of all, we will kind of look at Boise's experience. We had 13 fires
in the city of Boise attributed to fireworks. Some Significant
significant events. First of all there
was a house fire that did 25,000 dollars fire -- 25,000 dollars damage to the dwelling.
Illegal fireworks were definitely the source of ignition there with retrieved -- we retrieved
bottle rockets off the roof or off the undamaged portion of the roof. They also had a
three acre grass fire that was set out over the desert and when that fire started they
quickly left the area and left their bottle rockets when they did leave the area. So, it was
definitely attributed to bottle rockets in that area. Eagle fire had small -- four small grass
fires. Kuna had three grass brush fires, all less than five acres, but the concern there is
-- as we have seen in the current vegetation and the actions that the governor has had
to undertake to declare a state of emergency in certain portions of our community in our
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state, that even a fire five acres or less can spread very rapidly to the community that
threatens the community. Meridian had only three fires here attributed to fireworks.
One illegal and two legal, but only did a hundred dollars damage to a fire - excuse me - to a sprinkler system. Also, we had a significant reduction in the number of complaints
we had in our community. last
Last year, referring to that page two real quickly, we had 246
Complaints of illegal fireworks during the sales period from June 23rd to July the 10th,
as compared to 102 this year. That equals a 49 percent reduction in the number of
complaints of illegal fireworks in our own community. Nampa had six fires attributed to
fireworks, one of which was a balcony at an apartment house that caught fire as a result
of a bottle rocket that landed on the balcony causing 4,000 dollars damage that burned
not only the part of the structure, but the combustible patio furniture out on the deck.
They had two children that were injured as a result of -- in separate incidents as a result
of playing with fireworks that had to be treated at West Valley, in addition to a 43 year
old gentleman who was treated for bums. Those injuries were all treated at West
Valley. Caldwell had seven fires attributed to fireworks, two legal -- excuse me -- two
lega\. One of the most significant incidents during the July 4th holiday
illegal and five legal.
was Middleton fire department, which we previously have not included in our study, but
they had 14 fires attributed to fireworks, the most troubling significant event they had
was a 135 acre grass fire that at one point threatened 34 structures within their
community. So, it was a very serious concern and not with the fire experience that
51. Luke's -- St. Luke's between downtown
these agencies had, but also our own ER at St.
and the Meridian facility, treated three fireworks related injuries during the July the 4th
holiday. So, essentially, that's what we did on the fire experience. We also undertook
some neighborhood patrols to further confiscate fireworks off the street. During that
process we did two four hour patrols on July the 3rd and July the 4th. We made 39
contacts with the community at that point between myself and Inspector Bowers and
worked basically the west and east portions of our community to try to confiscate illegal
fireworks where they were being used. The second part of our report really captures
what we did in terms of our staff hours and, basically, the inspection process to get the
fireworks vendors up and running it took 22 hours of staff time to inspect all the facilities.
That included inspections that were conducted on the 3rd and the 4th of July to insure
that the approvals that we provided up front were, in fact, the rules they were abiding by
-~ on the 3rd and the 4th. So, we did -~- we did follow up with those -- a few stands
when -to just insure they were still abiding by the rules we had approved -- or I should say the
stands that we approved in the first place. The neighborhood patrols took 16 hours of
staff time and this last statement is the amount of time devoted to developing the
including legal and
ordinance with the other fire departments, the vendors, and city staff, inclUding
city -- and working with the city clerk's office in getting the ordinance prepared for
consideration. by the City Council. There was approximately 70 hours of staff time
devoted to that. When we looked at after the season -- after the fireworks season of
some of the things that we could improve for next -- for next year's fireworks season, we
met with the City Clerk's Office, the Legal .-- the Legal Department represented by Mr.
Nary, Code Enforcement, the Building Department, and the electrical division and what
we determined is the fact that there could be some things undertaken to clean up and
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modify some things in the application and also to -- to do some things on the electrical
side to insure electrical safety and insure that all circuits and DFI
OF' protected, among
other things, making sure that proper sources of light are used that are not going to
cause problems within the stand. So, we will be also providing a handout to the
vendors to insure that they have the information available, the inspection criteria, and a
one page summary of information to help them with the inspection process. So, that's,
basically, the follow-up on the process and the inspections that we did with respect to
the vendors in processing applications. We were -- with all of that being said, hopefully
those are -- addressed your concerns with respect to what -- our fire experience, our
relative success of the ordinance and also what we do do and - what we intend to do to
improve the process come next year. When we proposed the ordinance and the fire
chief made a presentation and I made a presentation, a couple of things we were very
adamant about was the -- the -- not one to have the public have general access to the
product before the consummation of the sale. Two, we wanted to limit the size of the
stand and there was a story that came out of the national -- it was on the national news
Tampa, Florida, where those things didn't work out and I want to show a short
out of Tampa.
video clip that may demonstrate the importance and why we stood behind those things
and requested that the Council consider a very controversial ordinance. So, with that if I
could ask Anna -- Mayor and Council, it seems that we are having a little bit of a
technical problem with this. What I would like to do is I, will e-mail you that video clip so
you can view it at your leisure, just so you have got a -- will see the importance of not
having the public have general access to the product, as well as limiting the size of the
tent. And with that -- we had doubled checked that prior to, but this might be part and
parcel to our -- the trouble with our mikes this evening. Mayor, with your permission, I'd
like to just e-mail that to you, so you could view it at your leisure.
De Weerd: That sounds good, Joe.
Silva: With that I will stand for any questions should you have any.
De Ween:!: Council, any questions?
Bird: I have none.
Zaremba: Madam Mayor. I want to thank you for all your work on the subject and
protection of our citizens on the highest level. I appreciate that. Is there any -- does the
city try and recover -- if we know a fire was started by illegal fireworks and even if it only
did a hundred dollars damage, is there any effort to recover from the perpetrator the
cost of sending the fire crew out or charge them for our response or somehow penalize
them?
Silva: Yes. Mayor,
Mayor. Members of the Council, Councilman Zaremba, yes, we do have a
provision available for that. We -- mostly -- the longest duration incident that we had
that we responded to was 29 minutes and, quite frankly, when you look at the cost of
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the - the internal billing cost of that, if it was a more prolonged incident we do have that
ability to capture that. Also, there is a provision in there that the parents are held
responsible for any damages that may result. So, any significant fire, obviously,
because of the city code we adopted, we would be able to - the owner would be able to
go back on that - on that person who carelessly used those fireworks.
Zaremba: Great. Thank you.
De Weerd: Any other questions, Council?
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes.
Borton: It's not a question, but it's a resounding thank you to Joe and his department for
what you have done,
done. not only enforcing the ordinance, but providing us feedback and
having a desire to make improvements where necessary. And thank you goes out to
Will, the city clerk's office, Bill and the legal department, and Bruce -- got all these
reports to show the facts, but to improve it going forward. So, that's exactly what we
asked for.
Silva: Yes. And before I forget.
forget, Mayor and Council, on behalf of the Meridian Fire
Department we would like to thank you for your support of a very controversial
ordinance. It's allowed Meridian to take the lead on this issue. It's not only important to
the community of Meridian, but also the other Treasure Valley cities. And certainly one
thing I failed to mention, but I will at this point, that the agencies, quite frankly, didn't
have enough time to process and go through the hearing process. It's still in the cue
with the city of Boise, Nampa and Caldwell, to the best of my knowledge, to be put in
place. But it will, again, be up to those elected officials whether or not they want to go
there. But I thank you on behalf of Meridian Fire Department for your support.
De Weerd: Well, add planning and police in that, too, just so you don't feel left out.
She's too tired to care.
Nary: And Public Works.
Silva: All joking aside, Mayor and Council, we did receive a lot of support from the
building department, planning department, the police department, legal department a
lot, and the city clerk's office. All those departments worked with us to make it work and
I would like to thank those departments, as well as Council.
D:

Public Works Department:
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E.

1.

Meridian.
Reimbursement Agreement between the City of Meridian,
Shepherd's Creek. LLC and Tuscany Development.
Development, Inc. for 27
inch Sewer Trunk from Linder Road to Stoddard Road:

2.

Reimbursement Agreement between the City of Meridian and
Linder 109,
109. LLC for 27 inch sewer trunk from Overland Road to
Linder Road:

3.

Reimbursement Agreement between the City of Meridian and
Linder 109. LLC for 27 inch sewer trunk from Overland Road to
Ten Mile Road:

4.

Memorandum of Understanding with Sunrise Rim. LLC to Build
Water Main and a Dry Line Sewer to their Development:

Legal Department:
1.

Discussion of Arts Commission Quick Funding Grant for Take
Part in the Arts Event:

2.

Discussion of Draft Ordinances for Mayor and City Council
Compensation Amendment:

De Weerd: Thank you. If there is nothing further, Council, we will move to the legal
department, since Public Works seemed to delete all of their items. Thank you, Len.
You're the favorite guy tonight.
Nary: Gee, thanks. Thanks. Boy, that's hard to follow. Madam Mayor, Members of the
Council, one of the items on discussion is the Arts Commission quick funding grant. At
the last arts commission meeting Commissioner Rountree -- Nancy Rountree is the
chair of the subcommittee on grant funding and there is an opportunity for what's called
a quick funds grant through the state and they would like to seek that -- those funds to
help with an event that they would like to put on in the fall called Take Part In The Arts
Day. What the objective is is, one, we wanted to bring this in front of you tonight,
because the ordinance requires that for any grant funding they must seek your approval
prior to going out to get the grant funding. They will have to bring it back if they actually
secure it with all the - with all the requirements to work with the finance department,
make sure they follow the finance policies, but they wanted your direction that they
could go ahead and seek that type of funding and, then, hopefully, within the next month
or so the commission would like to also come and give you an update on the activities
on. the different events they are looking at. This particular one
they have been working on,
specifically. some of the other actions that they have been taking as a commission, and
specifically,
give you a full presentation by -- I guess we can have a longer meeting now -- a full
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presentation by the Commission, but tonight they want to do that, because there was a
time -- a window of opportunity to do this and they needed your approval to do that.
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Borton.
Borton: It sounds fantastic to try for it now, unless you have got some idea of why there
might be a concern. I think let's do it.
Nary: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, Councilmember Borton, we don't. I think
-- I think it's a good opportunity, they just need your -- your folks' permission
it is a good .to go forward and, again, they would have to bring it back to you before we could finally
approve it.
De Weerd: Do we need a motion?
Berg: I move we unplug David Zaremba's laptop computer.
Nary: No. If your direction is to go forward, again, you will have the final approval, so
you will have that.
Bird: Get it going.
De Weerd: Sounds like get it going.
computer --

Council,
Council. in front of you you have -- on your

Zaremba: Yeah, we did. The noise stopped when I -- it diminished when I turned it off
and stopped entirely when I unplugged it.
De Weerd: Way to go. We appreciate you being proactive.
Zaremba: I wish I would have discovered that an hour ago.
Bird: My ears are still ringing.

F.

Mayor's Office:
1.

Pine Street Sc~ool House Request:

De Weerd: In your packet you had information about the request for the Pine Street
school house. I guess I am seeking your direction on this request. Now, the request
shows the total expenses and that's not necessarily the intention of the school district to
request, they are asking for help in the site that the school -- the school is being moved
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to and so any of that amount that you would be willing to help offset would be greatly
appreciated.
Bird: The 65,000 -- Mayor, I think that's what it was. Bottom line 65,000.
De Weerd: Yeah.
Borton: At the request of the district did we help fund some or all of that?
De Weerd: Yes. They have the moving expense -- the moving expenses covered.
This would be kind of the hook up, the foundation it would sit on, some of the finishing
work to -- to present the school.
Bird: Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Bird.
Bird: Without having that in front of me again, but I seen something in there by the
construction company -- and don't get me wrong, I don't blame them, but they had
something like almost 11,000 in profit and overhead. I don't know if we are talking
about the same project or not.
De Weerd: Council, what I could do is-Bird: Put your foundation in and stuff. And I don't like somebody to say, you know, help
us what you can. I'll give them 65 cents of something like that. I like to know how much
they want.
De Weerd: Well, I will -- after exec session I will grab it from my office. I didn't bring it,
because it was to be right in front of you. It was in your packet.
Bird: It was? It's right here.
De Weerd: Uh-huh. It was in your packet.
Bird: General conditions, overhead, and profit, 10,650.45. I just can't believe that no
one -- that construction company -- they take a lot less than that, because of their -De Weerd: Mr. Berg -- and any amount -- in fact, there was some amounts that would
clean up the property it's sitting on, which would not be something the city would feel a
responsibility for, but I guess what the superintendent has requested is to look at those
costs and to help offset the cost of -- for the site that the school would be moving to and
since you knew more about the construction than I did, I thought maybe you would feel
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comfortable dissecting those out. Now, I could with a good guess, but I decided I would
not go there.
Bird: I would be glad to sit down with Bennett. I mean I just -- I hate somebody to come
in and say, well, give me what you can, because they know an amount they want. They
know what they got to --

De Weerd: Well, then, they would love the whole amount.
Bird: I know that. I absolutely know that. But, then, also I can also look back on this -and I know it's not probably right, but there has also been done before -- give me a bid
of what you'd charge me to do this, so I can take it and get this guy to pay it and you're
only going to charge me half. I'll get half from them and, then, I don't have to pay
anything. And I know that's not what's being done. But, anyway, let's find out what they
need and what they want. We made a statement in 1993, the city did, along with the
school district, that we'd maintain that school. Well, it's sitting on two nice of property to
be staying there. The school district had found a nice property. I believe we need to
help finance it.
De Weerd: Well, Council, it sounds like Councilman Bird knows this industry and
perhaps he can get with the school district, dissect out what they would appreciate our
help with and bring it back to Council.
Bird: Do you want me to get to Wendell Bigham? Is that who you want me to talk to?
De Weerd: Uh-huh.
Bird: I will be glad to. But it's not going to be this week.

De Weerd: No. We don't meet again for another-Bird: Three weeks.
De Weerd: -- three weeks. So, we can -- we can bring this back on the 14th.
Bird: You know, I know most of you don't know the history, but we -- the city and the
school district put that up in '93, that was one of our projects as the centennial and I feel
that we are obligated to help the school district move it there. They have given us the
ground to put it back on, so -- and it's something that our children have truly enjoyed.
De Weerd: Uh-huh. Well, Mr. Bird, if you don't mind doing that, we will just reset it in
three weeks.
Bird: I will see how much we can get -- how much we need.
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De Weerd: Okay.
Nary: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Nary.
Nary: And I just want to point out, this Council did have a discussion back in February.
I did located the minutes - about this particular issue, on February 27th, about the
moving and Mr. Bigham was here at that particular time and at that particular juncture
they thought all of this stuff was donated and that's what was stated to the Council, that
-- because if you recall, the Planning and Zoning Commission directed that this be part
of a development agreement, so it would be moved prior to the rezone of the school
building, and you folks were concerned about this move and so that was what they had
Obviously, there has been some change, so I just wanted you to
stated at the time. ObViously,
know you have had this discussion with them before, but it might be better if they
actually came specifically to talk about that.
Bird: That's why I was quite shocked when I got to seeing that bid, I'm going -De Weerd: Me, too.
Nary: Yeah. It was February 27th was the discussion, so --

Item 14:

Ordinance No.

Item 15:

Ordinance No.
07·1332
Compensation Amendment:

07·1331

-.....;..:--=-~~-

_....;o..:--=-~~_

Garage Sale Ordinance:
Mayor

and

City

Council

De Weerd: Well, there is a couple different ones, so you're just following my lead.
Ordinances 14 and 15 -- actually, I will just split them out. Counsel -- yes.
ordinances ..
Nary: Madam Mayor, actually, Item 15 -- there are two ordinances..
De Weerd: Yeah. Fourteen and fifteen.
Nary: No. No. No. Of the Mayor and Council compensation, there is two different
title. but there is actually
ordinances. So, I'm not sure why they are combined in one title,
one for the Mayor, because it's a different section of the code, one for the Council. The
revised ordinance that's in front of you was your direction at the -- for the Council one
was to not have an increase in it and the Mayor one was the increase that was
recommend by the citizens' committee, but there is actually two different ordinances that
number, so
you should have. So, I would recommend that you pass them by separate number.
that you can find them separately.
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Bird: Well, yeah. The one would be 07-1331 and one is 1332.
Nary: And I show I sent it back on the 18th of July to Mr. Berg's office, but I notice that
I forgot to send it to him. But I did send it to the other staff. Don't know how it got
combined into one, but there is actually two.
Zaremba:
zaremba: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Zaremba.
Zaremba: I would just make a comment and I'm sorry I was absent during the meeting
where this was discussed more thoroughly, but I'm comfortable with the City Council
compensation staying the way it is. I would just like to make a comment for the next
deliberation on the Mayor's compensation that I would like to propose that sometime
that it go to a scale that would be something like a dollar per citizen according to
Compass's most recent estimate and corrected every decade by the census. And that
would allow the Mayor's compensation to increase without a new ordinance, keeping in
pace with our growth. And I think that actually today would mean 71,000 dollars a year,
jf that's the latest number. Well, that's actually the April Compass estimate of our
if
population. And I'm
"m not proposing that we rewrite this ordinance, but I'm just -- I'm
throwing that out as a suggestion for maybe next year's ordinance, that some
consideration be given of just tying it to the population, making it a dollar per citizen
according to some measure and letting it grow that way.
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weercl: Mr. Bird.
Bird: Mr. Zaremba, that isn't a bad formula, except I want -- I want the report -- the
revenue sharing the state gives us, which is about 10,000 different from what Compass
gives us. Compass goes off of -- off of building permits. Well, go drive through the
subdivision and see how many empty buildings you have got. You got 24,000
registered voters. That's say how many families, 15, 16 thousand. I -- I, would be more
in favor of paying somebody off of what we are paid for revenue. The state pays the
revenue off of what they consider is our population, than what somebody guesses.
Zaremba: Is that a smaller figure or a bigger figure?
Bird: It's smaller. I wished it was bigger.
Zaremba: Well, I would be inclined to -Bird: Compass likes it larger, because that pays -- that's dues.
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De Weerd: Commerce will say that's also 2005 numbers.
Bird: Yeah.
De Weerd: Just to clarify it, so -Zaremba: Just a comment.
Bird: That's -- and it's not a bad formula to look at.
Zaremba: Okay.
De Weerd: I think that's what we tried to do when we raised it a number of years ago.
Tried to find a formula, so it did -Bird: We were all over the board.
Nary: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes.
Nary: The ordinance contemplates that we will have another citizens committee in a
couple years and we will certainly bring all of those types of proposals. I just -- for all of
your folks,. I guess, peace of mind, every city struggles with this. I don't know that every
an~ city has any magic formula. If they did, everybody would do it. You know, the
-- any
city of Eagle has a population a third the size of the City of Meridian and they just raised
their mayor's salary to 74,000. Nampa has a population that's almost the same as the
City of Meridian and they just raised their mayor's salary to 80,000. Caldwell was half
the size of Meridian and their mayor makes 70,000. I mean they -- every city has some
methodology that probably makes sense to them. Certainly, Councilmember Zaremba,
what you propose is just as valid as everything the Committee tried to do in figuring out
percentages versus -- my only concern is -- I guess from the human resource side, is
that if -- we need to figure out a logical way to make some sense to salaries and the
Mayor -- in my position -- in my -- my feeling is the mayor position is no more -- no
different, other than the elected nature of it, to at least evaluate in regards to what the
duties and responsibilities are. You have to factor in the elected nature of it. I think that
is a reality of the position. But you still have to factor in the duties. One of the things
the committee weighed and decided not to consider is what city managers and city
administrators of other cities do. The Mayor of our city has similar responsibilities that
city administrators do in other cities. There isn't a city administrator that I could find in
the state of Idaho that makes less 104,000 dollars a year. I picked the wrong profession
to go into myself, because that's -- but that's the nature of that business. Again, I
recognize for Mayors it's not exactly the same, there is a little difference, but we
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certainly will put all of those things and all the input from the Council is valuable to help
the committee put some sense around it, so that we can make it fair to the Mayor, make
it fair to the citizens, make it fair to you as a Council, so that you can have some
objective information. So, I appreciate what you're doing and, again, I don't think there
is anyone thing that's better than another, so -Bird: And I'd only add one thing to that is -- Washington D.C.
executive is the president of the United States.

is the lowest paid

Nary: He gets a plane. And a pretty big house.
Bird: We give our Mayor a car.
De Weerd: Will you give me a house?
Bird: Even if it's a miniature.
De Weerd: Okay.
Bird: Anyway, let's read the -- if we don't -- do we have both ordinances?
Nary: You should.
Bird: In hard copy?
Berg: I don't.
Nary: I can go print it if you would like.
Bird: Is it going to hurt if we don't do it until -Nary: No. You have to do it 75 days prior to the election, which would be early -Berg: Into August.
Nary: It would be -- yeah. The end of August.
Bird: But we need to get it in, though, before the 28th of August.
Nary: It's already in the budget.
Bird: It's in the budget, but we should have it--
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Nary: So, if you want to send it over for your -- either your Consent Agenda for April 7th
-- or, excuse me, August 7th, or your regular agenda for August 14th, you will be within
the time period required by the statute.
Bird: I'd say let's go for our regular agenda on the 14th.
Berg: Madam Mayor -- and I guess I was expecting two ordinances, because I think
there was some massaging on the City Council and it wasn't I guess in complete form or
assurance for the Mayor, so I was expecting two separate redone ordinances, so I could
do my formatting.
Bird: Madam Mayor?
Berg: And I haven't seen it, so -- I'm sorry.
Nary: I just sent it to you.
De Weerd: Well, I suggest that the ordinance 07-1329 for garage sales-Bird: Yes.
De Weerd: Can be read by title only and we will skip Item 15, bring it back on August
14th.
Bird: Okay with me.
De Weerd: It's too quiet without the buzz.
Berg: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, Ordinance 07-1329, an ordinance of the
City of Meridian amending Chapter 4 of Title 3 of the Meridian City Code, relating to
licenses for vendors, peddlers, and solicitors and amending -- excuse me -- and adding
a new section to Chapter 2 of Title 4 of the Meridian Code relating to garage sales.
De Weerd: You have heard this read by title only. It was a short one. Is there anyone
who would like to hear it read in its entirety? I don't see any. Do I have a motion?
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes.
Bird: I move we approve Ordinance 07-1329, with suspension of rules.
Borton: Second.
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De Weerd: I have a motion to approve on Item 14. If there is no discussion, Mr. Berg,
will you, please, call roll.
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea.

MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
Item 16:

Executive Session per Idaho State Code 67-2345(1)(b) - (to consider
the evaluation, dismissal or disciplining of, or to hear complaints or
charges brought against, a public officer, employee, staff member or
individual agent, or public school student):

De Weerd: Item 16 is an Executive Session. Do I have a motion?
Bird: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Bird.
Bird: I move we go into Executive Session as per Idaho State Code 67-2345(1)(b).
Borton: Second.
Berg. will you, please, call roll.
De Weerd: Mr. Berg,
Roll-Call: Bird, yea; Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton, yea.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
EXECUTIVE SESSION:
De Weerd: I would entertain a motion to come out of Executive Session.
Bird: So moved.
Borton: Second.
De Weerd: All those in favor.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
De Weerd: Motion to adjourn.
Bird: So moved.
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Zaremba: Second.
De Weerd: All those in favor.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 11:12 P.M.

(TAPE ON FILE OF THESE PROCEEDINGS)

APPROVED:
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS

VS.

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 1st day of September, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Eleventh Requests for Production of Documents dated September 1, 2010,
together with a copy of this Notice of Service, were served upon counsel for
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, the City of Meridian as follows:

NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS
615243

Page 1
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,
'\

KimJ. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS
615243

D
D
D

~

D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-1529
- ail:
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529

SEP 0 J 20IJ
;,
,J, QA\(II;)
QA\(IQ NAVARRO CI.
Ct.
__ &..AMES II
~&..AMES
DIM\'

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-07257

Plaintiff,

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.

The City of Meridian, by and through its attorneys of record, Kim J. Trout or the fum of
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., moves this Court pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure for Summary Judgment against Petra Incorporated finding and concluding
the following:
1. Petra Incorporated's ("Petra") duties are clear, unambiguous and itemized

10

the

Construction Management Agreement;
2. Petra failed to perform under Section 4.2 of the Construction Management Agreement;
3. Petra failed to administer the Prime Contracts according to their terms; and
4. Petra breached the Construction Management Agreement by failing to protect the City
from defective or deficient work; and
5. Petra materially breached the Construction Management Agreement.

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY
Page -1
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This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case, the City's Memorandum
in Support of its Motion for Summary Judgment filed and served contemporaneously herewith,
together with the Affidavit of

Kim J.

Trout dated September 1, 2010, Affidavit of Theodore W.

Baird Jr. dated September 1,2010, and Affidavit ofJaycee
of Jaycee L. Holman dated August 30, 2010.
This motion also incorporates the Supplemental Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. dated
August 30, 2010, Affidavit of Todd Weltner Dated May 24, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to
Motion for Summary Judgment, Affidavit of Steven

J.

Amento in Opposition to Defendant's

Motion for Summary Judgment, Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird Jr. dated July 6, 2010 Filed in
Support of Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment, Affidavit of Laura Knothe Dated July 6,
2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment, and Second Affidavit of
Todd WeItner Dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and has been scheduled at the Court's first
available time for October 4, 2010 at 3:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can b e heard.
DATED this _\_ day of September, 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY,

P.A.

~KimJ.dd!.
~
Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY
Page - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

L

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email

~

D
D
D
D

Kim]. Trout

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY
Page - 3
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NO·_ _~~Tt~·''"1~
NO·----F~il=I:D--:-n-r.·9,"7~Fill'iD
''~r,:
..
LfJ I

AM_

KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIll. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529

1';:.

SEP 0 1 aU1U

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.

AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT
DATED SEPTEMBER 1,2010

PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
State of Idaho)
) ss
County ofAda
of Ada))
KIM J. TROUT, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts

contained herein.
2.

I am a member of the firm of attorney's representing the City of Meridian in

this litigation;
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of Deposition

Exhibit No. 10.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Petra's Verified

Response to Interrogatory No. 33.

KIM J. TROUT DATED SEPTEMBER 1, 2010
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM].
Page 1
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5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit

"c"

is a true and correct copy of The Building

Program referenced in Petra's Response to Interrogatory No. 32.
6.

Attached hereto as are true and correct copies of the following deposition

transcripts of Gene Bennett:
a. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D-l" is a true and correct copy of the deposition
of Gene Bennett taken on February 19, 2010.
b. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D-2" is a true and correct copy of the deposition
transcript of Gene Bennett taken on June 22, 2010.
c. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D-3" is a true and correct copy of the deposition
transcript of Gene Bennett taken on June 23, 2010.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a true and correct copy of relevant pages

of Petra Pay Application No. 001 dated November 27,2006.
8.

A201/CMa
Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of AIA A201jCMa

- 1992 produced in discovery in this matter.
9.

I have reviewed the documents produced in this matter, and as of the date of

this affidavit, I have been unable to find any documents produced by Petra in which Rule
Steel makes a timely request for extension of time pursuant to Sections 4.7.3 and Section
8.3.2 of the AIA A201 / CMa -1992.
10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "G" is a true and correct copy of a November 19,

2008 letter from Thomas Coughlin, wherein Mr. Coughlin identifies himself as the Project
Manager, in derogation of the position held by Gene Bennett.
11.

I have reviewed the documents produced by Petra in this matter, and as of

the date of this affidavit, I have been unable to find a single document issued by LCA which

AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT DATED SEPTEMBER 1, 2010
Page 2
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is a Certificate of Substantial Completion issued for each of the Prime Contractors pursuant
to AlA A201 / CMa - 1992.
12.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "H" is a true and correct copy of Deposition

Exhibit No.5, which was identified as a copy of the Construction Management Plan created
by Petra.

AFFIDAVIT OF KIM]. TROUT DATED SEPTEMBER 1, 2010
Page 3
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH
SAYETH NAUGHT.

By:

t:

:i:-

c;:~_
c;:~~

Kim]. Trout
Subscribed and sworn

to

before me this 1~t day of September, 2010.
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Notal)' Putlic, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridia.n, 10
My commlssion expires: Novemher .1. 2014
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I;d!}~TIFICATE OF SERVICE
•.........WI!:~TIFICATE

I HEREBY CERTIFYthar ou this 1,e
llC day of September. 2010, a tnle and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the
manner stated below:
TIlOmas G. Walker
Mad<:enzie
Ma~Kenzie Whateott
Whatcott
COSHO HUMPliREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707--9518
83707··9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail

Fax
Email

I2SJ

o
o

o

Kim]. Trout

AFFIDAVI'l' OF KIM J. TROUT OATED SEPTEMBER 1, 2010
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OR1GINAL
nomas _G. Walker (lSB 1856)

. l\iI-CKeDZieWhateott(lsB5S09)
.l\iI-CKeDZleWhateott(lsB5S09)
Cosilo HUMPHREY,LLP- -800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.-O.
P.O. Box 9518
_
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518 Direct Phone:
(l08)
(208) 63~07
- _- (208) ~1S08
-Cell Phone:
Direct Facsimile:
(108)
(208) 639-5609
E-maU: twalker@cosholaw.eom;
twBlker@cosholaw.eom; mWbateott@eosholaw.eom
mwbateott@eosholaw.eom

Attorneys for
tor Defendant,_Petra·Ineorporated
._.
---------------------------_. --

--_._--------. -------

_.-- ..
._--------_._----------_.
--- --- -_._--_._-------------------------------_._--------------_._----------- ----- - - -

IN TIlE
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA'

******.
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

INCORPORA1ED, an Idaho
PETRA INCORPORAlED,
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE
DATED AUGUST 21, 2009 TO THE CITY
OF MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND
REQUESTFORAD~~IONSTO
REQUEST
FOR ADMISSIONS TO
DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED

.

.

Defendant.

("Petra"), by and through its undersignec;l cOlUlSel. pursuant to Rules
Petra Incorporated ("Petra''),
33, 34 and 36 of the Idaho Rules ofCivil
of Civil Procedure, responds to Plaintiffs City of Meridian's

(Meridian)
F.irst Set ofInterrogatories,
of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents
Docwnentsand-Requests
(Meridian)F-irst
and-Requests for - Admissions, served on or about July 22, 2009 as follows:

PETRA lNCORPORAlED RESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21,2009 TO 1HE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TODEFENDANT
TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
INCORPORATED

!.

~

!S
005209

<C

·',',.

INTERROGATORY NO•.
NO•. 33: Please set forth .and describe ~th particularity each fact,
document, and correspondence that Petra contends, if any, that Petra examined the Plaintiff's
Criteria, prepared and submitted to Plaintiff a written report as required by Article 4.2 of the
Agreement.
RESPONSE:

Meridian.

Please refer to Exhibit B, Item #30, previously produced. The "Owners

However, the Development Strategies Phase of the contract was accomplished

through bi-weekly meetings with the City of Meridian, Lombard Conrad, Engineers and Petra"
Inc. These meetings resulted in the program for the Project which was delivered by the Architect
to the City on 8/16/06 (see attached).
From this baseline program, Project toms were conducted by Lombard Conrad, Petra,
of structures being built in the Treasure V
alley. From these tours,
and the City viewing the types ofstructures
Valley.
on, a structure similar to Banner Bank. 200!ll
20010 Shell and Core drawings were
the City decided on.
prepared and delivered to Petra in December 2006, and the initial budget was given to the City
IS, 2007, with an updated version on February
12, 2007 based on peer review
Febmary 12.
on January 15.

comments. At the meeting of 2126/07 Value Engineering Options were reviewed and the
architect was authorized to finish the drawing "as designed" for bidding in April.
INTERROGATORY NO. 34: .Please set forth and describe with particularity ..each fact
~

and document, including but not limited to the date(s) and description(s) of services performed
by Petra or Petra's agents in compliance with Article 4.4 of the Agreement, specifically the
creation and submission ofthe
of the Construction Management Plan.
PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21.
21, 2009 TO TIlE CITY OF
Page 32
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES.
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED

005210

RESPONSE: Denied. See response to Interrogatory .No~ 24. Petra proceeded with the

including' additional ASI, PR and RFI changes and the Plaza and East Parking construction
work: including'additional
in good faith to avoid delaying the completion of the Project. The City was notified of-the
of ·the
change in conditions that resulted in Change Order No. 2 prior to these funds being .expended.
At no time during the period from October 1, 2007 to February 24, 2009 when the City denied

______--1he..feQuest_for..Changc_OrderNo..2..did._thc_Ci1Y._instmct.P.ewnot_
mceed_.with_anY-__oLthe
_____ ~_reQu.est.for.Change.O!derN.o_.2._diQ.the_City.instmct_P_eJm . not .._ppmceed_.w.i.th_anY-..
oLthe___ ._
.. ._
additional work.
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 85:
REOUESTFOR

Petra failed to get written approval prior to

beginning the work on Change Order #2.
RESPONSE: Denied. See response to Request for Admission No. 84.

REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 86:

Petra performed the Change Order #2 work

without getting prior written approval from the City.
RESPONSE: Denied. See response to Request for Admission No. 84.

DATED: August 21,2009.

PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DATED
DA'IED AUGUST 21, 2009 TO TIlE CITY OF
Page 75
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES.
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED

005211

VERIFICATION

STATE OF IDAHO)
):ss.
County of Ada
)
Jerry Frank, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
That he is the President of the Defendant Petra Incorporated in the above-entitled action;
that he has read the foregoing Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for
p~rsona1 knowledge he
Production of Documents and Request for Admissions, that by his own p~rsonal

true, correct and accurate to the
knows the contents thereof; and, that the facts therein stated are 1J'ue,
best ofhis knowledge and belief.

JERRY FRANK

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _

day August, 2009.

NOTARY PUBLIC For Idaho
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
..,.-._ _ _~_ _~_
My Conunission Expires: ..,.-.

PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21,2009 TO mE CITY OF
Page 76
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
PE'IRA INCORPORATED
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PElRA

005212

·j

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE·

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 21 st day ofAugust.
of August. 2009 a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing docmnent was served upon: - .

Kim J. Trout, Esq.
.
Fuhrma.n, P.A.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman,
25o.....=:North rjh ~~.S_I,lj.!~L$19
____---=2=
~~.S_I,lj.!~L$19 __
____---=2=
P.O. Box 1097
Boise. Idaho 83701

.

~

u.s. Mail

o . Hand Delivery

____.D____ Qy~J'!!igbl_~lJrier
Qy~J'!!igbl_~1lrier. _
____.D

o

o

Facsimile:

PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DAlED
DAlED AUGUST 21, 2009 TO THE CITY OF
Page 77
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED

005213

From: Cosho Humphrey LLP

To: 3311529

Page: 3/3
313

Date: 9I3l2OO9
91312009 3:01 :31 PM

VERDICATION
STATBOFIDAHO )
Count)'
Countf of Ada.

):ss.
)

lerry Fr~ being rust duly swom on oath, deposes and says:
That he i$ the President ofthc Dolendant Petra Incorporated in the

abov~titled
abov~tit1ed

actioD;

that he has read the foregoing R.etponse to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories p Requests for

Production of Documents
Admissions, that by his own personal knowledge he
DoClllQeI1ts and R.equest for Aclmissions.
knows tho contents thereot,
thereo~ and. that tIm facts therein stated are tru~ correct and accurate to the

best afms
ofms knowledge and belief.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before mo

tbJ.3.L~ August, 2009,

~--r~

NOTARYPlJB~
FOl~
NOTARYPlJB~FOl~
Residing at
~
r
.iii, =,
My Commission Expires:
jitpf

tn,?&-,
tn,?&-

PEl'RA lNCORPQRATSD RBSPONSB DATBDAUGUST2t, 2009 TO THB CITY OF
PI!TRA

Page 76

MERlDJAN'S PJRST SST OP lN1:ERROOATORJES.
lN1:ERROOATORIES, REQUBSTS FOR. PRODUcnON
MERJDJAN'S
OF POOUMBNTS AND REQUEST FOR. ADMISSIQNSro
ADMISSIQNS 10 DBPBNDANT PBTRA JNCORPORATBD
JNCORPORA TBD
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICl
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

GENE BENNETT
By: Mr. Trout

THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation,
)
) Case No. CV OC 09-7257
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
)
v.
)
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho)
Corporation,
)
Defendant.
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February 19, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
PROCEEDINGS

(Deposition Exhibit No.1 marked.)
MR. TROUT: We are on the record. The time is
approximately 9:30 on February 19th of2010. This is
the video deposition of Eugene Bennett taken by the
plaintiff, City of Meridian, in the matter of the City
of Meridian, plaintiff, versus Petra, Incorporated,
defendant, in the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada.
The video deposition is being held at
Associated Reporting, Incorporated, 1618 West
Jefferson, Boise, Idaho. Today's date is February
19th, as I said, 2010.
And, Counsel, can you please state your
appearance for the record?
MS. KLEIN: Erika Klein with Cosho Humphrey hen
on behalf of Petra.
MR. TROUT: My name is Kim Trout. I am here on
behalf of the City of Meridian. Also present is
Richard Kluckhohn, an affiliate with my firm.
Will you please swear the witness.
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GENE BENNETT,
a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
testified as follows:
MR. TROUT: This is the deposition of Eugene
Bennett taken pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure and second amended notice of video
deposition duces tecum.
No.1?
Could the witness be handed Exhibit No.
I?
EXAMINATION
BY MR. TROUT:
Q. Mr. Bennett, first of all, have you ever
been deposed before?
A. Yes, I have.
Q. How many times?
A. One, that I remember.
Q. And what were the circumstances of that
deposition?
A. It was an employee deposition with Petra.
Q. All right. Was Petra a party to the
litigation?
A. Was Petra a what?
Q. A party to the litigation.
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A. Party?
Q. Yes.
A. Yes, they were.
Q. Plaintiff or defendant?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Do you recall who the plaintiff was?
A. Chris Brand.
Q. Was Mr. Brand an employee or former employee
of Petra?
A. Former.
Q. Are you generally familiar, sir, with how a
deposition is conducted?
A. Vaguely.
Q. All right. I'll go over a couple of things
with you. First of all -- and I don't mean to pry,
but I do need to ask a couple of things for the
record. Are you currently taking any medication which
would impair your ability to hear, understand, or
respond to questions here today?
A. No.
Q. All right. Is there any physical condition
that you might have that would impair in any way your
ability to hear, understand, or respond to questions
today?
A. I have bad hearing.
Page 7

Q. All right. Well, if at any time you don't
happen to hear clearly something I ask you, you
indicate that, and I'm happy to re-ask a question for
you.
Is that okay?
A. Thank you.
Q. What I'd like to do today is make sure that
whatever answers you give and are placed on this
record are based on your clear understanding and your
clear response to the questions, if that's okay?
A. Very good.
Q. All right, sir.
What, if anything, have you done to prepare
for today?
A. Uhm, I've gone through some of the old
paperwork on the project.
Q. All right. Anything else?
A. No.
Q. All right. Have you had an occasion to
discuss this deposition with Jerry Frank?
A. Briefly.
Q. What were your discussions with Mr. Frank?
A. I spoke with him last night. He is in
Arizona, and I told him that I would not be in the
office today. That I was giving the deposition.
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Q. All right. And for our record, who is Jerry
Frank?
A. He's the president of the company.
Q. And the company being Petra, Inc.?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right, sir. Are you an officer of the
company?
A. No.
Q. Are you a shareholder of the company?
A. Yes.
Q. And what is your percentage ownership
interest in Petra, Inc.?
A. Five percent.
Q. And did you hold that 5 percent in the
company during the course of the Meridian City Hall
project?
A. I don't even hold that yet.
Q. All right. What's the nature of your
ownership interest?
A. It's 5 percent if I work for the company
through retirement.
Q. Okay. And when do you anticipate retirement
would be?
A. Sixty-five.
Q. And how old are you today?
Page 9
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A. Last year.
Q. And how long had Mr. Coughlin worked for
Petra prior to his departure?
A. I don't recall.
Q. We are going to talk a lot about a project
today, and when you use the term "project," can you
and I agree that we are speaking of the Meridian City
Hall project?
A. Meridian City Hall and the east parking lot.
Q. All right. What, if any, role did Mr. Frank
have in the project?
A. He was the president of the company, and so
he was aware of the project.
Q. Did he participate in the project in any
fashion?
A. Yes. He was involved in the initial
negotiations for the contract.
Q. Did he participate in any other fashion?
A. He was present at some of the meetings.
Q. Did he participate in any way or fashion?
A. I don't recall.
Q. What was your role in the project?
A. Project manager.
Q. And can you defme for me or give me a job
description related to being the project manager for
Page 11
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A. Sixty-one.
All right. When did you begin working for
Petra?
A. I don't recall exactly. About ten years
ago.
Q. All right. Do you have a titled position at
Petra?
A. We don't use titles. On my letter head, it
says, senior advisor.
Q. All right. Who is Tom Coughlin?
A. Tom is a -- was a project manager and
project engineer with Petra.
Q. All right. Am I pronouncing his name
correctly?
A. Coughlin.
Coughlin. All right, sir. And how do I
Q. CougWin.
spell that correctly?
A. I can't help you there.
Q. All right. We'll figure it out from some
documents.
You say Mr. Coughlin was with Petra. Did he
leave Petra's employ?
A. Yes. We ran out of work.
Q. And when did Mr. Coughlin leave Petra's
employ?
Page 10
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the Meridian City Hall project?
A. Per the contract, I was one of two contract
representatives for Petra overseeing the project.
Q. And what does the phrase, contract
representative, mean?
A. It means that that's the principal person
that's talking to the principal person with the City
of Meridian.
Q. Okay. And other than discussions from
principal to principal, can you tell me what functions
you served during the Meridian City Hall project?
A. Overseeing the construction of the project.
Q. And when you use the phrase, overseeing the
construction of the project, can you tell me what that
means?
A. It means that I had a staff underneath me
that was running the construction activities on City
Hall.
Q. All right. And who were the members of that
staff?
A. Uhrn, Wes Bettis, Jon Anderson, Adam Johnson
Tom Coughlin, Jack, and there were some other people
too.
Q. And do you know Jack's last name?
A. Vaughan.
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Q. Can you spell that, sir?
A. I can't.
Q.
Q. All right. Do you recall anyone else?
A. Nick Plets, Pat, JC. And there were
probably others, but I can't remember them all.
Q. All right, sir. Do you remember Pat's last
name?
A. Uhm, no, I don't.
9
Q.
Q. Do you remember JC's last name?
10
l O AA.
. Murray.
11
Q. Did an individual by the name of Pat
12
Kershisnik have a role?
13
A. He did. Pat was with Petra in the beginning
14
and helped us put together the contract.
15
Q. All right. Can you tell me what Mr. Bettis'
16
role was?
17
17
A. He was project engineer and one of the
18
representatives for Petra.
19
Q. Can you tell me what Mr. Anderson's role
20
was?
21
A. He was a project superintendent.
22
Q.
Q. And what does a project superintendent do?
23
A. He oversees the field construction.
24
Q.
Q. And going back to Mr. Bettis, what does a
25
project engineer do?
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A. He helps organize and administrate the
project.
Q. What does the term "administrate" mean?
A. Well, he's -- that's a pretty broad term.
He is involved in putting the bid packages together,
involved in bidding the project, involved in writing
the contracts, involved in the weekly meetings,
involved in schedules, involved in the monthly
meetings with the city council, and numerous other
activities.
Q. All right. And when you use the term,
organize the project, what does that mean?
A. That means that when you bid the project
out, you organize those bid packages. You organize
the schedule that the contractors perform to, and then
you attend the weekly meetings where the work is
organized.
Q. Okay. What was Mr. Johnson's role, sir?
A. Adam Johnson was a LEED AP engineer on the
project.
Q. And when you use the phrase, LEED AP, what
are you referring to?
A. LEED is a green building.
Q. And am I correct in understanding that that
is spelled in all caps, L-E-E-D?
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A. Yes.
Q.
Q. What does AP mean?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay.
A. But that's the title they gave him.
Q.
Q. Okay. What was Mr. Coughlin's role?
A. He was a project engineer and took Wes'
place.
Q.
Q. And can you tell me approximately when
during the course of the project Mr. Coughlin took
Mr. Bettis' position?
A. It was during the last year, but I don't
recall the date.
Q.
Q. Okay. Do you recall Mr. Vaughan's role?
A. He was project superintendent.
Q.
Q. And do you recall Mr. Plets' role?
A. He was LEED AP.
Q.
Q. Do you recall Pat's role?
A. He was a site superintendent. And Scott was
an electrical mechanical superintendent.
Q.
Q. And Scott -- maybe I didn't hear correctly,
but is Scott the same person as JC?
A. No. Scott is a different person.
Q. What Scott's last name?
A. I don't recall.
Page 15
JC's role?
Q. Okay. And do you recall Je's
A. He was a general superintendent for the
company.
Q. Did all of the individuals we've been
discussing report to you?
A. No. Those individuals would report to the
project engineer or the project superintendent, and
those two people reported to me.
Q. SO if! understand correctly, Mr. Bettis and
Mr. Anderson reported directly to you?
A. That's correct.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding that,
for lack of a better term, you would be the supervisor
of Mr. Bettis and Mr. Anderson?
A. That's correct.
Q. And would I be correct in understanding that
when Mr. Coughlin replaced Mr. Bettis, you would have
been his supervisor as well?
A. That's correct.
Q. Sir, you've been handed what has been marked
as Exhibit No.1
No. I to this deposition. And do you
recognize the document?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Have you seen this document
before today?
Page 16
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February 19, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

A. Yes.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to page 2
of Exhibit No.1, this document requests that you
bring a number of items with you today related to the
city hall project. The first request is for personal
notes.
Did you bring anything in response to that
request?
A. No, I hadn't. That had been produced
previously.
Q. Did you keep personal notes during the
course of the project?
A. On my daily Outlook calendar.
Q. All right. Is that a computerized calendar?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you keep any other form of personal
notes?
A. No.
Q. All right. Did you keep any diaries?
A. No.
Q. Did you keep any telephone records during
the course of the project?
A. No.
Q. Is it standard policy at Petra for employees
not to keep and maintain phone records?
Page 17
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Does Petra have a policy manual?
A. Yes.
Q. Did it have a policy manual in place for
employees beginning as early as August 1st, 2006?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Did you bring any calendars with you,
sir?
A. No.
Q. Why not?
A. Those have been produced previously.
Q. Did you keep any kind of calendar, other
than an electronic calendar?
A. No.
Q. During the course of the Meridian City Hall
project, did you keep meeting notes?
A. Yes.
Q. And tell me how you kept meeting notes?
A. Those were kept in Expedition.
Q. And what is Expedition?
A. It's a software program.
Q. Did you personally make meeting note
entries?
A. I don't recall. Usually, that was done by
the project engineer.
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Q. All right. Other than meeting note entries
made by the project engineer in Expedition, did you
make any meeting note entries of any kind?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. We asked you to bring expense records
with you.
Do you have any?
A. No. Those have been produced previously.
Q. All right. During the course of the
project, can you tell me how you kept or maintained
your expense records?
A. The expense records were turned into
accounting, and anything that was related to Meridian
City Hall would have been turned in for their approval
and pay.
Q. When you say, "for their approval," who in
accounting would have to approve an expense item?
A. Keith Watts.
Q. Well, Mr. Watts is with the City of
Meridian. Was there someone at Petra who reviewed and
approved or disapproved of expense items?
A. Sometimes Jerry would review those,
sometimes not.
Q. Okay. Was there a policy of any kind with
respect to Mister -- by Jerry, do you mean Mr. Frank?
Page 19

A. Vh-huh.
Q. Was there a policy of any kind during the
Meridian City Hall project that required Mr. Frank to
review expense items?
A. No. We sent those to Keith Watts for his
review.
Q. All right. Who prepared pay applications?
A. Petra.
Q. Who within your staff was responsible for
preparing pay applications?
A. Accounting project engineer and myself.
Q. When you use the term "accounting," who
particularly are you referring to?
A. Uhm, there's three to four people down there
that are involved in it.
Q. And during the course of the Meridian City
Hall project, who would have been the lead person in
your accounting department involved in preparing pay
applications?
A. Uhm, probably at the tail end, it was Debbie
Gorski.
Q. And by the "tail end," what do you mean?
A. Last several years.
Q. And do you mean the last several years from
today, or some other time frame?
Page 20
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A. Last several years of the project.
Q. Okay. Who would have been in that position
ahead of Ms. Gorski from the beginning of the project?
A. Cleve Cushing had some involvement, but
Cleve left Petra.
Q. Who else within the accounting department
would have been involved?
A. Debbie has a staff, and she reports to John
Quapp.
Q. And what is John?
A. He's the head of the accounting department.
Q. Is Mr. Hop -- is that correct pronunciation?
A. Q, Quapp.
Q. Oh, okay. How do I spell that? I'm sorry?
A. I don't know.
MS. KLEIN: I believe it is Q-U-A-P-P.
MR. TROUT: Thank you, Counsel.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Is Mr. Quapp an officer of
the corporation?
A. I'm not sure.
Q. At the time of the Meridian City Hall
Project, who were the officers of the corporation?
A. Well, Jerry Frank is an officer, and then
his wife would have been an officer.
Q. And her name?
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Q. Can you describe that for me, please?
A. Each month, the project superintendent would
review the percent completes. The project engineer
would review the percent completes. That pay
application then was put together by accounting, and
then it was reviewed by the project engineer again,
and then reviewed by myself before I signed it.
Q. Okay. We'll come to this a bit later, but
I'd just like to ask a preliminary question, if I can.
You would sign it as the project manager; is that
correct?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. And when you signed it as project manager,
what, if any, significance did your review and signing
of the pay application have?
A. It meant that it was ready for the architect
to review and for the City to review.
Q. Did your execution -- review and execution
of a pay application constitute any kind of
certification?
A. II don't know that it constituted a
certification. It meant that I thought it was
complete and correct.
Q. Okay. Going back to Deposition Exhibit
No. 1. We asked you to bring any mileage records you
Page 23

A. Is Jane.
Q. And was Mrs. Frank active in the day-to-day
operations of the corporation during the Meridian City
Hall Project?
A. No.
Q. Did she have any role at all in the Meridian
City Hall Project?
A. No.
Q. All right. Are you aware of any other
officers of the corporation during the Meridian City
Hall Project?
A. I'm not.
Q. Okay. During the Meridian City Hall
Project, can you tell me, please, how pay applications
were prepared and processed?
A. Uhm, the contractors would send in their
applications for payment. Petra would summarize that
and put it in a combined application for payment.
That application was sent to the architect for his
approval. From there, it was sent to Keith Watts for
his approval. And after Keith approved it, the
payments would be made.
Q. Okay. Was there any kind of review and
approval process within Petra?
A. Yes.
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kept or maintained.
Did you bring any?
A. No.
Q. Did you keep or maintain any mileage records
during the period of the Meridian City Hall Project?
A. No.
Q. Deposition Exhibit No. 1 also asks you to
bring photographs.
Did you keep or maintain any photographs
during the project?
A. No.
Q. All right. Deposition Exhibit No.1
No. I asks
you for any and all cell phone statements or bills for
cell phones during the Meridian City Hall Project.
Did you bring any?
A. No, I did not bring any.
Q. And why not?
A. Those were produced previously.
Q. Okay. Did you regularly use the cell phone
during the Meridian City Hall Project?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay.
MR. TROUT: Counsel, just for your information,
we looked quite vigorously over the last two days
through the document production, and I'll represent to
Page 24
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you that we don't have any cell phone records of any
kind, let alone any attributable to Mr. Frank, and so
I'd just make a request -- or excuse me -Mr. Bennett. I apologize. I misspoke. We would
simply make a request for you to see if you might be
able to locate them.
MS. KLEIN: We can sure look and see what we
have. I know that they've been produced as well, so I
can sure look and see. I know it's difficult to fmd
things sometimes, and I can -MR. TROUT: Thank you, very much.
And, again, I apologize, sir. I didn't mean
to misspeak with respect to a reference to you.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Deposition Exhibit No. I
also asks you to bring any other document of any kind
not previously produced that relates to this project.
Do you have any?
A. No, sir. I don't.
Q. All right. Now, during the course of the
project, sir, did you use a personal computer?
A. No. I used the company's computer.
Q. All right. Was it a desktop or a laptop?
A. It was a desktop.
Q. All right. Did you share that computer with
anyone?
Page 25
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Q. And that person's name was?
A. Ali.
Q. Do you recall a full name?
A. I don't.
Q. All right. Same person still working for
Petra today?
A. He's not.
Q. Do you recall when he left Petra's employ?
A. It would have been over a year ago.
Q. Was he working for Petra during the full
tenn of the Meridian City Hall Project?
term
A. I don't recall, but I believe so.
Q. Would he be correctly called something like
infonnation technology administrator?
an information
A. That would be a good name.
Q. Would that be a fair description of the role
that he served?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Do you have any personal knowledge of how
the e-mail records for Petra were kept and maintained?
A. Each person did it differently. In my
case -- I can tell you how mine were kept and
maintained.
Q. All right. Please do.
A. I would read them and anything that I needed
Page 27

A. I don't recall.
Q. Well, did anyone else from Petra use that
computer on a regular basis, other than yourself?
A. The reason I don't recall is we were
shuffling computers from desk to desk, and I don't
know if the computer I started the job with is the
same one I ended up the job with.
Q. All right. At Petra, are you assigned -- or
were you assigned during the project, individual
e-mail addresses?
A. Yes.
Q. What was yours?
A. Well, today I can tell you what it is. It's
gbennett@petrainc.net.
Q. All right. Do you recall what it was during
the Meridian City Hall Project?
A. It was probably the same.
Q. All right. Other than yourself during the
Meridian City Hall Project, did any other Petra
individual have access to your e-mail?
A. Yes.
Q. Who?
A. The administrator for Petra.
Q. And who was that?
A. That's our computer person.
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to save, I put into an archive with that person's name
on it.
Q. Okay. So, for example, if you received an
e-mail from Kim Trout, you -- and you thought you
needed to keep it, you would put it into some folder
or archive with my name on it?
A. Archive with your name on it.
Q. Okay. Tell me what that archive process
was. Can you describe for me what you did physically
with your Outlook program?
A. I would hit delete, and it would archive it
underneath your name.
Q. Okay. How did you create the archive for my
name?
A. You would have to ask Ali that question.
Q. Okay. During the course of the Meridian
City Hall Project, did Petra have some kind of server
system?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you have any familiarity with that?
A. No. I know it exists.
Q. Do you know if backups were kept and
maintained?
A. Ali would have to answer that.
Q. All right.
Page 28
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Q. In preparation for today, did you have any
discussions with Mr. Coughlin?
A. Yes.
Q. When?
A. Yesterday.
Q. Who was present?
A. Tom and myself.
Q. All right. Where did the discussion take
place?
A. In Tom's office.
Coughlin work today?
Q. And where does Mr. CougWin
A. Tom is working out of his home, and he also
comes into Petra's office.
Q. Is he officially an employee of Petra today?
A. No.
Q. What is his status with Petra today?
A. He is an employee of Cosho Humphrey.
Q. When did he become an employee of Cosho
Humphrey?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Do you know what his role is with Cosho
Humphrey?
A. He's acting as a consultant on this project.
Q. And by this project, do you mean this
litigation?
Page 29
A. Yes.
Is he being compensated by Cosho Humphrey?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know what his rate of compensation

Q.

is?

A. I don't.
Q. Does he have an employment contract?
A. I don't know.
Q. Well, tell me about your discussion with
Mr. CougWin
Coughlin yesterday.
A. I asked him where the deposition was to take
place, and he told me.
Q. Okay. Did you discuss anything else?
A. Yes, we did.
Q. What, sir?
A. I asked him if the calendars had been
produced as part of this list, and he said they had.
Q.
Q. Okay. Did you discuss anything else?
A. That was it.
Q. Okay. I'm not asking you to discuss or tell
me about any conversations you may have had with
counsel for Petra. Other than Mr. Frank and
Mr. Coughlin,
CougWin, have you discussed this case with anyone
else?
A. Only with counsel.
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Okay. I'd like to go backwards just a bit.
What's your educational background?
A. I graduated from high school and graduated
from college.
Q. All right, sir. When and where did you
graduate from high school?
A. Fort Benton, Montana, 1966.
Q. And where did you attend college?
A. In Bozeman, Montana.
Q. And help me, is that Montana State?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. All right. And did you obtain a degree?
A. Yes.
Q. In what, sir?
A. Civil.
Q. Civil what?
A. Civil engineering.
Q. All right. When did you graduate?
A. 1970.
Q. Following your graduation from Montana State
University, did you obtain any licensure?
A. Yes.
Q. And what would that be?
A. I was an engineer in training with Morrison
Knudsen for four years and then I took my PE exam.
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Q. All right. And in what state did you take
your PE exam?
A. Montana.
Q. And were you successful?
A. Yes.
Q. And when did you obtain your PE license?
A. It would have been four or five years after
I graduated.
Q. All right. Are you currently licensed as a
professional engineer in any state?
A. No.
Q. When were you last licensed as a
professional engineer in any state?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Can you give me a brief description of your
work history from Morrison Knudsen forward to your
joining of Petra?
A. I was with MK for 20 some years. I was with
Kreizenbeck Constructors for ten years or so, and then
I went to work with Petra.
Q.
Q. All right. Tell me what your role was with
MK.
A. I was a -- an engineer with Morrison
Knudsen.
Q. Can you generally describe what kind of
Page 32
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duties you had.
A. It was construction engineer, building
projects.
Q. Okay. Of primarily what type?
A. Uhrn,
Uhm, all types.
Q. Okay. During that span of time, did you do
any cost estimating?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you ever do any cost estimating for
public buildings?
A. No.
Q. All right. Did you do any cost estimating
for commercial office space?
A. Yes.
Q. How many times?
A. I don't recall.
Q. All right. I'd like to go back, if! can,
just a minute, to your e-mail. Did you create the pst
files of e-mail that were provided to the City of
ofthis
Meridian as part of
this litigation?
A. No.
Q. Who did?
A. My secretary and Tom.
Q. And your secretary's name is?
A. Is Barb.
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A. I don't recall.
Q. All right. Have you ever been licensed in
Idaho as a professional engineer?
A. No.
Q. All right. Was your work with Kreizenbeck
Constructors exclusively in Idaho?
A. I believe so.
Q. During the course of your work with
Kreizenbeck, did you have an occasion to do cost
estimating?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you ever do any cost estimating for
public buildings?
A. I don't recall.
Q. All right.
A. I probably did.
Q. Why do you say, probably?
A. We bid an awful lot ofjobs.
of jobs.
Q. During your tenure at Kreizenbeck, who did
you report to?
A. Ralph Kreizenbeck.
Q. All right. And did you have an official
title at Kreizenbeck?
A. No.
Q. All right. Were you their chief estimator?
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Q. Last name?
A. Escapes me. I forget my kids' names too.
Q. I've had occasion to do that as well, but I
can't say it in this company, because I'll get in big
trouble.
A. Crawford.
Q. All right. Thank you.
A. You're welcome.
Q. I knew that would prompt a response.
And when you said, "Tom," does that mean Tom
Coughlin?
A. Yes.
Q. At the time that pst file was created, was
Mr. Coughlin still an employee of Petra, or was he an
employee of Cosho Humphrey?
A. I don't recall.
Q. All right. Let's go back to your work
history, sir. When did you join Kreizenbeck
Constructors?
A. II can't remember the year.
Q. All right. What role did you serve at
Kreizenbeck?
A. I was an estimator and project manager.
Q. All right. During the course of your work
with Kreizenbeck, did you hold a PE license?
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A. They didn't have that title, so -Q. Were you the person primarily responsible
for estimating at Kreizenbeck?
A. I was one of the principal estimators.
Ralph was the other one.
Q. During your tenure at Kreizenbeck, did you
have any ownership interest in the company?
A. No.
Q. Do you currently hold any professional
licenses?
A. Construction manager.
Q. All right. And when did you first obtain a
construction manager's license?
A. I don't recall. It would have been within
the last ten years.
Q. In what states do you hold a construction
manager's license?
A. Idaho.
Q. Have you ever been licensed as a
construction manager in any other states?
A. No.
Q. What do you have to do to get a construction
manager's license in Idaho?
A. There is a test involved.
Q. All right. Anything else?
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A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Who issues the construction manager's
licenses in -Idaho?
A. Public Works.
Q. Do you hold any other licenses, other than a
CM license?
A. No.
W ouId I be correct in
Q. All right. WouId
understanding that Petra holds itself out and did at
the time of the Meridian project as a licensed
construction manager?
A. No. I held the construction manager
license. Petra held themselves out as a construction
manager.
Q. All right. So at no time did Petra
represent to the City that it was a licensed
construction manager?
A. I guess you need to rephrase that question.
Q. Let me ask it in a better way.
A. Okay.
Q. Did Petra at any time represent to the City
of Meridian that it was a licensed construction
manager?
A. Well, let me clarify it then for you. The
license construction manager is an individual, and the
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you telling me?
A. That was a construction management job.
Q. Okay. Other than Tamarack, what other
construction management jobs did Petra have underway
during the City of Meridian project?
A. Caldwell would have been prior to the City
of Meridian project. Black Eagle and Silverstone.
Black Eagle was prior to the City of Meridian project.
Silverstone may have just been finishing up. And
McCall schools was just getting started.
Q. Okay. Who from the Petra staff was involved
in the Tamarack project?
A. Myself.
Q. Anyone else?
A. Yes.
Q. Who?
A. We had a large office up in McCall, and
there were approximately ten employees up there.
Q. Okay. Was any member of your staff that you
named earlier in this deposition involved in any
fashion in the Tamarack project?
A. Yes.
Q. Who?
A. Jon Anderson.
Q. And what was Jon's involvement in Tamarack?
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company employs a licensed construction manager, and
hence, the company is a construction manager because
of the person that it employs.
Does that make sense?
Q. I understand what you just said.
A. Okay.
Q. Prior to the City of Meridian project, how
many pure construction management jobs had Petra
undertaken?
A. Lots.
Q. More than one?
A. More than one.
Q. More than ten?
A. More than ten.
Q. More than 20?
A. More than 20.
Q. Okay. At the time of the City of Meridian
project, how many other construction management jobs
did Petra have underway?
A. I don't recall how many we had underway.
Q. Do you recall any?
A. Yes.
Q. What do you recall?
A. Tamarack.
Q. Okay. And when you say Tamarack, what are
Page 38
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A. He was project superintendent.
Okay. Anyone else?
A. Not on the Meridian City Hall Project.
Q. Okay. You used the name Caldwell project.
What was the Caldwell project?
A. It was an elementary school and a high
school.
Q. Okay. Was anyone on your previously named
staff involved in the Caldwell project?
A. No.
Q. Okay. You mentioned a Silverstone project.
What Silverstone project are you referring to?
A. It was a group of projects that were
constructed at Silverstone under a construction
management agreement.
Q. Who was that agreement with?
A. It was with the developer.
Q. And who was that?
A. Sundance.
Q. And who is the principal of Sundance?
A. Roger Anderson.
Q. Were any of your named staff on the Meridian
project involved in the Silverstone project in any
fashion?
A. Yes.
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Q. Who?

A. JC.
IC.
Q. Anyone else?
A. I don't recall.
Q. All right. You mentioned a McCall schools
project?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Would you tell me what that is, please.
A. It was two elementary schools, one in
Donnelly, one in McCall, and then a high school in
McCall.
Q. Okay. And were any of your named staff
involved in any way in the McCall schools project?
A. I don't believe so.
Q. Okay. Other than the named construction
management jobs that you just described as ongoing at
or near the City Hall Project, what other general
contracting jobs did Petra have during the City Hall
Project?
A. I'm trying to recall.
Q. Take your time.
A. Well, we had a church project.
Q. Forwhom?
A. Valley Shepherd.
Q. Any others?
Page 41

A. There were others, but I don't recall what
they all were here right now.
Q. Okay. Any of them at all?
A. You will have to help me. Is there
something you've got in mind?
Q. To be honest, no.
A. Okay. I can get you a list, but right now I
can't recall what they all were.
Q. Were you involved in any fashion on the
Valley Shepherd Project?
A. Yes.
Q. In what role?
A. A project manager.
Q. Okay. Were any of your named staff involved
in any fashion in the Valley Shepherd Project?
A. No.
Q. Okay. I didn't mention this to you earlier,
sir. I don't intend this to be a marathon. We are
going to be here awhile today, so if at any time you
need a break or anybody needs a break, just please
speak up, and we'll take whatever time is necessary.
I'd like to talk to you about construction
management in general for a moment. How do you defim
the term"construction
term "construction management"?
A. Uhm, the company is employed as an agent of
Page 42
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the owner and acts on the owner's behalf, and
contractually, the owner holds the contracts with the
prime contractors.
Q. Okay. What's a construction manager's role
in the scenario that you just described?
A. Uhm, to act on the owner's behalf in
constructing the project.
Q. Why would any owner hire a construction
manager?
A. Because they don't have the resources
themselves to manage that project.
Q. And when you use the phrase, "resources,"
what kind of resources are you talking about?
A. Construction experience.
Q. What's the difference between the
construction manager and a general contractor?
A. General contractor holds the contracts with
all of the prime contractors and, hence, they become
subcontractors to the general.
Q. Okay. Any other differences between a
construction manager and a general contractor?
A. Well, a general contractor is not an agent
of the owner.
Q. Okay. Any other differences?
A. Probably.
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Q. Any others that you can think of right now?
A. No.
Q. All right, sir. Uhm, I want to talk to you
about some additional terms. What does the term
"substantial completion" mean?
A. It means that the owner has beneficial use
of the building.
Q. Okay. What does that term mean with respect
to, for example, in the construction management
scenario you've just described as it might relate to
one of the individual prime contractors contracting
with an owner?
A. Help me out with that question again,
please.
Q. That was a long one and probably wasn't very
good. Let's take the situation as I understand it
existed at the City of Meridian project.
The City of Meridian contracted, for
example, with Western Roofing; correct?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. All right. And my question would be in the
relationship between the City of Meridian and Western
Roofing, what does the term "substantial completion"
mean?
A. It means that the roofing work was
Page 44
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completed. It means that the work had been reviewed
by Petra. It had been reviewed by the architect. It
had been reviewed by the City inspectors, and it had
been reviewed by the manufacturer of the roofmg
material, and that they had signed off that the roof
was substantially complete.
Q. Okay. Okay. In the context of the City of
Meridian Project, does the term "repair" have any
significance for you?
l O A . As relates to?
11
Q. The use of that word. What does repair
12
mean?
13
A. It depends on what you are repairing.
14
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in understanding
15
that the term repair, if used in construction, would
16
mean fixing something that's broken?
17
A. Either broken or not performing correctly.
It wouldn't necessarily be broken.
18
19
Q. What's the Sunrise Cafe, if you know?
20
A. It is a cafe in Meridian.
Q. Okay. A restaurant?
21
22
A. Restaurant.
Q. All right. Does the name Busted Shovel have
23
24
any meaning for you?
25
A. No.
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Q. In your experience, prior to the City of
Meridian project, had you had occasion to be a
construction manager on projects with other municipal
entities?
A. Is a school a municipal entity?
Q. I believe it is.
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Had you had an occasion to perform on
projects with any other cities other than the City of
Meridian?
A. No.
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Q. Prior to your work as a construction manager
on the City of Meridian project, did you do anything
to familiarize yourself with how cities are required
to make decisions under Idaho law?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Have you ever heard of the Opening

Meetings Act in Idaho?
A. Yes.
Q. Had you ever heard of that prior to becoming
the construction manager for the City of Meridian?
A. Yes.
Q. What was your understanding of the Open
Meetings Act in Idaho prior to working for the City of
Meridian?
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A. When we would submit for building permits on
various jobs, the approval of the permits would be
heard in open meetings at city council meetings.
Q. And approvals would be either made or not
made by vote of the city council members in an open
session?
A. (Witness nodding.) That's correct.
Q. All right, sir. I'll apologize. I should
have said this to you earlier. Our court reporter is
very talented, but she can't pick up nods, so I have
to ask you to answer audibly.
A. I'm sorry.
Q. It's okay. It is a common thing that
happens. Thank you very much.
Going back to kind of some vocabulary terms
that we'll use throughout the day. What does did term
"change order" mean?
A. Change order is a change to the construction
documents.
Q. And how is it typically effected, or done, I
should say?
A. The -- the question as to what is missing or
needs to be added to the documents is raised by the
prime contractor, the construction manager, or the
architect through an RFI. And the architect responds
Page 47

as to what that change needs to include in order to
provide the -- the correction or the -- the
installation that the architect wants to accomplish -or engineer wants to accomplish.
And so if that's a change in the documents
that the prime contractor has bid, either in
specification or in drawings, then it results in a
change order. That change order is processed through
the architect, and he confmns that that is a change,
and then it's given to the City and Keith Watts
approves that he sees it as a change, and then it is
given to city council for their vote and approval.
Q. All right. Would that generally have been
the process utilized by Petra in the City of Meridian
project?
A. Yes.
Q. And help me understand what Petra's role was
in the change order process on the City of Meridian
project?
A. We would facilitate the RFls, the ASls,
collecting the cost of the change order, if there was
a change order, and then submitting it to the
architect and to the owner.
Q. What does facilitate mean?
A. It means that we would document it.
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Q. Okay. Was Petra ever expected to exercise
any judgment with respect to a change order request?
A. Yes.
Q. And tell me what circumstances, if any,
of judgment by Petra as a
would require the exercise ofjudgment
construction manager in a change order request?
A. Whether it was included in the original
documents or if it was a change to those documents.
Q. Okay. Did Petra ever exercise any judgment
with respect to change order requests as they related
to requests for time?
A. Yes.
Q. And give me a typical example, if you would,
please.
A. If you would run into a changed condition or
woulc
if you would run into abnormal weather, then you wouIe
request an extension of time.
Q. Okay. And tell me how you would process
process--or let me ask it this way: During the course of the
City of Meridian project, how was it that Petra
exercised its judgment with respect to a weather
request?
A. You would evaluate the weather that actually
took place versus what was normal.
Q. Okay. And would that be documented in some
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that correct?
A. Usually, that's how it occurs.
Q. All right. Would that have been the typical
process for the City of Meridian project?
A. Usually, yes.
Q. All right. If! understand the City of
Meridian project contract documents, which are the AlA
standard forms, if I'm the prime contractor making the
request, the responsibility falls on me to demonstrate
why the weather request should be granted; is that
correct?
A. Me, being who?
Q. Me, being the prime contractor.
A. Okay.
Q. Am I correct in understanding that that
would be the prime contractor's responsibility to
document the weather request and document why it was
abnormal?
A. Sometimes they would document it. Sometimes
they would just make their request. It depends on the
prime contractor and their sophistication.
Q. And once the prime contractor has made a
change order request for weather, tell me what Petra
would then do to evaluate that request.
A. Evaluate what they put together, and then
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fashion?
A. It would be documented in the change order
to the prime contractor.
Q. Okay. And what document would I look for if
I wanted to see how Petra evaluated a weather request?
A. Well, you would look at correspondence and
e-mails to that prime contractor. You would look at
the change order that resulted from that evaluation.
Q. Okay. Would you have kept any records
regarding your evaluation of the weather?
A. Probably.
Q. Okay. Wouldthatbe,forlackofabetter
Would that be, for lack of a better
term, standard operating procedure to keep records of
that evaluation as part of Petra's files so that there
would be a documented evaluation of any weather
requests?
A. Can you rephrase that for me?
Q. That was a long one again. I'm sorry, sir.
Sometimes I get carried away. I'll try and figure out
a better question. Let me make sure I understand the
process first, and then maybe I can ask the question
better.
If I'm a prime contractor, and I think my
work has been impacted by weather, it's my
responsibility to ask for a change order request; is
Page 50
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consult with the architect and the city.
Q. All right. Would Petra, during the City of
Meridian project, examine weather records to determine
what would be normal for any particular time of year?
A. Uhm, is there a specific thing you're headed
towards?
Q. I'm just asking in general right now.
A. If there was a change order, we would
probably evaluate what normal weather patterns were.
Q. All right. And how would you make that
evaluation? What would you do?
A. Go to the Weather Service.
Q. Okay. And if you went to the Weather
Service, what would you get?
A. It depends on what you are looking for. If
you're looking for cold temperatures, then you would
evaluate cold temperatures. If you're looking for
moisture, you would evaluate moisture.
Q. All right. Now, I think I can ask the
question I tried to poorly ask before. Would Petra,
in its standard operating practice, keep and maintain
the information it retained from the Weather Service
in some form so that it could demonstrate or prove it
had made an evaluation of the contractor's request for
a change order?
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A. Perhaps.
Q. All right. Would it have been policy at the
time of the City of Meridian project for you as a
project manager or, for example, Mr. Bettis, as a
project engineer to keep and maintain those records in
the files of the contractor who made the change order
request?
A. Say that again.
Q. Was there a policy in place at Petra at the
time of the City of Meridian project for either
yourself, as project manager, or Mr. Bettis, as
project engineer, to keep and maintain weather data in
conjunction with any change order request for time
extension based on weather?
A. There wasn't a policy, but it would have
been part of the change order justification.
Q. Do you think a construction manager, during
the period of the City of Meridian project, should in
the exercise of due care keep and maintain weather
data in evaluating change order requests based on
weather?
A. No. You would get that from the National
Weather Service.
Q. All right. Once you've obtain it at that
time, do you think it would be the standard of care
Page 53
for a construction manager during the City of Meridian
project to document what it obtained from the National
Weather Service and keep it in some fashion as part of
the evaluation of a change order request for weather?
A. If that change order was processed and
approved, then that weather information would be
attached to it.
Q. Okay.
MR. TROUT: Let's take just a five-minute break
and go off the record. And we'll organize some
documents and move into the next section.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Off the record. The time i
10:40.
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(Recess taken from 10:40 a.m. to 10:53 a.m.)
(Deposition Exhibit No.2 marked.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record. The time is
10:53 a.m.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, we are back on
record. I'm going to ask the court reporter to hand
you what has been marked as Deposition Exhibit No.2
for identification, and I'd ask you if you recognize
this document?
23
A. I do.
24
Q. What do you recognize it to be, sir?
25
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A. The Construction Management Agreement
between the City of Meridian and Petra.
Q. All right, sir. The cover letter of Exhibit
No.2 is signed by Pat Kershisnik. At the time
Mr. Kershisnik wrote this on August 1st, 2006, what,
if any, role did he have with Petra?
A. He took care of Petra's contracts and was an
employee of Petra.
Q. Was Mr. Kershisnik a licensed attorney at
the time? Excuse me.
A. I don't know.
Q. All right. Did he represent himself to
others to be Petra's attorney?
A. I don't know.
Q. All right. What role, if any, did you have
with respect to the creation of this construction
management agreement?
A. Jerry Frank and I negotiated it with the
City of Meridian.
Q. All right. And with whom did you deal at
the City of Meridian?
A. Uhm, the initial agreements were put
together between Pat Kershisnik and Frank Lee. From
there, the negotiations moved over to the City of
Meridian. And it's -- Bill Nary was involved in it.
Page 55
Who else was involved, I can't remember.
Q. All right, sir. Can you remember any
specific contribution Mr. Frank made to this
agreement?
A. Yes. He and I sat there with Bill Nary when
the final numbers were agreed to.
Q. Okay. And when you are talking about final
numbers, what are you referring to?
A. The numbers in this document.
Q. All right. And is that the compensation
numbers?
A. I don't remember if they were called
compensation numbers or fee or reimbursables or what
they were called.
Q. Okay. But whatever they are, they are in
the contract; correct?
A. They are under Section 6, Compensation.
Q. All right. I'd like to talk to you a little
bit about this agreement, if! can. Turning to -- and
I'm going to refer to the Bates numbered pages at the
bottom of document when I talk about trying to get you
from point A to point B within any document we talk
about today.
Turning, if you would, to page 2687 of
Exhibit No.2.
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A. Okay.
Q. The first full sentence of paragraph 1.1
says, "The construction manager acknowledges and
accepts the relationship of trust and confidence
established with the owner by this agreement and that
6
this relationship is a material consideration for the
7
owner in entering into this agreement."
8
What does that sentence mean to you as a
9
construction manager?
l O A . It means they trust us and we trust them.
11
Q. Does it require honesty in fact by the
12
construction manager?
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. Directing your attention to the next to last
15
sentence ofparagraph
of paragraph 1.1. It states, "The
16
construction manager shall, at all times, further the
17
interest of the owner through efficient business
management. "
18
administration and management."
19
What does that mean?
20
A. To me, it means that they are relying on us
21
to get the project built correctly, administer the
22
project and manage the project.
23
Q. Okay. With the interest of the owner in
24
mind; correct?
25
A. That's their prime interest, yes.
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Q. Does that mean the construction manager's
interests come secondary to the owner's interests?
A. Weare an employee of the owner.
Q. Okay. Well, not really, sir. If you turn
to page 2690 of Exhibit No.2.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Section 2.8 says that the construction
manager is an independent contractor; isn't that
correct?
A. That's correct. But at the front of the
contract, it says we're also their advisor, which
means that we are their agent.
Q. Okay. What does the word "advisor" mean to
you?
A. It means that we are their agent, and they
have given us the responsibility to put the project
together for them.
Q. Okay. Turning to page 2689 of Exhibit
No.2, and directing your attention to section 2.1.5.
The document states, "Construction manager assumes
full responsibility to owner for its own improper acts
or omissions and those employed or retained by
construction manager in connection with the project."
What does that mean?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object on the basis that
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you are asking him for a legal conclusion about what
this means. If you are asking him what he thinks it
means versus some legal basis of what it means, then
that's fine, but I want to clarify.
MR. TROUT: I just want his understanding of what
it means. I'm not asking you for a legal conclusion,
sir.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) What does that mean?
A. It means that if we do something wrong, that
we are responsible for it.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to section
2.2, Communications, and directing your attention to
the next to last sentence, it says, "Construction
manager shall notify owner of any decisions that are
required to be made by owner, and any deadlines
pertaining thereto."
What does that mean to you?
A. It means that we need to be talking to them.
Q. Does it mean you have to give them notice if
there is a decision that is required?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to page
2690, section 2.5. It says the construction manager
shall value engineer the project.
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What does the phrase "value engineer" mean?
A. Uhm, it means that we're to take the
construction documents and make suggestions to the
owner as to better ways to build the project.
Q. Okay. Is value engineering documented in
some fashion?
A. Yes.
Q. How is it documented?
A. It's documented through transmittals to the
owner. It's documented in meeting minutes. It's
documented in verbal conversations.
Q. What documents did Petra keep and maintain
within its own files for any value engineering done on
this project?
A. We had it in the weekly meeting minutes for
one place.
Q. Weekly meeting minutes with whom?
A. The City.
Q. Did you keep any internal meeting minutes of
any evaluation engineering work performed by Petra?
A. Did we keep any -Q. Did you keep any meeting minutes of any
meetings among Petra's staff or employees related to
value engineering?
A. Not that I recall.
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Q. Did you keep any notes, documents, drawings,
anything related to value engineering for the internal
Petra staff meetings regarding value engineering?
A. We didn't have any internal Petra meetings,
but we did have meetings with the architect and the
owner, and there were documents that were not in
meeting minutes that documented those -- those
meetings where we met with the architect.
Q. SO you don't have any internal meeting
records; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. Why not?
A. Because the meetings took place with the
architect and the owner, and that's where it was
documented.
Q. All right. How much of the construction
manager's fee is allocated to value engineering for
this project?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to -- well,
let me ask a follow up question: Why not?
A. Why isn't the fee tied to value engineering?
Q. Correct.
A. Okay. Because the fee was eval- -- was
determined before any drawings were put together, and
Page 61
part of our contractual requirements were to produce
value engineering, so none of the fee was tied to
value engineering.
Q. Okay. In anticipation of entering into this
project, did either you or Mr. Frank prepare any kind
of take off to determine the amount of the fee you
would charge for this work?
A. There was nothing to take off.
Q. Okay. How did you arrive at the figure of
$574,000 for the contractor's fee?
A. Through negotiations with the City.
Q. Okay. Did you and Mr. Frank have
discussions about how much the fee should be?
A. Yes.
Q. What did you say to one another?
A. I don't recall. It's been three years ago.
Q. All right. Do you recall whether prior to
the signing the contract, you had an opinion on how
much the fee should be?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. So let me see if I can ask it in a
better way, sir. I'm going to try to be a little bit
focused.
A. Okay.
Q. Turning your attention, if you could, sir,
Page 62
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to page 2693, and directing you to section 4.2 of
Exhibit No.2. This is called the Development
Strategies Phase.
A. Okay.
Q. If! were to ask you how much of the
construction manager's fee should be allocated for the
work comprising that phase, could you tell me?
A. The development strategies phase would have
been part of the preliminary design phase and part of
the preconstruction requirements.
Q. Okay.
A. And the preconstruction phase services was
$29,818.
Q. Okay. So of that $29,818, can you tell me
how much of that should be allocated to the
development strategies portion?
A. No. Because at the time that we had this
document, the City didn't have any guidance to give us
in how to break this down.
Q. Okay. We'll come back to that.
I'm going to bounce a little bit and then
we'll get systematic. Turning your attention back to
section 2.7 on page 2690, the section is entitled
Compliance with laws, and says, "The construction
manager shall perform all of construction manager's
Page 63
services in compliance with all applicable laws."
Do you see that, sir?
A. Yes.
Q. When did Petra obtain and provide to the
City a performance bond for its services?
A. There wasn't a performance bond required,
because we provided them with the E&O insurance
instead.
Q. Are you aware of the Idaho statute that says
that all construction managers shall provide a
performance bond for the full value of their work?
A. I am.
Q. And did you advise the City in any fashion
that that statute was not mandatory?
A. No.
Q. Did you give them any advice with respect to
that statute?
A. Did we give them any advice with respect to
the statute?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. No.
Q. Did you tell them that you could not perform
your work without the posting of a performance bond
pursuant to the statute?
A. No. I didn't ask them that.
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Q. Did you tell them that?
A. No, I did not.
Q. Did anyone at Petra tell the City that the
performance of the work by Petra as a construction
manager could not occur without the posting of a
performance and payment bond?
A. That's not true.
Q. Well, do you think the statute says
something else?
A. No.
Q. Then why do you say that's not true?
A. Because we talked to the City about the
bond, and the bond would have been provided for the
amount of our contract. And in lieu of that, they
asked for errors and omission insurance for $2
million, which was more than the contract instead.
Q. Well, my question isn't that.
A. Okay.
Q. I'll try and make it very clear.
Did Petra advise the City that it could not
comply with the laws of the State of Idaho if it did
not post a performance and payment bond as required b,
b~
the statute?
A. Did Petra advise them?
Q. Yes.
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Q. Let me ask you my question one more time to
make sure I understand your response.
Did Petra produce the written report
required by section 4.2?
A. Yes.
Q. And what was that document named?
A. Uhm, it was named by the architect, the
program for the city. It was named by the architect,
the Phase 1 Construction Documents, Phase 2
Construction Documents, Phase 3 Construction
Documents, Phase 4 Construction Documents, and the
East Parking Lot Construction Documents.
Q. Okay. Well, let's break that down. The
construction documents were produced by the architect;
correct?
A. That's correct. With Petra's help.
Q. The construction documents were produced by
the architect; correct?
A. Portions of it was produced by the
architect, and Petra produced the bid documents.
Q. Well, let's be very clear. The construction
documents, which are the plans and specifications for
this project were produced by the architect and not
Petra; correct?
A. Tied to that, is the instructions to the
Page 67

A. I don't recall.
Q. All right. Turning your attention, if you
would, sir, to section 4.2 on page 2693 of Exhibit
No.2.
A. Which section, again?
Q. 4.2, Development Strategies Phase.
A. Okay.
Q. Do you have that, sir?
A. I do.
Q. This section requires that the construction
manager examine the owner's criteria and produce a
written report detailing its understanding of the
owner's criteria.
Did Petra produce that report?
A. The owner didn't provide us with the owner's
criteria, and Petra did not produce the report.
However, what did take place is that the owner relayed
to us in the preliminary design meetings with the
architect, engineers, and ourselves what their
criteria was, and through that series of
preconstruction meetings, we put together the -essentially what would be our report and understanding
of the owner's criteria by putting together the bid
documents and the specifications as to what they were
after.
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bidder, which had the scope of what their contract was
to require, and that was produced by Petra.
Q. Well, let's be very specific. All right?
A. Okay.
Q. Number one, the plans were produced by the
architect; correct?
A. The plans were drawn by the architect;
correct.
Q. And no one from Petra stamped the plans;
correct?
A. Petra reviewed the plans. We did not stamp
them.
Q. All right. In fact, Petra does not have a
licensed architect on its staff and did not so at the
time of the project; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. And Petra did not produce the
written documents which were the specifications for
this project; correct?
A. There are two parts to the specifications.
Petra produced part and the architect produced part.
Q. All right. You're saying that the bid
documents that Petra produced -- and Petra was solely
responsible for creating the bid documents; correct?
A. The first part of that document is produced
Page 68
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by Petra.
Q. All right. And Petra was solely responsible
for the creation of the bid documents; correct?
A. It was produced with the architect, and
Petra had the prime responsibility.
Q. All right. Are you claiming that the bid
documents are the written report detailing Petra's
understanding of the owner's criteria as defined in
section 4.2 of the Development Strategies Phase of
Exhibit No.2, which is the Construction Management
Agreement?
A. It's part of that.
Q. No. I'm going to ask you for a very
specific answer. Yes or no, sir; is it your claim as
the project manager that the bid documents are the
written report detailing Petra's understanding of the
owner's criteria as required by section 4.2 of the
Development Strategies Phase of this agreement?
A. Well, I don't agree with the question and
here's why: The program was produced by the architect
and outlined the size of the project. The progress
meetings that took place over that six-month period in
meetings and tours with the City, defined where the
City was headed. And the drawings and the specs are
the final product that matched what they were after,
Page 69
and our understanding of what they wanted.
Q. Sir, we're going to be here an awful long
time -A. I understand.
if! can't get a direct answer to a
Q. -- in
direct question, so here's what I am going to do.
A. Okay.
Q. I'm going do ask one more time, if!
if I can -MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object that you've asked
and that he's answered. He can't give you a yes or no
answer, so he's given you an answer that explains it.
MR. TROUT: Well, Counsel, I understand the basis
of your objection. It is duly noted. We'll agree to
disagree.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) I'm going to ask you one
more time, sir, very directly, yes or no. Is it your
claim that the bid documents produced by Petra are the
written report detailing Petra's understanding of the
owner's criteria under section 4.2 of the Development
Strategies Phase of the Construction Management
Agreement?
A. Let me talk to Counsel.
Q. No, sir. You need to answer the question.
MS. KLEIN: He's already answered that he can't
give you a yes or no answer.
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MR. TROUT: That's not an objection. That's
coaching.
So please answer the question directly, if
you would, Mr. Bennett.
THE WITNESS: No. That is not the complete
report that answered the owner's criteria.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Thank you, sir.
Section 4.2 -- actually, I'll withdraw that
question.
MR. TROUT: Might I have folder 3D?
(Deposition Exhibit No.3 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed wha
has been marked by the reporter as Exhibit No.3 for
identification.
Do you recognize this document?
A. Yes.
Q. Prior to today, sir, have you had an
opportunity to review the answers to interrogatories
that have been provided by counsel for Petra in this
case?
A. I didn't understand the question.
Q. That probably wasn't very good either. Let
me try again.
During the course of this case so far, the
City of Meridian has propounded written discovery in
Page 71
the form of interrogatory questions to Petra.
A. Correct.
Q. Have you had any involvement in the
answering of that written discovery?
A. Some, uh-huh.
Q. What was your involvement?
A. Uhm, reviewing those interrogatories, and
then working with Tom Coughlin to find the answers.
Q. All right, sir. Do you recall an
interrogatory that asked about the written report for
the owner's criteria?
A. That's correct.
Q. And do you recall Petra responding by saying
that there was a building program that had been
produced by LCA?
A. I do.
Q. Do you recognize Exhibit No.3?
A. Uhm, this is the start of that building
program, where they define the square footage.
Q. All right. And turning your attention to
the very last page of Exhibit No.3.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Exhibit -- or page 2849. Do you have that,
sir?
A. I do.
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Q. And this is a document that was produced
August 16,2006, if!
if I understand correctly.
A. That's correct.
Q. And that defines the building size as 67,000
square feet; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. And that's the building program
that Petra referred to in its response to the
interrogatories of this case, is it not?
A. The interrogatories, correct.
Now--Q. All right. Now
MR. TROUT: Eighteen, please.
(Deposition Exhibit No.4 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed by
the court reporter a document marked Deposition
Exhibit No.4 for identification.
Do you recognize that document?
A. It's been too long ago. I recognize the
project.
Q. All right. Is this a document that was
produced by Petra?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. And the top of the document
indicates that this is a master production schedule;
is that correct?
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contractor.
Does this project schedule have any tasks
for the owner, and by that I mean Deposition Exhibit
No.4?
A. Yes.
Q. Where?
A. At the bottom.
Q. What are they?
A. Occupancy and move in.
Q. Any others?
A. Yes.
Q. What?
A. Yes.
Q. I'm sorry. What?
A. Uhm, anything involving the work items that
the City was responsible for.
Q. And what work items was the City responsible
for?
A. Uhm, they pulled their own computer wiring
for phones and data.
Q. Okay. Anything else?
A. They were responsible for moving their
furniture in.
Q. Okay. And can you tell me what item
number or ID number relates to wiring for data?
Page 75

A. That's correct.
Q. Is that the same thing as a master project
schedule?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to
Exhibit No.2, page 2694, and directing your attention
to section 4.4.4.1, subsection B.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. This requires Petra to produce a master
project schedule. Is that what this document is, the
one we just referred to as Exhibit No.4?
A. It's the updated version of the initial one,
yes.
Q. Well, I'll represent to you, sir, that this
is the first and only document that we found that's
called a Master Production Schedule.
Are you aware of others?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And what were the -- were there
others named Master Production Schedule?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. It says that the Master Project
Scheduled in section 4.4.1 must be divided into
separate tasks and phases and shall include the tasks
of the owner, architect, construction manager and each
Page 74
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A. From the master schedule, you can't. You
have to go to the weekly production schedule. It was
discussed with the City at each weekly meeting.
Q. SO it's not contained on this schedule;
correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. Where are the tasks for the
architect, if any, on Exhibit No.4?
A. The architect's tasks are not on Exhibit
No.4.
Q. Okay. Where are the tasks for the
construction manager on Exhibit No.4?
A. The whole sheet.
Q. SO the construction manager, for example,
directing your attention to Exhibit No.4, ID No.5
was responsible for building the basement walls?
A. For seeing that the basement walls were
constructed, yes.
Q. Was Petra a construction manager at risk in
this project?
A. No.
Q. What's a construction manager at risk?
A. A construction manager at risk is one that
assumes the total cost of the project.
Q. And when you say, "assumes the total cost,"
Page 76
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what do you mean?
A. It means that the construction manager has
given the owner a price for the project.
Q. Did Petra have any responsibility for the
cost of this project?
A. Oh, yes.
Q. What?
A. We had to keep the owner advised as to where
the cost of the project was headed.
Q. Anything else?
A. Yes.
Q. What?
A. Well, from a cost standpoint, we were in
weekly meetings with the owner on what was going on
cash flow wise. We were in weekly meetings with the
owner on payment applications and processing the
checks, everything to do with cost.
Q. Was it Petra's responsibility to control the
costs of this project in the best interest of the City
of Meridian?
A. Define control.
Q. Keep them down, reduce them, minimize them.
A. Yes, and we did.
Q. All right. Did Petra ever produce a
schedule that contained all the tasks of the owner,
Page 77

1
2
3

architect, construction manager, and each contractor
as a master project scheduling in compliance with
section 4.4.1 (b) of Exhibit No.2?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. And where would I find that schedule and
6 what would it be called?
A. Well, it was in the montWy
monthly reports to the
7
8
city council.
Q. Okay.
9
10
l O AA.
. It was discussed in the -- in the weekly
11
meetings with the City representative as to -- through
12
the meeting minutes and three-week schedule, those
13
items coming up that were critical. It was discussed
14
in the biweekly mayor's meeting through meeting
15
minutes and schedule.
16
Q. Well, let me ask you a very specific
17
question. Tell me when the first master project
18
schedule, which included the tasks of the owner, the
19
architect, the construction manager and each
220a contractor was produced?
21
A. I'd have to pull it out of the file, because
22
I don't recall exactly when that schedule was turned
23
in. It would have occurred in the time frame of
24
the -- of receiving the drawings and then -- and then
25
bidding the project out, which would have been between
Page 78
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January and April of 2007.
Q. All right. So if! understand your answer
correctly, we're looking for a schedule that would be
entitled Master Project Schedule produced sometime
between January and April of2007; correct?
A. I don't know what the title on it would be,
but that's when the schedule would have been produced.
Q. Well, what other title might be on it?
A. Project Schedule, Schedule.
Q. Okay. Section 4.4.1 (c) on page 2694 of
Exhibit No.2, required Petra to produce a preliminary
price estimate.
Do you see that, sir?
A. I do.
Q. Did Petra ever produce a preliminary price
estimate?
A. Yes.
Q. When?
A. In January of2007.
Q. Okay. And what, if any, name was attached
to that preliminary price estimate?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Who prepared it?
A. It was prepared by Petra's staff, which
would have been Wes Bettis, myself, and the -Page 79
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probably the estimator for Petra.
Q. Who was that?
A. Steve Pierce.
Q. Were any records kept of the information
utilized to prepare that preliminary price estimate as
you've described it?
A. Probably, yes.
Q. And where would those records have been
kept?
A. Uhm, it would have been in an Excel
spreadsheet.
Q. An electronic file?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Tell me what the components of that
Excel spreadsheet were.
A. The components of the Excel spreadsheet?
Q. Yes, sir. Did it have more than one set of
pages or tabs?
A. I don't know about tabs, but there would
have been more than one page.
Q. How many pages, approximately?
A. I don't know.
Q. How was it compiled? In other words, what
data went into that spreadsheet?
A. It would have been estimated according to
Page 80
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SIC code.
1
2
Q. I'm going to apologize for my ignorance.
3
What kind of code?
A. It's a code that's used to correspond to the
4
spec sections that each prime contractor is bidding on
5
6
the job -- or will bid on the job.
Q. Did you use any kind of estimating program,
7
and by that, I mean computer program?
8
A. It was an Excel spreadsheet.
9
10
Q. Okay. Was it an Excel spreadsheet with
formulas prepared by others or formulas prepared only 11
by Petra?
12
A. By Petra.
13
14
Q. Okay. And was there a name utilized on this
15
Excel spreadsheet so we could identify it from the
electronic records that have been provided to us?
16
A. I'm sure I can fmd it. I don't know what
1177
it is today.
18
Q. Where would you go to look to fmd it, Gene?
19
20
A. In the Excel spreadsheet files.
20
21
Q. Okay. Tell me this. Were all of the Excel
22
spreadsheets used by Petra in this project kept in a
single file folder somewhere?
23
24
A. No. It was kept electronically.
25
Q. Okay. And I didn't ask a very good
Page 81

Q.
Q. And also described as the owner's maximum
price for construction of the project?
A. It is.
Q. All right. During the creation of this
contract, Exhibit No.2, did you have any input into
the creation of the 12.2 million dollar budget?
A. We did not.
Q. Okay. What does term maximum price as used
in this contract mean to you?
A. It means it won't go over that number.
Q. All right. When was the first time you
understood that this project was going to cost more
than $12.2 million?
A. Probably when we had the drawings in hand to
know what they were trying to build.
Q. At no time prior to that, did you have any
belief or understanding that this project would cost
more than $12.2 million; is that correct?
A. Say that again.
Q. At no time prior to your receipt of the
drawings from LCA did you have a belief that this
project would cost more than $12.2 million to
construct; is that correct?
A. Yeah. I don't recall ever -- uhm, ever
looking at any drawings and knowing that this was
Page 83

question, again. Was it kept electronically in a
single folder or storage location?
A. I don't know if it's in one location or not.
It may be in multiple files in a location, which is on
our server.
Q. Tell me what files you would look in on your
server for the cost estimating spreadsheets.
A. Estimates, budgets.
Q. Okay. Okay. What's the difference between
cost estimating and a budget?
A. Estimates are run before you have the bids
from the contractors.
Q. Okay. Is a budget ever adopted before bids
occur?
A. Yes.
Q. Was a budget adopted in this case before any
bids occurred?
A. The City had set a budget.
Q. And what was that budget?
A. 12 million 200 thousand dollars.
Q. All right. And turning your attention to
4.4.l(f), did I
Exhibit No.2, page 2695, section 4.4.1(f),
understand correctly that the $12.2 million you just
described was called the project budget?
A. It was.
Page 82

going to cost more than $12.2 million.
Q. Well, whether you looked at any drawings or
not, at any time prior to receipt of drawings from
LCA, did you believe that this project was going to
cost more than $12.2 million to construct?
A. We didn't know what the project was going to
cost to construct, because we didn't know when we put
together this agreement entirely what they were after.
Q. Okay. So at the time the agreement was put
together, would I be correct in understanding that you
did not have any construction drawings?
A. That's correct.
Q. And by time, I mean, August 1st, 2006, when
this contract was signed. Are we in agreement on that
date?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. And at the time of this
agreement, being Exhibit No.2, you didn't have any
MEP drawings?
A. That's correct.
Q. At the time of this agreement, August 1st,
2006, you didn't have any HVAC drawings or
specifications?
A. That's correct.
Q. At the time of this agreement in August of
Page 84
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2006, you didn't have any core and shell drawings or
specs?
A. Did not.
Q. Okay. At the time of this agreement in
August of 2006, you didn't have any plaza drawings;
correct?
A. Did not.
Q. Didn't have any parking drawings?
A. Did not.
Q. Okay. Directing your attention to paragraph
4.3 of Exhibit No.2 on page 2693. This is the site
preparation phase and requires the construction
manager to prepare and submit to the owner a plan for
the demolition of existing improvements on site.
Do you see that, sir?
A. I do.
Q. Did Petra prepare a plan for the demolition
of the existing improvements on the site and provide
that plan to the City?
A. With help of the demolition contractor, we
prepared that plan and gave it to the City.
Q. Well, it's my understanding from the answers
to interrogatories that the contractor prepared the
plan, not Petra; isn't that correct?
A. The contractor prepared the plan. We worked
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Q. And is it your testimony that if! called
the individual from Ideal who actually prepared that
plan that you would say he was incorrect in that
testimony?
A. No. He prepared the plan.
Q. All right. He wasn't an employee of Petra;
correct?
A. He was not an employee of Petra.
Q. All right.
A. But he didn't prepare all of the plan.
Q. Well, is it your testimony that Petra
created some portion of the written document which
constitutes the plan?
A. That's why I need to look at that written
document, because I believe there was something in
there that we added to it.
Q. Okay. And would any portion of Petra's work
in preparing that written document have been prepared
on a computer in Petra's office?
A. The transmittal, yes.
Q. Well, I'm not talking about the transmittal.
I'm talking about the plan itself, if Petra had done
any portion of that plan, it would have been done on a
computer using a word processing program in Petra's
office; correct?
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with the contractor to finalize the plan, and then we
submitted it to the City.
Q. But Petra did not prepare the plan; correct?
A. Petra oversaw the submittal and that the
plan was in place.
Q. My specific direct question is as follows:
Petra did not prepare the plan; isn't that correct?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object. He's already
answered that Petra participated in the preparation of
that plan.
MR. TROUT: Duly noted.
You can answer the question, sir.
THE WITNESS: Can you show me the transmittal -do you have it -- that we transmitted that plan to the
City, so I can refresh my memory on what all we
submitted?
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, I'm just asking what
you recall. You either recall or don't recall.
Did Petra physically prepare the plan or
not, just prepare it, draft it, create it, yes or no?
A. Yes, we did.
Q. All right. And so if! understand your
testimony correctly -- let me ask you this: Who was
the demolition contractor?
A. Ideal.
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A. Or we would have called Ideal Demolition and
said, get this into the plan.
Q. SO that means they would have actually
prepared it, not anyone from Petra; correct?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object. I think the
line of questioning is confusing, because you are
using the word prepare, and preparation involves a
bunch of different steps, and so I think that's the
part that's confusing about this line of questioning.
MR. TROUT: That's a fair objection, Counsel.
all
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) No one from Petra physic
physicall
created the plan by sitting down at a computer and
preparing it on a word processing document; correct?
A. True.
~
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to section
4.4.1, the preliminary design phase, page 2694 of
Exhibit No.2.
Do you have that, sir?
A. 2694, and what section?
Q. Of Exhibit No.2, section 4.4.1(a).
A. Dh-huh.
Q. This requires Petra to create a construction
management plan; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right.
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MR. TROUT: Richard, can I have 15, please?
(Deposition Exhibit No.5 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed wha
our kind court reporter has marked as Exhibit No.5
for identification.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Do you recognize that document?
A. I do.
Q. What do you recognize that document to be?
A. The initial construction management plan.
Q. What do you mean when you use the word,
"initial"?
A. It was the plan that was submitted initially
and then it was updated in May.
Q. All right. I want you to look through -well, May of what year?
A. 2007.
Q. Okay. And I want you to look through that
document and see if you recognize the updates.
A. II don't see the updates in here.
Q. Okay. IfI represented to you that that was
the construction management plan that was received by
the City of Meridian from Petra, do you have some
reason to disagree with me?
A. When you say, "the," it would be the initial
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contractors as an agent of the City.
Q. Did you have a contractual relationship with
the prime contractors?
A. We did not. But as far as communication is
concerned, that's what this was developed for.
Q. All right. Turning your attention, if you
would, please, to page 17010.
Do you recognize that?
A. 171, what?
Q. 010 of Exhibit No. 5.
THE WITNESS: Am I too far?
MS. KLEIN: Yeah.
THE WITNESS: Okay. I'm sorry. What was the
question?
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, first of all, do you
have that page in front of you?
A. I do.
Q. And did you understand that the construction
management plan was part of your contract with the
City of Meridian under the construction management
agreement?
A. I did.
Q. And so ifl
if! understand correctly, under the
construction manager, slash, project engineer will be
responsible for, on page 17010 -Page 91
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one. There was another one that was given to them in
May of2009 -- or 2007. I'm sorry.
Q. All right. Well, let's just deal with what
we have here. Directing your attention to page 1705
of Deposition Exhibit No.5, can you tell me what a
project organizational chart is?
MS. KLEIN: I'm sorry. 1705? You need another
number, I think.
MR. TROUT: I'm sorry. It should be 17005. My
mistake. Thank you, Counsel.
THE WITNESS: It shows the individuals that are
involved in the project.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Nothing more than that?
A. And lines of responsibility.
Q. Okay. When you use the phrase -- well,
turning your attention to page one 17006 of Exhibit
No.5.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. When you use the phrase, line of
responsibility, what do you mean?
A. It shows who's reporting to who.
Q. All right. What was the nature of the
relationship between the construction manager and the
prime contractors?
A. We had day-to-day supervision over the prime
Page 90
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A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- your job was to represent the City in the
design process; correct?
A. We were to coordinate that process with the
City's presence; that's correct.
Q. Well, it says, represent the City in the
design process; correct?
A. It says that. That's correct.
Q. All right. Well, that's what it says you
were supposed to do; right?
A. That's what it says.
Q. All right. And, in fact, turning your
attention to Exhibit No.2 for the moment, page 2693,
section 4.1. This says that the owner has retained
the construction manager to help it achieve the
objectives set forth in section 3.1 above by managing
and coordinating the design; correct?
A. Design process, yes.
Q. Well, it doesn't say process. It just says
managing and coordinating the design; correct, sir?
A. That's correct. But through the-Q. That's-A. I'm not done.
Q. I apologize. Please answer.
A. Thank you. Through the course of
Page 92
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activities, it was decided that the City was going to
have to be involved in the design process, and wanted
to be in design -- involved in the design process, and
so we managed the design process. But the City was
involved in all of the design decisions. It was
involved in the design tours, and the -- involved in
the preparation of the drawings. So the City was
present at all of the design meetings.
Q. Well, this contract was never modified in
writing, was it, sir?
A. No. But it was modified through the course
of action.
Q. Well, turning your attention, if you would,
please, to page 2708 of Exhibit No.2, section 10.17.
You were fully familiar with this agreement, weren't
you, sir? Had to be in order to do your job as
construction manager and as the project manager for
Petra on this project; isn't that correct?
A. Excuse me. I'm just reading this.
Q. Please do. I'll repeat the question.
A. Okay. I've read it.
Q. All right, sir. And this specifically
states -- this section 10.17 of Exhibit No.2 says the
agreement may be modified only in writing signed by
both parties; correct?
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contract completion; isn't that correct?
A. That's correct. And those cases where we
had changes to the schedule, then we were required to
get the City's approval.
Q. All right. Well, we'll come back to that a
little bit later. This also says you are supposed to
provide regular inspections of work in progress in
support of the project superintendent; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Why were you inspecting the work in
progress?
A. To make sure it was being performed
according to plans and specs.
Q. All right. So I would be correct in
understanding that all of the prime contractors and
any subcontractors to them were required to complete
their work in accordance with the plans and
specifications; is that right?
A. That's correct.
Q. And then the last bullet point here says you
were going to provide public updates to the City on
job costs and schedule performance as a good steward
of the public funds financing this project.
What does that mean to you?
A. It means that we are to update them, and in
Page 95

A. That's what it says.
Q. And you understood that that's what it
meant, didn't you, sir?
A. Except where we decided to work with the
City in conjunction with the design so that they were
present.
Q. Well, let me ask you this.
A. Okay.
Q. Did you ever sign or did anyone from Petra
ever sign a document which modified this written
agreement and was signed by both parties?
A. We did not.
Q. All right. Turning back to Exhibit No.5,
in the duties section, under construction manager,
project engineer on page 17010, it says that the
project engineer and construction manager were
responsible for developing and maintaining the project
schedule; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. What does "maintaining" mean?
A. It means that you develop it, and you keep
the project schedule updated on a periodic basis,
maintain it, so that the City can review those -- that
schedule.
Q. Well, the real purpose is to obtain timely
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this case, we updated the council monthly, and we
updated the mayor's building committee biweekly.
phrase" good steward of the
Q. What does the phrase"good
public funds financing the project" mean to you?
A. It means that we are to take care of their
money.
MR. TROUT: Okay. Okay. Why don't we take a
lunch break. Is an hour acceptable?
MS. KLEIN: Uh-huh.
MR. TROUT: Very good. Let's go offthe record
for an hour.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Off the record. The time is
12:02.
(Recess taken from 12:02 p.m. to 1:09 p.m.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record. The time is
1:09 p.m.
MR. TROUT: We are back on the record in the
deposition of Gene Bennett.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, as part of the
construction management agreement, which is depositior
Exhibit No.2 -MR. TROUT: I believe -MR. KLUCKHOHN: Did your copies disappear?
MR. TROUT: Uh-huh.
MR. KLUCKHOHN: Here's another copy.
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Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Turning your attention to
section 4.4.1, subsection A, on page 02694 of Exhibit
No.2.
Do you have that, sir?
A. I do.
Q. This section calls for your construction
management plan to include a section for, quote, the
procurement of those general condition items that may
be efficiently and lawfully procured by the
construction manager directly.
Do you see that, sir?
A. Yes.
Q. Turning your attention to Exhibit No.5, and
specifically directing your attention to page 17046,
this appears to be a tab created for the CM estimated
general conditions and procurement requirements;
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. In the construction management plan provided
to the City, there was nothing behind this tab; is
that correct?
A. In the January submittal, there wasn't. It
was revised in the May submittal.
Q. SO it is your contention that in May of
2008, there was a revision provided to the City of
Page 97
Meridian that contained a general provision section?
A. May 2007.
Q. May 2007. Okay. And did you prepare it?
A. No.
Q. Who prepared it?
A. Wes Bettis.
Q. Did you review it before it was transmitted?
A. I can't recall.
Q. It is your contention that it was actually
transmitted to the City?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. What are general conditions?
A. Uhm, those are the items of work that it
takes to run a project, such as toilets, security for
the site, those kinds of things.
Q. All right. And what are the items, under
your understanding, that can be lawfully procured by a
construction manager directly?
A. That can be lawfully procured?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. I don't know what that means, question wise.
Q. All right. Do you understand what the term
lawfully procured means as used in section 4.4.1(a) of
the construction management agreement?
A. Well, I think it means that those things
Page 98
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that the City and Petra agree upon.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to
Exhibit No.5, again, page 17048, and specifically
directing your attention to the section entitled,
daily field reports.
A. Yes.
Q. What's a daily field report?
A. That's a daily report filled out by the
project superintendent.
Q. What's required to be included in the report
according to your project contractor coordination
methods and procedures?
A. It talks about the work going on, people on
the site, and material deliveries.
Q. Does it require that you identify which
trades are on site?
A. It does.
Q. Does it require that you identify how much
workmen from each trade are on site each day?
A. It does.
Q. And would it be a fair statement to say that
the daily reports are the most accurate description of
what occurs on the site on any given day?
A. It's one of the most accurate, yes.
Q. What else would fall into that category?
Page 99
A. Any superintendent diaries that are kept.
Q. Did the superintendents on the Meridian
project keep diaries?
A. They kept a daily field report.
Q. Which is the document we're talking about
here?
A. That's correct.
Q. Did they keep anything other than a daily
field report?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Turning your attention to Exhibit No.5,
page 17057 -- and I'm sorry. I went too far. Could
you tum back to 17049 of Exhibit No.2.
A. Okay.
MS. KLEIN: I'm sorry, Mr. Trout. I missed the
page.
MR. TROUT: 17049.
MS. KLEIN: Thank you.
MR. TROUT: You're welcome.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Directing your attention to
the item entitled, Non-compliance Notice. Can you
tell me what a non-compliance notice is?
A. It is a notice to the prime contractor that
their work is not in compliance.
Q. Okay. Can a non-compliance notice,
Page 100
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according to your contractor -- project contractor
coordination methods and procedures be issued to an
architect?
A. It says it can be issued to the design team.
Q. Would that include the architects?
A. Architect would be part of the design team.
Q. Can it be issued to the City?
A. It says that it can.
Q. All right. And it says that they have
failed to meet a specific milestone of the contract
and note what agreed corrective action will be taken
to bring the contract out of noncompliance.
What is a milestone?
A. Uhm, it would be a major piece of work being
completed within the project.
Q. All right. Would it have to be physical
work or could it be a contractual duty of one party or
another?
A. It could be either.
Q. Okay. And, in fact, at page 17057, Petra
included a proposed form for a non-compliance notice;
correct?
A. That's the form for a written notice, yes.
Q. Well, notice of any kind under the
construction management agreement was required to be
Page 101
in writing, wasn't it, sir?
A. No. You could give them verbal notices.
Q. Well, let's turn, if you would, please, to
Exhibit No.2, page 2707, section 10.14.
Do you have that in front of you?
A. I do.
Q. It says, "All notice between the parties
shall be deemed received when personally delivered or
when deposited in the United States mail;" correct?
A. It does.
Q. And that contemplates that all notices shall
be in writing, doesn't it, sir?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object if you're asking
him to make a legal determination about what the
contract means.
MR. TROUT: Just his understanding.
THE WITNESS: My feeling was that this notice had
to do with the contract between the City of Meridian
and Petra. Anything dealing with the contract
relationship, we had to put in a formal notice.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. And that would
be a formal written notice; correct?
A. That's what this says (indicating).
Q. And by, this, you were referring to section
10.14 when you pointed?
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A. Yes.
Q. All right. Thank you, sir.
Now, turning back to Exhibit No.5, page
17062, in the last full paragraph -- excuse me, I'm
sorry. In the next to last full paragraph, it talks
about, quote, occasionally site conditions, field
inspection code interpretation or even a change in
design driven by the owner's request in this case may
need to be addressed with one or several project
participants; correct?
A. It does.
Q. And then Petra's document on claims and
change order management says, quote, this does not
automatically mean that any of the contractors or
suppliers is entitled to an increase in their contract
value or additional time in their contract schedule;
correct?
A. It does.
Q. Can I interpret that to mean by your
understanding that simply because there is a change
doesn't automatically mean a change in contract time
or contract value?
A. It could be a change of equal value, which
wouldn't result in a change order increase.
Q. All right.
Page 103
A. So there would be a change, but no change in
the value.
Q. And would that be the same for all
contractors?
A. Could you rephrase the question?
Q. Yeah. I didn't ask it very well. Would
that be applied even handedly to all contractors?
A. Change orders and evaluation of them?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. Yes.
Q. Would it be applied just as even handedly to
Petra in its relationship with the City?
A. Yes.
Q. Now, the last paragraph on page 17062 of
Exhibit No.5 talks about what you had described in
your earlier testimony as the RFI, RFP change order
process; correct?
A. I'm sorry. I'm catching up to you.
MS. KLEIN: 17062.
if! didn't say it
MR. TROUT: And I'm sorry ifI
clearly.
THE WITNESS: I'm here. Go ahead.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) My question is, earlier in
your testimony you talked about the information and
change order process -Page 104
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A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- and am I correct in understanding that
what is written in this last paragraph of Petra's
claims and change order management document, which i
page 17062 of Exhibit No.5, is a written description
of what you told me about earlier?
A. Let me read it again.
Q. Please. Please take your time.
A. The part that's not in the paragraph is the
architect's role in reviewing those change orders
before they are given to the City.
Q. Should there have been something written
about the architect's role in this particular
document?
A. I'm not sure if it is in the May document or
not. That was the revised document.
Q. All right. Well, we'll come back to that at
a point in time.
Would I be correct in understanding from
reading this paragraph on 17062 and 17063 of Exhibit
No.5 that at the time of submission of a change order
request by Petra to the City, it's being submitted as
Petra's recommendation?
A. Usually.
Q. All right. And if Petra wasn't recommending
Page 105
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A. It would be in the transmittal, yes.
Q. And if Petra submitted it with a negative
recommendation, would that also be in writing?
A. Sometimes, sometimes not.
Q. Well, what's the trigger. When do we know
when its going to be in writing and when do we know
when it is not?
A. If it's something that we agree with, we
would put it in writing. If it is something we didn't
agree with, we would give the prime contractor's
change order request to Keith Watts and tell him why
we didn't agree with it. And then we'd decide what to
do from there.
Q. Okay. How do -- how do we in retrospect
looking at the records ofthis
of this project know whether a
change order request has come from Petra, or whether
it has come from a prime contractor?
A. All prime contractor requests come through
Petra.
Q. Okay. So my question remains the same, if
it is coming through you, and we're looking at a black
and white piece of paper that says, change order
request, how do we know whether it came from Petra and
was prepared by Petra, as you've described it, or
whether it came from the prime contractor and prepared
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action on the change order request, how would that be
noted in the documents that would be submitted to the
City?
A. We would have talked to Keith Watts on-on -there is two change order requests. There is one that
comes from the prime contractor.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. And if we had a disagreement with the prime
contractor on his change order request, we would talk
to Keith Watts ahead of time before we'd make a
recommendation.
Q. All right. Would your recommendation be
placed in writing so there would be a record of it?
A. Uhm, the formal recommendation that went to
City Council was -- was a written recommendation.
And-Q. All right. And
-A. Our conversations with Keith Watts were not
always formal, because we were dealing on a day-to-day
basis.
Q. All right. But anything that would be
considered by the City Council for vote and approval
or disapproval would be in writing?
A. That's correct.
Q. And if Petra submitted it with a
recommendation, that would be in writing?
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by the prime contractor as you've described it?
A. A change order request from a prime
contractor would be on his letterhead. Anything
prepared by Petra that's a change order request would
have Petra's letterhead on it.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to the next to
last paragraph on page 017063, in the first three
lines, it describes what is called, quote, force
account, end quote, work.
A. I'm sorry. Where are you at?
Q. I'm on page 17063 of Exhibit No.5.
A. Yes.
Q. Next to the last paragraph.
A. Okay.
Q. And I'm looking at the quoted term which is,
quote, force account, end quote, and the work related
thereto.
A. Yes.
Q. And my question for you is: On the Meridian
project, what was force account work?
A. Force account work would have been work that
was directed to be performed by Petra to the prime
contractor in order to keep the project moving that
was outside the scope of the contract documents or
specifications. And we would keep a daily force
Page 108
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account record as to the men and the hours worked.
Q. Okay. And when you say, "we," I'm assuming
you mean Petra?
A. Petra and the City.
Q. And -- well, did the City have an inspector
on site keeping track of men and hours worked?
A. No. But they would review those.
Q. All right. So who would actually be
responsible for tracking the man power and materials
related to force account work on a daily basis?
A. The superintendent.
Q. All right. And that would be Petra's
superintendent?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. And what would the form of that
record or document look like?
A. Uhm, it would have been a document that had
daily force account on it and have hours and/or
material costs.
Q. Okay. And would I be correct in
understanding from the written description on page
17063 and from what you just testified to that force
account work would be for unforeseen conditions in
effect?
A. Either unforeseen or work that is outside of
Page 109
their project scope that needs to be performed.
Q. If it was work outside the project scope,
why would it not be treated as a change order?
A. Change orders take time to approve, and if
it was going to hold up the job, then we would perform
it on a daily force account basis.
Q. And how would you decide whether some item
was going to hold up the job?
A. Uhm, we would review it in the weekly
meeting with the project superintendent, the City of
Meridian project engineer, and or myself, and decide
if something was holding up the job, then we would
take care of it on a daily force account basis.
Q. What's critical path?
A. As relates to?
Q. Let's take the City of Meridian project.
Can you tell me what the term critical path means?
A. It usually refers to a schedule.
Q. All right.
right. Did Petra ever create a critical
path schedule for the City Hall project?
A. Yes.
Q. What was that schedule called?
A. I don't know the title. It would have been
on top of it. But it was -- would have the title
schedule or project schedule or something like that.
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Q. In the electronic records of Petra for this
project, where would we find any critical path
schedules that had been created, kept, or maintained?
A. Uhm, it would be underneath Microsoft
project or SureTrack.
Q. Okay. And would there be a special file or
folder designation for the storage of those schedules
that were critical path schedules?
A. It would have been filed underneath the City
of Meridian. What sub file it's under, I don't know.
Q. Who on your staff, if anyone, was
responsible for preparation of critical path
schedules?
A. The project engineer put those together.
The project superintendent would have had input, and
the site and the electrical mechanical superintendent
would have had input.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention, again, in
Exhibit No.5, to page 17064. This is section 4 of
the construction management plan entitled, project
scheduling; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Turning your attention to page 17065 of
Exhibit No.5.
A. Okay.
Page 111
Q. This appears to be a schedule.
Was this prepared by Petra?
A. It looks like it was prepared by Petra, yes.
Q. All right, sir. And it calls for an
occupancy date, last date in the schedule of August
first, 2008; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And am I correct in understanding that that
ties to the schedule in the construction management
agreement?
A. Which is?
Q. That the City established for the length and
duration of this project?
A. It was the initial schedule, and then
updated monthly.
Q. Well, that wasn't quite my question. Was
the August 1st, 2008, end date the same end date that
was provided for on the construction management
agreement?
A. Where are you at in the construction
management agreement?
Q. Well, if you'll give me just two seconds,
I'll try and find that for you. Oh, yeah. Turning
your attention, if you would, please, to Exhibit
No.2, page 2700, section 6.2.2, subsection B, which
Page 112
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says, the owner's schedule, i.e., six months
preconstruction phase services, 18 months construction
phase services; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. SO that's a total of 24 months from August
1st, 2006, to August 1st, 2008; correct?
A. No.
Q. Why not?
A. Because the preconstruction phase lasted
longer than six months.
Q. Well, that wasn't my question. My question
was: The contract called for a 24-month schedule;
correct?
A. It called for 6 months of preconstruction
and 18 months of construction, and the two weren't
tied together.
Q. Well, tell me what language you're referring
to that says the two weren't tied together.
A. I don't see where it says 24 months.
Q. Oh, so it is your contention that that
language didn't mean 24 months total; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Then why is it that Petra chose to use a
24-month schedule ending on August 1st, 2008, in its
construction management plan as the conceptual
Page 113
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to Exhibit No.2, if we could, please. Page 02696.
A. Okay.
Q. Section 4.5.8 on page 2696 of Exhibit No.2
says, "Prepare value analysis studies on major
construction components."
What's a value analysis study?
A. Well, the statement says, "Prepare value
analysis studies on major construction components as
requested by the owner," and we did do that.
Q. Tell me what a value analysis study is.
A. It is to determine the value of some
component of the construction as to its value.
Q. And where in Petra's documents would I frod
the evidence that value analysis components -- or
studies were prepared?
A. You would frod it in the weekly meetings,
the biweekly mayor's report meeting minutes for the
biweekly mayor's meeting.
Q. Okay. Those are meeting minutes?
A. Yes.
Q. Where would I find documents within Petra's
working papers that would evidence the preparation of
value analysis studies?
A. It's in those meeting minutes. It was
documented there.
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schedule, which is Document 17065 in Exhibit No.5?
A. That got changed when we ran into unsuitable
material and contaminated soil.
Q. That wasn't any question, sir. My question
is this: Is a conceptual schedule created by Petra
pursuant to the construction management plan at the
commencement of the project; isn't that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. And it matches exactly with the
24 months taking us from August 1st,
1st, 2006, to August
1st, 2008; correct?
A. Okay.
Q. Is that correct?
A. Apparently.
Q. All right. So, would I be correct in
understanding that whoever prepared this schedule,
understood what the contract language said and put it
in the schedule?
A. Probably.
Q. All right. Did you prepare this conceptual
schedule?
A. I did not.
Q. Who did?
A. Wes Bettis.
Q. All right. Now, turning your attention back
Page 114
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Q. Well, the meeting minutes document
discussion; correct?
A. No. It documented who we talked to and the
kinds of things that we did to do what the City asked
us to do.
Q. Well, let me ask it this way: Are you
telling me that if! go to any meeting minutes that
talks about a value analysis study, I will find a
document attached to that so I can see what you did?
A. No. It's contained within the meeting
minutes. It was passed out.
In particular, the thing that the City asked
us to do was to talk to owners of the under floor duct
system -Q. Vh-huh.
Uh-huh.
A. -- which we did -Q. Vh-huh.
Uh-huh.
A. -- and was reported back to them in the
meeting.
Q. SO did you ever prepare a document related
to a value analysis study?
A. Yes.
Q. Well, what documents did you prepare?
A. It's contained in those meeting minutes.
if I go to a meeting minute, I will find
Q. SO if!
Page 116
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a document attached to it that shows me the value
1
analysis study?
2
3
A. It will show you what was done in order to
answer the City's question.
4
Q. No. My specific question for you is this,
5
sir: Will I find a document that contains a value
6
analysis study, other than a meeting minute?
7
A. I guess my question back is: If those
8
meeting minutes contain the answers that the City is
9
looking for, isn't that the document?
10
Q. No. Not in -- that's not the question I'm
11
12
asking. My question specifically is, regardless of
what discussion might have been had amongst the
13
parties at a meeting, can you -14
A. No.
15
Q. -- point me to any document that contains a
16
17
written value analysis study?
A. And my answer is that those meeting minutes 18
were not a discussion. It was a report.
19
Q. SO ifthere was a number reported, can you
20
tell me how a number was calculated, and do you still 21
have those calculations?
22
A. There was no number.
23
Q. There were never numbers related to the
24
value analysis studies?
25
Page 117

was updated as budgets were received later on in the
project.
Q. What are you calling a budget?
A. A budget is something after the job is bid.
And so in a job where you've got essentially five
phases, as you progress through the job, portions of
that job become budget while you are still estimating
the final phases to be bid.
Q. Well, if you get a bid, and you accept a
bid, it becomes a cost. It's not a budget, is it?
A. It becomes a budget.
Q. SO tell me what the difference between a
cost estimate and a budget is.
A. Well, a cost estimate is put together before
you've bid any of the job out.
Q. All right. That helps.
MR. TROUT: So may I have 19,20, and 21, please?
(Deposition Exhibit No.6 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed wha
has been marked as Exhibit No.6 for identification.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Do you recognize that?
A. It's an estimate.
Q. Is this a cost estimate?
A. It is.
Page 119
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Q. Was this prepared by Petra?
A. I honestly can't tell, but I think it was.
Q. Did you prepare it?
A. It would have been part of another document
with a date on it.
1122/07. Does
Q. Well, it contains a date of 1/22/07.
that ring a bell with you at all?
A. It would have been a time frame that we were
putting estimates together for the City prior to the
February estimate.
Q. All right. So would you call this a 20
percent cost estimate?
A. Well, the estimate that we were putting
together on January of '07 was actually delivered on
January 10th of'07, and not January 22nd. So I'm not
sure where this date came from.
Q. And how do you know it was delivered on
January 10th, 2007?
A. Because that was the day that was in the
meeting minutes that we delivered the estimate.
Q. Okay.
A. And back to your answer on 20 percent
estimate, we had 20 percent architectural drawings -Q. Vh-huh.
A. -- and we did not have MEP drawings nor did
Page 120

A. No. The question had to do with the
satisfaction of the owner on the operation of their
under floor duct system and whether it was of value.
Q. Okay. I understand your answer.
This next section of page 2696 of Exhibit
fmal cost estimate to be prepared.
No.2 calls for a [mal
A. Yes.
Q.
Q. Did you ever prepare a final cost estimate?
A. The final cost estimate was put together in
February of2007.
Februaryof2007.
Q. On what date?
February of2007.
A. In Februaryof2007.
Q. Do you have a specific date in February?
A. I can't recall the date, but I know it was
in February.
Q. Okay. And it was a cost estimate?
A. It was a cost estimate.
Q. And where in Petra's files would I find that
cost estimate?
A. It would be an Excel spreadsheet under
estimates.
Q. Okay. Who prepared it?
A. It would have been prepared by Petra, by the
people on the staff, which included Wes Bettis, Steve
Pierce, and myself. And then that final cost estimate
Page 118
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1
we have sizes on structural members at that point.
2
Q. Okay. So as of the date of Exhibit No.6,
3
either the 10th or the 22nd, you would have known the
4
building size at 100,000 square feet; correct?
5
A. We would have known the hundred thousand
6
square feet, correct.
7
Q. And you would have known that it was going
8
to be a four-story structure?
9
A. We did.
10
Q. And you would have known that it was going
11
to include some kind of mechanical system; correct?
12
A. And that's why we used the engineer's
13
estimate.
14·
14 .
Q. Okay. And you would have known it would
15
ofHVAC system?
have included some kind ofHVAC
16
A. And, again, we used the engineer's estimate.
17
Q. Okay. And this total, if! read Exhibit
. 18
No.6 correctly, is 4 million 422 thousand 988
19
dollars; correct?
20
A. For the cost of the building.
21
Q. All right. And were there other costs that
22
needed to be added to that?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. What?
25
A. You would have all your contaminated soil.
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THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Off the record. The time i
1:54.
(Off the record.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record. The time is
1:56 p.m.
MR. TROUT: Let's go back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) You've been handed what's
been marked as Exhibit No.7 for identification.
A. Okay.
Q. Can you identify that document?
A. It was a summary that was put together and
delivered to the City. I thought it was January 10th
that we gave it to them. This says it was January
15th.
Q. Is this a document that was prepared by
Petra?
A. It was.
Q. All right. And on January 15th of 2007, we
now have a document that says 15 million 475 thousand
160 dollars; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And it includes core and shell; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. It includes MEP's and tenant improvements;
correct?
Page 123

Q. Okay. So you would have known in January
about contaminated soil?
A. No.
Q. Okay. So it didn't include contaminated
soil because you didn't know about it?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay.
A. It didn't have the construction management
c~t.
cost.
Q. Okay.
A. It didn't have the owner's FF&E
FF&E cost.
Q. Okay.
A. It was strictly the building.
Q. All right. So let's tum to -(Deposition Exhibit No.7 marked.)
THE WITNESS: May I ask a question?
MR. TROUT: No. Sorry.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Let's tum to Exhibit
No.7
-No.7-THE WITNESS: Can I ask you a question?
MS. KLEIN: We're between questions. Can he tall<
with me?
MR. TROUT: Sure.
MS. KLEIN: Thanks. We can go off the record for
just a minute.
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A. That's correct.
Q. It includes site and plaza?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. It includes Petra's construction management
fee; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. And so at this point in the 20
percent estimate, it has all of the variables for
costs that you needed to consider for your cost
estimating purposes; correct?
A. Not all, but most of it.
Q. Well, what's missing?
A. What's missing is the contaminated soil.
Q. All right. And how much was the
contaminated soil?
A. It was in the range of $900,000.
Q. All right. So that would have put this at
roughly 16 million 300 thousand; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. At 16 million 300 thousand, would that be
considered a material change to you?
A. A material change?
Q. Yes.
A. No. What I considered a material change was
the fact that we were over 12 million already and
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hadn't considered the rest of it yet.
1
Q. Okay. So would I be correct in
2
understanding that as the construction manager for
3
this project, once you exceeded $12 million, you
4
believed there was a material change?
5
A. And we told them so.
6
Q. Okay. And that would have been as of
7
2007?
January 22nd, 200n
8
A. In that meeting, and I thought it was prior
9
to January 22nd.
10
Q. All right. Let's assume it was January
11
15th, would that be a fair statement that -12
A. Okay.
13
Q. -- you considered this to be a material
14
change in the project at that time?
15
A. That they were over budget. And at that
16
point, they had a decision to make to pull it back
17
within budget -18
Q. Okay.
19
A. -- in order to keep going.
20
(Deposition Exhibit No.8 marked.)
21
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed wha 22
has been marked as Deposition 8 for identification.
23
A. Uh-huh.
24
Q. Do you recognize that?
25
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understanding that you believe this February 23rd,
2007, cost estimate is the fmal cost estimate, as
that term was defmed in the construction management
agreement?
A. No.
Q. Was there another cost estimate prior to the
receipt of any bids?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Now, you'll have to forgive me,
because I'm not as skilled in this as you are by any
stretch of the imagination.
When I look at Deposition Exhibit No.8,
would I be correct in understanding that all of the
major components that ended up in the city hall
structure were the subject of this cost estimate?
A. You'll have to define major elements for me.
Q. I'm going to do it just like the document
does: Construction management and site acquisition
cost, item one, bid phase one, asbestos and
demolition. I assume that was a major element?
A. It was.
Q. And items two, reimbursables for
construction are included in this estimate, and I'm
assuming that was a major element?
A. Yes.
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A. Yes.
Q. And what is it, sir?
A. It is an updated estimate on where the cost
of the project is headed in February of 2007.
Now -Q. All right, sir. Now-A. It says February 2006 at the top.
Q. Apparently just a -A. Typo.
Q. -- typo. Would that be right?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Because the ending date at this
60 percent estimate says February 23rd, 2007; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. Now, in your testimony just a
bit ago you indicated that Petra had prepared a final
cost estimate on or about February 2007; is that
right?
A. And I also said that we updated it as the
project progressed.
Q. Okay. But my understanding is that as of
February 2007, these are the only cost estimates that
Petra had presented to the City?
A. These are the only cost estimates we
presented to the City.
Q. All right. And am I correct in
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Q. And that was a Petra number; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And when I say Petra number, that was a
number to be paid to Petra for construction services
during the scope of construction; correct?
A. That was the number from the contract.
Q. All right. And the third item is also a
number from the contract, the construction management
fee of 574,000; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And then actual construction costs for the
major elements are set out below those three items in
the construction cost section; correct?
A. And above it.
Q. Okay. Well, there are no numbers in the
soft costs above; correct?
A. No. But there are demountable walls.
Q. All right. So that feature was included in
this budget; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. And in the bottom section of
Exhibit No.8, under construction costs, you have the
bid Phase II core and shell as a major item; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Bid Phase III, MEP's and tenant improvements
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as a major item; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Bid Phase IV, the site and plaza as a major
item?
A. Correct.
Q. And the construction contingency as a major
item; correct?
A. Correct.
if I understand this estimate at
Q. And so if!
February 23 of 2007, the largest number that you had
was 60 million 254 thousand 33 dollars; correct?
A. No.
Q. Okay. What's the largest number that you
had?
A. Eighteen one.
Q. And where do I find the eighteen one?
A. You've got $465,000 worth of demountable
walls. You've got a million 319 thousand worth of CM
and site acquisition costs. And the total
construction cost for phases II, III, and IV,
excluding value engineering, which they didn't a,~cept,
was in the range of 16 million 500 thousand.
Q. SO if!
if I learned to read this correctly, as
you are teaching me, as of February 23rd, 2007, you
knew that the project had increased in size, scope,
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estimating?
A. No. You don't have all the sheets here.
You've got four of the same sheet.
Q. Okay. You're right. This exhibit contains
four of the same sheets. Are there different or
additional sheets that go along with this?
I through
A. There is. You are missing lines 1
43.
Q. All right. And lines 1 through 43, do they
contain any bid amounts?
A. I'd have to look at it to answer that.
Q. I understand. We'll come back to that one.
Maybe I can ask it in a different way, because I think
we can get there.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 10 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed wha
has been marked as Exhibit No. 10 for identification.
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recognize this?
A. Yes.
MR. TROUT: And I believe this is my phone call.
Can we go off the record, please?
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Off the record. The time i
2:10.
(Recess taken from 2:10 p.m. to 2:13 p.m.)
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1

and complexity to 18 million 100 thousand dollars,
give or take a nickel?
A. Give or take $100,000, yes.
Q. All right. And would I be correct in
assuming that as of February 3rd, 2007, you considered
that to be a significant and material change in thi:,
project from where you started?
A. It was a significant change to the 12
million that they had set up for a budget.
Q. All right.
(Deposition Exhibit No.9 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed
what's been marked as Exhibit No.9 for
identification.
Can you tell me what this is?
A. It's a recap of the estimates that had been
run for the City up through April 3rd of 2007.
Q. Now, would I -- and was this prepared by
Petra?
A. Yes. It has Petra's logo on the top.
Q. Okay. And it looks like this was at a
creation date of April 28, 2007; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And am I correct in understanding from
looking at Exhibit No.9, that this is all still cost
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THE VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record. The time is
2:13 p.m.
MR. TROUT: We are back on the record in the
deposition of Gene Bennett.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And you, sir, have been
ifI understand
handed Deposition Exhibit No. 10. And if!
correctly, this is a Petra document; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Is this another cost estimate?
A. It is a combination of bids that have been
received, which are budgets, plus cost estimates for
the remaining work.
Q. All right. As of July 12th, 2007, what bids
had been received?
A. We had received the cold shell and core
bids. We had received the MEP and tenant improvemen
bids. We had not the received Phase IV site and plaza
bids yet.
Q. All right. But you had an estimate for
Phase IV site and plaza; correct?
A. That was the landscape architect's estimate.
We didn't have drawings yet.
Q. All right. Were you relying on the
landscape architect's cost estimating to prepare this
document?
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A. I was.
Q. Did you consider it to be reasonable?
A. I had no idea.
Q. All right. So you didn't exercise any
independent judgment in examining that; is that
correct?
A. We didn't have any documents to show us what
he was considering.
Q. All right. But would I be correct in
of July 12th, 2007, in a
understanding that as ofJuly
combination of estimate and hard money bids, you
predicted a project of at least 20 million 457
thousand 747 dollars; correct?
A. I'm checking to see what items may not have
been in this. That's correct.
Q. Okay. And just so I understand it
correctly, this included the structure at 100,000
square feet; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. It included a four-story structure; correct?
A. Uh-huh. Yes.
Q. It included the MEP as bid and as built;
correct?
A. As bid. It had not incorporated any of the
MEP changes yet.
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Q. All right. But certainly you had hard money
bids for the MEP?
A. Y~,~
Y~,~
Q. And you had an estimate for the plaza;
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And an estimate or hard money for the
furniture, fixtures, and equipment; correct?
A. I'm not sure that we had bid those out yet.
Q. All right. But all of the major components
were included in this document and included in the 20
million 457,747 figure?
A. No.
Q. What's missing?
A. Uhm, final contaminated soil bills.
Q. All right. And?
A. And then the change orders that eventually
occurred on the job.
of7112/2007 -- July 12,2007, you
Q. But as of7/12/2007
certainly knew you were at 20 million 4 at least?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. And at that figure, I'm assuming
you would agree with me, that that was significantly
larger than 12.2 million?
A. Yes.
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Q. It was materially different than a 12.2
million dollar project; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And would I be correct in understanding, if
I understand this term, that the procurement method,
i.e., owner, construction manager, and multiple prime
contractors never changed from day one to today? That
was the procurement method?
A. You'll have to rephrase that. I didn't
understand it.
Q. Well, it's a term that I'm not terribly
AsII
familiar with, but I'm trying to figure it out. As
understand it, in construction, procurement method
means the type of project delivery system.
Is that your understanding?
A. Okay.
Q. And you can have a multiple of types. You
could have a general contractor on a design bid build;
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. You could also have an owner construction
manager with multiple prime contractors as we did in
this case; correct?
A. Okay.
if! understand correctly, the method
Q. And so ifI
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chosen for procurement of this project, i.e., owner,
construction manager, and multiple primes never
changed from day one?
A. That part is true.
Q. All right. And I'm going to go backwards a
little bit If I understood your testimony this
morning, sir, you testified that at the time the
contract was signed in August of 2006, you didn't have
a way of assessing the complexity of the project
because you didn't have any drawings, plans, or
specifications; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And am I correct in understanding that it's
Petra's position, for lack of a better term, that
everything that resulted in this 20 million 457
thousand 747 dollar figure shown on Exhibit No. 10 was
as a result of owner directed changes?
A. You'll have to define "changes" for me. It
was a result of the building that they wanted to
build.
Q. Okay. Well, why don't I tum that around
and make sure I understand what you're saying.
Is it -- is it your understanding or
contention that the items that are reflected as
estimated or bid in Exhibit No. 10 that comprise the
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20 million 457,747 figure are not owner directed
changes?
A. I'm not sure I can answer that, so let me
answer it the best I can.
Q. Okay.
A. This 20 million dollar number is a result of
the bids received to build the building that the City
wanted to build.
Q. Okay.
96, please? Okay. We
MR. TROUT: Can I have 96,please?
need 97.
Let's go off the record for just a moment.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Off the record. The time i
2:24
p.m.
2:24p.m.
(Recess taken from 2:24 p.m. to 2:28 p.m.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record. The time is
2:28
p.m.
2:28p.m.
MR. TROUT: We are back on the record in the
deposition of Gene Bennett.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, I'm not going
to try and belabor this, but I want to make sure I
clearly understand. As of July 12,2007, which is the
date reflected on Exhibit No. 10 that we've been
talking about, the size of the structure had been
determined in terms of square footage because you had
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A. Those added up to more than 465,000.
Q. I apologize, they do. But let's just talk
in geneml terms. Furniture, fixtures, and equipment
had been accounted for in this estimate?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now, I need to understand something about
ASIs
AS Is and RFls.
A. Okay.
Q. At the signing date for your agreement,
August 1st, 2006, had Petre estimated an amount in
of just number, not dollars, of anticipated ASls
terms ofjust
or RFls for this project?
A. No. We asked -- you're referring to the
complexity and changes of it, and we asked the City
how many phases we were going to have, and they said
probably two, so that was put into the agreement.
Q. Let me narrow the question just a little
bit, if I can. Would I be correct in understanding
that exclusive of whether there was one phase or
four -A. Can't do that.
Q. Well, let me finish my question, maybe you
can.
A. Okay.
Q. Exclusive of whether there were one, two,
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bid the core and shell; correct?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And the structural system itself had been
determined in the core and shell bid?
A. It was.
Q. And the building exterior would have been
determined in the core and shell bid as of that day?
A. Yes.
Q. And ifI, again, understand correctly, the
mechanical systems had been determined because they
had been bid as well?
A. And the TI.
Q. All right. And ifI read this correctly, in
the construction cost section, item 5, the LEED
certification costs had been included as well?
A. That's correct.
Q. And that was a specific change order to
Petra; correct?
A. Uhm, that was never a change order to Petra.
Q. Okay. Well, let's -- I'll come back to
that.
And the owner's furniture, fixtures, and
equipment or FF&E was an estimated cost on July 12th
of 465,000; correct? Or do you know whether that was
bid at that time, Gene?
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three, or four phases. Had Petra made any kind of
estimate of the average number of ASls
ASIs or RFIs they
could expect for this project?
A. No. But it is tied to number of phases,
because the more phases you have to coordinate, the
more RFIs and AFIs you have.
Q. Okay. But certainly as of July 12th, 2007,
you knew what all the phases were?
A. We did not.
Q. Okay. What was missing?
A. Phase V.
Q. East parking lot?
A. East parking lot.
Q. And that was the only thing that was
missing; correct?
A. That's the only big something that was
missing.
Q. Okay. Okay.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 11 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed
what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit No. 11 for
identification.
A. Okay.
Q. And do you recognize this document?
A. I do.
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Q. Gene, did you get an opportunity to review
this at some time at or near the time that it was
prepared?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Did you participate in the
preparation of this document?
A. In portions of it, yes.
Q. All right. I'm going to direct your
attention to page 11.
A. Okay.
Q. And in response to Interrogatory No. 45, in
the fIrst full sentence it says, quote -- or excuse
me. The second full sentence on page 11 of Exhibit
No. 10 -- 11 -- I did it twice. I'll start over.
Sorry.
Just so our record is clear, in the second
full sentence of the response to Interrogatory No. 45,
on page 11 of Exhibit No. 11 it says, quote, the
quantity and timing of owner driven requested changes
constitute Meridian's interference.
Do you see that, sir?
A. I do see it.
Q. And do you agree with that statement?
A. From a legal standpoint, I don't understand
what interference means.
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me put some input into it. And then our attorneys
would have put it together.
Q. Okay. So from a factual standpoint, this
answer either came from you or Mr. Coughlin?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Who did -- who would have been the
fact witnesses who would have provided this answer?
A. Tom and I would have put together the
bullets in response to the changes that occurred late
in the project.
Q. Okay. When you put together the bullets
that were identifIed on page 11 and 12 of Exhibit
No. 11 -A. Yes.
Q. -- were all of these owner driven requested
changes?
A. I know the fence was a result of a Union
PacifIc requirement to the City, and so the City had
to do it. But it was a request to the City to us to
put that in.
Q. All right.
A. The mayor's suite redesign and relocation
was from the City to us.
Q. Okay.
A. The plaza redesign and value engineering,
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1

Q. I'm not going to ask you for your legal
opinion. I'm simply going to ask you for your
understanding as a construction manager on this
project, did you consider that the quantity and timing
of owner driven requested changes constituted the City
of Meridian's interference on this project?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object. I don't think
he can answer that question, because it does have a
legal reference here, and you're asking him to say
what that -- how he views that. I don't think he can
answer that.
MR. TROUT: He either can or can't. I understand
your objection, Counsel.
THE WITNESS: Yeah. I don't understand what the
word interference means, so I can't answer the
question. All of -- however, all of these things that
are listed, were changes or additions that occurred
after July of 2007.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Well, let's assume -well, I'm going to stop. Let's back up. Do you know
who prepared this answer?
A. Uhm, Petra and our attorneys.
Q. Okay. Who at Petra?
A. Well, it would have been -- Tom Coughlin
would have had some input into it. We would have had
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that had to do with the layout in the plaza, and so
when the drawings came in, and we looked at them and
bid the fIrst
first part, it was necessary to redesign the
plaza. The City agreed with that, and we did that.
Emergency power to telecommunications
closets, that occurred at the end of the job, so that
they would have phones in case of a terrorist attack.
Same with ASI 165R.
Interior signage revisions, there were
multiple sign changes at the request of the City,
which we did.
Additional lockers downstairs was a request
of the City.
ASI 165 was a request of the City.
Audio/visual security system additions,
panic buttons, card readers, that sort of thing were a
request of the City.
East parking lot was a request of the City,
so that they would have the right number of parking
spaces.
And those outstanding items, I don't recall
what those were. I'd have to look at the e-mails.
Q. Okay. Am I supposed to understand that from
Petra's point of view, that these are all, quote,
unquote, Meridian's interference, is that what this
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response is telling me?
A. Well, back to my original statement, I don't
understand what interference means.
Q. Okay.
A. But I do understand what owner requested
changes are, and these are owner requested changes.
Q. Okay. So I'm not asking you to tell me what
was said in any fashion by your legal counsel to you.
Would I be correct in understanding that these were
denominated as Meridian's interference by your legal
counsel and not by either you or Mr. Coughlin?
CougWin?
A. What does denominated mean?
Q. Identified as.
A. Yes, to the extent that my question was,
what's an owner interference, and the answer was, it's
an owner directed change.
Q. All right. In one way or another, wouldn't
I be correct in understanding that as of the
preparation date of Exhibit No. 10, everything on this
list to be included in this project was in one fashion
or another an owner directed change?
A. Up to that date.
Q. Okay.
A. I think the criticalness of that date was
that was the date that we received the TI bids.
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A. That's the date that he put on it.
Q. All right. And so I am correct in
understanding that the LEED costs were, in fact,
covered by a change order to Petra for, quote,
additional construction management services and
general conditions required to obtain silver LEED
certification per the presentation by Wes Bettis,
August 14,2007; is that correct?
A. No.
Q. Whynot?
A. Because it was given to us after the job was
over.
Q. Well, are you trying to tell me that a
change order provided to you after the job was over
makes it any less of a change order?
A. It was made out for Wes Bettis' signature
and Wes wasn't with us anymore.
Q. All right. Was it signed by Petra?
A. No.
Q. Why not?
A. Because it never was presented to Petra in
the beginning as a change order. We presented it as a
cost that LEED was going to take to perform, and
handing it to a person after the job is over, is not
professional.
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Q. That gave you a very hard number?
A. For what was on the documents.
Q. Right. Understood. We are going to come
back and clean up just one item.
MR. TROUT: Can I have 37, please?
(Deposition Exhibit No. 12 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed
what's been marked as Exhibit No. 12 -A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- for identification. I'm going to ask you
to identify that for me.
A. Uhm, it was a change order document prepared
by Keith Watts and given to Petra in February of 2009.
Q. All right. And am I correct in
understanding that this is the LEED change order?
A. Did you catch the date?
Q. I did catch the date.
A. Thank you.
Q. But my question still remains. Am I correct
in understanding that this is a LEED change order?
A. This was a change order that was given to us
by Keith Watts in February of 2009 to cover the cost
ofLEED.
Q. Allright.
All right. And,infact,
And, in fact, it's dated 8/14 of
'07; correct?
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Q. So would I be correct in understanding then
that the preparation of a change order after the work
is completed is not professional?
A. In this case, it wasn't professional,
because the job was already over.
Q. All right. Would it be unprofessional for a
construction manager to prepare a change order for
work that was already completed in a similar set of
circumstances, when the work was already done?
A. It depends on the understanding with the
owner.
Q. All right. Well, what understanding are you
referring to?
A. The understanding we had with Meridian City
Hall was that LEED was a reimbursable item, and that
it was estimated at $205,000.
Q. Was it an allowance?
A. It was never clarified.
Q. Well, what did you think it was?
A. I thought it was a number that we told them
it was going to cost to do LEED for, and we needed to
be within that number, or close to it.
Q. Well, does that mean it's an allowance? Did
you treat it as an allowance as the construction
manager for this project?
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A. I don't think we treated it as an allowance.
We billed them what it cost.
Q. Okay. What's an allowance?
A. An allowance is established before the work
begins, and it's mutually agreed between the two
parties that that's the number that is included for
that item, and then it's adjusted up or down depending
on how much is spent.
Q. Okay. Is an allowance supposed to be
performed at cost as you were suggesting you performed
the LEED work?
A. Usually, an allowance is not performed at
cost. It includes a fee.
Q. Okay. Are you familiar with the definition
of allowance as it is defined in the AlA contract
family?
A. I'd have to read it.
Q. All right.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 13 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed wha
has been marked as Deposition Exhibit No. 13 for
identification.
Do you recognize this document?
A. I recognize portions of it, yes.
Q. What portion do you recognize?
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Q. All right. And is that the same formal
notice of change order request that is contained in
paragraph 67 on page 14 of Exhibit No. 13?
A. I believe so.
MR. TROUT: All right. Now-(Deposition Exhibit No. 15 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) You've been handed Exhibit
No. 15 for identification.
Do you recognize that?
A. It was a request by our attorney to Bill
Nary to mediate the Change Order No.2.
Q. Was this request made by Petra?
A. It was made by Petra to the City of
Meridian.
Q. All right. And even though you weren't
carbon copied on this, according to the document, did
you receive or see a copy of this at or near the time
it was sent on March 16th, 2009?
A. No. But I was aware that it was going out.
Q. All right. Is there anything about Exhibit
No. 15 and the contents of this request for mediation
that you disagree with?
A. Well, I think I agree with the general
intent that was to mediate the claim or request a
change order as per contract documents.
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A. As it starts to get back into the detail,
from seven on.
Q. Okay. Sir, I'm going to direct your
attention in Exhibit No. 13 to page 14, and paragraph
~.
67.
A. Okay. That's correct.
Q. Do you recognize that, sir?
A. Okay.
Q. My question, Gene, is do you recognize that
language? Have you seen it before today?
A. Uhm, I've seen it before today.
Q. Am I correct in understanding that paragraph
67 is Petra's claim in this case for change order
No.2 based on the November 5,2007, notice of intent
to submit formal change order requests as described in
that paragraph?
A. It's a portion of our request, yes.
could--Q. Okay. And if you could
(Deposition Exhibit No. 14 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed
Exhibit No. 14.
A. Yes.
Q. And can you identify Exhibit No. 14 for us?
A. It was a letter from Wes Bettis to Keith
Watts as a formal notice of the change order request.
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MR. TROUT: All right. Let's all take a grand
total of maybe five minutes. Weare going to change
subjects and then we'll come back and go to work.
MS. KLEIN: Is your plan still to stop at five
regardless of where we are at, or what's your plan?
MR. TROUT: Even if we're not done, I'm going to
stop at five, because, like you, even though I do not
have -- off the record.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Off the record at 2:58.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 16 marked.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record. The time i~
3:03.
MR. TROUT: We are back on the record in the
deposition of Gene Bennett.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, you've been
handed what has been marked as Deposition Exhibit
No. 16.
Do you have that in front of you?
A. I do.
Q. Can you tell me what this is?
A. It's a recap of the project from a budget
and schedule standpoint to give to the mayor, because
she was coming under fire, from what areas, I don't
know, for the project, and so Keith Watts, with the
City, asked me to provide him with a recap of the
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project costs and project schedule.
Q. All right. I'm going to direct your
attention to line 13 of page 12386, which is the
spreadsheet.
A. Okay.
Q. If! read line 13, am I correct in
understanding that you are reporting to the City that
construction started on June 21 st, 200n
A. No.
Q. What are you telling us about -- excuse me,
May 21st, 2007.
A. Okay. In the meeting with Keith Watts, I
told him that that was the date that we started
construction after we had removed all of the
contaminated soil and could start construction.
Q. All right. What was the very fIrst item in
the start of construction?
A. Concrete, digging for footings, those sorts
of things.
Q. Okay. Would -- I'm assuming excavation for
the footings preceded the pouring of concrete?
A. Well, that's a complicated question, because
some of the area that the footings were bearing on was
contaminated and unsuitable soil. And so that had
been to be removed and abated or dealt with before we
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could start excavating soil that was suitable for
bearing on.
So this date was the date that we started
construction after all of the unsuitable soil and
contaminated soil had been removed.
Q. All right. On the same line, you indicate
a -- as of April 18th, 2008, a contractual completion
date of November 21st, 2008; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Was any kind of change order issued to Petra
modifying the contract completion date?
A. There was no change order issued to Petra
modifying the contract completion date, nor did there
need to be any.
Q. Okay. Directing your attention to line 22
and column F, you indicate that ASI No.2 adjusted
schedule to raise building 4 feet; is that correct?
A. I believe so.
Q. And is this an indication that somehow the
schedule got adjusted August 29th of 2008?
A. I would have to check on that, because I
don't recall honestly. ASI No.2, I'd have to go back
and read.
Q. All right. Is that August 29th of 2008 or
August 29th of 2006?
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A. I think everything there is -- got an eight
in it-Q. Okay.
A. - but I can't read it. It's pretty blurred
up.
Q. Okay. I guess I'm having a little bit of
difficulty. The date of your transmittal e-mail is
April the 18th of2008; right?
A. No. It was 2009.
Q. Well-A. It says 2008, doesn't it?
Q. Yeah.
A. That's not right, because we were done with
the project in October of2008, and it was April of
2009 that Keith asked me to send that recap to him,
and I did it.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding that
this e-mail, from, sent to, subject, and attachments
would all be automatically created by your Outlook
mail program?
A. Yes, it would.
Q. Okay.
A. But in April of 2008, we didn't have a fInal
budget of 21.7, nor had we completed the job for them
yet. And it was April of 2009 that I sent that
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e-mail.
Q. Am I correct-THE WITNESS: That we didn't have this date?
MS. KLEIN: No. You didn't have that date.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Am I correct in
understanding that this spreadsheet is dated April
18th,2008?
A. That's what it has on it. But that's not
correct. It was April of 2009 that I sent it to him.
Q. Did you make this?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Okay. So exclusive ofthe date
issue, turning your attention to line 36, it says in
column F, added six weeks for weather and steel ASls;
is that right?
A. That's correct. In the winter of 2007 and
2008, we reported to city council in February that the
project would be completed on October 15th of2008.
Q. Okay. But that really isn't my question.
A. Okay.
Q. When was six weeks added for weather and
steel ASls?
A. In February 0[2008.
of2008.
Q. Okay. How many weeks for weather?
A. I'd have to pull up that document to answer
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that question.
Q. And what document are you referring to?
A. The document that was put together to
present to the board, and the document that was put
together that detailed the change for the steel
erected.
Q. Oh, is this directly related to Rule Steel?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. We'll come back to that.
MS. KLEIN: Counsel, I would note; and I don't
know if it is related at all, but they did have a big
crash -- I think you were notified. They had a big
issue with their computers at some point, and I don't
know if there had been something when that got reset
that got done wrong or something. There was -- they
did have a computer issue. I believe that's something
we've notified you of in the past. I don't know the
date on that, but I'm just -MR. TROUT: Okay. I've got to make that phone
call we were talking about. Can we go off the record?
MS. KLEIN: Youbet.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Off the record.
(Recess taken from 3:13 p.m. to 3:24 p.m.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record in the
deposition of Gene Bennett. The time is 3:24 p.m.
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MR. TROUT: Thank you. Weare back to the
deposition of Mr. Bennett.
And can I have 92, please?
(Deposition Exhibit No. 17 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed a
copy of Exhibit No. 17 and if you could, please, can
you identify that document for me?
A. It is Document G702, application for
payment.
Q. And was this document a Petra application
for payment on the City of Meridian City Hall Project?
A. It was prepared by Petra, certified by the
architect and transmitted to the City.
Q. All right. Directing your attention to the
face page of Exhibit No. 17, it appears to be dated
March 31 st, 2008?
A. Okay.
Q. Does that mean this seeks payment for sums
due and owing prior to March 31st, 2008?
A. I think so.
Q. All right. This document also carries an
additional signature of Eugene Bennett; correct?
A. That's my signature.
Q. All right. And so you would have signed
this on or about the 3rd day of April, 2008; correct?
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A. I signed it on 3/31.
Q. Okay. So the notary is the 3rd. Your
signature is 3/3112008, the same date as the payout?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Directing your attention to
page -- well, before we look at any individual page,
perhaps we can understand the format a little bit
first. Can I get you to take a look at page 1541 of
ExhibitNo.17,please?
A. Okay.
of page 1541, it indicates that
Q. At the top ofpage
this is a job cost detail; correct?
A. Yes.
ifI read this
Q. And the cost category, if!
correct, is temporary power?
A. Yes.
Q. And the specific -- or I should say the
items totaling the job cost for this period add up to
$2,389.87; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And if we want to look at the detail, that
is the support for that, we need to look into what I
will call the backup for that -- those specific line
items; correct?
A. That's correct.
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Q. All right. Now, I probably asked you this
before, and my aging memory doesn't allow me to recal
for sure, but would I be correct in understanding that
this kind of format with a job cost detail and then
the backup documents was the typical format in which
all of Petra pay applications on this project were
prepared?
A. I believe so.
Q. Okay. And in April of 2008 -- or I should
say, March of 2008, would I be correct in
understanding that your project engineer would have
been Mr. Coughlin?
A. That's correct.
ifI understood your prior testimony, it
Q. And if!
would be typically Mr. Coughlin's job to assemble with
the accounting department this information, review it,
and then submit it to you for your review and
approval?
A. Yes.
Q. And Mr. Bettis would have -- if I remember
correctly, would have been gone by this time?
A. I think so.
Q. Okay. So if we want to look at any
particular item, we could look for the detail. And
I'll just start again on page 1541 of Exhibit No. 17.
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The first item indicates $1,365.28; correct?
A. It does.
Q. And then if you tum to page 1543, this is
an invoice from Edge Construction Supply; is that
correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay. And it indicates at the bottom of
page, total due $1,365.28; is that correct?
A. It does.
Q. And so would I be correct in understanding
that this invoice matches up with the job costs detail
that we just looked at on page 1541 of Exhibit No. 17?
A. It appears to.
Q. All right, sir. This appears to be the
purchase of equipment?
A. It's purchase of electrical cord for power.
Q. Typically called equipment; correct?
A. No.
Q. Well, an electrical cord is not a
consumable. It's not a power bill; right?
A. It's not a power bill.
Q. All right. So the City purchased $1365.28
worth of electrical cords. At the conclusion of the
project, were those returned to the City?
A. I'd have to check with Coughlin. I don't
Page 161
know the answer to that.
Q. Why is the purchase of equipment under
temporary power?
A. Well, it's the purchase of supplies -equipment, I think of things like generators and that
sort of thing. But it was what was required to
distribute power to the workers so that they could
have temporary lights and/or power for their tools.
Q. All right. And so these items would belong
to the City, because they paid for them?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Now, let's tum to page 1547, if
we could.
Do you have that in front of you, sir?
A. I do.
Q. I see the first two items as being -- or I
should say the cost category for this job cost detail
is supplies and postage?
A. Yes.
Q. Now, turning your attention to the first two
items listed, we have $25.40 -A. Yes.
Q. -- and $28.53; is that right?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And in
if! go to the next page, which
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is 1548, this looks like a charge for copying and a
show room, does it not?
A. I'm not able to read this. It looks like it
is a charge for copying.
Q. Okay. And if you tum the page to 1549,
this second figure of $28.53 also looks like a charge
for copying; correct?
A. Yes, I believe it is.
Q. All right. Now, going back to Exhibit
No.2, and directing your attention in Exhibit No.2
to page -- I'll wait for to you get there. Page 2700.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. At the top of the page in the first full
paragraph, it says, "The construction manager's fee
includes the construction manager's overhead, profit,
home office expenses, transportation, expenses, field
office supplies; and expenses, such as communications,
i.e., telephones, cell phones, facsimiles and
photocopies;" correct?
A. It does.
Q. Why is the City being charged for
photocopies under supplies and postage?
A. Well, we'll have to get Tom's help on this,
because II don't know the answer.
Q. All right. Doesn't seem appropriate, does
Page 163
it?
A. I don't know if they were photocopies.

Q. If they were, does it seem appropriate?
A. If they were drawings, it would be
appropriate.
Q. Doesn't say drawings, does it?
A. I can't tell from it.
Q. Okay.
A. I do know this, that those checkmarks that
are beside this -- if you go to that sheet that had
the summary on it.
l547?
Q. Page 1547?
A. Uh-huh -- 1542.
Q. No. The supplies and postage are at page
1547, sir.
A. Yes.
Q. Okay?
A. Those checkmarks that are beside that -Q. Dh-huh.
A. -- that's, I believe, where Tom sat down
with Keith Watts and went through the bill.
Q. Well, were you personally present?
A. No, I was not. That's why we need Tom's
help as to what those checkmarks mean.
Q. All right. Did you inquire?
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A. Did I inquire?
Q. Why supplies and postage were being charged
to the City of Meridian when you reviewed this?
A. No, sir. I did not.
Q. Why not?
A. Because I trusted the man putting it
together.
Q. Okay. Let's tum our attention, if we
can -A. And I'll add to that as well. I trusted the
architect to review this, and in the final analysis, I
knew that Keith Watts and Tom would go through this in
detail and discuss it between the two of them. And if
there was something that Keith Watts didn't agree
with, then we would revise the billing and pull it
out.
Q. Okay. Well, let's keep going if we can.
A. Okay. Do you want Tom here to help answer
these?
Q. Well, we'll get to Tom eventually.
A. Okay.
Q. All right, sir.
Let's tum
turn to page 1552.
A. Okay.
Q. This appears to be an invoice or receipt for
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LEED for Folgers coffee and paper towels.
A. Yes, it does.
Q. Can you explain to me why the City of
Meridian ought to be paying for Folgers coffee and
paper towels that were purchased apparently by a Petra
employee?
A. Because they were drinking it.
Q. And is there some place that you can tell me
where the City agreed to pay for the coffee and
supplies for the Petra employees?
A. Well, that's where we need to get Tom
Coughlin in here and talk about his review with Keith
Watts, because the two of them went through these
invoices in detail.
ifit
Q. Well, if
it were simply your decision, based
on your review, would you have approved this?
A. If they were drinking it, yes.
Q. Who is they?
A. The City.
ifit
Q. Well, what if
it was being put into Petra's
job shack?
A. It was put into the office trailer that was
occupied by Petra and used by Meridian City.
Q. Well, Meridian City wasn't the construction
manager on this project, Petra was; correct?
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A. We can argue about it, but you've got my
answer.
Q. Well, do you think it was okay?
A. If they were drinking it, yes.
Q. Well, and if they weren't, and if this was
for Petra people, is it okay for the City to pay for
that?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object. You are asking
him the speculate.
MR. TROUT: Objection duly noted.
Can you answer, sir?
THE WITNESS: Rephrase the question.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) If this was Petra personnel,
was that okay?
A. It was for both people, both the City and
for Petra, and it was okay.
Q. Okay. Well, let's keep going, shall we?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Turning your attention to page 1555. Do you
have that in front of you, sir?
A. IIdo.
do.
Q. Uhm, what's a project meeting?
A. Uhm, those are meetings that are held with
the owner and/or with the contractors.
Q. Okay. And let's tum to page 1555. And the
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first entry appears to be, Gene B -- would that be
you, sir?
A. Yes.
Q. -- for $13.77?
A. That's correct.
look at the receipt, I look at page
Q. And if!
ifllook
1556; is that right?
A. That's correct.
Q. And this says, Sunrise Family Restaurant,
$13.77. Do you see that, sir?
A. Yes.
Q. Is that your credit card account statement?
A. That is.
Q. And that appears to be a food bill at
Sunrise Family Restaurant; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Where is it in the construction management
agreement that the City agrees to buy your meals?
A. We had a project meeting at Sunrise
Restaurant with Keith Watts. We had the architect
there, and myself. I bought the meal. I thought it
was appropriate. When Keith Watts reviewed the
invoice, he didn't agree with it, and we pulled it
out.
Q. SO you're claiming that this $13.77 bill was
Page 168
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never paid?
A. It was pulled out by Keith Watts.
Q. Okay. Did you think it was appropriate to
submit it?
A. Yes.
Q. Why?
A. Because we were having a meeting at lunch.
Q. And what record do you have that indicates
that some meeting occurred on -- well, what day did
the meeting occur?
A. Well, it looks like it occurred sometime on
2/13.
Q. Okay. And do you have some record that
tells us that that meeting was held?
A. I'd have to look for it.
Q. And are you telling me today that you have
an independent recollection of a meeting on February
13th of 2008 at the Sunrise Family Restaurant?
A. Please say that again. I didn't follow it.
Q. Are you telling me that you have an
independent recollection today of a meeting that was
held on February 13th, 2008, at the Sunrise Family
Restaurant with Keith Watts and someone else?
A. I remember that's where we had our meetings
at, and I do remember submitting the invoice for
Page 169
payment, and I do remember Keith Watts denying it.
Q. Okay. Let's turn to the next one -- but,
before we leave that subject, you don't have an
independent recollection of that particular meeting,
do you, sir?
A. No. But I can pull it up.
Q. And how is that?
A. Go back and look at my calendar.
Q. Okay. What calendar?
A. The Outlook calendar.
Q. Okay. We'll do that.
Turning your attention to page 1557 of
Exhibit No. 17. Do you see this invoice?
A. I do see it.
Q. It appears to be Busted Shovel Bar & Grill?
A. It does.
Q. And signed by Jon Anderson?
A. I don't know whose signature that is.
Q. Well, if you tum back to page 1555 of
Exhibit No. 17, it looks like Jon A, for $46.25 on the
job cost ledger; correct?
A. Okay.
Q. Would that be Jon Anderson?
A. If that's -- yeah, that is correct. If
that's whose signature it is, it would be Jon's.
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Q. Okay. And so it looks like Petra requested
the City pay for $46 worth of food at the Busted
Shovel for Mr. Anderson; correct?
A. Mr. Anderson and City officials.
Q. Well, who was at that meeting?
A. I don't know. I wasn't there. And I do
know that Keith Watts requested that this be pulled
out, and it was pulled out.
Q. Okay. Well, do you think it should have
been submitted in the first place?
A. If there were City people there and they
were having a meeting, then it was probably okay.
Q. And ifthere weren't City people there,
would it be appropriate?
A. I don't think he would have turned it in
unless there were City people there.
Q. Well, that wasn't my question. If there
weren't City people there, would it be appropriate as
the construction manager for Petra signing these pay
applications?
A. No.
Q. All right. Let's turn to page 1596, if we
could, please.
A. I'm there.
Q. All right, sir. This appears to be an
Page 17l
171
invoice for Qwest telephone services; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And if! go back and look at Exhibit No.2,
page 2700, first full paragraph, it appears as though
all of the telephone costs, cell phone costs and the
like are supposed to be included in the construction
manager's fee.
Can you tell me why this was being billed to
the City of Meridian?
A. I can't answer that. I don't know that.
We'll have to get Tom's help on it.
Q. All right. Let's turn to page 1635, if we
could.
A. I'm there.
Q. All right, sir. Yeah. Directing your
attention to page 1635 of Exhibit No. 17, this says,
winter conditions.
A. Yes.
Q. Can you tell me what that is?
A. Uhm, it's heat. It's temporary cover. It's
labor to install the temporary cover. It's those sort
of things, to build a project in the winter.
Q. Was this part of the general conditions for
the project?
A. I've got to get Tom's help there.
Page 172
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Q. Well, is there a way for us to figure it out
by looking at the break down of the work-- let's take
a look at page 1535.
A. I'm there.
Q. Okay. What is page 1535?
kA. It's Document G703.
Q. And what does that mean?
A. It means it's a detail of all of the
contractors and costs incurred on the project.
Q. Okay. And should we have a break down of
items for the general conditions for this project?
A. There should be, yes.
Q. All right. Maybe we can work through this.
If you'll turn to page 1537.
A. Okay.
Q. And if I understand correctly, this is the
schedule of values for the general conditions that
Petra claimed for this project; is that correct?
A. It's half of them.
Q. Okay. And if!
ifI look at page 15 -- okay.
And when you say, "half of them," is this for the
Phase II work?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. And for Phase II, you had
general conditions totaling $181 ,OOO?
l73
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the period of March 1, 2008, through March 31, 2008;
correct?
A. Vb-huh.
Uh-huh.
ifI understand correctly from
Q. Okay. And so if!
looking at page 1537, these are the Phase II general
conditions for this period and this project; correct?
A. Very good.
Q. And when I look down the Phase II, general
conditions on page 1537 of Exhibit No. 17, I see
temporary heating with a scheduled value of $8,000,
and temporary protection with a scheduled value of
$6500; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. And if you want to know -- well,
first of all, temporary heating is heating for the
core and shell work on a temporary basis to deal with
weather?
A. No.
Q. What is it?
A. It's temporary heat that's required to
finish those portions of the job that are to be
finished. It was not ever part of winter protection.
Q. Okay. And what's temporary protection?
A. That would deal with protecting the -- the
openings in the building where the glass is going to
Page 175
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1

A. Yes, sir.
Q. All right. And if!
ifI look at page 1537, I
should be able to find in the general conditions the
temporary heating and temporary protection that you
were talking about; right?
A. I don't know.
Q. All right. Tell me why you don't know.
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object on the basis that
he already told you that he's not familiar with that
information and would need Tom Coughlin's assistance.
MR. TROUT: I understand the objection.
You can answer, sir.
THE WITNESS: Well, give me five minutes here to
understand this.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Take all the time you need.
A. Okay. What page was that, the winter
conditions?
Q. Sir, the winter conditions was on page 1635.
A. Okay. What I'm not understanding is where
phase III is at.
Q. Well, let me help clarify, if we can.
A. Okay.
Q. Phase II is core and shell.
A. Right.
Q. And Phase II would have been going on during
Page 174

1

go, probably. That's why I need Tom's help.
Q. Well, you're the one that certified this on
behalf of Petra.
A. Yes.
Q. Are you telling me that you don't know what
you were looking at?
A. No. I did know what I was looking at,
because winter conditions came out of contingency.
Q. Well-A. That's why I need Tom's help.
Q. Well, let me make sure I understand. You
started construction in May of'07; correct?
A. No. We -- we put this estimate together in
February of '07 before we ran into contaminated soils.
Q. Okay. Well, I just went back to your
schedule report that you gave to the mayor, and that's
where you indicated that construction started in May
of'07.
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. And if you started construction
in May of'07, and you had an 18-month construction
period -A. Yes.
Q. -- are you telling me that you didn't
anticipate you were going to work through the winter?
Page 176
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A. No. We did anticipate that.
Q. Then why would that be part of a contingency
item when it it's not contingent you are going to work
through the winter. You know you are going to work
through the winter.
A. Well, in May, we did know that. In
February, we didn't.
Q. Well, if you had started construction in
February of '07, and you had an I8-month construction
cycle, you would have worked through the winter of
'07, '08; isn't that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. SO you knew from the beginning of this
project you would have at least one winter
construction season; correct?
A. That's correct. We wouldn't be sitting
there with the amount of winter protection that we
were sitting there with.
Q. Well, winter is winter, whether you start in
February or May; isn't that correct, sir?
A. No. The building would have been closed in.
You wouldn't have to protect it.
Q. Oh, so I ought to be able to tell from the
contracts for the Phase II core and shell work when
the core and shell would have been substantially
Page 177
complete; correct?
A. Uhm, I'll have to check those. I don't know
that answer.
Q. Well, if your assumption is correct, and the
building would be all closed in, core and shell would
be done before the winter of'07, '08; right?
A. Yeah. I don't know the answer to that.
I'll have to look it up.
Q. Well, that would be a pretty good guess,
wouldn't it?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object if you are asking
him to guess.
MR. TROUT: That's a fair objection. I'll
withdraw the question.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Contingency is for
unanticipated items, isn't it?
A. It is.
Q. All right. And turning back to page 1635 of
Exhibit No. 17.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. You have a number of items under this winter
condition, which totals $65,145; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And if! look in here, we've got in the
middle of page 1635, starting with a figure of$297,
Page 178
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we have TMC for one, two, three, four, five, six,
seven items; right?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay. And who is TMC?
A. TMC is the mason.
if I wanted to look to
Q. Okay. And so if!
determine what the City was paying for, we'd look at
the individual invoices; right? And I'll direct your
attention to 1682 -- page 1682 of Exhibit No. 17.
Do you have that in front of you, sir?
A. I do.
Q. SO, again, referring to the $297 item listed
in the winter conditions on page 1635, the invoice for
that at page 1682 indicates the $297 bill; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And if! read this correctly, it looks like
we're paying $42 an hour for tenting and temporary
heat?
A. That's correct.
Q.
Q. Did you consider that to be a reasonable
hourly charge for putting up plastic tenting?
A. That wasn't what they were doing.
Q. Well, it says, cold weather, and it's in the
winter conditions category. What were they doing?
A. You have to flip the page.
Page 179
Q. Okay.
A. That was the masonry crew clearing snow and
putting blankets on the wall to keep heat in.
Q. Okay. So are you telling me that shoveling
snow and hanging blankets is worth $42 an hour?
A. That's their rate that they are paying their
people with overhead and profit.
Q. SO that's not at cost; right?
A. Nor should it be.
Q. Okay. So how much were you able to hire
help for from Labor Ready for manual labor in March 0
2008?
A. You couldn't put Labor Ready up on the
scaffold.
Q. It wasn't my question. I asked you how much
you were paying Labor Ready for manual laborers in
March of 2008?
A. I'd have to look that number up. It was
less than this.
Q. Okay.
A. The reason you can't put Labor Ready up
there is because they weren't trained in fall
protection.
Q. Well, you had a safety program that provided
temporary labor safety training, didn't you, sir?
Page 180
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A. Yes.
Q. And you had to have safety training for
3
anybody that set foot on the project site who was
4
going to work; correct?
5
A. No. We had to make sure that they had had
6
safety training.
Q. Okay. And you can request people from Labor
7
8
Ready who have already had safety training; isn't that
9
correct?
l O A . Highly unlikely.
11
Q. Wasn't my question, sir. You can request
12
people from Labor Ready who have safety training;
13
correct?
14
A. The question is whether you would get
15
anybody.
Q. That wasn't my question. Can you request
16
17
people from Labor Ready who have safety training, sir?
A. And, again, my answer is, you can request
18
19
them, but they probably don't have them.
20
Q. Did you ever make a request for people from
21
Labor Ready in the March 2008 period to do winter
22
conditions work?
23
A. No. Jon would have made that request.
24
Q. All right.
25
MR. TROUT: Can we go off the record, please?
e·
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A. I don't know.
Q. All right. Let's tum to page 1715, if we
can.
MR. TROUT: Let's go off the record for just a
moment.
(Off the record.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Back on the record at4:1
p.m. in the deposition of Mr. Eugene Bennett.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, tum your
attention to page 1715.
A. Okay.
Q. This appears to be Petra's invoice for LEED?
A. Yes.
Q. And the amount charged for wages in this
$5596.817
period is $5596.87?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. From this pay application, who
performed that work?
A. I don't know. I'd have to get the detail.
Q. And is the detail in this pay application?
A. I don't know. We need Tom Coughlin's help.
Q. Would you please look to see if the detail
is in this pay application in the following pages.
A. There are timecards here.
Q. Okay. What page are you referring to?
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THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Off the record. The time i
4:09 p.m.
(Off the record.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Back on the record at 4:09
p.m.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Let's tum to the next page,
which is 1685. We have labor rates for TMC personnel
raging from 42 to 62 dollars an hour, but this is for
$42 an hour; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And if you look at the description of the
work on page 1686, that person was heating water and
heating blankets; correct?
A. Heating of water and placing blankets, yes.
Q. Well, it doesn't say, placing. It just says
heating.
A. It says, heating of water, comma, blanket,
comma, et cetera.
Q. All right. And I'm assuming you thought
that was reasonable?
A. Yes. And we reviewed it with Keith Watts,
and he agreed with it.
Q. Well, was he following your recommendation?
A. I would have to ask Tom that question.
Q. You don't know?
Page 182
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A. Uhm, the first page is 1722.

Q. Okay. So if I go to page 1722, and I look
at a timecard, I see Adam Johnson; is that correct?
A.
Q.
March
A.

That's correct.
And I see -- this is for the week ending
1st, 2008; correct?
Yes.
Q. And that means that this work was performed
in February?
A. No. The tail end of February and the 1st of
March.
Q. Well, there doesn't appear to be a time
entry for the 1st of March?
A. I see. You're c o r r e c t . Q. And let's talk about February 25th, 2008.
A. Okay.
Q. What did Mr. Johnson do on that day?
A. His timecard indicates that he was working
on LEED verification and documentation.
Q. Well, I recognize that's the category. What
did he do?
A. He was the LEED AP on the project.
Q. What did he do on that day?
A. We'd have to ask Adam.
Q. Okay. And if! go back to page 1715, there
Page 184
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is $1,455.97 in LEED costs; is that right?
A. I'm sorry. Repeat the question.
Q.lfIgobacktopagel7150fExhibit
Q. IfI go back to page 1715 of Exhibit
No. 17-17 -A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- we've got $1,455.97 in LEED costs.
A. Okay.
Q. Correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And ifI go look at the next page, which is
page 1716, this appears to be some break down of some
LEED activity; is that right?
A. That totals up to the $7,052?
Q. Okay. And let's just pick an item. How
about item No.3 for $479.37. IfI tum to page 1718,
it looks like I have a matching total, 479.37;
correct?
A. Okay.
Q. Do you agree, sir?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. And if I'm looking at that, that
appears to be an invoice from Office Depot for the
purchase of a flatbed scanner?
A. Okay.
Q. Can you tell me why the City of Meridian is
Page 185
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Q. If the City didn't authorize it, would it be
Q.
proper, in your view?
A. No.
Q. All right. Let's turn to page 1613.
Are you there, sir?
A. I am there.
Q. All right. This appears to be something
called, job conditions.
A. That's correct.
Q. What are job conditions?
A. We'll have to get Tom's help on that.
Q. You don't know?
A. I don't know the full answer to it.
Q. Do you know any answer to it?
A. Well, I do see that Watts and Tom went
through this bill in detail.
Q. Well, you weren't present, so you don't know
whether Mr. Watts went through it at all, do you?
A. That's his writing.
Q. Where?
A. Those checkmarks on the side.
Q. Well, are you telling me as you sit here
today that you can identify a checkmark written by
Keith Watts by sight?
A. Probably not. But I do know that's how he
Page 187

1
purchasing office equipment for Petra?
2
A. It had something to do with providing the
3
LEED documents.
Q. Are you telling me that in March of 2008
4
Petra didn't have its own equipment to conduct
5
6
business with and needed to have the City of Meridian
7
buy a flatbed scanner for it?
A. I don't know the answer to that.
8
Q. Okay. Where is that flatbed scanner today?
9
10
l O AA.
. I don't know the answer to that.
11
Q. It belongs in the City of Meridian; correct?
12
A. If it still exists.
13
Q. Okay. Did you ever notify the City of
14
14
Meridian that you were disposing of a piece of
15
equipment that you purchased with their money?
16
A. We had a meeting at the end ofjob
of job where Tom
17
17
and Keith went through all of things that were
18
remaining, and Tom will have to answer that question.
19
Q. Okay. Did Petra keep any of the equipment
20
that the City of Meridian paid for?
21
A. I don't know.
22
Q. If they did, would that be proper, in your
23
view?
24
A. It depends on if the City authorized it or
25
not.
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went through the bills is he would check them off.
Q. All right. Let's take one of these items,
shall we? Item No.2 for $4,537.50. And let's turn
to page 1618.
A. Okay.
Q. Are you there?
A. I'm there.
Q. Someone in handwriting has written the
terms, elevation adjustment.
Do you know whose handwriting that is?
A. I don't.
Q. Would you recognize Tom Coughlin's
handwriting?
A. Uhm, I'm not sure whose handwriting that is.
And I'm not sure that I'd recognize Tom's.
Q. Okay. Someone has also written the
handwritten phrase, job conditions, down below.
A. Correct.
Q. And this appears to be an invoice from
Pac-West Interiors.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. And it says, requested extra pricing, and
then the handwritten phrase, elevation adjustment.
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know what that is?
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A. I don't. Tom will have to help us.
Q. Okay. Now, we have another group of
documents which is the Petra invoicing for the same
period, ending 3/31/2008.
MR. TROUT: Let's go off the record for just
a moment.
TIlE VIDEOGRAPHER: Off the record at 4:24.
(Off the record.)
(Deposition Exhibit No. 18 marked.)
TIlE VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record in the
deposition of Eugene Bennett at 4:26 p.m.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Mr. Bennett, we
are back on the record. I've handed you what has been
marked as Deposition Exhibit No. 18.
A. Yes.
Q. And I'm going to represent to you that this
is the Petra copy of the pay application that we have
just been talking about, which was previously marked
as Exhibit No. 17. And I'm going to ask you if you
could just confirm that for me, if you would?
A. It appears to be.
Q. Okay. I'll represent to you that, if you'll
note, we made this document from the Bates numbered
documents
documents that were provided to us by counsel for
Petra in the discovery process we've all been going
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MS. KLEIN: Okay. Thank you.
MR. TROUT: You're welcome.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay? Do you have that
.?
sir?
open, SIr.
A. I do.
Q. Okay. What I've done is gone looking for
that same invoice in Exhibit No. 18, which is the
Petra documents -A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- and I'd have ask you to tum to Petra
Bates No. 57872. Okay? And for our record, can you
confirm for me that we're comparing invoice for
invoice as the same invoice the document out of
Exhibit No. 17, which is 1618, and the document out of
Exhibit No. 18, which is 57872?
A. That's correct.
MR. TROUT: Okay. For ease of comparison, I've
created separate exhibits that I'm going to have the
court reporter mark.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 19 marked.)
MR. TROUT: And the first one is marked as -THE COURT REPORTER: 19.
MR. TROUT: -- 19.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And Exhibit No. 19 -A. Go ahead.
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through, and that's why we have Petra Bates numbered
pages on Exhibit No. 18 and CM Bates numbered pages or
Exhibit No. 17. Okay?
A. Okay.
Q. Okay. What I'd like to do is have you turn
to -- well, before I do that. Would it be, in your
normal course of business in March of2008 been fair
for me to assume that the invoices that were
accumulated in Petra's records would be the same
invoices that would be turned over to the City in any
particular pay application?
A. Well, with the exception of changes they
requested us to make.
Q. Okay. And that would be related to change
orders; correct?
A. Changes in the billing.
Q. Okay. All right. Fair enough. What I want
to do is I want to compare two invoices, if we can.
I'd like you to turn your attention first of all to
Exhibit No. 17 and open up again page 1618, which is
the Pac-West Interiors invoice for $4,537.50 that we
were just talking about.
MS. KLEIN: I'm sorry. Which number was that?
MR. TROUT: Counsel, it was Bates No. CM001618 in
Exhibit No. 17.
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Q. -- is identical to Exhibit No. 17, page
1618; correct?
A. That's correct.
MR. TROUT: And I'll have the court reporter -(Deposition Exhibit No. 20 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And you can set aside
Exhibit Nos. 17 and 18, and we'll just deal with 19
and 20.
A. What was the page that this summary came off
of in the City's document?
Q. Well, the City's document is-MS. KLEIN: 16.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) -- Exhibit No. 19, and it is
page 01618.
A. Okay. And then that's summarized onto what,
for the job conditions page?
Q. Yes, sir. It was added to job conditions on
page 1613 of Petra's job costs ledger. Okay?
A. I'm still getting there.
Q. Okay.
A. Okay. I'm there.
Q. Okay. So setting aside Exhibit Nos. 17 and
18 for the moment and dealing only with Exhibit No. 19
and now 20-A. Uh-huh.
Page 192
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Q. -- can you verify for me that Exhibit No. 20
is the page 57872, which came out of the Petra pay
application?
A. I can.
Q. Okay. Now, if you compare the two, the
typed information is all the same; correct?
A. It is.
Q. Okay. And if you compare the two, there
appears to be handwriting on the Petra Exhibit No. 20,
which doesn't exist on the Exhibit No. 19 that was
given to the City; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay. And in the upper right hand comer of
Exhibit No. 20, do you recognize whose handwriting
that is?
A. I don't.
Q. Okay. Would I be fair in assuming that was
someone from Petra, because this is out of Petra's
book?
A. You would.
Q. Okay. And they write, quote, Pac-West was
given the wrong benchmark elevation to use in setting
the floor. Petra's superintendent confused the marks;
correct?
A. Correct.
Page 193

1

Q. Would I be correct in assuming that was an
error made by Petra?
A. You'd be correct in that. That note was
probably given to Petra by Pac-West, and then from
there, I don't know what happened between that and the
final bill, and Tom would have to answer that.
Q. All right. Well, you don't know that that
note is not true, do you?
A. I don't know. We've got to ask Tom.
Q. All right. And below the elevation
adjustment, wrong benchmark evaluation is written by
someone; correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And it appears as though the invoice that
was sent to the City, Exhibit No. 19, is a copy of
Exhibit No. 20; isn't that correct?
A. It's -- it's a copy of Exhibit No. 20, or
it's a copy of the original invoice with a note added
on top of it.
Q. Well, let's look at the handwriting for
elevation adjustment. That's exactly the same on both
documents, isn't it?
A. No.
Q. It's not?
A. The "T" on 20 is bigger than the "T" on 19.
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Q. Okay. Do you think that's because somebody
put something over the top of the writing in the upper
right hand comer and made the copy and covered up the
"T"?
A. I don't know.
Q. Does that look like a reasonable conclusion
to you?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Well, it's pretty clear that the
information about the Petra mistake wasn't passed onto
to the City; correct?
A. We don't know that. We've got to ask Tom
that question.
Q. Well, we do know that. The information on
Exhibit No. 20 wasn't passed to the City in Exhibit
No. 19, was it, sir?
A. It may have been discussed between Tom and
Keith Watts. And you'll have to ask Tom that
question.
Q. That wasn't any question for you, sir. In
the paper document given to the City, the information
about the Petra error was not copied to the City, was
it?
A. We don't know that it was a Petra error,
and, no, it wasn't copied to the City.
Page 195

1

Q. All right.
A. So there is more to this story, and you'll
have to ask Tom that question.
Q. And if Petra made an error, and Tom copied
over that information and sent it to the City for
payment, would you think that was appropriate?
A. If he covered it up?
Q. Yeah.
A. No.
Q. All right. It would be deceptive, wouldn't
it?
A. It would not be the truth.
Q. Okay. And that would be asking the City to
pay for Petra's mistake, if a mistake occurred,
wouldn't it, sir?
A. If it was Petra's mistake, yes.
Q. All right. Well, it certainly is not the
City's mistake, is it?
A. I don't believe so.
Q. All right. Either way, whether it was
Pac-West or Petra, somebody's asking the City to pay
for a mistake that's not theirs in this set of
documents; isn't that correct?
A. No. There could be a third situation.
Q. Really, what's that?
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1
A. That something changed elevation wise on the
2
drawings.
3
Q. Okay. And we're only going to know that by
4
looking for what information?
5
A. We're going to have to talk to Tom.
6
You don't know?
Q. Okay. Youdon'tknow?
7
A. I don't know.
8
Q. That should have been documented by an ASI;
9
correct?
10
l O AA.
. If there was a change in elevation?
11
Uh-huh.
Q. Db-huh.
anRFI.
12
A. Uhm, an
RFI.
13
Q. All right.
14
A. Or it could have been a quick phone call too
15
and documented later. We've got to ask Tom the
16
question.
17
Q. All right. We will. Let's tum, if we can,
18
sir, in Exhibit No. 17 to page 017 -- hold on just a
19
moment.
20
MR. KLUCKHOHN: The copier cuts them off -21
eight.
22
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Let's go to 01704 in Exhibi
23
No. 17.
24
MS. KLEIN: That number is part of the cut off,
25
am I right? Okay.
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(Deposition Exhibit Nos. 21 and 22 marked.)
MS. KLEIN: It was 21 and 22?
MR. TROUT: Correct.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And although it is a little
tedious, sir, it appears as though 21 is the copy
delivered to the City as Bates page No. 1704; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And it appears that Exhibit No. 22 is the
same printed invoice with some additional information
in the Petra pay application as page 57895; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. On the Petra pay application, Exhibit
No. 22, it has the following language, quote, repair
of erosion control items not in contract.
A. Correct.
Q. Do you know what that means?
A. It means that -- we'll have to ask Tom, but
I think what it means is that they repaired erosion
control items out there next to the east parking lot
and it was not part of their contract to do that, MJ's
MI's
Backhoe. Tom will have to answer that question.
Q. You don't know why it needed repair -A. Yes.
Q. -- correct?
A. I don't. I can guess, but I don't know.
Page 199

MR. TROUT: It is. It is the page immediately
following 01703.
THE WITNESS: I don't have that page. I've
got -Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Look at the page immediateh
following 01703.
MS. KLEIN: Yeah, that's it.
THE WITNESS: I'm with you.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And just for purposes of the
record, we'll identify this as MJ's
MI's Backhoe change
order dated 1/31/08; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. Now, let's look at the same document
in Petra's book -- or pay application, page No. 57895,
which is Exhibit No. 18.
A. And what page was it?
Q. 57895.
A. Okay.
Q. Comparing the two documents, 1704, and
57895, they appear to be the same invoice, at least
the printed material; correct?
A. Uh-huh.
MR. TROUT: Okay. And for ease of viewing, I'm
going to have the court reporter mark two new
exhibits, please.
Page 198
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Q. All right. I'm not going to ask you to
guess.
Do you know why that information wasn't
given to the City in Exhibit No. 21?
A. What information?
Q. The repair of erosion control items not in
contract doesn't appear to be copied onto the City's
invoice.
A. We'll have to ask Tom that question.
Q. Do you know why this would be a change
order?
A. A change to their contract. If it dealt
with the -- the demarcation between the city hall and
the east parking lot, then they had gone through a
winter and they were probably in disrepair and needed
to be ftxed or replaced.
But Tom will have to answer that question.
Q. It appears as though Exhibit No. 21 is a
copy of Exhibit No. 22, but without the additional
handwritten information; isn't that correct?
A. That is correct.
MR. TROUT: It is about ten minutes to ftve. I
would be moving to a new category, and I'll apologize,
but we are not done with your deposition, sir. We
will recess for this day, so that all of us can attend
Page 200
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to our personal business, and we'll reconvene at a
time that will hopefully be convenient to you and your
counsel.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
MR. TROUT: We'll go off the record.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Off the record at 4:50 p.m.
(The deposition adjourned at 4:50 p.m.)
(Signature requested.)
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
STATE OF IDAHO)
) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )

20
21

I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the State ofIdaho, do hereby
certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of this action.
of
WITNESS my hand and seal this
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,,2010.
_" 2010.

22
23
24
25

and- SJUnCh

NET FRENCH,
CSR, RPR and Notary
Public in and for the
State of Idaho.
My Commission Expires: 10-28-2010
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VERIFICATION
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OF_
_....,..--'
____
~----------~
STATEOF
) ss.
~
'
COUNTY OF______________COUNTYOF
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I, GENE BENNETT, being first duly sworn on
my oath, depose and say:
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition taken on the 19th day of February, 2010,
consisting of pages numbered 1 to 203, inclusive;
that I have read the said deposition and know the
contents thereof; that the questions contained
therein were propounded to me; that the answers to
said questions were given by me; and that the answers
as contained therein (or as corrected by me therein)
are true and correct.
Yes_ _No_
_No _ _
Corrections Made: Yes_

17
18
19
20

GENE BENNETT
Subscribed and sworn to before me this _ _ __

21

day of_ _ _ _ _ _, 2010, at_______, Idaho.
22
23
24

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at
, Idaho.
My Commission Expires: ______
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1

BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of EUGENE
BENNETT was taken by the Plaintiff at the offices of
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman
Fubnnan Gourley, PA,
P A, located at
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho, before
Susan L. Sims, a Court Reporter (Idaho Certified
Shorthand Reporter No. 739) and Notary Public in and
for the County of Ada, State ofIdaho, on Tuesday, the
22nd day of June, 2010, commencing at the hour of 8:59
a.m. in the above-entitled matter.
APPEARANCES:
For the Plaintiff:
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN GOURLEY, PA
By: Kim J. Trout, Esq.
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 800
83701I
Boise, ID 8370
Telephone: (208)331-1170
Facsimile: (208)331-1529
ktrout@idalaw.com
For the Defendant:
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
By: Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, ID 83707
Telephone: (208)344-7811
Facsimile: (208)338-3290
twalker@cosholaw.com
Also present: Richard K1uckhohn
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EUGENE BENNETT,
a witness having been fIrst duly sworn to tell the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth,
testifIed as follows:
EXAMINATION
MR. TROUT: This is the time set for the
continued deposition of Mr. Bennett pursuant to
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 96 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, you're
being handed what has been marked Exhibit 96 for
identifIcation.
Have you seen this document?
A. I probably have. I don't recall it,
but...
Q. You were asked pursuant to this
document to bring with you certain documents as
previously set forth in your notice of deposition
duces tecum.
Have you brought any documents with
you?
A. I have not.
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Q. Why not, sir?
A. I didn't have any documents to bring.
Q. Okay. So would it be your testimony
under oath that there are no additional documents
that you are aware of that in any way support the
affidavits that you have filed in this matter?
A. All those documents have been filed,
to my knowledge.
Q. ~ri~
MR. WALKER: Counsel, I notice there's a
mistake on the date on this. This is the 22nd.
MR. TROUT: Yes, Irecognize that. We made
that adjustment in the date for your and
Mr. Bennett's purposes.
MR. WALKER: That's fme. I just wanted to
point out that the exhibit is a day later than we
are right now.
MR. TROUT: Correct.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, did you
hold a construction manager's license in the year
2006?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you hold that license continuously
through the year 2008?
A. With the state ofldaho,
ofIdaho, yes.
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

owner was aware that the budget was changing.
Q. Would it require an approval in
advance by an owner to exceed such a CM-created
cost limitation?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: It depends on where that CM
limitation was created at.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And when you say
"where," what do you mean?
A. That was my question, is where,
specifically where was that limitation created?
Q. At the commencement of the project.
A. If it was created by the owner at the
commencement of the project and the owner was
advised that that limitation was being exceeded
and he had authorized us to proceed anyway, then
it would have been customary, yes.
Q. All right. What form would the
authorization have to take if the owner was a
municipality?
MR. WALKER: Objection, calls for a legal
conclusion and lacks foundation.
THE WITNESS: I don't know the legal answer
to that.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Did you know

Page 573

Q. All right. Based upon your experience
2
as a construction manager, was it customary among
3
construction managers in the vicinity of
4
Meridian, Idaho in the years 2006 through 2008 to
5
exceed a construction manager-created cost
6
limitation provided to an owner?
7
MR. WALKER: Objection, vague as to the
8
term "limitation."
9
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) You can answer.
l O A . Could you repeat the question, please.
11
Q. Certainly.
12
Based upon your experience as a
13
construction manager in the Meridian, Idaho
14
vicinity in the years 2006, 2008, was it
15
customary among construction managers to exceed a
16
construction manager-created cost limitation
17
provided to an owner?
18
MR. WALKER: Objection, vague as to the
19
term "limitation."
20
THE WITNESS: And the question was in a
21
construction manager's estimate?
22
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Uh-huh.
23
A. Or budget.
24
Q. Either one.
25
A. Okay. It was only customary if the
1
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the legal answer to that in the year 2006?
A. In 2006 in this specific instance, the
owner had given us verbal authorization to
proceed.
Q. My question was, did you know the
legal answer to the question I asked you about
what kind of authorization would be required by a
municipality in the year 2006?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation
and calls for a legal conclusion.
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I don't know the answer
to that.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. So you didn't
know the answer in the year 2006; is that
correct?
A. We were given the authorization to
proceed verbally. And so we did so because that
was their direction.
Q. Well, could you please hand the
witness binder No.1 which contains Exhibit 2.
Thank you.
Sir, you've been handed what's been
marked, I believe, the first binder containing
exhibits in this matter. And I'm going to ask
you a couple of preliminary questions.
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First of all, can you tell me who John
Anderson was in relationship to Petra in the year
2007?
A. He was a project superintendent for
Petra.
Q. All right. At any time during the
course of the Meridian City Hall project, was
John Anderson Petra's authorized representative
for the Meridian City Hall project?
define" authorized
A. Could you define"authorized
representative" for me, please?
Q. Well, sure. If you'll turn to Exhibit
2, which is the construction management
agreement, page CM002688.
A. I'm there.
Q. Do you see that section?
A. I do.
Q. All right. Why don't you read it to
yourself silently and then signify when you're
done.
A. I'm done.
Q. All right. At any time during the
course of the Meridian City Hall project, was
John Anderson the authorized representative of
Petra for the Meridian City Hall project?
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. What, if anything, have you
done with the LCA contract?
A. I've not done anything with it. I
have briefly reviewed it.
Q. Why?
A. To see what was in it.
Q. And what is it that you were looking
for?
A. Nothing. Just wanted to read it.
Q. All right. Were you instructed to
read it by someone?
A. No.
Q. All right. Were you asked to read it
by someone?
A. No.
Q. When did you read it?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Do you recall any of the contents of
the LCA contract?
A. I remember at the time that I read it,
it struck me that it was very similar to Petra's
contract.
Q. That really wasn't my question.
My question is: Do you recall any of
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A. In contractual matters, he was not.
Q. All right. At any time during the
course of the Meridian City Hall project, was
Adam Johnson the authorized representative of
Petra for the Meridian City Hall project?
A. In contractual matters, he was not.
Q. All right. At any time since
August 1st, 2006, have you conducted any kind of
review of the files of Lombard-Conrad Architects?
A. I have not.
Q. Okay. At any time since August 1st,
2006 up to today's date, have you obtained any
documents from the files of Lombard-Conrad
Architects?
A. We have.
Q. Can you tell me what you have obtained
from Lombard-Conrad?
A. Their contract with the city.
Q. Okay. When did you obtain that?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Who at Petra went about obtaining
that?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Why did someone from Petra go
about obtaining the LCA contract?
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the contents of the LCA contract?
A. I believe that their contractor rep
was -- no, I don't recall for sure who the
contractor rep was.
Q. All right. Do you recall any of the
contents of the LCA contract?
A. Not without re-reviewing it.
Q. All right. You have stated in an
affidavit that Keith Watts was designated as the
city's authorized representative during the
Meridian City Hall project; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. Can you tell me when that
event occurred?
A. I believe it was in April of 2007.
Q. Okay. And can you tell me how that
designation was made?
A. It was made by the city council in an
executive session where we were present.
Q. All right. And can you tell me how
that was documented in any fashion?
A. I cannot.
Q. Have you ever seen a document that
names Keith Watts as the authorized
representative of the City of Meridian in accord
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with section 1.2 of the construction management
agreement which is Exhibit 2 in front of you?
A. I don't recall a document.
Q. All right. Did Petra at or near April
of 2007 document the event that you describe in
your testimony and your affidavit as the city's
designation of Mr. Watts as their authorized
representative?
A. I'd have to check the files to answer
that. Sitting here, I don't know.
Q. Okay. So as we sit here today, you
have no personal knowledge of any documentation
confirming your allegation that Mr. Watts was
officially designated by the City of Meridian as
their authorized representative under the
construction management agreement, correct?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: Not without checking our
files.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Well, you've
had more than a year to check your files to
determine whether or not the event you claim to
have occurred was documented in any fashion,
haven't you, sir?
MR. WALKER: Objection, argumentative and
Page 581
lacks foundation.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, have you had a
year to check?
MR. WALKER: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: I didn't know that it was a
question.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Has there been
anyone who has prevented your review of the Petra
files related to the Meridian City Hall project
over the past year?
A. No.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding
that you've had full and unfettered access to all
of the Petra documentation for the Meridian City
proj ect for the last year?
Hall project
MR. WALKER: Objection, lacks foundation
and also vague as to the term "unfettered."
THE WITNESS: I don't know what
"unfettered" means.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Oh. Well, I'm sorry.
I didn't mean to use a term that was beyond your
vocabulary skills.
MR. WALKER: Objection, argumentative
comment.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Did Mr. Frank, the
Page 582
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principal of Petra, ever tell you that you could
not look for documentation with respect to your
claim that Mr. Watts was officially designated as
the authorized representative of the City of
Meridian for the Meridian City Hall project?
A. No.
Q. Did Mr. Quapp ever tell you that you
couldn't look for documentation of what you claim
is the authorization ofMr. Watts as the
designated representative for the City of
Meridian on the Meridian City Hall project?
A. He did not.
Q. Did anyone ever tell you that you
could not search for documentation of what you
claim was the city's authorization of Mr. Watts
as the authorized representative of the City of
Meridian for the Meridian City Hall project?
A. No.
Q. Did you ever, over the course of time
from the first of April 2007 until we sat down
this morning, bother to look for any
documentation that would confirm your claim that
Mr. Watts was officially designated by the City
of Meridian as its authorized representative for
the Meridian City Hall project?
Page 583
A. Could you repeat that question,
please.
MR. TROUT: Could you read it back for him,
please.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: No, I did not.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Turning your attention
to page 22 of Exhibit 22, CM002708 if you would,
sir.
MR. WALKER: What was the page again,
please?
MR. TROUT: Certainly. It's CM002708.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Do you have that page,
sir?
A. I do have it.
Q. Turning your attention to paragraph
10.17. Do you see that?
A. I do.
Q. Would you read it silently to yourself
and signify for me when you are done?
A. I have read it.
Q. All right. Now, when did Petra
present a modification in writing to the city for
its review and consideration which would provide
for the designation of Keith Watts as the
Page 584
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authorized representative of the City of Meridian
pursuant to the terms of the construction
management agreement?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation
and the document speaks for itself.
THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, could you repeat
that for me, please.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: Petra didn't present anything
in writing nor did the city present anything to
Petra.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Based upon your
experience as a construction manager, up to and
including the years 2006 through 2008 in the City
of Meridian, was it customary among construction
managers during that time to fail to follow the
prime contract requirements in administering
prime contracts for owners of projects?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: Could you give me something
specific?
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) No. I'd like you to
answer the question, if you can.
A. I'm sorry, could you repeat that for
me, please.
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

customary for construction managers to fail to
keep time records of construction management
personnel with particularity as to the tasks they
performed on a daily basis?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
And also vague as to the term "particularity."
THE WITNESS: Can you give me a specific
example of what you're referring to so that I
could answer that?
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, sure. If!
handed you a time card that simply said L-E-E-O
eight hours, can you tell me what tasks the
person signing that time card did on that
particular day?
A. His task would have been working on
LEEO. I don't know what would have occurred for
a particular task underneath that other than he
was working on LEEO.
Q. All right. And so my question for you
is, based on your experience as a construction
manager in the vicinity of Meridian, Idaho in the
years 2006 through 2008, was it customary for
construction managers to fail to keep time
records of CM personnel with particularity as to
the individual tasks they performed on any given
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(Record read by reporter.)
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation
and also vague as to the term "contract
requirements."
THE WITNESS: Without a specific example, I
don't know how to answer that.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Based on
your experience as a construction manager working
in Meridian, Idaho in the years 2006 through
2008, was it customary among construction
managers to fail to require contracts to build
structures for owners in accord with the plans
and specifications for a project?
A. Was it customary to fail to build
according to plans and specifications? Was that
your question?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. And those plans and specifications
would include any RFls, ASIs or changes?
Q. Well, certainly, sir.
A. Okay. Was it customary, in general,
no.
Q. All right. Based on your experience
as a construction manager working in Meridian,
Idaho in the years 2006 through 2008, was it
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day?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
And also vague as to the term "particularity."
THE WITNESS: If the owner had requested
those broken down, then that would be a failure.
And the owner didn't request that, so there
wouldn't have been a failure.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. That really
wasn't my question.
My question is, given your experience
as a construction manager working in Meridian,
Idaho in the years 2006 through 2008, was it
customary among construction managers to fail to
keep time records of construction management
personnel with particularity as to the individual
tasks they performed on any given day?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
Also vague as to the term "particularity" and
asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: And so again, I would say
that since the owner hadn't requested
particularity on the time cards, it wouldn't have
been a failure.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, I wasn't asking
you about any specific project.
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Where did you get that from my
question?
A. Adam Johnson and the LEED question
that you referred to.
Q. Okay. And so it's your testimony
under oath here today that there was no
requirement that Petra keep any time cards with
particularity as to the work that was being
performed on any given day; is that correct?
A. If the word "particularity" is
referring to subtasks in the example underneath
LEED, it wasn't a city requirement. And if they
had asked us to do something, we would have. But
they hadn't asked us, so we didn't do it.
Q. All right. I understand your answer.
Q.
Given your experience as a
construction manager in the vicinity of Meridian,
Idaho in the years 2006 through 2008, was it
customary among construction managers to
misrepresent cost estimates to the owners?
A. No, nor did we.
Q.
Q. All right. Given your experience as a
construction manager in working in Meridian,
Idaho in the years 2006 through 2008, was it
customary among construction managers to fail to
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1

follow the requirements of their contracts with
the owners?
A. Could you repeat that question for me,
please. Read it back.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: The answer to that in general
is no. And if there was some failure on our
part, the owner would have told us what that
failure was and we would have corrected it. And
so the only thing that I know that occurred on
the job was that April meeting where they
notified us that we were making some failures in
their eyes. And so we discussed it.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) In the period between
August 1st, 2006 and today's date, have you ever
acted as an expert witness?
A. No.
Q. Do you consider yourself an expert in
any subject?
A. An expert witness, no.
Q. All right. Based upon your experience
as a construction manager working in Meridian,
Idaho in the years 2006 through 2008, was it
customary among construction managers to
fabricate project records?

A. Could you give me a specific as to
what you meant by "fabricate" on this job?
Q.
Q. Sure. Well, I'm not going to talk
about this job for the moment. We'll come back
to that.
My question is: Was it customary in
that period in the vicinity of Meridian, Idaho
for construction managers to falsify project
records?
A. No, nor do I know of any
falsification.
Q. All right. Given your experience as a
construction manager working in Meridian, Idaho
in the years 2006 through 2008, was it customary
among construction managers to fail to obtain and
provide to the owner the contractually required
warranties from prime contractors?
A. No, nor did we fail.
Q. All right. When did Petra deliver to
the City of Meridian the warranty that was
required from Western Roofing?
A. I'll have to check the project records
to answer that. But I believe it's in the O&M
manuals.
Q. SO it's your contention that the
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Western Roofing warranty is contained in a
document called an O&M manual that was delivered
to the City of Meridian; is that right?
A. I'll have to verify that, but I
believe that's correct.
Q. All right. Given your experience as a
construction manager working in Meridian, Idaho
in the years 2006 through 2008, was it customary
among construction managers to fail to require
prime contractors to perform all testing required
by the specifications for a project?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
(Record read by reporter.)
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: By their specifications
sections, no. And I don't know of any.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Now, in
the years 2006 through 2008, how many
construction managed projects, other than work
performed by Petra, did you have an occasion to
review the performance of a construction manager?
A. Other than work performed by Petra?
Q. Correct.
A. None.
Q. All right. In the period since
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October 15th, 2008, how many occasions have you
had to review work performed by other
construction managers on projects that were
performed in the years 2006 through 2008?
A. None that I can remember.
Q. Okay. Now, if! recall correctly,
7
Mr. Coughlin didn't come to work for you until
8
November of 2007, correct?
A. I don't recall the date that Tom hired
9
lOon with Petra.
11
Q. All right. Well, do you recall
12
whether or not he was an employee of Petra at or
13
near the month of April 2007?
14
A. I don't recall.
15
Q. All right. Now, in your affidavit, I
16
believe you used the phrase "extra work order";
17
is that correct?
18
A. I'd have to reread it to confirm that.
19
Q. Have you ever used that phrase before?
20
A. Without reading the affidavit, I can't
21
answer that.
Q. Okay. Have you ever used the phrase
22
23
"extra work order" in relationship to the
24
Meridian City Hall project?
25
A. I remember using the word "work
1
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

a work order; is that correct?
A. An example?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. A specific example?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. I can give you one specific example.
Q. All right. Please do.
A. It had to do with the exhaust on
boilers. We were completing the exhaust on the
boilers going into a manifold. And when the
boiler inspector showed up, he said that there
was a safety problem with the way that was built.
And so in order to complete the
project, we had the mechanical contractors that
were installing that change it so that it wasn't
a safety issue. And that was done on a work
order.
Q. All right. How much was the value of
that change?
A. It was less than $10,000.
Q. All right. And did you authorize that
work to be performed prior to asking for
authorization from the City of Meridian?
A. I don't recall. But I believe we
covered it in our weekly production meeting with
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order." I didn't remember using the word "extra
work order."
Q. Okay. Tell me what the phrase "work
order" means to you in relationship to the
Meridian City Hall project.
A. It was work that was required to
complete the project that was either -- well, it
was work required to complete the project that
was outside the scope of the prime contractors
that were on the project.
Q. Does that mean that Petra authorized
contractors other than the prime contractors to
perform the work you've just described as being a
work order?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
And also vague as to the term "authorized."
THE WITNESS: It depended on what the work
was and the amount of the contract.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, tell me what the
significance was, if any, what the work was?
Give me an example.
A. I would have to go back and review the
records to answer that with specificity.
Q. SO as we sit here today, you cannot
give me any example of what you considered to be
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the city and the contractors.
Q. That wasn't my question.
A. I don't recall.
Q. All right. And when was this concept
of a work order first proposed by Petra?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: I don't recall who proposed
it. But it was discussed between Tom Coughlin,
myself and Keith Watts in the summer of 2008.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And tell me what was
said by -- well, first of all, when was the
meeting held?
A. It was in the summer of 2008.
Q. Can you give me a date?
A. I can't give you an exact date.
Q. Can you give me a month?
A. It would have been in July or August.
Q. Okay. And where did the meeting take
place?
A. It took place at the City of
Meridian's -- it took place at the City of
Meridian.
Q. Where in the city of Meridian?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Who was present?
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A. It was myself, Tom Coughlin and Keith
Watts.
Q. What was said by you?
A. We discussed the overall project. We
discussed that the general conditions were going
to underrun the budget.
Q. What, if anything, else was said by
you?
A. We discussed the fact that there would
be work orders required or change orders required
to finish the contract for things that were
occurring.
And as a result of that discussion,
Keith Watts authorized us to set up work orders
which the city would approve and to put that as a
separate code underneath the general conditions
in the monthly pay apps.
Q. Anything else said by Mr. Watts at
that meeting?
A. I don't recall anything else.
Q. What was said by Mr. Coughlin?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Did you send any kind of confirmatory
memoranda to Mr. Watts?
A. The only memoranda would have been the
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

consider this discussion with Mr. Watts sometime
in the summer of 2008 to be some kind of contract
modification between Petra and the City of
Meridian?
A. At the time, I didn't, no.
Q. Do you consider it to be so today?
A. No. Because it was contained within
the general conditions, which were reimbursable
item and reviewed by the city and the city
council.
Q. It certainly never made a -- well,
I'll ask it in a different way.
Did you submit to Mr. Watts a modified
1st
construction management plan on or about the 1st
of August, 2008?
A. No.
Q. Did you ever submit after the I st of
July, 2008, a modified construction management
plan to the City of Meridian for its review and
approval?
A. No.
Q. Did you ever submit to the City of
Meridian for its review and approval any proposed
written modifications to the prime contracts for
the Meridian City Hall project?
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next pay application where we had set up the code
for it.
Q. All right. Did you keep any notes of
that meeting?
A. Without checking the files, I don't
recall.
Q. Did Mr. Coughlin keep any notes of
that meeting?
A. I don't know.
Q. Did Mr. Watts keep any notes from that
meeting?
A. I don't know.
Q. All right. Did Petra ever present a
written change to the City of Meridian for the
purpose of establishing a work order account?
A. No.
Q. All right. Did Petra ever propose to
the City of Meridian a contract modification for
any of the prime contracts with respect to work
order accounts?
A. Could you read that question back to
me, please.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: Not that I recall.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Do you
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A. Such as change orders?
Q. Other than change order requests.
A. Could you read that back to me,
please.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: Would your question refer to
written modifications for LEED testing, those
sorts of things?
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Exclusive ofLEED and
exclusive of change orders, did Petra ever submit
a written modification proposal to the prime
contracts to the City of Meridian for its review
and approval?
A. Other than LEED and change orders, I
can't think of anything else right now.
Q. Okay. As of August of
of2008,
2008, were you
as the construction manager aware that Petra, as
the CM on this project, had a duty to follow the
terms and conditions of the prime contracts as
written between the city and all of the prime
contractors?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
Also calls for a legal conclusion.
THE WITNESS: I believe we did.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Did you ever
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receive -- I'll ask it in a different way.
Did either you or Petra ever request a
written modification from the City of Meridian
for the prime contracts on this project, other
than a change order request or some LEED testing?
A. Not that I can remember.
Q. All right. Did you or Petra -- I'll
withdraw that question.
As the construction manager for Petra
for this project, do you contend that at any time
the City of Meridian actively interfered with the
progress of the project?
Would requested changes then be
A. WouId
interference?
Q. Well, sir, my question is for you, and
that is: Do you contend as the licensed
construction manager for the Meridian City Hall
project that the city at any time actively
interfered with the progress of the project?
A. Requested changes did interfere with
the progress of the project, yes.
Q. Okay. And how many occasions do you
contend as a licensed construction manager did
the city actively interfere with the progress of
the project?
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

Q. Next?
A. The signage requirements and the
subsequent changes in those signage requirements.
Q. Okay. Next?
A. The additional FF&E that had to be
purchased for the city.
Q. And when you use the term "FF
"FF&E,"
&E," what
does that mean?
A. Furniture, furnishings and equipment.
Q. Okay. What else?
A. Relocation of the mayor's office.
Q. What else?
A. Changes in the plaza layout.
Q. Okay.
A. Items furnished and installed in the
plaza beyond what was initially shown. Addition
of the east parking lot. Additions of
requirements for the art gallery. Additions of
adding a mobile art piece in the entry foyer.
Final audio visual requirements. Final computer
data requirements. Color schemes and changes to
those color schemes. That's most of what I can
think of sitting here today.
Q. Can you think of anything else at all?
A. Not sitting here right now.
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A. I'd have to go back and review all the
documents to answer how many times.
Q. Well, what documents would you have to
review?
A. The project files.
Q. Well, what within the project files?
A. You'd have to go back and review the
LEED requirements. You'd have to go back and
review the information on when they gave us the
furniture layout. There would be numerous things
you'd have to go check.
Q. Well, I want you to identify each item
that you consider to be active interference.
A. Sitting here?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. Each item that's active interference?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. I can name some. I can't name them
all.
Q. Okay. What does your list consist of?
A. The addition of a LEED silver
certification.
Q. Next?
A. The delivery of the office furniture
and the final layout of that office furniture.
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Would you agree with me
Q. All right. WouId
that each of the items that you've just described
were discrete, in other words, easily
identifiable by Petra?
MR. WALKER: Objection, vague as to time.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, I'll ask it in a
slightly different way.
A. Okay.
Q. At the time each of these items was
brought to Petra's attention, were they
identifiable?
A. Some of them were unidentified when
they were brought to our attention.
Q. Tell me what was unidentified when it
was brought to your attention.
A. Well, on the office furniture layout,
the initial installation and layout was different
from what they actually required for a final
layout. So we had to go back and change it.
Q. All right. You certainly knew about
that event, though, correct? When it occurred,
you knew about it?
A. The second time, yes.
Q. And in fact, as the construction
manager and authorized representative of Petra,
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you were placed on notice in some fashion about
every single item that you've just described for
me; isn't that correct?
A. That's correct, although some of those
items occurred after the job was completed.
Q. Well, regardless of time, you
certainly had notice of them as the CM and the
personal authorized representative of Petra, did
you not, sir?
A. That's how we became aware of them,
yes.
Q. Okay. Notice was given to you; a
request was made to you in some fashion. Isn't
that correct?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: Yes, it was asked of us.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. And I
would be correct in understanding that neither
you -- well, let me just ask it in multiple
parts.
I would be correct in understanding
that you, as the project manager, never kept a
record tracking your time and attention with
respect to color scheme changes, correct?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

MR. WALKER: Same objections.
THE WITNESS: No, I did not.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Was there
any factual reason why, if you had chosen to, you
weren't capable of tracking your time with
respect to each of these individual items that
you've just described to me were active
interference by the city?
A. My question is, is to what degree
would you consider it broken down? By the hour?
Q. Sure.
A. You could keep track of it by the
hour.
Q. Okay. Is there any reason as we sit
here today, factual reason, why employees of
Petra could not have tracked by the hour their
respective attention and work effort with respect
to anyone of these individual items had they
chosen to do so?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
Also calls for speculation.
THE WITNESS: Ifwe had been asked to do
that, we could have broken it down by the hour.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. And if you had
instructed your employees on the Meridian City
Page 607
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THE WITNESS: My time was non-reimbursable
under the contract and so I didn't keep track of
my time.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) That wasn't my
question.
My question was: Did you keep track
of your time specifically as it related to color
scheme changes?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: No. Nor was I asked to by
the City of Meridian.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Were you
ever asked to by the principal of Petra, Jerry
Frank?
A. No.
Q. Did you ever decide during the course
of the project, you know, I probably ought to
keep track of my time in furtherance of any of
these changes?
MR. WALKER: Objection, calls for
speculation. Also lacks foundation and asked and
answered.
THE WITNESS: Could you read that to me
again, please.
(Record read by reporter.)
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Hall project to keep track of their time by the
hour with respect to any of these changes that
you've identified, they were all capable of doing
that, weren't they, sir?
A. They were all capable of doing that,
but we hadn't requested it, or the city.
Q. When did you decide, as the project
manager for Petra on the Meridian City Hall
project, to not have your employees track their
time by the hour for any change in this project?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: There was never a time that
we considered doing that because the contract was
a not to exceed number. Nor did the city ask for
that kind of detail when we submitted our monthly
pay apps. And so there was never a time when we
considered doing that.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, let's take an
example -MR. TROUT: Let's take a five-minute break.
(Break taken from 10:05 a.m. to 10:15 a.m.)
MR. TROUT: Let's go back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, you've
been handed an exhibit binder with a number of
documents in it which I believe also includes
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Exhibit No. 49 which is your affidavit dated
April 7, 2010.
Do you have that in front of you?
A. I do.
Q. Okay. My first question isn't
directly related to the affidavit. My first
question is this: When Wes Bettis spoke to the
Meridian city council in an open meeting, would
you agree with me he was acting as an authorized
representative of Petra on the Meridian City Hall
project?
MR. WALKER: Objection, vague as to time.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) At any time.
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And you would agree with me,
would you not, sir, that the City of Meridian
city council had the right to rely on what
Mr. Bettis was saying to them in an open city
council meeting as being factually correct?
A. With what he knew at that time, yes.
Q. Turning your attention to Exhibit 49,
page 3, paragraph 19. Would you read that to
yourself and signify when you're done?
A. I'm done.
Q. All right, sir. Tell me where I would
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documentation of the official authorization given
to Mr. Bird by the City of Meridian for the
statements you attribute to him and the city in
paragraph 19 of your affidavit?
A. I'm sorry, could you read that back to
me, please.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: I've never conducted such a
search.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) So you don't have any
personal knowledge of any official authorization
granted by the City of Meridian to Mr. Bird in
any fashion that would support what you have
stated in paragraph 19, do you, sir?
A. Well, Keith Bird did make that
statement, yes.
Q. Well, I wasn't asking you whether or
not Mr. Bird mayor may not have made that
statement.
My question to you was very simple.
You don't have any personal knowledge of an
official authorization by the City of Meridian
allowing Keith Bird to speak on behalf of the
city with respect to any subject, do you?
A. Any written authorization from the
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find the documents that you contend are the,
quote, original concept, as you used that tenn in
paragraph 19?
A. I believe it would be in the January
estimate.
Q. January of what year?
A. 2007.
Q. All right. January 15th, 2007; is
that correct?
A. That sounds right.
Q. Okay. Now, when do you contend that
Mr. Bird made this statement that you attribute
to him in paragraph 19 of your affidavit?
A. It would have been in the mayor's
meeting.
Q. Okay. And when do you contend that
Mr. Bird was authorized by a fonnal vote of the
city council to speak on behalf of the city with
respect to the items that are contained in
paragraph 19 of your affidavit?
A. I don't know when he was authorized.
Q. Okay. In the period of time since
you've been working on this project, did you ever
conduct a search of Petra records to detennine
whether or not Petra had in its possession some
Page 610
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city?
Q. That's correct.
A. I don't have any written authorization
through the course of doing business, Keith Bird
was authorized to approve all of the pay apps and
the city council had appointed them as their
representative to the mayor's meeting and so we
were going on his word.
Q. Okay. So tell me when did the city
council officially vote and appoint Mr. Bird as
the representative of the city for the mayor's
committee?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. Did you do anything prior to
signing this affidavit to verify whether or not
such a vote had ever been taken?
A. I have not verified whether a vote's
been taken.
Q. All right. What investigation have
you ever taken to detennine what, if any,
authority was officially bestowed on the mayor's
building committee by the city council of the
City of Meridian?
A. I've never undertaken an investigation
to find out the mayor's building committee's
Page 612
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authority.
amhori~.
Q. All right. So you have no personal
authori~ may have
knowledge as to what, if any, authority
been officially vested in the mayor's building
committee, do you, sir?
A. I was not -- no.
Q. All right. Now, turning your
attention to paragraph 23 of Exhibit 49 on page
4, if you would read that paragraph silently to
yourself and signify when you're done.
A. I'm done.
Q. All right. When is it that you
contend that Mayor DeWeerd made the statements
that you are attributing to her in paragraph 23?
A. It would have been in February, 2007.
Q. Okay. Can you tell me what date?
A. Not without checking the record, no.
Q. What record would you look at?
A. I would look at the notes that Keith
Watts kept on the meetings.
Q. Okay. Well, so you're relying on some
note made by Keith Watts in order to have the
personal knowledge to make the statement that
you're making in paragraph 23?
A. And I was present at the meeting where
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2010, on page 4 of Exhibit 49 at paragraph 22,
you claim that value engineering information was
ci~ on or about that date; is
presented to the city
that right?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay. And is it your contention that
that occurred on the meeting held February 26,
2007 as reflected by these minutes?
A. I'd have to refer to additional job
files to answer that.
Q. And what job files would you be
looking at?
A. I would be looking at Keith Watts'
notes. And I would be looking at the value
engineering schedule that was put together and
reviewed.
Q. Okay. Well, do these minutes reflect
that there were any documents handed out at this
meeting?
A. These meeting minutes reflect the
previous meeting that the value engineering is
coming, from 2-12 in line item 11.
Q. Well, let's just talk about line item
11.
A. Uh-huh.
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she said that.
Q. What meeting?
A. The one in February, mayor's building
meeting.
Q. Okay. Which meeting in February?
A. I'd have to refer to his notes to
confirm the date. Sitting here, I can't
remember.
Q. Okay. Was the statement made by the
mayor reflected in any meeting minute prepared by
Petra?
A. I don't know the answer to that.
Q. Okay.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 97 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been
handed a document which has been marked Exhibit
97. Can you identify that document for me?
A. It's a copy of the mayor's building
committee meeting minutes.
Q. Prepared by whom?
A. Prepared by Petra.
Q. Okay. For what meeting?
A. Meeting No.9.
Q. Now, if!
ifI understand correctly from
looking at Exhibit 49, your affidavit of April 7,
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Q. Line item 11 is actually taken from a
meeting held on 2-12. This doesn't reflect any
change in the 2-12 meeting notes, does it?
A. No.
Q. All right. And so my question is
still the same: Exhibit 97 doesn't reflect that
any information was handed out to the mayor's
building committee on February 26,2007, does it,
sir?
A. This exhibit doesn't have all of the
handouts, no.
Q. Well, this exhibit does not reflect
that anything was handed out on February 26,
2007, does it, sir?
MR. WALKER: Objection, the document speaks
for itself.
MR. TROUT: That's correct, the document
does.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And the document
doesn't reflect that anything was handed out to
the mayor's building committee on February 26,
2007, correct?
A. Other than item 9.
Q. Item 9 is actually a note from the
meeting held 2-12, 2007 that wasn't changed;
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isn't that correct?
A. I'd have to read the 2-12 meeting
notes to know for sure.
Q. Okay.
A. But it says substantial discussion
followed.
Q. Okay. That was on 2-12, right?
A. Appears to be.
Q. All right. So just to make sure our
record is complete -(Deposition Exhibit No. 98 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been
handed what's been marked as Exhibit 98 for
identification; isn't that correct?
A. Yes, it is.
Q. All right. And if you turn to note
No.9 of Exhibit 98, which if! understand
correctly is the Petra kept and prepared meeting
minutes for February 12th, 2007; is that correct?
A. It is.
Q. And item 9 on the 2-12 meeting minutes
is exactly the same as item 9 on the 2-26 meeting
minutes, isn't it, sir?
A. It is.
Q. All right. So there was no addition
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A. No. That's also in Keith Watts'
notes.
Q. All right. And there's nothing in the
February 26th meeting minutes that reflects the
instruction you claim was given in paragraph 25
of your affidavit, Exhibit 49; isn't that
correct?
A. Let me read that.
Q. All right. Please do.
A. Okay, I've completed it.
Q. All right, sir. Now, having reviewed
Exhibit 97, the February 26 meeting minutes and
having reviewed paragraph 25 of Exhibit 49, your
affidavit, would you agree with me that there's
nothing in the Petra kept meeting minutes for
February 26, 2007 that reflects the direction
that you claim in paragraph 25 of your affidavit?
A. It's not in meeting minutes No.9.
Q. Okay. And paragraph 25 isn't
contained in any other document prepared by Petra
for this project, is it, sir?
A. I'd have to check the files to answer
that.
Q. Okay. As you're sitting here today,
you don't know?
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1
with respect to that item as of February 26,
2
2007, correct?
3
A. In that line item, there was no
4
addition, correct.
5
Q. All right. And there's nothing in
6
Exhibit 97 that indicates that any value
7
engineering documentation was handed out to the
8
mayor's building committee on February 26,2007;
9
isn't that correct?
l O A . In meeting minute No.9, there is no
indication of that, that's correct.
11
12
Q. All right. And there's nothing in the
13
February 26, 2007 meeting minutes prepared by
14
Petra that indicates in any way a statement made
15
by Mayor DeWeerd as you have suggested in
16
paragraph 23 of Exhibit 49, your affidavit, is
17
there, sir?
18
A. Not in the meeting minutes.
19
Q. All right.
20
A. It's in Keith Watts' notes.
21
Q. All right. And there's nothing in the
22
February 26,2007 meeting minutes, which is
23
Exhibit 97, which reflects the statement you
24
attribute to Councilman Bird in paragraph 24 of
25
your affidavit, Exhibit 49, is there, sir?
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A. Any-MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: Any of Petra's files.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Yes, sir.
A. I'd have to check Petra's files to
answer that.
Q. Okay. Did you check Petra's files
prior to preparing this affidavit and signing it?
A. I did not check Petra's files. I read
through the meeting minutes that -- or meeting
notes that Keith Watts had prepared.
Q. All right. So you're relying on some
hearsay note from Mr. Watts?
A. No, it isn't hearsay. I was in the
meeting.
Q. Well, if it was that important,
certainly Petra would have documented it,
wouldn't it, sir?
MR. WALKER: Objection, argumentative.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Was the purpose of the
meeting minutes that were prepared under your
supervision and that you reviewed every single
month to accurately reflect significant events
that occurred during the meetings?
A. Would you repeat the question for me,
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please.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: It should have.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Now, let's
turn to Exhibit 98 again, if we could, please.
And let's turn again to item 9. This is a report
that was presented by you; is that correct?
A. On 2-12, that's correct.
Q. All right. And you were commenting on
increasing cost estimates related to the
mechanical, electrical and plumbing component of
the work; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And you were also commenting on the
core and shell cost estimate as it related to
masonry; isn't that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. Now, you have claimed as
the construction manager on behalf of Petra that
changes to the mechanical and electrical and
plumbing caused Petra extra work; is that right?
A. Compared to the original budget, yes.
Q. All right. Well, would it be fair for
me to say that as of February 12th, 2007, based
on item 9 in these meeting minutes, that you, as
Page 621
the construction manager, were clearly aware that
there were going to be changes in cost for the
MEPwork?
A. Yes.
Q. And as of February 12th, 2007, you, as
the construction manager, were clearly aware that
there were going to be changes in costs for the
masonry, correct?
A. We were aware of that, yes.
Q. All right. And I would be correct in
understanding that had you chosen to track the
time of all Petra employees as it related to
those changes, you could have issued an order as
of February 12th, 2007, for all Petra employees
to track their time in furtherance of those
changes, couldn't you?
A. Why would we?
Q. I wasn't asking you why, sir. I asked
you whether you could have done that had you
chosen to do so?
A. I guess I don't understand the
necessity of it.
Q. That wasn't my question either. My
question was a very simple question.
Had you chosen to do so, you could
Page 622
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have tracked all of the time of every Petra
employee in furtherance of the change related to
mechanical, electrical and plumbing, couldn't
you?
A. We could have, but I didn't see a
necessity for it.
Q. All right. And that would be true,
i.e., Petra could have tracked all of its time
related to any given change had it chosen to do
so; isn't that a fact?
A. If we had saw the necessity for it, we
could have.
Q. All right. Okay. Let's turn to page
5 of Exhibit 49, your affidavit.
Do you have that in front of you, sir?
A. I do.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
paragraph 27, do I correctly understand that it's
your contention that the entities listed are the
only members of the design team for the Meridian
City Hall project?
A. Would you consider the commissioning
agent part of the design team?
Q. I don't. But if you do, tell me why.
A. I don't either.
Page 623
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Q. Okay.
A. These are the ones that I remember.
Q. Now, turning your attention to
paragraph 28, you state, quote, the city hall
building was increased in size.
When did that occur?
A. During the design phase of the
project.
Q. Precisely when?
A. I don't know the exact date.
Q. How would we determine the exact date
from any record in Petra's possession?
A. I don't know if we've got anything in
our possession that has that date on it.
Q. Okay. Was it prior to January 15th,
2007?
20077
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to
paragraph 29. You state, the city increased the
size of the city council chambers, correct?
A. I did.
Q. All right. Do you attribute that
decision to any particular individual?
A. No, it was driven by the number of
people sitting in the city council chambers.
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Q. Okay. When do you contend that that
decision was made?
A. It would have been in the design
phase.
Q. Prior to January 15th of2007?
A. It is prior to January 15th, 2007, but
after the contract was signed.
Q. Which contract are you referring to?
A. Our contract with the city.
Q. All right. At the time of the signing
st, 2006,
of the contract with the city, August 11st,
what was the size of the city council chambers
going to be?
A. It was undefined.
Q. Okay. So you would agree with me,
would you not, sir, that as of August 1st, 2006,
we have no way to measure the size of the city
council chambers at the time of contract signing
with the city and Petra?
A. Correct.
Q.
Q. All right. Now, in this discussion
regarding the city's increase in size in the city
council chambers, when did that occur? Can you
tell me when it occurred?
A. When the increase in size occurred?
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chambers, can you, sir?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: The statement of increased
size refers to a four-way moment weld in the
initial estimate, a two-way moment weld in which
were driven by code. And I'll have to go refer
to the estimate in order to answer that question
for you.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. So tell me
what discussion you had with anyone in January of
2007 as to how much time this claimed increase in
size in the city council chambers was going to
add to the project?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: Increased in construction
time?
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Yes.
A. Was going to add? In January 2007, we
didn't know there was four-way direction moment
welds in the building.
Q. Okay. Well, you certainly knew as of
February the 12th, 2007, didn't you, sir?
A. I'm not sure.
Q. Okay. Well, you certainly would have
known at the time that you put out the bids for
Page 627
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Q. Yeah.
A. The increase in size was defmed in
the design phase. We didn't know about the
four-way moment welds until we got the structural
drawings in probably February, March.
Q. Tell me how it is that you can say
there was an increase if there was nothing to
measure from in August of 2006, bigger than what?
A. I don't have anything that says bigger
than what. But I do have the difference in
two-way directional moment welds versus four-way
directional moment welds.
Q. And where do I find any set of plans
containing a two-way directional moment welds?
A. There are no two-way directional
moment weld plans.
Q. Okay. So how is it that you can tell
me as a matter of fact that there was some
increase when you have nothing to measure from?
A. Well, I'll have to go check our
January estimate, is where that came from. And
I'd have to review that to answer that question.
Q. SO as we sit here today, you can't
tell me how it is that you determined there were
some increase in size of the city council
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the Phase II core and shell work; isn't that
correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. So tell me at the time you
put out the bids for the Phase II core and shell
work what discussion you had with the city about
how this claimed increase in size in the city
council chambers would affect the project
schedule?
A. Sitting here, I don't recall any
discussions regarding that.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in
understanding that at the time Petra put out the
Phase II core and shell bids, it had created a
schedule that reflected that all of the Phase II
core and shell work would be done by December the
5th,200n
A. We did.
Q. All right.
A. But we hadn't run into contaminated
soil yet.
Q. Well, we'll come back to that. I'd be
correct in understanding that as of the 1st
1st of
May 2007, Petra was fully aware of the
contaminated soil issue, correct?
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A. No, we were not. We didn't know the
extent of it.
Q. Well, when did excavation of the
building footprint begin?
A. By Ideal Demolition or by MJ Backhoe?
Q. By MJ Backhoe.
A. I'll have to check the project records
to answer that question.
Q. You don't know?
A. Sitting here, I don't know.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in
understanding that as a competent construction
manager, you would never allow MJ Backhoe to
excavate for the footings for the building
footprint if there was any contaminated soil
remaining in the building footprint excavation
area?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation
and vague as to the tenn member.
THE WITNESS: Could you repeat that for me,
please.
(Record read by reporter.)
MR. WALKER: Same objections.
THE WITNESS: I don't understand the
question as to why MJ's Backhoe excavating that
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Did MJ's Backhoe have to perfonn any
rework outside the scope of its contract when it
began the excavation of the footings for the
Meridian City Hall building?
A. They had to import material to replace
some of the contaminated soil that had been
removed. Is that what you mean by "rework"?
Q. I don't know. Is that your
defmition?
A. Well, I don't consider that rework,
but that's work that took place.
Q. All right. And how much soil did they
import?
A. I don't recall. I'd have to check
their records to answer that.
Q. Okay. What record would you look at?
A. We would have to look at MJ's records
and we'd have to look at Ideal Demolition's
records.
Q. Why would you look at Ideal's?
A. Because Ideal Demolition was a
qualified contractor to dispose of the
contaminated material.
Q. Okay. Is it your contention that MJ
excavated contaminated material as part of its
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reflects competency.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, we'll break it
down if we have to, Gene, I guess.
It was your job as the construction
manager to coordinate the timing of all work
perfonned by the prime contractors on this
project, wasn't it?
A. It was.
Q. Okay. And can you tell me some reason
why you would allow the excavation contractor to
excavate for the footings of the building in an
area in which there was any risk that there was
contaminated soil?
A. Could you define for me what you mean
by "risk"?
Q. Sure. The mere existence of any
contaminated soil that would require rework by
MJ's Backhoe in the excavation of the footings of
the building?
A. I don't understand the word "rework."
Q. Have to do it again.
A. Why would you have to do it again?
Q. Okay. Well, let me ask you this
question, since it appears we're not
communicating very clearly.
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work in excavating the footprint for the building
foundation?
A. I'd have to check the project records
to verify that.
Q. Do you know as you sit here today?
A. Sitting here today without checking
the records, I can't answer that. But I believe
vis queen
they excavated some material, put it on visqueen
for Ideal Demolition to dispose of.
Q. Was MJ's work on time in accord with
their schedule?
A. I'd have to check the records to
answer that question.
Q. SO you don't know?
A. Sitting here, I don't know the answer.
Q. Okay. Was MJ's work on budget
according to their contract?
A. There was change orders issued to MJ
for dealing with unsuitable soil. And they were
within that budget with the change orders.
Q. Okay. I've looked at the change
orders for MJ's Backhoe and I'll represent to you
that they were never given any extension of time
related to any change order.
If I made that representation to you
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as we sit here today, would you have any reason
to disagree with me?
MR. WALKER: Objection, calls for
speculation.
THE WI1NESS:
WITNESS: I'd have to look at the
records to verify that.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, based on your
knowledge as the construction manager for Petra
for this project, do you have any reason to
disagree with the fact that MJ completed their
work on time in accordance with their contract?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS:
WI1NESS: I'd have to check the
records. I don't know the answer sitting here.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Do you recall
whether it was an issue?
A. Sitting here, I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in
understanding that ifMJ completed its work on
time, then the foundation contractor would have
been free to start its work on time in accordance
with the schedule that Petra created?
A. Which schedule are you referring to?
Q. The construction schedule that Petra
created at the time that it issued contracts to
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A. I think it was Foundations.
Q. Foundations, Incorporated?
A. I don't recall their full title.
Q. All right. Did Foundations,
Incorporated ever make a request to Petra for
additional time under its contract?
A. I don't recall. I'd have to check the
job files to answer that.
Q. All right. Did MJ's Backhoe ever make
a request for additional time under their prime
contract?
A. I don't recall.
Q. All right. Would I be correct in
understanding that those are the two prime
contractors whose work would have to be performed
in order to make the site available for Rule
Steel to begin the steel erection?
A. Them and Ideal Demolition.
Q. Okay. As we sit here today, can you
tell me when Ideal's work inside the building
envelope was complete?
. A. I cannot.
Q. Okay. How would we make that
determination?
A. We'd have to go research the job
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the prime contractors, including MJ and the
foundation contractor?
A. That schedule changed because of the
running into contaminated and unsuitable soil.
Q. Well, let me ask you this: Which
schedule would I look at that would have been
applicable to MJ's work as of May 200n
A. I'd have to pull the job files to
answer that. There was the bid document schedule
that was created prior to running into
contaminated soils. I don't recall if there was
another schedule created as we started having job
construction meetings first part of May. So I'd
have to check the files to answer that.
Q. When was the contaminated soil
discovered?
A. It started in March.
Q. Okay. When did you initiate having
Ideal remove contaminated soil from the site?
A. I'll have to check the job records to
answer that.
Q. Okay. Who was the foundation
contractor?
A. For concrete?
Q. Yes, sir.
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records to answer that.
Q. And what job record would you look at?
A. You would look at MTI's report. You
would look at Ideal Demolition's report and there
are probably others.
Q. Well, what others?
A. Those are the two principal ones. And
then they'd probably lead to other things after
you started looking at them. And I don't know
what they would be.
Q. What would I look for in the MTI
reports?
A. It would be -- their report would
reference the testing of soils in particular
areas on particular days. And that may lead to
other things within MTI that would answer the
question.
Q. All right. How was the site
identified for reference purposes so that we'd
know where MTI might be working on any given day?
A. How was the site referenced?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. I'm not sure, without looking at MTI's
report.
Q. Did you give, as the construction
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manager, any instruction to anyone on how to
identify the various portions of the Meridian
City Hall work site so that it could be tracked
as to where either MTI, Ideal, MJ or any other
contractor working on the site work was working
on any given day?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation,
and compound.
THE WITNESS: Not that I remember.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Why not?
A. Why not what?
Q. Why didn't you give such a direction?
A. I'm not sure I understand the
question. Usually those directions occurred in
the field from the project superintendent.
Q. Okay. Did Petra's project
superintendent, who I understand to have been
John Anderson, give any direction to anyone about
to, identify or reference the site so that the
how tO,identify
work being performed by Ideal, MJ, MTI or anyone
else associated with the site work could be
tracked?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. What would I look for in the
Ideal reports in order to determine where they
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

exterior it wanted for the structure?
A. What I was referring to there was the
contract that we had signed in August of 2006
referred to a standard class A office space. And
then in the design period, that exterior was
defmed.
Q. Well, where would I find some document
that you as the construction manager can provide
me that contains a defmition of what, quote,
standard class A office space is?
A. Standard class A office space in Boise
does not contain stone and brick. It contains a
mixture of a little bit of stone, stucco or
efface and brick. And so -Q. Well, my question wasn't that, and I'd
appreciate it if you could focus on answering the
questions that I ask of you.
My question was: Where, based on your
knowledge as a construction manager as of the
year 2006, would I look to find a written
definition of standard class A office space as
you use that term?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: I don't know where you would
find a written definition of standard class A
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were working?
A. We'd just have to check their job
files, see if there's anything there. I don't
know the answer sitting here.
Q. Did Ideal provide you with any kind of
daily reports?
A. I don't know the answer to that.
Q. Did MTI provide you with any kind of
daily reports as to their work activities?
A. I don't know the answer to that.
Q. Okay.
MR. WALKER: How about a break.
MR. TROUT: Sure. We can take five
minutes.
(Break taken from 11:09 a.m. to 11:21 a.m.)
MR. TROUT: Let's go back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, directing your
attention to Exhibit 49, paragraph 31, would you
read that to yourself and signify when you're
done?
A. I'm done.
Q. You write, quote, the city's delayed
request, end quote.
Can you identify for me when the city
was supposed to have decided what type of
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office space in Boise that's written down
somewhere.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. And where
would I find documentation in Petra's files, if
any, that contains a definition of, quote,
standard class A office space as you use that
term?
A. We don't have that information in our
files, to my knowledge.
Q. All right. Where would I find any
record in which you, as the project manager, told
the City of Meridian in any fashion what you
considered to be, quote, standard class A office
space, end quote?
A. Sitting here, I can't answer that.
I'd have to go read through the design meeting
minute notes.
Q. All right. If it existed anywhere,
where would we find it? Only in the design
meeting minute notes?
A. If it existed, it would probably be
there. I know that we talked about value
engineering and changing the mix of brick and
stone to save them some money in that winter of
2007.
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Q. SO I want to go back to my question
about paragraph 31. Where would I find a record
indicating what you claim is the city council's
decision that it wanted a 200-year structure?
A. Well, it was in their decision to keep
the building as designed by Lombard-Conrad which
had that exterior on it.
Q. Well, that wasn't my question. My
question is: Where would I find a written record
evidencing the city council's, quote, decision
that it wanted a 200-year structure?
A. I don't know the answer to that.
Q. Okay. In paragraph 32, you state,
quote, the city ordered the mechanical system to
be upgraded.
When did that decision, as you claim
it to have been made, come about?
A. It would have been during the design
period and during the winter of 2007, as we
discussed that mechanical system.
Q . Well, where would I find a set of
Q.
plans showing the originally conceived mechanical
system from which you claim an upgrade was
ordered?
A. I don't understand "originally
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

standard class A office space that you contend
was upgraded somehow?
A. We didn't have drawings in front of
us, but it was discussed.
Q. SO if! understand correctly, I would
not be able to look at any document in Petra's
possession in which the specifications for a
mechanical system for a standard class A office
space would be identified?
A. In the value engineering that took
place in winter of 2007, we suggested what they
might save by going to a different MEP system and
the city rejected it.
Q. That wasn't my question.
A. But that's the document.
Q. Okay. So that was the document that
you created after the access floor system was
first put into the plans for the MEP system,
correct?
A. No. The plans weren't drawn up until
later.
Q. Okay. So tell me specifically what
value engineering document I'm supposed to look
at.
A. I'd have to go dig out the files to
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conceived."
Q. Well, in order to have an upgrade,
you'd have to have something to start with,
wouldn't you?
A. Standard class A office space, that's
correct.
Q. Okay. So tell me where I find
anywhere in the Petra documents what mechanical
system was going to be utilized for,
quote/unquote, standard class A office space?
A. Standard class A office space doesn't
have an underfloor duct system.
Q. That wasn't my question.
My question to you, very simply, was:
Where would I find in the Petra documentation
what was going to be utilized for, quote,
standard class A office space as the mechanical
system for the building?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: I don't know the answer to
that.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, in the course of
your participation in the design process, did you
have in front of you either specifications or
drawings identifying a mechanical system for a
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answer that. But in the winter of2007, we
suggested to the city that they could save some
money by going with a simpler mechanical system
and they said they didn't want to do that.
Q. All right. What does the term
"upgrade" mean to you?
A. Increase, increase in cost, increase
in performance.
Q. Okay. So tell me where it is that I
would find in Petra's files the level -- some
document identifying the level of performance
that the city could expect from a mechanical
system identified by Petra as a standard class A
office space mechanical system?
A. A standard of performance? That would
be done by the engineer. It wouldn't be in
Petra's files.
Q. Okay. Are you asserting that the
mechanical engineer for this project did not
provide you with a performance criteria for a
mechanical system for a standard class A office
space as you've described it?
A. No.
Q. All right. Did the mechanical
engineer for this project provide Petra with a
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perfonnance criteria for a mechanical system for
a standard class A office space as you've used
that tenn?
A. After the city rejected our value
engineering, they did provide it, yes.
Q. Was it in written fonn?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Tell me what document -A. Plans.
Q. -- I look to?
A. Plans and specifications.
Q. Okay. Well, the plans and
specifications are for the access floor system,
correct?
A. And the.mechanical system, which is
part of that access floor.
Q. All right. So where would I find the
mechanical system that you've been describing
for -- or some documentation of the mechanical
system that you've been describing as that which
would be standard class A office space mechanical
system?
A. Would you repeat that question for me,
please.
(Record read by reporter.)
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Yes.
A. It would probably help him.
Q. And comparing the two sets of plan
documents or specification documents would be a
way of measuring the change, wouldn't it, sir?
A. Or discussion between people that talk
about the two different kinds of systems might
provide him with that as well.
Q. Well, do I understand correctly that
you were acting as the city's representative in
the design process?
A. No. We were facilitating coordination
of the design process. The city represented
themselves in the design process.
Q. SO you weren't acting as an agent for
the city in the design process in any fashion; is
that your testimony?
A. Through the course of action, they
represented themselves.
Q. That wasn't my question. And we're
going to be here for four or five days, Gene, if
you continue to not answer the direct questions
that I ask you.
MR. WALKER: Objection, argumentative
comment.
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THE WITNESS: Well, you would -- we
discussed it in the meeting minutes or in the
meetings. And then you've got it in this
building here, which is standard class A office
space.
Q. Well, sir, if you would please very
carefully listen to my question and answer the
question I ask you.
Does Petra have in its file anything
provided by anyone that you contend is a
description of a standard class A office space
mechanical system as it relates to the Meridian
City Hall project?
A. Without looking at the files, I don't
know.
Q. All right. In order for the judge in
this case to detennine whether or not some kind
of upgrade exists to the mechanical system, would
you want the judge to be able to see what was
originally conceived and then compare it to what
was built?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
And also calls for speculation.
THE WITNESS: Would I want the judge to see
it?
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offact,
MR. TROUT: Well, it's a statement offact,
Counsel.
MR. WALKER: It's not going to happen.
MR. TROUT: Well-MR. WALKER: We're fmishing this
deposition, so get on with it. Unless you want
us to leave right now.
MR. TROUT: Well-MR. WALKER: Your argumentative attitude is
very irritating, Mr. Trout, and I'm sick of it.
MR. TROUT: Well, what is it that you don't
like, Mr. Walker?
MR. WALKER: Your attitude.
MR. TROUT: Well-MR. WALKER: And your condescending
arrogance. If you just continue the deposition,
we can get done.
MR. TROUT: Well, for the purposes of the
record, I have not been condescending. I have
not been arrogant. I have asked very specific
direct questions which the record will reflect
that the witness continues to evade and not
answer.
I'm assuming that must be based on
coaching from you, because that's the way you
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have treated all of the witnesses in this case.
And so if that's the way you're going to have the
witnesses conduct themselves, sir, we are going
to be here for a long time.
MR. WALKER: I haven't coached the witness
with respect to anything that you've just
commented on, so why don't you just move on with
the question?
MR. TROUT: All right. I will.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, is it
your testimony that you, as the construction
manager for the City of Meridian, never acted as
the city's agent during the design process for
this project?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: We advised the city. We did
not make the decisions for them. They made their
own decisions and directed the architect. The
architect took his directions from the city in
the design process.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, my direct
question, yes or no, is: Is it your testimony
under oath that Petra, as the construction
manager, never acted as the agent for the city in
the design process?
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

at the documents to verify that.
Q. All right.
A. All of these items came about as a
result ofLEED silver.
Q. SO let me ask the question one more
time.
A. Okay.
Q. Where would I find the original plans
and specifications for the electrical system for
the Meridian City Hall project which existed
prior to what you claim was an upgrade?
A. Well, you could look at the December
of '06 set of plans. You could look at the
20 percent set ofMEP drawings that were produced
late winter or early spring of2007. And then
you could look at the final set of documents that
was bid in the summer of 2007. And without
looking at those, I can't tell you when these
things occurred.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
paragraph 34. Read it silently to yourself and
then signify when you're done.
A. I'm done.
Q. When did Petra request written
authorization from the City of Meridian for the
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A. We never acted as the agent for the
city in the design process.
Q. Turning your attention in Exhibit 49
to paragraph 33, please. Read it silently to
yourself and signify when you're done.
A. I've read it.
Q. All right, sir. Where, if at all, in
Petra's files would I find either plans or
specifications for the electrical system for the
Meridian City Hall project prior to any upgrade?
A. The initial set of drawings that were
bid did not have some of these upgrades in them.
Q. Which ones?
A. The standby UPS system for the City of
Meridian rooms. That was added at the end of the
job.
Q. All right. And what was the value of
the standby UPS system for the City of Meridian
room?
A. I'd have to check the job files to
answer that exactly. It was in the range of
$40,000.
Q. All right. Was everything else in the
original bid documents for the electrical system?
A. I don't recall. I'd have to go look
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hiring of a mechanical electrical superintendent
in lieu of a standard construction foreman?
A. I don't recall without looking at the
documents when we did that.
Q. Is it your contention that you, in
fact, solicited written authorization from the
City of Meridian for that hiring?
A. I don't know that. What we did do was
we used a mechanical electrical superintendent in
lieu of a foreman to do the work.
Q. And did Petra, in making that hiring,
consider that a mechanical and electrical
superintendent was necessary for the performance
of Petra's work on the project?
A. In order to install the LEED silver
mechanical electrical system, we considered it
was necessary to have the superintendent with the
skills to oversee that as opposed to the foreman
that was in the original contract.
Q. Okay. Were you present during the
presentation by Petra in the interview process
prior to the selection of a construction manager
by the City of Meridian?
A. I was.
Q. Okay. Who from Petra made the LEED
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presentation that was given at that interview?
A. There were a group of us there. There
was Jerry Frank, Michael Nye, myself, Nicole, and
Wes Bettis. I don't recall who made the LEED
presentation.
Q. Okay.
A. The presentation that was given was to
describe our LEED capabilities.
Q. All right. And who is Nicole?
A. She was our LEED AP at that time.
Q.
Q. What's her last name?
A. I can't remember her last name.
Q. Do you know where she's employed
today?
A. I do not.
Q.
Q. Okay. Tell me who made the decision
within Petra to include a LEED presentation in
the interview process?
A. I can't remember. And I can't
remember if it was part of the request from the
city.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
paragraph 35 of your affidavit. Would you read
it silently to yourself and signify when you're
done?
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

A. He did.
Q. And Mr. Bettis was an authorized
representative of Petra with authority to tell
the city what that cost would be, wasn't he?
A. In that presentation, that's correct.
Q. All right. And in that presentation,
Mr. Bettis did not indicate in any way that there
would be an increase in the construction
manager's fee for Petra's performance of the LEED
work, did he?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. All right. And the city had a right
to rely on that in choosing to have Petra perform
that work, didn't they, sir?
MR. WALKER: Objection, calls for a legal
conclusion.
THE WITNESS: They had the right to rely on
those numbers.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Turning
your attention to that same paragraph, 35. Was
there any clerical personnel assigned to perform
LEED work for Petra on this project?
A. Probably. I believe so.
Q. Who?
A. I can't remember names. I'd have to
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A. I'm done.
Q. Okay. Am I correct that Petra has
been paid in full for the additional construction
management work related to LEED requirements?
A. We've been paid for all ofthe time
that was spent on LEED. We haven't been paid any
fee.
Q. Well, would I be correct in
understanding that the City of Meridian tendered
a change order to Petra that was duplicative of
the presentation made by Mr. Bettis to the city
as to Petra's cost for LEED work on this project?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: After the project was
completed, they handed us the Change Order No.2
for that.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And Petra refused to
execute it, correct?
A. We did. It was filled out
incorrectly. And we had already asked for Change
Order No.2 as additional fee, so there was a
conflict there.
Q. Well, Mr. Bettis made a presentation
to the city about what it would cost the city to
perform LEED work, didn't he?
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go check the records to answer that for you.
Q. What records would you look at?
A. The montWy
monthly pay applications.
Q. SO if there was any clerical person in
Petra's organization that was assigned to perform
LEED work, they would have been included in the
monthly pay applications to the city with respect
montWy
to LEED, correct?
A. Well, Adam was there. Nick was there.
Q. Did you consider Adam to be clerical?
A. Well, they're keeping track of
dumpsters. They're keeping track of submittals
to LEED and clerical-type things.
Q. Well, do you consider clerical to be
secretarial-type work?
A. I would call it secretarial work.
Q. All right. So was there any
secretarial personnel assigned to the LEED
project?
A. I don't believe so.
Q. All right. So help me understand what
portion of the work performed by Adam with
respect to LEED would be considered clerical?
A. Well, he's keeping track of dumpster
count. He's keeping track of purchase orders on
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amounts of material within a 500-mile radius.
He's keeping track ofVOC material being supplied
to the job, those kinds of things.
Q. What's VOC?
A. Volatile organic compounds.
Q. Okay. What other work performed by
Adam with respect to LEED would be considered
clerical in your view?
A. Submitting applications online for our
LEED certification. Filling out forms, those
sorts of things.
Q. How would we be able to determine the
number of hours expended by Adam in clerical LEED
work during the course of this project?
A. We'd have to look at the pay
applications as to the number of hours that he
spent.
Q. Would all of his time be considered
clerical?
A. Well, for me it does on LEED, yes.
Q. All right. Would all of Nick's, Nick
Ploetz's time be considered clerical on LEED?
A. To me, yes.
Q. All right. Who else's time with
respect to LEED would you consider to be clerical
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

A. Which number?
Q. 37, please, in Exhibit 49. Do you
have that, sir?
A. I do.
Q. Have you read it?
A. I have.
Q. SO would I be correct in understanding
that Petra has not tracked the number of hours
that it expended with respect to what you
describe as the complexity component ofLEED?
A. We've not tracked the complexity
component ofLEED.
Q. All right. Would I be correct in
understanding that Petra has not tracked the
number of hours specifically expended with
respect to a cost component in LEED?
A. We have tracked the cost component of
LEED.
Q. Well, tell me how you've tracked it.
A. That's how their time cards were
coded.
Q. All right. So if! have a time card
that says L-E-E-D eight hours, how do I determine
from that time card whether the work was clerical
or related to a cost component or related to
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on this project?
A. I'd have to look at the pay
applications to answer that.
Q. What would you look for?
A. People and names and hours.
Q. Okay. Was everybody who was doing
LEED work for Petra on this project considered
clerical by you?
A. No. Some of it involved testing and
installation of materials and systems and then
the commissioning of it, which is not clerical.
Q. Okay. Petra had no responsibility for
commissioning, correct?
A. We did. The commissioning was handled
by Heery, but they would put together a log of
items to be dealt with. And it was our
responsibility to see that those items in the log
were dealt with and/or corrected.
Q. Did Petra track in any fashion the
specific number of hours that it expended in
addressing the log items created by Heery as
you've just described it?
A. No.
Q. All right. Turning your attention if
you would, please, to paragraph 37.
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complexity in some fashion?
A. It wasn't broken down.
Q. SO I'd have no way of measuring the
actual number of hours that were expended in
furtherance of any specific LEED item, for
example, like applications for the certificate?
A. We did not break the overall hours in
LEED down into individual components.
Q. All right.
MR. TROUT: Let's take our noon break.
(Lunch break taken from 12:00 noon to 12:55 p.m.)
MR. TROUT: Okay. Let's go back on the
record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, turning your
attention if you would, please, to Exhibit 49,
paragraph 39. Read that to yourself and signifY
when you're done if you would.
A. Okay. I've read it.
Q. All right, sir. Would I be correct in
understanding that Petra did not track the actual
number of hours applicable to the plaza design
value engineering and rebid?
A. We did not.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in
understanding, as you have stated it in paragraph
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39, that Petra did not track the actual amount of
time associated with, quote, additional
coordination and resequencing of activities, end
quote?
~~
A. We did not.
Q. Turning your attention to paragraph
40.
A. Okay.
Q. You reference some type of an
agreement with Keith Watts?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. Was that agreement reduced
to writing?
A. We did respond to the request in
writing, that's correct.
Q. Well, that really wasn't my question.
My question was: Was the purported
agreement that you claim you reached with
Mr. Watts reduced to a writing that was signed by
both Petra and the city?
A. There was not.
Q. All right. It's my understanding that
Petra is contending that the purported agreement
with Mr. Watts is a modification of the
construction management agreement for which it
Page 661
should receive compensation; is that correct?
A. It was a separate project. The city
requested that we keep track of it separately.
And then they requested a proposal for it which
we gave them. And what was the rest of your
question?
Q. Well, so Petra does not consider that
agreement to be a modification of the
construction management agreement; is that right?
A. Well, it was in addition to, so I
guess it would not be a modification. It would
just be an additional agreement.
Q. SO the agreement you're speaking of
then is a totally separate agreement from the
construction management agreement; is that
correct?
A. Well, the construction management
agreement -- and I'm going to work through this.
The construction management agreement dealt with
just the building and the east parking lot. We
were instructed by the city to give them an
additional proposal for that beyond the
construction management agreement. And so I
don't know if it's part of the original CMA or if
it's a separate agreement, because we never got
Page 662
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anything back.
Q. Would you agree with me that the value
of this purported agreement between yourself and
Mr. Watts related to the east parking lot was
greater than $500?
A. It is.
Q. All right. And there is no writing
signed by both parties to memorialize that
agreement, correct?
fmal signed agreement.
A. There is no [mal
Q. All right.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 99 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, I'm handing you
what's been marked as Exhibit 99 for
identification. Do you recognize that?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. All right. What is it?
A. It's my letter to Keith Watts
responding to his request for a proposal on
overseeing the construction management of the
east parking lot.
Q. All right. And there's handwriting on
this document; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Whose handwriting is that?
Page 663
A. It's mine.
Q. Okay. When was the handwriting added
to the letter?
A. I don't recall, but I do recall the
circumstances that occurred. The project was
proposed at $470,000 or budgeted at $470,000.
Keith called me and asked me what the fee would
be for that. I said, well, it would be $25,000.
He called me back and he said, would you take 20?
And I said we would.
Q. All right. And so my question is, can
you tell me when in relationship to October 6,
2008 the handwriting was added to this letter?
A. It would have been after the
October 6th date. I don't know the exact date.
Q. Okay. Where were you when the
handwriting was added?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Can you tell me what the first
line of handwriting is supposed to represent? Is
that $500?
A. First column represents the proposed
fee for a $500,000 project.
Q. All right. Under the number 500,000
there appears to be a word?
Page 664
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A. "Project."
Q. All right. And below that is a figure
of $5,000. What's that?
A. That's the same figure that's quoted
in the left-hand column, which is preconstruction
services.
Q. All right. And the next handwritten
notation in that column appears to be 25,000; is
that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And what does that represent?
A. 5 percent times $500,000.
Q. All right. And then to the right of
Q.
that, there is another column; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And the first number in that column is
$500,000; is that right?
A. That's correct.
Q. And the next number is $20,000?
A. That's correct.
Q. Why were those numbers inserted?
A. Because Keith called me back and asked
me ifI would take a $20,000 fee in lieu of a
$25,000 fee. I asked Jerry Frank ifhe would do
that and Jerry said we would. And I called Keith
Page 665
back and said we would take $20,000.
Q. All right. And then at the bottom of
that column is $25,000 as a number; is that
~n
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Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And, sir, you've been
handed Exhibit No. 600 for identification. And
I'd ask you if you can identify that document,
please?
A. It's a job cost detail report for the
Meridian City Hall parking lot off our accounting
system.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to Bates
numbered page Petra 95374, if you would, please.
A. Okay.
Q. It appears as though Exhibit 600 was
printed all on one day; is that right,
November 13, 2009?
A. It appears to be.
Q. And commencing on Bates numbered page
Petra 95374?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. We have an additional job cost detail
by line item; is that correct?
A. We do.
Q. And what is Job No. 060675 Meridian
City Hall?
A. That would be the building and plaza
for Meridian City Hall.
Q. All right. Have you had an

Page 667
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A. That's correct.
Q. What does that number represent?
A. That represents preconstruction
services and the 5 percent fee, which was changed
to 4 percent.
Q. Okay. Was the $25,000 intended to
represent the entire cost with respect to Petra's
services for the east parking lot?
A. No, it was not.
Q. Okay. What's missing?
A. The superintendent and the engineer.
They were to be charged at cost.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct -MR. TROUT: Let's go off the record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
(Deposition Exhibit No. 600 was marked.)
MR. TROUT: Back on the record. During the
short break, I had a discussion with counsel
about numbering exhibits and we've agreed that we
will continue numbering deposition exhibits as
introduced by the city starting with No. 600.
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opportunity to review Exhibit 600 before today?
A. I don't recall. I may have. I don't
recall.
Q. Would you please tell me how Petra
prepared the job cost detail by line item for the
Meridian City Hall parking lot and Meridian City
Hall project?
A. How they prepared it?
Q. Yeah, how was Exhibit 600 prepared?
A. It's prepared by our accounting
department.
Q. And what do they do?
A. They collect invoices and time cards
and input it against these cost codes.
Q. How are the cost codes created?
A. They are preexisting cost codes that
are within the construction partner system. And
so you select the ones that you want to use.
Q. Is this job cost detail by line item a
complete accounting for Petra's job costs for
these two projects?
A. I don't know. I'd have to talk to our
accounting department to answer that.
Q. Is it intended to be a complete
accounting of all of Petra's job costs for these
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two projects?
A. No. The pay application is a complete
accounting of the costs for the projects, because
that contains all of the prime contractor
amounts.
Q. My question, sir, was more limited
than that.
Is this job cost detail by line item
intended to contain all of Petra's job costs for
the two projects identified?
A. I don't know the answer to that. The
pay application is our complete accounting of the
job costs for Petra.
Q. Well, are you aware of any job
costs -- okay. Let me ask it in this way. I'll
withdraw what I was going to ask and ask you
simply this: Would I be correct in understanding
that if! examined the 30 pay applications for
the Meridian City Hall project, that I would find
all of Petra's costs for the project reflected in
those pay applications?
A. In reviewing those pay applications,
you would find everything that Petra has charged
Meridian City Hall. There are some things that
we haven't charged them for.
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

referring to?
A. The job cost detail report from
construction partner, run an audit against this
document, No. 600, against the pay applications.
Q. Is there a way for me to determine
which set of documents is more accurate, Exhibit
600 or the pay applications?
A. Well, the pay application would be
more accurate.
Q. Would I be correct in assuming that
any difference between the pay application
information with respect to Petra's costs for the
project and Exhibit 600 would be, for lack of a
better term, a data entry error?
A. It would be other things besides data
entry errors.
Q. Like what?
A. It would be things that are in the job
cost detail report that don't appear in the pay
applications, things that were paid for.
Q. Like what?
A. Things that they told us to pull out,
things that we agreed to pay direct. For
instance, that boiler item that you and I talked
about this morning.
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Q. Such as?
A. The additional time that we spent on
the project, Change Order No.2.
Q. Okay. Anything else?
A. Things that the city had asked that
were removed from the pay applications.
Q. Anything else?
A. Not that I can think of.
Q. All right. And just so that our
record is clear, I want to restate in a slightly
different way what you've just said-to me to make
sure I'm understanding.
Exclusive of items removed from a pay
application by Petra at the request of the city,
and exclusive of those charges claimed in your
claim in Change Order No.2, are all of the costs
which Petra attributes to either the east parking
lot or the construction of the Meridian City Hall
to be found in the pay applications made to the
city?
A. In order to answer that accurately,
we'd have to run an audit between this and the
pay applications to confirm it. But I believe
the answer is that's correct.
Q. When you say "this," what are you
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Q. Yes, sir.
A. The city wasn't willing to pay that
full amount, and so it was agreed that the city
would pay a fourth of it and the other
three-fourths would get distributed amongst
Petra, the mechanical contractor, and the
architect engineer, those sorts of things.
Q. Why was that agreed?
A. Because we were in a meeting with
Keith Bird and Keith Watts and that's what they
.'wanted
wanted to do and we agreed to do it.
Q. Well, tell me why Petra would agree to
bear any cost associated with the physical
construction of the project?
A. Because the City of Meridian asked us
to, so we did it.
Q. What, if any, responsibility did Petra
acknowledge that it had with respect to the
issues related to the boilers?
A. There was no discussion about
responsibility. It was a discussion about how to
divide the bill up as to what the city thought
was fair. And the city thought that was a fair
split, and so we agreed to it.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
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paragraph 40. Would I be correct in
understanding that Petra did not track the
specific activities Petra undertook with respect
to the east parking lot on an hourly basis?
A. No, we just tracked the total.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to
paragraph 41. Would I be correct in
understanding that Petra did not track on an
hourly basis the activities of Petra employees or
personnel in the management of changes resulting
ASls?
in the 168 ASIs?
A. We did not.
Q. Would I be correct in stating that
Petra did not track on an hourly basis its
activities related to the two proposal requests?
A. We did not.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding
that Petra did not track its activities on an
hourly basis with respect to the management of
the 230 requests for information?
A. We did not.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding
that Petra did not track on an hourly basis its
activities with respect to the management of the
miscellaneous city requested changes?
Page 673
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paragraph 44 of Exhibit 49.
A. I'm complete.
Q. All right. Would I be correct in
understanding that Petra did not track on an
hourly basis its activities related to changes
which Petra asserts increased the complexity of
the project?
A. We didn't track our man hours for
individual changes due to complexity.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in
understanding that Petra did not track on an
hourly basis the actual number of hours related
to changes which it contends affected sequencing?
A. We didn't track our individual hours
as it pertains to sequencing.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding
that Petra did not track the actual number of
hours it worked with respect to any changes that
Petra contends impacts scheduling?
A. We did not.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
paragraph 45. Read it silently, please and
signify when you're done.
A. I'm done.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding
Page 675
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A. We did not track the hours with
respect to those miscellaneous city requested
changes.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to
paragraph 43. If you would read that silently to
yourself and signify when you are done.
A. I'm done.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in
understanding that Petra did not transact on an
hourly basis its activities related to what you
describe in paragraph 43 as design-driven
changes?
A. We did not track our man hours in
regards to design-driven changes.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding
that Petra did not track on an hourly basis its
activities related to site conditions that it
claims the city did not disclose to Petra prior
to the execution of the construction management
agreement?
A. We didn't track individual hours for
site changes.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
paragraph 44. If you would read that silently to
yourself and signify when you are done reading
Page 674
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that Petra did not track the actual number of
hours it worked in discovery and supervision of
removal and replacement of contaminated soils and
materials?
A. We tracked a portion of those hours,
which was part of Change Order No.1.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct that Petra
did not track any other hours other than
reflected in Change Order No. 1I as to the actual
number of hours worked with respect to the
discovery and supervision of the removal and
replacement of contaminated soils and materials?
A. That's correct.
Q. Would I be correct that Petra did not
track the actual number of hours worked with
respect to the disposal of hazardous waste?
A. With respect to Petra's time, that's
correct.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding
that Petra did not track the actual number of
hours worked with respect to monitoring of
contaminated groundwater?
A. With respect to Petra's time, that's
correct.
Q. If!
If I understand from your review of
Page 676
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the Petra meeting log, there is no way to
determine what, if any, docwnents were
distributed to any participants in any meeting
from the meeting log itself?
A. Without reviewing each meeting, I'm
not able to answer that. In general, I believe
that's correct.
Q. All right. Would I also be correct in
understanding that one would not be able to
determine what docwnents, if any, were handed out
to participants at a mayor's building committee
meeting simply by examining the meeting minutes?
A. I'd have to review each meeting minute
in order to answer with accuracy if there were
any handouts handed out or if they're not in the
meeting minutes.
Q. Okay. That's fair. But it was not
Petra's policy nor did Petra attach and keep in
conjunction with any meeting minute any docwnents
that may have been distributed at any individual
meeting; isn't that correct?
A. I'd have to go through our hard files
to answer that as to what handouts are still in
those files.
Q. Well, if! represented to you that in
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the discovery in this case provided to us by
Petra, that we have not received any attachments
that correlated by Bates nwnber with meeting
minutes provided to us, would you have some
reason to disagree?
A. I have no reason to disagree, because
I haven't checked it.
Q. Okay. And if! represented to you
that we have not received any docwnents that
correlated by Bates nwnber with the city council
workshop meeting minutes that would have been
attachments delivered at the meetings, would you
have any reason to disagree?
A. I have not checked it, so I can't
disagree.
Q. Did Petra have any policy in place
during the construction of the Meridian City Hall
to accwnulate and keep and maintain all of the
docwnents that were handed out at a meeting with
the meeting minutes?
A. I don't know of any written
instructions that was distributed that would have
said that.
Q. Werethereanynon-written
instructions issued by you or Mr. Frank as the
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principal in Petra with respect to how meeting
minutes and docwnents handed out at a meeting
were to be kept and maintained?
A. Well, we were to keep them.
Q. Anything other than that?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
paragraph 50 in Exhibit 49, please. If you would
read it to yourself and signify when you're done.
A. Okay. I'm done.
Q. What, if anything, was done with a
Q.
docwnent denominated as an August 28, 2007
budget?
A. I believe it was in the monthly report
to the city.
Q. Okay. Are you referring to a docwnent
in your description of a budget line item of
$367,408 was included in the August 28,2007
budget?
A. Could you repeat that for me, please.
Q. Yes, sir. In that first line of your
first sentence in paragraph 50 of your affidavit,
Exhibit 49, are you referring to a document?
A. Yes.
Q. All right.

Page 679

A. Yes.
Q. What document do I look at?
A. Well, it would be a cost report given
to the city with that August, 2007 date on it.
Q. Okay. And given to the city in what
context? Was it in a meeting?
A. I'd have to review our docwnents to
answer that. I believe it was given to them in
one of our -- either mayor meetings or
presentation to city council. But sitting here
right now, I can't be sure which.
Q. Okay. And if that line item -- well,
do you have an independent recollection of a
mayor's meeting, mayor's building committee
meeting on August 28, 2007?
A. Without looking at the files, I do
not.
Q. Do you have an independent
recollection of a city council meeting on
August 28, 200n
A. Without looking at the files sitting
here, I do not today.
Q. Okay. If there were any discussion of
that line item identified in paragraph 50 of your
affidavit at a mayor's committee meeting on or
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about August 28, 2007, would it be reflected in
meeting minutes?
A. It might be. I'd have to read them to
know.
Q. Okay. And if
ifthere
there was any discussion
of that line item set forth in Exhibit 50 in the
city council meeting, it should be reflected in
the city council minutes, correct?
A. It
may.
Itmay.
Q. Okay. But as we sit here today, you
can't tell me whether or not that line item was
discussed with anyone from the city as of
August 28, 2007, correct?
A. I'd have to go back and refresh my
memory by looking through the files to see how it
was transmitted and when it occurred.
Q. Okay. So you don't know how it was
transmitted, correct?
A. Not sitting here today.
Q. All right. And what file would you
look at to determine how it was transmitted?
A. We could look at the transmittal
files. We could look at e-mails. We could look
at city meeting minutes and we could look at city
council meeting minutes.
Page 681

1

Q. Is there any other file we would look
at to determine whether or not there's any record
of that line item being discussed in any fashion
with the city as of the 28th of August, 2007?
A. I can't think of any right now.
Q. Do you have any independent
recollection, without looking at a document, of
any meeting in which that line item was
discussed?
A. Well, it would have been discussed
when we sent in the letter in November that was a
formal letter saying that it was coming. And
then we discussed it with Ted Baird when he
requested the additional information for Change
Order No.2. So it occurred over a period of
time.
Q. Well, let's take them one at a time.
What, if any, discussion did you
participate with any person from the City of
Meridian with respect to that line item number in
November of 2007?
A. That's when the letter was sent to the
city saying that a change order would be coming
after we determined what the final cost of the
plaza was.
Page 682
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

Q. Well, my specific question is: What,
if any, discussion do you have an independent
recollection of having with any person from the
city regarding that line item in November of
2007?
A. I don't recall any independent
discussions sitting here today.
Q. All right. Exclusive of your meeting
with Ted Baird in what I understand to be the
spring of 2009?
A. No.
Q. 2008?
A. It would have been sometime in 2008
that he requested the additional information.
Q. Okay. Exclusive of a meeting with Ted
Baird sometime in 2008, do you have any
independent recollection of standing up at a
meeting of the mayor's building committee and
having a discussion with anyone regarding the
line item you've identified in paragraph 50?
A. Not without going back and reviewing
the file.
Q. All right. Do you have any
independent recollection of standing up and
discussing at a city council meeting the line
Page 683

item that you've identified in Exhibit -- or
paragraph 50 of Exhibit 49?
A. Not sitting here today.
Q. Okay. Did you ever instruct any Petra
employee to stand up at a mayor's building
committee meeting and have an open discussion
regarding the line item that you've identified in
paragraph 50?
A. Not without reviewing the files.
Q. All right. Did you ever receive an
instruction from Jerry Frank telling you to have
an open discussion in any mayor's building
committee meeting regarding the line item that
you've identified in paragraph 50?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Did you ever receive an instruction
from Jerry Frank to make a presentation to the
city council at any time regarding the line item
that you've identified in paragraph 50?
A. No. The presentations to city council
were requested by the city council and so we
followed their format and they didn't request it.
Q. Okay. Tell me what you did as the
construction manager in the period between
August 28, 2007 and November 1st,
1st, 2007 to ask for
Page 684
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and receive the City of Meridian's approval for
the line item you've identified in paragraph 50?
A. We sent a notice in November, formal
notice. I don't remember the date on that
notice.
Q. Is that all?
A. That's all I recall.
Q. Okay.
A. And then we included this amount on
every cost report, monthly cost report, between
August and November.
Q. All right. My question is more
specific. Tell me what action Petra took at any
time between August 28th, 2007 and October 15th,
2008 to formally seek and obtain the City of
Meridian's approval of the line item that you've
identified in paragraph 50?
A. The items that I recall is the formal
written notice in November, the -- including it
in the cost report on a monthly basis. And then
the final change order was submitted, I believe,
in April after we had received [mal bids on the
plaza.
Q. April of what year?
A. 2008.
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Q. Tell me when Petra asked the city to
put the line item you've identified in paragraph
50 on the city council's agenda for review and a
vote?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: We didn't make those requests
of city council. It was made by the owner's rep,
Keith Watts.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) So is it your
testimony that Mr. Watts asked the city council
to put the line items shown on Exhibit 50 on the
city council agenda for review and vote by the
city council?
MR. WALKER: Objection, calls for
speculation.
THE WITNESS: He would have been the one to
request it. Whether he did it or not, I don't
know.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) So tell me just so I
can understand what facts do you contend, ifany,
stopped you as the authorized representative of
Petra from making a formal request to the city as
of August 28th, 2007 to put that line item on the
city council agenda for a review and a vote?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.

The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

THE WITNESS: Well, the city council sets
their own agenda. And the purchasing agent,
Keith Watts was the one that would transmit the
information to the city clerk to put those items
that they wanted to discuss on the agenda. And
so -MR. TROUT: I can't hear you because the
standard class A mechanical system in this
building is pretty loud. And I apologize to you
and the court reporter, but I have no idea what's
going on.
THE WITNESS: Sounds like it needs to be
re-balanced.
MR. TROUT: Let's go off the record.
(Break taken from 1:48 p.m. to 2:03 p.m.)
MR. TROUT: Back on the record. For
purposes of our record, we're having some HV
HVAC
AC
difficulty in this space.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And so, Mr. Bennett, I
will do my best to make sure you've heard me.
And if for any reason you can't hear, please
signify so that whatever record we get is the
clearest record we can have.
A. I understand.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding
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that Petra did not have the city's approval of
the budget line item in paragraph 50 of Exhibit
49 before Petra began providing the services
which it claims it's due money for under that
budget line item?
A. We never had anything in writing. We
did not have anything verbally telling us not to
go ahead and build it.
Q. Well, it's my understanding you didn't
have any verbal commentary at all from anyone at
the city regarding that budget line item before
you began providing the services that you claim
are due under that line item; isn't that correct?
A. All we had from the city was a request
for the additional information backing up Change
Order No. 2.
Q. And that request came in the form of a
meeting held with Ted Baird in April of 2008,
correct?
A. It was a meeting with Ted Baird,
that's correct.
Q. Turning your attention, if you would,
please, to paragraph 72 of Exhibit 49.
A. Yes.
Q. Would you read paragraph 72 to
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yourself and signify for me when you are done?
A. I'm done.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding
that Petra did not track the actual number of
hours worked in any way related to what you have
described as the fast track nature of this
portion of the project as stated in paragraph 72?
A. We did track the superintendent's time
that constructed the plaza.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in
understanding that Petra did not create an
estimate prior to the construction of the plaza
as to the actual number of hours necessary for
construction management supervision of the plaza
construction?
A. That's correct. The plaza rolled into
the overall project when it was originally
negotiated as surface parking and there was no
plaza.
Q. Are you testifying here today that as
of August 1st, 2006, there was no plaza
contemplated by the City of Meridian and Petra
for the Meridian City Hall project?
1st of 2006, I was not aware
A. On August 1st
during those negotiations that we had that large
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

representative from the city would walk that
building after that weekly meeting.
Q. When you say walk the building, what
do you mean?
A. They would go out and observe the work
in process. And from that they would complete
their field report.
Q. All right. What, if anything, did you
observe Lombard-Conrad carry with them at the
time they were conducting these periodic site
inspections?
A. I don't recall what they carried with
them on those site inspections.
Q. All right. And your testimony is they
were accompanied by a Petra project
superintendent; is that correct?
A. Generally, they were, yes.
Q. Okay. Why were they accompanied by a
Petra project superintendent?
A. So that they could verbally discuss
the work in process and any things that needed to
be changed and/or corrected.
Q. What was the function, if you know, of
the Petra project superintendent during these
building walk-throughs?
Page 691
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plaza to construct. The contract referred to
surface parking only.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to
paragraph 73 of Exhibit 49.
49 . Would you read it
silently to yourself and signify when you're
~~

A. I am complete.
Q. All right. Who are the engineers that
you refer to in paragraph 73?
A. It would be the mechanical engineer,
the electrical engineer, the civil engineer, and
the structural engineer.
Q. Okay. Describe for me what, if any,
observation you made of Lombard-Conrad conducting
any periodic site inspections?
A. I, on occasion, would walk with them
as they made their site inspections. And I
received copies of their inspection reports.
Q. Okay. Tell me what they did during
what you consider to be a periodic site
inspection.
A. In general, they would attend the
engineering meeting on a weekly basis. And after
that meeting, they -- the project superintendent
and occasionally myself and occasionally a
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A. To assist them in their observation
and inspection. And to show them the work that
may be in question, things that needed to be
changed to complete the project.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to
paragraph 73 what, if any, engineers did you ever
observe conducting a periodic site inspection?
A. On occasion, I saw the structural
engineer on the project.
Q. Anyone else?
A. I saw the mechanical engineer and his
engineers on the project. And I saw the
electrical engineer on the project.
Q. All right. Did you ever have an
occasion to see Lombard-Conrad's subcontractor,
the landscape designer on the project?
A. I can't remember.
Q. All right. Did you ever have any
occasion to have any direct conversations with
anyone in the landscape design firm as it related
to the plaza?
A. I don't recall any.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to
paragraph 74 of Exhibit 49, could you read that
to yourself and signify when you're done?
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A. I'm done.
Q. All right. You say in paragraph 74
they signed off on the project as well? Who's
the "they" you're referring to?
A. It would be Lombard-Conrad.
Q. All right. And can you tell me what
it is that you mean when you use the phrase "they
signed off on the project"?
A. They would have reviewed and signed
the monthly pay apps. They were involved in the
establishment of the punch lists and the
completion of those punch lists. They had their
field reports that they took care of those
outstanding items from. And so they would have
signed off on those outstanding items from the
field reports as well.
Q. Okay. Did you ever present them with
Petra's construction management agreement and ask
them to conduct a review to determine whether or
not Petra had completed its duties under the
construction management agreement?
A. I don't recall ever giving them a copy
of our construction management agreement.
Q. Okay. Did you ever ask Lombard-Conrad
to, quote, sign off that Petra had performed its
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

THE WITNESS: When the punch lists were
created, they were discussed in the weekly
purchasing agents meeting. And those punch lists
were distributed in those meetings. And so it
may be in the discussion in the meeting minutes
from that meeting. And then the punch list
itself that was created.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, if it's not
referenced in a purchasing agent meeting minute,
where would I find the evidence showing that
Petra actually made any contribution to the
creation of a punch list?
A. You would have to talk to the city
inspector that accompanied us when we created
that punch list.
Q. All right. And who would that city
inspector be?
A. Ed Ankenman.
Q. All right. Are you testifying that
Mr. Ankenman created some documentary evidence as
to what Petra's participation in creation of the
punch list was?
A. To understand your question, Petra's
representative and Ed Ankenman and Lombard-Conrad
together we produced that punch list; is that
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duties under its agreement with the city?
A. Well, they would have signed off on
the punch list, which is part of our duties.
They would have signed off on the pay
application, which is another part of our duties.
Q. Well, let's take that one at a time.
Petra didn't perform any of the punch
list work, correct?
A. We oversaw it. We did not perform it.
Q. All right. And the punch list should
have been created by Lombard-Conrad and the prime
contractor, correct?
A. The punch list was created by
Lombard-Conrad, its engineers, the commissioning
agent, anything that the prime contractor had,
anything that Petra had, and then the city
representative had.
Q. Well, let's take it one item at a
time.
Where would I identify a document
indicating what Petra had provided in
participation in the creation of any punch list?
A. I'm sorry, could you read that back to
me, please.
(Record read by reporter.)
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your question?
Q. In part. My more specific question
is: How would we determine what, if any, items
were added to any punch list by way of Petra's
participation directly?
A. You would have to talk to Ed Ankenman
and Jack Vaughn.
Q. All right. As a construction manager,
when you use the phrase "they signed off on the
project" in paragraph 74, you're specifically
referring to the structures as constructed; am I
correct?
A. Well, it would be referring to the
work in place. It would be referring to the pay
applications. It would be referring to temporary
occupancy and eventually final occupancy.
Q. Well, tell me what it is that
Lombard-Conrad did in a participatory role in any
way related to any temporary occupancy permit?
A. They agreed that the building was
ready for temporary occupancy on October 15th of
2008.
Q. Is that documented in writing
somewhere?
A. I'd have to check the project files to
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verify that.
Q. Well, do you know of any document
signed by Lombard-Conrad that says, quote, we
sign off on the project, end quote?
A. Well, the pay application would be a
sign off.
Q. And if a pay application didn't
contain Lombard-Conrad's signature, is it your
contention that they had signed off on that pay
application?
A. If it didn't contain their signature,
I'd have to know specifically why they didn't
sign it and if there was a reason they didn't
sign.
Q. Okay.
A. Right now, I don't know of any reasons
they didn't sign off on the pay applications.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
paragraph 77, excuse me, 76 of Exhibit 49, can
you review that silently and indicate when you're
done?
A. I'm done.
Q. Can you tell me what inspections
specifically were conducted by Material Testing
and Inspection?
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

Q. Did MTI conduct any inspection of the
plumbing system?
A. That was inspected by the inspectors
and also Reery.
Q. Okay. Reery didn't have inspection
responsibility of any kind, did it, sir?
A. Yes, it did.
Q. What was their inspection duty as
you -A. As they were commissioning the
building, if they saw something that wasn't
right, then they would bring it to our attention
in the commission log, which is an inspection
report.
Q. Okay.
A. And it would be corrected.
Q. What if an item identified by Reery in
the commissioning report has never been
corrected, who's responsible for that?
MR. WALKER: Objection, calls for
speculation.
TRE WITNESS: I'd have to know specifically
the item to know whether it was accepted by the
owner, accepted by the engineer, if there was
some extenuating circumstances as to why it
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A. In general, they conducted the
contaminated soil inspections.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. They tested the concrete and they
inspected the compaction for the soil.
Q. Okay.
A. And they inspected the steel erection.
Q. All right. Did MTI inspect any of the
masonry work?
A. I don't know.
Q. Did MTI inspect any of the access
floor work?
A. MTI did inspect the masonry work.
They would have inspected the grout. The floor
work was inspected by Reery and the mechanical
engineer. So MTI wouldn't have inspected the
floor.
Q. All right. Did MTI conduct any
inspection of the electrical work?
A. No, that was conducted by the
electrical inspectors.
Q. Okay. Did MTI conduct any inspection
of the mechanical systems?
A. That was inspected by the mechanical
inspectors.
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wasn't changed.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. When did you
review the Reery contract?
A. I've never seen the Reery contract.
Q. Okay. Other than inspecting the
grout, what other inspection did MTI make of the
masonry work?
A. I'd have to go back and review their
inspection reports to answer that.
Q. Okay. Did Petra enter into a contract
withMTI?
A. No.
Q. Okay. When did you review the MTI
contract?
A. I don't remember reviewing the MTI
contract.
Q. SO I would be correct in understanding
that you don't have any personal knowledge of the
contents of that contract?
A. I'd have to go back and check my file
to know for sure.
Q. Okay. Do you know ifMTI inspected
the alignment of the masonry as constructed?
A. I don't know the answer to that.
Q. Did Petra inspect the alignment of the
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masonry as constructed?
A. Petra and the city inspector did

1
2

~~~~

3

Q. Okay. Who are you contending the city
inspector is?
A. It was inspected by our
superintendent, which was JC Murray. And I think
the inspector's name is Johnson, but I can't
remember for sure.
Q. Okay. And when do you contend that
inspection took place?
A. It was during sign-off on the fmal
punch list, which would have been sometime in
summer 2009.
Q. Were you physically present when a
final punch list was signed by anyone from the
City of Meridian?
A. No, but I received a copy of an e-mail
from JC Murray stating that they had signed off
on the final inspection.
Q. SO you don't have any personal
knowledge of how, if at all, a final inspection
was actually conducted by anyone, because you
weren't there, right?
A. I wasn't present, but I saw the e-mail
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

inspections.
Q. Well, that wasn't my question, sir.
My question was, in relationship to
April 7, 2010, when did you review
the date of April?,
the MTI inspection reports?
A. Well, it would have been as the job
was progressing.
Q. Okay. And tell me exactly what the
masonry inspection report prepared by MTI said?
A. They would have inspected and tested
the grout for strength.
Q. Okay. Anything else?
A. Not that I can remember sitting here.
Q. Okay. Masonry work consists offar
more than just grout, doesn't it?
A. Well, it consists of the unit, which
is a manufactured unit. And then the grout holds
it all in place.
Q. What else was involved in the TMC
masonry contract besides simply the unit and the
grout that holds it in place?
A. Well, it would be the placement of the
units, which was part of the punch list, in
making sure that the appearance was okay.
Q. Well, tell me what the specifications
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that said it was complete.
Q. Okay. So you're relying on someone
else's writing in order to draw that conclusion,
correct?
A. I am.
Q. All right. Is JC Murray an employee
of Petra today?
A. He is.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
paragraph 77 of Exhibit 49.
A. Yes.
Q. Tell me what it is that you reviewed,
if anything, before you agreed to sign an
affidavit containing the language in paragraph
777 on Exhibit 49?
A. Well, I knew that they had produced
inspection reports for steel concrete compaction
and masonry.
Q. All right. Tell me when in
relationship to April the 7th, 2010 you looked at
the MTI inspection reports?
A. Well, it would have been -- well, when
the job was progressing, we discussed those MTI
inspection reports in the weekly production
meeting and where things were at as far as their
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for the installation of the masonry units called
for in tenns of tolerances in alignment?
A. I'd have to review the spec to answer
that question.
Q. Do you know as we sit here today?
A. I don't know all of it, no.
Q. What do you know about the masonry
specifications as we sit here today?
A. I'd have to review that spec to answer
that question.
Q. Are you contending that I can look at
an MTI report that says all of the masonry work
perfonned by TMC on Meridian City Hall project
met the specifications?
A. They inspected the grout.
Q. That wasn't my question.
A. I understand. That's all they
inspected.
Q. Okay. Yet you're representing to the
court in paragraph 77 that all of the masonry
work was inspected by MTI and that that work met
the specifications for the contract, aren't you,
sir?
A. That part that they inspected met the
specifications.
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Q. Doesn't say that here, does it? It
says masonry. It says all of the masonry,
doesn't it, sir?
A. Doesn't say all. Just says masonry.
Testing that the work met specifications. And we
had them inspect the grout.
Q. Well, you didn't put any limiting
language in your affidavit. Can you tell me why
you didn't tell the court you were referring only
to the grout inspected by MTI as it refers to
masonry?
A. It didn't occur to me at the time.
Q. Okay. So tell me what it is that MTI
signed off on that is the foundation for your
statement in paragraph 78 on Exhibit 49?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: It would be item 77 in their
inspection reports.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Did you ever
ask MTI to review Petra's work performance on
this project?
A. No, we asked them to review the work
of the prime contractors.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
paragraph 80 of Exhibit 49. Would you review
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: No. We had a duty to
coordinate the inspections.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Turning your
attention, if you would, please, to paragraph 82
of Exhibit 49. Would you read that silently to
yourself and indicate when you are done?
A. I'm done.
Q. Have you ever -- well, let me ask it
in this fashion: What personal knowledge do you
have of the advice and counsel provided by city
attorneys to the Meridian city council prior to
the City of Meridian entering into any contract
related to the Meridian City Hall project?
A. The city attorneys prepared the
standard contract form that was used.
Q. Other than seeing a contract form,
what personal knowledge do you have of any
interaction between the city council and the city
attorneys prior to entering into any contracts
for this project?
A. The city attorney was present at all
of the city council meetings when those contracts
were brought before city council by the
purchasing agent for approval. And if there was
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that silently to yourself and tell me when you're
done?
A. I'm done.
Q. Can you please tell me what you mean
when you use the phrase "implement quality
control"?
A. It means that we're making sure that
the prime contractors construct the project in
accordance with the plans and specifications and
that we have the testing and/or inspections
performed to make sure that they're completed
correctly.
Q. Did Petra have a duty to inspect on
the Meridian City Hall project?
A. We had a duty to observe the work in
process to make sure that it was being
constructed according to schedule. And if we saw
something that we didn't think was correct, we
would raise the issue in an RFI. But the prime
inspection requirements came from the architect,
the engineers, city inspectors and Heery.
Q. Well, my question very directly, yes
or no, is whether or not Petra had a duty to
inspect pursuant to its contract with the City of
Meridian on the Meridian City Hall project?
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any questions, he would have raised it at that
point. So he was present.
Q. SO you have no personal knowledge of
anything that occurred other than that which was
in an open meeting recorded by the City of
Meridian; is that correct?
A. There was discussion in the weekly
mayor's meetings on particular items that the
city attorney was dealing with directly. As a
for instance, the obtaining right of way from the
Union Pacific so that we could perform the work,
some of those sorts of things.
And he would participate in the
discussions in those monthly meetings on how the
job was progressing and was also present when we
presented the low bidders to city council. So on
occasion, he would voice or state those things
that he wanted to say.
Q. Well, tell me any specific independent
recollection that you have regarding advice that
was given to the city council by a city attorney
with respect to any prime contract entered into
on the Meridian City Hall project?
A. Other than those two items that I
mentioned, I don't recall anything else, sitting
Page 708
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here
today.
~~~
Q. Turning your attention to paragraph 86
of Exhibit 49. Would you read that silently to
yourself and indicate when you're done, please?
A. I'm done.
Q. Tell me, please, what document Petra
has in its possession where the City of Meridian,
through some city official, certified that
Petra's work on the project was complete and
accepted?
A. Well, we have the temporary
occupancies, the permanent occupancies, those
were signed by city officials.
Q. All those relate to the building
itself, correct?
A. It relates to the work that we oversaw
building that building that it was completed.
Q. Well, let me ask you this specific
question: A temporary occupancy permit relates
to a structure, correct?
A. A structure and a parking lot.
Q. All right. And a permanent occupancy
permit relates only to a structure and a parking
lot, correct?
A. That's correct.
Page 709

Q. There's nothing in either of those
documents that says Petra's work as the
construction manager is complete and accepted by
the City of Meridian, correct?
MR. WALKER: Objection, calls for a legal
conclusion.
THE WITNESS: I don't recall exactly what
those documents say. I do remember that in the
last city council meeting in March of 2009, they
thanked us for doing a good job because we
weren't going to be in any more city council
meetings. So they thanked us for doing a good
job.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Did anyone
at that meeting say on the record so that we have
evidence of it that Petra's work was complete and
accepted by the City of Meridian?
A. I don't recall anything saying exactly
those words.
Q. All right. Tell me what document
signed by the City of Meridian does Petra have in
its possession that says Petra's work on the
project is complete and accepted?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: The only additional document
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

we've got is the e-mail from Johnson saying that
the final punch list on the exterior was signed
off, which means that the work was completed.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) It means the prime
contractor's work was completed, correct?
A. And as a result, our work was
completed, too.
Q.
Q. Well, in paragraph 81 you specifically
say Petra was not responsible to perform
construction work on the project. Is that a true
statement?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. And punch lists are
directly related to the physical performance of
work on the project, are they not, sir?
A. But it's our action to oversee those
punch lists. And that was the last duty we had
to perform.
Q. And you say that's the last duty you
had to perform based on your professional
understanding as a licensed construction manager
with respect to this project; is that correct?
A. In accordance with the contract that
we had signed.
Q. Okay. So as of the day that the punch
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list was signed, it's your contention that
according to the Petra contract with the city,
that Petra had no more duties of any kind; is
that correct?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: That's correct, because they
had fired us in April.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, okay. Where
would I [md in Petra's records a notice of
termination from the City of Meridian in April of
2009?
A. That's when they sued us.
Q. Okay. That's your answer, that's
terrific.
MR. TROUT: Let's take our 3 o'clock break.
(Break taken from 2:50 p.m. to 3:05 p.m.)
MR. TROUT: Let's go back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, what does
the word "particularity" mean to you?
A. Specific. I guess specific.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention, if you
would, please, to paragraph 94 of Exhibit 49.
You indicate that some agreement was reached
between yourself and Mr. Watts with respect to
Page 712
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items designated for procurement; is that
correct?
A. It is.
Q. Can you tell me the date that
agreement was entered into?
A. Well, it would have been discussed on
or about the ftrst
first time the pay application was
put together for construction. So it would have
first part of2007.
been the ftrst
Q. Well, do you have a speciftc
specific date in
which you contend that the agreement that you
claim in paragraph 94 was reached?
specific date. It
A. I don't have a speciftc
would have been tied to the pay application where
those were included. I can get you within a
month, but I don't have a speciftc
specific date.
Q. All right. And can you tell me how,
if at all -- let's go off the record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
MR. TROUT: Let's go back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) With respect to the
reported agreement that you contend was reached
identified in paragraph 94 of
with Mr. Watts as identifted
Exhibit 49, did you keep any notes of the
conversation you contend occurred with Mr. Watts?
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opinion of any kind?
A. No.
Q. All right. Tell me what a job
condition is.
A. Ajob condition would be something
that we run into on the project that needed to be
dealt with. And I guess if I knew speciftcally
specifically
what you had for an example, I could explain it
better.
Q. Well, if you would, sir, do you have
the binder containing Exhibit 10, or could you
put that in front of you, please?
A. I do have it.
Q. All right. Can you identify for me
where on Exhibit 10 you estimated the cost of,
quote, job conditions, end quote, for this
project?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: Well, there are some job
conditions contained within Phase II general
conditions budget and Phase III general
conditions budget.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Exclusive
of the general conditions estimate that is
contained on Exhibit 10, tell me where, if
Page 715
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A. I did not.
Q. Did you provide Mr. Watts with any
kind of conftnnatory
confirmatory letter regarding the
conversation you contend is reflected by Exhibit
or paragraph 94 in Exhibit 49?
A. There was no letter.
Q. Did you prepare and submit for
modification
consideration by the city council a modiftcation
to the construction management agreement to
reflect this purported agreement with Petra and
the City of Meridian?
A. I did not.
Q. When you say that something has been
approved by the city in any affidavit
afftdavit that you
have submitted to the court for consideration in
this case, do you mean that the city has voted on
that item at an open city counsel meeting?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: Some items were voted on.
Most of the day-to-day dealings were direct with
Keith Watts and so I wouldn't have anything from
city council on those.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, in any affidavit
afftdavit
that you have submitted to the court in this
matter, have you intended to provide a legal
Page 714
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anywhere, on Exhibit 10
lO I can ftnd
find an estimate
made by Petra for a category of work called job
conditions?
A. Those are the two items that come to
mind right now in looking at this.
Q. All right. So other than general
conditions, there is nothing on Exhibit 10 which
contains an estimate of cost for job conditions,
correct?
A. Well, you've got construction
contingency which deals with some job conditions.
Q. All right. When in relationship to
inform the
the creation of Exhibit 10 did you infonn
City of Meridian that it could expect to spend
money on a category of work called "job
conditions"?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Did you ever?
A. It would have been in the monthly pay
applications and I'd have to see what those were.
Q. Did you ever infonn
inform the City of
Meridian that they could expect and would have to
pay for, quote, job conditions expenses prior to
their accepting any contract for the construction
of the Meridian City Hall project?
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A. Could you repeat that for me, please.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: I don't recall.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Do you
think you did?
A. Well, there was some job conditions
contained within Phase II general conditions
budget.
Q .. Well, tell me what job conditions you
Q..
think were contained within the Phase II general
conditions budget.
A. I'd have to go back at that budget and
refresh my memory, because it's been too long
ago.
Q. Okay. Well, we'll come back to that.
If a job condition was contained in
the general conditions budget, would you agree
with me that there would be no need for a
separate cost category called job conditions?
A. I'd have to go back and look at it in
order to answer that question. Sitting here, I
can't right now.
Q. Okay. Where in Exhibit 10 did you
estimate the cost of work orders for the City of
Meridian prior to its commencement of this
Page 717
project?
A. Work orders were not contained within
this Exhibit 10.
Q. All right. At any time prior to the
city accepting its first contract for the
construction of the Meridian City Hall, did you
tell the city that they should expect to have a
cost category called work orders?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. If there's no written record of
your having a discussion with the city regarding
work orders prior to their first contract on this
project, would it be fair to conclude that you
hadn't discussed it with them?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Well, when did you discuss work
orders with the city prior to their acceptance of
the first contract for this project?
A. It was discussed after the first
contract. It was discussed in the summer of 2008
when we received our instruction from Keith Watts
to include work orders.
Q. I see. Let me ask you this: When you
were working with Mr. Watts, did you ever inquire
as to what background Mr. Watts had in office
Page 718
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building construction accounting?
A. I did not.
Q. Okay. Did you think that was
important for you to know what Mr. Watts'
background in construction accounting was prior
to commencing work with him?
A. No.
Q. Did you have any understanding that
Mr. Watts held a certified public accountant
certificate at the time you began work with him?
A. I didn't know that.
Q. What did you know about Mr. Watts'
construction accounting experience at the time
you began working with him?
A. That he was a purchasing agent for the
City of Meridian.
Q. Okay. Anything else?
A. That was it.
Q. Directing your attention to paragraph
101 of Exhibit 49, could you please read that and
signify when you're done?
A. I'm done.
Q. All right. What project period are
you talking about with respect to paragraph 101?
A. Summer of 2008.
Page 719

Q. Okay. So could you open to Exhibit 5,
please. Do you have that, sir?
A. I do.
Q. Could you please turn to page CM17077
in Exhibit 5.
A. I'm there.
Q. Can you identify that, please?
A. It was an estimate put together by
Petra for the Phase II shell in February of 2007.
Q. All right. So this is the estimate
for the construction cost of the Phase II shell;
is that right?
A. It is.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to page
CM17077, can you identify for me what items were
described to be the general conditions for the
Phase II shell?
A. All of those Division 1 costs on that
page.
Q. Okay. And just so our record is
complete, can you identify for me what you're
CMOI7077?
calling Division 1 costs on page CM017077?
A. It's $181,029.
Q. SO every item on that page is a
Division 1I cost?
Page 720
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A. It was.
Q. All right. Within the items
identified on page CM017077, can you tell me
which categories are job conditions as you have
used that phrase?
A. The 181,029 looks like it includes
some weather protection. And weather would be a
job condition.
Q. Anything else that you consider to be
a job condition as you described it in your
earlier testimony that would be contained in the
general conditions identified on CM017077 of
Exhibit 5?
A. Sitting here, I am not sure of what
other items might be in job conditions.
Q. Okay. And is the item listed as
protection, weather protection and heating shown
on CM017077 also known in the construction trade
as winter conditions?
A. It could be, uh-huh.
Q. Well, for purposes of the Meridian
City Hall project, is the weather protection and
heating identified in this estimate by Petra also
considered winter conditions?
A. I believe so.
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Q. What pay request should we look at to
determine whether or not Petra was underrunning
the budget for general conditions as you've
described it in paragraph 101 of your affidavit,
Exhibit 49?
A. I'd have to go back and look at those
pay applications during the summer of 2008 to
answer that.
Q. SO you don't know?
A. Not sitting here.
Q. Okay. And what specifically are you
going to look at when you look at that pay
application from the summer of2008?
A. How much we had spent to date.
Q. In what category?
A. Those $181,000 general conditions
categories.
Q. Are you only going to look at the
general conditions that were identified in
Exhibit 5?
A. I'm not sure. I'd have to look at it
in order to answer that.
Q. Okay. Did general conditions contain
any line item for transportation?
A. I'm not sure. I'd have to go back and
Page 722
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look at the pay apps to answer that.
Q. Okay. Did the general conditions
contain any line items or costs for field office
supplies and expenses?
A. I'd have to go back and look at the
pay apps to answer that.
Q. SO you simply don't know what was
included or not in the pay applications, right?
A. Not sitting here. I'd have to go look
at them.
Q. Okay. With respect to paragraph 102,
would you read that to yourself and then signify
when you're done?
A. I'm done.
Q. Following the discussion that you
claim occurred in paragraph 102, did you document
that discussion with a confirmatory letter to
Mr. Watts, in effect?
A. I did not.
Q. Did you present to Mr. Watts for
consideration by the city council any
modification to the construction management
agreement to reflect the change that is
identified in paragraph 102?
A. We did not.
Page 723

Q. Okay. Who at Petra made the decision
to establish a cost code account denominated
01-110?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Turning your attention if you would,
sir, to paragraph 108 of Exhibit 49. If you
would read that to yourself and signify when
you're done?
A. I'm done.
Q. Do you have some document signed by
the mayor or city council that you contend is a
statement that Petra's work on the project was
accepted?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: We did not have a document
from the mayor or city council.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Can you tell me what a
certificate of substantial completion is?
A. It's that point in the project where
the owner takes beneficial use of the building.
Q. Under the prime contracts utilized by
the City of Meridian for the Meridian City Hall
project, how was the date of substantial
completion to be determined?
A. It was determined by joint agreement
Page 724
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between the City of Meridian, the architect and
Petra.
Q. Okay. In the interim since I deposed
you last, have you found some kind of document
docwnent
signed by the City of Meridian, Petra and
Lombard-Comad in which you claim that the joint
Lombard-Conrad
agreement was memorialized?
A. I've not looked for one.
Q. Well, is there a document
docwnent signed by
Lombard-Comad
the City of Meridian, Petra and Lombard-Conrad
that memorializes this purported agreement with
respect to substantial completion?
A. I don't know.
Q. All right. Does Petra have in its
possession a certificate of substantial
completion signed by Lombard-Conrad
Lombard-Comad for the work
performed by TMC, the masonry contractor on this
project?
A. I don't know of one.
Q. You compiled an exhibit to your
affidavit that I believe you stated was all of
the meetings that were held by Petra and LCA
during the design development phase; is that
correct?
A. I'd have to review that again to
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A. I believe so.
docwnents
Q. Okay. Does Petra have any documents
that it contends demonstrate its activities
during the design or the development strategies
Lombard-Comad meeting
phase other than the Lombard-Conrad
minutes?
A. I'd have to go through the files to
answer that.
Q. Well, as we sit here today, do you
know if there are any documents
docwnents that document
docwnent
Petra's activities in the development strategies
phase other than the Lombard-Conrad
Lombard-Comad meeting
minutes?
A. I can remember some coordination
e-mails from them.
Q. What's a coordination e-mail?
A. E-mails from Wes Bettis to various
agencies, the city or whatever, as we were
working through this design development. In
particular, we were trying to get the additional
right of way through Ted Baird for Union Pacific
railroad. That's one item I can recall.
Q. Okay. What does the term "procurement
method" mean to you?
A. It means the wayan item is bought.
Page 727
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verify it.
Q. Okay.
MR. TROUT: Let's go off the record for
just a moment.
(Discussion held offthe record.)
MR. TROUT: Back on the record, please.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Let me ask you in the
following fashion about meeting minutes: Did
Petra keep meeting minutes for all meetings that
Petra participated in for the development
strategies phase of the project?
Lombard-Comad kept those meeting
A. Lombard-Conrad
minutes.
Q. Okay.
A. And then as we moved into the project
after demolition, those design engineering
meetings were held at the trailer on a weekly
basis. But the design, the front end of it was
Lombard-Comad.
kept by Lombard-Conrad.
Q. SO would be I correct in understanding
that the most accurate record of the meetings
that Petra participated in that constitute the
record of activities by Petra during the design
development phase would be the Lombard-Conrad
Lombard-Comad
meeting minutes?
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Q. Okay. Does it have any other meaning
to you?
A. I think that covers the general
meaning of it.
Q. Okay. Did Petra, during the course of
its construction management work on the Meridian
City Hall project, accept any work from a prime
contractor that was not constructed in accordance
with the written plans and specifications?
A. Not that I'm aware of. As long as
those written plans and specifications include
ASls and RFIs
RFls and any field directions.
ASIs
Q. Well, what's a field direction?
A. It goes back to that example that I
gave you of the boiler, when the boiler inspector
said that that was a safety hazard and we needed
to modify it.
Q. Where would I find documentation
docwnentation of
field directions that were given by Petra during
the course of the Meridian City Hall project?
A. In some cases it occurs in e-mails.
In some cases, it occurs in meeting minutes. In
some cases, it occurs in the Heery commissioning
log and the verbal direction that occurred after
that. So it would occur in various places.
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Q. Did Petra have the authority to give a
field direction that involved a change in
contract sum for any prime contractor?
A. Yes.
Q. And what level of authority do you
contend Petra had to give a field direction that
involved a change in contract sum?
A. Well, if there was a safety issue and
we needed to correct something, we would correct
it.
Q. Exclusive of safety issues, what
authority do you contend that Petra had that
allowed for a field directive to involve a change
in contract sum?
A. If we -- safety is the only one that
we can act on on our own that I can think of.
Q. Okay. Are you aware of any field
directive issued by Petra during the Meridian
City Hall project that other than safety affected
contract sum for any prime contractor?
A. Not that I can think of.
Q. All right.
MR. TROUT: Let's take a five-minute break.
(Break taken from 3:46 p.m. to 3:53 p.m.)
(Deposition Exhibit No. 601 was marked.)
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MR. TROUT: Let's go back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, I believe you've
been handed what has been marked for
identification as Exhibit 601.
Do you recognize that document?
A. I do.
Q. What is it, sir?
A. It's my affidavit dated May 5th.
Q. Of what year?
A. 2010.
Q. Okay. I'm going to hand you a
document that we have not marked as a deposition
exhibit, but which was provided to us as exhibits
which were part of the attachments to Deposition
Exhibit No. 49. And what I'd like you to do is
take Deposition Exhibit No. 49, if you would,
please, and within Exhibit 49, I believe you're
going to [md
fmd a reference on page 4 to Exhibit H.
Do you have that, sir?
A. I do.
Q. Okay. And I'm handing you what was
provided to us by Petra's counsel as Exhibit H
attached to your affidavit of April 7, 2010 and
I'll ask you to verify for me whether or not
Exhibit H is the February 2008 monthly report
Page 730
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provided to the City of Meridian by Petra?
A. It was prepared in January and
delivered in February 2008. That's correct.
ifI have the court reporter
Q. And so if!
mark Exhibit H that you are handling in front of
you as Exhibit 602, we would have the correct
February 2008 monthly report from Petra; is that
correct?
A. I believe so.
MR. TROUT: Okay. I'm going to have the
court reporter mark that Exhibit H as Exhibit 602
for identification and we are going to break for
the day. See you all here at 9:00 in the
morning.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 602 was marked.)
(The deposition was adjourned at 3:58 p.m.)

***

(Signature was requested.)
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VERIFICAnON
VERIFICAnON
STATE OF
)
) ss.
COUNTYOF __________~)

I, EUGENE BENNETT, being first duly sworn on my
oath, depose and say:
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition taken the 22nd day of June, 2010,
consisting of pages numbered 569 to 733, inclusive;
that I have read the said deposition and know the
contents thereof; that the questions contained therein
were propounded to me; that the answers to said
questions were given by me, and that the answers as
contained therein (or corrected by me therein) are
true and correct.
Corrections made: Yes- - -No- - -

EUGENE BENNETT
Subscribed and sworn to before me this ___ day
of
, 2010, at
, Idaho.

25

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at
, Idaho.
My Commission Expires: _ _
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) SS.
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I, Susan L. Sims, Certified Shorthand Reporter
and Notary Public in and for the State ofIdaho,
ofldaho, do
hereby certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth and nothing but
the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of the action.
WITNESS my hand and seal this 6th d
2010.
20 I O.
,.'--,

CSR and Notary Public in
and for the State of Idaho.
My commission expires: October 21, 2010
20 I0
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PROCEEDINGS
EUGENE BENNETT,
a witness having previously been sworn to tell the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth,
testified as follows:
EXAMINATION
BY MR. TROUT:
Q. Okay. We'll go back on the record in
the deposition of Gene Bennett.
Mr. Bennett, I'll remind that you
you're still under oath. Do you understand that?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Sir, during the course of
the Meridian City Hall project, I recall from
your prior testimony that you were also the
project manager on other Petra projects, correct?
A. Yes, I was.
Q. Just to save us some time and
recognizing I think I've asked you this but I
don't have a complete recollection of the list,
can you tell me the other projects that you were
the project manager on during the same term as
the Meridian City Hall project?
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A. I believe I had mentioned Valley
Shepherd Church.
Q. Can you tell me briefly what the
nature of that project was?
A. It was a new church facility south of
Meridian.
Q. Approximately how large?
A. 50,000 square feet.
Q. All right. Next?
A. Tamarack was wrapping up at that
point.
Q. When you say "wrapping up," what does
that mean?
A. It means that the work that we were
doing there was coming to an end.
Q. When did you discontinue work at
Tamarack?
A. I can't remember exactly.
Q. Your best recollection. Doesn't have
to be perfect.
A. It was either 2007 or 2008.
Q. Were you the project manager at
Tamarack as well?
A. I was a project director. We had a
staff project manager at Tamarack looking after
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

construction managers. He also was involved in
the contract negotiations.
Q. All right. Other than those two
things, however, you were the substantive project
manager for this project, not Mr. Frank, correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay. During the course of the
Meridian City Hall project, did you have a
company vehicle?
A. I did.
Q. Was any of that company vehicle's time
tracked to Meridian City Hall?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Would you have tracked that
company vehicle to any other particular project?
Was that part of your daily accounting for your
work effort?
A. It would have been part of
accounting's effort. It seems like on Meridian
that -- I can't recall how the vehicles were
tracked on Meridian.
Q. Okay.
A. I'd have to check the records to
answer that.
Q. Okay. And that would be someone
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it.
Q. Who was that?
A. Brett Myron.
Q. And what other projects were you
managing or staff director of during the course
of the Meridian City Hall project?
A. I can't recall any others. Those were
the two major ones.
Q. All right. And during that period of
time, if I recall correctly, you were an
employee, not a shareholder in the corporation,
correct?
A. I was an employee of Petra.
Q. All right. And the only principal in
the corporation was Jerry Frank and his spouse;
is that right?
A. I believe that's correct.
Q.Okay. Now, based upon your knowledge,
sir, did Mr. Frank ever track any of his time
related to the Meridian City Hall project?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Did Mr. Frank have any substantive
role in the Meridian City Hall project?
A. Jerry was involved in the presentation
to Meridian City Hall when they were interviewing
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else's department, right?
A. Accounting.
Q. Okay. And would that be Mr. Quapp?
A. Quapp and his staff.
Q. All right. And in addition to the
Meridian City Hall project and the other two
of just a moment ago, did
projects that you spoke ofjust
you have any other corporate administrative
duties during the Meridian City Hall project?
A. Well, I oversaw staff that were
handling those jobs that I had mentioned.
Q. And by "staff," do you mean the
project engineers, superintendents?
A. Yes.
Q. Laborers?
A. Not the laborers, but engineers and
superintendents.
Q. Okay. Did you have any direct
day-to-day responsibility for any secretarial
staff?
A. I had an administrative assistant.
Her name is Barb.
Q. Okay. Did she track her time in any
fashion related to the Meridian City Hall
project?
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A. I don't recall her tracking her time
directly to Meridian City Hall.
Q. Okay. How did you account for the
hours you spent with respect to these various
projects ongoing at the same time as Meridian
City Hall?
A. I would have filled out a weekly time
card that would have allocated some of the time
that I spent during the week to various projects.
Q. Okay. Why did you do that?
A. That's the process that Petra uses to
keep track of project time spent.
Q. And why would you do that at all with
respect to the Meridian City Hall project?
A. That was just the way we kept track of
our time.
Q. Okay. No particular reason, it's just
something you did as a matter of course from the
time you started with Petra until today?
A. That's true. That's just the way we
kept track of our time.
Q. Okay. What is a conceptual schedule
as you have used that term in your affidavits?
A. It's an initial schedule that would be
put together by Petra to get a rough feel as to
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

handed what's been marked as Exhibit 603 for
identification in the deposition. And I'll
represent to you that this is a single document
in two presentation forms.
It is Exhibit 35 from your affidavit
dated May 5, 2010, which has been marked as
Exhibit 601. And it's also been assembled in a
form where we can see that it's been, in effect,
taped or glued together so that we can read it as
a single document.
Do you recognize that, sir?
A. It's the conceptual design schedule.
Q. All right. Now, tell me when Exhibit
603 was created by Petra.
A. It has a date on it of June of '06.
Q. All right. Now, help me understand,
there is an additional date that says Wednesday,
May 13th, 2009.
What does that mean?
A. That must be the print date.
Q. All right. Is there anything that
prevents someone operating either Sure Track or
Microsoft's scheduling program from
electronically modifying any schedule that is in
your electronic database?
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how the project would be put together.
Q. Okay. And what software was utilized
to create the conceptual schedule for the
Meridian City Hall project?
A. We have two software systems. I don't
remember which one was used. One is Microsoft
Project. The other is Sure Track.
Q. Can you tell from the printed output
which software is which?
A. It would be hard for me to answer that
looking from the printed output.
Q. When a change is made in a schedule
using either one of those programs, does the
program record the date of the change and who
made it?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. Are both of those software
programs still intact in Petra's electronic
records?
A. I'm not sure if they're intact. We've
had two server crashes, and so I'm not sure if
they're intact.
Q. Okay.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 603 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been
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A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. So this is a conceptual
schedule. Did Petra keep and maintain an
as-built schedule for this project?
A. I'd have to go back and review our
files to answer that question. On the project
construction schedule, it was updated monthly and
those schedules were delivered to the city. And
so I'd have to compare those to answer that
question.
Q. Well, is it your contention that a
monthly updated schedule was given to the City of
Meridian in some fashion?
A. As the construction progressed, I know
there were monthly schedules given to them. And
I'd have to go back and pull all of those up.
The project monthly reports certainly had the
schedules in them.
Q. Well, the project monthly reports
didn't start until November of 2007.
What about the periods from April of
2007 through November of2007, where are those
schedules?
A. I'd have to go look at the files to
answer that for you.
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Q. Okay. Can we have an agreement with
you and counsel for Petra that you will deliver
to us in electronic fonn all of the Petra
schedules, regardless of which program, for our
review?
MR. WALKER: We'll give you what we got.
MR. TROUT: And can we also have an
agreement that you will deliver to us all of the
paper copies of any schedule that was created for
the Meridian City Hall project, whether
conceptual or production or weekly update or by
whatever name?
MR. WALKER: We're not going to reproduce
everything we've already produced. So we'll give
you the E fonns if we haven't provided them to
you to the extent we have them, but we're not
going to produce again all of those printed
schedules which have already been produced.
MR. TROUT: Well, will you identify by way
of a list those things that you believe have been
produced, Counsel?
MR. WALKER: No. The reason I won't is
because when we asked you for a similar courtesy,
you refused.
MR. TROUT: All right. That's fine. We'll
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

Someone at Petra identifies a notice to proceed
as of June 19th; is that correct?
A. That's what this says.
Q. June 19th of2006, correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. Now, there are a number of
activities that are indicated between June 19,
2006 and August 2nd, 2006. You see that, sir?
A. I do see those.
Q. What, if any, activities did Petra
participate in between June 19,2006 and
August 2nd, 2006?
A. There were a series of workshops that
LCA held with the city and Petra was invited to
those.
Q. Did anyone from Petra attend?
A. I believe Wes Bettis attended those.
I believe I attended some of them, but not all of
them.
Q. Do you have a record of your
attendance?
A. I do not, that I recall.
Q. Now, it indicates that the preliminary
design phase is supposed to commence
approximately August 28th of 2006; is that
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accept at face value whatever it is that you
think you've given us and we'll create our list
and then we'll match it up with the electronic
documents.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Turning your attention
to Exhibit 603, can you tell me who at Petra
created this document?
A. I cannot.
Q. Can you tell me whether or not this
schedule was ever modified by someone in the
interim period between June 13, 2006 and today's
date?
A. I cannot.
Q. Okay. What infonnation, if any, did
Petra have about contaminated soil on the
Meridian City Hall project site as of June 13,
2006?
A. Going from memory, we knew that the
Level 1 report had identified the presence of
contaminated soil, but the report said that it
wouldn't present any problem to construction.
But it didn't address what to do with it.
ifI turn to what I will
Q. Okay. So if!
call taped-together pages, and the first one
being Petra50233 in the long fonn of Exhibit 603.
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correct?
A. That's what this conceptual schedule
says.
Q. Did the preliminary design phase
commence August 28, 2006?
A. I don't know the answer to that.
Q. Okay. How would you detennine the
answer to that?
A. We would have to check with
Lombard-Conrad in their meeting minutes.
Q. Okay. So have you ever checked those
meeting minutes to detennine that?
A. I have not.
Q. Okay. And so would it be fair for me
to say that you don't have any independent
1st,
recollection of what happened between August 1st,
2006 and August 28, 2006 with respect to Petra's
work on this project?
A. No.
Q. What do you know?
A. That was a time period when they were
holding these design meetings with the city and
going around and touring various buildings in the
city to detennine what they wanted to build.
Q. And so tell me what, if any,
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participation you had in the period from
August 1, 2006 to August 28, 2006.
A. I would have been discussing those
tours with Wes Bettis and understanding what
tours were taking place.
Q. Did you participate in any way in the
tours?
A. I remember walking the Banner Bank
building just prior to the city taking that tour.
Q. My question was, did you participate
in the tour?
A. I don't recall participating in the
tours.
Q. Do you have any notes, memoranda,
documents of any kind documenting your activity
with respect to the City of Meridian City Hall
project between August 1st,
1st, 2006 and August 28th,
2006?
A. Sitting here, I don't know.
Q. Okay. Now, if we turn to the next
page of Exhibit 603, this is Petra50234; is that
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. With respect to
construction activities, am I correct that the
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

A. It would have been the steel and the
concrete floors.
Q. All right. And they were scheduled to
commence when, according to this schedule?
A. Again, that's hard to tell from the
schedule, but it looks like it starts in July and
finishes up sometime in December.
Q. All right. And that would have been
July 2006, correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Or excuse me -MR. WALKER: Wait, wrong year.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) July 2007?
A. I'm sorry.
Q. Is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. I didn't mean to confuse you with my
question.
Okay. Again, directing your attention
to Exhibit 603, can you tell me from line 50
approximately when the building shell and core
completion date would be?
A. It appears to be somewheres around the
first part of May in two-thousand -- I get
confused on here -- 2008.
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construction activities are slated to start on or
about mid October 2006?
A. The site preparation was to begin that
fall. The foundation excavation was to begin in
April of 2007.
Q. All right. And tell me what time
frame was anticipated for the foundation
excavation?
A. It looks like the foundation
excavation was approximately a month.
Q. All right. So commencing roughly the
1st of April and ending roughly the 13th of
April, correct?
A. From this, it's hard to tell. But it
appears to be that.
Q. All right. And then footings and
foundations were scheduled to follow on that
1st of May and
activity approximately the 1st
extending for how long a period of time?
A. Roughly two months.
Q. Okay. And then it says building
structure in ID No. 49. Do you see that, sir?
A. I do.
Q. What does "building structure" mean as
it relates to this structure?
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Q. And within that schedule, we would
have all of the electrical work, correct?
A. No. The shell and core would have the
rough-in for the electrical work. It would not
have the electrical fmishes.
Q. Okay. Would the mechanical work be
done?
A. The rough-in would be done.
Q. Okay. Would the plumbing work be
done?
A. The rough-in would be complete.
Q. Okay. And in order to understand the
schedule for any individual prime contractor,
we'd have to look at the prime contracts,
correct?
A. You would have to look at the prime
contracts and the weekly production meetings.
Q. Now, do you recall, sir, that every
prime contractor was required to give Petra a
schedule for its work?
A. And that was compiled into the weekly
production meeting.
Q. Well, my question is: Do you recall
that every prime contractor was required to give
Petra a schedule for their work?
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A. I don't recall that, but I know that
they did give us their input and we put that
schedule together.
Q. Okay. So we have diligently searched
the documents that have been produced by Petra in
this case and we are unable to find that Petra
has produced the schedules that were required to
be provided by each prime contractor. Do they
9
exist?
l O A . I'll have to go check the files. Have
11
you found the weekly production schedules?
Q. No. We have three. And I assume
12
13
there were more than three weeks of production
14
activity in this project, correct?
15
A. There were more than three weeks to
16
the project, that's correct.
17
Q. All right, sir. Can we have an
18
agreement that you will provide to us all of the
19
schedules provided to Petra by the prime
20
contractors for this project?
21
MR. WALKER: We've given you what we got.
We don't have anything more.
22
23
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, so is it my
24
understanding, Mr. Bennett, that paperwork has
25
somehow just disappeared?
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

schedules.
MR. TROUT: Well, I'll ask him the
question.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Did the prime
contractors provide you with the schedules that
were required by the A 201 general conditions of
each prime contract?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: In each weekly production
meeting, we would review the production schedule
and each contractor would verbally tell us where
they were at in that schedule. And then we would
review it again in the following week. And so
our weekly production schedule would reflect
their input.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. So did the
weekly production schedule have a -- was it
written or printed in some fashion?
A. It was printed, uh-huh.
Q. All right. And did Petra keep and
maintain every weekly production schedule that
was created for the Meridian City Hall project?
A. I'll have to go check the files to
answer that.
Q. All right. When you check those
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MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: In order to answer that
question, I guess I'd need to go check the files,
because I don't believe it's disappeared.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Can we have an
agreement that you will provide to me every
schedule of any kind in Petra's files with
respect to the Meridian City Hall project?
MR. WALKER: We've already produced
everything and we produced all of the E files, I
just confirmed, on the Sawtooth disk in original
format.
MR. TROUT: Well -MR. WALKER: If you can't frod them, that's
not our problem.
MR. TROUT: Well, it's not about finding
them. I'm going to represent to you, Counsel,
they don't exist because we not only can't find
them, but they're not there. And Mr. Bennett is
testifying that they did, in fact, exist and
so...
MR. WALKER: That wasn't -- his testimony
was not that they, in fact, existed. His
testimony was he didn't recall whether or not the
prime contractors provided him with the
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files, can you and I have an agreement that if
they exist, you will provide them to us?
MR. WALKER: We'll provide them if we
haven't already provided them. But we're not
going to reproduce anything else.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, I'm
asking you, not Mr. Walker, whether or not you
will provide to us pursuant to the project
records portion of the CitylPetra
City/Petra construction
management agreement every production schedule
that you can locate in the records of Petra for
the Meridian City Hall project?
THE WITNESS: Could you read Mr. Walker's
comment back to me, please.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: We'll check the files, see if
we have got anything else that hasn't been
delivered already and provide that to you.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, I'm going to
have you tum to Exhibit 34, if you would,
please.
A. Yes.
Q. Turning your attention to page 23 of
Exhibit 34, section 3.10. Do you have that in
front of you, sir?
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A. I do.
MR. WALKER: What was the page number
again, please?
MR. TROUT: 23.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Directing your
attention to section 3.10.1, the agreement
provides, quote, the contractor, promptly after
being awarded the contract, shall prepare and
submit for the owner's and architect's
information and the construction manager's
approval a contractor's construction schedule for
the work, end quote.
Did I read that correctly?
A. You did.
Q. Did that occur?
A. It did.
Q. All right. So in Petra's permanent
project record files, we should be able to find a
contractor's construction schedule for each prime
contractor for this project, correct?
A. What you'll find is that each prime
contractor in the bid documents was given a
schedule to bid to. From there, we produced the
weekly production schedule which they verbally
told us their agreement or disagreement and
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Q. Okay. And what does basement slab on
grade CMU mean?
A. Concrete masonry unit.
Q. Okay. In respect to the Meridian City
Hall project, where would we find basement slab
on grade concrete masonry units?
A. Well, the building has a basement. It
has a slab on grade and it has concrete masonry
units in the stairwells.
Q. Okay. And who amongst the prime
contractors would have been responsible for the
installation and construction of concrete masonry
units in the stairwells?
A. It would have been the mason.
Q. And who was that?
A. I think it was TMC.
Q. Okay. What does staging mean?
A. Staging is scaffolding. It is also
preparing an area for construction and bringing
in construction equipment into a staging area so
that you can work from it.
Q. Does the term "staging" have any other
relevance with respect to the Meridian City Hall
project?
A. Not that I recall.
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whatever the causes of those were.
And so we were continually adjusting
the weekly production schedule to deliver the
project to the city. And so in those weekly
production meetings, we verbally received their
information.
Q. All right. So what you're telling me
is we should be able to find in each individual
bid packet a schedule created by Petra that the
contractors were to bid to as you've just
described it; is that correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. Okay. And where do we find those bid
packets?
A. They would be in the specification
volumes.
Q. And where within the specification
volumes? What division are we going to find the
bid packet schedule that you've just described?
A. I'd have to look at them to answer
that for you.
Q. Okay. We'll get them.
What is or what does the phrase
Basement S-O-G mean to you?
A. Basement slab on grade.
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Q. Okay. What is rebar for concrete and
masonry?
A. Reinforcing steel.
Q. Okay. What is footing bar?
A. That's reinforcing steel.
Q. Okay. What's a water stop?
A. It's a polyvinyl concrete accessory
that's poured into the concrete joint to prevent
water from coming there.
Q. Coming through which direction? From
the bottom or the top?
A. Well, it would be coming through that
joint. I don't know what direction it would be
coming from.
Q. Okay. In terms of sequence, when in
relationship to the pouring of the slab on grade
for the basement would construction start for the
stair towers in the Meridian City Hall project?
A. I don't recall. I'd have to look at
the drawings to answer that.
Q. And what would you look for?
A. The structural drawings as to where
the CMU was located.
Q. And how would that affect the
sequencing, in your view as a construction
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manager for the Meridian City Hall project?
A. Your question was when did it start.
And I would have to look at the drawings to
understand what that CMU was sitting on to answer
when it would start.
Q. Was there a separate concrete
foundation poured for the CMU that would be
separate from the basement slab on grade?
A. That's why I have to look at the
drawings. I don't know. I can't remember.
Q. Okay. What activity was performed, if
any, to close the contaminated soil area that you
have talked about in your testimony?
A. That function was performed by
materials testing. And they worked with the
regulators of that to obtain a no further action
on the site.
Q. Okay. Well, help me understand. What
you just described sounded to me like material
testing doing paperwork, right?
A. Paperwork and testing and those sorts
of things, yes.
Q. Okay. What had to be done, if
anything, to physically close the contaminated
area where contaminated soil was removed?
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the project records in the Meridian City Hall
project?
A. If we haven't provided those already,
I'll provide them.
Q. All right.
A. If they're in our files.
Q. Well, is there some reason that I'm
not understanding that a report provided to Petra
during the course of the Meridian City Hall
project would no longer be in the Petra file?
A. No, I believe the final report's
there. I just don't know if we've got the
interim reports that were given to the city by
MTI.
Q. All right. What does the term
"borrow" mean in construction?
A. Well, can you use it in a sentence for
me?
Q. Sure. What does the phrase, "We are
taking borrow from the basement area to close the
south end" mean?
A. Well, it sounds like they're using
material excavated from the basement to do
something in the south parking lot. But I don't
recall the particulars of what that was referring
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A. To physically close it?
Q. Yes. Was it covered up? Was soil
imported to fill it? What happened?
A. Well, it would depend on the area that
it occurred. If there was areas that
contaminated sale were removed from that weren't
at proper grade, then they'd have to be filled.
Q. What document exists in Petra's file
that can define for us the footprint of the area
in which contaminated soil was removed?
A. Well, again, we had talked about that
yesterday. And I would have to go look at MTI's
MTl's
report to answer that.
Q. Did MTI provide Petra with a written
report?
A. There was a final report on the
project. Whether it contained the location of
all the contaminated soil or not, I don't
remember.
Q. Were there any interim reports that
contained the location for contaminated soil?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Can you and I have an agreement that
you'll provide any MTI report that identifies the
location for contaminated soil to us as part of
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SO in order to have borrow from the
Q. So
basement, it would be necessary, would it not, to
begin excavation of the basement?
A. It would be necessary to be excavating
in that area. Whether we were excavating for the
basement, I don't recall. What's the time that
that was stated?
Q. Oh, I'm not quite sure because I'm not
sure how to read your reports. We'll figure it
out later.
What does "mobilization" mean?
A. Bringing equipment onto the site.
Bringing a trailer onto the site.
Q. Well, trailers used to haul equipment
required to perform work; is that right?
A. Or just a trailer that you're going to
work out of.
workout
Q. Oh, okay. What is compaction testing?
A. That's testing to determine if the
soil meets compaction requirements.
Q. And where was compaction testing
required as it relates to the basement of the
Meridian City Hall project?
A. Well, it could be in the area of
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structural footings. It could be in areas where
pavement is going to be located. It could be in
areas that were disturbed that may present
sloughing problems for men's safety in the hole.
Q. All right. Specifically related to
the excavation of the basement, where would
compaction testing be required from MTI?
A. In any of those areas that I had
mentioned, excluding pavement.
Q. All right. And what's a lift?
A. It's a mechanical device to lift a man
up into the area.
Q. Okay. Does the term "lift" have any
meaning with respect to either basement
excavation or foundation construction?
A. It does. It refers to a layer of
embankment material.
Q. What's embankment material?
A. Fill.
Q. Okay. And how would that relate to
the construction of a basement on the Meridian
City Hall project?
A. Again, it would be areas that are
being filled beneath the structure or areas of
embankment that aren't sloped or compacted
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e-mails.

Q. What does the phrase cut the bottom of
basement to top of footing mean?
A. It means that the basement was being
excavated to a level that corresponded with the
top of the footings.
Q. Okay. Which footings?
A. Probably the basement footings.
Q. Okay. And would that be a stem wall
poured below the slab on grade?
A. I can't tell from that.
Q. Okay. We'd have to look at the
drawings, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. What's bentonite?
A. It's a clay material.
Q. What's it used for?
A. Stopping water.
Q. Okay. Do you know what it was used
for, if at all, on the Meridian City Hall
project?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention back to
Exhibit 34, if you would, please?
A. Okay.
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correctly for a man's safety.
Q. All right. Was the basement of the
Meridian City Hall project required to be
over-excavated and then filled in lifts and
compacted to provide the foundation for the slab
on grade?
A. I'd have to go read the files to
verify that.
Q. What would you read?
A. We'd have to read through MJ Backhoe's
contracts, change orders, weekly meeting minutes,
those sorts of things.
Q. Okay.
A. From the production meetings.
Q. And would we look at the same group of
documents to determine whether or not the
foundation for the stairwells required
over-excavation, fill, compaction and pad
preparation prior to pouring concrete for those
foundation structures?
A. It may be contained in those same
documents.
Q. Would it be contained anywhere else?
A. It could be contained in
superintendent logs. It could be contained in
Page 767
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Q. And directing your attention to page
24 of Exhibit 34, section 3.10.7.
A. Yes.
Q. Read that silently to yourself and
signify when you're done.
A. I'm done.
Q. Did Petra require the prime
contractors to provide a weekly activities
schedule indicating the contractor's weekly plan
for executing the work and including a one-week
history and two-week future as provided in
section 3.10.71
A. That was done in the weekly production
meetings. And each prime contractor that was in
those meetings would give us verbally where they
were at. And then we would put together that
schedule.
Q. SO you didn't require them to submit
written documentation in accord with section
3.10.7; is that right?
A. I don't believe we did, because there
was multiple contractors. And to coordinate it,
they had to be present in a meeting where we
could all discuss it openly.
Q. All right. So we wouldn't be able to
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find any of the weekly activities schedules that
were submitted by any contractors because you did
it all verbally?
A. I'd have to check our files, but I
believe that's correct.
Q. Okay.
MR. TROUT: Let's take our first break.
(Break taken from 9:59 a.m. to 10:06 a.m.)
MR. TROUT: Okay. Let's go back on the
record.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 604 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been
handed what's been marked as Exhibit 604.
A. Okay.
Q. Which is the face page of the Meridian
City Hall Cold Shell & Core Package, Volume 2,
Phase II, Bidding/General Conditions project
specifications for the Meridian City Hall
project.
Do you recognize that?
A. I do.
Q. And then I'll represent to you that
what we did was take the document you referred to
in your prior testimony out of the
specifications, which was the conceptual schedule
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to determine the extent and what to be done with
that contaminated soil prior to that.
Q. And Petra coordinated that hiring,
right?
A. We solicited, as requested by the
city, proposals for them to review.
Q. All right. And that was back in
roughly October of 2006, correct?
A. I can't remember exactly.
Q. Okay. The written record will verify
that, so we can just look to the solicitations
prepared by Petra and figure out at least when
you started soliciting proposals, correct?
A. We could.
Q. Okay. And so tell me what
participation Petra had in the creation of these
project specifications.
A. We assisted Lombard-Conrad in putting
them together and principally helped with the
schedule that was included in that.
Q. Okay. In fact, it was Petra's
responsibility to create the schedule which we
have identified as pages 2 and 3 of Exhibit 604,
right?
A. We did create that, that's correct.
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which the bidders bid to. And if you'd like to
verify, you're more than welcome to do that, sir.
A. No, I believe you.
Q. SO if we look, for example, at page 2
of Exhibit 603, it starts with the Phase II cold
shell and structure, correct?
A. It does.
Q. And what's the total duration for
Phase II cold shell and structure?
A. I can't read the number, but it starts
on March 16 of 2007 and finishes on December 14th
of 2007.
Q. Now, the date on these project
specifications is February 27th, 2007, correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. And when did Petra first begin working
on the contaminated soil issue?
A. I'd have to check our records to
verify this, but I believe it was in March.
Q. Of what year?
A. 2007.
Q. SO is it your testimony that you were
not aware of any contaminated soil on the project
site until March of 2007?
200n
A. No. The city had hired MTI to start
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Q. All right. Can you tell me if this
was created with Microsoft Project or with the
other software that you mentioned earlier, the
name of which I'm drawing a blank on?
A. From this, I can't answer that.
Q. Okay. Who in your organization
created this schedule?
A. I don't recall who created the
schedule.
Q. Okay. Well, would I be correct in
understanding that whoever created this schedule
would have been in the information loop, so to
speak, and would have been aware of Petra's
solicitation of geotechnical engineers on behalf
of the city going back as early as October of
2006 with respect to their work on the project?
MR. WALKER: Objection, calls for
speculation.
THE WITNESS: They would have been involved
in that loop. This schedule starts with the
Phase II cold shell and structure in April and
doesn't address contaminated soil, nor does it
address the extent of the contaminated soil that
we ran into. And we, as I recall, we started
excavating contaminated soil in March.
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Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Well, you
didn't keep your schedule maker out of the
information loop, did you?
A. No.
Q. And in order to create a Phase II
schedule, a Phase I schedule had to be created,
correct?
A. The purpose of the Phase II schedule
was to establish the bid duration, the award of
contracts, and the start of work predicated on
what was occurring prior to that.
Q. All right. My question is, in order
to create a Phase II schedule, you had to have
created a Phase I schedule, correct?
A. No.
Q. Did you create a Phase I schedule?
A. I'd have to look at the project files
to answer that.
Q. And where would we look?
A. We'd look in the project files under
schedules.
Q. All right. Can you and I have an
agreement that you would provide us whatever you
have in your electronic or printed files for a
Phase I schedule so that we can determine whether
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Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay.
A. And then the other thing that occurred
during that duration was we raised the building
4 feet, which is not represented in this
schedule.
Q. All right. Let's go to this schedule
and let's turn to Item No.8. As I read it,
that's called excavate building basement,
correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Duration is scheduled for 15 days?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. And anticipated start date
is April 16th, 2007, correct?
A. I'm sorry, I believe that's correct.
Q. All right.
A. I can't read these.
Q. All right. And the anticipated end
date is May 4th, 2007, if I understand this
schedule?
A. It appears to be, yes.
Q. Now, if! then move down to item
number 13, it says "set structural steel,"
correct?
A. It does.
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or not it matches up with the Phase II schedule?
A. I'll look for those.
Q. Okay.
A. And if we haven't provided them
already, I'll provide them.
Q. Okay. That would be terrific.
Can you tell me what, if any, reason
would exist as a matter of customary construction
management practice that Petra would create a
Phase II schedule that didn't match with a
Phase I schedule?
A. Well, I'd have to look at both those
schedules to answer that question, because
sitting here, it's conjecture.
Q. All right. Would it be customary for
a construction manager working in the Meridian,
Idaho vicinity in the year 2006 to create a
Phase I schedule that did not match with a Phase
II cold shell and structure schedule?
MR. WALKER: Objection, calls for
speculation and also lacks foundation.
THE WITNESS: Well,
WeB, again, I'd have to look
at the Phase I schedule to answer that, because
at that point nobody knew how much or where all
of the contaminated soil was on that site.
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Q. All right. And it has a duration of
60 days?
A. Sixty workdays.
Q. All right. What's the difference
between a workday and a calendar day?
A. Five days versus seven.
Q. All right. So if you were going to
translate for me, how many calendar days is the
60 workdays for setting structural steel?
A. I can't do that in my head.
Q. Okay. Do I need to loan you a piece
of paper and a pencil?
MR. WALKER: What's the question, Counsel?
MR. TROUT: It is the conversion of the
number of workdays into calendar days for
purposes of calculating total time in this
schedule, if you'd mark that blank piece of -MR. WALKER: I'm going to object and
instruct him not to prepare any calculations as
we sit here today.
MR. TROUT: Well, we'll mark the exhibit.
MR. WALKER: You can look at the calendar,
Counsel.
MR. TROUT: Well, Mr. Bennett has
represented himself to the court as a qualified
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construction manager and we get to test his
qualifications under the rules of evidence in our
state. And if you want to stand by your
instruction not to have him demonstrate his
skill, that's fine, Counsel. Your choice.
MR. WALKER: I'm limiting the objection to
him preparing on a piece of paper, without
reference to a calendar, the difference between
calendar days and workdays for the period
mentioned on the exhibit you're questioning him
on.
MR. TROUT: We'll have the court reporter
mark the exhibit, please.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 605 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, I'm going
to hand you a blank piece of paper marked as
Exhibit 605 and a pen, and ask you to calculate
for me how many calendar days there are in 60
workdays according to the construction schedule
prepared by Petra as a conceptual project
schedule for the Meridian City Hall project.
MR. WALKER: I have my objection on the
record and my instruction.
MR. TROUT: Duly noted.
THE WITNESS: Okay. I'll do it in my head.
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correct?
A. On line item 8 it shows 15 days.
Q. And commencing April 16th of 2007,
ending May 4th, 2007, correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. All right. And line item 10 is
basement concrete; is that right?
A. It is.
Q. Duration is 30 days commencing May 7th
and ending Friday, June 15th, 2007, correct?
A. It is.
Q. All right. Item 13 is set structural
steel, 60 days duration; is that correct?
A. Sixty workday duration.
Q. All right. And commencing June 4th,
2007 and ending August 24th, 2007, correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. An right. And then if we move down
to item 18, we have exterior masonry, correct?
A. I see it, yes.
Q. Duration 60 days; is that right?
A. Sixty calendar days or 60 workdays,
excuse me.
Q. Okay. And we have a commencement date
of August 13th, 2007 and an ending date of
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And 60 divided by 5 is 12 times 7 is 84.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. If you would
just signify the number 84 by writing that number
on Exhibit 605, then our record will be complete.
A. Okay. I've got palsy and I don't
write very well.
Q. I won't criticize your writing, sir.
A. What do you want me to write?
Q. Just the number 84 and then "calendar
days" if you would, please?
A. (Complied.)
Q. Thank you very much, sir.
MR. TROUT: Now, I'm going to have the next
exhibit marked if we can.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 606 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) 606, sir, for ease of
reading, we have taken Exhibit 604 and we have
blown it up and made a new Exhibit 606 which I'll
represent to you is the same document simply
enlarged.
A. Okay.
Q. For our ease of use. And just so the
record is clear, referring to Exhibit 606, when
we look at line item 8, excavate building
basement, it shows a duration of 15 days,
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November 2nd, 2007, correct?
A. That is correct.
ifI understand a little bit
Q. Okay. So if!
about the construction of the Meridian City Hall
as planned, would I be correct in understanding
that the cold shell and structure would have been
complete and weathertight according to this
schedule as of Friday, December 1st, 200??
A. December 14th?
Q. Oh, okay.
A. And that would -- yeah, I believe that
says December 14th.
Q. All right. And just to help me
understand, where are you deriving that date from
in this schedule?
A. Exterior doors.
Q. Item 20; is that right?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in
understanding that Petra's daily reports
identifying the work being performed on any given
day would be the most accurate record of, for
example, a prime contractor's commencement date?
A. Either the daily records. It may be
in e-mails, it may be in photos.
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Q. Okay. What was the -- well, who
prepared the daily reports?
A. I believe those were prepared by the
project superintendent.
Q. Okay. Was the preparation of a daily
report by a project superintendent for Petra part
of that superintendent's job description?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Was it ajob requirement for
your superintendents to prepare a daily report
identifying the work performed by the prime
contractors on any given day?
A. It depends on the job that they were
on.
Q. If they were on the Meridian City Hall
job, was it customary for your superintendents to
prepare a daily report reflecting the work
performed by the prime contractors on any given
day?
A. I'd have to check the job files to see
if they were all there. But in general, yes.
Q. All right. Okay.
Now, I still have a little bit of
confusion. You indicated when we were talking
about the contractors' construction schedules
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Q. Okay. Let's have you turn to Exhibit
77, if you would. Do you have that in front of
you?
A. I do.
Q. What is it, sir?
A. It's transmittal No. 445 to Meridian
City Hall. And it's Change Order Request No. 1I
for contaminated soil.
Q. All right. With supporting
documentation?
A. It appears to have supporting
documentation.
Q. Who prepared this?
A. It was signed by Wes Bettis.
Q. All right. Did you review it?
A. I would have reviewed it, yes.
Q. All right. Was there anything about
this Change Order No. 1I request that was
submitted to the city on September the 14th of
2007 that you disagreed with?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Okay. At the time this was prepared,
do you have an opinion as to whether or not
Mr. Bettis was fully informed with respect to the
status of the Meridian City Hall project?
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which we referred to in Exhibit 34, that there
was a weekly production meeting; is that right?
A. There was a weekly production meeting.
Q. Okay. And were minutes kept of the
weekly production meetings?
A. I believe so.
Q. Okay. Did those minutes reflect the
attendees?
A. I'd have to check the file to answer
that.
Q. Okay. Just based on your experience,
who were the typical attendees or who did you
, expect to show up at the weekly production
meetings?
A. Well, our superintendent would be
there. Sometimes a representative of the city
would be there.
Q. Okay.
A. And then those contractors that were
working on the site would be there.
Q. Anybody else?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay.
A. A lot of times our safety man was
there, too.
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A. I believe he was fully informed.
Q. Okay. At the time this was prepared,
were you fully informed about the status of the
Meridian City Hall project?
A. I believe I was fully informed.
Q. Okay. Now, if we turn to the third
page, which is denominated CM002714 of Exhibit
77, we find a letter; is that correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay. And in this letter, it
references a narrative time line involved with
the discovery and the removal of the contaminated
soils; is that correct? At least that's what
Mr. Bettis' letter says on the very first page,
CM002714.
A. I see it there, yes.
Q. Okay. It also says there's a
graphical representation of the additional work
and the impact to the construction schedule.
And I'm trying to understand what he's
referring to. Do you know what that is?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Do you recall seeing such a
graphical schedule or representation, I should
say?
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A. Can you refer me to the paragraph
that's talking about that so I can follow you?
Q. Sure. I apologize. I should have
done that.
If you turn to the very face page of
Mr. Bettis' letter, CM002714 of Exhibit 77, in
the third full paragraph.
A. Okay.
Q. He says, quote -A. I see it.
Q. -- A narrative time line noting the
process involved with the discovery and removal
of the contaminated soils is included with this
letter, along with a graphical representation of
the additional work and the impact to the
construction schedule these contaminated soils
invoked on the project.
A. That's correct.
Q. Where would I find the graphical
representation?
A. I don't see it.
Q. Okay. Now, Change Order No.1 asked
for -- if I turn to page 2 -A. Okay.
Q. -- of this Exhibit 77, which is
Page 786
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CM0027l3.
CM002713.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Change Order No.1 asks for $11,314 in
general conditions for one extra month of
services; is that right?
A. I see that, yes.
Q. All right. Where do I find the backup
for $11,314 of general conditions?
A. I don't know.
Q. How was that number calculated?
A. I'd have to go to our files to refresh
my memory on how that was calculated. Sitting
here, I don't know.
Q. What file are you going to look at?
A. I'll have to go through our project
files to answer that. I'm not sure what file I'd
start with. Probably the change order file and
then work my way from there.
Q. Okay. Is there a specific file in
Petra's records called a Change Order No.1
No. I file?
A. I'm going to have to go look at it to
answer that. I don't know sitting here.
Q. Okay. There appears to be some
handwriting on the very last page of Exhibit 77.
A. There is.

The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

1
Q. Do you recognize that?
2
A. I do not.
3
Q. It's not yours, then?
4
A. It's not mine.
Q. Okay. Can you tell me how it was
5
6
determined which hours of what employees of Petra
7
were going to be included in this daily job cost
8
detail for Change Order No.1?
9
A. It's been too long ago and I'd have to
lOgo review this to answer that question.
11
Q. Okay. It looks like the start date is
12
2-26-07, according to the detail, job cost detail
13
l3
page 1 on CM002717, correct?
14
A. That's the first date on this page.
15
Q. All right. And it appears that the
16
last date for the last time entry on this daily
17
job cost detail is for Mr. Bettis on May 30th,
18
2007, correct?
19
A. That's the last date on the page.
20
Q. Okay. Did Petra keep and maintain
21
time cards in the period between February 26th,
22
2007 and May 30th, 2007?
200n
23
A. I believe so.
24
Q. Okay. And it appears as though there
25
are time entries for you.
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A. I see those, that's correct.
Q. All right. How is it that we're going
to understand from a review of your time cards
how any given hour was attributable to Change
No.1,
I, contaminated soil?
Order No.
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: I don't believe any of my
time was charged in Change Order No.1.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Can you tell me
then -- well, let's go back and answer my first
question.
How is it, whether it was charged or
not, that we can determine from a review of your
time cards for the period February 26, '07
through May 30th, '07 that you did anything
related to contaminated soil?
A. I don't believe the time cards would
give you that detail.
Q. Okay. So what documents would we look
to for that period February 26, '07 through
May 30, '07 to find that detail?
A. On my time?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. My time wasn't broken down by the
amount spent on the project versus the amount
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spent on contaminated soil.
Q. SO do you know who created this daily
job cost detail?
A. It's an accounting report.
Q. And so if you didn't have a time card
record which identified your work related to
contaminated soil, what record was someone in
accounting looking at that would give them the
precise information that is included in this
daily job cost detail report?
A. I'd have to go talk to them to see how
it was put together. Sitting here, I don't know
the whole answer to that. But again, I don't
understand the question as related to my time.
Q. Well, the questions are simply as to
how this was prepared. And my question is:
What, if any, written record did you keep or
maintain that would have provided the precise
detail as to your time related to contaminated
soil that was included in this daily job cost
detail?
A. Would you read that back to me,
please.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: I'd have to go look at the
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

related to contaminated soil?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Can you tell me, sir, on February 26,
2007, what you did during the four hours that are
reported here with respect to the sole issue of
contaminated soil?
A. I cannot. I'd have to go review files
in order to answer that.
Q. Okay. What file are you going to look
at?
A. Well, as we discussed previously, I'd
start with the change order and then work my way
from there.
Q. Well, what else would you look at,
sir?
A. Well, we'd start with the change order
file and see what backup is there. And then just
go from there. Talk to accounting, those sorts
of things.
if I read this correctly, between
Q. SO ifl
yourself and Mr. Bettis on February 26th, 2007,
the two of you spent 9.75 hours on that day
dealing exclusively with contaminated soil; is
that right?
A. I'd have to go read through those
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files to answer that in detail. But I don't
believe my time was broken down between
contaminated soil versus the overall project.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) What record would
someone in accounting look at to determine that
on February 26,2007, Wes Bettis spent 5.75 hours
directly related to contaminated soil?
A. I'd have to go look at accounting's
records to answer that. Sitting here, I don't
know the answer.
Q. Okay. In the period from February 26,
2007 through September 14th, 2007, did someone
from accounting at Petra sit down and interview
you?
A. What were those dates again?
Q. February 26, 2007 through September
the 14th, 2007.
A. Where is the September 14th date?
Q. On the very face page of this exhibit.
A. Thank you. Go ahead. What was the
question?
Q. My question is: In the period between
February 26, 2007 and September 14, 2007, did
someone in Petra's accounting department sit down
and interview you with respect to your time
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records to verify that.
Q. Well, that's what this representation
is to the City of Meridian that was submitted to
the city by Petra, correct?
A. . And I'd have to go check our records
to verify that, that's correct.
Q. Okay. But I'm correct that's what
that representation is that you and Mr. Bettis
spent 9.75 hours that day exclusively on
contaminated soil?
A. It's three years ago. And sitting
here today, I can't remember. I've got to go
check the files to verify that.
Q. SO if we wanted to try and figure out
what your and Mr. Bettis' activities were for
February 26,2007, would we look at telephone
records?
A. No. We would start with the change
order file and then work our way through
accounting records and the job records to answer
that. Sitting here, I don't know.
Q. Okay. Would we look at a daily
report?
A. I don't know.
Q. Would we look at your e-mail records?
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A. We could look at my e-mail records.
Q. Would we look at any correspondence
that was written by either you or Mr. Bettis on
that day?
A. We could look at correspondence.
Q. Okay. What else would we look at?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: Sitting here, I don't know
what else we would look at.
MR. TROUT: Let's take our 11 o'clock
break.
(Break taken from 10:55 a.m. to 11 :03 a.m.)
MR. TROUT: Let's go back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Bennett, did the
City of Meridian have the right to rely on what
Mr. Bettis wrote in his letter of September 12,
2007 as it is included in Exhibit 77?
MR. WALKER: Objection, calls for a legal
conclusion.
THE WITNESS: I believe that Wes was
relaying to them to the best of his knowledge.
What's Exhibit 77?
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Change Order No. 1.
A. Thank you. Yes, Wes was putting the
change order together to the best of his
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different in your calculation of the CM fee?
A. At that point in time, I don't believe
I would have, no.
Q. Would you do anything different today?
A. I wouldn't do anything different today
than we did back then.
Q. All right.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 607 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, I'm going to hand
you what has been marked as Exhibit 607 for
identification.
MR. TROUT: And, Richard, I'm short one.
Could you just print one for Mr. Walker, please.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) I'll represent to you,
sir, that Exhibit -MR. TROUT: Would you like me to wait,
Mr. Walker?
MR. WALKER: I could look on with him.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Exhibit 607 I
will represent to you, sir, is a document
denominated as Exhibit 4 to your affidavit dated
May 5th, 2010.
Do you recognize that?
A. I believe I do.
Q. What I'd like you to do for me, sir,
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knowledge and he was giving the City of Meridian
his understanding of the situation and the city
could rely on that.
Q. All right. Now, turning your
attention to the second page of Change Order
Request No.1, in the first -- and by that I mean
CM002713, sir?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. In the very first item, it says CM
fee.
A. It does.
Q. And did you make the calculation that
is contained in item I?
A. I don't believe I did.
Q. Okay. Do you know who did?
A. Probably Wes.
Q. All right.
A. But I don't recall.
Q. Did anything get considered for that
calculation other than a simple application of a
percentage to the number $422,000?
A. I don't believe so.
Q. As we sit here today, if you were
preparing a request for the CM fee under Change
Order Request No.1, would you do anything
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if you would, did you compile this exhibit?
A. My staff and I put it together.
Q. Okay. Tell me what your purpose was
in compiling Exhibit 4.
A. I'll have to read my affidavit to
remember that.
Q. SO you don't remember?
A. I can, if I can read the affidavit.
Q. Well, why don't you tum to Exhibit
601. It's probably going to be in the stack of
documents to your immediate right.
A. I have 601.
Q. Why don't you review 601 and tell me,
if you can, why you put together Exhibit 4?
A. Referring to paragraph 24, there was
concern on the part of Ted Baird as to the extent
of the documentation submitted by the demolition
contractor. And so we pulled the bid documents
and the information submitted as a result of that
bid from Ideal Demolition as an affidavit
exhibit.
Q. Well, tell me how I can identify what,
if any, portion of Exhibit 4 was prepared by
Petra?
A. Exhibit 4 came from the bid documents
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that were issued and the instructions to bid to
the bidders so that there would be a complete
file on what was put on the street for bid.
Q. Okay. My question was: How do I
identify within Exhibit 4 what, if anything, was
actually prepared by Petra?
A. Well, Petra and Lombard-Conrad put
this together jointly with the city and issued
it. Which parts each entity put together, I'm
not sure.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding
Q.
that there is no way that I can tell or that
anyone else can tell from the document which has
been marked as Exhibit 607 to this deposition and
Exhibit 4 to your affidavit what, if any, portion
was actually prepared by someone at Petra?
A. From looking at this document by
itself, you can't determine what Petra put
together.
Q. Okay.
A. But-But -Q. Tell me from your independent
recollection what portion was prepared by Petra?
A. I don't recall what all Petra put
together on this.
Page 798
Q. Okay.
A. Sitting here today.
MR. TROUT: Okay. Let's mark this 608.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 608 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, I'm going to hand
you what's been marked as Exhibit 608 for
identification.
A. Yes.
Q. Can you identify for me what that is?
A. It's a summary tabulation of the Phase
III bid results from 7-12 of2007.
Q. Is it also a summary tabulation of the
Phase II results?
A. It is.
ifllook
Q. Now, if!
look at the very bottom line
on Exhibit No. -- before we do that, this was
also included an Exhibit 9 to your affidavit,
correct?
A. It is.
Q. All right. So looking at the very
bottom of Deposition Exhibit 608, Exhibit 9 to
your affidavit, we can see a computer-generated
line which calls this construction estimating
estimates and proposals 2006, Wes, Meridian City
Hall project summary, July 12th, 2007; is that
Page 799
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correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. It also says Phase III presentation;
is that right?
A. It does.
Q. What does Phase III presentation mean?
A. It means that it's a result of the
Phase III bids that were received in July of
2007.
Q. And I understand the Phase III portion
of it. What does "presentation" mean?
A. Sitting here, I don't recall.
Q. Okay. And is the reference to Wes,
Wes Bettis?
A. It is.
Q. Okay.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 609 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been
handed what has been marked as Deposition Exhibit
No. 609, which I will represent to you is a copy
of your affidavit, Exhibit 22 from your May 5th,
2010 affidavit.
Do you recognize that, sir?
A. I do.
Q. What is Exhibit 609?
Page 800
A. It's a summary recap of some value
engineering that was put together in the winter
of 2007 and given to the city for their
consideration.
Q. Well, let's take it one item at a
time. When was this document prepared?
A. I believe it was prepared in February
of 2007.
Q. And how do we determine that from the
face of the document?
A. From the face of the document, it
doesn't say that.
Q. SO there's no way to identify when
this was actually prepared by Petra, correct?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
Also asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: It would tie to other
documents that were given to the city. And we'd
have to find those.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, what other
documents?
A. It would be in a cost report.
Q. Which cost report?
A. One that would show value engineering
at $812,353.
Page 801
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Q. Okay. So let's take item No.1,
estimated mechanical savings wet and dry. And
you have a figure of $400,000 there; is that
correct?
A. There's a figure of $400,000 there.
Q. Okay. And so where would I find some
kind of documentary backup for this summary
information?
A. Sitting here, I don't recall. I'd
frod it myself.
have to go [rod
frod some
Q. Okay. And where would I [rod
record of how much time any Petra employee spent
in working on this estimated mechanical savings
wet and dry?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. What was included in the
estimated mechanical savings wet and dry?
A. I'd have to go review the file to
answer that. I can't remember sitting here right
now.
Q. Would your answer be the same for
every one of the items on this summary?
A. No. Some of the items are detailed
above.
Q. Okay. So tell me what was contained
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were derived?
A. They were derived based on a 4206
square foot area being deleted. And I'd have to
check the job files to see exactly how those
calculations were made.
Q. And it says 4206 square feet per
level, correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. How many levels?
A. It would be two levels.
Q. Okay.
A. On the south wing.
Q. All right. What's a story?
A. It's a level.
Q. Okay.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 610 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) So before we move on
to the next exhibit, tell me what it is, again,
that you did with Exhibit 609, or that Petra did
with Exhibit 609?
A. The first sheet we gave to the city in
the winter. And I believe it was February of
2007.
Q. And what about the second sheet of
Exhibit 609?
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within the potential plumbing savings.
A. There is nothing in that line.
Q. Okay. So tell me what was the source
of the alternate access floor savings?
A. It was some work that we were doing on
getting additional suppliers as opposed to one
source being specified on the access floor so
that we would get more competitive numbers, and
contacting those suppliers and talking to them
about their cost for access floor.
Q. And who did you speak with?
A. I spoke with Wes Bettis. And Wes
Bettis spoke with the suppliers and with the
developer of Banner Bank.
Q. And what suppliers did he speak with?
A. Well, he spoke with Tate, for one.
The other ones, I don't recall sitting here
today.
Q. What's the full name of the Tate
business you just spoke of?
A. I don't know their full name.
Q. Okay. Where are they located?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. Can you tell me how the figures
in the section denominated "Delete South Wing"
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A. I believe that was a bathroom that was
discussed in August of2007.
Q. All right.
A. I'd have to check the record to verify
that.
Q. If I look at the bottom of page 1 of
Exhibit 609, which was Exhibit 22 of your
affidavit, it says Petra50202, correct?
A. It does say that.
Q. And the second page of the Exhibit
609, your Exhibit 22 says Petra50209, correct?
A. It does.
Q. Where are pages 203 through 208?
A. I don't know. Nor do I know they
apply to this. I'd have to go look at them to
answer that.
Q. SO these pages were selected by you
specifically to include in Exhibit 22 of your
affidavit; is that right?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay. And your representation to the
court at paragraph 59 of your affidavit says that
these are true and correct copies of documents
related to options and value engineering dated
February 20th, 2007. And according to your
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testimony just a moment ago, that's not accurate,
is
~~
it?
A. The fIrst page, it's accurate.
Q. But it's not accurate with respect to
the second page, correct?
A. I think that the second page dealt
with some later value engineering.
Q. All right. Let's turn to the next
exhibit, which has been marked 610, which is also
denominated Exhibit 18 to your affIdavit of May
the 5th, 2010, correct?
A. I'm catching up to you here.
Q. Okay.
A. I'm with you, that's correct.
we turn to the very last
Q. Okay. If
Ifwe
page of Exhibit 610, which is also your Exhibit
18, we see that this exhibit actually covers a
very broad time frame; is that correct?
A. It covers up through the east parking
lot.
Q. Okay. Directing your attention to the
face page of Exhibit 18, how would I determine
what was included in the scope of work for Ideal
Demolition with respect to abatement?
A. We'd have to pull all of the bid
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1
documents together to answer that question.
2
Q. And what bid documents would I be
looking for?
3
4
A. Everything that was issued for them to
bid from.
5
6
Q. Okay. Well, as we sit here today, can
7
you tell me what their scope of work was for
8
abatement as of the date of the bid opening,
9
which I understand to be October 5, 2006?
l O A . Not without referring to those bid
documents.
11
12
Q. Okay. Now, if!
ifI understand this
13
exhibit correctly, turning to page Bates numbered
14
Petra86632 of Exhibit 610.
15
A. I'm there.
16
Q. The Phase II advertisement for bids
17
went out sometime in advance ofJune 21st, 2007,
18
correct?
19
A. The Phase II bids went out prior to
20
June of2007, that's correct.
21
Q. Okay. I'm looking at this Petra Bates
22
numbered 86632. And I see a date, Meridian City
23
Hall, Phase II, of May 31 st, 2007.
24
Would I be correct in understanding
25
that the Phase II bids went out on or about May

The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

31st,2007?
31st,200n
A. The Phase II bids went out prior to
that. This document is Phase III sealed bids.
Turn to 86686. So there's a typo on this
document.
MR. WALKER: Different documents.
THE WITNESS: Different document?
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, I'm looking at
86632.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. And it says Phase II, sealed bids will
be open June 21st, 2007; is that right?
A. That's what this document says.
Q. And it says construction documents
will be available through Petra commencing
May 31 st, 2007.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. And would I be correct in
understanding that on or about May 31 st, 2007,
all of the work identifIed in Phase II had been
placed into plan, sets and specifIcations for
bidding and were available on the street so that
contractors could bid that work?
A. Phase II had already bid by 5-31-2007.
Q. Okay. So should this 86632 document
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correctly say Phase III?
A. We copied the wrong document. This
document was a precursor to what was put on the
street for Phase III.
Q. Oh, okay. So all ofthe Phase III MEP
plans and specifIcations were complete and put
out for bid on or about May 31st, 2007; is that
right?
A. I believe it was the fIrst part of
June that those were put out for bid.
Q. Okay. So is Petra Bates numbered
86632 accurate in any way for any purpose?
A. We copied the wrong Phase II bid
announcement in page 86632.
Q. What was Petra's 86632 used for in
this project?
A. It was a preliminary draft of the
Phase III bid announcement in 86686.
Q. Well, I'm a little bit confused.
Because you say that Exhibit 18, which is our
Deposition Exhibit 610 is, quote, a true and
correct copy of documentation regarding
discussions relating to the bidding process as
identifIed. And if you could, could you identify
for me where in Exhibit 18 there is any
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documentation of any discussion that was held by
or amongst any party with respect to the bidding
process, because I can't seem to find it?
A. And your question is discussion
between the parties?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. Well, the first page on Phase I is a
recap that was sent to the city on what the bids
results were. And I considered that discussion.
Q. Okay. So this document doesn't
actually reflect any meeting minutes of any kind?
A. It does not.
Q. Okay. And it really doesn't
accurately reflect the advertisements for bids
because you included one that wasn't ever used,
correct?
A. That's correct. We copied the wrong
one.
Q. Okay. Who assembled this document?
A. Petra and our staff.
Q. Did you review it for accuracy before
you attached it as an exhibit to your affidavit?
A. I did. And I made a mistake.
Q. Okay. Now, in paragraph 53 of your
affidavit, which is Exhibit 601, you say the
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city's decision to proceed with bidding and
construction of the project before the
construction documents were complete. Where
would I find -A. I'm sorry, I'm catching up to you.
You're on 53?
Q. I am, sir. If you'd read that to
yourself silently. Indicate when you're done.
A. I'm done.
Q. When was that decision made?
A. Well, it was multiple decisions. The
first decision was made in the winter of 2007 to
go ahead and bid Phase II. Phase III followed.
And then the city decided to build the east
parking lot, which occurred, I think, in August
of2008.
Q. Well, paragraph 53 doesn't say
multiple decisions, does it?
A. It does not.
Q. Okay. It says a single decision. And
where would I find that decision documented?
A. The first decision would be in Keith
Watts' notes of that meeting.
Q. SO you weren't relying on your
personal knowledge, you were relying on a

document prepared by Mr. Watts?
A. No. I was present in the meeting and
heard it.
Q. Okay. And where would I fmd Petra's
advice to the city, if any, regarding that
decision?
A. I'd have to read through the files to
answer what our advice was.
Q. You don't recall?
A. I think we said we would get it on the
street and bid it, but I'd have to read the files
to verify that.
Q. Well, did you tell the city at the
time that you claim this decision was made that
the city ought to reconsider its decision and
wait for construction documents to be completed?
A. I don't recall saying that.
Q. Did you consider this decision that
you've identified in paragraph 53 to be
significant or important in any way as to how it
might impact the cost of this project?
A. The affidavit is referring to the way
the project developed as opposed to the contract
that was signed.
Q. Well, did you tell the city, as the
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construction manager acting as an adviser to the
city, that proceeding with bidding and
construction before the construction documents
were complete could have a significant affect on
the cost of this project?
A. If you could define "significant."
Q. Well, more than $100,000?
A. We didn't advise them that multiple
bid packages were beyond the scope of the
original contract. The thing that drove the
multiple bid packages was the lack of the right
amount of parking spots, so they had to build the
east parking lot. So I don't think there was any
choice by the city that they were going to have
to issue another bid package in the case of the
east parking lot.
Q. Well, that really wasn't my question.
My question was: Did you tell the
city that proceeding with bidding and
construction before the construction documents
were complete could have a significant impact on
cost, as I just defined it, for the Meridian City
Hall project?
A. We didn't advise them that the
additional bid packages were going to affect the
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project cost, but I'm not sure that it really
affected it significantly. What it did affect
was the amount of time that we had to spend
putting the project together.
Q. Well, in this case, you're making a
claim based on that additional time, aren't you,
sir?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: We're making a claim for the
overall time, of which this is a part of it.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And so I would be
correct in understanding then that at the time
that the city made the decision that is reflected
in paragraph 53 of your affidavit, you didn't
tell them that you were going to make a claim for
additional time related to four bid packages
instead of two, correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay. Tell me what the phrase four
instead of two means in paragraph 53?
A. Well, the initial project was defined
as two phases and we ended up building the
project with four phases. The two in the
initial, beyond the demolition and abatement was
cold shell and core, and then the MEPTI. So
Page 814
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files, and it looks like you've pulled some of
them. There was a transmittal made in January
that transmitted to them the initial construction
management plan. And then in my previous
affidavit, I believe we had copied the one that
was sent in May.
Q. Well, let's take the second page of
Exhibit 611.
A. Okay.
Q. Which is transmittal No. 12. All
right?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. It says six copies of construction
management plan binders were transmitted on
January 22nd, 2007, correct?
A. It does.
Q. All right. How do we determine what
was in those binders?
A. We'd have to pull the project files to
see what was in those binders.
Q. Okay. And I'll represent to you that
we have looked at every page of the electronic
and paper data that has been provided to us by
Petra in this case and we cannot identify a
single construction management plan binder that
Page 816
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those were the two bid packages.
The four that were actually bid out
were cold shell and core, MEPTI. The plaza ended
up being a separate bid package, and then the
east parking lot ended up being a separate bid
package.
Q. Okay.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 611 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been
handed what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit
No. 611, which I will represent to you is Exhibit
34 from your affidavit. You recognize that?
A. I do.
Q. Turning your attention to Exhibit 611,
it says as ofJanuary 10th, 2007, quote, the CM
plan, communications plan and QMP has been
evolving.
Do you see that?
A. I do see that.
Q. How is it that I can determine what,
if anything, was actually delivered to the City
of Meridian with respect to the CM plan,
communications plan, and the quality management
plan?
A. Well, I'd have to go over transmittal
Page 815
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carries a date of January 22nd, 2007.
Can you tell me whether or not any
such binder actually exists?
A. I'd have to go check the files to
answer that.
Q. SO you don't know?
A. I believe it does. But I need to
verify it by checking the files.
Q. All right. What file are you going to
look at?
A. The transmittal files, and then chase
it from there.
Q. Would I be correct in understanding
that in Petra's recordkeeping for this project,
the actual documents that were transmitted in any
transmittal were not actually kept with the
transmittal itself?
A. I'd have to check the files to verify
that. That may be correct in some cases. It may
not be correct in other cases.
Q. SO would I be correct in understanding
that there was no standardized method or policy
in place at Petra for this project about keeping
and maintaining the documents transmitted by a
transmittal with the transmittal itself?
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A. Could you read that back to me,
please.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: I don't recall a written
standardization on filing documents.
MR. TROUT: All right. Let's take our noon
break. See you at 1 o'clock.
(Lunch break taken from 11:55 a.m. to 12:48 p.m.)
MR. TROUT: Let's go back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, I'm going to have
you turn to page 17 of Exhibit 601, which is your
affidavit of May 5, 2010. And I'm going to have
you turn to paragraph 130 of your affidavit.
Read it silently to yourself and signify when
you're done, please.
A. I'm done.
Q. I'd like you to tell me every effort
made by Petra to resolve its claimed Change Order
No.2 prior to commencing any of the work claimed
in Change Order No. 2.
A. We included it in the cost estimates
every month. And went through those cost
estimates, budgets with the city so they were
aware of the number. They did not question the
number at any of those reviews. We sent the
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item which is part of the claim in Change Order
No.2 for an increase in construction manager's
fee, would it be recorded in the minutes of the
meetings in which that discussion took place?
A. I don't know that any of them are
recorded in the meeting minutes without checking
the meeting.
Q. All right. Let's assume for purposes
of our discussion that there is no recorded
discussion in any meeting minute, either mayor's
committee, purchasing agents, city council, or
otherwise of the line item which is the CM fee
part of your claim in Change Order No.2, what
written record, if any, can I look to to find the
substance of that discussion?
A. Without reading through e-mails in the
files, I don't know what written record there is
of those discussions.
Q. Okay.
A. If any.
Q. All right. Turning your attention
to -- and before I leave paragraph 130 of your
affidavit which is Exhibit 601, is your answer to
my prior question everything that you consider
Petra's best efforts as you've described it in
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formal notification. We sent the change order
itself after the plaza had been bid.
We discussed with the owner's rep what
the status of those -- of that change order was.
And it wasn't until Ted Baird said that he wanted
to talk about it that we got any meaningful
discussion with the city.
Q. All right. So would I be correct in
understanding that if I looked at the minutes of
the August 2007 meetings between Petra and the
city, I would fmd a specific discussion
regarding the claims in Change Order No.2?
A. I don't know that you would see
specific discussion on Change Order No.2. You
would see specific discussions on the budget and
no questions on Change Order No.2.
Q. Would I see specific discussion
referenced in the minutes of August 2007 with
respect to the line item that is the claim in
Change Order No. 2?
A. I don't know the answer to that. I'd
have to look at the meeting minutes to answer
that.
Q. All right. As we sit here today, if
there was any specific discussion about the line
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paragraph 130?
A. Well, I think it extends throughout
the course of the project, and after the project
up until the time we finally got a letter from
them stating that they weren't going to pay it.
Q. Okay. And I would be correct in
understanding that at no time did Petra
specifically request that the city council put
Change Order No.2 on the city council agenda for
discussion in an open session and a vote?
A. We did not.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
paragraph 119, if you would read that silently to
yourself and signify when you're done?
A. I'm done.
Q. You say, Petra also reported to the
city that the formal change order would be
forwarded. Who at Petra made that report?
A. It was discussed with Keith Watts that
when we had finally bid out the job and knew the
exact amount of the plaza, we would submit the
change order.
Q. Well, who at Petra reported to the
city, according to paragraph 119 of your
affidavit?
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A. It would have been myself.
Q. Anyone else?
A. I'm not sure whether Tom Coughlin had
reported it.
Q. Did you document that discussion
that's referenced by your testimony here today in
paragraph 119 in any fashion?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Okay. Turning to paragraph 120. It
says, Petra had previously informed Meridian in
writing of the estimated amount. Who at Petra
are you speaking of in paragraph 120?
A. It was in the budgets that we gave to
the city in those reports. And those reports
contained the estimated amounts, some of those
reports were prepared by Wes Bettis. Some of
them were prepared by Tom Coughlin.
Q. Okay. Well, we've already talked
about August of 2007. What document, if any, do
2007?
we look to for September of 20017
A. Without checking the files, I am not
sure that there is a budget in there for that
month. I need to check the files to verify that
it's there.
Q. All right. What document would we
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

Q. Okay. Assuming that there are no cost
estimates or budgets for September, October, and
November of 2007, do you know why none were
prepared?
A. Well, I don't know that there weren't
any prepared. And sitting here right now, if
there weren't any prepared, I don't know the
answer to that.
Q. All right. Is Petra asking the court
to rely on the accuracy of the accounting
information that Petra has supplied in this case
in making its decision?
A. Would you read that back to me again,
please.
(Record read by reporter.)
THE WITNESS: I believe we're relying on
the court to not only look at the accounting
information, but all of the information to make
their decision.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) My question very
directly, sir, is Petra asking the court to rely
on the accuracy of the accounting information
that Petra has produced in this case in making
the court's decision?
A. They would rely on the accuracy of the
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look to for November of 2007?
A. Well, in November 2007, I believe we
had given them notice that, so that would be one
written document.
Q. Okay. Was there -A. I'm sorry.
Q. Was there a budget created for
November of 2007?
A. I'd have to verify that by looking at
the files.
Q . Was there a cost estimate created for
Q.
November of 2007?
A. Again, I'd have to research the files
to verify that.
Q . Was there a cost estimate for
Q.
September of 2007?
A. Again, I'd have to check the files to
verify that.
Q. Was there a cost estimate for October
of2007?
A. And again, I'd need to check the files
to verify that.
Q. Was there some kind of budget for
October of 20017
2007?
A. Again, I'd have to check the files.
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accounting information, but they would also have
to rely on all of the information in order to
make a decision.
Q. In paragraph 120 of your affidavit,
you indicate that there was a, quote, final
budget that was accepted by the city.
Do you see that?
A. I do.
Q. Tell me the date of the acceptance of
whatever budget you're referring to occurred.
A. Well, that budget was presented to
them in -- final budget was presented in February
of 2008 and every cost report and pay application
after that. And the city never objected to that
cost report or the numbers carried in the pay
application.
Q. Well, my question specifically is:
Were you personally present at a city council
meeting where the budget of February 2008 was
presented and the city council voted to accept
that budget as presented as you have represented
here in your affidavit to the court?
MR. WALKER: Object, lack of foundation.
And also misstates the testimony in the
affidavit.
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THE WITNESS: When I referred to city, I
was referring to the people that we reported to.
And I was not present at a city council meeting
where I observed them taking a vote on the
February budget.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. And so
what document do you have in your possession that
says the City of Meridian hereby accepts the
February 2008 budget presented by Petra to the
city?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: I don't have a written
document from the city.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Turning your
attention to paragraph 121. Am I correct in
understanding that the amount of the additional
CM fee requested is simply and completely based
on the application of the percentage shown in
paragraph 121 to the, quote, estimated increase
in total cost of the project, end quote?
A. That was the basis of the original
change order application was 4.7 percent times
the increased cost.
Q. Is there any different basis today?
A. Since submitting the original change
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Q. And would I be correct in
understanding that the city relied on Petra to
exercise its professional expertise in the
preparation of change orders in accord with the
contract documents between the city and the prime
contractors?
MR. WALKER: Objection, calls for
speculation.
THE WITNESS: I believe that the city was
relying on Petra.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Did you ever
tell anyone at the city that they were not
entitled to rely on Petra's professional
expertise as a construction manager?
A. No.
Q. Do you know if anybody else at Petra
ever told anyone from the city that they could
not rely on Petra's professional expertise as a
construction manager?
A. I don't know.
Q. Turning your attention to page 14 of
Exhibit 601, paragraph 105. If you would read
that to yourself and signify when you're done?
A. I'm done.
Q. Okay. In paragraph 105 you say the
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order and unable to settle that change order,
Change Order No.2 was resubmitted to the court
requesting in addition to the fee, the additional
salaries that were spent on the project.
Q. Turning your attention to paragraph
108, read it silently to yourself and signify
when you're done.
A. I'm done.
Q. With respect to the contractor change
orders that you reference in paragraph 108, all
of those change orders were prepared by Petra,
correct?
A. Petra and the city.
Q. Well, tell me which of the change
orders you claim were prepared by the city.
A. It was a joint effort between Petra
and the city in preparing those documents.
Q. I see. So am I correct in
understanding that any backup data that was
submitted with the change order was somehow
prepared by the city?
A. I think that Petra prepared most of
the backup and the city and Petra put together
the final change orders and the cover amounts.
And then that became the total document.
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project design budget and cost estimates were
approved by the city.
My first question is, were you
personally present at any meeting of the city
council in which a project design budget was
presented and voted on by the city with approval?
A. I never saw a single vote by the city
on the overall budget.
Q. All right. And were you present at
any city council meeting in which a cost estimate
was presented to the city council and voted on by
the city council approving the cost estimate?
A. I never saw the city council vote on a
cost estimate.
Q. Okay. Can you tell me the date upon
which construction of this project commenced?
A. It would have been the demolition and
abatement, which would have been fall, early
winter of the 2006. I don't have the exact date.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to -I'll withdraw that question and ask you the
following question: What is a biweekly meeting,
as you use that term?
A. Which sentence was that in?
Q. Well, it's been scattered through all
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of the documents that have been provided to us in
the course of this. And I can't tell which of
your affidavits contains it. But let me just ask
you: What does the term "biweekly meeting" mean
to you?
A. Every other week.
Q. Okay. And I can find that reference
for you. If you'll please turn to page 12 of
Exhibit 601, paragraph 80. You use the term
biweekly meetings with the city, LCA, engineers
and Petra.
Do you see that, sir?
A. Yes.
Q. Does that mean every other week?
A. Roughly every other week, that's
correct.
MR. TROUT: Let's go off the record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, if you would turn
back to Exhibit 611.
A. Okay.
Q. Can you tell me how Exhibit 611 was
prepared or compiled?
A. There was question by Ted Baird as to
the documents that were being included in the
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1
construction management plan. And so we
2
attempted to pull from our files those things
3
that pertained to the construction management
4
file and when they were sent to the city.
5
Q. And so would I be correct in
understanding that Exhibit 611, which is also
6
7
Exhibit 34 to your affidavit, was a group of
8
documents pulled from a file and sent off to
9
Mr. Baird; is that right?
10
l O AA.
. No. Some of them went to Keith Watts.
11
Q. Okay. Well, can you explain for me,
12
please, how it is that this group of documents
13
carries consecutive Bates numbers as having been
14
pulled from Petra's file?
15
A. I don't know the answer to that.
16
16
Q. Okay. If you would, sir, I'd like you
17
to refer to Exhibit No. 97. Yesterday we
18
identified Exhibit 97 as the meeting minutes of
19
2007.
February 26,
26,2007.
20
Do you recall that, sir?
A. I do.
21
22
Q. Turning your attention to Exhibit 601,
23
paragraph 86 on page 12. Are the meeting minutes
24
identified as Exhibit 97 for the meeting that you
25
are describing in paragraph 86 of Exhibit 601 ?

The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

A. It's when these meeting minutes were
handed out was on 2-26.
Q. All right. You say in your affidavit
that at that meeting, LCA was authorized to
finish construction documents, quote, as
designed, end quote, for bidding in April,
correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. All right. Would you please show me
in Exhibit 97 where what you have quoted in
paragraph 86 can be found?
A. I don't see it in those meeting
minutes.
Q. Is there some other document that you
used to refresh your recollection as to the
events that occurred on February 26, 2007 as
stated in paragraph 86 of your affidavit?
A. I used the notes from the city that
were part of that meeting to refresh my memory as
to everything that took place.
Q. Well, what notes exist from the city
that are a part of that meeting?
A. It would have been notes kept by Keith
Watts, the owner's representative.
Q. Okay. So you were relying on those?
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A. Those, and my presence in the meeting.
ifI understand your
Q. Okay. So if!
testimony correctly, you're representing to the
court that you had a specific independent
recollection of what was said at that meeting
exclusive of some written document from Mr. Watts
and the meeting minutes that were kept by Petra?
MR. WALKER: Objection, it misstates the
testimony in the affidavit.
THE WITNESS: I do remember that they told
us to proceed with the project as designed.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And who made that
statement?
A. It was made by the mayor.
Q. Can you tell me why that wasn't
reflected in meeting minutes kept by Petra?
A. I cannot.
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: I cannot. I need to go
through the subsequent meeting minutes to see
what was in that.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Turning
your attention, if you would, please, to
paragraph 74 on page 11 of your affidavit,
Exhibit 601. Would you read that to yourself
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1
silently and indicate when you are done?
2
A. I'm complete.
3
Q; All right. Can you please tell me
when the value engineering suggestion for raising
4
the building four feet was presented to the city
5
6
for a vote?
7
A. It was presented in the city council
8
meeting in April of2007.
9
Q. Okay. Did the city council vote?
l O A . They approved it, but I don't remember
11
a vote, and then that was confmned
confIrmed after the
meeting.
12
13
Q. In what way?
14
A. Well, the architect prepared the
15
drawings that raised the building four feet. And
modifIcation was incorporated
16
they were -- that modification
17
into the final
fInal building design.
18
Q. Okay. Did Petra track in any fashion
19
the actual number of hours expended in any way
20
related to its management of the raising of the
21
building four feet?
22
A. We didn't separate our time out to
23
track that.
24
Q. Okay. Did Petra keep and maintain,
25
during the course of this project, a file
fIle
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1
segregated that contained all of Petra's efforts
2
with respect to value engineering, as you use
affIdavit?
3
that term in paragraph 61 of your affidavit?
4
A. I don't recall. I'd have to check the
fIles to answer that.
5
files
6
Q. Did Petra track in any way the actual
7
number of hours expended in the management of the
8
value engineering it claims to have done on this
9
project?
l O A . We didn't keep track of our hours for
value engineering.
11
12
Q. Okay. Did Petra track in any way the
13
actual number of hours it expended in preparing
14
four bid packages instead of two bid packages?
15
A. I don't remember tracking that.
16
Q. Okay. Did Petra track in any way the
17
actual number of hours it expended with respect
18
to what you refer to as design procurement and
fIxture and
19
construction of several furniture fixture
20
equipment items as designated in paragraph 47 of
your affidavit?
affIdavit?
21
22
A. I don't remember keeping separate
FF &E items.
23
track of hours for FF&E
24
Q. All right. Did Petra track in any way
25
the actual number of hours expended by Petra in
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helping to coordinate the installation of the
city-supplied furniture and phone data equipment
referenced in paragraph 49 of your affidavit?
affIdavit?
A. I don't recall that.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to
affIdavit, which is Exhibit
paragraph 27 of your affidavit,
number 601. Would you read that to yourself and
signify when you're done?
A. I've read it.
MR. WALKER: What was the paragraph again,
please?
MR. TROUT: 27, sir.
MR. WALKER: Thank you.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Is it Petra's
contention that LCA signed some document that the
project was complete and in accordance with the
plans and specifications?
specifIcations?
A. There are numerous documents that they
signed at the end of the job. But none of them
specifIc document that said that it was
was a specific
complete in accordance with plans and
specifIcations.
specifications. However, they did agree to the
temporary occupancy date.
They were part of the fmal punch
list, which was the remaining items to be
Page 836

completed, which signified
signifIed the project being
signed off on. And then they signed the pay
applications which said that the work was
complete. So amongst all those documents, they
signed off on the project is what I was referring
to.
Q. All right. So is it Petra's
contention that if there's any portion of the
project that is not built in accordance with the
specifIcations, that the responsibility
plans and specifications,
for that failure falls on LCA?
A. No.
Q. All right. Would you agree with me
that if there is any portion of the project that
has not been constructed in accord with the plans
specifIcations, that that responsibility
and specifications,
falls on Petra as the construction manager?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: We would have had to have
been made aware of it. And right now we're not
aware of any.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, that really
specifIcally is
wasn't my question. My question specifically
if there is any portion of the Meridian City Hall
project that has not been constructed in
Page 837
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accordance with the plans and specifications,
including all change orders, RFls, ASls, every
construction document, does the responsibility
for that failure lie with Petra?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation
and asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: No, it does not.
Q.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Why not?
A. Depends on what the item is, what the
problem is and who the inspector was on that
work. And so in order to answer the question,
we'd have to have specifics as to where the
problem lies.
Q. Okay. You have represented to the
court that Petra specifically retained a
superintendent to oversee the construction of the
plaza to ensure that the plaza and all of its
features would be built in accordance with the
plans and specifications, correct?
A. We had a separate superintendent
overseeing that work.
Q. For what purpose?
A. To see that the work was scheduled
appropriately, to bring in the appropriate
inspectors at the appropriate time to inspect the
Page 838
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or not it had been in accordance with the plans
and specifications?
A. Well, are we talking about soil
compaction? Are we talking about concrete? Are
we talking about the installation of the
equipment? Are we talking about the electrical?
Q. I'm asking about every single
inspection that you think should have been
performed by anyone with respect to the water
feature construction in the plaza at the Meridian
City Hall.
A. Well, there were numerous inspections
on it. You would have compaction inspections.
Q. Let's stop right here. I'm going to
ask you -- and I apologize for interrupting you,
sir.
A. Okay.
Q. With respect to each inspection that
you identify in your answer, will you please tell
me who the responsible inspector is or should
have been?
A. Okay. The soil and concrete
inspections were done by MTI. The electrical
inspections and the mechanical inspections were
done by the city inspectors.
Page 840

work, and to put together with the help of the
architect and the city the final punch lists on
those plazas and to get the final occupancy where
the city issued a fmal occupancy certificate.
Q. Who is it that you contend was
responsible for inspecting the construction of
the plaza and all plaza-related features to
determine whether or not the construction
complied with the plans and specifications?
A. Well, it's a joint responsibility,
because the plaza contains various disciplines
and requirements. And so to answer that, I'd
need to know specifically what item you're
talking about.
Q. Well, let's start with the water
features.
A. Okay. What part of the water
features?
Q. All of the water features.
A. What part of the water features
construction-wise are we talking about?
Q. All of the water feature construction.
Who among the group you've just
described was responsible for inspection of the
water feature construction to determine whether
Page 839
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Q. Which city inspectors?
A. Electrical inspector and the
mechanical inspector and the parks department,
who run the water feature.
Q. What inspection should have been done,
if any, by the parks department?
A. They specified the way they wanted the
equipment laid out in the plaza for chlorination,
that sort of thing. And so they inspected the
installation to make sure it was put in the way
they wanted it put in.
Q. All right. What else?
A. Well, there would have been grout
inspections by MTI. There would have been weekly
inspections as the architect and their engineers
walked around and looked at the plaza. There
would have been punch list inspections that were
jointly prepared by Petra, the architect, their
engineers and the city. And then there would
have been final occupancy certificates by the
city inspectors signing off on the final project.
Q. Well, what is it that you think a
final occupancy inspection by the city inspectors
consisted of?
A. Well, it's a culmination of all of
Page 841
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their prior inspections, foundation,
structurally, electrically, mechanically. And
then when all of the items -Q. Is it your contention that any of the
city inspectors had a responsibility to do
anything except monitor for code compliance?
A. They also inspect for workmanship as
well as code compliance.
Q. Well, tell me what workmanship issues
you think were passed to the city inspectors.
A. Well, as a forinstance, when they
inspected the chlorination installation, they
made and suggested any modifications in the way
they wanted it installed. And those
modifications were changed and it was installed
the way they wanted it, which is a workmanship
inspection.
Q. Was Petra responsible through the
services of its on-site superintendent to ensure
that the work as constructed met the plans and
specifications?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: It was our responsibility to
bring in the appropriate people that oversaw
those areas to ensure that it met plans and
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

being installed incorrectly per the plans such as
a dimension, we would have them change it. But
the final inspections were coordinated by that
superintendent.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) I'm not asking you
about others.
A. Okay.
Q. I'm only going to ask about Petra.
A. Okay.
Q. What, if any, duty did Petra have to
inspect the work being performed in the plaza to
determine whether or not it met the
specifications and drawings for this project?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered
and also lacks foundation.
THE WITNESS: I don't know what else to
say.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Can you answer that
question specifically?
MR. WALKER: Asked and answered
specifically.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) As to Petra's
responsibility or not for inspection of the work
performed in the plaza construction to determine
whether or not it met plans and specs?
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specifications. So we coordinated the
inspections.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, is it your
testimony that Petra had no duty to inspect the
work being performed in the plaza to determine
whether or not it met the plans and
specifications for the plaza construction?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: We had a duty to bring in the
inspectors that inspected it. If we saw
something that was wrong, we would bring it to
their attention or to the appropriate people's
attention and/or just get it fixed. But we were
responsible to have those inspections coordinated
and to get the job built in the time frame that
was required.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Do I take it from your
answer that you are saying that Petra had no
responsibility to inspect the work to determine
whether or not it met the plans and
specifications?
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: Well, it was a joint
responsibility. And so if something was being
installed incorrectly, that we could tell was
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MR. WALKER: Lack of foundation and asked
and answered.
THE WITNESS: I don't know what else to
say.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) So you can't answer
the question?
A. No. I answered it.
MR. WALKER: Objection, asked and answered.
THE WITNESS: To the best of my ability, I
have answered that question.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. What does
the term "latent" mean to you?
A. Latent is a problem that occurs after
a project is complete that was hidden or unseen.
Q. Where would I find the as-built
drawings for this project?
A. Well, I would have to talk to Tom
Coughlin and verify who those were delivered to
at the city.
Q. Did Petra keep and maintain in its
project records a full and complete set of
as-built drawings for this project?
A. I believe so.
Q. All right.
MR. TROUT: Let's go off the record.
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(Break taken from 1:41 p.m. to 1:53 p.m.)
MR. TROUT: Let's go back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, based on your
understanding of Petra's contractual
responsibilities for this project, did Petra have
an obligation to observe the work being performed
to determine whether or not it met the plans and
specifications?
A. We had an obligation to observe the
work being performed.
Q. Okay. To ensure that it met the plans
and specs?
A. Well, there are parts of the plans and
specs that we weren't qualified to inspect. And
that's why you bring in other inspectors to
inspect that.
Q. All right. What portion of the
observations was Petra not qualified to perform
in order to ensure compliance with the plans and
specifications?
A. It's easier to explain the prior part.
And that is that we're to observe the work, make
sure the person is on the site performing the
work, make sure they've got the manpower there to
perform the work in the time that it needs to be
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The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

it was under warranty for any future leaks.
Q. Did you personally obtain and provide
to the City of Meridian the warranty related to
the roof?
A. I didn't personally do it. But my
staff did.
Q. All right. If your staff didn't
deliver the roof warranty to the City of
Meridian, who on your staff would be responsible
for that failure?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: I would have to see where it
occurred in order to answer that. And so I don't
know the answer to it here.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right.
A. Nor am I sure that it ever occurred.
Q. Well, would that delivery of the
warranty have been Mr. Coughlin's responsibility
as part of the closeout process for this project?
A. Well, there was several people
involved in the closeout of the project. There
was Tom Coughlin, there was Jack Vaughn, there
was Nick Ploetz and there was Barb Crawford.
Q. What was Mr. Coughlin's
responsibility?
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performed, make sure that it's being laid out
appropriately.
And then if there's anything they
observe that isn't being laid out appropriately,
bring that to their attention. Make sure that
they're using the specified items. And then
after the installation is in progress or nearing
completion, you bring in the appropriate
inspectors to look at that work.
Q. You testified earlier today that you
personally weren't aware of any work that did not
meet the plans and specifications; is that
correct?
A. I am -- I think the question was in
regards to latent, and I wasn't aware of any
latent items on city hall. There are warranty
items that were outstanding which the city was
taking care of. But I wasn't aware of any latent
items.
Q. When did you first learn that the roof
at city hall leaked?
A. Well, it was leaking on the punch list
and so it was on the punch list. It was leaking
prior to that. And so it was on the punch list
to be completed. And then once it was completed,
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job.
Q. Well, what was his responsibility with
respect to closeout?
A. It was a joint effort between all four
of those people putting the closeout package
together and delivering it over to the City of
Meridian.
Q. Can you define for me any individual
responsibility for any of the four individuals
you just named?
A. I cannot, because it was -- occurred
over a period of time. And each of those four
people participated in putting those documents
together.
Q. How do you know that the leak
identified in the punch list was ever repaired
successfully?
A. I'd have to go to the project files
and look at the punch list to see if that was
signed off.
Q. Well, if the roof continued to leak in
every major weather event following the, quote,
sign off on the punch list -A. Then it would be --
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Q. Would it be your opinion that the
punch list was successfully completed?
A. It depends on where this leak occurred
compared to the punch list as to those leaks that
needed to be corrected. Roof leaks are something
that are ongoing problems and why there's a
warranty on the job for leaks.
Q. Did you ever personally conduct any
investigation as to the number and location of
leaks in the City of Meridian roof?
A. I did not.
Q. Did you assign someone to that task?
A. Well, it would have occurred during
the punch list.
Q. That wasn't my question.
My question is: Did you assign a
Petra employee to the task of determining the
number and location of roof leaks on the City of
Meridian City Hall project?
A. Beyond identifying leaks on the punch
list, I did not.
Q. Do you know what the term
"efflorescence" means?
A. I do now.
Q. Okay. When did you learn of that
Page 850

1

term?
A. Well, you asked me that three months
ago.
Q. I apologize. I didn't mean to ask you
twice.
A. And I thought it was effervescence,
and it's apparently efflorescence.
Q. All right. When did Petra learn that
water features were leaking significant amounts
of water?
A. Can you tell me what you meant by -specifically by "significant amounts."
Q. Oh, how about 5,000 gallons a day?
A. That occurred in the summer of 2009
after we had left the project.
Q. Okay.
A. And we got it secondhand. We didn't
get it from the city directly.
Q. Who did you get it from?
A. I don't recall who told us that.
Q. Okay. Prior to Petra's leaving the
project, did Petra ever conduct any testing to
determine whether or not the water features would
hold water and not leak?
A. I don't know the answer to that
Page 851
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question.
Q. All right. Prior to leaving the
project, did Petra ever require the contractors
responsible for building the water features to
test them to determine whether they would hold
water and not leak?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: I don't know the answer to
that question.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Did you ever learn
about chiller vibrations on the roof of the
Meridian City Hall?
A. I did.
Q. When?
A. It would have been as we were
completing the project in 2008 and turned the
chiller on.
Q. Okay. When did you learn about
chiller noise exclusive of the vibration at the
Meridian City Hall?
A. It was all tied together in the form
of noise. And so it would have been at the same
time.
Q. All right. When did you learn about
HV AC system at the Meridian
complaints that the HVAC
Page 852
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City Hall was blowing cold air all of the time?
A. I've never had anybody tell me that it
was blowing cold air all of the time, until you
told me that in a deposition here three or four
months ago.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in
understanding that after the date of occupancy,
October 15,2008, you personally never had an
occasion to spend any time in any of the office
space in Meridian City Hall?
A. I did have occasion to be in Meridian
City Hall after the occupancy because we were
still holding meetings there.
Q. Okay. And is it your testimony that
at no time during any of those meetings did you
hear of any complaints about the operation or
function of the HV
AC system?
HVAC
HVAC
A. There was concern about the HVAC
system and thermostat control of that. And so
the mechanical contractor was working with the
person with the city that was running the
building to correct those.
Q. At any time since October the 15th,
2008, have you had an occasion to walk around the
exterior of the building?
Page 853
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A. Yes.
Q. How many times?
A. I don't know.
Q. In any ofthose observations, did you
observe any deficiencies in the masonry work that
had been done?
A. I have not.
Q. Did you look carefully?
A. No. We were walking up to the
building for meetings, walking away from the
building, going over there picking up building
permits, those sorts of things.
The two men that were responsible for
the final punch list, which was dealing with the
masonry exterior in the summer of2009, was city
inspector Johnson and our superintendent JC.
Q. Do you know if pursuant to the plan
and specification, that the grout for the
exterior masonry was to be of uniform color?
A. I am not aware of what the documents
say in regard to that. I'd have to refresh my
memory.
Q. All right.
MR. TROUT: Let's go off the record for
five minutes.
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Q. When is it that you contend that Petra
first heard about effervescence, as you stated
it?
A. I don't recall. I'd have to look at
the records to answer that.
Q. Okay. And how is it that you somehow
understand that the water feature is going to be
reconstructed and was going to be reconstructed
under warranty?
A. There was retention held out from the
mason contractor to do, redo that water feature.
Q. What's your estimate ofthe cost of
redoing that water feature?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: I don't have an estimate of
the cost to redo it. But that contractor has
given the city a bond, as well as the city was
holding onto the retention. And he had agreed to
rebuild it.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Did you have personal
conversations with some contractor that said that
was going to occur?
A. I did not, but my staff did. And I
believe that contractor also had conversations
with Keith Watts.
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(Break taken from 2:08 p.m. to 2:11 p.m.)
MR. TROUT: Let's go back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Based upon your role
as the construction manager for this Meridian
City Hall project, when do the warranties start?
A. They start when the owner takes
beneficial use of the building, which in this
case was middle of October, 2008.
Q. Since you first learned of the word
efflorescence, what, if anything, have you or
Petra done to determine the cause of the
efflorescence in the plaza water features at the
city hall, city of Meridian?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: We learned about it in that
last deposition when you mentioned it. And I
haven't done anything.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And so it's your
statement under oath that that is the first that
Petra ever heard about efflorescence at the City
of Meridian plaza; is that correct?
A. No. Prior to that, I thought it was
effervescence, and we were aware it was there.
But also that water feature was going to be
reconstructed under warranty.
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Q. And who is it that you think the
contractor is?
A. I'm going from memory. I believe it's
Alpha Masonry.
Q. And the name of the individual?
A. I can't recall his name.
MR. TROUT: That's all the questions I
have, sir.
MR. WALKER: Thank you. No questions.
(The deposition was concluded at 2: 15 p.m.)

***
(Signature was requested.)
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF
)
) ss.
COUNTY OF _ _ _ _ _--->
I, EUGENE BENNETT, being first duly sworn on my
oath, depose and say:
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition taken the 23rd day of June, 2010,
consisting of pages numbered 734 to 859, inclusive;
that I have read the said deposition and know the
contents thereof; that the questions contained therein
were propounded to me; that the answers to said
questions were given by me, and that the answers as
contained therein (or corrected by me therein) are
true and correct.

16
17
18
19
20
21

Corrections made: Yes

No

EUGENE BENNETT
Subscribed and swom to before me this __
_ _ day
of
,2010, at
, Idaho.
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23

24
25
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3

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at
, Idaho.
My Commission Expires: _ __
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I, Susan L. Sims, Certified Shorthand Reporter
and Notary Public in and for the State ofIdaho, do
hereby certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth and nothing but
the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of the action.
WITNESS my hand and seal this 6th d~of,July,
2010.
.
.~
SUSAN . IMS
CSR and Notary Public in
and for the State ofIdaho.

24

25

My commission expires: October 21,2010
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Document G702™
G702™ - 1992
<I>lVE>31
<II

Application and Certificate for Payment

3.lVLS-l1V
~

TO OWNER:

City of Meridian

PROJECT:

001

APPLICATION NO:
TO:
PERIOD TO;

11/27/2006

Meridian, ID 83642

CONTRACT FOR:

General Construction

PROJECT NO:

06-0675

FROM

VIA

CONTRACTOR:

Meridian City Hall

33 East Idaho Street

PETRA, Incorporated
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive
Boise, 10 83709

ARCHITECT:

Steve Simmons
Lombard - Conrad
1221 Sharline Drive
Boise, ID 83702

CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT

Contracto(s knowledge, information
The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractofs

Application is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with the Contract.

and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance

Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached

with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for

1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM

$

which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and

2. Net Change by Change Orders

$1,337,776.30
$1,337,776.30
$ 308,649.08

that current payment sh
~llIherin is now due.

3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une
(Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)

5. RETAINAGE

CONTRACT'
CONTRA~£
By:
By:

~'£"'A
---,,,.~e:;.._

Date:

/1 . . 28-dP
;1.

State of: Idaho

a. 5% of Completed Work

County of: Ada

$ 11,547.82
$11,547.82

(Column D + E on G703)
(ColumnD+EonG703)

Subscribed and swom to before

b. _ _% of Stored Material

me this day of

(Column F + E on G703)

November 28,

Notary Public: Debbie Gorski

$

Total Retainage (Lines 5a + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)

11,547.82

My Commission expires: July 5, 2012

ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT

6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE

$ 297,101.26

(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)

In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge

7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certificate)

I .297,f0f26]
297,101.261

8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE

$1,029,127.22

9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Line 6)

indicated, the quality of the Work is in
Information and belief, the Work has progressed as indicated.
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
CERTtFIED
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial
tnitial all figures on this

CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month

ADDITIONS

DEDUCTIONS

Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _______________________________________________________________
__
By:
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor

NET CHANGES by Change Order

named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
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APPlICAnON
APPlICA nON #:

City of Meridian

Meridian City Hall
I
T
E
E
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DESCRIPTIONjOFWORK
OF WORK

ro~,~
DeiaD Attache

PETRA INCORPORATED.• Construction Manaaement
Mana~ment
~
Contract AUowed
ADowed Reimbursables
Detail Attache Petraline.
Inc.
COnt¥aet

DotaIJ
DetalJ Attache
AHache Phase'1

Abatement & Demolition
Demolition
Demofilion & Abatement

Detail
Alladlad Ideal Demolition
DelaW Allached
Demolilion Service
Detail Allached
Attached 1'1·2
P1·2

G
~

FF

Owner's
Budget

VARIANCE

574.000.00
279.812.00
~~.812:00

574,OOQ.OO
574000.00
279.812.1
279
812.00

574.000.00
574.000.~
279:812.00
279.812.00

390.800.00

426356.30

426.356.30

DetaU Attache 0

IDetail
Detail AtlaChe(
AIleche I'
DelailAUach Q
R
Detail AUach
Detail Attached S
Detan
Detail At
Detan
Atl~"~ T

Detail Attache U
Attache( V
'Detailil Attach~
Detailil Attach
Attache<
.. W
DetanilAttachec
Attadlad X
De1ail Attache Y
Detail Attache AA
'Detail,I AttachOdJAB
Attache< AB
Delait AttachOdJAc
Detail
Attache< AC
Detail Attache AD
Detail Attache< AE
IDelan
AttachedlAF
~Oetail Attached
AF
Delail Attache
IDelail
AUachediAG
AG
:nM::hIAttAt'::hAriIAH
DetailAtt-..o AH
oetaiiAttaelle< AI
Detail AttachedAJ
Delail Attache
AttachediAK
Detail
AK
Jotail Attache~AL
Detail
Attache AL
:>etaW Allached AM
DetailAUadledAM
Detan AttachedAN
)alail AUached
AO
Detail
AttachedAO
leiiiilAttachediAP
Detail
Attadle AP
Detail
Attac"," AD
Jei"iIAttac~Aa
Detail AUached
Detail
Attached AS
Detail Alta
AT
DetaitAtta·....
AT - - - - - ---Detail Attache AU
Delall Altache
,Detail
Attache AV
Delail Attache<
Detail
Attach AW
Detail
Detan Attached
Attst'!h. AX
OetailAUach
DetailAUachedAY
AY
Detail
Attac
AZ
n.t.;IAtt.~AZ
Datait AUachlidiBA
Detail
Attach BA
Del<lilAltac
BB
Detail iAttac:i1e< Be
Detail Attache Conlinoenov

--~

~

I

Totals

I

fROM PREVIOUS
~ROM

THlS
THIS PERIOD

57._.00
57400.00 1
7.001.68 i
7,001.68

230.956.30
230.856.30

230.958.30
230.858.30

,"

ITOTAL
TOTAL CONTRACT AMOUNT:

_
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•

1

:I

:f

--1--- . 1 : 1

:I

F=:!

--:-r----.

:I

:I

%

I ~~~:!

7l

:1

BALANCE
TO FINISH

RETENTION

5%

.

;-T

• 1

• 1
• 1

~

• 1

r--

• 1

• 1

-

25.830.00
1270442.00

I

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
10%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
T 0%
u~
0%
0%
0%
1 0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0IU.

--'--

.
1,280,168.30

1.280,168.30
'.2BO. 1§!1.~

::357.98 1
295,357.88

295.357.98

57.608.00
1,337.776.30
1337776.30

57.607.57
1,337.776.30
1,337776.30

13,291.11
13.291.11/
308.649.08
309,848.06

13291.11
13.291.111
30&.649.08
309849.09

CflyH"'703.C~,shW
CflyH"'703.C~,shW

1112112001.
"12112001. 3:J7 PM

CONTRACTOR

516.600.00
516600.00
272.810;
272810.33

M
M

I

PAYMENT
PAYMEIIIT
AMOUNT

IPETRA
I"",,_ed
PETRA Incc-ed
lPetralnc.Petralno.

57.400.00
57,400.00
7.001.68
7001.68

·.ii,>,',"<

P'iUi">'11:>·:tr~'·J·r~
~':' ;';'<:-jihil..
iY,"}>:
11.547.82
IdGalllfmolltiOii·selVlCe·//) _
11,547.82 ideallltlnOllllOii'6&rVlce
Ip1'2'i "'''''','i'.',' .,i'" •• ,,"
11'1
P1-a;:,'x.</;;.t'i\·;n·
~ 'l",'
~.'..
P1

195.400.00
185.400.00

•
219.408.491
219,408.48

• I
J

-

-

I

J
K

L

M

• 1

N

• 10
0

=l

:1:1-:+=:1:;

.
• 1
. 1

54%
0%
00.4
0%

: I ~:I

-

• 1

T

L

'-

-

...:..

".5%

Total
To Con.'rucIiOll Manaa.mant Fee

K
K

NET

57.400.00 1 10%
10%1
7.00UIBT3%!
3%
7.001.68

-

1,244612.00

C()n.tr~cCkm Manaaement,., •

Rl!e3ppage
Rl!e3flpage

I
TOTAL
COMPLETED
AND STORED
TO
OATE
TOCATE

0%

0.00
~.OO
0.00
0.00
0:00
0.00
0:00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 I
- 0.001
0.00
. 0.00
0.00
0.00
0:00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 1
- 0.00 I
0.00
0.00
0.00
0:00
0.00 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
~I-.
0.00
0:00
0.00
0:00
0.00
0.00
00

Attachec I
De1ail., Attached
Detail Attache J
Detail Attache<
AUach
K
Detan AUache L
lDetan
AttachedlM
Deta" AttacNl
M
Detail Attache N

I

IHi
WORK COMPLETE

ADD' K".A.TI('\I\l l
APPLICATION

Column

1---_

Detail AttaQhe Phase.#2
#2
Detail AUlch&c' 1'2.1
Detail Attache 1'2·2
Detail Attache 1'2·3

...,.75
...,.;75

-JJ

0.00
0.00

Detail
Detail A.\tarh_
,,\ta~ 1'1·3
P1·3

Meridian City
Cit)' han
hall

PRoJECTNQ

E
E

Currenl
Current
COnlfOcted
ValUl!
Value

Original
Contracted
Contracled
Value

11127/2008
1112712008

PROJECT NAMe.
NAME.

Meridian, to 83642
Meridian.

eB

1112712\
11/2712\

peRIOOTQ:

33 ent IdJmo Street

APPLICATION fOR. PAYMENT

AA

00'

APPLICATION DATE

005359

Document G7r--" • 1992

PETR'A INCORPor"TED
INCORPor·'TED
Main Cover Shee

I'

Q
R
S
T
U

V

IW
W
X
Y

AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
At
AJ
AK
AL
(M
AM
AN
AO
AI'
AQ
AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
..j....j!IY

.

I

23%1

IAV

-+--

!'2.
BA
BB
BC
Icontingency
ConlinoenCY

---884.810.33
~

23%
23%

-

44
318.46
6
44.318.4
1.029.12&.79
1028126.79

.

-

11,547.82
Total
1.547:8ITf"t"l

283.810.11
283810.17

11,547.82
11547.62

297.101.28 '
297,101.26

1

13.291.11·
13281.11

Pag.1or1
Pag.'or,
flleCityH.tt O,awI011,Of.ltls
O,awI0111Of.ltls
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APPLICATION #:

001
11/27/2006

APPLICATION DATE:

PETRA Incorporated

City of
01 Meridian
Cily

APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT

33 East Idaho Street

Meridian City Hail
Hall

Meridian, 1083642

A
I
T
E
M

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

PERIOD TO:
PROJECT NAME:
PROJECT NO:
G
I
WORK COMPLETED

C

0

E

F

SCHEDULED
VALUE

ORIGINAL
VALUE

CHANGE
ORDERS

FROM PREVIOUS
APPLICATION

B

H
TOTAL
COMPLETED
AND STORED
TO DATE

THIS PERIOD

Construction Manaaement Fee
DevelOl>menl Strateoies
Strategies Phase
DevelOOmenl
Site Preparation Phase
PreHminary Oesiah
Oesigh Phese
Phase
PreUminary
ConstructiOn Documents Phase
ConstnJetiOn
Bidding Phase
Construction Phase
Total General Conditions

28,700.00
28,700,00
28,700,00
28,700.00
28.700,00
28,700.00
114.800,00
114,800.00
28,700,00
28,700.00
344,400,00
344,400.00
~~

r~' I=,,~,,r=L,~,,!

28,700.00
28,700,00
28,700.00
28,700.00
114,800,00
114,800.00
28,700,00
28,700.00
344,400,00
344,400.00

CONTRAcT AMOUNT:
'TOTAL CONTRAcTAMOUNT:

..

574,000,00
~574,~,OO
S

$

574,000.00 S
$

28,100.00
14,350.00
14,350.00

.

$

S
S

I. I. I. I. I
1$

574,000.00 I, $ 574,000.00 I $

28,700.00
28.700.00
14.350,00
14.350.00
14,350.00

. ,, $

•

I$

57,400.00

$

57,400,00

005360

,,-

11/2112006
1112112006
Meridian
Mertdlan CKy hall
06·0675

%
0%
0%
100%
50%
50%
0%
0%
0%
10% $S

I

J

K

BALANCE
BALANCe
TO FINISH

RETENTION
0%

I

L
NET
PAYMENT
AMOUNT

SUB
CONTRACTOR
Inoorporated
PETRA Incorporated

$S
$S
$S
$S
S
S
S
S
$S
$S
$S

14,350,00
14,350.00
14.350,00
14.350.00
114,800,00
114,800.00
28,700,00
344,400.00
616600,00
516600.00 S
S

!

28,700,00
14,350.00
14,350.00

.

,

57.400,00
57,400.00 i

:1--1111
:I
J i l l - I~ II

57,400.00 I, $

57,400.00 ,
57,400.00'

10%1 $

10%1

516,600,00 I, $

1I $

.!

57,400.00]

CITY HALL PROJECT
APPROVED FOR PAYMENT
PO"
0
0055

J-

Contract ,._ _ _ _ _ _ __

~.~:
i.i:;r~: 12-'1-ob
12-'1-ob
~.:
~.:
~~~/d-(,·~6
~~~/d-(··~6

Worksheet.
WOrksheet. PETRA eM

1112812006.112:18 PM
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AlA Document A201/CMa'" -1992
General Conditions of the Contract for Construction
where·the
where the Construction Manager is NOTa
NOT a Constructor
for the following PROJECT:
(Name and location or address):
New Meridian City Hall
33.East
Avell\le
33
East Broadway Aveffile
Meridian, Idaho 83642

ADDInONS AND DELETIONS:
The author of this document has

added information needed for its
completion. The author may also
have revised the text of the original
AlA standard form. An Additions and
Deletions Report that notes added
information as well as revisions to
the standard form text is
Is available
from tha author and should be
reviewed. A vertical line in the left
margin of this document indicates
where the author has added
necessary information and where
the author has added to or deleted
from the original AlA text.

THE OWNER:
(Name and address):
CITY OFMERlDIAN
OF MERIDIAN
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, Idaho 83642-2300
THE ARCHITECT;
(Name i:mdai:ldress):
andaddress):
(IVame
.LCA
ARCHITECTS,P.A.
LCAARCHlTECTS,P.A.
122]·
1221· Shoreline Lane

Boise, Idaho 83702

This document has important legal
consequences. Consultation with an
attorney Is encouraged with respect
to its completion or modification.
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.
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4.6.12.

\.

fQrThose
fQlThose

3.12.6.
3.12.8,
3.12.9.
3.1.6.1.3.18,
4.6.6,4.6.7.

Inlt.

4.6.4,4.6;6,5.2,6.2.1,
4.6.4.4.6;6.5.2,6.2.1.
6.2.2,7.1.2,7.2.1,7.3.4,
6.2.2,7.1.2,7.2.1.7.3.4.
7.3.6.7.3.9.8.301,9.2.1.
7.3.6,7.3.9,8.301,9.2.1,
9.3.1,9.4.1,9.4.2,9.4.3,
9.3.1,9.4.1.9.4.2,9.4.3,
9.7.1,9;8.2,9.901,
9.7.1,9.8.2.9.9.1,
9.10.1,9.10.2,
9.10.1.9.10.2, 9,103,
9,103.
10.1.1,10.1;2;
10.1.5,
10.1.1,10.1;2,10.1.5,
10.2.6,11.3.7,12.1,
10.2.6.11.3.7.12.1. 13.5.1,
13.5.2,
13.S.2. 13.5.3,
13.5.3. 13.5.4
13.S.4
Contractor's
Conn'actor's
Representations

4.6.19,5.2,
4.6.19,5.2.
6.2.2, 7.3.4,
9.2, 9.3.1,
9.8.2,
9.10.3,10.1.2,
9.10.3.10.1.2,
10.1.5,
10.2.6,
11.3.7, 12.1,
13.5
1.1.2, 3.2.1,
3.2.1.
3.2.2,3.3.1,
3.2.2,3.3.1.
3.3.3,3.5.1
3.3.3,3.5.1.,
3.7.3,3.7.4,
3.10.1,
3.10.1.
3.10.2,
3.103,
3.11.1,
3.12.5,
3.12.5.
3,12.6,
3.12.6.
3.12.8,
3.12.8•
3.12.9,
3.12.11,
3.12.11.
3.13.2,
3.14.2,
3.15.2,
3.15.2.
3.16.1,
3.17.1.
3.17.1,
3.18.1,
3.18.1.
3.18.3.4.6.3,
3.18.3.4.6.3.

Contractor's Submittals

3.3.2,3.18,
4.6.6, 10
1.2.2,3.2,
3.7.3
9.7
14.1
1.4.1
3.10,3.11,
3.10,3.11.
3.12,4.6.12,
3.12.4.6.12.
5.2.1. S.2.3.
5.2.1.5.2.3,
7.3,6.9.2,
7.3,6,9.2.
9.3.1, 9.8.2,
9.3.1.
9.8.2.
9.9.1,9.10.2,
9.9.1.9.10.2.
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,;~!.
9.10.3.
9.10.3,
10.1.2, 11.4.2
3.9,10.2.6
3.9.10.2.6

..
. '::....''

':(' "

1.2.4.3.3.
3.4,4.6.6,
8.2.2,8.2.3,
8.2.2.8.2.3.
JO
10
11,1,1.7.
11.1,1.7,

. '.' ~tractual
~tl'llCtualUabiUty
UabiUty

':(':i . . '\Ei~kNnJ~~;
'\Ei~k;r'J~~;
....
'"

, .

~..

·Co·,~.,J::1.';':,·!,;f"T"':"::·:"··
.
·~.·J:J..':':',·),;f"T"':"::·:"···
....,~uu
"UJA,
:·.,~·"3.3.2.4,
~uu ""'..,
:'.,~'"3.3,2.4,
.
•

~;}~ ..~.~." ':.
••

0'

':.'

.

'", .r:~
.~':~..~~::.
::'

.',

;,i: ", ~·.;3.2.1t
~·.~3.2.1t 4~6.1t
4~6.1,
;'i:

9.8.2, 9;9.1.
9.9.1,
.. 9.8.2.
12.:] ,2, 12.2.
12.2,
1f..J

;·:;:4~:/3
..~~!;
~~!; D¢fi~j.~ pfi:' ::.... ;.:;::;J~:/3

',):4,
',);4, 3.2.],
· 3.7.4.3.8.2,
.',':-'.:-'.
~flS.2.t 4.7.6,
~flS.2.t4.7.6.
· 4;7.7.4.7.8.1,
4~7.7, 4.7.8.1,
..
5.2.3, 6.1.1,
6.1.1.
. .'' 5.2.3.
6.3.1,
.. 6.2.3, 6.3.1.
7.3.3.3,7.3.6,
7.3.3.3,7.3.6.
....
. .... ..7.3;7,9.7.
.. 7.3,7, 9.7,
9.8.2,.~.~0,~,
.' 9.8.2•.
~.~0,~.
11.3 1:2 ··if.3.
11.31':211'.3.

~p!lts

.",':',
".,', .

95.':"'5.':""-

,',::, ...
...... ::.",::"

.' ...... .
....

.

"
",

12.2.1,
l~:M;,.
t~:~;
..

. . ':.'~. '.
''.
' ,

.:ciIttiog~~
Pa~
:cilttiog~~pa~

Dii~~
toC9ns~~f
Dii~~toC9ns~~f

".,>.

Owner or other .... ,::,:. ,
OwnetOI'Othet
Contractors"" .

eontraetors,·.•.
.< .
DatnaF
to-.:.":,'
!be Work
-,' :",
::
-c'
:-",-'.:.-:."

,,',
",',

.;
'. i
.; ~ ":

Damagc:i;S, daims.
daims.foT
Dalllllges,
fOT

Dainages for J)elay
Delay
Damages
InQ.

U;'tti3;4,
L(tti3;4".

1
i~i9;12.1 .•
li~i9';'t2.t

· J2:2:S~:I3.S.
J2:2:S~:13.S.

'li('::"\'·
'14'.':.:",'· '.
3~ii"'6.2.6
--,,;.,
.. ;.,

·,,3.;1.iU.
6.2.4.
'''3.;1,4.2, 6.24.
9.5.1.5,
9.5.1.5.
102.1.2,
10.2.1.2.
10.2.5. 1Q.3.
1Q.3,
10.25.
0.1,11.3•
11.1.11.3•
12.2.5
12.25
3.14.2,9.9.1.
3.14.2,9.9.1,
10.21.2.,
10.21.2,
10.2.5, 10.3.
10.2.5.
10;~,
11.3
3.18.4.6.9,
3,18.4.6.9.
6.1.1, 6.2.5,
6.l.l.6.2.5.
8.3.:2, 9.5.1.2,
8.3.2,
10.1.4
6.1 ;),8.3.3,
J, 8.3.3,

Date·of
Date of Commenc:ement of
the
the: Wprk,
Wprk, Definition of
of Substantial
Date ofSubstantial
Completion, DeflnitioJl of
Completion,.DeflnitioJl
Day, DefinitiQn of
Day.
,Decisions
of the Architect
Decisions ofthe

9.5.U.9.7
9.S.U.9.7
8.1.2

8.1.3
8.1.4
4,6,
4.6. 4.7. 6.3,
6.3.
8.1 ;3,8.3.1.
8.1;3,8.3.1.

9.2.9.4,
9.2.904•

Decisiollll ofthe
of the
Construction
CoIIlItruetion Manager
1>fldsiOIlS
~ons to Withhold
Cel'tIfk;ltio-.
CertIfkatio-.

9.5.1,9.8.2,
9.S.I.9.8.2.
9.9.1. 10.1.2,
135.2,
13.5.2.
14.2.2,14.2.4
14.2.2.
]4.2.4
4.3.7.3.6.
4.3.7.3.6,
7.3.7,7.3.8.
7.3.7.7.3.8.
9.3.1,9.4.1.
9.3.1.9.4.1.
9.4,3.
9.4.3, 9.S.I
9.S.1
9,S.9.7,
9,S.9,7,
14.1.1.3

Defective or
Work,
Nonconfonning Work.
AcccpWlce,
Acc!lp@l<;e•
RejeCtion and Correction of 2.3.2.4,
35.1, 4.6.1.
35.1.4.6.1.
4.6.10.4.7.5,
4.6.10.4.7.5.
9.5; 9.8;2,
9.9.1, 10.2.5,
9.9.1.
10.2.5•
12.13.7.1.3
Defective Work. i>efinition
i:>efinition 3.5.1
of
1.1,2.1.1,
Definitions
1.1.2.1.1,
3.1,3.5.1,
3.1.3.:>.1,
3.12.1,
3.12.1.
3.12.2,
3.12.3.4.1.1,
3.12.3.4.1.1.
4.21.4.7.1,
5.1,6.1.1,
S.l.6.1.1,
7.2.1.7.3.1 •
7.2.1.7.3.1.
73.6-.8.1,
7.3.6,8.1.
9.1.9.8.1
4.7.1,4.7.8.1.
DeIlJys
Delays aDd Ext_oIlS
ExteusJons of 4.7.1.4.7.8.1.
4.7,8.2, 6.1.1.
Time
4.7.8.2,
6.2.3.7.2.1,
6.2.3.
7.2.l,
7.3.1.3.7.3.4,
7.3.1.3.7.3.4.
1.3.5,7.3.8,
1.3.5.7.3.8.
7.3.9,8.1.],
7.3.9,8.1.1,
8.3,.10.3.1,
8.3.10.3.1.
14.1.1.4
14.1.1A
4.7;4~8, 4.9,
Disputes
4.7;4~8.
6.2:5.6.3,•
6.2:5.6.3
7.3.8.9.3.1.2
DocUlJI$Jts
SlImpJes lit
3.11
DocUttl$Jl$ and Samples
at 1.11
the Site
Dra~gs, Definition of
1.1.5
Dra~gs.
Drllwingsand
Dl'awiil!$and
Specifications. Use and
QW~hipof
OWnerlIhip
of
L1.1,I.3.
1,1.1.1.3.
7
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. < view Contract

11.3.1.1;
113.5, 11.3.7

FIre and Extended
Plre
Bxtended

2.2.5.3.It,
2.2.5,3.11,
5.3
3.2

. andFJeld

COvel'qe
Coverage Insurance
GENERAL

1

PRovIsIONS
PROvIsIONS
Govemlng
cLaw
Go-vemlng .Law

13.1

'GuaranteeS (See Warranty
.GuaranteeS
and
WarrlIJltie$)
andWll1'I'lIJltie$)
Hazaidous
Materials
~Matetials
Idelltit~ of COntract
ldel\tif~
Documents
Identification of
Subcontractors and
Suppliera
Suppliers
lDdemnlfkation
lDdemnlfkatl0.8

Iulonnation and Servkes
Iulormation
or the Owner
Rl!CJuired of

b\Jury or Damage to
1l\JIJI'Y
Person or Property
Inspections

Instructions 10 Bidders
Insttuetions
Instructions 10 the
Contractor
ContraclOr

Insurance

.fusuFlUlee, BoBer
Boller and
.fusuFAnee,

10.1, 10.2.4
1.2.1
5.2.1
3.17.3.18,
3.17.3.18.
9.10.2,
9.10.2.
10.1.4,
11.3.1.2,
11.3.1.2.
11.3.7
2.1.2,2.2,
2.1.2.2.2.
4.7.4, 6.2.6,
9.3.2,9.6.1,
9.3.2.9.6.1,
9.6.4,9.8.3,
9.6.4.9.8.3.
9.9.2,9.10.3.
9.9.2.9.10.3.
11.2,
10.1.4, 11.2.
11.3, 13.5.1,
13.5.2
4.71)
4.7.9

3.3.4.
3.3.3, 3.3.4,
3.7.1.4.6.5,
4;6.6,4.6.16,
4.6.6.4.6.16.
4.7.6,9.4.3,
4.7.6.9.4.3,
9.8.2.9.9.2.
9.8.2.9.9.2,
9.10.1,
9.10.1.
12.1.1, 13.5
1.1.1
I.U
3.8.1,4.6.13,
3.8.1,4.6.13.
5.2.1,7. 12.1.
5.2.1,7,
12.1,
13.5.2
4.7.9,6.1.1.
4.7.9,6.1.1,
7.3.6.4,9.3.2,
7.3.6.4.9.3.2,
9.8,2,9.9.1.
9.8;2,9.9.1,
9.10.2,11
9.10.2.11
11.3.2

Madainery
Machinery
11.1.
lasu1'IUlCe, Contractors .' 11.J.
Insul'llilee,
UaWHty
UsWUty
Insurance, llffective
Ill$utance.
Jiffective Date
of
IDSIIl'8n~ tOilS
toss of Use
11ISlIl'lIn~
lDsu,.nce, Owners
owners
., lDsu,.uce,
Uab,llity
lJab,Uity
Il!$Iraoee, Property
Il$Iraoee,
Insurance.
Insuran<», Stored Materials

4.6.1.4.6.16,
4.7;2, 4.7.5,
9.14». 11.1.2.
11.1.2,
11.1.3.
1t.3.5,
11.3.5.
12.3.1,13.7
2.2.1

'.1.,

Financial Arrangements.
Owner's
1nIt.

_.__...__

INSURANCE AND
BONDS

J1.3.1.13
11.3.1.13
8.2.2, 11.1.2
1l.t.2
8.2.2.
11.3.3
U.3.3
11.2,
11.3.1.3
11..2. 113.1.3

10.2.5,
1.0.2.5, 11.3
9.3.2,
11.3.1.4
11
U
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9.9.l.Il.3.1l
9.9.1.
Il.3.! I
11.3.10
1l.3.10

1.2.3, 3.12A.
3.12A,
1.2.3.
4.6.10,
4.6.10.
4.6.12,
4.6.12.

;]()ft>1Ji.~;,
;](';'ft>1Ji.~;,.• -,j;
~;

~;

:,:.;.r.
.;.r.

~.~.,

,....".,:

..

......:..
""":"

-_:.~:',:,
',:,~:','-'

"..,-.:> . ..-.:'

4.7.1.5.1.
4.7.1,5.1.
. .,().1.2,8.l.4
.:;().1.2.8.J.4
., ,jf.6.18.

:.,/.:
.- ,,/.,' :>..\
:>,,\

'~n¥rP~~
W~lti~.:
'~n¥rP~~W~lti~.:

1,
1·

ofTlme,
Limitations ofTIme,
General
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.·~·;8.2, 3.12.2,
. ':)'-';3';8.2,
3.12.2.
'-.. 3.12.3,

..,U2.7.
. "U2.7,

,::~:12.l1, 3.13.
3.13,
.::~:12.l1,

, .>
,>

., '3.15.1.
- --3.15.1.

6.2.1,
4.6.12, 6.2.1.
7.3.6,9.3.2,
7.3.6.9.3.2.
" : 9.3.3.
9.3.3, 12.2.4,
. .14.1.2" ;,;_

":. '. :. ·f

14;~:l,14;2.2
14;~a,14;2.2

..

8)3.:l'{.:.) .,
1;:3~ 3:6', 3.7,
3.13,4.1.1,
3.13,4.1.1•
.,f~?I~i;4.?,7,
f~?I?i;4.?,7•
,,9;l(
' ..9;J( 1-Q.,2.2,
l-Q•.2.2,
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~ ::;.~ i. ~ ••..
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Limitations of Time,
Specific

)i~l;l1.3.
Ji~l;l1.3,
13j, 13.4.1.13.4.1'-

':.

Lieris'
';'

'.

I

\. ~.
'.\.

' ...
'.

:',
.. :'.

~tatlon oj.:', :"':.
:--',-,
~tatiollOj.:;,
COmoIldatiOn:Qr,JqliDler
ComoJldlltlOn:Qr,Jqliiller
limitations,
Liml~tiolis, S1atutes of

...•..

..'. '.,-' '::-', ii.~~~',cii
ii.~~i>#s.'·ii
~rity
.
.
.
': ' ; .

I,.imitatiOilS
Uabilily
Limitations of Liability

Inlt.

. : ..13.5.1.
::'13.5.1.
,i3,S.2, 13.6
: . ·13,5.2,
:.-:_ .:2.1;2,
,:2.1;2, 4.7.2,
4.7.2.
4.7.S,I,8.2~
., 4.7.5,1,8.2~
9.3.3, 9.10,2
9.10.2
4.9.5
u.s
4.9A.2,
4,9A.2,
12.2.6, 13.7
12.2.6,13.7
3.3.1;4.6;12,
4.6.17,5.2.2,
4.6.17,5.2.2.
5.2.4,7.4.
11.3.10
2.3,3.2.1,
2.3,3.2.1.
3.5.1,3.7.3,
3.5.1,3.7.3.
3.n8,
3.IU.
3,12.11,3.17,
3,12.11,3.17.

3.18; 4.6.10,
4;6J2,
4.6.19,6.2.2.
4.6.19.6.2.2,
9A.3,9.6A.
9A.3.9.6A.
9.10.4,
10.1.4.
10.2.$.
1],1.2,
11,1.2,
11.2.1,
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1 GENERAL PROVISIONS
DEFINITIONS

DOCUMENTS
Doc:uments COD$ist of tho A,greement between Owner and ContractsJr (hereinafter the Agreement).
Contract (Oeneml. Supplementary and other COnditions), DrlIwinss. SpeI;ificatioJis, addenda
___ to execution
execution of the ConfJaCt,
ConfJact, other documents .listed
the AgR:ement and ModificatioJ!S
ModificatioJlS issued after
. .. . .... .,.,.".!~
~ ,prior
listed in !he
~:}?;': .;. ·'i'.· :<".\.:, ;';:;.~~~On oftheConIraCt. A Modification is (1) a written .amendment
.anteDlIrtJent to the CQmractsigaed
C<intnlct sigaed by both parties.
parties, (2) a
:: ".'i:.'.
. ....:. ··:;·~e Order; (3) a Cons!J,'UCdoItOulnge
~ge in the W"rk
Co.IlS~lCmillt Clange Dkectlve
Dkectl.Ve or (4) a written ordel'for
order for a minor change
Work issued by
.
Coniract Documems
Documeills do not iIiclude
oth(lJ"
,:'';'','' . ".'.: ..:.~.~~. Unless s~~iiica1l)' en1UIJtj'lIted
in the Agi'eement,
A~t, tl!Q
the Conimct
include oth(lr
.,. ..... '" ~ ;0; .. i)l9!l.uments ..as b~
.-equirements
.-eqtuirl~DII'*Itsi (advertiaement
(1l<IYelrtia~m·t or invillltion
iilviiation to bid, Instructions to Bidders, sample f€inns,
fonns,
'Kj·;'" .:
"'~iCon
. bid
·ons of
ofad<f.enda
reqwrements).
ad<Ienda relaling
relating to
to bidding ·requirements).
r.llIIlTII!,1l/'!T

1~;\'i\:'. \"~\~,.~.~.'.:~"'
:\';
~ ":: .:-:

;.:~;

·:§.Y:

.. ,-

......""""""'''''''''''''"''"'_ _"''''''''_
Contract for Construction. The Contract represents the eIllire and integrated

" .,,~~~ and ~es pni)r
ne;odatjo~t representations or agreements,
!rti!~:bereto
prior ne~tiations,
agreements. either written

\~ 1..:,.

: O J : n c ! e d or modified (lnly
(.lnly by a Modification. The Contraet Documents shall not be
reiatiollllbipof
tho Alchiteet
Alchitect and
Contractor. (2) between tho
relationship
of any kind (J) betweeD
betweeD!he
IIndCo~tor,
the
between tbe
tbe Architect
Architect and
and Construction
Manager, (4) between the Owner
Owner
. •','!,90'}:
tor, (3) betw(S')~~
cons~cd':~I.~nhager!he,(40)bet'weendthe
oon_me
or (5) between
other tthan
and
. .
ftIICtor or·
""tWeen any persOns
pemms or entities .,..",r
an the Owner
\'mer an
Arebitect shall, however, be entitled to performance and enforcement
enforcemenl of
<;~·T"M'2·
Manager and Architect
JP,'W~
IJ!ltentJeQ to facilitate perfonnance
O~Ij'4t{i:ins.~. '.
·~.iJ)t:endedto
performance of their duties.

.:i@i

...

:~4~;~',,,lio~K~(liX:/:!

,l:'!iK:

.:~ terlji i'W~~~~:~~~truction
wservices
"W~~P.leall~:~I§.~i»i8InK:tion and
services required, implied, or reasonably inferable from the COntraCt
ContraCt
:.p'Oc. :. .

.. .er..~mi?,~ted or partially completed, and illf;lu\les
includes all olber labpr,materials,
labor, materials, equipmellt
equipmenl and

'~ery.:;

:ot:Jrp-J'1,~;Plrp~!!Jed
Con~ to fulfill the Conll'actor's
Contractor's obligations. The Work may
1;#;,r#Ji~;p~1!ilJed by the Coli~
providing such supplementary or miscellaneous
.,.h )jt>t.\l nart't)f:lhe
!'~LP,rthe Project. The Work
W~rk includes providing.such
the extent reqUired
required by, or reasonably inferable
Documents
" . )I~:~nses to theex.tent
Inferable from, the Contract Documents
necessary for a sound,
so~nd, secure, complete and functional installation. Further.
.9g~m,iWt!01Cntal to or neccssary
and S<irvices necessary 10
to complete
complete·its
WOrk in accordance with all
. '. ;·.lr~.llll\terials, equipment andSfirvices
its Work

:~~~i

a .' ..

,lIe':, .

.). ....

·*PpJic:~!iI~:la,wll,
jn!lluq~g.b1!iildiJ~g
·~~i~,~. :Je,:laWll, .in~~~.8',~~Jdlng

•

(.. ,

tile:."

rehited COClereqwrements.
COde requirements.
rehired

C';:'~:::" .xWi~~~·p,;>\'{J:~(~~:~~~tWhidl

..::::;:',':;.... . .

~y

11 c()nsl~~~~lwhLi:h the
t'he Work
Work performed
performed under
under the
the Contract
Contract Documents
Documents may be.
be the
the whole
whole
".iru:jucllC,otmstn.
I\Ctlon by ot~ COntractors and by the Owner's own forcos
forces including
.incjudC'ClOl1itnICtiofI
Includmg persons
. CCiliitracts IlOt.adnilnisten:d
not administered by the Coll$tFuclion
CoOlllrUCliQn Manager•
Manager.

". or apart

o(,~tje

.::i{·,:r.:, .~·>l:;.~~·i~·~~;~~

,::;·.L:~i~:(.; ;',:. :

t~~lpbiic,~~\(!ic1tOri:a1 porti?DS
portions of the
the Contract Documents,
..:~ Dr~vt~. ¥re tbi~pbic,~).ictOriaI
DocUl'llC?ts, wherever
w~ver located and
~cl whenever
when~ver

'. ; .',:.:.:. ., . .

'J~~~i ~wltlg~e 1JIlIiI1¥1J.
ae.&igll.:}ocalion
,1"''1111(10 and dimeJlSions
dimeOlllODS ofthe
of tbe

'~'1S,·.sChedu1es

a:nd·ai' ','.

Work,geQeraJlymcluding
Work, geQerallyincludiiJg plaIJS, elevations.
eJevat1011s, sections,

':-::':'.J:.~:.
§§1.1ie.
1.1;0. THE SPEC~Fdrr.1c
SPECI.~:~·:;:/·:
.

'. ,TheSpecift·
.,TheSPef?~
. )qui~:
c,9wpment/.

consisting of the written requirements
requirementS for materials,
~rti~n of the Contract Documents c:oosisting

." ... SYlitems,
services.•
systemS, standards and workmanship for the Work, and perfonnance
perfonnsnce of related 8el'Vij:6S

:. ·::··§~:1.7THE:ii~~UAL
·/·§~:1.7THEi~~UAL

.

'the
'th~ ~ Malllllll.
MapuaJ is
~d1evol_
me vol_ ~ual1y
~uallyasselnbled
assembled for the Wodc
Work which may include the biddingrequiranltnts.
bidding requirements.

.~J<l
~~itiqns of the Contract
and Specifications.
~J~ ~~J
~OJm$J ~~itiqns.of
COIItraetW

···.:'it;~~~~tiij;~:'
···.:'it;~~~~~ij;~t

.
. ..
. .'in .
' .WOrd
'. . . . ....•.
.'., ...'. umijJ.~~y
linlited incontext,the
context,
UriJ~J.~~y linJited
wow "furnish" and any derivatives t~ shall mean to deliver the

;

i·I.,!',j .

the

. .~e'4 {i'\tAii$,~ma~als
AifuS. ~ma~als Qr
~r equipment (audall
(and all nec~sary·appurteriances
nec~saryappwtenancesto
to. the extentreqwred
extent required by.
by, or reasonably
tbe Coniract DocumentS
locQtion.
inferable from; the
DlJcumentli for a proper installation) to the Project site and store in aII secure loclJtion.

Inlt.

or

AlA
AI~\DOCl!lMlltA201_"
OOCl!lMnto\201x;Ma""1992.
-1_ Cop)'l'IfIt
~1fIt 0
0 1m
18P2 i1yThe
byibe~~
~ pi ~AU
~ Ail rlghtf
rlght.,-."_I':
~ WAftljIHO:
wAftlj.tHO: Th'Thill AlAS
AlA- DoclImehtls
DocUl1IIlhtl$
protectitd by
~ght Law IIII)d
~naI n.ellea. UnaU~ reproducllonqr
teproduc:lkln·<II" ~blilloh
~blitlon of this A1~.
AI,,· Dollumeot,
OQjIumeot, Or ailv
a.I\V P<IrIlo/l
protectild
by u.s. C<lPVrightlll"
1IIld.~lIllIn.eIlea'.Unau~
~oh of It,
may
result.!n ...vere
_oct c:rlnilnal
c:rlnilllal J*1'!IIlea,
JI8I1'!IIf... end
~nd wIR
wlR be pr~
pr~ 10 the
maldlliUin exlallt
exlaht POss!bl"
lIi1der the
law. TIils docilllHlhl
docillllGnl _ PflllIuc*I
PfIIIIuc*!
_vresult.!n
severe ClYII
tlYU socf
U1e maldtlilJin
Pose!blellocfer
U1e 18W.
by
byA/Aed\Ware
A1Aed\W8re a110~
alIO~ on 04127/20111
0412712007 undarQlderNo.l0002D5111_1
undarQlderNo.l000295111_1 W1Ich
\1I1IcIl ex,*"
expar.s on 414l/2OO8,
414Il2008, andls not for resaI!l.
resale.
User NowI;
Notell
(744410620)
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§§1.1.9~ALL
1.1.9 JNSTALL
"install" and any derivatives thereof shall mean to i1lCOfPOratelbe
i11COfPOratelhe specified items, materials or equipment
Orlc including aU necessary labor,
labor. materials and connections to the extent required by,
by. or reasonably
~t Documents to ~nn
prol* and COUIPlcte
Qf the it~tn$,
it~ms. matetia~
m, ,fPe
tlle ~tDocuments
perf'onn a PfOl*and
~"'te installation Qfthe
matetia~ or
ready for W!C
operation. including but not limited to,
to. l,1npack.ing
unpacking and assembly of the
in II conditioo
CQnditidh reIldY
Ul!C or operation,
equipment.
terial or equipment•

..

derivatives thereof sbalt mean to furnish and inl;tall as defined above.
phnIse& with expre$scdverbs,
expressed verbs. sucb as furnish,
furnish.
• the Contract Documents may contain pIJnI$es
. erect,
$uchphmses
erect. cornplY,IIPP!y
comply, IIPply or submit. Such
phrases shatt
shall becons!nied
be cons!nied to include tho
"the ContraCtorshaU"
ContraCtor shall" preceding the expressed
exprCa$C(l verb and the rcquironientsdcscribed
rcquirenientsdescdbed
Contmct.
Dr, of this Contmet.

references to specification sections and details
Contract Documents may contain refereps
.h references shatt
shall be construed to include the appropriate form of the phrase,
phrase. ". and

j'j.

!

derivative thereof shall mean "as
-as detailtld. schedaled,
scheduled. schematically
.. and any (\erivanve
E>Ocllments."
:: i>cuments.•

':"i~!J;t~;~

;""jl:JCl~tdeii:l';" or "including" shall be deemed to be followed by Ihe
the phrase ·without
·wlthout limitation."

. '.;..,,::,.,.:. SELECTED

SELECTED

, selected"
selected" and similar words and phrases shall be presumed to be followed by "by
:afii.fac:tnrv.
to be
ftSfactorY, submitted, reported" and similar words and phraseli shall be presumed 10
~:~~ ~:

LATI9~~~~iNt~NT

.

,"m""'lii;;'l~AI1'Msigncd
. nwnts'Sl'latl'6'e SIgned by the

. .

and Contractor as proVided
provided in
Agreeinent. Ifeither
If either
Owner andCOlitractor
In the Agreement.
oi'UOth do notslgn
not sign all the Contract Documents,
Documents. the Architect shall identify
ide.ntify such unsigned

·'··"}}\;'\h::~'?i!f"

'j;;;~I'~;'~;%:"
':;~'.;;~.;:, ~
:!:.;< .

'. ;.;n;:,\;;~;~;<~;:~H

)';'\..
t. .• ; i);;.;;:i:)iX:h;;,
Contractor is a representation thai
that the Contractor
'. ::\;'§~l,.2,2;~¥U~##:of AA COn~$:'~'
&rl'~.w;tl1lrContraetot~
Contmetor has visited the site,
...;."·,~._I condluons
conditions un<Ier
under which the Work is to be performtld and correlated perSonal
:U:OCiCOme'1itfulliar .witiflOcal
:"~ns wjth . '
.
the Contract Documents.
,,' '"
," ·Y... '" '}:j~iiij/~t~\ ~':("~".'~!~'
,"
--,
.
_
.
~:Ql~!iiit.:PoQlJ~neilts is to
and
." ,. § 1~~~intentoftht..;~:DwtJJ1)CiJts
~ include all
aU items necessary (or
for the proper Ci(ecutiOI\
~ecuti?n. and•
comPlementary. and
and what lSrequired
is required by
.< ~:!;cornpletJcm
ode Uyii\¢ Con~or.~ Contract
O;mtract DocuInenis
DocuIneQ!S are complementary.
'V :\{i, .
. . ~ if ~,red byll1l; petformanc:Hy
tl18 Contractor
Contl'l\Ctor sballbe
petformancHy the
shallbe NQUiJll(l only to the extent
eXllmt
'8ctDO\:~mentJ,
and reasolla\)ly inf'crable fromtl!elnliSbeing
~~a.ry to produce th!:
the
; :;~.. .
et~men!S.nd~l>lyinf'erab~
fioom_liSbeing~sa.rytoproduee
notifytbe Coo,structi9nMaDagerofapy materillislndiCated
"iii'teiJ , . ' ..' . ..... •.. r shall notify.thcH::Oo,stIulltionM,anagerofapy
rnateri.islndicated \lut
bllt not specified
$Pt:lCitied
illlJbitllillion. Villella
Ul1leils otberwl$e
otherwi$edirected
Manager,any materials
as to finish,. quatlty orilllJlaU.tioQ.
directed by the Construction
CC>IlStrucUOQ Man."apy
ma~ls not
~","'~ be,conSlstent
~~,CoIrJS.isltent in finish, quality anliinita\lallOli
aollioital\allon aathe
astJ!e 114jllCCDtor
II4jllCent or sinjilarfinishildcondition8.
sindlar t'inishedconditions.
. ",\,y,~'~~.
".~!=CJ.$!!1I~;
·\~;.;.;;:?:~;?··~~~:f~::i~~;:'/f~i.;;'!(~ , . _ ,.,' ,.:' .- ". ' , . -. _' . ' _ . _' " _,", '',"
the SpecifiCations into
divisions,sectiODli and
alid lI!1icles,andurangemcilt
tI!1iciles, and 8I:i"I!Dgcment ofDrawlngssball
of Drawlnga sball not
,
on of
ofthe~pecifications
intodiVisions,sectiC>llS
iii dividing
c:\ividing the
amOng Subcontractors or in·l!8tablishing
in \l8tablishing theelttent
the~xtent of Work
.. in
t~ Work am(mg
Worle to be

.JIld

, tr;tde.
tr;K\e.

Unless otherwise stated in the Contract
DocumenQ, words
word$'that
I!live welt4cnown
wel\:.tcnown teChnical
technical orcQnsttuetion
orcQnstruction
§ 1.2.5 Unlessotherwille
COlitract Documents,
that !!live
industry mellnings
mel1nlngsare
used in the Contract Documents
DocumenQ in accordance with such recognized meanings.
are USed
Inlt.

bocun!e!tt ~1(:N."IIi- . . . Copyright
'OII!92 byTh'Ar1I~ loitilUla 01 ~ A
A."ghIe~
WARNING: ThIs
Thts AlA'
D'cicUII'Ianlla
AiA ~~~Il'lli_
~1gIIt~Il!92byTh~Ar1I~loiJll\llll~~
.tlghta~ WARNING,
AIA·ll'p~UIIl8nl
is

O.

0'

~,ledby
U.s. Copvrfgllt
811d~Uonal T~., Ulleutho,lZ8d
UllauthorlZ8d I'l!pI'Oducllon
I'l!pI'Oductlon Of 1IIsll'lblillQn.iJ1
~1.trIbu1loO'" thl" AlA."
AlA.- Document.
,ny portloiI
~1I!d~YU.s,
COpvrfgllt L"" 811d~lIonaIT~.,
1)oC!U~. or .ny
pCIrlloiI 01 II.
II,
may r8$Uliln
r8$Ul1ln 89V1i1'l!
eev,",cIVl18I1d
,ciVil and crilillnal'p$lUllllS$,
crllillnal'p$Mllles. 8IId wllllll!
will"" pr~Ul!!d
prp$8liuted 10
lothl!.
IhI!. tllSllllllum
tI1l11llllum alt18qt
altteql pri8slbl8
pri8slblB undar
~ttt"i
tttai......
.....,Thl8
ThIa \IocUmerii
\IOCUmelit Was
VIa. produced
by AlA soItwoa.soItwa.. ..
'!I 10:45:01on
10:45:01 on 0412712001 IJIIder
\IIIdllr Older No.
No.tOO0295111.J
tOO029511I.J vihlcltsllJllr"
WhIc1te~ on
lln 41<Il2OO8.
41<Il2008, and Ie
fa not for
Ior~;
reGale.
uaerNotes:
uaerNote.:
(744410520)
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§ 1.2.6 In the event of anincO¥lSistenoy, conflict, or ambiguity between or among the ContnlCt Docu\ll!lnts that
. c. .' !.1c!,resolveeicoosisteDt with d'!1) prqviBioasofsections 1.1 and 1.2, thc Contrl\etOuball reqUest a clarifICation

.,

,! _:". '. :;.· -.: -.' :_-. :·.'
~ :. .
~.'. -~:."':~':.Ji"

-.....':'l;_:...
.

. .:,._:.-•.
..:..:.....•._._:.:::.':'.:.'
. ...

":~OIlSlh1ctioll
Porshall
the JllI11lQSC
ofdeterminiiIB
whichinWotlc
affectedSum,
by anthc
UIl1'ConlraCl
CSOlved Docu\ll!lnts
. .:Y, conflict,Manager.
or.i8llil)'
be presumed
to be included
the Contract
'preeedeltceintbefollowing order:

.

j:.\/..< '~.:~.,': J,';,~.'/':'
..":\
":\):.\/-:<
J_';.~.'/" ::}·.1
'.1
'.

..
. "-

': ;:,::'
::.:~. ;.:.~.:.;:\
:':'~,:,;:;:;
.- ';;:,
.";:::

,t(':
-t(·:

,~
l~ :~

mo4ifications to tile
CQnstmctioll Change Directlves
Directives and'ASls,
and ASls.
Written lDo4ifications
~ Agreement; Chilnge
Cb8n~ Otdcts.
Orders. CQpstrtiction
witlHbose
jl. blt~ dati)
date. tlIking
tl\king preCede_
preCedencll ovcrthose
over those ofan
of an earlier
w1d'
!tl!Ose l'ilIt~
elIi'lier datc;
.2Thc~t··
'.
.'
.2'I'ho~t·
.3 ..,'i;W~:;~\!P,pI~enta'ryConditions,
-i;W . ." l~entarYCon(!itions,if any,tC>theOenCralCondiliollS;
any, to 1he0eneral. Conditions;
.4 .. /:idOl1ll;·
.'
.
;:'~'~itlons;
.s.s''':~i
.~",,~.~tijijs..
.8)':'\~~~/~win~.de(aiIs
shan haveprecodenceovcr
have precedence over pJans.
plans, sections
and.eleva~ons. Drawings ofa
of a
.6))\~ ~ '~i: 'wingdetailUhafl
sectionsand.eleva~ons.
.<: :.J.ilfF~~
:.J.ilfF~~ slw.ll have prec:e<Ience.
precedence over those ofa
of II smaller scale- Figured dunenstOIlS
dnnenslOIlS shall
havc
.<:
shaD have
i,~ ~scaled dimensions.

.' . .

,;,,:;:;
;§i~~oW~:~i!:!;;" '\':::;Y~~i~'AACHrrE(rr'8DRAW1NGS, SPEClFICA~S ANI) OTHER DOCUMENTS
·;~;~~~~.~S~!l?~·~:;::~:~NGS,SPE~~~S~~~
.§1.3,t
..
tionsandotherdoclmlentaprepared
Atc;hitectll{ClQ5ltUmeats of the
..;::,. : ,~:~,~.
J".$,~ ~:,
' .Jhlch
p.tionsand
o!herdocumentspmpated by the Arc;hitectA{Cinsl!'Umellrs
the Work to ~ executed .by the ContnictOr is descn"bed. The Contractor may
':;~h';

. DOCUMENTS

.;::. : \~~:

.,

.". .11 the Work to be exCll\lted ,by the ConlnictOrill descn'bed. 'the CQntraetor may

':-e co,
. ....~'N.~ther
~'N.eitherlheC(lQtraCtor
any SubcOntractor,5ub-l!ub¢Onlractor or material
'
: e.. ,
lbeCOlltraClOr nor anYSubcontraetor,S!lb'subCQntrllOtor
materi!!] or

. .'

',~, QwtJ
~:\)Iajma cqpyright in the Drawi.ngs,
Specifications and.otIier
~ PJ,'
PJ,'IIpared
.nq..."
.nl
9.Wh~:l;llaimacQPY~jliht
DraWi:~,S~ific!ltiollS
andoUier~
l;P!IfCd by

mel"
,'teet;
6 ' " .'. iri<l~telltlte
~~L,.,.•...·.·.:~.~~~~~:se
i~d~~the ~.sbailbedecil1edtheaQthOrofthcmandwin~nitll
OWner.sb~lbedecrned.the ~Dtb,orQ,~thcm and W!Il'~nall

.
·~inOjf.~taWi 8~!iltorYluJd:~Jeserved
ngbts, in
Iiddi,tiQ".to thecoPYp.glll.
AllcoJ)lcs(lf them, except Ihe
:~~;,..~rs
to~ ri$bl$,
Inlidd.itiQ~~
theqopm~t.AllcoPiesofthem.CxCllptthe
.
t:i9.ntractpr~~
.~8et,)lp'~I!;~ 'returned
Qf Sl,Iitably
accounted. for to
tellhe
reqlll!!St; upon contpletiOn
completiOn of the
~iJtnlc.jpr~~~8et,)#I!;~
'l'ClUrn!:d or
Sl,llt!lbly accounted
the Owner,
Owo~r. On
Onteq~
')Vorlt':JI1e D.f'!lwings,,~iflcatiollS
and othe!'
ot.her documenl$
documents p~l\red
prepl\red by the Architect,
tel
')Vorlt'J@
D.f'!!wings,,~ificationsand
Archit~. and copies thereof furnished to
·:·~e ¢AA~o/'
·~JPf.gse'~ol~'y with respe<:t
respect to this Project-They
Project. They are not to be used
the Co!ltractor or any
¢AA~p,r. ·~JPf.~e·~ol~,ywith
lllled by theCO!\lraotor
.... ..
:>SubCQil#li'4~r,s.i!§~#bco,l.!tr!l¢~
'Su~#li'4~r,:S.i!§~Wbco,l.!tr!i¢~ or material or equipmtn't
eqUipmtnt supplier on
on.other
other projects or for additiollS
additions to
tel ibis
this Project
,.,....
.. ··6f~~rg;WithQUt
tbe specific Written
written cOilsentQf
coilsci1tQftbe
ContraCtor, Subcontractors.
SubcOntractors,
.~..
..., '" . .,.....6f
t!».;wpr~;Without the
the owner.
0Wti~. The COntractor.
'.·'1!~:~~tcmal
'''',!~:¥~~al oreqllip\ll!lnt
Qfeql1ipment suppliers
sUppliers are
are granted
gninted a limited license 10
to use and reprodu<:e
reproduce applicable
applicablc
~fthe .Q1i1'
Wings, Specificati(;n.s
other <!oClimcnts prepared by
to !md
and for
foruse
!:lfthe
~~ngs,
SpecificatiCinS and. other.<!oC\imentlipreptJred
by. the Architect appropriate
aPl?tQpriateto
use in
,
:>:
on ~(t!!e.\t .'M<>~':J,inder the
ContraCt Documents. All copies
made ui!d~ this licensesha!1
liCense shall bear thc
the
··~on~(~.~~':ljnder
t!teConttaet
c::()piesmadeui!d~
!ili.ltP ..·co~M~~#:~fany. sbp~l.!,9Ji lheDrawlnBS; Specificjltions and Otherllocuments
other documents prepared.bythe
prepared. by the
. , -, ·.'co~HjQ~~Jfany.s!l!?~IM?JiiheDrawinB8,Specificlttion$
.
,~~tect. SUbmj@ :i#.;diiiiribliti~1:!(~t
:i#;diiiiribliti~!:I(~t official
official regulatory requh'etrientsorfor
requ~nients orfQi' oth.er
/'.
,,:;' .
/ _ '.. ,,:;"
. ,~~tect.SUbmP!!it
oih.~ purposes In connection with
..'.. '. ._
i i~f~
i~:P.rpj!!Clj~:!!9.tt.o.!'Ccon~·~,~lication
ofthe
copyright or
~~ :®t.tP.·~con~·~,~lication in derogation of
the Owner's copyri$ht
Or other reserved
resecved rights.
.....
.'.,S~J
.
"'
:
\.:;
.
':·:~:~~·~uestec1~hiteet
tciprepare
Cons~ti~
DoQIIme
tI)at
l!J'e
accut!lte,ad~te,
~.3. ": '.:' ':·:~:~~'~tiesre4~hitect
Cons~~OiJ DocI!ntelUS
tUs tl)at I!lO lIC(:utate, adequate,
.:':'.
~cietlt'for ¢onstrtrction,
¢onstruction, OWNER
MAKES NO REPRl3SBN'rATIOl'fO}i
REPRESBNTATIONOJi
'. ....
. .coOrtliD"litCd.
.coO~ili'atCd. and ~ci~tl~for
OWNER~KES
·:W '.• :... ,...:.:~q~F
:.:~f.RF ANY
NA~.WJM..TsOBVBR To
roCONTRACTOR
CONCERNINGSUClI DOCUMBNTS.
·:W·.:...,...
ANYNA~.~TSoaVBR
Ci,)NtRACf()R CONCERNINGSUCli
:.- .~9tracl!>~.:a~n
and represents thatil
that.it has received, reViewed,aitd
reViewed, aitd carelu11~
sucb
.~9traet!>~.:~~n b~y
h~y ac:l!fu)~.Cid~
ac1liii9~.Cid~andrepresents
<:aJ#uI1~ exajnined
~ned such
'~~lll, has
.~. ,~~~:to
tlJemto becoillplete,~te.ll!iIeq_;
~nsisrent.cooi'dillllte4. ~d$llfficient
'~~!B'
has·~
becoinplete, ~te, adequate; consiSrent.cooi"dinate4.
~dsufficient for
fo~
.~tiO~
~tiO~~"
,.
. :~.~ l1Qt,
not. does
not. iUIdwill
PJid ~~~.~
doesnQt,
aiKI. will not xely,UpQllliD)'
rely.UJlOI! lillY ~eaitalionsorwammties
~eaitauonsorWllq'jUlt1.cs by
OWl!!:t ~I
~ing ~#.c;bi~~1!S
po aucbrepresenta.tions
auc:b represeiita.ti0Q8 or
Or wan-8n1i!!s.haw
beenot are herebYina<le.
hereby.inade.
0WllF
... ,,,~as!\O
wan-anli~.haw beeJ1C)r
'.~~~ ,..
.'.;
,':-.:
/r}'~';f~:'
.
'~~:.
",".
'::,: ~::r;~';f~:
.§
1.4-~rtN.JM:rIQN .. ·' ..
·§1.4-~rt~:rlQN
..
:,,',...
§.:1A"
J~~;~~~ inthese~l Comlitions
Conditions inoludelboseWhlchare
include those whiCh are (I)
speci{icallydefined, (2) ibe
the. titles
t-:1A~'J~~;~~~inthese~l
(l)s~callydea~(2)
titlcs Qfother
QfQther documetits
documents publishcil
published by the AineriClUi
AjneriC$i lbsdlUteof
Arcl)itects.
of ilu~::~~~.0i:'<3)
~unl~ereiJ::ll~~:I~~ ,Ot..O) the titles
JnstittlteofArc/lileCt$.

.' . '. ,,:

,"'

;.
;

'0"

:

•

~

•

:,,'

1.;IN~kt~~·
1.;IN.lt~~·

.. '

.

S
§
.'§11~!1)n:tl!~N"'~tof
§1~!1 ~:~·.m~tof bi'~lY
brevity thl::
Contra.cl Docume!1ts~tly.omitmodifying words ~b as
"all" and "any"
th~c:(!n~l)ocOme!1ts~t1~QmittnodifYin8words
$I. "afl'
atij
but tbe
tbef!lcttllat.
an article i~ absent from One statement
and appeal'S
tUij .~;~~'!I'''the·,
,~;~Ji,1l'''the", DlI(l
Illl(l "an,"but
f!!ctt/Jata modifiet Or
C)r lIti
81l1~ntand
ii1{~'~~IJ!!.Nntellded(oaffect
the interpretatiol)ofefther
statement.
·li1t~J~:I,!!!.Nntell(Jed
t() ·l!ffecttbe.
intetpretatii>1l o~either statement;

"an,·

:

S't:6.~~~SHIP ~e:rweENPROJECT TEMt MEM"S

§1A..1 The (>Wner and Contra<:telrllglie thattbeir objecUvcs for this Conlt'aCt are to:
.1 Co!l1pletethe Ptoject according to the bighest standards of quaIity;
~2

.3

. Complete t~ P'ro~ton rime;

.'.

Complete the Proj~ WithinOJ' l!llder budget Or estimates;

.
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ContillWllly endeavor
endeavor to reduce
tbe cost of the Project;
ContilUllllly
fed~ the
Proj~
delays onthe'Project
on die 'Project and tbe
the criti/:al
critical path;
Avoid and minimize
minimize~l.ays
positive public relaticms;
relliticms;
Promote pOSitive.
worlc on ibc:
the Project enjoyl\ble;
enjoyable;
Make. the WOlle
CollSll'uct the Project 8Ild
administer the Contract Documents so that all parties are treated fairly;
Co!JSltuct
llIld administet
Avoid injurjes; and
Avoidihjurjes;
wltbogt litigation.
Complete the Project
ProjCQl wltboot

.4

::::;,.:,..

:,\"y~" ;.:\:~.1~%1~~
.

obi,ecliveg set
forth in$Cction
in SCction 1,6.l..
1,6.1.,the
Owiter and
and ContTllCtOr
shall en@avorto
en@avorto
:'. ,".':;':'.: '. :_M.2 In~<>f.!-~ qj)jectiVels
sc:t furth
thc P\I\IiIet
Co~traetQr shall

lIqd::~perii~on
am~""H~·j~.
other aQdothers employed
einployed tor
for the
~ject; and IIFC
II8fCC to dealwlth
deal With
:·.~e!l
\Wralion~g
eae,botberalld(ltbers
thePr9mt;
profesSional manner.
manlier. In
furtherance ofthe
the above.
above, the Owner
:.~~ other .~~.~~. mlSOdl8bl",
~Ie, trusting and professional
Infurtheiance

of

.•, t.•~.•~.:.,. ~,t~\f.:~··"i"~=:::-=:
"
..

.. -.veeldy. momiD8 a!1d other Illlllllings;
.
'.. f~ml,*rl'eringwlthprofessJonalisnrand the merits ofthe Project;

or

'~';/i;}

..;.;,'.::.(. "~;::~~6'

·;~'=~;:::;:~rC:~:af~n=:::.~::u:~gr:::aj:~::ul~~eench

a~lk '~;.;:::

.; • .

·J~~~talc.esanli faIse starts.

.' ;:::·i.;'
. :.>.

'''A,~;1:J;T.·

. '·"5,

,•.

:'.§ 2,;.
.. C ..

:·~~~:.A: r'I;··

Wt.IER·
.o~jt;;?,:';"; '..
~-'pj:<l!Unor entity identified as such
and is referred to throughout the
. 'fiir'iS t/xl·t¢t~itor
sllCb in the Agreement
Nveemel1tand
:c.,

,.§'2.~

__

... ,,'

" ~~~~'it'!i.blgUlarinnumber.
ipcllipr~l\ti.a~'if'li.iiiigu!llrin
number.

~L.:):e.:;~r,;,(\:~.,

The term "Owner"
"OWner" means the OWner
Owner or the Owner's autborized
authorized

'.'

t:t1.2 TJjCO.

..

shnUfurnisbto.theContrnCt9r
ill wrinng
writing iJifotmationthat
itiformation that is
. ' .. ·)r,e~~b!18ble. ~\te.n requesl shall
furnish to the CO~orill
CQJ~~I6.~I')oevaluate,give
enforI;:e mechanic's
mecbanic's lien right$.
rights. Such
. ;'~ssary'8na:.f(j ..... toi'il\e Coil"'"
tQi''to evnlunte, give notice of I)r
or enforce
:fu(ij~!Jl!:l!ba.JIigcl~ellc'·
..........• tofihe~()fCJIegallitJeto
plopeltYonwbiChtbefroiCQtis
1~~!~~~~~t~:s~I~O:
of lbetqcord legal titJeto tbe
the propertY
on which the Project is located,
located,
i:Ji
interest therein at
the dme ofexe¢utionof tbeAgreement
and, Within
within
iJS\jaIJY:~~JliS:
~:a .. .~'Qwner'siiJte1'BSt
atihedmeofeXll¢u~()nof
the~ntai1d,
fi~ ,~YS
,
such change in title.
title,recorded
unrec~rded.
.~ys Mtet .~::' .
¢, irifOlIllli~j)nof
$uclI
recorded or unrcc<!rded.

.

",::O:.~<=..

'''~~,)i''''

-".~>~l;-::~.,·.;.";,,

: ,:"12J~',:::'"
$~~~~~~IRED OF THE OWNER
:.:12i'if
$~¢'.~~~CluIRED
i :: ,~NAND
';':;:";''';",'i:-f·~:''·
II:~~:,~,:~'[,
:~;<~~.:~·L.,"",J:
. J:,~NAND
,;c:>:""':;'
','i,',f"\:" .

-"§it2i2 The ~b
~h
"'§it2i2

": ·~~,s~ infu",*",n,regarding-t1!e
J'roject Site. By futJliallbig
furnl8hlJlg
"·~i\l:!.ll~
illfu~ll·regardillg·tI!e chara.cl'eristics'oftbe
chara.c~tic&.of~ froj«:t
,,: "_ '-~~.
~t; ot guatllntee
gullrllntee its
~racy eitb~jn
pan. illlplicitIy
ilnpJicitlyor
,:......
~ ~.~t;
its~racr
eitll~in whole. in part,
or
. l.IXP.i~it1y.
or at iIIl, ..'" ",J)l\v'e'i1oliability~.
j)\iv'e'Do liability~. The Contractor
~I colifirm
of eachutility,
each utility, .
l.ttP.j~itIr.\lI'lii
ContrllctOr~1
confirm lhe
fbI!! location
locati~ll)f
,":'
eilch OI),sitelltliity
on.;site IltiiitylUld
~-site utility ll$
as requil'ed
requited by !be
Work and 8$Jtlay
as may be
,.' :~li
·Shall ex .:.- ' ,~of
4jsposilot'eilch
ai1d cap each
Ilach o«-site
tIlcWorkllnd
:.:~~~t
~ts.Owt!ercioesJ\otli$Sumeany respOnat'tiilityregllr(lb!g
any ~s, IeStl!orings,
test borings.
. ;:'i~]uded
;:'i~IU .' in':"
)~t ~t$.Owt!erdoesJ\otliaS1ttneaRy
resp~1lility!8gai'(!mgany
:o~tJter
i .' :
• '.' .i~gardi"gtbesit¢,
i~gatdbJglhel!ite. andDl~~!1Owan'antyorgulll1lllty
8ndnlil~nowartantyot guaranty regarding'the
,Q~t¥r'
re~·the $l(eCiOmIitions.The
Site ¢ondJtic:ms.The
t9'illraCtots
."inch Site inveStigations'l!S
iiive8tiga~onsas the Contractor
Coi'ltractor d
_ Oecessary.
and make available to the OWner.
OWner,
t<>'rttra¢tors
.··'SUch
d~
neeessary,and!llake
ConstructiQR Manager and Architect all ~ o
f . Site
inves,tigations.
CoostrueliQR
ofS!!Cb
site inVllS.ligations.

such,
such. !lIaterill1¥<the
~nterili1¥'ibe

~ '::::: :' ;i:~~~ijxi##pipennits
fceilthnt
~JIOnsibi!it,y oftbe
Con!iiCtor ~the ContractDo!:Ument8,
the
,." ,' ':,',>:>
;.t...A~"':.l;.t, .
pennits and fces
that 8rethe
im)the ~ponsibilio/
oftbeCo!1!faClQr~tbe
Co1ltractPol:Utnellts,
'..:, ' Y"~""
pay Jor neceSSary
approvals. elisements~ 8SSessmemS
asSesstllents and c~ required.
required for
conStruCtion,
lind payJor
~ceS~ apprriVlils.
for.cOllSttuCtion.
~'~,~

Cliserilcnts~

c~

the

Pt~~iicYoff pennanent$tnJctQres
pennanentstJ:uctQreS ot(Qrpermlll1elitcblu1gcs
or forperml1l1Clit changes i"
in eltistingfaciliti¢3.
existing faciliti¢$. Unl(lSS
Unl(lSs otlIerwise"provided
otIIerwise·provided
'.''~e
~~·pi"·.

.

under'the'Coritri!ct Document.~.
Document~, the Owner. through the
ConstrilCtion .Manager.
.Manager, shall secure
secute\indpay
building
uiider'the'Coriaracl
th~CollStrilCtion
lind pay for the tndlding

pennit.
permit.

§2.2.4.infortmilion or
services WIder
$hall be furnished by the Owner with reasonable
§2.2.4lnfurtmilion
prservices
ullder t,he Owner's control $ball
promptness to
avoid delay in oi'derly
otderly progress Oftl\e
c:iftbe Wade.
\Vode.
promptlless
toavoiddelay
!nit.
InIt.

etit
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.5~!-:ll~less

,

.'
o!herwise provided ill the Contract Documents, the Contractor will
wi? be furnished, free of charge, such
,,;~::.5
..Jl~less olberwise
.:. ..<~~:lif·.Drawings
"
lit·Drawings and Project Manuals
M8DIJllIs as are
Ie8SOIlllbly necessary for execution of the Work,
., . .' '.~:
anueasonably
Work•
".' '.:~.~. ,".~. ::?:'.!:/Y;:~:·~·;~i~~:{~:~~~~
'.~\;.~:~/:.;~;:~: :/i~'i:)~:~~~&
..~~ ~>~>\.
.
:' i . .'::\,";',
\,";'. ,"':§22;&ft&t
."':§Ui&.ftl\e Owner shall forward all communicatioQS
communications to the Contractor through the Construction Manager and shall
. .:.; -',-.:: ,..... ~CQlJSlyprovide
~eouslyprovide the samecommunicadOQSto
same communicadoosto the ~tecL
.,
".~:'.:~ . : '."-:··~.:·::·::·X~.:~·:~~·~~··
"'~:'.:~
_:··~.:·::·:.'·X~.:~·:~~·~',~·'
.
i·..·
i·:' . :. . :,,";
: ,,"; ;":nV
;:;'li;r.r The foregoing
fo~going are
ate in addition to other duties and respOnSibilities
responsibilities of the Owner
<>wner enumerated hefein
herein and
;.
' < ';:"
re~
. .,.t,oMicle6
".to Miele 6 (Qlnstruction
;', .
. '.. ::,':-'<
'-':,' ~a11y
~al,IY" Iilose
tilose in .,~~,
(Co,'
",ns,t,ruction by oWner or by Other ContractorS), Article 9 (Payments and
,.;f. ;:'-'\i:,~pletion}~
Artiq!....", (lnsutanceand
(Insurance and B(ll1ds),
B(ll1ds).
i.i.~"·.··
~"'," '. ',;f.
;:--\i:,~pletion}~Artiq!"ll
~':'.. '
..~ ':' ......;.::.:I)~I
/}:?
~;::~~~;:;
J

an

..~'::<.}::;'
",
".(

.'

':~:':
:: :',

.."::'.'
'.'

":::~~ OWNfi/ \·";;:·;:·:'
WORK
'.',. OPTHE
OPTHEWORK
:;s;~OWNfi'"

;;f~,1
If, '
;?f~,1 If

c~W(lfk
in accordance with the requirements of the Contract
, to c~
WQrk which is not ill
··~tionl2;2 or pers!st$1tly
pers.!st$1t1yl'aits
outWork
'·~tionl2;2
!'ails t(l carry out
Work in accordance with the Contract
. . m~~order
si$Jled personally or by an agentspeclficaIly
agent specifically so empI)wetedby
empowetedby the OWner
. ~ :'.,' ,... ..
"order signed
:'.i~;~~~
:i~;~~~
~~
or any
\:he@Of, until thecausefor such order has ~een
, ....
'"
" to ~ the Work, (lr
~ portion t:Ite@Of,
~eell
enml~: .. ~.i:hc"
~'i:hc ~;9f
the Owner k)
to stop the Work shallllOt
shall not give rise to a dUty on the part of the Owner to
6lIml~;
. ...the
,~,P.ii' ri$h,Hijt~
rigi!t'fdt~ ~t of the Contractor or any olherperson
oIherperson or emity.
'~'P.ii

.no.<iume
nO.Curneqfi:~·.

'·§2~~~!f.S.:&J~Nj~~~y OUT THE WQRK
·§2~~~!f_S.:~j;~~~y
WORK

.

§:~~1:lf
th.~,PO.ii~t#.iiUltIi:pr negl~
ConltaCt Documents and
§;~~'I:1fth.~,~ii~titiUltl!fJr
nl1g1~ to carry out the Work in accordance with the Conll'aCt
Jail§;.\Yi
.: . ,'vcpj$Y;,'
Jter teceipto{
~eipto{ written norice
J8il§~·\Yi~:,;t~vcpj$r;:
~fter
notice fromlhe
from the Owner to commence find continue correction
.,)i~c;nce
ligc;nce and promptness, the Owner
OWner IDllY,
may,without
prejudice to'otherremed!es
to'otherremedies the
'·;.~;Sit'cbilefli'HltornegIeqt
;,9:f;SPCh. , ",driHlgI~t
without prejiJdice
·,.pwiler
illaY, '~~;C0',
eficiencies. in such case an appropriate Change Order shall be issued deducting
~wileripaY:h~~:C0'
.'deficiencies.
piy,men!i!jIien.o.r, .... ... due the Contractor I/le
correcting such deficiencies, includingcompeosation
including compensation
: ·fio~
·tio~piy,menti!jlien.o,r;...
the cost (If
ofcorrecling
'. ror thC~,:; . "tiffil:~~i!'ager~~'ML!
respectiVe coliiiulrants'
colliiultal1ts' additional
timl:M*i!'aget1~'MdArchitect's and their respective
~tiollal services and expenses
,:tnadif
iIry.~:y:~tiCli d~~t;
neglect or failure. Ifpayments then or thereafter
"mad" .. iIry.~Y:~iilili
d~~t;neg1ect
th~after due the Contractor are not
'. $uffi\':~~t·.!o
cover such
a~Urits, lheCo.ntrattor
theContrattor shall pay Ibe
the difference
Owner.
$uffi¢~~Ho cover
such !l~Urits,
diff~ce to the Owner,

'. room':,' . ,

~~~'i6Q.trt~«it~~·; ,
~~~'i6Q.titRAtit~~·;

ATIO~SANQWARRANl1ES
. II. §~!1,-~iEF~ITIQ.titR~....
§:3!,.~I.FIN.ITI~i,~.R~.~W.ATIONSAN~¥!A~NTlES

.::, .
.;:'

.

.,

.

COiltl'llCtoMS·~f!tIperson
~·¢p.t.\ty identified as such in
an the Agreement
§ 3iM::rne
~j.1::rne CO_iOd,
"p,rson m::ep.t.\ty
Agreemellt and is referred to !hroughout
Ibroughout Ihls
this
A~nt:M
iHj~~ln'null1~f;;~:jenn'Contractor" means the Contractor or the Contractor's authorized
A~nt:M if;$j~~.In·null1~f;;1W:jenn"Contractor'·
~~~~ ........
'. " .
~~~~:
. .;".::'/.'::
.::'''.'::

...

.. ::

§.~.102,~piu.ri\l:~
refers to P!=I'Sons
P!=lSODS or elltities
entities who perform construction under ConditioQS
Conditions of the
U.14.'fIlePl",ri!l:~ !'Conttactors" refers
Co~fujCt:~.a~
ilfifitdt'ilinistered:~Y'tAA q~Dl!lnletion
q~nstrUction Manager, andlbat
find !hat are idelltical
identical or substantially similar to these
Co~~t"~,I1~ iUlfitdiilinistered:~~

Coriditi~fflt":: .
Coriditi~~'.·':·

. ,... :',',:
.,
.....
:',', ~ .'

§·~1.3.Th~·&n~ctor·~ili;"~howing'eXPress
~'3,1.3:rh~
'&D~ctor'~ ili;"~howiDg:eXPress representations and warranties to the Owner, which shall
shaU S1ItVive
survive

'tIiC·~ecutiOl~.l!nd dr;1'~.~f,dJp
Agreement:
·tliC·~ecutiOl~.!llld
dr;1,V#tY,~"dJpAgreement:

.1

.

contr~r:~, ~ii;:4Ua1ified to aetas a public works contractor for the Project and IJa&,
has. and shall
C()ntr~t;~.~ii;"4uaufied

..•
ni!!iP.tl:lin. any
'iliidall I~ J*Qlits,
or o~
.authorizatioos. necessary loperfonn
Work;
,..ni!\iP.ll:tin.
anfilridlllll~
~or
o~authodzations
tOperfonn the WQrk;

.2.: ..."";'.CQIi,",~f(!rhasbecoJliC.familiarwith
ariel the conditions under Which
.2.'...
;,.CQIi,",~t(lr has become familiar with the Project site
si~ lIlicl
whlcb the
thl\l Project ill to

::"':0"

·~~~ctCdand~ .... ,
.
.. ' •
.'
'~~~CtCdand~"
',"
". ,.'
C~ has becQme
familiar witb all
requir~nts ,applicable
applicable to the Work, Including,
not
c:~
becQnte,farniliar,witti
aU legal
legaltequir~nts
In<;lw:ling,oot
limited.
to. all applicable laWs, litlItutes,
statutes, O!dinanc:es
orWlI8IJCII$ .nd
and !.llindiiJg
building CO<ies;
limi~, to.allapplicable1aWS,
~;
.4,.,. ." ~tot
~tor has rec!lived;
~ived; reyieWed.
revieWed, qompu:ed.
StudiCjdand CarefUlly
Carefully ex~anof~
ex~ all of thO ~
.4,.
qompared,Stuclil1dllfid
liiid,exceptas
ill aJI
respects to \le
be C9mp~t~
comp~t~ lICClirate,
acc\IrQ~ adequate,
.,:.:''P,Q,cu1t1ents
:..:.~lt1ents lilId,
exceptilS repoited,fu.uiuldiem
~d, ~P4 diell1 in
all~s~tsto
··...... #s\$lent,Cl)OrdilUlted
~siStent; C(JOrrlinated aQiisufficlent
forthebidQing and coostructionofthe
construction ofthe Work.
Such.review,
al\Clsufticl!lnt fwthebidQing
Work,~chreyieW,
~arison, study,and
stlidy. and examll1lltionshall
be Ii WiuTanty tt!atthe
tl'!at the Conttac:tDocumentS are
complete
. ~ari~
~.tionshall bea~ty
are~plete
·atJd the Project is buildable as <lewribed
described~n,
~n, I'Xceptas
I'ltceptas reported 10
to CQnstruction
CQnst\1lCtion Man~erin
Man~erin
writing;.and
writin~;and
.4 Thattbe
That the Contract Time is a te88Qnableperiod
reBSonableperiod for
fOf performing the work.

.3

.'.."

bas

lnIL
InIL
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CONDrrlONs BY CONTRAOTOR
CONTRACTOR
§ 3.2 REVIEW
~ OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND FIELD CO"DrrIONS
ConlnlCtOr sball have a contiDUingdoty
contiDUing duty to stUdy and ~
~ the Contract Documents
. . ConllllCtOr
DllCIlmeots with each other,
information furnished by the Owner pursuant to Section 2.2.2. The Contractor
Of'S submittals and with informati(lofurnished
COnstruction Man. any errors.
errors, ioconsistenciesor0mi$sions
i~nc:ies Ofoml$sions 9iscovered.
discovered. The
ate1y report to the CmJs.tructiooM8IIaset'
Manager or
orJ\rchitect
daQlllge resoltiog
resulting from errors,
errors.
shall not be liable to the Owner, CoostnJCtion Maoap
Architect for dllQlllge
, omissions in the CoottaetDocumeot$
Conttact Documents untesst1leCOnlractor
unless the COnlractor fllCO$IIized
J'eCO$fIized such error,
ies oromissions
eJ1Or, ilicOJlsistency
.andktt()\vingly
lIIla",~~I~gly failed
fai~ to report it to the ConstIuCtU>n
ColISIIUCtion Manager and Architect. If the Contractor performs
IIIlItl't1'U¢t!on
UC,1:jon acdvity knowing.'it,iJivolves
recopzed error,
error.inconsiste1lCY
or omission in theContraet
theContracl
'..
involves a teeD8!Uzed
~Istencyor
.. ' .... ,: .... .... :.~withoutSUl!!lJlodceto the Construction
ConsllUCtjoo Manag~
and'Architect,
the
Contractor
sAAtlll$$)lmlil
Manag~ and'Architect, the Contractor sha.llll$$Jlme appropriate
appropriate
J
sucl~j~~Irm8i1ce and shall bear an ~ate amount of the attribUtable cOSts for correction.

'''h:'i::=fi;:

:'j{i:·:·i':;:·!;}':~:;;.:.;:;:~:\~I:~n~:t·suc~j.~=:::::::::::am::::::~:::e=:ti:::o:l
a continuing duty to rake field measurements and verify field conditions and shall

1iteIISUlellU!DU and ()onditionsand
Information known to the Contractor with the
i.· :y·~: .: ·:.· )t:'.; ~~fully ,.measurements
conditions and other Infornsalion
......., . ~ CdQtraCt -..
~Jll~nci~g
Errors, inconsistencies or
oromissJons
shaD be reported
c:o!l~me'ncil~g activitieS.
activities. ErrOrs.
omissions discovered shall
~\.:
{{,,: ·;::«i·tiie~tiQ
Arcbltectat'oocc.
t\llmneCl
at oocc.
(:'"':,:
:X/~~~ t:~:~:;~rJ.}r· .~.:~~~~.;&). ;~;:::'-~

'~. ': '

'.': .. ;.~.

":- .

.. :'
"

:". ..
:~

.. :..

"

.,

,',

·~2.~fJIIi~'a.)n~~'Shal~~'i'form the
~~~,I~~:=~~~~~~8~nrm
the Work
Work in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the ContnlctDocuments
Contract Docuntents and
and submittals
submittals approved
approved

~~~W~S~~;t~31.~U~:.((

·§~.@~R'?J~:r9" ~~~,~~~UC'tION PROCEDURES §~~tTbe£O~fi'a\lk.ir· alUIl·., .se and direct the Work,
§,;t,~t.Thclgj~6a(:~~r~~1!l1!~uJpC[1rise
Wotk, using the Contractor's best skill and attention. The
CODstnIclioDmcans,
techniques,sequences
Ctiili(8ctot-8fi~lll1.
Dillble for and have control over construction
means, methods. teehniques,sequences
Work under this Contract, subject to overall coordination
coordlnation of
,·~~:~ro:",·
~ng all portions of the Wott
'thflleoiis'
'''vided iii Sections 4.6.3
4.6.3, and 4;6.4.

,~·~.3;;~e.Con~i,~tiailbe
.fIil$ponsible.to
ror acts and omissiollS
3.3;2,111~,qoiltrl!~t~~tr!i1rbe.'~lponlSible
to the OwnClf
OwnClt for
omissions of the Contractor's employees,

a~~i;S:and employees, and other persons petforming
performing portions of the Work under acontrsct
a contract
SU~~h~ Ililit~ir a~~lP.;aod
'. witi',)~if€t~~traetJji. .' ." ;,c'
',:
",:

.

:;

....

CQntr/lCtor:ilhiih not be relieved of obligations to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract
§,:J.3J. ~ Contr/Jctor:i;hiiil
D()!CUiJ¢,lilts el~
'by .lWUy!!ies
IWUyl!ies or duties of the Consn-uction
Consn-ueUon Manager or Architect in their
the,ir administration of the
Do,ciJiJ#ts
el~"by
or by
t~i'aii~~IiQhS or approvl\ls
approvills ~\Iired or performed by persons other tbllh
tban the Contraetor
Coo!rnet; 'or
by tesi'8/in.~IiQh$
ContraCtor..
. ; . ".~'~'

:::~::.:::{:::.

.,:L,~~·;'··

::'that
§§:~4.4.TIIl,l,~~~~;i~~1
~~.4,TII~rCpn~~~'shail imi~f%ons
imi~f~Ons
,L ~~fj~,~if~~,trilctQrshol1;:0r~t
.L
~~fj~.~1F~~.~tQrshal1;:0r~t

<Jfthe
to the ContractOr's Work in order to determine
of the Project related to
.ihat suilti'Pofti~;~:ii}.:proper'OOiidiiion
sllifti'Pofti~;'i#:ii}.:proper"OOiidiiion to receive subsequent Work.
....
'...

.. "'. :.~
:.~ ~::~
;.;.«.
~::~ :.;.«.

-, .
",'

and coordinate tesf$
tests and inspections reqlJinxl
reqlJired to complete the Work.
Worle.

·.l~:4~R~."DMAI~·;
,'§~:4~R~,NDMAI~': ::/..
::;' ,,;,;,.
.§
,§ ;f~,.1
;f~.•1 UnleSs otherwl~
otherwl~ provided in the Contract.Documents,
Contract,DoCUllU!DlS, the O>Ptractorsha11
Comractor shall provide and pay for labor,
~~equ.i.pme~t,i#.~;~truction eqUipment
~~"'p~~t:,~~;~tnIction
equipmoni andlMclijOery,
andlMc1!i!lety. water,
water. hellt.
heat. utili~ transportation. alidother
andDther
faci~es
execution and eompletion
COI!lplCtion of the Work,
Work. whether telilpOi'ary
tempotary or perinanent
facl~es and iervic~f~i~'~o,r
ierYi(i~f~~~~6"f,<l,f prQper exeeutionand
WJtethet or not
iJi~;¥: ~ to be incorporated in
in the Work,
and WJtetbet
notiJi~;¥:

.:.: .
.:.:.

:::~t~··: :::
~ "..
...i::~t~··:
::.>.-."

•:'1"-4.2 'lbe·OOj)~
ThC'a,A~·,shall
discipline and good order llIllongtbe
an)ODg tbe Contractor's employees and other
•:·IU.2
..shatl eQforce
eJlforc~ strict d1scfplineandgood
TheContro.ctQr shalt
shall not
nOt permit employment
employllU!Dt of unf1~persons
unfl~ persons (It
or personaMt
personsllOt
..'~~i1ipli,lli~Contract.
~ ~i1ip\i,l!i~Colltraet TheContr$ClQr
Sldueil
.
.
. ' ' ,. .,
Sldneil iii
in tasta;~gn&ltilthein.
tam~gQlldtothein.
,
,§ ~~,A.~theP9ntract
bas been executed; the Ownet
w!tJ.! the Constructlqn
.§
~~,.t\~.t!l~P9~tbasb~
OWllet after consulta~on
collSUlta~on witJ.!
Const1UCtlq~ Manager and

wj{li:9liSider
afoimal reqUest for tbCsuIm!tlJtion
tbCsubstitUtion ofprodue!S
ofptoduC!S in
In plac;e of those specified only IIl!der
liSidet' afoimatteqiJe$t
.,', .,:',,AC!l~~:
:'.M:~~: 'Wj{li:9
under the

(~ool)'if S\lbniitted a.t
substitudon.-equestformset forth in tbe
the CorJttactOocumentil):
ConctactDocumenlS):
.., ,fotJ.OWilli'c~d~~
fol~Willi·~Oi,'id~~ (~qnlyifsgblliitted
on the sulntit\ldon.-eque.tforrnset
"'. '.;X,
:,;R~l!ired produ<;t
product caonotbe
cannot be supplied
in time fQ1'comPliance
for·COIiIPliance with,Contract
time reqUirements;
'. •;X· :':~~I!ired
sUppl~in
With~ontraetdmere<jl1irements;
proiluct is not acc,ept/lbie to.a
to,a govellling
authoi'ity, or
Of determined 10
be nOn-Compatlbie,
or
J .'lUiquired
l&quircd proiluctisnotacc,eptllble
~V!'rningauthQl'ity.
to I>e
non-'COJl1p~ble,or
cannot
be" properly coordinated, WlJITlII1tIild
WI!fTlI11led or inS\lred,or
re<;ogniiecl disability.
disllbility as certified
caiJOot beproperly.co.ordinated,
InS\lred,or has other recognii.eq
Contractor;
by Con\tactor;

Inlt.
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SUbstl!otial,
SUbstl!otiai advantage
adVantage is offered to the Owner after deducting offsetting disadvantages bicludlog
delays. additiOM,l cotnpeJ\Sation
ciompeJ\SIltion to Architect and Constl:tJCtion
ConsU:Oction Manager for rede$i&D,
redesi&n, investigation,
evaluatloo aljd
other necesSlUY
neces88J)' services and similarconsidm'ations;and
similarconsidm'atioo&; and
evaluation
alldoth~
speclfiec1'product or methOd or consttuctl911
caiIDot,bc plO\'idedln
provided In a manDm'
compatible
The specified'product
llonsttuetl91l caiHKltbc
11\lIII~ that
tbIlt Is cOmpatible
with other materials, or
ot cl\I1iKIt
cl\l1iKltbe
be proJ.lCdy
properly c;o(mjinated.
~inated. WllIJ'aJited,
wamuited, or insured,
iPllured, and where ehe
substitution Will oven:ome
overcome ib8
ContraCtor certifies
l:e1tifies that the substilUtionwill
the deficiency.

.3

I)
... ,........ ...~"._ .,.

."

__ _. _

~~~~:t:~-·.l~~~~::'~~)~?~y.~ ~~;:~~i~ir~:

__

_ _ _. _.__.

,.'''.;\'1.',' .. ,',)'2:,;: ",p'.uBYmal<ing~for$UlJ"llt1ltiQlIl!bliSedonS~op3.4.3above,theCon~r:
By maldng requests tor $UbstitutiQns blised on Section 3.4.3 above, the Con~r:

!hat
ha$JII'fSOIIaIIYin~tipted
proposedsub$titQte and determined
thatil
that be ha$JII'ISOIIaIly
inmtipted the propilsedsub$tit\lte
d~nnined that
it is equal
~l
. all respet:1B
respectS totbatspecifiei1:
" '
totbat specified:
willprovide the same wan"aDtY
warrantY for the substllUtionthat
substitution that it would for
that specified;
.2 ;/:?,. ep
"itWillprovide
fQl'that
data presented is complete and includes
Includes all related
re)ated coSta
under, ~
.3 ,~j
the cost dataptll&entedis
COStaunder~,
' t~1u<Ie8the
"""" ........ we Arcbitect's
Arcbitecl'S redesign
redesi~costs,
costs, and wl!ives
waives all claimsforildditional
claimS for additional costs
$..Ibstitilitlon wbicb sulnequcntlyl.>ccomes
subsequently l.>ecomcs apparent:
apparetJl:; lUIii
.$..IbstitiJtlon
and
...
inStallation
llCCCptedsubstitlite,~g
inSIallation of the accepted
substi.tUte,~g such changes as maY
may be required
,'H>>No' .eomplete
..nn,nl•.t.. in all
alll'e$peCts.
respects.

.1
.1RepJ1
,:9t su

or on account,of
account of the 'Contractor
Contractor and intended to be incorporated into the
t)le Owner asdeUvete<I,
as deUvered, but the
tbe Contractor may repossess
become the property of the
reposSeSs
g at the completion of this
scsffoldjng.aJlPlll'8t\Js"
thi~ Contract. All scaffolding.
aJlPlll'8t\ls" ways, works,
p~mises 'by the Contnlck>rsball
Contractor shall remaiilhis
remaln'bls ~,
pioperIf, butiu thllea&e
tit!) case of
: the p~misesby
by theOWtier,
theOWtiet, OWner Shall
shall be entitled to use such Scaffolding,apparalUs,
Scaffolding, apparatus, ways,
cost or liability for depreciation or damage by such use and without prejudice to
danlage or loss sustained by reason of said default.
fur any damage
Owner. Construction Manager and Architect that all labor furnished'
furnished'under
':~~Ilii~io the Owner,
under this

r'w;IUT~:iif$'to

,... tn',_nrm
w,'perform the tasks undertaken, that the product of such labor shall yield only firstsand equipment furnished under the Contract will be of high quality and -,ow unless
tile Contract Documents, that the Work will be free from defects Dot iJ;1herentin
re!lIm.rII;QJ~r,plllJ,llll.l:wea, and tIIat the Work will conforn) with the requirements of the Contrac,t Documents.
,.AiiiV;ryWllIl'k
requirements shall constitute a,b~h of Contractor's warranty. Work
substitutions not properly approved and alithorized, may be
exoludesrem'edy for damage or defect caUsed bYabose.
or\nsufficient mairltenance, improper opImWon. or nannal
COi1lStri1jCti4)D )4anager or Architect. the Contractor shall fumlsh
of materials ilnd equipment. The Contractor shall assign and dellver
the Owner.
G9,[I~~""",." .. -P-~-'
I.

consumer, use and similartilxes for the Work or portions the:reof provided by

gil!J;~l8Ctc:d' when bids are received or negotiations coiIc1uded, whetbel' qr not yet

: • •: :

::,,/:,~:~,
, t,;,;""

:;; ,\'U.6.2
,,'f.(J.6.2
:;\

0).::'
::"
"),;..~,;,;"'4''''i;,;"
..

into effect.

of securin$ the
the, business oferecting
of erecting or construetillS
cons~!lSpublic
In the State
'},.,,in
in consideration ofsecurin$
public works in

'I.\ :{~ifma>!~
:!~if,~
'may
be outs'
, I.....

~~
is engaged in a tnIllSitoty
used therein
" it
itisengaged
transitory business and that
thai in the pursuit
pUrsuit thereof it ptl)perty
ptOpertyused
. : . 'ofldaho
taXC8, excises, or license
liable become payable.
Idalio when
w!ien taXes.
lic;ense fees
files to Which
which it is
Is 1,ii1ble

Accordingly. the Conb'actoruR
Acconlingly.tbll
covel1alJts.tilld aagrees:
gn:ea:
det8!linds' COVeqantsand

JlfOIlCitY).

,"
.• , ...
",::
:: ;'
; ,:,,:,'i
:·.:.'i....J,
J\:',,:,:A,,:,'!.i'l~paypromptly
:,..:.:A.,:.'il,:r~payprornptly WheI1dueall
WheI100eall ~ell
~eS(~than
(other dUln onteal
on real prOpeity). ~ andli<;en$et'eesdue
andli~ t'ecsdueto
to the
,:':,,';::, ',,\,::-: ,"': : ;:,,::>;~~te()fId8hi;.,
its$UbdivisioI1$,Jmtri{oiPa.t cOqxwatiO!lsandquasi-municipai
;:,,\\~~te~fId8lW;itsSUbdivl$lol)$,ffiltD{cipal
~ti6!lSandqtJasi·_¢ipai corporations
(:O~Olls tl\erein.
':',,:, '-',
druing the t~ of
thiS COOttact,whether
ContraCt, whether or noqhe
not the same
shall. bepayabJe at
:." "'. "';:,
.... '.': "i¥:l;nied
·;,i¥:.l;rued or .accruing
clICcruingdwingthe
dfthis
slimO shall
~t the
,C'
! ....
., .'ei!'iiofsUch
of &uc~terni;
"

. . <::, '.,\,::.: ,"': :

eli!!

term; ,

d\etein,

,

, '; , ';'2,
:,-That if the said taxes, excises,
excises. ,and
and license feellllrellotpayaltle
fees are not payable at the end ohaidtern1i
ohaid ,tenni but liability for
., ..
·;2:,·.Thatif
some coristitute
coiistitllte liens
Ii~s upon its property,
proJlCrty, to secure the same
the PllYJnent
~t the{eofexists
t!J!l~ofeJ!.ists even
llven though
thou~ the same
tile satisfaetioll
satisfaction of ttlerespectiveofficers
the respective officers charged with the
tbe coll~on,tbercof;
coll~on thereof; and
to the
That. in the event
the payment or secllring
securing of $uch
sUCh taxes,
excises, and license fees, to
.3 That,
<:Yent of its default
cJe(ault in
illthepayme,,~
raxes,eJ!.cises.
offiCer, board. orluing
or laxing nnit
unit enteririg
WithhOld
consent that llie
the dqmrtment.
dqmrtmllRt. officer,
enteriDg into
liJto this Contract'may
Contract-nIily Withhold

!nIL

AlA lIoctrmenibo1. . . . -1192. ~la!1tO IIIiii.'! byT/)eAme!'i~n rnsalu!e,QI~; AII~' ~WAflNIHG; TIlls AIA·Do~inent"

Pfo~d by, US; Ccpyrlgl11Litw and Inuwn,aUoill!f Treeilas. Ullaul~ repro!h/ClIliil 0/: !!'Striliutlli\1 C!' II1ls A~· ~.nt. or a~PQltlon of I~
ThIs doCuIIitiII_ pJOduced

may ,es<illin SOlve", eMI and <itllrijnal p.tnaltla, and WIll be praa~u~d to thll,l!\!Ixlniilm ~t possible III1dt!r Iha.lllW.
by AlA at/IIW4raat 10:45:07 on 04fl:T12OO7 uiJdar Cider No.l0002951t Cl wh/ch8xplrason <fI<tI2OO8, 8nd II IlOl tor lW88Ie.
UaerNotea:
'
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from any payment due him here~
here~ the estimated amount of such accrued andaceroing
and accruing taxes,
excises, and license fees for the benefit of
of. all taxing units to which the Contractor Is liable.

ore entering into this Contract.
Contract, the C~r
C~r slllllIbe
sl\all be 8uthO!i:r.ed
lIutho!i:r.ed fo
to do busillCS$
busil\C8!! in the State of Idaho and
Ie and delivery to owner
Owner any affidavit toncetning laXesrequested
taxes requested by Owner.
·,"'Ullu,,,m
(lO)day$ of its receipt ofanylaX
of any tax fonus
fonns from the
OWl!Cl'. the Contractor
shall properly and fully
in len (lO)dljysof
theOWl!Cl'.the
Con~rshall
.te $UChforms andreturil them to Owner.
Owncr. The Contractor
Gontractot IlIIdCfSIands
\llldetsllUlds and
llnd apcsthllt
asrecsthat 5Ul:hforms
5UChfurms mayrequcst
mayrcqucst
ontractil~g
:rubc()~ and vendors)
other infonnation.
information.
Ilamcs.ll!!
. traetillg parties (including all :mbc:91ltractOrS
velldQl'S) and otber
.

~~,.•

'lJ1of
al this Cot'ltratt
Cotitratt and
anel apiD
again prior to reque$ting
requesting final payml:Jlt
payment for the Work, the
ute and deliver Idaho Slate
State Tax Commission form WH.5
WH-5 to both the OWner
Owner and to

·on.

ICES
'the ContraetI>ocumentsjlhe
Contract Documents; .the Owner sballsecurc
shall secure and pay for the building permit
ill'the
all other permits alid
arid governmental fees,
inspections
pay for allotherpermits
fel:s. licenses and lnspections
are customarily secured after execution of the
completion of the Work which ate
. when bids are received or negotiations concludQd.
. y with and give notices requifCd
required bylaws.
bylaws, ordinances, mica
rules and regUlatioDs
regulations and
benring on pertonnonce
pcrfonnonce of the Work.
_.;' ·bearing
"V

~pOJisibl~ity.
ascertain that the ContraetOocuments
Contract Documents are
onsibUity to asc:ertainthatthe
lP'C

in accordance with
nce$., bUilding codes, and rules and reg!Jlations.
reglllations. However,
However. if the Contractor observes
I;jf .
. ....: uments are
are at variance therewith. the C9Uiractor shall promptly notify the
'.~~~ ~~!:Ft and oWner in writing. and necessary changes shall be accomplished by appropriate

.': y;~~\~1~~:~~\~~\'

,9~~tiiffonns Work knowing it to be contnUy to laws. statutes, ordinances, building codes, and
.
tPt:s!JCh notice to the Construction Manager. Architect and Owner. the Contractor shall
.:~ such,~~l.'.Od shall bear th\?J attributable cosls.

:.~,. ;{~,~.:~;.~~.?~\;.:~~.

ct

:.~:;.~Jt-g:t~~~,C

~11U:nCiiiiaii'l";llie
. IHnctii.de''ji{llie Contract Sum all allowances stated in the Contract Doroments.
Documents. Items

'~.;:-/."~~".. .:},~;~; : '>:';.'.

Dr such amounts !tmlby
and'by such persons or entities as the Owner may direct,
direct.
lillllit:bessUDolll!dfj·
lied for
I not be'
· .. to employ persons or entities aglilnst
against which theContraetor
the Contractor maIres
makes reasonable

':;'.1

se

:'·',:;,t,//)~F;·>

···/.in·l@i2l1nle8$·otherWi providec,· in the Contract Documents:
.'i~~I'~P;::·; .1 ",,;ID!t . . nmo....t "under
..'d~. an allowance shall
aha'll be sel8Cled
selected promptly by the Owner to avoid delay
·':<·in
the cost to th¢
the Contractor
deUvered at th¢
the site
sIte and
}i-.2 all
th¢
COlitractor of materials and equipment deHvered
llt1d
less applicable trade discoonts;
. .
.
'.
Iesll
applicable
trilde
dijcounts;
~runloading and handling at the site, labor.
la!>or. ili$tall1ltiollcosts.
ill$talJatjoncosts, overhead.
overhead, profit and
.3'(':;'i~ii ":c>r's cO$tS ~rlJnloadingalldband1ing
CO~ltelllp\a1ted for~1ed
for stated aI10wlmce
aUowance .lI1()Untsshall
COOtract Sum and
:·V/r.i1~: '. ·ti,.,"-;' .. $COJ,ltemplated
alllQUntsllhall be included in the ContraetSum
'," . . Uowances;
are more
thana1lowances.
the Contract S!1mshall
Sllm shall be adjusted accOrdingly
.4 wbe1lCMlrcosls arc
_
than or 1_
ICillS than
allowances, the
aCCOrdingly
.,.,., : '-' ."",
'-",.: :.,' ,·,-:'·':flly·Chllt1ge Ordet.
Order. The amount olthe
oCtile Qlanae
QlaJlge Ordershalheflect
Order8pall reflect CO
m thediff'crence
the diff'~ between IlCI1J8l
llCtlJ8.1
the allowailces undetSection 3.8.2.2 and (2) changes in Contractor's cOBtsunder Section

.~.':'.~:'~ ;' .~';.:";.: ~: ':.

:",~.-:' ~:l!l~:~

J~~¥!","~!;I:~~iE~~M

"llwoo_m~.

__",-

....

3.9.1 The Contrlicror
COlltrilCtor shan
sluill employ Iia competent superintendent and necessary
necessary assistants .who shall be in attl:Jldance
attendance
§ 3,9,1
all times When
Work.isactually
is actually in progress.
progress, 1'hesuperintendent
at the Project site at all
when the Work
The superintendent shall have complete
authOrity to represent,
represent. act forandbilld
for and bind the Contractor,
Contractor. andcommunica,tions
and communications given to the superintendent shall be .as
authority
as
ifgivCJl
ContractOr. Irnportanlcommumcatiotl$
Important communications shall be confirmed
conf)nned in writing. Other
binding .. as .if.
given to the Contractor..
Init.

AlA~A2OtIC._"'-'_~~~O,l!l92bylbe~:ina~OI~
WARMttIG: lll" AlAe OOcU!Mnth~
"'''~~iC._'''-~_C!l,~~.,lll92byThe~inal!lUl80I~. All!IghtS~
A1'!lgh"~WAR~:lll"AIA·b<lcUmel1tl*
l, AlA·
i ,!"bldlorlol
1WO.tect8d
by V~S.Copyflght lllw"njl.lI$thallofllll Tt.atIe$'
OnaUl~tlZed. ~ctlon
or 41
41i,!"b\IIlor!
Of th
thl~
~nt.~ ;IllY.
lIllY. partlan
ill It,
llI'O.lecIid byV.S.CopyflghtlIlVol"njll~tl!a!lGl!II!
Tt.lIlIe,.lInaUl~tlZ~
~ctlon at
~IA' ~nl.~
p(IiiIan ill",
lII!It..ntSlIIt I"
_
cl.vUIlIJ(f.
"".llf084ctited
max.Iin!l\ll ~.iJlM.lIIle~lIlelaW,
III!!Y'resuIt
In leVAN
clvUI\IId cI1li!ln~
cM!Ill~ peh\lllMa••
pe~I\M•••peI '11m ""
I\I'084ctited to.!!lIt
to.lhIt maxlinU\\llllllthlpOlIslIIIe
~ tile laW. 1l*.doc:t,iRIll(It-1lI'Q(IuCed
Thlldoc\III$!)I_ prI!ducad
IW AlA aollvi-lleat
sOltwiw at 10:015:07
10:oi$:G7.!Jll
on Cl-4l27I2QOt.I!nCiiltOrder
CW27I2QOt.underOrder No.l00029ll11
No.l00029511 U WhleIi.itpIras
WhIch eitplres on 414f,ZOO1i.1Ild
41~.1Ild 1$ not lOr
Ill..,.eRle.
reHle.
. . .. ..

user Notes:
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communicatiOllsshall
communications shall be similarly confirmed on writterl't¢quest
writterl'~ in each case. The superintendent shall supervise and
Work
Wort and shall
sball not physically participate in
io the actual performance, assemblage or installation of the
i'Wqrl.(
i·Wqrl.( ex,~pt
ex.~pt limited participation that is incidental· ~ such su~ntendent'
su~ntendent' s supervisory duties.
d.~ ,t;h~
.t;h~

;; <:
;J

~~~ ~or to c0l1UTlCJl¢Cll1Cnt
cOll11TlCJl¢ClllCnt of the Work,ContraCtot
Work; ContraCtor sballp.-ovide
shall p.-ovide ()wne&'
Owner withtbename,
with. the name, contact infOrmation,
,~~~,.~Ot

.

.•

qualifications,
Cl'pe.rience.l!nd rolo
role of the superinten<!eAt
superinten<!ent and irs
its ·lISSistllnta.
not retain any
qualifiCations, Cl'perle:nre.l!nd
JlSSistants~. The ContraCtor shall·
&halloot
....
or assistant
bas a reasonable objection. Upon Owner's request. Con!nlCtot
Con!lllCtot shall
,", : ~~iendent
~~lendentOt
~istant to \VII4ch
\Vb4ch Ownei
Owner hIlS
., ::;eplace
;eplace the snperiutendentoranyassistants
become ~y qnaatisfac:tory to~. So long as sum
sUCh
S~eAtOtllllYllS$ists,ltS that
tbatbecomc~YlJ.II8atisfactoJ')'to~.
:.i1tClividuaJs
actively ernll1oyjl!lor
empkiyjld· or retained br ContlaCitl{,
Contrackl{, they shall pc:tformthe
petformthe roles illdiliated
indil)ated. unless
.;i1tdividuaJs named fellll!!!l
~!1 acti""ly
;to. thec"ry
writin~lf one or
mote individUals
not listed Gbove·SirbSequeiltly
Gbovesubsequeildy assumes
,: ~ agrees
~.;fO
thec~ry in writin~lf
otmo~
indivi~ riot
lI8$Umes one or
of~: functi!l~
functi!l~ listlXl
above, the provisions
p.-ovisions of
:m:j)ie of~:
listed above.
of' this Section
Sectic:m 3.9 sblillbind the Contractor as though
., cci{itrsctor
cci{itractor ~,properly.
~.properly..!i~i,gnated
individUllls.
,!i~i,gllllted such indivi<!ullls.

br

as

·~~:~O
COHT~~OR'~:~~STlWcnON
'~~;~O cottr~~OR'~:~~STlWcnON

SCHEDULE
.§
~>.~O,1 ~ ~~,
~~, Pro~y
beinga~arded the Contrset.sball
Contract,sball prepare ~ submit for the Owner's and
n>.~O.1
Pro~y after beinga",arded
Mbiteet~'
approVlll a Contractor's ConslrlJCdouScbedule
ConslrDCtiou Schedule fOr the
Mbiteet~' ~if"!>~:IUI!!';@~
~rf.!>~:lUI!!~~ COnstruction Manager's approval

nOt

Work.
SUC!isi:heiide·.8bal1 nOt pxceed timo limirs
limits cmrentunc!er
Documenta, shall be revised at
WorJc.SUC:1i8i:~'.8ball
CIIIT!9Itunc!er the Contract Documents;sbaJl
~a~ i~' as
l."I'gpj# by the conditions of the
Project, shall be related to the entire Project
~li~fnte.i~!il~'
as~qpi#
~ Work and Project.
Co(l~9n
se!iei!1ile to.
tb~'~tent required by the Contrllct
contract Documents, and shall
sIIall provide forexpeditio\lS
for expeditioQS and
Co(l~9n 8e!iei!1iJe
to,tb~'~lclnt
pr8lili~lible ex!ic#ion
~,Work.
sblill prpmptiy
pracitt_~lible
ex!ic#lon of
of~.
Work. The Contraetor
Contractor shall
promptly report any delays in the performance of the Work
_th~'COnstrllciiQn M~a.ger.
t9:,th~'COnstrllciiQn
M~I1ger' .
, ,"'

t9:

§~;10~.rh~
C~IJi# '8bal~:~~tIIte with
witb the
tbe Comltruction
scheduling and performing the
§~;10~,rh~ C~J!i#'8hal~:~~tllte
COUllllUetion Manager in ·scheduiing

¢OiIfllct, delay in or
ot interference
ContractOr's Worl(to avoid
lIvoid¢Oilfliet,
IntetfereJ\ce with tbe Work of other Contractors or the construction
or oper~ons of the Owner'~
Owner'~ own forces.
oroper.m.ons
§ 3.1o-.3'~~
Con~~t~s\lpl~ p~pare and keep current, for the Construction Manager's approval, a schedule of
3.tQ-.3'~~Con~~t~s\:tpl~
8ubmi~is.
coo~i~~ with the
tbe Contractor's Construction Schedule and allows the Construction Manager
8ubmi~is, Which is CQO~i~~
reas9iiil\li~t!me
t~_ r.eview sQbmittals.
gQbmittals.
reas9iiil\li~t!me t~,

review

3;10.4·The Contractor
,slIall conf0111l
I\1OSt recent
recllnt approved schedules.
§ 3;10.4'The
Con~ctor ,sIlall
l11l to the II10St

§,3.1o.s
§.3.10.5 If the Wort'
Work is' not on
On scbedqIe
schedqlc and the Construction Manager does not believe the Contractor's propoSed
acitiorlJa.lirips!Jl.c;'wOii(
ac:tionJa.lirips!!l.e; .WOit: on
011 ~b~~
sCb~~ i!i'adeepte,
~'lld~, then the
thep.-ogress
p.-ogress of the Worlc
WQrlc shall
sball be deemed
~med ulISatisfactorY.
unsatisfactory. In
mDt, ill ad~oii
rlghfli tinder Article
Anic1e 14, the Owner,
Owner. at its di$cretion,
discretio.n, may require the Contractor to work
suCh mDt.m
ad~oii to its rlghflitinder
such additional
a4ditionattime~r
time ~[ regular hours. incbJdingSaturdays,
inclJJding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, without additional CO$t to the
Owner'!O
OWner'!O !:Iring
tmng the Work
WQrlc on,
on. ~e.
.
.
.:
l;

"
"of o f ·
•

.••
•
•
• •
•
•
'••
•

§ 3.10.8
3.10.& Unl~' ~tberwl~a~'
~therwi~ a~' bYOWlKlf.
Owl\Clf, Contractor shall
sballuse
use the latest edition of "Primavera Project Planner",
Planner" ,
"Microsoft Project"
ProjeCt" or ~tedequivalenlCPMschedul~
~tedequivalent cPM scheduling software to prepare and Update
update the Coustroetion
Construction
Schedule. The ConstnJciioli
Construciioli Schedule slWI
sbaII be ptovl4edto
provided to a level of dctailac:eeptable
dctail.aceeptable to Construction MarIl!ger,
Manl!ger, and
shall:
.1 Use ~ated
~ated logic
based. on an precedence concepts;
logic; di&grll1IlS
di~based
~
B~~al'ablo ofproviding
providing ~OU$analYJ!s
~OU$~ysisof
$Cl1edU1e. including. but not limited10,
limited 10, listing of
B~~aJ?ablo
of the scI1e<!Ulc..including,
at;liyitiqs by.~·
by.~ preliete,8silr.snCCCSSOr,
pre\Jete,ssili", successor. trade and float;
at;jiyitiqs.
'an adeqliate number of scheduling
.3 IiidIc8fe 'allzj(Jeqlililtennlliberof'
sCbedu1ing lIi:tivitiesto properly describe the nature and sequence by
intends to carry out theWQlt.
.
.'
which Contractor
ContraetOf lntends
t\lat. ha"e
plllnned start lind
and
(i)
For IICIivities
lICtiVities tAAt·
ba"e not yet started, indicate the planned
completion'dates;
planned completion'dateS;.
.
<ij)
f()r activities
beeostarted but
bUt not yet CQIiIp~ted,the
cmiIp~ted,the update
<Ii>
FCnacti'liti~ that hl!VC
h.~ bee.nstarted
shll\i indicate the Actual start date, pe~t complete. and (orecast
of the schedule shllll
forecast completion
., .
date;
.
complete<!. indicate the actual start dates·and
dates and actualcomplction
actual cODIplction dates;
dales;
(iii)
For activities that are eomplete<l,

by

of

Iiidlc8te

me

and

(iv)
(Iv)

1nIt.

which are behin<!
behind seheduleorhave.not
schedule or have .not started in,
accordance wi!h
with !be
the approved
Por activities whieh·
i~accordance
p1'Qvide a narrative
nmTative as to the reasomfur
reasonS fur behind schedule,
status
Construction Schedule, PrQvide
scbedllie. the Slatus

IdAD~A201.1'Ii-1_~Y!'I!JhtO
I.~ bYTl1e ~·~lU\4I.OI
~I\uit~ ~~; WARHIN(3:
Thf. AlA- DOcuIl\"!'t
I,
AlADocw-t~201."'-1_~Y!'I9htO l.bjli1e
~~~o'~I\UJl~~~;
WARHIN13: ThI.AlA'
~lI\ll!'t I.

pioIected by
ccpYtltJht ",w
,""W lIfl<Illl~llIfo~
!Ift<II!lIefnIll'o~ TteI\t!es.
I~I. AlAe
!)oClli)'l.ml ..... ..,ypott!oirof
anyporilOi!Of It.
I~.
piotect.d
bV u.s. CopYtlght
Ttel\l!es•.unafJthorlztdl'efi.'OdUctl~n
un~ho~l'eft'OdU,etlo" oi d.lstrlbUUllnot
~,"trliluu/lnotthl,
AI""90ClII)l'lnt.....
lJ18y.reel,lltln
ft18yreal,lltln ~ Clv"
elv" .nd
end i:l:lmll'lal
i:l:l"i/"lal peMltI
peMlt/e":end
•••:end WIll",
WIll ' " pro~cu~",
pro~cU~to lhelllftlclmumelllentposslille
thell!mc'mlJ.nelllettt possible under
UlIder the law..
law. TIlls doCUrnGnt
~m produced
prodUClld
AlA ~ at 10:45:0.7 Qn
on 04m/2007
Order No.l000295"',:...11NhiC11el1pi{ea
No.l000295111.:...1 whiCtlelIpi{ea on 41<Il2OO8.
4l04l2008. and Is not lor "'sa/$.
by "'"
04m12OO7 under Older
nt• •
l/SttNoIlia:
~NoIIia:
.'
.
(744410520)

severe
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activity, the actions being taken to bring the activity back into
Into schedule, and the
of the activity.
foreca$tcompletion date.
forec8$tcompletlon
Work activities. apptovaJrand
approvalrandsubl1littals
Manager, Ai'chi~
Atchi~ or
Show any Workilctlvidea.
subl1llttals by Owuer. Consttuclioll
Consrruclioll Manager.
othe.is that are ~to
~. to Contractor's
work activities.
activities, including projected dates for submission
. othe.rs
CoJitnu:;WC"s WQrk
. 8I)dretumof
aildretur:i1 of all
Shop Drawings aI\c:l other submittals;
submittllls;
al1$bopDrawillgllllllc:l
.
..
Allow OWner
Owner 10 properly ooonI!natethe.Wl)rk
ooonI!natethe WQrk of its separate
if lIDY.
/lIlY. and to properly plan
&eplll'llte conttactors,
conttaCt<)ls. it
on its us~
use of portioria
pOrtioria of
of the l'rc>jeet
I?roject prior to
_ ofsubstantiah:ompJetion;
of substantial'completion;
00
to the ~
The expected del~
dates for
all long~Jead items,
items. inajor
material items 10 be
The.expeeted
del~·lIates
fQtalllong~~
major equipment and materialltelilS
•
intQ the~ject;
" into
the~jecr;
sbutdowri or disruption of
ofongoing,activitiesofOwner
ootheSile, as approved
~ for sbuldOWri
ongoing activities o{ Owner ontlJe,sile,
4ppJQved in

..
..

wnei;

.s . for testing and start-up of an
all map
major meclialiical
meclialiicaJ and
and. electrical equiptnel1t
equipinel1t and
an!!
Rlquested.by
~uestedby Owner will be available
avllilal?Je for beneficial occupancy;
occupanc)y; and
all activities began or ended, as they are realized:
u~d I1QlJess
cut-,Qff dates
'I be updated
not Jess than monthly in acco~nce
acco~nce with the cstaQlished
CBtaQlished cut-,off
UJ1datcs shall
sball inchide with revise!!
revised logic diagrams and shall
shall include aU Change
h UJ1dates
actual conditions and the aetualsequence
actual sequence of the Work.
essary 10 indicate aetualconditions

;. submit a weekly activities schedule ("Weekly Activities Schedule") indicating
uting the Work.
WOfk. The Weekly
Wee1dy Activities Schedule
SChedule shall be consistent with the
indicate three (3) weeks, consisting of one (1) week "history" and lWO
tWO (2) weeks
iqdjcate
weeldy scheduling meetings with OWner at a time and place selected
weekly
seJected by Owner.
SATTHEsrrE
ATTHEsrrE
ntain at the site for the Owner one record copy of the Drawings, Specifications,
~c~ifical~oniS, in good order and marked currently to record changes and
er 1'{odifications.
.on, and il1 addition approved
lipproved Shop Dmwings, Product Data. Samples and similar
.shall be available to the
the.Canstruction
Canstruction Manager and Architect andshali
and shall be delivered to the
'~~f:jmittal to the Owner upon completion
<»mpletion of the Work.
:.";'

NDSAMPI,.ES
SAMPI.ES
.ms. schedules and other data specilllly
specllllly prepared for the Work by the
lbcc,ntrlIICUItr.
Otractor. manufa()turet',
IIl8Dufa~nIlW. suppUer or distributor
dislribUtor 10 illustrate
il1Ualrate some portion of
.....;.,.-.
: :.l;·.:~:::-: ?:~':~~~f~'
'!It!~!~;$blliKIaJrd
,,~llandard schedules.
$Chedules. perfo~
perfollllllllCC charts.

iris!ntctipl'ls,
iris!l'Uctiqns, brochures,
brochures. dill8rams
dillgl'8D\ll and
tIi/l"CCintractc;Jl'
for same portion of the Work.
CtiJIrliCtor to llluslr!lle
illusll1lle materials or equipment forsQme

whk:h illustmte
materials, equipment or workmllDSbipand
workmanship andestatilish
EPI~s whiCh
il1ustmte materials,equipJnent
eststilish
judged.
.

" 'J}':g;~,'!!J;)pe Judged•

Data, Simples and shuilar
shullar s!ll>mittals
are not Contract Docunielits.Tbe
Documelits.Tbe purpose of
.• Prodl;let Data.
s!1l>mittals are.
Wotk fOf which
are required the way the
for those portions of rite
:". nstratefor
~e Wotlc
wlJi~h submittals
sUbmittala.are
totheinformlitiongiven
Contme!
. :~onfoml ltlthe
informlltiongiven andthedes!gn
IlDdtlledesign concept expressed in the Contract
'~ibe Architect ill
is SUbject to the limitatiollSof
limitations of Section 4.6.12.

~.6#§'at:tor.
9111111 carefully review. approve 8f\d
SlibJpit to theConstructiQn
Manager. in
in. accordance with
tot shaIlcare(ully
an,dS!ibQlit
tlieC~nstructiPn MiUlllF.
:ionll'''''''
.... ;",.,.........pil by the Construgt\Ql!
Con:itrucUon Manqer,
PrQdilCt[)ata;;~ainplllS and
uenceaPtJrOVed
M~er. $lop
~p I)rawings,
I,)rawings; PrQdilQtDatll,.~amplllS

intI.
InIL

CooQact DOCuments. TheCon~r$h~lstamP
TbeC\m~r.$hollatamP alldsign
aild sign eaclisubmittal
each submittal witb
with
requiredb)t,tIie ConQactDocuments,
QOcuments aiNapprove.d[orapprovedasnated}."
all4.approved[orapproved as nOted}." Ifthesubmit!al
Ifthuubm~1
.
. . ...... Il.~ewitl! tbeColl!nict
the.COI'l!J1iCt Qocun\4lnts
requirei'nimts Qf
of tlieContrilct
theContrilct Docllmeiui.
sliaUindicate sucli
such
·C .. .. ·any'<fel1atioii from the re<juireinCnts
J)j:tc1l,!'QCnti, the .ContmCtor
Contraetot shalHlldicate
devia~on
cO!l$picuous l1Qlationon the submittal. The Contractor
COnlractor shall cooptl'lUe
cooperate With tlieColis~on
tlieColis~on
devia~on. with a c0!lSpiCUOllSnotli.lion<)n
Manager in the .coordina~onof
coordin890R0f tIie
the ContraelQr's
Contractor's Shop
Drawings. Prbd\!Ct
PrOduct [)lIta.
a1i(l Similar
Mllnager
SiJop Drawings,
[)Illa, SalllPles alia
similar subrruttals
subpUU8Is with
related documents submitted by
byotber
tbat.~ nQt
not required by the
relateddocuments
other ContraClOra.Submittals
ContraelOrs.Su~mitla1S made by the Contractor
ContraetQr thatlll'C!
Contract
I>QcU!JiCllts ma)'
may be reluttled
retUi1led wjthqutaction.
withqutactlon. CorIstnlction
Manager and Ari:hiteet
Arehitect shall have
no duty to
Cont1'aCtDQCu!Jiellts
CorJstl'u~tionMana8er
blI,veno
A1AD!I~'~l~Ma"""laa2;~lIh1
i992b'in..~l\t$Ilr1!I.~Ot~.~4Ir~~(e~~W!\~~G:rhIsAiA·:OOcument!.
AtA·tl!I~l~l~Ma"'-l.;~t11il 0\0 l$i1;!!>v.n..
~ilC;$Ilr1!I.~O/ Ail:h1tecis'4ri~~fe~~Vi1\AA~~:1bIsAiA·:O~""",t!.

e
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•A.'.. ," , ,

reVieW p.artial
Sub,.
mittals.
illCOln..p.lete SUbmittal.S'. The. Co."tractor shall mail1tain a $Ubmi.ttaIIOgtbat.inclUdes... at a
reVieWPllrtia
•. lsub
. . miltals
... orrincom
....•...p.lete.the
. S.Ubmi'lta
.. 1.S•.. The.'
. Co'.."trac.tor..
'
au.mat
..·I1any
..tainu.ubmi.UaIIO.gthat.
.. ata
m, .e
the
date
of each
eacb
submittal.
@teofany
resubmittal,
and
"
,th
or
submittal,
@teo!any
resubmltta\,
thesb.date
of
approval or rejection,.incl.Udes.
IU1d the
::::'0' :' '.',
reje¢tion. Any Shop Drawings, ProduCt Data, Samples or similar submittals
liny approval or rej¢tion.
submitta1s that do not
.,~!,
~!, ';'; :,:. ','
'.: "i./
·'i./ ~;,~;. ,':De"
\be" .,'(:ontr;¢tor's
'(;onlr;tCIor'uppmvalstamp
approvalstamp will bel
be retul11ed
returned without review•
review•
.:.~~::; ': :.,::~.~
:.,::~.~ ......
~.::.-' ......',.~~~{:~':.:;;:'
~~~{:~':.:;;:.
".-.'~'::"
•

."

:>./ :' ','. <','
<.

Q.

. . .':, ,., .,',;:).:::\I;"~.·.':;~.·~.:.~
.: .;:-:, 1;,U:~:~.Th....e.. ,0.... trac. to.'r:=~.·.s
.r shal.,l
III "? ~.Qf.'. the. Work." requin.'n~
mitUll and. fe.,V.iew
.. of
D.\'8.win~.
};:':',.
rJ:.:=I.Q.~he.re:::q.:.~~.·::.·
~~and
ap7ro.Vi~
··.~~s:~.:=n
,:.: :''MalMier
'~F IU1d..
liI'Kt, ifapproprilite;
str:lot acCordance witb
with~dS1Jbmittals.
.';",''.' .:....
' -..... .: ,-:.:
ifappropriate; ArchitClct.
Arcbitect. Such
Sucb Work
Wotk shall
sball be in
iii striot
approved S1Jbmittals.
Shqp.
'"

: '.!,': :-.' . .:.;-: .:::.'. '. :'.!'ffl(lt# Pablo·-:.amp.trac.".:
SampleS
DOli) the resp¢Ctlve submittal
. or sI11l11ar subltllttals
.
..•..bas ~. approved
... by
. the Construction
perfo.....
..' r .

On.

s u b.'.

/.:;'
/. :;';;::,:..- .:.\:.:,:.
': ..\:.:,:. }[.:~12.7
}[5:~12.7 By
By~ing
~lng ~;!IUbmittingShopDtaWings,Product
~~Ubmitting Shop Drawings, ProduCt Data. Samples
samples imdsimiiar
imdsimilar SUbmittalS.
submitt3J$,thCl
the Contractor
,,\:," i'.~~;t,IIe
:.~~).iIe C~~basdetermined
CoI!~ bll$determined and Verified
verified nutte'1a1s,
ma~a18, fitjld~~nts~field
fujld~~nts ~field ~~truction
.:::: :,\:,"
~~tnIction
,,.'.':
.... : :::~~B.rel~,~i~~~ll
and has ¢becIaId
and coordU!litCd
coordmatcd the informatiODCOptllinedWlthlR
information containedWlthm such
sucb
i,;
::,~,,"a.rel~,~I~~~ll do so.
so.1!IId
~ IU1d

;::-:'

,,

.';:.~

;,.:

:.~t!al$:~;lho ~ of
tile WQrk alldof
and of the Comract
Contract Documents
:,~ttals:~.i~rlho~
oftbeWQrk
Docum4mts,•

~$~~f'lI ~~
.•:~~.8
'~~.a~~~~f'u~~

of ~ibi1ity
~ibilitYfor

be relieved of
for deViations fromtequirentellts
Contnict
bII
frc>mtequirentents ofthe ContnIct
'~rne4~l~'u.e:,~~tiWU~ Manager'sllnd Arcbitect'sapptyvalofS)lop
·~meij~l~·tbi.~~~~
Arcbitect'sapprovalof Sl10p Drawinp.
DtaWinss. ProcIl1¢t
ProcIu¢t Data,SatnpIes
Data, Samples or
}~lar.~~~)~ ~
,litrlIctrithas
thClConstruCli0llMar!agetandAtcbitect
'~~P.DiIat:~~~)~.
~ntractOr has specijJcally
speci~ny in(omJed
informed the
ConstruClionMl!Jlaget 8ild Architect in writiilg
writiog
.~
'.
. ,: 'M~
•.. ':I~!submitt!ll
submittll1 and theC"nstrue!iQn
Ml\IIager and A(Il!tltect
lipproval
.()f.;
......
~~
the Construction Manager
Architect have
have given written approval
¢OnlnK:lN
got bel
be reti~of
ertors or ~missiollS
~missiollS in ShOp
to .' . '.9.;~"
9;~ " .
~OlltrlK:lN .rudl
sba\!got
reli~of fI'SPOI1SibiDtyfor
~bmtyforerrors
~~$,
~~i ~~;"
~~; '...'' Plea
Ples or similar,submittals
similar ,submittals by thoConstruetionManlljer's
tbe Construction Manager's and Arch!tect'sapproval
~~$, ~~f

,

.

.":

.

!

~~'.:;';~, ::",::'
",:./>:::
,:'~<.:'
~~'.:;';~.
;.::::"'.,,",<,:

'J~.1U !I'/1~;'Co~~'
·J~.12,9
!I'/l~;'Co~~' s~U:~
s~U:~ lIpecific attention,
attCntion, in writillg
writing or on
011 resQbmitted.ShopDraWings.
resubmitted, Shop Drawings. Product Data,
~ea or Simi~:su~!lb!;tO
~es
Simj~:su~iili!;tO revisions
revisiollS other than those requosted
requested by the Construction
ConSti'UCtion Manager and Architect
Arcbitect on
.,}revi9~';subffi!~
p'revi9~':subffi!~.. ::',:. :'';' ":
': ".'

.'.
wbich Ihe Construction Manager and Architect
Arohitect are not expected
'. 3'1~i~.~f,~,~~~I~~~~is
3'1~11~f,~,~~~;~~~~is upon which
eXpel:ted to lake
"'resPf:)!l§I,YC'~tIO!J'llIlIYl?e:~
resPf:l!l§I.YC'~tlo!l:maY.J?e:~ Ilfentificd
nfentified in
In the Contract Documents.

§::~1'i(1Wh~",~~~i~hiI
§::~1'ii:1.Wh~n
~~~i~h~ certiflaltion
certifICation of performance criteria of materili\s.
materilil8. systems or ~uipment is.required
is required by
~~:PMtt.ilct~~~~:;~J::onstnlcrion
~~:PMtt.ilct~~~~:;~J::OD8trucrion ~an~ger
~an~ger and Archlte9t shall be entilled
entitled to rely upOn the accuracy and

.c~~p'J¢eness:9fSl!Oli::~J~ons l!ild,~Jtjcallons
,c~~p'J¢eness:m-Sl!<i1j.:~J~ons
l!ila·~lficallons .•

~;~j}1'2,11r.~!'~::·:>\'::·~~~;:hanp~~i~~mplete
ShOp Drawings,PI'OduQtData,
..~;~j;:1·2.11f.~!·~·:':>\'::·~~~·:han
p~~;~~mplete scheduleQf
schedule of required Shop
Dnlwings, Product Data, Samples or
.~ '"

i
\.

·:stital1"~~"
·:stitail"~~r
Q~iSe'~"
,:
Q~iSe'~" ....

.;:Co'lSti'ilcijOi)
within ten (10) days aftilrexecutionofthis
.;:Cof!8tmcijOi) Manapr
Manager Within
afterexecutioooftllis Contract Unless
. C;oDsWction
Maoager, SbopDrawings;
Data. SlImples or similar submittals shall be
CoDSWeti.Oll Mallliger,
ShOp Drawings; Product Oats.
su1i~:~
~'~Q\VIJ~t less than twenty-eight (28) days for theCollstructionManager
the COflslruction Manager and
su1i~:~s"siiffiiiient
int tUne
tiineW~Q\VIJ~t
•ArCNtOCl to···
to··· .ew such sul)nnuais.
liubnn(tilis. ::"
::'. '. :
;ArCiiltOCt

~

I,
I

[

';:~:~13:~~;'~E'
':-:
: ;';.
/ ''
.
';:;:~1~,~~:'~E' .·":-:"C,:;/
.,
' .· · C ..

:',,:
:',-:

iI
i'

•• ~1.i;1'l'be
,~t~ s,~~~~f1neoperatiODs
8,~~~'~flneoperations at
areas. permitte4
permittecl by Itw, c;mlinances;
permits and the
~1.i;1'l'bcl.Q!Dt~
~ the aitcl
~ to areas
~lII!CCS; petmits

I'
I

CQIIt(act. DoCUments
J)OCUineIIts ,,*ii
eqUipment.
Contract
~ii s!iiUl~
~!iiUI~ unreasonably encurtiber the$lte
thellite l,Vith
~Ih materials or equipment.

"'

.

i·

3.1iz
The'P!'R~~'~~~i ~inate
3.1~ ~'p',*~~;~~~i~inate

i

.; ..,§5
with, and secure the
approval of,
of. the
';'
the Contractor's operations with,lInd
theapproval
.: ..,.qm8trui:tiR'f~~
qpnstnll:tiR,f~~ before uiling any portion of tbc
the site,
site.

.-:
: .....
..
.

!

:~§:~:14C_~~t.~TCHJNG
:~§:~:14C~~~t.~tCHiNG

~;

$~allbe responsible for cu!tlng,
cutting, fitting or patching reqW.redtO
requJredto complete the Work
§ .3.14.1 The
~ Contractor $~allberespons1ble
Wc:lrk or to make
., ~.~ ii.t JQge,lber
JQge.lher properly.
.

'"'.. .,..
:~.;~~~£.·~'~~traetOl$ha11119t ~or~~ger
pQltion of the Work
WorlcottUUyorpartially~leted
','. . ::,'
::..: :~f;~~~~~'~~~ctOr&ballnot
~or em:lal1ger aapottiQI:l
or fully or partially ~Ieted
:-,.,

.'

.'

·9Q~o~.qf~~:QWner's
o~n.f~ .'.~
~ ,of:othC9',CQ~c~ts_lJ:V
ofother CQ~c~ts 1;J)' C1J~g, ,~~r,~::,exeavatirig_"or
~~~!:excavatitlg:or otherwise
·9Q~o~
. qf~M:QMiCr's o~n.f~
otherwis~
·(Ilteriog:s!!Ch'~nSll11Ction. The Contractor sliallnot
altecsuch COQStruc,:tioil by otIierContnlctOrSor
other ContractOrs or
'(lItefi.og:~h,~n~lion.
sliailnot cut or QtherWj~
Qtherwj~al~suc~COQ8truc.:tiOit
by th~ OWller's
OWl)Cl'SOWn
oWn forces·
forces,except
except with written consent
COll$ent of th~ Constructiqn
Consti'UC~n Manager,
Mana~.Owner
Owner and sUChothet
sUCbother
Contractors;
such consent Shall
llilrCasonably Withheld.
witbbeld. The Contractor
sballnol llMeSs'onallly
unreaSon~Jy withhold from
Contract<>rs; suchconsent
shail nol be llilreasonably
Conll'actOr shllUnot

The

i

I'
i

other ContractorS or
Or the Owner the ContractOr's consent
clImng or otherwise
Work.
the otherConll'llcro,s
COQSClllt to clItiing
othClrwise altering the Work.

IoU.

.IlIA ~ ~"
A201I¢M8"~1192.
~opW/gIIi.~ l~!)yn.Amaricari ~ot~~lrt-"~d;WAllHlNG:\IIiaAJA'
~OI~ ~Irt~ ~CL WAIIHING: This AlA' Oo~~la
Oocwnen~ Is
'~.~
...1'll2- ~oPVr""".l~I»'~AII18llcaii
PI'~ I?Y
COpY~'9hll;a\llf and
Intern.uonal Treatl.., Un8lilllorlzsdr6produ¢\11Inor dl",rlbulki!t oj l.hlS
~hlS A/A"Qilc!/lne!1l;orany
AlA" Qoc!lmenl, or any pqtlklnolll,
p4rt1an 0111,
PI'~
~y u;~ COpY~'9hll,:a\W
.ndl~onaITr8lllI".~~ll\Orlzsdr6produ¢lllltlord'",rlbulki!!.oj
rtlay
In slOver.
SI01Ie,1O clvll.lId
elvlland criml'1lll.
•.nd W!II~
)lll1I~ prolieCuted
to I.he
po$$iblG undlOrlhel&W.
underlhoj8W. this clocum$Ol
document was prOdt.!ced
",BY result
rllsult ,Iti
crh1l'l1l!l p,enaII~
p,enalI~.~d
prQIieCl!led 10
the maxlmu!\>
maxlmU!\> Glaeil\
~it\ JlO$$ibIa
!)y
lioIIvtiie at 10:45:07 on.OW/2007
on.04/2712OO7 uridIOl'
urideI' Qlller
No.1ClC102$5111.J whIc/)
lB. not tor resale.
I»' AlA lio!Ivtiie
QIlIar No.l~111.J
whIcI! el!lllreson 4/412008. and Is.
U..r.HOleS:
U..OfOter.

.
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§ 3.15 CLeANING UP
premises and SWTOUnding
e Contractor shall keep the premi$cs
sWTOunding area free from accumulation of waste materials or
oPerations IIJIder
the Wonc
W<mc the Contractor shall remQve
tem()ve from and
by operations
under ~ Contract.
CODtract. AI completion of tile
waste materials, rubbish, the Contractor' 8 tools, construction
colllltl1lction equipment, machinery and surplus
~ect WlIlite

provided in the Contra,ct DocUments,
DPcUments, tlteCpnstruction.Manager
":, ~i&'ir
~i,ir the Contractor falls to clean up as provide<iin
tileC~lDstruction.Manager may do
tbcOwnct's approval and
thereof shall.be
sball be cbllrSedto
cbar'Sed to tlJe
the ContractQr.
.. tbcOwnet's
~. the cost tl\ereOf
C~ntractQr.

..

",.;(;', ':. '.'.; t\ ~'i~5J In ,~:> =",,_~aifie'cleaning instruetions. the Contractor shall follow accepted cleaning practices and
'~'(':%Vlt!t:
______ ..
f!"J' ,,', ;~;: ~ -tb¢

':;:. :>.~.:'.: 1·~&~16.1
1"~~161

. ,:\

:'- ;~i~rrlr-~-"-"'-~---'"

.?i)
'i:~ ;;

:~hitec1t.

I.at all times
tiJnes relevant
n:levantto
Owner, Constructi<>n
Construeti<>n Manager and
1.!It
to this Contract·provide
Contract.provide the Owner.
'l~ preparation and prognlssfor review or inspection, wherever located. without any

"'~:~;'~~:~;':,N{ '~;'i:~

".: .:' ':..
'. .

. to:

~.i3.1
.:§

'":.

.'.

·.~LTI..~p..f@.tijs

..

'!~PliY
Pltr all royalties and license fees. The Contractor shall ddend
defend suits or claims for

':4nd' shall bold the Owner, Construction Manager and Architectbarmless
trom loss on
':4nd'shall
ArchitectharmJess ft'om
b¢''respollsibJe for ~h
~b defeose or loss when ali parncu1ar
pa(ticular design, process or product of
::: b¢''responsible
.tN!~faCt\lfersis
is. required by_thd=Qntraet.DOll.IUJlOlIts..:.HQ~v~,
jf.dt<;Q:m!!llC.l9f b!ts
.~'~c~!fif ~~(~~~
,Wl!~factllfers
by_thd:onttact.DOll.IUJlO1lts.:.HQW!:lv~, ifJII<;CopW1C!9r
.b!ts
... ~.!J*l
is an
be
"I!~po'iPDII$'\9.-b'~t'e·\;;;orev.t.,.·.;!ho·""",~;
~.!.i*l design,
design, process
process or
or fll'Oduct
product.is
an infrll)gementofapatent.
inftingementof a patent. the
the Contractor
Contractor shall
sballbe
._
:1
11 . 1>"
is promptly furnished
furnishe4 to the Architect.
Arcbitect.
.. '" .. , ~'Such information
infonTIation isprorilpfly
.,. 'f .:.

a~lii'tIi':·:

.::' ::.::"',.~'I;;"
. ,:'1;;,,'./:::):,1:;,'
.,.::.:»~::,"

.§ 3.1"JtiI~Er.tNIFlCAT!o.tf:'
.,
3.1~JtilQEr.tNIFlCAT!o.tf" :, .,
.J
,§ 3;t8.fi.f~;ihe
3;t8·fi.f~;ihe f!ll¥&.teJr.t~p~:·p.!Wnitted
f!!li#telr.t~prp.!Wnitted bylaw,
by law, the Contractor shall in~mnify
in~mnify and hold harmless the Owner,
::Cori~«/i:¢ti#l.I
MiOOiger;;M.J)i~t, Conslrllction
ConStr\lction Manager's and Arcbitect's
Architect's consUltants,
n.nd employees of
Cori~«/i:¢Ii#l.I MiOOiger;;~N~t,
~onsultants. and agents
agCll!S and
llillY
1IJJ ,~ftb~in·froll'l~ilAgiiiriStclaiins,
,~f tb~in,frol1'l~ir~giiiriStclaiins, damages, losses and eltpenses.
expenses. including but not limited to attorneys'
atto~ys' fees.
fees,
at!si~goiI,l.of or..~lt'itliig·irom
at!si~goiI.tof
or..~ltltiiig·iTom performance of the
~he Work.
Work, provided thlltS"cbclaim,
that sucb claim. damage,loss.or
damage,loss. or expense is
a#l;h'i'itable
to.~>,
clqlcss, disease or death,
n#):jhutabie to
. ~X I!njU!'Y~'.!dclqJess,
deat\l, or to inj\lry
injt,iry to or destruction of tangIble
tangible property (<lther than
ttie
lVoCk itsenJlii41\iljffig;~oss
of USC..re8~\ting
therefrom. but olily to the ex~ent caused in whole or in part by
ttiii l'(lirld
.re~~l.ting therefrom,
t8llIl)'U!(i( . ss ofUse.
Mg,igent actiior
oil1i~ns of ~ (;;ontrliCtor.
(;on~tor, a.Subcontraetof.
a.Subcontractor. anyone
Qnyone direCtly or indirectly employed by them or
Mli'igent
acts oroQii~nS
#,Iyone'forw!\.,*
#.Iyone'forltY~~ !leiS:
l!ciS:ibey
ihey may:p~J~*~i~
may:p~Ji*~i~ ~gardless
~gardless ofwhether
of whether or IlQt
D(lt sucb
such claim, damage;
darnage; loss or exp¢nSc
eXp¢IlSe is
'cause<!;i(l:Pi\lt
W~~Y'inQ!Wiii't1&l 1lereunder.
llereunder. Such C)bli~on
obli~on Shall
nClgate. abridge or reduce
'eatJse~N(t:Pi\lt W~~Y'inQ!'RIiii't1ed
shall not be construed to neglikl.
red1.tce
~ righ15'~:Obllgi\R!ns
righ't5'~:Obllgi\R!ns o!'indemnity
o:f'indeJJlIlity whk:h
which would othei'Wlseexist
othei'Wiseexist as to a party.
party or person deson'bed
~n'bedin
in this Section

.,3:lS:.
3:lS::'i::::r::'
;;r::',:i::,: .:.
,:.,.-:.,.,
. .-:... ;

..:;:;;;;;;)'.::\t();:~:,
;.,<.i':':'/(:~fi;:::'

.

::t~!18.2'i)J·ci.~iilis apiJlSt
agaiJlSt any ~~~. bi'~ntity indemnitled
indemnified under this Section 3.18
3.18. by an employee of tm:
tru: Contractor.
••.-::~~!18.2'i)J·ci.lIiilis

.

......
".

a.Si!l?cQnttaCtor, anyonedltectly
anyone directly or indirectly employed by them or anYone for whoSe
whQge acts
may be liable, the
'a,Si.!\?CQnttaetor.
ac~s they I1Il\Y
in~ti!iiific~~~<lI?,~~,9.~~!.'ffl~
by a limitation
Iimitatioilon
lIlIl9unt or type.ofdamages,
type. of damages,
in<illti!iiific~~~o!?i~~'~~~!.'ffl~ this Section
section 3.18 shall!1Ot
91lallnot be limited bY
on lIJII9untor
COl:IIpCIISatiOD'OI:
tH!iicfj:ts~blc by or'tot
or'fot the ContllCtor
Contractor or a Snbcontra,ctor
compensation acts,
~ation'or:~iicfiJiI~blc
S.nbcontra,ctor under workers' compellSlitlon
dis_WIlty ~t
actSlor.~~~loyee benefit acts
., dlsliWIity
~taetSlor.c?~~loyee
acts•.

......

~~l~~~~s o~~'C9ntractor

. .' '(:·':3.18.3ThQ
..:.:3.18,3Th~ ~"~~~~~s of the ContractOr llItder
llDder tbisSection.3.18
this Section.3.18 shllllnot
shall not extend to the liability of the Construction
·.:,~ager.
~JI'!~ir consultants..
conaliltalllS, and
agenl$ andempl9yeesofany
and empll;lyeesof any of
the.in ari~ng out of (l)lhepreparation
(l) lhepreparation or
":'~l!8er,~Jl'!~ir
and~n~
o.f-the.ibari~ng()ut
mapj;"di\l\Vings. opi!lions.repOrts.~,Cbange
opl!1ions.repOrts,~, Change OrderS,
approval of Rllipj;"di\l\Vings,
O.-derS. desiglJilorspecifioations,Or
deSigllilorspecifio~tions.o" (2) the giving
ofor
of or tl!e
tl!c: failll!'Cto
fllilll!'Cto give directions ()r.iostrwltions
orinstructions by the Construction
Constructioo Manager. ArchiteCt. theirconsultaQts,
their consultants, lind
and
I!Illi e'!'lR19yees
0'!'lR19yeeB ()f
of any of
thernprovi<iedsUch giving orfllilurc:
orfl!illl!'C to give Is tbe
the primary cause
of the. illiuty
illjury or
. . ..~ts
,~~ I!Dli
ofthClrnprovide<i.sUCh
~aose ofthe

:.

"

'
.
....
...
'.
. '.
i§~~~:"~~!~!:DOCUMENTATlON;
~TIONS & MAINTENANCE MANUALS
~~~:'~~!4!:DOCUMEN1'ATlON; ClPEJV.TIONS&

',:~~~;. ><.t:;'~
",:~~~;.
><'t:;'~

i:.

.

Tfle·~tractor shall provide theinformationJlCCCSs.ty
for the Constr1lction
Construction Manager to furnish OOC(l)
one (1)
. §3.19.1 Tf1e·~traetor
theinformatioD~*yfor
·as built" Construction Docnmcnts
Docnmentsrelatingto
j u form and detail
copy of reproducible ·asbuilt"
relating to the Work and improvements iu
reasonably satisfactory to the Owner.

Inlt.
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CopyrIght 0 1992
by ~ American inStItUte
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A1d1IIeCIS. All rItl"'
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~ved.
WAjlNiNG: 1'1\18
This AlAe Document
Is
AlA Oooument
1992bY~
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ved. WAjlNlNG:
tlocument la

prot~led bY
by U,S: C<1pyt!!lht
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a
§ 3.19.2 The Contractor shall
sball provide the infonnation necessary for the ConslrUCtion
ConslrllCtion Manager provide the Owner
(3) cotnplete
1lOtJIP1~ copies iii
in loose-leaf binders of all operating and maintenance data, all
all manuals, instructions
for all products, materials, macbinc:ry and equipment for the Project, and shall instruct the Owner
'::~~l~l(~!p";(l!: "~;;,.:;~,.;,.,,;,;.1::;!r:::n~=~m:~~~:m
operation of all
machinery and equipment. for the Proj~ and shall instruct the Owner
to

.,

$)'Stems,

:<,.......
: <e....... ,..
,..<
<.i.:",.~~4
.i.:",.~U ADMINISTRATION
~M1N1STRATION OFtHE
OF THE CONTRACT
:;:).,::'
;.1'/, /:.: :",\li<~S+1~HITI;CT
:;;i.'::';.1'/:
::',\"!i<~S+1~HITI;CT
.;;'::.',., ~:<;.,
lawfuUylicensed to praCtice
practice arehiteehml
arc.bitechm! or lUI entity lawfully ptacticing
~:<;, :;': ,',·.r
. ',·.r ·:"l*i'1
':"~ii1 The Archltel:t
Archi~ is the person lawt\lUylic:c;nsed
ptaeticing
.;;'::.'• • >

.' ,.,...
,., .. ,. ..'
..';:'.""
,'. "" "'lII'9liitecturcidentified
M.sUch in
iii tile
~o Agreement and is referred to tbrouabout
throughout the Contract Documents as if singular
·,·lIJ'9lUteet~identified M.siK:l'i
~:/!iX(:~ ;;::.
;':;/\JlJ:~utnber.
.~I)ltect" means
Arcbitec,t or the Architect's authorized representative.
~:/!<:\<
.~'\JJJ:~utnber. Tb.~ term n~l!lteet"
0IeaiIs the Arcbitee.t

}N'
"~:N' ~·~·:X··<!i\:ssW
~·~·:X··<!i\:ssio {~V.:l
: . ,\
::.;\
.S·:;
.2:':;

,:,
\~.:~3

':"

~:~,:;;.~~~.~=~~a:::~~~r:teef')toprovide
~:~~.~w:~,~=~~a:::~~~r:teef·)toProvide

..,.<

'!.~\ft ~~~j-.·':~.: .·.".;.~:.:~".:T~
.:i.......
~.....
·.i.:·,.DS
.i.:·•.DS
:r~
.:;~~~.PA
·"")!/ti:i;::' .::~~~,PA

":'t·,
:.; '.:':-

....

··.~~~tt!:~=: __

':'! .' '~\e ~:'J\!.~m=_,~
......\..tI.ie

..

~~~!lr.~T1O···?<~i

O - _ _ '''I-.M
necessary Of convenient to replace Architect, Owner shall rotllin a replacement
v e of Arcbitect.
Archi~ Unless o~se
o~se directed by Owner in writing,
~:'iOle
writing. Architect will
arge
~onsibilities allocated to them in this Contract.
rge those ~onsibilities

.:.
,:. ilichlteet
ilicbitect Who s1ilill'"
sIi\ill'"

.:;~1:~:~.~7.S(~:'
:;~1:~:~.~7:;i\~:' .'
>1:·.§44·~pRU~~M
,.f :j;~W~~IfM
~@~i!t~c Cp....
·~~R~~c6,>.
U.if~J:i~\ColiiIJNCrl.

is the person or entity identified as such in the Agreement and is referred to
. . ents as if singular in number.
number: The term "ConslrllCtion
"ConslrUCtion Manager" means the
. Coii~@i;t~!,ii
Coiis~t~!,1i ~a~g
ihe Construction MIIDl\ger'
~a~gcir-~'ihe
Manager'ss authorized represenl8live.
representative.

•

',.
'.'
. .
. •.:...
...:.,'
"~;" ;::;,:....~~".''.'
.· ..:':' ~:. "~",

··:":~/~~{;i·:~~·.'. ''.'... .\",'
.i ,".' ~,i.:K{'~;::
0.. '";.o..
;:. .··:.':~/~'{;i·:~~
~.;.:~t:{.~;?ir
"(Y
:;" ... ,:.4i~~·:OWne.f:'~';:~Iiij;d'
Petra. Jn~rated,
;n~rated. lin Idaho corporation ("CoD5truetioD
("CoD5tnletioD MaJJagfl'n)
MaJUlgfl'") to provide
·:;Y :;.
.:.4i~~·:OWne.f,'~i~liij;d Petra,
:"
··:{:<il)~truction:.mai!l!g~'servic~ t9~·the Project. Construction Manager's authorized representative is:
.: ::':::/r:,-, :'.
··:{:til)~truction'.maill!B~'servic~
Is:
::~:.'.
::~:

:.:

...
' ..:....
:.. " .....
.... . ' .'".,
.....>.?.,:.:;.~.;...:~:;~ ..
·.\:·...·..
::<~<l:.;:~;:} :.i,
·.\:·...·.. ::<~<I:.;:~;:}
;'''':PB.~I;-,,·'RA'-'-.-:INi---CO~.
---RA:-TBD=-.':.,;.~
: .. ;.~ .. ,."':PE~I'i"ti"RA'-'-·.-:lNi
....CO~·--RPO--.
--RPQ--.
--.-RA:-TBD=--

'::'"
'::"" -

:; .

:.,:?", :....
:',:?',
:':.;;
.... £

~~~~~
"i097 N. ~~~~~

. Meti.di.aJi~::I~~.\i~f~
Meri,diaJi~::I~~.\i~f~
....
.. ' .

:~

:'.)

. Tdepllone:
;,,, :·.@8-3234500
(·.@8,3234500
Telephone;' ;.:
; .: ;."
FacsimU~;
2OS-323-4S07
FacsimU~;
206-323-4507
Mobi~r·;::
~ . 208-860-7507
Mobi~'!"':::~'

~;;:;'::;~A;:{::t, ghen~@petraiDC.net
~;!:;·:::~A;:{::t.
gben~@petrainc.net

.:~·';§4.2.3
.:~·';§4.2.3 In:~~;:,~¢!!t
In:~~::,~¢!lt pWller
pwner ihOll1d
ihOlJld find it necessary or convenient
conVenient to roplac.e
replace Construction Manager, Owner shall
.:,i'etain
.::retain a
a rep.lj¢ej~ii~llonstruetion
rep~ii~eonstructjon IJllInllger
manager wIlo
who shaD assume the role of Construction Manager. Uilless
Unless otherwise
·,rlt~ted
pCrformthose duties llnd
Ilnd discharge
discbarge those responsibilities
·'rlt~ted bY:~F.i~f."~illg,
bY;~F.i~f."~ing, Construction
COnstruction Managetwill pCrfonnthose
thi!iil<iR',iliiS Contract.
alloCated to tbi!i1Hn:,thiS

·. ".;.:,'
, ..; .:
.:': .. :.:
:.:, .... .
,"

'

...' :§.+.3·[Dc!e.~'J..l"
;§.+.3·[Dc!e.~'J..J"

.•...
.•". ·~,I·~.I ::'~~ffi~~~f'
::'~~f~~~~f'

:I.
;I §4.5'tiisPules'iirisingUnder
§4.51~isPutes·iirisingUnder Sections 4.3 and 4,4
4.4 shall be subjecno
subject to mediation pursuant to Section 4.9 below.
§ 4.6ADMINlSTRATION
4.6ADMlNlSTRATlON OF THE CONTRACT
§ 4.6.1 The Construction Manager
MlII\llger and ArclJiteet
Architect wiD provide admlniSlration
administration of the Contract as <!¢scribed in the
DocUlIlQnts, and
mid will be
tie the Owner's representatives
represenllUive/l (1) during construCtion,
construction, (2) until final payment is due
Contract Documents,
Init.

AlUocumlllt ~t~lII_'tIII2,~Oht:
~t~1II-1III2. c;opyiIQht 0111S2
Th8.~ Ins_ol
1F1$_ 01 ~
NcIIitectI. A1'rIOI!tS~
All rights ~ WARNING:
WARNiNG: ThlaAlA,eOllClDililillll
This AIA·o_int III
A1A,OCIeumtnt
o;~ b1
b1Th8~

'*

prolt.lc:le4 ilyo.s.
by u.s. Cq)yrlghl
Copyright ~. and
"'t~i'Ir,IIlo/llllt...oUes.llIi.uthor,"dreprod\lctkm
01 tlll8
thla AlA" Oocument, or
Or IInY potIIOIl
potIIon Of
Ill. It,
prote!:tell
~ "'1~llr,Itlo/llllt
~es, UlieuthorlZ<!dreprod\ll;tkm dl.trlbut!Oh Of
may res,," In SIlver.
SlIver. Clvll
CIVIl and crlililllai
crlmtnai pe!III1tIes.
'*"'Itles, and
~nd Will be
b!l priJaecuted
~ed to thelll8XlmumeXtel11
the maxJmumextent jlQaSD;lIe
jloaSIlJIa under !h&'law.
!h&·!ew.· TIlls doCument was prGCIUced
prGdUced
soIIware at 10:46:07 on 04I27I20f17
undet Order
No.IOOO29511I,J
not for reeide.
resale.
by AlA sollware
O4I27I2Of17l111det
Ordel'No.IOOO2951t
I.j which expires on 41412008, and Is
IS noItor
UsMN!l\8S:
UsMNCI\8S:
(744410520)
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cOl1ClJl1ellCe, from time to rime
lime duriJIg the correction period described in
Secdon 12.2. The
and (3) with tile Owner's cOl1ClJl'JetlCe,
In Section
Manap- and Architectwill
Architect will advise and consl/lt with the Owner and wiUbave authority to act on behalf
Il·ManaF
Contraclt Documents. aoless
uoless otherwise modified by written
only to the extent provided in the ContraCt
witb other provisions of the Contract.
in accordance with
Con~lrIIction Manager
pafOllJle<lln
Con~tnIction
Mllll8ger will, for the benefit of the Owner, determine that the Work is being pafOlJJle<lln
of.tbe Contract Docnments,wiU
Docnments. win keep the Owner lnfonned
informed of the pro~
e with the requirements oftbe
pro~ of the
and will guard the Owner against defects and det'icienoies
deticlenoles in the Work

:·.;:/1.,:;,.~:,~".: , :'.tr~~~1, =~5SE~~
. •'.• •:.•. .•

·.;.••.:,:.:,::·::.::
. .•..:.:1.•

.'

naser wiU provide fot coordination of the activities of otiJerContractors Ii!Id of the
Work of the Contraetor, whq shall cooperate with them; The Contractor !$hall
and the ConSlrIIction Manager DIId Owner in reviewing their construction
. do 80; The CoJJtriCtot shall make any revisions to the conSlrIIction schedule deemed
..~..;.;.~~~llIld
~\V,and muwal
mutual agreement.
shallconstitutc
:, .'
'.\.
.,"~
~. The COnsti'llctioD schedules
schedUles shall
constitute the schedules
sche~1es to be
Consl:nIction Manager and the Owner until subsequently re"sed.
re~sed.
..~ by tl.i'i! . .. .':' ;/!l~~~ntractors.
;}!;~~~ntractors. the ConstnIctioll

__

,-.. .,,. ~~~~~~~~~M.~iF will sc~le and coordinate dthe zactivities
the z
Contractors
in accordance
with
~~';~i :~M~:~
_ o of
Id
e -... m
_...
,. .~~t~~w.:: OJ~f~lrUCtion schedule.
of construction to become familiar with
;';' §A!'~,;T~e
§A!'~,;T~~ JV,¢iil~t:~/j;;~tthe
N:¢iil~t:~ij;;~t~ site at interVals appropriate to the stage
s~e ofCOnstrUcliollto

·.

'i8re~'~d"q':!!!~:()rthe ~pleted W
Work;
.' ·i8re~·~d"q~!!~:tlf;.~~pleted
ork and to determine if the Work is being perfQnned in II manner
.
. . ::the
:whlilf:t9mpleted, will be inaccordance
i~;~:the;)y~'whep::f9mpleted,
in accordance with the Contract Df;Icunu:nts.
Df;!cuDUillts. However, tbe
the
IWt
.~:i~fuakeexhaU8tiveorconJinuous
""t\~J11WtRF·¢q~~·~~fuakeexhaustiveor
continuous on..site
on-sitc inspections to check
c1i«1k quality or quantity of
. OtIc. 'On tffit
t~:ij8I;is:6f~~~te
observations as
willlcecp
'~~teobsel'Vations
$I an architect, the Architect will
keep the Owner Informed of
, ~;of
~'WOr:Ig.~~'Wl.1f
gulU"d the Owner against defects and deficiencies
in the Work.
~'of ~'W·
.. . "'Win' gulU'd
defici~ciesin
.

;.-.\~,~':'.~':\ ....":'

,"'§
.·l4.6;I;~C~~~{~
~;~~c~~~~L't.a:n~~r,
~apq~r, except to the extent required by Section 4.6.4,and
4.6.4, and Architect willoot
will 001 have control
. ,'~; ::Ov#'{,*'#.gc~i8Di:t.:
::Ov#{,*'~gc~'t ,.,.
'§H:ie re&Polisible
.'. '§Cbe
respolisible for Construction means.
means, methods, techniques. seqllencesor
sequences or procedures,
·:·.i·~····

'

..;.'

,. ~a9.t.~~fH)r~
... ,, .....
.. " Programs
programs in connectioll
connectiol) with the Work,
Work. since these are solely the Contractor's
~r,f9.tJ~~~;~ ...
~i1.ijbi~ty afptOvided'in
~iI.ijbi~ty
afi»i>vid~(Hn Section 3.3, and neither will be respOnsibJ.e
responsible for the Contractor's failure to carry out the
.Wotf.J~.~oro.AACe..o;yitl)
t~Co1l,l1'I!ct
Neithctthe
Construction Manager nor the Architect
bave
.W6t,\C
'j~ ~o~AAce..with t~.
Con,trl!ct Documents. Neither
the Constrnction
Archl~t will have

:cfi~fover of.Ili(
, .. bf oib.e
ContrllCtor, SubcontrllCtors,
,~mwfo.,ier
Qi.IJ!(~
oib,e respqnslble
respqnsible for 1lCls.
acts Or omissions
omiSsions of the Contractor,
Subcontractors, or their agents or
'~Joyees;o~:c,f.th¢i
person~.~ingporti0R8
of the Work.
.'
'~IOyees;o~:c,f~y1~jher
person~;.~ingportlons
.1....·
.;.'
.', _; '.'

..'1::4:8.1·~~.
'1::4:83·~'.:~:FaciliJ~~W'~aet
. ~:FaciliJ~~~'~act Administration. Except as otherwise
otherwiseptOVided
provided in
in the Contract

'D.OCiuneDtSIii.
the Owner, Arcblteetand
Architect and Contractor
'D.OCimleots
. ,,1·t!ommunications
,r ··i1ornmunications have been specially authorized, tbe
ContraelOr
. SilijIf~~niciil€"With
S11ijJf~~ni~"With ~!;1PJ#tl1ro~gb
~'.1PJ# t11ro~gh the Construction
Constl'llCtion Manager
MlIDager in conformance
con(Ol1l\lUlce witb
with the communication plllll
plan
with the Architect'S
Architect's consultants
consultanta shall be through the Architect.
Architect
.' h-apPrd:veill>fOwner.
h-apPrd:veil~fOwner.Comniiini;;Woos
CC)mmuni;;WO\ill Iii
IiY and withtbe
~;~;byi,Ui~Witll"S'~niiactors aand
sllppliers shan be throligb
through the Contractor.
'. '::i~J9:-:
'::':~J9:-: .... ~;~;byi,iri~Wil:Jl'S'~nliactors
nd material
miitcl'ial sllpplien
. .'i!ons
.'Uons byaild
by aDd With
with other COnttaelOrs
COntractors shan be thrOUgh
tlu'OUgb tbe
the ConstrUction
Construction Mapager
Ma!1ager and Shall
':. '., '
shan be
;:~..
;:~..
. ... sl .~V;k.ied:to
,:Pt'i~:to the Architect.·'
Architect.··
.

~Y·}';\'i:);;;'·:·... .....
....
~Y·::r;\'i:.'7>;'·.<.

.

i

I

I·i'

I,

.

qi$ 'l'hC
ThC C~."M~~·will
review and certifY aU Applications fur
Payment by the eontrac:tor.
Contractor. including
''.. .. §§q~
C~.M~~·Willrevle\lll
rorPayment
itl9Judlng
:.:.; ;.:I'!nill·pay
:.:.;;.:l'!naJ'pay

:.:

•.:

::", ,
::'.

."

!

:~l#iiQn Manager Will
of the. COntractor's Appiicalions
Appiications for Payment with
:Con$l#iiQn
will aSseml>te each o(the

'.' m
¢ler Contractors
into It Project
and ProjectCertiflc:ll.te
ProjeetCertificatc for Payment,
Payment After
m¢her
C9nltaCtors.into
Pro,ject Application and
':)~wiog
e aUlOunts due
dUQ the Conttaetol'8,the
Conli8ctors, the Consttuction ManagerwillsllPnlit
Managerwillsuilmit the
tile PJ'Oject
PJ'Ojcct
,,)~ ......•.., .
. . t btbeaUlOlI!1ts
.ApPlication
, AppncBtion ·Mtl·
'8nfI... '..eet"Certiflcate
·Ccrtiflcateforrayment,along
forPaymcnt, along with the applicable Contractors'
ContractOl$' APpliciltiOns
AJjpliciltiOns lIIld
and
Ccrtifi~ii fOr Payment, to the Architect.
Certifi.ii

:l.-::; ~I .
:l.·::;

'. . '.: '. ~1~:9
'i~';'~the '~c~t~s oOpservatiOR$
tWal~tions of
Contractors' Applications for Payrntmt
§.u-.9'~~;!theAr¢biti.lct~$
i>servati.ons and evaluations
OfContractors'
Payment. ,And
and the

,::... "!

Mailaser,the Architect win review and
dric tbeConttaQto1'8
the Contractors
:,~'i#t!fi~!ili~~Mle Colistruction
Cw;slrUction MaiJa$er,the
lIl1d certify the amourits dUe
:.<..:.' . , ,. :":,<'i#t!fi~!ili~~Mle
.';
.. ;.ilild'wjlJ
.ilild'wj1l i~ al'roJect
~l'fo.l«t CertiticllteforPayment.
Certiticil~forPayment. .
::... .
'"

·

.....

4.(;;10 The Arcbltectand
Arcbitect andConstTuction
§ 4.6:10
Const1uctlon Manager will have a1)thority to reject Work
Work: which does not conform to
tc) the
Contract Documeilts,
Documellts, and to
torequjre
requite additionaJinspection
additional inspection or testing, inaccordan<:e
in accordance with Sections 13.5.2 and 13.5.3,
orrwt such Work is
is. fabricated,
completed, but wnl taJcesucb
take such action only after notifying the
whether orlWl
f~bricllted, installed or completed.
Cons\J11ction
Cons\l1lction Manager.
Mallllger. Subject to review by the Architect, the Construction Manager will have the authority to
InIL

.·AlA
AlA Do.CUIIIlht
Do.CUIIlllllt A201/Q."
A2011Q~"-1
-1••
. ·~moM
~~ 0 1982
1982byTlie
byi'he 1,merIcan 1nsIiIU~ ofArCI1It8cts.AA
ofArChlt8cts.AA rlgll18
,'gll18 ~WAAN'N~:
~WAANIN~: Tbla.AIA"
TbIa AlA" I>ocumellt
l>oculIlellt I.
,.
Pr<>tecled.
Pl'<)~d bV II.S·Copyt!(/ht!.aw
Il.S.Copyt!(Ihtt.aw aM
alll,\ hlterl!lltlonal
IilterJllltlORaI Tr.all....
Tr••tles. UnauIl'OIIa"4I!d
Unauthol~rap~tlo"
rept\KIUCtlon 01
or dfslr!bi#lon
dJStr!\ll#lOl1 o'lhlal\lAe
of,hl8A\Ae Docwi1en~
Doc!Billlll~ or
l!r any portion of/I.
ofl~
IiIvere l:IW
clW andcrlmlnai
pilOalt,... ll!Id
and
~ pro_ullld10
pro_UI!Id lo,lb.ipajclmum
extalll ~
jIgssJJ>Ie ~ the 1aVI.
laW. ThIs dclclJlnent.
documanI \'1118 prQdlJCed
prodlJCed
·may I1Il1U1l1n
l1lllUlt '''IiMlre
and criminal pilOalt....
.~
l/Ie_mum 8I!Ier,t
by AlA iIOfIwareat
iIOtIwareat 10:45:010/1
10:45:07 on 0412712007
0JiIer No.1000295111_1 which
expIreS en "'412008.
4'412008. &rid Is IlCll'Jor
IlOl" lOr ,,"!lie;
04Je"(12OO7 under
undllrOJilerNo.10Q02951U_1
wh/chexplraS
"'lila;
U8et
User Notes:
No....:
(744410520)
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not conform to
the Contract Documents. However,
However. neither tho
the Architect's
AI
reject Work whk:h does Dot.coDfotm
to. tho
Architect'S. nor the
..
Manager's authority to lI\'t
under.tbis section 4.6.1 a·nor
good
. . • '. ..,. .. ,
• nManager's
act under.this
ODor a decision made by either of them in sood
;;dJ?;< j':{,,\.;;: .' ' t o llXerciseof
_lltbority shall give rlilo to a duty
JlllIPllDSibility of the Architect or
lIXercise Of not to exercise such authority
dllty or IllIIPORSibility
Manager to the Contractor, SubcontractOrs, material and equip!llellt
sltPPliers, their agenQ
agents or
i'W;'.1;\:i\;/V';'\··
ctionManager
equipJl\llDt s\tPP\iers,
·\:ii','::·;.>:· . ;.;;::,: );j ,
orotber
or
other petsflllS
petSflRS petfOnningany
pertormingany of the
tbe WoJk.

nile

CoIIStI'UCtiOlJ Manager
will receive fromtbe
from the Contractor and revieW
review and approve all Shop DraWings,
Drawings,
' The ConstnJc:tjon
M/l!1lI8Crwill

nata

))ata andSamples,
and Samples, coordinate.them
with infonnation
received froJnotber Contractors,~
li'anstncit to the
coordina~themwitb
iDf9flll_tion~ve4fromothetCOiltraetors,
~t1'ansmcitto
those recom
eon.tructiOlJ Managel's
lICtiODS willI»
will ~ t:ake!t
taken with SlWh
S1Wh J\'l!Isonal!1e
tthose
. forapPtovld. The Cori$tnlction
~ sactions
Jll!l$Ollal!~
~.- Work of the Conttactor odn
of other Contractors,thC
Contractors,tbC Owner, or
tRess ~Jo Can
lay intbe
orin the activities ofother

._1.... ,,-..

't1~)~\

and approve or take other appropriate
action 11pOD
IIpOD the Contractor's submittals
iewand
aPJl1'Opri~ llCtioD
limited purpose of cheCking
confQrmance
. t Data and Samples,
SaJ1lples, but only for the limked
che¢king for confonnancc
,~,desigt!.concept
,~:,de4lign.cOIliCCpt expressed
elI;plCllSed in the Contract Documents.
Docume&1ts. The ANhitect's
Arebitect's action wlU be
to cause 110 delay
de"y in the Work
Worlt of the CoatrilCItoror
or in the aetivitiC&ofthe
activitie& of the
" . t1Icss as
llS toeausc
CoDSb~ionManager,
allowing sufficient time in the Arcbitect's
Architt:ct'1J
the ConslrUction
Manager. while allowingsufficjent
conduc~ for the plJl)l(lSCof
plJlll(lSCof
adequate review. Review of such
sl.1ch sllblnittals
sllbmi~ is Ilot
Qot conduc~

Coatractor

is

>R1J1ieblmellS
IcteDeas of other details such lI$
8$ dimensions
dit1\Cnsions andqgantities,
and quantities, .or
or for s'!bstantiatiog
sI!bstantiatiog
r,Pl!IrfonlllImce
01: equipmc,nt
eqtdpnte,nt or systems, all
which remain the respon$ibility
~pon$ibiJity of the
'p¢ormancc of
an of Wlrich
" . actJ)oqllnients. TheA1'chiteQt's review Of
~~act.r:IQC~llllCnts.TheArchiteot's
of the Contraetor'ssubrnittalssliaU
Contractor's subrnittaisshaD not
3.3,iSand3.12. The Architect's reviewshall
review shall not constitute
tions oQc!er Sections 3.3,iSaIid3.12.
constrIIctlon tricaDs,
trieaDs,
, unless otherwise specifically stated by the Architect, of any ¢Op8trUction
procedures. the Architect's approval of a specific Item shall not indicate
or procedtires.
the item is a component.

the

..

';~~~~::::.=~ _-"""'-~
.

:§ ~~4;11.~a:H,~:CQ$.lii,@ltio~IM~A~{ger will prepare Change Orders and Construction Change Directives.

...
'" :
a",;:·:·

.
III',
.:(::</.:". ".

':~.C;::'/ . :. '; .c~,~~i~.th~:~%~~~}~dedin~:..tiOn7.4

.:,.• .:'< " ..
""''; . :;.'
'::! ::"":;" ' .

.g~. '.'/" ....':
;.::\;':ii>~·.:

Hi;'. :.·. :,:.1/
:.:.'

Oil

§,~A;'1~~9.~!~wi,,~£9ri,_~~on
Arcbiteet will
§I~~i~~~::~~~r.~~: with
with the
the Construction
Construction Manager,
Manager, the
the Architect
will take
take appropriateactiol\
appropriate action on Change
Change
(]
~~eTJi9t¢9~tiOilCbangeDireCtives in accordance with Article 7 and will have authority to order minor
in Section 7.4.

~.15TheCl)·

·~wt*P

.

" . !'!!f"M

at the site foe
for the OwnerOI1e
Owner olle rec0r4 copy ofall
of all Contracts,
'aintainat
Colltracts,
andd •_ rr Modifications. in good order an,d
8J)d l1IIirlced
l1IIirked currently to
OrdClll an
ring construction,and
construction, and inadditjon
in.additjon approved Shop Drawings, Product Para,
Data,
. o. s~.lJlittals,
These;:~
will :.
be available
. '."'.. ' •on ~~
available to the Architect
Architect and
and the
the Contractor,
Contractor, and
and will
will be
be
upon:~o" of the Project.

_:to
"';(i'~-i';::'.:""
~ !tit

~~'iuid

up.~:~;.;:..

,iWYeieiJ.to the

'/'.,

to the

I

;ij~.18~fh~;qRii~on ~~~~Uii'~sist
M~ii8'~l~'~Sist the &:chitect.
in conducting il!spections
inspections '?
~ne the date~
date~ of
;·~·~~:1~~~~;¢~ii~on
Ar,cbitect.in
l?~ne
of
Completion
fllllll Completion,
COIDPletion, and WlUteeelVC
WID receive andforward
and forward the Architect WRlten WlIlTllD!jes and
'.
ComplettoQ
(~I~~ntial
(~I~~Qtlal
·Rl!l~.doc~·
·Rl!l~.doc~
forward to ~'
forwardw

~
~fUilll

.

'.

req\iji'cments of
recr\tii=cmcnts

!)e

to

1I

wamnljes

ontract I\IId
by the Contractor.
The Construction ~wi1l
~ will
.ontraet
and assembled
~bythe
Contract01:. TheConstlUCtion
.'ect
ect AppIicatiOll
Application and Project
PrOject Ced\ficare
Certificate fQr Payment 1l(ioB
complillJiCe witli
with the
l1\iOn compliance

s.

·:ti~\:·;:·:? ·~'~::~.;i~~;~f~:;;;;'~'!.1;.,.
·~'~::~,~i~~>~:;;;;,~'!1;., t~=s::::t:~~~~:O'=i~r:n::s~J:hu::::;:::;a;::·in
t~=s=::t:~~~~~.=;':~r:iI::S~~=:::;~a:;::in
9llilb project 18
ni

:::. ~ :'. ',.,-:'"

!iJtrUctiOllManager
~OIJ Manager wiU
will ioterpretand~ide
tnterpretlU1dde~ide !patters concemiD8
conceming~lIlIderlUid
~ IInder lllid
"" ContraCt
.Do@mellts ootlle writtell iequestof the OWner Qr Co~or. 'I)e Con~t1on
CootractDo(!UmentsOnthewrittenfequeStoftheOWnerorCo~or.TbeCon_t1on
to Il\Ich
FOmPtiJeSSand witbip
anY timefilJlitsagreed
.' .. :.; :"~'":~~Ft"l;:to
sucl1 requests will be made with reasonable plOmptnessand
withitllillY
timefimitsagreed
,..;uRo,li-f1flu)
.
. t is made
concerning the time wltbinwhlcbJn.ei:pJ'eWiollsrequired
within wblcb io.ei:pl'ebltionsrequired of
.the CoJlStrucuoo
Construction
. ...
.'..'
medeconcerning
oltlle
~~i;~alUi~'.fumishediIJ compliance with
witb this Section
sballliot be recogni~
recogni~ .onaccount
o~account of
~8I!(;~alt~'.furnishedilJ
Secti~n 4.6, then delay sbaUnot
the ConstnlCtion
Construction Manager to futnish
failure by tbe
fUtnish such interpretations until 15 days after written requeSt is made for
them.

: .....

=::.,

:.,'....

to be incorPorated
iitcoqioraied in
Ilocuments.
. shall be as set forth in an exhibit lobe
In the Contract Ilocuntents.

'., ..:,

.

:Il

then

InIL

t.

ii

wriucn

1.!
L

Am""*

qopfifgbt 0 1~by'l'h.Am.ln$IlIuIeol
l~by'T'h.
In$ilIuIe 01 M:ldi8ll!$.
AddI8f:!&, All !fjIhIs
W~NlNQ: 1'I!la
TI!I. AlAS DQcument
Is
AlA !)ocUIIIctnt
~ ,uot/CMa1U
A20t~'I!I-qopftfllhtO
~ ~ VIM/NINO:
DQC\I!I18"lls
JIlO'IM1""
by u.s. Copyright
Cupyrlght Lawand"'~atlonaJ
~1..,1JQ...lhor\ted rep~odUctI0nor
I\latrll>ullDfl of thlt AJA"'PoGllille"!.or
AJAe OoGuil1enl, or "'Y
partlDfl aHt,
plO'lllll!Ml byU.$.
Lawa"d"'~alIo/1lI!~I~IJIJ"'lhor\ted
",P~CJdUclI0"or l\lalril>ulll!flollhla
,"ypartlOll
IIIar
In. ~V_
~V_ .clvll
cllllialld
criminal pe"all18s,
penalues, ami
anO WIll be proaec~ted
pi'oaac~ted 10 tile m$Jnt\l!ll
m$IntUin ~ poeslble
pOllSlbte urider lhelatN,Thls
Ihelaw.Thls doclimenl
document WBsproduced
"illY result '"
and crlmlnal
was produced
by AlA solIWare8l10:4l!:07
soIIWare8l10:4l!:07 Oil 04I2.712ort1
0<112712007. UilderOJdel'
uilderOJder No.IOOO29lIl1
Na.lOOO28ll11 Cl
C1 which expires on ol/4I2OO8.
4/412008. and ISIII not lor
fOr 1IISIIe.
resale.
""" Noles:

.

.
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19 Intl:tpt'etalions
Intetpretations and decisions of the Construction
Manager will be consistent
§ 4.G~
4.G~19
Consl:/1lCtion Mallager
coos.is~1It with the intent of and
v ;n",
...,"I.. from the Contract Oocamcnts
Oocaments and will bem
be in writing or in the.fonn
the form ofdrllwlngs.
of drawings. When making
inferable
'OIlS and decisions. the Construction
Consl:/1lCtion Manager, with Arcllitect's
Arcl\iteCt's assistance, will endeavor to secure

both Owner and Contractor.
not show partiaHty
paniaHty to either and will ROt
not be liable for
by b<lth
Cor1tractor. will notshQw
IilerpretotiolBs
or decisiOns so renderedm
rendered in good
kupretations ordecWOns
goQd faith.

of ArchiteCt's,
ArChitect's, Construction
Mllnag~'s; and Owner's
Project ~ite,
~ite.
tlesof
CQnstruction MllllllgCif'S,
OWner's personnel at the PfOjeet
do notllllikeany
not IIIIike any ot
of them or their reptllSentadYe$
reptllSetltatiVC$ or persorutel
personnel ill
in any
'ves or otherwite; do.
duties tbitt
tbat belong to CQntnwtor,
CQntractor, Subcontractors or other entities,
entitieS; and
lIIId .dQ.
do IiQt~ieve
not~ieve
orotherelltities
or other entities or tiny other entity of their obligations.
obligati(lilS.~and
dUijes. and responsibilities.
. any
health or safety
~1!.tions reqQi~
reqUi~ by SQCb
SQCII Work. Constl\Jetion
aay beaItbor
safety~ntions
Constl\JCdon Manager's;
authority to exercise any cOntrol over 1lIIYhi::!llthor
lillylie!llth or sa~ precautions
I have no autborityto
DOting, Qbsenting,
observing, correcting.
colTeCting, or reporting on heaith or SlIfetyde!iciericiesat
safety deticieliciesat the·
the site
ManaFs or Owners
.~ of Architect's, Construction .Mallap's
owners personnel at the
pro,rid.j!lg to OWner
Owner a greater degree of.confidence
ofconfidenoe that the completed work will
f proViding
of tbe design
deSign conoepl
concept as reflected 'In the Contract
lints and that the integrity oftbe
tbi!! Section only. the Project site includes
inc1udes places of
. ted and preserved. For tbill
i~!)rp(mtll~ Into the Work.
Worle. and
lind other ",otities
inclu~ manufacturers
illC~tedlnto
entities include
ntanu4cturets of materials

q.:

Rfi{

".

ATIONS, AND RESPOlIlSIBILITIBS
CONT.R,ACTOR UNDER THiS
RESPO~SIBIUTIBS OF CONTRACTOR
MANNIm. WflATSOEVAA
WliATSQEVER l3E CHAN06I),
CHANGED. ALTERED,.
ALTBRBD. DISCHARGED,
MANNER
pISCHARGED,
ANY DUTY.
pUTY, OBLlGATION,
OnllGATION. OR RESPONSIBILITY OF ARCHITECT OR
OR! .
Y ANY
.QN~:
.CONTRAcrOR
CONTRACfOR IS NOT A THIRD-PARTYBENBPICIARY
THIRD-PARTY BENEFICIARY OF ANY
r'll~tltl<T'wtliiiii.."'ii:\~i""'">D
t1~Et~:~,: . NER AND ARCHITECT OR OWNER AND CONSTRUCfION MANAGER. IT
';;'~:~QWiLaID(}llD AND AGREED THAT
DUTffiS OF CONTRACfOR
y:.~¢.i$N~WtaDGBD
THJl.,T THE DUTIES
CONT.R,ACTOR TO OWNER
ARE NOT
NOT OlMINISHBD
DIMINISHBD BY, ANY DUTIES OF ARCHITECT
AR,CHtTECT AND
... ,'~"O'F.ANDARE
crl()N.M~AGBR TO OWNER•
Jcr~9rjr-MJ~~~o.EiR
OWNER,

".

.~.

.~i~~t.~~f~f~~f~' . . ~.::>.~.(

:t§,~'7

..

,' .m is a·dJmliirid·4Jr
~~ii!@'or anertion
I1ssertionby
.by one of the parties
partlC$ seeking,
seeki!lg, as a
II matter of rigltt.
right, atijnstment
IIdjustment or
t.'nni!;'I\'A\j""""t
ofinoney, extenllion
the terms ofthe
of the
t~~yineritofi1loneY.
\lXtllnmon of time or other relief with respect to thetenns

. iij

qu,eslioo between the Owner and Contractor
~J~llldes other disputes and matters in qu,eslion
. ng to ~', . .
.aaiIllS mll_tbe
must be made by written notice. The responsibility to substailtiate
substantiate
Claim.
. with}be ~i'iji... .~J!~e Claim.
.

\,

'

'~':":~i~'~fc~~~~~'·~::;ger. Claims, inclliding those alleging lin error or omission by the ConSl:/1lClion

;' . . .CIl'~

.. 'irtitiaUy to theCoiWUctionMallaF fot;action as provided in Section 4.8. A
de¢i~on by\~'
. !lr. as providedin~ 4.M, sball'be reqUimlaaa~tion precedent to
,.r¥d.f1lti0ll ot~ti
. '. '.' the C01itr~ arid Owner as to a11such mattmllrillins prior to the date
:; 'i:\fina) pa
. .. . •
Of (l)wbether such lIIlUteTS relQte to execlltiortand progress of the Wodc or (2) the
'.: :~'~~t t()
)y/p,rk bas been conlpleted. Thedecisioil by the Construction~ in~nse to aClaifu
, :(~ IiQt
..•. .. .... t to ~ti9norUtigati.onin tile 1l,Vertt())the positioll ofCo~lfiJctiQnMailager is
~t. (2), ." .
Mana$~rhas notl'Cl;Civedevld~ or has lilile<ltoren4eJ' a decisiOowlthin a~time
limits. (3) the C~ti(,)~~anIlFhas failed to taIre acti0ll required~ Seclioli 4.8A witbin30 days lifter the
. . : ·.,:,{2JaiUHs W!l4ei(4)4SdaYl!I1.~ passed lifter the Qaim haS been reten-edtotbe Cotlsti'UCti<ll\MlUlllgertlr (S)the

":;:?:;~';i'~rm~f;:""

..
.,::.
',

~.

".

bytheCQm~c~

Of~

. · · ·oi\Claims.
: : : b : :Claims
: : by the Contractor must
event
must be
be made
mllde wimln21.days
witi!in21days after
after occurrence
OCC\II'reOC!!' Of tbe event
ms
"ii '"
.. CllIimQrWithin
01' shoUld have known of the event or
CIQim Qr Within 21daysaftertheContraetorfirilt
21 days after the ContrllCtor fililt knew
koew or.shouldhave
cOnrun4:m giving rlse lOUIe
Claim,whicl!ever is hitet. Claims must be:
be made by written.notice.
written notice. Any CIllim
Cillim not timely
. coitditioitgivi'!,griStl
toU\eClaim,wi\ic!leveri$!ater.Claimllillll$t
made. shall
stullt be deemed
waived. The
TIle written
writteonotice ofaalm
of Claim sball
shall include a factual sllltelnllnt
statement of the basill
basis for the
ma,de'
dC!llJ\edwaived.
Claim. pertinentdates,
pertinent dates. contract ~rovisionsoffered
provisiOns offered in Silpport
silpport of the Claim, additi9.nal
additi!)nal materials offered ill
in support of
aaim,
Claim lmd'
and the·nllluie
tJte·naluie of the resolution sougltt
sought by the Claimant.
Claillumt. The ContraCtor .sballcoOperate
.shIIll coOperate with the OWner in
the .C1aim

notice

of

j.

Inlt.
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!• ..::.}J..;;

::

~i~~~: ~~ or potentiaJ
~i~~:::
potential damages, delay, or other adverse consequences that may arise from the

''::{{ ,.;>:
.....
";;-.::....
:·i'·.'··
;·i'·.'··

'.. .'

.....
.::.)\
.)\ .

::I:.'·.§~t#~~nUing Contract Performance. Pending final resolution of a Claim inclUding
InclUding mediation,
::I:.'·.§~t#~~nUing
mediatlOll; unless otherwise
':'li~ .m'Writing
'::a~
.iJi'Writing the COntractor shall ~ diligently with pcMormance
pelformance ofthe Contract aild the Owner shall
.c;c?,~p.!,
payments in accordance with the Contract DociJments•
Documents•
.ql,l'~1'" to make pa)'l1lCllts

'~:'.)
~aiver of Claims: Final Payment. The making of final paymeJlt
payment shall not constilDte a waiver of Claims by
'~::.) ;.',.' I': \i§·~~i
\i§·~~i~aiver

:: '.''.' ..... :;' ":'.. ::(fimgraphS
::(fimgTI:IPhS deleted) :'; \•\•
)i;.i~;;.\
. .'. ' ':'~er. A':}:;~
/;':~:;~ )i;.i~;j
l~r.6
C1l9,~;t#.T'
... '. or UnknoWIi
COnditions•. The ContractoJ'
,,".". l,
..r.6 ~~,!.W
CqIi.¥i9jid
Unknown Conditions.
Contractor acknowledses that it has had a reasonable
"::

.oPjiortuniti;,~ q,n
.~portuni

.;~~
.;~~
'.

'.

:~: "

.

, :~:~th

:., .. '~~arc~l
inSpeCtion ofthc Project site. IfC9uditiOlJS
If CQuditiOlJS are e@Ountered attbe
~ the site which are(t)
. ~linSpcCtion
are (1 )
,.. ~edphyslca)oondiuons
~edphyslcaloondiuons which
wblch dlffermateriallyfiom
differ materially from tboteln41cllfed
tboselndicllfed ill
in. the Contracl
Contract

,,
~

~in'ble from a careful
of the Project site, or (2) unknown physical
.inllble
C$t!l1UI inspection oftheP.tojtct
.... which
'lUeh differ materially iiom
tiotn those ~JWIly
... ~
~J1lIriIy found to exisll!l!d
exist IUId generally
'. '.' . ctlon
cdon activitieS
qfthec~ter provided iorin
DoCuments. then notice
aetivi~ q(thec~tet
for in the Contract Documents.
given 10 the other PlU'tYprofuptly
p8ny proinptly befo.n::
befOJ!) C9ndipo~
condiUo~ aredistutbed
are disturbed aild
lUldinno
in no event
~ conditions. Tbe
The C~tion
will promptly Investigate such
ance of
of~.
C~tlon Manager
MllfI88Ctwillprompdylnve~igate
.)ialIYllnr:l~
Increilse or ~eillthe
~ein the COnlt!letor's
COIlInI~r'8cost
of. or
or .Iime
t.ime
.IYlulr:l.•~ an
1IllimJrell8~or
.CQ$t. of,
.. jiart of
the. W6rk;wiJInllioll)mend
iIi1 eqUia.bleadjuslmeJIl
eqUitable adjustnient in
In (he
the Contract
Contnlct Sum or
ilHbe
WOrk;will~m~iI.i1
.
'."'l:ructi9nMAAager<i(l~Res
traction MAAagerde~nes that
CQitdltions .lIltheslte
thai the cqildltionsal
the site are not materially
e Contract
CCll1tract Dociul'Ient3
ContrllCt is
'4l~i !fum .• :,
DocUments and
lind that no ch~
ch~ in the terms of the Contract
Is justified•
justified•
,.:tIW C
Cknstl'UC!iQll'
Owner and Conlractorin
writing. Slating
,.:tbe
k l i s n o u tnoutY
Y the Ow.ner
Contractor in writing,
stating the reasons. Claims by either
· partyJji:i!p'
Ie11Jnination mustbe I11lIdti
IlllIde within 21 days after the Construction Manager has given
.panyJjii!p
.
. .
. .tet1Jninalion
·,::~li~l?t~d~Pf
::~ti~.:l?t~d~~:'1f ~~ and Contractor cannot
cannOt agree on an adjustment in the Contracl
Contract Sum or Col\lract
Col1lract
·~Titii.e/~e..@djustir'mitl!~~t~~:refen'ed
Construction Manager for initial determination, subject 10
'~Tltii.e/~e..@djUiltir'mlIJ!~~t~~:referred 10
to the ConsttUclionManager
to further
·p~~'diiigfputs~.ri'i::i)ection
p~~'diiigfputs~.ri'i::i)ectiC)D 4.8.
4.8 .
',:
. -'.~.:
-"~' : ".:
~,.·:l~7.#~msr:orA.-d.di~i~lP>sl.1f the Contractor
§"":l~7.;q~ms(orA.-:<!di~i~l~t.1f
C9nlraclorwisb~
wisb~ IOtnalte
to make Clllim
Claim for
fOr an increase in the ConttaetSum,
Contract Sum.
.~~::.. ."
. .. notice!i~:ptOyi~~eillin
notice!i~:ptOYi~~*in ~aU·~
~aU· ~ given befo,reprocec4ingto
befo,re proceeding to execute
eXecute the Work. Priornotice
Prior notice is not reqUired
required
f9!.;.,· ms reraili.!'$;~;~,emerg~9
reradi!'$;~)y,l.emerg~9
)lgeritlg
life orpropcrty
or property arising under Section
Sectton .10.3.
f9!.;,i'
'ngeriflglife
10.3. If the Contractor
ContrllCtor
l@.i~~g@jWl~J.!:Oiit is inv()~,.,
l@i~~~~~J.!:Oiit
invo~;.... .
hicluding but not limited to (l)
(1) a written intecprebltion
intecpretlltion fiom
from lhe
the
Art;hit¢cIH~~:~;'.
Art:hitecIH~~:~;·.
~ ~riei':tO
~riei':tri slop
stop tJioWork
tho Work where
wh~ the ~tractor
~tractor was R<lt
not at fault, (3) a written order for a
~,F.hatigfi~.~.
. k i'Bslledby
iB'sUCdby the Ai:cbirect.
~Iure of payment !>y
by the Owner, (5) termination
tetrninatiOfl Of
of the
~,F.hatiafi~~.. ., .k
Ai:~biteel, (4) ~lute
ecm.~t~y.t6e'O\ViiCr, (6) g~~~~"AuspeJJsion
g~~~'
..' sion or (7) other reasonable grounds, Claim shall be fller:l
am.~t~y.tl1e'OOCr,
iiler:l in accordan(;C
accordance
witlftlie'pr~Jml establi~.
.
witiftlie'pr~)Jre
establisllid.h~iit··. :'
·'::.:~:;'..;-.:.;. .",:",.<.~~~:::~)~.;/;:
':-::l.:,·::.~.~,.~.:;. "'.:k',,
:-J:'
,: ,.··,~"'-rt.::.:?t'/~·i:
',~~-~:;:.~-;:?;~::::.~ i : .
,§;~r.".Claims
for Addi®nal
Tinle.
,§~~r."
Cl8ims (or
Miii~nalTimC:

-',
".

',-'
",'

1
1

,

.
§'~i:i1
~ Con~F~~~Wmake Claim for an
lUI increase
5·~r:.~11tIt ~Con~FWi~~Wmake
Increase intbc
in thc Contract Time, written notice as provided

'.~

i·

I

$haI1be given;~,€Oit#.8Ctor!s
$iven;~,€On#.8Ctor!s C!aimsballinciude
C!aimshallinclude an
of c()Stand
of probable effect of delay on
herem- $ha11be
lin estimate ofcOSt
and ofprobable
progi-ess.¢\,t\¢.:Wm;ko In ~ ciIse
ci1se of aconlinuliJgdelay
a continuing delay oilly
only <ioe ClIIim
Claim is necessaty,
"'. p'rogi-ess.~,t1¢.:W~
~:'.:". . .~.~\~"i~~,;·!·~·::>~~i~
' .. ~:..
,~,~\~"i~~,;·!·:·"~:~\\ .. ·
..... _
. . "
conditions arcthel>a$is
a Claim for additional time, such Clainuhall
Claim shall be documented
·'.:§,,,7.8.2
..§,4,7,8.2 If ~~:~er
~~jsC(~erconditklns
~theba$ls for aC!aimforadliitiofiallitne,such
tiy..(a~ijtJj:that
weathCr coriditions were
abriormal fur
for the periOd
perIOd (lftlme
oftiIne andc;Ould
and cOuld not bavebeen
bave.been
tiY.~~ijtJj~l weatbercoriditi
weI\! abriorinal
reasOiIablyanticip8ted,
lind that wi:atberoonditiQillibad
wi:atheroonditiQilsbad l!I!adverseetfect
lUIadverseetfect on,he
on the scbedlJled
scbed1Jled constrUction•
COiistrilCtion.
~lyl!Dtici~,8ndtha~

are

'..

:

. · _'

,,"

ons

not

·. ..
' ":::.~
':JI~::l' ·...::.:~~:·i,'.
.
, " ." ,.",
",,-,..
~::.~._:.:.I.i:'::l,·/::·:~~:t.-. , ' ,,: ..."
, .',,' _.:,
, ' . "";,
_<. __ , "'>'
", _ ', __ ',
',
t.Q Person of
Property. If~tbel'
If~ther party 10
to th,e
the Col\tract
suffera injury (It
pr damage to p.erson or
·.§:it\:r~'-~\!Oii~mage
§:~Il~~ :,'
~QIll8e tQ
ol'Propcrty.
CclntraCt sufferainjury

Person

""0

dalJ\age

_.

·~.~~'Qf
IlIll9t Or omissjonofthe~rparty, of
any of tJie
the otbel'
other party's employees ora~ts,
ora~ts, or of
~.".. . ,,'Qf allll9l9romissionoflileoUlcirpcirty,
ofany
. '. OtIi~f~:wJ1Q5e'actS
Otb~f~:WJ1~actS such pllrty
party isiegallyliallle,wrluen
is legally liable. written noti(;C
noti~ (If
ohilcb
silcllinjuryor
injury or damage, whether ()I'n(ltiilsured.
or noUnsured.
sMll:b.C .giV¢i1,tu;.th~ Qther plItI¥wiJ:!!lo
partywit!lln a l'¢llSonl!ble
~onl\ble dDJe'notcltC8edin.
dme'neit cxceedin. 21 days aft¢r
after t'irst ·ob$e!'VQl)C8.
'obielV8I)Ce. The notice
sMil:be.giy*jHCl;;thcr
shall
shall provide sufficienl
sufficient detail 10
to enallie
enable fhl:othetJlarty
fhI: other party 10
to in~Stigll~
in~liIigll~ tbemaller.lf
the matter. If a Claim fQr Itdditional cosl
cost or time
C1ajm is to be asserted, it shall be filed as provided in Sections 4.1;7
4.1.1 or 4.7.8.
4,1,8.
related to this Clajm

first

/nit.
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4.8 RESOLUTION OF CLAlMSANDDISPUTES
Cl.AIMSANDDISPUTES
ConsU'UClion Managllr,
Manager, with the
tho. lIS$i~
8S$i~ of the .Architect,
take one or more of
ConslnlClion
Architect, will review Claims and
lind tllkc
ng prelimiJllU)' actions within len days of receipt oh
of a Clllim:
Claim: (I)
(1) request additional supporting data from
sllbmit a schedule totbe
to the partits.
parties. ilid1catlng
wben the CoilStnlctioDManager
ConstrQctionManager expects to lake action,
(2) sllbmjt
ind1C!iflng wben
III wi\ole
wilole or in Part.
stating ~ons forrejectlon.
forrejectlon,(4)reco~
approval of all or part oftllc
oftbe
qaim In
parr,·statiDg
(4)~tnnu.md approvalofall
thtllxher
conipromise, or (6) attempt to facilitate tberesoJution
the resolution of the Chum
Claim through
the
Other party, (5) suggest a compromise.or(6)
fonnal
C<mstnlCtion ManaB\lfmay
Manager may also, buHs
but Is not obligated to, notifytbe
notify the SllretY.
suretY. if any,
fOllllBl disCussions.
d~lJlIsions. The COnstn1Ction
aJiy, of
'Iltul'\l and amount of the Claim.
.
lllltutll.
Claim bas ~.resolved,
~n;reSOI1rea, thcConstn1Ctio!l
theConstrQctio~ Manager
Manager will.prepare or obtain
'tfr-:L;::··:·;·.~ i. ·':JYf~;8.2lf aC1Phas
obTain appropriate documentation.
documentaliOiL
I~~.. .:.:..~:.~.... '\:-X:~~
... ;~\~.~.' /~'~~~~}f~ - .".
- . - -- - - : _
.

'. .
., .:
;i'
... <,
... .. ntesolved,thc
resolved, the party makingthc
making.the Claim shall,W/thin
shall, within ten days lIfter the Construction
9J16 or ~ of tbefollowing
tbe.following actions:
i;;;: . ". ---::
se, take 9116
actiO!lS: (1) submit additional
lIdditiollal supporting data
'''l!>:.......,lll~''£, (2) modify the initial Claim or (3) notify the Construction
Constroctlon M:aIIager that the
'...;".
. ~ ,.:'
IO!!-Maitager,
;"';
,..!~\
::. . . '.:
.
~~~.
'. .
:~i.;Wl·
;':i;' .' .
....'. )esolved, after consideration ofthe
the foregoing and oftilrtbcr
cviclence prc:sented
~itj!n:solvedafter
of further evidence
presented by the
:;';. . .... .
truetion Manager,
ManaB\lf, the COastruetion
COnstruction Manager
~anager will notify the parties in writing that
.. " "'
/(j"
isioJlW/U
will be made within
with.in seven days. UpOn
Upon expif!itiQjlClfsuch
expiratic)iI of such time ponod.
poriod, the
the parties
parties the
Manager's written de<;ision relative to!hc
the ClaIm,
C1aim,
.!:"l...~i~.::.
er to the
the Construction Manllger's
..
ll!f.JlY,
." at Sumor
Sum or Contract 'firtJeor
TIn'!e or both. If there is a surety lind
and tbe!'eappears
the!'eappears to be a
~nstruction Manager may, but is not obligated to. notify the surety and
It,
may, but is not obligated to. notify the surety and
the <»l\trOversy.

_ager

tclative to

:::"i..

.. .'

:;~,;:!".,~;~~r~~i;

~~:~~:.:;~ger

.:t~.8:l5';The
C6~ctt~jj-l~i~ailer's <!ecision
~l'~M~~~=~~!~::~::~
<!ecision shall
shall be
be filiatand
filial and binding
binding on
on the
the parties
parties unless
unless aa demalKl
demon<! for
for to
to mediate
mediate

..
.:,.'
.,.:,.'
. ;' ..)

Construction Manager's
Manag(lf's decision. '}'he
The
:)lIe ~
¢.~·.p'~lia,!f~\~trbq,4i"9bel()w is made within 30 days after the Constructioo
,'fail
'. . .man(J::~~t~9!tWlthin said 30 days' period
Manager's final and binding
'faililiji.1:()lfqtilali~Hi~l·at~~)!t:Vvlthin
periOd shall result in the ConstrUction Manager's

:.

j~'.L4.·.'k.'.~~.~!.r.;~.r~.latedlO. n~.

~.ia.

·..··.·.I•
. I!~j~~~;®~~::~:i~~t~~:re;l~;a~ted:fto the orCContract
.
Shal.lbe·SUb.;CC
..lto..
t.iOO.U'a condition
_ precedent
_ ro
shalllje· Subject
to mediation
to
equitable proceedings by either
, '. ;t¥ ·~~ti-nbilti~"!i'.@f.I19.~lb€'lnstltut}~~>,·~f1eglll
equItable
eIther party.
0.

'~

:: j:>' . .

." ..... :

<.:." "., "'; _.;

.

.~:.

I~ ':"~'.l"":'~';;'

88

~fenc:leaVot' .

ve their Claims-by
Claims·by mediation. R.equest
Request for mediatioo
mediation shall be filed in
f\lqUeSt l1tay
may be
bernade
and the Construction Manager.
Man• • The l"\lQllCSt
made concurrently
i'Of,leiz;al'lir
C<lUitiable proceedings
pro'cee,dinIP but.,
but, ill such
event, mediation shan proceed
prOceed in
inadvanee
ofsucb
!~g\lhjr equitable
Sllchevent,~diation
advance ofsuch
stayed pel!CJing medi.lion for a period of ~ days frolll
ecldj
U\)e sta.yedpel!dlng
froll1 the date of
of the parties 'or COllrt order.
,.)I:yedfor a. .... .'. ,. agreement
IIgreemtlllt ofthepartiesorcoUrt

:' /.,:

..,' y.ye . ....

l.~. :;•..
::•..
" ., ; . "

-.

.:.:.....

. ::'. ::"":::::;":.:-;i:.: -

;~._.

.~~·i:~:~· ".!:':: .L"

.

~bat:e the 'inediator's.fee
inediator's.fee and any
aily filinllfeesequally.Tbe
filing·fees equally. The mediation shall be held in the place
<5~4 The'partlea shi.ti s~al'e

wJ!~'!he PIJ)Jeet is.)qii~.~\lS8anothet
iV~~.~~s another Idcationismutually
tdeation is mutwilly agi'
~nied
OOd upon. Agrilemiml"&
Agrilemimts reached
f8liched in mediation shall

. .'

~fbm:able 'as. sCt,tl~~. .~nts iUny
courthavill8jurisdictlon tbCre9f•
there9f.
bc~forceable'~~~~~~nts
in any eoiJrthavill8jui!sdictiOli
: _.::.~J~
.. .",. ' -~.'-', .·~·~/~:~~J~~~?y~).r7~~:·\·\:~;:·
.~I~:~~J~~~?Y~).~c7 ~ ~::::\:~;;.

>§
.
'.,.§ 4,
4.filA~r,,~J19.N

A~r,,~J19N

..:"
:.. ,,..

..:: .:i;I)eparues
.:i:IlC~:S:~:~_to
:~:~.to resolve any Clllimor
Claim or dispute related to thisContract
this Contract by arbitration on
onSI.ICh
stICh ternI$
terms as they
,. .ffiily agree: ':~r~~
':~r~~ agreelUtIIlt.
agree)Uent. aily reference in this Contraetto
Contract to arbitration shall be void and of 110
nO force
(orce or
'e«eCtwhatsoev~::··::"
).,.,
'e«ectwhatsoev~:"'::" )".,

:',
;".

" .may
'.

reference

., .§4.1UTJ'O~$·
F~
.§4.1~Atr(l~$·F~
.. .
.. . .
.
.
.•..
.:.
. ':.- :·ffit7.~·~,Of~~,cOnttoy~y!
:i'fn7~·_ o'f~y cOntroversy, :cbU~
claim or aetjon
action -being'_fiJ~<rot,instituted
beingfiJed or instituted bet~·the.panies:to
between lhepatties to un.
~ Agreement
~t ~
.. '. . .. .-·~f~~.Of
this ~ment
··~f~~.Of dlis
~ment or ariaiJig
arisl!ig from the breach ofany
of any provision hereof, the prevailing party wm
wJ11 be
~.tle4.~:~ive
from the other party 1111
all cO$l:8, dlunages.
~.tle4.~:~ive(rom
dlUnII~ and expenses including reasonPPle
re~le attorneys' fees,
·i~~bY·t~·Preva\ling
notSllCh.8 COlltm,lll'$.Y
is litigated orPtosectiteci
orpro~ted tojudgmc:nt.
tojUdgment.
'i~~bY·t~·Prevailing party, whether or IIOts\Jch.8
COI\~I'$.Y (It
or claim isli!igated
The prevailingP!irty
prev'ailingparty will
willb8
recoVers lit
leo,sl}5%oftheiotal
claip\ed by that partyin
party in the
be that party who reeo'vel"S
at lea,st75%
of the total amount cillillied
action, or WllQistequired
who is required to pay no more than 2S% of
ofthe
the ioral
total amountciaitncdby
amount ciaitncd by the other party in the action.
actiOli.

to

'"...
..

!

(Pqragraphs dektedJ
deleted)
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I ARTICLE 5 SUBCONTRACTORS

•

NI

..

-/~1.;' ~';:;"ifi;;~~

IIOODDtJ'lICtt)r
peJ;$Ollor entity who has a direc~
direc~ contract with the Conttactor
lI~or is a peJ;SOllor
ConttaetQr to perform a portion of the .
site. Thcterm
The term ·SUbc:Ollttaetor"
·SUbc:Oottactor" is referred to tbrouShout
tbroughout lIie
the Contract
Conttaet~umei:ltS
~umeiltS ail if singular
siJt81llar in
mt:ans a SvbcolltractOr
means
SubcontractOr or an authorized
autborized r¢preselltalive
representa!ive of the Subcontractor.
SUbcontractor. The term ·Subcontractor"
otberContractors.
include other Contractors or subcontractors of olherContractors.

,i'.':':"~":~(j:,\;<r',:.,

',':;~: ';;::;,;; ~;r::,\, \',= .

~.~~:~·~~~~.~~?n{~·f.i(~~/k.

.\;'.''h ,i ',:<;' :, I :,~

. '"

.

,.'

iI'.l A Sub-llu~olltraetQris a pcrsollor entity wbQPll$lIdirect or indirect (lOJIttllct with II ~ubee1tJtractor to
l'Il1 a P«tiou of tbF.()V01t at Ihc si~. The tem1·~bcOntracto" is,referteei IOthrou~1Jl umContract
lIt$

sill~J.AA-!U

S~~~{~{~:.:

number and means a Sub-subcontractor or an aut1lOrizedrepte$Cntative~the Sub-

u__iw:rs AND OTHER CONTRACTS FOR fiORT/ON$
~ION$ OF THIi
SU@.fRACTSANDoTHERl;ONTRACTS
THE WOltK
WORK
",.",..
In theContraet
.!"".un~....... Poeumentsorthe
Docume/lt8orlhe bicldingreql!iremeots.
biddingrequi.rements, the Contractor. as soon as
fumj~ in writing to me
me Construction Ma!Jagerfor
Manager for review by the
ou!J'aCt, shall fumi$h
.N .n,
J\l'cbitect
..,.~,....... the .~
~ of perSon$
persoJJ$ or.enlities(lnclQ,dll'lg
or enlities·(inclQ,dlng Ihpse
thpse who are
~to
to furnish
d.,mgn) prop08tld (of eachjlrinciPld
each jJ(incipai portion of the Work. The
to a spl:Cial dl:Sign)prop08t;d(or
the ContJactor
ContJactor. in writioSstilting
writing stilting w~heror
w~bero~ not the Owner.
y reply to·the

u
has re:asoril!bte
such proposed person
person or
~soril!ble obj\'Ction to any suchptopQsed
Manager
shallcOnstltute notice Qf
of no 1'el\S()1Iabie
I'el\S()nable objection•
objection.
M!llI8ger to reply promptly sb!lltconstltQte

,mo.e
BI".,..,[JUC
illVe$tigalion.
t, !Ifterd
eillVC$lisalion.

. Iltrl¢t With
with a
the Owner. Consttuetion
~JJlllICIt
a propdsedpetll()n
proposed person or entity to Whom
whom.the
Construction

_oilalble
au4 timely obJ«itioo.
obj«tion. The Conttaetor
Conttactor shall not
be reqUired
required to contrilct
contract
. ilable an4
not~·
has made reasonable objection.

:·.:~§:s.;ii(ai~;¢.~~,~!),o
:·.~§s4.i;t(~
. ow~;¢~truc,:~~n Manager or Architect has
bas reasonable
rCilSonllble objection to a person
person or entity proposed by

ill'
:_i.:•..,i.:•.:.·;.·.).<.•

..••·- •..

_

. . . .-' .'

:<i:_:}.~.:.: ,.'.

"~., :";.: .; , ._:. (:~
. •'.:,; .:',_•._:., .

::;;~e~~~.:~:~1:iirtr~r~aJl
:;;~e~\L.
. ~.,~:~1:intr~'~allpropose
MlIIIllgeI' or Architect has no
propose another to wbQmthe
whom the Own~r,
Own~r. Construction Manager
.:~'"
. ~e¢.1ii) .
",~'. }:lti'act
l}t'ract Sum shall be increased or<lecreased
:'-;~!b.¥~J~i)
or d~ased by tbediffererice
the difference in cost occasioned by such
..." -cbi#i$~:#.di/#J
C~$j? :iD.dilih apP
.. :. ...¢llangeOtder
..¢!Ulnge Order sbaUbe
shall .be issued,
is.sued. However,no
HOWever, no increase 1ft
in tilt
tile ConttactSum
llJIP,.:,
Con~tSum shall be allowed
f,*~~~1J'li:\illii8\l,'l\i!li:ii
COD!t'aetor has.llCteg prolPPtly and respollSiveJy in SUbmitting names 8Sl'$luired,
f,*~~~1(li!illn8l'. qi!li:ii Contractor
hasllCted promptly and responsively in submittingnatneS as required,

~i'~j:~~
chIlQ8I'.~-$ubcontrac~. tJCnion
person or entity previously selected iithe
if the owner.
Owner.
~i'~~;~~ cri~~~;~~!t
~~~~;~;W~t ch.n8\l.~·$ubcontrac~.
q~iructi0ti::~ij~~~p.fAtchi~~!~~,~'
reasonable objeclion to such cbllnge.
change.
q~irllCti0ti::~ij~~~p.fA1"chi~~!~~,~'reasonable
:···;hslJ~:;:::t·".,,<.:
... ' :'RELA1iiii'/
:"ih
.j,,::.t',.,,;;., '.'.
RELAf&i::''::
.t
,'_~tt~ a '.'. nt,tbe Cont1'aCtor shall require each Subcontractor, to the extent of the Work
t..

'or
'·.~tt$a:.~,~~u::~=:eb~ut;,t~:ca~;:t~::~~~~
~Ork
, the

the SU
'.lQ be bound to the COI'!traetor bytetms of the Conb'ac:tDoC1lments. and to
. ~ Contrll9.,
Contr~:.
,'ons/lnd
responSl"?llitieswbich~
Contractor, by~~uments.
by~~uments•
.ons lIndresponSJ~litieswbich
theConttaetor.
:.the~ner
on Manager and AiclIitect.Bach
AlChitei:t.Bach subcontract
subcontl'aet agreementshail
~ntentshallpreserveand
•::)i'.~. .~. ·(:~,m~'...,.:,_. w . :.the
~ner~:
preserve and
.'.' '..:
:j'fo.~,t
rights
~
tionM~ and. Architect un.deilhe Coimact Docu
.. lllents with
t to
-:~ ', .. " the
.n
•. of
of~lionM~and.Archi~UtIlJettbeC~tDQ¢U~n~withrespectto
~ "
. . actor sothals"b~ngtbereofWi1lnotprejU(licesuclHj~hts;!lIId
&Othats~bcontn!ctinglhereot' willlUit prejudicesuclHjghlll; ~d
•'·1hi,WW.'k
'~.w.ic to
to~
sbaIJ aJlow lothe..
lothe.
ess'. spedficaJly
spedflCaJly proviiledOttienyisein
provi!led Othen\IiSeifi the
sllbc!mtraet a"eemeilt, the benefit of
$haI1aJlow
tbes~aCtllg(Cemeilt,
aU·!iBbts.
~medi
.
' St
at the Coqfracitor
~fi'Iicitor th!It.
~ the Contractor. bytbe
by the Co~
CO~ Oociimena.
aU'!:iBhts. reJlle(fi
. .....
t»ciiments, has against
j:Ji1atc.the
Contractor IbaUreqliire
~ S~~r
S~b>r 10.
intollimilar~.-s with
:: -';~tbe~.·
',;~Ihe~.
'j:Jh!ltc.
theConlrllCtor
shaUreqliire~
lQ enter intolliroil8i'~.-s
.:,: .:~sub":·
.::$.P.b-sub··:·
Conti'tlctor ~rDla)ce
~l make a'V.dli!1l1etoeaeb
prOpose~ S~tJactor;JlIi9r to
tothc!
Conti'tletor
a'Vllijl!1llet()ea9bpr<ip9se~SUwootraetor;pri9r
the execQlWn
~ti!m pf
:)li~i~iJbcQ
t. copiesQfdJe Contnct
DooUmerits to wllicb·tbe
wbich'~ $l!b«intJ1lctorwill
be bOllJ!d, and. upon
:';~~i~iJbCO
.t;copiesQftbe
Contraet~s~o
$~tr1lctQrwill ~bOllJ!Il.lII!d.upon
,.
\9ri~n·.. . .'. . '. ..''. bcon~.idenqfyto~
bconttact,Qr•. idennfyto the Sul!c()ll~r
Suboon~r terms
and'COIItIitiOll8of tl\opfoposedll\lbcQntraet
tllb ptOposedsu~ntract
"\9ij~ll:.
ferl1lsantftol\lliti~of
agreement}'V~bmay
be at
ar 'Vl\lianc;ewith!he
CODrract DQ¢QtnCl1ts. ~~ shall shtillarly
~ copies 9f
of
agRl~}'Vll,i~:bmay~
VI\li~With!heContraet~,~~sbilll
~Irmake
9fsuch~
aV!U!ab1e tothc:irrespe<:tI'Ve pr()pOiiCdSllb-sub¢<lD~.
prOpOSed Sllb-subcon~.
.. I'.PPI~~qps
l'.PPI~~qps qf
$uch~aV!»!lIbletothilir~tlve
.

respec.

~/~'\:\ .:."
.;:. ,~;:;.~~~~~~:.:~~~~,'.
, ' ,
~/~:::\
,~ .~~§:.:~~;.:~~.:~~~~ ,
'.
. '. '". "'.
.
~~
of Section SJ.1
S.3.J above;
above. anyp;u:tofthe
Workpeff0tnlCd fQrlbeCoritractQr
fllr I~COntractor by a SubcoI!traetor
Sutlco!'\tractor
: .'~ of.Section
8Dyp;u:tof~e WQrkpen0!'R1ed

.... _::~~lli.ractor
shall be(iUfSQ'ant to awritte..
a written a~t~~lIdieC!Qntraetor
a~t.~WeeI\ the. Contractor and sucli
SlIi)Qontrilctor (or
. ..,.'.
::~~~rsb1\llbePU~to
suchSu~l(iIctor
.' ...'.' thes..~!!~
aild itsSUb,.subcx!I\ttllCtor itt anyjier).
any jier). which .
.II bII.
be prepaferJ onaJQrmof
on dorm of subcontract
~ntract
the~~!!~ aildmS1!Hulll;ol\ltactor
WIll
OWl\er. Bach subcOntract shall,
shall; ·.Where.
Where app(Opriare,CQilt1lin
apptOprialC,coiltaillprOviSiODS
satisfactory to. the Owner.Bacb·
provisions that:
~at:
Req~ire each Subcontnlc~r
Subcontrac~r to ascribe to the cibjectivesandllgl'eemenisset
Qbjectives andagleemenis set fortbIn
forth in Scction
Section 1.6;
I.6;
.1 Req~ireeach
Require that the WorlclJe
Worklx: petformeclllCC9rdln~to
performed IICC9rdln$ to !be
tile requirements of tbeContraet
the Contract Documents;
.2 gequi'F
Cotnain the waivers
waivws of Slibrogationcpnsjstent
slibrogationconsistent wlthum
with the provisions ofSeciion II
I 13.1
.3 Coiltain
!/J.1 below;

whicb,

lnit.
Jolt.

prepareq

!-
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Requil'!' the SubcontraCtor to carty and maintain inS\lrance
inSllrance coverage 8C':onJing
lI<l':oroing to the
thc.Contract
Contract
J)qcumellt$
J)qcument$ and to file cqtificates
~ficates of the coverage with the Contractor;
Requil'!' aubmiS$ion to Contractor or SUbcontractor.
Subcontractor, as the case may be, of applications for pll}'IlleJIt
payment in
RequiresubmiS$ion
a form approve4
approved "y
~y the Owner. together With
with clearly definedinvoicea and billings
blDings supporting all·the
applications under each subcontract to which the Contractor
COn~or is a party;
as practicable,
pf'8l:iicable, unit prices and any other feal;ible'fortnula
feasible'fortnula for use in the determination of
RepQrt. 80m
somas
costs ofchanges
of changes in the Work;
Require
.
fiJrnishto the Contractor
information neceasatY
necessatY
Requi~ ~SUbcoJ1ltllctot
to (Ilrnisbto
COntractor in a timely fashion aU infonnation
for the . . tion ~ submission
. of
reporI$;
fOrthe
of~;
eiu::h
...s;ubl::Qnl~:tor contInne to pel1'qrm
perfQrm under its subconlnlct
subcontract in the event the Contract is
eilc~SUbcon~r
UVJ"""··Mltll taIcc an assignment of the SIIbcontract
the <>W!\ersliall_
subcontract and request Subcontractor to
rinance; llIld
SubcOntractor to remove all debris CRl8ted by its activities.
contract. agreement. putchaseorder or other arrangement
·ii~ etIter into any subcontract, c:ontract.agreement,putehas¢01'der
Jllllterials, service~
service~ equipment or Work with any party or
g of any portion of the JDIlterials,
unIm the Am!ngerttent
Arrangerttcmt was approved
this Section), unless
ManagtlD'.
anager. after fuI1disclosure
full disclosure in writing by the Contractor to the Owner and
'arion or relationship and all
aU details relating to the proposed
propoaedArrangement.
Arrangement. The
the Contractor
respect to whiCh
which the
any entity related to or affiliated with 1JIe·
COntractor or with reilpect
limitation, any entity.owned
entity. owned in whole or
wnership or control, including, without limitlltion,
der of more than 10%
1091> of tm:
tb!l issued and outStanding sbarC$
sharC$ of, or the holder ofany
of any
AfJ~1i81ted
Entity (as defined in
lilltedEntity(asdefined

more

fil'!tity in
iri which any oi'licer.clirector.
oi'ticer.clirector. employee.
employee.~
~ or shareholder (or
any entity
of ihe·Contractor
the·Contractor or any entity owned by the Contractor as a
. foregoing persons) oj
.interest
includes, but is not limited·
limited tp,
to. that of a
a partner,
partner. employee,
employee.l\gent
IIgent or
interest inCludes,
OF SUBCONTRACTS
nt for a portion of the Work is assigned by the Contractor to the Owner provided

" ..~~~:effective
of the Contract by the Owner for cause pursullnt
pursuant to
.t~et'fective only aftenermination
a~termination orthe
':,1::and onl
j)D1 .for,,~hos~
hJ4;,1i8ild
for.,~hose sUbcontract
subco.ntract agreemenis
agreements which the Owner accepts by notifying the
..;
·'rin·
- '.;£1
."
·"rin.
:::;;iV .ii,~.:<:=:,
2." .'.IW!jgnm'Cnt
.
of the surety,
surety. ifllny,
if any. obligated under bond relating to the
.::::;il.~·
":'~~ iss sU·
aU" :}~,}r:ttie
prior rights ofthe
,': .

.,',;' ,.,., '

;wttie

.

,,;,\\.:'·,/'~,;';'C~~',:

:; ":\~,~,:,~,,

.;;'
~~I~~:~'~\;'}~-"'''-~-'-'''''.

:.,§J~~~\:v~It1ias been,:;~~~~~~n~:J?r more than 60 dllYs, the Subcontractor's compensationshalJ be equitably

;i~;{~t\:,,~ ;{~,~;+i,!:'{:W' ~~::

';!;\+H}{~\{

{'subcontract
Contrac;:tor shall·
shall be assigna.,le
('subcOlltraCt 1104 I1.l3tenal
material purchase agreements entered into
intf) by the COntractor
assigna~le to Owner
.',to
t to ~~
~~. S.
... t any
cbange in price or scope. The
ThcContractor
shall. incorporate IJIeforegoing
t!Jeforegoing
S
anycbange
Contractor shall
re'l1!i!'CmenfDl'all: \.' " ".
,~aterial pUtcbaae
pUrchase agreements, eitberby
either by specific 'WOrding
wording or by reference to this
tC'll!iremenfitl'aU:\,.,
,... ..;~aterial

:;,
,;: .'

'"
"

:';!;:~~;~pr:;~~\"
';;\!\;'~'\""""'<~~~AHOTO
_ _ CONIRACTS

"\\ ii~~~n S:,j;,.:,.>.:::.",

.:':) (~

ION B'tO\VNER ORBYOtHERC~TRAAT()~S

··:··:·;:Ih
. ,111.1 The .. .... osp~=:~:C:~~nO:=j::~J:t~=:~=='s
t~rigbttQ perform Construc*)n oropell!dons related to the with the Owner's
which include persoDSor
persons or
contrnetsoot IIdministered the ConstrUction
Constn:iction
own forces,
t'otce$, wbichinclUtle
Project
~ties~ ~te con~ts~ta,dministered by
~ties~~te

Ml'J~e;·,\;JlIVDe·r
fuJther ~s the righttoaVV1!i'd
right to .award othel'contracts
otbel' contniCtS in connection
withothe(' PO~DS
'·~\'J·.Owner furtherreset\'es
COll!1ection witholhe('
portions of the
Iiiiihi-nn.tn,..ti",;;·or operat{on8
thatlkllAy or
cost is
',M ,;'jimstructiOilot
0~on8 on the site. lithe ContmctorclaiIll$
COI!ttIICtorChU~thatlkl1Ay
Or additiOnal
addi~onalcoat

.,ofsuch actiOn by the OWner. the ContractOr Shall
ShaD m$ sncb
elseWhere in the
such a.im
Claim asprOVjded
as provided e\seWherein

_."
• : 0

~ ,~:.:,:,..::;.~(~.

)IS.
:.

.

>,;.....

§§6.1.2Whenthe
6.1 iWhenthe Owner
p~rIll$ constnlCUon
construcUon or
with the Owner's own forcesincludin,g
forces including persons or
Or
01oVl1er Pmorlll!;
Or operatiol)S
operatio~ withtheOwner's
not administe¢d
administ~ by the
Construction MllRa~,
MlIlIa~, the Owner shall pl'(Wide
pl'9vide for
entities under separate eontracts
contracts nl)!
tbeCOllSt~ction
cooroination of sUch forces with the Work
Wo~k or
of tile
the COntractor,
COntractor. who shall cooperllte
coopecllte with them.
coonJination
Inlt.
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§ 8.1.3 Unless OtQ~se
COIlSInIction or operations
otQ~se provi4ed _n the Contract DocUments, when the Owner performs COIJSlrUction

...
W'.
.
,.

';
;" }~I,!I,~.~,.the
with the~'s
the~'s own f~ the
0Wn~ ~be dee~d to be subjectto
subjeCt to die
same opli$lltions
opligations
': ..:"
}~"!IJ~4/~,.tbe ~ect wifh
theOWn~
d1C1l1lne

::.... ~ '. . ;: ......>,
......>, ~@~ve
tlSl:lIs whidl apply to the Contractor 1In~
un~ the Conditions of the Contracl;
Contract; including, withoul
without
~~i~ve the ~ tlghlS

;';·.Ui'
r><.< ::~'(:.;~:~~otheJs;thosestatedintbisArtiele6andbiArticles3,
II and 12.
::~'(:.;~: ~ilMotheJs;tItosestaled in thiS Artiele6 andbi Articles 3, 10, lllllldl2.
: ••"
-:
:
• .. :.

...
...

:"

~: ".:"
".:'

•

":'.~.
":',1
-;0:'-.
~ .•":
.. 1

.

.

. ,_::

§~M,;rhe Contraetorackn9wledgeatbllt'IJWCirlt,.onIy
ConlrJlctoraCknowledgea tbllOIJ. Work is only IIa pOrtlon
pOrtion oftbe
of'the Project and dial
retained other
odJer
§tMJ'he
tMt Owner has retlIined

,.

:.~4s,~ a1I~ffi#.~
•.:thl\~ sucb
suehotl1!!rprinieC()J)~'s
oftbia
:.~~~
otb!?l'prinie COJItiactor's shall
shl!ll be an
ail express thir(I-parw
third-PftrtY beIleficiary
beneficiary 01
Ibis SectJon
". ·iliir!9p1t11Ctor
be~p01lS11)le to OWner's other
prime cODtractol'ifor lU\ydmnases
my dailUlges dley
....
.•. . . will be~pOl1sible
otherprimecon~1'ifor
they
!fuiji
mear.. .. ..'. ul~
ult~~Jhe
CdIi~s failUre
tilOOy lI!I4
IIQd ptQPeJ")y~lts
ptQpeJ")y~ its oblipionsU/l(fer
thls~ct.
:~Iii incar
.... e COli~s
~i1ure to tianeIy
obli~onsUll(fertbls~ct.
·:~ther.
'~dJer,C~ior
benefielaryY ()fsllbstaAtlaJly
ofsubSta.qdalJy equivalent
proviSions iii the Owner's
C~ior ~#5tllil.dstbat
',. .#5taiJ.&l that Is it the beIieflc:1!l1'
eQlllvaJent provisions
~
o~,P.ri~.~tractors. Accordl!l't.y,
Accotdi!l'\,y. if Col1ttllCtor
Colltractor is dclayedord8l1ll!~
delll~ordamaged by the
acts or
.·
om¥:,P.ri~.~traetors.
thellCtsor
~~~,~or of Owner.
Owner, the Contractor
sbl\lllookexcluSively to such
'., .,
. .:. . . ~~~.~orl>f
Contraeto!' shaUlookexclusively
sucIi other
other prime contractor
mllY incur therefrollL
t/letefro~ The
TheCon~
llClatowledges
.(~~ '~~:~1.;~f@BfI.ii
'~~:~1.;~)i'~fI.jJ. -~the
die Contractor may
Contractor.. !lXpressly
expressly aclatowledges

:::::'
; .... ":::
sUbstan~iy similar.
Conditi9ns of the Contract and u,,4lltthe
u"4er.the admini$tratiQQofthe
::'::-:';' ;.....'
:;: ".~
',.~ .•';'p'~:Con~,
·;·p'~:Con~. UJ!der
~sUbsraotWIY
s1~ar Conditipns
admi~t!'atiQnoftbe
:;'; ., ': ..'.'.-.'.
- .'. ::Qjj~OD~andM:hi~tO~c»,'Dii~otberJl(ltliQ~softhePrOJ¢tt..Thecon~t\uther
COii~on MIinap' and M:hitect,tO .,mormihe other pottiQ~S of die PrOj¢tt.The Con~ t\uther
:;';.,
~wledsestimt
Qwnet•.~tioilManager,Architec.t and
OWner's otherprlmeC()lItract~ !'XJlCCl,and
~t,and are
~w1e4~.t1mt the
tlteQwnet,·~tiQiJManaser,Architec.t
aildOWner'sotberprlroeeQlltrIIi:t~
:~!~ng
uwni rtle
C~ tolilneJY and properly pe!,'fuinl
lIS obligations under theColltraef.1'heCOpU'liCtor
the Contract. '11\CCOptractor
:~!~n,uPQiTi
rtleC~toJiineJy·and
~ itsobliglltions
,.::;:."
......

:}H~
~J~ aiId,

. <:'

. ""~

·, 'iiDd
'iiDd~'-!hat
~ '-!hili ~s ,tltl!#
.ti'!l!# primeC<>iltractornre
primeC()i!tractorsarO independent of the Owner, and
md that Ownersban
OwnersbaD nOI
not be liable
ll!iy 1I1:ts
$Ifts or;Q~jo~~.
or;Q~jo~~. ~f-~h.
~f-¥iiCb Olher
'for lI!iy
Other prime contractors.

§:ti~M~U~I,.~~~!@.'~'i;:
§:fJ~M~U~I,~~~!@"wry'i;: ."

.'

,5~~.1T¥';~~~(~~~~~
the Owner's ()wn
MIIDIIger and other con~actors
con~actors reasoJlllble
reasonable
,5~~.1t¥,;~~.R(~#lI,~~theOwner'
()WD f~, Construction Manager
.:op~ty.:fOt
hi~tiOJi·aiRt.atorage of
oflheir
equipment and perfomiance
performance of th.elr
their activities, and
;oPJl!"1U'Iity.:fOt hi~ti()Ji·IiRt-4tOrage
their IUIIteriaIs
materials and
IInel eqlllpment
.,sh1iIl
shliIl connect and coordinale:lh,e
coordib8le:!h,e Contractor's coilS.lfUCtlon
coiJs.truclion and operations with theirs as required by the Contract

Documents.
Docum.ents.

,..'
,:. - ."

.,§ 6.2J,P'.~ of1J.Ki ¢Cin~~tQi~i
¢(;n~~tQi:s- Work depends for proper execution or resoltsupon
results upon constmetion
construction or operations by
·..the
.the Q~-\l
P"s own fOR:\lS ~ 9.ther contractors, the Contractor shall, prior to proceedins
proceeding with Ihllt
that portion of the Work,
to.,~( G9~froction Manager and Architect aware?t
aware?! discrepancies
discrepmcies o~ defects in SUCh
such other
proinJl!l.Y,t.;p9rt to.,~(G9~ftoction

: ,-::.
:""'

coASb'UctlOD
unsuitable for such proper
p1'()per execution and results,
results. Failure of the Contractor so to
coAAtrullllQD that would render it ui!Sllitable
re~.~~ con.s{itqte;!'!l.~t,mowledgment
c0n.stitqte;!'!l.~J.mowledgment that tbe Owner's own forces or other Contractors'
completed or partially
r~J?pri.~~
Contra\ltOrs' .colnpleted
coJ\iPle'ted co~~~P.Q!i'·iS:.flf
co~~~P.Q!i'·iii-'.f1f aoo. Pro~~receive
PfO~~receive the Contractor's Work, except 8$ to defects:not
cOJI'Ple'1ed
defects: not then reasonably
dISCoverable.' . .. . .
. .,

~'~,2.3 ~:'~bY delays ~~;;;~r1Y
~ ~;;;~r1y timed activities or defective construction shall be borne
home by Ihe
the puty
~'~.2.3~:'~bY
res~ble~.·:
rea~ble~.·: .

hiie,~~tor ShaJl:i»ih~~~'~inedy
Shall:j,ih~~~'~inedy damage wrongfully caused
CIIosed by the Contractor to completed
6.2iTiie,~tt'actor

§ 6.2..

~~~,i>t-j)arti41lY
conipl~ted.'¢oiiStructlOD or to property of the Owner or other Contractors as
~~M,~j)arti4UY conipl~tCd"¢Qii$tructlon
S$C!W~IO.2.s.
S$C!i9~1O.2.s.

provided in

Caims /lad ~~(Ji~~
.~4i~~ WId a:QAttets
between the Contra<;tor anel
md otber
Conlractors sball
shaD be
§ 8.2.;5
6.2.JiC1ai
~tters inque$tion
in~$tlonbetween
otI1er c:ontractots
sUbjeCt totheProVlslOiiS
to·tI!e proVisIons ~t~~fj~s
~t~~i,i9nS 4." and
ai1d 6.1.4 above, proVided
provided die
the other contrac:totsbave
contractol'ibave reciprocal
reciptOClllobliptions.
obligations.

ms

§&.3 OWNEIl'SRlGHI'
OWNEl't'S.tn'TOC~
TO CLEAN UP
§~1.M~~.~.~
a111O.,g tlie
Ccmttactor, other
CouttllCtors al1dtbc
al1dthc Owner as
responsibility Ilndertheir
under .their
§~1.g~~,~,~ iltiSe&lID1Ollg
t~ Coqtraetor,
othCi' ConttllCtOts
lIS 19
t() the resp(lnslbility
. i~~ ~~ts for IIlIIintabJiilg
the j>reinises and $Mounding
from waste materials and rubbish iIs
as
lIllIintal"ing thepreinises
$\UTou;ndingarea free fromwastel1lllterialsand
de!;¢rjbeifl)1:Se..4~on
OwIulr nuiy clean
tbQSe respOD$i)le
responsible lIS
as the
de!;9rjbtd:j)1"Se..¢t~on 3.15. the 6wJwrmay
clclIII up ~ alIocSfethe
a1IocafCthe cQst 1I111Ong
aD1Ol)g tbQllC
COi1strucii~n~ger.
inconsultlltionwith the ArChitect. determines to be just.
COi1strucii~n~ger.lnconsultationwith
..

iuises

Inlt.
InIt.
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Owner
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ARTICLE 7 CHANGES IN THE WORK
1

GES

in the Work maybe accomplished after execution of the Contract, and without invalidating the
Chall8e Orcler,
OrcIer, Constroclion
Construction Change Dim:tivc
Dim:tive or order for a minorchaoae
minor chaoae in the Work, subject to tbe
y Chaoac
stated in this Article 7 and elsewhere in the Contract Documents.

:~:.}.;.;.\:.~:.: .$.;.:;~.·.~{.!8~.;·.\;.l,:~.·~.{

.

Change OJdershall
Older shall be
be based
based upon
upon agreement
agreement among
among the
the Owner,
Owner, Construction
Construction Manager,
Manager, Architect
Architect and
and
Cltange
Directive 1'equires
tequlres agteeD1ent
agreement by the Owner, Construction
Architect
r; IIa eon.trucdonChange
COnslrDCdooCbange Dlrectlve
ConstruCtion Manager and .Architect
,:,':.,..'.,.":,:·.'i.<;:,,,;,~~rnaYQr lIlay not~;~ lobytheCon!ractor; anQfderfilr a minot change in tbe Work may be ~ued by the
.

.

:.·, ~.·': ".:;.n: i:.;{;?;~~r~~~ii~~t~-.. ~:===:~:=by

.,:. ;. .
._-. .

shall be performed under applicaJ,ie provi&lons ofthe Contract Documents. and
mptly, unle.ss
unless otherwise provided in the Change Order, Construction Change Directive
I?,the Work.

(i.~~~

~\'~~

the Contract Documents or subsequently
subsequendy agreed
agreed IIpOD,
upon, and if quantities originally

.,.',. .:.' ,./

propos~
proposed Change Order
On:leror
or Construction
CODSlrDCtion Change
Chauge Directive that application of such

;~ prop~ will
wiU cause substantial inequity to the Owner or Contractor,

the applicable

Jiajusted•

.,.

ConslrUction Manager and signed by the Owner,
ten instrument prepared by the Construction
Contractor, stating their agreement upo/l
upon all
following:
.'andContractor,stating
aU of the following;

ode;
. ..'
adjustment in the Contract Sum, If Dny;
any; and
·thll.Bdjustment
t:6fth\ladjustment
in the ContmctTime, ihny.
.
'.",_.'
'.',-"

.• <§ 7.2J~iVt~~~il~d
;n.~t~ning adjustments toto the Contnlct
7.3.3.
,.<§
7.2;j~iVt~~~iJ~d ;n.~t~ning
Contrl!ct Sum may include those listed in Section 7.3.3.
.

':~~l~;:~%';~~;~:rofit,oVerhead'
':~~~~;:~~!:;~;~fit,oVerhead'

add~

bonds and insurance
coJri>lned, which may be added to any
ill8urance colri>ined,

:"

:'>+f~ :',s.1~~. .".
A~ii:ii.ctor, for,
Wpr/t performed by the Contractor's own forces, fifteen percent (15%) of the
:·'>+f~:',s.1~~,
",Ji:li.ctor,
f~~,.Wp*
'<:, '~!Qf:~i(Work
.
. ''''Work pcif@;rlCjlby
.<:'
pliifo/~~ by the Contractor's own forces (whichis
(which is for 10% profit.
profit, 2% for

.. '"..
..'

.".. :: .."ove~,
overlieild, 2% (or,bbridii:ahd
fodxlildlflibd 1% for insurance);
in$urance);
.",:
,;,.~(;,;:;
.. ,:.. "',
'.'
n!I'aCtOt;tdtWork performed by a Subcontractor.
Subcontractor, five percent (S%)
';'~(;,;:;"':"
n!raCtOt;;tdiWork
(5%) of the amount
amoun~ due the

"':\'/:

:::,::Y:'
~.,
:::.: :Y:' ~,

',... >.;';":';:'::"::.
;'::.
·c.,.:'

tdt;

FOl:~(::h
, ..'' ".. ;9.1'
;Q1" Sub.subcontract6r
F&~ch Suoo.oo ..
Sub-subcontractOr involved,for
involved..for Work performed by that Subcontractor's
:OWI1 fo~; ., "
:'fJO%) ofthe cost of
of.the
Subconlractor or
:oWI1
','' ...
:'00%)
the Work performed by the Subconrractor
Or Sub-

\,' "~::\~BiliJcOli'tiacto~"'ana\i"\
"~':\~BiliJcOli"tiact6~"'ana..i\'\ ,;:'
.. ::'
., ",'
. :,{;... For cadi S~oiitt~,
S~oiitr~, for work performed by such Subcontractor's SUb-subcontractors,five
SUb-subcontractors, five percent,
.:,{;,"
,(5%
()f lhe
the Work performed
by lhe
the Sub-subcontractors.
(5%)9.f~~'~
)9.f~~'~!>f
perfonnedby
','
"::\'.~~::(~~}~;.::\.:.
','
.'·:~\·F:t·:~~}(?;:~·.
.

to~!ch.. t
t1je';iI~~ta~shall
apPlied &reset
fcri11n S'7tion
ordl! to facilitate
"'. ,Tb(~sts to~!cl1
M!i1~~ta~shall be aPIl!led
ilreset fcrilln
S~tion 7.3.6. In ord!!
.;,: .!~~heclcing
.!~~heclcingG.f,~~
(Jf.~~ for'extras or ctedlts,
credits, !III
1111 propospls,
proposals, except
exceptth~
those so IlllDOr
DDDOr dJattbelrpropnety
that tbelr propnety can be seen by
';;";i,'
i"sl\ilr~~panied bya
by a complete itemization of costs including labor and materials for
':;";!,'
.., i''$l\ilr~~PlIni~
fo.. the Contractor,
'.'',' if.,.
subcOjitrO.i¥~(i~.each Sub-subcootractor.
SUch itemization
if." .SU1)(:ojitro.i¥~(i~;eaCh
SUb-8Ubcontraclor•. SUCh
Itemization Will be required for any Change Order over
"$500.00;
. i'·"
i"" .:,"'>,',
':'.'>.'
o
$hall constitute a fmal
(mal and full settlement
of all matters relatillg
relating to or affected
Order shall
sett1eaJlent ofall
atre~ by the
:Qrk, including, but not limited lo,
to. all direct,inlJirect
and consequentialc:ostltU9Clatedwith sucb
such
. ~k,lliCluding.
direct,inIJlrectandCOnseqUCl1ltialcost~latedwith
Warlind a1ladjustments
all adjustments to
to the Contract Sum and Contract Time. The Contrnclor
Contrnctor shallinclude
shall.include theWork
the Work
War\ind
fuI~#~:(:hange
the Conttaet
Contract Documents.
fuI~#~:Change Order as if
If suph Work were originally part of the requirements of lhe
o

"'

....."::
...

§ 7.2,5
7.2.5 By the execution of a Change Order, the COntractor
Q)ntractor a~ and acknowledges that it has had sufficient time
chauge Order and that itIt has undertaken
and opportunity to examine the change in Work which is
Is the subject of the change
effortS toolSCOver
to olSCOver and olsclose any concealed or unknowncondillons
unknown conditions wbich
which may to any extent affect
all reasonable effons
to perform in accordance with lhe
the Change Order. Asidefrom tbol;e
those matterupecifically
matters ~'peCificlilly set
the Contractor's ability to
Inlt.
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Directive provid~
providll$ for an adjustment to the Co!lltact Su~ the adjustment shaU be
thods:
Jump 8um
of a lump
sum properly itemized and supported by
by sufficient substantiating data to
in tbe Contract Documents or subsequently agreed upon;
)wd
~ped ina
in a manner agreed upon by theparti!lS
the parU!lS and
lIl1d antutllally
antutually acceptable fixed or

.J:pr;
,~·:;:fi.t;
.
i" !n;$.!,ICtion
,n\$.~tion 7.3.6.

';{i.t~~:4;-W~~.~;~:P,ft'/~·;';ikction Change Directive.
';{i.t~~:4;-W~~'#;~f!f~~·;'{0·;';ikction
Directive, the ContractQ{'
ContractQC shllll
shall promptly proceed with the chlInge
change in

','lhe
., '.'Ute

·S,¢o~
)d~
?d~

·.n

.

olved~".'.
olvc;d~,·.·.

forty-eight (48) hoW'S or the
e Construction Manager and Architect in writing within forty-eight(48)

for

a~iifof;., ,porent
method,ICany,
lI~iifo.
x
ment with the method,
iCany. provided in the Construction change Directive for
e.pfo~ ....
epfo~

. ment
Contract Time.
nt in the Contract Sum or Cootract

"lL1\~¥a~;~%J~al)~:~:t~:~~~~~
~n:ec~~,.• ::~{!::S!~f=~~n~o:e~QCh
"L.:?~~~.~~.n.c.·~;ucn.·,;<%J¥&a~g:~~~:~~s~~by.anr;ec~:
::~{::.:s:~f=2~n~o:e~QCh
':':'::.:
'...

sb.!ii.i
;~~ntslJ!ii.i
f )iji~~t

. ,...
' ','"

immed.if!~IY.l!nd shall
Cha!lgeOtder•
immed,ifl~IY.l!nd
slla1l be incorporated into a future
futUre a Cha!lgeOi'der.

. ;: :" ";..' . . ., :;j~K6.!Jf:~~~~;'~~
nQi~':ptnllJPdY orOr disagrees with tbemethodfor
the m8th0dfor adjustment in the Contract Sum,
<:';:'";
:;j~~.6..Jf:~~~~;'~~ nQi~':jllllltJPdY
.:/:.<;;:;.:-:.;
.:/;.<;;:;
.<; .

,·the
,:~:~~y@tmltUt$hitUtie'
the~is
,·dit ~~::."
~~:~.:~~~~Y@tmltUt$baU
tie' deteniJinedby
determined by tbeC(lJ1StrUetionMSl)llgel'on
the Construction MSI\IIgef on the
OOsis of reasonable
•..• :a.Mi~~'1iJJigs
of.:those petfornlingthe
perfonnilig the Work attributable
cha!lge, inf;:1w:finJ,iQ
incre~
" ."
.,:~~'1iJJigsof.:~
lltttibutlible to the change,
incIUl:finJ,i!l c.eofan
c~eoflUl incre~
.,. .ct"SUfii;"
an a1lq~vJ~!t~if~p'verhead
a11p.~J~!t~if~p'verhead and
in aIicordal1ce with SeCti0ll7,2.:Jilbove.
Sccti0ll7,2.3i1bove. In such case of
Siim~'an
lUId profit inlllicord8llCe
"~,~:*"
Colltratf$,w.i:~A1~'pUnder Section 7
7.3.3:3,
t1JcColitractor $ball keep
~~nt. in such form
.,~:*", Colltratf$,'Wti:~A1~'pUnderSection
.3.);3, theCol1traetot'$/¥d1
keepamd~nt.
'; ';:8!:
:: :~iOn
;.. iOn 1(~ager~~,~~.
~~ager-m~,~ribe, lUI
an itemized GCCouutingt(Jgelher
G~oulllingtogelller widllWproprlatesuPPOrtlns
with IWpropriate SUjliK'rtIngd"ta.
d"til,
:;,,'
." '88 proVic1~.~ntbe
ContraetDocu~n1s. costs for
rorthe
:':" ',:, •...,,,0
·.,,,o~se
proVid~.~ntbe ContraCtDocumenlS,
the purposes or
of this Section 7;3.6
7.3,6 shall be limited to
'dieifonoWJD~F"
'dieifonoWJD~F"
".' :<;',
:<;';' :\,:;.:
:,:,:;.:,.
•1 .;.: ':'cos$,QfJ.!!'6!Ji·
':'cos$,Q{l.!!'6~·
g sOcial seCljlity, old ag\l
and unemployment lnsura\lCC,
inIIura\ICC, frlngebenefits
fringebene6ts
.1
.',. •'gsCJcialseC\ldty,
/lFlindunerilpl0yment
requiiedriOC~ . ',. tor Ciliitom,
requiie¢~~
cRstom, and Iivorkim compe_oni/iSUQ!lCe;
comp~~oni~;
~ ,;,
,;.,~
of rna'
rna . ..,,. $Upplies and equiPmeot, including cost of trlIn$portatIOri,
transportation, wb!ither
wbcrther i"corpol'llted
i"eorporated or
,~of
,:':".~.;~~~;,
.
,:':",~,;~~~;,
,., .
.3'
,.' ~,c.~ machinery
machinerY and equipment, tJtclusive
.3" :.'
tJtcluslve ofhalJ(ltoQll!,wbetbcrrcntedfrOmthe
ofhaiJ<l tOOls, 'wbetberrented from the Contractor
..
oj.,~;
o;\~;
and silli:s, USc
use ouimilar
Of similar taXes
related t9.!bO
.4 costs of
Of permit fees,
tees, anlisilles,
ta:xe8 rell1ted
t9:!be Work;
w~ and
costs of su~on
su~on andtieldofficePersonnel
and tieldoffice 'personnel directly
the cbange.
. , ., ' ..'. :,:'-;A:;,
,,:,;A,,,,,,,~tional
~tionaI <:oats.
mrecd)' attributable
attri~e to thecbanse.

... ;;'.''.' ,..... >, .
:~"'~~\'~,
:i.'.:.·:·, .
:~···~~\'~Y.;,:

.:','

.-:.;.: .
. .".
. ":.;.:
.. .
'.'

.', ~

~.

~.

..

of

~

,.

, . '

;.

,

~

;, :.;,'; \t:i~~~~;~i~i~~al
determination oCcoSt 'totbe
'to tile O~'aQlQlJntsnot
o~,antQtlnts not ini,n dispul¢
dispute may be included
in Appl~tions
':~t~i~~;~i~~~~llidete$inationofcost
incl~inAppl~tions
:fW:
arnouilt ofcredittQ"ell1lowedb)'
afcredit tQbea110wedby the Contraetotto
Owner foradel.eti~n or chlll1$Cwhich
change which
'fQf tti!Ym¢"i/I.~·
tt~¢"L~ amount
Contraetorto the OwnerforadeleUoD
.' ~fS .in,:a,ni,r~ase
.iJfa.,net:~ase in the Contract
Contrllet Sum
sum shall
sIillll~
be aclilal
aclUal net cost.,
co~t a.s confirmedb)'
confirmed by tbeQlllSttUCtion
tile Coilsttuction Mllnager.
Manager.

WhenbQth
Work or SI,lbslinitions
involWd in a chlmge,the
allowance for
When
'!loth additions and credits covering related Work:or
~tltutions are involved
chllnge"tbllaiJowance
overhead and profit shall be figured On tile b\i$is
b!l$is of net illCtease.
illCl'e., if
any, with respect tothatchilltge.
to that chilllge.
iCany,

I

Inlt.
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§ 7.3.8 If the Owner arid Contractor do not agree with the adjustment in Contract Time or the
thc method for
.. it,
it. me adjustment or the
thc method shall be refe.rred to the Construction Manager for determination.

me

with.the
determination made by the ConstrQI:tion Manager concerning
the Owner and Contractor agree with
the dMermination
otherwise reach agieement upon the adjustments, sn<:h
nts in the Contract Sum and Contract
ContraQt Time,
TiOll':, or otherwlserr:llCh
,; ,'., ", ',.' , ", :,.,:~~t
:",:~~t shall be effe:,ctive
effc:,ctive inmiediate.I!
immediate!!... issU.
iasUl'Id
throughthcConstruction
Maliager and shall be rei:orded by
ed through
... tl!eConstruction Manager
:.i,>,\:..:'
:,i,>,\:, ,:, -:....
-:, >,'..:,'.
,:,', '~tion
·~tion and execution of an approprtate
approprtatc Change Order•
Order•
.i:':~~::~":·:.iY~·
:~~;·j::·~··::~~1X;·~·-,
- ''..
i:.:~~::~.! :.:.iY~·. ·:. :~~;·j::·~··.:~S}~;Y
.; .'.. ". ' , " 0 " ,

." , ,,' '.. ' ", '",
'. , ,'," §,l..:4M1NOR
CHANGE~.INT!'IE
,1;7...:4 MINOR CHANGE~J.t
THE WORK

)/:,?:'::',: ;: ·:\:>:;~tt+1
':\::;:;~ti!.~1 The An:bite<:t
Wilt'
autllority to order 001101'
minot' changeS
changes in the Work: notinvelving
notillVolving adjustment in the
)/:,?:'::':
..
.": ave aut!lorityto
/
/::'/ .:..
':" :'
:. '.','~iltractS
··'·'~iJtractS
the Contract Time and not inconsistent with the intent ofthe
of the Contract Documents.
::';(:
ch h ."
orderissllCdthrough
sball be binding on
::.;i': ;;::i
::i :)S#i!b e
by written order
issl,ledthrough the Construction Manager and shall
'',:';';:'
,:';';::.
~<:~::

::.,\,
". '.

.

,J,¥:,pwn~~~n~?rhe
j~pwner.~~n.
/l1ie
Contractor shall cartyout
carty out such written orders promptly.
promptly.
.•,.
." ,
:
\J.
.

': :l~~ _:l/:"~~~:~.! . :(~W?:·;·~': '..
},:' ", .··'.i~.zI{"/:~~n ..'
for a minor
in the Work, a directive from the Construction
,
..' .;fuat
.. mat any
' ' '
, .,'a®#st for information will require an adjustment
I!djustment to the
thc Contract Sum or Contract Time,
~

,U~.zI{.~~~n
::~a

.,:(.

.,Writll)~~'
WritII)~1:if·

,',:
.'"

',' :'~~<"'<;f'
:'~~""<;f' T,iiY)
TiiiY) :~~t!;;,'\
:~?!;;:\

-'.:
"':

change

Work,

to
or
~e!fu:n.;
~e!fu:~ such direction and immediately notify the Construction Manager and Architect in
~[ifOf tAA'idj1,\stment
na6!lifor
tAA;~jl,\stment that will be ulred.

'jtW
·itif

.......
.'.....

order

'a~#&t for

'!J
§§"""
"'''.'.

req

::'; ."..,"
••.....
--'iONS
'.', '.. ....
",'

§:~1~1;UN~!,,~i~:pro~4e4,Contract Time is the period Qftime,
inclU<ling autlJorized adjustments, allotted in
Uil~1;UN~!f~i~'ijro~4L\4,
Qftime. including
::~e
f~;$~l:!iitantial Completion of the Wolt.
Wort.
::~~ ¢on.t~pfD~JM~h~
¢on.t~pfDO\llM~~~
f~;$~l:!iilllDtiaiCompietiQn
..
. '... ".'
'.'
..
...,..
",' '..'. : .

. ::. i :':~
,';.'.
, ";.'. : . '

, §!S.12'j1ie
date dt'comliietlcement
JrconUiieticen;ent ot the Work is the date
dale establisiledin
established in the Agreement. The date shall
sball not be
:§:B:
14'11ie date
pO$ti~iitjil;br ihe
the fli!}¥ -ttl-act
'~,br
-t<i·a~t of the Contractor or of persons or entities for whom the Contractor is responsible.
",
"

§

8ii~~:~:~ate:6;~u~tiUitliiih,mpIetion
8ii~~:~:~ate:6;~u~tiUitliiifotnPIetion
is the date certified by the Architect in accordance with Section 9.8.
..
.
.-:'.- .....
.... :::.:"
.:',
...:'
:

-,.~.
"'~.

:

-

.

§':t1A.,~~'~rm
asmed in the Contract
calcndar day unless otherwise
§:t1A.·~~~rm ~.~y~
~'~y~ asmed
<::ontract Documents shall mean calendar
othl'ltWise specifically

'detm~,<
'detm~'<

;,... :", '-:".;

.._
...(.:,\~).;;.>:, ::::~'.:..:

.'

.§~i:p~;Gru:.·~Q!~~Pl.ETIP.,~>:,':
,~%i:~~~~RE~:~~i.~fu.r!P.,N.>:
,':

,§41;2.1
tim-its stated iDthe.Conti'lU:fnocumcnts
iDthe.Conti'!U:fDocuments ate ofthe
oflhe essence
Contract. By executing the Agreement
.§'i2.1tj@tsstat«!
essen~e of the C>ntract.
,~.,
:~i'J:iJ;s:t:hat thti'6snfrict
tbti'6snfrict Timcis
Time is a reasonable period for performing the
thc Work.
.~.
"., :~i'J:iJS:t:bat
::~:"":
::~:",,:,,;,
.. i,

·;·~'}:~:.·~'·~~;::~;::::!~i
',:
·;·~'~:~:.·~··~~;::~;::::!~i;·:

" ,:, :

§'~~;2:~ ~oii~Or sball~t'J.i!t~1)8Iy, clcept
Ilgreement or instruction of the Owner in writing, prematurely
§·~~;2:~~oii~OrshlUI:~rJ.i!t~l)8Iy,
ex:c~pt by llgrl'lementor
.'.-,:,'~em~~!#:~!'lltions'
:. ·~eilim~!#:~flltions. on t@;.:
tttii;'.,i~i;.!i~#.Where
.' i;.!l~#:Where prior to the effective
effectiVl,ldstb
date of insurance required
requi~ by Article 11
I I. to be
~~is~.w;'~·COIiq'~torl'T~:~je
commence~t of the WOtkshailnot
Wotksballnot be chali$Cld
chan$CId by the effective
'.. ,'~~is~.W;·~·t;:oli!(~tOi'\·
,Jr.e pl <:0mrnence~l
effectiVe date of
"",~hi~Sui'aiice.
,~lii~sutaiiceo UJlless~datl'lQf
UnIess~ date of ~o~ncement
co~ncement is established by
bye,II, notice
noticc to proceed giVen by the
thc Owner, the
dQi!ti1ICtor Il~U!l(!tify'·~~'wmIr
s~UII(!tify'.~~'wmIr in wrilingnotless
writing not less than five days or other agreed period before cotnrnencing the
dQi!ti1iCtor

I

:H~iflIingi:>fmortgages. mechanic'S
liens and other secutuy
security interests.
wOrk to permit tile
tl1e:H~ifllingi:>fmort~s,
mecbanlc'sUl'Jtl8

I

'
~ i ::~: .:: ::;:~/.~,.,-::;-,.
',: , : ::~i::~:;:::;:~/·~,·.-::>.

........
...... ' .
'
'
",
,"

!
I

.:§
':§ 8.il
a.ii ~.
~ ~$lIe;t\)r
~Jplc;tllr shi1lp;.ocecd
shilip;.oceed expeditioosly
expeditiously with adequate forces and shall achieve
achievc Substantial Completion
'Within t~·(!(lIicracfTIme
t~'(!iJOOaCfTIme•
·Within

.".
",

.,

i

,,~~~
DELA~;~;~NSIONS OF TIME
"~~~[)ELA~;~;~NSI()NS

§8.3.lIf
the Contractoris delayed at any time in the commencementor
commencement or progress
of theWork
thcWork on the critical path by
§8.3.1Ifthe
PJ'OgfesSof

.AA:~~(!I'
Illl$l~~f the Owner.CoJlstnIj:tion
Owne'r, ~tion Manag~
Architect, or of an emplllyel'l
of either, or of aascparate
.~
'!I: ~~~9fthe
Man~~ o~ Architect.
emplo~ ofeitber,
separate

.'" .

'
r~PYedbythe
~
fire, onlUUlil
"'. ..
'.' '?:.
',::~f.
~d!OO bytbe ClWil~'llrbY
~~,or by changes ordeI'
ed in the Work,
Wo,rk. or by Ill\xlrdisp..es.
lilbQr disputes, fire.
un~ delay in
ill
' : . :.~~I!S/~i4ablc
casualties (ltotbl':.\'
orother C8\lSe$
beyond the
a~zed by the .
., .,' ...'' ':'\":
•.
' :'. . 14able CllSllalties
ca~ ~yOnd
~ Contm:tor's
Ccintrsetor'li control, or
tlt by delay
delllya~ted
, :'. ~.~·iu~iati()n
.... or by otIJ¢r
~er ¢iluses
may justify delay,
tbCn the
.:'.
~~~'ju¥iati()nor litigatio
titigati(l'l,
AAU Which
which the Ownerdetc:rmines
Ownerde~nes maY
delaY,·then
the Owner
m!ly deternunc. The
.'Codttact:TiDie''$H\ll1
CoJitflict:1'iDie''$tl1l11 be extended by Change Order
0rc:Iet for sUC:breaSonab,1etime~
sUC:bre$SOllabte.time~the
Ownl':.\' mllydetl'li'tilinl'l.
COntm:tor ackiJowledge
acki10wledgc and
agree !hat the critical pathlXlnsiruclion
peth ·!XInsiruction· schedule
Project
Owner and COntrsetor
lindagree
sc/Jedule for the I'roject
not less thant/lirty
thiln thirty (30)days
(30) days of "float"
delays and tJJat
tJlllt an elttension
extension orUme
of time is
incorporates llOt
nflOjlt" for owner
oWner caused
ClIUS!idt;leiays
WlImilited only if eVe!lts
eVe!!!s identified above cause total delay onJhe
critica!path in excess of such float days. Further,
Further.
WlI!Uinted
on the criticajpath
dclays ll!atClIusethe
that ClIusethe ce~alion
on the critical paihfor
paih for apeiiod of three (3) consecutive
only delays
\:l'I~alion of construction activities onth!!

ses

of

1nJt,
Init.

lll ~1• • Copyright 0 .ili92
DOCIinI4nt A201teUa
,i1i92 ~ 1'heAmGrIcan
of AicbIteCls..
AJcI)Itects. Ait,rlgh\S
WAANlIlG: Thl$ AlA"
Doellnle\ll.ls
AlA OOClilll4nt
AAo1~1II.,'8lll1.CopVi'lllhlO
i'heAm8r1Can In8IlIut\I
~Of
Aitrl~h\ll re_d.,
resene~ .. WAlUllllG:Thl$
~IA· Doellnle\llis
p!'~ IIY u4
P!'~
u.s, CClpYrlDll!
cC!JIY'IDb!l.aw
I.lIw 1111e1
.l1dlnterRll\lcinal~",r...Uri6Ut1llirlZlOd
lnterRllllonal.Tte",. Uri6UthoriZlOd rdproducllo~
tdproducllo~ Of
or dl$ltlbullCll)
dlslrlbullOl) ot IflJa
tillS "'fA'
AlA' Docl/!ll.n,~
DoOII!'I.n~ or SnyP9rtlc>t1l'Ut,
'11\1 Porlloti !lilt,
may ,..ult In
cdIIIiltal P',,-1t1el>.6Iid
~nall". Md Will
f1,.ep~d 10
thaftiaxltnllln tIltIil"t
_Itt P!'6$IbIe!lftde'
posslbIe!lftder \11.1-.
\II<tI-. ThII'~
wa.~
may,.-"It
ill "-.c1v"eiu!'
~.c1vlI$uf cdlIIiltal
w1l1l1,.ep~(j
to thai1iaxltlltlftl
~.~ wae~
byAII\
by Alii sofIwans
sofIwanJ ill
iltt0:45:o7
10:45:07 on rMmf?;007 ta'Idet'
~ Oldllr
Older No,I0C!029li11U
No.IClOO29!I11 U which ell\'llrU
ell\'llrils anlll4l2OO8;
an lII4I2OO8; and III
Is not lor nlsBls.
nlsalo,
u_
t/Ot8S:
,• '
"
(744411l62O)
USllI't/0t8S:
.'
.
(74441ll62O)
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• . .... '....I.I. :;i:':~;:'
:;i~:~;: five (5) days or longer in any calendar QlOIIth,
Q1OIIth, sball
sha1l be applied against !he float or warrant an

X::':~~[~)i:~~i@r;;it~~~~
d~ sbml be made in aceor&nce
accordance m!h applicable
appUcable provisions
provbions of Section 4.7.
X::':}[~)i:~~i@r;;it~~~~ relating to time
"!.¥,~.t!'~~W.1"
8.3.4. the Contractor agrees IQ
to make 0.0 clmm for damages for delay
. '. .. ~ ."
,5~JJ:
~cept as expressly
expresslY set forth
fCl11b in Section 8.3.4,
Ori to act of
.~~> :··;·;.:.\;/r~~ti~~~~~~!
;;:M~~ of!his
conrmctOCCll$ione4
OwJler, ~ts
COlISInJCtion
of !his contIaCt
0IlCII$i0ne4 by any \ICtOI' omissi
omission
ofOwl!er.
its .Arcbitect, its Construction

. ';" .' "":"". ..:.Mlin8ger, itS
ItS agents or employees or any other
agn:estbat
olber c:onttai:tol".
c:ontrai:tol', and 8grtes
that any such cl8Jmabali
claim .•.hall be fully compensated
complete performanCe
performanCe of tho
the Worlc.
Work.
'..·.:A~·~Y. aD extension of ~IJ!C. to compl¢te
~; O!· t;.
~:l::~::!:~~~
.:.~~.
.~~~~~;k; .
to tho
the CODtnIry
set!CI11b
forth•in
in Section
Section 4·
4.7.7
above
or elsewhere
in this
tbis Contract.
the
,:~!:rA N0t\'?t,1i,;!Jand·..
ed' g to
~~~
7.7 abo
ve or
elSCdwbyhero in
cfo0ntract. the
.:,.',:,\.: .,":,;.'
::;dnteaet<lr
. to recover ......
",o_.or
.' ys, except
woer or for.r anyone
damages
for delays,
oxcept for
caused by O
Own.er
de1a
for delays
delays cause
liable. As a condition precedent to teeovering
recovering additionaicompensation
;~~$e ~
..'
additional compensation for any delays
::~b..
.~~r ~yone for ~ acts the Owner may be liable or for delays identified in Section 8.3.1
thqein. the Contractor shall provide !he
the Owner with written notice
:·~ve iq~A'of4ie
act forth
fCl11bthqein,
r~i~ltitj~jjt.PD~'IIl!t)fr~:9.irtJti~·4!~Ja)'(s)and
tberefor,aJUl
i.:~tifrt!lJ.,~~'nt~:,
(1$). and the Owner's responsibilitY therefor.
lind provide the Owner with a
':,:~on~~o~. to·
. s ) . l f the Owoerfijils to eurethe cause of the delaY(s), the Contractor DIlly be
'i!t~~.;~~=~:~~~=~
If the .Own.ertiiils
to cure
the cause of the delay(iI). the Contractor may be
t~
for costs
of the
Worlc incurred as a direQtresult
direct result of sucb
":!mti#ciin9:~):iijfliml~:""
~onaJcompeDsation
of!he
Change Pirective.
Directive. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees
:;.dejjJ(,9) Jfs~#l~ ",. result of a Consnuctiono.nge
tl\alnr~l::solle f!;~IGY·~o.r..~~!Il,lllClays.is
Ihls Section 8.3.4,
8.3.4. The Contractor shall
'tl\iiHlSisole~~~'
.. ,ieIaysis additional compensation pursuant to !his
nnt'j-,..· .....;,tl"'n"ri ~iw;dli'lI1l!ge:s.lostprofits
reQj~~F4i1lmaig'e:s. l08tprofits or
opportulJitiesfrom the Owner.
nQi'be-~tiCi~
OJ' lost business opportWlitlesfrom

?N

~

~.-

.·:~~~~tii'~~;~itPLETK)N

..

'J&:l.~:1be C~ii~t.s~k·~tiiied

.:payaJ)W~y

Btld. including authorized adjustments, is the total amount
in !be
the Agreement alId,

qO!ltrl!A:tor for performance of tbe
the Wotk
Work under the Contract Documents.
ltIe
Ow.n~:ti?t~ qoplractor
-.
. ,;..
.;-:". ".
",§,:>i·"'.'§~a$b~i .;,.. .
.. ..
-

'.

'

.

~.,

~

.. ~~~, '" ..~il tel!HP~'

;»

this 'C~ntract, the Contractor
shall submit
sUbmit to the Construction
. f commencement
c:qmmen~tof
oflhisContmet,
Conteaetor sball

.JvlI!imiF;)1
sc:neltlllIlHII' wiues allocated
aliocated to various POrtions
portions of the Work,prepared insucb
in such form and supported by
-..fvIaiJllF;i1~cheUi.llebfvBJiJes

...., .. :
.......

s!l~~nt!!!~i!;'~cy as the Consln!ction
Constrl!ction Manager and Architect may require. The Contr!lctor
Confr!lctor shall
,:'#ic~ ~~({O sll~~nt!!!~i~~cy
~i>lti;l)iIDalaJlcej~,s.~~~':,¢'Val~<p.pr,Ftificially
clementt.hereof. This schedule. unless objected to
"*i>tlmtililance
j~,s.~~~:pf Vat~<p'pr.ptificiatly inflate any elementtbereof.1'hisschedule.
ConstruCti~~,~a$er or
Of ~~t,
~~t, Shall
shiIll be used al
~biJbeConsti'uCti~~,~a$er
as a basis for reviewing the Contractor's Applications for

"
.: roll-l,mc:n~';[,·.·:.<;';;i;:,i.~>:("
~4,Ytne~:.:::~::;';;i;:.i.:>:(,~ "

;;:;':~~'::;~/
;;:;':~~'::;~:.-'

!

ii

§:~~~Pl:.ICAr!9.;F.OR PAYMENT
§'4~Pl:.ICAr!9.;j:OR

._5.g;3~1
,~,or !:iefohnhe
tietohnhe date,~Hf
date,~~,~~:~
~yment, the Contractor
5-9;3~1.~,or
:m Section S.3 of the Agreement for
ti:lr each progress Il8Yment,'the
for Work completed in accordance
."panitemized
'panitemized Application for Payment fot

":' \-8fWi
~m.lt;tpmc CoDstol¢. ".
::.:-8fWi~~lt;tpme

,. ',;
.,;~!:tt
th~:~ of·!I~~.:
" .'' iCation sblllt
shAll be on AlA Porm
be notarized. if required. and supported
~~th~:~of'!I~~;
.....
Form 0702,
G702,beno!"arized.

I

"~$!U;b dlitaaub/Jtantiatil!8
"~$!U;b
dlitasublltantiatillg the Contractor's rigbt to payment astbe
as the Owner, Construction Manager or Arcbitectmay
Architect may

. itq~
itq~ su~.~
8Il~,~ ~,:9r"
~,9t:'

nsfrc>m
n& fri>m Subcontraptors
Subcontractors and materialsuppliors.
material suppliora, and tWlecting
reflecting tetainageif
tetainagelf
provided for elseWb~:~~
elsowh~J~ ',;. ::..::.
..::, .'..
. ',,!J"lICt
!fIICt pocament~.
pocuments. The Contract«
Contractor shall submit four (4) originals ofeach
of each
Application ·for
for PayuiCDf,.
:'i:;·.·":;:··
"App1i¢ation
PayuiCiif. :.\'.;
\\ '·i.-I',(,·,':;;··

I·I"

r·\.;~;3.1.1
~.ons may include requests for
payment on. account of changes. in the .work
Work that have been
·,·r·\.,~;3~
1.1 s~~~j~~i.WJiu..·
s~~~j~~i.WJiu..·':. ~.,ons'~:;'~nclQ(\e
tor paYlllent
Change
but not yet included
inc.lUded in Change
.,~Iy
aU~~7,eI!<1?Y;~onstruction
.,~ly
aU~~i,lll!<l?:Y;~onstr\lclion
. ., .
,
'...
.- / ' .

~ves
~ves but

Orders.

9.3,1.2 Such applicalionsmay
applications may nat
not include requ!'S"
requ~ts for payment of amounts
dIles .-.ot intend to pay to
§ 9.3.1.2
llmOunts the Contractor does
.,(l.;Sp.~fQi::,9.:r
material supplier~eof a<llspute
·.(I.:Sp.~tQt9.:f
<Iispute or odler reasOn.
reason•
. . .' .. :."....... : .... marerial supplier~e

ota

~

·'·,§.:~~'il~~~Provided
,,§~~~'~~~~Provided intbe
in the Colltraet
Colltract D~
D~payments
paymentS shall
shml be made on account ofmaterims
ofmat~Ms and

~o,'ted and suitably $tored • the site forsQbseqnent
for subSequent ~COrporaliOil
~COrporatiOil in the
\he W6rk.lf
Work.lf approved in advance
· .. e'q'iJi~l
eq!li~l~o,'te~and
by ~ O_r;
may similarly be Il\I!<Ie
nII!de (or
for I1lllteriala
materials ,and
and equipment suitably
auitably stored.off the site ata location
· by~
O\1ViUir; payment maysll1lilarly
upon in writing. Payment for
fot QJBteriais
and eqaipment
equipn!ent stored on or
Or oft' the site shall
sball be conditioned upon
agreed iJponinwriting.
materililsand
Contractor with procedures sBtiSfaetorylQ
sstiSfllCtorYto the Owner toestabiisbtbe
to ~tabiishthe Owner's title to such
compliance by the COiltraetorwithproc¢dures
and equipment or6therwise
ot6therwise protec\tbe
materialS 8J\d
protect !he Owner's interest, and shall
shaU include applicable insurance,
inlilltanco, .storage
and transportation to the site
siteJof
for such materials and
andequipment·stqredoff
equipment·8ti:lred off the site. Oft'site
Off site storage locations shall not

InlL
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State of Idaho. Any materials stored otT-site IIIId paid for by the Owner sbaJl be physically marked as
",, , , , ,',',.' . . ".,1, be.ou~ot~~~ep~::~'
properr.y. Any materials $tOredotT-site aRd paid for by the Owner sbaJl be phYJlcally marked as
ConWlctor WlIItllllts that
that tif!e
title to
to 1111
all Work
Work covered
covered by
by an
an Application
Application for
Paytnel)t Will
pass to
to the
the Owner
Owner
,:.~.~.~,·.\~f,.f;.X,:.•~, ~, ;. ~. ,; ~, i.' t.f,~!j~
O:!nWlctor
fol' Pa)'\nellt
wiU pass
The Contmctor ftuther warrants 'that
,that upon submiual
submittal of an
Application for
the time of payment 'lbeContJactorftuther
lllIAppllcation
i'Qr
warrants
paym~L

warrants

WOJt for which Certificatell.for
Certificate$ ,for Payment
previously issued ~ paymcmtS
payrncmti received from the
all Woltfor
hym¢ilt have been previpusly
~I,to
to the bel;lofthe
be!;lofthe contractOr's
contractor's Icnowledge,
knowledge, intormatiQiulld
infOrmation and belief, be free illiG cleat
clear of lil:ns.
llen$. clailllS.
claims.
SilppUers. ~r
C1rot~qiersons
Interests orencwnbrancesin
ol'eDClUltbrancesin favor oithe
of the Conll'aCtOr,SubecmtracWl'So
Con~r. SubCcmtractol'S> matetial sUppliers.
othef )iersons or
, fCIISC)n
having provided labor. mil,tetialsalld
mil,tetialsand equiprilent relating
reblting 10
the Wort,
WOJt•
ifuIIdng a cJaint\lY
reasCJn of
pfll8ving
totbe
:i: - :-·~!l}1~.
.A'An.A
......··g request< the Contractor
shall submit itS
its ApplicatioDS
Applications for Payment
Paytnel)t (Otbertban
U
aF's
Contrac;lC)rshallsubmit
(Other than
for 1111 priotpa~ts
by (i) the
·tial
perIy executed and aclq10wledged ~ releases forllli
pl'iotpa~tsbY
supplier8;and (Ii\)
(ii\) any poteIUial
potI!IUiallienors
who hasf'lled.
has filed, or has
OlItt8C1orIl aIld matetilll supplier8;lind
Uenors Who
r~l?I,tiuil:lbrance
&gIllinst the froject.
rroject. ;All
lien releases tortlle.Projec:tsball~
forthe,Projec:tsball~ on a form
.Cneuinbranceagainst
;Allli~
. t in wording and
ancJBhaIl:
right to
lien With tespeettoWork
respecltoWork
shall: (I) waive any liens or light
tonen
receiVed under all prior payments; and
fy the amount
lUIIOuot _h perSon or entity has te(;ei\led
Projecthekl
held by such persoD
pel'$OD or entity
~titY has changed,
changed. or, ifanyconttact
if any contract has changed,
changed.
of any
change.
anYcbaDge.
obl~ations to a Subcontmctor
breach of its pllyment oI>l~atioll$
SubcontJaclOr p~t to ItscQntraCt
three (3) days written notice from the Owner, tlIeOwnerhas
the Owner has tberight
the right to issiie
issUe
between the Cohtm<;tor
and StibconWlctoror material
r. In the event of a dispute !Jetweenthe
CohlnK;lOf' andStlbcOnWietoror
. . orm;lterllllsIIPplier.
O~er I'\lay
may iSsUe
ajoilltpayee checkto
check to
.h SilbcOlittaClOr
orlllater111ISl1l1pller, the O~c,lr
iSsUc,I ajoil!tpayee
or material· supplier in tliedisputed
the disputed amount and
deduct the amollilts
amouilts so paid
(II' ormanirialsUppIier
lind deducttbe
uethe
the Contractor.

.1' Is in

.*_

"':::'~:;'~\~:?~1~F~ ." .:~\

PAyMENT

. . . '.,"" "'ger .will asscl'\lble a Project Application for Payment by combining
cOl'\lbilling the
the Contractor's
ContraclOr's
payments. from oiber
od,ter Conttaetors
Conttactors lind,
amounts
iitions for progress payments
lIIld, after certifying the al'\lounts
f"iot."",dtt""ln
seven days,
6iwardtl!eln to the Architect within scvep

. ··.~r tbe~~!~crs
ConstiUction '
AI1*il:ect:'II r,ec~pt
r.ec~pt of tile Project Applicstion
Application for PaYlIlent. the Constiliction
lei .. . , . '@'the Owner a Proje<;t
cemticatefor
Pa~. with .•
Proje<;r Ceititicate
for Payment.
cj)PY to tlit;
the
il Cl)P)'to
determine is prol1erly
properly due,
due. or notify
nOtify the
.. ' uctioo Manager and.A.rchitccl
lllldJ\rchitectlletermine
CorlStnlCtkm ManageF's
Manager's and
l'C!IliOiIS for withllllldi"g
with/l(Jldilig
~COnstruetioli
IlIld Arcbjtect's
Architect'si'e!lSODS
Section 9.5: t Such lIOtiflCation
nOtifJCation Will
WiIl be forWarded to the Contractor
ftit"as provided in Sectioo9SJ.Snch
ContractOr

" .... 'Marill~~(:r'""!;;jt,;~.
'~':)~¥iIceCif~ '.'
,,,mcatefor
¥roject~rtiflcate for Payment
Paym~t will conStitute
cOl18Utute
lntl:lcate
~or Payment or
01' a
II ¥rojectCertificate
ma<lle"S!::~atel:yby
:(]n>II",cn(]oManager
and J\rchitect.to
A.rcbitect.to theow.ner, b.ased on tlIeirindividual
their individual
:'. ';" ntiit~oiJs roade"Si:
.
theConstruction
l\1811a.gerlilld
the ApplicatioofQrPaymentslJ!mJitted
AppliClltion for PaymentslJ!m!itted by theCpntraetDr,lhat
th8~ntrlctOi,thal the
. ·;~~riiti(lns'.a!:
';~Q~,~ the·s:
~~tlIe
andthat,
beSt of the
ConstructlonM8~ger'i aIldArcbiteet's
and Architect'S
,
Wage has:"'''c~ and
tbat, to the
tbe best()f
theConsuucUOIIMa~ger'S
ofltleWo!tls
~.QCe With the c:ontract~ts~
The
",." )cJlO~ledge"in
.qmtiitY oftbe
Worltls in
III ~.nceWith,th~
eo.ntract~~.1be
oHile Work.tor
WQrk for coi1f'onnancewitblheCOOtl'actDOcumep!s
coiICOnnancc with the; CODIi'actJ)()cuments
":.':?;\~()l'CgQili .
... '.'
~ectto an eValuation oftl)(i
resul~ of liub~uent
inlnor dCviatioilS !'roTtbr:
frorntbe Contract
.:,'.!Atf9n
.. le~OIl. to resUlts.of
sub~uent lesls.i!nd
~tsalld. inSpections,
Inspections, to
toinln~r~ati0ll$
and to spedfk
qQltliftCatloilS expressed by the.
the COlI$ttuetion
COIi$tructioilManager
',' "~Q!lU .
~,.pnor to completion
l;ompletiOIl alld
specd'w qQltlifieatloDSeJI)lJ1lS8¢d
Manager or
forPilyment
or II Pr9jc;ct
P!'9jc;ct certificste
Certificate tQr
for Payment
willfurtber
'A!thitect... .
:':iJfa separate Certificate for
Payment Qra
hYlp,cnt willfutther
COl1lstilUIC
a rc:prcsenllitl4~n that tb¢.
the ContrllCtbt
payment in the ~unt
~unl cettified;
cemfied. However'
HoWever. .lhe
the issuance
consrlUlte areprcselllationthat
Contractor is entitled
en.titled to paytpCnt
~':Il:llel"'~fC:~mtlll;8te
fOrPilymentor a Projl;Ct ¢emfic!lJe
for Pilyment willll()lilea
will not he a tept.estmtatlOli
repI.esentation that
thlltthe
:" .,~f-~:~,e~~
'.'. fQrPilymelltor
Ceriific!lJe (QrhYmeDt
the
;'; :iJ~j)riSttqb.ij(njor
~nuo\lS. OlI,sjle
q\lality or
<:~:~~~~~~~:!~~{ J\rcbi¥
Arehite¢{ has
has (( nlllQdeclthllusti~9t
l)mlideelth.uiti~ Or c:oJi1;imiQIIS
QIi.,mte jn~PDStochecli;t~
in~iins tochecll;ihe 'I'lality
:reVieWed the Contrllctol"s
Contraclot's COnstrUl;t.!()1I
Constnie~()n mOans,
mea!)8, methods;
seq\len~ or
01' .
"',~li~~~i'Q'f~
. (2) reviewed
milthods. tciCluUqueS,
tciClWques.seq\1On~
.,PtOC;eijlit~.,(3)~v:lewed
of requiSItions ,received ftori1 $ub!:onb'acioiJ..-idmateriill S\lppUers aIld
and oihet
oiber data
. ,:~~~X~
, ., }ew~ copies
cppies~fl'Cqui$ltiQijs,rcceiv~froiil~ubl:onb'ac~lUidl1lateriids~ppUeJ'S
feQueS:ted b\i'cihtI'Owner,
to substantiate dil;
COntractor's ri~ht to Pilymentor
P~yment Or (4)mflde
allCertain how
',iequested
bY:ib¢'{)wnerlO
UlI; Contraet.or's
(4)1'\lf!de examiniuiOli
~xam!niuiOli to ascertain
or for what
what~thtiCoritractor
p1lI'IlO/Ul thC Contraetor hasusCd
has~ mon,eyprjWiOUsly
moneYP!'jWiOusly paid
pai(lon
on aceountofthe
llCCQunt.ofthe Contl'lli:t
Contl'ai:t .Sutn.
Slim.

thaow.ner.

/nit.

e
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§ 9.5
U DECISIONS TO WITHHOLD CERTIFICATION
Manaser or Arohitect may decide not to cemty
~ pa)'ll1Cllt
pa)'lllCllt and may WithhoJda
Withhold II certificate
Certificate for
Construction Ivtanaser
~. ;;'<::'::;:\,::.:/:.},;;
whole or in part, to the extent reasonably necessary
JJeCe8SllIY to PI'Otect
ifin
protect !be Owner. if
in !heCOlllltnletioa
the ConslnJetioa
the Qwnerrequlred
Owner required byseclionM.3cannot
by Section 9.4.3 cannot ~ made. J~-the
iJ(~~~':;:'-~:: ?),:~,;
or Atehitect', opinion the tepreleOtationsto
representatiomto lhe
l~file
:'.: :'~,,"".<:.:- :.".' ~.~
on Manager
tho App!i¢lldQII,
Ion
l~aa:al!8l' or Architect 1a1Jlll1ble
bunable to certlfy
certify. paymem in theamoJ!DtOf
theamount·oftbe
App!i¢1ldQII, !be CoIiItroetion
CoIistroction
or ~lUteid
~qited willnQlify
will nQtify th¢
the Contraetor
as.provided
Contractor,
<It
Coilb'aetor andOWl1\'1"
llOCi QWI1\'1" as
provided in Section
section 9.4.2. If the Conlractor,
MaQager and J\rCbltectcannotasree.<l\i.
An:bltectcannotasreeona
nWlsed amount,
tbeCclnslnJctioli~lInd ArcI1iteet
Architect will
tlon MllIIagerand
.·a revised
amo)1nt, t1Ie(:onslt1JctlOn.~lIlld
..... y
YissllC
for Pa~nr
Pa~nt for the 8ill®nrfor
8n!(iUntfor WIJiCb·.tbcl·
whkb the Cons~r;oil~F.
Cons~r;oil ~F and
aJl(! Architect
jssllC aceruticjItC
a~tiCl\tCfor
~teet are !lble
.. ', '...
.. ": . :'
~~ons to·IbeQwner.
tolbe Owner. The ~tnIC!ion
MlI08For A(cbitect may I\lsq
,,!sci (Iecide
/lOtto
cettlfy
..',',
'. :; ...
;, . ,-.r~J}lakesQch
,.,~J}Ia/tesQCh~~OJJlI
~tI1IClionMlI1l8BU()r~lt!Ctm~y
~ not
to certify
'':;:j:~;::\,:~.
':' ; \:~t or,
~. . sequently
discovered evi<fcI\CCor s~observalions.
nullify the '."hole or a
'':;:j:~:::\,}. ';'
or,.~.·
&eqUently discoveredevi<iel\Cil0r
s~ observations, ~y nUllify
:::., ':~ oh
ota· .
nt previ01l$1y
previously issued.
issued, to such
the Construction
Constraction
.{...:: ::.: ::\
e
. nr
sllCh extent as may be necessary In
mtbe
./.:
. i>.'
..',
:;~·s...
p~ !he
the Owner troin
beca~ of:
;;~'s '"
. ion
iclD to Pl9tect
fi'Oin loss
lossbecll~
.f:;; ,:,>i.:
.1;·~.:
Orlc notremed!ed;
not teIiledled;
':,:',:':1. .f:
. :·i.' .1;
.~.:
-!;:~:···Hliird.. :~I~.?!.e<1or~~ble
:~I~.~edor~~bleevjdenceiperlndicatiQgs
.~ .;\; :." ··..".. -'-,;l;l -!;:~:·'·Hliird.evidence iperl~IlgS ~~leflliqgo!~~':laims;
probcobable filing ~~':laims; • I
~{:i}'u_tor
to ,,_0
payoient$ pro yto
y to u
u~vntractors
or .ot 1iWUJ. materia s or
~{:i';"
_ ,,~~
,,!~..
....
_torto
.._epayment$pro
. ntractol8<1t,btllWUJ,materias()r
'.'
'."
..
~}:.;:: .~..;~~. \'~::~'
~... ':~~;);;"
' ..
;;,i:\;; erU: the Work cannot be completed for the unpaid balance of tho
.. \\;k:;'
:;~~that
tbe Contract Sum;
:. :.'....
':'/
":'/
."

.

..,le

.

o!

.': : \ .....<:i::?

~

>~

:...

:::::::r~

;¥.,mmeror another COntral:torl
"~~
":~
..
;e.~
e.~ thatthe
that the Work wJ1l
wUl not be completed withiillbe
within the Contract TIme.
TIme, and that the
:,.' ,~,.:~Pai~~·
coveractua1 or Iiquidated!lamages for the anticipated 4elay;
>
:,.·:H
:~Plll \aiitc. would not be adequate
Ildequate to
~ coveractuai
"."
..:,. ,.:::\~,
,.'~,
.:".:'
.!:\#' ,.:>,.:.:.:.:'
"':':':':.:.: .' : ,.'~'
.1-:;::,;;-Pe:w.!~~.t~\~to clIftY
carry olltlhe
olltthe Work inaccord/lilce
in accordance with the ConlrllCt
Conlrllct D(lcuments.
Documents.
, .;"
'> .1-:;:,;:~~~.t~!~~
~/~:.::,; .....
" ".; <:":.::>.
~/.:~/:~·.;,:· . /+:~~1~:.:
~:::~'":.::';
<:":.::> . .~~~i.:~/::.;,:·
/):~~1~:.:
,f~2 When !AA:AbOVe.~~9!ls,for
~JibOVe.~~~s,for withholding cortification
certification are removed. certificatiOn willbe made fur
for amounts
,previ~~Iy
witl1~ekl.. .
.}
,previiii~lywit)l~ekl.·
} .

:~'. .":~.~ES~~~~M~~r",:;
":~'~Es~M~M~~r',,>
:

. .1.

,

the:Gc)l,*~!i9p,Manager and Architect ilave
~ave i~ a Proje.ct Certificate for Payment, the Owner shall
;t~Gc)l~~~p'Manager
. , t in
~~:p,ijmlil'al!d wilhin
Jll!I~:~~~t
i'!,~~:P.1~~al!d
within the lime
time provided in the Contract!)()l:uments.
CQntract Documents, abd
al!d shall'lJl)
shalllJj) nOlify
notify the
.~9ii~~·and~bitect,
cOnditions 8C[
fonhinSection 9.10 1m'! met,
met. the Qwner
Owner shall pay ninety. '"
. '~~;~i1d).~bitect, {Jntil
VntU conditions
$CtfonbinSoction9.10~
.~~'i~t (~~lpf\~.,~untduetlleCOntraetoron
(~~lpf\~.:~untdue .tl1eContractoron 1iCCOlnlt
accoUilt of progresspa~ents,
prQgresspaYm.ents. lfthe
If the Constr:l«:tion
Constrl«:tion MllQa8Cr
MllQll8Cr
'~~'i~t
Iiifd
ibe'Atdli~t'
. i1e:thattheQm!lllCtoI'
ne: that ihe.Q)n!r~tor bas
made Or is IJIIiking
liifdibQ'At<:bi~t'
bas'~
m8king $/ltisfactory
$Iltisfac~rY progress on lillY uncompleted

.~.> . ' .-

p¢jioll8of the'· :'.'
p¢jioll8ofth'c"
:'. .

;~'itS discreti<>ri. release
felca~eaa portiOn of the
tho retainage to the Cootrllctor
Contractor prior to the
'owner . .;~'itSdiscretjqri,
.~:·.·Set fortbiil
fortbin Section 9.10.
.

.;~(UaI
fi(l.,t~)~40ii'ofthe·
':~(Ual fi(.l~t~)~40ii'ofthe·

~ ~'::;~;:. :~ ~·::::;l~:~i~;:
~.:::: ;l~:~:l~ ;::'.~
~..
. ..., '":.:."-"'
. ..'. _~~/:;~;:.':~
':'.~.....,~.,
- .,'
_
..
r, uponJ'eCeipt
..t-~~
~~ Jh1'
Jh~ ~~~9t.Sball
PromP'dy.pay each Sllbcontracto
Sllbcontractor,11pQJl
receipt ofpayment
of payment from tl!e O~er.
O~lCft out of the
~~~9t.Sbailpromp'dypIiY

to dte.Cc>ntra~~, .'
..:: )wtofsuch
amount to WlUcb
whicib said
$/lid
. ~~PAA!
~~~.~the~ntrll~~'
.1!J!~of s)1Ch SubcQntractor's
SUbcQnttactoT's portion ofthcWor!c,
pftheW«»t. the amount
:: SuIiC9hi'
entit1ed,J~t"
.: ~~
actually retqinedfl'!'lIIpaymonlS
retqi1!ed f1'<lmpayments to the Contractor
qtllIC¢QUOt of
Su1i{;9~ . ,. .• entll1!ld,
J~t
.'. '. ..aetUally
COr\tractor qttliCCQunt
~S
r'~~ofi..,.' 'W,ork.
"ork. The Co~tor
Co~tor Shall,
shall, byae~ptiate
by a()~priate l!8re8ment
With each Subcontractor,
So'.·· . .. ' :.: r·~~ofi.
~re8mentWith
~e.
elIOh bcontnlft~to
bcon~o/.to ml!ke payments to Sub"'Slll!¢ontral:tors
Sub-subcontra!:tofS In SJmiIat
manner.
~e. ellQh
SJnU1at manne;r.

§;~l1. 'lbec.;·
The Co
.,; . 'l,~l,~t
~thb9Id.from
or $Uppl.. i""
IJIOt
the Percentage witi)held
wi~held from
from
·.~i.
. o........
/,::',:"
~""
...
."t.h.bO
·..• l.d.from.a.(l$q.bco~
su.bcontrai*lror$Uppl
i¢r.!lJO
. . Jlle ~n
~n.theper<:elltage
tbe geitificste of P
Subconlrllctor's or supplier's portion of
the WOrk;
Work;
.,
tbegeitificateofP
":'!i~ Sllbeontraetor'sc)tSUpJilier'S
of~be
·;U.G.3
nu;'1lS'~~~,~Qn
Malia~ will,
will, on
request. furnish
furnish to a
SiJbco~. ifpractic!lble. informlilion
information retlarding
retlarding
:.~.'."~'
.31l."~.'
~.;:;;jl:.'''''' Mlllla~
oo~
Ilsubco~,ifptacti!l!lbIe.
',~ntagllS ~f;~~~t~l~prior8mounts applied for by the ContriIetorandaction ta,keRth~ by the Owner,

II

......

t·f!:>.f-!i~

.

to

~l>n. oramountsapeliedtorby the ~tOf lindacti
.... •.o o . th~. bytheQwner,
construction:' , "
:'Mcl Architect oil
licwuntQf PQI1ioriS
pOttioriS of the Work done by such
SI1Ch SJilcontraetor.
cOnstroctionJdan.:·8bd
o\llicwuntQf
SJilcontractor.
"'0

. . . § P,6,4
.Ne't~-~ Owner, ColIStroetion
ColIStructWn Manap
nor Architect shllli
~I havellll
haveaQ "bllgatfQDto
payor
..
p,6,4 .Ne'tlJc;r-~
Ma,napnorArchitect
qb!igationropay
or to see to the
·:.:~6t,9tin},;#
a Subcoiliractor exi:ept
eXCept 11$
may otherwist'he x'eqiiitedby
' .
.:~6t,9tin6i.# to aSubcoiltraetor
ll$ may.otherwise'fJe
reqiiire<1by law,

.. ,, J~~,,~'PiI-~~;~
materialsupplieluballbe treated in a manner simibji- tqtbat
to that provided'ili
provided'iJi Sections 9.6.2, 9.6.3 and
J~~¥Pil-~~;~materiaJs!lppliersSha11be
9,6;4....,
9;~4...., '..

§9.8.6 A Certificate
progress paym!lnt,
payment, or pattialor
partial or entire use (,)roccupancy
or occupancy of the Project by the
§9.U
<;:eJtificate for
fOr Payment, a progrells
Ow~ ShaJlnot
shall not conslitute
constitute aceeptanceof
acceptance of Work not in
In a<:cordancewlth
accordance with the ConlraclDocnmenls.
Conn-act Documents.
fnlt.

!
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9.7 FAlWRE
OF PAYMENT
§9.7
FAlWIUiOF
PAYMEHT

thrrIllP.,
tin fault
of the Contractor, 1) theConstruclioilManagcr
Arcbi~ do not issue a Project
.glroo
mult oithe
~Con$lnlClioilManagcr and Arcbi~
forPa}'ttlel\t
for Paytnel\twithinf(lurteendays
within fourteen days after the Consll'\ldion
ConslI'\Jdion Manager's
MlIJIager's receipt of
oftlJe
the Contractor's
D for Pllymentor
Payment or 2)th8
2) the Owner does !lot
not pay the Contractor Within
within seven
seven'~
~ aftorthe
aftertbe dateeslablished
date established in
amonDt Ce.rtitiedby
Certified by the Consttuc.lion
Cons~on Manager and Arcbi~thcn~Collll'actl?r
Archi~ thcn!heCollll'aCb?r may,
may.
DocUments the amo\lnt
acJditional
written lIQti
notice to the ,Owner, Construction
stop the Work until
acJdi~onal days'
~YS'writt.en
ConSll'1lctiOll Manager
MlIJIager and ArdIitect.
A.f<:hi~ stoptheWorkuntil
. the amount
amonnt owing blli
bl!i been~;
been ~; TIleCol!traet
TI1eConlJ'aCt TirI)<I
sIi,aIl bcexteJl~apPtOp~ylllidthe
be exten~ apPropriatelY and the
(lfthe
~sI\aIl
Shall :beiriCreasedby the limoimt
ConlrllCtot's reasoDable
costs of sbut-down;
shut-down; <iclay and start.S\Ull Sh8l111eJriCreasedby
lUIIOlIl1t of the
~ eonlrllCtoi"s
re~lecosts
beIICC9mPliSbe:d·
as provided in Al:tide7.
AI:ticle7.
1,,';,,":(':::".'{ ,:;., -,'!lftjWhich BJWlbea
. "liilbedlil!provided
.

ce

~:i.; ,.; !.t;:i.'" .:',:., " ",., ,':r.lj,jf N·~
.•

.'

'<,;,'::;'
;'/ : '>' "
}~,

;;..

.!":==-~"= . .=:=t=,,,

is the stage in the progrt!.!S ofthe Work as certified in writing by the Construction
the Work or designated portioo thereof is auffjclently complete In accordance with the
Owner
utilize the Work for its intended uSe.
O~er can occupy
occuPY or utilize·

thcte9f which the Ownet
Owner agrees to accept
,':i~i~ that the Work, or a portion thete9f

. tete. the Comn.ctor
Co~ and CoJ1S~onManagcr
Manager sballj(lintly
shall jointly ~'·.and submit to
CoI1S~on

/i

~and

items to bccompleted
be completed or corrected. TheContraetor
The Contractor shall pt~
pr~ PJ'OI1IPtly
promptly to
iBt Qi items'to
item 0!1 sucb
such list does not alter thcrespQllSibJlity
list. Plliluret6 i!ICIUcle
j~IUtIe an itelllOll
~responsibJllty of the

acc,tltChmce with theCoiltnlct
theCoillJ'aCt D9cqments.
Upon receipt oftbelist.theAtcbiteet,
ofthelis~ tbe Architect,
l~ llQcotdancewith
l>Qoq!llCnts.Upon~jpt
make ~n
WhethertheWork9r
~. get.
rna!te
~Il inspeedoo
iIlSJlCl¢d<)J'l to ~ine
~ine Whethert1ie
Workpr ~snatcxlportioil
Nchit~~s in&pection dl$elJosesaqy
ltenI, whether
wbether or not inc;luded
i!ICluded onthe
on the list,
Iftbe Mchjt~rsin&pe<;tion
dQcl(l8CS8qy itenI,
~uitcmtfln.ts 6f
ttie ContrlWt
ContrlWl O<!cuIIle"ts,theeontracwrsl\all,
Oocuments, .the CoWactOr shall. ~orejssuance
before issuance
e ~ulrernents
ofU'i~
CQlnpieti<ni.·'CO
.DIlplc:te· or
cOrrCct such
Item upon ootificalion
notiflcalion by the Arcllitect
QIIlpIeUQlI, complete
or.correct
~ucb lteln
ArcllitC(:t. The
another il\spection 1;>ythe
1;>y the Ar<:blteet,
Architect, assisted by the Q,nStriJction
'. $t for anotherinsPection
C9~tic>n Manager.
Work or designated portion thereof
sllbstantially cOlllplete,
complete, thC
icill.When .theWotk
th~reof is substantially
COQlpletion whlchsball'establish
which shall establish the date of
ofSublitantial
of Substantial COlllpletion
Substantial
Owner. and Contractor for security.lIlaintenailce.
security. maiiltenailce. beat, utilities.
utilities,
illilit!es of the Owner
andsball fix the time within wbiclJ
which the Contractor
shill! finish all items on the
ContrllQtor shall
, andslJallfixthe
~rammticlS requited by titeConttactDocuments
tile Contract Documents shall cOl1lM\:ilce
of
~l~' . . iiiil)'r~i:;Uiir'€iitiificalte.
"'ny~~.i~Ce'ffificate..Warranties
COIllDl\:Oce on the date
<illteof
~~~~~t.i~
. . : Work orlie$iglillted
~~:~~=~.~
or designated portion
~ortion ther,eoflltl1ess
the~fUnless Otherwise
otherwise proVided
provided in the
the Certiacate
Certincate of
~
Ce!:tj~lp~tc~,~,sul:l'Stal)tial CompletiOitshlillbesubrnitted
CompletiOiuhallbesubmitted to theOwoer
the Owoer 1100
Contractor
~JjS~~tial
; ,\I Certj~9~te,¢'~ubstal)tial
an(fContractor
ni$1~Siij!!ities aSiiigned
them in such Certificate.
;~#leir Wrifrilii'; ." '& of ~~b!!ities
as~igned to thelll
CcrtifiQ8.te.
,.:}}fi·~ ·:*·):b1::'.<:,-~ . _. '.~" _ . _, .:;,t:' .,~:./·:Y
. _. - _ '_ __ .' _ " .
'"
or desigllatcdpQftion
~of IIIId upon application by the
'f 9.8.3'U;i>!l)~i*'i1!~~;CQJPPletioii of!l!e WOrk
W~ot
d~igllatedPQftion ther,eofand
CQI~ldtllctlc)n Manager ilndArcbitect,
and An:bitect. the Owner shall
make payment, re.t1ecting
reflecting
. q~~!Drli¥; '. 'c>n:by tht: COQlIttlJction
~haIll1la!te,P8yment,
. . portion therc()fllSproYidcd
thercc)fasprovidcd in
Con~tDOi:uments. The
..;... a(ij""," ',. ~
.e. if
.... l:h: ~orkQr
In the ContrnetDocuments.
ninety-five percent (95%)
t\le ContraCt SUIll.
sum. less
such
: l:,~'
.,"
I l ; i e n . ' . total pllymentto
payment to nlnety-tivepcrcent
(~%) of titeContraCt
less~ch
','"
.
s~ .
, . Dritllete,onill\eS
erntines to be ileqcssaty
ileccssaty to Withholdfor
withhold for inComplete
incompl~ Work 81Id
and unsettled
:.;:¢~ ,-,.. /.ainount
".
incolllpletc Work
\ltISCtdedcla\1DS shan
~baU be
Tbi!iam~I~.~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~
Work and
and UIlSCtdedclaims
be one
one hundred
hundred fifty
fifty percent
percent (150%)
(150%)
:Of.,~Coilt~;,~e q"
-'.<.CC.Y.'.-:",..~Ietesuch
'""",.:r--- suCh Work or seitle
settle sucli claims.
clai~

will

i

l.

I

,r

!'

I

"'AR'rlAL.'occ;j~;.{;.,·!,:,'::/;7iJ~~$E
.'
. ". ...'
. 5&~ARTIAL
occljp~ijii"'SE
.,~~
., ,;...
>§§9J.1~,:,:·
9.1.1 ~ .:, "." .'. y(i¢CIIPyor
y
anY completed orpartialIYcompleted,po/1ion
or partially Completed portion "ftlle
ofthc Wo~ lit
at any stage *n
use anycomplet¢d
';·such pOlti9n\ii,:
pOJtU?ii;iS ' ",lee!
.)ed by
sepl\rate agreelnentwitb
agreement with the
Contmltor, proVidec!
provided such
occupancy otuse
or use is
. ,,,'.~Sjl!lh
bYSCjll\rate
tlteCont~tor,
~\ICh~CCllp8lIC)'
ill consented
. . <~lly
~ :~"y the
iij~.·"
under Section lL3.lland
11.3.11 and authorized
by public authorities luiving jiJJ:lsdi~on over
the
theiiiil~,'"
'. undetSection
agtbori~byp!tbliclluthoritiC$luivin8Jui:is4i~on
ovCl'tbc
WOik. SUCh...
or· use may commell(C
wltether or I\ot the,ponicinis
tbco ponion is subStllntjally
subStantially 9QtJlPIOte,
~9D1pIete, provided
WOtt,S\lCtl
'.. . ..' " . o,·usemay
C<llnmenccw~etherorn.~t
the O\lil)erlllld
Own.erand ContractOr
ha,,!, accep!etlin \'vrit.ing
tb!'. te$pOn~ibilUi"sassigned to Ilacll
each oftheltlfor11ayments,
oftbemforplyn\ellts,
~c>ntl:a<:t9rljav"acceptedin
wiit.ingth~re$pOll~ibiljties~ignedto
y,. ~1J.I'itr,
~u.rit)', rnmDlCnance.
bC8t,. ~liUCs. d!lin8ao to tbe.W~r~iIndil1suraJ1!:e;andl!llve
the.WC)r~andinsurance;andhave a8reed
atreed in
writing
.•
'.. "
rqail1tCnll~.~·l#ili~.!f!!in8~.
ht'writing
':. .",
. ",
'.',""~'Odforco~ti()n
·'.~.OdforcOtrecti()n Qit1)e
of the Workaad
cQ~~tof WiID1\miesreq\liredby theCoiliract
W~ll11d.cQ~~.~fWllIrl\nti~JeIl\l~bY
tbeCOmr~
... ,. -\-\-".... '.'_ __ . , _...
.. :',.
CQn~tor,~~~·~~.sU~$~~)1.~~.~.~e
~n~·~'C;~ctiOD
.:: ...,.
_~.'- Jh~ CQIi~tu".~~_~:~cm
. sU~$~~~;~~.~.:~~ ..9
'n~:',~'_c;~ctiOD

,5''''''.'

.

.

.~~~,\ill@fWndt
prCpai'eaiid subrDitlilisttotbll
submit a listtotb!' M:hitCctll$
provi4e<iundctSection 9.8:2. Come"t
Consent of tile
tlte
,M~~r,.s..: . f;jffil\dt prepatearid
M:hiJC:ctllSprovli!edllndet$ectipn9.S:2.
.',' ~eo_t~iitQ·p~al
occupancy or Use
shall not bE!
be unreasonably
unreMQnably wi~ld.Thestage
oftbe
the Work
,eo_t~iitQ,p~al occupllncy
usesball
wl~ld.Thestage of
tile progress of
oithe
shall
pe deterntinedbywritten
eretennined by written agre!'mentbetw~
Contractor or,.
ifnoagreeineni
reaCbed, by
sbanbe
agreelllCntbetW~ the Owner and ComrilCtor
Qr, if
no agreement is reacbed,
decision'of
decision of the
Ute Archite<;t
Architect after C<insultation
C()nsultation with the ColiStructioil
ColiStructioiJ Manager.

Inlt.

1Il ~ 19U.
AlA OocimlentA201.
DocImIentA201~!II
COp~ 01992
oi9!i2 bv'theAmellcan
bvtheAmcnlcan InJQiuleof~,
AU rlghla 1'
rol8lWd.
19l12. COpyr!Qbt
lnJt!iuleol~, Aurlgllia
018I'YlId' WAR.,TlIIs
WARNiNg: TIlls AlAi Oc!cu!ll8lllls
licM:u!l\8lllls
1n~1i0!\t!1 ~t.l_.lJnaU"'arized reprodti~llor dlsh:l\)ljllon
01' tills AlA- Ooc~ Of anyptJl'tJon
any portion out,
DlIt,
proteclad by u.S; CopyrlgM LawlI{Id
prote<;t¥!lyU,l.t
LII\Y 1ll'd.1n~IlO!\f!I~tli!a.tJnaUllltlIIzed.reprodu~llqr
d~\IliIlOl!,ot't11I~"IA'Ooc~

lIIay ~11n
.,..,. chllr and crlgllnalp8!lalll.s.1I{Id
be;pro*ut~.~ t~
!JIaxllilC!m ~~nt
~.nt PO~$1bIe
\h.• law.
~ Vi;II prOduced
!'lAy
~I m..".,.clViland
cnmln.I~.a,and Will
W111~;pro,*IlI~'~
t~!!IalIlliN!RI
llDa,j~ IInder
lI~r th~I
•. ·lbIa
lbIa~"
prOdllC8d
~ AlA
sOItw~
8110:<15:07 01\ 04I2712Ga'1
O!d<!r No.'OO028611'""hlhlohelqll18aon
No.1000l!8611U whloh elCPlre, on 4I4l2OO8. aM
fOr resale.
bY.
ArAsOftw.
.~atl0:<IS:07
tJ4/2712rxt1 under Oldl!r
eild hi !lOt lor
11_
li_ Note.:
.
(744410520)
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such partial occupancy or use, the Owner, Construction l\.WIager, Colllractor
Col1lractor and
59.9.2 ~ately prior 10 .such

to be occupied or portion oftheWork
of the Work 10
to be used in order 10
to determine and
..5balljointly inspect the area lObe
"",tdiliinn',nf the Work.
conditionoflhe

-,'-'",
,::

. ":',

::;:: >"" "..../::
otherwiSe agri:ed
u~n. pardal
nOt
.'. >'. '.;<i'l~l\less
U:9i3.f'Oiiless otherwise
agreed upQn,
parcial occnpancyor
occupancy or use ofaporrion
of a portion or portiops
portions of the Work
WOlle sball oOt
'.:; . "'. .;,;~~~~,tP.te
~~~~.'P.te acceptance ofWorknoi
of Worknoi coPlPlYing
DoClltllCJlts.
',:;
co~ng with llie
the requirements of the Contract DoCUtllCJlts.

';:;:;-~i~'~COMP~NAND
.'::: :",..'
'."" '',','~
... ,~ '':':;-~i~·~COMPI.ETlON
AND FINAL
FINAL PAYMENT
,. ',: ',.: .,.§.JMo.f
J.,Q.1D.f tJpO..
tJpOrl campi
compl
9f
Of the Work,
Wci~k. the Conlraclor
QinlraCtor shllli furward
forward to the c<mstrllctlon
COllSlrUctioJ\ MwgerawritteDnoPce
Manager a written ~

..,' '" . ::,'
::.' :.';' ;:,djilt
;':,djilt thc
~ W~~ ,
.,"" . ' ."'qSgttaQtO
"qSgttaQtO' ',."' "1,
.
,~lic •
.' :~-

iilSp«:tiOD,and
acceptaJ1ce and shall
shan also forwatd
forward tothe.Construet!onManager
to the ConstruCtion Manager a final
i~o!Uild~taJ1ce
Pa~t. lJpon receipt, tbe Construction
Consr,ruction M~ag~
M~ilg~ wiUforward
wlUforward the notice
Payme.nLl,JPOOreceipt,
IIOI:ice and
who will ptoJpptJy
pioIpptJy make such inspectiQII.
whoWQl
btspectlon. When the Architect, based on the
;~mme
tii)n
~ger, finds tIll,l Wode acceptable
under the'Contract DocumeJlts
Documents and the
tion~ger,·fll!dsthI,lWodc
acccptllble ulldet
j:onsttuction Manager andArcl.!iteet
and.Arcl.litect Will
will Pfonlf>lly
pfOlllptly iss~ Ii final Certlfieate
Certificate for
~ .,
$:onstructiollManager
., .
of their klIoWiedge, infonnation lIDdbelief,
and belief, and
on the basis Of
of !heir
oftheirklloWledge,infonnation
an~orithe
their observations
;riit(t)
. ,
compl~d inacco~
Documents
.riit<t'i
comPl*din
accordllnce withteJmsandcondl~ons
with~andcondi~ons of the ConlWlt
Contl'aCtDocuinents
.,'~'
iifd' . , " P ' " ' . 'to be dl1etheContmeforand
due the ContraCtor and nrited
filSaidflnal CC:rtificate Is due and 1'llyable.
payable. The
rfutedlilsaidflnalCCrtlficateisdl1eand
¢ons~~~
¢Olll!~~~ .~'~:!i9
.~'~:!i9 ,:,'~~Iteet's
..'Nchltect's filial
tiDal certifi~atetor
Certifi~atetor Paymt\ntwill
PaymcJ\twill c~nstll1lte
c~nstil11te Iia fUrther representation
represen~t1on that
:~'~·11l;~10.· ~~)iJ!>.2 asprecedentlOtbe
asprecedenttotbe Contractor's bemg enlitled to final
~~'~'ill;~m'~~)iJ9.2
ti.nal payment have been
: ..,
:"',

;.mme

.

i

"

:~:1~i
~'1~~:

I

.'·fl.l!!lt:~j~l,,#9r
·fi.l)Ilf ~j~l, ~ any
remaining retained
percenhlge Shall
shall be(l~
become due
until the
tho Contraetpr
Contractor $llbmits
submits
ll!Iy~ing
~ned percenlllge
dUou~il
::.~ tM·~ction MlInager (J) an affidavit that payrolls, bills for materials and equipment,
':'~
~
etion~glll'(J)anliffidamt
thatpayrolis.bills formaterillis and 11911lpment,
." ,_~~fed
"'wi~
with the Work for wbicbthe
which the Owneror
Owner or the
the.Owner's
OWner's lJt!lPertymisJItbel¢$jlOli$ible
property might be responsible

'"i;ii~'o#
;'to'~
!"",
.?o"':r: ,:d,~.:'O;"."""
.,•
,"

Owner) have been paid or other WIse
satisfied, (2) Iia certificate evidencing
held by Owrier)have
wisesatisfieCl.

I

·WiIl~!i.t.1:l(:e.ilD~liW§{·
.to expire until iltleast
hasbcerl given to the Owner. (3)
'Will~,
n~t"
ilt least 30 days' prior written notice hasbeeri
.,itit wTiitc'Ji,iiliitemeilt"
wTitte'lf~!iite~itt'~I:"
..
'ntractor!mows
ntractor knoWS of 110
no sllbstantialreason
slibst/lntial reason that the insurancewillnot
insurance will be renewable to
coy~#!~~jiod ~~:~theCoJitmetI)ocQDlents.
~~:1iithe Contract OocQmenls. (4) consent of surety.
surety, ihny,
if any, to "1181
filial payment
paymentand(S),
coy~~~'~jiod'
and (S). if
~fJ~·~the.
other dahl estabJiShin~payment or satisfaction of obligations. such .~
~ receiptS,
receiptS. releases
ail<!
~fJ~'~the, Owner,
O~.othcrdallleslllbliShill~payment!lt
rel~ and
W~i,~,~I~.~!~~,~\!Hty
w~i,~,~J~
~!~~,~i!Hty iritetestsor
interests Or ~cUmbran~
enc'umbran~'arising
arisins obtof
oUtof~
~ Contract,
Contract., to the ~nt andiJi
and hi such
f~:~ may
1¥!~,gR~,by the .
Subcontractor refuses
refU$es to futBlsh
futDish a release or waiver
wluver reqlJired
required by the
tho
rnaYI¥!~,~;~,bY
a SubcontraCtor
~r,
the COiiIiac.tqf iriily
fumisp
usfactory to the OWner
Owner to indemnify the Owner against such
~r. theCOiiliac.tqr
iriilyfurn!SP
.' !isfactory
sl1Ch Iieit.
I~. If
'~
lie"~~.!I,~1;I~S~tisfied a~f;.'
a~(
made, the
tho Con~tor
Con~tor shallrefund
shallret\md to the
tho owner
Owner lIlI
I!1I money
.~ lie";~''',~9~s~tisfled
Ii are made.
molleY that the
~r.w
~.~,~ ~~~to.paY·liI
. Illl
Ing s~iI
s~" lien,
incllicllng all costll
costs and reMOnabie
attorneys' fees.
~r,ter~,~,~~~~to,paY'liI
Jien;inclndlnlj
reMOnable~'

!

L.".".",-", ".,

Qr'~ .

'

,

.....

II,'

that ffi.~~fC''requi"
lliat
re~~;~

:,:,. '"

DocuinemUo
afret (lDai
.Iltract
ntract Docuinents
to remai"
remai(l in force after
(mal payment is currently in effect and

not

!i

§~;1.ii~:Jf;
.a~/~~~tia1 ~~\i9!! of the Worlr,
Work, final completion thereof is materially delayed through no fault
§~;1b~:Jf';Afi~/~~~tial~~\ioo

I,I.

Q,fth+'¢~tQr
by is~~~:«~~!i&e
iss~~:«¢6~!i&e Orders affecting
completion, alld the Construction
ConSll'Uction Manager and
Q,fth+'¢~t<.>r Or
orbY
affe,c!ing final completi!ln.all<l

'~!rirect:~~o.htirin.;tlte
OWiief:~~,~pon appjiciition by the Contractor
and certification
'~!riteCt:~~o.A@n.;{Jte OWiief:~~.~ponlippJiciltion
ContraCl!lI'and
certl(i~tion by the
tIie ConstrUction
M~
ArchiteCt.~~ withouttetminllting
withouHetmmating the
Con~t. make payment f,)f
dI~ balance
balanc:e dUoforthat
due fof th!It P9I1lon
portion of
ld~ and Arcbite<:t,~J\d
~Con~l,
pf dJll
YCQ
~'WQrlc fu~,COIP' ' , ,,,'. ted. If theremaliling bllll!DC¢ for WQtknotfullYCQtnpl~or
~tedis1~
the,
,the,',re"malni,and ifbonds
W,ork,"
"not,'
',fu1I , tIill
"",
isl\lSS
!han
StjPU. ·lJ1.~:.P.cIptract
Oocuments.
Ifbondsfor.
have
been
fumis\led,:
the written
wntten correc,',
consentohqrety
than retaJnaso
terainllP'Stipu
'. :Q.cIptract If
havebeCn
fumlsltCd,<
conSeot,ofsqrety
to ~t
01 the.
the ,',,'.~:)~
~,:'that pQnion
of the Work fullycompleted
and acceptedshlllibe
acceptCd shall be sublnittedby
10
~tot
, .".::~i(that
pQrtiOJi ()flheWork
ful1ye<>tnpleredan<l
sUb~~ by the
9>nttactgrJ~~ml!. A.a:£l1it1#
tlirougbtheO;maIn!Cti.01l.
to certifj~
certiJj~ oJ such
Pl\yllleflt. SuCb
9'JWaet~J~jml!"M.
",.' ,thr0u&b
theCQnslniCtio~ Manager,pri()f
M~agerpri()Fto
suchplI}'IIIe!lt.
SUCh payment

':,w'9r!ffll,w','",'~:I',J~,':"':~,,:,",:'1;~ted,.Ooc:utnents. :ng,~a,'Ianc:e,

mp"I,~,,'or,

I,I·

ted"

I,

i·

~lbe~Ji~t.t.Crms
I!n~CQn4iQoJ\sgQveming final·payment,exctipt
that It slial1lK!tConstit~ a waivet of
~nl>e,~Jl~~'tc.rmsl!g~CQ~tionsgqveming
final·paymellt,exctiptthat.jt~lIlK!tConstitut.ea

CJli.jmS. Til~·~~~,9.~final
1'Il~'~~~.9.f.final paynl¢i1t
payn\¢nI: sball constitUte awaivei'
a waiver of ClalllIS
Claims br
by the
thO Ownerll$
Owner 11$ pi"OVldedin
pi'Ovidedin Section
4.4.5.
Clli.imS.
&cillon4.4.S.
. .
/'::,.:.J."'
§§9'10AAccep~~~~~fInl!1pllyment
9.10.( Acceptsnce of filllll payment by the Conttactor;
ContraCtor; aII Subconirac:tor
or DIlIteJiaI
IiIu\II c~~
(:~tutC a
SUbcontraCtor !It
nIlIre,laI supplier Slu\ll

I

., ~y~,
of c;Jah.ns .by
that payef1e~plthPse
paye.exceptth9sti previoll$ly
previouSly JiIade
writing aud
pa)W, as
urisettkd at
~'f~,Off\l1al.n.ts
,~that
_
in wrlPiIg
al!d identlfieci
~tlfied bY that pa)W
asun'settie4
:.t~·iiiixii 9f ~~,'Appli"aiWnforP&ymellt.
~hl.'Applic;aiWnforPilyment. Such Wlii~
WIii~ shall
shal1 be in additiooto the waiver
inSe'C1ion 4;7.5.
,. ., .-:,~'~fuii
waiver de$ctihed
dl!$cribed inS¢clioo
-_•.
.....
c".;""

(.~:
.~:

o/A,~~::t~d~~9,~T,I:CT," ION,',OP.~~NS,,ANDPROPER1Y

,:§~o,t'Sm'(p~~AUTION$ ANDPROGRAM~
§ 10.1.1 The Cooqctor shall be ~ponsible for initiatIDg, lIlIIintaining 8l1d supervising 1111 safeiyprecautions and

I'

pmgramsln connection witb. the perfprmance of the Cont~t , Cont~tor h~reby certifies, that it has an established
safety policYl!,Srequi~ by the Occupational; Safe~y and Health Administration (QSHA),wbicbrequires te8ll1ar
SQ(ety~ngs. The Contractoiapslo condoet Weelcly safety meetings re30rdillg its WOlk u_thisagteemeilt

AJi. DoOlJlll
...t 4201{CMa'" 1 . qGpyrlghtO 199,2 byiJleM1elfcl8it~~ie~~l8."'I~~~4
by iJleAnlelfci8it~.-wieof ~ta."'h_~d.,WA1lN!NG:
ihrl!~·DOF\llll8fiII.
J#.
OoQl.Nll"~420.lII
.. 1~qilpyrll1,h.l.4Il1~
•. W~N!Nil:ihl"~·D~\IIIl8fiIl.

~~~
by u.s.
coPyright ~ 8/KI
and km!t,n.dol!l!l~d~,.lI/l.utliqt1l~,~p~~I'1Il'\)t.~II!!tI~
kIIW,nadQIn!I~tl... II/I~utIiqt1led,~p~~I'1Il\)f:~ll!ItIbuIIon ,of
1!11~ ",A'!
AlA- Do~umlnt,
Do~umant, \)t
\)f 8'WPortiOfl
III ii,
It,
~.-,c~~y
",.s.COIi\irlgM~
.. t!IJ.
I"YPllrtlOfl '"
m-v ''.....
......11 In ~V8
~V8'"
and etllllln.l
etll)lln~1 plna~"I1d~"
pBna~"nd"," be P'Oll8cu!ed
P,o...culed to Ih!>
th!> maximum
poSslbltl!'J'f!lr th.llIW,
the ItIW, ThIS cIOCUrrMnl
MIl
produced
Ill'V
.. ,cIVIl
cMI8/KI
m~lrr"lm 8riInt
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promptly prepare minutes of suqh
such meetings lIJIdprovlde
and provide copi~ of such minuleS to CoIItraeto.r
Co!Itracto.r as the Wolt
Wod:
and shall promptly~
requitemenl$ of
The Contractor agrees to comply with all requirement$
of. OSHA relating to the Work and
lIJId shall
appllicattle materil!!
materil!1 safety datasbeetS in accordance with OSHA requirements. Tho safety
provide all applicable
according.to criteria provided by IheConstruetion
tbeConsln1ction Manager. Thellaf¢typolicy
The safety policy shan also
I be dcsignedaccordingto
.~ workplace enforcedthrou~
enfurcedthrou~ ~mplOyment
~mployment testing, randOm testing,
testing. periodic
glll1d ak:<!hol.fu!e
ininiediate mandatory
mand8tory leStipgforany
testipgfor any employees
employees·inVolvcd
ac<iidents or incidents.
r caU8eleStlilg and inimediale
inVolved in any accidents
safety progiam to the Construetloll
ConstruCtioll Manager for review and
r sjJIill SUbmit the Contractor's .safety.
programs of other Contractors. The
Tho Contractor shall at all times.comply
times. comply with the
. tiollwith tbesafety progtaJils

prosram

.~.':" ,._':\; :., +r,'._,:'.~ : .,;::.,:,:'.':;jl;~' ;;':b:-.::::::.:....-~::,';t;=, ...
.,:,:•.':,':".:':

.

encounters on the site mateti!ll reasonably ~liev!ld to ~ as~tos or
has not been retKlered harmless. tho Contractor shan im~iate1y stop w...
Work
theconditijln
the Owner, Construction
Architect in wliting.
wliting~ The
the
condition to ,the
ConstnlctioD ManlIF and ArohilllCl
~I.".fter beresume4
be resumed Cl\ceptby
except by written agreem¢nt
agreenumt of the Ownet
Owner and Contractor
1not Ihe~ftet
contractor
JlQI~rchtorina~ bip~IlYI(PCB) and has Dot
notbeenrepde£ed
h~mIess. 1'be
sorflQIYllhIOrinat.edbiphenyL(PCB)
been '~dered hlU'mIess.
The Work
Work:
polychlorinate4 biplienyl(PCB),
bipbenyl(PC8), or when it has
mod in the absence of asbestos or polychlOrinated
agreement of the Owner
OWller and Contractor. or in accordance with final

.:."., . .

MIInaF

',>:T':':.

':'

~9.·r~tJ'he @:i\ljjlctq~i~!im;iwt ~ required pUJ'SUl!IIt
pursuant to Article 7 to perform without consent any Work relating to
·.,~~1ffi..:;tJie¢.#.~ctpf~~tbe

.

hi lien I (PCB).
. . . -.'... or.·fJ.l'f'cblQiiiiated
,'-;':0.:'-:" p.... Y

~estO$

.

(PCB).

'tled by law, the Owner shall
sh!lll indemnify and hold harmless
blirmless the Contractor,

lI.nd employees
from and agaiilsl
,theit consultants, and
lIJId agents and
emplOyees of any of them frtlm
~xl)Cn:ses,
··but II(jtlhliitedto
notlhliited to attorneys' {ee$,
fees, .arising
out of or resulting frOm
from
'penses,incllU!ingbut
arising OUlofor
.~"lifii:ctE:d
iIreIIifin fact
factt~
material is asbestOs or polycblOrinated bipheriyt
biphenyl (PO)
(PCB)
. )lffecled areaifin
the materilll
, "')f.lSS, providedtllat
lOss orelqlcilse
provided that such claim, damage,
damage., loss
or expense is atlributable 10 bodily

,

:,::,tit, or to iqjury to or destruction
destrueti\>n of laJ!gible
t1lll.n the Work itself}
tangible pro~rty
property (other than
th ..rP.frntn Wtonly
but only to the exlent
extent caused in whole .or
acts or
gtherefrom,
or in part by
by negligent aetsor

,,.

acts the Owner
one !Iilectly or indirectly employed by the OWner or anyone fQr
fQf Whose aets
4' WI"'t~.6. ,.r
ft,ft' rml:h claim, damage,
expe!1se is caustli
cause!1 in AArt by a party
.' s .of~hether
OI":lI(jt
darilag~ lOSs or expepse
oblip.t.io~ls~!llllnot beconslTUedto
be construed to negate, abridge
.f .
}$ii~h obli~.i~nsJlalIllot
abrid~ or reduce Other rights or
lIS to a partyotperson
party Of person described in Ibis
Qlltt8~OIJS'()fwhich wOilild'Othiiln1/iseexist
~~~~:'4~~se exist as
tbis Section 10.1.4.
f t~Ow

. ...
~

:." . . ·.'~:1~.'t;~i:~(/ ,,' , " a\ipok;~ht inad(l(JU8te
inad(:(!Uate to prevent foreseeable boclily
bodily injury 9l'deatMopersons
or deathro persons
~~~iotiii;Wiil11JC

.' oriihbstarlceencountered
oriillbstllllce enooumtereci on the site
sitcl by ~
~ COIltra,ctor,
COI)tractor, tI:Ie'
the Contractor shall, upon
\lpon
the affeetedl\l"e8
affected area and Ieport
conditioll to the Owner,
. ".
. pWoltl1l tile
teport the condition
, ,C~bn,.ttf!!nager
·ling. The Owner, Contractor, Construction Manager and Architect shall
·,{tilen ~~*JI'\'iie slime .
in Section 10.1.2.

.

~tillS'ff6'

~8~l,zjl!.g.~lii~·

oil

··~~',i~.~;~:·

'.::!",

~ces

!:..
ibtofor obtiini!lgthe
lDSiblofor'
obtiiEli!lll:the services of 8a licensed laboratory.lo
laboratory ,10 verify a presence or
.
.
th~ event suchrriaterialor
sucbl'riaterial sD~is
absence old·'
,.~b>' tbeCoIl~torand'
in the
slJ~is found
Contract
DocugKIlltS.
to ~'pre8!'nt, to
'., ., . n .lCIidered.:
.., . . ' . harmlesi.
b8nnlesi.• Unless. 01.b.o.rwise required by the Contract.
. ·.Docu.
.gKllIts. the
.. iIf.;• C9nstruc:tion
Cc>hstroction Manager anc1Arohirect
andAR:hitect the naQleS
aD4qualifications
'. ,Owner ~lli~ ,. in
to .tbeCoJ~n.:b
the Contra.etor.
n~ an4qualifications
presence or absence of sucbmaterial
such material ouUbstanee
or ~ubstance or
. :,,«.personS:Oi~· .
to perform tests verifying the ptesenccor
:' :.'~)i9 el'e tO .. '.
ofremoval
or safe cont,aintnento(such
conf,IUntnent ofsuch material or substance.
substallCCl. no
Tho Contractor,
of
reinovillor
Contractdr, the
Architecl will
will pronIjitly
promptlyteply
~e OWj\er in writing statiJ:llJ
wh!:tber or not any of
~cti
.aM the. Architect
reply to theOwner
stati1:I~ whether
telU101i8~e objl~wCIII to the petsOllSor
persons or entitie,s
pfOp!>8edby the OWner. IftheCQnttactor,
If theCOlltractor, Constru<:!ion
Construction
them b;is~nal>!eobj~tion
ontitie,s ptop!)Sedby
" .'. ~~iM'~;~11;~'tb":~~'~18li
~,,~f;~~tect IJliS anobjE!ction
to aa persoit
ProPoSed I>y
Owner
an objE!ction 10
persoD ()fClliity
oreniity ProPosed
I>y the
tbe Owner,
Owner, ~
~
Owner shall
abaIl propose
propose another
another
, . :. ':W1Wh'(jliilllDfe(SlIlractor,
t:Jti; Consttuction
reasonableobjel:tion.
;u.
Ihe
Constiuction MllIIaserand
Manager and thO
the Arcbitecthaveno
Arcbitecthayeoo I'eIISOO8bloobje!:tiQn.

:;·~·\!:;~~:~1~~PER~NSAND

FtROPSRTY

'. '.....' .' '. . .

or

. '. .

". ..

.

. '.

.

::§lO;2il'
j
teasolll\ble
precautions for·safety
for safety of,
of. and shallprovidereaSQnable
shall provide reasonable proteCtion
protection to
.' ::~~:~~~~~t:~~~~'=·
Ttie'CQJjfractor shall take PROPERTY
reasonablepteCautions
damage, injUry or loss to;
prevent damage;
employees on Ihe
may beaffecledtbeR:by;
be affectedtbereby;
•1 emptoyecson
•1
the Work and other
OIher persons who inay

1II1t.
Inlt.

'

.
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or off the
the Work and materials and equipment to be incorporated thereill, whether in storage on oroff
Contractor or the Contractor'
Contractor'sa Subcontractors
SilbcontractoIs or Subsite, undet care, custody or control of the Contraetoror
subcontraclOrs;
subco!UraclOrs;
other property
proIJerty lit
lit, the site
aite or lUljacent thereto. such lIS trees, shrubs, lawns,
Iswns, walks, pavements,
COIIdways, structures and J!1iIities Ilot
not designated for removal, relocation or replacement ill the course
of construc;tion; and
ofcollStruetion;
consttuotion or operlUiom
operations by the Owner or other ConttaclOlS.
ConlraclOl'S.
coftstrtlotionor

give noti<:e$
notices and comply with appUcabloJaws,
appUcable laws, ordlnanCO$•
ordlnaoCO$, .\iJJes,
rUles. regulations and l!lwfuJ
.,:.:- ,,': : ,:',;',,:" ;"t;19.2J~, ContraQlo'i.~a118ive
IllwfuJ

autlltotll~~ bearing on safety of persons or property or their protection from damage, injury or loss.
;:::i/ :,~·>::t;<',': :::.;~ ofpu~ autho~~~

'/,{'')/': .'(~a~.2.31'h""'"
::;,\

\"~':;"

::-;

.. ' "

),~b~.

"~U

:

j.~:j~<r, I·~:·o;}:

; :.:!:
.· ...,,:

~.

::-: ::
::.:

~uired

ori:lther hazardous nmrerials or equipment or unusual methods are
:,' '::}. ~:~:r===~c:=::===~
the Conttactor shaUexercise utmost
and carry on such actiVities under
t!m~nliiYell

-DU~·~."~.ui

. _ i~cid

~'1~~~~

..
"

"{~

~OJ;ij~ erect
erect andmainlain,
and maintain, as
as ~ui~ byoxisling
by existing conditions and performance oftho
the Contract.
Contract,
", ,ely and protection,
MJIJ,J»!Mllirety
protection. includilJ8
including pasting
posting lWIgetsigns
lJanger signs and other WlIJ'Illngs
waroings against humds,
hazanfs.
~J')l~.iJ!{lItiions
of adjacent sites and utilities.
' :' lions and notifying owners and users ofadjacent

J

r::"",<,,-:,,;,

Qare

personnel, and the Construction
Jl()tice.
Construc;tion Mana_
Manager reasoDab1eprior
reasonable prior written 1l0tic0.

J~~j~~~o,ItIPllY remed~

~am~

remedy damllge
dam!lge and loss (other than dam~ orlossll\suredunderproperty
or loss insured under property
y~:tI!:e;~n~ctDOcumel\ts)
IY,.g]!"..'""un~~I"
DOC\lIIlIInlls) to property referred to
to ill
ill SectiQnS 10.2;1.2, 1O.2.i.3 and
and 10.21.4

'jI#i'by',~t:onttaClor, a Subcontracitor,
ifj;ijlin!y.:~~l;onlrac:tor.
SubcontraCtor, a Sub....lIbcontraetor.
Sub....ubcontractor. or anyone directly oriiXfirectly
or indirectly
niaybe liable and fOr which the Contractor
is
, , .~~:9.tl~iJlllytJDt!
~:~;~iIIIYOI\ll for whose aots
aOlS they m.aybe
ConlraCtoris
10;2.l.3 and 10.2;1.4,
except damage
loss attributable to !1CIs
acts or omissions of
n~pleiu,
·S.e~~~l.q~:l.2, lQ;Z.I.3
lQ.2.L4. exc;ept
q~ or los.
Uc-.'U'\:I'lIllC"'.
directly or indireclly
indirectly employed 'by
by any of tl!em, or by
,'
~i.l~r.·~",'rucitl,q~('M!lDliger
,c,ti,q!i.'M!iDager or
ArchilllCt or anyone direclly
an;y<ii'iil;ftir,lJI,bOl~a~~lt;li.nY
not attributable to the
fault or negligence of the Contractor.
Contmctor.
,a,nYo.~~~,WbO~,~l!~~,;~!,lY()f~m
may be liable; and oot
~fault
3,18.
g 9,!W~.tiQn~~tt~ Contractor are in addition to the Contractor's obligations
obligatiol\S uilder Section
SectiOll 3.18.

~:,

,::r't'V'$8O,W
: ;"

::' :'.~~~'''::'' ..: .~:.

~.>'

-', ," ::: ".;

'.~::'~

§ :10;2.'
ne:Co~tractoi:Sb~ll designate, a responsible membj:r
:11~?''f:be1CO[(~1~91::Sblill'''''''l!~II'''''',,,
memb!:r of the Contraclor's
Contractor's organization at the site whose duty
s1!~~p)~:t!i~,.ttre:\l,'eJjti(lri:of
theContractor'ssuperinlendent unless otherwise
sli8lf~#.!!rprey.~ijii9n:i)fiiCcidenis. This person shall he theCOIItraetor'ssuperintelldent
4C!i!Milted
writing to the OWl\llr,
OwDt!r, Construction
4~g;l~~ by:tJt\:/G9.D!t~QJ)n
by.-tJt!::/9).Dlt~C?J:,,i1l Writing
COnstructioll Manager and ArChitect.
.. ,.-'
",

'.;:'

.:.,.,

"

;

I

>"

,',' §~~~2:7Thli'€~~1l1J1;
SOlIS
to elldol\get
§~~~2.7 Thli'€~~sb%l; not!oM~'Pennil
not!oM~,pennit any
any part ofthe
orthe constructiol\
construction or site to he loaded so
as 10
endanger its
s,~Y·.'\>:}~:;'i<:~r:: ,'c' '.,;.(,')"
',,;,(,",',"
s,~y'''\':}~:;'i<:~:~'::':'

1:1~\~~'~citCY af~
1:1~\~~'~citCY

I

i

~,lhe
~,

" Sy or persons or
"''" :!i!tfeJ:}'
Of
the COlll!'aetor
Conlractor shall act, at the Contractor's
Contractor' 8
. ~,~,t~'prpvent
,' ';'iqjury or loss. Additional compensation or extension
~,~,t~prpvenl threa~
extenIliOl'l of time claimed by
, ~h.~
~oii~~i;ln aC~lIt
ac~nt of~li:~gency
of.~li:~gency shall be determined as provided
providtld in Sectioo
Section 4.7 and Article 7.
~b.~!=oii~~;i;ln

::AitTitf;&11,INSU
::AitTit~11 ,INSU

I,

BONDS

I

CQ~di
.:J",SURANCE
§ 11~1
11~1CQ~di
.:J"SURANCE
§§,11.i
11.ir1 The contra;,
Contra;, "~
maintain in a company or companies
COmpanies lawfully,
lawfully authorized to do
,.~ from and mainlllih
,bUsiness
intJie'. "
iQsurance as set
fotthbelow. Such co\'er&ge
co'Vetage shall
'kuslness ;!!:tJi~,
iti'which the
~ Project is located such inlJwance
sol forthl>e1QW.Sucb
,'::,:,',i~Jude
Ii~A~'
'se
of or resU1,l
resUlt &om
from the Contractor's operations
under IheColltract
the Contract and far
fOr which the
',i~lude n~w"
'sC out o!
operatiOlls llnder
. ",, liable.
such operations be by the Contraetorot
CoQtractor or by a SUbcolltnJctororby
Subcontractor or by anyone
, ,:,C(:l!ltractor'~f,~
,':C9!1tractor~f,l;)
iable. whether suchoperatioll8
", diteCtly
<iifectJy orindiri'
orindirictIy~ploYedby
aQY of them, or by anyone
anYODt! for whose acts 8IlY
any of them maybe
may be liable. All
'ploYedby any
insunmce
an A.M. Best rating of·
inS\llllllce carriers must maintain 8IlA.M.
of •A·" or &cuer.
beuer.

,'.\
. : ....
,.;. :
,';'

I

:

I!

,,'\{)'/':'.
'" ",\{)'t:'.

.I

'"

'(P(U(.lg'r!I.P.~if~/F.!ed)
'(P(U(lg'r!ZJi.~if~/F.!td)
t:o~iaI General UabBJty. The Colitraelor
Colitractor shall procUre and
:',. ,' t:o~ia1
aIId maintain
_Illin until

I

Proj~t has been
the Project
"cpmpleted and accepted by the OW1m'
Owner Commmial
Coml1lCJCial GellefalLiabilily
General Liability coveraees
coverages with. the following
, ' "epmpleted
per project annuliJ
anQulil' aggregate limits, using ISO Form CG2S030397
CO 25030397 (or aII substilute
substitute form providing
proViding
perprojeCl
equi'valentcoverage):
equivaleiltcoverage):
GeDt!ral Aggregate
Not less thAA
than $5.000,000:
$5,000,000;
General
Aggr¢~te Limit
Product-Completed OperatiQils)
(other than PrOduct·CompletedOperaliQils)

!nit.
Inlt.

!I
i

i

;

AlADor:ument~IC,"1II-1_~_
A1ADollUllllllt~IC,"1II-1.~~ Ot992byTlle~~~OfArchltl!ols.AIIr1ghlt~
Ot9ll2bY,T!lll,~ ~~Of~Alhlglllt~ :-IAliNIHO:ThIa~'A·
:-IAliNItfO:Thla~'A· ~lla
~1'8
l8iflbunoll of
protectlld bYUJ!. COpW,lght
Ihtvr,lIlIlIona' t't8a\l
••• unaulhor\;8d
~odUCllonordl8tribuOo"
of!hla
qr 8tlY
anY I!Ortlon
portion Of It,
proleclll/lbY\lJl.
qopwlgh~ Law and 'h\llrll!lllone'
Tt8all.~.
unllUl~orf;8d ...odllCllono,d
IIlIa AlA
AlA, ,'.., D~nl,
D~nt. q.
,m"y ,esuilln
resuilln severeclvU
severe elv" and~m,,,ll/
and~m'nal ",neltles,
~naltlae. andwm
and will bit
bit prosecute\ltc>lti1o
prosecuted to Ihl> maxlinum axlentposslb/ll
exlentposslbit ulldfit
u.lh~I&W.
Ihelaw. ThlitdOcu","",
ThIedOcumonl was produced
by AIAsoItw8ftlaI
AlA soItwllftl at 10:45107 on04l2712J1J7
on 04I2712J1J7 UiI<Mr
uiI<Mr Order No.l0Q029511
W/IIcII' elllllres
elqllres QII4I4.@08,
and Is I10Ilbr
~Ie,
No.l0Q02951t U WIIIc!l
on 414/2.008,lIIld
I10Illlr ~Ie.
U,se,
U,ser Notes:

'
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~.' ....:

Aggregate Unlit
Product-Completed Operations Agg1'Qgate
Personal and Advertising Injury Unut
Each Occortence Limit
EachOccortence
Limi~ (aily
(aJiy one fire)
Fare JJaf!lllge Limit
Medical Expense Umit (any one person)

poUciC$ must incIudebtoJd
include btoJd form ~ damage coverQ.ge including. ~tnot
~t not limited
Such pOlicy or poUclC$
ctures cr0ther
arising from bla$Ul)g,explos.Wn,4;Ollllpse
bla$ting, explosiOn, collapse of
ill1UCtures
or other property or
daf!Illge to .
to, damage arisln$from
ofll!1U
ot damage
.'. UWities and
property
IIDYX.C.U, cxclUilion
removed. ~policy or policies J]lUSt
\1!1der
ancJ Jll'
C?P6lly with IIDYX.C.U.
~usiol)removed.~poJjcy
J11llSt
protee!iVe liabililYins~ce,
liibilityins~ce, product 8l)4completcdQJllltationscoverage
an4completei:loperations coverage and
'.\~iIiCJ
. \'OrsprOteCtive
/f...:' .
bDltyinsurancetilat
incl.co~ge
.inslll'llllCCtbi.t incl.,
coverage tor t!le,COOlJ'actoI"s'obligatiollS
the·Contractor's· obligatiollS UJKler8ection
under Section
J.,iabiIity policy shall be endo'rsedto
endOrsed. to include
injury. libel,
.
J.,iabillty
mclude personal injury,
Iib¢l, slander.
slanjler.
lind fl\l$e atresLAll
oe<:Urrenc:e basis rather than
~J
n,llDd
ai'resLAll policies sbIIUbe
sblIll be written on an oc<:Utrelll:C!basisrather
CQntractor's Option, 8ochcoverage
,§
the CQntraetor'lI
SlJIlhCOVer&ge may be provided .,yseparate
b)rlleparate policies for
and other ~i.~
~ iNured, or
by nanilng the Owner
oIher named
..:,~~:~;,
Qr~·andotber
orby'~~ng.~
Ow~ and the
~ oIber
nam~
~_
•• I·"'•• _.od insureds on theCoJuractor'1I
the Contractor'" policY. If coverageis
by naming
onall'iau)ed
COYerageis obtained by
.';:-F£:,:.
&II additiOnal
mUst contain a IlCplltation
inSureds
addiltiCl!llal named illS\ltCds,
illSlll'eds, the policy Diilst
~ of imuredil
and .. breach gf warranty clause as set fOrth in Section ) 1.1.4 below and the
.and .. breach of \Varranty clause as setfc:irth in Section 11.1.4 below and the
indicate.

:;>;1
,;"" ,
;.:f\t.:...f,~.:,.~ :
>;':~i::i~~¥~;' .
••

,:.'

., if'

than $5.000,000;
Not less tbllJl
$S,OOO,ooo;
less than $5.000.000;
Not lesstban
Not less
Jess thllD $5,000,000:
Not less than $ lOO,OOO;and
lOO,OOO:and
Notless thIID $ 10.000.

;~;;f1~.~~:.;."" "

:,'i'\,;:;""

.

indi:.~

s1lll11 procure and
llndmailitainuntil
The ColllractQt
Colilractor shall
maintain until the Projcethas
Project has been
Worker's CO
Compelll!Btion
coverage ands!luwing
mJlilIll!8tioncovert\Be
ell by the Owner statutory
statutorY WorWs
an!ls!luwing
lCOcverage.
with miPi~m coverageofQneMiUion J.)tllIat$,($1
DolIats.($ I,OOO.(lOo).In
,OOO,(lOO).In
~ withllliPl!lllJmcovei"agllof()nClMiUion
~dettce that
itS 'SubcoT!tta<;tor$ and their subcOilttaCtotscarry
subcOntractors carry
inpst pro'YiiJe rndence
thati~'Subco1'!~ancI
other iIaInf.d.
insureds teqiJ(llltedby
reqUested by th¢Dwne.the Owne.-' need not benamcd
be named as
e Owner IUuI
ancI9th«
nanied illsuteds
EmlD)<liVel" s' Liability coverage or
the Worker'sCtlmpensatiiln
Worker's COmpensation coverage
eclon the Employer's
tlrthe
,)ftf requested.
requeslted. Subject to the Owner's
Owner'sapproVlll,
approvaJ, the Contractor may,
may include
~ililycovetllge
COVertlge in the Umbrella or Excess Liabiiity
LiabiiityCoverage
Coverage of its GeneTaJ
GeneTal Liability
Liability pol\cies.
.:'ii~ LiabilitYpo!\cies.
u:ntil tlie Project has !leen
qompieted and
ContrllCtor ShlIII ptQCUte and maintain I,Intiltne
lleen completed

iC1i1~!ilII':~y',me OVl'Ii~:f!9~,IlIIJrelienllive Automobile Liability In&lJral)Ce for all owned; noq-ovmOO

CornllllM:Clliinit Of not less that! Two. Mllii(mJ>ollars ($2.000;000) per
IUlme the Owner IJDd other named insureds as may be requested by
11.1.1 shall be written for not less than limits of liability specified
whichever CoVefllgl! is greater. Cove1'llges shall be
ofcommencernent o(me Work \lIItilclateof (mal payment ancl
be inaiJitainttl after final payment.. Additional insul'8Jlcecoverage shall
to aJlY other inSurance afforcied to Owner and the other IUlmed insUreds.

ItlI'i:It'R!iiUltred by Jaw.

~iIc*'It@.1e to tile
the Owner
shall be submitted
subJnjtted t/)'
the Coll$tmetion
Coll$tructlon Manager for
~iIc;cesIt@Jeto
~l;rsball
to'the
copy to the Arcbilm
Architect piiQr
piiar to co-mmenc~19f
commenc~t of the Work.
Work~ ThCse
These
and the
ttmlSCcticln ll.lshll~
11.1sba~ contabia
(ll9visi~n tbat.coveragesaffordedunder the poItcies
by~Sectio:n
c~ina FVisiPll!hatCOvenlgC$affordedundet

ced!ftcatc:S_the
ced!ftcate8

\I!lnlat Jeast
notice ~ been.
given to theO\Vllet. If
lowe<lto c;xpire \I!1~lat
J~t 30 days' priopvrluen
Ptiorwdttenncotice
been,giventothe01.Vll~;1f
co,rilralge8 are
reqUired to temalnln
temalnin forcufterfillal
fonie.llfter fijlal ~yroent
payment ilDdare
iUJdare tellSOlUlbly
reasonably
: , "
'" ,e<;Qvimi8eJ
are teqnii'cd
additio~la1c~lttificllte
of such coveragesbaU
besubmittc:d with.the'fii'lal
available, an ad~lional¢ettitk~te,Wi~nci:ng,COlltimiati~,ofSllCb
4;OVeta8esball~submittedwith,the'~1
bY section. . .'lijformatiQn
of coverage
shall hi:
be ".
.:::
" ;.: J.\~ffi. '.' .
, ' c"" t as requited btseetion9.1Q.~
~0l'J1latioll concetoingtedlJction
co~toillgte$Ction of
~ov~shall
reasoiiable ptQmptness
p1Qm~pess lDlICCOrcIarice
Ih8cco~ With.the
Contractot'S·iIlfonnauoo
':/',".'. :..': ,l:,;../~:~.
, ~ wUhreas<»tjd)Ie
wath the, COl)tJ'actot's!llf
l1on andbeUef
andbeUer••

onna

.;-:....., .. '::'~YI'\;'::};>':·W\:::';~Day
..ti~ C1aUse."...."......"'v N
Notice
c;:lalise- AceeptlilMLaDgUlige.Ma
AceeptalM Language.Asa colldldQn
condition p~tto
p~t to any lIIOdifieatj()n,
IIIOdification,

.......................

.:q:.ellation
or nonrenewal of ~policy oi'policie$bythe inlIuring¢ompany during the periods of
;~~;..~~~~-:."
COVC1'll8e as stated herein,. thirty (30) days prior wri.ttennOlice Qfsuch cancellatioQ,materlal change or
non-renewal WiRbe mailed to the party to whom tbis certificale is isSued.

e
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3D-Day
Unaecepiabhl LaDgQge.
LaagQge. Should any of theabove-described
the abo-ve-described polices be
31).J)llY Notice Clause
CllIU$e - Unaeceptabhl
cbangedor non-renewed before the.
tI\ereof. the issuing company
canceled, materially cbaJlgedor
the expiration date
date~.
endeavor to mail 30 days written notice to the below named certificate
bolder. but failure to mail
will elldellvor
certifical!' bolder,
slli:h
imposo 110
kind ilpon tliecotJlPaDy•
the cotnpany.
sllCh notice shall iJrlposo
no obligation or liability
li~ity on any
ally kindilpon

.2

.' ~:11.1~4.Required C1au5e$.
.1 Bnmch
1Ul'8I\I.Y CIau$e.
insW'llllCe afforded
Breach 0fW
of Wamu\l.y
Clause. As
As to
to the
the lntetes
interestt of
cjf any
any additionaliasured,
additionalillSllted, the
the insurance
afforded by
by the
the
policy ~ be
bC invllIid8ted
invalidated bbyy ally.
~ b~orviolation
b~ or violation 1»' the IIIIIJIed
Insured of allY wsrranIies,
warranties,
pOJicy~
IIlIIJiedlnSUl'ed
declara~ or
NotWithstanding ,the
the furegoing,
additional insureds
shall be subject to
',. .
.deChlm~
c;u' conditiotv/.
co~~ No~witbst8nd~g
tore~ng, the additiqmd
insurcds·$aU
::~1I. ~!ii@ conditions
and nothing contained herein shall prevent exhaustion of the
::~Iq!~
«m.ditions In
in the.policy andnotbing
cjf any Insured.
..,,\~;~ts$'.ity
\~4WUts$'.ity by payment on behalf of
insured.
:'"'.

':'j,}';:i.: ":,::'.' .,~.,;:.::'i::;
\.:.: .... ,.

\";::'.,-'-

~:~;'.;.:':~
~:~;'.;.:.:~

.·'::~~)i::
.::~~ )i::
Ul\bility) Clause. Except with relIpect
respect lo
lO the pilrmissibleUmit8
permissible limits of
." :",of~
·.C:Jf~ (Cross Ul\biJity)
~~y iight$
rights or dutiesspecificaUy
duties specifically 84$iguc4
84$lguel;! iothis
in this coverage part 10
to the first named
numed
: ":
IE each named
Insured were !be
theoniy
(Ii)
'':',\ij
. ",,'sJ~'~
'sJ~'AAUJCC applies (i) as if
~d~uredwere
only named insured, and (if)
..'..
, .' ,,:':' sepifil~ly
sepifil~ly to;~b·
tD;~b insured
insurCd against whom claim is I1Illdc!
made or lawsuit is brought.

<:, '.-$'
',-$'
,2 }.
;::\ \~~
\~.w

;::\

.:',"
':'..'., ....
':>}

:-:...: . :' ..:~~~;il"'
;:..j::;\~::!:~ i .' _
:_~~~;il.';_:..;::;\~::!:~
_':' .." ..

~.' ::...::.~:'

i . .~:
f•

.

~to~~"IJ~ all SulJcootractors
Sub..subcontractors of any tier to provide (i) Commercial
.§ t~~M;'the
t~~M;'lJte ~tor:~"'IJ~aIl
SU~ootractors and Sub-subconlraetor9
Col1ll1lelCial
G~l'Li~rti,h1su~~!"
not less !~an
tban $1.000.000
$1.000,000 coverage for personlJl
personlil injury and
property damage);
(Ii)
G~l'J..iab,i.VIt>'JnslJ~~!" ,(With
fivi~notl~
al1d pro~y
da~age); (ii)
~"
>~: ~~Ilyer'$
(not less ttum $500.000
$500,000 covenl8e).
coverage), and
(iii) Business
w.:.
. llFlI Liability
Liilblhty Insurance (notlessttJan
~(JII)
BU8lnes&
./i. :
1i~~~:(llOt
less than $1.000,000 coverage) substantially as set forth in Section
Secti()n 11.1. The
.A:
'. ~·(llOtI.than$I.ooo,OOOcoverage)substantilJllyal$setforth

'

" .

.;~~v e~~tes ofinsurailce evidencin&
evidencit18 such coverages
,,. ':.,'
': '''',P.i~vld~~~tes
cOverages prior to allowing such Subcontractors
'~d'Sub-8u
·~d·SUb.su

.,>,.
-,>,-:". :0

.," :'>:,.
.,.:.>:.

!tiiCtOrs',tO,~ce ofWork•
of Work,
!tiiCtOrs'.tO,~ce

J:.> ..
',. '.~-~_:~':~:/::'
'.~-_ ~_:~.:~ : :{.: :'

.'
..J'.~"

§ 11!i~pWN~~'$~~~l~ittIN~~~NCE
11!i~pWN~~'S~~~I~it('IN~~~NCE
,." § 11,'.2.;t1.i1~:olV~~n
11,~;t1.'i1~:OIV~~n ~,~~ponsibl~
~;~~ponsible for Jl1I1'Chasin&
purch!lsing and
al1d maintaining
liability insllrallCe.
mailltllining the
th~ Owner's uSual
uSualliabi1ityinsl!ranc~.
OP.ti9.0i!llYitheQwner"
.. , :'p'~hase arid mqinlainother,inSliFBnce
Op.ti9.ni!llY,.th~Qwner,$'li~hase
mllinlainoth~r insUranc~ for self-protection againstclaims
against claims which may
ari~:~.:
. . ."
~UieContract.
ari~:fi.Jim:~Q~:..\tna~,tfi~
Contract. The Contractor shallnot
shall not berespollSiblefor
bercsponsibl~ for plirctIasing
ptjrchasing and maintaining
thlsgpiioiiiirawiici;.$
~uity
ins\itance unless specifica1lyrequired
this
gp!Wiiiir
ity inslirancountess
specifi~lyrequired by.the Contract Documents.
.
"'.::

'.:"

,,::'
~

'-,:

;)
:,:;

§·11..3 MOps.' .'

..

'.''-:'~

'ptovid,
..,,', ',Olllner
sb3l1 pUrChallealid
pUrcha!ie and li)aintain.
or companies lawfully
, n'i3.1Unt~
·pto'
Viil..........
J!I:Il\lersbalI
Il)8intain. in a company orcol1lpanies
t8 nce in the amOunt
'~t,Hori~~,
~I#S in the
~nn in
wh!chthe
Project i&located.' propei1Ylnsl!
propertY insl!tance
of the
· '1~.;~lif}oria'l·fti.~.
in wblch
the ProjectiS!ocated;
llJIlOuntof
..... "",..
as . . "
. t Ili,Odificationstheretofor
ni,Odific!1dons th~for Pte
theentini
Worle at the site ona replacement
initial
Q11\
'.;~;)¥ell~
entire Work
repbicement cost
blrsill wjt tt, . , .. ,' ,:.': "~!b1C~.
. ibles, Sucb
pfQpeJtylll$ufIll!CC sbill
~V!jf
Sucb.p~ill$ul'/1nce
sbatl be l1lllintained,
l1l1li?~ined, unIessothetwillC.Provided
un1cssotbet~i~provided in.lhe
in lhe
t~~meb~ Ot
.. ···~inwdli.ng
Q11pllt~sand
IlIItlt~ wbo arebenefiCiarlesofsuch
, C;:~'PPCUineI)ts
ot otIle!Y(~
,~lDwriting by all
Pllrsons and IlIItittes
are benefior/lflcs of such
.'
)j~'iI:JiIade asproYidedin$e~tlon
9; IQ or until no person or entity
lltber th\Ul
::,-iJ,1ll~'ciHm~fi~1
,'i~~~:~~final Pll
pa~~~:~~:Jiiada
a8proyidt;ldin~ction.9;lQor
~tity .~
t~ the
, ,q\y;~er
J.i!I:~ ~ tPsur~l~
wsur~l~ in
mte~l~I,l:,~')II'Operty
reqw~ed by tltis
t1tIS S\lCtl~n
S\lCn~n 1103.
I 1,3 toJ)ecoverecJ,
to /)ecoverecJ. whlc~er
wbic~er is
IS earlier. The
·.
()\y;~er!~~
: .}tX'~''Property requi~l.'.dbY
Insurance pro~ ~ mtended
m~ded to cover the !l!tenlSts
Interests of the Owner and does nol
not COVet
cover the Interests of the
., Q~'s
Q~'slnsuran¢epro~~
~ir!iCtor,
S~~~:~~uHlIbcontrootOrs·in the W~ or
othersaSsociatedwiib
~irliClor,S~~~:~~uHubcon~in
(IF ~teiial~liersor
nmterilll~liersorothersassociated
wiill the

the,I"
r'" ","

~~.::;.:, ;.:.
~~.::;.:'

..

: ;::

~.:

,:.

......

.. \'.

,.
"

I

I,.

ProJ~t. . . ."i'\\\~(;,',b,
'i)\;\'\i;,'.~:>,
') 51111.1 ~,~
~,~ .li
Shali Pe
be on
I!R "all-risk" pOlicy form and 'shli1l
inslllugainst the perils offire
:-:51111'1
onl!1l'aIl~risk"pOlicYform
hlJll inslllllagainst
of:.fire and
s!Q,
',:~,l;ended ~eI:~~,~
~eI:~'p',~ pby~ic11l1ossord~gejncll1ding;withollt4l!Plii:a#()I\
pbysicalloss ord~ge incl\lding,wilholltdllplica#i:lI\ ofcOverase.
theft. V81,dali
vandalis!R.
., ·.:~.tended
ofCC>Ve~~,tbeft.
'l#Ilcious
~~;'~~W;se. falsewoiit, '. t~
CnIpOi:ary tiulldiri$S,and
bui1diriss,and debris
!'ClRQVaI inclUding demolition occasioned
'~icioU,S ~~;'~~~fl1Isewoi'k,
debr;is !'CDIQValinclUding
~ionc;d
, bY -enforcement:O'f,.$.Ii)l>ilpPliCllblelegalrecooremellts.
linforcemeht il'(l!rilHipPlicable legal recooi'emellts. Coveragefor
Coverage for other perils.
perils shilll not'be
norbe req\lired
required unless
unlcss
·bY
olberwiseprovided
otherwise provided iod¢
iD~ COntl'aet
Contl'actDocU\Ilents,
Docu\IlCl1tS,
..
..
.

"~. ;.

§J~~~1i~
,~traCtor mai~ in~~
insUrance~
§;t1~~1~:~.~triIctor$hallmai~

.;',
.:',

"

rieces~by
~'~by

shall
deemed
the Contractor to protect ,tsinterests
its interests and
deo,li1ed
theContrilCtOr
,~!i~~s.t'C?f.~Subcontra¢tors
~ their~gb.subcon\:(llCtorsin
Work, includingpt!)pe11.y.
"~
!~,'9f~SUbcOOtra¢tots ~thelr
$gb'subl:OilU'llCl!>rsin the
tbeW~
includillg~y, lllIijerials,
~erillIs,
eq~~j.
~ ~ls, Ma~inco!JXlrated
Mateiia1siDCOJPOrated inlothe
into the Work
and. ~18suitably 5tol¥!1rtbe
5to~ !lUbe P!'ojects!tewnI
Project site wnt be
eq~~j.~~ls,
Work: andmat,¢rial8suitilb1y

, '.

the

owner
§ 11.3.1.3Ifthepropertyinsurancerequires
11.3.1.3Ifthe property insurance requires mhtimllmdedilctiblea
rrihtimumdedilctibles and such dediK:tibles
are identified inthe.Contract
de!fuctible,a~
in the CQnttaet
coq$id~;e(tc:ov~by
iIis\ll1l~ pro$l'3m
program at
~ .12:0()
12:0() iIoon
noon Qrrihe
orrihe da~ Owner ls$UesPIly.me!'(
Is$ues pay.mc!'t «terefore.
therefore.
coq$14~;e(tcoir~bY the Owner's
Owner'silis~~

Documents,theContractar
shaD pay co$lSnotco"eredbecllllSe
costs not covered because of ~1I4eductib~"
~hdeductibJes. lethe
If the owner.orinsW'ef
Owrter·orinSurer
Doc1ll1lents.theConlr8etoF~han
increases
required ndilimumdeductibJes
pUrtihasethis
~reases the
thefequired
ndilimllmdeductib~ above the amounts so kientified
kl~tified or if the O\,\inerelects
O\\inilr·el\lClS to pUnihase
this

j

Inlt.

I
I
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I'I·j'

.

\ih~;}:V··.':(~~\~I·;'t
\i&:!~h:V·.':~\~~;~I';'r

illll\ll'llllCewith
ins\II'IIIICe with voluntary deductible amounts.
amounts, the Owner sball be responsible for payment of the addiliollal
additional costs not
inc~ased or voluntary
volnntary deductibles.
deductible&.
use of such
sUch inc~ased

W~

c;ontracf9r shall provide insurance coverage for l'portions
off..sitc, for portions of
(;oouaef9r
Offions of the Work stored off..site,
"
. .trlWSit,
Pro,it!Ct site.
i;f
tramsit, andall
and aU portions of the Wotk
Work stored
stoi'ed at th,e Project
site, and all material and equipment
equipmellt
::.:;;. :,:::'
:?:::' .)~~p.uCd
inio the Wotk
Workulltil
OW\ier's il\SlltllilCe
prcigIllm as described
above•
,,<., ::.:;;,
.;)~~f.lUCdinio
ulltjl covered by the OWlier's
illSlll1lDCtl pr08Ill/1I
describ~ in Section 1l.3.12
II .3.12 above.
•'\::;·;:':~,};,~·;··:~·:i·k::.j".~:~~;~~~t·;::ir~
\::;·;:·:~.};.~.;··:~·:i·k::.j" .~:~ ~.~~~t·;::,r~
_',
_
"
_.
_ , ' '."
"
_
..
':, ,'c;i" :~;:; :,:.:\ ::;:§11;r.1.5
The insurance required
tbisSection 11.3 is
~cOver machinery.
IIIBCbinery. toOls
tools or eq!llpment
::::§11if.1.5 Thcinsurance
~ired by thisSecliollll.3
~ not intended ~cover
eq1Ilpme!lt owned
o~
,,,w;lCJlleC!by
that are u!ilized i!lthepert'ormunee
i!l theperfonnWlCe oftbe
of the worit.but.1IOt
Work but not il\COrporatedjpto
incorponited into thepermancnt
theperlllWlcot
":.ffi~~Y the Con~fOr
Con~~r d,ult

:'.'.;

'{!:',,:
q
-{':".! ~,\.",i.:,
~'\.'i ?', ".'. -; ,;

.

':, ,-';i" :,'.:\

.

.

. .

.

tlul.

':;~vemenfll-, The
·;t~vement&
The~. shall,at
JblUl,atthe
the COntraelQts
COntrac~s ()WQ
own ex~
ex~ provide
pi'ovide imm:ance
Insm:ance coverage for owned
oV(lled or
'i;.~iiJe:d
, tOQit.-Qf~ipment
which sliall besubj~t
provisions of Section 11.3.7.
'i;,~i~
ipment whidl
besUbjel;t to the
~eprovisionsofSectiOllll.3.
7.
~:':::':~;~
::':::':~;~

.' . '
'

'

".

.

InsUiance. The owner
Owner shall puni_
I1IIdntQln boiler and machinery insurance
1!lS1li'ance.
punihaSc lind lIlldntQin
illsUrance
.meats
. meals ot by
by. law, which sballspecificallY
sba11specifica11ycover
cover suchin8ured.objectsduring
such inSUred objeCts during
., tance by the OWner; tbisinsill'l1llce
inte1'e8tS (if
COIlSU'UCtion
.. . ac~p.tance
this insill'l1llce shall'
shall include intereSts
of the Owner, Construction
.. ··:~<S.lli~mwtOr8
Slib-subcontractors in theWork,and
the Work, and the Owner.and ConlnlctorsQall
Contractor sIlall be
tOrs and Slih-subcontractora

:,{{;::;: ::..', Ij~.·'
I:§~.·'

~~~d~?
,.;;;';';~~~

.

.

j.

!

'

¥.~~~~;' The
TheOwner,anheOwll\'r;soerion,IDaYP~baseandlDainlllinsucbi~nmceas
Owner, at the Owner's option,may P1,lfChase and.mainminsuch inSUrance'as

',,'<::::".". :Wne,~i~tloss
:Wne,~i~{Joss Qfuse
of use of the OWner's.
OWner's Pl'()perty
pl'()perty due to fire or other
otherh~ds,
\iOwever l;al,lsed.
c;al,lsed.
b~ds, liOwever
.
"·f:.
.' , . '
'.

:.:,,."~'an'
:~an'-1.'·,.;·'ff3;_4~'.':·t.~1~h·ed,.:J.,J:"r~f't<M~" ~'C·.~ .Cc::~.t·:i~.: ;'

th~described
:.'~ ~~~;~:,r:;:r:,o~~~W:~~~;i~b:m~=r!ere!b~:=

'.;.~ .-~

)~~·~'~r.:!l;~:·':~\

writing that iflS\l-n1nce for risks other tlian
herein or for other
,:·:'W·:'l;'· .'. '~. .in
propertyinsUtance policy, theQwllQr sball, if possible, include such insurance,

. ,:,::t_·'•.:"iI '.,"'C ,.).:.t···.·:.
"~,"~,~
: :.,
. ....,

"" OSt

'. -:."t·":.':' ." -.

.3.: 'en~ ,;."'.: tit.

:r'o'

tbt;p.riii~,t,co,
r.:

.... .

.":':..

t~:::}

.

.

the'PrJij&t C9.J.\struction
period the
the Owner
Ow~r insures
insures properties,
properties, real
real or
or personal
persollol or
or both.
both, adjoining
adjoining or
or
,.n,.Struction period
' :-. _., 'insurance
Insurance under
under policies separate from those insuring the Project, or if after final
:'~y'pi:o~
·,-,::.pa ."~
€iis~to be provided on tbe
1·Ds~..nciils;'1O
the completed
completcid Project through
tliough a policy
poliey or policies other Ihan
than those
.'ii .". .
' . deJ;f'
de~f'iJP'ri.ilg'ti~
"
(lie <:onstruction period, the OWner
OWner$lJall
shall waive all rights in accordance with
witb the term~ of
~~W.1)!3:7f8Hlaffill8~s'ca~byfueor
~~w1):3:7f&'~ttii8~s'caused
by flreor 9Iher
other perils covere4
covered by this separate property insurance.
insllranee. All separate
s~arate
w,1ii;ie& iI!Jan
illlaU P!"9:vilfu.,tNswaiver
P!"9:viifu. ,tNswaiver ofsubrogation
of subrogation by endm:sement
eildOJ:Seinent orotherwlse.
or otherwise.
w,1ii;ies
.
':.;'.t.',;·.1!J.1!IC
.

'",

...;':''.. .. to the ContraCtor
Contractor by approprialeChange
appropriate Change Order.

,

:'"

~:\,:::'"
:::.~.
:,;'"

", :"::
:C":: - "

~":'-/;('

,§j~i6 BefQ~~;#~~ tol~._9u.iY:~ur, the Owner shall file witb the Contractor a copy of eacb policy that

;'4i",
caN

.....

:',-

" ..i!~ci;.C9~erage8re.t.i~i~gJ)Y this Section 11.3. Bacbpoliey shall contain all ~y appliCable

.>'.:i1i~ij;!tcl~iOii.·iliid. end(Jrsemenis related to.this Project-Each policy shall contain a provision

t/IIit:~_~II!ii9t1ie ciUiceled or allOWed to expire until at least 30 dl!}'S' prior written notice has been given to

,/:~~~~;:::::':!''''''

;.'.
;'",

'-{::;':';;~"\\;i,:';>

: ·:'§1j.'3;1::W~~f S'il?rogiltijjn:'~'1.'!I'c~6wner and Contractotwsive all rights againSt each otber and against the
'~9D$UCtioii Manager,Afchitect,Owner'.s other CQntrnctors aw:l ownfcirces des<;ri\>ed- in Al1icle 6, if any, and the
. :SU~~.
.'.".'. . rs, consulta!ltS. agents and employees of any of them, for ~agescauSedby rue or

i

,.

y property insurance obtained pursuant to thl, ~ 1l.3 Of otIierpiOperty
in.ce appliCable let.' '.. .~~ except such rigb"astbeOWl1eriUll,l Contractor !ilaybaveto tbeproCeeds ofweh
: ')~cl!:' '~~er: 'l).e Owner or Coi1~,lI$ap~ shallreqUjre of ~c;o~ion MIUJIIgIll',
':'·'CooSl.TQCitii!
'•."8 consultants, Architect; Architect's ~ltants,Own«'sseparatO contractors d~ in
. ·.::~cle 6, jj"i. _ .........~ .. SubWJltractors,sulrsubcoptractors. a~ 'aI'\d emplOyeeS of anyof!bem, byspPn!piiate
, ~eJ'!lCDts, iVm~:wwere legally tequired fc>r Vl!lioily, $imil~~vers~h in fllvor ofotherpart.ies e/IU~
herein. T1tepolieiesshall proV!de ilucb waivers of s~ionl>y endoi'selllent or other\ivis.e. A. w8iverof
" ..~r.o~:~Jbe effective ~tOa ~l:SOnor entity eVCllthilJ1gb !\Iilt PersOn or entity Would otIierwiscluive a doty
: : .:·.l!t~!!~t~ e<mtrllct\l3,1 or ~rWise, did nOt pay the jiJ~urance~Dm d~tly or.indirect1y,lIDd Whether
.: . ,or iJQ~ ~:Pi~fii9~f!lrentity !lad an insUrable jntenist iii~ pioperty dai'rijlged.

other perils to,.tbe ,. " .'

:.: ....
-.".''

.

,:

'

....
... '

":.; ..

",::
".::

.

,,·§·d;i;i.A~~~:iJSIired under Owner's property ilisljraDee shall\>e!ldjilSted by theOwnet andtnade payable 10 the

Ownet. The COntractor shall pay SU~Qntraqtors their just s!lares of j~1!OCC proceedS received by the Contractor,

and by appropriate agreements. Wriuen wb~ legally requited folvalidUy, $hall reqUire SubcOntnictOrsto make
'payments to theirSulrsUbcontractors in similar inlIriner.
.
.
!nit.
Inlt.

AlA oocurii.,u~otJCMa'"
1992 by Tl1'
The AnIeriC$l
AnIeriC$I ~
lifArcII_ Ait"il!tlll..
Ait,"attta.,r""d.
WARNING' Ttlb
Documentls
MAoocuriieilt
~OtJCMa'" ~ 1&92. eopyitght
eop~ht .Ci
ClI992
~Of~rcl1t#'""d.
WAIlNlNG'
Tl>b AlA. Docu",etit
Is
!J.r')tectad
wotectad by u.s.
u.s.CD~Yr.lghl"'YI.ft(f
Copyc:lght LIIY/.net .lI1(8rljl1llDllsl
~l)aIIDllal 'Treall....
Treen.., Una\lthll~
Unautho~ ""NlcWl:Il\lll
"plOdlIl:f/\m Ot
01' dls1tlbuliDIl
dt.1tlbutlOIl «)1
ell this
thiS. AlA..
AlA• Documeht,
DOCURl801, liumy
-or any plll1lon
pqrtIon of
cif II,
11;
Il'IjIV .....1/I1
"'I III
In severe 9Mt
cIvil .....,d
.,d criminal
pet!.rna•• and
pfoSec:Uled I!i
.....1 iJoAlbl'l/nder
the law.
law, ThIe
TI1Ie docurJIent _ JlIIXfUc*I
pnxfUced
ll1jly
Ililml~ petl.we•••
1ld WlII.be
WIll be f)foSecUled
'I!i I~ m"","UI1I
"'~Ul1lm.n1
~lbl. u"de1 Ihe
04l2712W1 under CltcIer
No.19Q021l511f U whtdt
wIiICh expires on <1I4l2008,'00
by AlA soItware
~. 11110:45:07.
alIO:45:07. on
01'1 04l27/2W7llhdet
Cltder NO.l!J(lOlm1
~••nd III not tor
for resale.
U-Note$:
o-No"':

e
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the Owner shall dislributein
distribute in
§11.3.9 The Owner shall deposit in a separate
separalll account proceeds so received. which the
sucbagreement as the
tbc patUes in interest may reach.
reach, or in accordance
an settlement or
nee with suchagteement
ac~ce with lUl
court of co...
co.ent
jurisdiction.
after sueb
sueb loss
loss no
no other
other special
speciel agreement
mac!I!,replacement of
of
/~,\;,;::< ':>~: ::'.' ~'~'for aa court
.eatjurisdi.
' ... clion" if aflllr
~t isis mae!l',replacemenJ
by,appropriate Cbange
'i <f i:-'::' , ".;:: .,' :,i.
petty shall be covered byappropnate
Cblmge Order.
E~ ~ "..:: : ." ..'i .;.~, ":-:-/i::"":> .:: ~ :;. r' ~
" ".
,.J...,§:j~.~"p
lj~.~"P The Owner
O\V!ler s1nlll
", "'. ,'.:" "J"
slnIll have power to $ljust
$Ijust and settle a loss with insurers,
insurers.
.,

..

;t:~,~,:~ ~;:" )":

r;'::::'::!':~~:;(:::~f::' '_ , " " , '
5::"~";:::< -;~.: r;'::::'::!':~~:;(:::~(:'
,_' "
.',"
.
.,',:,
';':' :,':',,::,:
~occupancyorusem accordance with Seclion
9.9sbaQ iIOtcommenceuntil
not commence until the
tbc inSUl'8ll(:e
:,:',,::.: '::l1fl:Ut
·:':.1fI13.1t~occupancyoruseht
Sec~on 9.9sban
illSUl'llll(:O company
, ,", , ,,:,:
" , ·.·..
,,;,:~,~mpanies
91.~rnpanies prl)Vi4bJ.S,PI<lpclrI:YIOS\1tIUlcebave
prl)Vidinll,PI()perty IlISI1tIUlcebave l»~nted
co~nted to 6UCI! pPllaI
pPIIal 9CCl,Ipancyor
oc~pancyor use by endorsi:mentor
~~t or
,;::::,;",:
;;:::;,~~.
the Co~Bball
Co~sbaJl take teasQnable
reasonable steps "?
tbc insurance
';: : , ';, ,;: '',,'{::
. ';:::;:''
. :~.~¥, ~<Qwner:;,~:
~<QwnCt:;,~:the
~ obtain consent
COnsent o!
o!the
illSUl'lUlCC company or
,'.::' "'. ',:.,
.1,I,
ut mutual wnUen
co~nt, take no action With respect to partial occupancy or use that
(:'
',:-' 5'~~mes
,ut
wntten consent,
~~:~
.• ~
. : "",
:', ~~ Q
U~
or reducJiOn
reducJiOn'.of
U~.:
of insurance.
"'l~~A PE ,,:~;;':j4~;~ ;.',.'i:"/:'~/D,t.\NDPAYIIENT
i:';/;'~/D I,\NDPAYIIENT BOND
'; '~~.~~
". ·':l~~.APE.,:~;;?4~;~
.:·f~1.f.,4,1 ' ,,'
•. ,' '. , \ t f > ~shbonds covering faithful performance oftbc
of the Contract and
aDdpaynt~t
ofobligations
,:f~1.f.A.1
payment of
obligations
,,'
,:~,iDg
,.""i#i'~~~
in the "Supplementary
Instructions to Bidders" and specifiCa1ly
','
.:~,ing
~~in
"Supplemenll\tY1I1StnlCtions
speci~ly required in ,the
the
'-:
,', f ·'Coiltnicl:
,'Coiltnict: .' "merim'iJii
'. meritB'pn tilQiiate
tbQ iiate of execution
executiOI'l oftbe
of the Contract.

.: ,"
~.::

or
t!~r~~!-~--_o
r!~r~~!-~--_o
',:' p;,·g:;:S.:·'
p:,:{~:;:S.:,··:':.y,,;:::.:,
.y',;::: .:'
.:'

,'\}\l~:;
.\}\I~:;..:
..:

-

_'-

_..

.- .

§ 1.1~t!iiOI\·
1,1~t,liiOl\' ,:.:
j,pf(~Dyperson
j.pf(~'ny
person or entity appearing to be a potential beneftclaryof
beneCiclaryof bonds covering payment
of~"lij\lioq{,',:'
g'ijd,pr:ibe COntract,
Contract, the Contractor shall promptly furnish a C9PY oftbe
ofthe bonds or sball
shall JI!'lmit
Jl!:fmit a
of~~~ij\lion.{'.'·g·iW4pr:tbe

., •.:12~1!~~O
:12~1!~~O..

9.

.' ,~l(t~
:~l(t~

t§
l§ 1~4A
1~4.4 Jt'!l;portip,rpf.i~'W()l1(js
Jt'!l;portiPll:Pf.i~'WOI1(.is covered
covered, contrary to the Construction Manager's
Mannger's or Arcbitect's
Architect's request or to
'teq~~y si#I,fj¢ilJyexpresSed
ifrequir~
in writing by either, be
si#I.fj¢iUlY exPresSed in the Contract Documents,
DocUIm'lnts, it must, if
requir~ in
~~;t()\'
thiili"o~~r;Y~tioiinnd be replaced at the Contractor's expense without cbange
change in the Contract Time.
~~;t()\" thjili"ii~~r;Y~tioiiand
,

"

f:~,iJ.:ff:~
~ni.~j()f,thtWotk has been CClVered
covered which the Construction Manager
or Architect has not specifkally
specitkally
f:~,i~'lf~~nI~j()f,theWotk
Mana~eror

~~~b~~=~i~~~:;';~~~~:~~::==~=~!==n~=:;ork
~?l~l1~~~~i~~~:~~~~~:~~~:==~=~~==n~=:;ork
~V\lllDg ancl~t:p'!!lF,c:;rnellt
~venng
ancl~t:p'!!!F,c:;ment shall;,
shall;,~)'
~.Y ~.,P,toprlllte
~.,P,tOprlate ChlInge
Change Oltler,
Older, becbarged
be charged to the Owner. If such Work IS nOt
nOl: 10

~rdlil\l»witb
~.the Contractor shall pay sooh
,\loless tbecondition was caused by the
~rd~witb ,tile
.t1t~ cOntract ~,Jhe
sll(;h costs .\lllless
oWned)f
~9tC9ntraCtoS:s'in which evcnt
event the Owner shall
sball be respoosible
respoIIsibie for payment of sucb costa.
costs.
oWncd)r b~ ¥,t\i~ ~9J'C9nliaCtoS:s'in
~

. i,-:
(.-:

.

'. :.'

:",
;".

'.

f'1~1;iQUALIri.'cOMrROL
f·1~';2'QUAi.rri·'cOMrROL ,

.,,,,-'4

:'ftiie
tbis Contract. The Contraotor
estsblish a
:'fdie Work is the essence
~sence of this
ContraQtor shall establish

,contiiitiouS 'control of the :':"
:':"
:CQittiiitiouS

'qi¥.l!itY'~~~;;pro~ saliriflj9,t9p.,',tO
·qi¥.l!.ity'~#~;;pro~
$lttiritlj9,~9':;,tli the Construction
ConslnlCtion MlUlIger
Mnnager to.
to II$Illml
assure tbeproper
the proper execUtion oftbe
of the Work in
.~ncfj
'~nce With this Cont.ract.
CQllt.raCt. The ContraCtor shallat
shall at all times comply with the approved quIility control program.

'~"~ii'~OI$E¢TIOti'Qt~~:
'~"~i~'~ORRmlOti'Qt~~:

i,'
i i

coneCt Work ll:jected
J'!:jected by ~COnstru~on
Mlinageror~bitect or f!tiling
f!liling to
I ~~;1TheCon~of~;~t\y
~~,1TheCOI'I~of~;~t1ycorrect
~ .COnstrU~~ ManagerorMcld,tect

.:'-:' .:'.

.... :.;..

,,~rm
Of the Contract
.p t o,f.R,~~
r n~tS
t : .' '. '(softheContraet

DocuJIIC!lts" W1Jether0bservell
WlIethCrobserve<J; before or
or, atb;r
Docu!JlOJUs,
a~ Substl\lltial Completion

'~
wb~e'f,of1l~~:~~bricated,instatledOrCOl11plef!:d.TheConstni¢tionManager
~rlzedto
tor extra
.~ wb,
. '
.blicate<1,insm{led 9rcomPle~''l'he ~¢tiOllManaser is ~r1UCi
to Call for

foJ'

J~pectlon ~;
'. :~\york
:~ work !of eotnpliance
compliance withteqWremen~
with~mentIJ oftbcContract
DoCUments. 'TbeContractor
:i~pectlon~.
off!ieColltractDoCUrnetJts.
''1'beContrltctor shall
Iihllt Costs
of , .....'
" ,,,' 'such rejected WOrk,
inch,~ng ad(ntion8JteSlillg and inspect10ns and oompensation
the
biiilt
costs~'
WOr:k,illCllI4inga~tionliJt!lSting8J\dil)Spect1ons
CoilSlr1tCt,Wn ~'sand
~'aand Arcbltecl'sservices
Arcbitec~'s services andCl'pellse$rna4erieCi,ssary
and Cl'peDse$ ma4erieCi,ssary tttereby.
thereby.
CoilSlrllCt,iOn

for

ofSubstantialCDrilpIetionofthe
W<»"k ordcsignlUed~on
ordcs\gnated,~on thereof.
tbereof, or
,,:§,~i.2.2'if;'v.ii~~
.:§.~i.2.2'it/v4tfii~ one year after the date of
Substantial Coinpletionofthe Wo,k
i,ljfe;'(~f~~cement of
ofWiUTllllties
an applicable special
•_ ~ #{e;'(9t-):onlln~cernent
warranties ~lishedllRdetsecuon
_nslledlllldetsecuon 9.9.1, or by ierni8
terni8 or
o.fan

of

'~lily.:req~by the Conti'act,DocWnents, any of the Work ist'oUt1dto
isfuUnd to be ,notinaccordanceWitb,tbe
not inaccoroa.tcc Witb,t~
·~littreq~bytheCOllti1u:t·Doeuments.
~ij:epj8ji;a'!lf~ContraclDocullllints,
the COntractor sh~Ucorrect
sh~U correct itpromptiy
itpromptIy a~reeeipt
after~pt of written notiCe from
~~f&'j)f.~ContractDocuments, tbt;eontractor
so unless theOwnerhlls
the Owner has ~viously
~viously given thQCOOlIaCtor
the Contractor a written acceptance
~ ofsuclicondition.
ohUchcondition.
the Owner to do solinless
yeat shall beextendedwlth~
beextertdedwithreSpect to por!ionsofWork
portions of Work firstpe#'onned
firstpert'ormed afterSlibs.tantlaI
after Subs~tial
This period of one year
COmpletion by the ptirio<i
period of time between SubatantialeoD1P'etioQ
Substantial CompletioQ and
performance of the Work. This
Completion
lIn<i the,actual pertonnanceor

one

AlA
A1A~A201I(l""'''1.,~.ht01Il92by.l1ltAiil8llcan,1IISI!MIl'''~
~A201I(l""" -1982. CopyrIfiht011l92 by TbtMl8llcan,1nSI!tute of A/ChfI8CIs. AN
A.~.IIIS~,
"~hlS~. WAflNINQ:TIiIsAlA·
WARNING: this AlA· Pllcum,m.',
PO!CUni.m I.
protected by 1.1.(1.
!:Opytlghl Law and In~
~'.~Unauthortted'
...Ii_I/on or dle.trillilttclnof
dlatrlbilttcln ofthlsA!A"'
Document, 01
anl' portion 01
prote~\8d
u.~.tscipytllil1l
In~ TrW'.$'
U!'authO!'bfnl/lf<i</ll<;llo!l
tIll,A1A"' llotumenl,
Of eny
01. It,
may rll8u1t
Sllve~ <;Ivll
dvll and crlm)nfSl
ptlneltlet. end
p_il~ to ihema.lmum
lew. ThIsdoi:urn!lnlW8a
pnJduced
m,BY
rlISult In, severe
criminal PIIneltlet.
and wUI be prosecil~
ihe.ma.lmum eJiie.,1
e>!ianl po$Sllilll
po$S/lillt under tile
the law.
Thls~ wa8 produced
sollw8re 8110:45:07
on 04i2712OO711iider Order No.100D285t 1"-1
IU YIhIch
which IlllJllrea
fllCIlIl'88 on
011412008, and 1ai\Ql1Ot
Is iIot lOt rea8Je.
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all0:45:07 onll4i2712OO711iidet
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obllgalion
obllgation under this Section 12.2.2 shall surVive acceptance oftbo Work under tbo Contract and termination ofthe
The Owner shall give such notice promptly after discovery ofthe
of the condition.
Iee Contractor
C'ontlractc)r shall remove from the site portions ofthe
of the Work that are not in accordam:e
accordllJlCC with the
ts of the Contract Documents and are neither corrected by the Contractor nor IICCepted by she Owner.
Co~or fails
nonc»nformlng Workwithln a I'CaS()Dllble
reasonable lime,
time, the Owner may correct:
correct it in
If the Contractor
t'ails to comet noncOnforming
. with SectiQn 2.4. If she
ContractOr does notprQCeed
not .PrQCeCd witbcorrecdon
with correction ofsUch
of sUch IIOlICOIlforniing
Work wilhin
within
tile ContrllCtOJ'
ftO!lCOIlt'otniing Woi'k
writtCllnotice
O,wner
liable time ft
writtCll
notice from the Architect issued through the Construction
Cons~on Manager, the O,woet
alVabio rnaUlrials
11II!~ria1s or equipment at tbo Coritractor~s
Coritractor~s experise;
cxperise;If
rem .
aIvabio
If the Contractor does not
notice,. the Owner
colits
storage within ten
ren days after written notice,
0WIier may upon ten additional
additiOllli1 days'
sale andshallaceountfor
and sha1l account for the proceeds
DO
S and equipment atlillctionor at
lit priv~ sak:
wu daunages
'JiIm_ thai: should
bomeby the Contractor, inclUding
including compensation
shoUld have been
beenbomeby
services and expenses made necessary thereby. Hsuch
Hauch proceeds of
and Mclbite:ct's
Arobi~t'sservices
i....Contractor
Contractor should have borne.
borne, the Contract Sum.hall
Sum.ball be reduced by the deficiency.
. tho
sufflCieDt to cover such amount, the Contractor shall pay
the Contractor are not suffICient

cost ofcorrecting destroyed or damaged conslrUclion,
conslrUction, whether completed or .
the costofcorreeting
or other COl'ltraetol'$
COlltractors caused by the Coottactor's correction or removal of Work
r orotber
i\h;the 1'CqIllire.nel1lts oftho
of the Contract Documents.
i\l:li!horequirements

.....

tJllS·,:x:C'Don
construed to establish
estliblislJ a period of limitation with respect to
Section 12.2 shaD be collSttlled
ml~~ntll8Ve
Estliblishl)leJlt of
the time period of
.r might
have under the Contract Documents: Establlshl)leJlt
ofthe
Contractor to correct the Worlc,
Worle,
2.2.2 relates only to the specific obligation of the .Contractor
within which the obligation to comply with the ConD'a<:tDo<:uments
CollD'a<:tD<!<:uments may be
. .'·time within which proceedings may be commenced to eStablish the Contractor's
'nrtl'l'Anlnr'.
obligations other than
thlin specifically
.p'iiiraotor's obliglltions
specifiClilty to correct the Work.
'}

§.1i.

.§:1

CONFORMING WORK
woRK
ICOI!IFORMING

reqUire~nts of the Contract
.~o accept Work thl\t is not in accordance with she
the requirements
so i~ of requiring its removal and correction, in which case the Contract Sum
redluCea'~~'iijmiPlll~te !l11(f~iilbie. Such. adjustment shaH be effected whether or not tinal payment has

. ~'"'t",,,:,,;~,!=~~-:'~=--~::':=:~~q..

• .

.

,:~., :.:.:.~.:~ ,:,: , <;:,!;.~. ~..~

•• .•:,..

••

.:·~';:~'G:~:·;:~l)'·.:;i~:·:X·~····:~{:l .'
. '.
~
'.
OUS PROVISIONS
.. §~-f..
W
.·:.,·',·i":';;I; .
.~:·.·;·§.13S1:r:t ... :~ shal~~"J~~1;y the law of the place where
whore the Project is located.
::0::;::.
..;:.~'. :_:.:.
:~~.:. . ::.::.,;?:·.;>~
::.;:·';~:·:f~·:t~~~·;
···':~:~;:~:·\i~~·;S~.·
. t~..,,.: H:iJ'
H::t{
..~.~.:~:.\:~~.; ....~
'· ..·S:13;1,2
'lil6;&ntracti:i~ and th~ Work shall strictiy
strictly comply with all applicablcfedenll,
state, local and municipal
'·.
§:j};1,2· 'lii6;&ntracti:i~and;
applicablefedex;ll, srate,
. IaW~j{i:b.les. ~pla;
... . Oidinances
ordinances and ol'ders
orders. of any
.JaW#'i:b.!es.
IIny public authority having jurisdiction over the Project
~inaftcr
iefened,~
includilig; but not limited to:
~inafteriefetted.~
1 including;

.':·.·,J~~lt.. ,.. . :~ ~hal\.:bi{J~~f;y
.

..'' .,.

':,
.';,

:~:."
:~::,:

..: ~ .:'~i!::::

i·I·~....'·'· '.
,,~~ :{:~:
:{:~:."..,..
.~. i·l·~

:1.::'!;·~:IJlbor;wtje;·equalopportUnity employment, environmental and safety LaWS;
Laws;
:1.:::!;·~:IJ1bor;:wtje;'equalopporlUnity
.2+~·;'i\liY.~c:able provl5.ions
provls.ions oftbePublic
of the Public Works
Worlts Conttaetor's
Contractor's State License
Liceilsc Law.
Law, Title 54.
54, Chapter ]9•
]9,
.2+)i\~iy'~c:able

.3·':·~:Iliif. ;.;~:::!~~!
~==~~~t~!m:.L~ Idaho Code, regaroing the employment
.3":·~:Iiilf.
"bab:~~~:~==~~~lt~m:.L~
of Idaho•
of residents ofIdaho.

/~. ~';:. ::~ ~ ~{:;i:t~~i~·:~,~.i~{f~ ANDASSIGNS
~:.'., .' . ,': ··:)·:i~~~~ti~i~l=;·\;i;;RS

::~:.'

.

..;; ... >.;:
.',,: ......
.;: ··:··,:'§·:f3i2~.U¢···· '··RSANDA,SSIGNS
Contractor ~tively
~tively bind the~lve~
the~lve~ their partners.
partners, successors,lIllsigns
suc:cessors, assigns and legal
JegaI
. .:.:. ·'.§(1~f·:·:·
·:.§(1~f·:·:· ... and
Ii11dContractor
/i~_ti~'to. the C)tbe!'
/i~_ti~'tO.
C)ther piIrty hereto and to ~
partners, successors,
SUCCllllIiors, assigns and legal representatives ofsnch
of snch other
lind obligations
contained in the Contract
Docuntents. Neither party to the
party in respect to covenants, agreements and
obligatioDSC()ntained
COntract Documents.
Contract
tltil Contract as a whole withQUt written consent of
Of the other•.If
other.. If either
Contl'llCt shall assign the
citbe!' party attempts
IIttenljlts to make
assignment without
withoutaucb
consent, that party shall
shallneverlheless
such an -.signment
such consent;
nevertheless remain legally responsible for 1111 obligations
under the Contract
Inlt.

e
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assign all or
ofdle monies due or to become
wit1K!utwritten consent
.:~,..
.'.'.. ::.,:' ...".J,~~.£ontractor
J,~~.£on~
shall not
~otassJ~n
of
hereunder wlthc!utwrittenconsent
.. :,:.'
.... ,':'.".
suretY. TheContiilctor'sreqUest
The .Contiilctor's
:': ..:.
ami the
surety.
for the Owner's consent shallmclude aa.copy of
tile

due
reqilest
copy
{.:
.;,.: :;::L'
:;::'1.\'. :5; .' {\;i~ '!~~ge(hs$lgiunent
'Mj~gedassl~ and 1hellUl'Cty's
the~s consc::nt.
coII$Clnt. ADy
Any imtrument of assignment shall expressly subordinate
subordinate~1
all
: :: J!: .. .. <":
<'" "._~the
8$Slgnees ~to
~ to (i)allri,ghts
(i) a1) rights afme
ofdle ~ Q!1der
this COIl~t,(li)payment
Con~t, (Il) payment ofall
of all subcoplractors
:::,.:;
":~~tbe -.lguees
I!!1derthis
subcoJIltactors
" . .for
paymlrit of ill)
iIll mQials
811(1 ecpJipment
c<insumed, us¢<!,
. ,'. '. .., ".,' :. ,'m!tt~~
for Work pe!'foroted,
pedo.-med. (iii) paym:lrit
materials and
eiJuiPIl\Cllt furrtishlld,
furnished, c(imumed,
us«!. or rented
:';~2"~;'::: .'.: i.:~' ':.':, i~,jn:l#fOnnance
and(iv)~nts
anY80vemmen~ authoritY
withjurisdiction .
~ the Work, and
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ST
vrnfilludneand
beqr interest from the date payment is
ts due and unpaid under the Contract Docwnents shall bear
Is due at
•'gbt
gbt ~t (8%) per annum until the date payment is
Is issued by Owner.

)MMleNClCMEINT
MMliHtEMENT OF STATUTORY LIMITATION PERIOD
As betWeen the Owner and
lIIld Contractor, any applkable statute oflimitations
of limitations shall commence to run and
lIIld any
..
, of 8Ctlc:lllshalt
actionsbalt he
be deemed to have accnte4in
accrue4 in 11II)'
any and aU events .
mphs rJe.1eJed) ~~';"
nc¢".~tIi
...

Idl\Wj,..aw.
". o,s
OR SUSPENSiON
SUSPENSION OF
THE CONTRACT
OFTHt;CONTRACT
CONTRACTOR
the Contract
if the Work is stopped for a period of 60 days throllgh
throIlgh no act or
lnate tile
Cc:IIltraet iflhe
xmtl'llCtl)r,
tractor, Sub-s!Jb«lntraclDr
Sub-slllx1ontraclDr or their agents or emplQyees or any 0Iber
OIlIer persons
UD(Ilef contract
CODllrllCt with theCOntraetor;
the COntractor; fot
for any of the following reasons:
under
public authority having
havillg jurisdiction:
ofa court or other pubHc
natioDllI emergency,
emergency. making materialunavaUable:
material unavailable:
such ns a declaration of natloDllI
Arcbillict has DOt
is8Ued Ita CertifICate for Payment and hlIs
bas not
mon M8nager
M8Dager or Arcbitlict
not islUCd
r of the Rl8lIOIl.
reason for witllbolding
withholding certification
tertification as provided in Section 9.4.2, or
has not made payment on a Certificate for PaYment within the time stated in the
;or
intcrnlpUons by d1COwner
theOwncr as described in Section 14.3con.stilUte
14.3 con.stitute
ona, delays or lntem1ptions
.. re than 100 percent of the total mmiber
nuniber of
ofdays
days scheduled for completion, or 180
whichever is less.
'-day period, whicbever
al'lOVI:I'~~onli exists. the Contractor may. upon fourteen additional days' written notice to the
~~'lIgl~iillid Architect, terminate the Contract and recover from the Owner payment (i) for

loss with tespect 10 materials. equipment, tools, and construction equipment
:iiiYfCfulonllbleovcrhead,and profit on the Worl<: properly completed.
or fault of the Contractor ora Subcontractor or
'9.4." of 60 days through no act (II'
.....,

performing portic:lllS
portions ofthe
of the Work under contract
coutract with the Contractor
fulfill the Owner's obligations under the Contract Documents with
of the Work. the Contnictor may.lipon seven additional days' written
and Architect, terminate the Contract and recover from the Owner as

CAUSE
ihe Contract if the Contractor:

workers or proper
""""'YyrefUses
' ' ' U,B'' ' or falls
fails to supply enough properly skilled workers
91' labor in
respectiVI:I
to Subcontractors
SubconU'aetors for materials
materialS 9I'labor
In accordance with the respective
the Contractor
Contrae;tor and the Subcontractors;
SubcontriletOrs;
djm,~g/lIIds laws,
laws. ~ or rules, relPllations or orders
diaregar4s
~ of a public authority having

or
;or

, is guilty of substantial breacli of a provision of the Contract~.
Contract~.

consultati()h with the Constructi(lnManager.
Construction Manager. and
ofthe above reasons exist, the Owner,after
Owner, after consultatiODwitb
by the Arcbitectthat
Ar9bitect;that sufficient cause
cauSC exists to juatifys!1Cb
justify s!ich action, may withoufprejudice
without 'prejudiCe to any
,
, and
giving the Contrac;t9J'
tJie Contractor's surety,
surety. if any,
any. seven days'
:Y.-. .... ....:. icsoftheOwner
llnd after givirtg
COutrae;l9J' and
llnd tIic
'. Aviitteln
:;~!~ii;~i!:~(·t#minate
:Ji€iiiceii te!rmiJlate employment oflheCOntraelOr
of the COntractor and
~ may. sllbject
subject to any prior rights oftheSw'ety:
of the Surety:
•. .·".:'0. "'ii - itljke I'Ollscssion
materials. equipment, toOI$.
toOl.$, and constJuetion
pc>!lscssion ofthe
of the site and of all
all, inaterials.
construction equipment and
machinery
~ owned by the Contractor;
machinery.~
ConU'aetor; .,
assignment of subcontiiu:ts
plIJ'Sliant toSeetion
to Section 5.4:
5.4; and
.2 accept
a~tassignment
subc:ontiiu:ts piIJ'Stiant
.3 finiSh the Work by whatever reasonable method the Owner may deem expedient.
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1097 N. Rosario Street, Meridian, ID 83642 Phone (208)3234500 Fax (208)3234507

Date:

November 19, 200a

To:

Keith waifs, Purchasing Manger, City 9f Merkflall

From: Tom Coughlin, Project Manager

Re:

. Rule SteeI- Time ExtensIon & liquidated Damages
Meridian City HaD

As a result of discussions with Rule steel concerning time extensions for additional work and the
assessment of liquidated damages Petra has tonnulated a recommendation for a full
fuJI setUement with Rule
Steel on these Issues. It is our recommendation that Rule Steel be granted a time extension of 97
assessecIllquidated
in the amount of $
calendar days and be assessed
liquidated damages for a period of 28 calendar days In
14,000. The methodology used to arrive at this recommendation Is summarized below.

Rule Steel Would be assessed with liquidated damages as a result of their failure to complete the contract
wort< wiJhin
wlJhin the"orIginaUy scheduled duration. However the originaUy scheduled duration has been
impacted by the nu~rous
nu~rous changes to the project. Rule steel has requested time extensions for the
various ASI's
ASl's and RFl's
RA's issued
issUed to-date. Petra Inc. has reviewed the requests and the actual scenarios
inVOlving the progress of ~elr
~efr work and has prepared the followlng
folJowfng Updated
updated synopsis of the timeHne of
involving
.
events conceming this isSUe."

Rule Steers cOntract indicated a start date of July 16",
16". 2007 and a substantial completion date of October
t!'.2oo7. Rule Steel actually started erection on July 3d". 2007 and in Petra's opinion obtained
f!',2oo7.
substantial completion on FebrUary
February a", 2008. The substantial compIetlon
completion date is the date that Petra feels
folfow.on work required
the structural steel was completed to a point so as not to impede any critiCal path follow-on
to complete and/or dry-in the building. Wor1< on the project by Rule steel did continue after this date.
The delay in the start of the steel erection was the result of the work on the CMU stair towers not being
completed to a point to allow the steel erection to proceed until July ad". The 14 calendar days lost to
allowed for the steel erection. It should be
due to this delay wiD need to be credit to the contract duration aDowed
noted that the delay was not the fault of the masonry contractor or another contractor but was due to the
materia~ raising the building
impact of the changes to the building
bUilding design relating to the unsuitable materia~
buildlng and
the addition of the basement

intonned that liquidated damages would be assessed ~ November
Rule Steel had previously been Intonned
The November
26 date stated in Petra's November 111.IeIlerwas
111. Jetter was an estimated contract completion
completiOn date based on
ad"jUStments for weather days and a time extension for the change order work Included In COtI01. As of
a<fjUStments
st
the November 1 date the project had experienced 12 weather days and Rule Steel had requested a time
extension of 27 work days for the ASUchange order work Included in C0#01. Converting the 39 work
days to calendar days would result in an extension of 53 calendar days. Adding the 53 days to the
2ff'. 2007.
contractual completion date of October 5" results in a projected completion date of November 2ff',

26".
2d",
2007 If the entire structural steel scope of work was not completed prior to the 26".
th

Since November 1st Rule Steel has requested an additional 44 days for the pendIng change items
Included
PC0i02. OuUined
included in proposed change order number PCQi02.
OUUined below is a summary of the time
extensions requested and recommended tor
for the Items Included
inclUded In both C0#01 and C0#02:

CM101687
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For the items included in CO;fl()1
CO #01 (Previously approved with the ceavet that any time extensiOn due would
be determined at a later date):
Ftoor-Ti!TIe requested 5 days. OK to recommend to !be City.
. • ASH Lower FI~ structure at 1st Ftoor-"!TIe
• ASI-8 Steel Connection MocfJfications - Tune requested 10 days. OK to recommend to !be City.
• ASI-18 Add Camber & Revise Moment Connections - Tune requested 5 days. OK to recommend
to the City.
Basement waD to Low - Time requested 2 days. Not recommended,
• A$1-19 Connection Fix for BasementwaD
didn't Impact
impact the progress of the work.
• AS1-23 stair Tower Support Steel- nne
Tune requested 5 days. OK to recommend to the City.
This totals to 26 of the 27 work days requested.
For the items included in CO#02 (cunently pending with Rule Steel):
• ASI-13 Elevator Tube Upgrade - Tune requested
requestecl10
10 days. Not recommended. this work was
done after the substantial completion date.
• ASI-52 Elevator Penthouse Beams - TIme
Time requested 10 days. Recommend 5 days.
• ASI-54
ASf..54 Roof Elevation &Slope
& Slope @ CMU wall - Tune requested 3 days. Recommend 3 days.
• RFl-73 Sun Shade Connection - Tme requested 3 days. Not recommended, did not impact the
progress of the work.
of Wall- Time
TIme requested 3 daYs. Not recommended, this did not
• RA-74 Angle Clips for SUpport ofWallFriday, 317/07lhese
3I7/071hese clips had not been installed.
impact the progress of the work. As of Friday.
• Bent Plate @Grid H (Included with RFI-74) - Add bent plate, shop drawings marked Incorrectly.
Jncorrectly.
Time
TIme requested 5 days. Recommended 5 days to the CIty.
• RF1-93 Relief Angle @ stair Towers - TIme requested 5 days. Not recommended, dkl not Impact
impact
the work. This was for furnishing only.
• RFI-94 Furnish and install two chiller beams. Time requested 5 days. Not recommended; did not
impact the work. This was issUed and accomplished after the base buDding work on the critical
path was completed.
.
This totals 13 of the 44 work ~ys requested. .
Converting the 13 work dayS recommended to calendar days reSults
reSUlts in an extension of 17 days.
Extending the schedule another 17 calendar days plus the 16 days lost to weather during the period
would result in an additional extension of 33 calendar days and would push the contract completion date
28, 2007. Crediting Rule Steel with the 14 calendar days the start of
out from November 26 to December 28.
erection was delayed would extend the completion dale
date further to January'11,
January"11. 2008•.
2008•. "'
extension, considering both the C0#01. COtI02 items and the weather delays that Petra
The total time extension.
would recommend is 97 calendar days. The 97 calendar day!> represents a time extension that Petra
feels would be fair and responsible to both Rule Steel and the City. Based on this Rule Steel viouId be
perixI d 28 calendar days based on the dIffenmce between the new
nabla for Hquldated damages for a perixl
11, 2008 and the actual substantial completion date of
proposed contractual completion date of January 11.
liquidated· damages are assessed at a rate of $5001day. The total cost
February 8, 2008. Per the contract liquidated·damages
$500JDay would be $ 14,000.
for these 28 days at $500lDay

Please review
revIeW this scenario and let me know If this line of reasoning Is acceptable to the City. {f this is
acceptable Petra wID propose this to Rule as setUement of the matter of the schedule delays and the time
requeslBd forthe various delays.
extensions reques!Bd
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Primary Contact Ust
byRo/e
by Role

9056 W. IlI.ACKEAGLE
Bl.AClCEAGLE DR. • BOISE, ID 83709 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507
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CITY OF rvIERIDIAN
CITY HALL PROJECT
PROJECT STAFFING RECOMMENDATIONS

City Staffing Requirements:
It is recommended that the City provide a minimum of two contact sources for day to day operations SO that in
the case of unforeseen conditions that require City feedback or to address contractual issues. The current contact
protocol of Keith Watts-Purchasing Agent, first contact; if unavailable or time sensitive communication the second
contact would be Ted Baird-Assl. City Attorney.

~

Keith Watts is responsible for releasing the bid packages" in each phase of the project, collecting the bid
issuing the bid results to the City Council for ratification and approval, confinning with Ted Baird and the
Construction Manager that the successfu1
successful bidders meet the legal requirements for the project and collect the executed
contracts, approved by the City Attorney's office. Copies of all executed contracts, purch~e orders and/or service
agreements are to be forwarded to the Construction Manager for the project files
_~ults,
_~uIts.

All communication will be copied, as noted in the Project Communications Plan, to the Mayor--Tammy
Councilman--Keith Bird,
Bird. City Clerk Will
WilI Berg and Public Works Director Brad Watson in addition to
DeWeerd, City Councilman··Keith
make-up the Mayoc's
Mayor's Building Committee and the Mayor may appoint
the two primary contacts listed above which make--up
any ofthese individuals to act on time sensitive communication in the absence of the primary contacts.
Architect Staffing Requirements:
The primary contacts and staff for the course of design and construction of the City Hall Building at LCA
Architects, PA are two of the Principals of the firm; Steve Simmons and Russell Moorehead. During the course of
avai1able, the Project Director is Steve Christensen, who can respond to questions
this project, if neither of them is available,
and provide additional insight into the design and construction ofthe facility.
The Architect will make regular site visits to review the work in progress and to provide input regarding the
construction, clarifying any detail requirements and resolving and conflicts in design application. These visits will
typically be twice a month, more often as warranted. At no additional cost to the City, at least once a month Joe
~a~ (ret), one of the former
fonner principals of the LCA Architects, PA wiJI
will visit in the site in place of Mr. Simmons or
~oorehead
~oorehead to provide a visual inspection ofthe work in progress, Mr. Conrad will provide an experienced
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Staffing Requirements
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perspective in the fonn of an observation report distributed to all three parties. His wisdom and expertise will be
beneficial to the project and assist in minimizing claims by noting potential issues before they become contractual
problems.

Construction Manager Staffmg:
The staffing for the City Hall Project by Petra Incorporated for the day to day and general administration of
the project is detailed in the Project Organizational Chart. While the primary contacts for the project are Wesley
Bettis - Project Engineer and Jon Anderson - Project Superintendent; the additional contact is Gene Bennett - Project
ManagerlDirector who is authorized to act on all questions and contractual issues. In the event a contractual or
operations issue requires immediate action and none of the three primary contacts are available by the contact
infonnation in the project directory, or if additional input from Petra Incorporated is necessary, Director of
Construction Art Stevens is available to address any concerns. In the event Mr. Stevens is not available, CEO Jerry.
Frank is available by contacting his Administrative Asst.

In addition to the primary contacts and the site specific staff noted in the organizational chart, Petra,
Incorporated has internal staff to work on estimates, schedules, and project specific clerical requirements on an as.:
needed basis that ar~ part of the service provided as the Construction Manager for the City of Meridian.
The Construction Manager/Project Engineer will be responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Representing the City in the design process and providing insight to meeting the City's expectations
for the project.
Developing and issuing the bid packages to the City for bid release, managing the bidding process to
insure good budget and cost controls are established.
Reviewing the bid results and recommending a course of action to the City Council.
Developing and maintaining the project schedule, monitoring daily, weekly and monthly progress to
obtain timely contract completion.
Reviewing and distributing the submittals to manage the material and equipment to be installed in
accordance with the design documents.
Maintain and manage the communication and other document control logs for the best project
efficiency.
Attend weekly on site progress meetings and support Project Superintendent in maintaining an
efficient and safe project site.
Provide regular inspections of work in progress in support of Project Superintendent for the project
duration.
Provide regular public updates to the City on the job cost and schedule perfonnance as a good steward
of the public funds financing this project.

The Project Superintendent will be responsible for:
•

effident and safe
The day to day operation and management of the project site, to maintain a clean, efficient
work site.
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~
•

Manage and coordinate the sequencing of the work in progress in accordance with the project schedule

•

to ensure timely completion of the project. Coordinate the various trades and materials to avoid
conflicts with the contract documents and maintain efficient progress.
pontracted work and with the
Provide the front line of quality control in the installation of the pontraeted
Construction Manager, insure timely response to questions or requests regarding the work in progress
from all
alI parties.

The Project DirectorlProject Manager is responsible for:
•
•
•

CMlPE.
Reviewing the design and estimating progress and providing input and direction for the CM/PE.
Regular work in progress inspections and review with the Project Supt. and the CMlPE.
CM/PE.
Being available to the City to answer and questions, provide comments or suggestions and provide
support regarding the project.

Other staff that is available to the Project from the Construction Manager during the course of the"project
includes:
•
•
•

Estimating: To develop, update and monitor a project budget and provide additional dimension
analysis and research to insure the most cost effective construction possible.
Field Office Engineer: Available to assist with the pmcessing
pr<>cessing and log status of all project
communications.
Legal & Safety: Providing support to address any legal or contractual concerns during the course of
construction. Regular site inspections and support to insure a safe and efficient construction project
site are a major responsibility of this position.
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CONTRACT PHASE I
ASBESTOS ABATEMENT AND DEMOLmON
MERIDIAN CITY HALL

General Description
This bid package covers asbestos abatement and demolition work of existing structures.

Bid October 5, 2007.

'9

Bid Packages

BP #1- Asbestos Abatement
BP #2 - Demolition

Work on both packages started 10-30-06.
Work 98% complete as of 01-1 0-07.
Remaining work consists ofremoval
of removal of a sanitary sewer line and manholes that is currentJy
currently live and
a 100 pc.
pr.live
live Qwest Communications line as of 1-10-07.
Qwest Communications has been notified of their need to relocate their line in conduit provided
along with the Idaho Power relocation.
The sewer line has not been removed at this time so as to not cause the City additional cost with
pumping a temporary holding vault, until the site work is scheduled to start on the site. At that time
the Demolition Contractor will fe-mobilize on site and complete the work.
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CONTRACT PHASE n
SITE UTILITIES & BUILDING SHELL
:MERIDIAN CITY HALL

General Description
This bid package covers the excavation, foundation, basement walls, and building shell through
roofing. This does not cover MEP's.
Release and Bid Date
of3/27/07 .
This package is scheduled to be released for bid on 3/1107 with a bid date of3/27/07.

...,

Bid Packages
BP #1 - Dewatering, Excavation, Backfil1
Backfill & Site Utilities
BP #2 - Concrete
BP #3 - Masonry & Stone
BP #4 - Steel & Steel Erection
BP #5 •- Carpentry
BP#6-Doors
BP #7 - Exterior Curtain Wall System & Shafts
BP #8 - Storefront & Glazing
SP
BP #9 - Roofing & Sheetmetal
BP #]0 - Elevator
BP #11 - Dock Equipment
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CONTRACT PHASE ill
BUILDING FINISHES & MEP'S
MERIDIAN CITY HALL
General Description
This bid package covers the building finishes and mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire protection.
Release and Bid Date

5/15107.
This package is scheduled to be released for bid on 4/3/07 with a bid date of 5115/07.

Bid Packages
BP #1 - Handrail and Misc. Metal
BP #2 - Carpentry
BP #3 - Millwork & Cabinetry
BP #4 - Insulation
BP #5 - Caulking
BP #6 - Doors, Frames & Hardware
BP #7 - Overhead & Coiling Doors
BP #8 - Drywall, Fire Proofing, Acoustical Ceiling Tile
BP #9 - Ceramic Tile & Granite
BP # 10 - Flooring
Wall coverings
BP #11 - Painting & Wallcoverings
BP #12 - Specialties
BP #13 -Access Flooring
BP # 14 - Window Coverings
BP #15 - Operable Partitions
BP # 16 - Audio 1
/ Visual
BP #17 - Fire Protection
BP #18 - Plumbing
BP#19-HVAC
BP #20 - Electrical, Low Voltage, Fire Alarm, Voice/Data
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CONTRACT PHASE IV
LANDSCAPING & PLAZA
MERIDIAN CITY HALL

General Description
This bid package covers the exterior landscaping and finished plaza.
Release and Bid Date
This package is scheduled to be released for bid on 5/15/07 with a bid date 0[6112/07
0£6/12/07..
....,.

Bid Packages
BP #1 - Asphalt, Final
Fina! Grading & Topsoil
BP #2 - Exterior Concrete
BP #3 - Fencing
BP #4 - Landscaping
BP #5 - Masonry
BP #(,
II(, - Steel
BP #7 - Roofing
BP #8 - Doors, Frames, and Hardware
BP #9 - Painting
BP #10 - Specialties
BP # 1 J - Plumbing
BP #12- Electrical
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CITY OF MERIDIAN
CITY HALL PROJECT
PROJECT CONTRACTOR COORDINATION, METHODS & PROCEDURES
Petra Incorporated utilizes Expedition Project Management software by Primavera. This is the premier project
management software for construction and engineering applications and is also used by the Project Management Institute in its
Project Management training and by manufacturing firms as weJl for document and process tracking and control of projects and
processes.
Petra Incorporated, as the Construction Manager, will be tracking the City Hall project utilizing the docum~nt control
base, accounting for and tracking the
data base that is a part of Expedition. By entering this information into the Expedition data base.
issues. leuers,
letters, submittals, samples and contract action is made uniform
unifonn and virtualJy inarguable. Some of the fonns
progress of issues,
foHow in this section of the CMP. A brief description and use of the enclosed [oons
[onns
'will utilized during this project follow

~ws.

One of the repeated themes of the CMP is also one of the keys to the successful management of a construction project
and that key is communication. The forms of communication that have been discussed include the project bid documents, the
contract documents and schedule, and the correspondence providing direction to the Contractors and the City. Coordinating the
various trades, material deliveries and daily progress requires attention to detail and that starts with communication both
internally and externally.
Internal contractor coordination and communication starts with the daily field report that is filled
filted out by
Daily Field Report:
the Project Superintendent. This is the "live report"
report" on what trades and how many workmen are on site each day and what
materials are delivered to help each trade meet their contracted delivery schedule. The daily reports are kept rued in
chronological order and become the living history of the project activity from the beginning to the end of the project. Copies are
sent to the Petra Office project file and the originals are kept on site for the duration of the project for ease of reference.

Transmittal: A transmittal is attached to all transfers of contractual nature such as plans. specifications, samples, mock-ups,
all team members, bidders, vendors
schedules or other documents (except for direct letters, memos, e-mails) between Petra and alt
or other parties to document and track these actions for everyone's benefit. Copies of transmittals wiU be distributed to the City
wit! be kept on file in the
and the Architect regarding aU milestone events and copies of all tranSmittals, numbered sequentially win
Project Office and at the Petra office in the project file.
Request for Information (RFI):
A RFI is part of the communication plan to document and track questions, comments
and details from bidding and contracted parties to the project to record the interpretation of the contract documents and
memorialize the answers for the record for the duration of the project. The original RFI and the response RFI are kept together
_led in the Project Office and at the Petra office in the project file. Copies of the original and response RFI's are also
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BuUetin:
A bulletin is a general communication tool that can be specific to one contractor or broadcast to several or all
of the contractors on the site. A bulletin does not require recipient response, but does become part of the project documentation
memorializing conversations, on site meetings.
meetings, comments from an inspector or the City regarding a scope of work or work in
place and records this information within the project log. This helps the City and Construction Manager better track directives
Joss.
and on site comments, and better manage selective memory loss.

Change In Condition (CrC): A Change in Condition is typically issued from the Construction Manager to a Contractor or the
of construction that differs from the contract documents. This is to
Design Team to document a change on site during the course ofconstruction
heJp all parties remember when this issue was first documented, what direction is given and by whom in the best interest of the
help
project. This can lead to the establishment of force accounts to keep work moving forward on an approved time and material
basis or stop work due to a material change that will render the existing design or contracts for the work inlpractical, unsafe or
otherwise untenable.
Notice to Proceed (NTP): A Notice to Proceed is a contractual docwnent that may be used by the Construction Manager,
Manager. with
City. to authorize the start of a bid scope of work under specific conditions and liability to the City no greater
permission of the City,
officiaJ City contract document to be released for execution. A
than that covered by the City's contract, while waiting for the official
NTP may also be used to start or extend a scope of work to further identify an unforeseen condition or CIC that requires
additional work, outside of the contracted scope of work, to fully understand the impact to the contracted work. The NTP
should always state the specific monetary liability assumed by the City for this work, to avoid all claims against the original
contracted scope of work.

Change Sketches: A Change Sketches form with explanation may be used to in conjunction with or in lieu of a transmittal to
infonnation regarding clarification of the. contract docwnents to a Contractor from the Design Team or from a
ltractor in the field to the Design Team to clarify existing conditions for further review and solution to avoid work stoppages
or slow downs due to the work not being consistent with the intent of the design. A Change Sketches being issued does not
automatically mean that a change order is pending, but does help to track the specifics of an issue and could become a change in
condition that may be outside of the contractual scope of work definitions.
~fcr

Non.Compliance Notice: A Non-Compliance Notice is a fonnal step in the quality control and contract management of a
project. Typically it is utilized to notifY a Contractor or Vendor that a scope of work or delivered material does not comply with
the contract documents and must be removed, replaced or modified in accordance with specific criteria in a stated time frame to
be within the contracted scope of work and avoid further contract action. A Non-Compliance Notice may also be used to
notify a Contractor,
Contractor. the Design Team, the CM or the City that they have failed to meet a specific milestone of the contract and
of non-compliance.
note what agreed corrective action will be taken to bring the contract out ofnon-compliance.

Correspondence Logs: Expedition is set-up to automatically or manuaUy track the receipt or transmittal of correspondence
that is directly related to the contract. At any time during the course of the project all correspondence generated or received can
be identified by date, sender. and specification section. This is especially useful on large,
Jarge, complex design build projects to
memorialize all of the discussions relating to scopes of work that are constantly making material changes to address the
perfonnance requirements.
performance
MeetiDg
The meeting minutes are one of the key communication and coordination tools for the management of a
Meeting Minutes:
project. Weekly progress meetings will be held and attended by the field supervisors for all contracted parties on site or
scheduled to be on site in the next two week period to coordinate the work in progress. This meeting discusses the contract
cJear in the
schedule and what work is necessary to maintain the schedule, individual contractor staffing, any details that are not clear
contract documents that require Design Team response, on site safety issues and alerts, material shipment status and/or
_ages, as well as good and bad events over the past week. The purpose of the meeting is to provide clarity
cJarity and direction to
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the project and create a team effort atmosphere so that all Contractors arc working together as a single team. The minutes from
of specific items on the minutes that
these meetings are recorded, memorialized and distributed to all attendees along with notice ofspecific
may require action or response from their company.
application. the weekly progress meeting becomes the Monthly
Once a month, just prior to the submittal of the monthly pay application,
Progress Meeting. Each Contractor on site is asked to have a representative on site to address their work in progress application
for payment during a formal site inspection. At times this meeting and inspection may be held in conjunction with the
Architect and City's inspection and at other times it will occur just prior to the City's inspection. Meeting Minutes will also be
distributed after these inspection visits and may also include Non-Compliance Notices, Change Sketches,
Sketches. Change In Conditions
or other directives as required to maintain project quality, limit claims exposure and manage change order requests.

Other Documents for Coordination BDd Management: As noted in the communications plan and the Claims and Change
Order Management Plan, there are specific documents that are to be issued and logged into the project for managing the flow of
the work and the flow of the associated paperwork generated by the Project. These include Change Order Requests, Proposed
Change Orders. and Change Orders that are specific to the management of changes to the contracted scope of work. The
Submittal Log and Submittal Transmittals are specific to the receipt, forwarding and tracking of the approval process for the
materials and components that go into the project to insure that the City is receiving the best value for their construction dollar.
This further shows how inter-related the communications.
communications, schedule management, change & claims management and the
contractor coordination plans are as greater part of the Construction Management Plan.
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005438

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

No. 00001

323-4500
BOISE. IDAHO
RCE·I875

SOLID
CONI'BACI'OR.S
9056 W. BI..ACkEAGLE
BI..AC.kEAGLE DR. • BOISE, ID 83709 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507

lITLE:
PROJECT:
TO:

Demo
Meridian City Hall

DATE: 1/19/2007
JOB: 060675

Attn: Keith Watts
CIty of Merldlan
33 EIdaho
E Idaho Avenue
Meridian I 10 83642
Phone: 888.4433 Fax: 887.4813

STARTED:
COMPLETED:
REQUIRED:

1/26/2007

REQUEST:

.quested By: Petra Incorporated
lJrrned:

Date:
•

--------------------------

Wes Bettis

ANSWER:

Answered By: CIty of Meridian
Signed: ____________
_
Signed:
-;-;-:-:~-:-:-:-_-watts
Keith Watts

___
Daoo: _________________
1 of 1

CM017052

005439

BULLmN

No. 00001

9056 W. BlACKEAGlE DR. • BOISE, ID 83709 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: @!II) 323-4507

TITlE:

Demo

DATE: 1/19/2007

PROJECf: Meridian City Hall
PROJECf=

TO:

JOB: 060675

Attn: Keith Watts
aty of Meridian
33 E Idaho Avenue
Meridian, 10 83642
Phone: 888.4433 Fax: 887.4813

STARTED:
COMPLETED:
REQUIRED: 1/26/2007

REMARKS:

Reported By: Petra Incorporated
Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
__

Date:

Wes Bettis

CM017053
005440

CHANGE IN CONDITION
No. 00001

9056 W. BlACKEAGlE DR. • BOISE, m 83709 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507

TITLE:

Demo

DATE: 1/1912007

PROJECT:

Meridian City Hall

JOB; 060675
JOB:

TO:

Attn: Keith Watts
City of Meridian
33 E Idaho Avenue
Meridian, 10 83642
Phone: 888.4433 Fax: 887.4813

STARTED:
COMPLETED:

REQUIRED:

1/26/2007

REMARKS:

Reported By: Petra Incorporated

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signed:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Wes Bettis

CM017054
005441

NOTICE TO PROCEED

No. 00001

9056 W. IllACICfAGLf
BlACICfAGLf DR. • BOISE, ZD 83709 • PHONE: (2OS) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507

Demo
Meridian ety Hall

TlTLE:
T1TLE:
PROJECT:

DATE: 1/19/2007
060675

JOB:

Attn: Keith Watts
aty of Meridian
33 E
EIdaho
Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642

TO:

Phone: 888.4433

Fax: 887.4813

The Following is Authorization to Proceed with the following desaibed Work, subject to the terms on this page,
the Value of which shall not exceed:

REMARKS:

1. It is the intent of Subcontractor and Petra, Inc. to enter into a formal Agreement for performance by SubconlTactor
SubconlTaCtor of sel'Vice5
services
for this Project (the "Work").
"Work·). Subcontractor acknowledges that It is aware of and agrees to comply WIth
With the requirements
and provIsiOnS that win be incorporated Into sudl formal Agreement, and that this Authorization to Proceed Is exeaJlEd
exeaJted solely to
expedJte the Work for the duration set forth.
With the following insUJaIlCl!
2. Subcontractor agrees to comply WIth
insUICIIlCl! requirements:
Will provide Certificates
Subcontractor WIll
certificates of Insurance to Petra, Inc. before entering the Project site, or proceeding with any Work.

3. Subcontractor
notilicatlon, wID
SubcontradDr agrees that should a formal Agreement not be entered Into for any reason, Subcontractor, upon notillc:ation,
terminate the Work" and vacate the Project Site. SubcDntractor agrees that Petra, Inc. may, in its sole discretion, terminate
!he
the Work, and vacatl! the Project Site. Subcontractor agrees that Petra, Inc. may, In Its sole dlsaetlon,
dlsaetlOn, terminate this
thIS AuthorIzation
to Proceed at any time. In the event of a termination, Subcontractor agrees it wm be reimbursed only for actual
direct costs inaJrred to the date of termination,
terminatlon, plus overhead and profit marlcup
mar1cup of ---.0......
d11l!d
---.n..... %
4. During the perform;mre of the Work as provided for In this AuthorizaUon to Proceed, Subconlractor
Subcontractor shall Indemnify, defend and
hold harmless Petra, lnc.
rnc. and Its owners, otIicers,
officers, directors, agents and employees against any dalms, losses and expenses
(lndudlng, but not limited to, attorney fees and costs), arising out ot
of or resulting from the perfomlance
perfom1ance of the Wort, provided that
any such daim, damage, loss or expense is attributable to bod'dy
bocfdy injulY, sickness, disease or death, or to injury to or
destruction of tangible property (other than the Woric itseJf),
itself), indodillg the loss of use resulting
resultlng U1erefrorn,
therefrom, and is caused in whole or
negligent act or omission
SubcDntractor, any of SuIxontractor's
Subcontractor's SlJb-subconb'acrs,
In part by any neglIgent
omiS5ion of the Subalntractor,
5lJb-subconb'acrs, or anyone for
for
ror whose ads
acts any of them may be Mable.
Bable.

Authorized By:

etra, Incorporated
~gned:~________________
';igned:'---__

Authorized Signature

Date:C--_____________
_
Date:~

Subcontractor
Signed:,.:
Signed:.,.:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Authorized Signature

Oate:.___________________
Date:,
_

CM017055
005442

- ..

Petra Incorporated
9056 W. Blaclccagle Dr.
Boise, Idaho 83709

Demo
PROJECT: Meridian City Hall
TO:

Attn: Keith Watts
of Meridian
City ofMeridian
33 E Idaho Avenue
Meridian,~ ID 83642
Meridian
Phone: 888.4433 Fax: 887.4813

_------

CHANGE SKETCHES

No. 00001

Phone: 208~323-4S00
208~323-4S00
208~323-4S07
Fax: 208-323-4507

DATE: 1119/2007
JOB: 060675

STARTED:
COMPLETED:
REQUIRED: 112612007
lI2612007

REMARKS:

Reported By:Petra lncorporated
Incorporated

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ __
Signed: _ _ _ _ ~
Wes Bettis
E:'I.pedition
E:tI.pedition $®

CM017056
005443

NON-COMPUANCE NOTICE
No. 00001

9056 W. BlACXEAGLE OR. • BOg 10 83709 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507

TlTLE:

Demo

PROJECT:

Meridian City Hall

TO:

Attn: Keith Watts
City of Merfdlan
33 EIdaho
E Idaho Avenue
Meridian I 10 83642

Phone: 888.4433

DATE: 1/19/2007
JOB:
060675

Fax: 887.4813

STARTED:
COMPLETED:
REQUIRED:

1/26/2007

DESCRIPTION:

~

CORREcrIVE ACIlON:
CORREcnvE

Signed!..:___________

e

Date:
Oa~:

__________________

CM017057
005444

CORRESPONDENCE SENT

Petra Incorporated
Btackeagle Dr.
9056 W. Blackeagle

Pbone: 208-323-4500
Fu:: 208-323-4507

Boise, Idaho 83709

'-'ROJECT: Meridian City Hall

LOG NO: 00001
0000]
Manll8Uy Entered: YES
ManuUy

JOB:

060675

TO:

CITYMER

KWl

SENT:

111912007

FROM:

PETRA

WB

TIME:

5:00

SUBJECT: Demo

SOURCE DOCUMENT
TYPE:
NUMBER:
DESCRIPTION:

BY:

WB

RESPONDED:

DATE:

SPEC SECTION:

STATUS:
COST: $0.00

REMARKS

CM017058
005445

Petra Incorporated

CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED

90S6 W. BlackeagJe Dr.

Pbone: 208-323-4500
Fax: 203-323-4507
208-323-4507

Boise, Idaho 83709

.tROJECf:
'-ROJECf: Meridian City HaJI
Hall

LOG NO: 00001
Manually Entered: YES BY:

JOB:

060675

TO:

PETRA

WB

RECEIVED:

111912007

FROM:

CITYMER

KW1

TIME:

5:02

SUBJECT: Demo

WB

RESPONDED:

SOURCE DOCUMENT
TYPE: ADD
DESCRIPTION:

NUMBER:

DATE:

SPEC SECTION:

STATUS:

COST: SO.OO

REMARKS

005446
CM017059

MEETING MINUTES

No. 00004
Page 1 of 1

9056 w. BlACKEAGLE DR. • BOISE, ID 83709 • PHONE: (208) 323...,500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507
PROJECT mLE:

MeridIan aty Hall

MEmNG DATE:
Demo

LOCAll0N:

Prepared By:

1/19/2007

SUBJECT:

Petra Incorporated

Dated:

1/19/2007

CM017060
005447

CLAIMS
AND
CHANGE ORDER

MANAGEMENT

CM017061
005448

CITY OF :MERIDIAN
CITY HALL PROJECT

CLA]MSANDCHANGEORDERMANAGEMrnNT
CLAIMS AND CHANGE ORDER MANAGEMENT
Change Order Management and Claims requires diligence on the part of the City, the Design Team and the
Construction Manager beginning at the conceptual design phase. In fact, attention to detail and definition at each
phase of the project is the best way to minimize claims against the contract for additional costs after the successful
bidders are awarded contracts.

Claims avoidance starts with the conceptual design stage with the Design Team and the Consbuction Manager
listening to the City and defining the expectations ofilie finished product in a format that all of the team understands.
This repetitive, re-stating of the perceived expectations helps to set the tone for the design details that will become the
conceptua1 and preliminary budgets and drive the construGtion documents phase.
eor the conceptual
During the construction documents phase the Design Team and Construction Manager begin formal
communication to document the design details, as weH as the discussions on the most cost effective and efficient way
to construct the project. This team approach in interaction with the City is intended to not only reinforce the
understanding of the City's expectations with the entire team, but also to identify areas of ambiguity that could lead
to post bid claims and change order requests. These can then be addressed prior to and during the bidding process to
minimize the opportunity for claims against the design and the actual construction conditions.
Occasionally site conditions, field inspection code interpretation or even a change in design driven by the
Owner's request, in this case the City, may need to be addressed with one or several project participants. This does
not automatically mean that any of the Contractors or Suppliers is entitled to an increase in their contract value or
additional time in their contract schedule. To controJ
control this, the Construction Manager first identifies the issue, reviews
the contract documents, discusses this issue with the Design Team and the Owner and documents the process from
inception to completion.

This documentation includes the project management protocol of utilizing Requests for Infonnation (RFI),
Requests for Proposal (RFP), Change Order Requests (COR) and Proposed Change Orders (PCO), before any
Change Order is published and executed. During each step of this process the justification for any requested change
must be detailed with reference to the contract documents (drawings, specifications, pre-construction field reports,
etc.), reason for the change in conditions or scope of work, detailed quantities of materials, labor and equipment and
their associated costs, and impact on the contract scheduJe.
schedule. Only
OnJy after reviewing all of this infonnation and
~('~ing
r'~ing that a claim may be legitimate or necessary will the Construction Manager present a change order request

CM017062
005449

#.

"-

Meridian City HalJ Project
~hange
~hange Order Management
2.

11..

(~
or proposed change order with a recommendation for action and ask the City to make their decision to accept, reject
or send back for additional information.
If a decision to approve a requested change is delivered by the City, a formal change order is issued with the
full detail of the change in material, equipment, labor
Jabor and schedule impact and fully executed prior to any payment
for the additional. work being authorized. If the decision from the City is a rejection or request for additional
information the appropriate documentation will be transmitted to the claimant along with the justification for the
decision and the direction to continue work without delay.
work. (such as
Ifunforeseen conditions are encountered without the benefit of knowing the full extent of the work,
contaminated soil that needs to be removed and replaced with engineered flU) the Construction Manager may
recommend to the City that a "force account" be established and the actual additional work tracked on a unit basis,
unit cost. AU force account
and the Contractor compensated for the actual unit of work completed at a negotiated per unH
wiJl be verified by the Construction Manager's personnel, with the appropriate corresponding documentation
work will
such as load tickets, visual inspection and if necessary measured and quantified by a third party to insure proper
compensation is made to the affected Contractor.
In all matters regarding claims and change requests, each request will be documented and addressed quickly
to avoid delays in the schedule that could impact the project schedule and to protect the City against latent claims
y e project is complete.

ye

CM017063

005450

PROJECT

SCHEDULING
J.}

CONCEPTUAL SCHEDULE

IT'>
IT.>

CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
BY PHASE

CM017064
005451
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005452

CITY OF 1vfERIDIAN
CITY HALL PROJECT

SCHEDULEANDSCHEDULEMANAGEMreNT
SCHEDULE AND SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT
Management of the City Hall project wiU include a construction schedule that is created and updated in Microsoft
Project software. The schedule that is included in this Construction Management Plan is a conceptual timeline for the
organization and implementation of the design, bidding and construction of the City Hall project. It is an expansion of the
~hedule that has been followed through the preliminary design phase
~hedule
pbase of the project and will continue to expand as the details
• the work is released for bid and schedule commitments made with the successful contractors.
.
Once schedule conunitments with Contractors are in place, an updated construction schedule will be published as the
baseline for each phase of the construction. This schedule will be updated and distributed once a month at or just prior to the
monthly progress meeting and Architect's inspection to status job progress for the entire project team.
Construction Manager and Project Superintendent will be developing and publishing "micro-schedules" in the
The Constroction
team progress meetings and developing "what if"
fonn of "Two Week Look Ahead" schedules for the weekly construction tearn
analysis schedules of specific inter-related scopes of work. While these are important management tools, they are not contract
schedules.
The Construction Schedule is a representation of a plan to sequence and complete the work in accordance with the
posilive and negative adjustments due to weather, site conditions, design modifications,
contract design and is subject to both positive
material availability, and code inspection interpretation. Any and all of these influences will be noted and tracked on the
scheduJe
schedule to not only keep all the project participants up to date on progress and scope of work completion commitments, but
also to assist in maintaining an organized and efficient project and avoid change order claims due to lack or planning and
preparation.

CM017066

005453
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CM017069

PROJECT
BUDGETS
IJ

CONCEPTUAL BUDGET

II,)
II.>

WORKING BUDGETS

CM017070
005457

A··

CONCEPTUAL
BUDGET

CM017071
005458

...rojtlCl l"OS(
I""rojtlCl
'"'OS( ;::,ummary ;::,preaosneet
,r

Meridian City Hall

,

Meridian, IdahO
February 12, 2006

2
3
4

5
6
1

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

_1----:2~3:---t:"';..;;;;;;e<-;~~~~=..;;.;;;"""--------t----+-----+-----+-------t
24
25
26
27

$141.220
·$70,610
( -$43,000
-$1,000,000
-$800,000
$0

CM017073
005459

MERIDIAN CITY HAlL
BUDGET OPTIONS WORKSHEET
FEBRUARY 22, 2007

Design Clarification & other Savings
savings

Net Saying!
HelSaylnq!

Wet & Dry
Estimated Mechanical Savings We1
Esllmated Electrical Savings to Base Contract

$
$

400,000
SO,OOO

AI1ernate
AHemate Access Floor Supplier
EsHamted Savings
Subtotal Estlam1ed

$

362,353

other Savings Options
Unassigned
Areas N14·122
NH.1Z2 Sf
§E
l,/nuslgoid &:ga
Delete Anlshes in Unassigned Areas @ $101SF
Delete Aocess Floor In Unassigned Areas @$ 5/SF
Delete EleIrlcaI Dlstributlon in Unassigned Areas
Subtotal

'"

Delete Basement
Construction Dewatering
Excavation
Structural Concrete
Steel
Slab on Deck
Plumbing
HVAC
Fire Sprinkler
Electrical
Total Delete Basement

.

Delet.
Delg!! South WIng
Wlllg 4206
420g SF
§E per
ell r Lev.1
boX!1
Concrete
Canaeta
Sleel
Steel
Curtain Wall Framing
Masonry
MaSOllry (less Add for Main wing)
Glazing & Storefront
Access Floor
Finishes @ S1O/SF
1O/SF
Mechanical
Electrical
AddruonaIPar~ng-AJ~
Additional Parking-Allow
Subtotal
Subt01al Estimated Savings

$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$

S
$
$
$

S

612,353

$

254,830

141,220
70,610
43,000

50,000
80,000
120,000
250,000
150,000
60,000
130,000
60,000
100,000

$ 1,000,000
$
S
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
!$

67,992
113,571
19,000
85,563
29,148
42,060
84,120
84.120
239,742
169,438
(70,634)
(!0,634)

$

800,000

CM017074

005460

Project Cost Summary Spreadsheet

Meridian City Hall
MerIdian, Idaho
February 12,2006

2

4

5
6
7

6
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20

21
Engineer

22
23

24
25
26
27
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...

2

3

2 ,
$279,812
$574,000
$1,319,266

hase I As
os
emo n
Reimbursable - Construction
Construction Management Fee
Total eM & Site Acquisition Cost

2

.

5

$279,812
$574.000
$1,319.294

$12,200,000

e
CM017076
005461

PETRA
Project: Meridian City Hall· Phase 11- Shell
Client: City of Meridian
Date: February 12,
12. 2007
Building 101.008 SF
Buiklinglevels:
4
29,960 SF
Building Foot Print
Prlnl
Construction: •
Building ConslJUction:
Shea
Construction Duration:
8.00 Mlhs

Unit
Descripllon

Cost

Unit

Sile
QuanUlY

Slta
Sil& PaYing
. ' Sila Landscaping
Sile
Site ConcteIa SOG
Structure
Parking SlnJcture

C&S

TI

Sile

C&S

auantilv

Quanlilv

Subtotal

Subtotal

29.960 SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
TI
Subtolal Tolal

Division
Total
5111.029

SURVEY
CONSTRUCTION
nON STAKING
8TAKlNG
RESTAKING

ClEANUP
CLEANUP
OAILY
ClEAN UP
DAIL,!,~UP
FINAL Cl.
CI. EAN UP

$18000.00
S
18.000.00 LS
$4.000.00 IlS
lS

-'

$250.00 IWKS
WKS
S250.00
so.02
so.021SF
SF

1I
I
I

1
11

~
I

35
351
101008
101.0081

I

S18.WIII
s18000'

I

$4.0001
$4.000

$111.000
51&0001
$4.0001
$4.000

522.000
$22.000

1
J

$8.1501
52.020
$2.0201

$8.15G
$2.0201
U.U201
I

S10710
$10.770

ITE5nNG'
, ........,....,..
TE5nNG & INSPECTION
rESTING &
& INSPECTION
,... '
TESTING

EM PORAR • unUTlES
U1 IJT1ES
TEMPORARY
ELIP. POWR
ISTALLATION
TEMP.
powER INSTALLATION
TEMP.
POWER USAGE
EMP.POW
SA~
TEMP.
EMP.WAl
WATER INSTALLATION
TEMP.
WATER USAGE
~WAl
SAGE

$ 18.500.00 ILS
518.500.00
LS

$2.500.00
S5OO.00
$900.00
il5IJ 00
$150.00

LS
MTHS
LS
MTHS

1.0
1.01

1.
1.0

8.
8.0
1.0
1.
8.
8.0

I

$16,500

518.5001
$18.5001

IJ
52.500
$2.500
$4,000
$800
5SOD
$1.200
51.200

SI8.500
518.500

52,500
52.5011
$4,000
$4.000
$900
5900
51.200
$8.600

IU'''CD''
MATERIALS"SUPPUES
& SUPPUES
1St
"PlIES 8,POSTAGE
SUPPUES
POSTAGE
DRINKlNG
ORI (lNG WATER
VATER
PHOTOGRAPHS
'H1
SCHEDULE PLOTTINGIPRlNTtNG
~
PLAN REPROOUCTlON

OUL PLon;:,

).00
$150.00
$50.00
10,00
).00
$80.00
S40.00
00
).00
$500.00

IM,[HI
MTHS

8.
8.0

MTHS
1M
1M
MTHS
MTHS
1M'
1M'
"'THS

'8.
'S.O

8.0
e.
8.
8.0
8.0

51,200
51.2OC
i40C
5400
$640
~
il21
532
$<1.00(
54.000

$1.200
$400
5400
S840
5840
$320
5320
$4.000
54000
$6.580
SUI!O

SAFETY
SECURITY
ISAFI
'Y REVIEW CONSULTANT
COHSUUANl
SAFETY
SAFETY'MATERIAL~~
MATERIAL AND lABOR
ISAFI

ISIGJ'
SlGHAGE
GE

$5(l ).00
S5OO.00
57! 1.00
$750.00
LID
so.10
$8llO.00

IMTHS
"'THS
IM'THS
MTHS
SF
ISF_

LS

8.0
8.0
101.008.
111'.00
1.0

$4.000
$8.000
$1
$10101
SIIOO

$<00(
54.000
$I.DOC
Sl(
101
$10.101
$800

$20.901
PROTECTION
PROTECT
rECT FINISH WORK
W~
STOAAGE CONTAINERS
WEATHER PROTECTIONI &
HEATING
'HEATING
:MP.FENCE
TEMP.
FENCE

.11
$0.01
Sl50,OO
51
SI0.~
$10000.00
$4.000.00
$4.

ISF_
SF

MTHS
lM'THS
M'THS
MTHS
LS

101006.0
UJ1,11!!.8.
8
4.
1.
1.0

S1.010
SI200
$40.01
$40.000
5UI
54.000

SI.01C
$1.010
51200
51.200
$40.000
$010000
$4.000

$46.210
546,210

...

MAINTENAHCEJOPERATION
PROJECT OFFICE
DllEr!
TOILETS
lAP. LIGHTING
GH' G
TEMP.
AFFIC CONTROL
CC ·ROt.
TRAFFIC
DEWATERING OPERATION
OPERATION .
OADING
HOISTINGICRANINGIOFF LOADING
ASH BIN
TRASH
STREET CLEANING
m£ET
OUST CONTROL
!l!HH.
SEDIMENl CONTROl (MAIN
EROSION I SEDIMENT
MAIN

$438.00
0436.00
;75.00
$575.00
$2500.00
S2.500.00
$6.500.00

MTHS
rHS
rHS
MTHS
LS

J5.OOO.
15.000.00
51.500.
$1.500.00
$425.
$425.00
$750.00
5750.
$500
$500.00

8.
8.0

53,488
1.41l11
$4,800
1.600

lS

8.
8.0
1.0
1.
1.0

LS
rH
MnlS
Ill:
MTHS
rH:
MTHS
rHI
MTHS

1.
1.0
8.0
8.'
8.0
8.'
8,<
80
8.
8.0

S3.4a8

$2,500
t.500
•• 500
$6.500

$2.
$41
$6.

S5.ooo
55000

!li,qoo
$5.000
. $12.000
I. :.000
$3.400
'.400
S6,000
~6.000
1,000
$4,000

$12.000
...illJIQQ

$3.400
53.400
$6,000
$6,000
$4.000
$4.000

$47.483

CM017077
005462

•

~

..

C&S
Quantllv

TI
Quantilv

Site
Site
Sublotal

C&S
C&S

I

Tl
TI

Division
Tolal

Sublotal
Subtotal Total
~_"_S""""IT'"

Cost

DlIscri lion

rAL CONTROLS
I'n",",,,, ..
ENVIRONMEHTAL
DUST CONTROl
~TROL
EROSION CONTROl

1I

Unit

Quantilv

$351,327

101~

I

101.0081
101.0081
101,

1

11101
10.01 ISF
SF

1O.D2ISF
10.02 SF

1I
ROUOHORADE
ULOf:F
EXCAVATE BASEMENT II
.. HAUL
OFF
Dli PAD IISTRUnn
BUILDING
STRUCTURAL. FlU
11M.
UNDATION J III\CKFILL
rt~
FOOTINGS
I FOUNOATION
"CKFILL
tFl BASEMENT WAlLS
llACKFn..L
~
PIE RS
PIERS
DEWATERiNG
DEWATERING

10.(
1510.00
513.50
U
$15.50
513.50
5225.00
j])
$50,000.00
1$50.

1!1.
15,000
1,1oe
836
5,000
5.1

CY
CY
LF
CY
EA
LS

SI.0I01
51010
52.02!l1
$2,020
1I
50.0001
$150000
$14,96(1
M!
$12,989
10(
567,500
r5!
S8,75O
100
$50000
S

30
1

Sl.OlQI
$1,010
52.0201
$2.020
$3,030

1150
$150,000
$14960
$12.989
$67.500
S8.75O
$$SO DOll
$302,199.00
S302.199.00

1~INlIIJf
....n"
FINISH ,.
GRADE

i91JILOING
9UILOING PADS
PAOS

'SO.DB'SF
SO.oe SF

29.96(
29,9601

3/4. ROAD MIX D SOO

Cy
S2DJ
ICY
520.00

425

S2.391
52397

$2,39l
$2,397

sa.4GG
$8499

$8
••99
$8,499

$10895

SEWER
8·VCPSEWER
rcPSEWER
HOQI(
HOOI< UPS
OL rs
ClEAN OUTS

$34.40 LF
534.40
5850.00 ,EA
EA

355
1
4

$450.00
EA
$450.00 EA

512.2
512.212

$850
Sl,1IOIl
51,800

$12.212
512,212
$85()
$850
$1.800
51.800
$14,862

DOMESTlC: WATER
LINE
2''H:
H20 LINE
BACKFlOW
BACKFLOW
HOOKUP
DETECTOR CHECK/BACK FLOW

118:00
$18.00
$500.00
5500.00
5750.00
515000
58.500.00
58,500.00

355
1
1
1

LF
:A
EA
EA
LS

'EA

$6.39C
'6,390
$500
S~
S7S!
5750
$8.5(1
$8500

16.390
16,390
$5(JO
'500

5750
$8,500

116,140

FIRE LINES
IFIRE

1
511.200
1i~~I~Ii~~IIIiIiIlt-____-1-=::SI=.2:J001::::==lF::=S~II.::~t:I:!nJ~
~ ;e,,,,
1SIT.200
"
EXTERIOR FIRE LINES & HYDRANTS

I

$40.00 LF

2801

:..~

JI" I;

511,200

511.2001

.'

.,.;

$804,415
$804,415

SSM
REBAR
FOOTINGS I56lBSICY)
FOUNDATION 75L8SICY
EMBEDS REBAR
800 6"·WWF
BOO 6"·WWF
PIERS 35lBS/CY
CMUBAR

BUILDING CONCREm!
FOOTINGS
SLAB ON GRADE 6·\
SlAB ON DECK 5"1
10" ElASeMENT WAlL
FOUNDATIONS
PIERS
UNDER SlAB VAPOR BARRIER

$0.60 LBS
SO.60 LBS
51,00 LBS

21.112
29,825
7920

$0.48 SF
$0.48 SF
$0.48 LSS
11.10 SF

30.795
73,360
8,650
25,621

$250.00
52.75
$3.00
$15.00
1275.00
$275.00
10.20

37
377
30,795/
30.79

CY
SF
SF
SF
CY
CY
SF

73.36
73.3601
7,92
7.920
395
39'
T9C
190
29.961:
29960
- .
=",,"~,-.""':)p'

... ..

"-

$12,667
III r75
$17,775
,92(1
$7,920
'14782
$35,213
$3,192
528,183

66,
512667
117775
57.920
$14782
$35,213
~.192
,19
S
1.18
528.183

S904,25O
~,
584,6881
184.
20.
$220.0801

594,250
IRe
584.888
5220,080
1118.800
$$108.1125
152.250

18,
$11UOO
08,
1108.625
152.2&
$52,250
'$5.9921
55992

'1119.732
$119,732

'IW

$5.992

$6ll4,683
S634.6i3

...

.",.

$1,379,200
$1.379.200

,
MASONRY
~

SUBCONTRACTORI BUDGET

I BRACING AND SHORING

51.320,M11
LS
5l.32O,000 lS

1

., 320Jl00
$1.320.000

$$1.320,000
.32£1000

559.200.00 LS
LS
559,200.00

1

$59,200

559,200
SS9.2001

S
,J79~200
S1.379,200

CM017078
005463

$350000

S350.ooo
$3SO.ooo

'301,325

5301,325

$301.325

LOADING DOCK EQUIPMENT

CM017079
005464

DIvision
Total

TI
Subtotal Total

$19',175
CONVeYING SYSTEMS
8.EVATOR
8.EVATOR LAOOER PITS

198 SOU.OO LS
$225.00 EA

$198,500

3

198.500
$615

$815

$199175

DIRECT COSTS

LIABILITY INSURANCE

HIC

ARCHITECT & ENGINEER FEE
PERMITS & FEES
FF&E

HIe

SUBTOTAL

$5.2

791

S5,2Ge 191

$5,

791

$5,

Hie

Nrc
791

$52.14/sf

CM017080
005465

o·

.'

PETRA

"fl.

Project: Meridian City Hall-Phase III-Core & TJ
Client: City of Meridian
Date: February 12, 2007

GENJ!.RAL CONTRACI"OkS

I

Building 101,008 SF
Building LevGIs:
LevGls:
-4
Building Foot Print 29,960 SF
Building Con9llUdion:
Construction: COAEITl
COAEfTl
8.00 Mths
Ouradon:
Construction Duradon:

Unit
Unit
Cost

Sile
Site

1I C&S
CM I

n

~

Site

Site
SUe Paving
Sile
Site land_ping
landscaping
511e Conaele SOG
parking 8tnJctura
stnJctura

29.960
o0
o0
o0
o0

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

Sile i I C&S I
SiI__
n
Subtolal I SubIolaI I Subtotal Total

DMsion
I Division
I Total

. -•...••'.C.ost.t Unrt~IQu=anIIv.:=.L.'L:OuriIY==..L:Qua=n.::::l..filv,..=Subtot=al....l,I...,:SubtoIaI===-..L..'Sublotal=11.:=Total=----'IL--~!:~Em1~02I
.,:::
I

I UnIt QuIll1litv I
'I
I

Quanfilv

lltJMliIy

$11',021

SUltVEY

CONSTRUCTIONISTMlNIl
STMING
RESTAKING

11

'$'8.
0.00 ILS
"8000.00
LS
$4
$4. 000.00
00.0 I ILS
LS

1

$01
$0
$0

$Ulooo
$18.COOI
$4.0001

I
1

so

$0
so

$18000
j'8,COOI
$40001
$4,CIOOI.
$22 000

ClEANUP
0A1l'
C;L~UP
OAIlVCL~uP
FINAL CLEAN
LEAN UP

.TESTING
TESTING ..
IoINSPECllON
I
TESTING 80 INSPECTION

'250.00 WI<S
50.021SF
SO.02
SF

35
351

$0
:1111

181501
$8.7501

5ll

101.081
101,008

$DI

$20201

S(]

so

$8,7501
$8750
520201

$0
$01

$185001
$18.5001

so
SO

~18,5001
S18500

Ir

_518,500.00
liB 50000 I~s
lS

1.0
1.01

1I
TEMPORARY'UTIUTfES
UTIUTfES
I'EMP. POWER
P(
,R INSTALLATION
INSTA!,LATION_
TEMP.
TEMP. POWER
I'<
USAGE
INSTALLATION
TEMP. WATER: INSTAlLATION
T~VoI.
:RUSAGE
reMP. Vol
WATER
USAGE

S2,roo.00
S2.!iOO.OO LS
S5OO.Oll IIATHS
S5OO.oo
lATHS
S9OO.00
saoo.' LS
~s
'150.00 ftlTHs

1.0
8.0
10
8.0

$0
so

SO
SO

SO

518,500
I1B.5OO

12,500
12.500
$4,000
$4.000

$C
SO
SO

$2.,00
$2500
$4,00
54,00

$900

SO
$(
SO

$1,200
",200

11,200
51.20

.,50.00
150.00
$SO.OO
IW.OO
580.00
$40.00

SAfETY
rY
SECURITY

ssoo.oo

SSOO.Oll

11AT~
lATHs

lATHS
wnw

W,tiS
lATHS
lATHS

$900
saoo

'MOO

.

.

IlATERIALS
10 SUPPLIES
IIm~LS"
SUPPLIES 10IPOSTAQ~
POSTAGE
ORINKlNG WATEJl
PHOTOGRAPHS
SCHEDULE PLOTTlNGIPRINTING
PlAN REPRODUCTioN

8..
B.O
8..
8.0
8.
8.0
B.O

$0
$0
$0

SO
IV

51,200
51,201:
$400
I4IX

$1140
$320
$4.000

Sl0,no
SIC, no

:it

so
so
:it
Sl:

'i
$32
$4.

$8.5BO

Rr:vJt:1iY CONSULTANt
ON5ULTNI'
SAFETY• REVIEW
LABOR
SAFElY MATERIAL. AND l.ABOR
SIGNAGE

ITHS
UTHS
17&l.1III IITHS
THS
1750.00
~1111

$0.10 SF
SllIO
S8C0.00 LS
S8OO.00

8.0
8.0
101,008.0
101 008.0
1.

:II;
so

SO
so
K
.K
$II
SCI

so

$4,OOC
$4,000
$8000
$8.00
11001Ql
"0.'01

SO

$80(1
$900

$0

$0

.EI
M.W!]

"',(!IlIJ

S10,101

SllOO

520.901
120901

PR01EC1lON

PROTECT FINISH WORK
=:=rf*=l~iSti'WOiiKS;

'altA( CONTAINERS
~
STORAGE
WEATHER
PROTECTIONI ..
10 HEATIHG
r:A 'H
HEA...IItIG
:M1 FENCE
TEMP.

S,
SO.OI
$0.01 IS'
51S1: 00 IIoiTHS
1150.00
IoI'HS
$10.000.00 IIoiTHS
LStO.OOO.OO
IoITHS
14,10ll0.00 LS
14

10100e.0
'01,00\1.0

5Il
so

8,
~o
4.
4.0

$0
..1Il

SO
so

51.2011
SI.2()O

11200

MO.DOIi

1.0

III
$0

M.ooo

$40.000
$4.COO
14000

$1010
$1.010

'1010

s:~

$046,210

UAlNTENANCEIOPEAATION
PROJECT OFFICE
TC
TOILETS
TEMP.
LIGHTING
rEI
~ rtN<:
rR 'F~ COflTROL
Ofm 01.
TRAFFIC
DEWATERING OPERATION
OAllING
HOISTINGlCRANINGiOFF LOADING

TRASIfBIN
RA5'
rREI CLEANJIoIG
.EANII'I~
STREET
UST CONTROL
TROL
DUST
EROSION
10I SEDIMENT
MAl
.ROSI'
5EOIMEN I CONTROL
COM

MTIIS
~Im~
ITHS
MTHS
LS
lS
LS
lS

8
8.0
I.'
1.0
1:
I ..
1.0

S5,OllO.ooLS
ss,ooo.JXl LS
11,500.00
51,500.00 IITHS
lATHS
5425.00 IITHS
lIl'lIS
5750.00
1750.00 IJoITHS
lolTHs
~5OD.OO IIoITHS
5500.00
WTHS

1.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

5436,00
"'36.0
•575.
$575.00
$; .500.0
$2
500.00
~ .500,0
$8,500.00

SO

so
SO

so
so

so
$0

SO
SO
'0

$3.488
S3,4l!E
M.6IX
5460D
12,500
16,500
116,'
$0
55.000
~.'
112.'
'12000
$3.400
$6,00
116.'
$4,000
~.

so
$I:
Ie
10

sc
so
$0

$3.488
10
•
$4600
.~,
$2,500
12,
$6,00

$0

5
50

15
S5,0llll
512,000
$1
53,400
S3
$6000
16,000

54,000
$.<I
547,488

CM017081
005466

TI

Division
Total

Subtotal Total

~

.......
ARCHf1'ECT1JRAL STEIL
tw«lIWLS & GUARDRAILS

215
178

"3500 IF

".50

WHINGS EXTERIOR

LSS

SO

$29,
$20664

29025

SO

$20,

$49689

.130....

SO

SO

SO

SO

so

"30

SO

.,

556

"
jJ[' .!!J:. ~IX;2f~,;.:J~.HJLHJ]Jh\'~ ."~ .•
'1

,~

I

I I.

I

II

'H

1

I

I

\ I

~

1,,1,

sse

;-" '"

\ I ~'o!

$43,799

INSULATION

R-l1 SOUND BATI

71,598

$0.50 SF

$0

SJ5799

535.799
$35799

.~:~ .~~j~,,-i '>JJ--:'" _~f:!~,.~
I

I".

r

I

JIIJ

1,1'(,

1'1

~~~~_ ~
j'

,

I'

CAULKING

CAULKING

58,000.00 LS

$8000

so

$6,000
$8.000

$ISS,650
$115,650
$155,

$0

SI55,65O

5155650

SO

SO

SO

SO

$1,071,027
$1,071.027

SO

$481,400

$0

$130,800

$461400

SO

$130,800
$592,200

GAANITE COUNTER TOPS

$6500 Sf

$0

$16,600

so

$0

so

$16600

$46,960

so

S36,4oo

so

$36,-400
$102,160

CM017082
005467

..,

n

DivIsion
TOlal

Subtotal Total

1302922

to

$302,922

922

135,248
522

$67124
$1261

10

137

$753

10

$67124
$1261
$7535
12325

$7 745

.....21

,975

$0
S82 .00 Ell
$150.00 Ell

.:...:i_~~~ ~0;._~: ~:l".....i...:.
I ),

I,

I

,

"

I'~ r

10
36

250

tel
10

$9975
$8,250

10
SO

$$400

$lJ

125,000

so

$21,ll25

'"'
$15,000

c'

LOC~S

LOCKERS

$25,000.00

~s

525,

$25,000

$739,st.

so

$739518

sc

S739518
S739,518

$31.7041

so

S16,l00

so

$18.1
$16,100

so

S15&00

$15600
$15600

$3,937.000
$

$305,

so

$305,000

so

$387.000
$895,000

so
so

$367,000
S895,ooo

so

PLUMBING QUOTE
WET SlOE MECHANICAL QUOTE

7.000.00 lS
$895,00000 lS

so

so

51.282,000

005468
CM017083

TI
Subtotal TDial

so

DivisiDn
TDtaI

360000
S23S0,DllO

SO

$2,323,341

SO
SO

$2 275.078
S48271

SO
SO

52.27 078

271
$2.323349

58,71.942

DIRECT COSTS
L

ILITY INSURANCE
HlTECT & ENGINEER FEE

PERMITS & FEES
FF&E

Hie
Nle
Nle

SO
$0

SO
SO

Nle

$8,71.,942

SUBTOTAL

$88.28/sf

005469
CM017084

It

"

,
NO.

CODE

GENERAL CONDITlONS
CONDIT10NS
SUPERVISIONIPERSONNEL
SUPERVISIONJPERSONNEL
ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL EXPENCES
DESIGN
CLE.AJII UP
CLE.AJ\I

$0

CODE

DESCRIPTION

NO.

DIVISION 01 DIRECT COSTS
Final
Fil1al Clean
Steam Cleanln!!
Cleaning
Power Wash
Weekly Clean-up
Weeklv
Dumpster

$18,000

90#1

___ L
\.
SUB #2
BIDf2
SUB #3
SUB 9 0 # 1
.-...-._
...---_._-- -- f-----------.--......-i\ ---_
------.----.----f----------- -.-----_.-----f------$0

$14,422,988

TOTAL

DESCRIPTION

e

0.0%

---

..

$0

.-

I

I-

. --t-----.
-.--t-----.

TOTAL

Bu-~--m:ooo
Bu-~--m:ooo -

__

$18.000 Petra
$0 -.--•...
•...

Petra Budgat
Bud.JlElt

SO

Buc\get
Petra Buclaet
Petra Budjlel
Budget

_

_.- - ..

------+-----.~

$0

SUB

---

f--------

J1I!

-.
-··-t-------- ._-_..- r-···-t--------

SO

BIO#3

_.

----f------f----

_.~.-

-.~.-

$10480 Petra Budget \
$8,040 Pelrs
Pelra BUdQat-i_
BUdQ91-i_
$0
.
!
$0
$0
$0
$0
SO

$10,480
$8,040

I

---1-----r---

SO
$0
$0
.~
]a

===t
==fI

$0

CODE

NO.

DESCRIPTION
DIVlSION 02 SITE
Earthwork
AsDl1alt
AsDhait Concrete Pavina
Paving
Site Improvements
Im..PIOvamenls
De-Watering
De-Waterina
Piers
Foolinas-FND-BkfllI
Foolings-FND-BkfllI
BasemenlEx
BasamenlEx
Oust
OU6t Control
EroSion Control
Erosion
Bldg Ped
Pad
Bldfl
SOG Base
Sewer & Water
Fira Main Loop
Lao!)
Firs

$1.691131
$1,691131

02300
02740
02850

SUB

DESCRIPTION

SUB

.... ....
-_.--.
-_.-" ........

--r--'
-r--'
-+_

--12989

TOTAL

I

_,_.~
--.~

......•.
......• .- ....•_....•.__ .....
~

"'-

..

.-

--'

--

$0
$1.500
$1,500 000 HatctiMueller I $1,500,000
$50000 Budget
$50,000
_. __ ~_
BudQet •.__
,
$6750 Budget
6750
-'---"..
I
$12.989
$12,989 Budget
Bud~
Budget
$52604
52604
$5~604 Budgat
$1,010 Budget _.
1010
$2,020 Budllet
Bu~et
2020
-'
$2,397 BudQet
Budget
$2.397
2397
$8499 Budget
8499
514,862 Budget __
14862
$40000 Budget
40000

-----

_._-_

--

_

-._.-.---.---.--- .-----......... ---....
._----.~~

1-----_... _----- t-..
' - ' - ' 1-----_..._-----'-'--

$0
SO

J!Q.
NO.

..'.0-_- ...
._.

I

---.-

CODE

.. __... _- --- ....___..,-_.,._------

I
=r----.--

TOTAL

$0
HatchMualler
HatchMual!er
Budget
Bud at
Budget
Bud et
Budget
Bud at
Budget
Bud
let
Bud get
Bud
let
Bucl get
BUd
lSt
Budget
BUll get
IBudaet
IBuC get
Budget
Budjlet
Budget

"
"

I

I

---.
---------

-_.- .=-=
• =-.",.. .
._-,..
---..._-,

I

I

--

--

~~_

l

---

-

005470
CM017089

e

-

-DIVISION 03 CONCRETE
DIVISiON
Cast-in·Place Concrete Budaet
BudQet

$461,861
03300

_1_._.__
_1_._._.

"Petra

$461,661 Cpetfa Budget

$461,861 Concept
ConcsDt Bud ij

Concept
ConceDI Bud

.

.·----~~-t----·-----~-t----.-.----._ i .----$0 -'-.----..
$0
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Toilet Partitions - Mtl
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CITY OF MERIDIAN
CITY HALL PROJECT
COMMUNICATIONS
CO~CATIONSPLAN
PLAN
else, the success of a constmction
construction project is due to the level of communication
Petra Incorporated understands that above all else.
between the participants and the understanding of the roles of each of the participants and how they can effectively interact
Hall project.
with minimal confusion. Below is a diagram showing the basis lines of communication for the City Han
The Construction Manager will have a direct line of communication with the City, the Design Team, the Testing and
Inspection Consultants, and with all of the Contractors,
Contractors. Subcontractors,
Subcontractors. and Suppliers involved with this project.
Additional definitions of the fonns of communications follow below:

City
Mayor & Council
City Clerk
Mayor's Construction Committee
Baird-City Attorney's Office
Ted Baird-eity
Keith Watts-Purchasing

Design Team
Architect-LeA
Steven Sinunons
Russ Moorehead
Structural Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Civil Engineer
Site Designer
Commissioning Agent
LEED Consultant

Construction Manager
Petra, Inc.
Wesley Bettis, Jon Anderson
Prime Contractors
Subcontractors
Suppliers
Inspection & Testing

005476
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II.)

The City has aa Direct Line of Communication with:
The Design Team
The Construction Manager
The Primary Contacts for the City are Keith Watts-Purchasing Agent for the City and
Ted Baird-Asst. City Attorney for all legal and contract matters.

The Design Team has a Direct Line of Communication with:
The City
The Construction Manager
All Design Consultants
Commissioning Agent
LEED Consultant
The Primary Contacts for the Design Team are Steve Simmons and/or Russ Moorehead -- LCA
The Construction Manager has a Direct Line of Communication with:
The Design Team
The City
All Prime Contractors (bidding and contracted)
All Subcontractors.(bidding and contracted)
All Suppliers (bidding and contracted)
All Utility Providers
The Primary Contacts for the Construction Manager are
Wesley Bettis-Construction ManagerlProject Engineer,
Jon Anderson-Project Superintendent
Pat Kershisnik-Contract & Legal

lID. CommunJcation Protocol:
Since the communications plan is three way between the primary parties, it is recommended that all formal
buIJetins and
communication between any two primary parties, including letters, fax transmissions, e-rnails, memos, bulletins
transmittals be copied to the third party so that all information is open and shared with the principal parties on this
project to enhance and expedite communication and minimize any delays in the sharing of project specific
infonnation.
information.
Contractual information between the Design Team and the City, and the Construction Manager and the City
is not subject to the shared information recommendations and remains proprietary between the contracting parties,
except as required b Idaho Public Works statutes.

a

The communication formats and tools are described in detail in the Construction Management plan and

~lude a fonnal method of logging all sent and received correspondence during the course of the project, expect for

CM017096
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recommended. and when
e-mails which are specific to each user. Electronic storage of all e-mail correspondence is recommended,
practical. hard copies should be made and filed in the project files for future reference.
practical,
Examples of some of the Construction Management Plan communication tools to be used and tracked
during the course of the project in the Expedition Project Management Software by Primavera, utilized by Petra
Incorporated include:
BUL
DUL (Bulletin)
CIC (Change in Condition)
CO (Change Order)
COR (Change Order Request)
NCN (Non Compliance Notice)
NTP (Notice to Proceed)
MfG (Meeting Minutes)
PCD (Proposed Change Order)
RFI (Request for Information)
RFP (Request For Proposal)
TRN (Transmittal)
SUB (Submittal Log)

~

All communication with and from the Contractors and Vendors during the bidding process and during the
course of construction will start and end with the Construction Manager. Whether it is a question from a bidder or
Contractor or a request made about a specific scope of work, the Construction Manager will log the information
into the project controls and forward the document to the appropriate party with a requested response time, copying
the other parties. Then the document is followed through the process until the timely response is received, noted in
the log and the information is distributed to all appropriate parties. This attention to detail keeps all of the project
participants aware of the issues and progress in the project and also assists the Project Team with managing claims
against the contract for additional work.
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CITY OF MERIDIAN
CITY HALL PROJECT
QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN
Petra Incorporated recognizes that the quality of construction has a direct relationship to the long tenn maintenance and
ownership costs to the Building Owner. Thai is why the implementation of a comprehensive Quality Management Plan is
important 10 the successful management of any construction project.
The Petra Incorporated Quality Management Plan includes four phases:
I)
II)
Ill)

N)
I.)

The Design Phase
The Pre..construction Phase
The Construction Phase
. The Commissioning and Occupancy Phase.
The Design Phase oflhe
ofthe Quality Management Plan includes Petra's participation in the design process to insure a
finished design that is efficient and cost effective in the construction ofthe facility. This is accomplished by:
project meetings with all of the
a) The participation in the Design process including regular attendance of design projecl
design consultants to insure that the City's input is timely and relevant to the design process.
b) Internal peer review by the Petra Project Team and Senior Management at various stages of the design to
evaluate project "constructability" and 10
to look for missing details that could lead to post bid change orders
and project budget increases.
c) Internal value engineering for evaluation and possible to submittal to the City and the Design team to provide
construction suggestions from both a budgetary and long term building ownership cost.
alternate conslruction

Il.)
n.)

The Pre-Construction Phase of the Quality Managemenl
Management Plan is focused on insuring that the tools and controls
are in place at the start of construction so that all prime contractors are aware of the Quality Control requirements
and who the various responsible parties are for the course of construction. These include:
a.) Establishing and identifying the vertical and horizontal controls for the project site and the scopes of work,
and confmning that the construction surveying contractor has been retained to provide continued support to
the project through the course of construction.

h.)
Conftnning the engagement of a qualified, third party mspection and testing fum in accordance with the
b.) Conftrming
Design Team's specifications, as well as State and Local building permit requirements.

CM017099
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incJuding; site access control, prime
c.) Development of a preliminary plan for the construction of the project including;
contractor scheduling, material deliveries, staging and waste control.
d.) Internal Project Team meetings to review implementation of existing design and develop recommendations to
the City for budget and design considerations prior to the bidding and construction phases of the project.
e.) Review and publish bid packages for the scopes of work in each phase of the project. Assist City in the
bidding process. Control the pre-bid RFI and addendum process to minimize the impact on the project
constructability and optimize value engineering suggestions within the Idaho Public Works Construction Law
statutes.
f.) Review the bid results in detail with the City and collect any additional information to insure that the project
value is in keeping with the intent of the bid documents prior to making recommendations for acceptance by
the City.
III.)

The ConstmetioD Pbase of the Quality Management Plan is where the planning and organization of the
Construction and Construction Management Team come together. The Petra Team is specifically responsible for:
collection. review and processing of the submittal packages prior to and after review by the Design Team
a.) The collection,
to confirm that the intent of the design is being met, in accordance with the Project Communications Plan.
b.) Weekly progress meetings on site with all prime contractors on site or
OT scheduled to be on site to review work
in progress, work quality controls by trade, quality assurance testing requirements that are scheduled or need to be
scheduled.
c.) Daily inspection for correctness and quality of work being installed by the Petra Project Management team
practices..
confinning that the work is being installed in accordance with the contract design and best construction practices..
d.) Monthly review with the City oftbe quality of the work in place, the schedule, any value engineering or design
modification suggestions submitted by the Construction Team and how each of these would impact the quality,
of the project.
construction schedule and long term performance ofthe

IV.)

willleam
The Commissioning & Occupancy Phase of the Quality Management Plan is the stage where the City willieam
how the City Hall Building works and begin occupying the facility.
faciJity. The Quality
QuaJity Management Plan focuses on the
steps necessary to insure that all equipment and building components are operating correctly including:
a.) Assist the Commissioning Agent in the distribution of the Operations & Maintenance Manuals (O&M) from
the prime contractors as required by the construction docwnents. Participate in the training process and
documentation to insure a smooth transition between the construction and operation of the facility.
b.) Schedule and direct the City and the Design Team in the Punch list process and then manage the punch list to
insure that any corrections are completed in a timely manner in accordance with the best construction
practices.
c.) Implement the contract warranty procedure, and address any and all warranty calls from the City in a timely
manner to minimize negative impact on the City and to insure proper material and equipment warranties and
operation. Log and track all warranty reports to identify trends and notify the City of any potential patent or
latent product or workmanship issues that may require further action by the City.
d.) At the end of the one-year builder's warranty, deliver to the City a binder containing all warranty call back
information, results and any warranty extensions or warranty claim documentation.
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PROJECT CONTRACTOR COORDINATION, METHODS & PROCEDURES

Petra Incorporated utilizes Expedition Project Management software by Primavera. This is the premier project
management software for construction and engineering applications and is also used by the Project Management Institute in its
ftrms as well for document and process tracking and control of projects and
Project Management training and by manufacturing ftnns
processes.
Petra Incorporated, as the Construction Manager, will be tracking the City Hall project utilizing the document control
data base that is a part of Expedition. By entering this information into the Expedition data base, accounting for and tracking the
progress of issues, letters, submittals, samples and contract action is made uniform and virtually inarguable. Some of the foons
Will utilized during this project foUow in this section of the CMP. A brief description and use of the enclosed foons
. ws.
One of the repeated themes of the CMP is also one of the keys to the successful management of a construction project
' that key is communication. The forms of communication that have been discussed include the project bid documents, the
and
contract documents and schedule. and the correspondence providing direction to the Contractors and the City. Coordinating the
various trades.
trades, material deliveries and daily progress requires attention to detail and that starts with communication both
internally and externally.
Internal contractor coordination and conuntmication starts with the daily field report that is filled out by
Daily Field Report:
the Project Superintendent. This is the "live report" on what trades and how many workmen are on site each day and what
materials are delivered to help each trade meet their contracted delivery schedule. The daily reports are kept filed in
chronological order and become the living history of the project activity from the beginning to the end of the project. Copies are
sent to the Petra Office project file and the originals are kept on site for the duration of the project for ease of reference.

Transmittal: A transmittal is attached to all transfers of contractual nature such as plans, specifications, samples, mock-ups,
schedules or other documents (except for direct letters, memos, e-maiIs)
e-mails) between Petra and all team members, bidders, vendors
transmittals will be distributed to the City
or other parties to document and track these actions for everyone's benefit. Copies of
oftransrnittals
and the Architect regarding all milestone events and copies of all tranSmittals, numbered sequentially will be kept on file in the
Project Office and at the Petra office in the project file.
(RFI):
Request for Information (RFI)=
A RFI is part of the communication plan to document and track questions, comments
and details from bidding and contracted parties to the project to record the interpretation of the contract documents and
memorialize the answers for the record for the duration of the project. The original RFI and the response RFI are kept together
in the Project Office and at the Petra offtce in the project file. Copies of the original and response RFI's are also

.led
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Bulletin:
A bulletin is a general communication tool that can be specific to one contractor or broadcast to several or aU
bulletin does not require recipient response.
response, but does become part of the project documentation
of the contractors on the site. A buUetin
meetings, comments from an inspector or the City regarding a scope of work or work in
memorializing conversations, on site meetings.
place and records this information within the project log. This helps the City and Construction Manager better track directives
and on site comments, and better manage selective memory loss.
Change ID CODditioD (CIC): A Change in Condition is typically issued from the Construction Manager to a Contractor or the
of construction that differs from the contract documents. This is to
Design Team to document a change on site during the course ofconstruction
help all parties remember when this issue was first documented, what direction is given and by whom in the best interest of the
project. This can lead to the establishment of force accounts to keep work moving forward on an approved time and material
basis or stop work due to a material change that will render the existing design or contracts for the work impractical, unsafe or
otherwise untenable.
'
Notice to Proceed (NTP): A Notice to Proceed is a contractual docwnent that may be used by the Construction Manager, with
pennission of the City, to authorize the start of a bid scope of work under specific conditions and liability to the City no greater
than that covered by the City's contract, while waiting for the official City contract document to be released for execution. A
NTP may also be used to start or extend a scope of work to further identify an unforeseen condition or CIC that requires
additional work, outside of the contracted scope of work, to fully understand the impact to the contracted work. The NTP
should always state the specific monetary liability assumed by the City for this work, to avoid all claims against the original
contracted scope of work.
Change Sketches: A Change Sketches fonn with explanation may be used to in conjunction with or in lieu of a transmittal to
~fcr
~fer information regarding clarification of the. contract documents to a Contractor from the Design Team or from a
ltractor in the field to the Design Team to clarii}' existing conditions for further review and solution to avoid work stoppages
or slow downs due to the work not being consistent with the intent of the design. A Change Sketches being issued does not
automatically mean that a change order is pending.
pending, but does help to track the specifics of an issue and could become a change in
condition that may be outside of the contractual scope of work definitions.
Non.Compliance Notice: A Non-Compliance Notice is a formal step in the quality control and contract management of a
project. Typically it is utilized to notify a Contractor or Vendor that a scope of work or delivered material does not comply with
the contract documents and must be removed, replaced or modified in accordance with specific criteria in a stated time frame to
be within the contracted scope of work and avoid further contract action. A Non-Compliance Notice may also be used to
notify a Contractor, the Design Team. the CM or the City that they have failed to meet a specific milestone of the contract and
wjJl be taken to bring the contract out ofnon-compliance.
of non-compliance.
note what agreed corrective action will
Correspondence Logs: Expedition is set-up to automatically or manually track the receipt or transmittal of correspondence
that is directly related to the contract. At any time during the course of the project all correspondence generated or received can
be identified by date, sender.
sender, and specification section. This is especially useful on large, complex design build projects to
all of the discussions relating to scopes of work that are constantly making material changes to address the
memorialize a11
perfonnance
pe.rfonnance requirements.
Meeting Minutes:
The meeting minutes are one of the key communication and coordination tools for the management of a
project. Weekly progress meetings will be held and attended by the field supervisors for all contracted parties on site or
scheduled to be on site in the next two week period to coordinate the work in progress. This meeting discusses the contract
schedule and what work is necessary to maintain the schedule, individual contractor staffing, any details that are not clear in the
contract documents that require Design Team response, on site safety issues and alerts, material shipment status and/or
_ages, as well as good and bad events over the past week. The purpose of the meeting is to provide clarity and direction to
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J. DAVID NAVAHH0. ,...;lerk
ByL.AMIS
OEFiU'TY

KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD
JR. DATED SEPTEMBER 1, 2010

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,

an

Idaho

Defendant.
State of Idaho)
)ss
County of Ada)
THEODORE W. BAIRD, JR., being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts contained

2.

I was, and remain, an Assistant City Attorney for the City of Meridian at all times

herein.

related to the Meridian City Hall Project.
3.

During the course of the litigation in this matter, it has come to my attention that

Petra revised Change Order No.2 on or about May 3, 2010. Other than having seen this revised

AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD JR. DATED SEPTEMBER 1,2010
Page -1
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08/~1/2010

10:38 FAX

2088848723

MERIDIAN CITY HR/LEGAL

[iZJ 002/002

Change Order No.2 attached as Exhibit 48 to the Affidavit of Thomas R. Coughlin, I do not recall
personally receiving it and do not have a copy from Petra in my possession at this time.

~iiR
OJU'~(\
Notary Public,

Notary Public, S~~daho
S%~daho
Residing at:
~ ~R
, ID
My commission expires:
".;t??
¢ ?? ~ t-,,~~
t~

a
a"

_

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1'r day of September, 2010, a true and conect copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded add1'essed
addt-essed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
83707-9518
Boise, Idaho 83707·9518
F~csitnil.e: (208) 639-5609
639.5609
Direct F~csitnil.e:

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email

~

B
D

-

THEODORE W. BAIRD JR. DA'l'ED SEPTEMBER 1,2010
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE:
Page·2
Page - 2
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SEP 0 1 2010
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468

.,I.
oJ.

TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529

NAVAHIiU, CiQrk
CAVIO NAVAHMU,
(;ifi~rk;
IV I..AMII
GllfUW
~.1fU'I"t

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,
v.

PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,

AFFIDAVIT OF JAYCEE L.
HOLMAN DATED AUGUST 30, 2010
FILED IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant.
State of Idaho)
)ss
County of Ada)
JAYCEE L. HOLMAN, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I ani above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts

contained herein.
2.

I am the City Clerk, City of Meridian.

3.

In my role as City Clerk, I have searched the records of the City Clerk's

Office, City of Meridian, and have concluded from my search, that the City Clerk, City of
Meridian was never served nor received, a Notice of Claim of any kind from Defendant
I.C §50-219 or I.e.
I.C §6Petra, Incorporated, nor did it receive a Notice of Claim pursuant to I.e.

901, et. seq.
AFFIDAVIT OF JAYCEE L. HOLMAN DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Page -1
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08/3~/2010

10:52 FAX

MERIDIAN CITY HR/LEGAL

2088848723

@ 004/008

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYE'fH NAUGHT.

By:

~L~
~L~

Jaycee 1.. Holman

Subl'icribed and sworn to before me this 30
30/)/1 day of Augul1t, 2010.
2010.
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Residing at:

\6 u '0 CD.

My commission expires:

, ID
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30 LllLh day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy
of rhe a.bove and foregoing document WaS forwarded addressed as follows in the manner
stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790

P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Ditect Fa.csimile:

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email

o~
o
o

AFFIDAVIT OF JAYCEE L. HOLMAN DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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NC.
flLiiD
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flUiD
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB # 2468
lRour. JONES. GLEDI-llll • FUHRMAN • GOURLEY, P A

SiP
SEP 0 1 201
J DAVIQ NAVARRO. Clark

•

225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529

1yi...AMII
.M¥

Attorneys for Plaintiff The City of Meridian

IN THEDISTRICf COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDlaAL DISTRICf OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
1HE
TIlE QTI OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Cmporation,

Case No. CV OC09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PElRA, INCORPORAlED,
COIporation,

an

Idaho

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY

Defendant.
The City of Meridian (hereinafter referred to as the "City") submits this Memorandum in
IncoIporated
Support of its Motion for Partial Summary Judgment against the Defendant Petra, Incolporated
(hereinafter referred to as "Petra") seeking an order finding Petra in material breach of the
Construction Management Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the "CMA").
The City entered into the CMA with Petra with the finn conviction that Petra would
perform according to its promises contained in the CMA. Petra failed to perform, in material tasks,
and as such, the City respectfully requests that the Court enter its Order on Partial Summary
Judgment finding that Petra has materially breached the CMA, and the City has been damaged in an
amount to be proven at trial.

I.

Petra's Duties at Issue are Oear, Unambiguous and Itemized in the CMA.

The CMA defined the relationship of the parties in section 1.1 as follows:
aTY OF MERIDIAN MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY
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1.

RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES
1.1

Relationship of the Parties.

Construction Manager acknowledges and accepts the relationship of
trust and confidence established with Owner by this Agreement and
trost
that this relationship is a material consideration for Owner in entering
into this agreement. Accordingly, Construction Manager shall, at all times,
act in a manner consistent with this relationship. Construction Manager
further covenants that Construction Manager will perform its services under
this Agreement, in the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care and with the
same degree of professional skill, diligence and judgment as is customary
among construction managers of similar reputation performing work for
projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the Project. Construction
Manager shall. at all times. further the interest of Owner through
efficient business administration and management.
Pl.'s Compl. Ex. A (Apri116, 2009) (emphasis added).
Under the express terms of the CMA, Petra had the express responsibility to "act in a
manner consistent" with the "relationship of trust and confidence." Id In the discharge of its
contractually mandated fiduciary responsibility, Petra agreed to "at all times further the interests of
Owner through efficient business administration and management." Id
Under Section 2.1 of the CMA, Construction Manager's Representations, Petra specifically
represented that it had the expertise to "manage and coordinate the design and construction of the
Project." Section 2.1.3 states in its entirety:
2.1.3 Construction Manager has the professional knowledge. skills.
experience. education and staffing to manage and coordinate the
design and construction of the Project. The individual employees of
Construction Manager that will render services pursuant to this Agreement
are knowledgeable and experienceed in the disciplines required for this
Project(.]

Id (emphasis added)
Additionally, under Section 3.3 of the CMA, Petra acknowledged the existence of the City's
Agreement with LCA Architects P.A (LCA) and specifically agreed to consult and coordinate with

aTY OF MERIDIAN MOTION FOR PARTIAL
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LeA. Petra further agreed to assist the Architect to fulfill its duties. The applicable portion of
Section 3.3 states:
Construction Manager hereby acknowledges that it has received,
reviewed, and studied the agreement fonn that Owner intends to use with
Architect (the "Architectural Agreement"), and the same is herein
Construction Manager shall consult and
incorporated by reference.
coordinate with Architect as needed to fulfill its duties hereunder, and shall
assist Architect as need for Architect to fulfill its duties to Owner under the
Architectural Agreement.

Of critical import to this matter, is the following direct quote from Section 4 of the CMA
which defines Petra's Scope of Services:

4.

SCOPE OF SERVICES
4.1

In General.

Owner has retained Construction Manager to help it achieve the objectives
set forth in Section 3.1 above by managing and coordinating the design and
construction of the Project on behalf of Owner. Therefore, the general
scope of Construction Manager's responsibilities is to do all things, or, when
appropriate, require Architect and each Contractor to do all things necessary,
appropriate or convenient to achieve the end result desired by Owner,
including, but not limited to, those tasks set forth in this Article 4. The tasks
set forth in this Article 4 are not intended to be an exhaustive list of the tasks
required to achieve the result desired by Owner. The general scope of
Construction Manager's responsibilities and shall include all other tasks
indicated or implied in this Agreement and the implementing plans
contemplated herein.

Id
Petra agreed to achieve the Gty's objectives by "managing and coordinating the
design" ..."on
... "on behalf of Owner." Petra further agreed to "do all things, or, when appropriate
require Architect and each Contractor to do all things necessary, appropriate or convenient
to achieve the end result desired by Owner." Id (emphasis added)

aTY OF MERIDIAN MOTION FOR PARTIAL
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Finally, for purposes of this matter, Petra specifically agreed in the Development Strategies
Phase to create a key document, for the success of the Meridian City Hall (MGi) Project. Section
4.2, the Development Strategies Phase states as follows:
4.2

Development Strategies Phase.

Construction Manager shall carefully examine Owner's Criteria and consult
with Owner and Architect in detail about the same in detail. Based on its
review and consultations, and with the assistance of Architect, Construction
Manager shall prepare and submit to Owner a written report detailing its
understanding of Owner's Criteria and identifying any design, construction,
scheduling, budgetary, and operational or other problems or
recommendations that may result from Owner's Criteria. The written report
shall also include proposed solutions addressing each problem identified,
alternative strategies for the cost effective design and construction of the
Project, and alternative strategies for the cost effective future expansion of
the Project.

Id
It is the 'written report' required under Section 4.2 of the CMA that was, and remains, the
key to achieving the result sought by the City, and making sure that the City, Petra and LCA were
'on the same page' with respect to the Project.

II.

PETRA MATERIALLY BREACHED THE CMA
A Petra Wholly Failed to Pertonn Under Section 4.2 of the CMA

Gene Bennett, in his deposition testimony of February 19, 2010 admits that Petra never
provided the 'written report' required by Section 4.2 of the CMA:

Q. All right. Turning your attention, if you would, sir, to section 4.2 on
page 2693 of Exhibit No.2.
A Which section, again?
Q. 4.2, Development Strategies Phase.
A Okay.
Q. Do you have that, sir?
A I do.
Q. This section requires that the construction manager examine the owner's
criteria and produce a written report detailing its understanding of the
owner's criteria. Did Petra produce that report?

aTY OF MERIDIAN MOTION FOR PARTIAL
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A The owner didn't provide us with the owner's criteria, and Petra did not
produce the report.

Mf. Kim]. Trout' 6a (Sept. 1, 2010) (Citing to Depo. Gene Bennett 66:2-16 (Feb. 19, 2010)
(emphasis added).

Mr. Bennett then goes on to provide many excuses, all of which are directly contrary to
Petra's verified Response to Interrogatory No. 33, in which it claims that the "written report" it
prepared in satisfaction of its duties under Section 4.2 of the CMA is a document entitled the
"Building Program." Mf. Kim]. Trout" 4 & 5 (Sept. 1, 2010). The "Building Program" was a
document actually authored by LeA, and dated August 16, 2006, a short 15 days following Petra's
execution of the CMA. Petra's wholly incredible explanation in the Interrogatory answer is so
ludicrous, as to be humorous. Petra claims the 'written report' called the "Building Program" was
created as a result of "bi-weekly meetings." Mr. Bennett testified in his deposition that "bi-weekly"
Kim J. Trout' 6c (Sept. 1,2010) (Citing to Depo. Gene Bennett
means "every other week" Mf. Kim].
829:22-830:6 Gune 23, 2010)). According to Petra and Mr. Bennett, the 'written report' satisfying
the requirements of Section 4.2 of the CMA was actually a document authored by LCA and created
in 'bi-weekly meetings' held sometime between August 1,2006 (the date of the CMA) and August
15, 2006, less than two weeks later.
Petra's assertion, when contrasted with Mr. Bennett's absolute admission of its material
breach, leaves no room for argument: Petra materially breached the CMA by failing to produce the
critical 'written report' required under Section 4.2 of the CMA. To add insult to injury, Petra billed
the City for 100% completion of the Development Strategies Phase, even though it made no effort
to prepare the required report. Mf. Kim]. Trout' 7 (Sept. 1,2010).
Thus, Petra's dishonesty in billing is yet another set of material breaches: a breach of its
fiduciary duty, a breach of its covenant of good faith and fair dealing and a breach of its duty to
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'further the interest of the owner,' when instead it was simply lining its pockets with money falsely
claimed to have been earned.
The Restatement of the Law of Contracts § 312 defines a breach of contract as "nonperfonnance of any contractual duty of immediate perfonnance. A breach may be total or partial,
promised... "
and may take place by failure to perfonn as promised...

Here, Petra's material breach is

unexcused, and its excuses laughable. Petra materially breached the CMA, and as a result, the City's
excused. J.P. StraW1S Plarrning Assoc, Ire.
duty to perfonn was, and remains excused.].P.

'U

City if Wallace, 129

Idaho 542, 545, 928 P.2d 46,49 (G. App. 1996).

B. Petra Materially Breached the CMA by Failing to Administer the Prime
T enns:
Contracts According to Their Tenns:
Section 4.7 of the CMA defined Petra's responsibilities during the Construction Phase of the
MffiProject. Of important note is Section 4.7.1 which reads:
Construction Manager shall have and perfonn those duties, obligations and
responsibilities set forth in the construction agreements between Owner and
each Contractor (the "Construction Contracts"). Construction Manager
hereby acknowledges that it has received, reviewed, and studied the fonus
fonDS
that Owner intends to use for the Construction Contracts, and the same is
herein incorporated by reference. Construction Manager acknowledges that
Owner may modify the Construction Contracts, and that such modified
Construction Contracts shall be applicable to this Agreement; provided,
however, to the extent such modified Construction Contracts are materially
tenus of this Agreement, this Agreement shall
are inconsistent with the tenDS
control as between Owner and Construction Manager.
Pl.'s Compl. Ex. A (April 16, 2009).
The City contracted with the multiple Prime Contractors utilizing AlA Documents
A101/CMa - 1992 and AZ01/CMa
A201/CMa - 1992. Under Section 4.6.1 of the AlA AZ01/CMa
A201/CMa - 1992,
Petra held direct responsibility for Prime Contract Administration.

Section 4.6.1 of the AlA

A201/
AZ01/ CMa - 1992 reads as follows:

§4.6 ADMINISTRATION OF THE CONTRACT

aTY OF MERIDIAN MOTION FOR PARTIAL
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§4.6.1 The Construction Manager and Architect will provide
administration of the Contract as described in the Contract Documents, and
will be the Owner's representatives (1) during construction, (2) until final
payment is due and (3) with the Owner's concurrence, from time to time
during the correction period described in Section 12.2 The Construction
Manager and Architect will advise and consult with the Owner and will have
authority to act on behalf of the Owner only to the extent provided in the
Contract Documents, unless otherwise modified by written instrument in
accordance with other provisions of the Contract.
KimJ. Trout' 8 (Sept. 1,2010).
Mf. Kim].

As set forth in the Mfidavit of Steven ].
J. Amento in Opposition to Petra's Motion for
Summary Judgment, Petra wholly failed to properly administer the Prime Contracts. Sre Mf. Steven
J. Amento "19
,,19 - 25 Guly2, 2010).1 Rule Steel's contract is a direct example. With respect to Rule
].
Steel's contract, Petra:

1.

Failed to enforce the requirement that for any schedule extension for a claimed

weather delay, Rule was required to make a timely written request for extension. Mf. Kim].
KimJ. Trout'
8, (Sept. 1,2010) (citing to §§ 4.7.8 and 7.2.4 of the AlA A201/CMa - 1992). There is no evidence
in the record that Rule Steel made a timely, written, and substantiated request for a time extension
due to a weather delay. Yet, Thomas Coughlin of Petra both recommended and granted a weather
extension to Rule in his letter of November 19, 2008 to the Gty, in direct breach of Petra's duties
under the CMA.
2.

Failed to enforce the direct contractual provision that once a Change Order was

'final.' Mf. Kim ].
J. Trout , 8 (Sept. 1, 2010) (citing to § 7.2.4 of the AlA
approved, it was 'final:

A201/CMa - 1992). Petra submitted Change Order's 1 and 2 for Rule Steel with no additional

1 Mr. Amento's Affidavit is incorporated herein by reference (including all Exhibits) as though fully set forth herein.
Petra's handling of the Rule Steel change order process and its administration of the liquidated damages provisions are a
complete evisceration of the Gty's rights as Owner, under the AlAA201lCMa-1992 General Conditions and the AlA
A101/CMa - 1992 General Contract under which Rule was obligated to pay the sum of $500.00 per day in liquidated
damages for failure to achieve Substantial Completion by October 5, 2007 as required. Instead, Petra allowed Rule to
wallow in arrears in the schedule, which delayed lMCs
TMCs masonry work causing massive cost overruns for 'winter
conditions' costs.
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time, and both were approved by the City in that fonD. Mf.
Aff. Steven]. Amento " 24(c) Guly 2,
2010). Mter
After approval by the Gty, Petra unilaterally and without consulting the Gty or receiving its
approval, modified the Change Order to insert "lBD" in the time section in direct derogation of the
best interests of the Gty and in direct violation of § 7.2.4 of the AlA A201/CMa
A20 1/ CMa - 1992. Petra went
on to make a fraudulent representation to the Gty regarding the application of liquidated damages to
the Rule Steel contract, by recommending and allowing time for changes which had already been
approved with "0" additional time in Olange Orders 1 and 2.
3.

Even assuming Rule Steel may have been eligible for some additional time, Petra

wholly failed to properly apply the provisions of the AlA A2011CMa
A20 11 CMa - 1992 General Conditions in
its analysis:
a.

First, there is no evidence in the record that Rule Steel made a timely written

Aff. Kim].
request for an extension of time as required by AlA A201/CMa - 1992 § 4.7.3. Mf.
Trout' 9 (Sept. 1, 2010). Rule Steel did not make a timely request for extension of time
within 21 days, therefore waiving any and all claim that Rule Steel may have had.
b.

Second, pursuant to § 83.1 of the AlA A201/CMa -1992, the Gtyowns the

'float.' Thus, even assuming Rule Steel might have a timely, written, and legitimate request
for delay, a correct application of the contract required that Petra first give the Gty 'credit'
for the 30 days of 'float' identified in § 8.3.1. There is no evidence in the record that Petra
even attempted to apply§ 8.3.1.
c.

Third, Petra's failure to require a timely written notice of claim for delay,

along with its total failure to apply the provisions of § 8.3.1 of the AlA A201/CMa - 1992 to
the Rule Steel liquidated damages analysis, resulted in the wrongful waiver by Petra of not
less than $15,000 in liquidated damages wrongfully waived by Petra. Such conduct is a
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material breach of Petra's fiduciary duty, and its express duty to act in furtherance of the
interests of the Gty.
d.

Petra wholly failed to discharge its duty to insure that a Certificate of

Substantial Completion was issued by the Architect for each Prime Contractor.
1.

Under § 8.2.1 of the AlA A201/CMa - 1992, 'time is of the essence'

and each Contractor agreed that the "[t]ime limits stated in the Contract Documents
are of the essence of the Contract. By executing the Agreement the Contractor
confinns that the Contract Time is a reasonable period for performing the work."

Mf. Kim].
KimJ. Trout' 8 (Sept. 1,2010).
Further, each Contractor agreed, under § 8.2.3 of the AlA A201/CMa - 1992, to achieve
"Substantial Completion" within the Contract Time set forth in it's AlA Al0l/CMa - 1992

Contract.ld
Contract./d
Further, 'Substantial Completion' is defined by § 9.8.1 of the AlA A20 11 CMa - 1992 as "the
stage in the progress of the Work as certified in writing by the Construction Manager and Architect,
when the Work or designated portion thereof is sufficiently complete in accordance with the
Contract Documents so the Owner can occupy or utilize the Work for its intended use." Mf. Kim
].
J. Trout' 8 (Sept. 1, 2010).
And finally, Substantial Completion is achieved when the Architect has prepared "a
certificate of Substantial Completion which shall establish the date of Substantial
Completion... " Mf. Kim ].
J. Trout' 8, § 9.8.2 (Sept. 1, 2010) (emphasis added). Not a single
Completion..."
"Certificate of Substantial Completion" was issued by the Architect on the MGI Project. Mf. Kim
J.
J. Trout' 11 (Sept. 1,2010). Petra had an affirmative duty to insure that the Architect performed all
of its duties under the AlA A201/CMa - 1992 General Conditions. Mf. Kim].
KimJ. Trout' 12 (Sept. 1,
2010) (citing to Project Contractor Coordination, Methods & Procedures specifically Bates number
CITY OF MERIDIAN MOTION FOR PARTIAL
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CM017049 , "Non-Compliance Notice"). Under the Construction Management Plan, Petra stated
unequivocally that it had the duty and authority to order the Architect to perfonn any required duty
of the Architect. Id
9.S.2 of the AlA A201/CMa - 1992, to
Further, Petra had an affinnative duty, pursuant to § 9.8.2
submit the Certificate of Substantial Completion "to the Owner and Contractor for their written
Aff. Kim J. Trout' 8.
S. Petra
acceptance of responsibilities assigned to them in such Certificate." Mf.
failed to submit the Certificate of Substantial Completion to the Owner and the Contractor,
therefore failing to receive approval. Id at , 11.

As a result of Petra's failure to insure that a Certificate of Substantial Completion was
established for each Prime Contractor by the Architect pursuant to the AlA A201/CMa - 1992
General Conditions, Petra failed to 'do all things necessary' for the enforcement of the liquidated
damages provisions of the Prime Contracts. Petra's material breach and failure to enforce the Prime
Contract's liquidated damage provisions shall be a principal part of the City's damages at trial.
However, Petra's liability for this material breach is unequivocally established herein.
Petra's failure to strictly enforce the provisions of the AlA A201/CMa - 1992 General
Conditions is a direct, material breach by Petra. Gene Bennett, Petra's Project Manager on the
Project, knew Petra's responsibility to enforce the AlA A201/CMa - 1992. The following exchange
occurred in his continued deposition of June 22, 2010:

Q.

200S, were you as the construction manager
Okay. As of August of 2008,
aware that Petra, as the CM on this project, had a duty to follow the tenns
and conditions of the prime contracts as written between the city and all of
the prime contractors?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation. Also calls for a legal
conclusion.
TIlE WI1NESS: I believe we did.
Aff. KimJ. Trout' 6b (Sept. 1,2010) (citing to Depo. Gene Bennett 600:16 - 24 Gune 22, 2010)).
Mf.
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C. Petra Materially Breached the CMA by Failing to Protect the City from
Defective or Deficient Work.
Petra also had an affinnative duty to protect the Gty from defective or deficient work
Sections 4.7.9 and 4.7.10 of the CMA state as follows:
4.7.9 Construction :Manager shall carefully observe the Work of each
Contractor whenever and wherever necessary, and shall, at a minimum,
observe Work at the Project site no less frequently than each standard
workday. The purpose of such observations shall be to determine the quality
and quantity of the Work in comparison with the requirements of the
Construction Contract. In making such observations, Construction Manager
shall protect Owner from continuing deficient or defective Work, from
continuing unexcused delays in the schedule, and from overpayment to a
Contractor. Following each observation, Construction Manager shall submit
a written report of such observation to Owner and Architect together with
any appropriate comments or recommendations.
4.7.10 Construction Manager shall reject, in writing, any Work of a
Contractor that is not in compliance with the Construction Documents
unless otherwise directed by Owner in writing.
Pl.'s Compl. Ex. A (Apri116, 2009).
AIAA201/CMa-1992 §4.6.2 states:
The Construction Manager will, for the benefit of the Owner, determine that
the work is being performed in accordance with the requirements of the
Contract Documents, will keep the Owner informed of the progress of the
Work, and will guard the owner against defects and deficiencies in the Work.
Aff. Kim]. Trout 18 (Sept. 1,2010).
Although the list is being accumulated as this is written, multiple defects in materials and
workmanship have been identified in both the Affidavit and deposition testimony of Steven
Amento, Laura Knothe, Todd Weimer, and the Affidavit of Neil O. Anderson.2 These failures are a
direct breach of Petra's contractually mandated duty to guard the Gty against defects and
deficiencies in the Work

The Affidavits and Deposition transcripts of Amento, Knothe, Weltner and Anderson are hereby incorporated herein,
and are introduced in support of the Gty's Motion for Partial SummaryJudgment,
Summary Judgment, as though fully set forth herein.

2
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·'
No matter how Petra may describe them, there is no factual dispute that the physical defects
in the materials and workmanship were within Petra's oversight responsibility and it was a systemic
failure of that responsibility by Petra that constitute multiple and complete material breaches of the
CMA and the AlA AlOl/ CMa - 1992 by Petra.
CONCLUSION
The foregoing establishes that the CMA imposed upon Petra multiple duties in furtherance
of obligation to "act in a manner consistent"
consistent" with the "relationship of trust and confidence." These
duties included, but were not limited to, the provision of a final written report under Section 4.2, the
administration of the contract under Section 4.7, and the assurance of an issuance of a certificate of
substantial completion under Section 9. The indisputable evidence is that Petra did not fulfill a
single one of these duties under the CMA. Petra's clear failure to comply with the express
provisions of the CMA constitutes a material breach of the CMA as a matter of law and summary
judgment in favor of the City as to Petra's Liability should be granted.
DA1ED this 1"t day of September, 2010.

TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •
GoURLEY, P.A

B;\::> ~

~W::~----

Kim]. Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
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Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-07257

Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT DATED
SEPTEMBER 1, 2010

Defendant.
The City of Meridian, by and through its attorneys of record, Kim J. Trout or the firm of
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., moves this Court pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure for Summary Judgment against Petra Incorporated finding and concluding
the following:
1. Petra Incorporated ("Petra") did not provide written notice of its claim to an authorized
representative of the City;
2. Petra's claim is barred by the express notice of claim provisions of the Construction
Management Agreement;
3. Any alleged notice to the City was untimely under the express terms of the Construction
Management Agreement;

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT DATED SEPTEMBER 1, 2010
Page -1
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..
4. Petra's claim for active interference is barred for failure to provide written notice to the
City;
5. Petra's Claim under Section 6.2.2 of the Construction Management Agreement is barred

for failing to comply with the Construction Management Agreement; and
6. Petra's claim is barred because Petra failed to obtain the City's approval prior to

providing the claimed services as required by the CMA.
1bis motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case, the City's Memorandum
in Support of its Motion for Summary Judgment filed and served contemporaneously herewith,
together with the Affidavit of Kim].
Kim J. Trout dated September 1, 2010, Affidavit of Theodore W.
Baird Jr. dated September 1,2010, and Affidavit ofJaycee
of Jaycee L. Holman dated August 30,2010.
1bis motion also incorporates the Supplemental Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. dated
August 30, 2010, Affidavit of Todd Weltner Dated May 24,2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to
Motion for Summary Judgment, Affidavit of Steven].
Steven J. Amento in Opposition to Defendant's
Motion for Summary Judgment, Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird Jr. dated July 6, 2010 Filed in
Support of Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment, Affidavit of Laura Knothe Dated July 6,
2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment, and Second Affidavit of

Todd Weltner Dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and has been scheduled at the Court's first
available time for October 4, 2010 at 3:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard.
DATED this _,_ day of September, 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A.

~

<?os

By\,
--!
Kim].
Trout
KimJ.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise,ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
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Email
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225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff The Gty of Meridian

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIOAL DISTRICf OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

orr

TIlE
OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PE1RA, INCORPORA1ED,
Corporation,

an

Idaho

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant.

The Gty of Meridian (hereinafter referred to as the "Gty") submits this Memorandum in
Support of its Motion for Sumrnaty against the Defendant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter referred
to as "Petra") with respect to all claims asserted byway of its Counterclaim against the Gty.

I.

INTRODUCfION
Currendy pending before this Court is the Gty's Motion for Dismissal of Petra's claims

based upon Petra's clear failure to comply with the Idaho Tort Caims Act,
(hereinafter referred to as "ITCA").

I.e § 6-901

et SffJ.

While the express provisions of the ITCA present an

insurmountable procedural hurdle to Petra's claims against the Gty, the express provisions of the

"CMA.") between the Gty and
Construction Management Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the "CMA")
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Petra presented a substantive hurdle to Petra's claims which cannot, as a matter of law, be overcome
by Petra.
The unambiguous provisions of the CMA required that Petra provide the City with timely
written notice of any claim or dispute it had with regard to the CMA. The indisputable facts in the
record reveal that Petra not only did not provide the required notice to the City of any claim it had
with regard to the CMA, but that it was on notice of the very claim that it now seeks to assert
against the City as early as January of 2007 and as late as July of 2007. Accordingly, Petra never gave
notice to the City, let alone notice within twenty-one (21) days of the first appearance of the basis
for its claim as required by the CMA. Moreover, any other attempt by Petra to argue around this
prohibitive bar to its claims is likewise barred by other provisions of the CMA.

As such, Petra's claims against the City are barred as a matter of law and summary judgment
in favor of the City is appropriate.

II.

PETRA'S CLAIM IS BARRED BY THE EXPRESS NOTICE OF CLAIM
PROVISIONS OF THE CMA
A

PETRA DID NOT PROVIDE WRITTEN NOTICE OF ITS CLAIM TO
AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE OTY.

The Construction Management Agreement dated August 1, 2006 between the City and
Petra, contains a contractually mandated 'notice of clam'
clam.' provision:

8.<lAIMS.

8.1

<=lainns.
<=1ainns.

In the event that any claim, dispute or other matter in question between
Owner and Construction Manager arising out of or related to this Agreement
or the breach hereof (a II Oaim"), Owner and Construction Manager shall
<=1ainns must
first endeavor to resolve the Oaim through direct discussions. <=lainns
be initiated bywritten notice.
PI.'s Compi. Ex. A (April 16, 2009).
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In addition, Section 10.14 of the CMA contained a specific provision requiring that notice be
served upon the "Office of the Gty Oerk"
Oerk" and "Gty Attorney's Office" upon the Gty Attorney.
Section 10.14 in pertinent part states:
10.14 Notice
All notice between the parties shall be deemed received when personally
delivered or when deposited in the United States mail postage prepaid, registered or
certified, with return receipt requested, or sent by telegram or mail-o-gram or by
recognized courier delivery (e.g. Federal Express, Airborne, Burlington, etc.)
addressed to the parties, as the case may be, at the address set forth below or at such
other addresses as the parties may subsequently designate by written notice given in
the manner provided in this Section:
Owner:
To be detennined by Owner. Upon Owner's selection of its
authorized representative, Owner will provide Architect the name and contact
information for such representative.
With a copy to:

Office of the Gty Oerk
Gty of Meridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, Idaho 83642-2300
Telephone:
208-888-4433
Facsimile:
208-884-8119
bergw@ meridiancity.o~
Email:
meridiancity.o~
Attorney's Office
Gty Attorney'S
Gty of Meridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, Idaho 83642-2300
Telephone:
208-898-5506
Facsimile:
208-884-8723
Email:
bairdt® meridiancity.o~
meridiancity.o~

Id
The language of the CMA is unambiguous, and requires that Petra strictly comply with the
notice provisions of Section 8.1 of the CMA. 'Where the language of the contract is clear and
Sa?, Barrhert
unambiguous, it is to be enforced as a matter of law according to its tenns. Sre,

'U

Heda

Mining ~ 109 Idaho 482, 485, 708 P.2d 887, 890 (1985) (stating Court "will not rewrite the
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parties' contract for them and, where as here, it is unambiguous, it will be enforced according to its
terms.").

It is undisputed that the City never designated an "authorized representative" by provision
Aff. Theodore W. Baird Jr. , 10 (Aug. 30, 2010).
of a written notice to the Architect. Supp. Mf.
Accordingly, under the express terms of the CMA, the only individuals identified as authorized to
receive notice on behalf of the City remained the City Attorney and the City Oerk. As is also
incapable of being disputed, no "Notice" was served upon either the City Oerk or upon the City
Aff. Jaycee L. Holman , 3 (Aug. 30, 2010).
Attorney. Id at , 12. Mf.
Therefore, as a matter of law, Petra's claim is subject to dismissal for failure to satisfy the
conditions precedent required by the CMA,

i.e notice to the requisite authorized City

representatives.

B.

ANY NOTICE THAT PETRA COULD BE SAID TO HAVE GIVEN TO
THE aTY WAS UNTIMELY UNDER THE EXPRESS TERMS OF THE
CMA

Recognizing, as it must, that it wholly failed to provide notice to the individuals authorized
to receive notice of claims under the CMA, Petra has attempted to assert in discovery that it did in
fact provide notice to the City in the form of certain correspondence provided on or about
Aff. Eugene R Bennett
November 5,2007 to the City of Meridian Purchasing Agent, Keith Watts. Mf.
, 42, Ex. 12 (May 5,2010).
However, at the outset this assertion must be rejected out of hand as it is clear that Mr.
Watts was not an individual identified in the CMA as one authorized to receive notice on behalf of
the City under the CMA. Nonetheless, even if the Court were to consider this correspondence as a
pwported attempt by Petra to provide "notice" to the City, this correspondence is untimely under
the CMA as it was provided more than twenty-one (21) days after the event or the discovery of facts
giving rise to its claim.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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Section 8.1 of the CMA states in pertinent part:
Manager acknowledges that Owner's ability to evaluate a Cairn
Construction :Manager
depends in large part on Owner being able to timely review the circumstances of the
Oaim. Therefore, Construction Manager agrees that it shall submit a Caim to
Owner by written notice no later than twenty-one (21) calendar days after the event
or the first appearance of the circumstances giving rise to the Oaim, and that such
written notice shall set fonh in detail all facts and circumstances supporting the

Oaim."
Compi. Ex. A (April 16, 2009).
PI.'s CompI.
Thus, it is without dispute that the clear and express tenns of Section 8 of the CMA required
Manager, of any claim within twenty-one (21) calendar
written 'notice' by Petra, as the Construction :Manager,
days after the event or first appearance of the circumstances giving rise to the Oairn.

As this Court is aware, Petra's claim is based in large part upon the increase in the cost of the
Meridian Gty Hall Project ("Mm') from the original $12.2 Million Dollar 'budget' established in
the CMA. Id If Petra's claim for damages in this case is premised upon its assertion that it is
entitled to an increased fee for an increased cost beyond the original budget, this Court is required to
determine 'what did Petra know, and when did Petra know it,' with respect to the "first appearance
of facts and circumstances giving rise to the Oaim."
The claim for an increase in Petra's Construction Management Fee is based upon Petra's
assertion that the fee is somehow tied to 4.7% of the construction cost. Aff. Thomas R Coughlin 1
26 (May 5, 2010) (citing to Exhibit 48); Aff. Eugene R Bennett " 16 & 120-121 (May 5, 2010)
(specifically' 16(a) which reads "a fee of $574,000 based on a total project cost estimate of
cost... " and , 121 which states "[t]he amount of the
$12,200,000 or 4.7 % of the total project cost...
additional fee requested was based on 4.7% of the estimated increase in the total cost of the
Project"); Petra's Answer and First Amended Counterclaim' 55 (August 21, 2009). It should be
noted, that the CMA does not contain any language regarding a percentage fee, and nowhere does it
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contain a reference to 4.7% as a method for establishing the stated fee of $574,000, or as the basis
for establishing any increase in the fee. The 4.7% is merely a Petra fiction.
The question is, when did Petra first know of an increase in cost, and thus when should
Petra have given 'notice' of its claim. The undisputed facts of the case are such that Petra knew of
the pwponed increase in cost as early as January 15,2007, and as late as July 12, 2007. Under either
date, the pwponed notice to the Gty was well beyond the twenty-one days from discovery as
required by the CMA.
1.

Petra Knew of its Oaim as Early as January 15,2007.

Petra's first 'cost estimate' for the MGf was, according to Gene Bennett, Petra's Project
Manager, presented to the Gty's Mayor's Building Committee on or about January 15, 2007. Supp.
Aff. Theodore W. Baird Jr. , 4 (Aug. 30, 2010V

Through the use of Exhibit "N' to the

Supplemental Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird Jr. Dated August 30, 2010, Mr. Bennett identified the
Petra cost estimate, for "Total Project Costs" as of January 15, 2007, as being $16,867,220. Id
Therefore, it is beyond dispute that Petra 'knew' the "first appearance of facts and circumstances
giving rise to the Oaim," on or about January 15, 2007, and Petra was required to give 'notice' to the
Gty of its claim on that date.
What is now critical to note, is that instead of giving the Gty 'notice,' Petra instead
represented, falsely, that its "Reimbursables - Construction" would remain at $279,712 and that its
"Construction Management Fee" would remain at $574,000, which are identical to the figures stated
in the CMA. Thus, Petra's affirmative, factual representation to the Gty was, even though Petra
estimated the MGf cost to increase from $12.2 million to $16,867,220, more than a thirty-eight
percent (38%) increase, that Petra's Construction Management Fee and Reimbursables would

1 This Exhibit will be utilized repeatedly to demonstrate both Petra's commission of fraud upon the City, but also to
illustrate what Petra knew and when Petra knew it as it relates to notice of claim in this matter.
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NOT CHANGE from the CMA amounts and thus clearly NOT BE INCREASING. Thus,
Petra not only failed to give 'notice' as required by the CMA, but affinnative1y told the City that its
Fee and Reimbursables would not increase by one penny!
Petra 'knew' that the cost of the Mrn
Mffi would be increasing, and according to Petra's theory
of the case, it 'knew' that its Fee and Reimbursables were tied directly to increased 'cost' of the

Mrn
Mffi Project,

yet it not only didn't give the City notice, it made the first of many material

misrepresentations to the City to induce, by its representations regarding Petra's Fee and
Reimbursable cost items, the City to allow Petra to stay on the job.
Under Petra's theory, as of January 15, 2007 it 'knew' of the "first appearance of facts and
circumstances giving rise to the Oaim" and written notice was due within 21

days according to

Section 8 of the CMA. Petra's failure to give notice bars its claim. Absher Cmstruaial Ca

'lZ

Kent Sdxxi

Dist. Na 415,890 P.2d 1071 (1995).
2.

Petra Further Knew of its Oaim not Later Than February 12, 2007.

As if Petra's knowledge on January 15, 2007 was not enough, and assuming that Petra
somehow claims it couldn't have known that early because it only had 20% of the plans, Petra again
had a full and fair opportunity to give 'notice' when it produced its 60% estimate, on February 12,
Aff. Theodore W. Baird Jr. , 4 (Aug. 30, 2010).
2007. Supp. Mf.
The record reveals that as of February 12,2007, Petra's Total Project Costs grew by nearly

affirrrutiWy represented
five million dollars, and Petra still gave no 'notice.' To the contrary, Petra again affi:nrutiWy
to the City that Petra's Fee and Reimbursables will NOT be going up: With the cost now 41%
higher than the $12.2M stated in the CMA, Petra still did not provide 'notice' pursuant to the
contractual requirements, or the statutorily required 'notice' of claim. Sre

I.e § 50-219

and the

Idaho Tort Oaims
Cairns Act. Therefore, Petra's claim is barred and should be dismissed.
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3.

Petra Knew of its Oairn not Later Than April 3, 2007.

Even if Petra could somehow argue that it couldn't have known about the actual 'cost' of the
Januaty or Februcuy
Februaty 2007, then certainly, when Petra received the bids on Phase II,
MGf as of Janucuy
which included 'structural steel' and 'exterior stone,2 it should have known of the "first appearance
of facts and circumstances giving rise to the Oairn" triggering its obligation to give notice to the
City under the CMA.

It should also be noted, that the end of March, early April 2007 period was particularly
critical to Petra. On March 30, 2007, just three days before the Phase II bids were due, Ted Baird,
Aff.
the Assistant City Attorney, sent Petra what can be characterized as a 'wake-up-call' letter. Mf.
Theodore W. Baird , 13 Guly 6, 2010). The March 30, 2007 letter identifies Petra's material
breaches of the CMA and calls for Petra's attendance at a City Council Executive Session to be held
on April 3, 2007, the date the bids for Phase II were to be opened.
Petra was placed on notice of the City's strong concerns about Petra's job performance. Just
three days later the Phase II bids would be opened, and the Work on the foundation for the new
MGf was scheduled to begin approximately one month later in May of 2007. Thus, with the
knowledge that it was being criticized for its work effort, knowing the critical timing of the Phase II
bid opening in order to meet Petra's projected schedule as represented to the City, and the need to
commence work in May on the foundation for the building, Petra once again provided a cost
estimate on April 3, 2007, and represented to the City that its reimbursables and the Construction
Management Fee were to remain at the CMA stated numbers of $279,812 and $574,000 respectively.
Aff. Theodore W. Baird Jr. , 4 (Aug. 30, 2010).
Supp. Mf.

in its 'claim' of 'change' asserts, as principal foundation, that the structural steel in the Gty Council chambers, the
moment welds, and the exterior stone, 200 year building, were principal components of the 'change' for which it claims
additional Fees and Reimbursables. See Petra's Substitute Memo. in Opp. to Mot. for Leave to File First Amend. Compl.
§ 4.1 (April 12, 2010); Aff. Gene Bennett " 26-40 (April 7, 2010); Aff. Gene Bennett " 47-53 (May 5, 2010); Aff.
Thomas Coughlin" 14-17 (MayS, 2010).
2 Petra
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However, as of April 3, 2007, with the estimated project cost now at $18,185,309, or 49%
higher than the $12.2M stated in the CMA, Petra still provided no 'notice' pursuant to the
contractually required notice and therefore Petra's claim must be barred as a matter of law.

The pattern is simple, despite the growth in cost, both estimated and actual, Petra again
affirmatively tells the City that Petra's Fee and Reirnbursales of $574,000 and $279,812,
respectively, are not going to change and would remain as stated in the CMA! Had Petra
been hcn:st with the City in accord with its contractual and fiduciary duty, and told the City what it
intended to do in making its claim on or before April 3, 2007, one can only surmise that when the

City met with Petra in Executive Session on April 3, 2007 to discuss Petra's failures to perform, the
City would have likely fired Petra on the spot, and but for Petra's fraud, would have.
4.

Petra Knew of its Cairn no Later Than July 12,2007.

MGf as
Ignoring the undeniable evidence of Petra's actual notice of the actual 'cost' of the Mffi
of January 15, February 12, and now April 3, 2007, certainly when Petra received the bids for Phase
IlIon July 12, 2007 it should have known of the "first appearance of facts and circumstances giving
rise to the Claim."

This date is significant as this is the date upon which Petra received the bids which included
the Mechanical work that Petra claims is the 'changed' I-NAC
I-NAC under floor plenum system, the
Electrical work, which Petra claims is the state of the art electrical and lighting system, and the
"MEP',).3 Again, Petra expressly represented to the City that the
Plumbing system (collectively "MEP").3
Reimbursables and Petra's Fee were not changing from the CMA stated values of $279,000 and
$574,000, respectively. Supp. Aff. Theodore W. Baird Jr.

1 4 (Aug. 30, 2010). With the Total

3 Petra in its 'claim' of 'change' asserts as principal foundation, that the Mechanical - HV
HVAC
AC system, Electrical and
Plumbing systems ('MEP") were principal components of the 'change' for which it claims additional Fees and
Comp!. § 4.1 (April 12,
Reimbursables. Sre Petra's Substitute Memo. in Opp. to Mot. for Leave to File First Amend. Compi.
2010); Aff. Gene Bennett " 26-40 (April 7, 2010); Aff. Gene Bennett " 47-53 (May 5,2010); Aff. Thomas Coughlin "
14-17 (MayS, 2010).
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Project Costs now at more than $20M, which was an increase of eight million dollars above the
6S% higher than the $ U.2M stated in the CMA, Petra still did
stated Budget in the CMA, nearly 68%
not give 'notice' to the Gty pursuant to the contractually required notice. To the contrary, Petra
again affinnatively represented to the Gty that Petra's Fee and Reimbursables would not be
increasing. Id In this regard, it is significant to note that the 'Variance to Budget' column for the
Construction Management & Site Development Costs as it relates to Item 3, Reimbursables Construction, and Item 4, Construction Management Fee, both show a zero dollar ($0) variance. Id
Upon placement of the Phase III bid documents with completed design drawings out for
bid, Petra knew every element of its claimed 'changes' upon which it now makes its claim for
additional compensation. Sre Depo. Gene Bennett 132:13-134:6, 134:19-135:3, and 137:20-138:16
(Feb. 19,2010). Petra's pattern of fraudulent misrepresentation, upon which the Gty relied can be
no clearer than the affinnative statements made by Petra to the Gty following the receipt of the
Phase III bids on July 12, 2007. At the Gty Council's regular meeting, held in open session on July
24,2007, Petra again told the Gtyon the about the costs of the Project:
... We have handed out to you a recap of the cost on this project, how they
Bettis: ...We
have been developed, how we put them together from the concept in June of '06
when we first met with the city's selection committee to this point after the phase
three bids. Each of these updates has been provided to the Mayor's building
committee, as well additional copies provided for distribution to Council. So, I hope
run
that what you're seeing isn't totally new to you. I think it's important as we ron
thro~h here real quickly to note that the first true budget that we were able
thro~h
to pull together was based on a 20 pen:ent design with the conceptual plan
and some of the working drnwings being started in Januaty of 2006. That was
a 16.8 million dollar budget and it was the first time it included the full
basement, which took us from SO,OOO
80,000 square feet of the - which was where we
were at in June of '06 - to the 101,000 square feet that we are at today.
February 2006, with release of the 60 percent design, the budget increased by
approximately 400,000 dollars, which included an additional 1.6 million to reflect the
inclusion of the access floor system and the MEP systems with the engineer's
estimates, which were finally available to us. In April- and, I'm sorry, these should
IS.2 million. an increase of
be 2007, not 2006. April 2007 the budget rose to 18.2
approximately one million dollars.
This was when we discovered the
groundwater issues on the site. It included all of the increases to the mechanical
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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electrical systems associated with the handling of that groundwater, as well as
it began to include some of the additional finishes that were being brought
into our vision, as well as yours. That was also the completion of our bids for
phase two. So, we were able to guage the market pricing at that time. With the bid
closing of last week, we have forecast the budget at 20.5 million. That's an increase
of 2.3 million dollars over the April budget, but I think it's important to note that in
the April budget we showed 800,000 dollars in value engineering, which I do not
show at this time and the reason for that is we are in the process of identifying all of
these items that are available to present to you for selection, whether you want to
include them or not.

The new budget also includes all of the contaminated soil removal expenses,
construction management fee associated with
including the addtiional constmction
bringing in John Anderson ahead of schedule as the superintendent to closely
manage and monitor that work, so that we can get complete EPA and DEQ
approval on that work. It includes a 200,000 dollar allowance for the extra costs
associated with LEED certification should you decide to go fONard with that
after the August 7th presentation and discussion. It includes an additional
HVAC and electrical upgrades, which were
100,000 dollars for the IT server room HVAC
unknown to us at the time we were putting the initial budgets together. There are
now more fixed walls after the department feedback from the different
departments as they laid out their work space from what was originally
anticipated in the design and what was presented by the design team. There is also
three times - a 300 percent increase in the total lineal footage of cabinets and
millwork in the building after the department reviews from what the design team had
showed on the April drawings. What we have attempted to do with this budget
is to give us the highest budget that we could think of inclusive of all of the
items, including the 1.5 million dollar budget for the plaza and community
area, so that we have a starting place to address the value engineering issues and
work with you to make a good working budget out of this proejct.
Aff. David Zaremba' 8, Ex. A pp. 45 & 46 (Aug. 30, 2010) (emphasis added).
Wes Bettis, Petra's Project Engineer, handed out the Project Cost Summary and told the

City Council they were looking at the "the highest budget we could think of inclusive of all the
items
..." Id Mr. Bettis never mentioned an increase in the Reimbursable - Construction and the
items•.•"
Construction Management Fee, nor was one ever shown on the Project Cost Summary. The
Reimbursables and Construction Management Fee remained constant from the signing of the CMA
through the July 24, 2007 Meridian City Council Meeting.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
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The words of Wes Bettis, Petra's Project Engineer can leave no doubt that Petra knew,
"inclusive of all items" what the "highest budget" would be. Yet Petra continued to tell the City that
its Fee and Reimbursables would remain at the amount stated in the CMA with a $0 "Variance to

Budget."
Budget."
Petra had a duty, pursuant to the CMA, to give the City written notice no later than twentyone calendar days after the event or the first appearance of the circumstances giving rise to its claim.
claim
The City relied upon Petra to follow the provisions of the CMA to provide the written notice

required under the CMA with respect to its claimed increase in Reimbursables and Construction
Management Fee. Petra failed to provide the City "notice" within twenty-one (21) days of when
Petra 'knew' of the 'first appearance of facts and circumstances giving rise to the Cairn'
Claim'
whether that date be January, February, April or July of 2007, and summary judgment in favor of the
City as to Petra's claim for damages is appropriate.

III.

PETRA'S CLAIM FOR 'ACfIVE INTERFERENCE' IS BARRED FOR FAILURE
TO PROVIDE 'NOTICE' IN WRITING TO THE OTY.
Petra has further asserted an entitlement to damages based on Section 5.2 of the CMA which

provides that "[i]n the event of delay from active interference by Owner, Construction Manager's
sole right and remedy shall [be] an equitable adjustment in its compensation pursuant to Article 7

below." PI.'s
Pl.'s Compl. Ex. A (April 16, 2009). Likewise, any claim by Petra for damages based on the
below."
City's pwponed
pwported "active interference" is barred by its failure to comply with the statutory (ITCA)
and contractual (CMA) notice requirements. Suppl. Aff. Theodore W. Baird " 11 & 12 (Aug. 30,
2010). Aff. Jaycee L. Holman , 3 (Aug. 30,2010).
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IV.

PETRA'S CLAIM UNDER SECTION 6.2.2 OF THE CMA IS BARRED FOR
CMA.
FAILING TO COMPLY WITH THE CMA

Even if Petra could somehow evade the statutory and contractual bar to its claims based on
its failure to provide a timely notice of its claim to the City,4 Petra's claim for damages is barred by
its failure to support its claim for reimbursable expenses as required by Section 6.2 of the CMA.
Pl.'s Compl. Ex. A (April 16, 2009). Pursuant to this provision of the CMA, Petra was required to
track "the actual number of hours worked in furtherance of the change". Id (Emphasis added).
Petra claims that each of the following is a 'change' for which it should be compensated:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Project Size
Work within the building for office space;
Sire Work
Plaza & Site
Complexity of:
Olambers (welds)
i. City Council OIambers
ii. Building exterior (stone)
iii. Mechanical system (HVAC)
iv. Electrical system
LEED (for which Petra does not seek added compensation)
Budget
Furniture Fixtures & Equipment

Perhaps more important, as a condition precedent, Petra was required to track "the actual
number of hours worked in furtherance of the change." Id at Section 6.2.2. During Mr. Bennett's
continued deposition conducted on June 22, 2010, the following exchanges occurred:
Q. (BY MR. TROUl) Okay. And if you had instructed your employees on the
Meridian City Hall project to keep track of their time by the hour with respect to any
of these changes that you've identified, they were all capable of doing that, weren't
';l
they, SIr.
A They were all capable of doing that but we hadn't requested it, or the city.
Q. When did you decide, as the project manager for Petra on the Meridian City Hall
project, to not have your employees track their time by the hour for any change in
this project?
MR. WALKER: Objection, lack of foundation.
.~

4Each of the claimed reimbursable items were known to Petra as of February 12, 2007, given Ex. 10, Petra's Total
Project Cost document.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
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1HE WIlNESS: There was never a time that we considered doing that because the
contract was a not to exceed number. Nor did the city ask for that kind of detail
when we submitted our monthly pay apps. And so there was never a time when we
considered doing that.

Q. And as of February 12th, 2007, you, as the construction manager, were clearly
aware that there were going to be changes in costs for the masonry, correct?

A We were aware of that, yes.
Q. All right. And I would be correct in understanding that had you chosen to track
the time of all Petra employees as it related to those changes, you could have issued
an order as of February 12th, 2007, for all Petra employees to track their time in
furtherance of those changes, couldn't you?
A Why would we?
Q. I wasn't asking you why, sir. I asked you whether you could have done that had
you chosen to do so?
A I guess I don't understand the necessity of it.
Q. That wasn't my question either. My question was a very simple question. Had
you chosen to do so, you could have tracked all of the time of every Petra employee
in furtherance of the change related to mechanical, electrical and plumbing, couldn't
you?
A We could have, but I didn't see a necessity for it.
Q. All right. And that would be true, i.e., Petra could have tracked all of its time
related to any given change had it chosen to do so; isn't that a fact?
A If we had saw the necessity for it, we could have.

Q. Did Petra track in any fashion the specific number of hours that it expended in
addressing the log items created by Beery as you've just described it?
A No.

Q. All right sir. Would I be correct in understanding that Petra did not track the
actual number of hours applicable to the plaza design value engineering and rebid?
A We did not.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in understanding, as you have stated it in paragraph 39,
that Petra did not track the actual amount of time associated with, quote, additional
coordination and resequencing of activities, end quote?
A We did not.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
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Q. All right. Would I be correct in understanding that Petra did not track on an
hourly basis its activities related to changes which Petra asserts increased the
complexity of the project?
A We didn't track our man hours for individual changes due to complexity.
Q. Okay. Would I be correct in understanding that Petra did not track on an hourly
basis the actual number of hours related to changes which it contends affected
sequencing?
A We didn't track our individual hours as it pertains to sequencing.

Aff. Kim]. Trout' 6b (Sept. 1,2010) (Citing to Depo. Gene Bennett 607:24-608:17,
622:5-623:12,658:19-22,660:19-661:15,675:8-15) Oune 22,2010)).

Mr. Bennett admits, that despite its ability to do so, Petra failed to track the actual number of
hours worked in furtherance of the change, or any change, claimed by Petra. Therefore, Petra's
failure to track the "actual number of hours worked in furtherance of the change" means that Petra
has a total failure to meet the condition precedent necessary to make any claim for Reinbursable

Expmses urder Soctioo 6.2.2 ifthe GfA.
Q.1A. Thus, just as with its failure to give the required 'notice,' Petra
has wholly failed to meet the express condition precedent for the bringing of any claim as against the
City, and the City is entitled to summary judgment dismissing Petra's claim in this case.

V.

PETRA'S CLAIM IS BARRED BECAUSE IT FAILED TO OBTAIN THE OTY'S
APPROVAL PRIOR TO PROVIDING THE CLAIMED SERVICES AS
REQUIRED BY THE CMA
In addition to being barred by virtue of its failure to provide either statutory notice (ITCA)

or the CMA requirement for the presentment of a notice of claim upon the first notice of an event
or facts giving rise to a claim, Petra's claim is further barred by Section 7 of the CMA which required
that" ... Prior to providing any additional services. Construction Manager shall notify Owner of
... " Pl.'s Compl.
the proposed change in services and receive Owner's approval for the change ..."
Ex. A (April 16, 2009) (emphasis added).

As has already been established, Petra's only purported 'notice,' which was not proper nor
timely under the CMA, gave 'notice' of the 'change' on November 5, 2007, some 15 months after
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commencement of the MQ-I Project. As established by reference to Petra's documentation of
Otange Order No.2, and from the deposition testimony of Gene Bennett, two things are clear:
First, Petra began providing what it claims was additional work in July of 2006, even before the

CMA was signed on August 1, 2006; and second Petra never sought, nor obtained the City's
approval for the change in services.

As is evidenced by the additional infonnation and back-up to Petra's Otange Order # 2,
which was received by the City of Meridian on or about October 3,2008, Petra represented to the
City that the claimed 'additional work' began on July 1, 2006 by Wes Bettis, which is 15 months
prior to the November 5, 2007 claimed notice letter. However, it is important to note that during
the litigation of this matter Petra, by way of the Affidavit of Thomas R Coughlin Dated May 5,
2010, provided "Revision # 1 - 5/03/10" as Exhtbit 48, wherein Petra shows that Mr. Bettis now
began doing the "additional" work on August 12, 2006, still some 14 months prior to the November
5, 2007 claimed notice letter. Also important to note is that Petra never sent Exhibit 48 to Mr.
Coughlin's May 5, 2010 affidavit to Ted Baird as the cover letter to Exhibit 48 states. Aff. Theodore
W. Baird Jr. , 3 (Sep. 1,2010).
Petra's failure to obtain the City's agreement to the change comprising Petra's claim of
additional services in adzmre ifprutiding
ifprutiding the serUces, is an absolute bar to Petra's claim as the approval
was never sought, nor satisfied. The failure of the express condition precedent is a total bar to the

Petra claim, and no liability can arise to the City.
CONCLUSION
In addition to the statutorily required need to provide notice to the City prior to initiation of
any claim for damages under the ITCA, the CMA between Petra and the City required that Petra
provide the City with proper and timely notice of any claim arising under the CMA. Petra did not
comply with either the statutorily or contractually required duty to provide notice. Not only did
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
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Petra fail to provide the Gty with notice of a claim for damages (or increased fee), Petra. actively
represented to the Gty on multiple occasions that it had no claim for damages (or increased fee).
Petra's failure to provide timely and proper notice requires the dismissal of all claims for damages
against the Gty based on the clear and unequivocal requirements of the ITCA and the CMA.
DA1ED this

r day of September, 2010.
t

TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •
GoURLEY,P.A
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Bk~6
Kim]. Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this r t day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:

Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-07257

Plaintiff,

NOTICE OF HEARING

v.

PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
th day of October,
Judgment re: Liability and Motion for Summary Judgment will be heard on the 44th

2010, at the hour of 3:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as the parties may be heard. The hearing is
scheduled at the Ada County Courthouse located at 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID 83702.
DATED this _,_ day of September, 2010.

TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A.

Kim]. Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff

~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
(208) 639-5609
Direct Facsimile:
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant,
DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantlCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF
THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED
APRIL 1,2010 IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO FILE FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND ADD A CLAIM
FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES

DefendantlCounterclaimant,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rules
56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the applicable Idaho Rules of Evidence,
7(b) and 56(e)

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED APRIL I,
2010 IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
Page 1
ADD A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
615188
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for an order striking paragraphs Sea) through (g) and paragraphs 6 through 10, of the Affidavit of
Theordore W. Baird April 1, 2010 filed in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint and Add a Claim for Punitive Damages, and to the extent that the said
affidavit is relied upon for purposes of Meridian's opposition to Petra's Motion for Summary
Judgment.
This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird
filed contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled for September 16,
2010 at 3:00 p.m.
DATED: September 2,2010.

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED APRIL 1,
2010 IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
ADD A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 2nd day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

o
~
o
o
o

U.S.
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsi . : 331-1529
E- ai.

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED APRIL 1,
2010 IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
ADD A CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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SEP 0 2 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY

Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com

Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
SECOND AMENDED
HEARING

VS.

NOTICE

OF

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant
DefendantiCounterc1aimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front

Street,

SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
613317_2

Boise, Idaho 83702, on Thursday, the 16th day of
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September, 2010, at the hour of 3:00 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's Motions to Strike all or portions of the
Defendant/Counterclaimant,
following affidavits filed by the City of Meridian:
1.

Affidavit of Steven J. Amento (dated July 2, 2010) in Opposition to Defendant's

Motion for Summary Judgment;
2.

Affidavit of Laura Knothe dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;
3.

Affidavit of Todd Wehner Dated May 24, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;
4.

Second Affidavit of Todd Wehner dated July 6, 2010 Filed

III
In

Support of

Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment;
5.

Affidavit of Keith Watts dated May 24, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;
6.

Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird Jr., dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of

Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment;
7.

Affidavit of Franklin G. Lee Dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment;
8.

Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to

File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code §
6-1604 filed on or about April 1, 2010.

SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
613317_2
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9.

Affidavit of Keith Watts (dated September 28, 2009) in Support of Plaintiffs

Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss;
10.

Supplemental Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird Jr. Dated August 30, 2010 Filed in

Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for
Punitive Damages, and
11.

Affidavit of David Zaremba Dated August 30, 2010 Filed in Support of Plaintiffs

Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages.

DATED: September 2,2010.

COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
By:

-;;TH~O~M~AiS~.~W~~;;;tL-=._-~--=-=-':'"
tlCounterclaimant
Attorneys for De d t/Counterclaimant
Petra Incorporated

SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
613317_2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 2nd day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
613317_2

o

o
o
~

o

u.S. Mail
U.S.
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
E-mail:
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY

Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
for DeCendantiCounterclaimant,
DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
Attorneys Cor

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.

Case No. CV OC 0907257

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED SEPTEMBER 2, 2010 IN
SUPPORT OF PETRA INCORPORATED'S
MOTIONS TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED SEPTEMBER 2, 2010 IN
SUPPORT OF PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS

P.l
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
1.

I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant,
DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra

Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.

2.

I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Incorporated's Motions to Strike

affidavits filed by the City of Meridian in support of its Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and Add a Claim for Punitive Damages and in Opposition to Petra's Motion for
Summary Judgment.
3.

I am one of the custodians of records of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, which include

memoranda, legal documents, reports, correspondence, emails, records, research and data
compilations, in various forms that are kept in the course of Cosho Humphrey, LLP's regularly
conducted business activity, and which are made and maintained as the regular practice of

Cosho Humphrey, LLP.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" are true and correct copies of relevant excerpts of

the deposition testimony of Keith Watts taken July 28, 2010.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B"
"s" are true and correct copies of relevant excerpts of

the deposition testimony of Todd Wehner taken August 18,2010.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "c" are true and correct copies of relevant excerpts of

the deposition testimony of Laura Knothe taken August 11,2010.

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G
G.. WALKER DATED SEPTEMBER 2, 2010 IN
SUPPORT OF PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS

P.2
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7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" are true and correct copies of relevant excerpts

of the deposition testimony of Theodore Baird taken August 12,2010.
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a true and correct copy of relevant excerpts of

the Meridian City Council Meeting of July 24,2007.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2nd day of September, 2010.

~7~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 2nd day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

D

~

D
D
D

u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED SEPTEMBER 2, 2010 IN
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

INDEX
EXAMINATION

THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation,
)
) Case No. CV oc 0907257

KEITH E. WATIS

PAGE

By: Mr. Walker

69

)

PlaintiffiCounterdefendant, )
EXHIBITS

)
VI.
vs.

))

NO.

)

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho )
) Volume II

PAGE

224. Notice of Taking Continued Audio-Video
of Keith Watts PETRA96958-60
Deposition ofKeith
(3 pages)

corporation,

)

DefendantlCounterclaimant. )

70

225. Affidavit ofKeith
of Keith Watts in Support of
70
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss PETRA96900-08
(9 pages)

CONTINUED AUDIO-VIDEO DEPOSmON OF KEITH E. WATTS
July 28, 2010
Boise, Idaho

226. Affidavit of Keith Watts dated 5/24110
filed in Support of Opposition to Motion
for Summary Judgment and Exhibits A-H
(94 pages)

76

227. Project Schedule, Monthly Report, and
89
Executive Summary for February, 2008 and
April, 2008; PETRA60487, CM073856, CM073864,
CM073862,CM073983,CM073986,
CM073988 (7 pages)

Janet French, CSR #946, RPR

228. Change Order No.1 CM002712-22 (11 pages)
229. Spreadsheet outlining dates that plans &
specifications were completed (1 page)

94

97

Page 65
AUDIO-VIDEO DEPosmON OF KEITH E. WATTS
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
KEITH E. WATTS was taken by the
DefendnntlCounterclaimant
DefendnntlCounterc1aimant at the offices of Cosho
Humphrey, LLP, located at 800 PaIl< Boulevard, Suite
790, Boise, Idaho, before Associated Reporting,
RepoIting, Inc.,
by Janet French, a Court Reporter and Notary Public in
and for the County ofAda,
of Ada, State ofidaho, on
Wednesday, the 28th day of July, 2010, commencing at
the hour of 9:00 a.m. in the above-entitled matter.

EX H I BIT S (Continued)
NO.

PAGE

230. Warranty emails PETRA96958-88 (31 pages)

APPEARANCES:
GLEDlllLL FUHRMAN, P.A.
For the Plaintiff! TROUT JONES GLEDHILL
Counterdefendnnt: By: Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
Post Office Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208)331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
ktrout@idalaw.com
ktrout@idaiaw.com

For the Defendnntl COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
Counterclaimant: By: Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Post Office Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Telephone: (208) 344-7811
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
twalker@cosholaw.com

231. Closeout Package for Meridian City Hall
HaIl
signoffPETRA63629 (1 page)

122

232. Warranty list CM008700-02 (3 pages)

123

233. 5/3/07 letter to Ted Baird from Gene
Bennett Re: Performance Concerns New
City Hall Project PETRA88455-57
CMOI7I07-IO (7 pages)
CMOI7I07-10

124

234. Emails from Keith Watts or to Keith
Watts PETRA97020-81 (62 pages)

129

235. City of Meridian Change Order No.2
CM002723 (1 page)

236. Excerpts from 9/4/07 Meridian City
Council meeting CM080167, CM080174,
CM080212 (3 pages)

153
154

237. 1115107 Project Cost Spreadsheet
(1 page)
CM088801 (I

163

238. 2112/07 Project Cost Spreadsheet
(1 page)
CM023811 (I

164

239. Various documents regarding value
engineering proposals & savings
(25 pages)

Also present:
Tom Coughlin
Kluckbohn
Richard K1uckbohn
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The C../of

09:34:20

1

first of all, that there was an allowance for -- of

09:37:04

1

09:34:23

2

$40,000 for winter conditions in TMC's contract?

09:37:09

2

Q,
Q.

09:34:27

3

09:37:13

3

A, Okay.
Okay,
A.

A.
A Maybe a month or so ago, I believe we were

(Deposition Exhibit No,
No. 227 marked,)
marked.)
(BY MR.
MR WALKER) And here is No.
No, 227.
227,

Q,
Q.

09:34:28

4

09:37:17

4

09:34:31

5

Q, Sometime prior to May 24th, 2010?
Q.

09:37:20

5

09:34:31

6

sir,
A.
A Yeah,
Yeah. Yes, sir.

09:37:21

6

09:34:37

7

Q, And then when did you first discover that
Q.

09:37:24

7

09:34:41

8

there was an additional billing from TMC for winter

09:37:27

8

the exhibit number on it, do you recognize that as

conditions?

being one of the - or one of the schedules provided

them,
reviewing them.

Okay.
Okay, Ifyou'll
If you'll look at the -- there is

missing, There is a page something missing.
go,
A.
A I'm sorry, here we go.

Q,
Q.

The first page of Exhibit No,
No. 227, which has

09:34:42

9

09:37:31

9

09:34:43

10

A.
A At around that same time.
time,

09:37:34

10

09:34:46

11

Q, And did you talk to - did you call anyone
Q.

09:37:34

11

A It willA.

09:34:50

12

09:37:36

12

MR TROUT: I'm going to object to the form of

09:34:51

13

sir, I have not.
not
A No, sir.
A.

09:37:37

13

09:34:53

14

Q, Why not?
Q.

09:37:39

14

09:34:55

15

A Because we were in litigation at this point,
A.

09:37:40

15

09:34:57

16

09:37:43

16

09:35:01

17

09:37:47

17

don't know if this is an exact one without having that
document
monthly bulletin or document.

at TMC to ask them about this issue?

Trout
and I turned things over to Mr,
Mr. Trout.
Q, You're not in litigation with TMC, are you?
Q.

by Petra to the City from time to time?

question,
the question.

Q,
Q.

(BY MR
MR. WALKER) Do you understand the

Mr, Watts?
question, Mr.
produced, I
A.
A It looks like one that Petra produced.

09:35:01

18

NO,sir,
A No,sir.
A.

09:37:49

18

09:35:05

19

Q, Has anyone told you that you can't contact
Q.

09:37:52

19

09:35:06

20

09:37:55

20

left hand corner of that document, it bears a date of

09:35:06

21

NO,sir,
A No,sir.
A.

09:37:57

21

1st, 2008.
2008,
Friday, February 1st,

09:35:10

22

Q, And do you know as a fact -- as
Q.

09:37:58

22

09:35:14

23

personally -- do you personally know as a fact whether

09:37:58

23

09:35:20

24

or not TMC expended more than $40,000 for winter

09:38:02

24

09:35:21

25

conditions?

09:38:04

25

TMC?

Q,
Q.

Okay.
Okay, And ifyou
if you will look in the lower

Do you see that?
sir,
A Yes, sir.
A.

Q,
Q.

And it shows an occupancy move in date at

line 45 of Friday, 10/10/08.
10/10/08,

Page 89

Page 87
09:35:22

1

recall,
A I do not recall.
A.

09:38:07

1

09:35:23

2

question,
MR TROUT: Object to the form of the question.

09:38:09

2

09:35:25

3

sir,
THE WITNESS: I do not recall, sir.

09:38:11

3

the question and object to the exhibit
exhibit. It appears to

09:35:31

4

Q, (BY MR
Q.
MR. WALKER) I'd like you to read

09:38:18

4

be an amalgamation of documents, some of which are the

Do you see that?
MR TROUT: I'm going to object to the form of
MR.

09:35:34

5

paragraphs 8 and 9, and we'll kind of deal with them

09:38:22

5

City Bates numbered documents and some of which are a

09:35:51

6

together,
together.

09:38:26

6

Petra document and therefore it doesn't appear as

09:35:51

7

A, Okay.
Okay,
A.

09:38:31

7

though the exhibit is an accurate reflection of any

09:35:54

8

Q, Mr,
Q.
Mr. Watts, do you recall that during the

09:38:34

8

particular document that may have been received by the

09:35:57

9

project period schedules were updated from time to

09:38:36

9

City --

09:35:58

10

time?

09:38:39

10

09:35:58

11

09:38:42

11

objection, Ifyou
If you want to object to the
the speaking objection.
fine, But the speaking objection
foundation, that's fine.

sir,
A Yes, sir.
A.

Q,
Q.

MR WALKER: Mr,
MR.
Mr. Trout, I'm going to object to

09:36:09

12

09:38:44

12

09:36:13

13

receiving any updated project schedules after July --

09:38:48

13

is improper, and I'm asking you not to make a speaking

09:36:17

14

2007?
or after May 9th, 20077

09:38:49

14

objection.
objection,

And so I'm wondering -- well, do you recall

09:36:19

15

09:38:51

15

MR.
MR TROUT: Well, sir, the reason I'm doing so--

09:36:23

16

they had modified things -- modified some schedules

09:38:53

16

MR.
MR WALKER: Is to coach the witness,
witness. We all

09:36:26

17

them, I don't -and presented them.

09:38:55

17

09:36:28

18

09:38:55

18

09:36:31

19

09:38:55

19

09:38:59

20

09:40:18

21

09:40:18

22

09:40:18

23

09:40:18

24

We're offthe
off the record.
record,

09:40:18

25

(Off the record.)
record,)
(Offthe

09:36:33

20

09:36:35

21

09:36:39

22

09:36:58

23

09:37:03

24

09:37:04

25

A I don't recall a specific one, but I'm sure
A.

Q, Do you recall receiving those schedules from
Q.
time to time throughout the course of the project?

A I believe they were included in the monthly
A.
Council,
books that Petra provided at Council.

Q,
Q.

No, 227,
Let's take a look at Exhibit No.

please,
please.
No, 226 handy, because we will being
Keep No.
going back and forth to that.
that

Page 88

know why you are doing it
it.
MR.
MR TROUT: No, sir,
sir. I'm not
not. What I'm trying
to -MR WALKER: Let's move on to a City document.
document
MR.
MR TROUT: Well, sir, I'm going to continue,
MR.
because you interrupted MR WALKER: You're not going to continue -MR.
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09:57:59

1

A. I believe so.

10:01:00

1

A. Yes.

09:58:02

2

Q. And do you recall that the plaza was rebid

10:01:04

2

Q. I'm going to hand you .-- I'm going to have

09:58:05

3

10:01:08

3

09:58:06

4

A. I don't recall that.

10:01:12

4

A. Did we skip one or was this -

09:58:09

5

Q. And Phase V, the east parking lot.

10:01:15

5

Q. 229 was the table of drawings.

A. Okay. Ob, and that's 229 -- sorry.

for a redesigned water feature?

you handed Exhibit No. 230.

09:58:09

6

10:01:21

6

09:58:10

7

A. Yes, sir.

10:01:22

7

MR TROUT: Never identified.

09:58:13

8

Q. And then in addition do you recall you

10:01:24

8

MR. WALKER: It wasn't identified as Exhibit No.

Do you recall that?

requesting that Petra obtain bids for interior signage

10:01:29

9

and cleaning?

10:01:35

10

10:01:38

11

description of drawings and specifications or bid

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

10:01:41

12

documents and with the issue dates.

THE WITNESS: I don't believe that was a bid

10:01:43

13

package - I don't think it was a bid package. I

10:01:48

14

think it was just a continuation of internal parts of

10:01:48

15

16

the building. It may have got missed earlier on, so

10:01:50

16

17

they bid it later.

09:58:18

9

09:58:20

10

09:58:21

11

09:58:22

12

09:58:26

13

09:58:29

14

09:58:34

15

09:58:38
09:58:39

Do you recall that?

09:58:40

18

09:58:44

19

not the interior signage and final cleaning were
included in Petra's scope of the work?

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Do you recall whether or

2297 Thank you. I'll claritY for the record that

ExIubit No. 229 is a table listing contract documents,
Exlubit

MR TROUT: But it was never identified by the
witoess, just for the record.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 230 marked.)

ExIubit No. 230
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Do you have Exlubit

10:01:51

17

10:01:51

18

A. Yes, sir.

10:01:54

19

of pages;
Q. And that consists of a number ofpages;

of you?
in front ofyou?

09:58:47

20

10:01:55

20

09:58:47

21

A. I don't recall.

10:01:55

21

A. Yes, sir.

09:58:53

22

Q. If you'd look at paragraph 13, please, and

10:02:00

22

Q. Now, these pages bear - at least some of

09:59:07

23

read it to yourself - I'm sorry. It is paragraph 13

10:02:04

23

these pages bear the City's Bates number and some bear

09:59:11

24

of your affidavit, Exhibit No. 226. I'm sorry.

10:02:06

24

Petra's Bates number.

09:59:56

25

10:02:07

25

A. Ob, sorry. Okay.

correct?

Do you see that?

Page 103
09:59:59

1

10:00:04

2

paragraph 13, sub A, where it reads -- or I should say

Q. And in particular, I want you to focus on

Page 105
10:02:07

1

A. Yes, sir.

10:02:11

2

Q. Now, I want to refer you to the first page

10:00:08

3

your testimony is, "From October 15th, 2008, through

10:02:19

3

of Exhibit No. 230, which is numbered PETRA96958 and
ofExhibit

10:00:12

4

February 24th, 2009, the City attempted to contract

10:02:23

4

also CM011589.
CMOl1589.

10:00:15

5

Petra to administer the warranties as stated in the

10:02:24

5

10:00:16

6

quality management plan.

10:02:24

6

10:00:16

7

10:00:17

8

A. Uh-huh.

10:00:19

9

Q. What are you basing that statement on?

10:02:30

9

10:00:22

10

A. Just trying to get Petra to address warranty

10:02:33

10

10:00:23

11

10:02:36

11

10:00:26

12

10:02:36

12

Do you see that?

issues.
Q. You don't recall emails back and forth

10:02:27

7

10:02:29

8

Do you see that?

A. Yes.
Q. And I'm going to ask you first of all who
Jackie Licari is?
A. Becky Licari?
Q. Becky Licari. I'm sorry.

A. She is the public works director's
assistant.
assistant

10:00:29

13

between the City and Petra personnel regarding punch

10:02:40

13

Q. And ifyou
if you would read the email from Becky,

10:00:31

14

list and warranty items?

10:02:44

14

because I note that when Jack Vaughan responded on
October 27th, you were copied

10:00:32

15

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

10:02:46

15

10:00:33

16

THE WITNESS: I don't recall.

10:02:48

16

10:00:34

17

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Do you have personal

10:02:48

17

Do you see that at the top?
A. Yes.

10:00:38

18

knowledge that the City attempted to contact Petra to

10:02:54

18

10:00:42

19

administer warranties and that Petra didn't respond?

10:02:58

19

is set forth that there was an air vent under Tom's

10:00:45

20

desk that needed to be moved?

10:00:48

21

10:00:51

22

10:00:55

23

10:00:58

24

10:00:59

25

Q. Do you recall the issue of this problem that

10:03:00

20

10:03:02

21

10:03:02

22

testimony to be that the City asked Petra to deal with

10:03:06

23

Q. You don't recall at the time?

warranty issues and Petra failed to respond? Is that

10:03:06

24

A. I don't, no.

your recollection?

10:03:09

25

Q. But you will
wilI note that up above Jack Vaughan

A. I believe I probably have emails _. I don't
recall specific documents at this time.
Q. But - do I understand your affidavit

Page 104

A. Well, just from reading this document, yes,
sir.
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11:40:53

1

11:43:03

1

11:40:55

2

A. In my opinion -

11:43:39

2

11:40:57

3

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.

11: 43: 42

3

affidavit you testifY, "At no time did Petra provide

to adopt a budget?

THE WITNESS: Correct.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) In paragraph 20 of your

11:41:00

4

To the extent it calls for a legal opinion, you can

11:43:46

4

the City with a preliminary price estimate, nor a

11:41:00

5

answer.

11:43:50

5

final price estimate as required by the CMA."

11:41:04

6

THE WITNESS: In my opinion, it is just in the

11:43:50

6

11:41:07

7

normal course of doing business for a construction

11:43:50

7

11:41:09

8

manager to do so before we start a project.

11: 43: 53

8

11: 41: 11

9

11:43:54

9

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Okay. And tell me about

Do you see that?
A. Yes.

Q. And by the CMA, you mean the Construction

Management Agreement?

11:41:13

10

11:43:54

10

A. Correct.

11:41:15

11

A. I have no experience - that would be my

11:43:58

11

Q. And what evidence do you have that Petra did

your experience in construction management.

11:41:18

12

experience just as a person, not as a construction

11:44:01

12

not provide the City with a preliminary price

11:41:19

13

manager.

11:44:02

13

estimate?

11:41:22

14

11:44:09

14

11:41:23

15

which you have been involved with a construction

11:44:13

15

Q. Yeah. What -- well, let me ask it this way:

11:41:26

16

manager on a construction project.

11:44:16

16

What evidence do you base your testimony on that the

11:41:29

17

11:44:19

17

City did not receive a preliminary price estimate from

11:41:29

18

11:44:22

18

Petra?

11:41:33

19

Q. Okay. When was that?

11:44:24

19

11:41:40

20

A. I believe '02 is when that project

11:44:27

20

11:41:42

21

started -- I believe, somewhere in that area.

11:44:30

21

11: 41: 42

22

11: 44: 56

22

Management Agreement in paragraph -- on -- in the

11:41:46

23

11:45:01

23

(c),
construction management agreement, paragraph 4.4.1
4.4.1(c),

A. I was basically the keeper of the documents,

11: 45: 04

24

which is on page 8 of the Construction Management

the construction documents for the organization that I

11:45:09

25

Agreement, which is also Bates No. CMOO2694.

11:41:48

24

11:41:50

25

Q. Okay. Tell me each and every instance in

A. I had one that was a power plant in

California.

Q. And what was your - what were your duties

and responsibilities with respect to that project?

A. Can you read that question again?

A. I don't believe we had a preliminary price
estimate when we started the project.
Q. Okay. Let's look at the Construction

Page 159
11:41:51

1

11:41:53

2

worked for.
Q. And do you recall whether or not the

Page 161
11:45:11

1

11:45:11

2

I read that correctly?
Did 1read
A. Yes.

11:41:55

3

construction management agreement in that case

11:45:16

3

Q. And paragraph - subparagraph C states:

11: 41: 59

4

required the construction manager to prepare a budget?

11:45:19

4

Based on the architect's preliminary design and

11:42:00

5

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

11:45:21

5

specifications, a preliminary price estimate for the

11:42:02

6

THE WITNESS: I don't recall, sir.

11:45:25

6

design and construction of the project, ("the

11: 42: 02

7

MR. WALKER: Okay.

11:45:32

7

preliminary price estimate") using area, volume, or

11:42:09

8

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) So in your -- with respect

11:45:37

8

similar conceptual estimating techniques, which shall

11:42:15

9

to your testimony in paragraph 19, that Petra -- and

11:45:39

9

11:42:18

10

as you subsequently testified, Petra had an obligation

11:45:42

10

owner in a reasonable allowance for owner's
contingency.

include all expenditures that will be required of the

11: 42: 23

11

to ask the City to adopt a budget, are you relying on

11:45:43

11

11:42:25

12

any other document to support that statement?

11: 45: 45

12

11:42:28

13

11: 45: 46

13

A. Yes.

Q. SO according to paragraph 4.4. II(c),
(c), when was

A. No. Just as a City employee, we have a

I read that correctly?
Did 1read

11:42:32

14

budget before we expend things on our large capital

11: 45: 51

14

11:42:32

15

projects.

11:45:53

15

Petra required to deliver the preliminary price

11:42:35

16

11:45:54

16

estimate?

11: 42: 37

17

11:45:57

17

A. I'll have to leave that up to legal to --

11:42:38

18

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

11:45:58

18

Q. I'm just asking you for your layman's

11:42:40

19

THE WITNESS: I don't recall. I wasn't privy to

11:46:02

19

opinion. You understand that is says, "Based upon the

11:42:41

20

11:46:03

20

architect's preliminary design and specifications."

11:42:43

21

11:46:04

21

11: 42: 46

22

job as the City purchasing manager is that the City

11:46:04

22

11:42:49

23

adopts a budget each year for its expenditures;

11:46:07

23

11: 42: 50

24

correct?

11:46:10

24

11:42:51

25

11:46:12

25

Q. Now, in this instance, isn't it true that

the City did adopt a budget?

that.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) But your experience in your

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

Page 160

Do you see that?

A. Yes.
Q. Do you know when Petra was provided with the

architect's preliminary designs and specifications?
A. I do not, sir.
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11:46:18

1

11:48:40

1

11:46:23

2

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) I'm going to hand you

11:48:46

2

11:46:39

3

Exhibit No. 237. And Exhibit No. 237 bears Bates No.

11:48:48

3

11:46:42

4

CM088801.

11:48:49

4

MR. TROUT: Object to the fonn.

11:46:43

5

11:48:51

5

THE WITNESS: I do not, sir.

(Deposition Exhibit No. 237 marked.)

Do you see that?

11:46:43

6

A. Yes, sir.

11:48:52

6

11:46:47

7

Q. Is it your testimony that Exhibit No. 237 is

11:48:54

7

11:46:49

8

11:46:50

9

11:46:52

10

11:46:56

11

not the preliminary price estimate?
MR. TROUT: Object to the form. The document
speaks for itself.

THE WITNESS: I'm not sure -- it's a project cost

A. Yes.
Q. Do you know what - do you know what the 20

percent estimate was?

Q. (BYMR. WALKER) Okay. Doyouknowwhatthe

60 percent estimate was?

11:48:54

8

A. I do not

11:48:58

9

Q. Are you aware of whether or not Petra

11: 49: 02

10

provided periodic project price or cost estimates

11:49:05

11

of the project?
during the course ofthe

11:47:03

12

spreadsheet - I don't know - I'm not sure when this

11:49:09

12

11:47:05

13

if this was ...
was given or ifthis

11:49:10

13

11:49:16

14

Q. Okay. And on January 15th, '07, do you know

11:49:21

15

whether or not any bids had been received by the City?

A. They provided costs when the bids were --

when bids came in.

11:47:07

14

11:47:09

15

11:47:09

16

A. Yes.

11:49:21

16

A. I donol
do not

11:47:15

17

Q. And then do you see in handwriting, 1-22-07?

11:49:43

17

Q. I'm going to hand you Exhibit No. 239.

11:47:15

18

A. Correct

11:49:43

18

11:47:17

19

Q. Whose - do you recognize that handwriting?

11:49:44

19

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Do you see the date on the

ISth, 20077
20071
document, January 15th,

(Deposition Exhibit No. 239 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And, in particular, I want

11:47:17

20

A. No, sir.

11:49:50

20

to direct your attention first to - the first page,

11:47:21

21

Q. SO as far as you know, as you sit here

11:49:53

21

CMOI8484.

11:47:25

22

11:47:29

23

11:47:30

24

11:47:34

25

today, you've not ever seen this document before?

11: 49: 53

22

A. I can't state that Was this -- this could

11:49:55

23

11:50:01

24

delete finishes in unassigned area, 14,102 square feet

11:50:06

25

minus 141,220. And you can read the rest of those,

have been in a project book possibly.
Q. I'm just asking for your best recollection

A. Okay.
Q. And at the bottom, you see the entries,

Page 165

Page 163
11:47:36

1

of whether or not you've seen this document before?

11:50:09

1

but my question is: Do you recall discussing these

11:47:38

2

A. I don't recall seeing that exact document,

11: 50: 15

2

value engineering suggestions at any time with Petra?

11:50:16

3

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

(Deposition Exhibit No. 238 marked.)

11:50:20

4

THE WITNESS: I believe Petra probably presented

11:50:20

5

11:50:24

6
7

11:47:39

3

11:47:40

4

11:47:45

5

11:47:53

6

11:47:53

7

MR. WALKER: 238?

11:50:27

11:47:53

8

MR. COUGHLIN: Sorry.

11:50:29

8

11:47:57

9

MR. WALKER: Wake up, Coughlin.

11:50:33

9

11:48:00

10

MR. COUGHLIN: I spaced it. I knew that number

11:50:36

10

I would assume I was at a Council meeting when it was

11: 50: 36

11

presented.

sir.

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) I'm going to hand you

Exhibit No. 238.
Exlubit

these to Council.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Do you recall being in the

Council meeting when these matters were discussed?

A. I would assume I was. I don't have -- I
don't know exactly when this was presented so ... but

11:48:02

11

11: 48: 05

12

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Take a look at Exhibit

11:50:40

12

11:48:11

13

No. 238, Mr. Watts, which is Bates No. CM0238 I I.

11:50:44

13

don't have the City number, but it indicates it's

11:48:12

14

sounded important for some reason.

Do you see that?

Q. Okay. Let's look at the next page, which I

11:50:48

14

PETRAS0209, and it indicates the third floor bathroom
PETRA50209,

15

$S,900. Do you see that?
savings estimate, $5,900.

11:48:12

15

A. Uh-huh.

11:50:51

11:48:13

16

Q. Is that correct?

11:50:52

16

A. I do.

11:48:13

17

A. Yes.

11:50:55

17

Q. Is this the same third floor bathroom that

11:48:16

18

Q. And I will note for the record that although

11:50:57

18

11:48: 19

19

of the
it's dated February 12,2006, by a review ofthe

11:50:57

19

A. You know, 1-

11:48:23

20

document, it should have been dated February 12th,

11:50:58

20

MR. TROUT: I'm going to object to the form of

we talked about in the minutes?

11:48:26

21

2007, and by a review of the document, I'm referring

11:50:59

21

11:48:30

22

to the 20 percent estimate column, which is dated

11:51:01

22

THE WITNESS: I don't know, sir. I don't recall.

11:48:36

23

1/15/07,
IIIS/07, and the 60 percent estimate, which is dated

11:51:21

23

MR. WALKER: Okay.

11:48:36

24

2/12/07.
2112/07.

11:51:24

24

11:48:39

25

11:51:26

25

Do you see that?

Page 164

the question.

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) So just to wrap up that
value engineering issue. As you sit here today, you
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13:56:38

1

PO's, I don't believe there was any detail or anything

13:58:40

1

Q. Okay. And--

13:56:41

2

broke down for general conditions, so there wasn't

13:58:43

2

A. So I had no -- I had no way of knowing if

13:58:47

3

these numbers were accurate or appropriate. I relied

13:58:49

4

on Petra to do that.

document in No. 246, which was -- indicated that the

13:58:54

5

general conditions for Phase II was 181,029.

13:58:57

6

13:58:59

7

applications, including these general conditions, did

13:59:03

8

you ever challenge Petra with respect to any of the
detail that they provided with the pay app?

13:56:43

3

really any place to start from.

13:56:45

4

Q. But when you -- well,

13:56:49

5

13:56:56

6

we just looked at the

13:56:58

7

13:57:02

8

Petra. I'm just saying there was never a break down

13:57:05

9

of what was supposed to be in those.

13:57:09

10

13:57:12

11

A. Yeah. The dollar amount was presented by

Q. Well, then what about page No. PETRA59474

that we just looked at?

Q. Okay. And at any point in time during the

project as you paid -- as you paid the pay

13:59:07

9

13:59:09

10

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

13:59:12

11

1HE WITNESS: I would assume we did at some

13:57:12

12

A. 59474 --

13:59:14

12

point. I don't have anything in particular that

13:57:13

13

MR TROUT: I'll object to the form of the

13:59:15

13

sticks out in my head.

13:57:14

14

13:59:17

14

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And how would you

13:57:16

15

THE WITNESS: Okay. I have that in front of me.

13:59:20

15

communicate any questions or objection that you had?

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Do you recall that that's

13:59:22

16

A. We spoke--

13:59:22

17

MR. TROUT: Same objection.
1HE WITNESS: -- email, phone conversations.

13:57:17

16

13:57:21

17

question.

the detail for the Phase II general conditions?

13:57:22

18

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

13:59:36

18

13:57:25

19

THE WITNESS: It is a detail presented in the pay

13:59:36

19

13:57:28

20

application. Like I said, the - there wasn't a break

13:59:40

20

13:57:31

21

down for general conditions when we issued those

13:59:44

21

Exhibit No. 247 -- well, first of all, before we get

13:57:34

22

purchase orders for the general conditions. It was a

13:59:47

22

there -- that's fine. You can have it. But I want to

13:57:39

23

lump sum. So I had nothing to base this on. Petra

13:59:49

23

ask you about paragraph 25.

13:57:43

24

would add these categories as they proceeded through

13:59:51

24

13:57:43

25

the project.

13:59:54

25

(Deposition Exhibit No. 247 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) I'm going to give you

You say here in paragraph 25 ofyour
of your
affidavit, Exhibit No. 226, more importantly during

Page 207
13:57:46

1

13:57:49

2

then. If you look at column L, which is the far right

13:57:53

3

column on page PETRA59474.

13:57:53

4

13:58:00

5

13:58:01

6

13:58:02

7

13:58:02
13: 58: 02

8

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Okay. And help me out here

A. Uh-huh.
Q. That totals 9,755 dollars - 59 dollars and

55 cents.
Do you see that, sir?

A. Yes, sir.

Page 209
13:59:58

1

and!or Wes
the course of the project Tom Coughlin and!or

14:00:01

2

Bettis continued to change the method of presenting

14:00:03

3

pay applications, and I now believe that the changes

14:00:06

4

in the method of presenting the pay applications was

14:00:10

5

to enable Petra to receive more money in payment than

14:00:13

6

Petra was entitled to under the CMA.

14:00:15

7

14:00:15

8

Did I read that correctly?
A. Correct

13:58:06

9

14:00:17

9

13:58:10

10

for example, take the first one in column L, which is

14:00:20

10

testimony that either Tom Coughlin or Wes Bettis

13:58:12

11

$1,914.08.

14:00:23

11

changed the method of presenting pay applications?

13:58:14

12

14:00:25

12

A. I don't have that information in front of

13:58:15

13

A. Uh-huh.

14:00:29

13

me, but I -- I don't have that information in front of
me.

Q. Is it your recollection that the entry -

Do you see that?

Q. What evidence do you have supporting your

13:58:17

14

Q. For temporary utilities?

14:00:29

14

13:58:17

15

A. Yes.

14:00:32

15

13:58:19

16

Q. Is it your testimony there was no back up

14:00:35

16

every document that supports your testimony in
paragraph 25.

Q. Okay. Would you provide us with each and

13:58:20

17

14:00:38

17

13:58:22

18

A. I'm not saying there is not back up with

14:00:41

18

13:58:25

19

rm saying there was no that pay application. I'm

14: 00: 44

19

the method of presenting are you referring to in your

there was no - the numbers on column C -

testimony, paragraph 25?

for that entry?

Now, as you sit here today, what change in

13:58:27

20

14:00:48

20

13:58:28

21

Q. Okay.

14: 00: 56

21

13:58:31

22

A. - those were not created or provided to the

14:01:02

22

Things moved around, winter conditions, contingency.
We didn't have winter conditions when we started the

A. Well, the pay applications were confusing.

13:58:34

23

City when we issued the purchase order for the

14:01:06

23

13:58:38

24

181,029. That was left up to Petra to manage at that

14:01:08

24

project. We didn't have contingency when we started

13:58:38

25

time.

14:01:10

25

the project.
project It was just confusing.
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14:01:13

1

14:03:07

1

manager, represented to me that all of the major

14:01:17

2

how the pay applications were present to you with Pay

14:03:09

2

components for the entire project had been properly

14:01:19

3

Application No. 1.
I. What was the process that was

14:03:13

3

included in each bid package before each bid package

14:01:19

4

employed?

14:03:16

4

was distributed for public bidding as required by the

14:01:22

5

14:03:16

5

Idaho Code."

14:01:23

6

14:01:25

7

14:01:30

8

14:01:34

9

14:01:34

10

14:01:37

11

application ••
Q. Okay. Tell me how the pay application--

A. I'm not exactly sure what you are asking.

14:03:18

6

14:03:18

7

or how did they give LCA or whoever they delivered

14:03:20

8

Q. What do you mean by that?

them to, how did that all transpire?

14:03:26

9

MR. TROUT: Object to the form ofthe
of the question.

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

14:03:35

10

THE WITNESS: I'm not sure what the question is.

THE WITNESS: I don't recall offthe
off the top of my

14:03:37

11

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Well, the question is:

14: 03: 41

12

What major components were not included in each bid

14:03:44

13

package?

HowPetra-HowPetra··
Q. How did they give you the pay applications,

Did I read that correctly?
A. Yes.

14:01:39

12

14:01:41

13

14:01:43

14

testified in Exhibit No. 25 that they changed the

14:03:58

14

A. I believe we are stating that it was here.

14:01:44

15

method; correct?

14:04:03

15

Q. Is it your testimony that Petra left out

14:04:07

16

14:04:08

17

14: 04: 10

18

THE WITNESS: I'd have to go back and look

14:04:14

19

through notes and emails. We had issues with the bid
packages.

head at the first few pay applications.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) But you do recall when you

14:01:45

16

14:01:46

17

14:01:49

18

14:01:51

19

the method of presenting pay applications. Is that

14:01:53

20

what you mean?

14:04:14

20

14:01:53

21

A. Well, that's semantics.

14:04:17

21

14:01:55

22

MR. TROUT: Object to the form. Asked and

14:04:21

22

under oath is that you ••
-- that somehow major

14:01:55

23

components were missing from each bid package.

14:01:58

24

14:02:01

25

A. They changed the line items and stuff on the
pay applications.
Q. Well, your testimony is that they changed

answered.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Okay. Go ahead. Isthat
what you meant is that the line items moved around?

major components out of any bid package?
MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) But your testimony here

14:04:24

23

14:04:26

24

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.

14:04:30

25

THE WITNESS: I'm not reading that

Page 211
A. That was one of the issues. I'm not sure if

Page 213

14:02:04

1

14:02:06

2

14:02:09

3

14:02:11

4

these changes in the method of presenting the pay

14:02:15

5

applications was to enable Petra to receive more money

14:04:41

than they were entitled to under the CMA?

14:02:18

6

14:02:19

7

14:02:20

8

14:02:22

9

14:02:26

10

14:02:26

11

14:02:29

12

14:02:30

13

14:02:31

14

14:02:35

15

14:02:37

16

14:02:37

17

there is others. I would have to double check.
Q. Okay. And what led you to believe now that

A. I don't have that information in front of

14:04:33

1

14:04:36

2

-- in
maj or component that was not included in the bid ••
major

14:04:37

3

the appropriate bid package?

14:04:39

4

A. I can't off the top of my head, sir.

5

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Well, can you cite me one

14:04:44

6

14:04:46

7

us through your counsel all of the documents that

Will you then produce for
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Wil\

14:04:55

8

supports your testimony in paragraph 26 of Exhibit No.

Q. Did you have that information in front of

14:04:56

9

226.

20 I 0, when you did this?
you on or about May 24th, 2010,

14:05:01

10

A. Yes.

14:05:04

11

"Bid package was distributed for public bidding as

Q. And you are going to be able to produce

14:05:06

12

required by the Idaho code."

14:05:10

13

What Idaho code are you referring to?

14:05:15

14

-- I think it is 54 ••
-A. Public works bidding ••
I don't know off the top of my head the Idaho code.

me.

those documents to us; correct?

A. I will do my best Yes, sir.
Q. Have you thrown any documents away since May

Now, in paragraph 26, you also refer to,

14:05:18

15

14:05:21

16

Q. Is it your testimony that the public bidding

A. No, sir.

14:05:24

17

that was conducted with respect to this project did

Q. Paragraph 26 ofyour
of your affidavit, which is

14:05:26

18

not conform to the Idaho code?

14:05:28

19

24th, 20l0?
2010?

14:02:47

18

14:02:49

19

14:02:53

20

A. Are we moving onto 247 as well or ...

14:05:39

20

THE WITNESS: Is it my··
my --

14:02:58

21

Q. No. We are not to 247 yet Just hang onto

14:05:40

21

MR. WALKER: Would you read it back please,

Exhibit No. 226.

14:02:59

22

14:05:41

22

14:02:59

23

A. Okay.

14:05:41

23

14:03:00

24

Q. Paragraph 26 of your affidavit you say,

14:05:41

24

14:03:04

25

"Petra, by way of Gene Bennett, the Petra project

14:05:56

25

that

Page 212

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.

Janet?
THE WITNESS: Sorry.
(The question was read back.)
MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.
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14:34:14

1

MR. TROUT: Object to the fonn.

14:37:15

1

thinking ofthat
of that would mitigate against the tenns of

14:34:26

2

TIffi WITNESS: Well, we have a line item for

14:37:19

2

paragraph 3.2.5?

14:34:29

3

contingency, which we never had a line item for

14:37:23

3

A. Well, I don't believe that relieves Petra of

14:34:32

4

contingency in the agreement.

14:37:25

4

their responsibility for managing the day-ta-day work

14:34:35

5

and certifying that everything is done correctly.

14:34:38

6

14:34:39

7

14:34:41

8

14:34:43

9

14:34:46

10

14:34:47

11

14:34:48

12

question, though, is that you are indicating in

14:34:56

13

14:37:27

5

14:37:29

6

14:37:32

7

of the
agreement that requires Petra to certify any ofthe

TIffi WITNESS: Not that I'm aware of.

14:37:33

8

work?

MR. WALKER: Okay. Well, if you are not aware of

14:37:35

9

14:37:38

10

THE WITNESS: I wasn't saying certify.

14:37:39

11

MR.
MR WALKER: That was your words.

14:37:41

12

paragraph 37 that there was 334,058.37 paid to Petra

14:37:42

13

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) The contingency is in each

of the prime contracts; correct?
ofthe

MR. TROUT: Object to the fonn.

it, you are not aware of it.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) For purposes of my

Q. Where is it in the construction management

MR.
MR TROUT: Object to the form ofthe
of the question.

THE WITNESS: To manage and make sure that the
work was done properly.

14:34:59

14

with respect to general condition reimbursable as

14:37:44

14

14:35:00

15

Phase II. Pay Application No. 30 indicates that the

14:37:47

15

have that Petra did not do -- observe the work and do

174,102.37 was paid.

that properly?

14:35:04

16

14:35:06

17

14:35:07

18

14:35:12

19

14: 35: 17

20

14: 35: 25

21

14:35:33
14:35:37

Q. (BY MR.
MR WALKER) Okay. What evidence do you

14:37:48

16

14:37:49

17

A. My spreadsheet will have that.

14:37:50

18

Q. Okay. And you'll also reconcile the general

14:37:53

19

14:37:55

20

of them .-- but those are issues that
discuss each one ofthem

A. Yes. It has both those in there, correct.

14:38:00

21

all came up after Petra was no longer subject to

22

Q. Okay. Paragraph 38, and you can just read

14:38:01

22

the -- its obligations under the construction

23

that to yourself, and then I've got a few questions on

14:38:03

23

management agreement; correct?

14:36:00

24

it.

14:38:05

24

MR.
of the question.
MR TROUT: Object to the form ofthe

14:36:01

25

14:38:05

25

THE WITNESS: I canherify that.

Whafs the difference?

condition reimbursables for Phase III; right?

A. Okay.

A. Just through the issues that we are having
with the building.
Q. Now, these specific issues, and well

Page 235

Page 237

14:36:05

1

Q. Okay. Now, the inspection and testing

14:38:06

1

14:36:08

2

services were not included in Petra's Construction

14:38:11

2

well,let
let me backup and say, each of the items,
at - well,

14:36:10

3

Management Agreement, isn't that right?

14:38:15

3

38 A through G of the affidavit were inspected and

14:36:11

4

MR. TROUT: Object to the fonn.

14:38:19

4

passed by independent professionals hired by the City;

14:36:14

5

TIffi WITNESS: I believe it stated that -- I'd

14:38:19

5

right?

14:36:16

6

14:36:19

7

14:36:23

8

14:36:26

9

14:36:29

10

14:36:33

11

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Okay. Let's take a look

14:38:20

6

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

14:38:22

7

THE WITNESS: I can't verify that either.

paragraph 3.2.5 of the Construction Management

14:38:24

8

Agreement.

14:38:25

9

MR. TROUT: Which paragraph, Counsel?

14:38:26

10

A. I don't believe so.

MR. WALKER: 3.2.5.

14:38:30

11

Q. What about Heery International? Were you

have to read it to tell you what it stated.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Okay. Well, take a look at

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Okay. You weren't involved
at all in that process?

14:36:34

12

TIffi WITNESS: Okay.

14:38:33

12

involved in the - and do you know who Heery

14:36:37

13

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And it reads on page

14:38:33

13

International is?

14:36:42

14

CM002692, "Owner shall provide for all required

14:38:36

14

14:36:46

15

testings or inspections of the work as may be mandated

14:38:38

15

14:36:51

16

by law in construction documents or the construction

14:38:42

16

14:36:52

17

contracts. II

14:38:45

17

whether or not they conducted periodic on-site
inspections?

Yeab. But only just through - through
A. Yeah.
handling paperwork. I did not deal with those folks.
Q. Okay. So you have no personal knowledge of

14:36:54

18

14:38:46

18

14:36:58

19

A. Yes.

14:38:46

19

A. No.

14:37:00

20

Q. And you understand that provision to mean

14:38:48

20

Q. How about Material Testing and Inspection,

Did I read that correctly?

14:37:03

21

that the City had to -- was required to provide

14:38:49

21

14:37:06

22

requesting or testing -- testing or inspection

14:38:51

22

14:37:08

23

services?

14:38:51

23

14:37:09

24

A. For that paragraph.

14:38:53

24

Q. Okay. From the paperwork, are you aware

14:37:11

25

Q. Okay. Is there another paragraph you're

14:38:56

25

that they submitted inspection reports for steel? Are

Inc.?
A. I had no dealings with them, other than the
paperwork.
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15:05:25

1

late and stated he does not want to give up the

15:07:47

1

A. Correct

15:05:26

2

basement."

15:07:51

2

Q. And do you know who made the entJy that

15:05:29

3

15:07:55

3

says - or the notations in red to the left that says,

15:05:31

4

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.

15:07:56

4

21.6?

15:05:36

5

THE WITNESS: Boy, I - he's not an attendee, so

15:07:57

5

A. I have no idea.

15:05:39

6

15:08:00

6

Q. Okay. Now, the completion dates, those

15:05:39

7

MR. WALKER: Okay.

15:08:02

7

15:05:42

8

Q. (BYMR. WALKER) But do you recall that

15:09:04
15:08:04

8

A. That would have been -- yes, in the program.

15:05:47

9

Keith Bird - or let me ask it this way: Did Keith

15:08:07

9

Q. And the last entJy that you made on that

15:05:50

10

Bird ever express in your presence that he did not

15:08:10

10

15:05:53

11

want to give up the basement?

15:08:14

11

monthly meeting; and we have an October 16,2008,

15:05:54

12

15:08:16

12

completion date; right?

15:06:07

13

THE WITNESS: I don't recall.

15:08:18

13

A. That is correct. That's what I wrote.

15:06:14

14

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Turning to PETRAB07057.

15:08:21

14

MR. WALKER: Okay. Mr. Trout, we can take a

Did you intend to write Bird?

I can't -- I'm not sure what that is.

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

15:06:14

15

A. Okay.

15:08:22

15

15:06:18

16

Q. The 4/30/2007 entJy.

15:08:23

16

15:06:19

17

A. Okay.

15:14:58

17

15:06:22

18

Q. It says, "Wes provided me a cash flow

15:15:02

18

entries are yours that you filled in?

page was April 8, 2008, and it says, meeting title,

break now.
MR. TROUT: Great.
(Recess taken at 3:08 p.m. to 3:15 p.m.)
MR. WALKER: Back on the record.

Mr. Trout made a request during our break

15:06:26

19

projection and signed contracts. Cash flow will

15:15:07

19

15:06:29

20

double in October, November, and December."

15:15:12

20

15:06:30

21

15:15:17

21

be copied and placed in the record without the yellow

15:06:30

22

A. Yep.

15:15:21

22

Post-It notes, and I'm making arrangements for Bridge

15:06:33

23

Q. And do you recall receiving cash flow

15:15:25

23

City Legal to make those documents, and we'll provide

15:06:35

24

15:15:28

24

them to Mr. Trout as well as the court reporter.

15:06:39

25

15:15:29

25

Did I read that correctly?

projections and signed contracts from Wes?

A. I do. That was a request from my accounts

that Exhibit -- the original of Exhtbit No. 250 would

MR. TROUT: Thank you, sir.

Page 263

Page 265

15:06:41

1

payable person at the time - or our accountant.

15:15:31

1

15:06:48

2

Q. Okay. Now, turning to the last page of

15:15:35

2

Mr. Watts, did you -- or at any time during the

15:06:55

3

Exhibit No. 250, which is PETRAB07058. And we have a

15:15:40

3

project period instruct Petra to stop the work?

15:06:58

4

column - or you have placed a column called, budget.

15:15:41

4

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.

15:06:58

5

15:15:44

5

THE WITNESS: I don't recall seeing any

15:06:59

6

A. Uh-huh.

15:15:45

6

15:07:02

7

ahove that. Do
Q. And there is some writing above

15:15:47

7

15:07:05

8

15:15:50

8

Do you see that?

you know whose writing that is?

15:07:07

9

15:07:08

10

15:07:10

11

15:07:16

12

15:07:21

13

15:07:21

14

A. Uh-huh.

15:07:24

15

15:07:24

16

15:07:26
15:07:29
15:07:31

A. I can't tell whose writing that is. It's

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) A couple of questions.

documentation that did that
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) How about - I meau, did
you ever orally instruct Petra to stop the work?

15:15:52

9

15:15:53

10

Q. Are you aware of any other representative of

15:15:57

11

the City of Meridian who instructed Petra to stop the

the first entJy being 21,022,210 made on ahout
about - on

15:15:58

12

work?

or about, it looks like, October 31 st, 2007.

15:15:59

13

of the question.
MR. TROUT: Object to the form ofthe

15:16:08

14

THE WITNESS: I am not aware of any such ...

Q. That is your entJy; correct?

15:16:11

15

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) I want to just take a few

A. Yeah.

15:16:15

16

moments to go back to your Exhibit No. 38 where you

17

Q. Where did you get that information?

15:16:21

17

list subparagraphs A through G dealing with various -

18

A. I don't know off the top of my head, but

15:16:24

18

19

it's possible they came from the presentation books

15:16:28

19

15:07:36

20

that were handed out at the Council meetings. This

15:16:31

20

was probably - these numbers were most likely filled

15:16:32

21

in after the fact.

15:16:36

22

Q. And subparagraph A, you have written -- or

15:16:39

23

you've testified, "Roof leakage which has occurred
with nearly every weather event since October 2008."

not mine.
Q. But the entJy under the column, budget, and

15:07:40

21

15:07:41

22

15:07:43

23

15:07:45

24

spreadsheet using the program - the printed entries

15:16:44

24

15:07:47

25

are entries that you made?

15:16:45

25

Q. Okay. But all of the entries in the

Page 264

A. I do not believe so.

A. What document are we looking at? Excuse me.
Q. We're looking at your affidavit, Exhibit No.
226, paragraph 38, on page 8.
A. Okay. I'm there.

Did I read that correctly?
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15:16:46

1

A. Yes.

15:18:34

1

15:16:48

2

Q. Is the City -- or the building still

15:18:36

2

15:16:51

3

15:18:40

3

else with regard to the water leakage into the fire
riser room?

experiencing the roofleakage problems?

15:16:54

4

A. I don't know how it has done from today, but

15:18:41

4

15:16:57

5

to my knowledge, we have. I don't know if we have

15:18:43

5

15:16:58

6

corrected everything.

15:18:44

6

15:17:02

7

Q. Have you had any interface with Western

15:18:50

7

15:17:06

8

Roofing the contractor who -- or the applicator who

15:18:53

8

15:17:11

9

applied the roof regarding the roofleakage issue?

15:18:55

9

15: 17: 11

10

A. No. 1--

15:18:57

10

15:17:13

11

Q. Do you - go ahead.

15:18:58

11

15:17:17

12

15:17:19

13

A. Some documents have been passed through, but

I don't deal with them directly at all.

A. Yeah.
Q. Did you inform Western Roofing or anyone

A. No. I have not been the person to

communicate these issues.
Q. Okay. Who reported to you the significant

water leakage into the fire riser room?
A. Building maintenance, I believe.
Q. Do you recall specifically who in building

maintenance?

15:18:58

12

A.

15:19:03

13

Q. Okay. "Extreme water leakage and water

Eric Jensen.

15:17:22

14

15:19:08

14

15:17:23

15

this spring?

15:19:10

15

What evidence do you have that anything

15:17:24

16

A. Yes.

15:19:14

16

Petra did or failed to do contributed to the water

Q. And did anybody report to you, or did you

leakage and water damage in the water feature?

Q. Do you recall that we had considerable rain

damage to the City water features."

15:17:24

17

15:19:18

17

15:17:24

18

personally observe the roofleaking during those --

15:19:27

18

15:17:24

19

that rainy period?

15:19:30

19

15:17:26

20

A. I did see water, yeah.

15:19:33

20

Q. Now, have you had any communication with

15:17:28

21

Q. From the roof?

15:19:38

21

Alpha Masonry with regard to the water leakage and
water damage to the water feature?

15:17:31

22

15:17:31

23

15:17:33

24

15:17:36

25

A. I believe it was from the roof. I don't --

15:19:41

22

15:19:44

23

Q. Did you report that to anyone?

15:19:48

24

A. I think it was shown to me by building

15:19:53

25

I can't verify that.

A. I would have to refer to their - our

construction folks.

A. No. It's been handled by others.
Q. Are you aware of what the status of the

communications with Alpha Masonry are?

Page 267
15:17:36

1

15:17:39

2

15:17:41

3

maintenance.
Q. Okay. And did you report that to Western

Roofing or to anybody else?

Page 269
15:19:54

1

15:19:58

2

Q. Has anybody informed you one way or another

15:20:02

3

whether Alpha Masonry has agreed to fix the problem?

15:17:43

4

A. I have not personally, no.

15:20:02

4

15:17:45

5

Q. Did you request building maintenance to

15:20:17

5

15:17:47

6

15:20:19

6

report it to Western Roofing?

A. Not at this point.

A. No, sir.
Q. Do you know personally when the water

leakage problem first arose?

15:17:48

7

A. No.

15:20:22

7

A. I don't have that information handy.

15:17:50

8

Q. Item B--

15:20:25

8

Q. Is that somewhere in your files?

15:17:50

9

A. I don't believe so.

15:20:28

9

15:17:53

10

Q. Okay. Do you think you may have?

15:20:30

10

15:17:54

11

A. I don't believe so, no.

15:20:34

11

15:17:58

12

Q. Okay. Paragraph 38, sub B, significant

15:20:37

12

A. No. I'd have to check with the people who

are managing that feature.
Q. What about the water damage? When did that

first arise, if you know?

15:18:03

13

water leakage into the fire riser rooms. What's that

15:20:40

13

15:18:04

14

all about?

15:20:43

14

maintenance would probably be our best bet to look for

15:18:08

15

A. I believe that was a roofleak that found

15:20:43

15

documentation.

15:18:12

16

its way down into the fire riser room. They had

15:20:47

16

15:18:15

17

apparently six inches of water or so on the floor in

15:20:49

17

A. The stone on the top of the water features

15:18:16

18

there.

15:20:54

18

deteriorating. I mean, you could see that. It was
crumbling and ...

A. Boy, I don't know. I think building

Q. And what did you mean by water damage?

15:18:20

19

Q. And what floor is the fire riser room on?

15:20:55

19

15:18:23

20

A. It's an external room that enters from

15:20:58

20

15:18:26

21

Meridian Road. It is like a mechanical fire room that

15:20:59

21

15:18:29

22

you can only enter from the outside of the building.

15:21:00

22

15:18:31

23

15:21:03

23

15:18:32

24

A. The first.

15:21:05

24

Q. And what makes you say that?

15:18:34

25

Q. It is on the ground level?

15:21:10

25

A. Well, it seems like it started crumbling

Q. And what level is it on?

Page 268

Q. Do you know when that first manifested

itself?
A. I don't recall. I know it was probably

shortly after they turned it on.
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15:21:13

1

right away. But I don't recall right off the top of

15:23:22

1

15:21:13

2

my head

15:23:25

2

15:21:17

3

15:23:27

3

don't know if it is to satisfaction. I don't know rm not privy to where those issues are.
I'm

Q. Do you know whether Alpha Masonry has agreed

15:21:19

4

15:23:29

4

15:21:21

5

A. I do not, sir.

15:23:36

5

15:21:25

6

Q. "Defects in plaza construction, concrete,

15:23:38
15:23:39

6
7

15:23:42

8

15:21:27

7

15:21:28

8

15:21:31

9

15:21:35

10

to replace the cast stone?

walkways, and settling.
settling."'
What do you know about that?
A. I know that some of the concrete settled. A

lot of it cracked Sidewalks cracked, corners

the grout defects have been repaired?
A. I know they did come out and work on it. I

Q. Okay. "The defective function of the

chiller unit."

What do you know about that?
A. I know the glide call - they had problems

15:23:46

9

with glide call. I don't know all the details, but I

15:23:48

10

think they are probably still having issues with it.

15:21:42

11

cracked. Part of the amphitheater concrete had some

15:23:51

11

15:21:43

12

severe cracks in them.

15:23:55

12

whether or not there is still issues with the chiller
unit?

15:21:46

13

Q. And you personally observed these cracking?

15:23:55

13

15:21:47

14

A. Yeah.

15:23:56

14

15:21:49

15

Q. When you say a lot have cracked, what kind

15:24:00

15

15:21:52

16

15:24:02

16

15:21:55

17

15:21:59

18

of volume are we talking about?
ofvolume
A. The amphitheater probably had three or four
cracks in it all the way across, which is those four

Q. Do you know for a fact as you sit here today

A. I don't know for a fact.

Q. Do you have any evidence that the chiller
unit did not conform to the specifications?

15:24:04

17

A. I don't have any information in front of me.

15:24:07

18

Q. Do you have any evidence that the chiller

15:22:03

19

foot or so sections that arch. Those were broke in

15:24:09

19

unit was not installed in accordance with the

15:22:07

20

several areas. I would say probably four -- four or

15:24:11

20

specifications?

15:22:09

21

five sidewalk cracks in the plaza area.

15:22:13

22

Q. Do you know when these cracks first

15:22:15

23

15:22:15

24

A. I don't have that information.

15:22:17

25

Q. Okay. And do you know whether or not the

manifested themselves?

15:24:12

21

A. I don't have anything today.

15:24:15

22

Q. Okay. Are you going to be able -- are you

15:24:17

23

going to look somewhere to see if you can find

15:24:18

24

something?

15:24:18

25

A. I can.

Page 271
15:22:19

1

15:22:21

2

15:22:23

3

15:22:26

4

15:22:27

5

15:22:28

6

15:22:32

7

cracks have been fixed?
A. I know some of them have. I don't know

about all of them.
Q. "Defects in the exterior masonry of the

building."
What do you mean by that?
A. Well, I know there was several issues with

Page 273
15:24:21

1

Q. Okay. If you would do that, please, and

15:24:24

2

produce through your counsel the documentation

15:24:27

3

supporting your testimony in paragraph 38, and I'm

15:24:34

4

going to include all the subdivisions, A through G, in

15:24:35

5

that request.

15:24:36

6

A. Okay.

15:24:40

7

Q. "Defective function of the HVAC system as a

15:22:35

8

it. The grout was missing in portions of it. The

15:24:42

8

15:22:44

9

alignment was not what you would expect. I don~ have

15:24:46

9

15:22:46

10

all the details of that as well.

15:24:49

10

equipment does not conform to the plans and

15:22:49

11

15:24:50

11

specifications?

15:22:55

12

that you were not aware that MTI inspected the

15:24:51

12

15:22:56

13

masonry?

15:24:54

13

15:22:57

14

15:24:56

14

15:22:59

15

15:23:01

testing inspection.

15:23:03

16
17

LCA, the architects, inspected the masonry?

Q. Okay. And I think you've already testified

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.
TIffi WITNESS: I do not - I was not a part of the
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) So you don't know whether

15:24:56

15

15:24:58

16

15:24:59

17

whole."
Do you have any evidence that the HVAC

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.
TIffi WITNESS: I just know that the inhabitants of

the building are uncomfortable.
MR. WALKER: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And that's the only thing

you know?

15:23:07

18

15:25:02

18

15:23:08

19

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

15:25:04

19

15:23:10

20

TIffi WITNESS: I don't have any information.

15:25:05

20

15:23:12

21

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And the same would be true

15:25:09

21

HVAC
whether or not you have any evidence that the HVAC
equipment failed to meet the specifications?

A. I've heard other issues, but I don't recall
them offthe
off the top of my head.
Q. Okay. But the specific question was is

15:23:15

22

15:25:11

22

15:23:16

23

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

15:25:13

23

A. I'll have to look through the documentation.

15:23:16

24

TIffi WITNESS: I don't know.

15:25:15

24

Q. Okay. And you'll do that for me, please?

15:23:17

25

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Do you know whether or not

15:25:15

25

A. Yes, sir.

with regard to the building inspectors?
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15:25:17

1

Q. And also with regard to the installation of

15:25:22

2

HVAC system, I'd like to you provide us with the
the HVAC

15:25:27

3

documentation to support that there was some defect in

15:25:28

4

the installation. Okay?

15:25:30

5

A. Okay.

15:25:37

6

Q. And finally, with regard to that issue, what

7

evidence do you have that any of the alleged defects

8

of Petra?
in the HVAC system was the fault ofPetra?

15:25:46

9

15:25:58

10
11
12

15:26:07

13

15:26:07

14

A. I'll have to do the same thing.

MR. WALKER: Okay. I don't have any other
questions, Counsel.
MR. TROUT: I want the witness to read and sign.
MR. WALKER: Thank you very much, Janet. We are
offthe
off the record.

15:26:07

15

15:26:10

16

(The deposition concluded at 3:26 p.m.)

15:26:10

17

(Signature requested.)

15:26:10

18

15:26:10

19

15:26:10

20

15:26:10

21

15:26:10

22

15:26:10

23

15:26:10

24

15:26:10

25

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17
18
19
20
21
22

::
23
24
25
26
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1

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
STATE OF IDAHO)
) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )

4

15:25:39

15:26:01

1
2
3

15:25:44

15:26:00

The CLJ _f Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the State ofIdaho, do hereby
certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of this action.
WITNESS my hand and seal this
day of
2010.

~azLj-JWrlJ
\~azLj-JWrlJ
CSR, RPR and Notary
Public in and for the
State ofIdaho.
My Commission Expires: 10-28-2010
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VERIFICATION

2
3

----'
STATE OF_ _ _ _ _ _ _---'
) ss.
COUNTY OF_ _ _ _ _ _ _--'
--!

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

I, KEITH E. WATTS, being first duly sworn on
my oath, depose and say:
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition taken on the 28th day of July, 2010,
consisting of pages numbered 63 to 277, inclusive;
that I have read the said deposition and know the
contents thereof; that the questions contained
therein were propounded to me; that the answers to
said questions were given by me; and that the answers
as contained therein (or as corrected by me therein)
are true and correct.
Yes_ _No_
_No_ _
Corrections Made: Yes_

17
18

19
20

KEITH E. WATTS
Subscnbed and sworn to before me this,_ _ __

21
---', 2010, at._ _ _----',
---', Idaho.
day of,_ _ _ _--',

22
23
24

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at
, Idaho.
My Commission Expires: _ _ __

25
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) Cas. No. CV OC 0907257
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)
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)

EXHIBITS
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)

265. Notice of Taking Audio-Video Deposition
Duces Tecum of Todd Wehner (5 pages)

)

Defendant!CountercIaimant )
Defendant!Counterclaimant

33

266. Affidavit ofTodd Weltner dated May 24, 2010 42
Filed in Support of Opposition to Motion
for Summary Judgment (87 pages)
AUDIO·VISUAL
AUDIO-VISUAL DEPOSmON OF TODD WELTNER

56
267. Second Affidavit of Todd Weltner Dated
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To Motion for Summary Judgment (44 pages)
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(124 pages)

35

271. Series of schematics and floor plans
(13 pages)

35

35

Page 3
AUDIO-VISUAL DEPosmON OF TODD WELTNER
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
TODD WELTNER was taken by the Defendant!
Counterclaimant at the offices of Cosho Humphrey, LLP,
located at 800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790, Boise,
Inc., by Janet
Idaho, before Associated Reporting, Inc.•
French, a Court Reporter and Notary Public in and for
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the County of Ada, State ofldaho,
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matter.
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(101 pages)
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CM031009, CM030692 (6 pages)
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08:33:22

1

08:33:22

2

08:33:23

3

08:33:27

4

08:33:32

5

PROCEEDINGS

MR. WALKER: We are on the record.
This is the deposition of Todd Weltner,
which is being taken on behalf of the defendant, Petra

The CL" .Jf Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

08:35:19

1

08:35:22

2

Q. How about construction management?

08:35:25

3

A Not as much. General contracting.

08:35:27

4

08:35:29

5

A Construction, general contracting.

Q. Have you ever been a construction manager on
a new project?

08:33:36

6

Incorporated, in Case No. CV OC 09-7257 filed by the

08:35:31

6

A No. Not in that technical term, no.

08:33:40

7

City of Meridian in the District Court of the Fourth

08:35:32

7

Q. And what do you mean by that?

08:33:43

8

Judicial District for the State ofIdaho in and for

08:35:35

8

08:33:43

9

Ada County.

08:35:38

9

08:33:48

10

08:33:56

11

A We've always acted as a general contractor,
never as a construction manager.

08:35:41

10

Q. Did you meet with Mr. Trout or any other

2010, commencing at 8:35 a.m. before Janet French of

08:35:43

11

lawyers in his -- any other lawyer in his law firm at
any time prior to coming here today?

This deposition is being taken on August 18,

08:33:59

12

Associated Reporting, Incorporated, 1618 West

08:35:45

12

08:34:04

13

Jefferson, Boise, Idaho 83702.

08:35:45

13

A Yes.

08:34:06

14

08:35:46

14

Q. How many meetings did you have?

08: 34: 11

15

Humphrey, LLP, at 800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790,

08:35:49

15

A With Mr. Trout, three or four.

08:34:11

16

Boise, Idaho 83712.

08:35:51

16

08:34:16

17

08:35:52

17

And it's being taken at the offices of Cosho

I'm Thomas G. Walker ofthe
of the Cosho Humphrey

Q. And when was the first meeting with

Mr. Trout?

08:34:19

18

firm, and I'm here representing Petra Incorporated,

08:35:55

18

A Uhm, Earlier this year in March.

08:34:23

19

the defendant in this lawsuit I am also the operator

08:35:57

19

Q. The first meeting was in March?

08:34:25

20

of the audio-visual equipment

08:35:58

20

A. Yes.

08:34:28

21

08:36:00

21

Q. And when was the next meeting?

This deposition is being taken in accordance

08:34:30

22

with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and there are

08:36:04

22

08:34:31

23

no other stipulations.

08:36:05

23

08:34:33

24

Do you agree, Mr. Trout?

08:36:07

24

Q. And the third meeting?

08:34:35

25

MR. TROUT: That is correct

08:36:10

25

A Sometime in July.

A With Mr. Trout, probably not until May
again.

Page 5
08:34:37

1

08:34:38

2

08:34:42

3

08:34:52

4

of Meridian
firm Trout Jones. We represent the City ofMeridian

08:34:52

5

in this case.

08:34:52

6

08:34:52

7

08:34:52

8

MR. WALKER: Mr. Trout, would you make your
appearance.
MR. TROUT: My name is Kim Trout I'm with the

MR. WALKER: Ms. French, would you swear the
witness.
WEL TNER,
TED WELTNER,

Page 7
08:36:12

1

Q. And was there a fourth meeting?

08:36:14

2

A. Yes. The other day.

08:36:17

3

Q. And what day was that?

08:36:17

4

A. That was Monday of this week.
A

08:36:19

5

Q. Okay. August 16th?

08:36:19

6

A. Yes.

08:36:23

7

Q. Any other meetings with Mr. Trout?

08:36:23

8

A. Not that I recall.

08:34:52

9

a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the

08:36:27

9

08:34:52

10

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,

08:36:29

10

08:34:52

11

testified as follows:

08:36:33

11

08:34:52

12

08:36:33

12

08:34:52

13

08:36:35

13

Q. And do you know when those occurred?

08:34:52

14

08:36:38

14

A. Throughout the course. I can't remember the

08:34:56

15

Q. Mr. Weltner, what's your full legal name?

08:36:38

15

08:34:57

16

A Todd Weltner.

08:36:40

16

Q. Okay. With regard to the meetings, what was

08:35:03

17

Q. You don't use a middle iuitial or a name?

08:36:44

17

the substance of your conversation with Mr. Trout in

08:35:07

18

A A middle initial in my signature, "A"

08:36:45

18

March of201O?

08:35:08

19

Q. Okay. Have you ever had your deposition

08:36:48

19

08:35:09

20

taken before?

08:36:50

20

08:35:09

21

A No.

08:36:52

21

Q. And what did he request you to look at?

08:35:12

22

Q. And you are appearing here on behalf of the

08:36:55

22

A

08:35:14

23

08:37:00

23

the steel situation, a popping noise that they were
trying to identify.

EXAMINAnON
EXAMINAnON
BY MR. WALKER:

City of Meridian as one of its experts?

08:35:14

24

A That's correct

08:37:01

24

08:35:18

25

Q. And in what fields are you an expert?

08:37:03

25

Q. How about phone conversations, any phone
conversations with Mr. Trout?

A

Yeah. I would say a couple -- you know,

three or four.

dates exactly.

A. Just review of what he was requesting me to
look at, at the project.
The initial visit to the site was based on

Q. And when was that site visit?
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10:49:26

1

10:52:02

1

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) What do you mean by that?

10:49:30

2

experience as a construction manager in Idaho, are

10:52:05

2

A. There are often separate lists of possible

10:49:34

3

separate punch lists maintained for purposes of

10:52:12

3

deficiencies or items that need to be supplied by the

10:49:37

4

evaluating deficiencies in a construction manager's

10:52:18

4

CM prior to being complete contractually. Whether

10:49:38

5

work?

10:52:23

5

those are specifically called punch lists, mayor may

10:49:39

6

10:52:24

6

not be.

10:49:43

7

10:52:26

7

10:49:44

8

MR. WALKER: Do you understand the question?

10:52:29

8

THE WTINESS: I do. And I would not be - I

10:52:34

9

would not be able to answer from a legal standpoint.

10:52:37

10

just identified, that would identify deficiencies or

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And are you
you··
-- in your

MR. TROUT: Object to the form ofthe
of the question to
the extent it may call for a legal conclusion.

Q. Is there anything in the Construction
Management Agreement or any of the related documents

10:49:49

9

10:49:53

10

10:49:55

11

MR. WALKER: I understand.

10:52:41

11

claimed deficiencies in the construction manager's

10:49:57

12

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) I'm asking for your

10:52:42

12

work?

10:49:59

13

testimony as an expert in this case and specifically

10:52:43

13

10:50:02

14

as a construction management expert as to whether or

10:52:58

14

THE WITNESS: Could you restate that question?

10:50:06

15

not in your experience a separate punch list is

10:52:59

15

MR. WALKER: Janet, would you read it back,

10:50:10

16
17

developed for purposes of measuring deficiencies ••
-- or

10:53:00

16

10: 50: 13

identifying deficiencies of a construction manager?

10:53:19

17

10:50:14

18

of the question.
MR. TROUT: Object to the form ofthe

10:53:25

18

that provided for the development of a list, as you've

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

please?
(The question was read back.)
objection,just
MR. TROUT: Same objection,
just in case it gets

10:50:18

19

It's vague and ambiguous and may call for a legal

10:53:25

19

10:50:19

20

conclusion.

10:53:27

20

10:50:20

21

MR. WALKER: Do you understand the question?

10:53:35

21

10:50:23

22

THE WITNESS: Yes.

10:53:39

22

10:50:25

23

MR. WALKER: And what's your answer?

10:53:42

23

I would ••
-- I'm not aware of an exact requirement to

10:50:28

24

MR. TROUT: Same objection.

10:53:47

24

provide a list of CM items.

10:50:33

25

10:53:47

25

MR. WALKER: Okay.

You can answer.

passed over.
You can answer if you understand the
question.
THE WITNESS: I have not memorized the contract.

Page 61

Page 63

10:50:34

1

THE WITNESS: Sometimes.

10:53:57

1

10:50:36

2

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And what do you mean by

10:54:04

2

of the type of
work, what's your understanding ofthe

10:50:39

3

10:50:44

4

10:50:50

5

10:50:53

6

10:50:57

7

10:50:58

8

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) With regard to the CM's

10:54:07

3

relationship as a construction manager that Petra had

10:54:09

4

of Meridian?
with the City ofMeridian?

10:54:11

5

10:54:14

6

requirements, and that's usually established at the

10:54:15

7

of the project.
beginning ofthe

10:54:18

8

opinion as a construction manager.
MR. TROUT: Same objection.

that?
MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.
You can answer, if you understand it.
THE WITNESS: Often it depends on the owner's

MR. TROUT: Object to the form to the extent it
may call for a legal conclusion.
MR. WALKER: I'm just asking for your expert

10:50:59

9

10:54:18

9

10:51:03
10:51:06

10

to this case and the project ••
-- the new Meridian City

10:54:21

10

11

Hall project, is there anything ••
-- any documentation

10:54:27

11

relationship of trust and confidence, which in my

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Specifically, with regard

THE WITNESS: My understanding is that it was a

10:51:12

12

that you are aware ofthat
of that required a punch list to be

experience is a - similar to a fiduciary response -

developed for the work performed by the construction

13

or requirement, and it's a high level of - it's a

10:51:15

13
14

10:54:33
10:54:42

12

10: 51: 14

manager?

10:54:44

14

high level requirement.

10:51:18

15

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.

10:54:46

15

10:51:20

16

THE WITNESS: The owner's requirements, which I

10:54:50

experience with regard to fiduciary relationships?
an expert on the legal side of it. I just ••
-- in

10:51:24

17

mentioned, were not developed for this project, and

10:54:54

16
17

10:51:28

18

typically, I would expect it to be in that document as

10:54:58

18

10:51:37

19

to what format and procedures are used in the project.

10:51:39

20

10:51:43

21

10:51:45

22

10:51:49

23

in the construction manager's work?

10:51:50

24

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

10:51:59

25

THE WITNESS: There are lists.

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And where did you gain the
A. Small amount of research. I am by no means

10:55:02

19

administering contracts of my own on projects, I've

10:55:05

20

flagged requirements like that, because I believe

been a construction manager on, has a punch list been

10:55:09

21

in - just in my opinion, that it requires a higher

developed for the purposes of identifying deficiencies

10:55:16

22

level of care than some other contracts might.

10:55:19

23

10:55:23

24

10:55:27

25

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) On any project that you've

Page 62

Q. And tell me about the research that you did
with regard to that particular issue.

A. It's been over the course of 18 years of my
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10:55:32

1

career. I couldn't pinpoint exactly when or where I

10:58:11

1

object to both that question and the one that you are

10:55:34

2

did that research.

10:58:14

2

asking now on the basis that it may call for a legal

10:58:15

3

conclusion.

4
5

expert giving testimony in this case what is your
understanding of the term "punch list"?

Q. Okay. Well, ifthe
if the -- if the prime -- if

10:55:42

3

10:55:44

4

the work that was being managed by the construction

10:58:17

10:55:51

5

manager is accepted as evidenced by a punch list, how

10:58:19

10:55:56

6

is it that the construction manager's management of

10:58:28

6

10:56:00

7

that work wouldn't by -- logically be accepted?

10:58:29

7

MR. WALKER: Same objection.

10:58:32

8

THE
TIIE WITNESS: Punch lists provide many of the
open items, and I think specific to the physical work

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) As a construction manager

10:56:01

8

10:56:05

9

It assumes facts not in evidence. It's an improper

10:58:41

9

10:56:08

10

hypothetical. And it may call for a conclusion of

10:58:46

10

10:56:11

11

law.

10:58:50

11

10:56:12

12

MR. WALKER: Do you understand question?

10:58:53

12

the punch lists that are attached as Exhibit A to your
affidavit, what is the significance of those initials?

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.

deficiencies found at that time.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And what do the initials on

10:56:15

13

TIIE WITNESS: I'd like to understand it better.
THE

10:58:56

13

10:56:15

14

MR. WALKER: Okay.

10:58:57

14

10:56:18

15

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) If the work that was being

10:59:01

15

the extent it may call for a legal conclusion, or it
may assume a fact not in evidence in this case. I'll

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question to

10:56:22

16

managed by a construction manager is accepted as

10:59:22

16

10:56:27

17

evidenced by a sign off on the -- on a punch list, how

10:59:25

17

also object on the grounds it may call for speculation

10:56:31

18

is it that the construction manager's management of

10:59:35

18

by this witness.

that work would not also be accepted?

10:59:39

19

10:59:45

20

10:56:34

19

10:56:37

20

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.

THE
TIIE WITNESS: I was not involved in any of this
work at the time that the sign offs occurred, and

10:56:40

21

It is an improper hypothetical. It assumes facts not

10:59:55

21

after the fact, it was difficult to discern who signed

10:56:42

22

in evidence in this case. And it may call for a

11:00:00

22

off and how the sign off procedure was taken, and also

10:56:43

23

conclusion of
oflaw.
law.

11:00:06

23

if all of the items were included.

10:56:44

24

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) I'm not asking a

11:00:12

24

10:56:47

25

hypothetical. I'm asking specifically on this case,

11:00:16

25
25

I had several more items that -- as told to
me by the City that were still open items that were

Page 67

Page 65
10:56:50

1

with respect to the punch lists that are identified in

11:00:19

1

not included on the lists and some that were signed

10:56:53

2

your exhibit as Exhibit -- or in your affidavit as

11:00:24

2

off of them that hadn't been fixed.

10:56:57

3

Exhibit A, why is it, in your opinion, that the sign

11:00:26

3

10:57:02

4

offs on those punch lists is not an acceptance of the

11:00:30

4

10:57:05

5

construction manager's -- management of the work

11:00:35

5

attached as Exhibit A to your affidavit, why they

10:57:07

6

that's identified on those punch lists?

11: 00: 39

6

signed off on the items of deficiency?

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And did you discuss with

anyone who signed off on the punch lists that you've

10:57:09

7

11:00:41

7

10: 57: 11

8

It's an improper hypothetical. It assumes facts not

11:00:45

8

the extent that it's vague as to terminology and the

10:57:15

9

in evidence, and it may call for a conclusion of law.

11:01:15

9

fact that it may call for a legal conclusion.

10:57:21

10

MR. WALKER: Do you understand the question?

11:01:17

10

MR. WALKER: Do you understand the question?

10:57:27

11

TIIE WITNESS: It's slightly convoluted in my
THE

11: 01: 20

11

MR. TROUT: Same objection.

10:57:31

12

opinion. I believe that the sign offs are in

11:01:28

12

TIIE WITNESS: Yes.
THE

10:57:38

13

question. I'm not -- I believe that there were other

11: 01: 30

13

MR. TROUT: So is there a question pending?

10:57:45

14

lists as well that weren't included in those, and I

11:01:33

14

10:57:48

15

couldn't say for certain that signing off on those

11:01:35

15

10:57:51

16

lists would indicate that all the work was signed off

11: 01: 37

16

10:57:52

17

on.

11:01:39

17

10:57:53

18

11:01:55

18

10:57:55

19

10:57:57

20

10:57:58

21

10:58:00

22

10:58:03

23
23

10:58:05

24

10:58:08

25

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) What's the purpose of the
punch list?
MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question to
the extent -Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Doyouknowwhatthe

purpose of a punch list is?

MR. TROUT: Excuse me, Counsel. I'd ask you if
you would please allow me to finish my objection. I

MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question to

MR. WALKER: Yeah. She says she understands it.
I'd like an answer.
MR. TROUT: All right
right. To what question?
MR. WALKER: The one she just said she
understood.

11:01:55

19

TIIE WITNESS: Could you repeat it?
THE

11:01:55

20

MR. WALKER: Yes.

11:01:55

21
21

11:01:56

22

11:02:01

23

11:02:09

24

THE
TIIE WITNESS: Yes. And it was clear that there

11:02:16

25

was some uncertainty in the process as far as signing

Page 66

(The question was read back.)
MR. TROUT: Just to make sure the record is
clear, my same objection stands.
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The

1

off. Mostly my communications were with the architect

11:06:35

11:02:30

2

and with City representatives that are still working

11:06:39

2

11: 02: 39

3

there, and it was a -- it wasn't black and white as to

11:06:41

3

11:02 :42

4

how that was achieved.

11:06:45

4

of your understanding that
Q. What is the basis ofyour

11:02:49

5

11:06:49

5

a sign off on a punch list of the work perfonned by

11:02 :55

6

11:02:26

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Who did you talk to, who

signed off on the punch list, by name?

1

6

of the CM's
contractors is not also an acceptance ofthe

7

management of that work?

11:06:58

8

11:07:01

9

11:03:03

8

11:03:05

9

11:03:15

10

11:07:04

10

11:03:20

11

A. I talked to Steve Christensen with LCA.

11:07:05

11

11:03:24

12

Q. Did Mr. Christensen sign off on the punch

11:07:07

12

Q. I'd like an answer to the question, first,

then we can take a break.

A. I'm sorry. Could you please repeat that?

11:06:53

7

break?

that that is the case?

11:06:55

11:03:02

A. I need to go to the bathroom. Can I take a

Q. And what's the basis of your understanding

MR. TROUT: Object to the fonn of the question to
the extent it calls for a legal conclusion, and it's
vague and ambiguous.
MR. WALKER: Do you understand the question,
Ms. Knothe?

11:03:27

13

lists that are attached as Exhibit A to your

11:07:17

13

MR. TROUT: Same objection.

11:03:29

14

affidavit?

11:07:32

14

THE WITNESS: Could you repeat it?

11:03:30

15

A. He agreed.

11:07:34

15

11:03:34

16

Q. What do you mean, he agreed? To what?

11:07:35

16

11:03:40

17
17

A. To the - he agreed that he thought most of

11:07:35

17

11:03:42

18

11:07:37

18

11:03:44

19

11:07:38

19

11: 03: 50

20

11:07:42

20

11:04:48

21

11:07:48

21

the issues were taken care of.

Q. But the question was: Who, by name, did you
talk to who actually signed off on the punch list?
A. The only person that I believe signed off on

MR. WALKER: Would you read it back, please,
Janet?
(The question was read back.)
MR. TROUT: And, again, same objection, just so
the record is clear.
THE WITNESS: I think that it could very well

indicate that a particular item in which the CM was

11:04 :53

22

them that I talked to - and I'm not sure if Steve

11:07:55

22

managing and coordinating was resolved, but I don't

11:04:56

23

Christensen's agreement with it is considered a sign

11:08:01

23

think this should be considered a conclusive -- a

11: 05: 01

24

off, but Tom Johnson from the City is the only one

11:08:04

24

comprehensive list of items that fulfill this

11: 05: 05

25
25

that I talked to about the sign off on the punch

11:08:05

25

construction manager's requirements.

Page 71

Page 69
11:05:06

1

11:05:12

2

lists, other than Steve Christensen.

Q. Do you know who Ed is whose initials or name

11:08:07

1

11:08:09

2

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) You may recall that I asked
you earlier in the deposition whether or not there

11:05:18

3

at least appears in the City sign off column on these

11:08:13

3

were any other punch lists that you are aware of,

11:05:20

4

punch lists?

11:08:17

4

aside from the ones that you attached as Exhibit A.

11: 05: 22

5

of the question.
MR. TROUT: Object to the fonn ofthe

11:08:21

5

11:05:25

6

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Do you know who Ed is?

11:08:23

6

11:05:26

7

A. I've never met Ed.

11:08:27

7

the extent that it is vague or may call for a legal

11:05:33

8

Q. Do you know his last name?

11:08:27

8

conclusion.

Are you aware of any other punch lists?

MR. TROUT: Object to the fonn of the question to

A. I do. It's not coming to me right now.

11: 08: 30

9

Q. Ed Ankenman, is that the Ed you are

11:08:36

10

per se, as I - there are a lot of names for lists of

referring to?

11:08:40

11

outstanding items, and so I would say there are -

A. Yes.

11:08:44

12

there are other lists certainly that have not been

13

Q. And you didn't talk to Mr. Ankenman?

11:08:46

13

signed off on.

11:05:41

9

11:05:46

10

11:05:47

11

11:05:47

12

11:05:51

THE WITNESS: As I stated earlier, punch list,

11:05:52

14

A. I did nol

11:08:49

14

11:05:53

15

Q. And why not?

11:08:52

15

on? Have you seen these other lists that are not

11:05:56

16

11: 08: 58

16

signed off on?

11:06:00

17

necessarily that I had gone through and checked every

11:09:02

17

11:06:05

18

item off myself, because the City's budget does not

11:09:03

18

11:06:08

19

allow that, or that I even agreed that these things

11:09:06

19

Q. I'm usingyourtenn. You said ·other

11:06:13

20
20

had been fixed or - my point was that signing off on

11:09:09

20

lists." I just want to know what other lists you've

11:06:16

21

the work items of the prime contractors does not -- it

11:09:14

21

looked at that were not signed off on?

11:06:21

22

-was a very simple high level conclusion that the -

11:09:16

22

11:06:25

23

the fact that these punch list items exist doesn't

11:09:21

23

on the basis that it is vague and may call for a legal

conclusion.

A. My point in the affidavit was not

11:06:30

24

mean -- does not indicate that the CM fulfilled all

11:09:22

24

11:06:32

25

their contractual responsibilities by any means.

11:09:23

25

Page 70

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And what do you base that

A. Are you talking actual construction work
items and not -

MR. TROUT: I'm going to object to the question

THE WITNESS: Part of the problem is that I was
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12:30:37

1

12:30:39

2

12:30:40

3

12:30:44

4

12:30:48

5

12:30:53

6

12:30:54

7

12:30:58

8

The Cit
CitJJ _.
_. Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.

12:33:10

1

12: 33: 11

2

A. Yes.

12:33:11

3

Q. I'm going to hand you Exhibit No. 259 and

12:33:25

4

ask you to pull that exhibit out, and I want to know,

12:33:25

5

what, if any, construction issues remain unresolved as

12:33:27

6

we sit here today.

12:33:29

7

12:33:35

8

requirement to ensure that the quality and the

12:33:38

9

quantity of the work is performed per the contract

12:33:38

10

12:33:42

11

12:33:44

12

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Is the list in the

documents that you've provided?

A. I apologize, but it's on the CD, and I did

12:30:59

9

12:31:01

10

12:31:12

11

12:31:16

12

12:31:20

13

manager of an agency construction manager and a

12:33:47

13

12:31:22

14

construction manager at risk?

12:33:49

14

not bring my computer.
Q. Allright We can visit about that when you
come back.
Do you know the difference as a construction

an experienced construction manager.
MR. TROUT: Same objection. No question pending.
MR. WALKER: The question - do you want to read
the question back for me, please, Janet?
(The question was read back.)
MR. TROUT: Same objection, for the record.
THE WITNESS: I believe it's a contractual

documents.
MR. WALKER: But that wasn't the question.
THE WITNESS: I believe that guarantees. I don't
know specifically your definition of guarantee.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) What is your understanding

MR. TROUT: Objectto the form of the question.

12:33:51

15

THE WITNESS: Yes.

12:33:52

16

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Okay. And what is your

12:34:02

17

THE WITNESS: I believe the guarantee has a lot

12:31:25

15

12:31:25

16

12:31:27

17

12:31:33

18

understanding as a licensed construction manager of an

12:34:06

18

of different meanings, and I think you need to go to

12:31:36

19

agency construction manager's duties and

12:34:08

19

the contract and understand the full meaning of the

12:31:38

20

responsibilities?

12:34:10

20

contract requirements.

12:31:39

21

MR. TROUT: Same objection.

12:34:12

21

12:31:44

22

THE WITNESS: The agent in an agency construction

12:34:17

22

12:31:48

23

management while the - the construction manager is

12:34:32

23

those binders sitting next to you. If you would turn
tum

12:31:52

24

acting on behalf ofthe
of the owner and in the best interest

12:34:35

24

to the next page - or take as much time as you want

12:32:00

25

of the owner. The fee arrangement is as a -- for a

12:34:38

25

to review that document.

of the word guarantee?

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Okay. Why don't you take a
look at Deposition Exhibit NO.2
No.2 that is in one of

Page 125

Page 127
12:34:42

1

12:34:45

2

Construction Management Agreement that's reflected in

12:34:48

3

Exhibit No.2?

12:34:48

4

A. I have.

you can compare it to a construction manager at risk.

12:34:53

5

THE WITNESS: Actually, I'djust like to know

12:34:57

6

relationship exists by virtue ofthis
of this contract between

12:34:59

7

of Meridian and Petra?
the City ofMeridian

12:35:01

8

MR. TROUT: Object to the form to the extent it

What is your understanding ofthe
of the duties and

12:35:04

9

may call for a legal conclusion. The document speaks

10

responsibilities of a construction manager under an

12:35:06

10

12:32:28

11

agency construction management scenario?

12:35:09

11

THE WITNESS: Agency CM.

12:32:29

12

MR. TROUT: Object to the form. It's vague.

12:35:11

12

of this
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And under the terms ofthis

THE WITNESS: The duties and responsibilities of

12:32:06

1

12:32:10

2

12: 32: 11

3

12:32:13

4

12:32:16

5

12:32:17

6

12:32:18

7

12:32:19

8

12:32:21

9

12:32:25

fee, consultant type arrangement.
Did you ask me to compare that, or what
exactly was your question?
MR. WALKER: Yeah, you can - ifthat
if that helps you.,
you,

what the question is.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Okay. The question is:

Have you previously reviewed the

Q. And what kind of construction manager

for itself

12:32:32

13

12:35:15

13

12:32:35

14

an agency construction manager are very similar to a

12:35:22

14

of the
manager, did Petra guarantee the work ofthe

12:32:38

15

construction manager at risk as far as duties and

12:35:23

15

contractors?

12:32:43

16

responsibilities go. In managing -- and depending on

12:35:25

16

12:32:46

17

the contract and the specifics of the contract, but

12:35:29

17

12:32:50

18

typically, it is to manage and coordinate the design

12:35:33

18

12:32:51

19

and construction.

12:35:35

19

contractual responsibilities would have ensured the

contract, based upon your experience as a construction

MR. TROUT: Object to the form to the extent it
calls for a legal conclusion, and it may be vague.
THE WITNESS: In my opinion, performance of their

12:32:54

20

12:35:37

20

owner that the quality and quantity of the work was

12:32:56

21

construction management scenario, does a construction

12:35:40

21

installed in accordance with the contract documents.

12:33:00

22

manager guarantee the work of the prime contractors?

12:35:40

22

12:33:02

23

12:35:44

23

12:33:03

24

12:35:48

24

work was not installed in accordance with the contract

12:33:07

25

12:35:52

25

documents?

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Okay. In an agency

MR. TROUT: Object to the form. Calls for a
legal conclusion, and it's vague.
MR. WALKER: I'm only asking for your opinion as

Page 126

MR. WALKER: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And, specifically, what
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

INDEX
EXAMINATION

THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation,
)
OC 0907257
) Case No. CY DC

LAURA KNOTHE

PAGE

By: Mr. Walker

)

5

PlaintiffiCounterdefendant, )
)
VS.
vs.

EXHIBITS

)
)

PAGE

NO.

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho)
corporation,

)

53

251. Notice of Taking Audio-Video Deposition
Duces Tecum of Laura Knothe and Laura
Knothe's Resume (8 pages)

)

DefendanVCounterclaimant. )
DefendanVCounterclaimMtt.
)

57
252. Affidavit of Laura Knothe Dated 7/6/2010
Filed in Support of Opposition to Motion
Sununary Judgment with Exhibit A attached
for Summary
PETRA93620-38 (29 pages)

AUDIO-VIDEO DEPOSmON OF LAURA KNOTHE
August 11,2010
Boise, Idaho

259. Laura Knothe's working file and 7 discs
(306 pages)

57

Janet French, CSR #946, RPR

Page 3
AUDIO-VIDEO DEPosmON OF LAURA KNOTIlE
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
LAURA KNOTHE was taken by the Defendant!
Counterelaimant
Counterciaimant at the offices of Cosho Humphrey, LLP,
located at 800 PaIl< Boulevard, Suite 790, Boise,
Idaho, before Associated Reporting, Inc., by Janet
French, a Court Reporter and Notary Public in and for
the County of Ada, State ofIdaho,
ofldaho, on Wednesday, the
11th day of August, 2010, commencing at the hour of
9:01a.m.
matter.
9:0
I a.m. in the above-entitled malter.

09:01:03

1

09:01:03

2

PROCEEDINGS

09:01:07

3

09:01:10

4

09:01:15

5

Procedure 30(bX4), and so I'll just recite this

09:01:16

6

little script.

09:01:18

7

09:01:21

8

MR. WALKER: On the record. I need to do a few

things here to comply with the Idaho Rule of Civil

This is the deposition of Laura Knothe which
is being taken on behalf of the defendant, Petra

09:01:26

9

APPEARANCES:

09:01:30

10

City of Meridian in the District Court of the Fourth

For the Plaintiff! TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A.
Counterdefendant: By: Kim J. Trout, Esq.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
Post Office Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208)331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
ktrout@idalaw.com
ktrout@idaIaw.com

09:01:32

11

Judicial District for the State ofIdaho in and for

09:01:33

12

Ada County.

09:01:35

13

09:01:41

14

conunencing at 9:00 a.m. Mountain Time before
2010, commencing

For the Defendant! COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
Counterclaimant: By: Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Post Office Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Telephone: (208) 344-7811
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290
twalker@cosholaw.com
Also present:

Tom Cougblin
Coughlin

Incorporated, in Case No. CV OC 09-7257 filed by the

II,
This deposition is being taken on August 11,

09:01:43

15

Janet French a court reporter with Associated

09:01:49

16

Reporting, Inc., whose address is 1618 West Jefferson,

09:01:54

17

Boise, Idaho 83702. The deposition is being conducted

09:01:59

18

at the offices ofCosho Humphrey, LLP, at 800 Park
Boulevard, Suite 790, Boise, Idaho 83712.

09:02:03

19

09:02:06

20

09:02:10

21

09:02:12

22

the defendant, in this lawsuit, and I'm also the

09:02:15

23

operator of the audio-visual equipment.

09:02:17

24

09:02:20

25

I'm Thomas G. Walker of the Cosho Humphrey
firm, and I'm here representing Petra Incorporated,

This deposition is being taken in accordance
with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and there are

Page 2
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12:14:29

1

A. Mostly verbally.

12:18:03

1

understood that -- I was not told by anyone that they

12:14:33

2

Q. By who?

12:18:06

2

actualIy knew that there were ongoing comfort issues

A. By Keith Watts and Ted Baird and Eric

12:18:12

3

with the HVAC
HVAC system and malfunctioning components.

12:18:14

4

5

12:14:37

3

12:14:39

4

12:14:45

5

Q. Anyone else?

12:18:21

12:14:47

6

A. Possibly, Tom Johnson -- possibly.

12:18:24

6

12:14:54

7

Q. What specific acts on Petra's part do you

12:18:27

7

THE WITNESS: I don't know the answer to that.

12:14:59

8

claim constituted an abandonment of its duties under

12:18:29

8

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) So you don't know whether

the Construction Management Agreement?

12:18:35

9

12:18:38

10

12:15:04

9

12:15:06

10

12:15:09

11

12:15:13

12

12:15:18

13

12:15:27

14

12:15:28

15

12:15:31

16

Jensen.

MR. TROUT: I'm going to the object to the form

Q. And who had the City reported these

deficiencies to?
MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

HVAC system
the City conveyed these concerns about the HVAC
and comfort to Petra, do you?

12:18:41

11

12:18:44

12

12:18:48

13

they would actualIy
actually have observed it. And there were

by my client that was the case and proceeded

12:18:52

14

people wearing sweaters and using space heaters in the

accordingly.

12:18:56

15

middle of the summer. That may have been an

12:19:03

16

indication. Heery performed report - or fOlIow-uP
follow-up

to the extent it may calI for some legal conclusion.
You can answer.
THE WITNESS: I would be speculating. I was told

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Do you know when the City

12:15:34

17

12:15:36

18

12:15:39

19

12:15:42

20

information to you as you've testified, did he telI
you that the City had sued Petra?

sued Petra?
A. I do not know.
Q. At the time Ted Baird related this

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: Petra was on site. I would imagine

12:19:06

17

reports and discussions with City members that would

12:19:09

18

well.
have indicated it as welI.

12:19:12

19

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Who hired Heery?

12:19:19

20

A. They are a -- LCA contractually hired Heery,

12:15:45

21

12:19:24

21

although their goal -- or their scope is to perform an

12:15:46

22

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

12:19:27

22

independent third-party analysis.

12:15:53

23

THE WITNESS: I don't believe I was ever told

12:19:32

23

Q. And did Heery perform that analysis?

12:15:56

24

12:19:33

24

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

12:15:57

25

12:19:35

25

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Do you know, did Heery

directly that the City had sued Petra.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) When did you first learn

Page 115
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12:16:02

1

that the City had sued Petra?

12:19:37

1

2

MR. TROUT: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: I believe they performed an

perform that analysis?

12:16:06

2

A. I don't recall.

12:19:41

12:16:13

3

Q. Was it after July of '09?

12:19:44

3

12:16:13

4

A. I believe so.

12:19:44

4

12:16:20

5

Q. Okay. What
Wbat specifically did Petra fail to

12:19:47

5

12:16:27

6

do in your - based upon your review that constituted

12:19:50

6

HVAC
reports written by Heery with respect to the HV
AC

12:16:31

7

an abandonment of its duties under the Construction

12:19:51

7

system?

12:16:33

8

Management Agreement?

12:19:51

8

12:16:37

9

12:19:53

9

12:16:44

10

HVAC system. There were significant
surrounding the HVAC

12:20:01

10

12:16:51

11

comfort issues and malfunctioning equipment, and I

12:20:02

11

A. Yes.

12:16:54

12

understood -- I was told by members of the group that

12:20:07

12

Q. And what were Petra's duties and

12:16:59

13

colIabomtive effort, that
had -- that was providing a collabomtive

12:20:07

13

responsibilities vis-a-vis Heery International, if

12: 17: 03

14

that group had never been brought together to address

12:20:07

14

any?

of the issues
A. One item is the coordination ofthe

12:17:06

15

the concerns of the City and, in fact, many of them

12:20:08

15

12: 17: 09

16

didn't know there were any concerns with the comfort

12:20:08

16

12:17:12

17

level, and that the system was malfunctioning.

12:17:15

18

12:17:17

19

12: 17: 36

20

Q. Who
Wbo are the team members you are referring
to in your affidavit?
A. Mike Wisdom of Engineering, Inc.

12:20:09

17

12:20:13

18

analysis.
Q. (B Y MR. WALKER) Have you reviewed any

A. I have.
Q. And where - are those reports in the files
that you've presented to us today?

MR. TROUT: Object to the form. It calls for a
legal conclusion.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Let me ask it this way:
Did Petra have any duties or responsibilities as a

12:20:16

19

construction manager with respect to the work that

12:20:22

20

Heery was doing as the commissioning agent of the HVAC

12:20:22

21

system?

12:20:24

22

12:20:25

23

12:17:38

21

12:17:48

22

12:17:52

23

12:17:55

24

A. I -- as I recall, Hobson did not know that

12:20:27

24

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) I'm asking for your -

12:17:59

25

well as LCA. I
there were any comfort issues as welI

12:20:30

25

A. In my opinion, yes, to manage and coordinate

of the
I need to read the exact sentence ofthe
team members to understand that question.
Q. It is in paragmph 13.
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MR. TROUT: Object to the form. Calls for a
legal conclusion.
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12:39:41

1

that date, however, preliminary discussions included

12:42:26

1

12:39:47

2

the fact that we wanted what we were terming a cost

12:42:28

2

compensation, are you talking about the construction

12:39:50

3

efficient building. We had some council members who

12:42:31

3

manager's fee or the reimbursable cost?

12:39:53

4

of the necessity for LEBO
LEED
weren't convinced ofthe

12:42:39

4

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

12:39:59

5

certification. But with particularity to the

12:42:43

5

12:40:01

6

selection of the architect, we were looking for

12:42:46

6

Q. Okay. Now when you are talking about

THE WITNESS: Well, let me break that down. With
regard to the fee, as I've stated previously, the fee

12:40:05

7

someone who had expertise in that. And it appeared to

12:42:48

7

remained the same up until we received the Change

12:40:07

8

me, based on the presentation that was given, that

12:42:53

8

Order No.2. So it would have to be with regard to

12:40:10

9

Petra knew that that was under consideration and

12:42:59

9

their additional costs; reimbursables for, I guess,

12:40:15

10

wanted to give us their credentials in that regard.

12:43:05

10

some sorting of recyclables had to be done, and some

12:40:15

11

MR. WALKER: Okay.

12:43:08

11

things of that nature; and I think those were put

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) When you state that··
that -- I'm

-- I think, and, again, I'm not the expert. I
into .-

12:40:23

12

12:40:27

13

12:43:11

12

just going to pullout this phrase. You state, ·So it

12:43:16

13

wasn't paying the bills, but I think that was handled

12:43:17

14

through the general conditions.

12:40:30

14

is disingenuous for them to now claim that the LEBO

12:40:33

15

requirements caught them by surprise.·

12:40:35

16

12:40:37

17

What do you base that statement on?
A. In reviewing the - it must have been the

12:43:19

15

12:43:22

16

here of your own personal knowledge whether the

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) So do you know as you sit

12:43:26

17

reimbursable expenses were paid by the City to Petra?

12:40:41

18

Motion for Summary Judgment, there was a statement

12:43:27

18

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

12:40:45

19

made that Petra was - it appeared that they had no

12:43:30

19

THE WITNESS: I didn't cut the checks. I didn't

12:40:50

20

idea we were considering LEBO,
LEED, and I just gave this as

12:43:33

20

12:40:52

21

an example what I believe to be their understanding

12:43:34

21

12:40:53

22

that it was under consideration.

12:43:35

22

process the invoices, so I can't testify to that.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Whataboutthe

attributable to LEEO, do
constructions management fee attnbutable

12:40:56

23

12:43:35

23

you have personal knowledge whether or not that fee

12:41:00

24

there was a statement made that Petra did not know

12:43:37

24

was paid?

12:41:03

25

that LEBO was under consideration?

12:43:37

25

Q. Do you recall which affidavit it was where

MR. TROUT: Objecttotheform.

Page 109
12:41:06
12:41:09
12:41:13
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A. I don't know with particularity, but since

12:43:40

1

2

this is in Opposition to the Motion for Summary

12:43:42

2

3

Judgment, I would have been replying to something that

12:43:43

3

was stated in the Motion for Summary Judgment.

12:43:47

1

THE WITNESS: I'm not sure there is any
additional fee due for that effort.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Okay. But the question is:

12:41:16

4

4

If there was a fee due, do you know of your own

12:41:20

5

Q. Now then you go on to indicate that LEBO
LEED

12:43:49

5

personal knowledge whether or not it was paid?

12:41:24

6

resulted in extra expense on their behalf, referring,

12:43:51

6

12:41:26

7

I assume, to Petra; is that correct?

12:43:54

7

12:41:26

8

A. Correct.

12:44:09

8

12:41:32

9

Q. And was the City aware that Petra would

12:44:13

9

12:41:34

10

incur extra expense with regard to the LEBO

12:44:19

10

12:41:36

11

requirements?

12:44:21

11

MR. TROUT: Object to the form. Improper
hypothetical. May call for a conclusion oflaw.
THE WITNESS: What I know is that Petra was paid
$574,000 as a construction management fee.
Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And that 574,000 was for

construction of the project?

12:41:37

12

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.

12:44:22

12

12:41:39

13

THE WITNESS: I know that I was in meetings where

12:44:25

13

12:41:46

14

Petra explained some of the documentation process that

12:44:27

14

12:41:49

15

would be required, and it's my understanding that the

12:44:27

15

MR. WALKER: Okay.

12:41:56

16

of Meridian executed - I couldn't say if it was
City ofMeridian

12:44:29

16

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) And the fee was with

MR. TROUT: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: That was the fee as agreed to in
the Construction Management Agreement.

12:41:59

17
17

a change order, but it is my understanding that

12:44:31

17

respect to the project that was described in recitals

12:42:04

18

they've been compensated for that extra effort ••
--

12:44:33

18

B; correct?

12:42:04

19

Q. (BYMR. WALKER) And what doyoubase-

12:44:35

19

of the question.
MR. TROUT: Object to the form ofthe

12:42:05

20

A. Additional effort.

12:44:42

20

THE WITNESS: All I can state is that the

12:42:07

21

12:42:09

22

-- what do you base that
Q. What do you base ••
on?

12:44:46

21

management fee was set as a specific dollar amount,

12:44:49

22

574,000.

12:42:12

23

12:45:01

23

Q. (BY MR. WALKER) If you look at Exhibit

12:42:20

24

purchasing manager, I wasn't aware that compensation

12:45:07

24

No.2, the Construction Management Agreement: The

12:42:23

25

for LEBO
LEED was still an issue.

12:45:10

25

project, which is in quotes and under scored and in

A. In my conversations with Keith Watts, the
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o1eridian City Council Meeting
e\1eridian

A meeting of the Meridian City Council was called to order at 7:07 P.M., Tuesday,
Tuesday. July
24,2007,
24.2007. by Mayor Tammy de Weant
Weerd.
Members Present:

Mayor Tammy de Weerd,
Weerd. Keith Bird, Joe Borton and David

zaremba.
Zaremba.
Members Absent: Charlie
CharlIe Rountree.
Others Present BUt Nary,
Nary. Will Berg,
Berg. Anna Canning,
Canning. Len Grady, Tracy Basterrechea,
Basterrechea.
Joe SilVa, Stacy KUchenmann, Keith Watts, Elroy Huff and Dean WilUs.

Item 1:

Roll-call Attendance:
Roll-eall
Roll call.
David zaremba
Zaremba
-X-Joe Borton
~ Charlie Rountree
X Keith Bird
.JL Mayor Tammy de Weerd

--L

De Weerd; II will go ahead and open tonight's City Council meeting. Thank you for
jOining us here tonight. It is Tuesday, July 24th. It is seven after 7:00. Mr. Berg, will
joining
you, please, start tonight's meeting with roll oall attendance.
Item 2:

Pledge of Allegiance:

De Weerd: Item No.2 is the pledge of allegiance. Tonight we will be led in the pledge
by Councilman Borton. If you will all rise and join us in the pledge.
(Pledge of Allegiance recited.)

Item 3:

Community Invocation by Will Berg:

Oe Weerd: Item No. 3 is our commumty
De
commumly invocation. We were to be led by Mr. Joe
Anderson, but he wasn't able to join us tonight. So, tonight we will be led by our City
Clerk. Will Berg. If you wilt all join us in the community invocation or take this as an
opportunity for a moment of reflection.
Berg: Thank you. Our most gracious and kind Heavenly Father, we want to take a
moment out of this busy schedule and our busy times to acknowledge you and your
presence. We ask for your guidance and your direction In aU things that we do. We
want to thank you for all this blessedness that you have given to this community and to
ourfamHies as we reach out and spread your word. We want to take a moment at this

I
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Nary: Madam Mayor, Members of the Council, Councilmember
Councimember Borton, I think the
acHon is simply removing - withdrawing - allowing them to withdraw
recommended action
their bid and going forward. I think the purchasing agent can make the decision based
appeal, theY
they certainly
on the statute. If they want to appeal.
cel1alnly appeal that decision of his and,
then. bring nforward to you.

Watts: Thank you.
Bird: Question for Wes or Pete.
Watts: Yes.

now, they - they weren't the low.
low, we had to accept the
Bird: On Suncrest Corporation, now.
second.
second, because the others were out of compliance with their license?
actually, so-Watts: That is correct. And that was brought to you last week, actually.
is
Bird: Yeah. I knew that. I knew that. So, the only one that we got a reapprove Is
Con:!rnercial
Co~rnercial Painting.
Watts: That is correct.

Bird: And Madam Mayor?
Yes, Mr. Bird.
De Weerd: Yes.

Bird.: ~ would move that we approve to enter into a contract with Commercial Painting
PaInting
for the sum of 151,275 dollars.
Borton: Second.
you,
De Weeld: I have a motion and a second. Any discussion? Mr. Berg, WOUld
woUld you.
please, call roll.
RolI..call: Bird,
Borton, yea.
Roll-eall:
Bird. yea: Rountree, absent; Zaremba, yea; Borton.

MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.
Watts: .Thank
Thank you.
De Weerd: Thank you. The next Item is an update on - Wes
Was had a few items to go

over as well with the overall and he has a handout.
De Weerd: Is that the speaker there? The mike? We are going to take a break.
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(Recess.)

De Weerd: I will go ahead and open this meeting back up. Wes.
Bettis: Thank you. Madam Mayor, Council President Borton, Wesley Bettis still on the
record. We have handed out this evening - and excuse my bad mamers, I fmgot to
acknowledge that the director of construction for Petra, Incorporated, Art Stevens, was
here this evening as Mr. Bennett was unavailable and out of town on personal
oost on this project, how they
business. We have handed out to you a recap of the cost
have been developed, how we put them together from the concept In June of '06 when
we first met with the city's selection committee to this point after the phase three bids.
Each of these updates has been provided to the Mayor"s butlding committee, as well
additional copies provided for distribution to Council. So, I hope that what you're seeing
isn't totally new to you. I think it's important as we run through here real qUickly
quickly to note
that the first true budget that w&
we were able to pull together was based on a 20 percent
design with the conceptua1 plan and some of the working drawings being started in
January of 2006. That was a 16.8 million dollar budget and it was the first time It
Included
BO,OOO square feet of the - which was
included the full basement, which took us from 80,000
where we were at in June of '06 - to the 101,000 square feet that we are at today.
February 2006, with release of the 60 percent design, the budget increased by
approximately 400,000 dollars, which Included an additional 1.6 million to reflect the
Inclusion of the access floor system and the MEP systems with the engineer's
estimates, which were finally available to us. In Apnl - and, I'm sorry, these should
shOUld be
miUion, an
an increase of
2007, not 2006.
April 2007 the budget rose to 18.2 million,
approximately one million dollars. This was when we discovered the groundwater
issues on the site. It included all of the Increases to the mechanical electrical systems
groundwater, as well as it began to include some of
associated with the handing of that groundwater.
the additional finishes that were being brought
brought into our vision,
Vision, as well as yours. That
was also the completion of our bids for phase two. So, we were abte to gauge the
market pricing at that time. With the bid closing of last week, we have forecast the
budget.
budget at 20.5 million. That's an increase of 2.3 million dollars over the April budget,
irs important to note that in the April budget we showed 800,000 dollars In
but I think ifs
value engineering, which I do not show at this time and the reason for that is we are in
the process of identifying all of these items that are available to present to you for
selection, whether you want to Include them or nol There is some Items that we are
building committee, which includes having
moving forward on at the direction of the bUilding
raised the billing four foot in elevation to enable us to get out of the groundwater and
eliminate the dewatering expense. That is also changing the masonry pricing, as well
pOSitive way. Those
as It is changing the site work pricing, we believe all in a very positive
designs are complete and the subcontractor is in the process of pricing them at this
time. The new budget also includes all of the contaminated soli removal expenses,
including the additional construction management fee associated with bringing in John
Anderson ahead of schedule as the superintendent to closely manage and monitor that
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work, SO that we can get complete EPA and CEQ
DEQ approval on that work. It includes a
200,000 dollar allowance for the extra costs associated with Leed certification should
With that aiter the August 7th presentation and discussion. It
you decide to go forward with
Includes an additional 100,000 dollars for the IT server room HVAC and electrical
upgrades, which were unknown to us at the time we were putting the initial budgets
together. There are now more· fixed walls aler the department feedback from the
different departments as they laid out their work space from what was originally
antictpated in the design and what was presented by the design team. There is also
three times - a 300 percent increase in the total lineal footage of cabinets and millwork
design team had showed on
In the building after the department reviews from what the deSign
the April drawings. WMtwe
attempted to do· with ltti$
budget ,is,
to give us·tWe
Wtlatwe have
haveattempted<to<do·
thishWget
·ism
ustWe
hIghest
,that we ootJld thinko'f
of ,tMitems, ~ng the •.5
highest budget
budget·tMtws08tJId
think Of· inClUsive of ell
eIIof,tMitems,~ngthe
mlniondollarbwdgetfor..
tbe,pIaza_oommunity
area,setRatwe·RavE!·
minion
dollar bwdgeUor the,pIaza
aA4-oommunity area,SG
tRatW8A&MI a .~rtlng,.place
startlng,.place
to address the value ~Qineeringissues
engineering·issues··andworKwith,youto.makea·good.workiAg
and work with· you to make a good workiAg
budgetol.lt
of.this
projeGt. I'U stand for questions
questions..
budgEj!t
OlJt of
this projeGl.

mcrus;ve

. 0 0-: .

•

0

"-:

•

De Weerd: Thank you. Councn,
Cauncn, any questions?
Borton: Madam Mayor?

De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Bonpn.
Borton: Can you remind me of the concept you had in value engineering and that
reduction?
Bettis: Eight hundred thousand - excuse me. Council President Borton, the 800,000
dollars was what we ha~ derived at the time in February -~ February 22nd that Mr.
Bennett had sat down with myself, with Qur consultants, the design team, and looked at
the different options that were
~re available to us. We looked at potential savings on the
mechanica'
mechanical side, wet side plumbing, and the HVAC, just looking at -changing some
possible equipment suppliers, altemative types of fan units to be able to push the air
effectively as its design. As well we only had one access fJoor supplier at that time and
a quote thet scarEfd
scal"Efd the bajeebers out of us, quite honestly. Fortunately,
Fortunately. that bid did
corne In and we realized 300,000 dollars in savings In the phase three bids withfhe
with (he
a'ltemate
a1temate access floor supplier. We have rooked the deleting the finishes In the
unassigned areas. Putting up bulkhead walls alid cOrdoned those off, make them
accessible to staff for storage or other non-occupied uses, but not to finish them at this
time. We looked at changing the electrical distribution in those Unfinished areas. We
looked at 1he deletion of the dewatering cost, which we now real.zed and will Include In
the next update, the changes that that impacted on the excavation and structural
concrete. Any changes to the steel. We also even went so far as to look at deleting an
ent~re wing and leaving that as a future expansion. We, basically, looked at every
option that we could to give you. as decision makers,
makers. more options and more
opportunities to provide the leadership you do in your decisions.
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Meridian ~ Council
July 24. 2001

P.70Gf70

zaremba:
Zaremba: Second.

De Weerd: All those in favor.
MOTION CARRIED: THREE AYES. ONE ABSENT.

MEETING ADJOURNED AT 11:12 P.M.
PROCEEDlNGS)
(TAPE ON FILE OF THESE PROCEEDiNGS)

APPROVED:

t! I 2,9, 07
IJ7
DATE APPROVED
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com;
mschelstrate@cosholaw.com

Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE THE
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS
DATED SEPTEMBER 28, 2009 FILED
IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S
MOTION TO DISMISS

Defendant.

Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") lodges this Memorandum in

Support of its Motions to Strike portions of the affidavit of Keith Watts filed in Support of
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•

Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, to the extent it is relied on for purposes
of summary judgment.

INTRODUCTION

Rule 56 states that affidavits filed in support or opposing summary judgment must be
made on "personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and
shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
LR.C.P. 56(e). Conclusory statements that do not provide "specific, admissible facts" will not
I.R.C.P.
prevent the entry of summary judgment." See Hecla Min. Co. v. Star Morning Man. Co., 122
Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992) (Supreme Court upheld trial court's determination
that certain affidavits "are generalized, conclusory, and lack the specificity required by IRCP
56(e)"). An affidavit that is "conclusory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal
knowledge" will not create a disputed issued of material fact. Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co.,
141 Idaho 477, 483, III P.3d 162, 168 (Ct. App. 2005).
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS

Petra moves the Court to strike the following portions of the Watts affidavit:
Paragraph 6:

Mr. Watts states: "Defendant Petra, by reason of the Construction

Management Agreement, was in charge of quality control for the construction of the Meridian

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED
SEPTEMBER 28, 2009 FILED IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION TO DISMISS
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City Hall." This is an inappropriate legal interpretation of the CMA that Mr. Watts is not
qualified to make.
Paragraph 7: Mr. Watts recites a list "structural and operational defects resulting from
...."
construction and from Petra's failure to properly perform its quality control responsibilities ...."
The alleged defects are set out in sub-paragraphs (a)-(e).

This entire paragraph is lacks foundation. Watts does not indicate what facts he relies on
to make these sweeping assertions. Further, Watts makes a number of assertions regarding
causation and regarding the relationship between Petra's work and alleged defects. These
statements lack foundation, neither is Watts qualified to make them. These are bald allegations
that amount to nothing more than sheer speculation.
Paragraph 8: Mr. Watts states: "Petra, through its representatives, in particular Gene
Bennett and Tom Coughlin have been aware of these and other quality control issues as they
have manifested themselves since the substantial completion of the project, at or near October of
2007." This is statement lacks foundation and is pure speculation. Mr. Watts provides no
factual support for this conclusion as to what Petra's representative mayor may not have known.
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CONCLUSION

The proffered affidavit testimony described above should be stricken for the reasons
stated.

DATED: September 2, 2010.

By:....sc.~~'-IL~~~~~~~~~_
By:....sc-~~'-JL~~~~~~~~:......-_
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 2

nd

day of September, 2010,
20lO, a true and correct copy of the

within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
th
225 North 9 Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
lO97
Boise, Idaho 83701

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
(208) 869-1508
Cell Phone:
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@coshoJaw.com:ekJein@coshoJaw.com;
twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS
DATED SEPTEMBER 28, 2009 FILED
IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S
MOTION TO DISMISS

DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

DefendantiCounterclaimant,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rules
7(b) and 56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order striking paragraphs 6, 7 and 8, of
the Affidavit of Keith Watts dated September 28, 2009 filed in Opposition to Petra's Motion to
MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WAITS DATED SEPTEMBER 28, 2009 FILED IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION TO DISMISS
Page 1
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Dismiss, to the extent that the said affidavit is relied upon for purposes of Meridian's opposition to
Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Motions to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of Keith Watts filed
contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled for September 16,
2010 at 3:00 p.m.
DATED: September 2,2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 2nd day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

D

~

D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-1529
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Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew Schelstrate (ISB
(lSB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com;
mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE THE
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANKLIN LEE
DATED JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant.

Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") lodges this Memorandum in
Support of its Motions to Strike portions of the affidavit of Franklin Lee dated July 6, 2010 in
Support of Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF FRANKLIN LEE DATED
JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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INTRODUCTION

Rule 56 states that affidavits filed in support or opposing summary judgment must be
made on "personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and

shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
Conclusory statements that do not provide "specific, admissible facts" will not
I.R.C.P. 56(e). Conc1usory
prevent the entry of summary judgment." See Hecla Min. Co. v. Star Morning Mon. Co., 122

Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992) (Supreme Court upheld trial court's determination
conclusory, and lack the specificity required by IRCP
that certain affidavits "are generalized, conc1usory,
56(e)").

An affidavit that is "conclusory,
"conc1usory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal

knowledge" will not create a disputed issued of material fact. Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co.,
141 Idaho 477, 483, 111 P.3d 162, 168 (Ct. App. 2005).
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANKLIN LEE

Petra requests the Court to strike the following portions of the Lee affidavit:
Paragraph 2: Mr. Lee states that he is familiar with the "intent of the parties [to the
CMA]." This statement lacks foundation. Moreover, Mr. Lee cannot purport to have personal
knowledge of Petra's intent with regard to the CMA. He was an attorney representing the City.
Paragraph 4: Mr. Lee states: "I do not believe that Section 2.1.4 of the Construction

Management Agreement is ambiguous. However, to the extent it is deemed ambiguous, or the
court wishes to know the drafter's intent in applying the meaning of Section 2.1.4, I offer this
affidavit to identify the meaning and purpose of Section 2.1.4."

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF FRANKLIN LEE DATED
JULy 6, 2010 FILED IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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First, it is the Court's role to determine whether contract terms are ambiguous, and this
Court has not done so. For this reason alone, Mr. Lee's entire affidavit is improper and should
not be considered by the Court. Second, the terms of the CMA speak for themselves. It is not
proper affidavit testimony for Mr. Lee re-characterize the terms of a written agreement. Mr.
Lee's entire affidavit reads like a brief and simply offers improper legal conclusions.
Paragraphs 5-13: In these paragraphs, Mr. Lee again attempts to characterize the terms of
a written agreement and comment on matters of intent. The CMA speaks for itself. This affidavit
is legal argument and is not proper affidavit testimony.
CONCLUSION

The proffered affidavit testimony described above should be stricken for the reasons
stated.

DATED: September 2, 2010.

BY:-4-~_ _ _ _+-I_ _ _''--_----=C
_
_
--_---=
C
__- -

Attorneys for Defe aantiCounterclaimant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 2nd day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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u.S. Mail
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Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISH
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF
FRANKLIN LEE FILED IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

DefendantiCounterc1aimant,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rules
7(b) and 56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order striking paragraphs 2, 4 and 5

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF FRANKLIN LEE FILED IN OPPOSITION
TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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through 13, of the Affidavit of Franklin Lee dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to
Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Strike Affidavit of Franklin Lee filed contemporaneously
herewith.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled for September 16,
2010 at 3:00 p.m.
DATED: September 2,2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 2nd day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
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800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
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(208) 869-1508
Cell Phone:
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Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE THE
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN J. AMENTO
DATED JULY 2, 2010 FILED IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant.

Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") lodges this Memorandum in
Support of its Motions to Strike portions of the affidavit of Steven J. Amento filed in Support of

Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN J. AMENTO
DATED JULY 2,2010 FILED IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT Page 1
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INTRODUCTION
Rule 56 states that affidavits filed in support or opposing summary judgment must be
made on "personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and
shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
I.R.C.P. 56(e). Conclusory statements that do not provide "specific, admissible facts" will not
prevent the entry of summary judgment." See Hecla Min. Co. v. Star Morning Man. Co., 122
Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992) (Supreme Court upheld trial court's determination
that certain affidavits "are generalized, conclusory, and lack the specificity required by IRCP
56(e)"). An affidavit that is "conclusory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal
knowledge" will not create a disputed issued of material fact. Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co.,
141 Idaho 477, 483, 111 P.3d 162, 168 (Ct. App. 2005).
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN J. AMENTO
Petra requests the Court to strike the following portions of Mr. Amento's affidavit:
Paragraph 7: In the first part of this paragraph, Mr. Amento opines as to what type of
duty the Construction Management Agreement (CMA) imposed on Petra and what type of
relationship existed between Meridian and Petra. First, the CMA speaks for itself. Second, this
is a legal conclusion. Mr. Amento is not qualified to analyze and state what legal duties and
obligations construction management agreements impose on the parties. Neither is Mr. Amento
qualified to define the term "fiduciary duty" for this Court.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN J. AMENTO
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The next five sentences of this paragraph, in which Mr. Amento attempts to explain the
term fiduciary and what it means, are impermissible legal conclusions.

To the extent Mr.

Amento attempts to explain what type of duty is typical in the construction context, his
statements are wholly conclusory and lack foundation.
Paragraph 8: In the first sentence of sub-paragraph (a), Mr. Amento states:
"With regard to items (a) and (b) [of Section 7 of the CMA], there were no plans,
specifications, or drawings in existence for the Project as of August 1, 2006, when
the CMA was signed."
First, this statement is conclusory and lacks foundation.

Second, Mr. Amento lacks

personal knowledge of what was or was not "in existence" as of August 1,2006. He is a retained
expert witness, not a fact witness. To the extent Meridian seeks to insert a factual allegation via
their expert witness, it is improper.
In the second sentence of sub-paragraph (a), Mr. Amento goes on to state:
" ... as a matter of fact, there is no baseline then or today, from which to measure
"...
the 'changes' or 'revisions' which Petra asserts as the basis for its claims."
This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. It is not clear what facts support this
statement. Mr. Amento does not cite to any facts, other than those "facts" in the preceding
sentence of which he has no personal knowledge. Consequently there is no foundation.
In sub-paragraph (b), Mr. Amento states:
"Therefore, Petra, as an experienced General Contractor and Construction
Manager should have known that a building with a typical 80% efficiency ratio,
large enough to accommodate 80,000 square feet of office space, would
necessarily have to approximately 104,000 square feet in total size. The Meridian
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City Hall is approximately 104,000 square feet, which would be well within the
size an experienced construction manger would have anticipated."
This statement lacks foundation. Mr. Amento cites nothing to support this conclusion.
In sub-paragraph (d), Mr. Amento states:
"The procurement method did not change."
This is conclusory and lacks foundation. Mr. Amento provides no citation to facts to
support this statement.
Paragraph 10: Mr. Amento states:
"Throughout 2007, Petra made recommendations to the City to increase the
project budget as Bid Packages were completed, released to bidders and the bids
were opened and analyzed."
To the extent Mr. Amento makes a factual allegation here, this statement lacks
foundation. Mr. Amento does not have personal knowledge of what recommendations were
made.
In the third sentence of paragraph 10, Mr. Amento states:
"Months prior to the November 2007 letter, Petra knew, or should have known, of
all the components and costs of the Project upon which Petra now claims a
'change' as the basis for its Claim, as of the time the bid packages were released
and bid."
This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. No factual support is provided for
this conclusion.
Paragraph 14: Mr. Amento states:
"Under Section 8.1 of the CMA, Petra had a duty to provide written notice to the
City not more than 21 days after it first knew of the first appearance of any
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN J. AMENTO
DATED JULY 2,2010 FILED IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT Page 4
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circumstances giving rise to its claims, and Petra knew or should have known of
those circumstances as early as January 15,2007 when the first adjustment to the
...."
$12.2M budget was presented to the City ...."
This statement is an impermissible legal conclusion regarding what constitutes
compliance with the CMA.
Paragraph 15: Mr. Amento states:
"Petra's failure to provide written Notice in a timely manner, in good faith, and
with honesty, is a breach of the standard of care by Petra as Construction
'"
Manager, especially given Petra's relationship of 'trust and confidence. '"
To the extent Amento is drawing a conclusion regarding an alleged breach of the CMA,
this is an impermissible legal conclusion. Additionally, this statement is conclusory and lacks
foundation.

Further, Mr. Amento has no personal knowledge regarding what notice was

provided. Mr. Amento does not cite to any facts anywhere in the record that support this
conclusion.
Paragraph 16: Mr. Amento states:
"The City had a right to rely on Petra's representations as to CM Fee before
accepting any Phase II bids, Phase III bids and becoming committed to the
Project."
This is an impermissible legal conclusion.
Paragraph 17: Mr. Amento states:
"Petra's claim having failed to provide written notice of active interference is a
breach of the standard of care and a breach of the CMA."
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This statement lacks foundation. Mr. Amento has no personal knowledge about what
notice was provided. Further, Mr. Amento states an impermissible legal conclusion regarding
whether the CMA was breached.
Paragraph 18: Mr. Amento states:
"Petra had a duty to protect the City from Construction that did not meet the plans
and specifications, under Section 4.7.9 of the CMA."
First, the CMA speaks for itself. Second, this is an impermissible legal interpretation of a
contract.
Paragraph 21: Mr. Amento states:
"Rule Steel's performance was a key to the timely completion of the construction
of the project."
This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation.
Mr. Amento further states:
"The timely completion of the steel framework for the City Hall structure was of
critical importance to both Phase II completion of the Core and Shell, specifically
the building enclosure including the exterior masonry and roofing."
This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation.
Finally, Mr. Amento states:
"Rule's performance was also important because any delays would push
subsequent work activities in the winter thus causing increased costs for heating
and weather protection, as well as loss of labor productivity."
This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation.
Paragraph 24: Mr. Amento states:
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"Petra failed to provide the standard of care to the Owner as required of the
Construction Manager by the contract regarding contract administration of the
Changes to Rule's contract."
This is an impennissible legal conclusion regarding the CMA. Likewise, the allegations
contained in sub-paragraphs (a)-(c) each constitute impennissible legal conclusions and
interpretations. It is not Mr. Amento's role to interpret the rights and duties created by a
contract.
Paragraph 26(a)-(j): Mr. Amento opines here regarding the Petra/Coughlin letter. These
opinions attempt to interpret the duties imposed by the CMA, they are impennissible legal
conclusions.
Paragraph 28: Mr. Amento states:
"With respect to potential reimbursable costs, Section 6.2.2. of the CMA requires
that Petra keep and maintain records of the 'actual numbers of hours worked in
furtherance of the change b y the Project Manager (Eugene Bennett], Project
Engineer [Wes Bettis or Tom Coughlin], Project Engineer, Project
Superintendent, and Project Foreman.",
Foreman. '"
First, the CMA speaks for itself. Second, this is an impennissible legal conclusion.
Paragraph 30: Mr. Amento states:
"Petra has provided no tracking of the actual number of hours worked in
furtherance of the change, for each of the alleged 'changes' in the Project for
which Petra makes its Claim, as identified in its Notice Dated November 5, 2007,
as required by Section 6.2.2 of the CMA."
This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation.
Paragraph 32: Mr. Amento states:
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"There do not appear to be any contemporaneous time records kept and
maintained by Petra during the work, except those submitted by Petra for Change
Order No.1, and for LEED work, which document in any fashion the actual
number of hours worked in furtherance of the change, for any change, claimed by
Petra, as required by the CMA."
To the extent Mr. Amento opines as to what

IS

"required by the CMA," it

IS

an

impermissible legal conclusion.
Paragraph 33: In the second sentence, Mr. Amento states:
"I am told no estimate was prepared by Petra, hence there is no baseline to
compare Petra's claimed hours against for purposes of determining what has
changed and if the amount of hours and costs claimed is 'equitable' under the
terms of the CMA."
First, to extent Mr. Amento attempts to introduce hearsay as what he was told was
prepared by Petra, it is impermissible. Second, to the extent Mr. Amento attempts to imply what
is required under the CMA, it is an impermissible legal conclusion.
Paragraph 35: Mr. Amento attempts to characterize the Pac-West invoice. This document
speaks for itself.
Paragraph 36: Mr. Amento opines that the handwriting describing an alleged error by
Petra's superintendent was erased prior to the City's copy of the Pac-West invoice being made.
This statement is conclusory, speculative, lacks foundation, and is contrary to the evidence in the
City's files, which include a copy of the Pac-West invoice with the handwritten notes thereon.
Paragraph 37: Mr. Amento states:
"To a reasonable degree of professional certainty, Petra's conduct as it relates to the
manufacture of invoicing sent to the City for payment does not meet the standard of care
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for a construction manager in the state of Idaho, or any other state in which I have
worked as a construction manager."
This statement is conclusory, lacks foundation, and is contrary to the evidence in the
City's files, which include a copy of the Pac-West invoice with the handwritten notes thereon.
Paragraph 41: Mr. Amento states:
"The City has advised me that there were no Certificates of Substantial
Completion issued by the Architect, Lombard Conrad, for any Prime Contractor,
such as Western Roofing."
This is hearsay. Mr. Amento provides no citation to anywhere in the record to support
this statement.
Paragraph 42: Mr. Amento opines as to Change Order No.1 issued by Western Roofing.
Amento speculates that Petra "either incorrectly or intentionally inserted the following
information in the "CHANGE IN CONTRACT TIMES:" column as follows

" This

document speaks for itself. Mr. Amento's characterization is speculation.
Paragraph 43: Mr. Amento states:
"Petra was charged under the Construction Management Agreement with the
management and administration of the Prime Contracts, as a fiduciary, for the
benefit of the City of Meridian."
This is impermissible legal interpretation.
Paragraph 44: Mr. Amento states:
"Petra's unilateral and arbitrary modification of the contractually mandated Date
of Substantial Completion for Western Roofing is in direct derogation of the
City's contractual economic right to collect Liquidated Damages."
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This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. Amento cites no facts to support this
characterization of Petra's actions?

Furthermore, it is an impermissible legal conclusion

regarding the City's rights under either the law or the CMA.
Paragraph 45: Mr. Amento states:
''Neither Change Order provide any explanation to the City for the change in
substantial completion date as would be Petra's duty under the Construction
Management Agreement and in accord with the standard of care for a construction
manager similarly situated in that time and locale, or in any time and locale."
As an expert opinion, this statement is conclusory and lacks foundation.

More

importantly, it is another impermissible legal interpretation of Petra's duties under the CMA.
Paragraph 46: Mr. Amento states: "In addition to the Western Roofing example cited
above, Certificates of Substantial Completion were not issued for any of the many prime
contractors on this project, thereby foreclosing the City's contractual right to collect Liquidated
Damages."

This is a factual assertion regarding Certificates of Completion and it lacks

foundation. Amento cites no factual support for his conclusion in the record. Additionally, it
contains an improper legal conclusion concerning the City's "contractual right."
Paragraph 47: Mr. Amento's sweeping conclusion that "Petra's conduct fails to meet the
applicable standard of care for the Construction Manager for the City of Meridian" lacks
foundation. Additionally, Amento does not indicate what licensed contractor in the State of
Idaho that he reviewed his opinions with.
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CONCLUSION

The proffered affidavit testimony described above should be stricken for the reasons

stated.

DATED: September 2, 2010.

BY·~-I--"::""'---=--~+-_~-=------'::..:::...lo£-_ __ _
BY'~I-~~~~_~~~~~

ALKER
efendantiCounterclaimant
efendant/Counterclaimant
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Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB NO. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
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Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF
STEVEN J. AMENTO FILED IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

DefendantlCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
DefendantlCounterc1aimant,

and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rules
56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order striking paragraphs 7, 8, 10, 14
7(b) and 56(e)
through 18, 21, 24, 26(a) -G), 28 , 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, and 41 through 47, of the Affidavit of
PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN J. AMENTO FILED IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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Steven J. Amento dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to Petra's Motion for Summary
Judgment.
This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files

In

this case and Petra's

Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Strike Affidavit of Steven J. Amento filed
contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled for September 16,
2010 at 3:00 p.m.
DATED: September 2,2010.
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com;
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Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE THE
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITII WATTS
DATED MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant.

---

Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") lodges this Memorandum in
Support of its Motions to Strike portions of the affidavit of Keith Watts filed in Support of
Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment.
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INTRODUCTION

56(e) states that affidavits filed in support or opposing summary judgment must be
Rule 56(e)
made on "personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and
shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
I.R.C.P. 56(e). Conclusory statements that do not provide "specific, admissible facts" will not
prevent the entry of summary judgment." See Hecla Min. Co. v. Star Morning Mon. Co., 122
Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992) (Supreme Court upheld trial court's determination
that certain affidavits "are generalized, conclusory, and lack the specificity required by IRCP
56(e)"). An affidavit that is "conclusory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal
knowledge" will not create a disputed issued of material fact. Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co.,
141 Idaho 477, 483, 111 P.3d 162, 168 (Ct. App. 2005).
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS

The Court should strike the following portions of the Watts affidavit:
Paragraph 4: In this paragraph, Mr. Watts states: "During the course of the Project, Petra
billed for, and the City paid for, items of personal property equipment, including, but not limited
to, a scanner and a digital camera, which were apparently used by Petra and never turned over to
the City as the Owner."
First, this statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. Watts does not provide the
factual basis for this statement. Second, Watts can only speak for himself with regard to what
was received by the City. He has no personal knowledge as to what others may know about

WA TIS DATED
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what was received by the City. To the extent Watts attempts to speak on behalf of other City
employees, it is hearsay.
Paragraph 7: In the second sentence of this paragraph, Mr. Watts states: "In effect, due to
Petra's failure to manage the TMC contract according to its terms, the [sic] I believe the City
paid TMC double, or an additional $40,000.00 for winter conditions Work, which should have
been included in the TMC base contract."
This statement lacks foundation. Mr. Watts stated in his deposition that "he could not
recall" whether or not TMC expended more than $40,000.00 for winter conditions. I Affidavits
must be made on personal knowledge and cannot contain mere allegations unsupported by facts.
As such, there is no foundation for this statement.
Paragraph 13: Mr. Watts states in the last sentence of sub-paragraph (a) that "Petra failed
and refused to address warranty calls from the City for obviously defective work." First, this
statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. Watts does not cite any factual support for this
statement and at his deposition could not recall what documents he relied on in forming his
statement. 2
Mr. Watts also states in sub-paragraph (b): "As of the date of this affidavit, neither I nor
the City has received a binder that contains "all warranty call back information, results and any
warranty extensions or warranty claims documentation." This statement is conclusory and lacks
foundation. Mr. Watts does not provide any factual support for this statement. Additionally, he

1 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated Sept. 2, 2010, Exh. A. Deposition of Watts, pg. 87:22-88:3.
2/d. Deposition of Watts, pg. 104:1-105:1
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can only speak
speak. with regard to his personal knowledge and cannot speak
speak. on behalf of others who
may have received this information.
Paragraph 20: At no time did Petra provide the City with a 'Preliminary Price Estimate'
nor a 'Final Price Estimate' as required by the CMA." This statement is conclusory and lacks
foundation. Mr. Watts does not cite any evidence he used to arrive at this statement. Notably, in
his deposition, Mr. Watts could not provide any specific evidence supporting this statement. 3
Furthermore, Mr. Watts can only attest to what is within his personal knowledge. As such, he
speak. for what others may have been provided.
cannot speak
Paragraph 21: Mr. Watts states: "At no time did Petra provide the City with a written
review of the City's "Owner's Criteria" as required by the CMA." Again, this statement is
conclusory and lacks foundation. Mr. Watts does not cite any evidence he used to arrive at this
statement. Furthermore, Mr. Watts can only attest to what is within his personal knowledge. As
such, he cannot speak
speak. for what others may have been provided.
Paragraph 22: Mr. Watts states: "Petra did however, fraudulently represent to the City
that it had completed 100% of each of the task sets required by the CMA in order to ask for and
receive payment of the Construction Manager's Fee at various intervals in the Project." This
statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. Watts does not cite any factual basis for this
allegation.
Paragraph 23: Mr. Watts states: "At all times I relied on Petra to be honest, and to act as
a fiduciary to the City in the preparation and presentation of Pay Applications. Only after the
3 !d.

Deposition of Watts, pg. 161:2-163:1.
WA TIS DATED
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Project was deemed Substantially Complete by Petra on October 15, 2008, did I begin to
understand that Petra had significantly and improperly been billing the City for money."
First, this is an improper legal conclusion. Second, this statement is conclusory and lacks
foundation. Watts does not cite any factual basis for this allegation.
Paragraph 25: Mr. Watts states he "believe[s] that the changes

In

the method of

presenting the pay applications was to enable Petra to receive more money in payment than Petra
was entitled to under the CMA." This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. There is no
factual basis provided for this statement. As such, it is mere speculation. Notably, Mr. Watts
could not provide a factual basis for this assertion at his deposition. 4
Paragraph 26:

Mr. Watts states: "Petra, by way of Gene Bennett the Petra Project

Manager, represented to me that all of the major components for the entire Project had been
properly included in each bid package before each bid package was distributed for public bidding
as required by the Idaho Code."
This statement implies that Petra left out major components of any bid package. As such,
this statement is wholly conclusory and lacks foundation. Mr. Watts cites no factual support for
this assertion. In fact, at his deposition, Mr. Watts could cite nothing to support this assertion. 5
Paragraph 33: Mr. Watts states: "At present, the City has overpaid Petra and owes it no
money. The City has never 'approved for payment' and has in fact rejected Petra's claim for
payment of the sum of $126,030.04 claimed by Petra. In fact, Petra has wholly failed to

4Id. Deposition of Watts, pg. 209:20-210:14.
S /d. Deposition of Watts, pg. 213:11-214:4.
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document, as required by the CMA any amount that might be due to it, identified by claimed
'change' ."
This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. Mr. Watts provides no citation to any
facts to support this assertion.
Paragraph 37: Mr. Watts states: "Petra represented that the General Conditions
Reimbursable for each of Phase II and Phase III work would be the sum of $181 ,029. Petra was
paid in the amount of $334,058.37 for Phase II, leaving an overpaid balance of $153,029.37.
Petra was paid $190,366.89 for Phase III General Conditions, leaving an overpaid balance of
$9,337.89."
This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. Mr. Watts cites no factual support for
this allegation. Neither did he have any factual support at his deposition. 6
Paragraph 38: Mr. Watts states:
"At present, the City continues to deal with major building issues including but
not limited to: a. Roof leakage which has occurred with nearly every major
weather event since October 2008; b. Significant water leakage into the fire riser
room; c. Extreme water leakage and water damage to the City Water Features;
d. Defects in Plaza construction, concrete, walkways and settling; e. Defects in the
exterior masonry of the building; f. Defective function of the chiller unit; g.
HVAC system as a whole.
Defective function of the HVAC
These statements are conclusory and lack foundation. Mr. Watts cites no factual support
for this allegation, and provided minimal support at his deposition. 7
Paragraph 41: Mr. Watts states:

6Id. Deposition of Watts, pg. 235:11-18.
7 Id. pg. 266:19-275:14
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"Petra during the course of the project, attempted to create new billing categories
in Pay Applications with which the City disagreed and which were never part of
the CMA or the Construction Management Plan (CMP). As a result, in order to
accurately track the costs as against the pay categories which the City had
approved, the City instructed Petra to follow the CMP and bill against General
Conditions. The City now knows that Petra overbilled and the City overpaid for
those General Conditions, entitling the City to reimbursement from Petra. I
continually told Tom Coughlin of Petra that Petra only had $181,029 for each
Phase II and Phase III against which to bill in pay applications."
These statements are conclusory, lack foundation, and contains hearsay. Mr. Watts cites no
factual support for this allegation.
CONCLUSION

The proffered affidavit testimony described above should be stricken for the reasons
stated.

DATED: September 2,2010.
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB NO. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF
KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24, 2010
FILED IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

DefendantiCounterc1aimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
Defendant/Counterclaimant,
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rules
7(b) and 56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order striking paragraphs 4, 7, 13,
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20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 33, 37, 38, and 41 of the Affidavit of Keith Watts dated May 24, 2010
Filed in Support of Opposition to Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike of Affidavit of Keith Watts filed
contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled for September 16,
2010 at 3:00 p.m.
DATED: September 2,2010.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
VS.
vs.

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE THE
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W.
BAIRD, JR. DATED JULY 6, 2010
FILED IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendant.

Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") lodges this Memorandum in
Support of its Motions to Strike portions of the affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. filed in
Support of Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment.
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INTRODUCTION
Rule 56 states that affidavits filed in support or opposing summary judgment must be
made on "personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and
shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
I.R.C.P. 56(e). Conclusory statements that do not provide "specific, admissible facts" will not
prevent the entry of summary judgment." See Hecla Min. Co. v. Star Morning Man. Co., 122
Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992) (Supreme Court upheld trial court's determination
that certain affidavits "are generalized, conclusory, and lack the specificity required by IRCP
56(e)"). An affidavit that is "conclusory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal
knowledge" will not create a disputed issued of material fact. Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co.,
141 Idaho 477, 483, 111 P.3d 162, 168 (Ct. App. 2005).
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD, JR.
Petra moves to strike the following portions of the Baird Affidavit:
Paragraph: 2(c): In the second sentence, Mr. Baird states that is "disingenuous of [Petra] to
now claim that the LEED requirements caught them by surprise and resulted in extra expense on
their behalf." This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. Mr. Baird does not indicate
where Petra made these alleged statements.
In the last sentence of paragraph 2(c),
2(c), Baird states: "In fact, Petra was fully compensated
for all documentation related to achieving LEED Silver certification." Mr. Baird does not have
personal knowledge, as he basically admitted in his deposition, of whether or not Petra has been
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fully compensated. 1 To the extent this is Mr. Baird relaying someone else's understanding of the
fees paid or not paid, it is hearsay.
Paragraph 2(d): Mr. Baird recounts his recollection of what Mr. Frank said at a meeting
about change orders. To the extent this is offered to vary the terms of a written and integrated
agreement, Petra objects on the basis of the parol evidence rule.
Paragraph 2(e): Mr. Baird states that "Petra treated the Meridian City Hall project as a
General Contractor at every step of the way." This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation.
Mr. Baird provides no factual basis for this allegation.
In the last sentence of this paragraph, Mr. Baird states: "As a result of Petra's failure to
understand the fiduciary role that they were hired to undertake, the City suffered financially on
this project because the City never received the trusted advocate and advisor that its leaders that
they had bargained for." This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. No supporting
factual basis is given for how the "City suffered financially."
Paragraph 7(a)-(n): In this paragraph, Mr. Baird summarizes various alleged defects.
Mr. Baird has no personal knowledge of any alleged defects. To the extent Mr. Baird is relaying
information he learned from other sources, it is hearsay.
Paragraph 8: Mr. Baird states: "From and after October 15,2008, Petra has consistently
failed or refused to deal with any warranty calls or issues related to defective or deficient
construction; With the one year period from occupancy nearly at an end, and given Petra's

1 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, Sept. 2, 2010, Ex., D, Baird Deposition, 110:22-112:2.
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refusal to act, the City was forced to take action to establish its warranty rights to assure that
those responsible for the myriad defects would be on notice."

Mr. Baird lacks personal

knowledge to make this statement. The statement is conclusory and lacks foundation as Mr.
Baird does not indicate any factual basis for the statement. Also, Mr. Baird is again relaying
statements he heard regarding allegedly defective or deficient construction. Baird's statement is
hearsay.
Paragraph 9-11: Mr. Baird does not demonstrate what personal knowledge he has of
these assertions, which are conclusory and lack foundation.
Paragraphl2: First sentence: "At no time was Keith Watts the City's designated
representative." This is an improper legal conclusion.
Paragraph 13: "In March of 2007, it became apparent that Petra had wholly failed to
perform its duties under the CMA." This is an improper legal conclusion.
Paragraph 18: Mr. Baird states in the first sentence: "At no time did Petra ask for, nor did
it seek an "Owner's Representative" as designated in the CMA." This statement is an improper
legal conclusion and lacks foundation. Neither does Baird indicate what personal knowledge he
bases this on.
Paragraph 19: Mr. Baird states:
Although Petra held meetings with the Mayor's Building Committee, Petra
clearly understood that nothing could be approved by the City without a vote of
the City Council in an open meeting, according to Idaho law, including
modifications of the contracts, changes in the schedule, including the decision of
whether or not liquidated damages would be assessed against Prime Contractors.
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This entire paragraph lacks foundation and is pure speculation. Nowhere does Mr. Baird
indicate the basis for his conclusion.
Paragraph 21: Mr. Baird states: "The City Hall building has never been complex." Mr.
Baird is not qualified to opine on to the complexity of the project and neither does he provide
any foundation for this opinion.
Baird further states: "Petra continually alleges that they had to perform 'extra work' but
fail to specify what that work entailed." This statement lacks foundation. Mr. Baird does not
indicate what facts he relies on to make this statement.
Paragraph 22: Mr. Baird states: "Contrary to Petra's assertions, the City always
contemplated a public Plaza along with related parking, as is contained in the CMA. This part of
the Project was specified in the Architect Request for Qualifications ("RFQ"), and Petra has
stated in writing that they had reviewed the Architect's agreement with the City."

Mr. Baird

cannot speak on behalf the entire City, but only as to what he has personal knowledge of.
Neither does he provide any foundation for this conclusion.
Paragraph 23: Mr. Baird states: "I was personally involved in the negotiations with Petra
City'S intent was clear that it required a 'fixed' fee for the
involving the CMA, and the City's
construction management services and would not accept what Petra wanted which was a
percentage fee tied to total cost. That concept was rejected by the City and Petra was told the
City would not sign any kind of open ended agreement. The City did not intend, nor did it enter
in to a 'cost plus' agreement with Petra."
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If this is introduced to vary the terms of the CMA, it is parol evidence. The CMA is an
integrated document. It is irrelevant what occurred during negotiations.
Paragraph 24: Mr. Baird states: On January 10, 2007, there was no City Council open
session in which any vote was taken to provide any instruction to Petra or LCA."
Mr. Baird does not indicate how he has personal knowledge of what the City Council did
on this day.
Paragraph 25: Mr. Baird states: "On February 26, 2007 there was no City Council open
session in which any vote was taken to provide any instruction to Petra or LCA." Mr. Baird does
not indicate how he has personal knowledge of what the City Council did on this day.
Paragraph 26: As of February 2008, there was no City Council vote to approve any final
project cost estimate. At no time did the City 'approve' in any fashion Petra's claim for an
additional $376, 808 as an estimate or cost of an additional construction manager's fee for Petra.
At all times, the City has contested and rejected that claim for a variety of reasons, including the
fact that it is, and remains, untimely, undocumented, and unsubstantiated as mandated by the
CMA."
This paragraph lacks foundation.

Neither does Mr. Baird indicate what personal

knowledge he has to make this statement. Furthermore, it contains improper legal conclusions
concerning what complies with the CMA.
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Paragraph 27: Mr. Baird states: "At no time following the execution of the CMA, did Petra,
in its fiduciary role, advise the City that it could, or should, stop the Project and re-evaluate the
cost of the Project before proceeding to award any contract to any Prime Contractors."
This statement lacks foundation.

Mr. Baird does not have personal knowledge of

everything the City was advised of. This statement also contains an improper legal conclusion
regarding the nature of any alleged "fiduciary" relationship.
Paragraph 29: Mr. Baird states: "At all times in the design process, Petra was aware that
construction management services at the flat construction management fee of $574,000 included
the furniture, fixtures, and equipment necessary for the City to take beneficial use and occupancy
of the building. Petra specifically included those items and associate cost estimates in cost
estimates provided to the City which did not any claim for an increase in the construction
management fee. The City at all times relied on Petra's honesty with respect to the cost estimates
and the fact there would be no increase in the construction management fee."
This paragraph is conclusory and lacks foundation. Mr. Baird does not cite any facts in
the record to support these assertions. It is mere speculation.
Paragraph 30: Mr. Baird states: "Petra has never provided, nor did Petra keep and
maintain, any accounting for any increase in costs associated with an increase in reimbursable
costs or as to the increase in the construction management fee as specifically required by the
CMA." This statement is conclusory, lacks foundation, and is speculative. Mr. Baird also
attempts to interpret what was required by the CMA.
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Paragraph 31: Mr. Baird states: "Petra has never demonstrated or denominated one dollar
in cost increase that is directly attributable to any single item of claimed 'change' as Petra
misuses that phrase." This statement lacks foundation. Mr. Baird does not indicate what he
relies on to reach this sweeping conclusion.
Paragraph 32: Mr. Baird states: "A review of the Project Records, particularly billing
records, evidences that Petra failed to keep and maintain records describing hourly services with
reasonable particularity as required by the CMA, and simply 'block-billed' employees' time."
This statement is an improper legal conclusion as to what the CMA requires.
Paragraph 33: Mr. Baird states: "Petra has failed to produce a single cost record which
can be tied to any 'change' claimed by Petra. All Petra has done is create 'block billings' which
make no effort to segregate and identify any costs attributable to any change. Petra made no
effort to track the time and cost because it knew it was under a fixed fee and that it had to have
the City agreement and approval before it could incur any charges for costs or services beyond
those contained in the CMA, or the claim would be disallowed by the City." This statement
lacks foundation and is pure conjecture.
Paragraph 34: Mr. Baird states: "At no time did Petra seek, or obtain, approval from the
City for any additional construction management fees or reimbursable expenses before the fees
or services were allegedly rendered." This statement lacks foundation.

Mr. Baird cites no

factual support for this information. Mr. Baird has no personal knowledge of everything Petra
sought or obtained.
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Paragraph 35: Mr. Baird states: "To the contrary, the City relied upon Petra to act in its
fiduciary capacity to advise the City of the best methods to reduce cost and maintain cost control.
At no time did the City receive any warning from Petra with respect to bidding, incomplete
documents, or risks associated with cost." This statement lacks foundation and contains an
improper legal conclusion regarding "fiduciary capacity."
Paragraph 36: Mr. Baird states: "At no time did Petra provide any notice to the City of
any active interference." This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation.
Paragraph 37: Mr. Baird states: "Petra was required by the CMA to advise and instruct
the City as to any Owner decisions that needed to be made. At no time did Petra advise that City
that the City had failed to provide an Owner's Criteria so that Petra could perform its duties
under the CMA." First, the CMA speaks for itself. Second, the statement regarding what Petra
allegedly failed to do lacks foundation.
Paragraph 38: Mr. Baird states: "There were no meetings between Petra, LCA, any
Engineers and the City between August 1, 2006 and August 16, 2006." This statement lacks
foundation.
Paragraph 39: Mr. Baird states: "There was no City Council vote, at any open session
meeting of the City Council on February 26, 2007." This statement lacks foundation.
Paragraph 40: Mr. Baird states: "The Petra Construction Management Plan ("CMP") was
submitted by Petra to the City on January 22, 2007. The Petra CMP failed to contain key
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components required by the CMA, specifically the required General Conditions section which
was left blank:. Petra never supplemented this key section of the CMP."
This statement lacks foundation and contains improper legal conclusions regarding what was
required by the CMA.
Paragraph 41: Mr. Baird states: "The City never received beneficial use and occupancy
within Petra's Construction Schedule as submitted by the City. Petra was months behind when
the City took possession on October 15,2008. Many facets of the Project were not yet complete
when the City moved in. Much construction work remained to be done and continued after that
date." This statement lacks foundation. It is not clear what the extent of Mr. Baird's personal
knowledge is.
Paragraph 42: Mr. Baird states: "Petra wholly failed to continue or complete its
contractually required duties after October 15, 2008. Petra failed to supervise the continuing
work of Prime Contractors, failed to respond to defect or warranty issues, and generally
demonstrated a total disinterest in performing any further responsibilities as the construction
manager under the CMA." This statement contains an improper legal conclusion regarding
contractual duties and completely lacks foundation.
Paragraph 43: Mr. Baird states: "At no time were design budget and cost estimates
'approved' by the City Council, as claimed by Petra. Petra fails to cite to a single City Council
meeting official records as supporting authority for this claimed fact in its alleged undisputed
facts. Cost is not budget." This statement lacks foundation.
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Paragraph 44: Mr. Baird states: "Petra's claim that 'all' cost changes were made with the
City's knowledge and consent is blatantly false. Had Petra honestly and openly admitted it's
Superintendant's elevation errors, the City would have never paid for Petra's error in paying the
Pac-West billings. Petra's dishonesty in covering its errors and seeking payments from the City
for its own breach of duty and negligence was, and is now known as fraudulent conduct." This
statement is conclusory, lacks any foundation, and is pure speculation.
Paragraph 45: Mr. Baird makes statements denying that the City "accepted" the Project.
This is an improper legal conclusion regarding acceptance.
CONCLUSION

The proffered affidavit testimony described above should be stricken for the reasons

stated.
DATED: September 2,2010.

ALKER
efendantiCounterclaimant
efendant/Counterclaimant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 2nd day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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u.S. Mail
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Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB NO. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant,

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF
THEODORE W. BAIRD FILED IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

DefendantiCounterclaimant.

DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rules

7(b) and 56(
e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order striking paragraphs 2(c)
2(c) - 2(e),
2(e),
56(e)
7(a) -en), 8 through 13, 18, 19,21 through 27,29 through 43 and 45 of the Affidavit of Theodore
PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD FILED IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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W. Baird dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to Petra's Motion for Summary
Judgment.
This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Strike Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird filed
contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled for September 16,
2010 at 3:00 p.m.
DATED: September 2,2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 2nd day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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Hand Delivery
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
(208) 639-5609
Direct Facsimile:
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com;
mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE THE
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE
DATED JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant.

Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") lodges this Memorandum in
Support of its Motions to Strike portions of the affidavit of Laura Knothe filed in Support of
Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment.
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INTRODUCTION
Rule 56 states that affidavits filed in support or opposing summary judgment must be
made on "personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and
shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
I.R.C.P. 56(e). Conclusory statements that do not provide "specific, admissible facts" will not
prevent the entry of summary judgment." See Hecla Min. Co. v. Star Morning Man. Co., 122
Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992) (Supreme Court upheld trial court's determination
that certain affidavits "are generalized, conclusory, and lack the specificity required by IRCP
56(e)"). An affidavit that is "conclusory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal
knowledge" will not create a disputed issued of material fact. Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co.,
141 Idaho 477, 483, 111 P.3d 162, 168 (Ct. App. 2005).
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE
Petra requests the Court to strike the following portions of the Knothe Affidavit:
Paragraph 4: In the last sentence of paragraph 4, Ms. Knothe states Meridian employed
her after "Petra's abandonment of its duties under the Construction Management Agreement ...
with the City." First, this statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. Second, to the extent
this is a legal conclusion, it is impermissible. Third, to the extent this is a factual assertion, Ms.
Knothe lacks personal knowledge.

Notably, at her deposition taken August 11, 2010, Ms.
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Knothe admitted that this statement about abandonment was simply told to her by her client and
parroted by her in her affidavit. 1
Paragraph 7: Ms. Knothe states in the last sentence of this paragraph that "In other words,
Work on the Project simply wasn't complete in accord with the Contract Documents as of
August 9, 2009." First, this statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. Second, this is an
impermissible legal conclusion as to when work is to be deemed "complete" in accord with the
contract documents.
Paragraph 8: Ms. Knothe states:
"Petra did not implement the controls necessary to manage this project
accordance with the standard of care expected in the industry."

In

This statement lacks foundation and is wholly conclusory. Ms. Knothe cites no factual
basis for this statement. Further, to the extent it is attempt to conclude whether Petra performed
in accordance with the CMA, it is an impermissible legal conclusion.
Paragraph 9: Ms. Knothe states:
"In my professional opinion, the most significant problem was the lack of
development of the owner's project requirements, or "Owner's Criteria," an
exercise that was required by the CMA but not completed."
This statement lacks foundation and is wholly conclusory.

Ms. Knothe cites no

admissible evidence to support this statement. To the extent Ms. Knothe states what was

I

Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, Sept. 2, 2010, Exh. C., Deposition of Laura Knothe, pg. 113:7-15.
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"required by the CMA," it is an improper legal conclusion. 2
Paragraph 10: Ms. Knothe states:
"Section 4.2 of the CMA required that Petra, as the CM, provide a written report
detailing the CM's understanding of Owner's Criteria identifying design,
construction, scheduling, budgetary, operational or other problems or
recommendations.
recommendations.""
Ms. Knothe then goes on to state that "[t]he intent of this requirement was to detail the
City's project requirements to serve as the program or plan for successful delivery of the
project." First, the CMA speaks for itself. Second, Ms. Knothe, as a retained expert, has no
personal knowledge of the intent of the parties. Third, any attempt to characterize the intent of
the parties is speculation and violates the parol evidence rule.
Also in paragraph 10, Ms. Knothe states:
"In my professional opinion, Petra's failure to develop the Owner's Criteria and
to comply with the tasks required as it related to the Owner's Criteria failed to
comply with the standard of care for a construction manager at the time and place
of this project."
This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. 3

Ms. Knothe does not cite any

admissible evidence to support this assertion.
Further in paragraph 10, Ms Knothe states:
"Detailed procedures (as required by 4.4.1 of the CMA) Quality Management
Plan were not implemented to control the construction process."
2 This testimony is also contrary to the terms and conditions of paragraph 3.2.2 of the Construction Management
Agreement, which provides: "Owner shall provide Construction Manager with Owner's preliminary planning and
programming information regarding the Project, including, but, not limited to, Owner's purposes, concepts, desires
and any design, construction, scheduling, budgetary or operational needs, restrictions or requirements, as the same
may be amended from time to lime ("Owner's Criteria").
3Id
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First, the CMA speaks for itself Second, this statement is conclusory and lacks
foundation. Third, this is an impermissible legal conclusion regarding what was required by the
CMA.
Paragraph 11: Ms. Knothe states:
"The QAlQC procedures established for the project were not in alignment with a
standard of care expected within the industry."
This statement lacks foundation and is wholly conclusory. Ms. Knothe does not cite any
admissible evidence to support this statement.
Further in paragraph 11, Ms Knothe states:
"For example, the brick used for the water feature was not in compliance with the
contract specifications. An approved submittal was not obtained prior to
construction of the structure. Forensic testing has proven that the brick has less
than 1/3 the required strength."
These statements are conclusory and lacks foundation. Ms. Knothe cites to nothing to
support these assertions and she does not demonstrate that she has personal knowledge of these
issues.
Paragraph 12: Ms. Knothe states:
"Another example is the poor condition of the roof which has resulted in a
number of leaks which is considerably higher than the industry would expect for a
building of this age."
This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. Ms. Knothe cites nothing in support
of these allegations supporting her opinion. Neither does she support her statement as to the
industry standard with regard to roofs.
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Paragraph 13: Ms. Knothe states:
AC system was not properly commissioned to
"The third example is that the HV
HVAC
ensure the occupants the comfort expected and the energy efficiency desired by
the City who paid for a "State of the Art" system."
This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation.
Further, Ms. Knothe states:
"Team members have indicated that prior to my involvement, a collaborative
effort to address the concerns of the Owner had not been engaged."
This is hearsay. While Ms. Knothe is entitled to rely on hearsay, she is not permitted to
serve as a conduit for hearsay evidence. This statement is unsupported by anything in the record.
Further, the rest of paragraph 13(a)-(g), which details a number of issues with the HVAC
HV AC
system, is conclusory and lacks foundation. Ms. Knothe cites nothing in the record to support
her statements.
Paragraph 14: Ms. Knothe states:
"In my professional opinion, Petra's failure to develop and implement the QAJQC
QA/QC
failed to comply with the standard of care for a construction manager at the time
and place of this project."
This statement lacks foundation and is wholly conclusory. Ms. Knothe does not cite any
admissible evidence in support of this statement.
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CONCLUSION

The proffered affidavit testimony described above should be stricken for the reasons
stated.

2,2010.
DATED: September 2,
2010.

By",:
,..-----,~~~~~--=.~~~~~:::::::..-By'~:,..........,U~~~4-~~f&,.~~~::::.--

KER
fendant/Counterclaimant
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1

through 14, of the Affidavit of Laura Knothe dated July 6, 2010 Filed in Support of Opposition to
Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files
Memorandum in Support of its Motion to

In

this case and Petra's

Strike Affidavit of Laura Knothe filed

contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled for September 16,
2010 at 3:00 p.m.
DATED: September 2,2010.

By:~c+--=-----J.'-I---~:..f.d~=----
T
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Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") lodges this Memorandum in
Support of its Motions to Strike portions of the affidavits of Todd Weltner filed in Support of
Plaintiff s Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment.
Plaintiffs
INTRODUCTION
Rule 56 states that affidavits filed in support or opposing summary judgment must be
made on "personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and
shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
I.R.C.P. 56(e). Conclusory statements that do not provide "specific, admissible facts" will not
judgment." See Hecla Min. Co. v. Star Morning Mon. Co., 122
prevent the entry of summary judgment."
Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992) (Supreme Court upheld trial court's determination
that certain affidavits "are generalized, conclusory, and lack the specificity required by IRCP
56(e)"). An affidavit that is "conclusory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal
knowledge" will not create a disputed issued of material fact. Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co.,
141 Idaho 477,483, 111 P.3d 162, 168 (Ct. App. 2005).
FIRST AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED MAY 24, 2010
Petra requests the Court to strike the following portions of the Weltner Affidavit:
Paragraph 7: Mr. Weltner states: "Section 9.8 of the AlA A201 CMa 1992, is but one
contract document that details the process for determining Substantial Completion, which
process is a follows ...
.. ."" Mr. Weltner goes on to state a five step process.
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Petra objects to each of these to the extent they are factual assertions regarding what may
or may not have occurred. These statements lack foundation. Mr. Wehner has no personal
knowledge regarding each of these statements, as he admitted in his deposition taken August 18,
2010:
2010.1
Paragraph 8: Mr. Wehner states: "Petra, as the Construction Manager, had a contractual
duty and was required to ensure that the AlA A201CMa 1992 process was followed in
management of the Meridian City Hall Project."

This statement is conclusory and lacks

foundation. Mr. Weltner does not indicate what basis he has for this assertion. Notably, Mr.
Weltner could not provide any basis for this statement at his deposition either.2
either. 2
Paragraph 9: Mr. Wehner states: "However, a review of the Project Documents, and
particularly documents related to the Prime Contractor Rule Steel, reveal that Petra failed to
follow this contractually required procedure."

This statement is conclusory and lacks

foundation. Mr. Wehner provides no particular basis for how he arrived at his conclusion.
Neither could he provide a factual basis at his deposition. 3
Paragraph 11: Mr. Wehner states: "However, the factual and construction conditions that
must occur as outlined in the AlA Contract Documents were not completed, nor could a
Certificate of Substantial Completion be legitimately issued, nor was it issued by the Architect to

1 Affidavit

of Thomas G. Walker, Sept. 2, 2010, Exh. B, Weltner Deposition, pg. 64:23-25 through 66:1-19.
66:20-25 through 68: 1-2.
3Id. 68:8-25 through 69:1-18.

2 Id.

TNER
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Rule Steel." This statement lacks foundation. Mr. Weltner does not provide any factual basis
for his assertion that a Certificate of Substantial Completion could not be legitimately issued.
Paragraph 16: Mr. Weltner states: "Gene Bennett states that the date of Substantial
Completion for the Project was October 15,2008, which equals 327 days from the date listed on
Western Roofing's Prime Contract, and equates to the sum of $163,500 of liquidated damages
which Petra was contractually obligated to assess, and which Petra failed to assess as against
Western Roofing." This statement lacks foundation. This statement also contains an improper
legal conclusion regarding what "Petra was contractually obligated to assess."
Paragraph 35: Mr. Weltner states: "It is the responsibility of the Construction Manager to
AC
insure that all of the Specifications, including all the required Final Reports for the HV
HVAC
system, are delivered to the City. It appears that the Construction Manager failed to meet this
requirement." This statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. Mr. Weltner does not point to
any basis for this assertion regarding the responsibility of the Construction Manager. Neither
could he do so at his deposition. 4
Paragraph 37: Mr. Weltner states: "The location of the noise was identified by City
employees on the second floor, near the center of the building structure, and could be indicative
of a steel failure." This statement is hearsay. Mr. Weltner is attempting to introduce factual
allegations into the record.

4Id. 126:8-17.
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Paragraph 38: In the third sentence of paragraph 38, Mr. Weltner states: "The amount of
rust evident in the photographs is significantly more than would normally be acceptable in the
industry for steel erection." Mr. Weltner provides no indication of his qualifications to make this
conclusion. More importantly, this statement lacks foundation and is wholly conclusory. What
tests were performed? What comparisons were made? What is acceptable in the steel industry?
Paragraph 40: Mr. Weltner states "it would not be appropriate or permissible to allow a
steel erector to install steel members evidencing the amount of rust that is shown on the steel
members in these photographs." Again, this statement is conclusory and lacks foundation. See
objections to paragraph 38.
Paragraphs 41-42: In these paragraphs, Mr. Weltner states that his review of the change
orders for the Project indicates there are 42 which failed to contain any itemization for labor or
materials and "Of the forty two (42) there were fifteen (15) ... were of significant dollar values
which causes great concern about the failure to administer the contracts in the best interests of
the City."
These paragraphs lack foundation. What specific change orders is Mr. Weltner referring
to? What evidence of "great concern" does he have? Also, Mr. Weltner is not qualified to opine
as to the legal duties of the construction manager under the contracts. Among other objections,

WEL TNER
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and as he admitted at his deposition, Weltner is not a certified construction manager and has no
experience in construction management. 5
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNERDATED JULY 6,2010
Paragraph 9: Mr. Weltner states: "I have reviewed both the Construction Drawings and
the actual physical construction of the elevated exterior brick parapet walls. The elevated brick
parapet walls should be fully supported by structural steel framing with what is known as a lintel.
The elevated brick parapet walls are not fully supported, and are failing due to the lack of
support. This latent defect should have been observed by any competent Job Superintendant or
Foreman for the Construction Manager and is a latent defect in the construction." This statement
is conclusory, lacks foundation, and expresses improper legal conclusions regarding latent
defects.
Paragraph 15:

Mr. Weltner states he would "conservatively estimate the cost of

repairs/replacement to be in excess of$1 Million." Although Mr. Weltner generally refers to his
"education, training, and experience," there is no foundation for this statement. There is no
indication how Mr. Weltner arrived at this particular cost estimate, what process he went
through, or what facts he basis it. It is simply a conclusion pulled out ofthin
of thin air.
Paragraph 17: Mr. Weltner states: "The water features currently leak significant amounts
of water, reported to be in range of approximately 2,000 gallons per day when operating." This
is hearsay. Mr. Weltner admitted at his deposition that he obtained this information from the
5Id 6:25-7:1-9.
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City of Meridian. He has no personal knowledge of this and the statement lacks foundation. To
the extent Mr. Weltner is attempting to make this factual assertion, it is impermissible.
CONCLUSION

The proffered affidavit testimony described above should be stricken for the reasons
stated.

DATED: September 2,2010.
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DefendantiCounterclaimant.
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DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
Defendant/Counterclaimant,
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rules
56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order striking paragraphs 7, 8, 9, 11,
7(b) and 56(e)
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16,35,37,38,40,41 and 42, of the Affidavit of Todd Weltner dated May 24,2010 and paragraphs
9, 15 and 17 of the Second Affidavit of Todd Weltner dated July 6, 2010, Filed in Support of
Opposition to Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Strike Portions of Affidavits of Todd Weltner filed
contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled for September 16,
2010 at 3:00 p.m.
DATED: September 2,2010.
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Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") submits this Memorandum in
Support of its Motion to Strike portions of the Affidavit of Dave Zaremba filed in Support of
Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive
Damages. Petra also moves to strike portions of this affidavit to the extent it is relied upon for
purposes of summary judgment.
1. INTRODUCTION

Rule 56 states that affidavits filed in support or opposing summary judgment must be
made on "personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and
shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
I.R.C.P. 56(e). Conclusory statements that do not provide "specific, admissible facts" will not
prevent the entry of summary judgment." See Hecla Min. Co. v. Star Morning Mon. Co., 122
Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992) (Supreme Court upheld trial court's determination
that certain affidavits "are generalized, conclusory, and lack the specificity required by IRCP
56(e)"). An affidavit that is "conclusory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal
knowledge" will not create a disputed issued of material fact. Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co.,
141 Idaho 477, 483, 111 P.3d 162, 168 (Ct. App. 2005).
Idaho Code Section 6-1604(2) provides in pertinent part:

(1) In any action seeking recovery of punitive damages, the claimant must prove,
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by clear and convincing evidence, oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
outrageous conduct by the party against whom the claim for punitive damages
is asserted.
(2) In all civil actions in which punitive damages are permitted, no claim for
damages shall be filed containing a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages.
However, a party may, pursuant to a pretrial motion and after hearing before
the court, amend the pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking punitive
damages. The court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after
weighing the evidence presented, the court concludes that, the moving party
has established at such hearing a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial
sufficient to support an award of punitive damages. A prayer for relief added
pursuant to this section shall not be barred by lapse of time under any
applicable limitation on the time in which an action may be brought or claim
asserted, if the time prescribed or limited had not expired when the original
pleading was filed.

I.C. § 6-1604(2) (Emphasis added.)

1.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

In support of its request for leave to add a claim for punitive damages, Meridian has
submitted an affidavit from David Zaremba which contains inadmissible evidence.

This is

relevant to the Court's inquiry because in assessing whether the City has a reasonable likelihood
of establishing facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages, the Court looks
at the evidence presented. If this evidence is not admissible, that bears directly on whether the
City has met its burden on its Motion for Leave to Amend to add a claim for punitive damages.
The word "evidence" in § 6-1604 means only admissible evidence. The analysis starts
with Rule 101 (b) of the Idaho Rule of Evidence ("IRE"), which provides:
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Scope. These rules govern all actions, cases and proceedings in the courts of the
State of Idaho and all actions, cases and proceedings to which rules of evidence
are applicable, except as hereinafter provided.
IRE 101(b).
There are no exceptions in the rules of evidence for proceedings involving motions for
leave to amend. Therefore, the rules of evidence apply to these proceedings. "Evidence" is any
species of proof legally presented in a proceeding by the act of the parties and through the
medium of witnesses, records, documents, concrete objects, and the like.

Evidence § 3, at 67-68 (1996);

BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY

See 31A C.J.S.

(Eighth Ed.) at 595. In this case the

evidence will likely consist of testimony, records, documents, and demonstrative exhibits. The
term "inadmissible evidence" is a misnomer because if testimony, records, documents or
demonstrative exhibits are inadmissible, such testimony, records, documents or demonstrative
exhibits are not evidence for purposes of proving the existence of a fact, but rather they are just
information.

In other words, testimony may be admissible or inadmissible, or a record or

document may be admissible or inadmissible, but testimony, records and documents are not
evidence unless they are admissible.

In addition, only "relevant evidence" is generally

admissible. l IRE 402. "Evidence which is not relevant is not admissible." IRE 402. "'Relevant
Evidence' means evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of

I

Relevant evidence may be inadmissible if certain other rules apply.
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l?e
consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would 1?e
without the evidence." IRE 401.
In Berczyk v. Emerson Tool Co., 291 F.Supp.2d 1004 (D.Minn. 2003), affidavits were
procedurally and substantively insufficient to entitle user to amend complaint to assert punitive
damage claim. The defendants complained that the plaintiffs failed to support their motion with
competent affidavits, both procedurally and substantively. The affidavits contained hearsay,
legal argument, rhetoric and conclusory statements. The court stated, "If properly founded upon
admitted evidence, such advocacy could be effective as a closing argument to a Jury, but we are
confronted, here, with an obligation by the moving party to present evidence, and not mere
argument. Of course, we are mindful that, with snippets from one document, when appended to
another, some apparitions seem vaguely visible, but we must be presented, here, not with
nebulous shadows, but with a requisite showing undergirded by clear and convincing evidence."
Id. at 1013. (Emphasis added.)
th
Ca1.4th
In another decision issued out of California, College Hospital, Inc. v. Crowell, 8 Ca1.4

704, 882 P.2d 894, (1994), the court held, "[R]ather than requiring the defendant to defeat the
plaintiff s pleadings by showing it is legally or factually meritless, the motion requires the
plaintiff to demonstrate that he possesses a legally sufficient claim which is 'substantiated,' that
is, supported by competent, admissible evidence."

College Hospital, Inc. v. Crowell, 882 P.2d
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at 903. (Emphasis added.) The court went on to state: "Moreover, in light of the 'affidavit'
requirement and by analogy to summary judgment practice, substantiation of the proposed
punitive damages claim occurs only where the factual recitals are made under penalty of perjury
and set forth competent and admissible evidence within the personal knowledge of the

declarant." Id. (Emphasis added.)
Briefly stated, evidence is a restrictive term meaning only admissible evidence.

If

testimony, records or documents are not admissible, they are not evidence; they are just
information. Consequently, this Court can only weigh admissible relevant evidence in reaching
a decision on Meridian's motion to amend to add a claim for punitive damages.
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID ZAREMBA

Petra requests the Court to strike the following portions of the Zaremba affidavit:
Paragraph 5: Mr. Zaremba states: "Based upon the costs reflected in the bids, and the
estimates of Petra, the City was aware that the cost of the project would be as reflected in Petra's
cost accumulation/cost estimate as of April 3, 2007." This statement is not based on personal
knowledge. Mr. Zaremba cannot speak on behalf of other members of the City Council, only
himself.
Paragraph 6: Mr. Zaremba states: "At the conclusion of the meeting, and based upon
Petra's representations up to, and including within that meeting, the City Council chose not to
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terminate Petra from the project." This statement lacks foundation. Also, Zaremba cannot speak
as to why other City Council members took action. He can only speak as to himself.
Paragraph 9:

Mr. Zaremba states: "At that meeting, Petra, through Mr. Bettis,

represented to the City Council that the amounts established by the bids received to date, plus
Petra's estimate were the 'highest amounts' that the City could expect to pay on the Meridian
City Hall Project." This characterization is improper. The minutes of the meeting are in the
record. 2
Mr. Zaremba goes on to state: "These amounts, as represented by Petra, included the
Petra construction management fee, and reimbursables, as set forth in the July 12, 2007 cost
accumulation/estimate." Again, Mr. Zaremba can only speak to his understanding. He cannot
speak on behalf of the City Council.
Paragraph 10: Mr. Zaremba states: "The City Council, and the City, relied upon Petra's
representations both as of July 12, 2007 and in the City Council meeting of July 24, 2007 as
being honest and accurate, in moving forward with the Phase III bids and the project." Again,
Mr. Zaremba cannot speak on behalf of other members of the City Council, only himself.
Mr. Zaremba's characterization of Mr. Bettis' comment is incorrect. The official minutes report the following
verbatim statements by Mr. Bettis: "What we have attempted to do with this budget is to give us the highest budget
that we could think of inclusive of all of the items, including the 1.5 million dollar budget for the plaza and
community area, so that we have a starting place to address the value engineering issues and work with you to make
a good working budget out of this project." Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated September 2, 2010 at ~ 8 and
Exhibit E.
2
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CONCLUSION

The proffered affidavit testimony described above should be stricken for the reasons
stated.
DATED: September 2,2010.

LKER
efendantiCounterclaimant
efendant/Counterclaimant
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,

Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DefendantiCounterclaimant.

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF
DAVID ZAREMBA DATED AUGUST
30,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO FILE FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND ADD CLAIM FOR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES

DefendantiCounterclaimant,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rule 7(b)
and 56(
e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and applicable Idaho Rules of Evidence, for an
56(e)
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•

order striking paragraphs 5,6,9 and 10, of the Affidavit of David Zaremba dated August 30, 2010,
Filed in Support of Meridian's Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim
for Punitive Damages. Petra also moves to strike portions of the affidavit to the extent that said
affidavit is relied upon in opposition to Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
This motion· is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Strike Portions of Affidavits of David Zaremba filed
contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled for September 16,
2010 at 3:00 p.m.
DATED: September 2,2010.
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Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") lodges this Memorandum in
Support of Motion to Strike Portions of the Supplemental Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr.
that was submitted by the City of Meridian ("Meridian," the "City," or the "Owner") in support
of its Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604 ("Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint") and to
the extent it may be relied upon for purposes of summary judgment.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Rule 56 states that affidavits filed in support or opposing summary judgment must be
made on "personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and
shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
Conc1usory statements that do not provide "specific, admissible facts" will not
I.R.C.P. 56(e). Conclusory
prevent the entry of summary judgment." See Hecla Min. Co. v. Star Morning Man. Co., 122
Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192,1198 (1992) (Supreme Court upheld trial court's determination
conc1usory, and lack the specificity required by IRCP
that certain affidavits "are generalized, conclusory,
56(e)"). An affidavit that is "conclusory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal
knowledge" will not create a disputed issued of material fact. Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co.,
141 Idaho 477, 483, 111 P.3d 162, 168 (Ct. App. 2005).
Idaho Code Section 6-1604(2) provides in pertinent part:
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(l) In any action seeking recovery of punitive damages, the claimant must prove,
by clear and convincing evidence, oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
outrageous conduct by the party against whom the claim for punitive damages
is asserted.
(2) In all civil actions in which punitive damages are permitted, no claim for
damages shall be filed containing a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages.
However, a party may, pursuant to a pretrial motion and after hearing before
the court, amend the pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking punitive
damages. The court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after
weighing the evidence presented, the court concludes that, the moving party
has established at such hearing a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial
sufficient to support an award of punitive damages. A prayer for relief added
pursuant to this section shall not be barred by lapse of time under any
applicable limitation on the time in which an action may be brought or claim
asserted, if the time prescribed or limited had not expired when the original
pleading was filed.

I.C. § 6-1604(2) (Emphasis added.)

2.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

In support of its request for leave to add a claim for punitive damages, Meridian has
submitted a supplemental affidavit from the Assistant City Attorney Theodore W. Baird, Jr. that
contains inadmissible evidence. This is relevant to the Court's inquiry because in assessing
whether the City has a reasonable likelihood of establishing facts at trial sufficient to support an
award of punitive damages, the Court looks at that evidence presented. If this evidence is not
admissible, that bears directly on whether the City has met its burden on in Motion for Leave to
Amend to add a claim for punitive damages.
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The word "evidence" in § 6-1604 means only admissible evidence. The analysis starts
with Rule 101 (b) of the Idaho Rule of Evidence ("IRE"), which provides:
Scope. These rules govern all actions, cases and proceedings in the courts of the
State of Idaho and all actions, cases and proceedings to which rules of evidence
are applicable, except as hereinafter provided.
IRE 101(b).
There are no exceptions in the rules of evidence for proceedings involving motions for
leave to amend. Therefore, the rules of evidence apply to these proceedings. "Evidence" is any
species of proof legally presented in a proceeding by the act of the parties and through the
medium of witnesses, records, documents, concrete objects, and the like.

Evidence § 3, at 67-68 (1996);

BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY

c.J.S.
See 31A C.l.S.

(Eighth Ed.) at 595. In this case the

evidence will likely consist of testimony, records, documents, and demonstrative exhibits. The
term "inadmissible evidence" is a misnomer because if testimony, records, documents or
demonstrative exhibits are inadmissible, such testimony, records, documents or demonstrative
exhibits are not evidence for purposes of proving the existence of a fact, but rather they are just
information.

In other words, testimony may be admissible or inadmissible, or a record or

document may be admissible or inadmissible, but testimony, records and documents are not
evidence unless they are admissible.

In addition, only "relevant evidence" is generally
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admissible. 1 IRE 402. "Evidence which is not relevant is not admissible." IRE 402. "'Relevant
Evidence' means evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of
consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be
without the evidence." IRE 401.
In Berczyk v. Emerson Tool Co., 291 F.Supp.2d 1004 (D.Minn. 2003), affidavits were
procedurally and substantively insufficient to entitle user to amend complaint to assert punitive
damage claim. The defendants complained that the plaintiffs failed to support their motion with
competent affidavits, both procedurally and substantively. The affidavits contained hearsay,
legal argument, rhetoric and conclusory statements. The court stated, "If properly founded upon

admitted evidence, such advocacy could be effective as a closing argument to a Jury, but we are
confronted, here, with an obligation by the moving party to present evidence, and not mere
argument. Of course, we are mindful that, with snippets from one document, when appended to
another, some apparitions seem vaguely visible, but we must be presented, here, not with
nebulous shadows, but with a requisite showing undergirded by clear and convincing evidence."

Id. at 1013. (Emphasis added.)
th
Ca1.4th
In another decision issued out of California, College Hospital, Inc. v. Crowell, 8 Ca1.4

704, 882 P.2d 894, (1994), the court held, "[R]ather than requiring the defendant to defeat the

I

Relevant evidence may be inadmissible if certain other rules apply.
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plaintiffs pleadings by showing it is legally or factually meritless, the motion requires the
plaintiff to demonstrate that he possesses a legally sufficient claim which is 'substantiated,' that
is, supported by competent, admissible evidence."

College Hospital, Inc. v. Crowell, 882 P.2d

at 903. (Emphasis added.) The court went on to state: "Moreover, in light of the 'affidavit'
requirement and by analogy to summary judgment practice, substantiation of the proposed
punitive damages claim occurs only where the factual recitals are made under penalty of perjury
and set forth competent and admissible evidence within the personal knowledge of the

declarant." Id. (Emphasis added.)
Briefly stated, evidence is a restrictive term meaning only admissible evidence.

If

testimony, records or documents are not admissible, they are not evidence; they are just
information. Consequently, this Court can only weigh admissible relevant evidence in reaching
a decision on Meridian's motion to amend to add a claim for punitive damages.
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD, JR.
Paragraph 8:

Mr. Baird states: "Based upon Petra's representations to the City Council

in that meeting, and Petra's representations contained in Exhibit 'A,' Petra was not terminated
from the Meridian City Hall Project, but was allowed to continue work." This statement lacks
foundation. Additionally, Mr. Baird can only speak on behalf of himself, he cannot purport to
speak on behalf of the City Council.
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CONCLUSION

The proffered affidavit testimony described above should be stricken for the reasons
stated.

DATED: September 2, 2010.

BY:_3,f--=-.lL.--~_l-----"o,JC....J£=-

THOMAS
Attorneys :6

_

W LKER
efendant/Counterclaimant
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PETRA'S MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W.
BAIRD DATED AUGUST 30, 2010 IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND ADD A
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES

DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
Defendant/Counterclaimant,
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rules
7(b) and 56(e)
56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the applicable Idaho Rules of Evidence,
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for an order striking paragraph 8, of the Supplemental Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird August 30,
2010 filed in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add a
Claim for Punitive Damages. Petra also moves to strike portions of the affidavit to the extent that
said affidavit is relied upon in opposition to Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment.
This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird
filed contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled for September 16,
2010 at 3:00 p.m.
DATED: September 2,2010.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.

Case No. CV OC 0907257

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE THE
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W.
BAIRD, JR. DATED APRIL 1,2010
FILED IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND ADD A
CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES

Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") lodges this Memorandum in
Support of Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. that was
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submitted by the City of Meridian ("Meridian," the "City," or the "Owner") in support of its
Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604 ("Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint") and
additionally, to the extent it may be relied upon for purposes of summary judgment.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Rule 56 states that affidavits filed in support or opposing summary judgment must be
made on "personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and
shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
I.R.C.P. 56(e). Conclusory statements that do not provide "specific, admissible facts" will not
Mon. Co., 122
prevent the entry of summary judgment." See Hecla Min. Co. v. Star Morning Man.

Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992) (Supreme Court upheld trial court's determination
that certain affidavits "are generalized, conclusory, and lack the specificity required by IRCP
56(e)"). An affidavit that is "conclusory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal
knowledge" will not create a disputed issued of material fact. Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co.,
141 Idaho 477, 483, 111 P.3d 162, 168 (Ct. App. 2005).
Idaho Code Section 6-1604(2) provides in pertinent part:

(1) In any action seeking recovery of punitive damages, the claimant must prove,
by clear and convincing evidence, oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
outrageous conduct by the party against whom the claim for punitive damages
is asserted.
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(2) In all civil actions in which punitive damages are permitted, no claim for
damages shall be filed containing a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages.
However, a party may, pursuant to a pretrial motion and after hearing before
the court, amend the pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking punitive
damages. The court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after
weighing the evidence presented, the court concludes that, the moving party
has established at such hearing a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial
sufficient to support an award of punitive damages. A prayer for relief added
pursuant to this section shall not be barred by lapse of time under any
applicable limitation on the time in which an action may be brought or claim
asserted, if the time prescribed or limited had not expired when the original
pleading was filed.

I.C. § 6-1604(2) (Emphasis added.)

2.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

In support of its request for leave to add a claim for punitive damages, Meridian has
submitted an affidavit from the Assistant City Attorney Theodore W. Baird, Jr. that contains
inadmissible evidence.

Meridian has not offered admissible evidence through Mr. Baird's

affidavit in support of its request for leave to add a claim for punitive damages. This is relevant
to the Court's inquiry because in assessing whether the City has a reasonable likelihood of
establishing facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages, the Court looks at
that evidence presented. If this evidence is not admissible, that bears directly on whether the
City has met its burden on in Motion for Leave to Amend to add a claim for punitive damages.
The word "evidence" in § 6-1604 means only admissible evidence. The analysis starts
with Rule 101(b) of the Idaho Rule of Evidence ("IRE"), which provides:
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Scope. These rules govern all actions, cases and proceedings in the courts of the
State of Idaho and all actions, cases and proceedings to which rules of evidence
are applicable, except as hereinafter provided.
IRE 101(b).
There are no exceptions in the rules of evidence for proceedings involving motions for
leave to amend. Therefore, the rules of evidence apply to these proceedings. "Evidence" is any
species of proof legally presented in a proceeding by the act of the parties and through the
medium of witnesses, records, documents, concrete objects, and the like.

See 31A C.J.S.

Evidence § 3, at 67-68 (1996); BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (Eighth Ed.) at 595. In this case the

evidence will likely consist of testimony, records, documents, and demonstrative exhibits. The
term "inadmissible evidence" is a misnomer because if testimony, records, documents or
demonstrative exhibits are inadmissible, such testimony, records, documents or demonstrative
exhibits are not evidence for purposes of proving the existence of a fact, but rather they are just
information. In other words, testimony may be admissible or inadmissible, or a record or
document may be admissible or inadmissible, but testimony, records and documents are not
evidence unless they are admissible.

In addition, only "relevant evidence" is generally

admissible. 1 IRE 402. "Evidence which is not relevant is not admissible." IRE 402. "'Relevant
Evidence' means evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of
consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be
without the evidence." IRE 401.
1 Relevant

evidence may be inadmissible if certain other rules apply.
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In Berczyk v. Emerson Tool Co., 291 F.Supp.2d 1004 (D.Minn. 2003), affidavits were
procedurally and substantively insufficient to entitle user to amend complaint to assert punitive
damage claim. The defendants complained that the plaintiffs failed to support their motion with
competent affidavits, both procedurally and substantively. The affidavits contained hearsay,
legal argument, rhetoric and conclusory statements. The court stated, "If properly founded upon
admitted evidence, such advocacy could be effective as a closing argument to a Jury, but we are
confronted, here, with an obligation by the moving party to present evidence, and not mere
argument. Of course, we are mindful that, with snippets from one document, when appended to
another, some apparitions seem vaguely visible, but we must be presented, here, not with
nebulous shadows, but with a requisite showing undergirded by clear and convincing evidence."
Id. at 1013.
10 13. (Emphasis added.)

In another decision issued out of California, College Hospital, Inc. v. Crowell, 8 Ca1.4th
704, 882 P.2d 894, (1994), the court held, "[R]ather than requiring the defendant to defeat the
plaintiffs pleadings by showing it is legally or factually meritless, the motion requires the
plaintiff to demonstrate that he possesses a legally sufficient claim which is 'substantiated,' that
is, supported by competent, admissible evidence."

College Hospital, Inc. v. Crowell, 882 P.2d

at 903. (Emphasis added.) The court went on to state: "Moreover, in light of the 'affidavit'
requirement and by analogy to summary judgment practice, substantiation of the proposed
punitive damages claim occurs only where the factual recitals are made under penalty of peIjury
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and set forth competent and admissible evidence within the personal knowledge of the

declarant." Id. (Emphasis added.)
Briefly stated, evidence is a restrictive term meaning only admissible evidence.

If

testimony, records or documents are not admissible, they are not evidence; they are just
information. Consequently, this Court can only weigh admissible relevant evidence in reaching
a decision on Meridian's motion to amend to add a claim for punitive damages.
Not only does Mr. Baird not have personal knowledge regarding the contents of his
affidavit, but the testimony is inadmissible on a number of other evidentiary grounds as
addressed more specifically below:

offact to the City concerning the
5. Petra made certain misrepresentations offact
Project including but not limited to:
a. That the Maximum Price for the Project was established at $12.2 Million
Dollars in the Construction Management Agreement, however Petra knew
that the $12.2 Million Dollars would be exhausted prior to the tenant
improvements. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy
of an email the City is in possession of from Pat Kershisnik, a past
of Petra, which states that Petra knew, before the execution of
employee ofPetra,
the Construction Management Agreement, that the $12.2 Million Dollars
would be exhausted before the completion of the core and shell for the
building project.
The first sentence contained in the paragraph above is inadmissible because it lacks
foundation and lacks personal knowledge. Mr. Baird has no personal knowledge and cannot
testify as to what Petra knew. As a result, this speculative statement should be stricken from the
record because it is conclusory and lacks foundation. See Hecla Min. Co. v. Star Morning Mon.
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Co., 122 Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992) (Supreme Court upheld trial court's
determination that certain affidavits "are generalized, conclusory, and lack the specificity
56(e)"). Furthermore, with regard to the terms contained and representations
required by IRCP 56(e)").
made, the Construction Management Contract speaks for itself. The statement above is an
inaccurate characterization of the evidence.
The remaining portion of the paragraph above, including Exhibit "A," is inadmissible
hearsay testimony. In Idaho, hearsay is a "statement, other than one made by the declarant while
testifying at the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted."
I.R.E. 801(c). Notably, absent some other exception, under this standard even prior statements
made by the testifying party are hearsay unless that party made them at a trial or hearing. The
email attached as Exhibit "A" purports to be written by Pat Kershisnik; Meridian is offering this
statement for the truth of the matter asserted in the email and it constitutes inadmissible hearsay.
Even if Meridian argues that the email is a business record and Mr. Baird is the
appropriate custodian of the City's business records, it is not a business record of the City. At
best it is one of Petra's business records. Rule 803(6) of the Idaho Rules of Evidence provides
an exception to the hearsay rule for "records of regularly conducted activity." It provides in
relevant part: "A memorandum . . . in any form, of acts, events, conditions, opinions, or
diagnoses, made at or near the time by, or from information transmitted by, a person with
knowledge, if kept in the course of a regularly conducted business activity, and if it was the
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regular practice of that business activity to make the memorandum . . ." The business records
exception is only available to the person or business making the record and it must be the regular
practice of that business to make the record. "Records sought to be admitted under the business
records exception need not to be authenticated by the person who made the records, but it is
necessary that the records be authenticated by a person who has custody of the record as a
regular part of his or her work or who has supervision of its creation." State v. Mubita, 145
Idaho 925, 937-38, 188 P.3d 867, 879-880 (2008) (citing Henderson v. Smith, 128 Idaho 444,
Rule 803(6)(2) "allows admission ofa record or report if it was made
450,915 P.2d 12 (1996)). Ru1e
regular practice
and kept in the course of a regularly conducted business activity and if it was the regu1ar
of that business to make the report or record" State v. Hill, 140 Idaho 625, 628, 97 P.3d 1014,
1017 (Ct.App.2004); see also Thomson v. Olsen, 147 Idaho 99, 106,205 P.3d 1235, 1242 (2009)
(To be admissible, witness has to testify that they are the custodian of the record, that it was the
regular practice of the business to make that record, and that the record was kept in the course of
the regularly conducted business activity of that business).

Mr. Baird clearly lacks the

foundation to testify as to Petra's business records because he has provided no evidence that he is
a custodian of Petra's records, that the exhibit was prepared in the regular course of business, and
that it that it was kept in the course of the regularly conducted business of Petra. The email
attached as Exhibit A to the Baird Affidavit was made by Pat Kershisnik, who was a Petra
employee on July 31, 2006, the date of the email.

Exhibit "A" is inadmissible hearsay and
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should be stricken, in addition to the testimony contained in Paragraph 5(a) of the Baird
Affidavit.

b. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the
applicable portion of the deposition transcript of Jerry Frank, the
President ofPetra
of Petra Incorporated, where he testifies that he never believed
there to be a maximum price for the project, and that Petra always treated
the project as a cost plus a fee project;
This testimony mischaracterizes and misrepresents Mr. Frank's testimony. The
exchange is as follows:
Q.
Well, my question is very specific. Is the figure 4.7
or any percentage of a maximum price identified in this document
specifically?
A. A maximum price. What do you mean? There isn't a
maximum price in here.

Q.
Oh, so there is no maximum price in this contract
document, is that your testimony, sir?
A.
Yeah. There is no maximum price in this to my
knowledge. It is a construction management agreement. It is a
cost plus a fee. That's the way construction management systems
work.

Mr. Baird's affidavit testimony misrepresents the actual testimony wherein Mr. Frank is
responding to specific questions about what is contained in a specific document. There is no
statement by Mr. Frank that he "never believed there to be a maximum price" or that Petra
"always treated the project as a cost plus a fee project." In fact, it is apparent that the reference
to "cost plus a fee" refers to how Petra's fee and reimbursable expenses were determined under
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the specific terms and conditions of the Construction Management Agreement and not how the
cost of the project was determined.

c. That Petra represented it would conform its conduct to the requirements
of the Agreement but acted in a manner that was inconsistent with its
representation. As an example, pursuant to the Construction Management
Agreement, Petra agreed to prepare a written report to the presented to
the City in which it was required to provide its analysis of the City's
"Owner's Criteria" and thereafter obtain written approval from both the
City and LCA Architects, the City's architect, on the substance of the
report. Petra not only never prepared the report, but it represented to the
City in March 2007 in Application and Certificate for Payment No. 005,
that it had fully complied with all of its duties contained in the
Development Strategies Phase of the Construction Management
Agreement, including the preparation of the report and the obtaining of
the written agreement regarding its substance, and sought and received
payment from the City based upon that false representation. Attached
hereto as exhibit "C" and fully incorporated herein by this reference are
the applicable pages from Application and Certificate for Payment No.
005.
The entire paragraph above is inadmissible hearsay and lacks foundation. Exhibit "C" is
also hearsay and Mr. Baird has not laid any foundation as to his personal knowledge regarding
the Exhibit or even who prepared the document. As with Exhibit A, Exhibit C is not one of
Meridian's business records for purposes of I.R.E. 803(6) because it was not prepared by any
employee of the City.
d. That Petra represented it would conform its conduct to the requirements

of the administration of the Prime Contracts but acted in a manner that
was inconsistent with its representation. For example, Petra was charged
with the contractual duty and responsibility to identify and enforce
contract schedule completion dates by each Prime Contractor. With
respect to TMC, the Prime Contractor charged with performing the
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masonry work on the Project, the Prime Contract called for a substantial
of December 21, 2007. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D"
completion date ofDecember
and fully incorporated herein by this reference is that Prime Contract
between the City of Meridian and TMC, Inc. Petra, instead of actually
measuring the substantial completion date in accord with the terms of
Exhibit "D ", arbitrarily and unilaterally sought modification of the
substantial completion date to August 28, 2008, by misrepresenting to the
City, in writing, that the actual contractual substantial completion date
was August 28, 2008. Attached hereto as Exhibit Nos. "E", "F" and "G"
are true and correct copies of the Contract Change Order Nos. 1, 2, and
3, respectively, for the Prime Contractor, TMC, Inc. In Exhibit Nos. "E",
"F", and "G" the Increase/Decrease in calendar days were all "NONE"
of the Contract Change Orders; however Petra misrepresents the
in each ofthe
Substantial Completion Date in Exhibit "G" to be August 28, 2008. The
City relied on Petra's misrepresentation in approving Exhibit "G,"
Contract Change Order No.3 for TMC, Inc., which was represented to be
a Change Order that addressed only dollar costs with no additional
changes in substance, but which actually modified the contractual date
substantial completion.
The first three sentences of this testimony lack foundation and are hearsay. To the extent
that Mr. Baird is trying to describe Petra's duties under the Construction Management Contract,
that document speaks for itself. The remainder of the paragraph also lacks foundation. Exhibits,
"E", "F" and "G" are inadmissible hearsay. As with Exhibits A and Exhibit C, Exhibits E and F
are not Meridian's business records because they were not prepared by any employee of the City.
Regarding Exhibit G, except for page CM071719, it does not contain any of Meridian's business
ofl.R.E. 803(6).
records for purposes ofI.R.E.

e. That Petra represented it would act as fiduciary in a position of trust to
protect the public funds of the City, but acted in a manner that was
inconsistent with its representations. For example, in Pay Request No. 17,
for period ending March 31, 2008, Petra presented an invoice dated
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February 19, 2008 for work performed by Pac-West Interiors on the
flooring in the project structure. Attached hereto as Exhibit "H" is a true
of the invoice received from Petra and the City during
and accurate copy ofthe
the course of the Project. Attached hereto as Exhibit "H" is a true and
accurate copy of the invoice received from Petra by the City during the
course of the Project. Attached hereto as Exhibit "I" is a true and
accurate copy of the invoice produced by Petra during the course of
discovery in this matter. Exhibit "I" demonstrates that Petra charged the
City for the errors of its own superintendent. Petra's superintendant
established a floor elevation location that was in error. Once the
elevation error was discovered, Pac-West correctly billed Petra for the
error as extra work, which was outside the scope of its contract. Petra
submitted Exhibit "H" to the City for payment, without the hand writing
contained on Exhibit "1", which evidences Petra's error. The City paid
the additional Pac-West, Inc. charges based upon the false
ofPetra.
representations ofPetra.
The contents of this paragraph are inadmissible hearsay and lack foundation. Mr. Baird
has laid no foundation as to how he has personal knowledge as to any of the matters set forth in
this paragraph. Furthermore, Exhibits "H" and "1" were written and prepared by another person
and are being offered for the truth of the matter asserted and constitute inadmissible hearsay.
Consequently, neither Exhibit "H" nor Exhibit "1" are Meridian's business records for purposes
ofI.R.E.803(6). Moreover, to the extent that Mr. Baird is trying to describe Petra's duties under
the Construction Management Contract, that document speaks for itself and is the best evidence
of its contents.

f

That Petra represented it would act with honesty in its dealings with the
City but acted in a manner that was inconsistent with its representations,
one example is demonstrated by foregoing invoice, Exhibit Nos. "H" and
"I";
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This testimony is admissible hearsay and lacks foundation. Mr. Baird has provided no
admissible evidence of any representations made by Petra. To the extent he is arguing that the
Construction Management Agreement contains this representation, that document speaks for
itself and is the best evidence of its contents.
g. That Petra misrepresented the cost of the Project to induce the City to
accept bids and move forward with the Project. Attached hereto as
Exhibit "J" is a true and correct copy of Deposition Ex. No. 10, taken
from the deposition of Gene Bennett, the Project Manager for Petra for
the City ofMeridian
of Meridian City Hall Project. Mr. Bennett is the holder of the
Construction Manager's License used by Petra to qualify to be the
Construction Manager on the Project;
The first sentence is inadmissible hearsay and lacks foundation. The last sentence lacks
foundation. Mr. Baird presents no admissible evidence that provides any basis for him to testify
as to Mr. Bennett's qualifications. Also, Exhibit "J" is not one of Meridian's business records
ofl.R.E. 803(6).
for purposes ofI.R.E.

6.
Petra's representations were false, because Petra had already
ofJuly
been accruing costs included in the alleged Change Order No 2 as ofJuly
1, 2006, and as of the date of the cost estimates prior to the Phase II
bidding process, Petra knew that the cost ofthe
of the Project would exceed the
$12.2 Million Dollars Maximum Price for the Project by more than 40%.
This entire paragraph is inadmissible as Mr. Baird has no personal knowledge of these
matters, has laid no foundation as to his knowledge and certainly cannot testify as to what Petra
knew or did not know.

7.
Petra's representations were material as the City was relying on
Petra for accurate cost estimating.
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This statement is inadmissible because it states a legal conclusion which is the exclusive
province of the Court.

This is not a statement of fact of which Mr. Baird has personal

knowledge.

8.

Petra intended the City rely upon its representations.

This statement is inadmissible because Mr. Baird has no personal knowledge and has laid
no foundation to support his claim as to what Petra intended.

9.
At the time of Petra's representations, the City did not know
Petra's representations were false, as the City had hired Petra for its
staff of employees who was skilled
alleged expertise and had no one on its staffofemployees
in construction management.
This testimony is inadmissible because it lacks foundation. Meridian has not offered any
admissible evidence from any pertinent City employee involved in this matter who has testified
as to why Petra was hired or as to their state of mind during the construction phase. Mr. Baird
has not laid any foundation as to his personal knowledge regarding these matters that were going
on regarding the City Hall construction project.

10.
The City relied upon Petra's representations, which reliance was
justifiable and reasonable given Petra's alleged expertise in construction
management, which is why the City utilized a quality based selection
process to select a construction manager for the single largest project in
of the City ofMeridian.
ofMeridian.
the history ofthe
This Paragraph is inadmissible because it lacks foundation. Meridian has not offered any
admissible evidence from any City employee involved in this matter who has personal
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knowledge and who has testified as to any reliance or any selection process. Mr. Baird has not
laid any foundation as to his personal knowledge regarding these matters that were going on
regarding the City Hall construction project.

3.

CONCLUSION

Petra requests that this Court strike the Baird Affidavit in its entirety, or in the alternative,
strike the portions of the affidavit identified above.
DATED: September 2,2010.

UMB'HlREY, LLP
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225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PETRA'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorneys of
Defendant/Counterclaimant,
record submits this reply in support of its motion for summary judgment.
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A.

INTRODUCTION.

Petra filed and served its motion for summary judgment on May 6,2010. The Court set
the hearing on Petra's motion for summary judgment for June 7, 2010 at 3:30 p.m., or as soon
thereafter as counsel can be heard.

The City of Meridian ("Meridian," the "City," or the

"Owner") filed and served its response on May 24,2010. Petra subsequently vacated the hearing
and the motion has been rescheduled to be heard on September 16, 2010. This reply will briefly
address the principal issues raised by Meridian's response for which additional information and
argument is warranted.

Consequently, not every issue addressed in Meridian's response is

necessary.
B.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL ISSUES RAISED BY MERIDIAN.
1.

Meridian persists in its argument that Petra failed to perform its work in

accordance with the applicable standard of care described in the Construction Management
Agreement.
2.

Meridian claims that Petra failed to perform its duties under the

Construction Management Agreement.
3.

Meridian argues that Petra's claims are barred by Section 7 of the

Construction Management Agreement.
4.

Meridian asserts that it never accepted Petra's work under the

Construction Management Agreement.
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5.

Meridian claims that Petra's alleged unilateral conduct cannot modify the

express written terms of the Construction Management Agreement.
6.

Meridian asserts that the Cardinal Change Doctrine is not applicable.

7.

Meridian alleges that the Construction Management Agreement does not

preclude claims by Meridian against Petra.

c.

RESPONSE TO MERIDIAN'S ARGUMENT

1.

Petra performed its work in accordance with the applicable standard
of care.

Meridian urges that Petra did not perform its work within the applicable standard of care
and again, points to the Pac-West invoice contained in Pay Application No. 17. The Pac-West
invoice is addressed in the Affidavit of Tom Coughlin that will be filed on September 13,2010
in response to Meridian's Motion for Leave to file Amended Complaint and Add Punitive
Damages. Mr. Coughlin's testimony establishes that the handwritten notes on the Pac-West
invoice were made by him following a meeting with Keith Watts. At the end of the meeting,
Keith Watts asked Mr. Coughlin to obtain additional information on a number of the invoices.
After gathering the requested information, Mr. Coughlin emailed Mr. Watts a number of
documents, including the Pac-West invoice with his handwritten notes, along with all of the
back-up documentation.! What is truly outrageous is that Meridian has continued to point to the

I

This email will be attached to Mr. Coughlin's affidavit.
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Pac-West invoice, in support of its claim that Meridian and Petra's records "do not match," when
all along Meridian had the Pac-West invoice with Coughlin's handwriting in its own records. 2
Meridian's only evidence to support the alleged "fraud" consists only of its claim that, "[i]t is
apparent that the writing on the face of the invoice maintained by Petra was covered or erased
made.,,3 As set forth above, this claim is
City'S copy of the Pac-West invoice being made."}
prior to the City's
totally unfounded and false as shown by its own records as evidenced by a copy of the invoice
produced by Meridian as CMOlO015. As the Coughlin email shows.Mr. Watts received a copy
of the Pac-West invoice with Mr. Coughlin's handwritten notes, along with the backup
documentation, and then he authorized payment. Meridian apparently observes no boundaries
when weaving its fictional tale of fraud.
2.

Petra performed its duties under the Construction Management
Agreement in accordance with the applicable standard of care.

Rather than present evidence to support its claim that Petra failed to perform its duties
under the Construction Management Agreement, Meridian devotes substantially all of its
argument to attacking Petra's evidence that LCA, MTI, Heery, and Meridian's own employees
signed off on the Project or "passed" the Work that was managed by Petra. Petra will not
reiterate its prior argument related to this issue and would simply direct the Court to its moving
argument and the evidence cited therein.

Mr. Coughlin's affidavit establishes that Meridian had a copy of the Pac-West invoice with his handwritten notes
in its records as reflected by a copy of the invoice produced by Meridian as CMOIOOI5.
CMOI0015.
3 Memorandum in Opposition to Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 4.
2
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Meridian's claim that the issuance of the Certificates of Occupancy by its building
department is of no significance to this Court's analysis is simply not logical. The fact that
Certificates of Occupancy were issued is very relevant because upon their issuance, Petra's
duties under the Construction Management Agreement were concluded. Petra cited to ample
legal authority in its moving brief regarding this issue. This is yet another example of Petra's
reliance and understanding that all of the Work that it managed had been completed in a
satisfactory manner.
Meridian argues that the legal authorities cited by Petra are "not relevant or controlling"
because some of the cases cited involve personal injury and tort claims, whereas this case
involves a contract. Petra is aware that this case is a contract dispute; however it is Meridian
who has alleged that Petra has not acted within the applicable standard of care akin to a
professional negligence action. Meridian also ignores the fact that it has requested this Court's
permission to amend its complaint to include fraud claims. Meridian's claim that it has never
"accepted" Petra's work is contradicted by its conduct as set forth in Petra's summary judgment
documents.
Meridian has asserted five, unsubstantiated "breaches" by Petra.

Each of these

"breaches" can be easily addressed. (1) "Petra's attempts to defraud the City by submitting false
pay applications." Meridian cites to no evidence.

(2) "Petra's failure to administer Prime

Contracts for the economic benefit of the City (i.e. waiving Millions of Dollars in Liquidated
Damages) is a breach of the CMA and is grossly negligent." Meridian cites to no evidence. (3)
PETRA'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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"Petra's failure to protect the City against defective and deficient work by the Prime Contractors
is a breach of the CMA." Meridian cites only to Ted Baird's affidavit that refers to alleged
defects in the Project; however, all identified defects are either design-related or warranty issues
as addressed in the various affidavits and briefing Petra has filed in this case. (4) "Petra's failure
to keep and maintain records describing hourly services with particularity as required by the
CMA and simply block billing employees' time is a breach of the CMA." Meridian cites Ted
Baird's affidavit that only contains this blanket statement, but no supporting documentation. (5)
"Petra's double billing is a breach of the CMA." Meridian cites to the Pac-West bill; this claim
is refuted by Meridian's own records as noted above.
3.

Section 7 of the Construction Management Agreement does not bar
Petra's claims.

Meridian claims that Petra's Change Order No.2 is barred because Meridian never
approved the additional work under Section 7. The City does not and cannot dispute that Petra
did the work in bringing the Project to completion and, therefore, Petra is entitled to payment.
Petra addressed this issue at length in its moving brief and will not reiterate its argument again
here.
Meridian asserts that under Section 2.2.1 of the Construction Management Agreement,
Petra's argument in Section 5 is barred; however, there is no Section 2.2.1 contained in the
Construction Management Agreement.

PETRA'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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Petra is compelled to respond to Meridian's claim that it is "trying to sneak one in the
backdoor" because it did not once increase the "CM Fee" in its Project Cost Summaries.,,4 Petra
first disclosed the additional estimated CM fee in the August 28, 2007 cost estimate. A line item
for an additional construction manger's fee was included in every subsequent cost estimate,
budget, and report, including the Final Cost Estimate. The amount included in the Final Cost
Estimate delivered on February 28, 2008 included a line item of $376,808 as an estimate of
Petra's additional CM fee for extra work that was subsequently requested in Change Order No
2.
Meridian claims that Petra has not provided any documents showing that Petra sought and
received Meridian's approval prior to any proposed changes in services. Paragraph 7 does not
require that the notification be in writing, as provided for in some other sections of the
Construction Management Agreement.

4.

Meridian accepted Petra's work under the Construction Management
Agreement.

Petra addressed at length, in its moving brief, all of Meridian's conduct that expressly
showed that it accepted Petra's services in managing the Work. Petra will simply refer the Court
to its initial briefing on the issues of waiver and estoppel.

5.

4

The course of conduct of the parties was not "unilateral."

Memorandwn in Opposition to Petra's Motion for Swnmary Judgment, p. 13.
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Meridian totally ignores its conduct in the course of dealing with Petra. The course of
conduct of the parties is evident in their meetings, correspondence and verbal communications.
For Meridian to claim that Petra "unilaterally" varied the terms of the contract is simply not
supported by the evidence.
6.

The Cardinal Change Doctrine applies in this case.

Meridian argues that the Cardinal Change Doctrine does not apply when the project
constructed was essentially the same as the one it contracted to construct. Clearly, adding more
than 20,000 square feet and a basement alone is not a minor change. These two facts do not even
include all of the expensive and substantial upgrades specifically identified in Patra's moving
papers.
7. The Construction Management Agreement Precludes Meridian's Claims.
Meridian's goal in this case is transparent - it wants high-end construction management
work for free. Petra followed everyone of Meridian's instructions, including the significant
expansion both in physical size and complexity and now the City simply does not want to pay.
Meridian cites to its attorney, Franklin Lee's affidavit as an explanation for Paragraph 2.1.4 in
support of its position that paragraph 2.1.4 does not mean exactly what it says it means. Mr. Lee
drafted the Construction Management Agreement for Meridian. It is well-established in Idaho
that written documents, if ambiguous, should be construed against the drafter. See Suchan v.
Suchan, 113 Idaho 102, 108, 741 P.2d 1289, 1295 (1986), citing Morgan v. Firestone Tire &

PETRA'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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Rubber Co., 68 Idaho 506, 519, 201 P.2d 976 (1948). While it is Petra's position that the
language is not ambiguous, if this Court determines that it is, then it should be construed against
Meridian. Meridian would like to turn this well-established authority on its head and actually
provides testimony, from its own attorney/drafter, to testify as to a meaning that suits Meridian's
argument. Therefore, in Meridian's view the law should provide that an ambiguous document
should be construed in favor of the drafter and the drafter determines the meaning of the very
language that he so artlessly drafted!
D.

CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, Petra respectfully requests the Court to grant its motion for
summary judgment.
DATED: September 9,2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on 9th of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
th
225 North 9 Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

o
~
o
o
o

u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-1529
E- il:
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com

NAVA~IitO, Clerk
J. DAVIO NAVA"IitO,
By J. RANOALl
DEPUTY

Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, AN IDAHO
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION,
Case No. 09-07257
Plaintiff,

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G.
WALKER DATED SEPTEMBER 9,

v.

2010
PETRA, INCORPORATED, AN IDAHO
CORPORATION. ,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) SS.

County of Ada

)

I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED SEPTEMBER 9,2010

PAGEl
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I.

DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra
I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant,

Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2.

I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Opposition to Meridian's Motion to

Strike the Affidavits of Bennett, Coughlin, Frank and Lemley.
3.

I am one of the custodians of records of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, which include

memoranda, legal documents, reports, correspondence, emails, records, research and data
compilations, in various forms that are kept in the course of Cosho Humphrey, LLP's regularly
conducted business activity, and which are made and maintained as the regular practice of
Cosho Humphrey, LLP.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of Petra's Supplemental

Response to Meridian's First Set oflnterrogatories dated June 10,2010.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of relevant excerpts of

Petra's Response to Meridian's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production and
Request for Admissions served on August 21,2009.

6.

Meridian deposed Jack Lemley on June 16, 2010 from 9:00 a.m. until 4:12 p.m.

and again on July 28, 20 II0
0 from 9:00 a.m. until 4:28 p.m.

7.

Meridian deposed Jerry Frank on March 3, 2010 from 9:30 a.m. until 2:12 p.m.

8.

Meridian deposed Tom Coughlin on February 26th from 9:30 a.m. until 4:18 p.m.;

th
on March 44th
from 9:30 a.m. until 1:39 p.m.; and on June 21 stst from 8:38 a.m. until 4:16 p.m.
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9.

until 4:50 p.m.;
Meridian deposed Gene Bennett on February 19th from 9:30 a.m. until4:50

on April 20th from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.; on April 21 st from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. on
June 22nd from 8:59 a.m. until 3:58 p.m.; and on J e

ASG.W

q

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this q-=----..........__ ayof
ay of September, 2010.

~R.~
~R~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 9th day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhnnan, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

D

~

D
D
D

u.S. Mail
U.S.
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsi . e
E
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EXHIBIT

IA
I-AThomas G. Walker (lSB 1856)
MacKenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Case No. CV OC 0907257
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

PETRA INCORPORATED'S
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED
JUNE 10,2010 TO THE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

Defendant.

DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its undersigned
Defendant/Counterclaimant,
counsel, pursuant to Rules 33 and 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, supplements its
response to the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, City of Meridian's (Meridian) First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, served on or about July 22, 2009 as
follows:

PETRA INCORPORATED'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED JUNE 10,2010
TO THE CITY OF MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
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INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Identify each and every person Petra expects to call as an
expert witness at any hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name,
home address, business address and telephone number; (b) educational background; (c)
experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify; (d) subject matter on which he is
expected to testify; (e) substance of the facts and opinions to which he is expected to testify and a
summary of the grounds for each opinion; and (f) manner in which such expert became familiar
with the facts of this case.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE:
(a)(I) Jack K. Lemley, Lemley International, 604 No. 16th Street, Boise, Idaho, (208)
345-5226.
(b)

See Curriculum Vitae of Jack K. Lemley attached hereto, Bates numbered

PETRA 96940 - 96943.
(a)(2)

Richard K. Bauer, P.E., Lemley International, 604 No. 16th Street, Boise, Idaho

83702, (208) 345-5226.
(b)

See Curriculum Vitae of Richard K. Bauer, attached hereto, Bates numbered

Petra95956-95957.
(c)

See Mr. Lemley's transmittal letter and report dated June 10, 2010, attached

hereto as Bates Nos. PETRA96938-96939. See also Affidavit of Jack K. Lemley dated April
30,2010 and filed in Opposition to City of Meridian's Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and to Add a Claim for Punitive Damages.

PETRA INCORPORATED'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED JUNE 10,2010
TO THE CITY OF MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
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(d) through (f) See Mr. Lemley's transmittal letter and report dated June 10, 2010,
attached hereto as Bates Nos. PETRA96938-96939. See also Affidavit of Jack K. Lemley dated
April 30, 2010 and filed in Opposition to City of Meridian's Motion for Leave to File First

Amended Complaint and to Add a Claim for Punitive Damages.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: All documents either used to respond to any

of the interrogatories served on you in this action.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: See documents produced herewith in support of

-Remainder ofthis
of this page left blank-

PETRA INCORPORATED'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED JUNE 10,2010
TO THE CITY OF MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
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Supplemental Response to Interrogatory No. 16 above.

DATED: June 10, 2010 .

Attorneys for De e <iantiCounterc1aimant, Petra
Incorporated

PETRA INCORPORATED'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED JUNE 10,2010
TO THE CITY OF MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF IDAHO )
):ss.
)
County of Ada
Jerry Frank, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
That he is the President of the Defendant Petra Incorporated in the above-entitled action;
that he has read the foregoing Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories
and Requests for Production of Documents that by his own personal knowledge he knows the
contents thereof; and, that the facts therein stated are true, correct and accurate to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 10th day of June, 2009 a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
P.A.
th
225 North 9 Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

D
D
D

[gI

D

u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
il:
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RICHARD K. BAUER, P.E
Mr. Bauer bas over 3S years of experience in the Heavy Gvil Construction Industry in positions including
Project Director. Project Manager. Site Manager, Resident Engineer. Construction Supervisor.
Supervisor, Engineer,
Engineer, Estimator, and Surveyor. Mr. Bauer has worked on projects in both the United
CostlScheduling Engineer.
States and abroad, including heavy civil, building. process, and marine projects. IDs duties have been in
management, estimating, project controls, design, and performing the work. International experience
includes managing RF Broadcast Projects on site in Europe, South Asia and Africa as well as
infrastructure projects. which included an international aiIport,
aiIporl, in Saudi Arabia, Palestinian West Bank
Territories and the Gaza Strip. Work in the US includes nuclear power plant construction and refueling,
thermal power plant construction and servicing, a marine project, a copper refinery and currently he is the
Project Director for a large historic restoration and expansion job.
WORK EXPERIENCE
Program Direttor
Direetor
Mr. Bauer is currently the Program Director for the Idaho State Capitol Restoration and Additions Program.
He is directing the construction management services provided by the Lemley-3DII
Lemley-3DIl joint venture to the State
of Idaho for this $130 million design and construction program, which includes Historic Preservation of the
. 100 year oId·ldaho
old·ldaho State Capitol, Construction of2 new underground structures connected to the Capitol and
. Remodeling of 4 other buildings on the Capitol Mall.
Consultant
Mr. Bauer has provided consulting services on various·
various projects including the London Underground,
Boston "Big Dig," Dallas-Fort Worth Airport people mover and the Connecticut-Yankee Nuclear Power
Plant decommissioning. The Services included program review, litigation support, schedule review, and
estimating.
Project Manager
Mr. Bauer was the Project Manager, Site Manager, or Resident Engineer on a series of projects installing
Broadcast antennas, Support structures up to 400' in height, RF transmission, & RF Switching systems at
and overseas. The projects ranged from a month to a year in·duration and up
various locations in the US aIid
to $20 million ~ value.
.
Management Consultant
As part of a Management Consultant team, Mr. Bauer wu hired by the Palestinian Infrastructure Authority·
to assist in establishing project management systems and providing supervision to over 100 emergency
construction projects financed through the World Bank in the Palestinian West Bank Territories and the
Gaza Strip. The projects included water distribution, sewage collection, road improvements, and school
C()nstruction.
construction.

Supervisor

Mr. Bauer supervised all of
Modernization Project.

th~

contractors on the night shift for the $200 million Copper Refinery

Project Manager
Mr. Bauer was responsible for the construction of a $7 million project for pre-casting polymer concrete
filcility.
electrolyte cells at the vendor's facility.
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Project Administration
AdminiStntiOD

Mr. Bauer was .responsible for the on-site project administration, subcontract administration, and field
Navy•.
procurement functions on a $7.S million marine structure job for the US Navy•.
Project Coordinator
Mr. Bauer was responsible for coordination of engineering manufacturing and field operations on a $50
million Voice ofAmerica
of America Broadcast Antenna Project He coordinated the formulation andncgotiation
and negotiation ofthe
of the
major subcontractors. Also.
Also, he supervised the steel erection on the job sites in MorOcco and Thailand
P~oject
P~oject Manager

of public utility contracts. The responsibilities.
responsibilities, which
Mr. Bauer was directly responsible for the execution ofpublic
l?-veraged
l?overaged $6-8 million, included; concrete construction, concrete remedial work, cathodic protection,
underground power and telecom, and a 2-meter diameter pipeline.
Supervisor
Mr. Bauer supervised the cost/schedule group assigned to the public facilities area on an international allport
project in Saudi Arabia.

EDUCATION
-

-

B.S. Civil EngiJleering
Engipeering - San Jose "State University
Project Management Development Conference Training
ArcbitectlEngineer Law
Practical Architect/Engineer
I, II,
m concrete Inspection
Level I.
rr. and ill
B, and C Management Systems Software
ARTIMES A. B.

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS

-

Licensed Construction Manager - Idaho
Professional Engineer - Idaho
Licensed Land Surveyor - Idaho
mDivision 2 inspection Engineer
ASME Qualified - Section ill
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604 N. 16th Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
tel I 208.345.5226
fax I 208.345.5254
www.lemleyinternational.com

June 10,2010

Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Re: The New Meridian City Hall Project
Dear Mr. Walker,
Attached is my written statement of opinions pursuant to the Complaint by the City of
Meridian, Idaho against Petra, Incorporated in relation to the New Meridian City Hall
Project.
I am President and CEO of Lemley International (LI), located in Boise, ID, USA.
Founded in 1988, U has provided schedule analysis, claims review, cost estimates and
expert analysis and testimony related to disputes arising from major engineering and
construction projects worldwide. In addition, as part of a joint venture,
venture, LI has provided
Construction Management (CM) services on major local building projects. U's
principals have in-depth engineering, construction and the project management
technical and management issues related to
experience that allow us to understand the technical
Construction Management, and to evaluate the issues between the parties.
In addition to receiving a B.A. degree in Architecture from the University of Idaho, I
have been active in supporting higher education on a continuing basis for which I have
received two honorary doctorate degrees. My specialized training has come through 50

l
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years in successful senior management positions on a variety of infrastructure & building
design and construction projects in the developed as well as the developing worlds.
Representative international project experience includes serving as the Chief Executive
Officer of the owner consortium for the design and construction of the English Channel
Tunnel Project and served as Chainnan of the British Olympic Development Authority.
My CV is attached.
In fonning an opinion on this project, LI has:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Visited the City Hall and Plaza
Met with the Petra Senior Project and Corporate Staff
o Jerry Frank
o Gene Bennett
o Tom Coughlin
Reviewed the Contract between the City and Petra, as well as the City and LCA
Reviewed the City'S
City's complaint and amended complaint
Reviewed Petra's responses and counterclaim
Reviewed witness statements by:
o Ted Baird
o Keith Watts
o Gene Bennett
o Jerry Frank
Reviewed the budgets and their development
Reviewed the Monthly Project Reports
Reviewed Excerpts from City Council meetings

We appreciate the opportunity to serve you on this matter.
Sincerely,

Jack K. Lemley
President & CEO
Attachments:
Statement of Opinion
JKL-CV
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JACK K. LEMLEY
Jack Lemley has over 50 years of inanagement
management experience in international industrial infrastructure and design and
construction. This experience encompasses a broad cross section of the management of engineering and construction
work, including heavy civil construction, mining, power generation, industrial and institutional building projects. His
work has ranged from direct involvement at the general manager level to marketing, contract negotiations, and finance.
Currently, he is serving as president and chief executive officer of a civil construction consulting firm.
Mr. Lemley has the experience and knowledge of people and situations which allow him to speak with authority on
pursuing practical solutions to construction-related problems. He is familiar with long-range planning, owner relations,
finance, labor relatioJ;ls,
relatio~s, and other operational aspects from the point of view of an engineer, and contractors, as well as
that of owner's representation. Mr. Lemley is professionally involved with the International Tunneling Association and
a member of numerous major professional societies, which makes him well acquainted with the principal issues and
senior people in the construction industry.

EXPERIENCE
President and Chief Executive Officer
Lemley International - headquartered in Boise, Idaho, is a management-consulting firm established to serve public
and private clients worldwide in the engineering/construction industry. This company offers project management
and technical support services for organization/planning, cost estimating, procurement, safety and quality assurance,
equipment selection/maintenance, scheduling, and underground development and tunneling. In addition, Lemley
International provides services for constructions and program management, labor consultation, claims support and
resolution, and pier review board participation.
Projects in which Mr. Lemley has either lead or consulted for include the following:
Member Dispute Adjudication Board - Railway Bosphorus Tube Crossing Construction, Upgrading,
Tunnels and Stations.
Technical review of Athens Metro tunneling operations
Expert testimony for ICC arbitration on the Great Man-Made River Project between the government of
Libya and a Brazilian contractor Petrobras
Cost Recovery Analysis for Boston's Central Arteryffunnel
Consultation for the Los Angeles Metro Rail project
Participation on the Disputes Review Board for the Hong Kong Airport
Board of Review for New Zealand's Second Manipuri Power Station Tailrace Tunnel
Value Engineering review for California's Inland Feeder project
Hong Kong's Strategic Sewage Disposal Scheme
Athens Greece Metro Technical Advisor
FERMI National Laboratory, Super Conducting Super Collider
Technical Advisor and consultant on the MINOS experiment at FERMI labs
Member of a Pier Review Board for the Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste Disposal Facility

Chairman
As chairman of the 2012 Olympics, Mr. Lemley oversaw the delivery of the infrastructure and venues needed for
the 2012 Olympics, including the main stadium, aquatic center, athlete housing, and related transportation systems.
This massive project also included extensive regeneration of the Lower Lea Valley
VaHey to develop the master plan and
build the Olympic Park. Furthermore, Mr. Lemley was responsible for developing a plan and budget consistent
with the 7 year Olympic Development Plan. Mr. Lemley created an exceptional team to present his vision.
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
American Ecology - headquartered in Boise, Idaho, is an environmental service company. It is the parent company
for operating entities that provide low-level radioactive and chemical hazardous waste management. Through its
US Ecology unit, the company operates a low-level nuclear waste disposal facility in Washington State for the
Northwest Compact facility and received a license approval for a simiTar facilityifi California for the Southwest
materialprOOtisSing facility in
Compact at Ward Valley. Furthermore, American Ecology operated a nuclear waste materialprOOtlsSing
Oakridge, Tennessee.
Oakridge,Tennessee.
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Through its American Ecology Chemical Services unit, the company operates chemical waste disposal facilities in
both Nevada and Texas. Services provided by the company include waste packaging, transportation, consulting,
pretreatment, and disposals, fuels blending, recycling and clean-up services.

Performance Review
On behalf of Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company Mr. Lemley reviewed a Lump Sum Contract to
decommission & dismantle their Haddam Neck Nuclear Power Plant. The review in consultation with the Power
Company's attorneys resulted in the Contract being successfully terminated. Following that, Mr. Lemley
successfully testified on behalf of the Power Company's Rate Case in front of the Federal Energy Regl,llatory
Commission. Two civil suits were filed, one by the Power Company against the Contractor and one by the
Contractor against the Power Company. Mr. Lemley gave depositions in both suits leading to a favorable settlement
(via mediation) for the Power Company.
Performance Review
. The Estate of Stone & Webster retained Mr. Lemley to assist them in the collection of an E&O Insurance Policy in
relation to a Lump Sum contract with Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company for the decommission & dismantling
of their Wiscasset, Maine Nuclear Power Plant. Mr. Lemley has given a report & deposition and is scheduled to
testify when the case is tried in a Massachusetts court.
Audit Performance
Central Artery / Tunnel, Boston, Massachusetts - Performed a quality audit of the permanent facility. Supported the
MA Turnpike Authority in their analysis of overcharges and improper performance by the PM and other
Contractors. Approximate value of consulting of$2 million, project value of
of$14.5
$14.5 billion.
Performance Review
Lemley and Associates - London Underground Ltd. - Reviewed the performance of a joint venture contractor
charged with implementing a new communication contract for the entire subway system. Approximate consulting
contract value of $3 million, project value of $5 billion.
Chief Executive Officer
TML - Channel Tunnel Project - From the Spring of 1989 until the project was successfully completed in
December, 1993, Mr. Lemley was CEO of Transmanche-Link, a Joint Venture often major European contractors,
five British and five French, contracted to preform engineering. As Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Lemley was
responsible for the overall performance of the work. An excess of 14,000 people were employed on the project, the
worlds' largest privately financed (with no governmental assistance or guarantees) construction project valued in an
excess of $21 billion.
Super ConductingCollider
Conducting Collider
Mr. Lemley participated as a member on the Department of Energy Advisory Board for the design and construction
of the overall facility. Consulting contract valued $500 thousand, project value $1.1 billion.
Senior Vice President - Construction Division
Morrison Knudsen - Mr. Lemley was responsible for directing all engineering and construction activities as well as
exercising general supervision over all division's; estimating, accounting, purchasing, warehousing, and general
office functions. He reviewed project development to determine the progress of work and efficiency of operations.
These projects included; marine, underground, heavy, civil, mining developments, transportation systems, military
works, and utility and industrial programs. Additional responsibilities included maintaining amicable relationships
with company clients and promoting satisfactory relations with government agencies, other business concerns, and
the general public.
Group Vice President, Heavy, and Marine Group
Morrison Knudsen - As Heavy and Marine Group Vice President, Mr. Lemley was responsible for overall domestic
and international operations as well as for group administration and personnel. He supervised seven division vice
presidents and two subsidiary president involved in the day-to-day execution of the management, engineering, and
construction activity of the group.
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Furthennore, Mr. Lemely was responsible for overall management of several major projects including the $800
million OK Tedi Gold and Copper Mine Development in Papua, New Guinea, the $300 million Trans-Panama
Pipeline, and the $1.9 billion Cerrejon Coal Mine, Railroad, and Port Facility in Columbia, and the 1-90 P.M. in
.
Bellevue-Seattle, Washington.

General Manager,
Morrison Knudsen, King Khalid Military City Project, Saudi Arabia Consortium - Mr. Lemley was in charge of the
overall management ofthe $1.3 billion King Khalid Military City project to build a city for 70,000 people in the
Eastern Province of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. As prime contractor, work involved the design and construction
of city infrastructure and erection of construction plant facilities for pre-cast concrete aggregates and bituminous
products, including the world's largest pre-cast element manufacturing facility; maintenance and operation of
communications and utilities; life support and logistics services; prototype construction for the Military City; and
assistance to the Corps of Engineers in management of other construction contractors.

Vice President, Special Assignments (Marketing)
Morrison Knudsen - Mr. Lemley directed marketing, sales, and business development of design and construction
projects for the civil, mechanical, underground, transportation systems, and marine areas of domestic operations and
provided market support for international operations. From 1977 to 1978, he served as Vice President, Special
Assignments, assisting the Executive Vice President of Morrison-Knudsen's North American operations in
administration and coordination of the activities in the seven North American perfonnance centers, covering the
United States and Canada.
General Manager
Guy F. Atkinson Company - Heavy Industrial and Power Division - Mr. Lemley's management responsibilities
included construction of steel mills, pulp and paper plants as well as nuclear, fossil fuel, hydropower plants and 5
sections ofI-5 Freeway thru downtown Seattle.
General Manager
Walsh Construction Company (Subsidiary of Guy F. Atkinson Co.) - As General Manager of the Heavy Industrial
Division, Mr. Lemley's management responsibilities including construction of steel mills, pulp, paper, and cement
plants as well as nuclear, fossil fuel, hydro and power plants.
Contracts and Engineering Manager, Water Tunnel Contractors
Guy F. Atkinson - Mr. Lemley served as Contracts and Engineering Manager for Water Tunnel Contractors, a sixcompany joint venture. He supervised all engineering and administration of three contiguous prime contracts and
various subcontracts for New York City Water Tunnel No.3 held by a 6 company lV.
J.V. The tunnel complex under
the City of New York was 13.5 miles long with 44 vertical shafts, 3 large valve chambers with the lining, passing
through and beneath extremely diverse and complex physical, political, and cultural areas.
Project Manager, Walsh-Canonie Joint Venture
7-mile-Iong dam for the Ludington, Michigan, a
Mr. Lemley directed operations for the construction of a 7-mile-long
2000MGW hydroelectric pumped storage plant
plant....
President
Healthcare Inc. - Mr. Lemley was responsible for supervising overall business activity including marketing, claims,
and contract development for a small health care contraction company.
Assistant Project Engineer and Shift Superintendent
Guy F. Atkinson Company -Mica Dam Contractors - Mr. Lemley served as Assistant Project Engineer mangaging
the initiation of operations for construction ofa 800' high earth and rock fill dam and U.G. Powerhouse.
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Education
BA Architecture University ofIdaho (1960)
Professional Registrations
Chartered Civil Engineer #443241 (UK)
UKFEANI Registered European Engineer, UK
Chartered Engineer, UK

Professional Affiliations
Fellow, ASCE
Fellow, Institution of Civil Engineers, London
Fellow, American Arbitration Association, American Underground Space Association, British Tunneling
Society, International Tunneling Association
Life Member, U.S. National Committee on Tunneling Technology
20 Year Member U.S. Committee Large Dams
Member, The Moles
Member, The Beavers
Member of American Military Engineers
Member of Worshipful Engineers, UK
Founding Member of the Disputes Review Board Foundation
Member of Worshipful Engineers London U.K.

Awards
2009
Trustee Emeritus College of Idaho
2007
Engineer of the Year, Idaho State University
2006
Honary Doctor of Science Degree Albertson's College ofIdaho
American Society of Civil Engineers Outstanding Projects and Leaders (OPAL) Award
2005
2004
National Academy of Construction Induction
2003
Distinguished Alumni Award, North Idaho College
1999
Engineering News-Record, "125 Years ... 125 Top People" selection
1998
Honorary Doctor of Science Degree, University of Idaho
1997
Idaho's Hall of Fame Association, Outstanding Achievement in Industry
1996
Honorary Commander of the Excellent Order of the British Empire
1994
British Construction Industry Awards, Special Award for Channel Tunnel
1994
ASCE - John I. Parcel-Leif J. Sverdrup Engineering Management Award
1994
Civil Engineering Management Award
1993
Michigan State University Dean's Award for Distinguished Contributors to Engineering Science, Design,
and Practice
1992
Golden Beaver Award for Supervision
1992
ACEC Fellow - Distinguished Award of Merit
1992
American Underground Space Association Award of Merit
1991
Engineering News-Record "Man of the Year"
1991
ASCE Construction Management Award
University ofIdaho Alumni Hall of Fame
1991
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VS. Petra Inc.
City of Meridian vs.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley

Introduction:
In 2006, during a period of unprecedented growth, the City of Meridian (City), entered a
contract with Petra Incorporated. (petra). Under the Construction Management
Agreement (Petra Contract or Contract), Petra acted as the City's agent for Construction
Management (CM or Petra») for the new Meridian City Hall project. In the Petra Contract
Meridian described the project as shown below:
Owner desires to abate and demolish the existing structures on the site (27 E. Broadway,
hall facility thereon consisting ofa
of a four story
Meridian, Idaho) and develop a new city hallfacility
of standard Class A office space and
structure with approximately 80, 000 square feet ofstandard
related improvements with surface parking (the Project).
The Contract stated the "Owner's maximum price for the construction of the Project" is
$12,200,000.
Under the Contract Petra's services were intended to extend over a 6 month
preconstruction phase and an 18 month construction phase. The Contract described the
general scope of the Petra's services as:
..to
.. to do all things, or, when appropriate, require Architect and each Contractor to do all
things necessary, appropriate or convenient to achieve the end result desired by the
set forth in this article 4.
owner including, but not limited to, those tasks setforth
Under the Contract, inspection and testing services were not included in Petra's scope
and there is no cost for inspectors included in Petra's rate schedule. The City was
responsible for all inspection and testing. The Contract states:
of the Work as may be mandated
Owner shall provide all required testing or inspection ofthe
by law, the Construction Documents or the Construction Contracts.
Based on the agreed scope of services, budget, project size, schedule and complexity
Petra agreed to a fee of $574,000; not-to-exceed reimbursable staff expenses of$29,818
for preconstruction and $249,994 for construction phase services at an agreed rate
schedule; and reimbursable general conditions expenses at the cost incurred by Petra. It is
the opinion of Lemley International (LI) that the agreed compensation to Petra was
reasonable for the Project described in the Contract, and the Contract included a

I Petra was hired as a construction manager not-at-risk. Under the construction manager-not-at-risk (agent)
model, the construction manager contracts with the owner to provide a variety of services such as
construction scheduling and coordination, but does not guarantee the price or the product of the
construction project. Under the construction manager-at-risk model, which does not apply in this case, the
construction manager typically guarantees the maximum price for a project, and enters in to the contracts
with the trade contractors and suppliers. The at-risk approach is not much different from the traditional
general contractor role, except that the construction manager may be involved early on in the preconstruction and design phases of a project.
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
provision (para 7) for changing the compensation to Petra should the size, complexity,
schedule, budget or other aspects of the project change significantly.
LCA Architects, PA (LCA) is described as the Owner's Architect, and LCA was already
under contract to the city, when Petra was hired. The Contract states "the owner has
retained LCA Architects, PA ...... to provide professional architectural services for the
project," and that Petra shall "consult and coordinate with the architect as needed" to
fulfill Petra's duties. It should be noted that Petra's scope of service does not include
being the "agent of the Owner" in regard to the Owner's Architect, LCA. Petra was only
required to act as the owner's representative in regard to the construction contracts. The
city managed the contract with LCA directly (not though Petra), even to the extent that
the cost for LCA was not included in the budgets submitted by Petra and the payments to
LCA were not processed through Petra like the payments for the construction contracts.
However, the payments to Petra were approved by LCA. It should also be noted that the
four story structure, 80,000sftotal
80,000sftota1 size, and the standard class A office space descriptions
as well as $12,200,000 budget were not stated in the IlJulO6
IIJulO6 contract between the city
and LCA. However, the LCA contract does refer to the Petra Contract, which was not
final until Aug06. This infers the architect was likely aware of the general building
parameters, which were included in the Petra Contract. Finally LI noted the City did not
name and Authorized Representative for the LCA Contract.

The proj~ct
proj~ct described in the Petra Contract was simply never designed. In reviewing the
budget history LI sees no indication that even a preliminary design of an 80,000 sf
building was provided to Petra to estimate. Rather, under the management and direction
of the city, LCA prepared a design for a building consisting of3 stories plus a basement
and totaling approximately 100,000 sf. Instead of standard Class A office space, the
building had a number of special features including a large column free council chamber,
200-year exterior cladding, special high quality mechanical and electrical systems,
finished individual offices in lieu of open office space and LEEDS silver certification.
The project as designed by LCA, under the city's management, was a significantly larger,
more complex, higher quality and more expensive project than the project described in
the Petra Contract.
Petra prepared and submitted estimates as well performed the value engineering for the
design provided by LCA at the various design phases as required. The city, in particular
the Mayor's Building Committee, was kept fully informed in regard to the estimated cost
of the project as designed, and Petra managed the construction aspects of the project to
the budgets as presented during the design phases. However, the design drove the growth
in the project, and the design was a product of Meridian City and the architect, which was
managed directly by the city.
In LI's opinion Petra exercised the care, skill, diligence and judgment that would
ordinarily be expected under the contract, and Petra helped the city obtain a quality
project for a fair price. Although the project differs significantly from the project
described in Petra's contract.
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
In LI's opinion the current dispute is in part a product of the changing times. The strong
growth being experienced by Meridian in 2006 and 2007, when they were making the
decisions that shaped the project, had all but stopped by 2009 when the city sued Petra.
This is a dispute about paying the construction manager for the services that were
provided. It is also about attempting to attribute to Petra some of Meridian's
responsibility for the project decisions and the quality control inspections for which the
city retained responsibility. The examples used to support the allegations in the complaint
documents are insignificant when compared to Petra's 3 years of work on the project.
Various items from the city's complaint documents are discussed below:
There was no Authorization for Petra to provide services Under Change Order No, 2 (CO
02):
The work under CO 02 could not be separated from the original contract work. There was
no point in the project when Petra or the City could say the project described in the
contract was complete and Petra needed authorization to move forward on the work in
proposed CO 02. As the city made the decisions to accept designs, accept budgets, not
accept the value engineering proposals from Petra and award contracts that exceeded
$12.2mil,
$ 12.2mil, the increased size and complexity of the project gradually became fixed. This
growth in the project occurred mainly between January and July 2007. In July 2007 the
budgets began indicating the added costs for Petra's effort in obtaining the LEED
certification and for CM services related to correcting the contaminated soils problem.
The JulO7
Ju107 budget was presented to the city council and discussed at the council meeting
on 24Ju107. The figures presented on 24Ju107
24JulO7 were based on actual bids for the building
shell, mechanical-electrical-plumbing (MEP), and interior finishes (Tenant Improvements
- TI). This was everything except for some site work. To LI it is clear that the Meridian
City Council intended at that point to have a $20+million project for Petra to manage.
Budgets starting with 31 Aug07 all show a fee increase for Petra due to growth in project.
In Aug07 it was $367,408. On 5Nov07 Petra submitted a letter stating the fee and
reimbursable salary cost for the increase in project size was $353,808 based on an
estimate of$19.6mil excluding contaminated soil work and management. By 12Dec07
this figure was refined to $376,808 based on a total estimate of$20Amii excluding
demolition, abatement, and contaminated soil work. The $376,808 figure was carried as
the budget for Petra performing this extra work through the end of the project.
The city was consistent in that they did not issue formal change orders to Petra, which
would clearly authorize added work, until after the work was complete. Change Order
No. 1 (CO 01) for the management of the contaminated soil work was issued in Sep07,
even though the work was completed in May07. The Change Order to Petra for the LEED
work was proposed by the city when the project was essentially complete in late 2008,
even though the budget for this effort had been carried since Ju107. The LEED Change
Order has never been finalized, but the city began paying Petra against this line item in
Jan08. Petra formally notified the city of CO 02 in Nov07. The city did not object to this
notification, to the amount Petra carried in the budget each month for the CO 02 work nor
the fact that Petra was managing a significantly increased project compared to the one
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
described in the contract. Through the end of Mar08 the construction billings were still
under the amount in the original contract and Petra was still being paid their fee regularly.
On 4Apr08 Petra submitted a formal request for change for the added fee, which
contained an offer to accept the $376,808 carried in the budget. The city has not paid this
fee. Petra continued to work in accordance with the Contract. As noted above the project
could not be separated into original work and changed work. In U's opinion Petra's
management personnel would have felt they were not only authorized, but obligated, to
continue to perform the full scope of work, which included the significant increases in the
project.

Petra Exceeded Maximum Price in Contract:
As previously noted the maximum price stated in the Contract, $12.2mil, was for an
80,000sf standard 4 story class A office building. This estimate was strictly conceptual,
and not based on a design. This seemed reasonable at the time the contract was signed.
$12.2mil for an 80,000sf office building is $152.54/sf. The 2006 Means estimating
manual, an industry standard, gives $130/sf as the 75 th percentile for 1-4 story office
130/sf for 80,000sf gives $10.4 for the
buildings including some site work. Using $$130/sf
building plus $1.8mil demolition, abatement, and a nice plaza. We understand the
programming for the project indicated a need for 67,000sffrom tenants or an efficiency
ratio of 84%, which is ambitious. Petra, as an astute builder, recognized that staying
within a budget is always a challenge, particularly with a very high efficiency ratio. LI
believes the 31JulO6 (before the contract was signed) email from Petra to the City's
attorney recognized and noted the possibility that the city and the architect would
produce a preliminary design that would exceed the budget. This would increase the work
required for Petra to perform the value engineering needed to fit the project into the
budget.
Petra was contracted by the city as the agency eM for construction of the project. Petra's
scope is summarized in paragraph 4.1 of the contract. Petra was to help the owner
achieve the objective stated in paragraph 3.1.
Owner's objective for the project is to develop a new cost efficient city hall
hallfacility
facility and
public plaza on the site.
The city managed the architect's contract directly. Under the city's management, the
architect never designed the standard 80,000sf office building described in Petra's
contract. The initial design documents, 20% design, were for a 1OO,OOOsf
1OO,OOOsf building (25%
increase in size) with features more expensive than standard. Petra provided the estimate
for these documents indicating it was approximately 25% more expensive than the
maximum price indicated in the contract. Petra also provided the value engineering as
required. However, the city made the final decisions on whether or not to make the
reductions necessary to reduce the cost. Rather than make changes to reduce the cost the
city made decisions, which further increased cost. Petra provided estimates and value
engineering as required to keep the city informed of the cost and of the steps needed to
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The Opinion of Jack Lemley
bring the cost down. In LI's
U's opinion the city made fully informed decisions, which
resulted in the final cost, and Petra as the agency CM helped the city achieve the project
as the city decided to build it.

Failing to Define the General Conditions:
The General Conditions consisted of items for the construction project, which Petra as the
CM and as an experienced local contractor could procure and manage efficiently.
Examples are:
• Toilets
•• Temporary water
•• Trash service
•• Clean up
•• Temporary power
•• Weather protection
•• Printing
•• Safety
These are all items Petra purchased for the project. Petra was only reimbursed at the cost
to Petra for these items when receipts were presented with the pay applications after the
items were purchased. The General Conditions budget items with detailed breakouts (lists
defining the items included in the budgets) were included in the pay applications. Also
the General Conditions estimates were included in all the estimates beginning in Jan07.
Petra defined the General Conditions amount as $181,029 for Phase II and $181,029 for
Phase III, a total of$362,058 in the 12Feb07 estimate and included the listing of the
General Conditions in Pay Application No 04, Feb07. This budget amount was not
exceeded during the project.
In LI's
U's opinion the fact that the lists defining the General Conditions are in the pay
applications instead of the CM plan is insignificant. Petra procured the General
Conditions items as required and agreed.

Failing to conform to conducts and requirements on agreement:
We believe this complaint relates to Petra not providing written report for Development
Strategies Phase of the contract.
In accordance with the contract the CM was to be paid 5% of the fee for the development
strategies phase. This phase was to include:
• conferring with the architect and with the owner regarding the oWner's
requirements
• developing a preliminary schedule for design and construction
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•

preparing a written report with resolutions to any design, construction,
scheduling, budgetary, operational or other problems as well as alternative
strategies for future expansion.
Petra began conferring with owner and architect in Sep06. Meetings were typically
weekly and at times more frequently. The schedule for design and construction were
available and discussed from Sep06. The owner's requirements were provided to LCA so
LCA could provide the design. The problems were overcome through collaboration at
meetings rather than by Petra submitting a report and the owner responding.
The Contract describes project meetings during the construction phase. However,
meetings commenced during the Development Strategies phase and continued throughout
the project. In U's opinion the objectives of the Development Strategies phase of the job
were met. The problems were overcome through collaboration at meetings rather than by
Petra submitting a report and the owner responding. This was apparently acceptable to
the owner at the time. Owner did not object to paying for this phase when it was invoiced
nor did the owner request a written report.
It is also worth noting the project moved to the site preparation phase almost
immediately:
• Ground breaking for the demolition of the creamery 13Nov06.
l3Nov06.
• Issues with wells on site that needed to be abandoned started in Oct06
• Asbestos and contaminated soil issues started being addressed 24Aug06

Failing to properly administer prime contract:
The project was made up of multiple prime contracts between the city and the various
trade contractors. As CM, Petra was responsible to administer these contracts as the
representative of the owner while "furthering the interests of the owner." The example
given by the city of Petra allegedly failing to properly administer a prime contract is
when Petra did not extract liquidated damages from the masonry contractor.
The masonry contract was bid by TMC as part of phase II in Mar07 for $1,584,760. The
Substantial Completion Date in that contract was 21 Dec07, and the liquidated damages
were $500/day. During Mar to May07 the contaminated soil was removed, the area
refilled, the building level was raised and masonry contract was changed (reduced by
$32,000). The soil removal delayed framing the building, which delayed the start of the
masonry and instead of being able to finish in Dec07, the masons could not start until
3Dec07. The photos from the Petra monthly reports of Dec07 and Jan08 indicate that the
building was not ready for exterior masonry at the beginning of Dec07, by the beginning
of Jan08 it appears the buiiding
building is ready for masonry and much of the building is
scaffolded. The schedule indicates masonry started 3Dec07. The mason's schedule was
pushed into the winter of 07-08 (3Dec07-22Feb08) even though it appears by the dates of
their submittals the masons were planning and ready to start much earlier.
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It is U's experience an exterior contractor such as TMC may sometimes request to be
compensated for added costs due to the inefficiency related to working in the winter. In
U's opinion it appears likely there would have been justification for a request such as
this. In Ll's opinion Petra did a masterful job in administering the TMC contract and
furthering the interests of the owner by having TMC absorb the delays to the start of their
work with no added costs for inefficiency to the owner and coordinating the work so that
the early delays to the critical activities did not translate to equal delays to occupying the
building in spite of the later than planned start and completion of the exterior masonry.
The second part of the example given of Petra allegedly failing to properly administer a
the form for
prime contract is when Petra misstated the Substantial Completion Date on the
CO 03 to the masonry contractor, TMC.
SAprOS and approved by the city in 6May08. At the time
CO 03 to TMC was prepared on 8Apr08
this. CO was prepared the Substantial Completion Date for the TMC contract had not
been revised. Thus it remained 21Dec07. However, Petra indicated on the form that the
date prior to the change was 28Aug08. Petra also indicated that the Substantial
28AugOS, and no time was added by the change.
Completion Date after the change was 28Aug08,
The schedule in the May08 report indicated TCM had completed the exterior masonry
work on the city hall building in Feb08, and this work was no longer a constraint to
follow-on activities that preceded move-in. A memo by Keith Watts dated IMay08
recommending approval of CO 03 to TMC stated the work would be complete by
8May08, so the CO work would not impact the move-in date.
In U's opinion the important date on the CO form is the Substantial Completion Date
after the changes, which is clearly shown as 2SAug08,
28Aug08, and the misstating, that the date
prior to the change was also 2SAug08,
28Aug08, is insignificant. Also, based on Keith Watts'
memo stating the work would be complete by 8May08,
SMayOS, U can find no significance in the
dates on the CO form.

Breaching relationship of trust and confidence; failing to act with honesty; charging the
city for Petra's errors:
The example used to support this complaint relates to an error by Petra in providing a
benchmark to Pac-West Interiors, Inc. (Pac-West). Pac-West was paid $4,537.50 to
correct the error.
The example of the alleged failing to be trustworthy and honest is supported by
handwritten notes (marginalia) on a copy of the Pac-West pay application from the Petra
files that explains the charge is due to an error by Petra in providing the bench marks to
Pac-West. The copy oft.'1e
oft.l.te Pac-West pay application included in the project pay
application assembled by Petra and initially submitted to the city does not contain this
particular marginalia. However, it should be noted that the Pac-West pay application was
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under a fax cover sheet, which indicated the cost was due to an incorrect benchmark.
According to Tom Coughlin, the marginalia was added by him during an in-person
discussion with Keith Watts. Subsequently, by email transmittal from Mr. Coughlin to
Keith Watts dated April 24, 2008, Mr. Coughlin provided the Pac-West invoice with the
marginalia to the city. Mr. Watts then approved the pay application after having received
the Pac-West invoice with the marginalia. Consequently, Petra did not conceal any
mistake from the city.
In U's opinion
of the pay
• LI sees no significance in the marginalia appearing on one copy ofthe
application and not on another. There is no indication of when this marginalia was
added to the pay application in the Petra files, and the note appears to correctly
describe the event.
• It was correct to pay Pac-West to correct the error.
o This was extra work caused by Pac-West getting the wrong bench mark
from the Petra superintendent. As we understand it, Pac-West was not at
fault.
• It was correct to include this item in the pay application submitted to the city.
o The item was a fully supported charge in the contingency portion of the
pay application.
• Although the agreement prepared by the City does not delineate the purpose of
the contingency in the budget, contingencies in other CM contracts cover
unexpected costs such as the benchmark error.
• Petra and the city agreed that Petra errors could not increase costs by more than
1% of the total project cost. (para 2.1.4), which would have been over $200,000.
• Petra agreed to exercise "ordinary and reasonable care" (para 1.1) they did not
agree to be perfect.
To support this complaint the city also references an alleged misrepresentation of the cost
of the project. The 12JulO7 budget is used to show that Petra was not indicating costs
against the items now included in CO 01
0 I or proposed CO 02 even though Petra had been
accruing charges since Aug06. By 26Jul07
26JulO7 CO 01 was included in the budget. By
3 IAug07 the added fee for the increased contract amount was included in the budget.
31Aug07
Given that the overall project budget was still being established on 12Ju107, and that the
CM fee and reimbursables are based on the overall cost of the project, the budgets for the
increases to Petra's Contract, which were included in the budgets in July and Aug07,
were the appropriate amounts shown at the appropriate times. We know that the budget
for Petra's services under CO 02 fluctuated as the estimated total final cost of the project
fluctuated, and that the budget for CO 02 was not further adjusted after Dec07. In Apr08
Petra submitted a proposal to accept the amount carried in the budget for CO 02. It was
not until Oct08, when the city requested detailed backup for CO 02, that Petra provided
the added unreimbursed salary costs they had expended on the project since Aug06.
In U's opinion the CO 02 request dated 4Apr08 indicates that Petra would have accepted
the amount that had been included in the budget as total compensation for both fee and
reimbursable salaries to manage the increase in the project. Rather than an indication that
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Petra was misrepresenting facts in some way by not including the unreimbursed salaries
in the budget, it appears to LI that in Apr08 Petra would accept the amount they had been
showing in the budget even though it left them with no compensation for a significant
salary cost.

Failing to produce monthly reports during the construction phase:
The contract requires that during the construction phase the CM "report to owner on
compliance with the construction management plan, the project schedule and the project
budget." Petra provided such reports to the owner at various meetings from the beginning
of the project and throughout all phases. High quality written monthly reports were
provided from Dec07 through Dec08 - from the time the Phase IV bids were received
until after the project was completed and turned over to the city. The written reports were
in addition to regularly reporting as required to the owner at meetings.

Billing the city for cost that should have been backcharged to contractors:
Late in the project Petra approved a pay application for the Commercial Painting to
touchup damage to the paint by other contractors. This work was backcharged to the
other contractors. In LI's opinion the appropriate way to manage an occurrence such as
this is to process the application the city to pay the painter and as a separate action
process the backcharges to the contractors who damaged the paint. LI understands that
paint touch up was managed as described above.

andlor not performed
Billing for work that was incomplete and/or
Petra staffed the job until it was complete, turned over to city, and the last punch list item
was closed, 4Aug09. This is 36 months after entering the contract. The contract included
reimbursable salaries plus reimbursable General Conditions for 6 months of
preconstruction and 18 months of construction. CO 01 for CM on the contaminated soil
added approximately 1 month of construction service reimbursables. However, these
were added before the start of foundation work. CO 01 does not mitigate the costs
incurred by Petra after the 18 month period agreed for the construction phase.
The contract describes the Construction Phase as:

of the project, from commencement ofconstruction
of construction activities until
During construction ofthe
final payment to all contractors
We believe all construction contractors have received final payment, with the possible
exceptions of a few cases were the city is holding retention over warranty issues. The last
pay application processed by Petra in Apr09 shows Petra and LCA approved releasing
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retention for all contractors except Buss Mechanical and Alpha Masonry. We believe all
punch list items are closed. It should be noted that the punch lists and closing punch
items were the result of inspections by the city's inspectors. We believe work after the
punch list is closed would be warranty work.

Treating the agreement asa
as a cost plus contract. Intended to act as a general contractor
instead of a construction manager:
To support this allegation there is a reference to a statement made by Jerry Frank during
3Marl 0 deposition has no bearing on
his deposition. In LI's
U's opinion this statement from a 3Marl
the actual work of Petra on the project between Aug06 and Aug09. Mr. Frank has
informed us that the reference in his deposition to "cost plus a fee" was referring
referring to the
Petra Contract, not the project. Our review of this testimony in Mr. Frank's deposition
transcript supports his statement.
Petra's position on the project was clearly defined by the documents. Petra was the CM.
The Petra Contract (para 1.3) required Petra to act as the Owner's representative:
of the Owner during the project.
Construction Manager shall be a representative ofthe

The Contract (para 4.7.2) required Petra to act as the Owner's agent:
shall ... ... act on behalfand
be halfand be the agent ofthe
of the Owner throughout
Construction Manager shall...
of the project.
the construction ofthe

On a construction project many duties of a construction manager closely parallel the
actions of a general contractor. The CM managing and coordinating prime contracts as
the Owner's representative is similar to a general contractor managing and coordinating
his subcontracts. Examples of other parallel tasks are:
• Providing General Conditions
• Processing invoices
• Keeping the master schedule
In LI's opinion Petra's experience and expertise in performing these tasks as a respected,
successful local contractor are precisely the reasons the city hired Petra for its CM.
There are also distinct differences between the duties of a construction manager and those
of a general contractor or as the complaint now seems to be alleging the duties of a
turnkey contractor:
• Petra could coordinate with the designer and review design documents. However,
Petra did not manage the designer. The designer was contracted to and managed
by the city. Petra did the value engineering on the resulting design, but Petra,
could not require the project be reduced in order to meet the budget.
• Petra could review bids and make recommendations, but the contracts are directly
between the city and the various contractors.
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•

The city held the position under the contract to make the decisions as to the size,
quality, etc. ofthe project the city "retained the Construction Manager to help it
achieve" its objectives.

In support of the statement by Mr. Frank LI offers the following observations:
• The Petra Contract was a type of cost plus contract. Based on the scope and
budget in the Contract, Petra was to be reimbursed
o For salaries up to the limits in the contract
o General Conditions Costs as approved by the owner
o Plus an agreed fee.
• Also the Contract provided that Petra would be entitled to an equitable adjustment
if the services provided by Petra were affected by a change to the size, quality etc.
of the project. There is no maximum amount in the contract for this equitable
adjustment.

Failing to reject work that failed to meet the drawing and specifications
The Keith Watts deposition includes a list of items he alleges are construction defects.
• Leakage of the Plaza fountain
• Roof leakage
• Cracking concrete
• Noisy HVAC
HV AC equipment
• Less than highest quality masonry
The city kept the right and obligation
obligation to "provide for all required testing and inspection,"
and we understand that the city performed the quality control inspections throughout the
project or procured services for testing and inspection independent of Petra. The punch
list items, which were a result of the inspections by the city's inspectors, have been
closed.
LI's experience and opinion is that typically items identified after the punch list
inspection are resolved under the warranties, and we understand that some of the items
noted by Mr. Watts have been resolved under the warranties. Once the building is turned
over to the owner, the owner is responsible for administering the warranties. By contract
Petra's services were to be provided through the construction phase. The Contract does
not address having Petra provide services through the warranty phase.

Final comments:
To LI it appears that the city would like to characterize the contract with Petra as many
things that it was never intended to be.
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The city would like to hold Petra responsible for the final cost of the project. Petra was
hired as the city's agent to manage the prime construction contracts between the city and
the contractors. Petra was not hired as a lump sum contractor to construct a project that
was already fully designed. Petra was not hired as a lump sum design-build contractor to
provide a standard 80,000 sf office. Petra was not hired even to manage the design. The
city managed the design. Petra's scope included advising the city of the estimated cost to
build the design. The documents indicated that the estimates were provided as required.
The city would like to hold Petra responsible for quality control issues on the project.
Petra does not have inspectors, inspection service or field engineers included in its staff.
The Contract states the city would provide these services.
The city would like to hold Petra responsible for the warranties. Here we believe the city
may be confusing Petra's scope with that of a general contractor. Petra's contract has no
warranty provisions. The warranties for the work are provided by the prime contracts
between the construction contractors and the city. Petra was hired as an agent to manage
these contracts through the construction phase.
Petra has performed the job for which it was hired. Petra performed the work with at least
the care one would expect. Furthermore, as a result of the decisions by city, the project
was increased significantly from the project described by the Petra Contract documents.
Also the effort required by Petra to manage the project was increased significantly by the
large number of changes to the documents. After the Phase II documents were issued for
bid there were 169 Architect's Supplemental Instructions (ASI) issued by LCA, many
driven by the city's desire to revise some aspect of the design. This effort by Petra should
result in full payment of the Contract amounts plus an equitable adjustment to Petra.
In LI's opinion the Construction Management services provided helped the City develop
a cost efficient city hall facility. Again referring to the 2006 Means estimating manual, a
City Hall at the 75 th percentile would be estimated at $ 153/sf, and this would allow about
$45/sf for mechanical and electrical. The meridian city hall project has a rather elaborate
mechanical and electrical system, which cost approximately $67/sf, $22/sf more
expensive than the $451sf allowed. The project also includes a Plaza, which added
approximately $21 Isf of building, and the cost to initially develop the site, which added
100,OOOsf
approximately $13/sf. This would be a total of $209/sf or $20,900,000 for the 100,000sf
building. This is within a few per cent of the total cost for the project. While these are
very conceptual numbers, they indicate the total costs for the high quality project
developed for Meridian are reasonable.
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Thomas G. Walker (lSB 1856)
MacKenzie Whatcott (lSB 5509)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE
DATED AUGUST 21, 2009 TO THE CITY
OF MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO
DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED

Defendant.

Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its undersigned counsel, pursuant to Rules
33, 34 and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, responds to Plaintiffs City of Meridian's
(Meridian) First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for
Admissions, served on or about July 22, 2009 as follows:

PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21,2009 TO THE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
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,

.

the subject matter of the discovery requests; all objections as to vagueness, ambiguity, or undue
all objections on any ground as to the use of any information provided in response to
burden; all·
these discovery requests; all objections on any ground to any request for further responses to
these or other discovery requests; and any and all other objections and grounds that would or
could require or permit the exclusion of any document or statement there from evidence, all of
which objections and grounds are reserved and may be interposed at the time of trial.
Subject to the foregoing objections and such other objection as may be noted below,
Petra responds as follows:
The definitions previously provided in Petra's discovery requests and responses are
incorporated herein. In addition, the subject Meridian City Hall project is referred to as the
"Project" and the City of Meridian is referred to as the City, Meridian, and the Plaintiff.
INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Identify each and every person known to Petra who has
information regarding anything having to do with (a) the Claims made Meridian, (b) the
Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by
Meridian, whether oral, written or recorded; stating in complete detail as to each such person: (i)
full name, home address, business address and telephone number; and (ii) substance of the
information of which they may have knowledge.
RESPONSE:
1.

Jerry Frank, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counsel. Mr.

Frank is expected to testify consistent with the responses set forth herein.
PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21, 2009 TO THE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
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2.

John Quapp, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counsel.

Mr. Quapp is expected to testify consistent with the responses set forth herein.
3.

Eugene Bennett, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counsel.

Mr. Bennett is expected to testify consistent with the responses set forth herein.
4.

Arthur Stevens, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counsel.

Mr. Stevens' testimony is not presently known to Petra.
5.

Thomas R. Coughlin, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's

counsel.
counseL Mr. Coughlin's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
6.

Debbie Gorski, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counsel.

Ms. Gorski's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
7.

Monica Pope, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counseL
counsel.

Ms. Pope's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
8.

Nick Ploetz, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counsel.

Mr. Ploetz's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
9.

Barbara Crawford Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's

counseL Ms. Crawford's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
counsel.
10.

Connie Creager - former Petra employee; 1627 W Georgia Ave Nampa 83686.

Ms. Creager's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
11.

Cleve Cushing - former Petra employee; 4681 W Moonlake Dr Meridian 83646

Ph. (208) 288-0366. Mr. Cushing's testimony is not presently known to Petra.

PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21, 2009 TO THE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF IDAHO )
):ss.
County of Ada
)
Jerry Frank, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
That he is the President of the Defendant Petra Incorporated in the above-entitled action;
that he has read the foregoing Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for
Production of Documents and Request for Admissions, that by his own personal knowledge he

knows the contents thereof; and, that the facts therein stated are true, correct and accurate to the
best ofhis
of his knowledge and belief.

~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~y August, 2009.

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES
201l
October 10, 2013
BONDEDTlfRU NOTARY PlJBUC lJNDERwRrrmts
llNDERwRrrmts
BONDEDTHRU

.....
~

~--r~~

PUBLIC ForIdahO
Idaho
NOTARY PUBLICFOr
fX;l~( ~a.h~
Residing at _fx>l~(
My Commission Expires: ~(It) 02.p( =.,

J{,p ii,

•..
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 21 st day of August, 2009 a true and correct copy of the

within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9 th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
83701I
Boise, Idaho 8370

IZI
D
D
D
D

u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
- a·l:
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
(ISB 8276)
Matthew Schelstrate (lSB
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com;
mschelstrate@cosholaw.com

J. DAVIO NAVAAAO. Clerk
By J. RANOALL
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Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, AN IDAHO
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION,
Case No. 09-07257
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, AN IDAHO
CORPORATION. ,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE
THE AFFIDAVITS OF BENNETT,
COUGHLIN, FRANK AND LEMLEY

Defendant.
Petra Incorporated ("Petra") submits this Memorandum In Opposition To Meridian's
Motion to Strike the Affidavits of Bennett, Coughlin, Frank and Lemley.

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE
THE AFFIDAVITS OF BENNETT, COUGHLIN, FRANK AND LEMLEY
594563_4
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I.

Response to Meridian's Argument
A.

Petra timely disclosed its experts.

It appears that Meridian's first argument is that the affidavits of Eugene Bennett

("Bennett"), Tom Coughlin ("Coughlin"), Jack Lemley ("Lemley"), and Jerald Frank ("Frank")
should be stricken in their entirety based upon its allegation that Petra has not timely
supplemented its discovery responses.
First and foremost, Jack Lemley, one of Petra's experts, was disclosed timely. Mr.
Lemley was disclosed in Petra's Supplemental Response to Meridian's First Set of
transmittaIletter!
Interrogatories on June 10, 2010, including production of the full report and transmittal
letter!
He was disclosed again on August 12,2010 in Defendant's Disclosure of Expert Witnesses filed
with the Court on August 12, 2010. Pursuant to the Court's scheduling order, Petra's expert
disclosures are not due until September 15, 2010.
Additionally, Mr. Lemley's affidavit was filed on May 6, 2010.

Subsequently,

Meridian's counsel deposed Mr. Lemley on June 16, 2010 from 9:00 a.m. until 4:12 p.m. and
again on July 28, 2010 from 9:00 a.m. until 4:28 p.m. 2 As set forth in Petra's two motions in
limine filed on August 25, 2010, Meridian is the party who failed to timely supplement its
discovery responses and provide a Rule 26(b)(4) compliant disclosure regarding the Cit y's
experts.

1 Affidavit

2

of Thomas G. Walker, dated September 9, 2010 ("Walker Aff."), Ex. A.
Walker Aff., at ~ 6.
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With regard to Bennett, Frank, and Coughlin, they are not designated experts and were all
disclosed as fact witnesses in Petra's discovery responses served on August 21, 2009.3 They
have not been retained as experts, but do have personal knowledge of and extensive experience
in the technical aspects of Petra's construction management business. In particular, each of them
has personal knowledge regarding the new Meridian City Hall project ("Project").

Messrs.

Bennett and Coughlin also worked on the Project throughout all time relevant to this lawsuit.

The affidavits of Bennett and Frank filed in opposition to Meridian's motion for leave to
amend were filed on April 8, 2010. The affidavits of Bennett, Frank, and Coughlin filed in

support of Petra's motion for summary judgment were filed on May 6,2010. Meridian's counsel
deposed Jerry Frank on March 3, 2010 from 9:30 a.m. until 2:12 p.m.4 Meridian's counsel
th from 9:30 a.m. until 4:18 p.m.; on March 4
th
4th
from 9:30
deposed Tom Coughlin on February 26th

a.m. until 1:39 p.m.; and on June 21 st from 8:38 a.m. until 4:16 p.m. 5 Meridian's counsel deposed
th from 9:30 a.m. until 4:50 p.m.; on April 20th
th from 9:00 a.m. until
Gene Bennett on February 19th

5:00 p.m.; on April 21 st from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. on June 22nd from 8:59 a.m. until 3:58
p.m.; and on June 23 rd from 9:00 a.m. until 2:15 p.m. 6 Therefore, with the exception of Frank,

Meridian deposed all of the witnesses after their affidavits were filed.
Meridian also states that Lemley relies on hearsay. Meridian cites to no legal authority in
support of its apparent position regarding an expert's reliance on hearsay. Lemley, as an expert,
can rely on hearsay. Rule 703 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence provides that, "The facts or data in
Walker Affo,
Aff.,
Walker Affo,
Aff.,
5 Walker Affo,
Aff.,
6 Walker Affo,
Aff.,
3

4

Exhibit B.
at ~ 7.
7o
at ~ 8.
8o
at ~ 9.
9o
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the particular case upon which an expert bases an opinion or inference may be those perceived
by or made known to the expert at or before the hearing. If of a type reasonably relied upon by
experts in the particular field ... the facts or data need not be admissible in evidence in order for
the opinion or inference to be admitted."

B.

Bennett, Coughlin, and Frank are not designated experts, but are
competent to testify to the matters contained in their affidavits.

Bennett, Coughlin, and Frank are not designated experts, but are competent to testify to
the facts contained in their affidavits. These affiants were actively involved in the management
of the work on the Project and have personal knowledge as to the facts contained in their
respective affidavits. Idaho Rule of Evidence 701 provides, "If the witness is not testifying as an
expert, the testimony of the witness in the fonn of opinions or inferences is limited to those
opinions or inferences which are (a) rationally based on the perception of the witness and (b)
helpful to a clear understanding of the testimony of the witness or the detennination of a fact in
issue, and (c) not based on scientific, technical or other specialized knowledge within the scope
of Rule 702." Bennett, Coughlin, and Frank were all employed by Petra during times relevant to
this case and each is competent to testify to the facts contained in his affidavit.

c.

The affidavit testimony is admissible.

Meridian has moved to strike approximately 66 paragraphs from the (1) Affidavit of
Eugene R. Bennett Dated May 5, 2010 in Support of Petra Incorporated's Motion for Summary
Judgment, (2) Affidavit of Eugene R. Bennett Dated April 7, 2010 in Support of Petra
Incorporated's Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim
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for Punitive Damages, (3) Affidavit of Thomas R. Coughlin Dated May 5, 2010 in Support of
Petra Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment, (4) Affidavit of Jerald S. Frank Dated April
7,2010 in Support of Petra Incorporated's Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages, and (5) Affidavit of Jerald S. Frank Dated May
4,2010 in Support of Petra Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment.
Meridian moves to strike the paragraphs on the grounds that they are "conclusory" and
"self-serving." No other basis has been provided by the City. For the convenience of the Court,
the specific paragraphs referred to by Meridian have been inserted below.

As mentioned,

Meridian has only cited to two grounds for striking the targeted testimony.
Meridian cites to two cases to support this position which include, Cameron v. Neal, 130
Idaho 898, 950 P.2d 1237 (1997) and Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Company, 141 Idaho 477, 111
P.3d 162 (Ct.App.2005). Interestingly, neither one of these cases discusses the inadmissibility of
"self-serving" testimony, nor do they even mention the term. In fact, it is well-established in
Idaho that "self-serving" is not a proper objection to the admissibility of evidence. As the Court
of Appeals explained in Needs v. Hebener, 118 Idaho 438, 444, 797 P.2d 146, 152
(Ct.App.1990), the fact that a piece of evidence is self-serving "only goes to the weight of the
evidence, not to its admissibility." In another decision, Galindo v. Hibbard, 106 Idaho 302, 308,
678 P.2d 94, 100 (Ct.App.1984), the court explained, "Before addressing each ground, we note
that although the FmHA document arguably was self-serving, this characteristic alone would not
render it inadmissible." Citing Rindlisbaker v. Wilson, 95 Idaho 752, 756, 519 P.2d 421, 425
(1974)(disapproving Jackson v. Blue Flame Gas Co., 90 Idaho 393,412 P.2d 418 (1966)). See
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE
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also Boundary Backpackers v. Boundary County, 128 Idaho 371, 375, 913 P.2d 1141, 1145
(1996)("There are other portions of the affidavit to which the county and the board members did
not object, except to say that they were self-serving. So far as we can understand this objection,
it does not render these statements inadmissible). In reality, all evidence presented by a party is
self-serving to some degree otherwise, it wouldn't be offered.
With regard to Meridian's claim that all of the testimony below is conclusory, that
argument must fail in light of the substantial amount of foundational testimony contained in each
of the affidavits. The word "conclusory" is defined as, "Expressing a factual inference without
stating the underlying facts on which the inference is based." Black's Law Dictionary (8 th ed.
2004). In the Posey decision, the affidavit submitted identified the Center Operations Manager
for Ford Motor Credit Company and he stated the affidavit was based upon his own personal
knowledge, but the statement was found to be wholly conclusory where there was an "absence of
any foundation showing actual participation in the transaction at issue or actual personal
knowledge of the facts to which the affidavit attests." Posey, 141 Idaho at 483, 111 P.3d at 168.
In Cameron, the plaintiff
plaintiffss daughter had submitted an affidavit that simply stated her conclusion
that the fence at issue was used as a barrier. She presented no specific facts to support her
conclusion. As set forth below, not only are the selected paragraphs not conclusory, but taken in
the context of the entire affidavit, which is required in order to detennine whether it contains
specific facts to support the conclusion, it is clear that the affiants have the requisite personal
knowledge and have provided specific facts to support their testimony. While Petra has not
incorporated the entirety of all of the affidavits due to their lengths, it respectfully requests the
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE
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Court to consider the testimony below in the context of the affidavits as a whole. Whether or not
a statement is conclusory should not be viewed in a vacuum because the analysis hinges upon
whether the affidavit contains specific facts that would support the conclusion.

Affidavit of Eugene R. Bennett Dated May 5, 2010 in Support of Petra
Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment
Set forth below are the specific paragraphs that Meridian requests the Court to strike.
Mr. Bennett's affidavit is a detailed 20-page affidavit that contains a total of 151 paragraphs.
The first 8 paragraphs set forth Bennett's 39 years of experience in the construction industry, his
11 years of employment with Petra, and his work on this specific Project. The statements below
are not conclusory, especially in when viewed in the context of all 151 paragraphs. For the
convenience of the Court, the specific paragraphs that Meridian has objected to have been
inserted below.

10.
Paragraph 1.1 of the Construction Management Agreement
identifies the applicable standard ofcare
of care as follows:
Construction Manager will perform its services under this
Agreement, in the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care and
ofprofessional skill, diligence and judgment
with the same degree ofprofessional
as is customary among construction managers of similar
reputation performing work for projects of a size, scope and
complexity similar to the Project.
Petra performed its work as Construction Manager in accordance with
of care.
this standard ofcare.
14.
In Mr. Watts' affidavit dated September 28, 2009 jiled in
opposition to Petra's motion to dismiss, he identified jive defects. If the jive
defects actually exist as the City claims, they were apparent and obvious and
consequently not latent.
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15.
The portions ofthe
ofthe Project identified with regard to the five defects
were accepted by the independent professionals hired by Meridian, by its own
employees or agents who signed offon
off on the Punch Lists and by the City's building
inspectors.
19.
Mr. Watts directed Petra to proceed with the East Parking Lot and
he accepted the scope ofwork
ofwork based on Petra's proposal.
27.
LCA's contract with the City also included a duty of inspection,
which was fulfilled, and LCA signed off on the Project as complete and in
accordance with the plans and specifications.
30.
Continuously throughout the construction of the Project, Petra
coordinated with the City's employees, agents and inspectors and with Materials
(HMTJ'') to insure that special inspections were performed
Testing & Inspection (HMTI'')
as required.
33.
Regarding the additional services required for the LEED
compensated for that work.
certification, the City agreed that Petra would be compensatedfor
41.
Cost estimates, budgets, bids and contract awards were received
by and approved by the City.
44.
The City did not at any time during the Project period inform Petra
that it did not intend to pay Petra in full for the extra services it was required to
render as Construction Manager for the expanded and upgraded Project.
50.
Increases in the size, complexity and budget contributed to a
substantial increase in the total man-hours expended, including man-hours
expended dealing with design issues related to groundwater issues such as
drainage systems, basement or no basement; mechanical and electrical systems
designs and scope additions.
51.
As the complexity and size increased, the budget increased to
reflect a much larger more complex building.
61.
Value engineering was conducted throughout the Project up
through and including building commissioning.
72.
Penetrating the clay layer to construct the basement would have
put the City at risk
riskfor
for a multi-million dollar cleanup program.
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90.

periodically as required
The schedule was revised and updated
updatedperiodically

94.
The estimates were based on the basic criteria outlined in the
Construction Management Agreement and the conceptual design documents as
they existed at the time.
103. From and after October 15, 2008, Petra's duties and
responsibilities under the Construction Management Agreement were limited to:
(1) administering change orders for additions by the City to the scope of the
Project, (2) supervising completion of Punch List items, and (3) payment by the
of the retentions it has withheldfrom
withheld from various contractors.
City ofthe
108. The City received and approved all contract awards, and
contractor change orders.
118. Change Order No. 2 resulted from the scope of the Project being
materially altered from the criteria described in Recital B of the Construction
Management Agreement. Such additions to the Construction Manager's fees and
reimbursable expenses is authorized by the terms and conditions of the
Construction Management Agreement, including those terms set forth in
paragraph 6.2.2 and Article 7.
122. Specifically, but not by way of limitation, Petra's request for an
of the
increase in the amount of its fees was in accordance with paragraph 7(b) ofthe
Construction Management Agreement because of significant changes to the
Project size, quality, complexity, Owner's schedule, budget and procurement
methods.
134. Petra fulfilled all of its obligations under the Construction
Management Agreement including the notifications anticipated by paragraph 2.2.
145. Meridian did not, during the Project period, discuss with or
provide any written statements to Petra regarding any issues concerning Petra's
services. Such notification is required by section 3.2.6 of the Construction
Management Agreement.
148. With regard to documents requested by the City after the request
of the significant documents had been provided to
for mediation, most, if not all, ofthe
the City during the Project period
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ofperformance, the City admitted that the 4. 7% was
151. By its course ofperformance,
the proper compensation rate for determining Petra's Construction Manager's
fee.

7. 2010 in Support of Petra
Affidavit of Eugene R. Bennett Dated April 7,
Incorporated's Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages
Mr. Bennett's affidavit filed on April 7th is an 18-page affidavit that contains a total of
129 paragraphs. Again, the affidavit provides facts regarding Mr. Bennett's employment with
Petra and his work on this Project. The paragraphs identified below are not conclusory, but
rather are specific facts based upon Mr. Bennett's work on the project. As mentioned above, the
testimony should be viewed in the context of the entire affidavit and not in a vacuum.

14.
This maximum price was established by solely by Meridian in
order to negotiate the Construction Management Agreement prior to the
preparation ofany
ofany specifications or drawings.

30.
This change added time to the Project during the rainy season
when cold temperatures and wet conditions made it more difficult to weld
59.
At no time during the Project did the City provide any direction
that the budget or the design needed to be revised or changed significantly.
60.
At all times from and after August 1, 2006, Petra kept the City
informed of the ever increasing cost of the Project which were the result of the
City's changes.
62.
Meridian instructed Petra to proceed and accepted the scope of
work based on Petra's proposal even though the City was fully informed that the
Project could not be completedfor $12.2 million.
64.
Also, in recognition of the likelihood that the Project could cost
more than $12.2 million, the Construction Management Agreement provided for
an equitable adjustment ofthe
of the Construction Manager's Fee.
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70.
In discharging its duties identified in Section 4. 7.9 of the
Agreement to protect Meridian from "continuing
Construction Management Agyeement
deficient or defective Work. . .," Petra had, at a minimum, one full-time
superintendent on site during the initial Project period.
73.
During construction Lombard-Conrad and the engineers hired by
the City conducted periodic site inspections and produced site inspection reports.
Lombard-Conrad's contract also included a duty ofinspection
of inspection and they signed off
on the Project as well.
of inspection and
74.
Lombard-Conrad's contract also included a duty ofinspection
off on the Project as well.
they signed offon
78.

off on the work that was done on this project.
MI'I also signed offon

85.
Petra, as a construction manager, had very different duties and
responsibilities from a general contractor.
86.
Petra fulfilled all of its duties and responsibilities as construction
of the Punch List items were
manager on or before August 4, 2009 when the last ofthe
signed off by the City's officials, certifying that Petra's work on the Project was
complete and accepted.
88.
All Punch List items were certified as complete by Meridian City
of 2009. Attached hereto s Exhibit Ware true and
officials no later than August of2009.
of punch lists and certificates of occupancy issued by the City of
correct copies ofpunch
Meridian.
89.
From and after October 15, 2008, and except as noted above with
regard to administration of the warranties, Petra's duties and responsibilities
Agreement were limited to administering
under the Construction Management Agyeement
change orders for additions by the City to the scope of the Project, supervising
of Punch List items, and payment by the City of the retentions it has
completion ofPunch
withheld from various contractors.
withheldfrom
90.
Petra completed its duties as Construction Manager, as certified
by the independent professionals hired by Meridian and its own building
inspectors. Petra's billings for those services and reimbursable expenses were
approved by Meridian's purchasing agent, Keith Watts.
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93.
The City, has, however, attempted to belatedly rescind certain of
those authorizations by alleging that "Petra had a duty to provide an itemization
of. . . what constitutes 'general conditions' designated for procurement by the
Construction Manager 'under the Construction Management Plan." (Citing
Construction Management Agreement section 6.2.3).
94.
During the implementation of the Construction Management
Plan, IIon
on behalf of Petra and Keith Watts on behalf
behalfof
of the City agreed that the
"items designated for procurement" would be set forth in the various pay
applications. From and after our agreement, the parties adopted this course of
dealing.
95.
Consequently, the "budget" amount for the general conditions was
established pursuant to the itemized breakdown included in each monthly pay
application; see for example Pay Application No 17, March 31, 2008.
97.

All budgets were reviewed and approved by the City.

98.
The budget amount for Petra general conditions has remained
unchanged throughout the duration ofthe
of the Project.
103. An account "Cost Code 01-110" was established by Petra in
August 2008 in response to Mr. Watts' request to reimburse various contractors
and vendors for work ordered by either Petra or the City. Petra and the City of
ofdealing throughout the remainder ofthe
of the Project.
Meridian adopted this course ofdealing
104. The general conditions were not "hidden from the city in a single
of the Project Budget" as alleged by Meridian's counsel, who was obviously
line ofthe
not informed of Mr. Watts' request that resulted in the establishment of the
account entitled Cost Code 01-110. The fact is that the City received an itemized
list of the all general conditions items, reviewed the list and approved the
payments each month.
105. The City was reminded of this in Transmittal #242, dated 5/9/07,
attached hereto as Exhibit Y, with the Construction Management Plan (Bates
Petra93105-93128).
Petra931
05-93128).
106. Budget updates were transmitted to the City periodically and
discussed regularly during the Mayor's Building Committee meetings and City
Council workshops.
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107. All general condition items were itemized and the backup provided
to the City monthly, and there was no question as to what constituted general
conditions during the Project period.
108. Once Petra's work on the Project was accepted and the Certificate
of Substantial Completion and the Temporary Occupancy Permit were issued,
Petra's duties under the Construction Management Agreement were concluded,
except administering change orders for additions by the City to the scope of the
Project, supervising completion of Punch List items, and payment by the City of
withheld from various contractors.
the retentions it has withheldfrom
109. These certifications bar Meridian's belated and contradictory
claims that Petrafailed to do its job properly.
110.

of the Project at any time.
Petra did not misrepresent the cost ofthe

of the regularly conducted meetings
113. At all times during the course ofthe
between Petra and City personnel, including the Mayor's Building Committee
meetings and City Council Meetings, Petra kept the City informed regarding the
schedule slippage due to contaminated soil.
115. Petra fully informed Meridian of all changes during weekly, biweekly and monthly status meetings held throughout the Project and Meridian
approved all changes.
116. Meridian's "we didn't know" claims are completely refuted by the
written reports, minutes, voice recordings, budgets, bids and other documents that
were exchanged between Petra and Meridian on a weekly, bi-weekly (every other
of every month) basis. Each of
Monday morning) and monthly (the first Tuesday ofevery
these meetings was attended by at the Mayor and at least one City Council
member, usually Keith Bird. Keith Watts was also present.

117. Meridian received and approved all budgets and bids and awarded
and entered into contracts with each of the manufacturers, vendors, contractors
and subcontractors who provided
prOVided labor and/or materials to the Project.
118. Notably, the City-ordered changes to the Project design and
budget were reviewed by Meridian's employees and agents numerous times
during the Mayor's Building Committee meetings.
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119. The design and budget for the Project were also reviewed during
the monthly City Council Meetings.
120. Meridian consistently directed Petra and Lombard-Conrad to
proceed with the design and budget as reviewed and approved.
121. Given the numerous meetings of the Mayor's Building Committee
as well as the City Council Meetings dealing with the Project details that took
place throughout the Project period, Meridian cannot now realistically claim that
it was unaware of and did not approve the Project changes. In fact, change
orders submitted by contractors and vendors were routinely authorized by the
City for the numerous substantial changes it ordered.
124. Even assuming there are defects in the Project, each such defect is
covered under various manufacturer, vendor and contractor warranties.
125. Pursuant to the Construction Management Agreement, Meridian
had one year from the date of possession of October 15, 2008 to raise these
warranty claims with the proper manufacturers, vendors and contractors.
127. Consequently, Meridian will not suffer any actual loss or damage
even if it could prove that Petra did not discharge its quality assurance
responsibilities.
Affidavit of Thomas R. Coughlin Dated May 5, 2010 in Support of Petra
Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment
Meridian objects to this testimony on the grounds that it is self-serving and conclusory.
As addressed above, "self-serving" is not a proper objection. The statement is not conclusory,
when taken in context of the preceeding and subsequent paragraphs of Mr. Coughlin's affidavit.
Mr. Coughlin was the project engineer.

7.
Paragraph 1.1 of the Construction Management Agreement
of care as follows:
identifies the applicable standard ofcare
Construction Manager will perform its services under this
Agreement, in the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care and
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ofprofessional skill, diligence and judgment
with the same degree ofprofessional
as is customary among construction managers of similar
reputation performing work for projects of a size, scope and
complexity similar to the Project.
Petra performed its work as Construction Manager in accordance with
this standard ofcare.
of care.
14.
The fast-track nature of the Project contributed to the increase in
cost and the amount oftime
of time required to coordinate the work and documentation.

Affidavit of Jerald S. Frank Dated April 7.
7, 2010 in Support of Petra
Incorporated's Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages
Meridian objects to this testimony on the grounds that it is self-serving and conclusory.
As addressed above, "self-serving" is not a proper objection. The statement is not conclusory,
when taken in context of the preceeding paragraphs that provide that Mr. Frank: is the president
of Petra and personally attended the grand opening of the building and witnesses Mayor
DeWeerd's compliments which were in stark contrast to the claims made by Meridian in the
lawsuit. Mr. Frank:, is for all practical purposes, the defendant in this lawsuit and certainly can
testify to the expense involved.

bajjled by the allegations being made by the City in this
12.
I have been ba.fJled
lawsuit. Since there is no basis for the allegations, I have concluded that this
long and very expensive lawsuit, which has cost Petra more than $280,000 in
attorney fees and litigation costs to date, was motivated by the City's desire to
avoid paying Petra the remaining $155,992.81 it owes for services and
reimbursable expenses under the basic Construction Management Agreement,
plus an additional Construction Manager's Fee of $386,392 for the extra work
performed by Petra to manage the substantial changes the City made to the
Project, plus additional reimbursable expenses of $126,035. Simply stated, the
City has undertaken this litigation with a goal of making it so unpleasant and
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expensive, that Petra will simply walk away from the $668,419.81, plus interest,
that the City owes Petra.

4. 2010 in Support of Petra
Affidavit of Jerald S. Frank Dated May 4,
Incorporated's Motion for Summary Judgment
Meridian objects to the following testimony on the grounds that it is self-serving and
conclusory. This statement is not conclusory, as Mr. Frank has testified that he is the president
of Petra and has 30 years experience in general construction and construction management and is
aware of the standard of care that is followed in the area.

8.
At all times during the course of this project, Petra performed its
work in accordance with the applicable standard of care for construction
managers.
D. CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, Petra respectfully requests the Court to deny Meridian's
Coughlin, and Frank.
motion to strike the affidavits of Bennett, Lemley, CougWin,

DATED: September 9, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 9th day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
P .A.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
th
225 North 9 Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

D

[gJ

D
D

u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
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J. DAVID NAVAPU"O,
NAVAPUI,O, Clerk

Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com

By J. RANDAll
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.

Case No. CV OC 0907257

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED SEPTEMBER 9, 2010 IN
SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO
MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO DISMISS

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporatioJ;l,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

AFFlDA VIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED SEPTEMBER 9,2010 IN
AFFIDAVIT
OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO DISMISS
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STATEOFIDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
1.

I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant,
DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra

Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2.

I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Opposition to Meridian's Motion to

Dismiss (Idaho Tort Claims Act).
3.

I am one of the custodians of records of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, which include

memoranda, legal documents, reports, correspondence, emails, records, research and data
compilations, in various forms that are kept in the course of Cosho Humphrey, LLP's regularly
conducted business activity, and which are made and maintained as the regular practice of
Cosho Humphrey, LLP.
4.

On March 16,2009, twenty days after the date of the City's February 24,2009, I

sent a letter to William Nary, City Attorney, setting forth Petra's claim and requesting mediation
under Section 8.2 of the Construction Management Agreement.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of correspondence dated

March 16, 2009 from me to Bill Nary, Meridian City Attorney.
6.

Petra filed and served its answer and compulsory counterclaim on May 6, 2009, in

which it set forth its damages claims, well within 180 days of the claim arising.
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7.

Petra also filed and served its First Amended Counterclaim on August 21, 2009,

also within the 180-day period that expired on August 23,2009.
8.

On March 26, 2009, notwithstanding the requirements of the Construction

Management Agreement, Meridian's counsel requested an extension "regarding the contractual
deadlines by agreement."
9.

The City's counsel also requested an extensive document production.

10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of correspondence form

Kim J. Trout to me dated March 26,2009.
11.

Additionally there were substantial communications between me and Meridian's

counsel regarding this matter. Attached hereto as Exhibits C through Q are true and correct
copies of communications between Kim Trout and me.
12.

I also provided the Mr. Trout with an evidence preservation letter.

13.

Attached hereto as Exhibit R is a true and correct copy of my correspondence

(evidence preservation letter) dated April 22, 2009 to Kim Trout.
14.

The use of the phrase in my March 16, 2009 correspondence "continuing denial"

was in reference to the City's February 24, 2009 letter.
15.

No other denial was made by Meridian prior to February 24, 2009, but rather

Meridian continued to request additional information from
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 9th day of September, 2010.

~I&~
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31,2016.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 9th day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

o
~
o
o
o

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facs· ile
il:
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COSHO
HUMPHREY, LLP
COSHoHUMPHREY.LLP

fiLE COPl

ATI'ORNEYS AT LAW
COUNSELORS & ATIORNEYS

THOMAS G. WALKER

PO Box 9518 83707-9518
800 Park Blvd.,
BlVd.• Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712

twal!w@coabolaw.com
twal!w@coabo1aw.com
wym.ricoJawblog.com
wym.ricolawblog.com

Telephone 208.344.7811
Firm fax 208.338.3290

D1R£CT
D1R£C1' PHONE
CELL PHONE
DIRECT FAX

208.639.5607
208.869.1508
208.639.5609

March 16, 2009

Mr. Bill Nary
City Attorney
City of Meridian
33 E. Broadway
Meridi~ ID 83642
Re:

Petra, Incorporated - Claim under Change Order #2

CH File No. 20771-008
Dear Mr. Nary:
I am writing to request mediation of the claim made by Petra, Incorporated ("Petra")
under Change Order #2 in the amount of $512,427. As you know, Petra has engaged in
protracted direct discussions with representatives of the City of Meridian ("City") as provided
for in Section 8.1 of the Construction Management Agreement dated August 1, 2006 ("CMA'').
Since those discussions have only resulted in the City's continuing denial of Petra's claim, I am
making a request for mediation as required by Section 8.2 ofthe
of the CMA.
Please contact me so we can agree upon a mediator, the participants and the date, time
and place for the mediation session. Section 8.2 requires your response within 15 days of this
request.
Thank you.

cc:

Jerry Fr--

,ArI

428137_2.d~428137_2.d~-
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TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN, P.A.
ATTORNEYS
ATTORNEYS

IVm J. Trollt
Kim
Trout

AT
A T

LAW

March 26, 2009

VIA: E-Mail
Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
CHOSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712

RE: Petra, Inc. - CitY ojMeridion
Dear Tom,
Yesterday, I was retained by the City of Metidian with respect to the above referenced
Yesterday.
matter. I am in receipt of your letter of March 16, 2009 related to the mediation.
I look forward to working with you regarding timing and the selection of a mediator. I
Cit;y we request that in anticipation of
do anticipate however, some delay, as on behalf of the Cit:Y
any mediation, pursuant to Section 2.4 of the Construction Management Agreement, all
aJ..l Project
particular, I would like to work with
Records be made available for inspection and copying. In particular.
aU Petra e-mails in any way related to the Project, along with the other Project
you to obtain all
Records specified in the Agreement Please advise as to when and how this work can be
satisfactorily accomplished. I will assume that you have already advised Petra regarding
of evidence.
spoliation or destruction ofevidence.
Assuming that making arrangements for, and obtaining the Project Records as a
precursor to any mediation may take some time, I'd like to explore a discussion with you
regarding extending the contractual deadlines by agreement.
I look forward to speaking with you.
Sincerely,

~
Kim]. Trout

K]T/kk
KJT/kk
Cc: Client
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The 9 111 & Idaho Center. 225 North gill
glh Street, Suite 820
P. O. Box 1097 • Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone (208) 331-1170. Facsimile (208)331-1529
E-Mail Address:ktrout@idalaw.com
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Pam Carson
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Thomas G. Walker
Monday, March 30, 200910:52 AM
Kim Trout
Jerry Frank; Gene Bennett; Tom Coughlin; Pam Carson
RE: Petra - City of Meridian

Kim:
Petra will have the records you requested available for inspection tomorrow at its offices located at
1097 N. Rosario St., Meridian, 10 83642. Please let me know when you want to review the records.
We would also like to have the complete files, including emails and electronic documents, mcftntained
by the City of Meridian regarding this project available for inspection as soon as possible. Since this
willing to delay the mediation beyond the
matter has been pending for more than a year, Petra is not Willing
lS, 2009.
date specified in the contract. By my calculation, the 60-day period expires on May 15,
I look forward to hearing from you. Thanks.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Direct fax: 208-639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com
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TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN, P.A.
ATTORNEYS

Kim].
Kim
J. Trollt

AT
A T

LAW

April 1, 2009

VIA: E-Mail
Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
CHOSHO HUMPHREY, llP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712

RE: Petra, ll1c.
l11C. -- City ofMeridian
Dear Tom,

I am in receipt of your e-mail correspondence of Monday, March 3D, 2009.
I appreciate your cooperation in having Petra
Petta make records available for inspection. I
£inn, to Petra's offices today to make
will be sending Richard Kluckhohn, a consultant to our finn,
Petta to
an initial evaluation of the docwnents, and arrangements for copying. Please advise Petra
expect his visit.
Petta's financial
We anticipate that the City will be conducting a forensic audit of Petra's
records for the Project, which should be included in the Project Records, required to be
maintained pursuant to Section 2.4 of the Construction Management Agreement. We assume
that these records are likely in electronic format, and thus need confirmation of their availability
in native format for copying. We are concerned that you did not confum
confl1'lll that Petra has been
of its duty to maintain records in accord with the policy of the law against spoliation of
advised ofits
evidence. Can you provide a copy of the directive to Petra regarding spoilation?
As the parties are not in litigation, the City's records will not be made available at this
time.
Finally, I ask that you kindly revisit the issue of extended alternative dates for mediation.
We anticipate that even with best efforts, it is highly unlikely that the forensic audit and
document review can be effectively completed in anticipation of a May mediation date. We
would certainly hope that your client would concur that a thorough and complete review and
analysis of the facts will aid in the mediation process. It would seem that pressing for an a
mediation within 60 days without allowing sufficient time for thorough analysis is
counterproductive to a mediation to be conducted in good faith. As such, we would encourage
you to revisit this issue with your client and kindly advise result of those discussions. From a
practical standpoint, given the fact that the dates for mediation may be ex.tended by order of a
Court (as described in the Construction Management Agreement), it seems to make little sense
The gill
glh & Idaho Center. 225 North 9 th Street, Suite 820
P. O. Box 1097 • Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone (208) 331-1170. Facsimile (208)331-1529
E-Mail Address:ktrout@idalaw.com
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Mr. Thomas Walker
April 1, 2009
Page 2
to force the City to file a lawsuit to simply obtain a reasonable period of time for pre-mediation
review of the Project Records in preparation for a good faith mediation.
My thanks in advance for your time and attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

~
Kim].
Kim). Trout
KJT/kk
Cc: Client
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Pam Carson
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
SUbJect:

Thomas G. Walker
Thursday, April 02, 2009 9:32 AM
Thursday.
Kim Trout
Jerry Frank; Gene Bennett; Pam Carson; Tom Coughlin
Petra I City of Meridian

Kim: The folks at Petra are expecting your consultant tomorrow at 9:00 a.m. I renew my request for
access to the City's files regarding the subject project, so we can prepare properly for the mediation
session. Also, Petra is not willing to extend the mediation date beyond May 15th because the City has
had over a year to conduct whatever forensic accounting exercise the council thought necessary.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Direct fax: 208-639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com
610g: www.ricolawbloo.com
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Pam Carson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thomas G. Walker
Friday, April 10, 2009 11 :00 AM
Kim Trout
Pam Carson
Petra / city of Meridian

Kim:
What's the status regarding our meeting to select a mediator? As previously noted, Petra is not
willing to delay commencing mediation past May 15th because the City has had more than a year to
conduct whatever investigation and/or accounting the council members and the city attorney thought
appropriate. Also, we still want to inspect and/or copy the City's complete file on this matter before
the end of April.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Direct fax: 208-639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com
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Pam Carson
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Thomas G. Walker
Thursday, April 16, 20096:17 AM
Kim Trout
Pam Carson
Petra Incorporated I City of Meridian

Kim:
My file indicates that you were scheduled to meet with the City Council on Tuesday regarding Petra's
change order claims. You also informed me that you would provide me with a list of documents that
your consultant did not find during his visit to Petra. Finally, you were to provide me with an
explanation of the City's claims regarding Petra's alleged failure to provide certain deliverables. We
are still looking forward to selecting a mediator so this matter can move toward a prompt resolution.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
BOise, ID 83707-9518
Boise,
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Direct fax: 208-639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com
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· -----.Original Message----From: Kifn Trout [mailto:KTrout@lualaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2009 2:55 PM
To: Thomas G. Walker
Subject: RE: Petra Incorporated / City of Meridian

Tom, my apology for the delay in responding to you today, I've had a couple of very busy post-trial days of
catch up.
I have met with the City, and I'm in the process of developing the documents which did not appear to be in the
group my associate reviewed at Petra's offices. Hopefully that list will be complete tomorrow and I'll forward it
to you then.
As to the City's claims, they arise from the CM Agreement and the items of work product that were to have
been delivered to the City for each of the phases of the project. On the surface, there are significant questions
regarding the work product that Petra was to have performed and delivered, mostly relating to the budget
identified in the CM Agreement and the cost control issues which were Petra's responsibility.
I want to request again, that both parties waive the mediation requirement. I do not believe that the mediation
will have any reasonable chance of a productive result until the City has gathered additional information as to
events which occurred during the project process, and can further evaluate its position. I recognize that Petra is
in a hurry to have the mediation occur. I'm uncertain as to why, as at present, I believe it unlikely that the City
will be willing to write Petra a check.
1
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That being said, I recommend that we use John Magel as the mediator, if Petra insists on moving toward a May
15 mediation.
Best regards,
Kim
O. Walker [twalker@CoshoLaw.com]
From: Thomas G.
6: 17 AM
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2009 6:17
To: Kim Trout
Cc: Pam Carson
Subject: Petra Incorporated I/ City of Meridian
Kim:
My file indicates that you were scheduled to meet with the City Council on Tuesday regarding Petra's change
order claims. You also informed me that you would provide me with a list of documents that your consultant
City'S claims
did not find during his visit to Petra. Finally, you were to provide me with an explanation of the City's
regarding Petra's alleged failure to provide certain deliverables. We are still looking forward to selecting a
mediator so this matter can move toward a prompt resolution. I look forward to hearing from you.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Direct fax: 208-639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com<mailto:twalker@cosholaw.com>
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com<http://www.ricolawblog.com>

**************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
Confidentiality Notice:
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing,
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of Cosho Humphrey,
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey,
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email.
IRS Circular 230 Notice:
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of
I~__!P"
avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law.
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Kim]
KUnJ Trout

THOMAS
G. WAU<EFI
THOMASG.

April 20, 2009

LAWYEFI
LAWYER

VIA: USPS
uSPS First Class Mail

Thomas G.
O. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise,ID 83712

Re:

Petra, Incorporated - Claim under Change Order #2
CH File No. 20771-008 and

Dear Tom:
I am writing to express some concerns with respect to the document review that my
performed earlier this month. As I have indicated previously, the City is interested in
office perfonned
meeting their contractual obligations, treat Petra fairly, and to be fair to our constituents. The
City believes that adequate preparation of a factual background prior to the mediation will
of resolving the issues at hand.
significantly improve the chances ofresolving
I,
As specified in section 2.4 of the Construction Management Agreement dated August 1,
2006("CMA").
All records relating to the Project in Construction Manager's possession (the
"Project Records tl ) shall be made available to Owner for inspection and copying
at a reasonable time and place upon the written request of Owner. The Project
Records shall include, but not be, limited to, all plans, specifications, submittals,
correspondence, minutes, memoranda, receipts, timesheets, electronic recordings
and other writings or things that document any aspect of the design and
construction management and coordination of the Project
Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a list of documents that was provided at the review
earlier this month. Please provide paper copies to the City of the documents highlighted in
yellow, on Exhibit "A." Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a list of documents that has not been
provided, and that the city believes should exist and should have been maintained pursuant to the
"B." With respect to any
Contract. Please provide copies of all documents identified on Exhibit "8."
emails, please provide electronic copies (PST Files) of all e-mails related to the project.

The 9 th & Idaho Center. 225 North 91h Street, Suite 820
P. O. Box 1097 • Boise,
Idaho 83701
Boise,Idaho
Phone (208) 331-1170 • Facsimile (208) 331-1529
E-Mail Address:ktrout@idalaw.com
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If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

~
~---~---KJTIkk
KJT/kk

\
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EXHmIT "A"
Petra documents provided for review:
[Box Labeled Meridian City Hall # 060675 owner testing]
1. File Folder labeled - Bidding Info # 3b
2. File Folder labeled - Engineer - Geotechnical report #4e
3. File Folder labeled - Project Budget #7
4. File Folder labeled - Project Schedule #8
5. File Folder labeled - Meeting Minutes - Mayors building Committee #9
6. File Folder labeled - Meeting Minutes - Progress #9b
7. File Folder labeled - Meeting Minutes - Other # 9c
[Box 2 - unlabeled]
8. File Folder labeled - ASI log #22
[Box labeled Jobsite Records / Logs / 2007 Dally Logs •••.
•••.]]
9. Binder labeled - MCH daily reports 2007
10. Binder labeled - MCH daily reports 2008
11.
II. Binder labeled - Architects Supplemental Instructions 1-99
12. Binder labeled - Architects Supplemental Instructions 100 on
13. Binder labeled - RFI 1-100 RFI 1-100
14. RFII-I00
RFII-100
Water •••••• ]
[Box labeled Jobsite Records Contaminated Soils and Ground Water••••••]
15. Binder labeled - Contaminated Soils and Ground Water
16. Binder labeled - Special Inspections & Material Testing
17. Binder labeled - Force Account
Records/logs
RFI#101-230•••••)
[Box labeled Jobsite Records!
logs RFI#101-230•••••)
18. Binder labeled- RFI#101-230
19. Binder labeled - Job Specifications (site copies)
20. File Folder labeled - MCH close out file folder
[Box had DO label]
21. Binder labeled -MCH Budget- Core
22. Binder labeled - MCH Budget - Shell
23. Binder labeled - MCH Bid Polling & Invitations to Bid
24. Binder labeled - MCH Cold Shell and Shell Package #2
25. Binder labeled - MCH pennits fees and testing inspections
26. Binder labeled - MCH Value Engineering
27. Binder labeled - City of Meridian
[Binders in Petra Personnel Offices! Barbara/others]
28. 8 Binders of RFIs
29.3 Binders of Change Orders

005756

EXHIBIT "B"
Petra Documents not found in boxes provided:
30. At Completion of Development Strategies Phase - The Petra "written" Report detailing
Petra's understanding ofthe Owner's Criteria and identifying any design, construction,
scheduling, budgetary, operational or other problems or recommendations that my
result from Owner's Criteria.
31. At completion of Site Preparation Phase - The CM's written plan for demolition
32. Preliminary Design Phase - Preliminary schedule as defined in 4.4.1
33. At Preliminary Design Phase - 4.4.1.documents
of the Project
a. The written plan for the management of the design and construction ofthe
as defined in 4.4.1.a
4.4.1.b
b. Project schedule defined in 4.4.l.b
c. Preliminary price estimates as defined in 4.4.1.c
d. Communications plan as defined in 4.4.1.d
4.4.l.d
34. Preliminary Price Estimate analysis as defined in 4.4.3
35. Copies of any and all communications that constitutes the fulfillment of actions defined
in 4.5.3 including but not limited to peer review by electrical, mechanical, structural
and architectural professional for up to two (2) work days per discipline for
constructability, cost-effectiveness, clarity, consistency and coordination.
36. Value Engineering
a. Communication between Petra and General Contractors
b. Value Engineering recommendations to City
37. Each Budget iteration
38. Petra Change Order Log I Summary
39. Meeting notes (No. 000001 - No. 002xx)
40. Pay Apps
a. Invoices for materials
41. Payroll records
a. Time cards
b. Payroll reports
c. Personnel resumes and qualifications
d. Personnel cost information
i. Payroll plus specific burden costs
42. Daily diaries I calendars
43. Meeting minutes and notes
a. Internal Petra Meeting minutes and notes
b. Petra and LeA
c. Petra and General Contractors
d. Petra and DEQ
44. All Weekly Schedule
45. All Project Schedules and Gantt charts
46. Phone records
47. Photographs
48. Emails (native format
fonnat as .pst files)

005757
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49. Written communications between
a. Petra and City
b. Petra and General Contractors
c. Petra and DEQ
d. Petra and others
50. Mileage records
51. LEEDS
a. Invoices for materials
h.
b. Payroll
i. Time cards
ii. Payroll reports
c. Phone records
d. Daily diaries I calendars
i. Daily reports
e. Weekly Schedules
f. Photographs
g. Emails (native fonnat as .pst files)
h. Written communication
i. LEED's meeting minutes
1.
i. Internal meetings minutes and notes
ii. LCA meeting minutes and notes
111.
iii. External meetings minutes and notes
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, - Pam Carson
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Thomas G. Walker
Tuesday, April 21, 2009 5:59 AM
Jerry Frank; Gene Bennett; Tom Coughlin
Pam Carson
FW: Petra Incorporated I City of Meridian

FYI.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, 10 83707-9518
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Direct fax: 208-639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com

From: Kim Trout [mailto:KTrout@idalaw.com]
Sent:
sent: Monday, April 20, 2009 3:48 PM
To: Thomas G. Walker
Subject: RE: Petra Incorporated / City of Meridian
Tom,
Thanks for the message. I'll pass it along to the City for their review and consideration.
Best regards,
Kim

From: Thomas G.•
G.• Walker [mailto:twalker@CoshoLaw.com]
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2009 8:44 AM
To: Kim Trout
carson
Cc: Pam Carson
Subject: Petra Incorporated / City of Meridian

Kim:
I have visited further with my client's management regarding an extension of time for the City to
complete its investigation in preparation for a mediation session. Petra is willing to grant an
extension of the May 15, 2009 deadline to June 15, 2009.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, 10 83707-9518
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Direct fax: 208-639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com
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,910g: www.ricolawblog.com

**************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
Confidentiality Notice:
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing,
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those ofCosho Humphrey,
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey,
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email.
IRS Circular 230 Notice:
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of
avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law.
!SIG:4gecedbl19551668840147!
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COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
COUNSELORS & ATTORNEYS AT LAW

THOMAS G. WALKER
twalker@coshoiaw.com
www.ricoiawbiog.com

PO Box 9518 83707-9518
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone 208.344.7811
Firm fax 208.338.3290

DIRECT PHONE
CELL PHONE
DIRECT FAX

208.639.5607
208.869.1508
208.639.5609

April 22, 2009

Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Re:

Via email to:ktrout@idalaw.com

The City of Meridian, an Idaho Municipal Corporation v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV OC 0907257
CH File No. 20771-005

Dear Kim:
We look forward to working with you on the above-referenced case. We would like to
come to an agreement with you regarding several matters that we have found helpful in case
management. Please consider the following suggestions.
1.

Document Management.

We suggest that all documents produced by the parties be Bates numbered with plaintiff
using numbers 0001 through 50,000 and defendant using numbers starting at 50,001.
We should commit ourselves to produce clear and legible copies of documents, if
possible.
Once copies of all significant documents are produced, we should agree to meet so that
an attorney or legal assistant for each party can compare available originals of documents to the
copies that have been produced.
2.

Written Discovery.

We should agree to provide each other with an electronic version of all discovery
requests either on disk, CD, or by email to avoid the time consuming task of retyping each
request.
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,.. Kim J. Trout, Esq.
April 22, 2009
Page 2

3.

COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP

Deposition Exhibits.

We suggest that deposition exhibits be consecutively numbered starting with "1" rather
than designating exhibits by deponent's name followed by a number. This will eliminate having
more than one exhibit with the same number, such as "Smith Depo Exhibit 1", "Brown Depo
Exhibit 1", etc. All deposition exhibits should also be Bates numbered. In addition, we should
endeavor to use the deposition exhibit number as the trial exhibit number.

4.

Service of Documents.

We suggest that we agree that service and delivery of documents by email attachment is
the equivalent of service by "facsimile machine process" as provided in I.R.C.P. 5(b).

5.

Rule 16 Stipulation regarding Planning.

We suggest that we agree upon and file a Rule 16(b) Stipulation setting forth deadlines
measured by the number of days before trial and that we provide the court with available trial
dates commencing in mid-2010. I have attached a proposed Stipulation for your consideration.

6.

Other Matters.

Please let me know if you have any suggestions. I look forward to hearing from you
regarding these matters. Thank you for your cooperation.
Very truly yours,

lsi
THOMAS G. WALKER
AGREED:
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
By: _________________________
KimJ. Trout
cc:

Jerold S. Frank (Via email)
Eugene Bennett (Via email)
John Quapp (Via email)
Tom Coughlin (Via email)
443032
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Pam Carson
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thomas G. Walker
Friday, April 24, 20092:55 PM
Kim Trout
Pam Carson
Re: City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated

I forwarded your email to Jerry Frank.
Tom Walker
On Apr 24,2009, at 2:39 PM, "Kim Trout" <KTrout@idalaw.com> wrote:
Tom,
Thanks for your reply. I don't believe that I cited to a rule. My request simply comes as a result of prior
experience in representing organizations with multiple levels of people who may have been involved in
events leading to or resulting in litigation. By that experience, unfortunately, I've observed less than
honest efforts to engage in discussions which later surfaced in the courtroom as claimed admissions
against interest, and the like.
That being said, I'm not asserting anything untoward with respect to your clients. However, neither do I
want your clients offended when they're told that the City simply doesn't believe it's in the City's best
interest to engage in those discussions at present. Please convey that message to Petra.
The purpose of my request is to simply avoid having, what might be for some, uncomfortable
conversations about not having discussions with your client, its officers or employees.
My thanks in advance for your kind cooperation,
Kim

Kim J. Trout
PA
Trout. Jones. Gledhill. Fuhrman, PA
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
kjtrout@idalaw.com
This message and any files attached hereto, if any, are intended strictly for the use of the intended addressee and
may contain information that is PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION, and/or may contain
PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any dissemination of this communication is strictly prohibited. Ifyou
If you have received this communication in error,
please delete all electronic copies of this message and any attached files, destroy any hard copies in existence, and
notify KIM 1. TROUT immediately at (208) 331-1170 or kjtrout@idalaw.com
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er@CoshoLaw.com]
.Ftoln: Thomas G. Walker [t
Sent: Friday, April 24, 20092:,,0 PM
sent:
To: Kim Trout
Cc: Pam Carson
Subject: RE: City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated

Kim:

Thanks for your note. I am not aware of any rule that precludes clients and their
respective lay employees and agents from discussing matters and issues involved in
litigation. Why do you make the no-contact request?

Regarding discussing mediation, I will be in Court Monday morning, but plan to be in
my office most of the afternoon. Give me a call.

Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP

800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518

Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Direct fax: 208-639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com

From: Kim Trout [mailto:KTrout@idalaw.com]

sent:
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2009 2:22 PM
To: Thomas G. Walker
Subject: RE: City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated

Tom,

2
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Pam C«rson
C~rson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thomas G. Walker
Friday, April 24, 2009 2:30 PM
Kim Trout
Pam Carson
RE: City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated

Kim:
Thanks for your note. I am not aware of any rule that precludes clients and their respective lay
employees and agents from discussing matters and issues involved in litigation. Why do you make
the no-contact request?
Regarding discussing mediation, I will be in Court Monday morning, but plan to be in my office most
of the afternoon. Give me a call.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
BOise, ID 83707-9518
Boise,
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Direct fax: 208-639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com

From: Kim Trout [mailto:KTrout@idalaw.com]
Friday, April 24, 20092:22 PM
To: Thomas G. Walker
Subject: RE: City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated

Sent:
sent:

Tom,
I'm in receipt of the documents you forwarded and will reply on those items in due course. Just a quick note to say that I
believe it's premature to enter into a scheduling order containing a proposed number of days for trial until a better
understanding of the breadth of the matter is had.
However, the fundamental purpose of this note, is to politely request that your client's not contact City officials or
personnel to discuss the case. I'm advised that Keith Bird was contacted by Gene Bennett seeking to 'discuss' the lawsuit.
Although in some situations I might not object to such discussions, in this situation I'd request that any discussions be
held between the two of us.
I'll be out the balance of the today, but would like to know if there might be a time on Monday that would be convenient
for the two of us to discuss a mediation date.
Best regards,
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KimJ. Trout
Trout. Jones. Gledhill. Fuhrman, PA
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
kitrout@idalaw.com
kjtrout@idalaw.com
This message and any files attached hereto, if any, are intended strictly for the use of the intended addressee and may contain
information that is PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION, and/or may contain PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY
WORK PRODUCT. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this communication is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please delete all electronic copies of this message and any
attached files, destroy any hard copies in existence, and notify KIM 1. TROUT immediately at (208) 331-1170 or kjtrout@idalaw.com

From: Thomas G. Walker [twalker@CoshoLaw.com]

Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2009 7:00 AM
To: Kim Trout
Cc: Jerry Frank; Gene Bennett; John Quapp; Tom Coughlin; Pam Carson
Subject: City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated

Kim: Please review the attached case management letter and proposed stipulation for scheduling
and planning. I look forward to your response.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Direct fax: 208-639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com

**************************************************************************************
**************************************************************************************
Confidentiality Notice:
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing,
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those ofCosho Humphrey,
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey,
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email.
IRS Circular 230 Notice:
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of
avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law.
!SIG:49f21f81243391919821440!
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COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
COUNSELORS & ATfORNEYS AT LAW

PO Box 951883707-9518
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712

THOMAS G. WALKER
twa1ka@),:oabolaw.eom
twa1km@roabolaw.eom
www JjcoJawblog.com
ricolawblog.com

Telephone 208.344.7811
Firm fax 208.338.3290

DmECTPHONE
CELL PHONE

DIRECT FAX

208.639.5607
208.869.1508
208.639.5609

June 10, 2009

DELIVERED BY COURIER
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhnnan, P.A.
d1
Street, Suite S20
820
225 North 9111
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Re:

The City of Meridian, an Idaho Municipal Corporation v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV OC 0907257
CH File No. 20771-008

Dear Kim:
Delivered herewith are Petra's responses to the requests made in Exhibits A and B attached
to your letter dated April 20, 2009. The documents are on two USB thumb drives. The pdf
document files contain 13,691 pages and are Bates numbered 50029 through 63720. We do not have
(Photographs). There are 1,221 photographs
the technology available to Bates number the jpeg files (photographs).
of the project. In addition, we could not Bates number the following: emails (pst files), WORD and
EXCEL documents in native fonnat, the LEEDS data and infonnation documents, the MCH Leeds
credit documents, or the Microsoft Explorer files.
I reviewed the documents, data and files contained in Petra's production and find them to be
in good order and excellent evidence of the competent, complete and professional manner in which
Petra's personnel conducted and documented their work.
1b
Sib
On the other hand, I found the City's discovery responses and production received on June 8
to be grossly incomplete, evasive and unresponsive. I will provide you with a letter within the next
few days documenting the deficiencies in the City's responses along with a request for responses and
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
documents that confonn to the requirements ofthe

~

TH MAS G. WALKER
Enclosures
cc:
Jerry
Jeny Frank, wlo encls. (via email)
Gene Bennett, wlo encls. (via email)
Tom Coughlin, wlo encls. (via email)
4S9734
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COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
COUNSELORS & ATIORNEYS AT LAW

THOMAS G. WALKER
w eom
twa!keJ@egsho!aw
M!keJ@egshola

PO Box 9518 83707-9518
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712

WWW.ricolawblgg.com
WWW,ricolawblgg:com

Telephone 208.344.7811
FUm fax 208.338.3290

DIRECT PHONE
CELL PHONE
DIRECT FAX

208.639.5607
208.869.1508
208.639.5609

June 12,2009

Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Re:

to:ktrout@idalaw.com
Via email to:ktrout@iclalaw.com

The City of Meridian, an Idaho Municipal Corporation v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV OC 0907257
CH File No. 20771-008

Dear Kim:
I am writing to take issue with your clients' deficient responses to Petra's First Set of
Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Docwnents and Requests for Admissions dated May
6, 2009. 1 This letter is an effort to resolve this discovery matter without the intervention of the
court.
The deficiencies are as follows:

1.

Impermissible objections. The objections contained in paragraphs 1, 3, and 6 of
the General Objections are improper.
In addition, the objections contained in the City's
Answers to Interrogatories numbered 1 through 3,5, 10 through 14, and 17, and the responses to
Requests for Production nwnbered 1 through 3 are also improper. The rules reguire that a
responding party to either answer the discovery request or object to it, but not both.l
both.2 Thus, it is
improper to preface an answer or response with an objection and then state "without waiving
such objection, plaintiff states ...."
...." The purpose of this rule is to preclude a party from hedging
his answer so he can change it later, or providing an incomplete or erroneous response under the
guise of an objection. As noted below, the City's responses are grossly evasive, unresponsive
and incomplete.
The objections identified above, including: compound, vague, overly broad and unduly
burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to produce admissible evidence are impermissible
because an objection is only proper and effective if it states the grounds of the objection with
The City of Meridian is referred to variously as the "your client," the City" and "Meridian."
For example see Rule 33(a)(2): "Each interrogatory shall be answered separately and fully in writing under oath,
unless it is objected to, in which event the reasons for Objection
objection shall be stated in lieu of an answer." [Emphasis
(Emphasis
added.]
I

2

EXHIBIT
l(

OU
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specificity. United States v. Philip Morris, Inc., 347 F.3d 951, 954 (D.C. Cir. 2003); Tequila
S.A. de C. V. v. Barcardi & Co., Ltd., 242 F.R.D. 1 (D.D.C. 2007); A Farber and
Centinela, SA.
Partners, Inc. v. Garber, 234 F.R.D. 186, 188 (C.D. Cal2006)(general boilerplate objections are
ineffective). A proper objection must be specific in identifying the reasons why the responding
party has determined, after reasonable inquiry, that a request is overly broad, unduly burdensome
or not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. It is obvious from
the City's responses that whoever prepared the answers did not make any sort of reasonable
inquiry of the City personnel involved in the project.
It is well-settled that just because the production of documents would be burdensome and
expensive it is not in itself a reason for a court to refuse to issue an order compelling discovery,
where discovery is otherwise appropriate. In re Folding Carton Antitrust Litigation, 76 F.R.D.
420 (N.D. Ill. 1977). The City's objections to Interrogatories numbered 5, 14 and 17 and
Requests for Production numbered 1 through 3 are based up the claim that the document
production would consist of "thousands" of pages. This objection is improper. Most commercial
contract disputes involve thousands of pages of documents, including hundreds if not thousands
of emails. As you know, on June 10, 2009 Petra delivered responses to the requests made in
Exhibits A and B attached to your letter dated April 20, 2009. The pdf document files included
13,691 pages. In addition, we delivered 1,221 photographs of the project. Although we could
not Bates number emails (pst files), WORD and EXCEL documents in native format, the LEEDS
data and information documents, the MCH Leeds credit documents, or the Microsoft Explorer
files, I estimate that there are several thousand of those documents. Petra's responses are
complete, forthright and were produced without objection. We expect, and will require, the City
to reciprocate.

Whether discovery imposes an undue burden depends upon such factors as relevance, the
need of the party for the documents, the breadth of document request, the time period covered by
it, the particularity with which documents are described, and the burden imposed. Concord Boat
Corp. v. Brunswick Corp., 169 F.R.D. 44 (S.D. N.Y. 1996). Once a party has requested
discovery, the burden is on the party objecting to show that responding to the discovery request
would be unduly burdensome. Pulsecard, Inc. v. Discover Card Services, Inc., 168 F.R.D. 295,
(D.C.Or.l989); Smith v. Baltimore
304 (D. Kan. 1996); Mueller v. Walker, 124 F.R.D. 654, 656 (D.C.Or.1989);
& o.R. Co., 473 F.Supp. 572, 585 (D.C.Md.1979); Kozlowski v. Sears Roebuck & Co., 73 F.R.D.
(D.C.Mass.l976). Likewise, once a party has requested discovery, the burden is on the
73, 76 (D.C.Mass.1976).
party objecting to show that discovery requested is not relevant to issues. Zucker v. Sable, 72
(D.C.N.Y.l975). Simply reciting the mantra ''vague, overly broad, unduly burdensome
F.R.D. 1 (D.C.N.Y.1975).
and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence" fails to meet this
burden because it does not tell the inquiring party why. It is not possible for Petra to defend this
case or prosecute its counterclaim without all of the City's documents, including internal
memoranda and emails.
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The mere fact that producing documents would be burdensome and expensive or would
interfere with a party's normal operations is not inherently a reason to refuse an otherwise
legitimate discovery request. Nor can the lack of an adequate filing system insulate a party from
discovery. Baine v. General Motors Corp., 141 F.R.D. 328,331 (D.C.Ala.1991).
More particularly, Interrogatories 1, 2, and 3 request information on the witnesses and
facts the City may use in its case the answer to which will provide specific facts and information
upon which the City will rely in its prosecution and defense of this case. The discovery
responses state that City's staff has reviewed documents, but the interrogatory answers do not
include any information regarding the results ofthose
of those reviews.
Interrogatories 4 through 7 request information on the communications that the City
thinks supports its allegations of disputed facts about change orders. These communications
between representatives of Petra and the City of Meridian and the communications of the persons
involved with and for the City are necessary and relevant to the elements of this case.
Interrogatories 8 and 9 ask for the application of the facts to the law alleged in the
complaint and asserted in defenses. Our evaluation of that information is necessary to determine
the validity of the City's case. Rule 33(b)(I), Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure, provides in relevant
part, "An interrogatory otherwise proper is not necessarily objectionable merely because an
answer to the interrogatory involves an opinion or contention that relates to fact or the
application of law to fact. .."
.. " The City'S
City's recitation that the "body" of contract and tort laws
supports the City's application of law to fact is completely inadequate. A proper response to
these interrogatories must include the specific theories of contract, tort and other applicable law
that are relevant to the City's case.
Interrogatories 10
10 through 13 request information on other investigations and lawsuits
involving the City. Full and complete responses to these interrogatories are necessary for us to
evaluate whether the City is or has engaged in a pattern of wrongful conduct in order to avoid its
contractual and other obligations. Such a pattern may support other claims and causes of action,
including those arising under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act and the
Idaho Racketeering Act. In addition, Petra is entitled to information on experts and consultants
the City has engaged now and in the past.
Interrogatories 15 through 17 request information on witnesses and exhibits. Full and
complete responses to these inquiries are necessary to prepare for trial and or settlement
discussions in this matter. These are standard required disclosures in any litigation.
Requests for Production 1, 2, and 3 request all documents referenced in the
interrogatories, all documents relating to the claims or defenses of the City, and any documents
supporting any denials to the requests for admissions. These items are clearly reasonable and
necessary requests.
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In addition, the unsubstantiated claims of attorney-client privilege and work product
doctrine are improper. The City's blanket claims of attorney-client privilege are frivolous
because they fail to describe with specificity why the information or document sought constitutes
a communication between the City and its counsel. The burden of showing information is
privileged, and therefore exempt from discovery, is on the party asserting the privilege. Ex parte
Niday, 15 Idaho 559, 98 P. 845 (1908). Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d
27, 34 (2005). The City's discovery responses indicate that a log regarding privilege will be
provided, but we have not received one as yet. In addition, blanket claims of protection under
the work product doctrine are similarly defective because, among other things, the doctrine only
applies to information and documents prepared in anticipation of litigation. As you know, it is a
requirement in federal court and common practice in Idaho courts to provide a privilege log so
substantiation of the privilege and protection claims can be detennined by the court during an in
camera review. As you know, in camera reviews are regularly conducted by Idaho courts in
both civil and criminal matters. In fact, such a review was used in the Kirk v. Ford Motor Co.
case discussed above, and it was also used in another civil appellate case: Star Phoenix Min. Co.
v. Hecla Min. Co., 130 Idaho 223,939 P.2d 542 (1997).
2.
Unresponsive, incomplete and evasive answers. The City's answers to
Interrogatories 3, 5 through 10 and 12, and 14, and the City's responses and production to
Requests for Production 1 through 3 are unresponsive, incomplete and evasive. The discovery
rules require a responding party's answer to be responsive, full, complete and unevasive. 8A
Charles Alan Wright & Arthur R. Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 2177 (2d ed.1994).
ed.l994).
Lester v. Salvino, 141 Idaho 937,941,120 P.3d 755, 759 (Ct.App.2000). "Rule 11
II is specifically
designed to be a management tool by which the district court can, among other things, punish
actions such as Ramsden's evasive discovery answering, which constitute litigative misconduct."

Id.
For example in this case, the City repeatedly recites in answers to interrogatories that
"The facts, which support the Meridian claims, are stated in the Complaint, in the Project
Records, in the written and oral correspondence of the parties over the course of the duration of
the project. And are held by the witnesses who may be called at the trial of this matter." These
responses meet the criteria for being unresponsive, incomplete and evasive. The City is required
by the rules to provide specifics regarding allegations, records, correspondence and other
City'S responses to the requests for
information that will be provided by the witnesses. The City's
production are also unresponsive, incomplete and evasive.
3.
Inadequate responses to requests for admission. With regard to the responses
to the requests for admissions, the City's
City'S denials of Requests for Admission 1, 5 through 10, 13
(including subparts) through 29,33,37,38,40 through 42 do not fairly meet the substance of the
requests. The following instruction that preceded Petra's requests for admission are particularly
apropos to the City's denials.

Petra63739
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SPECIFIC INSTRUCTION REGARDING REOUESTS FOR ADMISSION
You are specifically directed to respond to each request for admission subject to
the imposition of sanctions under Rule 37 as described by Rule 36(a), which
provides as follows:
A denial shall fairly meet the substance of the requested admission, and
when good faith requires that a party qualify the answer or deny only a
part of the matter of which an admission is requested, the party shall
specify so much of it as is true and qualify or deny the remainder. An
answering party may not give lack of information or knowledge as a
reason for failure to admit or deny unless the party states that the party has
made reasonable inquiry and that the information known or readily
obtainable by the party is insufficient to enable the party to admit or deny.
A party who considers that a matter of which an admission has been
requested represents a genuine issue for trial may not, on that ground
alone, object to the request; the party may, subject to the provisions of
Rule 37(c), deny the matter or set forth reasons why the party cannot
admit or deny it.
The responses to Requests for Admission 1, 5 through 10, 13 (including subparts)
through 29, 33, 37, 38, 40 through 42 are improper as they do not comply with Rule 36(a).
Consequently, we demand that the City provide proper responses that are in compliance with the
rule. One example is Request for Admission No.1 which states: You and Petra entered into a
Construction Management Agreement dated August 1, 2006 ("Agreement"). This request was
denied, but the City attached a copy of the agreement to the complaint and included it as an
exhibit. Considering these facts there is no justification for the City's denial. Another example
is Request for Admission No.5 which is denied in its entirety. This is improper because there is
clearly a portion or all of that statement that should be admitted. A failure to admit the truth of
facts requested under Rule 36 may result in an award of fees against the party failing to admit the
Des/osses v. Des/asses,
Des/osses, 122 Idaho 634, 836 P.2d 1095 (Ct. App.1992). These are just
facts. Des/asses
City'S responses to the requests for admission are deficient.
examples, but the majority of the City's
4.
Improper objections based on lack of relevance. As you are aware, Rule
26(b)(1) provides in relevant part that
Parties may obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged, which is
relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it relates to
the claim or defense of the party seeking discovery or to the claim or defense of
any other party, including the existence, description, nature, custody, condition
and location of any books, documents, or other tangible things and the identity
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and location of persons having knowledge of any discoverable matter. It is not
ground for objection that the infonnation sought will be inadmissible at the trial if
the infonnation sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence.
The City's answer to Interrogatory No. 17 appears to claim that because there are likely
thousands of pages documenting communication exchanges that all that infonnation may not be
relevant. All evidence of communications between the parties and between employees, agents,
contractors, consultants, etc. of the parties are clearly discoverable. The relevancy for purposes
of trial will be addressed at the time of trial, but there can be no reasonable basis to deny ~ the
exchange of this infonnation as part of the discovery process in a contract dispute. The City has
not identified any basis to support its relevancy objections.

5.

The responses are not verified. The City's discovery responses are not verified.
Verification is necessary for the City to establish that the responses are true, correct and
complete to the best of the attesting party's belief after reasonable inquiry. The responses are so
poor that we must assume that no responsible person from the City reviewed the responses or the
very limited number of documents produced.
The City has failed to meet the standards required of parties responding to discovery
requests. If proper objections or responses to each and every interrogatory, request for
production and request for admission are not received by me by 5:00 p.m., Mountain Time on
June 23, 2009, I will file a motion to compel and seek sanctions.
Very truly yours,

lsi
THOMASG. WALKER
cc:

Jerry Frank (via email)
Gene Bennett (via email)
Tom Coughlin (via email)
4S9734_3.doc
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"'rom: Kevin K1uckhohn [mailto:KKII

ohn@idalaw.com]

Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 200910:12 AM
sent:
To: Thomas G. Walker
Cc: Kim Trout
Subject: RE: Meridian v. Petra

Tom,

Kim forwatded your June 12, 2009 letter to me regarding the discovery responses. We are currently preparing for a
trial set to begin Monday, June 22, 2009, and last 5-10 days. We will be unable to meet and confer by the deadline
you requested We will respond just as soon as we ate able to after the trial. Thank. you,
Kevin Kluckhohn
Assistant to Kim].
Kim J. Trout
Trout+Jones +Gledhill +Fuhrman, FA
Trout+Jones
225 N. 9th St., Ste 820
Boise,1O
Boise,
10 83702
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, 10 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
kkluckhohn@iga)aw.CQtn
This message is confidential,
confidentisl, attomey/
attomey/ client work ptOduet
ptOduct protected, and is intended only for USC
usc by the intended recipient Any other USC is expressly prohibited by law,
prosecution to !he fullest o:rent
o:r.ent of die
me law. If you recei\'e
recei\'c this lI\C$$age
lI\CS$age in error. please destroy it immediately. Thank you.
and any violation wil1 result in proseculion

[mailto:twalker@CoshoLaw.com]
From: Thomas G. Walker [mailto:lwalker@CoshoLaw.com]
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2009 3:06 PM
sent:

To: Kim Trout
Whatcott; Pam carson
Cc: jfrank@petrainc.net; Gene Bennett; Tom Coughlin; Erika K. Klein; Mackenzie E. Whatcotti
Subject: Meridian v. Petra
SUbject:

1

EXHIBIT
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Pam Carson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thomas G. Walker
Monday, July 20,2009 12:00 PM
Kevin Kluckhohn
Kim Trout; Pam Carson; Mackenzie E. Whatcott
RE: City of Meridian vs. Petra

Importance:

High

Kevin:
Kim's Supplemental Affidavit at paragraph 3 refers to "the foregoing correspondence to defense
counsel." What correspondence? Petra wants to have a mediation session in this matter and has
never indicated that it did not. In fact, the primary reason for the first round of discovery requests
was to obtain the information and documents needed to have a meaningful mediation.
Considering the additional documents produced by the City last week, which we are in the process of
analyzing, we are willing to vacate the hearing on the motion to compel set for this afternoon. We
do, however, continue to believe that Rule 33(a)(2) requires either a response to an interrogatory or
an objection, but not both. We can address this issue later in the litigation if mediation is
unsuccessful.
Let me know as soon as possible whether Kim agrees to vacate the hearing on Petra's motion to
compel and the City's motion to strike.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Direct fax: 208-639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com
Blog: www.ricolawblog.com

From: Kevin Kluckhohn [mailto:KKluckhohn@idalaw.com]
Sent: Monday, July 20,2009 11:20 AM
To: Thomas G. Walker; Pam Carson
carson
Cc: Kim Trout; Kevin Kluckhohn
Subject: City of Meridian vs. Petra

EXHIBIT

(. Q"

Mr. Walker and Ms. Carson,
Please find
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

attached the following documents:
Letter dated today to Judge Wilper;
Notice of Service regarding the City of Meridian's Supplemental Responses to Discovery;
Verification to First Set of Discovery Responses;
Plaintiffs Supplemental Responses to Defendant's First Set of Discovery Requests; and
Supplemental Affidavit of Kim J. Trout in Support of the City of Meridian's Memorandum in
Opposition to Motion to Compel.
1
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Thank you,
Kevin Kluckhohn
Assistant to Kim J. Trout
Trout +Jones +Gledhill +Fuhrman, PA
PA
225 N. 9th St., Ste 820
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
kkluckhohn@idalaw.com
lbis message is confidential, attorney/client work product protected, and is intended only for use by the intended recipient. Any other use is expressly prohibited by law,
and any violation will result in prosecution to the fullest extent of the law. If you receive this message in error, please destroy it immediately. Thank you.
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COUNSELORS & ATIORNEYS AT LAW

THOMAS G. WALKER
twalker@cosholaw.com
twalker@coshoiaw.com
www.ricolawblog.com
www.ricoiawbiog.com

PO Box 9518 83707-9518
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone 208.344.7811
Firm fax 208.338.3290

DIRECT PHONE
CELL PHONE
DIRECT FAX

208.639.5607
208.869.1508
208.639.5609

April 22, 2009

Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Re:

Via email to:ktrout@idalaw.com

The City of Meridian, an Idaho Municipal Corporation v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV OC 0907257
CH File No. 20771-005

Dear Kim:
I am writing regarding the preservation of evidence in this case. All documents,
including electronically stored information are an important and irreplaceable source of
discovery and/or evidence in the above-referenced matter. The discovery requests served in this
matter will seek all documents and information that is likely to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence, including documents and information from your client's computers,
removable electronic media and other locations. These electronic documents and information
include, but are not limited to, e-mail and other electronic communication, word processing
documents, spreadsheets, databases, calendars, telephone logs, contact manager information,
Internet usage files, and network access information.
Discovery requests for electronic information and data will include a request for
production of each document in its native format 1l , with original Metadata2 intact and unaltered,
on portable media, such as CD ROM. The requests will also include a request for residual
electronic data3 and electronic data on backup tapes or other media.

I "Native format" means the origimil or true format of a given computer file or segment of data, as opposed to an
imaged or copied format.
2 "Metadata" means file information that is not readily visible during conventional access, including but not limited
to the file name, name or identity of the actual author and the platform or software used to create the subject writing;
the date the that the writing was created and a revision history setting forth the dates that underlying or related files
were written to, modified, erased or deleted; the dates and times that the file was opened or otherwise accessed;
comments, links and other hidden components; the storage path of the underlying and related files; the identity and
location of the other related authors and documents; the directories and subdirectories of the writing; and deleted
files and temporary files that were erased and over-written.
3 "Residual" data is deleted data, but which is recoverable from disk drives because it has not been written over.
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Consequently, please request that your client:
1.
Preserve all digital evidence, including hidden system files or metadata, presently
located on or contained in a free standing computer or laptop, or on any part of a server, CPU or
digital device that may contain data storage capabilities.
2.
Preserve all digital image evidence that may be stored on any type of hardware
used to store or manipUlate
manipulate electronic images.
3.
Preserve all existing sources of digital evidence that may not presently be in use
or may have been deleted from his active systems, whether the source is a backup tape or disk,
some other data retention system or some form of disaster recovery system, including the
imaging of hard drives.
4.
Take all reasonable steps to preserve digital evidence that may have been deleted
from his active files and which may not be readily recoverable from a backup medium, such as
metadata.
5.

Preserve digital evidence that is subject to his control regardless of where it may

be located.
Please inform your client that it is under a continuing obligation to preserve all evidence
that may come into existence after the date of this letter, or which may exist now or in the future
but of which he has no current knowledge.
As you know, the laws and rules prohibiting destruction of evidence apply to
electronically stored information in the same manner that they apply to other evidence. Due to
its format, electronic information is easily deleted, modified or corrupted. Accordingly, your
client must take every reasonable step to preserve this information until the final resolution of
this matter. This includes, but is not limited to, an obligation to discontinue all data destruction
and backup tape recycling policies.
By copy of this letter we are informing our client of its responsibilities to preserve
evidence. Your help and cooperation in this matter will be appreciated. Thank you.
Very truly yours,

lsi
THOMAS G. WALKER
cc:

Jerold S. Frank (Via email)
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Eugene Bennett (Via email)
John Quapp (Via email)
Tom Coughlin (Via email)
414634Jdoc
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From: 2083234507
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J. DAVID NAVAAAO. Clerk
ByJ.
8yJ. RANDALL

Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Mackenzie Wkatcott
Matthew Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
639·5607
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
CeU Phone:
(208) 869-1508
(208) 639-5609
Direct Facsimile:
E-mail: twalker@sosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@coshoJaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com;
mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
mschelstrate®cosholaw.com

DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
PlaintifflCounterdefendant,
VS.
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PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
DefendantlCounterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO

)

County ofAda
of Ada

)

) SS.
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Eugene R. Bennett, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
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AM

"

1.

I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and I am

competent to testify to the facts set forth below if called as a witness.

2.

I have more than 39 years of experience in the construction industry.

3.

I am a licensed Construction Manager in the State ofIdaho.

4.

("Petra").
I am employed by Petra Incorporated ("Petra'').

5.

I was hired by Petra on September 20, 1999 and have been employed there ever

6.

My current title is Senior Advisor.

7.

I served as project manager on the new Meridian City Hall project ("Project").

8.

I am one ofthe
of the custodians ofPetra's
of Petra's business records.

9.

The documents referred to herein are true, correct and complete copies of the

since.

documents in Petra's files or documents produced by the City of Meridian ("City" or
"Meridian") during the course of this litigation, which files and documents are kept in the course
andlor
of Petra's regularly conducted business activity. It is Petra's regular practice to make and/or

keep such documents.

10.

HaIl Project ("Project") in
Petra first became involved in the New City Hall

approximately April of 2006.
11.

In June of 2006, Meridian informed Petra that it had been selected as the

Construction Manager on the Project.

12.

The parties entered into the Construction Management Agreement on or about

August 1,2006.
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,

13.

The building demolition was completed in December of 2006. Recommendations

for handHng
handling contaminated soil were received in February of 2007.
14.

Thereafter the Project site was remediated and abated.

15.

The start of construction was delayed due to contaminated soil. Construction of

foundation activities commenced on May 21,2007.
16.

On September 25, 2007, Petra submitted Change Order No.1 for contaminated

17.

Petra provided the City with a project cost estimate on August 2007 which set

soil.

forth an additional construction management fee of $367,408.

A line item showing an

additional construction management fee was included in all subsequent cost estimates provided
by Petra to Meridian.
18.

Petra continued to provide its construction management services on the Project

and work on the Project progressed in accordance with the Project schedules provided from time
to time by Petra to the City.
19.

In August of 2008, Petra was directed by the City to complete the East Parking

20.

On October 10, 2008 the Temporary Occupancy Permit for the new Meridian City

Lot.

Hal) Building was issued.
Hall
21.

of the project. During the ceremonies
November 21, 2008 was the grand opening ofthe

the Mayor and the City Council representative praised Petra's work.
22.

On January 29,2009, Meridian issued the Letter of Substantial Completion.
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Petra's claim arose on February 24,2009, the date it was notified by letter that

the City ofMeridian
of Meridian would not pay Change Order No.2.

L

.

~,\2:,.

EUGENf
EiJGENf R. BENNETT

:=~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 8th day of September, 2010.

MONICA POPE
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

Notary Ublictr~
Residing at
~
My commission expires:

Idaho

1/et;lot I/
O

DATED: September9,2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the

of September, 2010, a true and correct copy
~y ofSeptember,

of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

o
~
o
o

U.S. Mail

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Fac' ile

T
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By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY

Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
VS.

Case No. CV OC 0907257

PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S MOTION
TO DISMISS (IDAHO TORT CLAIMS
ACT)

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.

Petra Incorporated ("Petra") submits this Memorandum in Opposition to Meridian's
Motion to Dismiss (Idaho Tort Claims Act). Petra's opposition is further supported by the
Affidavits of Eugene R. Bennett dated April 7, 2010, May 5, 2010 and September 1, 2010,
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Affidavit of Thomas R. Coughlin dated May 5, 2010, and Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated
September 1, 2010.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The City of Meridian ("Meridian" or "City") is now claiming, after more than 16 months
of litigating this case and after the parties have incurred more than a million dollars in legal fees
and costs, 1 that Meridian was not sufficiently put on notice of Petra's damage claims against the
City due to its allegation that Petra failed to file a claim under Idaho Code Sections 50-219 and
6-901. Meridian's 12(b)(6) motion alleges Petra's counterclaim does not state a valid claim
because Petra failed to plead compliance with the notice requirement of the Idaho Tort Claims
Act ("Idaho Tort Claims Act"). Meridian's motion fails on numerous grounds.
First and foremost, Petra provided notice of its claim within 180 days and is in
compliance with the Idaho Tort Claims Act. Consequently, Petra substantively complied with
the notice requirements under I.C. §§ 6-907 and 50-219. Meridian's position is refuted not only
by the March 16, 2009 letter from Petra's counsel that was sent and received within 180 days of
the date the claim arose on February 24,2009,2 but also by the fact that Petra filed and served its
answer and compulsory counterclaim on May 6, 2009 - setting forth its damages claims - well
within 180 days of the claim arising.

Further, Petra filed and served its First Amended

1 As of June 30, 2010, Meridian reported in its public disclosures that it has paid Trout Jones $541,496.83. Petra has
paid Cosho Humphrey $456,475.28. Additional fees and costs have been incurred by the parties during July and
August, 2010.
2 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated September 9,2010 at ~~ 4 and Exhibit A (Walker's March 16, 2009 letter).
Fourth, the notice requirements ofIdaho Tort Claims Act should not be applied to counterclaims, particularly
compulsory counterclaims filed within 180 days of the claim arising.
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Counterclaim on August 21, 2009, which was also within the 180-day period that expired on
August 23,2009.
Second, the notice requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act do not apply to
counterclaims, particularly compulsory counterclaims filed and served within the 180 day period.
Third, Meridian's Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss should be denied because Petra was
not required to plead compliance with the notice requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act.
Fourth, Meridian's motion to dismiss should be denied because Meridian waived the
affirmative defense of non-compliance with Idaho Tort Claims Act by failing to plead it in its
reply.3
Fifth, if the Court chooses to consider the evidence presented by Petra with this response,
then Meridian's motion should be treated as a motion for summary judgment.

2.

STATEMENT OF FACTS4

Petra first became involved in the New City Hall Project ("Project") in approximately
April of 2006. 5 In June of 2006, Meridian informed Petra that it had been selected as the
Construction Manager on the Project. 6 The parties entered into the Construction Management
Agreement on August 1, 2006. 7 The building demolition was completed on December 9, 2006

Petra is mindful of Fuhriman v. State, 143 Idaho 800, a decision holding that failure to plead statutory employer
immunity as an affIrmative defense did not result in waiver if raised at or before summary judgment. However, this
case is distinguishable from Fuhriman when one considers the extreme prejudice Petra will suffer as a consequence
of the City's failure to raise the Idaho Tort Claims Act issue before the parties expended over $1 million in fees and
costs litigating this case for more than 16 months.
4 The following summarizes facts particularly pertinent to Meridian's belated motion to dismiss, but Petra also relies
on the record in this case, including the numerous affidavits and documents it has previously fIled.
5 Affidavit of Eugene R. Bennett, dated September 8, 2010 ("Bennett September 8, 2010 Affidavit") at'10.
at '10.
6Id at'
at, 11.
at, 12.
I d. at'
7 Id.

3
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and contaminated and unsuitable soil was discovered in January of2007. 8 Thereafter, the Project
site was remediated and abated. 9 The start of construction was delayed approximately four
months. Construction activities commenced on May 21, 2007. 10 On September 25,2007, Petra
11
1.11
submitted Change Order No. 1.
Petra provided the City with a cost estimate in August 2007 in which it estimated its
additional construction manager fee at $367,408 because of changes in the Project scope and
scale. 12 A line item for an additional construction manager's fee was included in all subsequent
cost estimates provided by Petra to Meridian. 13
Petra provided the original written notice of intent to submit a Change Order Request
for an increase in the Construction Management Fee on October 1, 2007;14 this was revised and
re-submitted on November 5, 2007.15
2007Y

The request for the increased fee and reimbursable

expenses was made pursuant to paragraphs 6.2.2 and 7(b) of the Construction Management
Agreement because the scope of the Project was materially altered from the criteria outlined in
Recital B and paragraph 6.2.2. 16 Petra also reported that a formal change order would be
forwarded once the Phase IV - Plaza & Site Improvements were bid out and the construction

8Id at ~ 13.
9 Id at~ 14.
10 Id at~ 15.
II Id at~ 16.

12 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 50 and Exhibit 0 attached thereto, showing amount listed as $367,408 as of
August 28, 2007 for the additional CM fee based on project scale changes.
13 Bennett September 8, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 17.
14 Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 114; see letter dated October 1,2007 attached thereto as Exhibit 43 (Bates No.
92427-92428).
92427 -92428).
15 Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 115; see letter dated November 5, 2007 attached thereto as Exhibit 12 (Bates
No. 92429).
16 Bennett May 5 Affidavit at ~ 118, and Construction Management Agreement.
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budget finalized. 17
17 As noted above, Petra had already informed Meridian in writing of the
estimated amount of its increase in fees and reimbursable expenses by the various cost estimates
submitted in August and December, 2007 and January, February, March, and April 2008 with the
presentation of the final budget that was accepted by the City. 18
18
Petra continued to provide its construction management services on the Project and work
on the Project progressed in accordance with the Project schedules provided from time to time by
City.19
Petra to the City.I9
On April 4, 2008, Petra presented Meridian with a request for Change Order No.2 in the
amount of $376,808 for an additional Construction Manager's Fee. By this date, the scope of the
Project had been defined and the design and budget had reached a point where the total cost
20 The amount of the additional fee requested was based on 4.7% of the
estimated.20
could be estimated.
21
estimated increase in the budgeted construction COSt. 2I
This request to increase the amount of the Construction Manager's Fee was in accordance
with Article 7(b) of the Construction Management Agreement because of significant changes to
budget?22 A reply from Ted Baird, Deputy City Attorney, was
the Project size, complexity and budget.2
2008?33 This letter asked for additional information regarding the
received by Petra on May 29, 2008.2
justification for the change order request. In response to this letter Petra requested a meeting
at '119.
Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at'119.
Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at '120. See also excerpts of monthly reports previously identified and budget
history attached as Exhibit P to Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit.
at, 19.
19 Bennett September 8, 2010 Affidavit at'
at, 12; and Exhibit 13
20 Affidavit of Thomas R. Coughlin dated May 5, 2010 ("Coughlin May 5,2010 Affidavit") at'
(Bates Nos. 92430-92435).
21 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ,122;
'122; and Exhibit Z. Note also, that Meridian consented to the 4.7% rate and
~aid it with respect to Change Order No.1.
2 Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at" 120-121 and Construction Management Agreement at'
at, 7(b).
23 Coughlin May 5, 2010 Affidavit at" 22 and 23; and Exhibit 14 (Bates Nos. 92436-37).
17

18
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with Ted Baird to review what specific information the City was looking for and discuss the
request in genera1. 24 This meeting was held on August 8, 2008 with Gene Bennett and Tom
Coughlin from Petra and Ted Baird from the City.25 Based on the discussion, Petra provided
additional information concerning the actual hours worked and re-calculated the amount
requested for Change Order No.2 on October 3, 2008?6 The amount requested was increased
from $376,808 to $512,427 to reflect the actual increase in the salary costs that Petra had not
included in the original request. 27
In August of 2008, Petra was directed by the City to complete the East Parking Lot.
Lot.28
28 On
October 10, 2008, the Temporary Occupancy Permit for the new Meridian City Hall Building
was issued?9 November 21, 2008 was the grand opening of the project. During the ceremonies
the Mayor and City Council representative praised Petra's work. 30

On January 29, 2009,

Meridian issued the Letter of Substantial Completion. 31
Petra did not receive a response from the City to its October 3, 2008 submittal - other
than verbal assurances from Keith Watts that Meridian was "reviewing" the change order - until
February, 2009 when Petra received a letter from the City of Meridian dated February 24,2009
refusing to pay Petra's Change Order No.2, as amended. 32

Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 124 and Coughlin May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 24.
Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 125; Coughlin May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 25.
26 Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 126. See also Exhibit Q to Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit.
27 Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 127. See also Exhibit Q to Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit.
28 Id at~ 19.
29 I d at ~ 20.
30 I d at ~ 21.
at, 22.
31 Id
Id at'
32 Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 128. And Exhibit 16. See also Exhibit 44, Petra emails to Keith Watts, City of
Meridian attached thereto as Bates Nos. 66034, 66056, 68650, 68344, 68358, and 69218-19.
24

25
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On March 16,2009,20 days after the date of the City's February 24, 2009 letter, Petra's
counsel sent a letter to William Nary, City Attorney, setting forth Petra's claim and requesting
mediation under Section 8.2 of the Construction Management Agreement?3 Notwithstanding the
requirements of Construction Management Agreement, Meridian's counsel requested a delay in
scheduling of the mediation.

The City's counsel also requested an extensive document

production?4 Meridian sued Petra on April 16, 2009. Petra filed its answer and compulsory
counterclaim on May 6, 2009.
3.

LEGAL ANALYSIS
3.1

Petra provided notice of its claim within 180 days and is in compliance
with the Idaho Tort Claims Act.

Petra substantially complied with the notice requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act.
Meridian incorrectly states that, "there can be no dispute that Petra did not serve upon the City an
Idaho Tort Claims Act compliant notice prior to the assertion of its claims against the city in this
matter.,,35 To the contrary, it can be disputed, and it is disputed.
Petra's claim arose on February 24,2009, which is the date that Meridian refused to pay
Change Order No. 2?6 The time for filing a notice of claim under Idaho Code Sections 50-219
and 6-906 began to run on the date Meridian denied Petra's request for payment.

See

Magnuson Properties Partnership v. City of Coeur d'Alene, 138 Idaho 166, 59 P.3d 971
(2002). "The 180-day notice period begins to run at the occurrence of a wrongful act, even if
the extent of damages is not known or is unpredictable at the time. Magnuson, 138 Idaho at
Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated September 9, 2010 at 11 4 and Exhibit A (Walker's March 16, 20091etter).
Walker September 9, 2010 Affidavit at 1111 8 and 9.
35 Plaintiff City of Meridian's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss (Idaho Torts Claim Act), p. 1.
36 Bennett September 8, 2010 Affidavit at 11 23.
33

34
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o/Spirit Lake, 98 Idaho 225, 227,560 P.2d 1315,
169,59 P.3d at 974, citing Ralphs v. City olSpirit
1317 (1977).
In Magnuson, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the 180-day notice period began
running on the date the City sent the plaintiff a letter denying his request for reimbursement.
The letter denied the existence of any agreement and rejected the plaintiffs request. The Court
found that a reasonably prudent person would have knowledge of the facts of the wrongful act,
i.e., the City's denial of and/or breach of the alleged contract on that date.
February 24, 2009 is the date that the wrongful conduct occurred because it is the date
that Meridian first breached the Construction Management Agreement. If Petra had filed a
claim notice any time before that date, it would have been premature. "A contractor ordered to
do work, whether as a directed or constructive change within the general scope of the contract,
typically is contractually obliged to proceed with performance of the ordered work pending
resolution of any disputes over entitlement to or amount of an equitable adjustment." 1 Philip
L. Bruner & Patrick J. O'Connor, Jr., Bruner and 0 'Connor on Construction Law § 4:49
(2010). "Seeking prompt resolution of the dispute prior to or during performance by way of a
declaratory judgment action ordinarily results in dismissal as unripe."

See Valley View

Enterprises, Inc. v. Us., 35 Fed.Cl. 378, 40 Cont.Cas.Fed. (CCH)(1996)(dismissing as
premature a contractor's declaratory judgment action challenging a government directive,
refusing to approve the contractor's refusal to perform the disputed work without a written
change order, and noting that the contractor's proper recourse was a claim for equitable
adjustment under the changes clause after completion of the disputed work).
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On March 16, 2009, Petra's counsel sent a letter to the City Attorney, William Nary,
setting forth Petra's claims and requested mediation pursuant to the Construction Management
Agreement. 37

Additionally, there were substantial communications between Petra and

Meridian's counsel regarding this matter.3
matter?88 Petra also filed its Counterclaim and its First
Amended Counterclaim within the 180 days required by Idaho Tort Claims Act. 39 "A claimant
is not required to know all the facts and details of a claim because such a prerequisite would
allow a claimant to delay completion of their investigation before triggering the notice
requirement. Mitchell v. Bingham Mem'l.
Mem'/. Hosp., 130 Idaho 420, 423, 942 P.2d 544, 547
(1997).
In Cox v. City of Sandpoint, 140 Idaho 127, 90 P.3d 352 (Ct.App.2003), the City of
Sandpoint had failed to pay rent to the plaintiff for a number of months and was in breach of the
its lease. When the plaintiff filed a lawsuit, the City of Sandpoint moved to dismiss claiming
that Cox had failed to file a claim pursuant to Idaho Code § 50-219. However, Plaintiffs
Plaintiff s
attorney had sent numerous letters to the City of Sandpoint along with billing statements. One of
the letters, dated May 19, 1993, demanded payment pursuant to the lease.

Plaintiff also

submitted an affidavit swearing that she annually mailed the billing statements attached to her
affidavit to the City of Sandpoint. The Cox Court unequivocally stated, "There is no express
format for a claim under the Idaho Tort Claims Act." Cox, 140 Idaho at 131,90 P.3d at 356.
Walker Affidavit dated September 9,2010, at ~ 4. Petra's counsel was required to send the letter to Mr. Nary, the
City Attorney, because he knew the City was represented by counsel and as a lawyer, he was bound by Rule 4.2 of
the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, which provides: "In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate
about the subject of the representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the
matter, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order."
38 Walker Affidavit dated September 9, 2010, at ~ 11; and Exhibits C through P.
39 Id. at~7.
37
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Idaho Code Section 6-907 specifies what a claim must include:
All claims presented to and filed with a governmental entity shall accurately
describe the conduct and circumstances which brought about the injury or
damage, describe the injury or damage, state the time and place the injury or
damage occurred, state the names of all persons involved, if known, and shall
contain the amount of damages claimed, together with a statement of the actual
residence of the claimant at the time of presenting and filing the claim and for a
period of six (6) months immediately prior to the time the claim arose. If the
claimant is incapacitated from presenting and filing his claim within the time
prescribed or if the claimant is a minor or if the claimant is a nonresident of the
state and is absent during the time within which his claim is required to be filed,
the claim may be presented and filed on behalf of the claimant by any relative,
attorney or agent representing the claimant. A claim filed under the provisions of
this section shall not be held invalid or insufficient by reason of an inaccuracy in
stating the time, place, nature or cause of the claim, or otherwise, unless it is
shown that the governmental entity was in fact misled to its injury thereby.
Cox, 140 Idaho at 131,90 P.3d at 356.

The Cox court further explained, "The primary function of notice under the Idaho Tort
Claims Act is to 'put the governmental entity on notice that a claim against it is being
prosecuted and thus apprise it of the need to preserve evidence and perhaps prepare a defense. ",
'"
Cox, 140 Idaho at 131-32, 90 P.3d 356-57, citing Blass v. County ofTwin
of Twin Falls, 132 Idaho 451,
of Preston, 99 Idaho 618, 621, 586
452-53,974 P.2d 503, 504-05 (1999)(quoting Smith v. City ofPreston,

P.2d 1062, 1065 (1978)).40
The March 16th letter from Mr. Walker put Meridian on notice of Petra's damages
claims, stating,
I am writing to request mediation of the claim made by Petra, Incorporated
("Petra") under Change Order #2 in the amount of $512,427." As you know,
Petra has engaged in protracted direct discussions with representatives of the
City of Meridian ("City") as provided for in Section 8.1 of the construction
Petra's counsel also provided the City's counsel with an evidence preservation letter dated April 22, 2009. Walker
Affidavit dated September 9, 2010, at ~ 12, and Exhibit Q (copy of evidence preservation letter).

40
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Management Agreement dated August 1, 2006 ("CMA").
Since those
discussions have only resulted in the City's continuing denial of Petra's claim, I
41
CMA.41
am making a request for mediation as required by Section 8.2 of the CMA.
Idaho courts have consistently held that substantial compliance with the notice
of Preston, 99 Idaho 618, 621,
requirement satisfies the Idaho Tort Claims Act. In Smith v. City ofPreston,
586 P.2d 1062, 1065 (1978) the Supreme Court stated, "Although the contents of the letter of
October 8 do not comply with all the requirements enumerated in section 6-907, we believe the
contents of the letter were adequate in light of the final proviso of that section which states that
'(a) claim ... shall not be held invalid or insufficient by reason of an inaccuracy in stating the
time, place, nature or cause of the claim, or otherwise, unless it is shown that the governmental
entity was in fact misled to its injury thereby. '"
The City of Meridian, like the City of Preston, has not presented any evidence that it was
"misled to its injury." In Friel v. Boise City Hous. Auth., 126 Idaho 484, 487, 887 P.2d 29, 32
(1994), where the Court ultimately concluded that Friel's notice was not in substantial
compliance, acknowledged, "Although a notice of a potential tort claim that does not strictly
comply with all of the requirements of I.C. § 6-907 may nonetheless satisfy the Idaho Tort
Claims Act notice requirements." See also Cox, supra; Huffv. Uhl, 103 Idaho 274, 276, 647
P.2d 730, 732 (1982)(although the written estimate submitted by plaintiff did not contain a
statement of demand, the governmental agency was clearly apprised of the fact that a claim was
being prosecuted against it).

Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated September 9, 2010 at" 14 and 15. As noted in Walker's Affidavit, the use
of Mr. Walker's phrase, "continuing denial" was in reference to the February 24, 2009 denial letter. No other denial
was made by Meridian prior to that date, but rather Meridian continued to request additional information from Petra.

41
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The Supreme Court has held that the notice requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act
are to be construed liberally, stating that it is the court's announced policy of, "liberally
construing statutes 'with a view to accomplishing their aims and purposes, and attaining
substantial justice,' and our generally liberal approach to interpreting the notice requirement of
the Idaho Tort Claims Act." Farber v. State, 102 Idaho 398, 630 P.2d 685, 689 (1981). Petra's
counterclaims do not allege tort claims, they are contract claims. The substantial compliance
with the Idaho Trot Claims Act should be viewed even more liberally when viewed in the
context of its application through Idaho Code § 50-219 because, although Petra is seeking
damages against Meridian, Meridian was not blind-sided by a personal injury claim, but rather
was clearly on notice that Petra's damage claims arise out of the very contract that Meridian
claims Petra breached.
As noted above, not only did the correspondence from Petra's counsel satisfy the notice
requirement, but Petra's answer and compulsory counterclaim filed on May 6, 2009 and the
amended counterclaim filed on August 21, 2009 also meet the substantive requirements of the
Idaho Tort Claims Act. There is no suggestion here that Meridian was not able to preserve
evidence and prepare a defense. There is no suggestion that Meridian was blindsided by the
claims and not afforded the opportunity to address the claims outside of litigation. On the
contrary, Meridian itself brought this dispute into court notwithstanding the terms of the
Construction Management Agreement that required mediation of claims as follows: "All Claims
shall be subject to mediation as a condition precedent to the institution of legal or equitable
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proceedings by either party. Request for mediation shall be filed in writing with the other party
to this Agreement.'.42

3.2

The notice requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act do not apply to
counterclaims, particularly compulsory counterclaims filed and
served within the 180 day period.

There is no published Idaho decision holding that the notice requirements of the Idaho
Tort Claims Act apply to counterclaims. The only decision raising the issue is Harms Memorial
Hospital v. Morton, 112 Idaho 129, 730 P.2d 1049 (1986). In Harms, a county hospital had sued

a physician for reimbursement for amount due after the hospital terminated his recruitment
agreement and the physician and his wife filed counterclaims for breach of contract, libel,
harassment, and malicious prosecution. The district court dismissed the Mortons' counterclaim
on the grounds that they had failed to comply with Idaho Code § 6-906 requiring that they file
notice of their tort claim. On appeal, the Mortons argued that Idaho Code § 6-906 simply does
not apply where the claims against the political subdivision are being asserted in a counterclaim.
The Court of Appeals noted, "These questions have not previously been decided in Idaho and we
need not decide them now." Harms, 112 Idaho at 132, 730 P.2d at 1052. The hospital argued
that the decision could be affirmed on other grounds and the court noted that where the lower
court's order is correct, "but based upon an erroneous theory, the order will be affirmed on the
correct theory." Id.

Therefore, the court affirmed on alternative grounds that under Section 6-

904 the hospital was not liable because the alleged torts arose out of libel, slander, and malicious
prosecution.

42

The Harms court did not address whether the notice requirements apply to

See Construction Management Agreement at paragraph 8.2.
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counterclaims, and no other published Idaho decision has either. Notably, none of the cases cited
by Meridian present the scenario that exists here, i.e., the municipal corporation filed suit and the
defendant filed an answer and compulsory counterclaim within the 180-day time frame.
While there is no published Idaho decision addressing the issue of whether a
counterclaim - filed within the 180 day time period - satisfies the notice requirements of the
Idaho Tort Claims Act, other jurisdictions have addressed the issue and have answered that a
counterclaim satisfies the act's requirements.
In Oregon, the Oregon Supreme Court held that a counterclaim, filed within the 180-day
time limit provided for in the Oregon Torts Claim Act, satisfies the notice requirement ofthe act.
of the City of Coos Bay v. Lackey, 275 Or. 35, 549 P.2d 657 (1976). In
Urban Renewal Agency ofthe
Lackey, the action was instituted by the Urban Renewal Agency for rent on a building previously

condemned by the Agency. The defendant counterclaimed for damages which included alleged
tortuous conduct. The court noted that pleading and proof of notice sufficient to satisfy the
requirement of the Oregon Tort Claims Act (ORS 30.275) is a mandatory requirement and a
condition precedent to recovery under the Oregon Tort Claims Act. "The requirements of the
statute may be satisfied, however, by a substantial compliance with such requirements."
The rationale behind the 180-day notice requirement in Oregon is identical to the
rationale behind Idaho's statute:
The purpose of the requirement of the Oregon Tort Claims Act that any person
who claims damages from a public body under the Oregon Tort Claims Act 'shall
cause to be presented to the public body within 180 days after the alleged loss or
injury a written notice setting the time, place and circumstances thereof, and the
amount of compensation nor other relief demanded' is to give the public body
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timely notice of the tort and allow its officers an opportunity to investigate the
matters promptly and ascertain all the necessary facts.
Lackey, 549 P.2d at 660.

The court held that "the allegations of defendants' original

counterclaim were sufficient to constitute a substantial compliance with the requirements of ORS
30.275(1), when considered in the light of the allegations of plaintiffs complaint." Id. "We
hold, however, that when, as in this case, a state agency through its attorney has filed an action
against a person with a claim under the Oregon Tort Claims Act against that agency, a
counterclaim with allegations sufficient to satisfy the requirements of ORS 30.275(1)
substantially satisfied the purposes of that statute when served upon the agency's attorney." Id.
at 661.
The court's explanation makes perfect sense and is equally applicable here:
Under such facts, a counterclaim filed within the 180-day period required for
notice affords to the agency a fair opportunity to investigate the claim while the
evidence is still available, so as to satisfy one of the purposes of the requirement
that notice be given within that period. As for the further purpose of the notice
requirement to afford an opportunity for settlement of claims of merit without
litigation, when the agency has already sued a person with a claim against that
agency in an action involving the same subject matter, as in this case, there is
then no reason to require separate written notice of such a claim in advance of
the filing of the counterclaim because the expense of litigation has already been
substantially incurred.
Id. (emphasis added). Idaho also has these same purposes behind the Idaho Tort Claims Act:

Further, the purpose of the statute is to "(1) save needless expense and litigation
by providing an opportunity for amicable resolution of the differences between
parties, (2) allow authorities to conduct a full investigation into the cause of the
injury in order to determine the extent of the state's liability, if any, and (3) allow
the state to prepare defenses.
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Friel v. Boise City Hous. Auth., 126 Idaho 484, 486, 887 P.2d 29, 31 (1994)(quoting
Pounds v. Denison, 120 Idaho 425, 426-27, 816 P.2d 982, 983-84 (1991)). It is clear that none
of these purposes would be met by requiring technical compliance with the notice requirement in
this case. To hold otherwise would result in an individual being sued by the government and
prevented from defending himself and raising his own claims in connection with the very subject
matter that is raised by the government's lawsuit.
Furthermore, federal courts have addressed this issue in the Ninth Circuit with regard to
the Federal Tort Claims Act and have held that if the counterclaim is compulsory, then a
claimant is not required to meet the notice requirements at all. See Us. v. Martech USA, Inc.,
800 F. Supp. 865, 866 (D. Alaska 1992); see also Spawr v. United States, 796 F.2d 279,281 (9th
Cir.1986); United States v. Taylor, 342 F. Supp 715, 717-718 (D.Kan.1972).
Petra's counterclaims are compulsory counterclaims as provided in Rule 13(a) of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, which provides in pertinent part, "A pleading shall state as a
counterclaim any claim which at the time of serving the pleading the pleader has against any
opposing party, if it arises out of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the
opposing party's claim and does not require for its adjudication the presence of third parties of
whom the court cannot acquire jurisdiction." (Emphasis added).
On the date that Meridian sued Petra, even if the Court were to ignore all of the
correspondence between the parties, Petra still would have had approximately 129 days to file a
notice of claim. To require Petra, as the counterclaimant, to first file a notice of a claim with the
municipal corporation after it had been sued by the municipal corporation but before it could file
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its counterclaim doesn't make any sense.

Additionally, the Idaho Tort Claims Act simply

provides, "No claim or action shall be allowed against a governmental entity or its employee
unless the claim has been presented and filed within the time limits prescribed by the act."
Petra's answer and counterclaim and its amended counterclaim were all filed within 180 days of
the date the claims arose. Notably, Meridian decided to file the lawsuit, opting to ignore Petra's
repeated requests for mediation.
3.3

Meridian's 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss should be denied because Petra
was not required to plead compliance with the notice requirements of
the Idaho Tort Claims Act.

Meridian brings its motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(
12(b)(6)
6) for failure to state a claim
upon which relief can be granted. Meridian's central argument is that Petra failed to state a valid
counterclaim because it did not plead compliance with the notice requirement of Idaho Tort
Claims Act. Meridian misstates the law. Petra was not required to plead compliance with the
notice requirements of Idaho Tort Claims Act. Therefore, under the standard of review for a
12(b)(6) Motion, Petra's counterclaims state valid claims for relief. Meridian's motion should be
denied on this basis alone.
A motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim should not be granted "unless it appears
beyond doubt that the plaintiff [counterclaimant here] can prove no set of facts in support of his
claim that would entitled him to relief." Gardner v. Hollifield, 96 Idaho 609, 611, 533 P.2d 730,
732 (1975). The court draws all reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving party and
examines whether a claim for relief has been stated. Young v. City ofKetchum,
of Ketchum, 137
13 7 Idaho 102,
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104, 44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002).

Most importantly, a 12(b)(6) motion "looks only at the

pleadings to determine whether a claim for relief has been stated." Id.
Under this standard, and analyzing just the pleadings, Petra's counterclaims state valid
claims for relief. Idaho law is clear: a litigant is not required to plead compliance with the notice
requirement ofIdaho Tort Claims Act. Smith v. Mitton, 140 Idaho 893, 989, 104 P.3d 367,372,
(2004). The Smith Court held that "Idaho courts have not mandated that the requirements set
forth in I.R.C.P. 9(c) apply to the Idaho Tort Claims Act." Id. In Smith, there was no dispute
that plaintiff had filed a claim, but the City of Burley alleged that Smith was required to plead
compliance of the notice requirements in his complaint. The Court specifically held that no such
pleading is required. Id.
Meridian wrongly claims that, "Accordingly, in all actions against governmental entity
such as the City here, the party asserting a claim must both plead and prove that he or she has
complied with the requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act.,,43 Not only is this not the law, but
Meridian goes a step further and cites to Pounds v. Dennison, 120 Idaho 425, 816 P.2d 982
(1991) in support of this statement of the law. Pounds does not hold that a party must plead that
it has complied with the requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act. What the Court held in
Pounds was that the plaintiff, in response to the state's motion for summary judgment, failed to

make a showing sufficient to establish that she had provided sufficient notice under the Idaho
Tort Claims Act. Simply stated, the Supreme Court did not hold that her case was dismissed
because she failed to plead compliance with the Idaho Tort Claims Act.

43

Plaintiff City of Meridian's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss (Idaho Torts Claim Act), p. 2.
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Under Smith, the Idaho Tort Claims Act does not require a party to plead that it has
complied with the notice requirement of Idaho Tort Claims Act. Neither Idaho Tort Claims Act
nor I.C. § 50-219 contain such a requirement. Meridian's claim that Petra was required to plead
compliance with the notice requirement of the Idaho Tort Claims Act is without merit and
unsupported by the legal authority it cites.

In fact, as discussed below, the only pleading

requirement in this context is the requirement that Meridian plead non-compliance with the
notice of as an affirmative defense, which Meridian failed to do.
6) motion seeks dismissal for reasons evident only on the face of the
Since a Rule 12(b)(
12(b)(6)
pleadings, and pleading compliance with the notice requirement of Idaho Tort Claims Act is not
required, Meridian's motion should be denied on these grounds alone.
3.4

Meridian's motion to dismiss should be denied because Meridian
waived the affirmative defense of non-compliance with Idaho Tort
Claims Act by failing to plead it in its reply.

Meridian's motion to dismiss should be denied because Meridian failed to allege noncompliance with Idaho Tort Claims Act as an affirmative defense. "Failure to comply with the
notice requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act is an affirmative defense." Smith v. Mitton,
140 Idaho 893, 898, 104 P.3d 367, 372 (2004) (citing S. Griffin Const., Inc. v. City ofLewiston,
of Lewiston,
135 Idaho 181, 184, 16 P.3d 278, 281 (2000)). "Although I.R.C.P. 8(c) enumerates nineteen
affirmative defenses, the listing is not intended to be exhaustive or exclusive. I.R.C.P. 8(c)
provides that 'any other matter constituting an avoidance or affirmative defense' must be
pleaded." Garren v. Butigan, 95 Idaho 355, 358, 509 P.2d 340, 343 (1973). Likewise, Rule
12(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that every defense in law or fact must be
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asserted in a responsive pleading where one is required. Id. Contrary to the Rules, Meridian did
not plead failure to comply with Idaho Tort Claims Act as an affirmative defense in its Reply to
Petra's Counterclaim.
The failure to plead an affirmative defense is a waiver ofthe defense. Nguyen v. Bui, 146
Idaho 187, 191, 191 P.3d 1107, 111 (Ct. App. 2008); Cole v. State, 135 Idaho 107, 110, 15 P.3d
820, 823 (2000); Garren, 95 Idaho at 357-59, 509 P.2d at 342-44; Hartwell Corp. v. Smith, 107
Idaho 134, 138,686 P.2d 79, 83 (Ct.App.1984); 61A Am.Jur.2d Pleading § 377. "The purpose
of the rule requiring affirmative defenses to be pleaded is to alert the parties concerning the
issues of fact to be tried and to afford them an opportunity to meet those defenses." Primary
Health Network, Inc. v. State, 137 Idaho 663, 669, 52 P.3d 307,313 (2002).

Petra expects Meridian to argue that it has not waived the defense because Meridian
raised it by motion before summary judgment. See Fuhriman v. State, Dept. of Transp., 143
of Land Comm 'rs, 119 Idaho
Idaho 800, 804, 153 P.3d 480,484 (2007); Udell v. Idaho State Bd. ofLand

1018, 1020, 812 P.2d 325, 327 (Ct. App. 1991).

Petra also acknowledges that Udell held that

the State did not waive the defense of failure to comply with Idaho Tort Claims Act by not
raising it in its answer.
However, Fuhriman and Udell do not stand for the broad proposition that a litigant is not
required to plead this affirmative defense, so long as it is raised by motion at some later date.
The Court is still empowered to address the facts and circumstances surrounding the failure to
plead the affirmative defense. Here, to allow Meridian to raise this affirmative defense at this
late date - a defense that must be plead and the time for amending pleadings has passed - is
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,

.

unfair, prejudicial, and bad faith. First, Meridian knew from the very beginning of this case
whether or not it had notice of Petra' claims. This is not the type of affirmative defense that may
only come to attention of the governmental entity after substantial discovery. Meridian waited
16 months to raise the issue.

Second, Meridian initiated the lawsuit.

Petra's claims are

compulsory counterclaims. In this context, raising the notice issue of the Idaho Tort Claims Act
as a shield to liability turns the purpose of the Idaho Tort Claims Act on its head. Meridian's
belated motion is even more egregious in this case because it initiated the lawsuit.
3.5

If the Court chooses to consider the evidence presented by Petra with

this response, then Meridian's motion should be treated as a motion
for summary judgment.

If the Court chooses to consider the evidence presented by Petra with this response, then
Meridian's motion should be treated as a motion for summary judgment. Rule 12(b) provides in
pertinent part,
If, on a motion asserting the defense numbered (6) to dismiss for failure of the
pleading to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, matters outside the
pleading are presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion shall be
treated as one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56,
and all parties shall be given reasonable opportunity to present all material made
pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56.
I.R.C.P. 12(b).
As noted herein, Petra has presented matters outside of the pleadings and submitted
evidence in the form of affidavits and documentation and therefore Meridian's motion can be
treated as a motion for summary judgment.
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·,

4.

CONCLUSION

Considering the foregoing, Petra requests that the Court deny Meridian's Motion to
Dismiss (Idaho Tort Claims Act).

DATED: September 9, 2010.

BY:=\--I~L.L~,.£..1oo!'-f-~=---~'VJL.~~-,;;;t'L--BY:=\-I~L.L~,.£..)o!'-...:F--~=---~'VJL.~~--c:7'L---
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corpora.tion,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.

PETRA,

INCORPORATED,

an

Idaho

Corpotation,

PLAINTIPF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
STEVEN J. AMENTO

Defendant.
The Plaintiff/Countenlefendant
p1a.intiff/Countenlefendant the City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "City"), by
and thl'Ough its counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhnnan Gourley,
Gourley. P .A., submits rhis
rh.i.s
Memo.mo.dum in Opposition to the Motion to Strike Affidavit of Steven]. Amento
Atnento filed by the
Memomndum

''Pena'').
(heteinafter referred to as ''Pena.'').
Defendant/Counterclaimant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter

il:I a.xiomatic
axiomatic that reviewing the materials submitted by a party, the Court 1IIay
It il:l
!tlay only
contain testimony by an affiant
consider admissible evidence presented by way of affidavits that conClin
competent to testify and based on the affiant's petsona.l
petsonal knowledge of the affiant. I.R.C. P 56(e).
monon for:
However, in adjudging the evidence submitted by a party in support or opposition to a motion
summary judgmen4
judgment, the Court must be mindful that its function is to judge admissibility and not to
summa.ry
engaging in a weighing of the evidence

Ot

the c:edibility of a particu.l.ar affiant. See e.g., Hiner

!i.

HiReJ,
HiReJ.
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129 Idaho 847, 853, 934 P.2d 20, 26 (1997). It ilj
i1j against

thCtlC
thCtiC

general principlcs
principles that the ':l1nnibus
gcncral

motions to strike filed by Petta must be viewed. In so doing,
doing. it becomes apparent that the vast
va.st
majority, if not all, of the objections raised by Petra are but disguised efforts to invite this Court to
make determinations of weight and C!cdibility
ctcdibility which atC dearly rcsc:tv'cd
rcsc:tVcd to the province of r:he jury.

A

Petta's Motion To Strike The Affidavit Of Steven J. Amento Dated July 2 M:ust Be

Denied.
1.

Patagtaph 7.

In what typifies Petta's efforts to strike the evidence submitted by the City with rl:spec[ to
presently pending motions, Petta wholly lnischaJ:ac;tcrizcs
lniscruuac;tcrizcs the paragraph it seeks to attack,
attack. s::tting
s ::tt:ing up

a straw matt that it then proceeds to knock down with arguments as

[0

admissibility that have no

proper application to the true contents of the challenged
ch.a11enged paragraph.
paragtaph. PetJ;a
Peb;a 9.5serts that pllJ:fLgraph
parftgrllph 7

bccam;t: it contains a legal conclusion, opines
of the Amenta affidavit must be stricken bccam;e

:IS
liS

to the

"legal" duties Peua owed thc
the City, and improperly defines what "fiduciary duty".
duty""leg.tl"

YeE a careful, considered :J:'eview
l'eview of paragraph 7 reveals absolutely no legal conclusions
Ye[
opined by Mr. Atnento.

Amento identific:> certain language in the Comttuction
Rather, Mr. Amenta

"eMA'') which, based on his experience in
Management Agreement (herein aftet referred to as the "CMA'')

4» contains the
me imposition of a duty of trust and
the consttUction indus tty (identified in paragraph 4).
confidence imposed upon Petta. which in his opinion are not "[}'Pical»
"E}'Pical» of those contained in AlA
agreements.

Nowhere in the challenged paragraph is fiduciary duty "defmed", but "(a-:heJ:
t;a":heJ: Mr.

Amento simply notes that the imposition of a duty of trust and confidence are char:l cteristic

£iduciaty duties. Mr. Amento then pro,;eeds
pro.;eeds to
desctiptions which are frequently used in describing fiducW:y
desC!iptions
pal:a~aph5, that it is hi:;; opinion that Petra ~ailed ro
opined generally, and as to be expla.ined in later p:ua~aph5,

exercise reasonable ot: ordinary care and failed to put the City's interests ahead of its own.
own_
In shott, Mr. Atnento does not define a "fiduci:uy
"fiduciary duty" and does not conclude that Petra
'"b:t:eached a fiduciary
fiduciaty dutt'.
duty". The expression of an opinion as to what duties were owt~d, what
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assercion that certain acts failed to comport with those dllties
obligations were assumed, and the asserrion
dl.1ties and
ducies and
rod
obligations does not equate to the assertion of a "legal conclusion" as to "legal duries
obligations". Merely because an expression of fact, supported by personal knowledge, or an opinion
includes phrascs that can have a legal meaning does not mean they are legal conclusions.

2.

Paragraph 8.

Likewise, Petta. asserts that paragmph 8 of the Amemo affidavit is concluso~, lacks
Likewise.
sgain. the
foundation, and asserts facts to which he does not possess personal knowledge. Once sgain,
made by IJel:ra.
actual contents of the Amento affidavit refute the very characterizations ln2de

Mr.

hI; interviewed metnbers of the City staff and J:cviewed
Amcnto relates in paragraph 5 & 6 that he

VanOUi identified documents. ThUi, MI. Amento can clearly testify with foundation and ":>ased on
vanoUi
personal knowledge that as a result of these identified interviews and reviews that the.t:e were no
plans, specifications or drawings as of August 1, 2006. In this regard it is interesting

[0
to

note that

Petta has not asserted that there were
wete in fact plans, specifications or drawings as of Augus1 1,2006.

If there were, Petta can certainly presem them and challenge the credibility of Mr. Amento

me
concerning this assertion; just not at this stage of the litigation. This same analysis applks to the
fact:. "i~'i~ way to
other challenges made conceming paIagraph
paragraph 8 as to whether or not there was, in fact,

measute
measme changes or revisions and whether

Ot

not ptoeuternent
ptocuternent methods changed.

Petta's

challenges are attacks on credibility, not admissibility, and must be denied.

3.

Paragraph 10.

Sitni.Ia:tly, Petta.
Petta asserts that paragraph 10 of the Amenta affidavit is conclwoty, without
Sitni.l:u:ly,

paragraphs 5 & 6 wherein
personal knowledge or foundation. Once again, the Court need only note paragra.phs

M1". Attlento
Aruento identifies what he reviewed and considered and what he discovered based on that
M1'.
ate best left
review. Petra's challenges to what Mr. Amento concludes based upon what he reviewed :uc
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to weighing of the evidence against that presented by a Petta .tepresento.ti.ve
.tepresenblcive or expert, not ch.a.llenges
[0
to

admissibility.

4.

Paragraph 14.

Pea:a
chruIenges para.graph
paragraph 14 on the basis that it is a legal conclusion. Yet
Pe~ chMlenges

no!~here
no!~here

in

paragraph 14 is there the a5sertion that Petra bteaclted the CMA. Rather, Mr. Amento nO[es the
notice provisions of the eMA and further testifies that based on the facts identified by hUn based on
his previously identified investigation and review (paragraphs 5, 6, and 10-13) that Petl:a's own

documems evidence notice to Petta that should have been communicated to the City. Th ~re is no
smtement of a legal conclusion, hue rather the assertion of pointed facts based on an ir::efutable
[ecoId.

5.

Paragraph 15.

Continuing the constant
con5tant refrain of implied denying the factual basis on which Mr. Amento
Axnehto e"P:te55e5
elCp:te55e5 a legal conclusion that la.ck5 fOWldat:ion bec:lUse
bec:mse "he
relies, Petta argue5 that Mr. AInento
pl"ovided." (Memo in Support,
has no petsonal knowledge regaJ;ding what notice was pxovided."

pagt: 5.) Yet

what Petra does not challenge is that based on Mr. Amento's review of all the docutnents
documents identified
and his interview of City

staff, the.te was no notice to the City prior to November 5, 200";. This is

the expression of fact based on disclosed evidence, not a bald legal conclusion without personal
foundation. Petra'l!
knowledge or foundation,
Petra'lI argument lacks merit.

6.

Paragraph 16.

Paragraph 16 is not a legal conclusion. Paragraph 16 is the expression of opinion based on
penonal knowledge of the facts identified in the pxevious plUagoLphs.
patagoLph5.

7.

Paragraph 17.

Petra has not challenged Mr. Amemo's qualifications to express the opiniOl:. within
paragraph only that it is an opinion expressed without personal knowledge.

The found;!
found:! cion
tion for
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paragraph 17 is identified in the p.teceding paragraphs.
patagraphs. An opinion based on identified facts of
which the affiant has personal knowledge, and is qualified thereon to testify as to, is admissible.

8.

Paragraph 18.

As Petta
Petts. acknowledges, Mr. Amento's statement in paragraph 18 is an identifica.tic.n
identificatic.n of the
duty imposed on Petra by Section 4.7.9. Thus, it is not a legal condusion, but rather the stat~ment
stat~ment of
indisputable by Petta.
a fact, one obviously indispumble

9.

Paragraph 21.

a.ffidavit makes cleat that he possesses substantial experience :.n major
Mr. Amento's a.ffid3.vit
construction projects, including seventy projects with a. value in excess of $100 nilllion. Mr. Amento

is abundantly qualified to testify as to the .importance
ilnportance of timely completion of steel framew:>rk. Mt.
Amenta's testimony .is
ba.sed on personal knowledge and is sufficiently supported by
is dearly based
foundation to express the opinions contained
contamed theJ:ein.

10.

l'aragraph
l'atagraph 24.

As Petta notes, contained with patagraph 24, Mr. Amento notes three SpeCl::1C facts
concerning conduct by Petrn
Petra with regard to its administration of the contract
contract: with Rule Steet These
are not opinions as to· duties or obligations) nor are they conclusions; these are staternents of
I>pinions
undeniable facts. It is these facts upon which Mr. Amento) whose qualifications to render l>pinions
unassailable, righdy and
concerning conttact adtninistration in large complex construction projects is una.ssa..i.lable,
properly opines.

11.....
Pa.rBgl'aph 26(a)-(J).
11...
.. Pa.r9gtaph
Once again, Petra characterizes Mr. Amento's avennents
avenneots as legal conclusions when they ate

'o:ihich he
clearly the identification of specified facts, reviewed and analyzed by Mr. Amento, upon ";ihich
relies for his ultimate opinion which is qualified to express. Specific opinions based on specific facts
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tendered
rendered by a duly qualified expe!:t, as is the case with Mr. Amento, ate admissible and Petra's
argument must be rejected.

12.

Paragraph 28.

The relation of the indisputable language of the CMA is statement of fact, not a. legal

c;:onc;:lus1on.
c:ondus1on.

13.

Patagraph
Patagtaph 32.

Once again, either Petra did, or it did not, provide the City with the tracking of act.lal
llct.lal houts
homs
worked with respect to a purported change. Mr. Amento identifies what he reviewed to cetermine
evet provided to the City. This is a statement of fllc:t
fac;:t which Petta is free to
that DO such tracking was ever

atguing it is inadmissible.
challenge with its own evidence, but not a basis for arguing
14.

Paragraphs 33 & 35.

It is not a statement of opinion or legal conclusion to identify what the CMA by it!: express
requires, i.e. Section 6.2.2 :tequires
:tequiJ:es Petta to subtnit p.c:tual
p,c;:tual homs
tenns requites,
houts worked in futthen.nce of a
purported change. With the challenge to an alleged hearsay is a red herring to the ultimate fact
expressed by Mr. Amento that no estimate was eVe!: provided by Petra to the City. If tb ere is an
estimate,
estimate~ Petra can present it and argue it, but its arguments go to weight and credibility not
admissibility.

15.

Paragraph 36

While Petra may disagree with Mr. Amento's conclusion that the docwnent E dllbit
lChibit R
appears to indicate an erasure, it is certainly Mr. Amento's .tight to state his belief based on his
review of the identified document.

16.

Paragraph 37

Paragraph 37 contains the opinion of Mr. Amento based on his personal experience in the
construction industty
industry as identified in paragraph 4. It is neither conclusory nor la.cking
lacking in foundation.
DBPBNDANT'S
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Paragraph 41

Paugtaphs 5 and 6 identify the investigation
Paugta.phs
inves~tion and review that Mt. Atnento took with regard
Patagtaph 41 relates that based on mat review he could find no Certif:.cates of
to the Ptojcct. Pa:tagtaph

Substantial Completion issued by the architect for any prime contractor. lhere either were. or there
weren't, and Petta .tcmains free to challenge that assertion, but a motion to strike is not the proper
vehicle for such.

18.

Paragraph 42

There is nothing speculative about Mt. Amento's testimony in pnagraph 42. The Western
Roofing Contract identifies the substantial completion date as November 23, 2007. The: Change
Order number one identifies it as August 28, 2008. One does not need to speculate

'lS

to an

obvious, undeniable material difference between the express tenns of the two documents.

19.

Paragl'aph 43

As was the case with Petra's attack to patagraph 7, it is not inappropriate, let alone II basis to
challenge the admissibility of an assertion that me:cely relates the express terms of the CI'fA. As
Petra. repeatedly asserts, the CMA speaks for itself and the CMA imposes a duty which is fi,'.llciary
fi.'.l.lcia!y in
nature upon Petta.

20.

Paragraph 44

Obviously forgetting the challenge it raised to paragraph 42, the foundation for Mr.
Atnento's opinion is contained within the material differences between the Western Roofing
Conuact which identifies the substantial completion date as November 23, 2007 and Chann;e
Cha.tlj;;e Order
number one which identifies it as August 28, 2008.

21.

Paragraph 45
Patagtaph

Petra cannot use a motion to strike to deny unassailable facts. The fact, as testified by Mr.
Pe(:~a never
Amento based upon his review of documents and interviews with City Staff, is that Per::a
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explanation as to the change of the substantial completion date. As Mr. Amento
provided an exp12nacion

testifies, based on his experience in the construction industry.
industry, such a failure is a breac:h of the
appropriate standard of care as well as the exptess terms of the CMA.

22.

Puagrapb 46
Puagraph

The assertion of factS is not a basis to challenge the admissibility of evidence. Mr. Amento
identified the evidence upon which reviewed and analyzed in the preparation of hi!: factual

assertions and opinions. The foundation is established.
established, the factual basis disclosed. Petra's

~~tgument

lacks merit.

23.

Paragraph 47

To assert that paragraph 47 lacks foundation is to ignore the preceding 46 paragrap.n.s which
describe in demil Mr. Amento's background, the nature of his review and investigation, the facts he
discovered, and the opinions derived therefrom. Mr. Amento is abundantly qualified, the basis for
discovered.

his opinions disclosed.
disclosed, and his opinions properly within the realm of his expertise.
CONCLUSION
stated, Petra's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Steven J. Amento must be
Fot the reasons· stated.

denied.
DAlED this 91h day of Septetnber,
Septetnber. 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIJ.L • FUHRMAN •

Gourley, P.A.

By:S:

~~ ~
Ae

z:::r
z::::r

Kim J. Trout
Attomeys for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,
v.

PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,

an

Idaho

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
FRANKLIN LEE

Defendant
The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "Gty"), by
and thtough its counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., submits this
Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion to Strike Affidavit of Franklin Lee filed by the
Defendant/Counterclaimant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as "Petta").
It is axiomatic that reviewing the materials submitted by a party, the Court may only

consider admissible evidence presented by way of affidavits that contain testimony by an affiant
competent to testify and based on the affiant's personal knowledge of the affiant. LR.C.P 56(e).
However, in adjudging the evidence submitted by a party in support or opposition to a motion for
summary judgment, the Court must be mindful that its function is to judge admissibility and not to
engaging in a weighing of the evidence or the credibility of a particular affiant. See e.g., Hines v. Hines,
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129 Idaho 847, 853, 934 P.2d 20, 26 (1997). It is against these general principles that the omnibus
motions to strike filed by Petra must be viewed. In so doing, it becomes apparent that the vast
majority, if not all, of the objections raised by Petra are but disguised efforts to invite this Court to
make determinations of weight and credibility which are clearly reserved to the province of the jury.

A.

Petta's Motion To Strike The Affidavit Of Franklin Lee Must Be Denied.

_1.
_1.

Paragraph 2.

As disclosed in the Affidavit of Franklin Lee, Mr. Lee was the attorney retained by the City
who was involved in the preparation and negotiation of the CMA. Thus he has personal knowledge
of the interactions between the City and Petra with regard to the drafting of the CMA. To the extent
that those communications disclosed the intent of the parties, Mr. Lee possesses more than
sufficient basis to testify as to the substance of those communications indicative of intent.

2.

Paragraph 4-13.

The City agrees with Petra that the CMA is unambiguous and thus Mr. Lee's disclosure of
Petta with regard to the CMA is irrelevant. However, in the
the negotiations between the City and Petra
event that the Court determines there to be an ambiguity, then Mr. Lee's testimony is highly relevant
and admissible for such a purpose.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Petra's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Franklin Lee must be
denied.
DATED this 9 th day of September, 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •

Gourley, P.A.

By:

'\l
:::=>
d. <:t
"iFKun].::=>
Trout
Kim]. Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Attomeys
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,

an

Idaho

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
LAURA KNOTHE

Defendant.
"City"), by
The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "CityJ'),

and through its counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhnnan Gourley, P .A., submits this
in Opposition to the Motion to Strike Affidavit of Laura Knothe filed by the
Memorandum .in

Defendant/Counterclaimant Petta, Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as ('Petra").
It is axiomatic that reviewing the materials submitted by a party, the Court may only
consider admissible evidence presented by way of affidavits that contain testimony by an affiant
competent

to

2Z
2Z

testify and based on the affiant's personal knowledge of the affiant. LR.C.P 56(e).

However, in adjudging the evidence submitted by a party in support or opposition to a motion for
summary judgment, the Court must be mindful that its function is to judge admissibility and not to

Hzltcs,
engaging in a weighing of the evidence or the credibility of a particular affiant. See e.g., Hines v. Hznes,
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129 Idaho 847, 853, 934 P.2d 20, 26 (1997). It is against these general principles that the omnibus
motions to strike filed by Petta. must be viewed. In so doing, it becomes apparent that the vast
majority, if not all, of the objections raised by Petra are but disguised efforts to invite this Court to
make determinations of weight and credibility which are dearly reserved to the province of the jury.

A.

Petra's Motion To Strike The Affidavit Of Laura Knothe Must Be Denied.
1.

Paragraph 4.

Petra apparendy takes issue with Ms. Knothe's use of the term "abandonment" in her
attempt to describe when she was retained by the City to assist in construction and warranties issues
which existed between Petra and the City.

Paragraph 4 of Ms. Knothe's affidavit should be

construed as such and not taken as an effort to ascribe a legal conclusion.

2.

Paragraph 7.

As the Affidavit of Ms. Knothe relates, she is a licensed professional engineer in the state of
Idaho, retaine4 by the City of Meridian to assist in certain construction and warranties issues and as
such her personal knowledge is derived not only from personal experience but also from those
documents identified in the preceding paragraphs. Thus, Ms. Knothe is abundandy qualified, and
possesses sufficient personal knowledge, to testify as to whether, in her opinion Petra had
completed its work under CMA.

3.

Paragraphs 8 and 9.

Ms. Knothe's personal knowledge and professional experience are sufficiendy laid out in the
preceding paragraphs such that she is qualified to express an opinion as to whether or not necessary
controls where implemented by Petra in accordance with the standard of care expected in the
industry. Likewise, Ms. Knothe is sufficiendy qualified, based on the foregoing, to testify as to the
implications resulting from the lack of owner's project requirements.
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4.

Paragraph 10.

Paragraph 10 of the Knothe Affidavit is simply a restatement of the express provisions of
the CMA.

It is not an effort to disclose an intent not otherwise made plain by the express

unambiguous terms of the CMA, nor is it an effort to ascribe duties to Petra not otherwise
contained in those exp.ress and unambiguous terms.

5.

Paragraphs 11, 12, 13 and 14.

Based on her disclosed experience and background, Ms. Knothe is qualified as an expert
witness as to her opinions with regard to standard of care expected in the industry. Based on her
lmowledge and experience of the standards of care expected in the industry, there is nothing
inadmissible in Ms. Knothe's expression of an opinion that the conduct of Petra violated this
standard of care. To the extent that Petra challenges Ms. Knothe's personal knowledge concerning
the water feature·or the roof, the affidavit discloses that Ms. Knothe was personally involved in the
warranty and construction issues on behalf of the City and thus has personal knowledge of these
construction defects.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated,. Petra's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Laura Knothe must be
denied.
DATED this 9th day of September, 2010.
TROUT

+10NES •

GLEDHILL

+FUHRMAN

•

Gourley, P.A.

B~KimJ.
:::J ~
::J
Kim]. Trout
Attomeys for Plain:
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CI1Y OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,
v.

PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,
Corporntion,

an

Idaho

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT
OF KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24, 2010

Defendant.

The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "City"), by
and through its counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhnnan Gourley, P.A., submits this
Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion to Strike Affidavit of Keith Watts filed by the
''Petra'').
Defendant/Counterclaimant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as "Petra").

It is axiomatic that reviewing the materials submitted by a party, the Court may only
consider admissible evidence presented by way of affidavits that contain testimony by an affiant
competent to testify and based on the affiant's personal knowledge of the affiant. I.R.c.p
LR.C.P 56(e).
adjudgmg the evidence submitted by a party in support or opposition to a motion for
However, in adjudging

summary judgment, the Court must be mindful that its function is to judge admissibility and not to
engaging
Hines,
engagmg in a weighing of the evidence or the credibility of a particular affiant. See e.g., Hines v. Hine.r,
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129 Idaho 847,853,934 P.2d 20, 26 (1997). It is against these general principles that the omnibus
motions to strike filed by Petra must be viewed. In so doing, it becomes apparent that the vast
majority, if not all, of the objections raised by Petra are but disguised efforts to invite this Court to
make determinations of weight and credibility 'Yhich are clearly reserved to the province of the jury.

A.

Petra's Motion To Strike The Affidavit Of Keith Watts Must Be Denied.
L

Paragraph 4.

Petra challenges the foundation for Mr. Watts' testimony as to certain items of property
which Petra apparendy purchased for the City which Petra never returned. Paragraph 2 identifies
the fact that Mr. Watts is the purchasing agent for the City of Meridian and thus a City
representative able to speak to issues over which he has responsibility as the City's purchasing agent.
Accordingly, Mr. Watts is qualified to testify as to what items of personal property the City
possesses, or as is the case here, does not possess.

2.

Paragraph 7.

Paragraph 7 identifies the documents which Mr. Watts reviewed. Thus the foundation for
his belief that Petra's conduct resulted in the City paying an additional $40,000 in winter condition
costs is disclosed and evident. Petra can challenge the weight and credibility to be given to this
opinion based on the evidence reviewed at trial, but it cannot use its disagreement with the ultimate
opinion as a basis to challenge its admissibility.

3.

Puagraph 13.

Petra asserts that there is no foundation for Mr. Watts' testimony that Petra failed to address
warranty calls. It appears that Petra's position is that any evidence of a failure to act by Petra must
somehow be supported by affirmative evidence, essentially negating a negative. Mr. Watts' Affidavit
identifies not only his personal involvement in the Project, but the documents he reviewed and
states, based on his own personal knowledge. If Petra disputes his conclusions, Petra can present its
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24,2010
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own affirmative evidence in opposition. However, disagreeing with the City's purchasing clerk as to
Petta did, or did not do, is not a basis to strike Mr. Watts' testimony based on a disclosed
what Petra
personal knowledge.

4.

Paragraph 20.

While it is true that Mr. Watts is not able to testify as to what others may have, or have not,
received, Mr. Watts is certainly able to testify what he, in his capacity as purchasing agent for the

City, has personal knowledge. Petra can present evidence refuting Mr. Watts' assertion that Petra
did not provide either a "Preliminary Price Estimate" or a "Final Price Estimate", but such is not
evidence arguments goes to weight rather than admissibility. Petra's argument must therefore be
rejected.

5.

Paragraph 21.

As with paragraph 21, Petra's arguments go to weight, not to admissibility.

6.

Paragraph 22.

In paragraph 22, Mr. Watts testifies that Petra represented to him that it had completed

100% of the tasks required under the CMA when in fact Petra did not complete those tasks.
Whether Petra
Petta represented such to Mr. Watts and whether or not Petra completed those tasks are
matters of weight not admissibility.

7.

. Paragraph
Paragrapb 23.

There is no legal conclusion contained with paragraph 23. Mr. Watts simply testifies as to
what he perceived the nature of his relationship with Petra's representative to be and the date upon
which he began to believe that Petra had been improperly billing the City. Challenging Mr. Watts'
beliefs is an attack on .credibility and the weight to be given to his testimony, it is not a proper
challenge to admissibility.
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8.

Paragraph 25.

Mr. Watts' testimony identifies the fact that it was his personal experience that Petta
continued to change its method of presenting pay applications. Certainly Mr. Watts' testimony as to

his experience with Petra's billing practice, based on personal knowledge, is admissible. Mr. Watts'
testimony in paragraph 25 then expresses his belief based on that evidence. Thus, the foundation
for the belief is expressed in paragraph 25 and Petra is free to challenge its weight and credibility,
but not its admissibility.

9.

Paragraph 26.

Petra's objection to paragraph 26 is quizzical at best. Petra challenges not what Mr. Watts
testifies, but rather what Petra "implies" from his testimony. Mr. Bennett either represented such to
Mr. Watts or he did not. This is not a question of admissibility but rather one concerning the weight
of the evidence presented. Petra's argument as to paragraph 26 wholly lacks merit.

10.

Paragraph 33.

Petra is not challenging the admissibility of
Once again, with respect to paragraph 33, Petta
paragraph 33, hut rather denying the truth of the matter asserted therein. Whether or not Petra has
ever documented its actual costs incurred as a result of a purported change is a question to be
determined by the jury. Petta's
Petra's denial of the City's assertion that Petta
Petra failed does not make Mr.
Watts' contrary testimony inadmissible.

11.

Paragraph 37.

Mr. Watts' affidavit discloses that he is the purchasing agent for the City and has personal
knowledge of the billing and payment practices between Petra and the City with regard

to

the

project:.
project. Accordingly, Mr. Watts has personal knowledge to testify as to how much the City has paid
Petra and, based on his experience with the project and the review of the documents identified in his
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affidavit, how much the City overpaid Petra. Mr. Watts' testimony in paragraph 37 is sufficiendy
supported and Petra.'s argument must be rejected.

12.

Paragraph 38

Mr. Watts is the City's purchasing agent with familiarity of the Project, accordingly Mr.
Watts' affidavit discloses sufficient basis for his personal knowledge of various construction defects
that the City is experiencing with regard to the City Hall constructed by Petra.

13.

Paragraph 41.

Paragraph 41 relates the nature of conversations that Mr. Watts had with Mr. Coughlin and
Mr. Watts' experience with regard to the billing practices of Petra.

Petra's challenges to the

admissibility of Mr. Watts' personal knowledge must be denied.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Petra's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Keith Watts must be denied.
DATED this 9 th day of September, 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN •

Gow:l.ey, P.A.

BY'~
Kim]. Trout
KimJ.

J.>

<::s

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 'I'HE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Cotporation,
CotpOtation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Cotporation,
COIporation,

an

Idaho

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
oPPOSmON TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
BAIRD, JR. DATED JULY
THEODORE W. BAIRD,JR.
6,2010

Defendant.

The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, (hereinafter tefened
refened to as "City").
"City"), by
and dttough its counsel of record, T.tout Jones Gledhill Fulu:man Goutley,
Goutley. P.A., submits this

Metnotanduru
Metnotandum in Opposition to the Motion to Strike Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. filed by the
"Petta").
Oefendant/Counterclaimant Petta, Incorporated (hereinafter refened to as "Petta'').
It is axiomatic that reviewing the materials submitted by a party, the Court may only

considet admissible evidence presented by way of affidavits that contain teltltimony
tcltltimony by all affiant
competent to testify and based on the affiant's personal knowledge of the affiant. lR.C P 56(e).

However, in adjudging the evidence submitted by a patty in support or opposition to a m(IIlOn
m':lrion for
:.'Ummazy judgment, the Court must be :m.indful that its function is to judge admissibility and not to
engaging in a weighing of the evidence ot the credibility of a particular affiant.
affiant S" ,.g., HinlJ'v. Hints,
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129 Idaho 847, 853, 934 P.2d 20,26 (1997). It is against these general principles that the omnibus
motions to strike filed by Petra must be viewed. In so doing, it becomes llpplU:ent
IlpplU"ent that the vast
Petta are but disguised efforts to invite this Court to
majority, if not all, of the objections raised by Petn
ma.jority,
juty.
make determinations of weight and credibility which ate clearly reserved to the province of the jll!)'.

A.

Petta's Motion To Strike The Affidavit
Atlidavit Of Theodore W. Baird filed on
Must Be Denied.

1

Jul~j

6, 2010

Paragraph 2(c).

Petta wholly mischaractemes the contents of Mr. Baird's testimony contained in paragraph
2(c). Mr. Baird simply testifies that he was a participant at Petta's interview with the City wherein
Expert" as part of that process. This is a statement
statetncnt of fact based on Mr.
Petra presented aa. "LEED Expert"
Baird's personal
petsonal knowledge. With respect to Mr. Baird's personal knowledge of paytnents made to
Petta by the City, paragraph 32 indicates that Mr. Bilid has teviewed
reviewed the Project Record:;, and in

M.t. Baird possesses sufficient personal knowledge to pl:<;,vide
pl:<;.vide the
particular the hilling
billing records, thus MJ:.
testimony contained in paragraph 2(c).

2.

Para&raph 2(d).
Para&laph

Petra's objection to pamgtaph 2(d) is apparendy based

011

applicacion of the patal
the application

Howevet, such an objection is not one which addresses the adrnissibililY
evidence tule:. Howevet.
adrnissibilily of the

testimony on the basis of its foundation or personal knowledge, but rathet one concerning its
pa:cticula.r claim.. Its objection to paragraph 2(d) is appropriately addressed
relevance to a pa:cticu1a.r

;L$

to the

merits of the patties' claims, not its initial admissibility.

3.

Patagraph
Patagtaph 2(e).

Pa.mgraph
Pamgraph 2(e) cannot be read in isolation in the manner that Petta would invite this Court
50 do.
to sO

Paragraphs 3 through 45 testify in detail as to MJ:.
M.t. Baird's
Baird·s personal knowlcdg.!
knowlcdg'~ of the

interactions between the City and Petta with regard to the Project. Thus the entire affid:lvit fully

PLAlNTIFP'S
DEFENDANT·S MOTION TO STRIKE
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reve-.us
reve-als the foundation and personal knowledge for Mr. Baird's characterization of how Pf:tta acted
on the Project and what ilnpact Petta's conduct had upon the City.

4.

Paragraph 7(a)-(n).

As disclosed in the tecotd,
record, Mr. Baird is the assistant City Attorney for the City of lVl:eridian.
lV1:eridian.
As the contents of the entire affidavit detail Mr. Baird has materially participated with ;:egard to
Petra's constnlction of the Meridian City Hall. Thus the affidavit discloses his personalla:owledge
of the results of investigations revealing the various construction defects outlined in paragraph 7.

5.

Paragraphs 8, 9, 10, 11.

Petra challenges paragraphs 8,9,10, and 11 on the basis that Mr. Baird fails to disdose the
basis for his personal knowledge as to wha.t
what actions Petra.
Fetra did, or, as more apptop:ci.ately
':he case,
approp:ci.ate1y ·:he
Petra on behalf of the City is disclosed
failed to do. Once again, Mr. Baird's involvement with Petrn
throughout the affidavit Petra's dispute as to its responsiveness and what actions it did

01'

did not

mldertake
wcight to be given to the evidence presentee. nor its
\Uldertake are matters' 'concerning the weight
admissibility.

6.

Paragraph 12.

Paragraph 12 is not a legal conclusion, but rather Mr. Baird's statement of a fact,
fac~ as disclosed

pangtuph 18, that Petta never requested and the City never approved the
in further detail by paragtuph
identification of a designated representative.

7.

Paragraph 13.

Baud became aware of a
As the Baird affidavit discloses, over the cow:se of the project Mr. Band
subst2.ntial nU1nber
nUlnber of failures by Petra. Paragraph 13 simply identifies the date upon which Mr.
substtntial
Baird believes he becalne fully aware of the various failures identified within his affidavit This is
nO[ a legal conclusion but a statement of fact of which Mr. Baird has personal knowledge.
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Paragraph 18.

Certainly Mr. Baird can testify as to what he is aware of and as paragraph 18 rebtes he is

unaware of any request by Petta fot an owner's representative. Petta can respond to dUs ;illsertton
with its own evidence in opposition, but such is not a question of admissibility.

9.

Paragraph 19.

mote than sufficiently qualified to 'ipeak
oipeak to
As the Assistant City Attotney, Mr. Baird is more
issues concerning the City's authority to contract, and modifications theleof.
th~eof.

10.

Paragraph 21.

recewe
Petta daims in this lawsuit that it perfonned c:xtra wotk for which it failed tel reCe1Ve
compensation from the City.

Baird testifies that to his personal knowledge Petta has not
Mr. BaUd

identified what the extra work entailed. Petra can refute Mr. Baird's belief based on his personal

knowledge, but it cannot challenge the admissibility of Mr. Baird's belief solely on the basis that
Petta denies it.

11.

Paragraph 22.

participa.tion in the Project as Assistant City Attomey,
Once again, given Mr. Baird's participation
Attomey. Mr.
Bahd is entitled to testify as to his personal knowledge.
knowledge, in his capacity as a city employee, a~.
Baird
a~, to what

was contemplated by the CMA. The City can only speak through its agents and Mr. Baird is the

City's agent.

12.

Patagraph 23.

As noted above, the parol evidence role
rule is not one which goes to the admissi',ility of
evidence, but rather one that goes to the issue of its televance
presented evidence)
relevance to a partit:ular clalm. Mr.

hi5 pet50nal knowledge contained with paragraph 23, whether at
Baird can testify a.s to hi::;
or l~ot $uc;h
evidence is relevant to the merits of a particular claim or defense will be determined by the Court via
a motion in limine or
0:1; the jmy at the ultimate trial of the matter.
PLAINTIPf'S
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Paragraphs
Patagraphs 24, 25, and 26.

Petta challenges Mr. Baird's petsonal knowledge of the existence of various Opel]
0PelJ meeting
sessions of the Meridian City Council. These are matters of public record, of which not only the
Attorney is aware.
public, but certainly the Assistant City Attomey

14.

Patagtaph 27.
Paragraph

testifies that he is unawate of Petta's advising the City cof various
In paragraph 27, Mr. Baird testifie$
n
jjeve1j'thingn
mat Petra
Petta advised the City, but issues
matters. Mr. Baird never purports to testify as to lleverything

of what Petta did, or did not, advise thc City arc issues to be tried. The dispute is not one p:l.'operly
p:toperly
characterized as a challenge [0 its initial admissibility.

15.

Paragraph 29.

Paragraph 29 identifies those facts which Mt. Baird believes, based on his own personal
knowledge, wete
were told to Petra by the City and what Mr. Baird obscrved from various costs .;:stimates
I;:stimates
from Petta to the City. The foundation and personal knowledge for the tescimony contained in
patagrslph 29 is stated therein and while Petta can refute mese assertions, it cannot de: ny their
admissibility.

16.

Pa.ragra.ph 30.

Petta can present evidence to tefute Mr. Baird's assertion that it did not keep and lnaintain
any accounting tecords
records for purported costs increases, but it cannot disguise its attack on th:: weight
or credibility of the assertion from Mr. Baird who testifies that he has neVel' l'eceived :Jny
nny such
a.ccounting by challen.ging as one of admissibility.

17.

Paragraph 31.

Petta will have its opportunity to refute the allegation of Mr. Baird that Pett~l cannot
demonstute a basis for its purported

COSt

increa..
increa..,c.'l,
..c..., but there is nothing inadmissible about: Mr.

baSed on his disclosed experience with the Pr':.ject.
Pr,:.ject.
BaUd's ability to express his personal opinion, ba$ed
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE
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Paragraph 32 and 33.

Mr. Baird relates that he has reviewed the Project Records as well as the Petta billin;;~
billin;;~ records
and that based upon his review of those documents he can find no billing records which identify the
COStS

Petta for purported changes
incurred by Petta.

OJ;

extra work. Petta can refute these conclusions

accoWlting. but that does not
with proof that it does have such records, or can provide such an accoWlting,
make Mr. Baird's observation inadmissible.
19.

Patagtaph 34.

Petra can present evidence that it sought approval from the City, but such does not
constitute a basis to strike Mr. Baird's testimony that based on his personal knowledge he is unaware
of any such requests from Petra [0 the City.

20.

Paragraph 35.

wammgs with respect to bidding,
Petra can present evidence that it provided the City with wamings
incomplete docutnents, ot risks associated with the project. However, this does not c01lstitute a
Baird~s testimony that based on his personal knowledge he is unaware of :lny such
basis to strike Mr. Baird's

warnings from Petta to the City.

21

Paragraph 36.

Petta can present evidence that it provided the City with notice of active inter.ference.
Howevet, this does not constitute a basis to strike Mr. Baird's
Baird~s testimony that based on his personal
knowledge he is unaware of any such notice from Petta to the City.

22.

Paragraph 37.

norice of owner decision that it
Petra can present evidence that it provided the City with nonce
However~ this does not constimte
consttmte a basis to sttike
st:cike Mr. Baird's
believed it needed to be made. However,

testimony that based on his personal knowledge he is unaw:u:e of any such notice from Petra to the
City.
DEFENDANTJS MOTION TO STRIKE
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23. Paragraph 38 and 39.
Mr. Baird can testify that based on his personal knowledge is unaware of any such meetings,
council. votes or open sessions. If Petta believes there to be meetings, such evidencl;.
evidencI;. goes to
city council

ctedibility and the weight of the evidence, not admissibility.

24.

Patagraph 40.

Mr, Baird can testify that the eMP, whkh he :t;eviewed, failed to contain

~

General

Condition section, for such is evident from the document itself.

25.

Paragraph 41.

affidavit is replete with references to his involvement in the Proj.;lct flom
Mr. Baird's a.ffidavit

conunencement to its present status, thus he possess both personal knowledge and is su fficiendy
qualified to provide the testimony contained therein.

26.

Paragraph 42.

Paragraph 42 is not a legal conclusion, but rather a sununation
sutntnation of the facts presented in the
preceding paragraphs. Petra can dispute the facts, but such dispme does not prohibit Mr. Baird
summation of the fact as contained in paragraph 42.
from providing a summa.tion

27.

Paragraph 43.

Petta can present
pl"esent evidence that it received approval from City as to design budget and cost
estimates. However, this does not constitute a basis

to

baSc;;<i on his
strike Mr. Baird's testimony that ba.sc;;<i

personal knowledge he is unnwlUe of any such approvals by the City to Petta.

28.

Patagtaph 44 & 45.

patagtaph 44, Mr. Baird denies that the City ever approved all cost cm.nges
changes and that said
In pa.tagtaph
COSt

ch~ngel!l
ch~ngelll wete lnade with the City's consent and knowledge.

The Baird Affidavit rdates his

participa.tion
participation at various City Council meetings and various other interactions with Petta. 'Thus he
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op1ll10n a,s
possesses personal knowledge and is sufficiently qu1ilified to express any op1n10n

to

his

knowledge of any such approvals or knowledge, or more appropriately the lack thereof.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Petta'S Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. dated
July 6 must be denied.

September. 2010.
DATED [}Us 9th day of September,
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL.
GLEDHIJ-L. FUHRMAN.

GOUl:ley, P.A.

ByS:KimJ. a

~

Trout
Attorneys for PWntiff
Plaintiff
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CERTIFI~TE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 9th day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was fotwatded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Wha.teott
Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518

Hand Delivered

U.S. Mail
Fax
Email

D
D
I8l

D

Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609

"f~
: J. Trout
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,

an

Idaho

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD,
JR.DATED AUGUST 30, 2010

Defendant.
The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "City"), by
and through its counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., submits this
Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion to Strike Supplemental Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird,
Jr. Dated August 30,2010 filed by the Defendant/Counterclairnant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter
referred to as "Petra").
Petra's Motion To Strike The Supplemental Affidavit Of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. Dated
August 30, 2010 Must Be Denied.
Petra attacks paragraph 8 of the Supplemental Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr., on the
basis that it lacks foundation and that Mr. Baird is not authorized to speak on behalf of the City
Council. However, the foundation for paragraph 8 is found in paragraphs 2 and 3 wherein Mr.
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD, JR.DATED AUGUST 30, 2010
Pagel
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Baird relates that not only is he the Assistant City Attorney but that he was a participant in the
Mayor's Building Committee Meetings as well as the City Council Meetings referenced in the
Affidavit. The City speaks through its agents and for purposes of the contents of the Affidavit, Mr.
Baird is clearly authorized to speak for the City.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Petra's Motion to Strike the Supplemental Affidavit of Theodore W.
Baird, Jr. Dated August 30, 2010 must be denied.
DATED this 10th day of September, 2010.

TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.

Gourley, P.A.

By:

b=?>

~.c--~~~--
~.c--~~~--

Kim]. Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.o. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email

D
D
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D
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,

an

Idaho

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
DAVID ZAREMBA

Defendant.
The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "City"), by
and through its counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., submits this
Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion to Strike Affidavit of David Zaremba filed by the
Defendant/Counterclaimant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as "Petra").

Petra's Motion To Strike The Affidavit Of David Zaremba Must Be Denied.
1.

Paragraph 5.

Petra challenges the ability of Mr. Zaremba to testify as to City's awareness as to what the
costs of construction of the Meridian City Hall (hereinafter referred to as "The Project") were to be.
Mr. Zaremba was a member of the City Council (paragraph 2) and was present at the April 3, 2007

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID ZAREMBA
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meeting between the City Council and Petra (paragraphs 3-5). Mr. Zaremba is certainly qualified to
testify as to the City Council's understandings as reflected in Paragraph 5.

2.

Paragraph 6.

Petra challenges the ability of Mr. Zaremba to testify as to City's reasons for acting as it did.
Mr. Zaremba was a member of the City Council (paragraph 2) and was present at the April 3, 2007

meeting between the City Council and Petra (paragraphs 3-5). Mr. Zaremba is certainly qualified to
testify as to the City Council's understandings as reflected in Paragraph 6.

3.

Paragraph 9.

Once again, Mr. Zaremba in his capacity as a member of the City Council is qualified to
speak as to the actions of the City Council. To the extent that Petra disagrees as to his recollections,
Petra can certainly challenge those recollections.

However, those arguments go to weight and

credibility, not to admissibility.

4.

Paragraph 10.

As before, Mr. Zaremba in his capacity as a member of the City Council is qualified to speak
as to the actions of the City Council.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Petra's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of David Zaremba must be
denied.
DATED this 10th day of September, 2010.

TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.

Gourley, P.A.

B~S'"
~
r· ~=:...-_---=c--::::::>==~========:..-.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Thomas G. Walker
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITI OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,

an

Idaho

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF
TODD WELTNER

Defendant.
The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "City"), by
and through its counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., submits this
Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion to Strike Affidavits of Todd Weltner filed by the
Defendant/Counterclaimant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as "Petra").
A.

Petra's Motion To Strike The Affidavit Of Todd Weltner Dated May 24,2010 Must Be
Denied.
1.

Paragraph 7.

Petra's objection to Paragraph 7 lacks merit as there is no assertion within paragraph 7 that
discusses what actually occurred between Petra and the City with regard to the construction of the
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Meridian City Hall (hereinafter referred to as the "Project"). Mr. Weltner's testimony simply outlines
the process for determining substantial completion as set forth in the CMA.

2.

Paragraph 8.

The basis and foundation for Mr. Weltner's testimony is found within the express terms of
the CMA, which required that Petra (the defined Contractor in the CMA) assure the substantial
completion of the Project in accordance with the process identified in AlA A201 CMa 1992. This is
simply a reiteration of that which is contained in the express terms of the parties agreement and
foundation for the further expert testimony to be given by Mr. Weltner in the subsequent
paragraphs of his affidavit.

3.

Paragraph 9.

Petra asserts that Mr. Weltner's testimony is conclusory and without foundation. However,
paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 establish Mr. Weltner's qualifications to provide expert testimony. Paragraph
5 of his Affidavit relates the documents that he reviewed. Thus, paragraph nine is neither conclusory
or without foundation for it relates that after a review of the identified materials he could find no
compliance with the procedure outlined in AlA A201 CMa 1992. If Petra disagrees, it can present
evidence to support that assertion, but its objection does not challenge the admissibility of the
testimony presented.

4.

Paragraph 11.

Skipping paragraph 10 of the Weltner Affidavit which relates that based on his review, the
only action taken by Petra with respect to Rule Steel was a letter deeming its work substantially
complete, Petra seeks to challenge paragraph 11 as lacking in foundation for failing to identify how
he determined that Petra had failed to follow the process set forth in the AlA Contract Documents.
If Petra disagreed with the scope of Mr. Weltner's investigation or if Petra disputes Mr. Weltner's
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conclusion, it can present evidence in opposition. But Petra's objection clearly goes to weight and
credibility, rather than admissibility and must be rejected.

5.

Paragraph 16.

Once agam, acting as if the preceding paragraphs do not exist, Petra challenges the
Weltner's testimony that Petra should have assessed a liquidated damage penalty
foundation for Mr. Wehner's
against Rule Steel. However, paragraph 7 set forth the procedure that Petra should have utilized in
assuring substantial completion and paragraph 13 through 15 set forth the dates of substantial
completion as well as the liquidated damage provisions.

Accordingly, the foundation for Mr.

Weltner's testimony is present and the remaining testimony is simply the mathematical calculation
derived from those express provisions.

6.

Paragraph 35.

Petra challenges Mr. Weltner's testimony concerning Petra's failure to insure that the City
received final reports with regard to the HVAC
HVAC system. However, in the preceding paragraphs Mr.
Weltner testifies that while he was able to locate certain final reports as to portions of the HVAC
system, but was unable to locate any of the other four major reports. (Weltner Aff., ~ 32-33.) These
paragraphs lay the foundation for his testimony in paragraph 35 that Petra failed to provide these
final reports to the City.

7.

Paragraph 37.

Petra challenges Mr. Weltner's recitation of the complaints the City had within the building
itself on the basis of hearsay. However, Petra has not challenged Mr. Weltner's qualifications to
provide expert testimony and, as a duly qualified expert, is entitled to rely upon the statements of
City employees in the development of his expert opinions as to sources of construction defect left
unremedied by Petra.
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8.

Paragraph 38.

WeItner's qualifications to provide expert testimony as to whether or
Petra challenges Mr. Weltner's
not the amount of rust on steel members with the City Hall was consistent with what would be
steeI erection. Mr. Weltner's
WeItner's Affidavit establishes that over the
normally accepted in the industry of steel
course of his 24 year general contracting career he has worked on steel
steeI framed multi-story
commercial offices such as those used in the Meridian City Hall. Mr. WeItner
Weltner then testifies that the
WeItner has attached the
evidence of rust is not consistent with his experience in the industry. Mr. Weltner
images upon which he relies. Petra's challenge is not truly to qualification, but rather to weight
which is not a question of admissibility. Petra's argument as to the third sentence of paragraph 38
must be rejected.

9.

Paragraph 40.

As was the case with paragraph 38, Petra's arguments go not to qualifications or foundation,
but rather weight and must be rejected.

10.

Paragraph 41-42.

WeItner Affidavit reveal that
A review of Petra's argument as to paragraphs 41 and 42 of the Weltner
WeItner's
Petra is actually seeking to invite this Court's review of the weight to be given to Mr. Weltner's
WeItner discloses that he reviewed all the changes orders for the project and
expert testimony. Mr. Weltner
found at least fifteen which were of significant dollar value.

Petra's concerns about what a

contractor should be concerned about, what is significant, and whether the number of changes order
is substantial are issues to address with regard to weight and credibility, not admissibility.

B.

Petra's Motion To Strike The Affidavit Of Todd WeImer
Weltner Dated July 6, 2010 Must Be
Denied.

1.

Paragraph 15.

In objecting to Mr. Weltner's expert opinion, Petra seeks to isolate a single paragraph
without reference to the proceeding paragraphs of the Weltner
WeItner Affidavit.

Mr. Weltner's
WeItner's
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qualifications are established in paragraphs 3 & 4.

Mr. Weltner then identifies vanous site

inspections that he conducted in paragraphs 5-14. Thereupon, Mr. Weltner than testifies, based on
the qualifications he possesses and these identified inspections, what he estimates the cost of repair
and replacement would be. While Petra can certainly try to challenge his conclusions, it cannot
challenge the foundation for its admissibility.

2.

Paragraph 17.

Petra objects to Mr. Weltner's testimony as to the amount of water leaking from the water
feature, but Mr. Weltner is qualified as an expert witness in this matter and is certainly entided to
rely on such evidence in the presentation of his expert opinion. A challenge to whether the water
feature leaks, or how much leaks, are challenges to the weight and credibility of Mr. Weltner's
ultimate opinions, not challenges as to its admissibility.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Petra's Motion to Strike the Affidavits of Todd Weltner must be
denied.
DATED this 10th day of September, 2010.

TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •

Gourley, P.A.

By:~

~ ~

~:)
Kim). Trout
~:)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10th day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,

an

Idaho

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
KEITH WATTS DATED SEPTEMBER 28,
2009

Defendant.
The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "City"), by
and through its counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., submits this
Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion to Strike Affidavit of Keith Watts dated September 28,
2009 filed by the Defendant/Counterclaimant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as
"Petra").
Petra's Motion To Strike The Affidavit Of Keith Watts Must Be Denied.
1.

Paragraph 6.

Petra challenges the statement of paragraph 6 of the Watts Affidavit on the basis that it
contains a legal interpretation of the CMA. However, it is not a legal interpretation to relate what
the express, unambiguous provisions of the CMA provide. See CMA, Section Sections 4.7.9.
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2.

Paragraph 7.

As related in paragraph 2, Mr. Watts is the City Purchasing Agent for the City and relates
that, as such, has personal knowledge of all matters contained in his Affidavit. Thus, Mr. Watts is an
authorized individual with personal knowledge of the various structural and operational defects
outlined in the subparagraphs (a)-(e).

3.

Paragraph 8.

Petra challenges Mr. Watts' statement concerning the knowledge possessed by Petra with
regard to various construction defects. While it is true that Mr. Watts cannot peer into the mind of
Mr. Bennett and Mr. Coughlin, Mr. Watts can certainly testify as to matters of which he has personal
knowledge of concerning the City's bringing these defects to the attention of Mr. Bennett and Mr.
Coughlin.

These individuals are certainly free to deny that they gave these notifications any

attention, but they cannot deny that they received such notifications from the City.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Petra's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Keith Watts dated
September 28, 2009 must
must be denied.
DATED this 10th day of September, 2010.

TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •

Gourley, P.A.

BY:\;:::;>...r ~
Kim]. Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10th day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
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225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
By E. HOL~~O,
P.O. Box 1097
DepuTY S
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529

Clerk

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,

Case No. CV OC 09-7257

Plaintiff,

v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED,
Corporation,

an

Idaho

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
THEODORE W. BAIRD, JR.DATED APRIL
1,2010

Defendant.
The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "City"), by
and through its counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., submits this
Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion to Strike Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. Dated
April 1, 2010 filed by the Defendant/Counterclaimant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as
"Petra").

A.

Petra's Motion To Strike The Mfidavit Of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. Dated April 1, 2010
Must Be Denied.
1.

Paragraph 5(a).

Petra argues that the Mr. Baird's statements concerning the maximum contract price lack
foundation and personal knowledge is utterly without merit as the Baird Affidavit expressly
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE
DATED APRIL 1, 2010
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references and incorporates the Construction Management Agreement (hereinafter referred to as
"CMA") which clearly specifies that the maximum price of the construction of the Meridian City
Hall (hereinafter "Project") is $12.2M. (Baird Aff. ~ 3, Exhibit "A", 4.4.1 (f).) Moreover, Mr. Baird is
the recipient of the email which is attached as Exhibit "A" from Petra's legal counsel which
acknowledges that Petra was aware that the budget would be "exhausted" before completion of the
Project. To the extent that Petra asserts that Mr. Baird's characterization of this communication to
him from Petra's representative is "an inaccurate characterization," this argument goes to weight not
admissibility. Mr. Baird has personal knowledge of the communication referenced in paragraph Sea)
and it is fully admissible in this matter.
Petra then seeks to distance itself from the communication reflected in Exhibit "A" on the
basis that it is hearsay. Yet, as Petra must concede, Mr. Kershisnik was Petra's legal counsel and
thus its agent, such that his communications are to be imputed to Petra under principles of agency.
As such, it constitutes the admission of a party opponent and is admissible for all purposes. LR.E.
804(b) (3).

2.

Paragraph 5(b).

Once agam, Petra seeks to exclude Mr. Baird's testimony

10

his affidavit based on its

argument that the statements in paragraph S(b) are a mischaracterization or misrepresentation of Mr.
Frank's testimony. However, such arguments go to weight not admissibility.

3.

Paragraph 5(c).

It is unclear from Petra's conclusory assertion where the hearsay statement within Mr.
Baird's testimony reflected in paragraph S(c) can be found, but, nonetheless, it is clear that it does
not contain hearsay, or at the very least is subject to a hearsay exception. There is no hearsay with
regard to Petra's representation that it would prepare a report to be submitted to the City as such is
contained within the CMA. As to Petra's representation that it had fully complied with its duties
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under the CMA and sought payment as a result, such are contained in the Application and
Certificate for Payment attached as Exhibit "c" which is an application for payment from Petra and
thus constitutes a statement against interest admissible pursuant to I.R.E. 804(b)(3).

4.

Paragraph 5(d).

As above, paragraph Sed) of the Baird Affidavit relates the duties and obligations imposed
upon Petra by virtue of the express terms of the CMA. As Petra asserts, the document speaks for
itself and Mr. Baird's testimony simply incorporates the unambiguous and express language of the
CMA. As to Petra's failures to comply with this express, unambiguous contract provisions, Exhibits
"E", "F", and "G" all compromise submittals by Petra to the City and as such are again statements
against interest admissible pursuant to I.R.E. 804(b)(3).

5.

Paragraph 5(e).

Similarly, paragraph See) of the Baird Affidavit relates the duties and obligations imposed
upon Petra by virtue of the express terms of the CMA. As Petra asserts, the document speaks for
itself and Mr. Baird's testimony simply incorporates the unambiguous and express language of the
CMA. As to Petra's failures to comply with this express, unambiguous contract provisions, Exhibits
"H" and "I" all compromise submittals by Petta to the City and as such are again statements against
interest admissible pursuant to I.R.E. 804(b)(3).

6.

Paragraph 5(f).

Once again, paragraph S(t) of the Baird Affidavit relates the duties and obligations imposed
upon Petra by virtue of the express terms of the CMA. As Petra asserts, the document speaks for
itself and Mr. Baird's testimony simply incorporates the unambiguous and express language of the
CMA. As to Petra's failures to comply with this express, unambiguous contract provisions, Exhibits
"H" and "I" all compromise submittals by Petra to the City and as such are again statements against
interest admissible pursuant to I.R.E. 804(b)(3).
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7.

Paragraph 5(g).

Exhibit "J" to the Baird Affidavit is a document from Petta provided to the City. As such, it
is the statement of a party opponent and thus admissible under I.R.E. 804 (b) (3). As to Mr. Baird's
testimony as to who Mr. Bennett is and his qualifications, such can be found within the CMA, which
is attached as Exhibit "A" to the Complaint, which is expressly referenced, and incorporated, in the
Baird Affidavit.

8.

Paragraph 6.

Paragraph 6 is clearly a summation of the evidence and statements previously detailed in the
foregoing paragraphs of the Baird Affidavit. As established above all averments in paragraph 5, with
fOl,mdation
fOl,lndation laid by paragraphs 2-4, are admissible and thus the foundation for the statements for
paragraph 6 are present and the entirety of paragraph 6 is admissible.

9.

Paragraph 7.

Mr. Baird is the Assistant Attorney for the City and thus, as indicated in his Affidavit of
paragraph 4, its agent empowered to speak on behalf of the City as to the matters contained therein.
Accordingly, based on Mr. Baird's personal knowledge gained from his participation in the
circumstances surrounding the City's involvement with Petta on the project and further familiarity
resulting from his participation in discovery in these proceedings, has personal knowledge of his
statements. Such statements are statements of fact, i.e. what the City believed to be material, and
thus not inadmissible legal conclusions.

10.

Paragraph 8.

Once again, based on Mr. Baird's personal knowledge gained from his participation in the
circumstances surrounding the City's involvement with Petta on the project and further familiarity
resulting from his participation in discovery in these proceedings, has personal knowledge of his
..
statements in paragraph 88..
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11.

Paragraph 9.

There is foundation for Mr. Baird's testimony in paragraph 9 given his personal knowledge
resulting from his participation in the circumstances surrounding the City's involvement with Petra
on the Project and further familiarity resulting from his participation in discovery in these
proceedings.

12.

Paragraph 10.

Mr. Baird's testimony is supported by his own personal knowledge resulting from his
participation in the circumstances surrounding the City's involvement with Petra on the Project and
further familiarity resulting from his participation in discovery in these proceedings.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Petra's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr.
Dated April 1, 2010 must be denied.
DATED this 10th day of September, 2010.

'TROUT.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •

Gourley, P.A.

~~

By:

-

?J.Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10th day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email

o
o
~
o

~ r >=±-~---_______
KimJ-Trout

~
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com;
mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

Case No. CV OC 0907257

SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND ADD CLAIM FOR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES PURSUANT TO
IDAHO CODE SECTION 6-1604

Defendant.

Petra Incorporated ("Petra" or the "Construction Manager") submits this Supplemental
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add

Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604 filed by the City of Meridian
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("Meridian" or "City"). As permitted by the Court, the City filed additional affidavits in support
of its Motion. This memorandum will address the City's additional affidavits as well as the
affidavits filed by Petra in opposition to the City's Motion. Additionally, this memorandum will
address an issue raised in the April 1, 2010 affidavit of Ted Baird initially submitted with the
City's Motion.
For the reasons noted below, the experts relied upon by the City are not competent to
opine regarding whether Petra's work was an extreme deviation from the applicable standard of
care defined in the Construction Management Agreement. When weighing the expert testimony
of Steven J. Amento and Laura Knothe, experts for the City, against the testimony of Jack K.
Lemley and Richard Bauer, Petra's experts, as required by Idaho Code § 6-1604, the court
should conclude that Petra's work met the applicable standard of care in accordance with the
opinions of Messrs. Lemley and Bauer.
1.

INTRODUCTION

This is a breach of contract and negligence case. Nothing in this case rises to the level of
punitive damages. The City's own affidavits, and their accompanying exhibits, demonstrate this
case is not about "oppressive, fraudulent, wanton, malicious or outrageous conduct." I.C. § 61604. There is no reasonable likelihood that the City will be able to prove, by clear and
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convincing1 evidence at trial, that it is entitled to an award of punitive damages.

Petra

respectfully requests that the Court, in its gatekeeper role under Idaho Code § 6-1604, deny the
City's Motion.
2.

LEGAL ANALYSIS
After months of discovery, the City has submitted the evidence it contends will support

an award of punitive damages under the above legal standard. The City alleges:
(1) Councilman David Zaremba was apparently fraudulently induced to go forward with
(l)

the City Hall project because the July 12, 2007 Project Cost Summary did not contain Petra's
request for an additional Construction Management fee ("CM fee") and Petra's employee Wes
Bettis did not mention the increased fee in his presentation to the City Council on July 24,2007;2
(2) the City had several issues with Petra during the course of a complex, 20+ million dollar
construction project, which were addressed by the parties during an April 3, 2007 Executive
Session with Petra completing the job as Construction Manager;3 (3) Petra did not submit a
written notice of claim that the City alleges was required by the Construction Management

1 The Idaho Pattern Jury Instructions defme the clear and convincing standard this way: "When I say a party has the
burden of proof on a proposition by clear and convincing evidence, I mean you must be persuaded that it is highly
probable that such proposition is true. This is a higher burden than the general burden that the proposition is more
rrobably true than not true." I.D.J.I. 1.20.2.
See Affidavit of David Zaremba dated August 30,2010 ("Zaremba Affidavit") at ~ 9, 10. The additional CM fee
was disclosed in the August 28, 2007 costs estimate and budget, and was subsequently disclosed in each cost and
estimate budget provided by Petra to the City following August 28, 2007.
3 Id at ~ 6; Supplemental Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr., dated August 30, 2010 ("Supplemental Baird August
30, 2010 Affidavit") at ~ 8. Notably, the issues were resolved to the City's satisfaction and Petra successfully
completed its work on the Project.
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Agreement ("CMA,,).4 This includes allegedly not submitting a Notice of Claim pursuant to I.C.

§ 50-219;5 (4) the water features have design issues that are readily addressable with "some
minor to moderate changes and repair[s].,,6 Additionally, Ted Baird alleged in his April 1,2010
affidavit that Petra altered an invoice in order to fraudulently conceal its own errors. 7
"Punitive damages are not favored in the law and should be awarded in only the most
unusual and compelling circumstances." Manning "v. Twin Falls Clinic & Hasp.,
Hosp., 122 Idaho 47,
52, 830 P.2d 1185, 1190 (1992). Punitive damages are only appropriate when a plaintiff has
established ''the requisite intersection of two factors: a bad act and a bad state of mind." Seiniger
Law Office, P.A. v. North Pacific Ins. Co., 145 Idaho 241, 250, 178 P.3d 606, 615 (2008)
(quoting Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 495,503,95 P.3d 977, 985 (2004)). A
defendant's actions must constitute an "extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct"
"performed by the defendant with an understanding of or disregard for its likely consequences."
Id. (quoting Myers, 140 Idaho at 250,95 P.3d at 985).
First, none of the witness affidavits or exhibits submitted by the City contains evidence of
"oppressive, fraudulent, wanton, malicious or outrageous conduct." I.C. § 6- 1604. There is no
evidence before the Court suggesting the intersection of "a bad act and a bad state of mind."
Seiniger, 145 Idaho at 250, 178 P.3d at 615. Likewise, nothing in the record indicates Petra's
conduct was an extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct and performed with an
at, 9.
Supplemental Baird August 30, 2010 Affidavit at'
at, 12.
Id at'
6 Affidavit of Neil O. Anderson ("Anderson Affidavit") dated August 30, 2010 at Exh. B.
7 Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. dated April 1,
I, 2010 ("Baird April 1,
I, 2010 Affidavit") at'
at, 5(e).

4

5
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"understanding of or disregard for its likely consequences." Id. (quoting Myers, 140 Idaho at
250,95 P.3d at 985).
Second, the City's proposed Amended Complaint does not state a fraud claim and the
City's affidavits do not support a fraud claim.
Third, there is no evidence of the damages the City claims it suffered as a consequence of
Petra's allegedly fraudulent conduct.
Fourth, as Petra has previously briefed, the weight of the evidence demonstrates that
Petra's conduct was in good faith, conformed to industry practice, met the applicable standard of
care, and was in accord with Petra's reasonable understanding of its duties and obligations under
the Construction Management Agreement. 8

2.1

The fraud allegations contained in the April 1, 2010 Affidavit of Ted Baird
are baseless.

As the Court may recall, the central allegation in the April 1, 2010 Affidavit of Ted Baird
was that Petra had fraudulently altered the invoice for Pac-West Interiors in order to conceal its
own errors. 9 In support of this allegation, Mr. Baird compared two copies of the Pac-West
1O
invoice.1O
One copy contained a handwritten note: "Pac-West was given the wrong benchmark
invoice.

elevation to use in setting the floor. Petra supt. confused the marks."ll The other copy does not

See Petra's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to File Amended Complaint filed April 8, 2010.
Baird April 1, 2010 Affidavit" at ~ 5(e).
10 Id., Exh. H and I.
11 Id, Exh.
Exh.1.
I.

8
9
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contain this notation regarding Petra's error. 12 Mr. Baird alleges this shows Petra concealed its
13
them.13
own errors and billed the City for them.
Baird is incorrect. Both copies were submitted to the

City.14 The City received the invoice containing the handwritten explanation before the City
approved payment of the invoice. 15 The handwritten notation was specifically placed on the
invoice in order to explain the situation to Keith Watts. 16

In fact, the invoice with the

handwritten notation was produced by the City in discovery.17 As Tom Coughlin details in his
affidavit, Petra was completely honest with the City in regards to this invoice. 18
In sum, Mr. Baird's central fraud allegation is factually inaccurate. The City failed to
analyze the documents in its own possession before it used them to make a spurious fraud
allegation against Petra.

2.2

The Zaremba Affidavit should be given no weight in the Court's analysis
under I.C. § 6-1604 because his testimony regarding Petra's alleged fraud is
contradicted by the City's entire course of conduct.

In the affidavit of Councilman Zaremba, the City appears to allege it was fraudulently
induced by Petra into accepting the bids and moving forward with the Project. Mr. Zaremba
discusses the July 24, 2007, City Council Meeting. 19 At that meeting, Wes Bettis from Petra

Id, Exh. H.
Id at ~ 5(e).
14 Affidavit of Thomas Coughlin dated Sept. 13,2010 ("Coughlin Sept. 13 Affidavit") at ~ 18.
15 Id at~ 20.
16 Id at~~ 13-14,17-18.
17Id. at 16.
18 I d
19 Zaremba Affidavit at ~ 7.
12
13
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referenced a Project Cost Summary given to the members of the City Council, among others?O
Bettis stated:
What we have attempted to do with this budget is to give us the highest budget
that we could think of inclusive of all the items, including the 1.5 million dollar
budget for the plaza and community area, so that we have a starting place to
address the value engineering issues and work with you to make a good working
budget out of this project.21
Mr. Zaremba opines that this statement was a representation to the City Council at the
July 24, 2007 meeting that "the amounts established by the bids received to date, plus Petra's
estimate, were the 'highest amounts' that the City could expect to pay on the Meridian City
Project.,,22 Mr. Zaremba states his belief at the time was that the amounts represented by Petra
"included the Petra construction management fee, and reimbursables, as set forth in the July 12,

2007 cost accumulation/estimate.,,23
accumulationlestimate.,,23
Reading the proposed Amended Complaint together with the Zaremba Affidavit, the City
appears to suggest that because Wes Bettis and the Project Cost Summary did not mention the
increased CM fee as of July 24, 2007, these representations were fraudulent. Further, the City
apparently contends that these representations fraudulently induced the City Council to go
forward with the Project. This theory is belied by the record, for several reasons.
First, the circumstances following the July 24, 2007 City Council meeting refute
Zaremba's position that he was the victim of fraud at the hands of Petra. On August 28,2007, a
2°Id at-,r9.
Id at Exh. A.
22Id at-,r 9.

21

23

Id
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month after Zaremba was apparently misled by Petra regarding its additional CM fee and
induced into approving Phase III bids, Petra submitted an updated budget with a line item of
$367,408 for the additional CM fee 24 that was subsequently formally requested in Change Order
No 2?5 A line item for the additional CM fee was included in all subsequent cost estimates and
budgets. 26 All budgets, bids and contract awards were received by and approved by the City
Council, including of course Councilman Zaremba. 27 Petra repeatedly disclosed its intent to
request additional fees and reimbursable expenses due to the expanded scope of the Project?8
Petra provided the original notice of intent to submit Change Order No.2 for an increase in the
CM Fee on October 1, 2007. 29 Petra submitted a revised Notice of Intent to Submit Formal
Change Order Request on November 5, 2007,30 with a formal Change Order No.2 submitted
April 4, 2008. 31

At the City Attorney's request on May 29, 2008,32 Petra submitted more

information. 33 It was not until February 24, 2009, after Petra had substantially performed the
additional services covered by Change Order No.2, that the City denied Petra's request. 34

at, 50.
Affidavit of Eugene R. Bennett dated April 7, 2010 ("Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit") at'
and Exhibit Q (Change Order No.2 Request and supporting documentation attached thereto as Bates Nos.
CM023878-023902). See also, the revised Change Order No.2 attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Jerald S.
Frank dated April 7, 2010.
at, 51, Exh. P.
26Id at'
27 Id at'
at, 53.
28 Affidavit of Eugene R. Bennett dated May 5, 2010 ("Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit") at'
at, 112.
at, 114.
29 Id at'
at, 42, Exh. 12.
30Id at'
at, 12, Exh. 13.
31 Affidavit of Thomas R. Coughlin dated May 5, 2010 ("Coughlin May 5, 2010 Affidavit) at'
,,22-23, Exh. 14.
32 Id at "22-23,
at, 25.
33/d. at'
at, 128.
34 Bennett May 5,2010 Affidavit at'
24

25/d.
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If the initial CM fee of $574,000 was a material representation upon which the City relied
upon in going forward with the Project, one would think the issue would have been raised
immediately after the August 28, 2007 cost estimate disclosed an additional CM fee. But no one
from the City objected. The City did not raise any issues with the additional CM fee until May
29,2008, when Ted Baird requested additional information. 35 Importantly, the City did not deny
Change Order No.2 until February 24,2009. 36 In fact, the City waited to deny the request until
months after Petra had substantially earned the additional CM fee. 37

Although the City

eventually denied Petra's Change Order No.2, the City does not claim that it was unaware of
Petra's intent to seek the additional CM fee. At no time during the course of the Project did the
City or Mr. Zaremba raise even a hint of the type of allegations contained in the Zaremba
affidavit. Mr. Zaremba's after-the-fact fraud allegations are contradicted by the City's entire
course of conduct.
Second, Wes Bettis actually said:
What we have attempted to do with this budget is to give us the highest budget
that we could think of inclusive of all the items, including the 1.5 million dollar
plaza. and community area, so that we have a starting place to
budget for the plaza
address the value engineering issues and work with you to make a good working
budget out of this project. 38
Bettis' comment cannot be reasonably construed as an affirmative representation as to the
" ... and work with you to make a good
total cost of the Project, as shown in his final words: "...
Coughlin May 5, 2010 Affidavit ~~22-23, Exh. 14.
Bennett May 5,2010 Affidavit at ~ 128.
37 Affidavit of Eugene R. Bennett dated September 13,2010 ("Bennett Sept. 13 Affidavit") at ~ 75.
38 Zaremba Affidavit at Exh. A (emphasis added).
35

36
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working budget out of this project.,,39 It is not reasonable for Councilman Zaremba to now state
that he construed this statement as meaning Petra would not seek additional compensation as
permitted by the Construction Management Agreement. Neither is it reasonable for Zaremba to
rely on this statement as a firm promise or representation regarding the amount of Petra's CM
fee.
Third, Petra urges the Court to look at the context surrounding the Bettis statement and
the Project Cost Summary. It was perfectly reasonable for Petra to wait until August 2007 to list
its additional CM fee in a cost estimate or budget because it wasn't until late August 2007 that
the scope of the Project was developed to the point where the total impact of the changes in the
Project scope could be assessed on a preliminary basis. 4o

During late August and early

September of 2007, Petra reported to the City that the scope of the Project had change
considerably from what had been identified in Recitals B and paragraphs 6.2.2 and 7 of the
Construction Management Agreement. 41 It was at about this time that most of the elements of
the Project were known, including: (a) the remediation of the contaminated materials and
unsuitable soils had been completed, (b) the value engineering efforts finalized,42 (c) the owner

See id
Bauer Sept 13 Affidavit at ~ 44.
41Id
42 Notably, most of the value engineering suggestions by Petra and LCA were rejected by the City because,
according to Mayor DeWeerd, the council wanted the full building as designed.
39

40
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furniture, fixtures and equipment items were added to the scope,43 (d) the LEED certification
requirement added, and (e) the design parameters for the plaza were established. 44
The timing of the disclosure of the additional CM fee was appropriate considering the fact
that the fee request was based on a percentage of the final project cost.45
As Gene Bennett details in his affidavit, it was not until "late August 2007 that the scope
of the Project was developed to the point where the total impact of the changes in the project
scope could start to be assessed.,,46
assessed. ,,46 It was not until late August 2007 that many of the elements
of project became known, including the extent of the remediation of contaminated materials and
unsuitable

SOilS.

47

It was not until then that the value engineering efforts were nearing

finalization, the City's furniture, fixtures and equipment items were added to the Project's scope,
the LEED certification requirement was added, and the design parameter for the plaza were
established. 48 Further, Petra disclosed the new CM fee request before performing the additional
services. 49 Petra was operating under this understanding of how its CM fee would be handled
50 Sections 6.2.2
under the Construction Management Agreement from when it was negotiated.
negotiated.50

HVAC contractors with the
A major problem was created by the City's failure to provide LCA, Petra and the HVAC
furniture layout in a timely manner despite repeated requests to do so. This resulted in the misplacement of a
HVAC floor boxes.
number of the HVAC
l3 Affidavit at ~ 106.
44 Bennett Sept. 13
45 I d at ~ 109.
46/d. at ~ 106.
47 Id
43

Id
49 Id at~ 1l3.
113.
48

SOld
sOld at ~ 36-37.
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and 7 both provide a mechanism to address Petra's compensation and expense reimbursements. 51
Consequently, it was in late August and early September that Petra raised the fact that the scope
of the Project had changed considerably from that contemplated in the Construction Management
Agreement. 52
Agreement.52
Importantly, the City approved Change Order No.1 and paid Petra an additional CM fee
of $19,834, which was calculated at 4.7% of the $422,000 cost of contaminated soil removal
construction. 53 No one from the City took issue with Change Order No.
encountered early in the construction.53
1.54 The City's own course of conduct shows it agreed with Petra's understanding of how its
additional fee would be handled under the Construction Management Agreement. Obviously,
the City has now taken a different position in this litigation.
Therefore, it is clear that it was not until well after this litigation started that the City
concocted the allegations in Zaremba's self-serving affidavit in an attempt to subject Petra to
punitive damages. Considering that Zaremba's belated allegations of fraud contradict the City's
conduct throughout the course of the Project with regard to Petra's clear intent to seek an
additional CM fee, Zaremba's affidavit is akin to a "sham affidavit" and should be accorded no
weight by the Court in its analysis under Idaho Code § 6-1604.

51 Id
52Id
53 Id
54Id

at~ 37.
at ~ 106.
at
~~ 111-12.
at~~
at ~ 112.
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2.3

Assistant City Attorney Baird's supplemental affidavit contains no factual
allegations supporting the possibility of an award of punitive damages.

Mr. Baird has also submitted a supplemental affidavit. Mr. Baird makes three allegations

pertinent to the City's Motion: (1) As of March 30, 2007, Petra was, according to the City,
failing to perform its duties under the Construction Management Agreement;55 (2) Based upon
Petra's representations at the April 3, 2007 City Council Executive Session, and based on the
Project Cost Summary, the City refrained from terminating Petra;56 (3) the City never received a
written notice of claim regarding additional compensation pursuant to the Construction
Management Agreement57 and also under I.C. § 50-219. 58
First, these allegations, even if proven, do not support a punitive damage award. They
are not evidence of "oppressive, fraudulent, wanton, malicious or outrageous conduct." In the
supplemental Baird affidavit, the City does not even attempt to show evidence of bad faith,
malice, or oppressive conduct. All Baird shows is that during the course of a 20+ million dollar,
multi-year construction project, the City and Petra may have had some disagreements. As far as
a written notice of claim required by the Construction Management Agreement, the evidence
demonstrates that Petra submitted the required notice when a "claim" arose, as the term is
defined in the Construction Management Agreement. 59 The City's
City'S argument regarding notice
rests on an erroneous interpretation of the Construction Management Agreement. But even if the
Supplemental Baird August 30, 2010 Affidavit ~ 7.
at ~ 8.
57 Id. at~ 9.
58 Id.
Jd. at ~ 12.
59 This will be the subject of Petra's Memorandum in Opposition to the City's Motionfor
Motion/or Summary Judgment.

55

56/d.
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City is correct in its interpretation of the Construction Management Agreement, Petra's
compliance with its reasonable interpretation of the Construction Management Agreement hardly
constitutes the type of outrageous conduct meriting a punitive damage award.

Finally, as

Richard Bauer testified in his September 13,2010 affidavit:
My review of the affidavits and documents filed or served by the City in this case
indicates that the City asserts that Petra's Change Order No.2 is a "claim." This
is incorrect under the standards applicable to contractors and construction
managers. A change order request does not become a claim until it is denied by
the owner. Likewise, the Construction Management defines a claim as a "dispute
or other matter in question." See paragraph 8.1 of the Construction Management
Agreement. 60
As far as the written notice of claim the City alleges was required under I.C. § 50-219,
Petra has presented ample evidence it complied with the statute, to the extent it even applies. 61
This last allegation is particularly irrelevant to a punitive damage award. It is hardly outrageous
or oppressive conduct if in fact the City can prove Petra failed to comply with this statute. It
took the City 16 months to assert that it was allegedly entitled to receive notice under the Idaho
Tort Claims Act and Idaho Code § 50-219.
2.4

Neil Anderson's affidavit contains no factual allegations that support an award
of punitive damages.

The City also submitted the affidavit of Neil

o. Anderson, an expert who reviewed the

water features installed in the plaza of the Project. 62 His conclusion was that "with some minor
to moderate changes and repair to various feature details, and moderate changes to the
Bauer Sept 13 Affidavit at ~ 45.
See Petra's Memorandum in Opposition to the City's Motion to Dismiss (ITCA).
62 Anderson Affidavit at Exh. B
60

61
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mechanical system, the city can have both an aesthetically pleasing and well functioning
attraction.,,63 It appears the City's theory is that Petra breached a duty under the Construction
Management Agreement to observe so as to protect against deficient or defective Work in the
water features. Even if shown to be true, this conduct does not rise to the level of conduct
warranting punitive damages. It is not surprising that some of these issues arose over the course
of a complex, 20+ million dollar construction project.
2.5

The City has not provided the Court or Petra with any information regarding
its alleged damages.

Not only are the affidavits insufficient, the City has not even indicated how it was
allegedly damaged by Petra's conduct. The record is devoid of evidence to assist the Court in
analyzing whether Petra acted with an "understanding of or disregard for [the] likely
consequences" of its actions.

Nowhere has the City even summarized or quantified the

"consequences" of what it alleges Petra did or failed to do. In fact, the evidence is that Petra's
management of the construction of the Meridian City Hall was not only within the applicable
standard of care, but was specifically praised by the Mayor and the City Council.
64 The City is
Council.64
asking the Court to act in a factual vacuum, with an essential element of its case - damages kept secret.
Therefore, as a factual matter, the City has failed to meet its burden under the statute.
None of the affidavits, even taken at face value, contain evidence reaching a level warranting

63/d.
64

See Petra's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to File Amended Complaint filed April 8, 2010.
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punitive damages. Petra has submitted and will also submit at trial substantial evidence
demonstrating Petra's compliance with the standard of care and with its contractual duties under
the Construction Management Agreement. Petra submits that the weight of the evidence at this
stage does not show the City has a reasonable likelihood of proving by clear and convincing
evidence facts to support a punitive damage award.
2.6

The City's case for punitive damages is deficient in light of the contract cases
cited by the City.

Not only is the City's case factually inadequate on its face, it even more deficient in light
of the case law the City cites. The City makes much of the fact that the Idaho Supreme Court
has ruled that a breach of contract case, under the appropriate circumstances, can support an
award of punitive damages. But the Supreme Court has also stated that punitive damages are not
to be awarded in an ordinary breach of contract case. See General Auto Parts Co., Inc. v.
Genuine Parts Co., 132 Idaho 849, 853-54, 979 P.2d 1207, 1211-12 (1999).

Further, the facts

of the contract cases where punitive damages have been upheld are instructive as to what is
actionable conduct for purposes of punitive damages.
The City cites Gunter v. Murphy's Lounge, LLC, 141 Idaho 16, 105 P.3d 676 (2005),
Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 495, 95 P.3d 977 (2004), and Cuddy Mountain
Concrete, Inc. v. Citadel Const., Inc., 121 Idaho 220,824 P.2d 151 (Ct. App. 1992). Gunter and
Myers contain a level of outrageous conduct that shows by comparison how deficient the City's
case is. Gunter involved the deliberate terminating of two leases for "contrived" reasons by the
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defendants, in part because the plaintiff had refused one of the defendant's sexual advances. 141
Idaho at 29-30, 105 P.3d at 689-90. Myers involved an insurance company's unjustified failure
to defend its insured, a pregnant mother of two who was separated from her husband, causing her
to suffer a default judgment, collection efforts, a driver's license suspension, and forcing her to
risk criminal sanctions. 140 Idaho at 499-500,95 P.3d at 981-82.
The City also cites Cuddy Mountain as guidance for the Court. The factors cited by the
City are:
(1) the presence of expert testimony; (2) whether the unreasonable conduct
actually caused harm to the plaintiff; (3) whether there is a special relationship
between the parties ... (4) proof of a continuing course of oppressive conduct;
and (5) proof of the actor's knowledge of the likely consequences of the conduct.
121 Idaho at 229-30,824 P.2d at 160-61.
First, the City has submitted no expert testimony indicating that Petra's conduct was an
extreme deviation from the standard of care applicable under the circumstances.

Expert

testimony is often submitted in cases such as this one. See, e.g., Vendelin v. Costco Wholesale
Corp., 140 Idaho 416,431,95 P.3d 34,49 (2004); Manning v. Twin Falls Clinic & Hosp., Inc.,

122 Idaho 47, 52-53, 830 P.2d 1185, 1190-91 (1992); Eddins Const. Inc. v. Bernard, 119 Idaho
of America, 112 Idaho 277,285340, 343, 806 P.2d 433, 436 (1990); Sliman v. Aluminum Co. ofAmerica,

86 731 P.2d 1267, 1275-76 (1986). Considering that the standard of care in the construction
industry with regard to construction management is a central issue in this case, the absence of
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any expert testimony that Petra's conduct was an extreme deviation from the standard of care is
significant.
Regarding expert testimony, the experts relied upon by the City are not competent to
opine regarding the quality of Petra's work or that Petra's work failed to meet applicable
standard of care defined in the Construction Management Agreement.

Steven J. Amento

admitted during his deposition testimony that neither he nor his firm is licensed or certified as a
construction manager in any state. 65 In fact, he has never acted as a construction manager on any
new construction project that would be comparable to the new Meridian City Hall project. 66 It
appears that Mr. Amento is relying on Ms. Knothe as a construction management expert to
provide him with the foundation for opining as to Petra's performance of it work vis-a.-vis the
standard of care. 67 But, Ms. Knothe's qualifications are highly suspect. As noted in Gene
Bennett's September 13,2010 affidavit, the rating matrix used by the City in scoring and ranking
the candidates for construction manager and architect was a part of the Project Records.
Notably, Petra received a score of 91.6 out of 100 points, but Ms. Knothe's firm was dead last
with a failing score of61.1 points. 68 Simply stated, Ms. Knothe received a failing grade from the
City's selection committee.

Thus, it is surprising that the City would pick her as their

construction management expert.

One can reasonably conclude that she was the only

J. Amento taken on August 17,2010 at 79:1-25; 80:1-14,
65 See excerpts from transcript of the deposition of Steven 1.
attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated September 13,2010 (Walker September 13,
2010 Affidavit).
66 Deposition of Steven J. Amento taken on August 17,2010 at 64:8-24; 74:20-25; 75-76.
67 Id at 90:17-25; 91:1-24.
68 See Exhibit 526 "Rating Sheet for Architects & Construction managers for Meridian City Hall Project attached to
the Bennett September 13, 2010 Affidavit.
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construction manager in Idaho who would provide the City with the opinion it sought, i.e., that
Petra's work did not meet the standard of care.
When weighing the testimony of Mr. Amento and Ms. Knothe against the testimony of
Jack K. Lemley and Richard Bauer, Petra's experts, as required by Idaho Code § 6-1604, the
court should conclude that Petra's work met the applicable standard of care in accordance with
the opinions of Mr. Lemley, who has 50 years of relevant experience, and Mr. Bauer, who has 40
years.
Second, the City has not disclosed, either to the Court or to Petra, anything indicating
what harm it allegedly suffered or how Petra caused such harm.
Third, there is no evidence of a continuing course of oppressive conduct or any proof
Petra acted with knowledge of the likely consequences of its actions, particularly since there
were no harmful consequences. 69
Not only is the City's case deficient under Cuddy Mountain, it is deficient under the
approach used by federal courts in Idaho applying Idaho substantive law. Although not binding
on this Court, the approach taken in punitive damages cases in the federal courts provides useful
guidance: "When the moving party's claims are reasonably disputed and there is substantial
evidence that supports the non-moving party's claims, a motion to amend to assert punitive

Furthermore, the City is incorrect in stating that Cuddy Mountain held that a decision to terminate a contract that
is made in an unprofessional manner and "conceived in frustration and consummated in anger" is a basis for
punitive damages. See 121 Idaho at 227, 824 P.2d at 158. Cuddy Mountain considered that one factor among
others. Id Cuddy Mountain does not stand for the proposition that an angry, frustrated, or unprofessional breach of
contract is a basis for punitive damages.

69
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damages will not be allowed." Stinker Stores, Inc. v. Nationwide Agribusiness Ins. and Order
Co., No. CV-08-370-LMB, WL 1976882, *6 (D. Idaho May 17, 2010) (citing Strong v.
Unum
provident Corp., 393 F. Supp. 2d 1012, 1026 (D. Idaho 2005)). Here, not only are the
Unumprovident

City's claims reasonably disputed, but as extensively shown in Petra's briefing and affidavit
testimony,70 there is substantial evidence in the record supporting Petra's positions in this case.
Furthennore, if the City attempts to urge the Court to allow the amendment and revisit
the issue later at trial, Petra submits such a course would sidestep the clear intent of the statute.
If this were a close case, depending for example on key credibility detenninations, then a waitand-see approach could be reasonable. This is not such a case. Idaho law places the Court in
this gatekeeper role because it recognizes the seriousness of subjecting a party to a claim for
punitive damages. For example, such a claim may open up intrusive avenues of discovery into a
defendant's finances. See Cheney v. Palos Verdes Inv. Corp., 104 Idaho 897, 902, 665 P.2d 661,
I.D.J.! 9.20.5. 71 The weaknesses in the City's punitive damage case are clear. In
666 (1983); I.D.J'!
keeping with the statutory directive, the Court would be well within its discretion in denying the
City's Motion and declining to wait to revisit the issue at trial.
In conclusion, the City has failed to carry its burden at this stage and should not be given
70 See Petra's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to File Amended Complaint filed April 8, 2010; Petra's
Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment filed May 6, 20
2010.
ofMotion
I o.
71 "(You have been pennitted to hear evidence pertaining to defendant's wealth and fmancial condition. This
evidence was admitted for your consideration only with reference to the question of punitive damages in light of all
other evidence before you if you detennine that such an award should be made in this case.)
Punitive damages are not a matter of right, but may be awarded in the jury's sound discretion, which is to be
exercised without passion or prejudice. The law provides no mathematical fonnula by which such damages are to be
calculated, other than any award of punitive damages must bear a reasonable relation to the actual hann done, to the
I.D.I.I. 9.20.5.
cause thereof, to the conduct of the defendant, and to the primary objective of deterrence." I.D.l.I.
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leave to amend its complaint to add a claim for punitive damages. There is no doubt that the
parties dispute certain aspects of their contractual relationship.

But without evidence of

"oppressive, fraudulent, wanton, malicious or outrageous conduct," turning this into a punitive
damage case is unwarranted.

2.7

The City did not report the claimed deficiencies to Petra until well after it
had sued Petra and each of the alleged deficiencies arose after the final
punch lists were completed and closed.

The City did not report the claimed deficiencies to Petra until well after it had sued Petra
and each of the alleged deficiencies arose after the final punch lists were completed and closed.
In fact, the first identification of five deficiencies were made in Keith Watts' September 28,2009
affidavit filed in opposition to Petra's motion to dismiss filed on September 15, 2009.

In

addition, all of the claimed deficiencies are warranty items that were not Petra's responsibility to
cure. 72
Further, the City's witnesses admitted during their depositions that the claimed
deficiencies did not manifest themselves until well after the Project was occupied by the City and
the punch lists were completed and closed. 73
Finally, it appears that at least some of the deficiencies may have been caused by post
construction vandalism or sabotage. For example, Todd Weltner, one of the City's witnesses

72 See Petra's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to File Amended Complaint filed April 8, 2010; Petra's
ofMotion for Summary Judgment filed May 6, 20 10.
Memorandum in Support ofMotion
73 See for example Deposition of Todd Weltner taken on August 18, 2010 at 101 :20-25; 102-113; Deposition of
Laura Knothe taken on August 11,2010 at 164:22-25; 165:1-8; Deposition of Steven J. Amento taken on August 17,
2010 at 122:25; 123:1-25; 124:1-2; 125:13-17, Exhibits A, Band C to Walker September 13,2010 Affidavit.
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admitted that the roofing membrane did, contrary to his affidavit testimony, run up the parapet
wall hand over and under the parapet cap as provided for in the plans and specifications. 74 Mr.
Weltner informed us for the first time during his deposition that the membrane had been cut right
below the parapet cap.75 Mr. Weltner testified that upon inspection by himself and the Western
Roofing and Versico representatives they discovered that the membrane had been slashed in
several places after it had been installed. According to Weltner, these cuts were found in a half
dozen spots and the cuts varied in length from "10 feet to 40 or 50 feet, so quite extensive.,,76
Considering the extensive nature of the cuts in the membrane it is reasonable to assume that the
cuts were acts of vandalism or sabotage. 77

2.8

The City should not be allowed under Rule 15 to amend its Complaint and
assert fraud claims

It appears that in order to fit within the language of I.C. § 6-1604, the City recently

generated the fraud allegations of Count Five and Count Six of its proposed First Amended
Complaint. Under the punitive damage inquiry, Petra submits that the weight of the evidence
shows the City does not have a reasonable likelihood of proving by clear and convincing
evidence at trial facts to support an award of punitive damages. But even more fundamentally,
the City should not be allowed to amend its Complaint to allege fraud because it has not pled
fraud with particularity.

74 Deposition of Todd Weltner taken on August 18,2010 at 152:18-25; 153:1-3.
75Id at 151:19-25.
76 Id
Jd at 30:14-25; 31:1-25; 32:1-17.
77Id at 152:7-14.
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Rule 15 provides that "a party may amend his pleading only by leave of court . . . and
." I.R.C.P. 15(a). It is within the
leave shall be freely given when justice so requires . . . ."
discretion of the Court to decide whether to allow a party to amend its complaint after a
responsive pleading has been served. Carl H Christensen Family Trust v. Christensen, 133
Idaho 866, 871, 993 P.2d 1197, 1202 (1999). Although courts favor liberal grants to amend, "a
court may properly consider whether a proposed amendment states valid claim." Id. at 871-72,
993 P.2d at 1202-03 (citing Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat 'I Bank, 119
Idaho 171, 175,804 P.2d 900, 904 (1991».
In order to prove fraud, the City must establish each of the following elements:
(1) a representation; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge
about its falsity or ignorance of its truth; (5) his intent that it should be acted upon
by the person and in the manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearers
ignorance of its falsity; (7) his reliance on the [representation]; (8) his rights to
rely thereon; (9) his consequent and proximate injury.
Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 239, 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005) (citing Witt v.
Jones, 111 Idaho 165, 168, 722 P.2d 474, 477 (1986». A fraud claim must be pled with
particularity. I.R.C.P. 9(b) ("In all averments of fraud ... the circumstances constituting fraud
... shall be stated with particularity."); see also Estes v. Barry, 132 Idaho 82, 86, 967 P.2d 284,
288 (1998) ("The party alleging fraud must support the existence of each of the elements of the
cause of action for fraud by pleading with particularity the factual circumstances constituting
fraud.").
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The failure to plead with particularity each element of a fraud claim subjects the claim to
dismissal.

Glaze v. Deffenbaugh, 144 Idaho 829, 833, 172 Idaho P.3d 1104, 1108 (2007)

(upholding trial court's dismissal of fraud claim based on failure to plead false representations);
Jenkins, 141 Idaho at 239-40, 108 P.3d at 386-87 (upholding dismissal of fraud claim based in

part on failure to allege facts demonstrating reliance); Dengler v. Hazel Blessinger Family Trust,
141 Idaho 123, 127-28, 106 P.3d 449,453-54 (2005) (holding that alleging only the elements of
a prima facie case of fraud is "insufficient under the mandate of I.R.C.P. 9(b)"). If a proposed
amendment would be subject to dismissal, it would be futile to allow the amendment, and a court
can properly deny leave to amend. See Black Canyon, 119 Idaho at 175, 804 P.2d at 904.
Here, the City fails to plead its fraud claims with particularity. Count Five, entitled
"Fraud/Fraud
"FraudlFraud in the Inducement" generally alleges various "misrepresentations of fact" before
merely reciting the last eight elements of fraud: e.g., "Petra's representations were false. Petra's
representations were material ... ," and so forth. Likewise, Count Six, entitled "Constructive
Fraud" generally alleges various "misrepresentations of fact" before reciting the final eight
elements of fraud.

In other words, the City allegations are mere conclusions and not facts

supporting those conclusions, i.e., the City fails to comply with the mandate of Rule 9(b) to plead
the facts with particularity. Because the City's fraud claims are subject to dismissal, it would be
futile to allow the amendment. With respect to the City's fraud claims, the Court would be well
within its discretion in denying the City's Motion for Leave to Amend under Rule 15.
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3.

CONCLUSION

Petra respectfully requests that the Court deny the City's motion for leave to amend.

DATED: September 13,2010.
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th
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

Case No. CV OC 0907257

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD BAUER
DATED SEPTEMBER 13, 2010 IN
OPPOSITION TO THE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO AMEND AND TO ADD PUNITIVE
DAMAGES

)
SS:
) ss:
)

Richard Bauer, being first duly sworn, deposes and states upon his oath the following:
1.

I am the Senior Vice President of Lemley International.
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2.

A true, correct, complete and accurate copy of my curriculum vitae is attached

hereto as Exhibit A and, by reference, is made part hereof. My professional training, experience,
professional associations and licensing are set forth in my curriculum vitae.
3.

I have been pursuing my work in the engineering and construction industries for

over 40 years.
4.

I am an expert

In

the fields of construction, construction management and

engineering. I am a licensed Construction Manager in the State of Idaho. See Exhibit B attached
hereto, a true and correct copy of my Idaho Construction Manager's License and Company's
Certificate of Authority.
5.

I have been employed by Lemley International on a regular full time basis since

6.

As noted in the curriculum vitae I am part of the team providing construction

2004.

management services for the Idaho State Capitol Commission on the Capitol Building
Restoration program. Our Company also provided construction management services for the
Idaho State Building Authority on the Idaho Water Center project.
7.

All of my opinions contained herein and in the June 10,2010 report of the opinion

of Jack K. Lemley are based upon: (a) interviews of Jerry Frank, Gene Bennett, Tom Coughlin,
and Tom Walker conducted by me and Mr. Lemley, (b) review of the transcripts of the
depositions taken in the case as of August 31, 2010 and the deposition exhibits, (c) review of
other pertinent documents, including particularly the Construction Management Agreement, and
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(d) a Project site visit. Mr. Lemley and I have discussed the foregoing in detail and I assisted
Mr. Lemley in the preparation of the June 10, 2010 report. 1

8.

My opinions are also based upon my knowledge of the prevailing standards of

care applicable to construction managers as well as my own experience and expertise in this area.
9.

I have actual personal knowledge of the standard of care applicable in this

community for construction managers performing work for projects of a size, scope and
complexity similar to the Meridian City Hall project ("Project").
10.

Paragraph 1.1 of the Construction Management Agreement provides:

Construction Manager will perform its services under this Agreement, in the
exercise of ordinary and reasonable care and with the same degree of professional
skill, diligence and judgment as is customary among construction managers of
similar reputation performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity
similar to the Project.
11.

In conducting my analysis of Petra's performance, I took the standard of care

defined in paragraph 1.1 into consideration.
12.

I assisted in the preparation ofthe transmittal letter attached hereto as Exhibit 503.

Exhibit 503 accurately reports the information contained in the letter.
13.

As noted above, I also assisted in the preparation of the June 10, 2010 report

attached hereto as Exhibit 504 ("Lemley Report").

Exhibit 504 accurately reports the

information contained in the document.
14.

Considering the work I have done as described in the Report and in this affidavit,

it is my opinion that Petra met the standard of care described in paragraph 1.1 of the
Construction Management Agreement. Petra exercised ordinary and reasonable care with the
1

See a true, correct and complete copy of the June 10, 2010 report attached hereto as Exhibit 504.
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same degree of professional skill, diligence and judgment as is customary in this community
among construction managers performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity
similar to the Project.
15.

The first paragraph of the Lemley Report identifies Petra as "the City's agent for

Construction Management." As noted in footnote number 1 of the Lemley Report, Petra was
hired as an agency construction manager not-at-risk. Under the agency construction managernot-at-risk model, the construction manager contracts with the owner, the City here, to provide a
variety of services such as construction scheduling and coordination, but does not guarantee the
price or the work of the construction project.
16.

Consequently, any suggestion by the City that Petra either guaranteed the price of

the Project or the Work on the Project is simply wrong.
17.

Recitals B of the Construction Management Agreement provides a description of

the Project as follows:
B. Owner desires to abate and demolish the existing structures on the Site and
develop a new city hall facility thereon consisting of a four story structure with
approximately 80,000 square feet of standard Class A office space and related
improvements with surface parking (the "Project"').
18.

My review of the affidavits and legal memoranda filed by the City indicates that

the City is taking the position that the description of "80,000 square feet of standard Class A
office space" refers only to actual net square feet used for offices. This position is contrary to
the representations made by the City to Petra in the Request for Qualifications (Exhibit 530
hereto), the August 16, 2006 LCA Building Program (Exhibit 523 hereto), and other documents
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describing the new City Hall Building. 2 The LCA Building Program lists the space requirements
for each planned occupant and identifies the total net square feet as 53,960.

In order to

determine gross square footage for the building, LCA applied a multiplier of 1.25. Doing the
math: 53,960 sq. ft. times 1.25 equals 67,450 gross sq. ft., not the more than 104,000 sq. ft. of the
new City Hall actually constructed.
19.

In addition, as noted in the Lemley Report, the Project Budget described in

paragraph 4.4.1(f) of the Construction Management Agreement of$12.2 million was reasonable
given a building size of 80,000 gross square feet, and paragraph 6.2.2 confirms that the 80,000
square feet as well as the $12,200,000.
20.

The City argues that there is no baseline from which to measure the "changes".

This argument ignores paragraph 6.2.2 in the Construction Management Agreement that states
the Construction Manager's compensation shall be adjusted if the 80,000 square foot size and/or
the $12,200,000 budget change materially. Simply stated, the City's argument does not make
sense to me as a construction professional. 3
21.

The City has also taken the position in its papers filed with the Court that the

basement is a "story", to the effect that the new City Hall building is a four story building, rather
than a three story building with a basement. This is incorrect. The basement of the Meridian
City Hall is not a story under the 2003 International Building Code because the floor level above
the basement (the first or ground floor) is near grade.

See for instance paragraph 6.2.2 of the Construction Management Agreement.
The 2006 Means estimating manual, an industry standard, gives $130/sf as the 75 th percentile for 1-4 story office
buildings including some site work. Using $130/sf for 80,000sf gives $10Amil for the building plus $1.8mil
demolition, abatement, and a nice plaza.
2

3
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22.

The Project Records make clear that the City contracted directly with LCA

Architects, P.A. ("LCA") to design the Project. The LCA Professional Services Agreement was
entered into between the City and LCA on July 11, 2006. 4 The LCA Professional Services
Agreement was never assigned by the City to Petra. That is to say, the city did not designate
Petra as their authorized representative for the LCA contract, and the LCA contract does not
include a provision that states the construction manger will provide administration of the LCA
contract. Such an assignment would be customary in the construction industry if the construction
manager was going to control the design of a project. Petra's scope of services under the
Construction Management Agreement did not include acting as the City's agent with regard to
the architects. Rather, Petra's responsibility was to "consult and coordinate with the architect as
needed." See Construction Management Agreement at 3.3.
23.

In this case, the City retained control over the design. We understand that the City

communicated directly with the Architect in making all of the design decisions, including those
that resulted in the significant changes to the Project, including changes in the size (80,000 sq. ft.
estimated gross building size to 104,000 sq. ft. estimated gross building size), the quality and
complexity (upgraded systems and LEED Silver Certification), Owner's schedule (fast track
construction), and budget (increase from $12.2 million to approximately $21.5 million).
24.

It is clear from my analysis as a construction professional that the City did not

direct LCA to design the Project described in the Recitals B and paragraphs 6.2.2 and 7 of the
Construction Management Agreement. The building description that was in the Construction
Management Agreement, was not included in the agreement with the Architect. The project as

4

See Exhibit 531 (Professional Services Agreement).
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designed by LCA was a significantly larger, more complex, higher quality and more expensive
project than the project described in the Petra Contract.
25.

In this regard, paragraph 7 of the Construction Management Agreement provides

in part:
Changes in Construction Manager's services (not involving a cardinal change to
the scope of the services) may be accomplished after the execution of this
Agreement upon Owner's request or if Construction Manager's services are
affected by any of the following:

***

(b)
Significant change to the Project, including, but not limited to size,
quality, complexity, Owner's schedule, budget or procurement method;

26.

Paragraph 3.2.5 of the Construction Management Agreement provides:

Owner shall provide for all required testing or inspections of the Work as may be
mandated by law, the Construction Documents or the Construction Contracts;
27.

The City hired and entered into contracts with LCA and Materials Testing &

Inspections, Inc. ("MTI") to conduct testing and inspections. Heery International, Inc. ("Heery")
was contracted as the commissioning agent through LCA. During construction of the Project, the
LCA design team, MTI and the city's inspectors conducted periodic site inspections and
produced site inspection and field reports documenting that the work on the Project ("Work")
met the requirements of the plans and specifications.s Heery, the independent professional
commissioning agent, conducted periodic onsite observations of the Work and verified the

Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 73. See also Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 22 and Exhibit 7, LCA and
Design Team Field Reports attached thereto as Bates Nos. Petra 85953-86013. See also, Bennett April 7, 2010
Affidavit at ~ 74 and at ~ 91 and Exhibit X, copy of Pay Application No. 17, CM001532 through CMOOI73,
containing the Architect's certification. See also Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 25 and Exhibit 8 LCA
Contract for the project describing the duty of inspection attached thereto as Bates Nos. 96867-96782 at paragraphs
4.6.5, 4.6.6, 4.6.8, 4.6.11.

5
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installations met the plans and specifications. 6 MTI inspected steel, concrete, soil compaction
and masonry and submitted inspection reports attesting that the Work it inspected met the
requirements of the plans and specifications. 7
28.

In addition, the City's own inspectors inspected all of the Project buildings,

facilities and systems and, after required corrections, issued "passed" inspection reports. 8 The
City issued a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy when its personnel occupied and took
possession of the building on October 15,2008. 9 Thereafter, the City issued Occupancy Permits
for certain elements of the Project. lO
29.

Continuously throughout the construction Project, Petra observed the Work and

coordinated with LCA, the Contractors, MTI, Reery, and the City inspectors to facilitate the

.
.
· 11
mspectIOns
and
testmg.
30.

Paragraph 4.7.9 of the Construction Management Agreement provides:

Construction Manager shall carefully observe the Work of each Contractor
whenever and wherever necessary, and shall, at a minimum, observe Work at the
Project site no less frequently than each standard workday. The purpose of such
observations shall be to determine the quality and quantity of the Work in
comparison with the requirements of the Construction Contract. In making such
observations, Construction Manager shall protect Owner from continuing
deficient or defective Work, from continuing unexcused delays in the schedule,
and from overpayment to a Contractor. Following each observation, Construction

6 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 75. Heery's responsibility included verification that the HVAC, mechanical
and electrical systems met plans and specifications.
7 See samples of reports and testing attached thereto as Bates Nos. Petra 91737-40 and 85747-51 attached as Exhibit
BB to Bennett April 7, 20
I 0 Affidavit.
2010
8 See sample inspection reports attached hereto as Exhibit 533 hereto.
9 Bennett May 5, 2010 Affidavit at ~ 102; and Exhibit 38 (Temporary Certificate of Occupancy at Bates No. Petra
61983).
10 Bennett April 7, 2010 Affidavit at ~?? and Exhibit W
w
II See email communication with MTI discussing working together on the difficulties with project based on water
issues attached thereto as Exhibit 10 Bates Nos. 82273-74
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Manager shall submit a written report of such observation to Owner and Architect
together with any appropriate comments or recommendations.
31.

I have concluded from my review of the affidavits and legal memoranda filed by

Meridian that the City is attempting to greatly expand the duties and responsibilities Petra
undertook as an agency construction manager not-at-risk. Importantly, Petra was only required
to act on the City's behalf with regard to the construction contracts.
32.

I have also concluded that the City is misconstruing Petra's observation

obligations under the Construction Management Agreement. Observing by a CM generally
involves viewing the Work to see what activities are underway, viewing progress on site,
checking for consistency with the contractor's pay applications, checking for consistency with
the contractor's reports of schedule progress, and noting safety issues and gathering information
for coordinating between contractors. Observing by a CM also involves gathering information
for coordinating between contractors and entities such as the general conditions providers, the
architect, the commissioning agent and the owner. If an observer notes an apparent defect, he
may contact an inspector do a technical check. My review of Petra's field reports indicate that
Petra met the requirements set forth in paragraph 4.7.9.
33.

Inspection and testing is much more detailed and focused than observing.

Inspecting is typically required at key points in the technical specifications and by code. Testing
involves precise measurements, tests, and compliance with codes and specification. Inspecting
and testing often require the individuals performing the inspection and tests to possess specific
qualifications and represent specific entities in order to be valid.

l3. 2010
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34.

With regard to warranties, although Petra did not have any responsibility under

the Construction Management Agreement to administer the warranties, based upon my
conversations with Petra's senior management, the City asked Petra to administer the warranty
work from the date of occupancy, October 15,2008, until the City hired a facilities manager or
technician to operate the complex systems within the Project.

Petra agreed to use the

superintendent they had on-site managing the construction of the East Parking Lot to support
warranty administration.
35.

Petra indicates they delivered the Operations-and-Maintenance Manuals and the

Warranties to Keith Watts, the Owner's Representative, and Eric Jensen, the City's new facilities
technician, on January 29,2009.
36.

The Balance of the close-out packages were delivered by Petra to Mr. Jensen on

February 17, 2009. This transmittal included the as-built drawings, RFI and AS!. At that time
Mr. Jensen assumed primary responsibility for administration of the warranty work. Thereafter,
Petra assisted Mr. Jensen with the warranty administration until the City sued Petra.
37.

My review of the affidavits and documents filed or served by the City in this case

indicates that the City takes issue with the General Conditions being described in the pay
applications rather than in the Construction Management Plan. Construction professionals refer
to the expenses associated with job site startup and job site overhead as general conditions. The
expenses may include job site office expenses and furniture, portable toilets, utilities,
performance bond, insurance, permits, temporary fences, temporary weather protection, trash
disposal, and photographic records. It is immaterial from a construction professional's point of

l3. 2010
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view that the items of General Conditions were described in the pay applications rather that in
the Construction Management Plan.

The general conditions budgets were established in

February 2007 and general conditions expenditures were tracked against these budgets
throughout the project. Petra procured general conditions items for the benefit of the project and
included these items in the pay applications at Petra's actual cost. Each expenditure of general
conditions was accounted for by Petra to the penny and supported by documentation in the pay
applications, which were subject to approval by LCA and the City.
38.

I also noted that the City complains that Petra should have sought liquidated

damages from all of the Contractors because of the delays in the Project. Importantly, the initial
delay in the Project Schedule resulted from the discovery, after August 1, 2006, that the
contaminated and unsuitable soils on the site were going to cause construction problems and
would have to be remediated. The remediation was accomplished, which caused a delay in the
start of construction on the new Meridian City Hall building until approximately May 21, 2007.
This in turn delayed Rule Steel, the steel constructor, and resulted in a significant portion of its
work being conducted during inclement weather. At the same time the steel fabrication and
installation was impacted by at least 8 Architect's Supplemental Instructions (ASI) and the
responses to at least 4 Requests for Information (RFI) issued by LCA between 26Jun07 and
13Feb08. Petra determined that some of the delays in the steel construction were also the fault of
Rule Steel and, as such, recommended the assessment of liquidated damages in the amount of
$11,500. See Exhibit 527 hereto, a letter from Tom Coughlin dated 12 March, 2008 describing
Petra's recommendation.
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39.

My review of the Project Records does not support the City's claim that

liquidated damages should have been recommended by Petra with regard to any other
Contractor.
40.

In particular, Petra should not have recommended liquidated damages from TMC,

the masonry contractor because the delays caused by Rule Steel pushed the masonry work into
the winter months. In my opinion, TMC would have been justified in requesting additional
compensation for added costs due to the inefficiency related to working in the winter. Petra
exceeded its obligations to the City in administering the TMC contract and furthering the City's
interests by having TMC absorb the delays to the start of its work with no added costs claimed
for inefficiency.
41.

In my opinion, Petra's initial construction management fee of $574,000 (4.7% of

the $12.2 million Project Budget) was reasonable under the circumstances presented to Petra
during the qualification process and up to the time Jerry Frank signed the Construction
Management Agreement on Petra's behalf.
42.

It is also my opinion that the additional construction manager fee of

approximately $376,000 is reasonable considering the changes in the size (80,000 sq. ft.
estimated gross building size to 104,000 sq. ft. estimated gross building size), the quality and
complexity (upgraded systems and LEED Silver Certification), the Owner's schedule (fast track
construction), budget (increase from $12.2 million to approximately $21.5 million) and bidding
process (increase from 2 bid packages with no re-bids to 6 separate bid phases with most phases
containing multiple bid packages, and a few packages had to be re-bid).
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43.

Regarding the fast track construction schedule, I noted that the City claims this

Project was not on a fast track. This is simply wrong. A project is considered in the construction
industry to be on a fast track if construction starts before all of the plans and specification are
completed. As evidenced by Deposition Exhibit 229 (attached hereto as Exhibit 532), the
drawings and specification were not completed on the Project, not including the East Parking Lot
and the interior signage, until the Phase IV drawings and specification were completed on
February 22,2008. The first Phase drawings were issued for bid by LCA in January 2007, and
construction on the new Meridian City Hall building started on approximately May 21, 2007.
44.

In my opinion, the additional construction manager's fee was disclosed in a

timely manner to the City under the standards governing the conduct of construction managers
because it wasn't until late August 2007 that the scope of the Project was developed to the point
where the total impact of the changes in the Project scope could be assessed on a preliminary
basis. During late August and early September of 2007, Petra reported to the City that the scope
of the Project had change considerably from what had been identified in Recitals B and
paragraphs 6.2.2 and 7 of the Construction Management Agreement. It was at about this time
that most of the elements of the Project were known, including: (a) the remediation of the
contaminated materials and unsuitability soils replacement had been finalized, (b) the value
engineering efforts finalized, (c) the owner furniture, fixtures and equipment items were added to
the scope, (d) the LEED certification requirement added, and (e) the design parameters for the
plaza were established.

l3. 2010
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45.

My review of the affidavits and documents filed or served by the City in this case

indicates that the City asserts that Petra's Change Order No.2 is a "claim." This is incorrect
under the standards applicable to contractors and construction managers. A change order request
does not become a claim until it is denied by the owner.

Likewise, the Construction

Management Agreement defines a claim as a "dispute or other matter in question."

See

paragraph 8.1 of the Construction Management Agreement.
September 13, 2010

-g{~-RICHARD BAUER

TARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at Boise, Idaho
~
I
~
My Commission Expires:.3 ~/,/ d. 0 I "

DATED: September 13,2010
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 13th day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

U.S.
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
F
mile
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (lSB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com

J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
Clark
ByE, HOl-MES
MOl-MES
DI:PUTV
DI:PU'I'V

Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
PlaintifflCounterdefendant,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
vs.

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

******

Case No. CV OC 0907257

AFFIDAVIT OF JERALD S. FRANK
DATED SEPTEMBER 13, 2010 IN
OPPOSITION TO THE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND AND TO ADD PUNITIVE
DAMAGES

DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
SS.
)

I, Jerald S. Frank, being fIrst duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
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1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and I am competent

to testify to the facts set forth below if called as a witness.
2.

I am the founder and president of Petra Incorporated ("Petra").

3.

Petra was incorporated on June 15, 1994 and has continuously conducted a

general construction and construction management business since that time.
4.

I have more than 30 years of experience in commercial construction and

construction management.
5.

I am one ofthe custodians of Petra's business records.

6.

The documents referred to herein are true, correct and complete copies of the

documents in Petra's files or documents produced by the City of Meridian ("City" or
"Meridian") during the course of this litigation, which files and documents are kept in the course
of Petra's regularly conducted business activity. It is Petra's regular practice to make and/or
keep such documents.
7.

I was personally involved in the negotiation of the Construction Management

Agreement that I signed on Petra's behalf on August 1,2006.
8.

I have carefully reviewed each of the affidavits of Eugene R. Bennett, Thomas R.

Coughlin, Richard Bauer filed in opposition to the City motion for leave to amend to add
punitive damages. Based on my review, I can confirm that the testimony contained in those
affidavits is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. Consequently, although I
could repeat the substance of most of that testimony based on my personal knowledge, I will not
repeat it in this affidavit. I do, however, want to highlight a few important facts.
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9.

At the time I signed the Construction Management Agreement on Petra's behalf, I

was aware that the City had already contracted directly with LCA Architects, P.A. ("LCA") to
design the Project.
1O.

If LCA had been hired by Petra, the LCA contract with Petra would have given

Petra the authority and responsibility to direct the design. Since LCA was not hired by Petra, if
the City had intended to give Petra the authority and responsibility to directing the design, the
LCA contract would have been assigned by the City to Petra.

Such an assignment would be

customary in the construction industry if the construction manager was going to direct the
design of a project. The LCA Professional Services Agreement was never assigned by the City
to Petra. However, in my experience, an agency construction manager not-at-risk does not take
on the responsibility for directing or managing the design of a project.
11.

Petra's scope of services under the Construction Management Agreement did not

include acting as the City's agent with regard to the architects. Rather, Petra's responsibility
was to "consult and coordinate with the architect as needed." See Construction Management
Agreement at 3.3.
12.

As evidenced by the minutes of numerous meetings that have been placed in the

record in this case, Petra did consult and coordinate with the architects on a frequent basis
throughout the course of the Project.
13.
14.

The City retained control over and directed the design of the Project.
By letter dated April 3, 2007, Gene Bennett requested that the City appoint its

Owner's Representative as required by paragraph 1.2 of the Construction Management
AFFIDAVIT OF JERALD S. FRANK DATED SEPTEMBER 13,2010
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Agreement. See Exhibit 528 to Bennett's September 13,2010 affidavit for a copy of his letter.
15.

In response to Gene's request, the City appointed Keith Watts as its Authorized

Representative for construction.
16.

During the Project period, I was personally aware that Petra's employees were

taking directions and receiving decisions from Keith Watts, and they relied upon directions given
and decision made by Mr. Watts in providing services under the Construction Management
Agreement.
17.

Although the City, through Ted Baird, reported dissatisfaction with Petra's

services on March 30, 2007, those issues were resolved during an Executive Session of the City
Council that I attended on April 3, 2007. 1
18.

Petra's written response to the allegations made

III

Mr. Baird's letter was

contained in Gene Bennett's letter dated April 3, 2007. 2
19.

Aside from the allegations made in Mr. Baird's March 30, 2007 letter, no one on

behalf of the City informed me of any complaints that Petra was not doing its job as required by
the Construction Management Agreement. In fact, all of the comments I received from Mayor
DeWeerd and Council President Charlie Roundtree were highly complimentary of Petra's
services.

I have previously provided affidavit testimony regarding the compliments Petra

received from the City's representatives. 3

See Exhibit 528 to the Bennett's September 13,2010 Affidavit.
See Exhibit 528 attached to Bennett's September 13,2010 affidavit for a copy of Mr. Bennett's letter.
3 See my affidavit dated April 7, 2010.
I

2
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20.

Consequently, I was shocked and dismayed when the City sued Petra without

warning on April 16, 2009. 4
21.

The City's lawsuit was particularly surprising because our attorney, Thomas G.

Walker, was attempting to schedule a mediation session as required by paragraph 8.1 of the
Construction Management Agreement in response to the City's
City'S denial of Petra's Change Order
No.2 on February 24,2009.
22.

Paragraph 8.2 of the Construction Management Agreement provides: "All claims

shall be subject to mediation as a condition precedent to the institution of legal or equitable
proceedings by either party."
23.

In the construction industry a change order is not a claim until it is denied.

Consequently, Petra did not have a claim as defined in paragraph 8.1 of the Construction
Management Agreement until February 24, 2009, the date of the City's letter refusing to pay
Petra's Change Order No.2.
24.

City'S February 24, 2009
On March 16, 2009, twenty days after the date of the City's

letter, I instructed our counsel, Thomas G. Walker, to send a letter to William Nary, City
Attorney, setting forth Petra's claim and requesting mediation under Section 8.2 of the
Construction Management Agreement. 5
25.

In addition, I instructed Mr. Walker to file and serve Petra's answer and a

counterclaim. Mr. Walker did so on May 6,2009.

Petra was not served with the lawsuit until April 20, 2009.
See Exhibit "A" to the Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated September 9,2010
9, 20lO for a copy of Mr. Walker's letter
dated March 16,2009.

4

5
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26.

In accordance with my instructions, Mr. Walker also filed and served Petra's First

Amended Counterclaim on August 21, 2009.
27.

The City established the maximum price or Project Budget of $12.2 million set

forth in the Construction Management Agreement.
28.

I did not have any input into establishing the maximum price or Project Budget of

$12.2 million.
29.

Based on my review of the records and conversations with other Petra personnel

who were involved in the negotiation of the Construction Management Agreement, I have
concluded that no one from Petra had any input into establishing the maximum price or Project
Budget of$12.2 million.
30.

There were no plans or specifications for the Project as of August 1, 2006. So, I

worked with Gene Bennett to determine an appropriate construction manager's fee. The primary
factors we relied upon were the description of the Project in Recitals B of the Construction
Management Agreement and paragraphs 6.2.2 and 4.1.1(f) of the Construction Management
Agreement.
31.

I wanted a fee of 5.5% of the $12.2 million maximum price. However, during

negotiation of the Construction Management Agreement, I agreed on Petra's behalf to a fee
equal to approximately 4.7% of the $12.2 million maximum price, or $574,000.
32.

Because of the absence of plans and specifications I was concerned about

possible changes to the scope of Petra's work and the extra expenses Petra could incur. So, I
asked for the inclusion of the language in paragraphs 6.2.2 and 7 of the Construction
AFFIDAVIT OF JERALD S. FRANK DATED SEPTEMBER 13,2010
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Management Agreement to provide a means for increasing Petra's compensation and expense
reimbursements if the size, quality, complexity, Owner's schedule, budget or procurement
method changed during the course of the Project.
33.

I considered the description of the "Project" in Recitals B and paragraphs 4.4.1(f)

and 6.2.2 to be the baseline for measuring changes in the scope of the Project.
34.

The first change in the scope of Petra's services resulted from a change in the

design originally stated in Recitals B when the City directed the architects to include a basement.
35.

Soil core samples indicated that contaminated and unsuitable soils would have to

be removed from the site.

This change also required a redesign of the building raising it

approximately four feet to keep from penetrating the clay barrier that was protecting the ground
water from contamination.
36.

As of August I, 2006, the date I signed the Construction Management Agreement,

I understood that the Project building would consist of a four-story above-ground structure of
approximately 80,000 gross square feet. 6
37.

Since Petra was an agency construction manager not-at-risk, the City entered into

construction contracts directly with the prime contractors. As an agency construction managernot-at-risk, Petra contracted with the City to provide a variety of services such as construction
scheduling and coordination, but Petra did not guarantee the price of the Project or the Work of
the contractors. Each of the contractors provided warranties to the City in accordance with the
See Exhibit 523, LCA Building Program dated August 16, 2006 (CM002832-CM002849) attached to Gene
Bennett's September 13, 2010 affidavit. This document identified the gross square footage of the building then
being programmed was at only 67,450 sq. ft., which would have resulted in approximately 53,950 sq. ft. of net
square feet.
6
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construction contracts. This is the customary circumstance with an agency construction manager
not-at-risk.

The Construction Management Agreement established an agency construction

manager not-at-risk relationship between Petra and the City.
38.

Paragraph 2.1.4 of the Construction Management Agreement states as follows:

"Construction Manager shall prepare all documents and provide all services
required under this Agreement in such a manner that increases in Project costs
resulting from Construction Manager's errors or omissions do not exceed one
percent (1 %) of the total construction price of the Project"
39.

I % clause in Section 2.1.4 to mean that Petra did
I interpreted the reference to the 1%

not breach the contract or its duties under the contract unless its errors or omission resulted in an
increase in cost to the City, of more than 11%,
%, or $215,000+.
40.

Paragraph 1.1 of the Construction Management Agreement states as follows:

"Construction Manager acknowledges and accepts the relationship of trust and
confidence established with Owner by this Agreement and that this relationship
is a material consideration for Owner in entering into this Agreement.
Accordingly, Construction Manager shall, at all times, act in a manner consistent
with this relationship. Construction Manager further covenants that Construction
Manager will perform its services under this Agreement, in the exercise of
ordinary and reasonable care and with the same degree of professional skill,
diligence and judgment as is customary among construction managers of similar
reputation performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar
to the Project. Construction Manager shall, at all times, further the interest of
Owner through efficient business administration and management."
41.

Regarding the reference to "trust and confidence", I understood these words to

refer only to the standard commercial relationship that exists between an owner and an agency
construction manager not-at-risk. In my experience, owners don't do business with construction
managers they don't trust and have confidence in, and construction managers don't represent

AFFIDAVIT OF JERALD S. FRANK DATED SEPTEMBER 13,2010
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owners that they don't trust and have confidence in. In other words, the relationship of trust and
confidence is reciprocal.
42.

I would not have submitted a proposal to the City on Petra's behalf and I would

not have signed the Construction Management Agreement had I not believed that the City would
treat Petra fairly throughout and following completion of the Project. I never contemplated that
the use of the words "trust and confidence" established any greater duty on Petra than that which
Petra assumes when taking on any project.
43.

Notably, the words "fiduciary duty" are not included in the Construction

Management Agreement. Had those words been used in any of the drafts of the Construction
Management Agreement, I would have instructed Petra's counsel to remove the words "fiduciary
duty" to make clear that the duties Petra owed to the City were only those of a standard
commercial relationship that exist between an owner and an agency construction manager not-atrisk.
44.

The fact that the City refused to participate in mediation as required by paragraph

8.2 of the Construction Management Agreement before filing suit violated the trust and
confidence that I understood was established between Petra and Meridian.
45.

Based on my extensive experience in the construction industry, I know that once

the City accepted the Work that was managed by Petra and the punch lists were closed, the City
acknowledged that Petra had fulfilled its duties and responsibilities under the Construction
Management Agreement.

AFFIDAVIT OF JERALD S. FRANK DATED SEPTEMBER 13,2010
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46.

The final punch list walk-through and close-out was conducted on July 2, 2009.

The punch list sign-off letter was forwarded to the City on August 4, 2009. 7
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DATED: September 13,2010.

See Petra Transmittal No 01004, Petra93631-93635 attached to the Affidavit of Thomas R. Coughlin dated
September 13, 2010 as Exhibit 2.3.'/.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 13 th day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
th
225 North 9 Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
83701I
Boise, Idaho 8370
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Direct Phone:
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(208) 869-1508
Cell Phone:
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Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
PlaintiffiCounterdefendant,

vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

******

Case No. CV OC 0907257

AFFIDAVIT OF EUGENE R. BENNETT
DATED SEPTEMBER 13, 2010 IN
OPPOSITION TO THE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO AMEND AND TO ADD PUNITIVE
DAMAGES

DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

Eugene R. Bennett, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states:
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1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and I am competent

to testify to the facts set forth below if called as a witness.
2.

I have more than 39 years of experience in the construction industry.

3.

I am a licensed Construction Manager in the State of Idaho. See Exhibit 505

attached hereto, a true and correct copy of my Idaho Construction Manager's Certificate of
Authority.
4.

I am employed by Petra Incorporated ("Petra").

5.

I was hired by Petra on September 20, 1999 and have been employed there ever

6.

My current title is Senior Advisor.

7.

I have worked on more than 50 construction projects over the past 10 years.

8.

Of those projects, approximately 20 were construction manager projects.

9.

I served as project manager on the new Meridian City Hall project ("Project").

10.

I am one of the custodians of Petra's business records.

11.

The documents referred to herein are true, correct and complete copies of the

since.

documents in Petra's files or documents produced by the City of Meridian ("City" or
"Meridian") during the course of this litigation, which files and documents are kept in the course
of Petra's regularly conducted business activity. It is Petra's regular practice to make and/or
keep such documents.
12.

Petra commenced its preconstruction work on the Project in August 2006 after

execution of the Construction Management Agreement.
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13.

The preconstruction work activities included coordination of design meetings and

activities with the City, LCA Architects ("LCA"), and their engineers and consultants, review of
constructability issues, preliminary estimates, scheduling, and preparation of bid documents.
14.

Contrary to the City's claims in this case, Petra did not seek a fee or any expense

reimbursement in its Change Order No.2 for any of its pre-August 1, 2006 work.
15.

Under the agency construction manager not-at-risk approach, the construction

manager is typically paid a percentage fee based on the cost of the project.
16.

Petra typically charges a fee of6% of total project cost.

17.

In this case, the City entered into contracts directly with the contractors and Petra

did not guarantee the price or issue any warranties for the Work. All warranties were issued by
the contractors directly to the City. This is the customary situation with an agency construction
manager not-at-risk. The Construction Management Agreement established a manager not-atrisk relationship between Petra and the City.
18.

The City contracted directly with LCA Architects, P.A. ("LCA") to design the

Project. The LCA Professional Services Agreement was entered into between the City and
LCA on July 11, 2006. 1
19.

LCA was not hired by Petra and the LCA Professional Services Agreement was

never assigned by the City to Petra
20.

Petra's scope of services under the Construction Management Agreement did not

include acting as the City's agent with regard to the architects. Rather, Petra's responsibility

I

See Exhibit 531 (Professional Services Agreement).
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was to "consult and coordinate with the architect as needed." See Construction Management
Agreement at 3.3.
21.

In this case, the City retained control over and directed the design of the Project.

22.

The Project Records report that, in fact, the City made all of the design decisions,

including those that resulted in the significant changes to the Project, including changes in the
size (approximately 80,000 sq. ft. of gross building space to approximately 104,000 sq. ft. of
gross building space), quality (substantial upgrades of mechanical, electrical and HVAC
systems), complexity (LEED Silver Certification and complexity associated with the upgraded
building systems), Project schedule (fast track construction),2 and budget (increase from $12.2
million to approximately $21.7 million).
23.

The City did not direct LCA to design the 80,000 square foot project described in

Recitals B and paragraphs 6.2.2 and 7 of the Construction Management Agreement. The Project
as designed by LCA was a significantly larger, more complex, higher quality and more
expensive project than the project described in the Petra Contract.
24.

My focus on this Project was to offer my construction expertise during design

process, including cost estimation, constructability reviews, and other such similar services to the
City during the design process.
25.

During the bidding process I directed the preparation of separate bid packages and

In the construction industry "fast track construction" means commencing construction before the plans and
specifications are completed. See the summary I prepared attached hereto as Exhibit 532 (Deposition Exhibit 229).
Construction of foundation activities commenced on May 21, 2007. As of that date only the drawings and
specifications for Phase 2 cold core and shell were completed. Drawings and specifications for Phase 3 tenant
improvements were issued commencing on May 29, 2007 and continuing through April 23, 2008. Drawings and
specifications for Phase 4 plaza and site improvements were issued commencing on July 1, 2008 and continuing
through March 5,2008. Drawings and specifications for Phase 5 east parking lot were issued on August 1,2008.

2
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assisted the City in contractor selection and bid review.
26.

Regarding construction, I devoted Petra's resources to facilitating the construction

so that it proceeded as efficiently as possible under the circumstances. These services included
contract administration, change order management, scheduling and observing the Work.
27.

By letter dated April 3, 2007, I requested that the City appoint its Owner's

Representative as required by paragraph 1.2 of the Construction Management Agreement. See
Exhibit 528 hereto for a true, correct, complete and accurate copy of my letter. In response to

my request, the City appointed Keith Watts as its Authorized Representative for construction.
28.

I personally relied upon directions from Keith Watts in providing services under

the Construction Management Agreement.
29.

I attended the March 24,2009 City Council meeting.

30.

I recall that the Mayor and Councilman Bird were very complimentary during this

meeting regarding the Project and very pleased with the result. I also recall that Councilman
Bird made a point of thanking me and the other Petra personnel in attendance at the Council
meeting.
31.

Consequently, I was completely surprised when the City sued Petra without

warning just 23 days after the March 24, 2009 City Council meeting.
32.

I filed an affidavit dated May 5, 2010 in this lawsuit. I included excerpts from the

March 24, 2009 City Council meeting in my affidavit. See Exhibit 506 - Minute excerpt from
March 24, 2009 City Council Meeting (CM084728)(Exhibit AA to Bennett's April 7, 2010
affidavit). The excerpt (Exhibit 506 hereto) accurately reflects my recollection of what the
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Mayor and Councilman Bird and Keith Watts said during the March 24, 2009 City Council
meeting. The entry is as follows:
De Weerd: Okay. Anything further from Council? I can say it's been ajoy to be

in the building and we have gotten a lot of positive comments from our citizens
and so we thank you.
Bennett: You're welcome. You will for a long time.
Bird: Been nice working with you, Gene.
Watts: Thanks, Gene and Tom

33.

The City established the maximum price or Project Budget of $12.2 million set

forth in the Construction Management Agreement.
34.

I did not have any input into establishing the maximum price or Project Budget of

$12.2 million.
35.

There were no plans or specifications for the Project as of August 1, 2006. So, I

worked with Jerry Frank to determine Petra's construction manager's fee based upon the
description of the Project in Recitals B, paragraph 6.2.2 and the $12.2 maximum price set forth
in paragraph 4.1.1(t) of the Construction Management Agreement.
36.

Initially, we requested a fee of 5.5% of the $12.2 maximum price. However,

during negotiation of the Construction Management Agreement, we agreed on Petra's behalf to a
fee equal to approximately 4.7% of the $12.2 maximum price, or $574,000.
37.

Because of the absence of plans and specifications we were concerned about

possible changes to the scope of Petra's work and the expenses Petra could incur. So, we
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negotiated the inclusion of paragraphs 6.2.2 and 7 into the Construction Management Agreement
to provide a means for increasing Petra's compensation and expense reimbursements.
38.

The first change in the scope of Petra's services resulted from a change in the

design originally stated in Recitals B when the City directed the architects to include a basement
under the building.
39.

In approximately February 2007, additional investigation by experts hired by the

City required that contaminated and unsuitable soils be removed from the site. This change
required a redesign of the building raising it approximately four feet to keep from penetrating the
clay barrier that was protecting the ground water from contamination.
40.

The City has taken the position in its papers filed with the Court that the basement

is a "story", to the effect that the new City Hall building is a four story building, rather than a
three story building with a basement. A basement is not a story under the 2003 International
Building Code because the floor level above the basement (the first or ground floor) is
essentially at grade.
41.

With regard to changes, I considered the description of the "Project" in Recitals B

and paragraphs 4.4.1(f) and 6.2.2 to be the baseline for measuring changes in the scope of the
Project.
42.

I directed the preparation of the Preliminary Price Estimate called for under

paragraph 4.4.3 of the Construction Management Agreement. Petra delivered the Preliminary
Price Estimate to the City on or about January 15, 2007. See Exhibit 507 - Preliminary Price
Estimate. The $15,475,160 estimate was for the building only based on the initial 20% Shell &
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Core plans and specifications.

An additional $1,319,266 was added for site development

bringing the total Preliminary Price Estimate to $16,794,426.
43.

The 20% Shell & Core documents consisted of building floor plans and elevations

and did not include structural, mechanical, electrical or plumbing, or Plaza documents and
represented a 100,000+ square foot, three story structure with a basement.
44.

As of the date the Construction Management Agreement was entered into (August

1, 2006), I understood that the Project building would consist of a four-story above-ground
structure of approximately 80,000 gross square feet.

See Exhibit 530 hereto, Request for

Qualifications issued by the City.
45.

On January 10, 2007, I attended a meeting with Mayor DeWeerd, City Attorney

Bill Nary, Assistant City Attorney Ted Baird, City Clerk Will Berg, City Purchasing Agent Keith
Watts, Architect Steve Simmons, and Petra's Project Manager at the time, Wes Bettis. During
the meeting we had a discussion regarding the Project cost estimate. I informed those in the
meeting that the Preliminary Price Estimate was $16,794,426, which was greater than the $12.2
million Project Budget. Councilman Keith Bird informed me and others in attendance that the
increased costs did not surprise him and he thought the City could fmd the extra money. 3
46.

Thereafter, I directed providing the City with several updated cost estimates when

drawing and specification were issued. See Exhibit 511 that I prepared from the Project Records
reporting the following cost estimates: January 15, 2007, Preliminary Price Estimate, of
$16,794,426; February 12, 2007, Second cost estimate (60% building drawings and 20% of
3 The substance of the discussion during the January 10, 2007 meeting is documented by notes taken by Keith Watts.
See Exhibit 539 hereto at page PetraB07053.
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mechanical, electrical and plumbing) of $18,039,237; April 3, 2007, Phase II bids of cold shell
and core, of $18,090,456; July 12, 2007, Phase III bids (mechanical, electrical, plumbing and
tenant improvements) of $20,446,813; February 28,2008, Phase IV bids (Final Cost Estimate) of
$21,773,078. 4
47.

After the February cost estimate of $16,254,033 for the building, I directed work

with LCA on value engineering the proposed building. 5
48.

Exhibit 509 sets forth the value engineering amounts that Petra and LCA worked

49.

On February 26, 2007 we presented approximately $2.9 million in value

up.

engineering suggestions which included deleting the basement ($1 million savings - see Exhibit
508), removing the south wing ($870,000 savings) and various other suggestions ($1,066,830
savings).
50.

The City rejected most of the value engineering suggestions and Mayor DeWeerd

informed us that members of the City Council expressed that they want a full building as
designed. 6
51.

From the February 26,2007 meeting, the City instructed LCA to finish the plans

and specifications in accordance with the new design and instructed Petra to prepare for public
bidding.

See also Exhibit 508 attached hereto.
Value engineering in this case was a systematic approach to identifying and eliminating costs of the Project for the
purpose of reducing the total cost of the Project.
6 The substance of Mayor's DeWeerd comments during a February 26,2007 meeting is documented by notes taken
by Keith Watts. See Exhibit 539 hereto at page PetraB07055.
4
5
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52.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 529 is a copy of correspondence from Steven M.

Simmons at LCA Architects, P.A.
P .A. to Will Berg.
53.

As the design progressed Petra increased the costs estimates being presented to

the City to account for: site contamination abatement, mechanical and electrical system
upgrades, upgraded plaza features, LEED silver certification, the addition of interior drywall
partitions, the addition of furniture, fixtures and equipment, including security systems, audio
visual systems, telecommunications systems and interior signage package, and the addition of an
extensive and elaborate plaza design.
54.

In August 2008, just about 60 days before Petra was going to deliver the building

to the City, the City added an east parking lot because the City's own ordinances required 1
parking space for each 500 square feet in the City Hall building. So, the increase in square
footage to 104,000 square feet required additional parking spaces, as there were not an adequate
number of spaces in the design.
55.

The City waited until August 2008 to authorize Petra to undertake construction

management of the east parking lot because it did not acquire additional land upon which the east
parking lot was to be constructed until sometime before August 2008.
56.

The late addition of the east parking lot required extra coordination by Petra and

revision to the interface with the plaza.
57.

Petra dealt with this issue by maintaining a superintendent full time after delivery

of the City Hall building on October 15, 2008 to manage the construction of the east parking lot.
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In addition and as a courtesy, he managed additional City changes, administered warranty

requests, and coordinated the execution of punch lists.
58.

Although Petra provided the City with a separate Construction Management

Agreement for the east parking lot, the City never signed or returned it. Rather, Keith Watts
directed Petra to proceed with the construction management services necessary to construct the
east parking lot.
59.

The east parking lot was completed and delivered to the City during January,

60.

The Project as it developed did not meet my understanding of the scope of the

2009.

work that Petra would be required to perform under the Construction Management Agreement
because: soil contamination increased costs and delayed the Project; the size of the City Hall
building was increased by the City from an 80,000 square foot four-story above-ground building
to a 104,000 square foot building, including abasement; 7 the City increased the size of the
Council chambers, which dictated column to beam moment welds in four directions throughout
the structure;8 the City's stated desire to have an exterior that would stand the "test of time"
dictated the use of stone and brick that is a more expensive and time consuming construction
method than is used on other Standard Class A commercial buildings; after the Construction
Management Agreement was signed, the City required that the building be constructed to obtain
LEED silver certification; the City upgraded the mechanical system in the City Hall to state-of7 The addition of the basement added time, money and complexity to the Project Budget and schedule because
significant soil contamination issues were encountered during excavation.
S This was more than the two directional moment welds that were initially anticipated during the negotiation of the
Construction Management Agreement. This change added time and cost to the Project during the rainy season when
it was difficult to weld.
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the-art to take advantage of energy efficient systems and to meet LEED requirements; the
electrical system was also upgraded to meet LEED silver certification requirements, including
"daylight harvesting" controls, CO2 monitoring, standby generator and UPS systems - all of
which required extra time and supervision to install.
61.

Because of the complexity of the mechanical and electrical systems, Petra

employed a mechanicaVelectrical superintendent rather than a conventional foreman as originally
contemplated by the Construction Management Agreement to ensure the success of the Project.
62.

In order to deal with the City's design changes and additions, Petra had to actively

manage 168 Architect's Supplemental Instructions ("ASls"), 2 Requests for Proposal ("RPs")
and 230 Requests for Instructions ("RFls").
63.

Petra was required to manage the numerous ASls and RFls because of the City's

design driven changes.
64.

Commencing in approximately April 2007, Petra presented periodic updates to the

City that were reviewed with the Mayor, the City Council and City staff during the meetings of
the Mayor's Building Committee and City Council workshop meetings.
65.

Petra also provided detailed written monthly reports commencing in December

2007 and continuing through November 2008.
66.

Regarding communications during the course of the Project, (a) Petra had at least

one project engineer or superintendant on the site every day during the construction period to
respond to questions and provide suggestions; (b) Petra also organized and conducted Weekly
Job Progress Meetings and the Mayor's Building Committee meetings; (c) Petra held regularly
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scheduled weekly progress meetings with the pnme contractors, architects and City
representatives to monitor, review and report on all aspects of the Project, including: (i) quality
issues, (ii) coordination, (iii) design and constructability issues, (iv) approvals, (v) safety, (vi)
LEED silver certification, and (vii) other items as required.
67.

In addition, Petra presented a detailed report during the monthly City Council

meeting.
68.

Further, the City hired independent professionals and had its own building

inspectors inspect and test the Work on the Project to insure that the Work met applicable
building codes, as well as the plans and specifications. Each of the professionals and the City's
building inspectors "passed" the Work that Petra managed.
69.

In this regard, during construction, LCA and the engineers hired by the City

conducted periodic site inspections and produced site inspection reports. LCA'
LCA'ss contract with
the City also included a duty of inspection and LCA passed the Work that was managed by Petra.
70.

The commissioning agent hired by LCA, Heery International, Inc., conducted

periodic onsite inspections and passed the Work that was managed by Petra.
71.

Continuously throughout the construction Project, Petra coordinated with City

inspectors and Materials Testing & Inspection ("MTI") to insure that special inspections were
performed as required. MTI produced and submitted inspection reports for steel, concrete, soil
compaction and masonry attesting that the Work managed by Petra met specifications.
72.

Regarding warranties, the Construction Management Agreement did not require

Petra to provide warranties with respect to the labor or materials provided by the various
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manufacturers, vendors, contractors or subcontractors. The warranties were provided directly to
the City by the various providers of labor and materials.
73.

Meridian's building department issued a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy on

October 15,2008, the date the City took possession of the Project.
74.

All Punch List items were certified as complete by Meridian City officials no later

than end of August of2009.
75.

At the request and direction of Keith Watts, Petra temporarily managed the

warranties from October 15,2008 until February 24, 2009, when a City employee, Eric Jensen,
the City's facilities technician, took over.
76.

On January 29,2009 Petra delivered the Project close out package to Eric Jensen.

The close out package included contractor warranties and Operations and Maintenance
Manuals. We received a receipt. See Exhibit "534" attached to the Affidavit of Thomas R.
Coughlin dated September 13, 2010 for a copy of the receipt.
77.

On February 17, 2009, Petra delivered the "As Built" documents, including RFI's

and ASI's to Eric Jensen in accordance with directions we received from Keith Watts.

See

Exhibit "535" attached to the Affidavit of Thomas R. Coughlin dated September 13, 2010 for a
copy of Transmittal No. 00944.
78.

From and after February 24,2009, the City was responsible for managing all of its

own warranty claims. However, Petra continued to provide assistance to Mr. Jensen and other
City employees as requested through at least July 3,2009.
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79.

From and after October 15, 2008, Petra's duties and responsibilities required by the

Construction Management Agreement included only administering change orders for additions
by the City to the scope of the Project, supervising completion of Punch List items, supervising
payment by the City of the retentions it had withheld from various contractors, and managing the
plaza and east parking lot phases.
80.

Notwithstanding these formal duties, Petra also continued to assist the City with

administration of warranties as noted above.
81.

The Project was constructed in phases as follows: (a) Phase I Demolition &

Abatement of the Old Creamery - 09/06 thru 12/06; (b) Phase II Core & Cold Shell- 03/08/07
thru 08/28/08; (c) Phase III Tenant Improvements & Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing 06/08/07 thru 10/12/08; (d) Phase IV Plaza & Site Improvements - 10/12/07 thru 10/12/08; and

01/09. 9
Phase V East Parking Lot- 08/15/08 thm 01109.
82.

The City's independent third party professionals and its own building inspectors

inspected and passed each phase of the Project and all of the facilities, structures and systems.
83.

The City's building officials issued all required permits, including occupancy

permits.
84.

The following process for submitting the pay applications was typically used by

Petra during the Project: (a) After compiling the pay application Petra would submit it to LCA on
th
or about the 5sth
of the following month for their review and approval; (b) If LCA had any

Although October 15, 2008 was agreed by the City, LCA and Petra to be the substantial completion date for
purposes of occupancy, beneficial use and warranties, additional work continued on tenant improvements items
through March 2009 at the City's request.

9
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questions Petra would address them prior to LCA certifying the pay application, the Architects
certification provided that the Work had progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work was in
accordance with the contract Documents and that the Contractors and vendors were entitled to
payment
paYment of the amounts certified; (c) The certified pay application was then delivered to Keith
Watts, the City's authorized representative and purchasing agent, for his and Councilman Keith
Bird's review and approval; (d) Any questions that the City would have would be addressed by
discussion, email or a meeting prior to the City approving and dispersing the paYments
payments to the
contractors and Petra.
85.

Regarding the Architects' Certification, see Exhibit 512 attached hereto, which is

Pay Application No. 24 with the Architects' Certification as follows:
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and
the data comprising this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to
the best of the Architect's knowledge information and belief, the Work has
progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is in accordance with the
paYment of the AMOUNT
Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment
CERTIFIED.
86.

Paragraph 2.1.4 of the Construction Management Agreement states as follows:

"Construction Manager shall prepare all documents and provide all services
required under this Agreement in such a manner that increases in Project costs
resulting from Construction Manager's errors or omissions do not exceed one
percent (1 %) of the total construction price of the Project"
87.

Based on my experience in the construction industry, I interpreted the reference to

the 1%
1% clause to mean that Petra fulfilled its duties under the contract unless its errors or
omissions, if any, as a construction manager not-at-risk, exceeded 1% or $217,000.
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88.

Paragraph 1.1 of the Construction Management Agreement states as follows:

"Construction Manager acknowledges and accepts the relationship of trust and
confidence established with Owner by this Agreement and that this relationship is
a material consideration for Owner in entering into this Agreement. Accordingly,
Construction Manager shall, at all times, act in a manner consistent with this
relationship. Construction Manager further covenants that Construction Manager
will perform its services under this Agreement, in the exercise of ordinary and
reasonable care and with the same degree of professional skill, diligence and
judgment as is customary among construction managers of similar reputation
performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the
Project. Construction Manager shall, at all times, further the interest of Owner
through efficient business administration and management."
89.

Regarding the reference to "trust and confidence", this relationship exists with all

of Petra's commercial customers with whom we enter into contractual relationships. I did not
interpret the inclusion of this language in the Construction Management Agreement, or in any
other construction contract, as creating a heightened duty. My experience is that Petra does not
do business with people we don't trust and have confidence in and people don't do business with
us unless they have trust and confidence in us. In the construction industry, the duty of trust and
confidence is reciprocal, i.e., owed by the construction manager to the owner and vice-versa.
This trust is necessary in order to expedite the construction through verbal communication by
men who's "word you can trust".
90.

I do not feel Petra breached trust and confidence with the City of Meridian as

evidenced by their comments to me in the City Council meeting of March 24, 2009 (see Exhibit
506).
91.

I do believe the City of Meridian breached trust and confidence with Petra

because ofthe following actions:
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91.1

Petra was told to build the East Parking Lot and did so.

91.2

Petra kept a Superintendent on the job after its completion acting as the

City's Building Maintenance man until the City could hire that individual.
91.3

The City thanked Petra for doing a good job in the City Council Meeting

of March 2009.
91.4

The City sued Petra less than 30 days later (April 2009) and refused to pay

for Superintendent's time to build the East Parking Lot and act as their Building Maintenance
Department.
92.

I note that the words "fiduciary duty" were not included in the Construction

Management Agreement.

Had such words been included in any draft of the Construction

Management Agreement, I would have alerted Jerry Frank and we would have negotiated to
have the words removed since we intended only to establish a standard commercial relationship
with the City as is customary for an agency construction manager not-at-risk.
93.

The City owed a duty to Petra as evidenced by wording in paragraph 4.4.3 of the

Construction Management Agreement which states:
4.4.3

If the Preliminary Price Estimate developed pursuant to Section 4.4.1 (c)
exceeds the Project Budget provided by Owner to Construction Manager
4.4.1(f), Owner may require Construction Manager, with no
in Section 4.4.l(f),
increase in the not-to-exceed allowance for preconstruction services set
forth in Section 6.2.2(a) below, to (i) consult with Owner and Architect to
identify cost saving measures and (ii) assist Architect in revising the
Preliminary Design to reflect approved cost savings measures, and (iii)
revise the Preliminary Cost Estimate to reflect the anticipated savings
from approved cost savings measures, as necessary to bring the
Preliminary Cost Estimate below the Project Budget.
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The wording "Owner may reqUire Construction Manager" indicates the Owner is
directing the Construction Manager in regards to "budget" and the amount of money that will be
spent. In addition, the City Council voted, approved, and awarded all Contracts and Change
Orders that resulted in the final cost of the Project.

See Exhibit 540 "City Council

Contract/Change Order Approvals".
94.

Paragraph 1.1 on page 1 of the Construction Management Agreement

(CM002687) states:
Construction Manager will perform its services under this Agreement, in the
exercise of ordinary and reasonable care and with the same degree of professional
skill, diligence and judgment as is customary among construction managers of
similar reputation performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity
similar to the Project.
95.

Based on my more than 39 years of work in the construction industry, and

specifically on my experience as a construction manager, I have no doubt that Petra exercised
ordinary and reasonable care in rendering its services with the same degree of professional skill,
diligence and judgment as is customary among construction managers of similar reputation
performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the Project.
96.

I am aware that Steven J. Amento has expressed a contrary view. Based on my

review of the affidavits and deposition by Mr. Amento, I am also aware that Mr. Amento is not a
licensed construction manager and has not been a construction manager on any new Public
Works projects in the State of Idaho. I have also read the expert opinion of Jack K. Lemley
which states "Petra performed the work with at least the care one would expect". Mr. Lemley is
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has served as a construction manager on new Public Works projects in Idaho, and is highly
regarded in the construction industry.
97.

I have read the affidavit of Laura Knothe, where she identifies three examples of

QAlQC
HVAC system.
QA/QC issues with the water feature brick, the roof, and the HVAC

The water feature brick (Architectural pre-cast) was an open completion item on the
punch list for Alpha Masonry. Funds were withheld from payments to Alpha Masonry and
Alpha Masonry has agreed to replace the material.

However, in the last year the City has not

pursued replacement of the masonry under warranty by Alpha Masonry.
The roof is under a 20 year warranty and any leaks will be fixed by Western Roofing. At
the request of Petra, the manufacturer of the roof membrane, Versico, performed a one year
warranty review of the roof and issued an inspection report with repairs that Western Roofing
performed. See Exhibit 538.
HVAC system, I have discussed the recent work performed on the system
Regarding the HVAC
with the mechanical engineer of record, Mike Wisdom. The HVAC
HVAC system was modified by the
City after it was commissioned. The warranty and operational issues listed in Laura Knothe's
HVAC system.
affidavit have been corrected and there are currently no issues with the HVAC
98.

I have read the affidavit of Mr. David Zaremba regarding the cost report delivered

to City Council on July 24,2007. That budget was $20.5 million and included $1.5 million for
the plaza.
From that meeting, the City voted on, approved and awarded a final plaza (with bid
alternates) costing an additional $473,810; and voted on, approved and awarded City requested
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changes to the Project in the amount of $543,393. (See Exhibit 511 "Budget History Timeline"
and Exhibit 540 "City Council Contract/Change Order Approvals".) This resulted in the fmal
cost of$21,773,078.
In addition, the City Council voted on, approved, and awarded contracts for the East
Parking Lot budgeted at $470,000 and costing approximately $401,000.
99.

I have read the affidavit of Mr. Todd Weltner regarding the quality of the exterior

cast stone work. This stone work was on the punch list, was repaired by the prime contractor,
and accepted by the City Inspector in the summer of 2009.
100.

Paragraph 7 of the Construction Management Agreement provides:

"Prior to providing any additional services, Contraction manager shall notify
Owner of the proposed change in services and receive Owner's approval for the
change."
101.

Paragraph 7 does not specifically require that the notification shall be in writing,

as provided for in some other sections of the Construction Management Agreement.
102.

Written notice of changes was intentionally not included as a requirement in

paragraph 7 because such a requirement would make timely performance of the contract
impossible.

In this Project there was a total of 142 Changes Orders, 168 Architect's

Supplemental Instructions ("ASIs"), 2 Requests for Proposal ("RPs") and 230 Requests for
Instructions ("RFls"). So, it would have been impossible to provide written notice prior to
executing on the numerous requested changes and still complete the Project on a schedule that
was acceptable to the parties.
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103.

I also note that the Notice provision in paragraph 10.14 does not specifically

provide that a notice must be in writing, as it states "All notice between the parties shall be
deemed received when personally delivered or when deposited in the United States mail postage
prepaid. (Emphasis added.).
104.

Petra could, and did, deliver numerous oral notices regarding the additional

construction management services required by changes in the scope of the Project.
105.

Regarding Petra's request for an additional construction manager's fee, a budget

line item of $367,408 was included in the August 2007 spreadsheet as an estimate of Petra's
additional fee for extra work that was subsequently revised to $386,392 and formally requested
10
in Change Order No 2.
2.10
See also, Exhibit 524, November 5, 2007 letter from Wesley W. Bettis

to Keith Watts regarding Notice of Intent to submit Change Order Request.
106.

The amount of the estimated increase in the Construction Manager's fee was not

unti1late
provided to the City before August 2007 because it wasn't until
late August that the scope of the
Project was developed to the point where the total impact of the changes in the Project scope
could start to be assessed. It was at this time that many of the elements of the Project were
known, including the extent of the remediation of contaminated materials and unsuitable soils,
value engineering efforts were finalized, the City's furniture, fixtures and equipment items were

10
\0

See Exhibit 522 - August 28, 2007 costs estimate at line 78.
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added to the scope, 11 the LEED certification requirement was added, and the conceptual design
parameters for the plaza were established.
107.

A line item for the additional construction manager's fee was included in all cost

estimates, budgets and bid reports and in the Monthly Reports issued after August 2007.
108.

Change Order No.2 was submitted by Petra to the City on April 8, 2008 for the

adjustment of the Construction Manager's fee to account for the extra work performed as a result
of the Project's increased size, quality, complexity, schedule, budget and procurement methods.
12
2.12
See Exhibit 513 for a copy of Petra's Change Order No. 2.

109.

As noted in Change Order No.2, (Exhibit 513 at page Bates numbered

Petra9691l) Petra sought an additional construction manager's fees of $386,392, which was
Petra96911)
calculated at 4.7% of the increased cost of the Project over the initial Project Budget of $12.2
million.
110.

Subsequently, after Change Order No.2 was denied Petra sought $136,197 for

reimbursement of the extra compensation paid by Petra to its personnel, which was calculated at
the rates provided for in the Construction Management Agreement.
111.

In Change Order No. 1 Petra asked for and the City paid an extra construction

manager's fee of$19,834 which was calculated at 4.7% of the $422,000 cost of the contaminated
soil removal. See Exhibit 514 attached hereto.

HVAC contractors with the
11 A major problem was created by the City's failure to provide LCA, Petra and the HVAC
furniture layout in a timely manner despite repeated requests to do so. This resulted in the misplacement of a
number of the HVAC
HVAC floor boxes.
12 See also, Exhibit 513, Revision #1 of Change Order No.2 dated 05/03/10 setting forth a total amount due of
$522,589,
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112.

The City did not take issue with the calculation of the additional construction

manager's fee at 4.7% ofthe extra cost for Change Order No.1.
113.

Regarding Change Order No.2 and despite some unsupported claims to the

contrary by the City, Petra is not seeking compensation for any construction management
services rendered before November 2007. See Exhibit 525 attached hereto that I prepared from
the Project Records showing that total costs incurred for the Project as of November 2007
equaled approximately $8.3 million, which is less than the $12.2 million Project Budget
originally represented to Petra by the City as its maximum price.
114.

The City did not take issue with the additional construction manager's fee until

February 24, 2009, when it issued a letter denying Petra's Change Order No.2. See Exhibit 537
attached hereto for the February 24, 2009 letter from the City.
115.

At no time prior to suing Petra on April 16,2009 did the City ever direct Petra to

stop its work in managing the Project.
116.

At no time prior to suing Petra on April 16, 2009 did the City ever direct Petra to

make changes to the Project to substantially reduce the Project cost.
117.

The Project, not including the east parking lot or Petra's Change Order No.2, was

completed for $21,513,416.34.
118.

In addition to the amounts claimed under Change Order No. 2,13 The City still

owes Petra $74,894.25 for unpaid invoices on the new Meridian City Hall Project. In addition,
the City owes Petra $51,152.79 for the East Parking Lot.

13Id.
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119.

The City also owes Petra interest on the past due invoices and Change Order No.

2 at the rate of .75% per month as provided in paragraph 6.3.2 of the Construction Management
Agreement.
120.

The City did not give Petra written notice of any of the issues stated in the City's

complaint prior to filing the lawsuit against Petra as required by the Construction Management
Agreement, including paragraph 8.1 and 9.3.
121.

More specifically, the City did not provide Petra with written notice of any failure

on Petra's part to perform its duties and responsibilities under the Construction Management
Agreement as required by paragraph 9.3 of the Construction Management Agreement.
Consequently, the City did not give Petra an opportunity to commence and diligently continue
satisfactory correction of any failures on Petra's part as required by paragraph 9.3.

~ ~
.~.:::;:R
~.~.~
EUGE R. BENNETT

-

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 13 th day of September, 2010.

MONICA POPE
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

Residing at -£.LU.I£!l.'&---H--J
-£,LU.I£llo,'&---H--J
My commission expires:
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DATED: September 13,2010.

1\LKER
etra Incorporated

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
th

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 13 day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Ov . t Courier
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone:
(208) 639-5607
Cell Phone:
(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile:
(208) 639-5609
twalkerCillcosholaw.com:eklein((i)cosholaw.com;
E-mail: twalkerCillcosholaw.com:eklein({i)cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott((i)cosholaw.com; mscheIstrate({i)cosholaw.com
mscheIstrate((i)cosholaw.com
mwhatcott({i)cosholaw.com;
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
VS.

PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,

******

Case No. CV OC 0907257

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS COUGHLIN
DATED SEPTEMBER 13,2010 IN
OPPOSITION TO THE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND AND TO ADD PUNITIVE
DAMAGES

Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of Ada
I, Thomas Coughlin, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
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1.

I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and I am

competent to testify to the facts set forth below if called as a witness.
2.

I have more than 26 years of experience in the construction industry.

3.

During times relevant to this case I was employed by Petra Incorporated

("Petra").
4.

I served as a project engineer on the new Meridian City Hall project ("Project").

5.

I am one ofthe custodians of Petra's business records.

6.

The documents referred to herein are true, correct and complete copies of the

documents in Petra's files or documents produced by the City of Meridian ("City" or
"Meridian") during the course of this litigation, which files and documents are kept in the
course of Petra's regularly conducted business activity. It is Petra's regular practice to make or
keep such documents.
7.

The Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird, Jr. in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for

Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho
Code § 6-1604 filed on April 1, 2010 at paragraph 5(e)
5(e) alleges that Petra charged Meridian for
errors of its own superintendent. Mr. Baird attached copies of a Pac-West Interiors invoice
Exhibits "H" and "I" to his affidavit.
8.

Meridian alleges that the handwriting on Exhibit "I" reflects Petra's error and

that the handwritten notation was fraudulently concealed by Petra from the City.

The

handwriting on Exhibit "I" is mine.
9.

I have personal knowledge regarding the Pac-West Interiors invoice.
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10.

I routinely met or had discussions with Keith Watts to review bills and invoices

included in the monthly pay applications.
11.

More particularly, I met with Mr. Watts regarding the documentation supporting

Pay Application No. 17 for period ending March 31, 2008. Mr. Watts had several questions
regarding the supporting documentation, including the Pac-West invoice.
12.

1I discussed the elevation issue identified by my handwriting on the Pac-West

invoice (Exhibit "I" to Baird's affidavit) with Keith Watts and explained the situation to him.
13.

Following our meeting, 1I wrote notes on several of the invoices as a means of

providing a written explanation for Mr. Watts' consideration.
14.

By email dated April 24, 2008, 1I transmitted approximately 60 pages of

documents to Mr. Watts, including invoices with my handwritten notes. See Exhibit 518 (Bates
Nos. CM009977 - CMOI0038) for a true, correct and complete copy of my email and the
attached documents filed and served with my affidavit.
15.

My email and the attached documents (Exhibit 518) are consecutively numbered

from CM009977 to and including CMOI0038.
16.

The "CM" Bates number designator indicates that the documents were in the

City's files and were produced during discovery in this case.
17.

My email (CM009977) stated:

Keith:
Attached are copies of the contractor invoices for the winter weather protection
and miscellaneous job conditions that you had questions on. 1I have written a
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short explanation on each invoice to try to better explain what and why in each
case.
If you have any further questions please contact me. Can you let me know wht
the timing on our payment will be?
Thanks
TomC
18.

The copy of the Pac-West invoice with my handwritten notes is included in the

documents I provided Mr. Watts with my April 24, 2008 email and is Bates numbered
CMOI0015. This document (CMOI0015) is a copy of the same document that Mr. Baird
attached to his affidavit as Exhibit "H".
19.

Consequently any claim by the City, its representatives, or its experts that Petra

altered or manufactured the Pac-West invoice is false.
20.

Further, the production by the City of the Pac-West invoice marked CMlO015

proves that I provided the document with my handwriting on it to Mr. Watts prior to his
approval of payment of the Pac-West invoice.
21.

The City paid Pay Application No. 17, which indicates that Mr. Watts was

satisfied with my explanations and did not have any additional questions.
22.

I became the project engineer on the new Meridian City Hall Project ("Project")

on December 3, 2007.
23.

Throughout the course of my work on the Project I took directions from Keith

Watts, who assumed the duties of the Owner's Authorized Representative according to the
description contained in paragraph 1.2 of the Construction Management Agreement.
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24.

At no time during my work on the Project did Mr. Watts or anyone else inform

me that Mr. Watts did not have the requisite authority to give me directions and decisions
regarding the Project. Consequently, I relied on Mr. Watts' directions and decisions as the
directions and decisions of the City.
25.

October 15,2008 was the "Substantial Completion Date" agreed to by the City,

LCA and Petra. This is the date the City occupied the building and put it to beneficial use.
26.

The warranty periods for each of the contractors with whom the City entered into

a contract and from whom the City received a warranty stared on the "substantial completion
date" of October 15,2008.
27.

On January 29, 2009 Petra delivered the Project close out package to Eric Jensen,

the City's newly appointed facilities technician. The close out package included contractor
warranties and Operations and Maintenance Manuals. We received a receipt. See Exhibit 534
of the receipt.
attached hereto, for a true, correct and complete copy ofthe
28.

On February 17, 2009, Petra delivered the "As Built" documents, including

RFI's and ASI's to Eric Jensen in accordance with directions we received from Keith Watts.
Attached hereto as Exhibit 535 is a true, correct and complete copy of the Transmittal No.
00944.
29.

From and after October 15,2008, the date the City occupied the building and put

it to beneficial use, Jack Vaughn, a Petra superintendent, and I continued to assist Mr. Watts
and other City representatives, including Eric Jensen, Ed Ankerman, the City's Public Works
Inspector and on-site representative, and Tom Johnson, the City's Chief Public Works
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Inspector, on a nearly daily basis with punch list and warranty items and operational issues until
the City filed suit against Petra.
30.

During the post October 15, 2008 period of time, I also worked with the

contractors and LCA in resolving construction and operational issues. This would include
numerous City directed additions and revisions to the Project and the construction of the east
parking lot and the changes to that scope of work.
31.

Even after April 20, 2009, the date I first learned that the City had sued Petra, I

continued to assist Mr. Watts, Mr. Jensen, other City representatives, LCA and the contractors
with punch list items. The final punch list walk-through and close-out was conducted on July 2,
2009. My last day on the Project was July 3, 2009.

The punch list sign-off letter was

forwarded to the City on August 4,2009. See Petra Transmittal No 01004, Petra93631-93635
attached hereto as Exhibit 536.
32.

Based on my extensive experience in the construction industry, the completion

and close-out of the final punch list completes the duties and responsibilities of the contractors
and construction manager. This event is the final acceptance by the owner of the Work and the
of the Work.
construction manager's management ofthe
33.

Contrary to the City's statement that Petra abandoned the Project after the

October 15, 2008 substantial completion date, Petra was assisting the City with warranty and
punch list items through August 2009.
34.

It is my experience that every construction project has a "shakedown" period

following occupancy during which operational issues are addressed.
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35.

It is also during the shakedown period that the personnel assigned to operate the

facilities are trained and become familiar with the systems and operational requirements of the
facility.

36.

The new Meridian City Hall building is a complicated facility to operate because

HVAC system. Consequently, it was important for the City to
of the upgraded and automated HVAC
hire competent people to manage and operate the facility. Unfortunately, the City did not hire
personnel in a timely manner with the necessary education, training and experience to operate
the complex systems the City ordered installed in the new City Hall. This shortcoming added

substantially to the problems that arose post October 15, 2008.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this \ 34-~ay of September, 2010.

DEBBIE GORSKI
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

a'9~Q ~c.,
~6.0

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Boise, Idaho
My commission expires: l - "S~- \ ~.

DATED: September 13, 2010

KER
Petra Incorporated
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 13 th day of September, 2010, a true and correct copy
ofthe
of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701

D

rgJ

D
D
D
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RICHARD K. BAUER, PE
Mr. Bauer bas over 3-5 years of experience in the Heavy Civil Construction Industry in positions including
Project Director, Project Manager, Site Manager, Resident Engineer, Construction Supervisor, Engineer,
CostIScheduling Engineer, Estimator, and Surveyor. Mr. Bauer has worked on projects in both the United
CostIScheduIing
States and abroad, including heavY civil, building. process, and marine projects. His duties have been in
management, estimating, project controls, design.
design, and performing the work. International experience
management.
includes managing RP Broadcast Projects on site in Europe, South Asia and Africa as well as
ahport, in Saudi Arabia, Palestinian West Bank
infrastruCture projects, which included an international ahport.
consbuction and refuelii1g,
Territories and the Gaza Strip. Work in the US includes nuclear power plant construction
thermal power plant construction and servicing. a marine project, a copper refinery and currently he is the
Project Director for a large historic restoration and expansion job.
WORKEXPimIENCE

Program Diredor
State Capitol Restoration and AdditionS Program.
Mr. Bauer is eurxently the Program Director for the Idaho Stale
He is directing the construction management services provided by the Lemley-3DlIjoint
Lemley-3DIIJoint venture to the State
Preservation of the
. ofIdaho for this $130 million design and construction program, which includes Historic Preservation.
100 year old·Idaho State Capito).ConstructiOl1
Capitol, Construction of2 new underground structures connected to the Capitol and
_ ."R.cmodcIing
R.cmodcling of4 other buildings on the Capitol Mall.
Consultant
Mr. BlJUCl"·
BIJUCl"· has provided consulting services on various· projects including the London Underground,
Boston "Big Dig." Dallas-Fort Worth Airport
AiIport people mo'Verand
mover and .the Connecticut-Yankee Nuclear Power
Plant decommissioning. The Services included program review, litigation support.
support, schedule re'View,
review. and
estimating.
Project Manager
Mr. Bauer was the Project Manag~.
Manag~, Site Manager, or Resident Engineer on a series of projects installing
Broadcast antennas.
ilDtcnnas, Support structures up to 400' in height, RF transmission, & RF Switching systems at
in·duration and up
various locations in the US and overseas. The projects ranged from a IIlonth
month to a year in"duration
h\ value.
.
to $20 million iI\
Management Consultant
As part of a Management Consultant team.
team, Mr. Bauer wai hired by the Palestinian Infrastructure Authority"
Authority·
to assist in establishing project management systems and providing supervision to over 100 emergency
consbuction projects financed through the World Bank in the Palestinian West Bank. Territories and the
distribution, sewage collection, road improvements,
improvements. and school
Gaza Strip. The projects included water distribution.
construction.
Supervisor
Mr. Bauer supmtised all of
Modernization Project

th9 contractors on

the night shift for the $200 million Copper Refinery

Project Manager
Mr. Bauer waS responsible for the construction
consbuction of a S7 million project for pre-casting polymer concrete
electrolyte cells at the vendors
vendor"s facility.
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Tl?·MLEV
~NTERNATIO"AiJ.
Project Administration
Mr. Bauer was .responsible for the on-site project administration. subcontract administration, and field
proc~
$7.S million marine structurejob
structure job for the US Navy•.
Navy•.
proc~ functions on a $7.5
Project Coordinator
,
Mr. Bauer was respons1ble for coordination of engineering manufacturing and field operations On a $SO
of the
million Voice of America Broadcast Antenna Project He coordinated the formulation and negotiation ofthe
Also, he supervised the steel erection on the job sites in MorOcco and Thailand.
major subcontractors. Also.
Project MaDager
Mr. Bauer was directly responsible for the execution ofpublic
of public utility contracts. The responsibilities.
responsibilities, which
m.ilIion, included; concrete constiudion.
construction, concrete remedial work. c:atbodic
cathodic protc:ctioD.
protection.
l!-veraged $6-8
S6-8 million.
telecom, and a 2-meter diameter pipeline.
underground power and te1ecom.
Supervisor

international airport
Mr. Bauer supervised the cost/schedule group assigned to the public facilities area on an intemational
project in Saudi Arabia.

EDUCATION
-

B.S. Civil Engipeering - San Jose "State
State University
Projcct Management DevelopmCnt Conference Training
Project
Practical Architect/Engineer Law
LeVel
I, II.
II, andm
and·m concteteInspeetion
conctete·Inspection
Level I.
ARTIMES A, B.
B, and C Management Systems Software

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS
-

- Idaho
Licensed Construction Manager -Idaho
Idaho
Professional Engineer --Idaho
Surveyor - Idaho
Licensed Land Surveyor
ASME Qualified - Section mDivision 2 inspection Engineer
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C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

State ofIdaho

Divi.sion of Building Safety
Public Works Contractors License Bureau

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY
Licen~e issu~dpursUant to Title 54, Chapter 45, Idaho Code, as amended

.'.

:"·1·'

LEMLEY INTERNATIONAL

~

Expiratidri Date: 05/31/2011

.l>, ~ ii
x
/"; =I

tUClJj'\.Rl>K~·BAUER
.has fulfilled the requirements for Licensing of Construction Managers in Idaho and may provide and hold itself out as
providing Construction Management Services.
.

a~

Signature of Licensee

C. Kelly Pearce, Administrator
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C.L "Butch" Otter
Governor

C. Kelly Pearce, Administrator
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
Introduction:

---------Iii2006, duringipeno<roriinprecedentea
during apenodoriiilprecedentea growth, tlle
the City
Meridian (CitYj~entere(ra
(CitY)~ entere<fa---------Iii"2006,·
CitY of
ofMefidian
contract with Petra Incorporated. (Petra). Under the Construction Management
Agreement (petra Contract or Contract), Petra acted as the City's agent for Construction
Management (CM or Petra») for the new Meridian City Hall project. In the Petra Contract
Meridian described the project as shown below:
Owner desires to abate and demolish the existing structures on the site (27 E. Broadway,
hall facility thereon consisting ofa
ofa four story
Meridian, Idaho) and develop a new city hallfacility
square feet ofstandard
of standard Class A office space and
structure with approximately 80,000 squarefeet
related improvements with surface parking (the Project).

price for the construction of the Project" is
The Contract stated the "Owner's maximum pricefor
$12,200,000.
Under the Contract Petra's services were intended to extend over a 6 month
preconstruction phase and an 18 month construction phase. The Contract described the
.... general scope of the Petra's services as:
.. to do all things, or, when appropriate, require Architect and each Contractor to do all
..to
things necessary, appropriate or convenient to achieve the end result desired by the
set forth in this article 4.
owner including, but not limited to, those tasks setforth

Under the Contract, inspection and testing services were not included in Petra's scope
and there is no cost for inspectors included in Petra's rate schedule. The City was
responsible for all inspection and testing. The Contract states:
Owner shall provide all required testing or inspection ofthe
of the Work as may be mandated
by law, the Construction Documents or the Construction Contracts.

Based on the agreed scope of services, budget, project size, schedule and complexity
Petra agreed to a fee of $574,000; not-to-exceed reimbursable staff expenses of
$29,818
of$29,818
for preconstruction and $249,994 for construction phase services at an agreed rate
schedule; and reimbursable general conditions expenses at the cost incurred by Petra. It is
the opinion of Lemley International (LI) that the agreed compensation to Petra was
reasonable for the Project described in the Contract, and the Contract included a

I Petra was hired as a construction manager not-at-risk. Under the construction manager-not-at-risk (agent)
model, the construction manager contracts with the owner to provide a variety of services such as
construction scheduling and coordination, but does not guarantee the price or the product ofthe
of the
construction project. Under the construction manager-at-risk model, which does not apply
appiy in this case, the
construction manager typically guarantees the maximum price for a project, and enters in to the contracts
with the trade contractors and suppliers. The at-risk approach is not much different from the traditional
general contractor role, except that the construction manager may be involved early on in the preconstruction and design phases of a project.

~y
Ioo.~y
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
should the size, complexity,
provision (para 7) for changing the compensation to Petra should·the
of the project change significantly.
schedule, budget or other aspects ofthe
. .. - ······LC-A
-·····LC-A Archifuct8,PA{LCA.)
Architects,PA (LeA) rs-deScribed·ast11eUWilef~sArchiteet,
Is-described·as t11eUwrief~s Architect, aridLCA
and LeA was already
.. ...
under contract to the city, when Petra was hired. The Contract states ''the owner has
retained LCA Architects, PA ...... to provide professional architectural services for the
project," and that Petra shall "consult and coordinate with the architect as needed" to
fulfill Petra's duties. It should be noted that Petra's scope of service does not include
being the "agent of the Owner" in regard to the Owner's Architect, LCA. Petra was only
required to act as the owner's representative in regard to the construction contracts. The
city managed the contract with LCA directly (not though Petra), even to the extent that
the cost for LCA was not included in the budgets submitted by Petra and the payments to
LCA were not processed through Petra like the payments for the construction contracts.
However, the payments to Petra were approved by LCA. It should also be noted that the
four story structure, 80,OOOsf total size, and the standard class A office space descriptions
contract between the city
as well as $12,200,000 budget were not stated in the IIJulO6
IIJulO6contract
and LCA. However, the LCA contract does refer to the Petra Contract, which was not
final until Aug06. This infers the architect was likely aware of the general building
parameters, which were included in the Petra Contract. Finally LI noted the City did not
name and Authorized Representative for the LCA Contract.
The project described in the Petra Contract was simply never designed. In reviewing the
budget history LI sees no indication that even a preliminary design of an 80,000 sf
building was provided to Petra to estimate. Rather, under the management and direction
of the city, LCA
LCA prepared a design for a building consisting of 3 stories plus a basement
and totaling approximately 100,000 sf. Instead of standard Class A office space,·
space, the
building had a number of special features including a large column free council chamber,
200-year exterior cladding, special high quality mechanical and electrical systems,
2oo-year
finished individual offices in lieu of open office space and LEEDS silver certification.
The project as designed by LCA~ under the city's management, was a significantly larger,
more complex, higher quality and more expensive project than the project described in
the Petra Contract.
Petra prepared and submitted estimates as well performed the value engineering for the
design provided by LCA at the various design phases as required. The city, in particular
the Mayor's Building Committee, was kept fully informed in regard to the estimated cost
of the project as designed, and Petra managed the construction aspects of the project to
the budgets as presented during the design phases. However, the design drove the growth
in the project, and the design was a product of Meridian City and the architect, which was
managed directly by the city.
In LI's opinion Petra exercised the care, skill, diligence and judgment that would
ordinarily be expected under the contract, and Petra helped the city obtain a quality
project for a fair price. Although the project differs significantly from the project
described in Petra's contract.

11fMI,;gy
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City of Meridian vs. Petra Inc.
The Opinion of Jack Lemley
In U's opinion the current dispute is in part a product of the changing times. The strong
growth being experienced by Meridian in 2006 and 2007, when they were making the
decisions that shaped the project, had all but stopped by 2009 when the city sued Petra.
. .This
construction manager for the serVices
This is a dispute abOut Payirigthe
payirigtheconstnicticm
serVicesthafwere provided. It is also about attempting to attribute to Petra some of Meridian's
responsibility for the project decisions and the quality control inspections for which the
city retained responsibility. The examples used to support the allegations in the complaint
of work on the project.
documents are insignificant when compared to Petra's 3 years ofwork

a

aoout

for

thafwere

Various items from the city's complaint documents are discussed below:
There was no Authorization for Petra to provide services Under Change Order No.2 (CO
02):
The work under CO 02 could not be separated from the original contract work. There was
no point in the project when Petra or the City could say the project described in the
contract was complete and Petra needed authorization to move forward on the work in
CO. 02. As the city made the decisions to accept designs, accept budgets, not
proposed CO.02.
accept the value engineering proposals from Petra and award contracts that exceeded
$12.2mil, the increased size and complexity of the project gradually became fixed. This
growth in the project occurred mainly between January and July 2007. In July 2007 the
budgets began indicating the added costs for Petra's effort in obtaining the LEED
certification and for CM services related to correcting the contaminated soils problem.
The Jul07 budget was presented to the city council and discussed at the council meeting
on 24Ju107.
24Jul07. The figures presented on 24JulO7 were based on actual bids for the building
shell, mechanical-electrical-plumbing (MEP), and interior finishes (Tenant Improvements
~verything except for some site work. To U it is clear that the Meridian
- TI). This was ~verything
City Council intended at that point to have a $20+million project for Petra to manage.
Budgets starting with 31Aug07 all show a fee increase for Petra due to growth in project
In Aug07 it was $367,408. On 5Nov07 Petra submitted a letter stating the fee and
reimbursable salary cost for the increase in project size was $353,808 based on an
estimate of$19.6mil excluding contaminated soil work and management. By 12Dec07
this figure was refined to $376,808 based on a total estimate of$20.4mil excluding
demolition, abatement, and contaminated soil work. The $376,808 figure was carried as
the budget for Petra performing this extra work through the end of the project.
The city was consistent in that they did not issue formal change orders to Petra, which
would clearly authorize added work, until after the work was complete. Change Order
No.1 (CO 01) for the management of the contaminated soil work was issued in Sep07,
even though the work was completed in May07. The Change Order to Petra for the LEED
wo* was proposed by the city when the project was essentially complete in late 2008,
even though the budget for this effort had been carried since Ju107. The LEED Change
Order has never been finalized, but the city began paying Petra against this line item in
Jan08. Petra formally notified the city of CO 02 in Nov07. The city did not object to this
notification, to the amount Petra carried in the budget each month for the CO 02 work nor
the fact that Petra was managing a significantly increased project compared to the one
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the. end of Mar08 the construction billings were still
described in the contract. Through the.end
under the amount in the original contract and Petra was still being paid their fee regularly.
On 4Apr08 Petra submitted a formal request for change for the added fee, which
contained an offer to accept the $376,808 carried in the budget. The city has not paid this
fee. Petra continued to work in accordance with the Contract. As noted above the project
could not be separated into original work and changed work. In LI's opinion Petra's
management personnel would have felt they were not only authorized, but obligated, to
continue to perform the full scope of work, which included the significant increases in the
project.

Petra Exceeded Maximum Price in Contract:
As previously noted the maximum price stated in the Contract, $12.2mil, was for an
80,000sf standard 4 story class A office building. This estimate was strictly conceptual,
and not based on a design. This seemed reasonable at the time the contract was signed.
for· an 80,000sf office building is $152.54/sf. The 2006 Means estimating
$12.2mil for
manual, an industry standard, gives $130/sf as the 75th percentile for 1-4 story office
buildings including some site work. Using $130/sf
$ 130/sf for 80,000sf gives $10.4 for the
building plus $1.8mil demolition, abatement, and a nice plaza. We understand the
programming for the project indicated a need for 67,000sf from tenants or an efficiency
ratio of 84%, which is ambitious. Petra, as an astute builder, recognized that staying
within a budget is always a challenge, particularly with a very high efficiency ratio. LI
believes the 311u106
311ul06 (before the contract was signed) email from Petra to the City's
attorney recognized and noted the possibility that the city and the architect would
produce a preliminary design that would exceed the budget. This would increase the work
required for Petra to perform the value engineering needed to fit the project into the
budget.
Petra was contracted by the city as the agency eM for construction of the project. Petra's
scope is summarized in paragraph 4.1 of the contract. Petra was to help the owner
achieve the objective stated in paragraph 3.1.
facility and
hallfacility
Owner's objective for the project is to develop a new cost efficient city hall
public plaza on the site.
The city managed the architect's contract directly. Under the city's management, the
architect never designed the standard 80,000sf office building described in Petra's
1OO,OOOsf building (25%
contract. The initial design documents, 20% design, were for a 1OO,OOOsf
increase in size) with features more expensive than standard. Petra provided the estimate
for these documents indicating it was approximately 25% more expensive than the
aiso provided the value engineering as
maximum price indicated in the contract. Petra also
required. However, the city made the final decisions on whether or not to make the ,
reductions necessary to reduce the cost.
CQst. Rather than make changes to reduce the cost the
city made decisions, which further increased cost. Petra provided estimates and value
engineering as required to keep the city informed ofthe
of the cost and of the steps needed to
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bring the cost down. In LI's opinion the city made fully informed decisions, which
resulted in the final cost, and Petra as the agency CM helped the city achieve the project
as the city decided to build it.

Failing to Define the General Conditions:
The General Conditions consisted of items for the construction project, which Petra as the
CM and as an experienced local contractor could procure and manage efficiently.
Examples are:
• Toilets
• Temporary water
• Trash service
• Clean up
• Temporary power
• Weather protection
• Printing
• Safety
These are all items Petra purchased for the project. Petra was only reimbursed at the cost
to Petra for these items when receipts were presented with the pay applications after the
items were purchased. The General Conditions budget items with detailed breakouts (lists
defining the items included in the budgets) were included in the pay applications. Also
the General Conditions estimates were included in all the estimates beginning in Jan07.
Petra defined the General Conditions amount as $181,029 for Phase II and $181,029 for
Phase III, a total of $362,058 in the 12Feb07 estimate and included the listing of the
General Conditions in Pay Application No 04, Feb07. This budget amount was not
exceeded during the project.
In U's opinion the fact that the lists defining the General Conditions are in the pay
applications instead of the CM plan is insignificant. Petra procured the General
Conditions items as required and agreed.

Failing to conform to conducts and requirements on agreement:
We believe this complaint relates to Petra not providing written report for Development
Strategies Phase of the contract.
In accordance with the contract the eM
eM was to be paid 5% of the fee for the development
strategies phase. This phase was to include:
• conferring with the architect and with the owner regarding the oWner's
requirements
• developing a preliminary schedule for design and construction
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•

preparing a written report with resolutions to any design, construction,
scheduling, budgetary, operational or other problems as well as alternative
strategies for future expansion.
Petra began conferring with owner and architect in Sep06. Meetings were typically
weekly and at times more frequently. The schedule for design and construction were
available and discussed from Sep06. The owner's requirements were provided to LCA so
LCA could provide the design. The problems were overcome through collaboration at
meetings rather than by Petra submitting a report and the owner responding.
The Contract describes project meetings during the construction phase. However,
meetings commenced during the Development Strategies phase and continued throughout
the project. In LI's
U's opinion the objectives of the Development Strategies phase of the job
were met. The problems were overcome through collaboration at meetings rather than by
Petra submitting a report and the owner responding. This was apparently acceptable to
the owner at the time. Owner did not object to paying for this phase when it was invoiced
nor did the owner request a written report.
It is also worth noting the project moved to the site preparation phase almost
immediately:
• Ground breaking for the demolition of the creamery 13Nov06.
• Issues with wells on site that needed to be abandoned started in Oct06
• Asbestos and contaminated soil issues started being addressed 24Aug06

Failing to properly administer prime contract:
The project was made up of multiple prime contracts between the city and the various
trade contractors. As CM, Petra was responsible to administer these contracts as the
representative of the owner while "furthering the interests of the owner." The example
given by the city of Petra allegedly failing to properly administer a prime contract is
when Petra did not extract liquidated damages from the masonry contractor.
The masonry contract was bid by TMC as part of phase II in Mar07 for $1,584,760. The
Substantial Completion Date in that contract was 21Dec07, and the liquidated damages
were $500/day. During Mar to May07 the contaminated soil was removed, the area
refilled, the building level was raised and masonry contract was changed (reduced by
$32,000). The soil removal delayed framing the building, which delayed the start of the
masonry and instead of being able to fmish in Dec07, the masons could not start until
3Dec07. The photos from the Petra monthly reports ofDec07 and Jan08 indicate that the
building was not ready for exterior masonry at the beginning of
ofDec07,
Dec07, by the beginning
of Jan08 it appears the building is ready for masonry and much of the building is
scaffolded. The schedule indicates masonry started 3Dec07. The mason's schedule was
(3Dec07-22Feb08) even though it appears by the dates of
pushed into the winter of 07-08 (3Dec07-22Feb08)
their submittals the masons were planning and ready to start much earlier.
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It is LI's experience an exterior contractor such as TMC may sometimes request to be
compensated for added costs due to the inefficiency related to working in the winter. In
LI's opinion it appears likely there would have been justification for a request such as
this. In LI's opinion Petra did a masterful job in administering the TMC contract and
furthering the interests of the owner by having TMC absorb the delays to the start of their
work with no added costs for inefficiency to the owner and coordinating the work so that
the early delays to the critical activities did not translate to equal delays to occupying the
building in spite of the later than planned start and completion of the exterior masonry.
The second part of the example given of Petra allegedly failing to properly administer a
prime contract is when Petra misstated the Substantial Completion Date on
on.the
the form for
CO 03 to the masonry contractor, TMC.
SAprOS and approved by the city in 6May08.
6MayOS. At the time
CO 03 to TMC was prepared on 8Apr08
this. CO was prepared the Substantial Completion Date for the TMC contract had not
been revised. Thus it remained 2 1Dec07.
1Dec07. However, Petra indicated on the form that the
2SAugOS. Petra also indicated that the Substantial
date prior to the change was 28Aug08.
Completion Date after the change was 28Aug08,
2SAug08, and no time was added by the change.
The schedule in the May08 report indicated TCM had completed the exterior masonry
in Feb08,
FebOS, and this work was no longer a constraint to
work on the city hall building in
IMayOS
follow-on activities that preceded move-in. A memo by Keith Watts dated IMay08
recommending approval of CO 03 to TMC stated the work would be complete by
SMayOS,
8May08, so the CO work would not impact the move-in date.
In LI'sopinion
LI's opinion the important date on the CO form is the Substantial Completion Date
after the changes, which is clearly shown as 28Aug08,
2SAugOS, and the misstating, that the date
2SAugOS, is insignificant. Also, based on Keith Watts'
prior to the change was also 28Aug08,
8May08, LI can find no significance in the
memo stating the work would be complete by SMay08,
dates on the CO form.

Breaching relationship of trust and confidence:
confidence; failing to act with honesty;
honesty: charging the
city for Petra's errors:
The example used to support this complaint relates to an error by Petra in providing a
benchmark to Pac-West Interiors, Inc. (Pac-West). Pac-West was paid $4,537.50 to
correct the error.
The example of the alleged failing to be trustworthy and honest is supported by
handwritten notes (marginalia) on a copy of the Pac-West pay application from the Petra
files that explains the charge is due to an error by Petra in providing the bench marks to
of the Pac-West pay application included in the project pay
Pac-West. The copy ofthe
application assembled by Petra and initially submitted to the city does not contain this
particular marginalia. However, it should be noted that the Pac-West pay application was
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under a fax cover sheet, which indicated the cost was due to an incorrect benchmark.
According to Tom Coughlin, the marginalia was added by him during an in-person
discussion with Keith Watts. Subsequently, by email transmittal from Mr. Coughlin to
Keith Watts dated April 24, 2008, Mr. Coughlin provided the Pac-West invoice with the
marginalia to the city. Mr. Watts then approved the pay application after having received
the Pac-West invoice with the marginalia. Consequently, Petra did not conceal any
mistake from the city.
In U's opinion
• LI sees no significance in the marginalia appearing on one copy of the pay
application and not on another. There is no indication of when this marginalia was
..added
added to the pay application in the Petra files, and the note appears to correctly
describe the event.
• It was correct to pay Pac-West to correct the error.
o This was extra work caused by Pac-West getting the wrong bench mark
from the Petra superintendent. As we understand it, Pac-West was not at
fault.
• It was correct to include this item in the pay application submitted to the city.
o The item was a fully supported charge in the contingency portion of the
pay application.
• Although the agreement prepared by the City does not delineate the purpose of
the contingency in the budget, contingencies in other CM contracts cover
unexpected costs such as the benchmark error.
• Petra and the city agreed that Petra errors could not increase costs by more than
1% of the total project cost. (para 2.1.4), which would have been over $200,000.
• Petra agreed to exercise "ordinary and reasonable care" (para 1.1) they did not
agree to be perfect.
To support this complaint the city also references an alleged misrepresentation of the cost
of the project. The 12Jul07 budget is used to show that Petra was not indicating costs
against the items now included in CO 01 or proposed CO 02 even though Petra had been
accruing charges since Aug06. By 26JulO7
26Ju107 CO 01 was included in the budget. By
31Aug07
3 1Aug07 the added fee for the increased contract amount was included in the budget.
Given that the overall project budget was still being established on 12Ju107, and that the
CM fee and reimbursables are based on the overall cost of the project, the budgets for the
increases to Petra's Contract, which were included in the budgets in July and Aug07,
were the appropriate amounts shown at the appropriate times..We
times. We know that the budget
for Petra's services under CO 02 fluctuated as the estimated total final cost of the project
fluctuated, and that the budget for CO 02·was not further adjusted after Dec07. In Apr08
Petra submitted a proposal to accept the amount carried in the budget for CO 02. It was
not until Oct08, when the city requested detailed backup for CO 02, that Petra provided
the added unreimbursed salary costs they had expended on the project since Aug06.
In LI's opinion the CO 02 request dated 4Apr08 indicates that Petra would have accepted
the amount that had been included in the budget as total compensation for both fee and
reimbursable salaries to manage the increase in the project. Rather than an indication that
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Petra was misrepresenting facts in some way by not including the unreimbursed salaries
in the budget, it appears to LI that in Apr08 Petra would accept the amount they had been
showing in the budget even though it left them with no compensation for a significant
salary cost.

Failing to produce monthly reports during the construction phase:
The contract requires that during the construction phase the CM "report to owner on
compliance with the construction management plan, the project schedule and the project
budget." Petra provided such reports to the owner at various meetings from the beginning
and throughout all phases. High quality written monthly reports were
of the project and·
provided from Dec07
DecO? through Dec08 - from the time the Phase IV bids were received
until after the project was completed and turned over to the city. The written reports were
in addition to regularly reporting as required to the owner at meetings.

Billing the city for cost that should have been backcharged to contractors:
Late in the project Petra approved a pay application for the Commercial Painting to
touchup damage to the paint by other contractors. This work was backcharged to the
other contractors. In LI's opinion the appropriate way to manage an occurrence such as
this is to process the application the city to pay the painter and as a separate action
process the backcharges to the contractors who damaged the paint. LI understands that
paint touch up was managed as described above. .

Billing for work that was incomplete and/or not performed
Petra staffed the job until it was complete, turned over to city, and the last punch list item
was closed, 4Aug09. This is 36 months after entering the contract. The contract included
reimbursable salaries plus reimbursable General Conditions for 6 months of
preconstruction and 18 months of construction. CO 001I for CM on the contaminated soil
added approximately 1I month of construction service reimbursables. However, these
were added before the start of foundation work. CO 001I does not mitigate the costs
incurred by Petra after the 18 month period agreed for the construction phase.
The contract describes the Construction Phase as:

1J1ging
D1uing construction ofthe
of the project, from commencement ofconstruction
of construction activities until
final payment to all contractors
We believe all construction contractors have received final payment, with the possible
exceptions of a few cases were the city is holding retention over warranty issues. The last
pay application processed by Petra in Apr09 shows Petra and LCA approved releasing
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retention for all contractors except Buss Mechanical and Alpha Masonry. We believe all
punch list items are closed. It should be noted that the punch lists and closing punch
items were the result of inspections by the city's inspectors. We believe work after the
punch list is closed would be warranty work.

Treating the agreement as a cost plus contract. Intended to act as a general contractor
instead of a construction manager:
To support this allegation there is a reference to a statement made by Jerry Frank during
his deposition. In LI's opinion this statement from a 3MariO
3MarlO deposition has no bearing on
the actual work of Petra on the project between Aug06 and Aug09. Mr. Frank has
.reference in his deposition to "cost plus a fee" was referring
to the
informed us that the
the.reference
referringto
Petra Contract, not the project. Our review of this testimony in Mr. Frank's deposition
transcript supports his statement.
Petra's position on the project was clearly defined by the documents. Petra was the CM.
The Petra Contract (para 1.3) required Petra to act as the Owner's representative:

of the Owner during the project.
Construction Manager shall be a representative ofthe
The Contract (para 4.7.2) required Petra to act as the Owner's agent:

behalfand be the agent ofthe
of the Owner throughout
Construction Manager shall ... ... act on behalfand
of the project.
the construction ofthe
On a construction project many duties of a construction manager closely parallel the
actions of a general contractor. The CM managing and coordinating prime contracts as
the Owner's representative is similar to a general contractor managing and coordinating
his subcontracts. Examples of other parallel tasks are:
• Providing General Conditions
• Processing invoices
• Keeping the master schedule
In LI's opinion Petra's experience and expertise in performing these tasks as a respected,
successful local contractor are precisely the reasons the city hired Petra for its CM.
There are also distinct differences between the duties of a construction manager and those
of a general contractor or as the complaint now seems to be alleging the duties of a
turnkey contractor:
• Petra could coordinate with the designer and review design documents. However,
Petra did not manage the designer. The designer was contracted to and managed
by the city. Petra did the value engineering on the resulting design, but Petra,
could not require the project be reduced in order to meet the budget.
• Petra could review bids and make recommendations, but the contracts are directly
between the city and the various contractors.
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The city held the position under the contract to make the decisions as to the size,
quality, etc. of the project the city "retained the Construction Manager to help it
achieve" its objectives.

In support of the statement by Mr. Frank LI offers the following observations:
• The Petra Contract was a type of cost plus contract. Based on the scope and
budget in the Contract, Petra was to be reimbursed
o For salaries up to the limits in the contract
o General Conditions Costs as approved by the owner
o Plus an agreed fee.
• Also the Contract provided that Petra would be entitled to an equitable adjustment
if the services provided by Petra were affected by a change to the size, quality etc.
of the project. There is no maximum amount in the contract for this equitable
adjustment.

Failing to reject work that failed to meet the drawing and specifications
The Keith Watts deposition includes a list of items he alleges are construction defects.
• Leakage of the Plaza fountain
• Roof leakage
• Cracking concrete
• Noisy HVAC
HVAC equipment
• Less than highest quality masonry
The city kept the right and obligation to "provide for all required testing and inspection,"
and we understand that the city performed
perfonned the quality control inspections throughout the
project or procured services for testing and inspection independent of Petra. The punch
of the inspections by the city's inspectors, have been
list items, which were a result ofthe
closed.
typicaIIy items identified after the punch list
LI's experience and opinion is that typically
inspection are resolved under the warranties, and we understand that some of the items
noted by Mr. Watts have been resolved under the warranties. Once the building is turned
over to the owner, the owner is responsible for administering the warranties. By contract
Petra's services were to be provided through the construction phase. The Contract does
not address having Petra provide services through the warranty phase.

Final comments:
To LI it appears that the city would like to characterize the contract with Petra as many
things that it was never intended to be.
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The city would like to hold Petra responsible for the final cost of the project. Petra was
hired as the city's agent to manage the prime construction contracts between the city and
the contractors. Petra was not hired as a lump sum contractor to construct a project that
was already fully designed. Petra was not hired as a lump sum design-build contractor to
provide a standard 80,000 sf office. Petra was not hired even to manage the design. The
city managed the design. Petra's scope included advising the city of the estimated cost to
build the design. The documents indicated that the estimates were provided as required.
The city would like to hold Petra responsible for quality control issues on the project.
Petra does not have inspectors, inspection service or field engineers included in its staff.
The Contract states the city would provide these services.
The city would like to hold Petra responsible for the warranties. Here we believe the city
of a general contractor. Petra's contract has no
may be confusing Petra's scope with that ofa
warranty provisions. The warranties for the work are provided by the prime contracts
between the construction contractors and the city. Petra was hired as an agent to manage
these contracts through the construction phase.
Petra has performed the job for which it was hired. Petra performed the work with at least
the care one would expect. Furthermore, as a result of the decisions by city, the project
was increased significantly from the project described by the Petra Contract documents.
Also the effort required by Petra to manage the project was increased significantly by the
large number of changes to the documents. After the Phase II documents were issued for
bid there were 169 Architect's Supplemental Instructions (ASI) issued by LCA, many
of the design. This effort by Petra should
driven by the city's desire to revise some aspect ofthe
result in full payment of the Contract amounts plus an equitable adjustment to Petra.
In LI's opinion the Construction Management services provided helped the City develop
a cost efficient city hall facility. Again referring to the 2006 Means estimating manual, a
City Hall at the 75th percentile would be estimated at $ 153/sf, and this would allow about
$45/sf for mechanical and electrical. The meridian city hall project has a rather elaborate
mechanical and electrical system, which cost approximately $67/sf, $221sf more
expensive than the $45/sf allowed. The project also includes a Plaza, which added
approximately $21/sf of building, and the cost to initially develop the site, which added
approximately $13/sf. This would be a total of $209/sf or $20,900,000 for the 100,000sf
building. This is within a few per cent of the total cost for the project. While these are
very conceptual numbers, they indicate the total costs for the high quality project
developed for Meridian are reasonable.
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some chUler work that may have to be done. We will find out as the wann weather
then, your mason, cJeaI]lng
So, those
approaches. And. then.
c1ea1]lng up the exterior pf the building. So.
are the main two that are outstanding at this point and they know the work that they
have to do there.
De Weerd: Okay. Mr. Watts?
Watts: There Is one other and that is the - weJl. the masonry on the building and, then.
then,
the masonry on the front water feature as well. Thars the third.
Bird: Madam MayoJ1
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Bird.
here, those cracks In the curbing?
Bird: How about the concrete out here.
Watts: We Will
wall be - that is correct. That is Akleson Concrete. Tom Johnson from our
Inspection department has been in touch with them and they are working those details
out to get that corrected.
~
r---

De Weerd: Okay. Anything further from Council? I can say that ifs been a joy to be in
the building and we have gotten a lot of positive comments from our citizens and so we
thank you.

'f:::

Bennett: You're welcome. You will for a long time.
Bird: Been nice working with YOU. Gene.
Watts: Thanks,
Thanks. Gene and Tom.
B.

Planning Department:
1.

Follow Up on CDBG Discussion:

Hi, Matt.
De Weerd: Okay. Item number B is our Planning Department Hi.
Mayor. Members of the Council. Thank you. I am here this evening
Ellsworth: Madam Mayor,
to provide a brief rundown on how things penciled out after last week's discussion of

CDBG funds and use thereof and to seek Council's approval andlor any adjustments
that you'd like staff to make in working things in that direction. So, if you will recall from
last week, Council gave staff priorities as to how best to use COBG funds that are
ClHT9ntly
ClHTently available and last week after that direction was provided staff went back,
numbers, values to each of those.
those, scored it like golf and this Is what we came
assigned numbers.
up with as far as low score to high. Centennial Park improvements was priority number
one. Facade improvements. Number three was Five Mile Creek pathway. Number
four was community center. ADA upgrades. Number Ova the McFadden Market And
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MOTION CARRIED: ALL AYES.
EXECUTIVE SESSION:
Bird: Madam Mayor, I move we come out of Executive Session.

zaremba: Second.
second.
Zaremba:
De Weerd:
Weard: All those in favor? Motion passed.

MOTION CARRIED: AlL AYES.
Weard: Do I have a motion to adjoum?
De Weerd:

Bird: So moved.
Hoaglun: Second.
De Weerd: All those in favor?

MEETING ADJOURNED AT 9:15 P.M.
(AUDIO RECORDING ON FILE OF THESE PROCEEDINGS)
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$279.812

$574.000
$1,319,266
..
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..
',: Phase
ore & Shell
Bid Phase III - MEP's & Tenant Improvement
Bid Phase IV - Site & Plaza
Construction Contingency 5%
Total Construction Cost
_../_~

~

,

-

Reimbursables - Construction
Construction Management
Mana ement Fee
Acquisition
Total CM & Site Ac
uisition Cost
~

0

~

~ Bid Phase I - Asbestos & Demolition
2
3

-

~

-

~-

-

, 57
61
$7,196480
$1,388,109
$700,000
$15,475,160
~

$12,200,000

j
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Project Cost Summary Spreadsheet

Meridian City Hall
Meridian, Idaho

_ _

J

12..2006
f~ 12..2006

8

City Fees - Conditional Use
. City Fees - Plan Check
City Fees - Bldg Permit
City Fees - Water & Sewer Connection
City Fees - Outs·
Consultant Plan Ck
ACHO Impact Fees
local Fire Department Review

9
10
11
12

CEQ Plan Review
Idaho Power
. Union PacifIC
Advertisement for Bids

2

3
4
5
6
7

14.

·15

.16
17
18

20
21
22
23
24
.25

26
27

..

Survey Work (Design)
Bid Document Co.$lS - Reproduction & Postage
Bond Counsel
Bond Rating (Bond Issuance Cost)
Fiscal Agent
Architectural Programmiilg I SChematic Design
Architectural Design Develo~t-Const.Adrillnlstratlon
ArchitecturalReimlJursatM
specialty ConsuItant-commlssionlng Engineer
Specialty Consultant-Traflic Study
Specialty Consultant-Misc.

LeQaI Counsel
Insurance Cosls-Builders· Risk
Contingency for Soft CastS
.TotaI Soft Costs

;

. $12,2OO,OCC

$15,475,1
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Meridian City Hall
Meridian, Idaho 1
February 12, 2
2o¥
¥

".,J)

Total Construction Cost

$12200000

$15475160

$16,254 033

Bid Alternates:
Delete Finishes In Unassigned Areas -14,122 SF
Delete Access Floor in Unassigned Areas -14,122 SF
Delete Eletrical Distribution in Unassigned Areas
Delete Basement
Delete South Wing

.

.,.....1~

-$141,220
-$70,610
-$43,000
-$1,000,000
-$800,000
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MERIDIAN CITY HALL PROJECT
BUDGET HISTORYTIMELINE

DATE

NOTES

TOTAL
PROJECf
AMOUNT

811106

CM Contract

$12,200,000

1115/07

Preliminary Price
20% ARCH

$)6,794,426
$16,794,426

2112107

2nd Estimate
60% ARCH
20%MEP

$18,039,237

2126/07
2/26/07

City Authorizes
LCA to Finish
Phase II Drawings
Go to Bid

4/3/07

Phase II Bide
Cold Shell & Core

$18,090,456

7/12/07

Phase III Bids
MEP& Tl
TJ

$20,457,747

7124107

Presented to City
Council@
$20.5 Million

2128/08

Phase IV Bids
Final Cost Estimate

11/6/08

Nov. 2008
Cost Report

Variance

$2,418,510

Contaminated Soil

$473,658

Cabinets

$300,000

LEED

$205,000

FFE

$605,500

Rejected Value
Engineering

$800,000

Other

$34,352

Variance

$21,773,078

$21,773,078

$1,315,331

Owner Requested $543,393
Changes
Plaza Final

$473,810

Petra Change
Order #2

$376,808

Other

<$78,680>

Exhibit
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PETRA INC
MERIDIAN CITY HALL

09/13/10
ISSUE/EFF

Pricing Summary

DATE

AMT

REASON

OWNER

OESIGN

CONSTR

Demolition - Phase 1
---

Contaminated Soils

$

529,147
529.147

DEMOLITION - Phase 1
SUBTOTAL - DEMOLITION·

$

581,649

Unforseen Conditions

$

529,147

-,$

581,649
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PETRA INC

MERIDIAN CITY HALL

09/13110
ISSUEIEFF
ISSUE/EFF
DATE

Pricing Summary

AMT

REASON

OWNER

D(:SIGN
D~SIGN

CONSTR

.-_.- ..~~~~~·
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918,305 I $
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322,977

PETRA INC
MERIDIAN CITY HALL

09/13110
09/13/10

ISSUElEFF
DATE

Pricing Summary

AMT

REASON

OWNER

CONSTR

Df:SIGN
D!:SIGN
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I
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--·-1-;·.
$

. r;-.. ·.
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529 I1$
678,

ITEMS RESULTING IN COST CHANGES
RFI's
RFl's

Other

Phase 1

0

1

Phase 2 & 3

40

52

Phase
Phase 4

9

30

Phase 5

0

4

49

87
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918,580 I $322,977

$

(581,649)
(581.649)
(391.129)

$

(54.198)

$

Contaminated Soil & CM Fee
Unsuitable Mati

-r

. ·. . '.--.
_-..-·-.
_·-..__·..

-·-·-;~l;-

_·-·-;~l~

Project COst Spreadsheet

Meridian City Hall
Meridian, Idaho
January 15, 2007

2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27

CM018482

005976

Prol~ Cost Summary

Spreadsheet

Meridian City Hall
Meridian. Idaho
IdahO
Merldlan.
February 12,
12. 2006

'.
F.Jxt~f~::lin~~q~~~~~nt
F.Jxt~f~::lin~~q~~~~~nt
: "

1
2

'ijUdgGt'
'!:JUdger . ~~riiate

,1/15/9.7,·
.'.. .1/15J9.7{·

IFixtures & EQUipment
Equipment
IFixtures
JDemountabIe
Wans{Options
I Demountable Wans
(Options to $1.163 Million)

,
1
t

2
3

..
~

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
18

17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24

.,

.'
"

., ,

'"

..

'.

. 21~WJ1

$465,910
$465.910

'."

~oft'~~St$
~oft'~~St$ ..
, ,,,', .,:,':
:,': ...
....,

69.0/. E$jima~
..

.'

BWget
BWilet
. .

""

~

20'i$}:siimilfe
20%"J:siima~e ;6Q~liili~e
;6Q''Wiili~e
~/16!1f7"
"...2/.1'
21:1'4
~/15!1f7" '. , .'
: 491:...'
91:'....'

'W Fees • PreaoollcaUon
PreappllcaUon Meetina
Meeting
iC tv Fees· Corldltional
CorIdltional Use
tyFees
Fees·• Plan Ched<
C Iy Fees • BIdJJ
Bldg Pennlt
Penni!
ClIY Fees
Fees·• Water & Sewer Connection
QiIy Fees. OUtsldelSoecialty
OUtsldelSpecialty Consultant Plsn etc:
Qily
ACHO Impact
ImDaet Fees
Department RevIeW
Local Fire Deoartment
DEQ
OEQ Plan Review
Idaho Power
Union PacifIC
Advertisement for Bids
SolI and Geotechnical Report
ISUlWV
(Cesilln)
lSurlev Wor!(
Wor1l{DeSlgn)
DOcument Costs· ReprodUCtIon
BId DOCllment
ReprodUCtiOn &Postage

.

Bond Counsel
Rating (Bond Issuance CoSt)
Cost)
Bond Ratlnll
FlscalJ\gent
FlscalJ\genl
ArthIIectural
ArthlIeclural
I Sohematlc DesI911.
Design
ArcMecfural Design Development·CansL
DeveJoDl'lUlnt·ConsL Administration
Architectural Reimbursable
§Jltlclal~
51: eelaltv Consultant-commisslonlng
ConsuItantoCommisslonlng Engineer
S~
~elly
eciellv Coll$u1tant·lraffi~
Coll$u/tant·lraffi~ StUdy
StUdY
~alty
Consultant-M1sC,
S£
ee1sltv Consultant-M1sc.

25

~I~II

26
27

Contingency for Soft Casts
ConIingency

nsuran<;e Costs-BuBders Risk
Total Soft Costs

.

~.

..

cOnsti"CJctlb~;M~mt{8i:i51te
cOnsti'CJctlb~;M~mt{8i:i51te
"Ai;'
':1~1~i1
. '" ......'. ~H,
. . &ost
.....- .........
. .. ..... -~~ .,.',''Ai;'
~H.
., .
1
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(Recess.)
De Weerd: I wUI go ahead and open this meeting back up. Wes.
Bettis: Thank you. Madam Mayor, Council President Borton, Wesley Bettis still on the
manners, I forgot to
record. We have handed out this evening •• and excuse my bad manners.
acknowledge that the director of construction for Petra, Incorporated, Art Stevens.
Stevens, was
here this evening as Mr. Bennett was unavailable and out of town on personal
business. We have handed out to you a reoap of the cost on this project, how they
have been developed, how we put them together from the concept In June of '06 when
we first met with the city's selection committee to this point after the phase three bids.
Each of these updates has been provided to the Mayor'S
Mayor's building committee,
committee. as well
additional copies provided
prOVided for distribution to Council. So,
$0, I hope that what you're seeing
Isn't totally new to you. I think it's important as we run through here real quickly to note
that the first true budget that we were able to pull together was based on a 20 percent
drawings being started In
in
design with the conceptual plan and some of the working draWings
2006.liB
..~
_
1tIBt. .,.Ufla.'IHt
January of 2006.
.......
1tiBt.
,.UflSfIIfIIO

flllf.SEilIW.tDJ1
fIIlf.S~.

_....

_

-1IIIt

....

EfIlllfII'II··. . . .
II
.
_. . .
.
~,==.·_11.

February 2006, with release of the 60 percent design, the budget InoreaseaOy
InoreaseaD'Y
approximately 400,000 dollars, which Included an additional 1.6 million to reflect the
inclusion of the access floor system and the MEP systems with the engineer's
estimates, which were finally available to us. In April··
Aprll-- and.
and, I'm sorry,
sorry. these should be
2007, not 2006. April 2007 the budget rose to 18.2 million, an increase of
approximately one million dollars. This was when we discovered the groundwater
Issues on the site. It included all of the Increases
increases to the mechanical electrical systems
associated with the handling of that groundwater, as well as It began to Include some of
the additional finishes that were being brought Into our vision, as well as yours. That
was also the completion of our bids for phase two. So, we were able to gauge the
market pricing at that time. With the bid closing of last week, we have forecast the
budget at 20.5 million. That's an increase of 2.3 million dollars over the April budget,
but I think It's important to note that in the April budget we showed 800,000 dollars In
value engineering,
engineering. whlch , do not show at this time and the reason for that Is we are in
items that are available to present to you for
the process of Identifying
identifying all of these Items
selection, whether you want to Include them or not. There Is
is some items that we are
mOving forward on at the direction of the building
moving
bUilding committee, which Includes having
raised the billing four foot in elevation to enable us to get out of the groundwater and
eliminate the dewatering expense. That is also changing the masonry pricing, as well
changlO$J the site WOrk pricing,
priCing, we believe
as It is changl"$}
beJieve all In a very positive way. Those
designs are complete and the subcontractor Is In the process of pricing them at this
time. :~ ·"ew
·new:
(6h;'(li~Ih"olO"tle-~');iill·~fi;tb9.J'c~tl+;;.'"'Oiii~··
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work,

SO that we can get complete EPA and OEQ approval on that work. It includes a
200,000 dollar allowance for the extra costs associated with leed certification should
you decide to go forward with that after the August 7th presentation and discussion. It
Inctudes
lnctudes an additional 100,000 dollars for the IT seNer room HVAC and electrical
upgrades, which were unknown to us at the time we were putting the initial budgets
together. There are now more fixed walls after the department feedback from the
different departments as they laid out their work space from what was originally
anticipated In the design and what was presented by the design team. There Is also
three times -~ a 300 percent Increase In the total lineal footage of cabinets and millwork
In the building after the department reviews from what the design team had showed on
the April drawings. What we have attempted to do with this budget is to give us the
highest budget that we could think of Inclusive of all of the Items, Including the 1.5
area. so that we have a starting place
mlmon doUar budget for the plaza and community area,
to address the value engineering Issues and work with you to make a good working
budget out of this project. I'll stand for questions.

De Weerd: Thank you. Council.
Council, any questions?
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Yes, Mr. Borton.
Borton: Can you remind me of the concept you had In
in value engineering and that
reduction?
redUction?
President Borton. the 800,000
Bettis: Eight hundred thousand - excuse me. Council Presldent
dollars was what we had derived at the time In February - February 22nd that Mr.
Bennett had sat down with myself, with our consultants, the design team, and looked at
the different options that were available to us. We looked at potential savings on the
mechanical side, wet side plumbing, and the HVAC, just looking at -changing some
possible equipment suppliers, alternative types of fan units to be able to push the air
effectively as its design. As well we only had one access fk>or supplier at that time and
a quote that soared the bajeebers out of us, quite honestly. Fortunately,
Fortunately. that bid did
come in and we realized 300,000 dollars In savings In the phase three bids with the
fhe
in the
alternate access floor supplier. We have looked the deleting the finishes In
off. make them
unassigned areas. Putting up bulkhead walls and cordoned those off,
accessible to staff for storage or other non-occupied
non~occupled uses, but not to finish them at this
time. We looked at changing the electrical distribution In those unfinished areas. We
looked at the deletion of the dewatering cost, which we now realized and willlncfude in
the next update, tlie changes that that Impacted on the excavation and structural
steet We also even went so far as to iook at deleting an
concrete. Any changes to the steel.
entire wing and leaving
leaVing that as a future expansion. We. basically,
basically. looked at every
you. as decision makers, more options and more
option that we could to give you,
opportunities to provide the leadership you do in your decisions.
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De Weerd: Any further questions?
Zaremba: No.
De Weerd: Mr. Bird?
Bird: I have nothing - no questions, so let's do a very good job In providing for it and it's
more than I wish we had to spend, but that's ~~. we want a quality building and we - I
feel that we are more paying for that access flooring is well worth the money. II think the
extras we have, II think it's a building that we will be proud of forever. Fifty years from
now this will be functional. I think we could have - and I'll put myself up front, you as
second, I think we could have put the thumbs on the departments a little more and my
~- it
plan was to have about 20,000 square foot to lease out and It seems like we took -.
seems like we took everything out and that's our fault-and I don't blame them, don't get
me wrong.
De Weerd: I heard you. It's on the record.
Bird: I don't blame them at all. II just~·
just ~- and, you know, the property being cleaned up,
nobody could foresee that. I think we are getting a heck of a building for that money
-. I think will be classy,
myself personally. I think it will be a beautiful building. I think it's ••
that's what we started out to do.
De Weerd: Thank you. So, no other questions?
Borton: Madam Mayor?
De Weerd: Mr. Borton.
Borton: Just one other. And I don't see how it's broken down. You got a footnote on it.
happened with the stand alone HVAC server. Is there -I don't know what that
change - how much we are talking about, but Is there - was there ever a time when
there wasn't a stand alone for the server room.
Wha~

Bettis: Council President Borton, the server room was not identified as requiring a
separate stand alone HVAC system In the additional criteria. This came about - and,
it was less than 30 days
Mr. Watts. you may need to help me out here - timing-wise It
ago when IT met with Mr. Bird and Mr. Watts. as well as the design team, said we really
do need. because of the number of servers we are going to have, we are anticipating on
having, we need a separately conditioned room. Now, with an access floor system and
the way that this building has been designed, mote air could be delivered to this room In
a typical design and perform the same services. However, after reviewing it with the IT
department, they were adamant that they needed to have this additional air-conditioning
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for their systems and so this has been added in. Our estimated cost Is
is that 100 to 150
thousand. I put it In at 100,000, In my estimate. It's Included in our phase three bids.
De Weerd: Anything else, Council?

BIId: I have none.
De
Oe Weerd: Thank you.

Bettis: one last thing if I could, please. Just a quick update for you. I spent several
hours on site this morning with Superintendent John Anderson and after 30 years of
kiddng
kicking around In this industry and 19 different states and some 87 different
communities developing projects, it's a real joy to be working with a professional like
John. He Is a master at scheduling and by now he has this project moving along right
on task and he's making little subtle changes to keep that project on schedule
schedUle and the
quality Is exceptional, with Incredibly
incredibly good safety and I just want to pass that along from
my perspective, because it's fun to see.
appreCiated.
De Weerd: Thank you. That is greatly appreciated.
Bird: Madam Mayor?
Oe Weerd: Yes, Mr. Bird.
De
Bird: I wasn't going to bring this up, but in our last Monday meeting ~~
~. I drove all the
way down from McCall this afternoon to see the steel swinging. I don't see any steel
swinging.
.

Bettls:
BettIS: President Borton, Councilman Bird, thank you for noticing. That's What
what I was
mentioning with those subtle changes in the schedule.
Bird: I know.
Bettis: Mr. Anderson was able to see that by bringing the steel In this week he was
actually going to Impact the masonry, so he spoke with the masons, the masons
stepped up, brought In an additional crew, you're going to have a 70 foot stair tower at
the north end of this project by the end of next week, the steel will come in unimpeded,
notiCing.
which will speed up the steet erection. So, thank you for noticing.
don't doubt that. I don't doubt that.
Bird: I dontt
De Weerd: We appreciate that he .-Bird: But I drove all the way to see -- I wanted to see that steel swinging, see.
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Oe Weerd: Yeah. Please make an e-mail announcement of when It starts to swing.
De
Well, thank you for joining us here tonight.

Bird: Thanks, Was. Thanks, Art.
De
Oe Weerd: Thank you, Art. Oh. Thank you, Keith. I guess was that the update on the
overall effectiveness 'On the bidding process? Hey, Keith Watts, was that update on the
effectiveness on the bidding process? Just checking.
Watts: Okay.
B.

Parks Department:
1.

Discussion of Parks Commission Recommendation on
Proposed Antique Market Event in Storey Park:

De Weerd: Thank you. Parks Department.
Huff: Must be this time of night. I can't read my own writing. We met with Arlee
Marsters on our last meeting at the parks commission about doing an event in Storey
Park. I think you have the paperwork included on that and what It was was an Antique
fair or antique show and sale event and she did a good job producing that and she gave
documentation on - and letters of recommendation from where she had done it before
in eastern Idaho, as well as Hailey area. So, we looked that over and so did the
commission and forwarded that to ••
-. -on to Council for their approval. In that process,
since Doug left, I got involved a little bit and started looking at it and we spoke with
Emily Kane about it at length this morning
momlng and what we don't have for a profit event, for
for-proflt events, we don't have an ordinance for that, and fee structures and other
things In place. We have an event deal that we use now that's situated for other things
and In speaking with Emily she felt like we would be better off to put an ordinance In
whiCh she is working on, to make sure that we have ourselves well covered, that
place, which
we have the revenue we should get out of an event like that, and that all our ducks
would be In a row and that's what -- the direction I got from them today. I feel like ii's a
worthy event. I feel like we should do it. It's just proper planning ahead of time enough
is okay. I'm
"m within about 40 days of that .-- when she wants to hold that event right now.
And so there is some logistical stuff, some stuff to work out with the speedway. The
is to make sure that events don't clash. Those things I think are challenging
other thing Is
for us right now. And we don't have any way to charge for that. So, there is some
things that have to get Into place I think before we do that kind of event. However, I
gOing to be a good one. That's kind of where I am with it. Just one of those
think it's going
things that's kind of come up kind of quick. She did put in her deal on what our existing
time, and I did talk to her on the phone
documentation.
documentation, It's
it's about 60 days ahead of time.
today and we have not met to discuss anything yet on the upcoming project or met with
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Mr. Ted Baird
City of Meridian
33 E. Broadway
Meridian, Idaho 83642

Mr. Ted Baird,

the attached document is in response to the City or Meridian's request for
additional information and back-up to Petra's proposed Change Order #2; dealing with
inc~ase in fee and management costs as a result of the project increase in size,

budget as provided for in Article 7(b) of the Construction Management
complexity, and bUdget
Agreement.

The attached document has been revised from the Original
original submitted previously
on October 3, 2008. The total dollar amount requested has been updated to reflect the
actual man-hours worked versus the projected man-hours.

Very Truly Yours,

I
I

Gene Bennett

'1097 N. ROSARIO ST..
ST.. MERIDIAN. 10
ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500' FAX: (208) 323·4507
323-4507
WWW.PETIlAINC.NET
ReE-IS7S

J
PETRA96910
005987

Executive Summary

-Equitable
Article 7(b) of the Construction Management Agreement provides for an "Equitable
Adjustment" in the "Construction Manager's fee and the not-ta-exceed limits for
reimbursable expenses" due to significant change in the Project due to "size, complexity,
and bUdget"
budget"
The attached documentation specifically addresses the changes in each of these
areas and the corresponding increase in management time and fee to manage the
project
Salaries

$136.197

Fee

$386,392
Total:

$522,589

PETRA96911
005988

Proiect Size and Complexity
Project Size
The size of the Project increased in three principal areas:
•

Physical Size - The size of the Project increased from 80,000 sq.ft. to 80,000 sq.ft. plus a
20,000 sq.ft basement for a total of 100,000 sq.ft. Addition of the basement added time
to the Project to get out of the ground.

•

Scope of work within building - The amount of work within the building was originally
enviSioned as "standard"
"standard- Class A office space with open office areas. Final design
envisioned
utilized fixed wall office, partitions and cabinetry in lieu of demountable office partitions
requiring more supervisory time to manage the Project.

•

Plaza & Site work - Original site work was envisioned as "surface parking" and the
required streetscape around the building. Final plaza design included amphitheatre,
Heritage bUilding,
building, treUis, canal, stream, plaza with pavers and fountains, as well as
parking and street scape. To manage this work, Petra employed a full time Project
Superintendent and Staff Engineer to oversee the intricate installation.

Buitding Complexity
The complexity of the building
bUilding changed in five principal
prinCipal areas:
•

Structure: size of the City Council chambers dictated column to beam moment welds in
four directions throughout the structure. This was more than the 2 directional moment
welds that were initially anticipated, and added time to the Project during the rainy
season when it is diffICUlt to weld.

•

Building
BUilding exterior: The City's desire
deSire to have an exterior that would stand the "test of time"
time

N

dictated that use of stone and brick. This is a more expensive and time consuming
construction method than is used on other commercial buildings, but was required in
order to provide a 200 year structure.
•

Mechanical: The mechanical system used In the building is state-of-the-art. It
incorporated access floor/under floor duct throughout the building with a two pipe
hydronic system providing under floor control to individual VAV boxes at individual work
stations. The system provides the ultimate in control, comfort, and flexibility for future

PETRA96912
005989

offICe changes compared to the usual rooftop system with the single thermostat for large
work areas.
state-of~the-art with -daylight harvesting" controls,
• Electrical: The electrical system also is state-of~the-art

C02 monitoring. standby generator and UPS systems - all requiring additional time to
install.
•

Because of the complexity of the mechanicaVelectrical systems, Petra employed a
mechanicaVelectrical superintendent in lieu of a foreman to ensure the success of the
Project.

•

LEED: The certification for LEED with the state-of-the-art MEP systems added time to the
overall Project to complete.

PETRA96913
005990

Budget:
The proposed budget for the project during contract negotiations in August.
August, 2006
was set at $122 million for 80,000 sq.ft by the City of Meridian. This was done in order
to negotiate the construction management agreement to get the Construction
Management Agreement executed prior to any drawings
draWings or design criteria being
prepared.
All budgets,
bUdgets, bids, and contract awards were received by the City and
approved by City Council.
The final budget of $20.4 mRiion for the building and plaza was presented to City
Council in the monthly report in December 2007.
2007, and this plus the $1.35 million site
demolition and remediation cost equals the current project budget of $21.77 million.

PETRA96914
005991

~

...
Change Order Request

The change order request is composed of two portions:
•

Increased salary costs to manage the Project as a result of the Projecfs increase in physical
size, complexity and budget.

$136,197
•

Increase fee to cover home offICe costs and profit as a result of the Project's increase in
complexity and budgel
budget.
$386,392
$386.392

Total Amount

$522,589

PETRA96915

005992

Increased Salary Costs
The following chart is a comparison of actual hours spent managing the Project versus
the negotiated contract amount

Project Manager

Contract
Negotiated
Contract

4I3OJ10
Hours
to

Remaining

Project

Hours

Date

Hours

Hours

Difference

Rate

768

1,174

0

1,174

406

$63.50

Non-

Total
Amount

1,536

3,044

0

3,044

1,508

$45.90

Reimbursable
$69,217

0

1,687

0

1,687

1,687

$26.96

$45,482

Superintendent

3,114
3.114

3,872

0

3,872

728

$40.40

$29,411

Foreman

3,144
3.144

1,857
1.857

0

1,857

<1,287>

$22.90

<$29,472>

Total:

8.532

11.410

2,412

Project Engineer

Staff Engineer
project

$114.638

Petra utilized a mechanical/electrical superintendent in lieu of a finish foremen to oversee the
MEP construction. Rate for the superintendent was $34.51 and the additional cost was:

I

Supt Foreman

I

Total Additional Supervisory Costs:

1,857

I

I

$11.61

I

$21.560
$21,560

5136, 197 1
$136.

PETRA96916
005993

Increased Fee

The original negotiated fee for the contract was $574,000 which equates to 4.7%
$574,000
$574.000
=4.7%

$12,200.000

The 4.7% rate is consistent with the fee increase requested and approved in Change
Order #1.
3.0%, insurance of 0.7% and pre-tax profit of 1.0%.
This fee covers home office costs of 3.0%.
Increased fee is as follows:
Final Project Budget - Building & Plaza
Deduct Orig Contract Amount
Increase to Budget

$20,421,103
$20,421.103
<$12,200,000>

$ 8,221,103

Fee Rate
Fee Increase Requested

4.7%
$

386,392

PETRA96917
005994

Date:
TIme:
Company No.
. ~rinting:

5/312010
51312010
12:41:34 PM

PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION

PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE

PHASE

COST CODE

60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

410
410

11612007
1/1312007

410

112012007
112712007
213/2007
21312007
211012007
211712007
212412007
3/312007
31312007
3/1012007
311012007
311712007
3/1712007
312412007
3/3112007
313112007
41712007

60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675

48.71
1

1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee Range BENEUG thru BENEUG Pay Periods Ending Between 08101/06 and O4J3OJ09
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Eugene Bennett

JOB

60675

Report Code:
Page:

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410

411412007

412112007
4/2812007
412812007
5/512007
51512007
5/1212007
5/1912007

5/2612007
512612007
61212007
619/2007
611612007
612312007

613012007
7/1412007

712112007
8/4/2007
814/2007
8/1112007
811812007

8/2512007
91112007
91812007
9/1512007

912212007
101612007
10113/2007
1011312007
1012012007

1012712007
111312007
11/1012007
1112412007

121112007
121812007
1211512007
1212212007
1/512008
1/1212008
1/1912008

1126/2008
112612008
21212008
21912008

BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG

REG HOURS
2
1
11
12
6
8
4
2

16
8
8
4

4
11
7
6
1
5

6
8

4
4
1
4
4
4
2
2

1
9

6
2
8
2
3
3

3

4
2
1

4
4
3

24
9

20
20
16

4
6
8

4
3

005995
PETRA96918

Report Code:
PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION
12:41:34 PM
~age:
1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee Range BENEUG fhru
thru BENEUG Pay Periods Ending Between 08101/06 and 04130109
060675lhru
Job Range 060675
thru 060675
Eugene Bennett

513flO10

Date:
Time:
Company No.

. -Drinting:

JOB

PHASE

COST CODE

60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60615
60675
60675
60675
60615
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410

60675

60675
60675

60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE
2/1612008

212312006
31812008
3115flOO8
312212008
312912008
4/5fl008
4/1212008
4/1912008
412612008
51312008
5110flOOS
511712008

512412006
513112008
61712008

611412008
612112008
6I28fl008
6128fl008
7/5flOO8
7/1212006
7/1912008
81212008
81912008
811612008
812312008
8130/2008
813012008
916fl008
91612008

9/1312008
912012008
9/2712008
101412008
10/1112008
10/18flOO8
10/25flO08
11/112008
111812008
11/812008

11115fl008
1112212008
1112912008
121612008
1211312008

1212012008
1212112008

410

1/1012009

410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410

111112009
112412009
113112009
2/7/2009
217/2009
211412009

212112009
2128flOO9
3/712009

BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG

48.71
1

REG HOURS
8

6
8

12
4
12
10
16
12
16
1
12
10
8

12
16
16
8
12
12
8
16
8

36
36
36
32
24
32
16
35
37
40

24
24
25
26

12
12
6
2

10
2

2
2
8
8
16
14
12
8
8

16

005996
PETRA96919

· Date:
Tune:
Tme:
Company No.
Printing:

51312010
Report Code:
PAYROLL HISTQRY DISTRIBUTION
12:41:34 PM
Page:
1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee Range BENEUG thru BENEUG Pay Periods Ending Between 08101106 and 04130109
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Eugene Bennett

JOB

PHASE

COST CODE
COSTCOOE

60675
60675
60675
60615
60675
60675

1
1
1
1
1
1

410
410
410
410
410
410

Total

PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE
3/1412009
3/2112009
312112009
312812009
4/412009
411112009
4/1112009
411812009
4/1812009

BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG
BENEUG

48.71
1

REG HOURS

8
8
4
8
4
8

1174

PETRA96920
005997

Date:
. Time:

Company No.
printing:

Report Code:
:' PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION
51312010
Page:
12:42:41 PM
1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee Range BETWES thru BElWES Pay Periods Ending Between 08101/06
08101106 and 04130109
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Wes Bettis

JOB

PHASE

COST CODE

60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675 .
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410

PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE COOE
7nl2007
7n12007
811212006
811912006

8/26/2006
8/2612006
912/2006
91212006

91912006
9116/2006
911612006
9/23/2006
912312006
913012006
10nl2006
10114/2006
1011412006
1012112006
1012812006
11/412006
11/1112006
11/18/2006
11/1812006
1112512006
121212006
121912006
1211612006
1212312006
1213012006
11612007
1/1312007
112012007
112712007
21312007
213/2007
211012007
211712007
212412007
313/2007
31312007
311012007
3(1712007
3/1712007
312412007
313112007
41712007
411412007
412112007
412812007
51512007
511212007
5/1912007
5/2612007
512612007
61212007
6I9J2007
6/1612007
612312007
6130/2007
613012007
7/1412007
712112007
7/2812007
81412007
811112007

BErneS
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BElWES
BElWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES

48.71
1

REG HOURS
32
4.5
6.25

2.5
1.75
3.25

3
5
5
9.25
10
4.5
6.75
7.75
4.25
5.25
5.75
12.25
18
12.25
19.75
6.75
13.5
18.25
19.25
15.25
13
27.75
22.5
2625
23.5
26.5
26.75
27.75

29
27.5
34.21
34.5
33.25
9
22.75
32
26
9.5
16
40
34.5

40
40

36
40
40
40
PETRA96921
005998

513f2010
5/3f2010

Date:
Time:

Company No.
P~nting:
P~nting:

.,

PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRlBUTION

12:42:41 PM
1 PETRA Incorporated

1

Employee Range BETWES Ihru BETWES Pay Periods Ending Between 08I01f06
08J01f06 and 04/30109
04130109
Job Range 060675 thru 060676
Wes Bettis

JOB

PHASE

COST CODE

60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410

Total

48.71

Report Code:
Page:

1
1

1
1
1

PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE
8118f2007
811812007

812512007
9/112007
91112007
9/812007

911512007
9I22J2007

912912007
1011312007

10/2012007
10120/2007
1012712007

111312007
11/1012007
11/1712007

1112412007
121112007

BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BETWES
BElWES
BETWES
BElWES
BETWES
BElWES
BETWES
BElWES
BETWES
BElWES
BElWES

REG HOURS

24
32
35.5
32

22.5
40
40
40
40
40·
40·

40
40
24
27
1547.21

PETRA96922
005999

Date;-'
Dale:-'

Tme:
. Company No.
..Drinting:
'·°rinting:

Report
Code:
ReporlCode:
PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION
5/3flO10
513flO10
Page:
12:50:04 PM
1 PETRA Incorporated
08101/06 and 04/30109
Employee Range COUTHO thru COUTHO Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01106
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Tom Coughlin

JOB

PHASE

COST CODE

60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
6067560675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675
60675

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
410

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

PERIOD ENDING

121112007

121812007
1211512007
12fl212oo7
121l2/2oo7
1212912007
1/512008
1/1212008
112612008
21212008
21912008
211612008
212312008
31112008
3/112008
31812008
311512008
312212008
312912008
4/512008
4/1212008
4/1912008
412612008
4/2612008
51312008
511012008
511712008
512412008
513112008
61712008
6/1412008
612112008
612812008
7/512008
7/1212008
7/1912008
712612008
8/212006
812/2006
81912008
811612008
8123/2008
813012006
8130/2006
91612008
9/1312008
912012008
912712008
101412008
1011112008
10/1812008
1012512008
11/1/2008
11/112008
111812008
11/1512008
11I22l2OO8
11/2212008
11/2912008
1112912008
1216/2008

48.71
1

EMPLOYEE CODe

REG HOURS

COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO
COUTHO

4
16
16
12
8
16
16
12
8
16
20
16
20
8
28

24
24
28
28
24
24
20
28
32
24
24
32
32
32
28
24
28
28
24
24
16
24
32
36

12
8
12
22
12
8

14
10
10
14
18
24

26
16
PETRA96923
006000

